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THE GROUND CONNECTION IN LIGHT-
NING PROTECTIVE SYSTEMS

Since the early days of commercial teleg-

raphy the question of what constitutes a
good ground connection has been a live one;
with the most primitive forms of lightning

conductors, the earth connection was perhaps
the most important part of the outfit ; later,

in different systems of generating electrical

energy, such as direct current 3-wire dis-

tribution, alternating current two-phase 3-

wire and 4-wire, and three-phase with
grounded neutral, an efficient connection with
earth has been necessary; and yet it cannot
be said that a great deal has been known
upon the subject, or that the available data
have been collected as thoroughly, and made
use of as wideh% as one would expect.

Of recent years, since reliable lightning

arresting devices have been used for the

protection of electrical apparatus from atmo-
spheric lightning and from internal surges,

the subject has received more thorough
attention from various investigators, the

results of which have been published (usually

in the proceedings of the engineering societies)

from time to time. In the early days of

telegraphy, it was the question of earth

resistance alone which received attention.

By now, however, other properties of the
earth connection, of no importance then, have
been found to have a bearing on the matter,
such as its inductance, and a property which
may be called the electrostatic capacity fac-

tor or equalizing connection; and it must be
borne in mind that in arrester practice a low
value of earth resistance is not necessarily the

most important factor to be considered.

We are commencing in this issue a paper
by Professor E. E. F. Creighton, which will

treat the subject of ground eonnections,

as specially applicable to arrester systems,

very thoroughly. From the results of tests

which have been carried out, in deter-

mining more of the nature of the three

factors mentioned above, a number of general

laws concerning earthing have been estab-
lished. These laws are concerned with the
variation in resistance of the earth, due to
depth of pipe, to the specific resistance of

the earth, to pipe earths in multiple, to varia-
tion in distance between pipe earths, and to

change in the diameter of the pipe; with the
potential distribution around a pipe earth;
the ampere-hour capacity of a pipe earth;
the inductance of the earth leads; the
electrostatic capacity factor; the algebraic
law of separating the resistance of several
earths; and methods of measuring resist-

ance of earths. Curves arc given showing
the results of tests upon which these laws are

based. It may be of interest to note that
careful tests taken on the earth connection
during the past year confirm the results pre-

viously published by Prof. Creighton else-

where (see paper presented before A. I. E. E.,

June, 1908).

By way of accompaniment to the rapidity
with which arresting apparatus and arcing
grounding suppressors have been investigated
and improved, many have striven after a
great elaboration in the matter of the earth
connection, neglecting the fact that often
elaboration versus simplicity is not the same
as sufficiency versus insufficiency. The result

of this has been that various forms of "fancy "

grounds have been devised which, while
sometimes efficient, have always been exces-
sively wasteful. A simple pipe earth, either

singly or in multiple, makes as good a ground
connection for arresters as can be required.
Detailed instructions are given in this article

for making an efficient pipe earth, from which
it will be seen that the proceeding is of the
simplest.

This paper will be continued, and probably
completed, in the February issue of the
Review; and will constitute the first of a
scries of articles which we shall hope to pub-
lish in the course of the year, dealing compre-
hensively with the subject of ])rotection from
lightning.
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MEASURING THE VELOCITY OF A STREAM
OF WATER

Under the heading of "The Diary of a

Test Man," wc are publishing this month
an interesting account of some hydraulic

tests which were carried out at the Holtwood
Power Station of the Pennsylvania Water &
Power Company, to determine the efficiency of

one of the 13,500 h.p. water turbines installed

in that station. From the electrical tneasure-

ments the output of the waterwheel end of

the turbine-driven set could be calculated ; and
in order to find the power input to the turbine,

it was necessary to know the quantity of

water supplied to the turbine through its

approaches in a given time.

As a general rule, the most convenient
apparatus for measuring the quantity of

water in the case of small streams is by means
of a weir, placed either above the wheel or

in the tail-race. This is particularly the case

where systematically repeated readings will

be required from time to time. Quantity
of water flowing in a given time may also be
determined from a knowledge of the velocity

of the stream flowing through a known cross-

section.

Students of hydraulics will be familiar with

\-arious arrangements which ma}' be used for

finding the velocity of a stream of water. The
use of "floats," either surface or submerged, is

a simple method of obtaining the velocity of

a natural stream. A current meter is often

employed. Several types of current meter
are available, but the instrument usually takes

the form of an arrangement of vanes, either

cup-shaped or helical, which may be lowered

into the water. During one half of a revo-

lution the current acts upon the convex
side of the vane, and during the other half

upon the concave side; and the axis to which
the vanes are attached rotates at a speed

depending upon the velocity of the stream.

An electric make-and-break device may be
connected by twin conductors to an observa-

tion point; and by this means the number
of revolutions of the axis in a given time may
be registered, and the velocity determined
from calibration charts. The indicating

mechanism in such meters must necessarily

introduce a complication which is absent in

some of the other methods. The Venturi
meter again is sometimes used. This

apparatus depends on the law, established

by Venturi, an Italian investigator, that

water, moving in a pipe, may pass from a

condition of high pressure and low velocity

to a condition of low pressure and high
velocity, and vice versa, without great loss

of energy. In other words, pressure and
velocity are mutually convertible. The con-

version of pressure and velocity is brought
about by a change in diameter of the pipe

through which the water flows, pressure read-

ings being taken at two points in the pipe at

different diameters. The principle of the

Venturi meter has by now received a wide
application in large hydro-electric develop-

ments as well as in city water-supply systems

;

and in its commercial forms the meter is

arranged to register quantity direct. The
use of the pitot tube furnishes yet another
means. This method depends upon the

principle that if two tubes, both having a

right angled bend at the lower end, are

placed side by side in a stream, one opening up-
stream, and the other opening at right angles

to the current or down-stream, the water will

rise to a different height in the two tubes,

which difference will bear a definite relation

to the velocity of the stream. If suitable ar-

rangements are made for reading this differ-

ence accurately, and for calibrating the tubes

by comparison with a reliable standard, the

method is well adapted to uses requiring close

accuracy.

All of the foregoing methods may be found
in use at various water development works,

or at waterwheel testing plants at the present

time. The pitot tube method was the one
adopted at the Holtwood station; and a

brief description of its principle, and the

application of the principle in this case, is

found in the article to which we have referred.

When the method is applied to cases such as

the present one, in which the velocity of the

incoming water is to be measured immedi-
ately in front of the head-gate to the turbine,

a more or less elaborate arrangement is

required, for mounting the tubes in the

stream, rigidly but without materially ob-

structing the flow, and for transferring these

indications to a point where they may be

conveniently read by the testing crew. The
details of the Holtwood plan will probably

be found to be as ingenious as any which

have yet been engineered.

Our series of articles on alternating current

apparatus troubles will be resumed in the

FelDruary issue of the Review. Rotary con-

verters will be the subject for treatment.



ELECTRICAL DISTURBANCES AND THE NATURE
OF ELECTRICAL ENERGY*

By Charles P. Steinmetz

The distinction between electrical surges or waves of different formation are first outlined and the

manner in which such surges may affect the electric circuit illustrated by analogies between the action of

electrical waves and the action of waves of the ocean. Light, heat, Hertzian waves and the fields of alter-

nating current systems are shown to be the same phenomenon, differing one from the other only in frequency
of vibration. Speculation is made as to what the electric wave is, leading to the contradictory deductions
that for certain reasons the luminiferous ether must be considered as a gas of infinitely low density, and for

certain others as a solid. The ionic theory is next discussed. It is shown that attempts to prove the

correctness of this theory lead to inconsistencies, and in certain cases to contradiction of some recognized law
of nature. The address is concluded with the statement that the same thing is true of all theories, which
does not mean that these theories are fundamentally wrong, but simply that our present formulations of

them are far from final correctness and represent only crude conceptions of the nature of things.

—

-Editor.

To all of us who are interested in the use

of electric energy the nature and character-

istics of electric energ}' are of importance;

as on their understanding depends our
success in the economic use of this energy,

and our ability of guarding against the diffi-

culties, troubles and dangers which it may
threaten when out of control.

The uses of electric energy are familiar

to all of you, and form the subject of numerous
papers ; the study of the troubles and dangers
is in the hands of the Committee on High
Potential Disturbances, and therefore only a
general discussion appears appropriate here.

Electric energy is industriallj- used as

direct current and as alternating current,

that is, as steady flow and as wave motion,
u.sually of 25 or 60 cycles. Electric distur-

bances are of various character, and, where
they are periodic or wave motions, are often

of very high frequencies.

It can not well be doubted that electric

disturbances in our systems are increasing

in number. The reason therefore is found
in the increasing size and energy of modern
electric systems. Just as in a pail of water
even a gale will not cause an appreciable

disturbance, or, as a small pond is usually

quiet while the ocean is never at rest, but
continually traversed by undulations from
small ripples to big waves, so in a small

isolated plant high voltage disturbances are

practically unknown; are rare in smaller

central stations; while in the huge modern
systems waves continuously traverse the
circuits, from minute high frequency ripples

of negligible energy to occasional high power
surges of destructive energy.
The nature and form of disturbances met

in electric systems are as variegated as those

*An address to the Association of Edison Illuminating Com-
panies at their convention in Spring Lake Beach. N. J. Pub-
lished in the General Electric Review by special permission.

of an}- Other form of energy. Single electric

waves or impulses may appear as magnetic
discharges, analogous to the snap of a whip
in acoustics. Oscillations appear as w;aves

which start suddenly and gradually die out,

like the waves produced by throwing a stoiie

in water; such are the disturbances caused
by switching, synchronizing, etc. Then
there are travelling waves, analogous to the

ocean waves, of various size and wave
length; such for instance as the disturbances

caused by arcing grounds, by lightning, etc.

Standing waves or stationary oscillations, like

those of a tuning fork or violin string, may
appear; and occasionally also, the most
dangerous of all disturbances, cumulative
oscillations, like the resonance of a tuning
fork, namely, oscillations which gradually

build up, increase in intensity until they

finally limit themselves and become station-

ary, or die down again, or increase until

something happens. Such for instance are

the hunting of synchronous inachines, certain

internal transformer oscillations, etc.

Disturbances may affect the system by
their quantity, or by their intensity. Electric

power can be resolved into the product of two
terms, quantity (or current) and intensity

(or voltage), just as most other forms of

energy are resolved into the product of two
terms. Hydraulic energy is quantity of

water times head or pressure; heat energy
is entropy times temperature, etc. Instances

of current disturbances are the momentary
short circuit currents of alternators, the very
high frequency currents of arcing grounds,

etc. Voltage disturbances appear wherever
an electric wave breaks at a barrier in a circuit,

as at a reactance, or in the end turns of a

transformer.

A wave in the water, as a big ocean wave,
may cause damage by its bulk, by over-
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turning a structure. So a current wave may
cause damage by its volume : the momentary
short circuit current of an alternator may
tear the windings to pieces, twist off the

engine shaft, etc. Again, waves in the water

too small of themselves to do any harm,
may still do harm by the continuous pounding
—by undermining and washing away the

shore. In such manner a continuous oscil-

lation—a continuous surge—may destro}^

Each individual electric impulse would not

have sufficient energy to do damage, but
when they follow each other successively,

in thousands and millions, as coming from
an arcing ground, then finally they cause

destruction. Again, the damage may be
done by the pressure or voltage. Just like

an ocean wave, not high enough in itself

to overtop the shore, when stopped at the

beach, when breaking in the surf, throws
the water up to heights that are much
greater than the height of the wave, so

in the same manner a voltage impulse in an
electric distribution system, when it breaks

at the entrance to another circuit, at a

reactance, or the end connections of the

transformer or generator, or the series coil

of a potential regulator, may pile up high

voltage and rise to values far beyond those

which the wave has in its free path in the

cable or the line; and there, at the point

where it breaks, where the wave is abruptly

stopped by reactance, the voltage may rise

to destructive values.

Disturbances may enter the electric system
from the outside, as by lightning; or they
may originate in the system, as by switching,

synchronizing, etc.; or again, they may
originate in the circuit by outside inter-

ference, as by an arcing ground, a spark

discharge to an isolated conductor, etc.

A characteristic of most of these distur-

bances (which usually are comprised by the

name of transients) is that they easily pass

from circuit to circuit across space by mag-
netic or static induction, but frequently

do not travel along the circuit for any
considerable distance. The caiisc thereof

is fotmd in their natiu'e, particularly the

frequency.
When an electric current passes through

a circuit, there is in the space surrounding
the conductor which carries the current

an electric field: lines of magnetic force

surround the conductor, and lines of electro-

static or dielectric force radiate from the

conductor. In a direct current circuit,

if the current is continuous, the field is

constant ; there is a condition of stress in the

space surrotmding the conductor, which repre-

sents stored enegy, magnetic energy and
dielectric energy, just as a compressd spring

or a moving mass represents stored energy.

In an alternating current circuit, the electric

field also alternates; that is, with every half

wave of current and of voltage, the magnetic
and the dielectric field start at the conductor,

and run out from the conductor into space
with the velocity of light, or 188,000 miles

per second. Where this alternating field of

the conductor, this electric wave, impinges
on another conductor, a voltage and a

current are induced therein. The induction

is proportional to the intensity of the field

(the current and voltage in the conductor
which produce the field) and to the frequency.

Thus, where the frequency is extremely high,

intense induction occurs; that is, considerable

energy is transferred from the conductor
which produces the electric wave (the primary
or sending conductor) to any conductor on
which the wave impinges (the secondary or

recei\nng conductor). The result is, that a

large part of the energy of the primary
conductor passes inductively across space

into secondary conductors, and the energy
decreases rapidly along the primary conduc-

tor. In other words, such a high frequency

current does not pass for long distances

along a conductor, but rapidly transfers its

energy by induction to adjacent conductors.

This higher induction, resulting from the

higher frequency, is the explanation of the

apparent difference in the propagation of high

frequency disturbances from the propagation

of the low frequency power of our alternating

current systems: the higher the frequency,

the more preponderant become the inductive

effects, which transfer energy from circuit

to circuit across space, and therefore the more
rapidly the energy decreases and the current

dies out along the circuit; that is, the more
local is the phenomenon.
The flow of electric power thus comprises

phenomena inside of the conductor, viz.,

the dissipation of electric energy by the

resistance of the conductor through its

conversion into heat; and phenomena in the

space outside of the conductor—the electric

field—which, in a continuous current circuit,

is a condition of steady magnetic and dielec-

tric stress, and in an alternating current

circuit is alternating, that is, an electric wave
issuing from the conductor and traveling

through space with the velocity of light.

In electric power transmission and distri-
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bulion, the phenomena inside of the conductor
are of main importance, and the electric

field of the conductor is usuall}' observed only
incidentally, when it gives trouble by induc-
tion in telephone circuits, or when it reaches
such high intensities as to puncture insulation,

cause mechanical motion, etc. Inversely,

in the use of electric power for wireless

telegraphy and telephony, it is only the elec-

tric field of the conductor, the electric wave,
which is of importance in transmitting the
message; the phenomena in the conductor,
the current in the sending antenna, are not
used

.

The electric waves of commercial alternat-

ing current circviits usually have the fre-

quencies of 2.5 and 6U cycles. With a velocity

of propagation of 188,000 miles per second,
2.5 waves per second give a wave length of

188,000 _.,„, ., a., ^-
r:^: = i.jOO miles. Ihc distance to which
2.D

the field of a transmission line extends is,

therefore, only an insignificant part of the
wave length, and the phase difference within
the field of the transmission line thus is

inappreciable. With the alternating fields of

transmission lines, the effect of the velocity

of propagation of the field is therefore

negligible and is always neglected. Not so

with the alternating field of a wireless tele-

graph station. Losing frequencies from one
hundred thousand to a million cycles, the

, . , 188,000 , _, .,

wave length is from r777:-7^7^=^-^ miles to

188,000
100,000

= 0.188 miles, or about 1000 feet.

With a wave length of from 1000 feet to

2 miles, the electric wave extends over
hundreds of cycles within the operative
radius of a wireless telegraph station, which
may be hundreds or even thousands of miles.

It is appreciable also in long distance tele-

phone lines. The average frequency of the
sound waves—.500 cycles—gives a wave
length of .376 miles, and a 1000 mile telephone
line thus comprises over 2^4 waves. That is,

at the moment when one half cycle of tele-

phone current arrives in Chicago from
New York, five succeeding half waves have
already left the New York terminal and are

on the way.
Abnormal electric waves in industrial

electric power circuits vary from a few cycles

per second (in the stationary oscillations of

compound electric circuits) up to thousands,
hundreds of thousands and millions of cycles

per second. At frequencies of many thousand

cycles per second, the ordinary measuring
instruments, the oscillograph, etc., fail to

record the wave ; but such very high frequency
waves can still be observed and measured
through their inductive effects by bringing
a conductor near them: the electric wave,
impinging on this exploring conductor ("reson-

ator" or "receiving antenna") then induces
a current in it, and this is observed by a
sufficiently delicate apparatus. In this man-
ner, the telephone disturbances caused by
alternating electric railway circuits have been
studied by exploring antennae. A very
intense wave, at short distance from its

origin, may be observed by the spark across a
small gap in the exploring antenna. Inversely,

at hundreds of miles distance from the
wireless sending station, the extremely weak
wave is still observed in the receiving antenna
by a change of the surface tension of a
platinum hair wire dipped into an electrolyte,

the change in resistance of which operates
a relay. By exploring antenna, electric

waves have been studied and observed up to

frequencies of hundreds of millions of cycles

per second—so-called "Hertzian waves,"

—

as they occur in industrial circuits between
the end cylinders of high voltage multi-gap
lightning arresters. There, they are the
cause of the high sensitivity of the arrester

for high frequency disturbances.*

We have to realize though, that light and
radiant heat, the Hertzian waves, the waves
of the wireless telegraphy station, the alter-

nating fields of our transmission and distri-

bution circuits, are one and the same phenom-
enon—electric waves traveling through space
with the same velocity (188,000 miles per
second) and exhibiting the same character-
istics, but differing merely by their fre-

quencies. This does not mean that electricity

and light are the same, but that light is an
extremely high frequency electric wave, an
extremely rapid alternating electric field,

while the electric field of the direct current
is a steady stress in space.

From our knowledge of the identity of the
alternating electric field and the wave of light

radiation, we can derive a number of interest-

ing relations between electric phenomena and
the phenomena of light. To mention

* Dr. Steinmetz here went on to point out that for frequen
cies of hundreds of thousands of millions, or millions of millions
of cycles per second, the above method of observing the electric
waves fails; however, they may be detected by placing a con-
ducting body in their path, when they manifest themselves as
"radiant heat." Frequencies of several hundred millions of
millions are apparent to the eye as light, while frequencies of
ten thousand millions of millions probably constitute the X-rays.
For the full discussion of this subject, se^ Dr. Steinmetz's paper
on " Atc Lighting" in the December, 1911. issue of the Review
page .568

—

Editor
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only one: the secondary current is re-

pelled by the alternating magnetic field

which induces it, that is, by the electric wave
impinging upon it. This fact is made use of

in the constant current transformer for

constant current regulation. Applying the
same phenomenon to the extremely high
frecjuency light waves, means that the body
which intercepts the light wave is repelled by
the wave—the radiation pressure. Thus at

extremely' high frequencies the radiation

pressure is the analogous phenomenon to

the repulsion between primary and secondary
circuits in our industrial circuits.

So far we have made no hypothesis, but
merely recorded the facts: we can measure
the waves and their frequencies, their velocity

of propagation and other characteristics, and
show their identity. We may now speculate
on the nature of the electric wave, on the
mechanism of its propagation, etc.; but must
then realize, that as soon as we leave the
facts and indulge in speculation, we submit
to uncertainty, which every hypothesis has,

no matter how well founded.
The velocity of propagation of the electric

wave is incredible, but it is a finite velocit}-,

and after the electric wave has left the
sending antenna, a finite time elapses before

it is observed by the receiving antenna. The
energy sent out by the oscillator, the electric

circuit, the sending antenna, is thus received

by the receiving antenna at a later time.

The finite speed of propagation of the electric

wave implies that the energy during its

motion from the starting point to the point
observed must reside for some time in

intervening space. This means that there

must be something in the space which
carries the energy; a carrier of the energy of

radiation, of light. That carrier we explain
by the hypothesis of the luminiferous ether.

We assume that the ether permeates all space,
is of extreme tenuity and fineness, and is the
carrier of the electric wave. The question
arises: Is the ether a mere hypothesis, or
is it real? Is it a form of matter or not?
We may speculate on that, but may come
to one conclusion or to the opposite conclusion,
depending on our definition of what matter
is. After all, it is really not a question of

speculation, but a question of definition—of

what you define as matter.
We always speak of the phenomena of

nature within the conception of energy and
of matter. Energy we can perceive by our
senses. All we know of nature, all that our
senses give us as information, is the effect of

energy—energy which reaches our body
through the eyes, through the ear, through
the sense of touch; and if I were to make a
definition of energy it would be " that thing
which reacts on, and is perceived by, or can
be perceived by, our senses." This is

probably the most consistent dcfitiition of

energy.

Now, what is matter? We cannot see or
get any knowledge of matter. If we see a
thing, we do not see the matter, but we see

the radiating energy from it which comes
to us. We feel the mechanical energy of its

momentum, but the matter we cannot
perceive. All the conception of matter is as

the carrier of energy; but if you define matter
as the carrier of energy, then the ether which
carries radiating energy—carries the energy
of the electric wave—is just as much matter
as the bullet which carries the mechanical
energy that was supplied to it in the gun.
The question then arises: What are the

properties of this ether, which is the carrier

of the electric wave? The velocity of propa-
gation of a wave in a medium depends on its

density and elasticity. The velocity of

propagation of the electric wave through the
ether is nearly 200,000 miles per second,
while the velocity of sound waves through
the air is about 1000 feet per second, or the
electric wave moves a million times faster

than the sound wave. This means that the
ether must be of a density inconceivably
lower than that of air, though we speak of the
air as being of low density, and realize this

when trying to navigate it. Furthermore,
through the ether all cosmic motion takes

place: our earth rushes through it at high
velocity, and still there is no appreciable

friction. That means that the density of the

ether must be so enormously low that even
at very high velocity the frictional resistance

is inappreciable.

We might then consider the ether as a gas

of inconceivably low density.

However, the light wave or electric wave
is a transverse vibration; that is, the oscillat-

ing ether particles oscillate at right angles

to the direction in which the ray of light

travels, and therefore in their oscillation

come neither nearer nor recede further from
the ether particles in front or behind in the

direction of the beam of radiation. The oscilla-

tion cannot be transferred from ether particle

to ether particle in the direction of the beam,
by approach or recession of the ether particles,

and the transfer of oscillation in the direction

of the beam thus can occur onlv bv some
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thing, some force, which holds the ether

particles together, so that a side motion of one
causes a corresponding side motion of the

particle ahead, without approach. That is,

the ether particles can not be free as in a gas,

but must be held together with some rigidity.

In other words, the existence of transverse

vibrations precludes that the ether is a gas,

and requires it to be a rigid body, a solid:

transverse oscillations can occur only in

solids, but arc inconceivable in fluids. From
the nature of the wave motion of light, we
thus would have to conclude that the ether,

through which the earth and all bodies rvxsh

with high velocity, and without appreciable

friction, is a solid. This is physically impos-
sible, and here we find a very common
physiological phenomenon: if we attempt to

carry any speculation or theory to its final

and ultimate conclusion, we reach contra-

dictions. This probably is not the result

of the nature of the phenomena, but is in

the nature of our minds, which are finite and
limited, and therefore fail when attempting
to reason into the infinite.

A speculative hypothesis on the nature of

electrical phenomena has in the last years

been developed in the ionic theory. Its

starting point is the stud}' of the phenomena
of conduction, more particularly the conduc-
tion of gases and vapors. In this, we must
not merely consider typical cases, but cover

the entire field of conductors. On first sight,

it appears easy to divide all electric conduc-
tors in two classes: metallic conductors or

conductors of the first class, in which the

resistance slightly increases with increase of

temperature, and electrolytic conductors or

conductors of the second class, in which the

resistance slightly decreases with the temper-

ature. Further investigation shows, however,

that there are numerous conductors which
do not belong in either class, such as gases,

vapors, etc., and that there are all transition

stages between the different conductors

represented, so that we can not speak of

classes any more, but merely of types. Thus
there are solid conductors, such as metallic

oxides (for instance magnetite) and elements
and their alloys, as silicon, etc., which, with

a change of temperature, gradually change
from metallic conductors of positive temper-
ature coefficient to conductors of metallic

character, but with negative temperature
coefficient; and which at still other temper-
atures have such high negative temperature
coefficients that the voltage decreases with

increase of current, thereby having the same

characteristics as arc conductors; while at

still higher temperatures they become electro-

lytic conductors. Such "pyroelectrolytic"
conductors, to which the Nernst lamp glower
belongs, are interesting because of the change
of type of their conduction. Equally, if not
more interesting, are gases and vapors as

conductors, such as the arc, the Geissler tube,

the static spark, etc. There seem to exist

two classes of gas or vapor conduction:
to the one belong the arcs, while to the other
belong the Geissler tube and the electro-

static spark. Again, on first sight, it appears
difficult to realize that the silent faintly

luminous Geissler tube discharge, and the

brilliant and noisy electrostatic spark, are one
and the same phenomenon. However, the
one changes gradually and without dividing

line into the other by a change of gas pressure,

and the differences, therefore, are due
merely to the difference in the gas pressure.

Furthermore, the usual noise and brilliancy

of the static spark at atmospheric pressure is

largely the result of the circuit condition

under which it is produced: the passage of

the spark closes the circuit and thereby
starts a momentary more or less unlimited
flow of electric energy. If however, this

short circuiting effect of the spark is elimi-

nated, as for instance by interposing between
the spark terminals a glass plate which is

not punctured, the electrostatic sparks appear
as thin colored moderately luminous dis-

charges which pass with moderate noise,

the apparent difference from the Geissler

discharge being then far less. With decreas-

ing gas pressure, the electrostatic spark
becomes less noisy, less brilliant, longer and
thicker, and finally changes to the noiseless

steady stream of the Geissler discharge,

which traverses the space between positive

and negative terminal with a glow, its color

depending on the nature of the gas: for

example, the glow is pink with air, orange-
yellow with nitrogen, green with mercury
vapor, etc. Going still to higher and higher
vacua, the conductor which passes the
current between the positive and negative
terminal of the vacuum tube finally changes .

again and becomes a green discharge, which
issues from the negative terminal in straight

lines, like a beam of light, irrespective of

where the positive terminal is located. It may
not reach or come anywhere near the positive

terminal, and if the positive term.inal is lo-

cated back of the negative terminal, the
cathode ray, issuing from the latter, will

really proceed away from the positive terminal.
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Xow this form of electric conduction (and to

a considerable extent the conduction of the

Geissler tube at lower vacuum) looks very
much like electric convection: it looks as if

the electric energy were carried across the

terminals by hnninous material particles,

which are shot off, in straight lines, from the

negative terminal with great energy, produc-
ing luminosity where they strike; and after

losing their luminosity have to find their

way to the positive terminal. The transfer

of electric energy by the cathode ray would
then have the same relation to the transfer

of electric energy by a copper wire as the

transfer of kerosene by a series of tank cars

has to the transfer of kerosene by a pipe line.

Assuming then the hypothesis that the
cathode ray is the transfer of electric energy
by convection by material particles, we will

see what conclusions we can derive there-

from.
A material particle containing electric

energy is acted upon by an electrostatic

field, in a direction depending on the polarity

of the electric energy, whether positive or

negative against surrounding space. The
cathode raj', if consisting of material particles,

thus would be defiected by an electrostatic

field by an amount depending on the intensity

of the field and on the energy, mass and
velocity of the material particles. This
is the case: the cathode ray is defiected,

and measurements of the deflection of this

ray by the electrostatic field thus give us a

relation between electric energy, mass and
velocity of the cathode ray particles. Moving
electric energy, whether flowing through a
metal conductor or carried by a moving
particle, is acted upon by a magnetic field.

The cathode ray thus should be deflected

by a magnetic field by an amount depending
on the electric energy, mass and velocity

of the moving cathode particles. This is the
case. From these two relations, given by
the deflection of the cathode ray by the
electrostatic and by the magnetic field

respectively, we can calculate the mass and
the velocity of the moving cathode ray
particles. If the masses of the cathode ray
particles, calculated by this assumption, were
found to be of the same magnitude as masses
of other particles, calculated by other means,
such as the chemical atoms or molecules,—

-if their velocities were comparable with
other known velocities,—this would be a
strong confirmation of the hypothesis of

electric convection by the cathode ray,
that is, of the ionic theory. However, this is

not the case, and the experiment therefore

neither confirms nor contradicts the ionic

theory. The calculation shows that, if the
conduction of the vacuum tube is by con-
vection of electric energy by moving particles,

these particles, called electrons, must be
very much smaller than the chemical atoms,
or of a magnitude of one thousandth the size

of the smallest chemical atom, the hydrogen
atom. Their velocity of motion must be
inconceivably high—comparable with, though
smaller than the velocity of light. They
carry electric energy at a negative potential

against surrounding space, that is, the
electron may be considered as the negative
terminator of a line of dielectric force, while
the positive end of this line of dielectric

force terminates at the positive terminal of

the vacuum tube, or at a positive electron,

where such exists.

The question then arises: What is the

electron? By the derivation of its hypotheti-
cal existence, it is a form of matter, since its

mass has been calculated by the action of

forces on its mechanical momentum. It thus
would be a new form of matter, a new chemi-
cal atom, a thousand times smaller than the
hydrogen atom. It has been called "an
atom of electricity." As "electricity" is

a vague term without physical meaning,
which has loosely been used for "electric

quantity" (and even "electric quantity" is

a mere mathematical fiction, a component
factor of electrical energy) no objection

exists to giving the name "electricity" to

this new hypothetical form of matter, repre-

sented by the electron. It naturally does not
explain am-thing: The electron certainly

is not electric quantity, nor is it electric

energy, but it may be defined as that form of

matter which is the carrier of electric energy.

Then, however, the electron in its definition

comes rather close to the hypothetical ether

atom, which is the carrier of radiant energy,

that is, the carrier of the energy of the electric

wave in space.

The electron, however, can not be con-

sidered as electric energy, nor as representing

or carrying a definite amount of electric

energy, even when associated with a definite

quantity of electricity, no more than the

iron atom of a magnetic circuit can be
considered as magnetic energy, or as carrier

of a definite amount of magnetic energy.

Energy comprises the product of quantity

and intensity, and the electric energy carried

by the electron is its electric quantity times

the intensitv of its electric field, that is.
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the potential gradient along the line of

dielectric force, which starts at the electron,

up to a reference point on this line of dielectric

force—the potential of the positive terminal,

of surrounding space, of the universe, or

anything else. This disposes of the mistaken
conception, occasionally expressed, that the

electron represents a definite amount of

electric energy, and leaves the amount of

energy of the electron indefinite, that is,

depending on an arbitrai'ily chosen reference

potential, just as it is with any other form of

energy; tlae amount of energy of any carrier

of energy, such as a moving body, is always
relative, depending on a reference point.

Obviously then, electric energy can not be
measured by the number of electrons, and
has no direct relation to it, but depends on the

electric intensity, or potential difference.

In the last years, the ionic theory has been
greatly strengthened by the discovery and
investigation of phenomena similar to those
of the cathode ray, though more general in

nature, in the radiation of so-called "radio-
active substances." A number of chemical
elements, such as radium, thorium, uranium,
etc., continuously send out rays of various
kinds. Some of these, the ,8 rays, are identical

with the cathode rays of the vacuum tube,

or, in other words, are deflected in the same
manner by electrostatic and magnetic fields,

and are therefore considered as electrons

—

terminators of the negative end of a line of

dielectric force, of a mass about a thousandth
that of the hydrogen atom, shot off by the

radio-active substance with velocities ap-

proaching that of light. Other rays, the a rays,

are deflected in an opposite direction by
electrostatic and magnetic fields, and thus
must be considered as carriers of electric

energy of positive potential: positive elec-

trons. Their mass, as calculated in the

manner above described, is that of the

helium atom (4 times the mass of the hydro-
gen atom), and they are therefore generally

con.sidered as helium atoms carrying electric

energy of positive potential. They are

shot off with velocities very much lower than
the velocities of the negative electron, though
still inconceivably high. When carrying

electric energy, they contain the same
quantity of electricity at positive potential

that the negative electrons carry at negative

potential, and if the latter are considered as

terminators of the negative end of a line of

dielectric force, the helium atoms as positive

electrons are terminators of the positive end
of a line of dielectric force.

A third class of rays, issuing from radio-

active substances, are the y rays. They have
the same characteristics as the other rays,

except that they are not deflected by electro-

static or magnetic fields. They are identical

in their properties with the X-rays, discussed
above as electric waves at the extreme end
of high frequencies, and are usually con-
sidered as X-rays.
Here we come to one of those conclusions

which do not appear rational: the a, and y
I'ays are very similar in their nature, differing

only by the direction and amount of their

deflection, and it therefore does not appear
reasonable to assume that the y rays are ether
waves, while the a and /3 rays are projectiles

thrown off by the radio-active mass. The
attempt of avoiding this dilemma by assuming
the y rays to be projectiles, which carry equal
positive and negative electric quantity, and
therefore are not deflected, appears forced

and merely transfers the diffictilty into the
relation between X-rays and ultra-violet

light. The latter is generally conceded—and
corroborated by the phenomena of inter-

ference, etc.—to be ether waves. At the
extreme ultra-violet, however, the properties

begin to shade into those of the X-rays, and
it again appears unreasonable to assume such
an essential difference between ultra-violet

and X-rays, as that the one are ether waves,
the other projectiles.

In many instances, when we follow the
reasoning of the ionic theory to its conclusion,

we meet contradictions. For instance, the
calculation of the mass of the electron shows
that at very high velocities the mass is not
constant, but increases with increasing veloc-

ity, becoming infinity; and therefore the
kinetic energy of the electron becomes
infinite, if its velocity equals the velocity of

light. This is impossible, as it contradicts the
law of conservation of energy: if we consider
two electrons, moving in opposite directions

at half the velocity of light, their kinetic

energy against surrounding space would be
finite. Their relative motion against each
other, however, is at the velocity of light,

and their kinetic energy against each other
would be infinite. Since, however, they were
set in motion by finite energy, their relative

energy can not be infinite. To overcome
this difficulty, a fictitious or apparent mass

—

the "electromagnetic mass '
'—has been attribu-

ted to the electrons, which is not the mass of

mechanics. However, the calculation of

mass and velocity of the electrons is based on
the kinetic energy of the electron, that is, on its
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mechanical mass, and not a new kind of mass,

whicli is not a mass in the mechanical sense.

These and other numerous contradictions

to which the conception of the ionic theory

leads, obviously do not mean that the ionic

theory is fundamentally wrong in principle:

we have also seen that the wave theory of

radiation, in the properties of the luminiferous

ether, lead to attributes that are contradictory

and thereby impossible. We find the same
thing in all theories—the chemical, the

thermodynamic, etc. It simply means that
our present formulation of the ionic theory,
of the electromagnetic wave theory, and of

all other theories are very far from final

correctness, but are at best only very crude
conceptions of the nature of things, which
will have to be modified again and again
with our increasing knowledge before we can
expect to reach a inoderately rational con-
ception of nature's laws and phenomena,
if we ever arrive there.

THE GROUND CONNECTION IN LIGHTNING PROTECTIVE SYSTEMS

Part I

By E. E. F. Creighton

Consulting Engineering Department, Schenectady

Terminology

There is some confusion in the use of the

word "grounded." It is not imusual to hear

some one speak of a conductor as grounded
to a cable sheath when the sheath itself is

fairly well insulated from the earth. Again
one hears of a phase being grounded to the

iron case of a transformer when the case is

insulated from the ground by, say, a 30-foot

length of dry wooden pole. This length of

dry pole would give an insulation of not less

than a megohm.
Another important case, and not unusual

use of the word "grounded", occurs in

relation to lightning arresters. There are

many cases where "grounded" must mean
a connection to a conductor which is con-

nected to earth in the near vicinity of the

arrester. An arrester grounded to a water
pipe, however, may not have an electrical

contact to the earth within a hundred feet

from the arrester. This is usualh' an ineffi-

cient condition of protection. Although the

measured ground resistance may be accep-

tably low, the inductance of such a long path
to ground is, usually, objectionable. The
important thing to know may be the distance

to the actual connection to terra firma.
Again, an entirely contrary case may be

cited where the point of grounding of an
arrester on a semi-insulated conductor is far

more important than its connection to earth.

This condition exists in the protection of

apparatus on electrical railways. It is far

more important to ground a line arrester

to a rail than it is to connect it to earth.

(LTsing the same language, we have the

apparently inconsistent expression " to ground
the lightning arrester to earth.")
The general use of the word "ground" is a

natural growth, since the lower terminal of

an arrester is called the ground terminal
irrespective of whether it is to be connected
to the earth or not. The loose usage of

"grounded" is too well established to allow

even a hope of making it definite. The word
is convenient but its indefiniteness is to be
deplored. Its indefiniteness becomes no
insignificant matter when some one, at a
distance of several thousand miles, wants
advice regarding a failure of protective

apparatus, and the deciding feature is the
value of resistance in the so-called ground
to terra Jirma. This feature of resistance to

earth is nearly always important, and the

engineers who are called on in such cases

must choose between giving "snap" judg-

ment, or causing a long delay in the mails in

ascertaining what was meant by "grounded. "

In 1907, it was proposed to accept the

term "grounded to " as a particular equivalent

to "connected to", and retain the older term
"earthed" as meaning the actual connections

to terra firma. After four years no improve-
ment on this suggestion has been noted.

To make the language definite and mutually
comprehensible we would have such state-

ments as the following: The arrester was
grounded on the rail but the rail was not

earthed ; or, A line wire was grounded on the

iron case of a transformer, or metal cross-arm,

but these iron parts were not earthed—or

were earthed through the high resistance of a

wooden pole; and so on. Whether the
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resistance of the wooden pole should be
brought into consideration depends upon
circumstances. Disturbances from surges

with such a high resistance to ground are

exceedingly rare. If the current to ground is

sufficient to destroy the wood, it becomes
important to take such a connection to earth
into account. If the wood remains an
insulator, as it will to limited values of

electric potential, it makes little difference

whether or not the statement is made that

metal parts are earthed by the pole.

The obscureness of the term "grounded"
comes not altogether from the looseness

in its use, but also from the growth of the

art. Factors which formerly were not
important have been brought into prominence
by new conditions to be fulfilled. Formerly,
in the olden days of telegraphy, it was the

factor of resistance only of an earth connec-
tion which was most important. Since then
several new conditions have arisen which
demand that other factors be given equal
consideration. If the earth connection is

for the neutral of a large constant potential

generator, the conditions to be successfully

fulfilled are quite different from those of an
earth connection to an overhead grounded
wire. Both of these installations have
different requirements from those of an
earth connection to a lightning arrester in a

power house or substation. Still further,

as has been mentioned previously, all lightning

arrester practice does not require earthing.

Three Elemental Properties of the Earth Connection

This matter can be clarified only by an
analysis of the requirements in each case.

Before that is done, however, it is useful to

note that the three main elements of interest

in an earth connection are the resistance,

inductance, and a condition which, for want of a

better name, may be designated as the electro-

static ca/>a«'/y/ac/(7r or equalizing connection.

In regard to the resistance, its constancy
may be affected, either gradually, by
droughts, freshets, freezing and such other

changes as naturally attend the seasons; or
suddenly, by the heat given out by an
electric current passing to ground. Further-
more, in regard to the resistance of an earth
connection, its laws differ from the ones
we are accustomed to use. For example,
we are accustomed to think that if the area
of cross-section of the conductor is increased,

the resistance will be correspondingly
decreased. However, doubling the area of

a pipe-earth by increasing the diameter does
not reduce the resistance to earth by one-half;

in fact, by such a change, the resistance to

earth may be decreased bj^ only a small
percentage. If not in a reduction of resistance,

what, then, is gained by an increase in area?
This is a question that must be answered.
Also how can the earth resistance be reduced?
And why not by doubling the area of a single

earth-plate?

In regard to the earth connection, there is

still another factor of an unusual nature
that must be taken into account, viz., its

permanency or life. When a conductor is

installed overhead, its oxidation is of

negligible value even after many years of use
and the electro-chemical action is sensibly

nil. In an earth-connection, however, con-
duction is naturally b\r electrolysis, which
produces a dissociation of the materials; and,
furthermore, the metal parts are subject to

the chemical action of the soluble ingredients

of the moist earth. Still further there is a
great difference in wear on the earth-plate,

depending on whether the current is alter-

nating or direct.

In regard to the second main division, viz.,

the inductance of earth-connections, the three

main factors are length of the conductor,
loops in the conductor, and multiple con-
ductors.

There is still the third division which has
been designated as the electrostatic capacity
factor. This will be treated under two
sub-heads.

In review, the factors involved are shown
in the skeleton outline below:

Grounds or earths

Resistance

f constancv f S^^^^'^^ changes
constancy

^ sudden changes

permanency of life
chemical corrosion

electro-chemical corrosion (

f length of conductor
Inductance \ loops in conductor

t multiple conductor
T^, , . .. -4. r ^ / a single transformer case
Electrostatic capacity factor < station

Accidental contacts with the earth

r direct current
. alternating current
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It is convenient not to follow the exact

order given in the foregoing outline. It seems
desirable to state, as briefly and definitely as

may be done, the general laws concerning
earthing, give instructions for making a pipe-

earth, and then later give detailed data and
curves on which the laws are based.

Principal Divisions

These laws maj* be considered under the
following eleven divisions:

1. Variation in resistance due to depth of

2. Variation in resistance due to specific

resistance of earth.

3. Variation in resistance due to multiple

pipe earths.

4. Variation in resistance between ]3ipe-

earth at variable distances apart.

5. Potential distribution around a pipe-

earth.

(3. Ampere-hour capacity of a pipe-earth.

7. Variation in resistance due to change in

diameter of pipe.

S. Minimum inductance of leads to pipe-

earth.

0. Electro-static capacity factor, or how to

minimize the effect of long leads and
high resistance in the earth contacts.

10. Algebraic law of separating the resist-

ance of several earths.

11. Methods of measuring resistances of

earths.

Laws of Resistance of Earth Connections

1. Resistance versus depth of pipe. After

a depth of several feet in the conducting
stratum has been reached, each additional

foot decreases the total resistance by 1 h- depth
in feet. This is explained later.

2. Resistance versus specific resistance uf
the earth: Salting. Practically all the

resistance is in the earth in the immediate
vicinity of the pipe. This resistance depends
on the specific resistance of the material.

The specific resistance depends on the amount
of moisture and the electrolyte in the moisture.

To get the lowest possible resistance, pour
strong salt water around the pipe.

3. Resistance versus multiple pipe-earths.

When it is desired to lower the resistance to

earth below that of a single pipe-earth, drive

others at distances of not less than 6 feet.

Then the total conductance is only slightly

less than the sum of the individual

conductances, and the total resistance is the

reciprocal of the total conductance. For
condition of uniform soil, the approximate
rule may be stated: That two pipe-earths

connected together give one-half the resist-

ance of one, ten pipe-earths give one-tenth
the resistance of one, and so on.

4. Resistance between pipe-earths at variable

distances apart. For distances between pipe-

earths up to one foot, the resistance increases

rapidly. For every additional foot, the
added resistance becomes less and less.

At a distance apart of 6 feet, the resistance

has reached nearly a constant value. Stated
otherwise, the resistance between two pipe-

earths at any distance apart greater than
6 feet is nearly equal to the sum of the
isolated resistances of each.

5. Potential distribution around a pipe-

earth. Since the resistance of a pipe-earth

lies mostly in the immediate vicinity of the
pipe, the greatest potential drop when the cur-

rent flows, will also be concentrated there.

Heating and drying out will tend to magnify
this.

6. Ampere-hour capacity of a pipe-earth.

The quantity of electricity that can be
passed through a pipe-earth, without materi-
ally changing its resistance, increases directl}'

with the wetness of the earth in contact
with the iron, and the area of the iron surface

exposed to the passage of the current; and
decreases as the resistance of the earth in

contact with the pipe increases. Certain
critical values of current ma^^ be carried

continuoush' by a pipe-earth without varying
the resistance. The higher the current above
this critical value, the more rapid the drying
out. To increase the ampere-hour capacity,

keep the pipe-earth wet with salt water.

7. Resistance of pipe-earth versus the diam-
eter of the pipe. The resistance of a pipe-earth

does not decrease in direct proportion to the

increase in diameter of the pipe. Two pipes

driven side b}' side and connected together

will have only slightly less resistance to

earth than one pipe; it is therefore not

surprising that a pipe two inches in diameter

has a resistance only about 6 per cent, to 12

per cent, less than a pipe one inch in

diameter.

8. Minimum inductance of leads to a pipe-

earth. Make the connecting wire as short as

possible by taking as direct and straight a

path as possible. The objection to sharp

corners lies entirely in the fact that it is

longer around two sides of a triangle than

it is along the hypothenuse. A curved turn

is shorter than a right-angled turn but it is

not as short as the hy]30thcnuse.

Loops in the lead introduce unnecessary

impedance to high frequency impulses.
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The inductance of a conductor to high
frequency may be said to decrease with the

increase of surface. A hollow metal tube
conducts as well as a solid wire of the same
circumference. A flat strip is an economical
way of getting large surface with a small
weight of metal. The minimum degree of in-

ductance wtih the minimum weight of metal
is obtained by using separated parallel wires.

Copper is best on account of its conductivity
and durability, but since only the surface

layer of metal carries the current, galvanized
iron is permissible in some cases.

General Instructions for Making a Single Earth

Connection

An earth connection is necessarily made
by electrolytic conduction. To obtain a
low resistance, it is therefore necessarj^ to

have electrolytic moisture in contact with
the earth-plate, or, lacking thus a fair degree
of conductivity, it is necessary to have a very
large area of cross-section for the current.

One finds no dry earths that are conductors.
If the earth contains no soluble substances
which conduct electricity it is necessary to

add an electrolyte. The one precaution in

choosing an electrolyte is to avoid one which
attacks chemically the metal conductor.

It is impossible, as many know, to make a

rule or practice to cover all cases; but, the

general practice of using pipe-earths can be jus-

tified in nearly every case of earth-connection.
Coke, so often recommended for earth-

connections, is not a good conductor in

itself. It attracts and holds moisture, to be
sure; but since that moisture usually does not
contain an electrolyte in solution, it leaves

the earth-connection with high resistance.

From every point of view the iron pipe-

earth is to be recommended,—on the basis

of first cost, ease of inspection, resistance,

care, measurements, etc. Iron is the cheapest
available metal; its use in water-mains has
thoroughly proved its serviceability even
when embedded in salty marshes. Salt or

washing soda is to be recommended as

electrolyte. While washing soda has less

chemical effect on iron than salt, the resistance

is higher. In the majority of conditions, salt

is preferable.

All the fanciful ideas in "grounds" may be
classed with the platinum points for lightning

rods. They are both miserly ways of burying
money.

Just plain pieces of standard one to two-
inch pipe, driven as much over six feet

as is convenient, are best (see Fig. 1).

Solid metal spear-heads on a pipe, and
sleeve-joints which make holes larger

than the diameter of the pipe, increase the
contact resistance enormously. If for any
reason they are used, special precaution
shotild be taken to fill up the space between

Fig 1. Illustration of a Single Pipe-Earth, containing all the

essential features of a good earth connection. To avoid

voltaic action the copper connecting wire at the top

is not brought to the wall underground
through the salt solution

the pipe and the earth by an abundance
of salt water. If the pipe drives with too
much difficulty a solid crow-bar will usually
open up a hole. If there is no stand available
for starting a pipe eight feet or more long,

a shorter pipe, slightly larger in diameter,
may be driven several feet and then with-
drawn to make a start for the longer pipe.

A basin should be scooped out of the earth
at the surface arotmd the pipe, and salt

brine poured in. The amount of salt water
needed depends on the local conditions of

the soil. Where the resistance of a pipe-earth
is less than 100 ohms without salt, a bucket
full of brine may sufl^ce; where the pipe-earth
does not reach moisture below, several
bucketfuls may be necessary. Finally,

a few handfuls of crystal salt should
be placed around the top of the pipe
in the basin. Whether the basin is to be
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filled wdth dirt, or made permanent by the

use of a tile with a cover, depends upon the

importanee of the earth connection.

Specific Application of Earths

Earth connections for lightning arresters in

electric stations {alternating current.) For
the usual conditions. Drive two or three

iron pipes into the earth at a point nearest

the location of the arrester; then drive other

pipes which encircle the station, and con-

nect all of them to a common wire. The
miniinum distance between pipes should
not be less than 6 feet. The resistance to

earth decreases in proportion to the number
of pipe-earths used. Eight pipe-earths might
be considered the minimum number to use
on a small station; more are desirable if the

soil has a high resistivity. Ground all

transformer eases and iron bases of rotary
apparatus to the earth-pipes. Also connect
the water-pipes to the earth-pipes.

Unusual Conditions. Electric stations on
solid rock. If it is a hydraulic power house,

make an earth connection by submersion
of a metal plate in the water at a con^'enient

point nearest the arrester, and connect this

to all the metal grill-work in the fore-bay
to get as large a surface exposed to the water
as possible. Drive pipe-earths in the nearest

soil and connect these to the other grounds.
Earth connections for neutrals of electric

systems. The requisites are large plate area
exposed to the passage of the current, and a

large or continuous supply of salt solution

arotmd the earth connections. In cases of

accidental grounds, the earth connection
is seldom required to carry dynamic current

for more than a few seconds. For the safety

of the line, relays should be placed to open
the circuit within a few seconds, even if the
accidental ground is of high resistance. If a

number of distributed pipe-earths are in a

soil too dry to carry the current without the
possibility of drying out, there may be added
a group of pipe-earths specially salted and
watered. If for any reason the earth connec-
tion is required to carry dynamic current
continuously, it is essential to supply salty

water continuously.
Earth connections for transformers on poles.

{2300 volts and thereabouts.) To get a high
degree of protection, a lightning arrester

should be placed on the same pole with every
transformer. The ground terminal of the
arrester should be connected to the iron case

of the transformer, in order to avoid the
drop in potential of the ground wire down the

length of the pole to the earth connection.
This ground wire should contain an easily

disconnected joint. As a matter of safety

the lineman in climbing the pole opens this

joint and bends back the ends to insulate

the upper parts from the ground while he
is at work. The ground terminal of the
arrester should be connected to the secondary
of the transformer either directly or through
a small gap, according to the practice fol-

lowed on the secondary circuit. By following

the foregoing outlined practice, any cheap
iron wire down the pole may be used, and
also a single pipe-earth. In cities, it is

desirable to cover the ground wire with a
wooden cleat or other insulation to a distance
above ground of about eight feet. An
accidental cross between a phase and the
ground wire might dry out the earth, and
if the ground wire could be touched by any
one standing near on moist ground, a severe
shock might be received. If the soil is

especially dry, two salted pipe-earths are

desirable.

Grounds for arresters on trolley lines.

This is an unusual condition where earth
connections are not necessary, and in some
places on account of electrolysis in neigh-

boring water-pipes and gas-pipes, are un-
desirable. The arrester should be grounded
on the rail. The object is to keep the poten-
tial normal between the trolley and the rail,

but not necessarily to the ground in the

neighborhood. On account of the unavoidably
long connection of the arrester circuit

from the trolley, down the pole and back
to the rails, the line arrester cannot, in

itself, give good protection to a car. It

can, however, greatly relieve the strain on
car arresters. Incidentally, it protects the

insulators in the neighborhood to some
extent.

Grounds for signal circuits. It has been the

practice to use a buried coil of copper wire

for a local ground near the relays. A number
of signal engineers have recognized the value

of using a rail for an earth connection and
have used an extra gap between a rail and the

local ground or earth. Measurements of

the relative resistance of the local earth

and a rail show that a rail, in spite of its

]30sition on wooden ties and rock ballast,

has only a small fraction of the resistance

of a local earth-plate. Furthermore, the

rails, on account of their length, gather

in the radiating earth-currents of a

lightning stroke. It seems reasonable to

presume that an induced potential from
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electrostatic charges will exist principally

between the overhead wires and the rails.

Protection should therefore be provided
between these two circuits. So far as the

writer knows, no reason is evident why the

ground terminal of a lightning arrester should
not be connected directly to one rail without
the use of a local earth-plate. So long as the

lightning arrester is shunted across the coils

and contacts to be protected, the inductance
of the length of rail is a factor that does not
enter the problem of protection. At any rate,

even when a local ground is used, there

should be a lightning arrester connection to a

rail.

Earth connections for telephone arresters.

A pipe-earth or rod-earth is usually sufficient.

The earth-connection should be capable of

carrying the current of a series arc circuit

without drying out. In case of such an
accidental cross, the fuses protecting the
instrument will not, and should not, melt
and open the circuit. It is necessary for the

earth connection to maintain a fair degree
of conductivity in order that the potential

at the telephone receiver may be kept down
to a safe value. Where possible, the telephone
arrester is grounded to a water main.

Earth connections for towers on electric

transmissions. Two distinct conditions arise.

First, earthing of overhead grounded wires

on wooden pole lines; and second, protection
of the legs of metal towers from electrolysis.

First, an earth connection to an overhead
grounded wire is desirable at every pole.

One pipe-earth may be considered sufficient,

in general; at raost, two pipe-earths would
seem sufficient.

Second, metal towers are usually connected
metallically to their overhead grounded
wires. When such a line parallels a direct

current trolley, the return currents from the

rails pass to the tower legs and through the
overhead grounded wire. The electrolytic

corrosion on the legs of the towers maj' be
minimized by grounding the towers through
salted pipe-earths. The entire leakage cur-

rent from the rails through the tower can be
prevented by the use of a slight amount of

insulation between the tower and overhead
wire. This small gap from the overhead
wire to ground will not materially affect its

protective value.

In the next part of this paper some of

the different subjects given in previous
outlines will be treated in detail in their

designated order.

{To be Continued)

INDUSTRIAL MOTOR DRIVE
By G. E. Sanforu

Motor Drive Engineer, Lynn Works

A comparison is made between the group drive
and the individual drive in motor applications;
figures as to relative costs are given, based on the
requirements of a small machine shop; while some
notes are added on the selection of a motor of suit-

able size for various classes of drive, and its installa-

tion with the driven machine. This paper has been
specially re-written for the Review, from the notes
of a lecture which the author gave before the student
engineers of the Harrison Lamp Works.

—

Editor.

Advantages of Individual Drive

One of the advantages of individual drive

over shaft drive is the saving in power.
With individual drive the power is consumed
only when actually needed, and none goes to

waste when a machine is stopped; while

with a shaft drive a large amount of

power is continuously being wasted by
friction in bearings and belting. As an
example of this, I recently made a test

to determine the power lost in a certain

group drive, as a result of a complaint to the

effect that the motor was not large enough
to do the work satisfactorily. The motor
was a 10 h.p. machine and was belted directly

to a main shaft, 30 ft. long, running at 300
r.p.m. From this were driven loose pulleys

about 10 in. by 4 in. on six countershafts,

as well as loose pulleys about 12 in. by 3 in.

on seven drills and miscellaneous machines.
A reading taken with only the main shaft

and the loose pulleys running, showed about
half-load on the motor, this being calculated on
half-load efficiency of the motor. The saving

in power otherwise lost by friction of shafting

is more noticeable when a plant is running
a few men overtime, and long lines of shafting

are running with only one or two tools in use.

With the individual drive there is a saving

in labor of shifting belts from one step of a

cone to another, or from a main shaft to a

countershaft. A department usually pos-

sesses only one or two belt poles, and it often

requires some time to find one or to wait
until some other user has finished with it

and then if in getting the belt back on a
main shaft pulley, it is knocked off the

countershaft pulley, further delay ensues

while a ladder is obtained. The labor

involved in re-aligning the shafting, replacing

worn out bearings, etc., is also saved. This

job has to be done of course when the shop
is shut down, and is paid for on an overtime
basis. There is also considerable time lost

in looking for ladders and planking for a
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temporary staging, to say nothing of danger
to the millwrights through working on
an insecure footing. This last point may
include too the loss of time and labor due

Fig. 1. Individual Drive of Lathe with 2 H.P. Induction Motor

to a burn-out in a motor driving a group
of machines, as most of these motors are

located on the ceilings so as to be out of

the way. With a burn-out in one of these

motors or trouble with a main shaft during
working hours, a number of operatives will

be idle an hour or more; whereas if the

trouble occurs on an individually-driven

machine, the operator can usually be tem-
porarily transferred to another machine with-

out loss in production.
With individual drive the machines can

be located to better advantage as regards
floor-space and light. As an instance of

economy of floor space I may cite a case at

Lynn, where we formerly had all punch-
presses running from shafting, and all the
flywheel shafts had to be parallel with the
main shaft. With this arrangement, space
had to be provided for the troughs which
held the un-cut stock for each press. We put
a motor on each of 50 or 60 punch-presses
of one style, and re-arranged them with the
flywheel shafts at about 4.5 deg. angle from the
aisles, so as to let the stock trough of each
extend out behind the adjacent press, also

putting two of these rows back to back.

By doing this we succeeded in placing nine
presses in a space formerly occupied by five.

A point in fa\'or of individual drive is the
facility with which the work can be taken
to and from the machine by a crane. In
this case the machines are wired from under-
neath the floor. ]\Iotors are especially well

adapted to the drive of portable drilling

machines and other tools used in machining
pieces which are too large to be easily taken
to the stationary tools.

In connection with locating with respect
to light, probably everyone is fainiliar with
the ordinary method of arranging engine
lathes, end to end, and two lines back to

back, the whole line being parallel to a side

of the building. With this scheme, half of

the men are at a disadvantage in being
between their work and the light, while the

other half are worse off on account of facing

the light. On the other hand if the center
lines of the lathes are arranged at right

angles to the side of the building, with the

tail stock toward the window, the men
then get the light over their right shoulders.

The amount of light in a room equipped
entirely with individual drives is far better

than that with shaft drive, as the shafting,

pulleys and belts throw considerable dirt

on ceilings and walls; and this, together with
the black hangers, shafting, pulleys and belts,

makes a very dark combination, which gets

worse with age instead of improving. I

know of one building with a floor space of

approximately 90 ft. by 190 ft., which has
on the third floor a large number of screw
machines, these having from two to four belts

each, from the countershaft to the machine,
depending on make and style. The height

of this building relatively to that of the

surrounding buildings is such that no shadows
are cast on the windows of the room from
S a.m. until nearly sunset; but in spite of

this it is necessary to keep incandescent
lamps burning all day at the machines in the

middle of the room.
In a modern shop, if the management is

at all progressive, it is necessary to provide

for additions and re-locations of machinery
from time to time. With motor-driven tools

it is a simple matter to remove the wires

between the mains and the machine; whereas
with the shaft outfit it means that, to remove
the pulley belonging to that particular

countershaft, it may be necessary to uncouple
and take down part of the main shafting

(if the pulley is solid, as most of the old

ones are) ; and it is then a lengthy business
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to strip oft' anywhere from one to a dozen
other pulleys in order to get the one which
is required, put back the others, set up the
shafting and re-ahgn each pulley inoved.
The whole performance has to be gone
through again when putting the pulley up
in the new location.

With individual drive on a machine, the
efficiency is greater than with the shaft

drive, on account of the motor being nearer
the work. This difference in efficiency is

most noticeable in a comparison of adjustable
speed machines, with direct current motor
having a number of points with slight varia-

tion in sjieed between points, and in

other cases where there are 4 or 5 steps on
the machine cone. With the individual drive

the operator is able to keep the speed at the
maximum by a touch of the controller, for

both tool and material, when working on stock
of varying diameters, as, for instance, in fac-

ing a disk.

On punch presses, power shears, etc., the
number of accidents to operators is noticeably
less with individual drive, as the general

arrangement with shafting drives consists of

a belt from a pulley on the main shaft to

the machine flywheel; a touch of the treadle

will cause a complete cycle on the machine,
with possibly disastrous results to a man
engaged in setting a die or adjusting a shear

may readily be shut down before any adjust-
ments are made.

Relative Costs of Group and Individual Drive

If a manufacturer is considering a new
building, new tools, etc., the methods of

driving the tools will be a very important
question. Some will go into the subject as

far as to find that the initial cost of the
individual drive is much in excess of that of

the group drive, and decide immediately in

favor of the latter without making a proper
study of the question of maintenance and
other points. The following figures are based
on the recjuirements of a small machine shop.

Original cost of group drive:

4— 18in. bv8ft. lathesat.S.i50.00 . . $2200.00
3—34 in. upright drills at .$300.00 . . 900.00
3—24 in. shapers at $600.00 . 1800.00
1— 15 h.p. constant speed motor . . 300.00
1—motor starting panel and wiring . 50.00
Stringers, hangers, boards, etc. . . 60.00
Belting 140.00
60 ft. 2A in. line shafting .... 15.00
Couplings, pulleys and shaft hangers . 100.00
Erection of line shafting .... 75.00
Increased power plant required on ac-

count of frictional losses (est.) . . 200.00

Total $5840.00

Original cost of individual drive

4— 18 in. by 8 in. lathes arranged for

motor drive at $6.50.00
3—34 in. upright drills arranged fo

motor drive at $320.00
3—24 in. shapers arranged for motor

drive at $675.00 ....
3—3 h.p. c.s. motors at $100.00 .

7—3 h.p. v.s. motors at $140.00 .

Starting and control panels and wiring

Total

.$2600.00

960.00

2025.00
300.00
980.00
300.00

$7165.00
5840.00

$1325.00

Fig. 2. Individual Drive. Induction Motor driving

Pratt and Whitney 24 inch Planer

blade. Instances have been known of men
being seriously injured by accidentally hitting

the treadle. With individual drive the motor

Excess cost of individual drive

There are certain losses incidental to the

group drive which do not occur in the indi-

vidual drive. These losses as estimated for

the above group drive per annum would be
as follows:

(1) Friction loss in shafting varies from
20 to 60 per cent, of the total power sup-
plied and can safely be estimated at 25 per
cent.; which based on an average load of

15 h.p. at ten hours per day for 300 work-
ing days or 15 x 0.25 x 300 x 10 x 0.02c. =$225.00

(Cost of power estimated at .$0.02 per h.p.-hr.)

(2) Time lost by ten machine operators
in hunting up belt poles, shifting belts, re-

placing lacings, etc., 20 min. each per day
for 300 days or 10x20 x 300=60,000
mins. or 1000 hours, which at $0.30 per
hour = 300.00

(3) Interest, depreciation and repairs,

equal to 15 per cent, of excess cost of power
plant, viz., $200.00 30.00

$555.00
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From this it is evident that in about 23^
years the increased cost of the individual

drive would be wiped out. The friction loss

Fig. 3. Induction Motor driving Prentice

24 inch Drill

would probably be increased, however, if

power was purchased from a public service

corporation, the increase being dependent on

local conditions as regards rates, etc. Further-

more, if there were no heavy shafting to

suspend from the roof trusses, there would
be a saving of possibly 5 per cent, in the cost

of the building.

Selection of Motor Size for Required Service

In connection with the selection of motors

to drive tools where the power required is

not known, it is customary to set up a

temporary motor large enough to carry the

maximum load on the machine, and make
careful tests to determine the average and
maximum loads. It is usual then to select

a motor based on the average conditions,

provided that the maximum is not so great

as to stop the motor or slow it down to

such an extent that it cannot regain normal
speed before the maximum is on again.

This is based on an overload rating of six

hours at 25 per cent., and momentary at

50 per cent, overload. In cases where the

load varies rapidly, as for instance the reverse

of a planer, it is usual to add a fly-wheel to

the main driven shaft to help out over the

peak load.

It appears from tests whch have been made
that machine tool makers in many cases use

motors which are altogether too large. The
following data were obtained on a 48 in.

planer fitted with a 20 h.p. motor: Cutting

stroke, 4 tools each )^ in. feed by }§ in.

deep, 2 in scale and 2 in second cut, cast

steel at 37 ft. per min., 9.8 h.p.; reversing

bed to run back 25 h.p., approximately;

running back 10 h.p.; reversing to cut

25 h.p., approximately. This machine was
fitted up by the maker, but if a 15 h.p.

motor had been used I do not think it would
have given any trouble.

A test on a 24 in. planer showed the fol-

lowing: Cutting stroke 3 h.p. ; reversing bed 8

h.p. ; running back 6 h.p. We fitted this planer

and three or four others like it with 3 h.p.

induction motors about two years ago.

All but one have given no trouble; that one,

Fig. 4. Induction Motor driving 4 1-2 ft.

Universal Radial Drill

however, is set for a very short stroke, only

two or three inches; and after we melted

the solder out of several rotors, we changed
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to a 5 h.p. We are having a 3 h.p. rotor

made with conductors and end rings cast

in one solid piece, and intend to put a
3 h.p. motor back when we get this.

Other cases of over-rating on the part of

machine tool makers are as shown in table be-

low. The figures in the second column are the

sizes specified by certain machine makers,
while those in the third are sizes which we
have in use on the same make of machine
operating satisfactorily.

26 in. disk grinder was driven by a 20
h.p. motor with the shaft extended on each
end, carrying two steel disks about ^ in.

Machine

48 in. planer
Grinder 24 in. wheel
Grinder 18 in. wheel
6 ft. radial drill .

36 in. upright drill

26 in. engine lathe
60 in. gear cutter
Circular milling mach.

for R.R. gears
Gear hub milling mach

chine
12 in. slotter

4 in. tapping machine

Maker's
Equipment

n
.5

10
.5

1.5

10
10
5
7 J^ (shunt)

Our
Equipment

10
2

1

3
3

4
3

10
5
5
1

3(comp'd)

Fig. 5. Induction Motor driving Bullard 42 inch Boring Mil!

Another palpable case, where an unneces-

sarily large motor is installed, recently came
under my notice. In this instance a

Fig. 6. 1 H.P. 4-Speed Induction Motor operating

Bardons and Oliver Screw Machine

thick with emery sheets pasted on them.
A test was made with two men, each holding
a piece of cast iron with a bearing surface

of about 24 sq. in. Both men were above
the average in strength and had pieces of

stock on which they could get a good grip.

They were instructed to stop the motor if

they could. The maximtnn horse power
noted was 6.3.

Another interesting grinder test was made
on a machine with wheel 24 in. by 3H in.

This was equipped by the maker with a 5 h.p.

shunt motor, and connected to the wheel
with a silent chain. Under these conditions

it was apparently considered necessary to

have a fairly large motor in order to over-

come the inertia in starting the wheel, since,

of course, there was no momentary belt slip

to aid the motor in getting up to speed.

A test with large planer tool under ordinary
conditions took 2.4 h.p. A test with a man
holding the end of a ^i in. by 2 in. machine-
steel bar against the stone with all the pres-

sure he could exert, took 4 h.p. This motor
was removed and replaced with a 2 h.p.

induction motor with ordinarv belt, and
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this has been running for nearly four years.

We find that most small engine lathes are

Fig. 7. Direct Current Motor Driving Manville

Automatic Screw-slotting Machine

fitted about right, the only ones under-
motored, which I recall, being the 12 in. and
14 in. of one certain make.
These two sizes have given
us considerable mainte-
nance trouble due to arma-
ture burn-outs from
overload.

A certain tool company
could easily use smaller
motors on any of their

lathes under 24 in. For
example, they use a 3 h.p.

motor on a 10 in. machine.
We had a case some time
ago where a lathe of this

size was speeded too high
for the class of work re-

quired of it, so we replaced
the 3 h.p. motor with a 2
h.p. slow speed motor.
The department foreman
was somewhat afraid of
this reduction in power,
as he did not want to be re-

sponsible for burning out the motor; so we
arranged a maximum load test, where I was

to watch the instruments and he would
operate the lathe, each of us to take the
responsibility for our own part of the outfit.

The first cut in cast steel ^ in. chip, 0.01

in. feed, 47 ft. per niin. took 1 h.p. This
shook some tools off the lathe bed. With
the second cut the depth was doubled, and
this took 1.6 h.p. The test was stopped while
some of the screws in the machine, which were
loosened due to jarring, were fixed up.
The stock was changed and the test con-
tinued, using machine steel. The machine
then jarred excessively on the following tests:

14 in. chip 0.022 in. feed 72 ft. per min. . 3.1 h.p.

M in. chip 0.044 in. feed 40 ft. per min. . 3.8 h.p.

We then tried doubling the feed again,
and after two or three revolutions of the
stock broke the lathe. These tests showed
that a 2 h.p. motor would do any work
that the lathe could carry. We have since

changed over more of these, putting on 1)4
h.p. motors.

Location of Motor Relative to Machine

With regard to attaching the motors to
machines, many tool manufacturers are build-

ing their machines with the motor drive
included as a part of the machine. With
old machines, however, it is an entirely

different proposition. The motors should be
located so that as far as possible they will

not add to the floor space occupied by the

V

n
"•I e 1 1 1 1 > C

'^w:

Fig. 8. The Application of Machine Tools in Floor-plate Work

machines, while they should also be so

arranged that the shop attendant can easily
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get at them to clean or make repairs. They
should be out of the way of the operators

but the controller or switch should be within

Ferracute Punch Presses Individually

Driven by Induction Motors

easy reach. In some cases, e.g., a band-saw,
it is practically impossible for a man to

reach the main switch from the operating
position, so we have located emergency
switches under a corner of the saw table

which can be used to stop the motor. Large
machines may be equipped with circu't-

breakers having a no-voltage release, and
small switches connected to this coil may
be located at operating points.

The cost of installation should be kept
down to a minimum, but should not be done
so cheaply as to prejudice a visitor against
changing his machines. Cast brackets should
be used in preference to forgings, as a few
well-designed patterns can often be used on
several different machines by trimming fit-

ting strips and filling the crevices with soft

metal. Attention should be given to the
appearance of the drive, as a set of brackets
with square edges and corners looks decidedly
otit of place when attached to a machine the
general lines of which are well-rounded. It

is surprising how much improvement can be
made in the looks of a casting if the pattern-
maker spends a little extra time in rounding
the corners and edges of the pattern.

In laying out a drive for an old machine,
it is necessary to make very careful measure-
ments of the machine, and to make an
outline sketch to scale of that part of the
machine to which the motor will be attached,
leaving out all parts not actually required.

With an outline sketch of the motor it is then
an easy matter to select the relative location.

We have a number of cardboard motor
outlines which are tacked over outline drawing
of the machine, and which often save time
in determining the exact location for the
motor. Most of these layouts are made on
a scale of 3 in. to 1 ft., but we also use \]/2

in. to 1 ft. on soine of the simpler jobs, and
half scale on some of the complicated ones.

We have on rare occasions made a full-scale

layout on the floor in order to get certain meas-
urements or locate just where a belt will go.

Fig. 10. Various Machine Tools with Individual Motor Drive
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TRANSPORTATION AND ERECTION WORK IN CHINA
E. F. COLYEE

A recount of the difficulties experienced in transporting and erecting the machinery and in constructing
the power house for the Mukden electric light plant, occasioned by the primitive methods and ignorant labor

that still have to be contended with in most parts of the Chinese Empire. This article is of timely interest

in view of the present uprising in China, the avowed object of which is the overthrow of the present Manchu
government.

—

Editor.

In the rapid development of a New China line of the South Manchurian railway between
modern methods of transportation will inevi- Port Arthur and Harbin, at the junction of

tabl}' exert a powerful infltience. So long as this road with the Trans-Siberian Railway.

Fig. 1. The Imperial Palace at Mukden
Birthplace of the present Manchu Dynasty

communication between distant sections of

the empire is restricted to the conveyances
which have served for centuries an}' radical

change in ways of living or any wide accept-

ance of Western standards is practically

impossible. As the country's highways are

improved and its railways extended many of

the difficulties attending the introduction of

up-to-date machinery and methods will be

removed. The cost and trouble of transport-

ing goods and passengers in wheelbarrows,
jinrickshas, or in native carts is a very
serious handicap, which, with the present

conditions of the mechanical arts in China,

makes the lot of the erecting engineer any-
thing but an easy one. The installation of

the electric lighting plant at Mukden,
Manchuria, illustrates in a most interesting

way some of the troubles which have to be
overcome in localities where primitive

methods prevail. In the Gener.a.l Electric
Review for September, 1910, will be found
a description of this installation. The
photographs reproduced herewith were fur-

nished by Mr. J. E. Popper, the erecting

engineer.

Mukden, the seat of the Chinese Provincial

Government in Manchuria, is a city of some
300,000 inhabitants, situated on the main

Fig. 2. A Chinese Wheelbarrow Used for Passengers and
Freight. Typical Chinese Street

It is also connected by rail with Pekin and
with Seoul, Korea, so that in a way its posi-

tion may be said to possess special advantages.

It is in about the same latitude as New York
and has an agreeable cHmate. As is very
common in China the city is surrounded by
a massive wall, the gates of which are closed

at ten o'clock each night, remaining closed

Fig. 3. The Jinricksha. Popular Throughout the East

until six o'clock next morning. During the

night no one is permitted to enter or leave

the city unless provided with a pass.

From the railroad station the apparatus for

the plant had to be hauled about five miles
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through the western gate, and entirely across

the city from one side to the other. The
roads and streets are not in very good condi-

tion, and as the wagons or carts are of the
crudest sort sixteen mules were required to

haul a case containing a turbine weigh-
ing about six and a half tons. (Fig. 5.)

The wheels of these carts are keyed to

enormous wooden axles, which makes
the turning of corners a very difficult

job. The smaller packages were
carried on what is known as Pekin
carts, and Fig. 4 shows supply material
arriving at the storeroom loaded on
one of these carts. It may be said that

the marks shown on the cases are

not the shipping inarks, but were added
en route. For the construction of the

power house lime in baskets (Fig. 8)

was delivered by wheelbarrow—and
the Chinese wheelbarrow is an institu-

tion. Not only is it used for the
transportation of merchandise, but
for the carrying of passengers as well.

Where towns are connected by roads
which are not much more than foot-

paths this single wheeled cart, pro-

vided with a man to push and another in

front pulling on a rope, is almost invaluable,

as substantial loads can be carried at good
rates of speed.

The Mukden plant was at first intended
principally for the lighting of the streets and
the Government buildings, and it was planned
to install the machinery in the building of the

local mint. It being later decided that the

house and boiler room. These buildings, the
first 41 ft. 2 in. wide by 63 ft. 6 in. long and
the other the same width but .54 ft. 8 in. long,

were built of native brick, by Chinese
masons, and while presenting a very creditable

Fig. 5 Loading 500 Kw. Turbine on a Manchurian Cart

appearance in the photographs, the work of

the masons did not greatly commend itself

to the engineer, who states that after the
walls were finished "one could see on them
all kinds of sine waves."
To support the roof of the boiler room

five trusses were made locally from designs of

the erecting engineer, using some 2 in. by 2 in.

bv } 9 in. angle iron which had been originally

Fig. 4. Delivering Supply Material to Storehouse on

a Pekin Cart

lighting plant should be kept separate from
the mint, the erecting engineer was called

upon to turn architect, and to design a power

Fig 6. Exciter for Turbine Loaded on Manchurian Cart

purchased for cross arms, poles, etc. For the
power house a different form of truss, having
rods for tension members, was used. These
were also made locally, all to the great
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surprise and admiration of the Chinese

Government architect, who was later shown
over the building and who at first could

not credit the statement that the work was
done in Mukden. In view of the crude

Fig. 7. Unloading Turbine Base—Showing Construction of

Cartwheels and Axles

equipment of the local machine shops (as

shown in Fig. 10), his surprise may be con-

sidered only natural. A good test of the

strength of these trusses was had when instal-

ling the four-ton superheater. Having no

Fig. 8. Delivering Lime to Power House

crane this superheater was raised on one truss,

together with the eight coolies lifting it. Fig.

1 1 shows one of the completed trusses being

carried to site of power house.

Throughout the installation of the plant it

was necessary for the engineer to first train

the workmen to do whatever had to be done.

Regarding this the engineer writes:

—

"The boiler came all knocked down. Had
to expand all the water tubes there, also the

superheater. There was no one that knew
anything about the erection. I had to hold
a regular instructing school for a while—in

fact with everything—until I succeeded in

getting what I wanted. Not only this

part made me worry, but afterwards the
so-called masons (in my opinion some of

them never saw a brick before). The most
particular work was the fire arches above the

stoker. Two arches are almost straight and
if not properly made are apt to give out the

first time the fire is put under them, for they
are exposed to an intense heat. Fortunately,

but with great difficulty, I got the brick work
to some satisfaction finished. With great

eft'ort I instructed a Chinese to line up the

boiler. After three days he said he had
everything lined up. To make sure I went
over the whole thing, and sure enough I

found it the opposite way. The consequence
was I had to do it myself and it took me
three days to get it right, or I never would
have been able to get the piping in place

without any trouble."

At the Chinese New Year work was
suspended as it was impossible to get the

workmen to do anything for at least two
weeks. Mukden was also visited by the

plague, and an international conference to

devise means of fighting it was held in the

city soon after the installation of the plant,

: V ^_. -: f

Fig. 9. Building the Power House

an appropriation of 150,000 taels having
been made by the Government for the

purpose. This plague is of the pneumonic
type, is highly contagious, and to a large

degree fatal. In Mukden the outbreak was
kept under fairly close control, a rigid

quarantine of suspects and the isolation of

patients being enforced b)' the Chinese

authorities.
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In a recent magazine article emphasis was
laid oil the relative inefficiency of such
unskilled labor as is available for construction

and other work in China. Notwithstanding
the very low rates of pay the total cost for

Government has shown that it realizes the
value of scientific training. This college,

which is under the control of the Department
of Communications, gives all instruction in
English along lines similar to a first class

Fig. 10. A Chinese Machine Shop—Two Boys Driving an

Engine Lathe

any particular operation is usually much
greater than in the United States. In
Mukden mechanics get from 25 to 50 cents

per day. A first class man may get 60 cents.

Coolies receive from .13.35 to $6.70 per month.
With the increasing readiness of the Chinese
to avail themselves of up-to-date machinery
it is probable that this condition will in time
disappear, but it seems likely that it willjbe

Fig. 12. Sign at International Plague Cunferenc

5 Watt Tungsten Sign Lamps
Using

American University. All students have
studied English for ten years, and the
candidates for entrance are obliged to pass a
very rigid examination. Of 1200 who came
up for examination for the freshman class

of 1910 only 180 were passed. Fronil_the

college ten students will be graduated^in
electrical engineering this year, while there

Fig. 11. Carrying One of the Completed Roof Trusses to

Site of Station

a long while before present primitive methods
are wholly discarded and steam and electricity

displace animal and man power to the extent
that they have done elsewhere.
By the establishment of the Imperial

Polytechnic College at Shanghai, the Chinese

Fig. 13. A Primitive Form of Bevel Gear Driven Waterwheel
for Irrigation Purposes

are twenty in the junior class. For the use
of the electrical laboratory of the college a
considerable quantity of apparatus and instru-
ments, both alternating and direct current,
was recently shipped from this country.
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THE SCHENECTADY WORKS
The electrical manufacturing business has

grown with such phenomenal rapidity that

some twenty-five or thirty years may be said

to have witnessed its evolution from practical

obscurity to the front rank of the world's

most important industries.

No better conception of this wonderful
growth can be had than is furnished by a

comparison of the Schenectady Works of

today with what they were twenty-five years
ago, at the time of their occupancy by the
Edison Machine Works, of New York City.

seventy-five machines in running order in shop
No. 2, or the machine shop. In shop No. 1, the pipes
for the steam heater are now being constructed
and the wires for the Edison electric Hght, which
is now being used in the works, are being placed
in position. Five more men arrived this afternoon
from New York, and it is expected that two hundred
and fifty others, who have been in the Electrical
Tube Works at New York, will come out next week,
and the present force of two hundred and fifty men
at work here will be thus increased to over five
hundred before the advent of the new year. The
building to be used as a blacksmith shop and,
perhaps, foundry, now being constructed, will

probably be ready for use by January loth, and

For instance, we read in an old Schenectady
paper dated December 10, 1886, the following:

"Six carloads of machinery were received at the
Edison Works this week. The Edison electric

light which was recently put in the machine shop
is now in running order. Wires are now being put
in the other buildings, and will probably be ready
in a short time. A pattern room has been con-
structed over the business office, and work will be
commenced there in a few days. Ten men were
taken on yesterday morning. In all, there are now
about twenty-five hands at work."

In the issue of December 22nd, twelve
days later, we find:

"Six carloads of machinery and castings for the
Edison Works arrived from New York yesterday,
also three horses and two wagons. There are now

will afford employment to about two hundred
additional men. An office 16 ft. by 16 ft., for the

time-keepers and gate tender, has been erected

near the gate leading to the plank road."
"The headquarters of the Edison Manufacturing

Company will hereafter be located at this city,

the New York shops having been entirely closed."

Shops Nos. 1 and 2 referred to are present

buildings Nos. 10 and 12. These buildings

were erected by the McQueen Locomotive
Works in 1883-84, but had never been

occupied up to the time of their purchase

by the Edison Machine Works. The building

referred to as in course of construction is

present building No. 8. All of these buildings

have been changed more or less by additions,
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with the exception of building No. 10, which,
so far as the exterior is concerned, has
practically its original appearance.

The present magnitude of the Schenectady
Works is best shown by a recent photograph,
here reproduced. These Works constitute

the largest plant in existence engaged in the
manufacture of electrical apparatus. They
cover 335 acres of ground and comprise more
than one hundred large buildings (many of

them with a ground area in excess of 100,000
square feet) and half as many small ones.

The total floor space of these buildings is

neering offices are located in the various
factory buildings, so that the designing engi-

neers may easily keep in touch with the work
in the shops.

Two power houses, with a normal rating
of 21,000 kw. in prime inovers, are kept
in continuous operation to supply electric

energy for the machine tools, cranes, lighting,

testing, and for the industrial railway that
serves all buildings. The more recent of the
two power houses is exclusively a Curtis steam
turbine station, 4 turbo-generator sets with
a rating of 14,000 kw., being installed

therein.

4, .59.5,000 square feet. The number of

persons employed, when the plant is operating
at its normal rate of production, is approxi-
mately 16,000; this figure being exclusive of

an office force of about ISOO.

With a few exceptions all the principal

buildings are arranged on either side of a
main thoroughfare, which extends in a
straight line from end to end of the yard—

a

distance of about three-quarters of a mile.

The principal offices of the General Electric

Company, both engineering and commercial,
are located in a modern eight story building,

directly opposite the main gate and along
one side of this thoroughfare. Other engi-

The Works maintains its own fire depart-
ment, which is supplied with apparatus of
the most approved type, including two high
pressure pumping stations; a special police
and detective force; an emergency hospital;
two restaurants; a water pumping station
for general factory purposes, auxiliary to the
city service; and a telephone exchange, to
which are connected one thousand instru-
ments serving all departments.
When it is stated that several days at

least would be required to visit all depart-
ments, it is at once apparent that any detailed
description of the Works in the space at hand
is impossible.
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ELECTRICALLY OPERATED COKE PLANT OF THE INDIANA
STEEL COMPANY, GARY, IND.

By J. M. AIatthews

Advertising Department, Schenectady,

Besides containing an interesting description in detail of the construction and operation of the Kopper
regenerative by-product coke oven, this article details the various steps in handling and crushing the coal
in this particular installation preparatory to charging the ovens. The by-product recovery is also described.
This is the first coke oven plant in this country installed with the "direct process" ammonia recovery
system, and is electrically operated throughout.

—

Editor.

The largest and best equipped coal-

handling and by-product coke making plant

in the world is at Gary, Indiana. It is of

special interest because it is operated

Fig. 1. Conveyors Between Breakers and Hammer Mills

throughout by electric motors, receiving their

current from the gas power plant of the

largest steel plant on earth. Another claim

to distinction lies in the use of 5G() Koppers'
regenerative by-product coke ovens, with a

total coke capacity of 8000 tons per 24 hours,

and Koppers' modern direct-process for

recovering ammonia from the gas in the

form of ammonium sulphate. This is the

first coke oven plant in this country installed

with the direct-process for ammonia recovery.

Coal Handling
Let us follow the coal from its arrival at

the storage yard, thence to the breaking and
crtishing building, on to the mixer building,

and finally to the coke ovens. We will

follow the coke from the ovens until it is

quenched and ready for the blast furnaces ; and
trace the course of the coke oven gases through
the by-product house until, freed of tar and
ammonia, they are ready for use in the coke

ovens and in the soaking pits

of the steel plant nearby.
Coal for coke making is

dumped from railroad cars

into a concrete storage yard
which has a capacitv of

.330,000 tons. The walls of

this yard are inclined under
the railroad tracks to deflect

the coal away from the sides

of the yard, so that the grab
buckets of two large Well-

man-Seaver-Morgan coal
bridges can reach it with
greater ease. The bridges

are each equipped with 7-ton

buckets and can load twenty
fifty-ton larry cars per hour.

Their closing and opening
lines and trolley travel are

each operated by a L50 h.p.

mill tj'pe slip ring induction

motor and the two bridge

trucks are operated by eight

30 h.p. motors of the same
type.

Coal, after being loaded into a transfer car,

is dumped into one of twelve hoppers at the

unloading house. These hoppers are each
equipped with a shaker distributer driven

by a 15 h.p., squirrel-cage induction motor.

Each of the shakers can evenly distribute

40 tons of coal per hour on the belt con-

veyors. A continuous supply of coal is

assured by keeping one hopper full at all

times. The coal is carried from the unloading

house by four belt conveyors, each of which
has a capacity of 500 tons per hour. They
are driven by four 30 h.p. squirrel-cage

motors, which, together with those used to

operate the Bradford breakers, hammer mill

crushers and intermediate conveyors, are

controlled by a special electrical interlocking
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system. The stopping of any conveyor or

machine automatically holds up all operations

prior to its own, thereby preventing waste
or jamming. The unloading house conveyors
carry the coal to Bradford breakers, each
of which has a capacity of .500 tons per hour.

It is here broken to one-inch mesh and
separated from what little slate, stone, wood,
iron, etc., it may contain. Power for this

operation is furnished by four 7.5 h.p. squirrel-

cage motors.
Between the breakers and the next opera-

tion, mz., crushing the coal in hammer mill

crushers so that 85 per cent, of it will pass
through a No. 64 wire mesh screen, are four
conveyors each with a

capacity of 500 tons per
hour, which are driven by
four 30 h.p. squirrel-cage

motors. These conveyors
are shown in Fig. 1. The
eight hammer mill crushers,

with a capacity of 350 tons
per hour, are driven by
250 h.p., squirrel-cage mo-
tors. As the coal crushing
house is thick with coal

dust floating around in the

air, all motors used in it

are in a separate room
built on the side of the

house (see Fig. 2). In

many other cases, however,
conveyor motors, located
near conveyors in other
buildings, are showered
with coal dust. Crushed
coal is carried from the

crusher house to the mixer
building by two convey-
ors, each of which has a

capacity of 500 tons per hour. They are 120

feet long, travel 580 ft. per minute, and
are housed over to insure protection against

the elements. In the mixer house are two
500-ton mixers run by two 15 h.p. squirrel-

cage motors with automatic control. The
unloading, breaking and crushing machinery,
and the mixer are connected by an electric

signal system, which, by electrically-operated

air whistles, indicates any change in character

or mixture of coal being sent through.

The mixer building has a storage capacity

of 2000 tons of pulverized coal. In it SO per

cent. Pocohontas and 20 per cent. Ronco coal

are mixed, which gives a coke yield of 84 per

cent, of coal charged. From the mixer

house six 500-ton convevors carrv the crushed

coal to four cylindrical storage bins over the
coke oven batteries. These four bins have
a capacity of 2100 tons each, and the six

conveyors will completely fill them every
ten hours; these conveyors are driven by two
100 h.p., two 75 h.p. and two 30 h.p., 3-phase
squirrel-cage motors. It is unnecessary to
run the coal-handling plant at night due to

its capacity and that of the storage bins.

Coke Making
Larry cars (shown in Fig. 3) run under the

storage bins and over the tops of the coke
ovens, into each of which they charge 12^
tons of coal through the charging holes on
top. The coal is then levelled by a travelling

Fig. 2. 250 H.P. Squirrel-Cage Motors Driving Hammer Mills

leveller which is operated by four 30 h.p. mill

type slip ring motors. The charging of the

individual ovens of the battery is done in a

certain sequence which lea\'es some ovens
always ready for pushing, thus assuring con-

tinuous operation of men and equipment.
Coking requires 18 hours (9520 tons of coal

will be coked in 2-t hours when entire plant is

complete) giving 8000 tons of coke per day.
The advantages of the type of oven

selected for the Gary plant are interesting.

The ovens are heated with gas evolved from
the coal carbonized. The coal yields from
50 to 60 per cent, more gas than the quantity
necessary for its carbonization, and in the
old bee-hive process of coking this surplus

gas was wasted. A further advantage is that
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Larry Car Receiving Crushed Coal Overhead from Storage Bins, and DeUvering

Into Coke Ovens Through Charging Holes in Roof of Latter

it is not necessary that the gas be consumed
on the spot directly it is produced ; but it can

be conveyed any distance without material

deterioration, while it can be stored during

the time it is not required

and consumed during the

working hours of the day.
Regenerators serve as a
store for heat, by means of

which a whole battery of

ovens can be shut down
entirely for a week or so, and
started again without any
heating up being necessary.

This is not possible where
regenerators are not used.

The regenerators also enable

the ovens to be worked at

less than one-quarter of their

capacity without going cold,

whereas most other systems
cannot be worked much
below their normal capacity

without cooling down.
The oven chambers are

approximately 39 ft. long,

9 ft. 10?^ in. high, and
from 17 to 21 in. wide.

They have doors at either

end operated by a travelling

door machine on the coke
discharge side, and a door

machine attached to the coke pusher at the

ramming side. The top of the oven is pro-

vided with openings for charging the coal

and an opening through which the gases of

L M N G

Fig. 4. Longitudinal Section Through Coke Oven and Heating Flues
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distillation are drawn off to the condensing
plant.

Referring to Fig. 4, the air for combustion
flows along the passage ways, A, at the front

and back of the ovens, and thence it passes
into the regenerators through inlets B.
In the regenerators, the temperature of the
air rises to 1200 deg. Cent. (2190 deg. Fahr.)
The highly heated air passes out of the regen-
erators into the vertical heating flues through
the openings, C. The gas from the by-
product plant, freed from tar and ammonia, is

returned to the ovens by the mains D,
running along the whole length of the ovens
on each side. Branch supply pipes, H,
conduct the gas into the gas-distributing

channels, E, which are situated directly

beneath the oven walls; thence it passes
through the gas nozzles, F, into each vertical

flue, where it ignites with the hot air entering
through the passage, C, previously referred

to. A jet is, therefore, formed on a level

with the oven floor in each of the heating
flues in the oven walls.

The einployment of regenerators renders
it necessary to reverse the heating process

after a certain period, usually about 30
minutes. This is done automatically by a
motor-operated dial-switch system which
controls the gas and air valves. The system
of heating flues is divided into two sections,

Fig. 6. Locomotive and Car on Discharge Side

Partial Quenching Takes Place Here
of 0\

Fig. 5. Motor-Driven Door Extractor on Discharge Side

of Coke Ovens

SO that combustion can take jjlace alternately
in each half of the oven wall.

When the gas is burning in

the flue in one half of the
length of the wall, the prod-
ucts of combustion pass up
the flues and enter the top
horizontal flue, G, whence
they make their way down
the flues in the other half of

the oven wall, and enter the
regenerator through the
same passages, C, by which
the air is admitted to the
flues when the direction or

combustion is reversed. On
issuing from the regenerator,
the waste gases pass into the
flue leading to the chimney,
after having given up their

heat to the checker-work of

fire brick. The products of

combustion of the gas and
air pass up the heating flues,

/, and through the openings,
A', at the top of each flue.

These openings are furnished
with dampers, L, which can
be easily regulated, together
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Fig. 7. 30 H.P. Motors and Automatic Control Equi]

Operating Hoists for Quenched Coke

with dampers in the regenerating passages

so as to enable the exact amotnit of air to

enter the flue necessary for perfect combus-
tion. The sliding bricks are accessible from
the top of the ovens through
the openings, M and N,
which are fitted with easily

removable plugs.

At this point, particular

attention should be directed

to the sliding bricks and to

the openings at the top of

of the ovens which give ac-

cess to them, as these are

two of the principal features

of this type of oven, distin-

guishing it from all other con-

structions. The openings at

the top of the ovens serve

not only to provide means
for regulating the dampers,
but serve more particularly

to give access to the gas

nozzles, F, while they fur-

ther permit of the flues being
inspected at any time. The
gas nozzles are furnished

with oval orifices, to enable

them to be taken out by a

rod having a T-end. The
orifices in the nozzles var\-

in size, according to their

position in the flues. The
removal and replacing of a
nozzle can be easily effected

in a few minutes.
It happens from time to

time in all ovens that dark
places appear in the oven
walls indicating that the

combustion is defective; and
in the absence of means of

access to the flues, it would
be necessary to cool down
the oven and break into the

walls in order to remedy
the defect. By means of the

openings over each flue in

these ovens, the cause of any
irregularity in the heating
can be immediately de-

tected, and in the great

majority of cases, such de-

fect can be rectified in a few
moments. The eft'ect of any
adj ustment in the regulation

of the gas and air can, more-
over, be seen immediately.

It will have been seen that each oven wall

is formed of about 3U vertical flues, and that

each of these flues is provided with a heating

jet, and also with means for regitlating the

Fig. 8. Gas Exhausters Operated by 250 H.P. Motors
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admission of the gas and air, namely, by
substituting the gas nozzles, and by adjusting

the sliding bricks over each flue respectively.

It is, therefore, easily possible to control the

heating so that the oven walls

will be subjected to exactly

the saine temperature from
end to end. Unless this

uniform heating be attained,

it is impossible to produce a

coke which will be homo-
geneous throughout the

charge.

When coking is completed,
and the gas fully given off,

the doors are removed and
the charge is pushed out by
the travelling ram (see

page 2) operated by two 50

h.p. motors and one 7 h.p.

motor (on door opener), all

being mill-type slip ring

machines. While being
pushed, the coke is partly

quenched by water sprinklers

as it falls into a steel and
cast iron car. To this car is

attached a three-phase loco-

motive equipped with two 5(1

h.p. mill type motors; and
as soon as the charge is

entirely in the car, it is rushed to the shower
hood where quenching is completed (see cover

and also Fig. 6) . The coke is then elevated

to storage bins by two automatically con-

trolled 30 h.p. squirrel-cage motors (Fig. 7);

and finally is run through screens operated
by two 30 h.p. motors of the same type.

Each of the two batteries of coke ovens is

equipped with grinding pans and clay ele-

vators for preparing luting material for the

oven doors, operated by 15 h.p. squirrel-cage

motors.
The gases from the ovens go through

divided water-sealed mains, thence to coolers

of the multi-tubular water-tube type, and
after passing around the tubes, leave at a

temperature of about 30 deg. C. The gas

is then drawn by exhausters (Fig. S)

driven by 250 h.p. motors controlled to give

constant gas suction, and is then delivered

to the tar extractors. The tar and ammoniacal
liquor which condense here are run off along

with the condensation from the coolers, and
separated by gravity in the tar separating

tank. From the tar extractors, the gas

passes to reheaters, where its temperature
is raised to about 70 deg. C. by the use of

steam. The heated gas is then conducted
to the lead-lined acid saturators, con-

taining a solution of about 5 per cent, of

free sulphuric acid, and leaves them

Fig. 9. Interior of Pump House

at about 30 deg. C. At this low
temperature the chemical affinity between
the acid and the ammonia is so great that

a neutral salt (ammonium sulphate) is

easily obtained. The salt is continuously
removed from this enclosed saturator by
an ejector and delivered into a draining

table, from which it is run off, with
the mother liquor, into a centrifugal dryer

in the usual way. When desired, concen-

trated ammonia liquor is produced instead

of ammonium sulphate. The ammoniacal
liquor is treated with lime to decompose
fixed ammonia compounds, and then heated to

vaporize the ammonia which is conducted
to the gas main and is absorbed in the

saturators. About 1 per cent, ammonium
sulphate and 2 per cent, of tar is obtained.

The coke yield is approximately 84 per cent,

of the weight of the coal coked. Roughly
50 per cent, of the total dailv vield of about
100,000,000 cubic feet of gas is used at the

steel plant, and about 50 per cent, is used
to heat the coke ovens. The coke plant is

supplied with 60,000,000 gallons of water a

day by two centrifugal pumps, operated by
1300 h.p. shp ring motors. (Fig. 9).
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THE DIARY OF A TEST MAN
No. XV. MEASURING WATER VELOCITY FCR

A 13,500 H.P. WATERWHEEL
The installation of the 750U kw. waterwheel-

drivcn generator sets at the Holtwood, Pa.
power station of the Pennsylvania Water

^ ^ <s^^
Fig. 1 Fig. 2
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and Power Company, has been followed by
a number of interesting tests, which, owing
to the size of the plant and the nature of its

installation, are of unique interest. The
following brief description relates to some
special tests which were car-

ried out to determine the
efficiency of the hydraulic
turbines at that station.

To determine the effi-

ciency of a hydraulic motor,
it is necessary to measure
the quantity of water sup-
plied to, or discharged by,
the wheel. The methods
available for this measure-
ment are, first, by means of

a weir placed above the wheel
or in the tail race below the
wheel ; and second, by means
of one or other of the stand-
ard devices for measuring
the velocit}^ of the water,
whence the quantity may
be calculated by knowing
the cross-section of the sup-

ply or discharge pipe. From
the nature of the hydraulic
development at Holtwood,
weir measurements were im-
practicable ; and consequentlya suitable scheme
had to be devised for measuring the velocity

of the water supplied to the wheel. The pitot

tube method in this case was decided upon.

The efficiency of the electric generators had
been previously determined by actual test

at site, so that it was possible to arrive at an
accurate estimate of the actual effective

horse power delivered by the hydraulic
motor under the various conditions of the
test, and hence its efficiency. It should be
noted that the efficiency thus measured was
the hydraulic efficiency of the plant, as it

was impossible to separate the efficiency

of the approaches, in order to obtain the
efficiency of the wheel itself.

Each wheel-pit receives its water through
four rectangular gateways approximately
6 ft. wide by 16 ft. high. The amount of

water discharged through these openings
can, under any set conditions, be determined
by measuring the velocity of flow at various
points in the cross-section, and so obtaining
the true mean velocity.

For the inforniation of those who may not
be familiar with hj-draulic measurements by
means of pitot tubes, it may be stated here
that if a bent tube, as in Fig. 1, be placed
in a stream so as directly to face the current,

the water column in the upright portion of

the tube will rise to a height h, which

SfgyyO/n^^crfyj^^^_f^ ^p/-^

Fig. 3. Cross-section Through Turbine Room and Gate Room

theoretically = T7- As the velocitv of water

in the approaches to the wheel pit is ^mall,

h is consequently small, and would be in-
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capable of accurate measurement with
the actual level of the head water as

zero line, particularly as the surface of the

latter is agitated. A second tube is there-

fore employed (shown in Fig. 2). This is

closed at the end, which is

of a conical shape to allow
of the water flowing by,

parallel to its sides,

smoothly and without ed-

dies. There are small

holes in the sides of this

tube, and as there is no
component of velocity

normal to these holes, the

water level in this tube
simply rises to the same
level as the water in the
stream. If now a vacuum
of equal degree be created

in both of these tubes,

the water column in each
may be raised up an equal
amount to some convenient
height, where the difference

of level can be satisfactorily

read. It is with this dif-

ference of level alone (rep-

resenting the velocity

head) that we are con-
cerned. The foregoing is

a statement of the bare
principle underlying these
tests. To obtain a sufficient number of

readings under conditions which will not
prejudice the accuracy of the results, and will

admit of the measurements being read in

some convenient and accessible place, a care-

fully planned testing system is required.

Readings were taken simultaneously before

each of the four gates opening into the wheel-
pit. For this purpose there was constructed
for each gate a movable framework, to

which the pitot tubes were attached, and this

framework was lowered into the water in

front of the gate. Each frame consisted of

a rectangular skeleton about 6 ft. by 30 ft.

made of channel iron securely braced at

intervals. Seven ]jairs of tubes were fixed

to the bottom horizontal, in order to

measure the velocity at seven points across

the width of the opening. Each tube was
connected to a % in. iron pipe, and these

pipes were carried up the framework and
terminated in glass tubes to which connection
was made by flexible rubber hose. The glass

tubes were held rigidly against a wooden
board, fixed to the frame, and graduated by

horizontal lines to enable the heights of the
water columns in the glass tubes to be
easily and quickly read. The tops of the
glass tubes were connected by rubber hose
to a common header, which in turn was

Fig. 4. Showing Construction Work on the Wooden Testing Flumes

connected by another rubber hose to a vacuum
line. By adjusting the vacuum, the water
columns could be maintained at a level

convenient for reading. At the top and
bottom of each glass tube, there were cocks
for the purpose of isolating the water column
in the tube when a reading was being taken.
Difficulty would otherwise have been experi-

enced in taking readings, as the height of the
water columns was continually varying up
and down. The entire framework was
suspended by steel ropes running over a
pulley which was fixed to the roof principals.

In order to obtain a steady stream of

water without eddies, a special wooden flume
was constructed for each gate and fixed to

the sides of the submerged concrete arches.

In Fig. 4, these wooden flumes can be
clearly seen, though it should be pointed out
that this photograph was taken during
construction work, and that actually, when
making the test, these flumes were dropped
right down until they came opposite the gate,

and were then fixed in that position. The
relation of Fig. 4 to Fig. 3 can be more
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Fig. 5. Upper Purtion of Moveable Framework, with Glass Reading

Tubes Backed by Graduated Board

gateroom floor, and at the extreme left

a fourth reading stand for the fourth

headgate is faintly discernible. The
platform upon which the tester is

seated is rigidly fixed to the frame-
work, so that the whole thing may be
moved bodily up and down through
the hole in the gateroom floor.

For the purpose of the actual test,

readings were taken at each gate at

seven different levels in the incoming
water. For the purpose of obtaining

a true inean velocity, three com-
plete sets of readings were obtained
on all the tubes at each of these

seven levels; and it will therefore be
seen that for any given load on the

machine, practically 300 readings were
necessary, which means close upon
1200 for the four gates.

The principle of the pitot tube for

measuring the velocity of a stream is, of

course, no novelty; it is, indeed one of the

oldest methods for securing accurate re-

sults. But it is certainly not often that it

is applied on such a scale as this, or that

the engineering work in securing the

readings requires such an ingeniously

planned system. The advantage in this

particular instance lies in the rapidity

with which these 1200 readings for any
one load mav be taken.

easily seen by noticing the

relative positions of the

screens in each picture. It

should, of course, be remem-
bered that the wheel-pit

for each waterwheel re-

ceives its supply of water
through four headgates. The
four archways shown in

Fig. 4 therefore represent

the entrance to only one
turbo-unit.

Fig. 5 shows clearly what
the top part of the frame
looks like. The man is stand-

ing on the gateroom floor,

arid the lower part of the

skeleton framework is prob-
ably some 30 ft. lower
down and is, of course, di-

rectly opposite the head-
gate. In Fig. 6 can be

seen three of the reading

stands, two of these being

raised some 8 ft. above the Fig. 6. Testers Mounted on Benches Secured to Tube Framework
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THE ECONOMIC ADMINISTRATION OF INDUSTRIAL
ESTABLISHMENTS

By Joiix Calder

Manager, Remincton Typewriter Works, Ilion, N. Y.

The major portion of this paper was originally delivered as an address before the Engineering Club
and the Altoona Railway Club on October 25, 1911. The author has written a special introduction for
publication in the Review, in which he makes a plea for some revision in the present college methods of

training young engineers, by means of which they may become versed to some extent in modern business
methods, and may learn to what degree knowledge of the human factor bulks in executive success.

—

Editor.

It was the engineer-in-chief of a great

modern undertaking requiring the combined
efforts of civil, mechanical and electrical

engineers, and of a big labor army with many
officers graduated only in the school of

experience, who expressed his desire for and
belief in the ultimate supremacy of the

college man as an executive.

At the same time he frankly stated that,

where one college graduate had failed him
for lack of technical attainments, nine had
disappointed his expectations for other

reasons. Some failed owing to inability to

discipline themselves, and many others did

not properly supervise, use and co-operate

with those under their control. Some did not
realize that the engineer is no longer any man
who can merely subdue or adapt natural

forces and materials to the needs of civili-

zation. Not a few can now Solve satisfac-

torily the purely mechanical side of problems;
but the successful engineer is the man who,
in addition to this, can make the dollar go
farthest and draw out the best efforts of his

workmen.
Apart from the fact that young men still

seek the engineering career who have no
vocation for it, there are, the writer believes,

several educational causes for failure and
discouragement which might be removed.
The first of these is neglect of general culture

prior to the college course. This is a marked
defect in our present high school system, and
also in all the "get wise quick" schemes of a

semi-scholastic nature for "framing-up" an
engineer. This neglect is followed too often^

—

and even encouraged at some colleges—by
options and by too early specializations,

which frequently remove the last chance the

young engineer has of laying the foundation

of an all-round mentality. No young grad-

uate should now be allowed to leave college

in total ignorance of the large extent to

which knowledge and study of the human
factor bulk in executive success.

It is not too much to ask of college author-
ities that the correct "point of view" here
should be the possession of all, and that the
elements ofeconomic administration of money,
men and things,- should be emphasized and
illustrated during student days. If they are,

many early shop and field experiences will

be trebled in value to the young graduate,
and he will be enabled to make much more
ca]_)ital out of his inevitable day of small
things. The following remarks upon engi-

neering for profit, the art of shop manage-
ment, and the field for the organizer, may
possibl}' present a fresh point of view to

younger brethren in the craft.

The Importance of the Organization

Taking the desire for more economical
business administration for granted, consider
for a little, in the order of their importance,
the various factors which will influence the
result. At the outset we must reckon with
the fact that the organizalion, and not the

system, is the primary consideration. This is

not the order of precedence prescribed by
some professional systematizers, but any
other is a mistake.

Every business worthy of the name must be
provided with an organization; and no matter
what particular system may be followed it

cannot attain economic distinction if it is not
effectively organized. The primary object
of organization is to bring brainy men
together for work and action. A wise
organization seeks and encourages men of

ambition. It believes that the ambitious
man is not necessarily dangerous. It knows
that success demands an aggregation of

strong individualities, free to contribute
their quota of wisdom, but loyally sul)-

ordinating their individual preferences to

the general policy once declared. In order
that its work may be well done, and its

action strong and forcible, the organiza-
tion must move forward as a harmonious
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unit. No amount of clever scheming alone

will secure this. Herein lies the task of

the organizer of men, as distinguished from
the mere systematizer of things. His work
is much easier to talk about than to carry out,

but it needs brief mention here.

When any business or industrial work
becomes larger than its proprietors can take
care of, they seek for assistance; and from
that moment they and their delegate, the
general manager, become organizers. The
organizer's success will depend not merely,
or even chiefly, upon extended technical

experience and close knowledge of the
business; but upon his ability to select his

assistants, to transfer his own work to them,
and to inspire those assistants with his own
ideas, his own energy, and his own ability.

Emerson says "Every great business is

but the lengthened shadow of one man,"
and he is right. The modern administrator
of industrial establishments is a manager of

men rather than of things, and the human
factor touches his business on all sides.

The writer lays stress upon it at this stage,

so that it may not get out of focus in a paper
which is chiefly devoted to an analysis of

things.

An organization, therefore, cannot go into

commission. It must have a strong, resource-

ful leader, and a carefully selected, well

trained, loyal and enthusiastic staff. This
will only come through intimate contact
with a man, not a mere machine or inanimate
system. Having chosen men, frequently
young men, for their record and potentialities,

particularly for signs of executive ability—

a

not too plentiful quality—they should be
expected to win solely upon their merits, and
to make the most of the business by making
the most of themselves. Unless the leader
sees and plans for an opportunity for a useful
career, not only for himself but also for his

staff, he cannot reach the highest success.

The cold-bloodedness of some of the inodern
schemes for exploiting the higher human
energies is not only repelling—it is a fatal

defect.

The Systematizer
Organization, though the greatest factor

in business, implies co-ordination, or system,
and not much can be accomplished without
the aid of the latter. Business methods and
apparatus, particularly those of mechanical
and transportation concerns, are being closely
scrutinized and many proposals made for

securing greater internal economy. At such
a time it is well to bear constantlv in mind

that any system, however attractive and
justifiable in some of its features is, like the
plant itself, worth no more than it can earn.

No manufacturer is in business as a subject
for experimentation, which may not point
the way but merely warn others from
following. All money and worry expended
on system beyond the earning point is

wasted. An admitted experiment of meas-
ured duration and conclusive nature is one
thing; but a shop revolution covering years
of transition experiences is irretrievable and
usually unsupportable. Dead uniformity and
absence of scope in a system for individual
initiative and incentive are not necessarily

factors in securing what are the sole justi-

fications for special outlays on system, viz:

absolute certainty of increased economy,
accuracy and dispatch. In concerns in which
system is an expensive hobby and not an
economical tool, all kinds of extravagances
will creep in and will be justified by some
philosophy which ignores common sense.

One of the claims brought before proprie-

tors by some of the external practitioners of

system is that it will not only render the
efficiency of their business self-perpetuating

—

a most desirable end if attainable—but that
it will also enable them to become, to a large

extent, independent of their managers and
higher executives. This is a somewhat mis-
chievous doctrine. No army of clerks,

mechanically following set instructions

however perfect, can take the place of the

full use and recognition of able engineering
administrators and shop assistants, under
any conceivable works system. The human
element in sj^stem, as well as in organization,

is half of the problem; and there is a tendency
to a too great rigidity in most of the shop
systems offered for general application. It is

not a recommendation for any business

system, imported from the outside, but
rather the reverse, that it should insist upon
absolute confomiity to type in details,

without regard to the problem in hand and
the great amount of experience already

acquired from it. Some of the most practical

modifiers of shop management are fully alive

to this, but there is a tendency amongst the

less wise to vigorously wield the new broom.
It is the belief of the writer that the best

type of shop system is evolved, not from the

outside, but in the shop itself, through
careful analysis of its special conditions and
requirements by the responsible adminis-

trator, thoroughly in sympathy with, and
experienced in, advanced practice.
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A busy and prosperous administration can
sometimes be helped by system advice from
the outside. It should never be controlled

by it. The most natural tendency of the
outside adviser without responsibility for

current product and profit is to stereotype
the detail of his previous limited practice,

and to dry up the springs of initiative and
suggestion within the plant. The best
system for any particular shop is that which
will co-ordinate all the efforts of a good
organization, and which will draw out and
suitably reward the best effort of every one
concerned—not forgetting the employer. The
most suitable management for so doing will

never be exactly alike in any two cases,

though the principles followed may be
identical.

The System of "Scientific Management"

It was to an already progressing and
intensively developing shop practice that

there was presented ten years ago Scientific

Management, a phrase to conjure with, and
which is much in the air at present.

It appeared at first with a more modest
title, and made its appeal through the

ordinary professional channels to the engi-

neer. It was a worthy appeal based upon
a quite unusual amount of self-denying

investigation, but it did not receive the
immediate consideration it deserved. This
was partly because the straw man which
it set up, and repeatedly and vigorously

knocked down, was merely a lay figure, and
not really representative, as alleged, of the

best existing shop practice. In the case of

the more open-minded and thoughtful engi-

neers, ready to learn from any source, the

"science" of the movement was accepted
with considerable reservation; and, from the

humanitarian point of view, the illustrations

used by the gifted author of the system
laid it open to not unjustifiable attack, and
to the complaint that, though a deeply
interesting experiment had been made, it did

not justify the far-reaching generalizations

based upon it. In the ten years which have
elapsed professional efficiency engineers, with

no such experience as the able author of

"Scientific Management," have multiplied

somewhat more rapidly than the demand for

this service would warrant; and quite recently

"scientific management" itself has caught
the fancy of the press and of the man in the

street, and has been let loose through a

popular propaganda ujjon an indiscriminating

public. It will come back to its moorings

after a while. Actually the particular

system described and advocated by Mr. Fred
W. Taylor has made relatively little progress;

and, while economic administration of indus-
trial establishments has been quickened not
a little by its advent and discussion, the
most of the general advance has been the
result of causes operating before that event,

and much of it has not been along the specific

lines of such proposals in "Scientific Manage-
ment" as are original with its author.
The fact of the matter is that Mr. Taylor's

"vScientific Management" is a very big and
difficult task, requiring professional ability

of the highest order. Stripped of the data,

apparatus and phraseology which have led

careless readers to think of it as a new way
of running machinery, of paying men, of

avoiding labor trouble, of insuring dividends,

etc., it is neither more nor less, in its essence,

than a proposal to revolutionize our industrial

life. Viewed in that light it is a most interest-

ing and suggestive speculation, which well

repays close study by engineers. It presents

itself to the shops in complete technical

detail, a most expensive detail; and many
businesses cannot contemplate the years of

outlay involved before the returns promised
should acciite. The author of the system
is entireh- frank on this aspect of the case; and
system practitioners whose promises have a
"get-rich-quick" flavor are certainly not
installing the genuine "Scientific Manage-
ment." The writer believes thoroughly in

the principles enunciated by Mr. Taylor,
but is of the opinion that they are offered

for application in a detailed system too
complicated, too rigid and too unyielding for

immediate application to everj'-day needs.

Shop management is an art rather than a

science. It has to deal with too many
unknown quantities and variables either to

aspire to scientific rank or to adopt a fixed

creed. Few individual businesses can afford

the interference and expense involved in

carrying out effectively the extensive scien-

tific program of the proposal under discussion.

By professional societies or national agencies
many shop problems still unsolved might
possibly be greatly assisted, without the risk

of interfering with business; but the instal-

lation of the whole machinery of scientific

management has been very seldom attempted.
Nevertheless, though committal of a shop
to one rigid program of outside origin in all

its implications—and the control of the
business, it must be remembered, is an
invariable stipulation—is not, in the writer's
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opinion, desirable; there is yet plenty of scope
for more systematic analysis and regulation
of shop processes and expenditures. The
business world, and engineers in particular,

owe much at present, and will owe more,
to the ability and devotion with which the
author of "Scientific Management" has
elaborated and advocated his particular

combination of things old and new.

The Proper Use of System

There are .several rules in regard to office

and shop routine which the writer would
recommend all managements to observe,
irrespective of the class of work done.

(1) Have a well considered system of doing
things, definite and business-like in

all departments; not an imitation
of something else, but one designed
for yom- own case.

(2) See that a broad view of the subject
is taken, and provision made for

properly dovetailing the various
department systems.

(3) Make the connection clear to all

employees by the use of a self-

interpreting organization chart.*

Such a table saves much explanation.

(4) Have as little system and as few forms
as possible. Make them a means,
not an end. There are many daily

items of shop practice being perpet-

uated in expensive card systems
today, of which no use whatever is

being made or is ever likely to be
made,

(o) Do not treat the system as a fetich.

It is a good servant but a bad
master. So much of it as is justifi-

able is merely organized common
sense. Prune and pare your system
until it gives the utmost economy
and dispatch.

(6) Do not fail to note closely what your
system costs and if it is really

paying its way. Very few experts
can answer that question. With
many it is purely a matter of faith.

(7) Be always on the outlook for improve-
ments and suggestions from any
responsible quarter, and be discrimi-

nating in adopting them.
The writer has spoken of useless records,

with reference to data which need not be
recorded at all in permanent form. Some

* In his original address the author illustrated this point by
presenting an actual chart which showed graphically the sub-
division of the manager's control over the executive and manu-
facturing departments, and their various sub-departments.

Other records are useless because their form
renders them so for the purpose of frequent
and rapid reference. Still other records are
useless because they are inaccurate and
unreliable. The writer has heard it urged,
in all seriousness, that detailed shop and
cost data cannot be trusted; but this is

simply a plea for slovenliness, which the
users would not tolerate in their own technical
spheres. It is just as easy and cheap to
collect—almost automatically in a good
system—correct figures, as it is to record
inaccurate ones; and the man who knows
exactly what he is accomplishing will always
come out ahead of his competitor who onlv
thinks he knows.
The college boy more and more realizes

nowadays that mathematical propositions
are few and far between, and stiff commercial
and shop problems many in the practical

engineering field; but a good deal of dearly-
bought experience could be purchased more
cheaply, the writer believes, if more of the
money expended in our universities was
devoted to lectures by practical men on the
real needs and practice of every day manu-
facturing life. It is a hopeful portent
that the manager and his assistants are no
longer too busy to interest themselves in the
details of factory accounts. These become,
when properly presented, exceedingly inter-

esting and suggestive documents; and the
amount of modern system which we need
bids fair to amply justify itself, particularly

in lean years, by its results. The rest is

dead-weight and should go promptly over-

board .

The Variety of Management Problems

Systems of management are necessarily

as various in their details as the business

conditions which have to be met. The
simplest condition is that of a concern
manufacturing a thoroughly standardized
product, which, under no circumstances,

will they adopt or modify for special use.

As a business policy this may be carried too

far, and the product may be out of date
before the fact is realized. In such a business,

however, at one sweep many of the difficulties

experienced by general engineering concerns

are disposed of; and attention can be con-

centrated on a limited number of definite

problems, the satisfactory sohttion of which
may be attained by gradual and experimental
stages.

In plants in which standardization, a

manufacturing basis of business, and reason-
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able frequency of improved product, are

carried out to their fullest extent, the shops
and executive staff have practically no
necessary relation with the customer. They
deliver the finished product to the warehouse
of the sales organization, and the problems
which their system should solve are purely
internal. The lighter machinery manu-
facturers of standardized contrivances are

embraced in this class.

At the other end of the scale we have the

business in which a complication of agencies,

some within and many outside the plant,

must be skillfully tied up to each other by
red tape. As little as possible of red tape is

required, however, if they are to produce the
desired results by a given time. These
problems of successful management include

such industries as shipbuilding, or mechanical
operations dependent upon the simultaneous
progress of civil engineering work at a dis-

tance, as well as work involving combinations
of contracts.

In a class by themselves are problems like

ship-docking and repairing, and locomotive
overhauling, where the time during which a

large investincut is earning nothing is a govern-

ing consideration. Between these extreines, i.e.,

where cost is the determining factor on one
hand, and speed of completion on the other,

there are all possible variations, no half-

dozen of which could be efficiently managed
on ])reciscly the same system.

The Engineer and Shop Management
The writer's own philosophy and practice

in the economic administration of industrial

establishments are the development of a

quarter of a century's experience in the shops,

ranging from the designing and engineering
involved in the building of ships, locomotives,

stationary engines and mill machinery, to the

manufacture of coal-handling plants, type-

writers and adding machines. These twenty-
five years have been marked by a steady
extension of the engineer's art which now
underlies a large part of our modern civili-

zation. The development, however, has been
intensive as well as extensive. Within the

shop the managing engineer and his staff

have advanced, from a position of more or less

subordination to clerical controllers under
the general system, to a position involving

no mean understanding of the once mysterious

departments of accounting and costing.

In many cases through the domination of the

engineer in management, empirical rating and
arbitrary labor in shop practice have become
things of the past.

The minute sub-division of processes in

manufactures was predicted and its advan-
tages set forth in 177G by Adam Smith, the
Scotch philosopher at the University of

Glasgow and the eminent author of "The
Wealth of Nations." Sixty years later the
principle was firmly established ; and Charles
Pabbage, the noted English mathematician
and mechanician, described in LS34 in his

"Economy of Machines and Manufactures''
the minute division of labor in repetition
work obtaining in his day, in various indus-
tries which he cited. He also furnished a
complete philosophy of the subject, with
examples of calculations as to the limits of

reasonable investment in labor saving machin-
ery. Industries, such as textiles, in which
machinery reigned supreme at a very early

stage, were most affected by the new principle,

which evolved quite naturalh' with the dawn
of modern industrialism.

In our own day practical political economy-
has been somewhat neglected by engineers;

and three-quarters of a century after Babbage
we find the division of labor by machines
carried much farther than the divisions of

handicrafts which he also advocated and
described. In many cases with us the
"trade" is still the economic unit instead of

the "task," and this is particularly so in the
metal-manufacturing and the building indus-
tries. Not only so, but labor has shown no
disposition to improve the "trades," many
of which are notoriously wasteful of time and
effort. There can be little doubt in these
days, when the high cost of living is a live

topic, that economic necessity, if not inclina-

tion, will finally drive us to take up, in all

seriousness, the conservation and intensive

application of human energies in every
department of activity, distributive as well

as productive; and that new avenues of

usefulness will open up for the production
engineer.

Proceeding from the foregoing general principles,

the author of the paper sets out to show how they
may be applied to the solution of a concrete problem,
citing the case of the Remington Typewriter Works,
at Ilion, X. Y. In dealing with this administrative
problem, there are involved the economic handling
of 2500 work people, of whom 500 are females, and
the production of about 100.000 typewriting
machines a year. In solving the problem, the aim
has been to evolve an organization scheme of
executive and manufacturing departments, report-
ing to one manager, which will be capable of producing
daily the full quantity of machines in all their
required varieties, by the most efficient shop and
labor arrangements,v and with a minimum of fixed
and cash capital locked up in the process.

—

Editor.
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AUTOMATIC REGULATION OF DIRECT CURRENT MACHINES
By H. a. Laycock

Power and Mining Engineering Department, Schenectady

This article describes the operation of several recent types of automatic regulators; voltage
regulators for single direct current generators compensating for armature drop, falling speed, and
line drop, by field control; a regulator for motor-generator sets, maintaining the motor speed with
varying impressed voltage as well as controlling the generator field; a regulator for Edison .3- wire
systems; and a speed regulator for constant speed direct current motors. Previous articles on automatic
regulators by the same author have appeared in the Review as follows: "Regulators for Alternators" (June,
19U9); "Constant Current Regulators" (Dec, 1909); and "Power- Factor Regulators" (Jan., 1910).—Editor.

The voltage regulation of direct current

generators is a difficult task to accomplish
with the present isolated installations. A
number of difficulties arise in controlling

Compensating
fes/sionce Shunt

-^^T—

Potentia/
1 WinJinff

ToLine I -^_
Compensat/n^ ' i

MainContro/
Mc^gnet

Contacts Concfenser

Generator
may£>e shunt or
compoundy^ound

\
Contacts Concfenser ^ i

—tL

Generator Fie/c^

ffheostat

Fig. 1. Connections of Voltage Regulator for Small Direct
Current Generators

the voltage of the direct current generators

when these generators are subjected to heavy
motor loads. In the first place, the standard
installation for office buildings, apartment
houses, hotels, etc. is to use a slow speed
engine-driven generator. In designing a slow
speed generator the drop in the armature is

considerable. The average load usually is

about 2.5 per cent, lighting and abotit 75
per cent, elevators; and when the elevators
start up, not only is there a momentary rush
of current through the armature of the
direct current machine such as to produce
an internal drop of about 8 per cent., but
further the speed of the engine will fall off

about 2 per cent., thus making 10 per cent.

This together with about 1 per cent, line drop
gives a total of 11 per cent, internal drop,
without considering the shunt field of the
generator at all.

The problem, therefore, of regulating these
plants has been a very difficult one, since

the automatic regulator, to be of use, must
necessarily be applied to the fields of the
generator. The generator should be designed

with a short magnetic circuit so that it shall

be quick to respond to changes in field

strength, in order to overcome the momentary
losses in the generator as well as the dropping

off in speed of the engine. There are

several quick acting automatic regula-

tors which operate directly upon the

fields of the direct current generators,

and in which the time element in

the regulating equipment is practically

eliminated.

Fig. 1 shows a voltage regulator for

small direct current generators. This
regulator is designed with a shunt
magnet connected across the busbars
of the generator and so adjusted that
the special metal contacts float at a
given voltage. The composition of

these special contacts is such that any
possibility of arcing or freezing is

entirely eliminated. These contacts

open and close a very sensitive relay

which is also equipped with a pair of

secondary contacts using a condenser
across same to absorb the arc, the secondary
contacts being connected directly across

the shunt field rheostat of the generator.

The latter is adjusted to such a position

that, withotit the regulator, it will reduce
the vollage to about 35 per cent, below
normal, after which the regulator switch

is closed and the rheostat is short-cir-

cuited. The voltage would then build up
instantly to full field if it were not for the

fact that the spring, counter-balancing the

main contacts against the pull of the shunt
magnet, is such that the main contacts

open at normal voltage, thus tending to

insert .suddenly 35 per cent, of the field

rheostat. The voltage instantly tries to fall,

at which time the main contacts close.

With this cycle of operation the regulator

is operating from 200 to 600 times a

minute, depending upon the time element

in the fields of the generator. For a high

speed generator designed on fairly low
saturation the time element is very much less,
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and will regulate very much closer

than a machine running at low speed
designed on higher saturation. The
internal drop of the armature in a
high speed machine is materially less

than a slow speed machine and the

regulation therefore is much better.

In addition to the shunt coil of the

main control magnet there is a series

coil which is connected to a shunt in

the main line circuit, or feeder, which
will automatically compensate for the
drop in the line up to 15 per cent.

The action of the current coil is such
as to oppose the potential coil, thus
allowing the spring to close the main
contacts and build up the voltage

in proportion to the drop in the

line. In this connection the voltage
is held constant at some distant

point, the busbar voltage being raised

and lowered to overcome this drop.

This regulator is particularly adapted
to generators which are driven from
shunt wound motors upon which the
impressed voltage varies over a wide
range, thus causing variations in

speed and in generator voltage.

Fig. 2 shows the connections of a

voltage regulator connected to a

motor-generator set of which the
impressed voltage on the motor varies

to such an extent that it is impos-
sible by controlling the field of the generator
alone, to hold up the voltage, due to the drop
in speed on the motor. In cases of this kind

Connect/bnsfor Tj/pero,''or/n^-2 Vo/tcrge ffesu^ator
tv/thHehj/Co^acts/?ewer:Ted, forijse orrfl/otor 6e/7ffnatorS^.

Moior 8ijs Bars

ffe/ay /fes/^iiO/7ce

Co/7i:/e/r-ssrts

Fig. 3. Connections for Large Slow Speed Generators

Oenerato^ SiJS Sars

Fig. 2. Voltage Regulator for Motor-Generator Sets Subject to Large

Voltage Drop at Motor Terminals

the same type of regulator is used having
a second relay, which operates in the reverse

direction to the first relay. One set of relay

contacts short-circuits the generator
field rheostat; while the second set

of relay contacts, being reversed,

cuts in resistance in the motor field

rheostat, thus increasing the speed
so that it is possible to hold con-
stant voltage on the generator.
When the speed tends to increase
the reverse action takes place, i.e.,

the first set of contacts cuts in

resistance on the generator and
cuts out resistance on the motor.
By this connection, a motor-
generator set which is subjected to

a broad range of impressed vol-

tage, such as occurs when it is

connected to a trolley circuit, can
be regulated with perfect satis-

faction.

Fig. 3 shows the connections of

a voltage regulator, for use with
slow speed generators for larger
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work. Theoretically the operation of this

regulator is the same as the smaller

regulator previously described (Fig. 1) with
the exception that it is designed with from
two to twelve relays. The diagram showing

Sxterno/

Fig. 4. Regulator for Edison Three-Wire System Employing
Two Generators

the connections is for a 5-relay regulator

connected to one large generator, the main
contacts of the regulator controlling all 5

relays. The generator field rheostat is

divided into 5 equal ohmic sections, having
a set of contacts across each section so as to

handle the discharge from the large machine.
This type of regulator can also be used for

compensating for line drop by the addition

of a shunt, in the same manner as the regu-

lator previously described.

For Edison three-wire systems, where two
generators are employed to obtain the neutral,

and where the load is unbalanced to an
extent that varies the voltage between the

neutral and the outside, the regula-

tor shown in Fig. 4 is used. This
regulator is designed with two
shunt coils, each connected to one
side of the three-wire system, and
is equipped with a double set of

main contacts. The action consists

in either opeiaing or closing a pair

of relays operating in opposite
directions, so as to open or close

the shunt circuit across the field

rheostats of the balancers. Thus,
if the voltage were high on one
side of the system the relay cor-

responding to that side would
have its contacts open, while the relay on
the other side would have its contacts closed,

and vice versa. This regulator will keep the
neutral on a three-wire system in perfect

balance from practically no load to full load.

There are any number of special appli-

cations for voltage regulators for direct

current work which would come under a
special heading. Probably the most useful

of these automatic regulators is the one
shown in Fig. 5, which is an auto-
matic speed regulator for shunt wound
motors.

Frequently on motors driving
printing presses, looms, etc., where
constant speed is required irrespective

of load or voltage, it is necessary
to have an automatic device which
will hold this speed constant. The
regulator in question is designed
with a centrifugal governor, arranged
with a pair of contacts known as

the main contacts, the governor
being mounted on the end of the
shaft by one bolt. As the governor
is set at a given speed the contacts

will just open; before cutting in

the governor the rheostat of
the motor is first cut in, so that the
machine runs at a slightly higher speed
than is wanted with the maximum load or

voltage drop. A relay is used which closes

the shunt circuit across the motor field

rheostat, and to this relay the contacts are

connected in such a manner that when they
close the motor immediately begins to slow
down; but as soon as this takes place the
adjustment is so close that the governor will

open the contacts and the resistance be
immediately cut in. In this manner they will

operate at a high rate of speed, in a similar

way to the ordinary voltage regulator. The
speed can be kept at a constant value with a

^[V Ca^i/a^se^

Fig. 5. Regulator for Controlling Speed of Shunt Wound Motors

broad range of impressed voltage, or throwing
on or off of heavy load on the motor. This

device is made in larger sizes, depending
on the requirements. There is a secondary
contact arranged on the governor so that,
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in case anything should happen to the

regulating mechanism, the contacts will be
closed across the motor field rheostat, thus
reducing the speed instead of increasing it.

It can be noted from the description of the

automatic regulators given in this article

that the time element is practically negligible.

The other forms of voltage regulators which
have been tried in connection with direct

current generators have been either motor-
driven or solenoid-operated rheostats or

carbon plate resistances, in which the voltage
had to change materially before the operation
of these devices attempted to regulate at all.

Naturally they were entirely too slow to

catch a sudden load, and thus a perceptible
flicker in the incandescent lights was notice-

able.

DELTA-DELTA TRANSFORMER BANKS IN MULTIPLE
By W. W. Lewis

Transformer Engineering Department, Pittsfield

In the November, 1911, General Electric
Review, Mr. L. F. Blume gave the solution

of the problem of the division of current in

legs of a delta-delta bank of transformers,

one leg having impedance different from that

of the other two.*
A particular application of this problem

occurs when one transformer of two or more
delta-delta banks of transformers operating

in multiple becomes disabled, necessitating

the operation of the two remaining trans-

formers of that bank in open delta, in multiple

with the complete deltas of the other banks.

Or, if it is desired to operate in delta three

transformers, one having impedance different

from that of the other two, the solution given

by Mr. Blume may be used to determine
what load can be carried on the combination,
and how the current will divide in the

individual transformers.

In the discussion that follows these assump-
tions are made:

A II

E £

fj.

le^S

Fig. 1

1. Balanced load is taken from the second-

ary.

2. The impedance angles of the three legs

are equal, i.e., in each leg the proportion of

resistance to reactance is the same.

3. The ratio of all the transformers is the

same.
* Three- Phase Vector Representation, by L. F. Blume,

General Electric Review. November, 1911.
,
The present

article is based upon a contribution to a discussion before the

Pittsfield section of the ."i.I.E.E., to whom Mr Blume's original

paper was presented.

One side (the load side, for instance),

of a delta bank of transformers may be
represented as in Fig. 1. It is assumed that
the impedances of all the transformers are

^ ^- /z

Fig. 2

alike. Fig. 2 is the current diagram, Ii = 1^ = /a
= /l/1.73, 120 deg. apart, representing the

currents in the three legs; A= B = C = 1^,

60 deg. apart, representing the line currents;

Z\ = Zi = Z% representing the impedance. If

the impedance of leg 3 is increased (the ratio

of reactance to resistance remaining the
same), point O (Fig. 2) will shift to 0'; and
when Z3 = infinity, i.e., when all transformers
of leg 3 are removed, point will coincide

with point P; and, assuming the line currents

to be unaffected by the change in impedance,
the following relations will hold:

Z3 = infinity

Current lz =
Current Ii = A=Ii,
Current /s = C = /l
Current B = Ii.

Angle SOR = angle SPR = (50 deg.

At any intermediate value of Z3 between
Zj and infinity, the point O will occupy an
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intermediate position O' between O and P,
and O'F, O'R and O'S will represent the
currents in the three legs with the proper
phase relation. Angle SO'R will have a value
iDetween 60 deg. and 120 deg.

Fig. 3

First Solution, Impedance of Two Legs Equal

In Fig. 1 let

Zy Zi
I\ = I-i = total current in legs 1 and 2

Is = total current in leg 3

7L = line current.

In Fig. 3 triangle PO'D represents
the impedance triangle for legs 1 and
2, and triangle PFE the imped-
ance triangle for leg 3. 0'0 = one-
third O'F. With O as a center and
with OP as radius, a circle is

described, and the inscribed triangle
PRS constructed. Then PR, RS and
PS represent the currents in lines .4

,

B and C, and O'R, O'S and O'F
represent the currents in legs 1, 2
and 3.

It may be found by a considera-
tion of Fig. 3 that

I^ = l2 = :~V'r'+r+\ (1)

t 0.4

'^0.3

^02

h = -'Vsh
r+2 (2)

and transformer rating. As

(percent. IZ ) E^

(kv-a.)
10^"""

the above expression for the ratio ;• may be
modified as follows

:

Zi Z,

'=zr-
(per cent. IZ), (kv-a.

Z-, (per cent. IZ)i (kv-a.)

3

_ (per cent . IZ)i (kv-a.)2

(per cent. IZ)2 (kv-a.)3

in which
(per cent. /Z)i = (per cent. /Z)2 = per cent.

impedance drop of legs 1 and 2,

(per cent. /Z)3 = per cent, impedance drop
of leg 3,

(kv-a.)i = (kv-a.)-i = rated output of legs

1 and 2,

(kv-a.)3 = rated output of leg 3.

(1) and (2) are the equations of current
in the legs of the delta for different values
of the ratio ;-.

These equations may be expressed thus:

/,^/2^\/r2+rf 1 (3)

h h _ V+2
h^\/l (4)

/l r+ 2

In Fig. 4 are plotted equations (3) and (4)

for values of r from to 10. It will be noted
that curve (3) is asymptotic to 1.0, and that

curve (4) is asymptotic to zero, i.e., when
»- = infinity, Ii = h = Ii. and /3 = 0.

When r approaches indefinitely close to

zero, the curves must be used with caution.

At the limit when r = 0, Zi and Z2 are infinitely

great with respect to Z3; which means that,

y hf/i'h/h^ ,

\ ^,^^
\ ^^^
^^\

^
j;.^

blL^
'

It is usual to express impedance in terms
of the corresponding per cent, voltage drop

I 2 } 4 s b T e
l^afio of lmf>ei^a/<ce} r •Zj/Z/ 'Zj/Z^

Fig. 4

in order to maintain balanced line currents,

the impedance drops across legs 1 and 2

must be infinitely great compared with the
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impedance drop across leg 3. This leads to

impractical conditions. The curves are
reasonable, however, within a very wide
range.

Example 1

:

Assume one transformer missing in two
delta-delta banks of like transformers operat-
ing in multiple (Fig. 1, two transformers
each in legs 1 and 2, and one transformer
missing from leg 3). It is apparent that

Z3 = 2 Zi = 2 Z-,,

or

Substituting r = 2 in equations (1) and (2):

/. = /.= l^^il^ =0.662/.

H= — =(l.4.).j /l

V3
The phase angles of the currents, found

by the solution of triangles of which the

three sides are known, are as follows

Angle PO'S (Fig. 3) = angle PO'R = 131 deg.

Angle SO'R = 9S deg.

As each transformer has been designed
for a current of

0.5 /l
,- =0.289 /l

it is apparent that leg 3 is now carrying

150 per cent., and that each transformer
in legs 1 and 2 is carrying 115 per cent,

current. To reduce the current to normal
in leg 3, it is necessary to reduce the load to

two-thirds normal. Then leg 3 will carry

normal current and each transformer in

legs 1 and 2 will carry 76.4 per cent, normal
current. The power-factor of leg 3 is 100

per cent., and of legs 1 and 2, 9S.2 per cent.

That is, a reduction of 16% per cent,

in transformer capacity has caused a reduc-

tion of 333/^ per cent, in output to maintain
normal heating. The transformer in the

weakened leg (3) will carry normal load,

while the transformers in the full legs (1 and 2)

will carry three-fourths normal load.

Example 2:

In Fig. 1 let

Rating of transformer 1 = 200 kv-a.

Rating of transformer 2 = 200 kv-a.

Rating of transformer 3 = 300 kv-a.

E = 1000 volts

Normal load = 900 kv-a.

Normal line current = 520 amperes
(per cent. IZ)i= (per cent. /Z)2 = 3.0

(per cent. /Z)3 = 2.5

Then

!)

1 1=1-2 = 0.534 X 520 = 278 amperes
= 139 per cent, rated current.

/3 = 0.678X520 = 352 amperes
= 117 per cent, rated current.

(z^^zjl/zz

v,i/zz

A

(t')
^

zj/j-z-.^

-/

-/ c

zj/zz

(z^z,)i/zz

'^.T/ZZ

Fig. 5

= 0.

Therefore, in order not to exceed rated
current in any transformer, all currents
must be reduced to

200 .

27S'

of above, or

/i = 0.72 X 278 = 200 amperes
73 = 0.72X352 = 253 amperes
/l = 0.72 X 520 = 374 amperes
Output = 0.72 X 900 = ()4S kv-a.

The phase angles of the currents may be
found by the solution of triangles of which
the three sides are known.

Second Solution, Impedance of all Legs Different

The examples above considered relate

only to the case of two legs with like imped-
ance, the third leg having different impedance.
If, however, the impedances of all three legs

are unequal, the problem is more compli-
cated, and is best handled by a second
method.

Let Fig. 5 represent the condition when
the three impedances are different. Each
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circuit is loaded independently with a ficti-

tious current I, which equals the normal
three-phase line current di\dded by 1.73,

the currents in the three circuits being

120 deg. apart. The arrows pointing toward
the delta show the assumed positive direction.

The long arrows inside the delta indicate

the assumed positive direction of the currents

in the delta. Fig. 6 shows how the currents /

unite to form the line currents, and the

arrows indicate their assumed positive direc-

tions.

The single-phase currents / divide in the

two paths offered in inverse ratio to the

impedances, as indicated by the outside

arrows in Fig. 5. s Z = Zi-[- Z^-\- Z3. In

Fig. 7 these values of current are plotted

to scale in the proper direction. The resul-

* In Fig. 5 (a)

from .4 to B are
the admittances of the two parallel paths

Zi +Z,
and the total admittance

^^=2;+
1

1 divides into two parts such that the current inCurrent . _ . _ _ . .

each path is to the total current / as the admittance of each
path is to the total admittance G.

Current leg 1 =irrTi
—

, , ,^ J—r";rT ^

Current legs 2 and 3

1/Zi+1/(2.+Zj)
1/(Z»+Z3)

'1/Zi-|-1/(Z2+Zs)

which equations simplify to

(Zj +Zj) / (Zi +Z3) /
Current leg 1 =

Zi+Z.+Zj s z

Current legs 2 and 3 =
Z, / Zi J

" 7.ZZ,+Zi+Z'
In like manner the division of the current / indicated in

Figs. 5 (b) and 5 (c) takes place. The final current in each leg

C/i, I2 and /a) is the resultant of the three components thus
found. 120 deg. apart. These components are plotted in Fig. 7,

and from this figure we find:

, t// (Z;+Z3) 7 , Z; J . ,„, ,
Z3 / . ,^,^ '

,

''==vl—5^— +-2z""30''+.^^««3o; -I-

(
Z3/

s30°-^coj30°)

which may be simplified to equation (5).

In like manner the expressions for /; and h, equations (6)
and (7). are derived.

tant lines O'R, O'S and O'P represent the
currents in legs 1, 2 and 3 respectively, and
the lines PR, RS and FS, the currents in

lines A, B, and C respectively, when three-

phase balanced load is placed on the system.
A consideration of this figure leads to the

following equations of currents in the three

legs :*

/i =

/2 =

h =

h\/Z2'+ Z,''+ Z, Z,

Z,+ Z^+ Z,

hVz.^+Zj'+zVz,
z,+z,+z.

hy Z^+Z^+Z, Z2

(5)

(6)

(7)

(Z,7^)l/zZ

Fig. 7

Substituting in (5), (6) and

_ (per cent. IZ) E-

(Kv-a.) lO^"

gives

7)

h = /,(Kv-a.)iv'^2+f+f/

M
h=-

hiKY-a.),Vc'+ d^+cd

M

h = /L(Kv-aOn/aH- b-'+ab

M

(8)

(9)

(10)

in which
a = (per cent. IZ)i (Kv-a.)2

b = (per cent. IZ)i (Kv-a.)i

c =(per cent. IZ)i (Kv-a.)3

d = (per cent. IZ)3 (Kv-a.)i

e = (per cent. IZ)i (Kv-a.)3

f = (per cent. IZ)^ (Kv-a.)2

M=(per cent. IZ)i (Kv-a.)2 (Kv-a.)3

-F (per cent. JZ)2 (Kv-a.)i (Kv-a.)3

+ (per cent. JZ)3 (Kv-a.)i (Kv-a.)2
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Example 3:

Let rating of transformer 1 = lOU kv-a.

Let rating of transformer 2 = L50 kv-a.

Let rating of transformer 3 = 200 kv-a.

(per cent. /Z)i = 3.5

(percent. /Z)2 = 3.0

(per cent. /Z)3 = 2.5

£=1000 volts,

Normal load = 000 kv-a.

Normal line current = 346 amperes.
Then by equations (8), (9) and (10):

1 1 = 0'.42 X 340 = 1 4.5 amperes
= 145 per cent, rated current,

72 = 0.64X346 = 222 amperes
= 14S per cent, rated current,

73 = 0.71X340 = 246 amperes
= 123 per cent, rated current.

Therefore, it is necessary to reduce all

the currents to

of the above, in order not to overload any leg.

Then
7i = 0.676X 145= 98 amperes,
72 = 0.676X222 = 150 amperes,
73 = 0.676 X 246 = 1 06 amperes,

7l = 0.676 X 346 = 234 amperes,
Output = 0.()76 X 600 =406 kv-a.

The phase angles of the above currents may
be found by the solution of triangles of which
the three sides are known.
Third Solution

A third solution of this problem was given
in the Electrical World of May 26, 1910,*

and leads to results identical with the above.
This solution depends on the number of

similar units in each leg, and is applicable

whether the ntnnbers of units (/>, q and r)

in the three legs are equal or unequal.

Impedance Angles Not Equal
In the foregoing solutions it has been

assumed that the impedance angles {O'PD
and FPE, Fig. 3) are equal, which is the case

when the resistance and reactance bear the

same relation to each other in the different

legs. The more general case of one trans-

former having impedance different from the

other two and also a different impedance
angle, is treated graphically by Mr. Blume.
When the impedances and impedance angles

of all three legs are different, the solution

becomes quite complicated. No attempt
will be made to solve the general case here, as

the assumption that the impedance angles are

equal permits equations that are simple and
accurate enough for most practical purposes.

*" Transformer Currents in Weakened Deltas," by Nicholas
Stahl. EltclrUttl World. May 26. 1910.

ELECTRIC ADVERTISING SIGNS

By G. H. S. Young

of the n. y. a.nd q. electric light and powek
Company

This article gives the reasons why, in the author's
judgment, there should be a better co-operation
between the sign manufacturer, the lamp manufac-
turer, and the central station, in order to develop
the advertising sign business to its fullest extent.
The lines along which attention should be directed
are indicated; and point is given to these conten-
tions by examples from the author's wide personal
experience.—Editor.

The object of this paper is to urge the
desirability of better co-operation between the
three important parties, the electric sign

manufacttirer, the central station, and the
lamp manufacturer. The reasons for these
three parties getting together, working along
similar lines, and talking one and the same
kind of talk, are:

—

1st. The central station cannot sell its

product withotit the current-consuming
appliances, which, in this discussion, are
embodied in the electric advertising sign.

2nd. The electric sign manufacturer can-
not conduct a successfttl business without
the central station supply of current, and
the assistance of the central station in instal-

ling and maintaining the signs.

3rd. The lamp manufacturer has no
outlet for his product for this class of work
without the sign manttfactttrer and the

central station.

Many central stations have done as much
as is at the present time practicable along
these lines— for maximum .sale of current,

which naturally also means signs and lamps;
many more central stations think they have
done and are doing everything possible and
practicable and getting the best restilts obtain-

able, as to peak load conditions and income,
in their respective sections; and still many
more are making a bad failure of their efforts

and opportunities. This criticisin is the result

of visiting and working with inany central

stations in the east, sttidying reports and
conditions of others, and discussing the matter
with central station men and supply men
from many sections of the country.

I have seen central station companies
obtain what might be termed "wonderful
maximum development of electric sign light-

ing" by getting merchants, both large and
small, to put up electric signs, thus obtaining
a large connected load; and yet fail in
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obtaining the maximum income and steady

load. Signs connected on a meter basis will

not be operated long hours or in bad weather.

I have seen other central station com-
panies obtain maximum development of

both the steady connected load, and income,

by getting as many sign manufacturers as

possible to work on every prospect, and fail

in maintaining the maximum load income
after the first or second year. This condition

is due to the cheaply constructed class of

signs put up by manufacturers to meet com-
petition; lack of harmony in colors and
effects; and blowing or falling down of

badly installed signs. In this last mentioned
case, usually there are failures of sign manu-
facturers who were over-anxious to get the
business. Prohibitive ordinances are after-

wards passed by the City, in consequence of

accidents due to signs falling; or due to the

action of some merchants in trying to get

their signs far out over sidewalks so that they
might the better be seen; or putting up "freak
signs " and so infringing on the rights of others
and the public at large,and compelling demands
for reform from city improvement societies.

In other cities, where prohibitive ordi-

nances have been in force for a year or more,
after the removal and destruction of many
thousands of dollars' worth of freak and
badly constructed signs, central stations have
been afraid to ask for "a safe and sane"
ordinance, and usually have done nothing
towards obtaining a sign load and income until

the old managers have retired and more pro-

gressive men have been put in charge. JMen who
have had the combined central station, sign

engineering, designing and sale-promoting
experience—necessary in order to successfully

electrify a city—are seldom consulted or

employed, and mistakes of the past twenty
years are repeatedly being made. These con-
ditions affect all the three factors first men-
tioned. A definite illustration of an average
city of say 150,000 population may lead to a
better understanding of the subject; and I will

assume the following load-income condition
which I have found obtainable, and which
should be maintained from year to year.

Number of signs 300
Average number of lamps per sign 100
Number of connected lamps 30,000—5 watt
Kilowatts connected 150
Flat rate average per month 100 hours
Kilowatt-hours per month 15,000
Income per year at 7 cts. net $12,600.00

This load should not be difficult to obtain
and maintain in any city of 150,000 popula-

tion, and I would not consider it "maximum
development."
To electrify a city successfully the central

station should see that the building fronts
on commercial streets are "cleaned up,"
that is, that all projecting wood and cloth
signs are removed, by ordinance or other-
wise; and that a new ordinance permits only
metal signs with at least one lamp per square
foot of sign surface. This rule will give the
city some street illumination, which they
would not obtain from wooden painted signs

or glass transparencies, in return for the
privileges granted of projecting the electric

signs over the public sidewalks.

The ordinance should specify electric signs

constructed entirely of metal, hung with
galvanized iron chains and irons, and should
permit these signs to project from the building

line at least six feet over the sidewalks; the
bottom of such signs to be ten feet above the

sidewalk, perpendicular signs ten feet or more
long to be fitted with a re-lamping ladder.

Considering the legal conditions previously

stated, it must be borne in mind that each
electric letter must have a space on the sign

of at least one foot square, and that such
letters require an average of at least six

lamps each ; these are minimum requirements.
For signs on building fronts the central

station can obtain horizontal signs, projecting

at right angles to the building, which are usually

double-faced; single-faced signs, placed across

the front of building; V-shape signs, consist-

ing of two single-faced signs joined at the apex,

the two ends fastened to the building; or

vertical signs wich are u.sually double-faced.

The rights of tenants of adjoining buildings

must be considered and not infringed. The
sign man is often asked to furnish a sign read-

ing "restaurant," double-faced, to project at

right angles to the building; it is quite

apparent that this is impossible with a 6

foot ordinance, and that at least 10 feet

would be necessary. Such a sign can, how-
ever, be placed V-shape, but requires a

space at least 16 feet wide across the front

as each section would be 10 feet long. It

must be remembered that space between
letters is essential. A sign such as this with

letters 12 inches high could not be read at a

greater distance than about 400 feet.

Some time ago a central station man wrote
to a finn of sign manufacturers, with which
the writer used to be connected, inquiring

for a design and price on a sign to read

"drugs." He stated that his prospect

wanted a sign exactly like "Jungman's,"
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New York City. A design and price was at

once sent him, and it was then found that

the city ordinance would not allow a sign to

project over three feet; Jungman's sign

required seven feet. Nothing further was
heard from this prospect. This central

station had employed a sign man at a salary

of $12.5.00 per month, and he had been
working about three months. He reported

that he had ten to fifteen good prospects

which he believed could be closed if the

manufacturers' representative would spend
a few days with him. The trip was made and
three days spent in calling on the prospects,

getting up new sketches, and making prices;

but not a single order could be closed, largely

because the merchants had had larger and
better signs first presented to them which
they found could not be installed.

If we consider the total cost of this mis-

spent effort, the necessity for a careful con-

sideration of the simple facts contained in

this paper will at once be apparent to all

concerned.

The solicitor's salarv amounted to

about .
'.

. . $375.00
His expenses, at 50 cents per day . 39.00

Central station overhead expenses
estimated at ... 20.00

Manufacturer's representative ex-

penses 25.00

Designs and postage 10.00

Newspaper and circular advertising

about 100.00

Total $569.00

These facts were at once placed before the

general manager and a positive plan of opera-

tion decided on. As a result of well-directed

effort, a new ordinance was obtained which per-

mitted electric signs to project ten feet from the

building; arrangements were made with the

central station construction department to

properly instal and connect signs, and a

schedule of prices was made up to cover such

work, which was included in the contract of

sale of the sign; a flat rate contract was
drawn up covering all lamps, turning on and
off" of signs, cleaning lamps and signs, and in

fact, keeping them in operation from dark to

11 P.M. every night, based on a seven cent

per kw-hr. rate worked out, with a contract

form covering service for not less than one

year. This resulted in perfecting a sign

department having all departments working

with and assisting it. Designs are so ordered
that they fit the prospect, and in many cases

are closed on submittal. ^Merchants have
been led up to purchasing signs costing from
$300.00 up, using a correspondingly larger

number of lamps; whereas it was previously
difficult to get them to spend more than
about $100.00—and the commercial part
of the city is being gradually beautified and
"electrified."

Merchants must be educated up to consider
an electric sign as the most important fixture of

their business. It is out in front, seen every
day and night, and a better impression is

made on the public with an electric sign which
costs $500.00 than with a gold-plated cash
register, costing about the same amount.

Architects generally do not approve of

electric signs on new buildings. Recently
a fine hotel building was erected in New
York City; it was a handsome monument
to the architect's skill, and he would not
approve of any kind of a sign on the exterior.

The proprietor agreed with him, saying that

he was so well known that the public would
find him without an electric sign. Several

months passed and the business did not
prosper and his creditors became worried.

One day a drayman who had goods to deliver

there, asked one of the hotel employees where
the particular hotel was located, stating

that he had driven around the block several

times and could not find the place. This
employee told the proprietor and an electric

sign was finally placed. They tell me that

their receipts at once increased several

hundred dollars per week.
A carefully planned and properly executed

scheme to "electrify a citj' " often starts a local

boom, and results in better business condi-

tions, improvements in building fronts and
increase in values. In this connection I wish
to cite the case of the city of Rochester,

where I believe the efforts to electrify the

city constituted a considerable factor in the

improved "convention city" as we see it today,

as compared with only about four years ago.

This work should be carried out to some
extent with the co-operation of the local

board of trade, but the central station should
assume full responsibility for securely placing

and taking care of electric signs, and should
see that they do not become dirty and un-
sightly. The cost of such attention can
easily be merged with the flat rate contract.
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MEETING OF TRANSFORMER SPECIALISTS

The first annual meeting of the General
Electric Transformer and Regulator Special-

ists was held in Pittsfield, October 17th,

ISth and 10th, with headquarters at the

Maplewood Hotel, where all sessions con-

vened.

The specialists were given an opportunity
to discuss with the designing engineers and
the general office representatives situations

existing in the field. Special

.^ .^ market requirements were
given careful consideration,

and suggestions received for

the further standardization
of transformers for the
higher voltages now coming
into common use for distri-

bution purposes; in fact,

every phase of the business

II I
^^^^^^ ^'^^ thoroughly discussed.

11 ||||ll|||l The morning sessions and

il llllflllll
short afternoon sessions
were followed by trips

through the shops under
the direction of the design-

ing engineers, so that ma-
terial covered by the various

papers could be thoroughly
inspected. Each specialist

received a book containing
all of the papers read
at the meetings, which

papers were very completely illustrated with
the most recent photographs of the apparatus
under discussion.

BOOK REVIEW
CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS

By Louis C. Loewenstein, E.E., Ph.D.

and

Clarence P. Crissey, M.E.

D. Van Nostrand Co. 435 Pages Price $4.50 Net

This book contains 320 illustrations and 8 folding

plates, and fills a long felt want in the literature on
the subject. It gives a large amount o£ useful

information concerning the theoretical design of

centrifugal pumps, which could only be obtained
previously in German publications; and in addition
contains chapters on the Design of Impellers, Dia-
phragms, Casings and Heads, Critical Speeds of

Shafts, and a large amount of information concern-
ing the types of pumps made by the best known
manufacturers of Europe and America. A number
of curves are given showing the performance of

various types of pumps.
The scope of the book is well shown by the fol-

lowing quotation from the preface:
"The object of this book is to present to those

interested in centrifugal pump manufacture and
design, and to technical students, a clear presenta-
tion of the fundamental principles involved, a full

explanation of the calculations necessary in securing

the best efficiencies and performance, a proper

vtnderstanding of the constructive details of the
various types, the best methods of manufacture
and a correct knowledge of the proper proportions
of pump parts in order to secure safe and smooth
operation. The authors have made use of material
furnished from many sources. Much of the theoret-
ical presentation was obtained from Die Zentrifugal-
pHinpen, with the kind permission of the author,
Mr. Fritz Neumann. Dr. H. Lorenz's recent
publication Neue Theorie und Berechniing der

Kreiselrader has also been quite helpful. The theory
presented by Dr. Lorenz is based upon the calcu-

lation of the flow of fluids by means of three dimen-
sional equations as compared to the prevalent
practice of using two dimensional equations.
A new and welcome point of view is secured by this

theory, but as yet it has not been sufficiently

developed to supplant the older and more generally
accepted methods of calculation. The constructive
details of the various types and makes of pumps
were obtained in most part from manufacturers and
the technical magazines. The methods of calcu-

lating the strength of impellers, casings and dia-

phragms, and the critical speeds of high-speed
pumps have been used by the authors for a number
of years and are partly their own work and partly
based upon the results obtained and published by
other investigators."

Ma.\well W. Day.
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TRANSIENT ELECTRICAL PHENOMENA
In this issue we are commencing a reprint

of the paper on "The Nature of Transients

in Electrical Engineering," which was pre-

pared by Dr. C. P. Steinmetz for the Inter-

national Congress on Applied Electricity,

held at Turin, September, 1911. This subject

Dr. Steinmetz has made peculiarly his own,
and the paper in question represents the most
noteworthy contribution to its literature

which has been made during the last twelve
months.
An electrical transient is defined as the

phenomenon by which at a change of circuit

conditions the stored magnetic and dielectric

energy of an electric system readjust them-
selves to the changed circuit conditions. In

the earlier days of the industry investigations

on transients of a relatively simple character

were carried out to deterinine such questions

as the ability of a generator to build up from
its residual magnetism, the rapidity with
which a compound generator would respond
to changes of load, and other matters.

Nowadays a study of the subject of transients

is necessarily concerned with more compli-
cated problems which have arisen with the

growth of the modern supply systems, such
as, for instance, the discharge of generator

fields, the starting currents of transformers,

the short-circuit of turbo-alternators, and so

on. The question of high frequency and high

voltage line disturbances also provides a

fruitful field for the study of the nature of

transients, on account of the great destructive

power which such disturbances possess in a

modern network of lines of high and medium
voltage and power, overhead and under-
ground, interconnected at various points.

The paper commencing this month gives

a complete mathematical analysis of transient

phenomena in transmission circuits. Such
transients may be divided into two classes.

First, there are single-energy transients which
exist in circuits storing energy in only one
form, usually magnetic, and in which the

transients can only consist in a change in the

-s

—

1
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amount of energy stored. Transients in low
voltage circuits, and even in primary distribu-

tion circuits of 2300 volts, may be considered
as single-energy transients, since the stored
dielectric energy is negligible and the only
appreciable quantity is the stored magnetic
energy. Secondly, there are double-energy
transients which exist in circuits storing
energy in the form of both magnetic and
dielectric energy, and in which there is a
change of energy from one form to the other
in addition to a change inl the amount of

stored energy. In considering transients of

this second class, Dr. Steinmetz calls attention

to a quantity which may be defined as the
natural impedance of the circuit, and which
is given by the square root of the ratio of

self-induction and capacity. One can calcu-

late the voltage of an oscillation or surge
from its current, and vice versa, by means
of the known value of the natural impedance
of the circuit ; and in dealing with disturbances
in mixed transmission and distribution cir-

cuits, a study of the values of this constant
for various sections of the system is of the
greatest importance in determining the action

of these sections one upon the other, as well

as the nature of such action, whether bene-
ficial or baneful.

This paper will probably be completed in

the March Review; and we may take this'

opportunity of announcing that in that issue

we hope to commence a series of papers by
Prof. E. J. Berg on this same subject. These
papers will represent the substance of the
lectures which Prof. Berg is delivering to

his students of the graduate year at the
University of Illinois. To quote from the
author's preface: "In a general way the
scope of the course is that of Dr. vSteinmctz'

Transient Phenomena and Oscillations; but the
mathematical treatment is essentially modi-
fied so that students with only a fair knowl-
edge of fundamental mathematics can readily
follow it, and thus later be in a position to

enjoy the concise and rapid elegance of
Steinmetz' work."
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THE INTERPRETATION OF OSCILLOGRAPH
RECORDS

It has many times been said that the

oscillograph is to the electrical system what the

indicator is to the steam engine. This is

certainly epigrammatic; but in our opinion

the analogy would seem somewhat to confine

the limits of the former instrument, and give

no suggestion of the wide range of uses to

which the oscillograph is now put. The ex-

tent of these applications is becoming broad-

ened as a knowledge of its possibilities becomes
more general; while, even were its use to

be confined to the laboratories and stations

which are now using it, the individual oper-

ators would soon discover, as they have always
discovered in the past few years, that the more
familiar they become with its use, the more
they can detect and interpret "from its records.

Details in the structure and operation of

the instrument itself have already been fully

dealt with in the Review (November, 1910,

and April, 1911.) With regard to some of its

uses, a glance through any of the papers on high
tension subjects (to name only one section) pre-

sented before recent meetings of the Engi-
neering Societies, will indicate the extent to

which the oscillograph is now used in furnish-

ing the data upon which these reports are

based. Many such papers, in fact, become
little more than a collection of oscillograph

records, showing normal and abnormal vol-

tage and current waves on transmission lines

in service, as well as simply the residts of

laboratory tests. The paramount question
in a central station system of any kind will

always be the avoidance of interruptions ; and
though the oscillograph is not connected
in circuit when breakdown occurs and until

damage is done, nevertheless the details may
be reconstructed afterwards, and readings
'obtained to determine what happens during,

say, a sudden short-circuit, under test condi-
tions which faithfiilly reproduce working con-
ditions. After this the necessary precautionary
measures ma}^ be taken to avoid a repetition;

and the manufacturer may design the right

apparatus, whether it be lightning arresters,

power limiting reactances, or what not, to
take care of the abnormal conditions should
they arise. The short-circuit tests taken on
a 12,000 kw. turbo-alternator by the Common-
wealth Edison Comyjany in the spring of last

year (to cite no other instance), afford a
fine example of what the oscillograph may
accomplish under severe test conditions.

It must not be imagined that the instru-

ment is a heavy, cumbersome affair which
cannot be easih' moved from place to place.

If the appropriate potential and current
transformers are not on hand, additional bulk
and weight in transportation are certainly

added to the outfit; but where these are

obtainable on site, the entire apparatus
may be transported with comparative ease.

Neither can the oscillograph be described
as a delicate instrument and one requir-

ing very expert handling. An oscillograph

used for obtaining valuable results, which
later formed the basis of an Institute paper,

"was not by any means a new one, but
had seen some pretty severe service under
factory conditions. It was taken to quite

a number of remote points

where appliances were very meagre. It was
shipped about a number of times (half-a-dozen

or more) from one point to another. It was
used under all sorts of crude conditions, and
the films were developed only under such
circumstances and with such appliances as

could be got together at the various points

of observation. Further, in some of the ob-

servations it was necessary to relay the signals

for the switch operation to two or three

persons at the observing end, through more
than a hundred miles of private telephone

line, and through two or three persons at

the switch end; and yet the observations

were obtained with an exposure of film of

only a very few seconds."*
The article by Mr. Taylor Reed on the in-

terpretation of oscillograph records which we
are publishing in this issue may serve to

bring out more clearly to many of our readers

the serviceability of the oscillograph for prac-

tically every kind of electrical observation.

This article has been written with the special

purpose of showing the nature of the deduc-

tions which may be drawn from a record;

and, with this end in view, a number of cuts

are shown representative of several applica-

tions to which the instrument is now being

put. It will be noted that these are not in

any way confined to the study of abnormal
conditions, but may be used to record every-

day behavior of various electrical apparatus.

These illustrations are explained in the text

of the article, and attention directed to the

physical meaning of the various periods in

the photographed curves.

*See Proceedings. .^.I.E.E.. .August. 1911. p. 1789.
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THE NATURE OF TRANSIENTS IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING^
Part I

By Charles P. Steinmetz

1.—Accompanying the flow of electric

power through a circuit, there occurs a dis-

sipation of power in the circuit, by its resist-

ance. There also exists a condition of stress

in the medium surrounding the conductor,
which we call a magnetic field, and represent
by lines of magnetic force, as shown in drawn

Fig. 1

circles in Fig. 1. There further exists a

condition of stress in the space surrounding
the conductor, which is called the electrostatic

or dielectric field, and is represented by lines

of dielectric force, shown dotted in Fig. 1.

This figure is the cross section of the two
fields, the magnetic field and the dielectric

field, of conductor and return conductor.
Neither the strength of the magnetic field,

nor that of the dielectric field is proportional
to the power which flows along the conductor,
but the product of both fields is proportional

to the power. We therefore resolve electric

power into two component factors, of which
the one is proportional to the magnetic, the
other proportional to the dielectric field. The
factor, which is proportional to the magnetic
field, is called the current i; the factor which
is proportional to the dielectric field, is called

the ^'voltage" e. Thus:

p = ei

represents the resolution of electric power
into two factors, which are proportional

respectively to the two components of the

electric field, the dielectric and the magnetic.

* A paper prepared UtT the International Congress of Electrical
Applications, held at Turin. September 10-17, 1911.

i is the quantity component of electric

power: the larger it is, the greater is the loss
in transmission, and the larger transmission
conductors are required. Inversely, the
greater e is, the further the electric power can
be sent, the smaller a conductor is required
and the less is the loss, but at the same time
the greater is the tendency of the electric
power to leave the conductor, that is, the
greater is the difficulty of insulating the
conductor so as to keep the power flowing
in its proper channel, e thus is of the nature
of an intensity component, and is frequentlv
spoken of as electric pressure or tension.
The resolution of power or energy into the

product of a quantity factor and an inten.sity

factor is not characteristic of electric energy
alone. For instance, hydraulic power is the
product of the flow or quantity of water and
of the head or pressure of it. Gravitational
energy is expressed by weight times elevation

:

heat energy as the ]3roduct of temperature
and entropy, etc.

There exist in the magnetic and in the
dielectric field some conductor forces, which
act on, and produce motion of bodies brought
in the field, that is, are capable of doing work,
and these fields thus must contain energy.
Thus in the space surrounding the conductor
which' transmits electric power, there is a
storage of energy in two forms, as magnetic
and as dielectric energy, and the energy storage
in the space outside of the conductor is as
essential a part of the phenomenon of electric

jjowcr, as is the power dissipation in the
conductor, which directs the flow of power.
The magnetic field is proportional to the

current, with a proportionality factor, which
is called the inductance of the circuit, and
denoted by L. That is:

* = L/C). (1)

The dielectric field is proportional to the
voltage, with a proportionality factor, which
is called the capacity of the circuit, and
denoted bv C. That is:

•if = Ce. (2)

(') In this equation, every line of magnetic force,
which surrounds the conductor « fold, is counted n
times, and as unit of flux is used the volt line, or
in« lines of magnetic force. Counting each line of
magnetic force singly, the equation (1) would read:

«<I> = L!lO-'. (1»)
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The stored energy of the magnetic field is:

and the stored energy of the dielectric field is

:

tt'2 = -^ (*)

while the power consumed in the conductor,

by the electric current is:

P, = ri'- (5)

where ; = resistance of the circuit.

Occasionally, power may be consumed also

by the voltage, in the form of a leakage from
the conductor, by corona and similar phe-

nomena, and may be represented by:

Pz^ge- (6)

were g is the shunted conductance.

As seen, inductance L and capacity C are

the proportionality coefficients of the mag-
netic and the dielectric field, or the coefficients

of energy storage by the magnetic and the

dielectric field respectively, while resistance

r and shunted conductance g are the corre-

sponding coefficients of power dissipation.

2.—Suppose, that to an electric circuit a

second circuit is connected and the total

current thereby increased: this also increases

the stored magnetic energy. Closing the

second circuit perhaps decreases the voltage

and thereby the stored dielectric energy of

the first circuit, but at the same time adds
dielectric energy, that of the second circuit.

Inverselj-, disconnecting a circuit, or an
apparatus, decreases the stored energy. In

general, any change made in an electric

system, also changes the amount of stored

magnetic or dielectric energy or both, increas-

ing or decreasing it.

Stored energy cannot be increased or de-

creased instantly, however, because this would
represent infinite power, and some interval

of time must therefore elapse after every
change of circuit conditions, during which,
in case of an increase of the stored energy,
this energy is supplied by the circuit as a
flow of power into the space, or in case of a
decrease of stored energy, the surplus energy
is returned to the circuit by a return flow of

power from the space into the circuit.

After every change in the condition of an
electric circuit, which involves a change of

the stored energy, there must therefore be a
transition period during which the stored

energy readjusts itself from the previous to

the new value, and during this period power
flows from the circuit into surrounding space,

or returns from surrounding space into the
circuit. This flow of power must be tempo-

rary, lasting only until the additional stored
energy has been supplied, or the surplus stored
energy returned to the circuit, thus it is a
transient. Since the magnetic field is pro-

portional to the current, the power required
for its increase or decrease of stored energy
is given by an inductance voltage; since the
dielectric field is proportional to the voltage,

the power which supplies or returns its stored
energy, is given by a current, the capacity
current.

An electrical transient therefore is the
phenomenon, by which at a change of circuit

conditions, the stored magnetic and dielectric

energy of the electric system readjust them-
selves to the changed circuit conditions.

Herefrom it follows, that transients are not
a specific electrical phenomenon, but must
occur in any system of power flow, in which
energy is stored, whether electrical, mechan-
ical, thennal, etc., and are the phenomenon
of the readjustment of the stored energy
required by any change of the condition of

the system.

For instance, in the supply pipe of a

hydraulic turbine, energy is stored by the

momentum of the moving water.
viv'-

If the

load increases and the gates open to admit
more water, it takes some time before the
velocity of the water in the pipe has increased

to supply increased power, and during this

time, energy has been drawn from the turbine
supply, and stored as momentum of the water
column. Inversely, the closing of the valves
to reduce the flow of water, at a decrease of

load, first results in an increase of pressure
and therefore of power, until gradually the
kinetic energy of the moving water column
has been consumed. The problem of the
governing of a water power thus is largely

that of taking care of the transients resulting

from the stored kinetic energy of the water
column. Similarly, acceleration and decelera-

tion are the mechanical transients of the
trolley car or railway train; the period of

firing lip and of cooling down are the thermal
transients of the steam boiler, of the blast

furnace, etc.

Transients thus are not specifically elec-

trical phenomena, but inherent in all those
systems of power, in which storage of energy
exists.

3.—Energy may be stored in one form
only, or in two or more forms. In the railway
train, energy can be stored in one form only,

as mechanical momentum, and the only
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change of stored energy, which can occur, is

an increase or a decrease. An instance of a
system, in which energy is stored in two
forms, as kinetic mechanical energy, and as
potential gravitational energy, is the pendu-
lum. Fig. 2. In end position b the weight w
contains the potential energy of elevation,

wh, but no kinetic energy. During its fall.

Fig. 2

it accelerates, the potential energy decreases,

but the kinetic energy increases, until in the
middle position, a, all the energy is kinetic

energy —;— . Moving further, the kinetic en-

ergy again decreases and converts to potential

energy, until in the end position c all the
energy is again potential, none kinetic, and
in this manner periodically the stored energy
changes between potential energy of elevation

and kinetic energy of motion ; but at the same
time, the total stored energ}' steadily de-

creases, by being dissipated in friction.

In a system, in which energy can be stored
in two or more forms, in addition to the

increase or decrease of stored energy, a trans-

formation of energy from one form to the

other may thus occur, and usually does occur
during the transient. Such transformation of

energy generally is periodic, as illustrated on
the pendulum Fig. 2. It may, however, be
in one direction only. For instance, if we
assume the pendulum submerged in a very
viscous liquid: while the weight falls from
position b towards a, its potential energy is

converted to kinetic energy, and the velocity

increases hereby, but at the same time
rapidly decreases by friction, and if the fric-

tion is sufficient, the weight never passes

beyond position a, but comes to rest in this

position: the motion is aperiodic or dead-
beat.

As we have seen, in the electric circuit,

energy is stored in two forms, as magnetic
and as dielectric energy. The discharge of a

condenser through an inductive circuit of

very high resistance is a transient, in which
energy is transformed from one form, dielec-

tric, into another, magnetic, but not back
again, that is, is aperiodic, while usually the

condenser discharge through an inductive
circuit is a periodic transient. The aperiodic

electrical double energy transients arc of

relatively little importance, since the condi-
tion of their existence is a very high rate of

energy dissipation, as seen above, and they
therefore are of short duration and limited

power.
Applying the preceding general discussion

to the electric circuit, we find two classes of

transients:

(a) Single energy transients, in those cir-

cuits, in which energy is stored in one form
only, usually as magnetic energy, and the
transient thus can consist only of an increase

or a decrease of the stored energy

;

{b) Double energy transients, in those
circuits, in which energj' is stored in two
different forms, as magnetic and as dielectric

energy, and in addition to an increase or

decrease of stored energy, a transformation
of the stored energy from one form to the
other occurs, which usually is periodic.

4.—In electric lighting circuits of 110 or 220
volts, in railway circuits of 600 volts, and
exew in primary distribution circuits of 2200

volts, the stored dielectric energy.
Ce'- .

IS so

small compared with the stored magnetic

energy —— , that it can be neglected, except in

very special cases, as lightning discharges,

and the circuit thus can be treated as one
storing energy in one form only, as magnetic
energy.

Consider a simple case of such a circuit,

a wire coil. Fig. 3, of resistance r and induc-
tance L, traversed bj^ a continuous current z'o.

There exists then a voltage eo = rit, at the
terminals of the coil, and a magnetic flux *»
traverses the coil, which with the current to

has the number of magnetic interlinkages

Heo = Lf-„10s (). (7)

Now suppose we suddenly change the
circuit condition by removing the voltage ^o,

as by short circuiting the coil upon itself, as

shown by A in Fig. 3. With no voltage

(') The factor 10* comes in because L is given
in henries and I'o in amperes, which respectively are
10' and 10-1 absolute units.
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impressed upon the coil and therefore no

power supplied to it, the current in the coil

must be zero, and thus also the magnetic flux

interlinked with it. At the withdrawal of

the impressed voltage eo, the current and
thereby the magnetic flux cannot instantly

drop from its previous values to respectivelj'

rent in the coil,

to the current i.

As * and e are proportional
it is:

i_
A

Fig. 3

<j>o to zero, as the magnetic flux represents an

amount of stored energy -^, which cannot

instantly be dissipated. The current and
with it the magnetic flux thus must gradualh-

decrease, from their initial values io and *o

to zero, as illustrated by curves A and B of

Fig. 4. To cause a current to flow, a voltage

is required, and thus, while the current i

decreases from its initial value io to 0, there

must be a voltage e = ri acting in the coil

circuit, to produce the current. This voltage

must start from the initial value eo = rio and
gradually decrease to zero, simultaneously

with the current. As the impressed voltage

has been withdrawn from the coil, this voltage

must be an induced \'oltage, and is induced

b}' the decreasing magnetic flux *. That is,

the magnetic flux *, A in Fig. 4, decreases at

such a rate as to induce in the coil the voltage

e = ri, which is shown at C in Fig. 4. By the

general law of induction, it is:

e = n = —n-^-lO "

at

or, re-arranged:

^dt

di r ,

I L

integrated, this gives:

l = la<:

(8)

(9)

(10)

where ?o is the initial value of the current,

at t = 0, as the equation of the transient cur-

* = *„€

eai

(11)

The question then is: how long does the
transient last? Theoretically, it lasts forever,

since the current i becomes zero only for t= cc.

Practically, it becomes negligible after some
time, usually a very short time. The most
convenient way of getting a conception of the

duration of the transient is to ask, how long

would the transient last, if it would not
decrease, but retain its initial value. That
is, we consider as the duration of the transient

voltage g in C of Fig. 4, the time T, during
which the voltage could be maintained at its

initial or full value Co- To maintain constant

induced voltage eo, the magnetic flux * and
thus the current i would have to change at

a constant rate, and at the same rate at

which it drops in the first moment, at t = 0.

Thus, if we draw the tangent on the curve i

at the point / = 0, this gives the duration T
of the transient, by its intercept on the zero

line, as shown by the dotted line in Fig. 4B.
As the induced voltage e is the rate of

change of the magnetic flux, the total induced
voltage : Je dt \s the total change of the

magnetic nux, from its initial value *o to its

final value 0: h*o l(H = Lio, regardless in

what manner, that is, at what rate the mag-

Fig. 4

netic flux * changes. Thus the total voltage

-fe-Mr" or the area of the voltage curve.
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whether this be the curve e, or the rectangle

eo T, is Lz'o. This gives the expression:

eoT = hi,

io L
T = L-=-

eo r

(12)

that is, the duration T of the transient is the

ratio of the energy storage coefficient L, to

the power dissipation coefficient r.

This is a general law of transients. Thus
in a transient resulting from the stored

dielectric energ}-, the duration would be:

T=- (13)

Since the coefficient of the exponent of the

T .

exponential function, ^i is the reciprocal of

the duration T of the transient, the equations

(10) and (11) can also be written:

I> = *of

(14)

These simple equations are based on the
assumption that the magnetic flux * is pro-
portional to the current «', that is, the induc-
tance L constant. This is true only if the
surrounding medium is not magnetic, and
with magnetic materials only approximate
below the range of magnetic saturation.

5.—Thus far, we have considered that only
a single energy transient exists in the circuit,

that is, the circuit is left to itself, without any
power supply, and dissipates its stored energy.
Usually, the final condition reached by the
transient is not zero current and power, but
some value of current and power, differing

from the initial value. Thus for instance, in

Fig. 3, if we open the short circuit A, the cur-

rent again starts in the coil, and a transient

represents the gradual increase of the current
from its initial value 0, to the final value j'o.

Or if in an alternating current circuit, at a
moment where the current in the circuit has
the instantaneous value iy, we change the
circuit condition so as to require at this

moment the instantaneous value of current i-i

(for instance, by changing the resistance, the
voltage, etc.). All these cases, however, can
be reduced to the cases above considered:

if at the moment of change the current in the

circuit is z'l, but the changed circuit condition

would require a current ii, we can assume in

the circuit to exist two currents, the current

ii, and the current h, which is the difference

between the actual current i\ in the circuit,
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and the current J2, which should exist:

«o = ii — Z2- The current ii is due to the circuit

conditions, the voltage impedance, etc., and
is a permanent current. That is, the voltage

existing in the circuit produces, under the

changed circuit conditions, the current ii. The
current /o, however, has no voltage back of it,

is a remnant of th.^ previous circuit condition,

that is, a transient current, and as such dies

out by the equations above discussed, irre-

spective whether it is the only current existing

in the circuit, or whether it is superiinposed
upon the permanent current i-i (')•

Thus the phenomena occurring during the
transition period of energy re-adjustment can
always be resolved into the superposition of

(>) Permanent here means resulting from the con-
ditions existing in the circuit, but may be an alter-

nating current, or everi a slow transient current.
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a purely transient, and a pennanent phenome-
non. This applies to the single energy tran-

sient as well, as to the case, where energy is

the transient current io = ti—t2- This latter

dies out by the equation discussed above:

Fig. 6

Stored in two or more forms. It is based on
the proportionality law of electric currents:

if a voltage ei produces a current I'l, and a
voltage 02 produces a current ii, the voltage

ei+et produces the current n-l-zV It there-

fore does not apply any more
in circuits, in which current

and voltage are not propor-
tional, as circuits contain-

ing magnetic materials at

densities above saturation.

In this manner, the single

energy transients can be con-
structed or calculated for all

conditions of circuit changes.
For instance, in Fig. 5 let L
represent an alternating cur-

rent , and at the moment / = ,

where this current has the
value ii, a change is made in

the circuit, its resistance

changed, orvoltage changed,
etc., and the change is such
that it causes the current lo

to flow in the circuit. This current I2 would
have the instantaneous value 12 at / = 0. It

is shown dotted in Fig. .5. At i = there thus
exists in the circuit the instantaneous value
70 of the permanent alternating current I;, and

ih-ii)^ (15)

It is shown by the dotted line P of Fig. 5,

and the total current I then is derived by
adding the transient current P to the perma-
nent current I2, as shown in Fig. .5, for various
conditions.

6.—The single energy transients of electric

circuits are rarelj^ of serious importance: as

they are a gradual change from the previous
to the after condition of the electric circuit,

their inductive effects are usually small, their

energy is moderate and is rapidly dissipated,

and they usually require consideration only
to avoid the anno}'ance which may be caused
by them. For instance, when closing the

field exciting circuit of a direct current shunt
motor, an appreciable time—several seconds
—elapses until the field magnetism has built

up, and if the armature circuit is closed too

soon, an excessive starting current would result.

Of serious moment these transients become
if of considerable energy, as in highly induc-
tive circuits, as magnetic fields of large

machines, especially if they are forced to be
of very short duration: the opening transient

of the inductive circuit. The quicker an
inductive circuit is opened, the greater the

rate of dissipation of its stored energy, that
is, the higher the voltage and power of the

Fig. 7

transient, and instantaneous opening would
result in the induction of infinite voltage,

that is, destruction of the insulation. To a

considerable extent an inductive circuit pro-

tects itself against too rapid opening, by the
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arc of the induced voltage following the switch

blades and thereby retarding the opening of

the circuit. The problem of switching induc-

tive circuits thus is, to produce a mechanism
which opens quick enough to avoid damage
from the arc at the switch, but slow enough
to avoid dangerous induced voltages.

Fig. 8. Upper Curve, Armature Current; Lower

Curve, Field Current

Occasionally single energy transients are of

serious moment indirectly, by the power
production which they cause. An instance

hereof is the momentary short circuit current

of alternators. At open circuit, the magnetic

field of an alternator is that due to the field

Fig. 9

excitation alone. At short circuit, it is due

to the resultant of the field excitation and the

demagnetizing armature reaction of the short

circuit current, and the magnetic field flux

then is much lower, in large turbo-alternators

occasionally only one-tenth as large as the

magnetic field flux at open circuit with the

same field excitation. At the moment of

short circuit, the magnetic field flux can not

instantly drop from its open circuit value to

its short circuit value, since it represents

stored energy, and thus gradually drops, as

shown by * in Fig. 6 A. If the permanent
short circuit current, which results from the

final value *o of the field flux, is p times full

load current, and *o is only l/« of the open

circuit field flux *i, then in the first moment
of the short circuit, when the flux * is still

nearly equal to I'l, the armature short circuit

current would rise to nearly n times its per-

manent value, or pn times full load current,

as shown by n, h, iz in Fig, G B, The final

short circuit flux -i-o is due to the resultant

of field excitation and armature reaction. At
the beginning of the short circuit,- the arma-
ture reaction is n times the normal, as shown
by F in Fig. 6 C, hence, the field excitation

also must be n times the normal. That is,

the magnetic field at the moment of short

circuit begins to drop at such a rate as to

induce in the field exciting winding a voltage

which gives a momentary rush of field current

as shown by i in Fig. G D. With polyphase

short circuit, on this rush of field current then

superimposes a full frequency transient pulsa-

tion, due to the starting transient of the arma-

ture current, as shown in oscillogram Fig. 7.

which represents a short circuit of a large three-

phase ttirbo alternator.

With single-phase short cir-

cuit, due to the pulsating

nature of the single-phase

armature reaction, a per-

manent double frequency
pulsation appears in the

field current, as seen in

oscillogram Fig. S, and occa-

sionally by superposition

of full frequency starting

transient on the double

frequency pulsation, the

latter appears with alter-

nately high and low peaks,

as seen in oscillogram Fig.

9. Figs. Sand 9 give single-

phase short circuits of the

same alternator under the

same conditions, dift'cring

from each other by the point of the wave at

which the short circuit starts. From the equa-

tion of the single energy transients, and the

constant of the machine, these short circuit

phenomena can thus be predetermined.

(.To be Coiiliiuif.i)
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THE GROUND CONNECTION IN LIGHTNING
PROTECTIVE SYSTEMS

Part II

By E. E. F. Creighton
Consulting Engineering Department, General Electric Company

This paper was referred to in our editorial columns in the January, 1912, Review. Its purpose is to collect
together the available data on ground connections and to make specific recommendations as to earths which
should be employed in different cases. The first part of the paper, after considering the three elemental proper-
ties of an earth connection, gave a list of general laws concerning earthing based upon the results of extensive
tests which have been made. General instructions for making a single earth connection were also given and
eight specific applications of earths (e.g., lightning arresters in electric stations, neutrals of electric systems,
transformers on poles, etc.) were considered. The second part of the paper published this month now considers
all the eleven laws in greater detail, giving the results of the tests upon which the laws are based.

—

Editor.

Grounds for Secondary Circuits

In the review of the specific appHcations
of earths to various types of circuits contained
in the first part of this paper, the subject of

grounds for secondary circuits was inten-

tionally omitted, as it is not at the present
writing in a satisfactory stage of development.
Some very important changes in practice
will be possible within a short time and the
subject will be reviewed when data upon
these changes are available.

DETAILED INFORMATION OF THE LAWS
OF PIPE-EARTHS

Resistance versus Depth of Pipe

For very small areas the resistance of an
earth connection depends greatly upon the
exposed area of metal plate to earth. A
simple contact of a metal conductor with a
normally moist earth will give a high resist-

ance of enormously variable values due to the
variations in contact. In several
tests made with an iron pipe rest-

ing on the ground at different

points, an average value of resist-

ance of 2000 ohms was obtained.
The same pipe driven 6 feet into
the ground gave a total resistance
of 15 ohms. Resting on a dry
pebble the resistance was too many
thousands of ohms to allow of
measurement without the tise of a
sensitive galvanometer; the resist-

ance, however, dropped very rap-
idly as the pipe penetrated the
earth. A curve (Fig. 2) is given
to show the variation in resistance
relative to the depth of the driven
pipe. It will be seen in this curve
that as the pipe penetrates the earth,

each additional foot adds a conduct-
ance about proportional to the added length.

In other words, this means that a penetration
of two feet gives about half the resistance

of one foot; three feet about a third of one
foot; and so on.

Looking at this from another standpoint,
the fractions -j, -J, \, -V-, ^, etc. represent
also the drop in resistance from the immedi-
ately preceding value. For example, at a
depth of 3 feet the resistance is one-third
the value at one foot, and it is also one-third
of the drop of the previous value at two feet.

Following this up, the total resistance at a
five-foot depth is 20 per cent, less than at a
four-foot depth. Between nine and ten feet

there would be a 10 per cent, drop in resist-

ance; between nineteen and twenty feet

there would be only a 5 per cent, drop in

resistance. Mathematicians will recognize
in these statements the logarithmic law.
It is due partially to the fact that only a
small percentage decrease is obtained by
each additional foot greater than six to ten
feet, that the choice is made of this range
for an established rtile; and partially to the
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fact that it is difficult, in general, to drive

a pipe to a greater depth.
Now that this rule is established, the

limitations should be noted. It applies only
where the earth is uniformly conducting
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at all depths of penetration of the pipe.
This is seldom the condition; there is often a
layer of dry soil at the surface and a bottom
of hard pan; not infrequently there are
several feet of sand or gravel. From the
point where the pipe strikes a uniformly
conducting stratum the rule applies. The
deviation from uniform conduction through-
out the full length of the pipe is corrected and
avoided by pouring a strong solution of

salt water around the pipe.

The curves in Fig. 2 give the resistance of

pipe-earth No. 1 to the water-main, pipe-earth
No. S (48 ft. from No. 1) to the water-main,
and pipe-earth No. 1 to No. 8. The resistance
of the water-main earth is so much smaller
than either of the pipe-earths that it is

sensibly negligible in comparison. Therefore,
the resistances shown for No. 1 and No. 8
were sensibly the individual resistances of

these pipe-earths. In consequence, the curve
of resistance from No. 1 to No. 8 is approxi-
mately the sum of the other two curves.

The points at 3 ft. depth being off the curve
indicate a layer of good conduction at this

depth.

Resistance versus Specific Resistance of Earth

Variation in resistance of earth connection

due to the nature of the ingredients and condi-

tions. Since the conductance is, in general,

by means of the electrolytes coming from the
soluble acids, alkalis, and salts, the specific

resistance will depend upon what chemicals
exist around the metal plate and how much
moisture there is present. In a dry sand-bank
the resistance is practically infinite. In a salt

marsh the specific resistance is extremely
low, being about one ohm. Resistances of

earth connections will vary greatly even in

the same locality. The variations in kinds
of earth baffle classification; but usually at

the surface of the earth there is a layer of dry
material which is non-conducting; then there

comes a layer of semi-moist materials of

fairly good conduction; then a wet layer

in which water is constantly moving; and
then perhaps a layer of rock.

In every case, in order to get a low resist-

ance of earth connection, we are interested

mostly in the earth in the immediate vicinity

of the earth plate or pipe; because, in the

main body of the earth, the area of cross-

section through which the current flows is

so enormously great that even if the specific

resistance is very high, the total resistance

becomes negligibly small. If the earth plate

should lie in the drv non-conducting stratum

of the top aver, it is advisable to get some
means of introducing better conductivity,
not only in the contact between the plate
and the earth, but also between the earth
in the immediate vicinity and some better
conducting layer deeper down. The best
means of accomplishing this is to pour a
salt solution around the iron pipe and allow
it to percolate down to a good conducting
stratum. In order that this salt solution
ma}' not be washed out by the natural
filtration of rain water, it is weU to leave a
considerable quantity of crystal salt around
the pipe somewhere near the surface of the
earth, so that rain water flowing through
will dissolve the salt and carry it continuously
to the lower strata. Salt has the additional
value of holding moisture. Invalid objections
have been made to the use of salt in stating
that it would be destructive of the metal
of the pipe. Under the usual conditions it is

found that the chemical action on an iron
pipe is of negligible value. Iron pipe is very
cheap, both in its initial cost and in the
labor in driving it; and it would be better
practice to use the salt, even if it destroyed
the pipes within a period of a few years,

which it does not.

Old Form of Earth Connection. In the
older method of making a ground, a
large hole was excavated and a large
expensive copper plate was placed in this

hole and surrounded by a load of coke.
Today such a method of grounding may,
in general, be considered not only a waste
of money, but of less efficiency than the
multiple pipe-grounds already recommended.
Furthermore, all the nice refinements relative

to perforated copper, special compounds, etc.,

have no particiilar value. Their resistances

are no lower, their current capacity no
greater, and their life and constancy no
better.

3. Resistance versus Multiple Pipe-Earths

If an iron pipe one inch in diameter is

driven into normally moist earth to a depth
of 6 or 8 feet, it will usually have a resistance
of about 15 ohms. Eight ohms may be
considered unusually low; while dry soils

may give a resistance of 50 ohms and upwards.
In one particular case the resistance of such

a pipe-earth was 20 ohms. A second pipe
of the same dimensions was driven beside
the first one and metallically connected to it.

The resistance of these two pipes thus con-
nected in parallel was only slightly less than
the first one. This illustrates the law that
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doubling the area of the metal plates does not

necessarily decrease the resistance corres-

pondingly. The apparent anomaly is due
to the fact that the resistance of a pipe-earth

lies principally in the earth in the immediate

Fig. 3

neighborhood of the pipe. When a current

flows between the pipe and earth, there will

be a certain formation of current-stream
lines which may be represented as shown
in Fig. 3. The introduction of the second
pipe in the midst of these stream lines brings

in very little new conducting material in the
neighborhood, and therefore the IR drop
at every point shown in the figure, except
right at the surface of the pipe, will remain
constant. To those who are familiar with
electrostatic flux around two isolated con-
ductors on an overhead line, charged to the
same potential, this phenomenon is easily

explained bj- analogy. When the two wires
are near each other, the electrostatic capacity
of two parallel conductors connected together
is only slightly greater than that of one con-
ductor. One of these conductors being in the
electrostatic field of the other does not
materially increase the displacement current
in the surrounding dielectric.

If it is desired to decrease the resistance
of earth connections, it is necessary to drive
earth pipes that are separated by a distance
sufficient to keep one out of the dense field

of current of the other. In this way the
second added pipe will bring in new areas
of cross-section of unused earth, and will

therefore decrease the total resistance of the
two in parallel by an amount approximately
in inverse proportion to the number of pipes.
The current density in the earth around a
pipe-earth drops off approximately as the
square of the distance; at a comparatively
short distance away, the current density is

therefore reduced to a negligible amount.

Fig. 4 shows the reduction in resistance

of two pipes driven at variable distances
apart but connected together, the return
circuit being through the water-main. It

will be seen that the minimum resistance

which it is possible to obtain with two pipes
is one-half the resistance of one. This
halving of the resistance nearly exists with
a distance between the pipes of about 10 feet,

and for all practical purposes is near enough
one-half at a distance of (J feet. The approxi-
mate law for decreasing the resistance of

earth connections is: Drive multiple pipes

at least 6 feet apart and connect them
together, and the resistance will decrease
almost in proportion to the number of pipes.

4. Distance Between Two Pipe-Earths versus Resist-

ance Between the Two

Fig. 5 gives the resistance between two
pipes spaced at different distances apart.

It is to be noticed in this figure, that as the
distance between two pipe-earths increases,

the resistance tends to approach a constant
value. This is one of the earliest facts

determined by telegraph engineers. In order
to reduce the resistance between pipes by a
large percentage, it is necessary to bring the
pipes very close together; which fact is one
of the proofs that the resistance of a pipe-

earth is mostly in the immediate vicinity of

the pipe. As an illustration, it may be noted
that in Fig. 5 it is necessary to come from
an infinite distance to 6 ft. in order to reduce
the resistance from about 48 ohms to 40
ohms, or 20 per cent., and it is necessary to

come to a half-foot to reduce the resistance
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by 50 per cent. Half the total resistance of

the pipe-earth, therefore, lies within 6 inches
of the pipe.

5. Potential Distribution Around a Pipe-Earth

As already stated, the greatest proportion
of the potential will be lost in the immediate
vicinity of a pipe-earth, due to the fact
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that most of the resistance is concentrated
in this neighborhood. The more salt water
placed around a pipe-earth, the less the
potential gradient near the pipe. Inversely,

the drier the earth, the more the concentra-
tion of potential near the

pipe.

With an applied poten-
tial of 1000 volts, the cur-

rent was so great that the

earth around the pipe was
qiiickly dried out, and nine-

tenths of the drop of poten-
tial took place within one
foot of the pipe. The earth-

pipe had lost its effective-

ness as a ground. With 900
volts drop in the immediate
vicinity, it was a dangerous
condition.

In Fig. 6 are shown three

curves. The upper curve is

the potential distribution

around a norinal pipe-earth

"salted." In the first quar-

ter-foot, the drop in poten-

tial is only 5 volts, in a half-foot S volts, in

three-quarter foot 17 volts, and in one foot 26
volts. At the other pipe-earth the potential

gradient is even less. This condition is

apparently contrary to the previous state-

before the pipe-earth was salted and after it

was somewhat dried out by the current. There
is a 5.5 per cent, drop in potential in the first

quarter-foot with direct current applied, and
a 25 per cent, drop with alternating current
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ments, but its low potential gradient is due
to the great increase in conductivity produced
by the salt solution near the pipe. The other

two curves show the potential distribution

apphed. These curves illustrate the value
of salt water around the pipe-earths.

The extreme condition of drying out is

described later under the heading of acciden-
tal grounds.

6. Ampere-hour Capacity of a Pipe-Earth

As stated previously, the ampere-hour
capacity increases with the amount of

moisture in the earth around the pipe, and
decreases with the resistance. The ampere-
hour capacity is not independent of the
current flowing. Each pipe-earth has a
certain maximum critical value of current
which it will carry continuously without
drying out. Moisture is supplied by the
surrounding earth as rapidly as it is boiled
out and evaporated at the surface of the pipe.

Within this critical value of current, the
ampere-hour capacity is indefinitely great; and
the limit is set only by the disintegration of

the metal by electro-chemical action. As
the current is increased more and more
above this critical value, there is a gradually
increasing tendency of the steam to keep
the moisture away from the pipe. This
vapor increases the resistance enormously.
The point of formation is very marked in the
test of pipe-earth No. 11, salted (Fig. 7),

at the beginning of the fortieth hour. The
ampere-hour capacity of this particular pipe-

earth was 2200 ampere-hours at 55 amperes.
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The applied potential was 550 volts direct

current. Before this pipe-earth was salted

the ampere-hour capacitj- was only 75 at 25

amperes. No better proof could be given
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of the value of the use of salt water. In
Fig. 7 is given also the ampere-hour capacity
of a rod one-half inch in diameter. The
rod is much inferior in capacity to the pipe
under both conditions of test. Before
salting, it had a capacity of about 15 ampere-
hours with a constantly decreasing current,

and, after salting, of about 90 ampere-hours
with a constantly decreasing current.

Part of the difference in capacity between
the pipe and the rod used as an earth is due,
in this case, to the fact that the pipe had
twice the area of the rod. Furthermore,
the earth around the rod may not have
absorbed and held the brine as it did around
the pipe. There is, however, an intrinsic

advantage in the form of the pipe in giving
greater ampere-hour capacity. The brine
inside the pipe prevents the heat at the outer
surface from driving the moisture away.
This advantage would disappear if the earth
had been such as not to maintain the brine
in the pipe.

Where, for any reason, pipe-earths are
required to carry much current over long
periods, the foregoing experience suggests
the use of feeding a little water into the pipe
during the period of load.

7. Resistance of Pipe-Earth versus The Diameter
of the Pipe

The diameter of the pipe affects the
resistance comparatively little. Due to the

variations in the materials and moisture, it is

impossible to make accurate comparisons.
In one case a one-inch pipe, 1^ in. outside

diameter, had a resistance 15 per cent,

lower than a rod one-half inch in

diameter driven at a distance of one
foot to the same depth. In an aver-

age of four cases, however, the difiEer-

ence in resistance was S per cent.,

the range being 6 per cent, to 10 per
cent.

Doubling the diameter of an
overhead wire increases the capacity
of the wire by a small percentage of

the same order. The law of the vari-

ation in electrostatic capacity is

logarithmic; and it is likewise so of

the pipe earth. It is useless to state

this law definitely, as there are many
variables, and the law could not be
used for calculations.

The choice of the diameter of

pipes for earthing will depend some-
ss what on convenience so far as resist-

ance per pipe-earth is concerned.
A standard one-inch pipe {X-h in.

outside diameter) drives easily, and two
of them in multiple give the same superficial

area for ampere-hour capacity as a two-inch

Fig. 8

pipe, while having at the same time only

about half the resistance of the one larger

pipe.

9. Electrostatic Capacity Factor, or How to Mini-
mize the Objectionable Inductance of Long
Leads to an Earth, and also the Resistance of
an Earth Contact.

This is done by utilizing the electrostatic

capacity of transformer cases, generator
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frames, etc., in conjunction with a lightning

arrester of low equivalent needle gap. One
instance is shown in Fig. 8, which is a sketch
of the best method of protecting a transformer
on a pole. When a discharge takes place

through the arrester, the drop of potential

between the primary winding and the iron

case of the transformer is equal to the drop
across the arrester itself. Momentarily the

iron case may be charged up to a high
potential, due to the drop of potential of the
lightning current in the inductance of the
long lead marked L, and through the earth

contact resistance marked R; but the differ-

ence of potential that the transformer is

subjected to depends on the efficiency of the

arrester.

As another instance, surrounding a station

with iron pipes, all connected together and
joined to the apparatus cases and frames,

will produce the same effect on the station

as described above for the transformer case.

The earths may have a considerable resist-

ance, and yet lightning will not produce a
high difference of potential between the

leads of the apparatus and the station.

Algebraic Law, Data and Calculations

The standard instruction for determining

the resistance of earths is to have a minimum
of three earths, to measure the resistance

between each two, and to substitute in three

simple equations:

R,+ R2 = A (1)

R,+ R, = B (2)

R2+ Ri = C
_

(3)

It is presumed that the solution of these

three equations for the respective resistances,

Ri, Ri and Rs, gives the correct value. This

is seldom true, and unless precautions are

taken the values calculated may be in error

easily by 1000 per cent.

The error arises from the fimdamental
assumption that an earth-connection has a

real and definite value of resistance. The
fact is that it has not; and, the premise being

wrong, the mathematical calculations are

naturally erroneous. An earth has a fairly

definite value of resistance if it is isolated

from other earths, since the greatest propor-

tion of its resistance is in the material immedi-
ately around the metal. For example, three

pipe-earths driven at distances of 10 ft.

apart may be said to have fairly definite

individual resistances, and the solution of the

equations do not give absurdities.

If, however, two pipe-earths are driven

close together and the third earth is a water-

main in the neighborhood, the resistance of

the water-main calculated from the equations

will have a value many times higher than
its real value relative to one of the pipe-

earths. On the other hand, if two pipe-

earths are driven far apart, say .50 ft., and
each is near the water-main, then the calcu-

lations will give an absurd negative resistance

for the water-main. This matter must be
treated by modem methods—"in the light

of reason."
Fourteen earths were measured. Calcula-

tions were made and tabulated (see p. 72) . The
following data are given: Earths were made
of both rods and pipes .5 ft. long. The rods

and pipes were driven in two parallel lines

one foot apart. Rod No. 1 was used as a
common basis for measurements of the rods,

and pipe No. 9 (one foot from rod No. 1)

was used as a common basis for measure-
ments of the pipe-earths. The spacing from
rod No. 1, to each of the others in line, was
0.5 ft., 1.5 ft., 3 ft., 6 ft., 12 ft., 24 ft., 48 ft.;

but two of the nearest pipes to No. 9 were
left out, so that the corresponding spacing

from pipe No. 9 was 3 ft., 6 ft., 12 ft., 24 ft.,

48 ft. This brought a rod and a pipe one
foot apart as follows: 1 and 9, 4 and 10,

5 and 11, G and 12, 7 and 13, and 8 and 14.

The rods are standard for telephone work,

of galvanized iron one-half inch in diameter.

The pipes are standard for all power work,

one inch inside diameter, and 1^ in. outside

diameter.
In the second and third columns of the

table below the resistance measurements
were made bj^ 110 volts alternating current

and an ammeter.

Comments on the Tabulated Values

In the first line and third column, the

values of resistance between the water main
(G) and rod No. 1 is 22.1 ohms. Between
G and rod No. 2 the resistance is 20.7 ohms.
From the second column is taken the value

of resistance from rod No. 1 to rod No. 2,

one half-foot apart, 24.1 ohms. The rods
are so close together that the current from
rod No. 1 to rod No. 2 does not utilize the

same material that is utilized when the

current flows from either rod to the water-
main. The resistance of rod No. 1 relative

to that of No. 2 is about half of 24 ohms, i.e.,

12 ohms, but the resistance of rod No. 1 to

the water-main is about 20 ohms. (This

latter statement is known by other meastu-e-

ments.) With the same rod having actually

two different values, it is evident that the
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solution in this case cannot be made by
simultaneous equations. The calculated

values from the first line in the table are:

No. 2 = 11.35 ohms and No. 1 = 12.7.") ohms
(these are about the values of one relative to

the other but not the values for lightning

discharges). The resistance of the water-

main by calculation is 9.35 ohms, which is

much higher than the real value.

Following down the columns 6 and 7, the

values of the individual resistances of rod

No. 1 and the water-main (G) respectively,

the variations in results are shown for the

variation in the spacing between rods,

shown in column 1. According to the

condition of test is easily obtained by placing
them at a minimum distance of about 6 ft.

to 10 ft. When, on the other hand, one
earth is a water-main or a railroad track,

a fairly good condition for test is obtained
by making the distance between pipes at

least 10 ft., and the distance from each
pipe-earth to the water-main or track about
twice as great.

In each case of measurement, the result

sought must be the basis. For example,
if the result sought in a signal circuit is the

resistance in the path of lightning from a

local ground or earth to the track, a direct

measurement between the two suffices. If,

(1) (2) (3) (4l (5) (6) (7)

ME.\SURED RESISTANCE IN OHMS

Sums G to 1

(see col. 3) o/kt

G to following:

Calculation of
Individual
Resistance

CALCULATED RESIST.ANCE IN OHMS

Distance
Between Earths

Feet
Rod Xo. 1

to following: to
From G
following:

Rod Xo. 1

at the Various
Distances in

Col. 1

Water-Main, G.
at the Various
Distances in

Col. 1

No. 1=22.1 Rod Rod
0.5 No. 2 = 24.1 No. 2 = 20.7 No. 2 = 42.8 No. 2 = 11.35 12.75 9.35

1.5 No. 3=30.5 No. 3=21.3 No. 3=43.4 No. 3 = 14.85 15.65 6.35

3 No. 4 = 35.4 No. 4=22.8 No. 4=44.9 No. 4 = 18.05 17.35 4.75

6 No. 5 = 39.0 No. 5=21.7 No. 5=43.8 No. 5 = 19.80 19.70 2.44

12 No. 6=44.0 No. 6 = 24.0 No. 6=46.1 No. 6 = 22.95 21.05 1.05

24 No. 7=46.6 No. 7=24.7 No. 7=46.8 No. 7 = 19.40 22.00 0.10

48 No. 8 = 68.8 No. 8 = 41.8 No. 8 = 63.9 No. 8 = 44.75 24.55 2.45

Pipe Xo. 9 to: From G to: Pipe Xo. 9

15.25
16.85
18.5

19.05
19.65

Water-Main, G

3
6
12
24
48

No. 10 = 31.5
No. 1 1 = 34.3
No. 12 = 40.4
No. 13=42.1
No. 14 = 54.0

No. 9 = 19.2
No. 10 = 20.4
No. 11 = 19.8
No. 12 = 22.6
No. 13 = 23.2
No. 14 = 33.9

Pipe
No. 10 = 39.6
No. 11=39.0
No. 12=41.8
No. 13=42.4
No. 14=53.1

Pipe
No. 10 = 16.25
No. 11 = 17.45
No. 12=21.9
No. 13=22.05
No. 14=34.35

3.95
2.35
0.70
0.15
0.45

calculations neither rod No. 1 nor the water-
main has any definite value. Exainining the
extreme case, when the separation of the rods
is 49 feet, the calculated resistance of the
water-main is minus 2.45 ohms, an im]3ossible

value.

The practical question is how to choose
the distance between earths such that the
calculations will give an approximate idea
of their individual resistances. The answer
is to make the earth connection as individual
as possible. That is to saj^ when measuring
from No. 1 to No. 2, the current stream
around No. 1 should be about the same as
when measuring froin No. 1 to No. 3. Where
the three earths are pipe-earths, a favorable

on the other hand, it is a question of whether
the tracks will pick up more of the ground-
currents from a lightning stroke in the

neighborhood of the tracks than the local

ground wire at the signal tower, then the

earth-pipe for testing should be driven at a

considerable distance from the section of

track, but in a perpendicular line; so that

the current stream lines will be spread

along the track as they would be from an
actual lightning bolt striking the spot where
the test -pipe is driven.

Methods of Testing Grounds

While there may be variations in the details

of the methods, there are only two methods
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in very common use. These may be desig-

nated as, first, the voltmeter-ammeter method
at a potential of about a hundred volts, and,
second, the oscillating current Wheatstone
bridge method. All the methods of measuring

resistance are not applicable to the measure-
ment of ground resistances due to the electro-

lytic action and the consequent counter e.m.f

.

set up. The ordinary bridge method using a
few primary cells, is not adapted to this

measurement. The results are far in error.

Tlie Voltmeter-Ammeter Method. In the
voltmeter-ammeter method at about 100

volts, the counter e.m.f. of electrolysis of one
or two volts becomes of comparatively
negligible value. It is not a factor when
alternating currents are used, and, for the

usual conditions, need not be corrected for

even when direct current is used. The
diurnal changes in resistance may be many
times greater than any error involved in the

method of test. In order to limit the current

to some reasonable value such as 2.5 amperes
to 50 amperes, in the measurement of very
low resistance grounds, a series resistance of

about four to two ohms is necessary. The
value of this resistance is subsequently
deducted from the results. If, however, the

kilowatt capacity and an ammeter of suitable

rating are available, the series resistance is

unnecessary for the measurement, although
it is desirable as a protection to the ammeter
in case of erroneous connections. A typical

circuit is shown in Fig. 9.

The Wheatstone Bridge Method. In man>-
isolated places 110 volts for testing is not

available; and it then becomes necessary- to

resort to the bridge method. Both methods

give the same value of resistance but the
bridge method, owing to its small currents,

gives no indication of the stability of the
ground to dynamic currents. In the bridge
method, alternating current must be used, and
consequently it is convenient to indicate the
balance of the arms of the bridge by the use
of a telephone receiver. The alternating cur-

rent is easily obtained by the combination of a
primary battery, a make-and-break switch,

such as a call-bell or buzzer, and a small trans-

former {see Fig. 10). These auxiliaries are

most conveniently and economically obtained
from a manufacturer of telephone apparatus.
Engineers of the Western Electric Company
recommend the use of a 4-ohm buzzer in

series with three good cells of dry battery and
an induction coil. High pitch buzzers do not
give as satisfactory sounds in the telephone
receiver as those of lower pitch.

The bridge method may give results in

error as much as .3 per cent., but it is usually
more accurate. It fails when, for any reason,

there are induced from an external source
alternating currents in the ground circuit

which make the telephone too noisy to hear
the buzzer. The method is not adapted to

measuring resistances between earths situated

many miles apart, due to the inductance and
capacity of the inter-connecting wires.

Accidental Grounds

The subject of accidental grounds has its

greatest interest and importance in the surges
that are set up by such grounds. The severity
of surges set up by accidental grounds depends
in a great measure on the arc length, current,
and resistance. It is only the factor of resist-

ance and current that falls within the scope
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of this article. It has already been stated

that a point contact with earth has a very high

resistance. The passage of heavy currents

through such a point of contact produces so

much heat that the earth is melted up. This

molten earth is a fairly good conductor, but

its heat drives the moisture farther away and
thus maintains a high resistance. When a line

wire breaks and lies along the ground, it

will touch the earth in a number of these

spots. If the ground is very wet, the con-

duction is sufficiently great to prevent a

large concentration of heat at the point of

contact. There may be more or less splutter-

ing of the arc at that point if the current

density is sufficiently great, but the resistance

in such cases will usually remain low. It is

evident that there are all degrees of variation

in accidental grounds ranging from a simple

contact in earth too wet to dry out from the

heat given out by the passage of the cur-

rent, through all sorts of spluttering arcs

of varying length, to a condition of a semi-

conductor like a wet wooden pole, which
gives fairly good insulation until it begins

to burn.

MODERN TYPES OF SYNCHRONOUS CONVERTERS
By J. L. BURNHAM

Direct Current Engineering Department, General Electric Company

This article enumerates the various means by which d-c. voltage* may be controlled on a converter running

from an a-c. supply, and proceeds to describe these means in detail. The "phase control" method, using an
external artificial reactance, is used in variable load work. For conditions of more constant load a synchronous

boosting generator may be used, or (more commonly) an induction regulator. The latest development is

the spht pole converter, and the principle on which it operates is fully dealt with. The latter part of the

article discusses present practice with regard to the use of commutating poles.

—

Editor.

For the transformation of alternating to

direct current, or, less usually, transformation

from direct to alternating current, a synchro-

nous converter is the most desirable piece

of apparatus available where high efficiency

and overload commutating capacity are of

most importance. The power-factor may be
maintained at unity except in cases where
voltage control is obtained by change of

power-factor. When specially designed,

power-factor regulation may be obtained,

although it is not usually recommended. At
unity power-factor the annature reaction is

negligible, and the mechanical torque is

onlj' that necessary to overcome losses in

the machine. Through the absence of arma-
ture reaction and resulting field distortions

better commutating conditions on heavy
overloads result, and less field copper is

required than is the case with a direct current
generator, on which counter-excitation corre-

sponding to the armature reaction must be
pro\-ided. At vmity power-factor the arma-
ture conductors of a polyphase converter may

*It is. we are aware, incorrect to use "a-c." and "cIk:." as
adjectives, when referring to the relative voltages at the two
ends of the converter, the alternating current end and the direct.
But a paper on such a subject as this must necessarily abound
with references to these quantities; and. for simplicity's sake.
we have adopted the phraseology which has by now become
habitual with machine engineers.

—

Editor.

be made smaller than for a generator, to give

the same heating; as the current in the con-

verter armature is the integral of the instan-

taneous differences of the direct and alter-

nating currents, which are in opposite

directions.

Some of the older converters gave trouble

from pulsation or hunting, due to the periodic

speed changes per revolution of the alternator

supplying the power. Troubles from this

source are now practically eliminated through
improvements in the design of the engines,

the present general use of the steam turbine,

and improvements in converter pole bridges

or magnetic dampers.
As the ratio of a-c. voltage to d-c. voltage

is practically fixed, the standard converter

as first built could not be used in all cases

for direct current supply on account of

requirements of variable voltage, except by
the use of an extra piece of apparatus for

controlling the a-c. voltage. What little

inherent voltage regulation exists is due to

the reactance of the armature, and is obtained

at a sacrifice of power-factor. By the use

of external artificial reactance sufficient range

in voltage control may be obtained to hold

the d-c. voltage constant, with ordinary

resistance drop in the a-c. line voltage, and
without excessive variation in power-factor.
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This method is used at present in railway and
other variable load work, to which it is

adaptable on account of the usually lower
load factors. For work where the load is

more nearly constant and the voltage varia-

tion required is more than that due to the
a-c. line drop, a separate piece of apparatus
for changing the a-c. voltage is preferable to
the variation of power-factor for securing the
required d-c. voltage. It is possible to

provide for varying the a-c. voltage by
quick-break switches connected to taps on
the high voltage side of the transformers,
although this is not so desirable as an induc-
tion regulator, or as an a-c. generator con-
nected as a booster, and driven synchronously
either by the converter or by a separate
synchronous motor. Of the latter two
methods the induction regulator was devel-

oped first and is now being used more gen-
erally than an\' other means of voltage control,

without change in the power-factor of the
converter. Although the synchronous booster
combination has many advantages in its

favor, it has come too recently into use to

have received as yet a very wide application.

The latest development for obtaining vol-

tage control is the "split pole" converter,

by means of which the ratio of a-c. volts to

d-c. volts may be changed within the single

armature without auxiliary devices of any
kind. The different methods of voltage

control now in use will be disciissed in detail.

Phase Control

As indicated above this is most adaptable
to variable load work, such as obtains on the
smaller railwa}' systems. In general the

load factor is low, so that it is possible to

adjust the excitations of the fields to give a

lagging wattless current at light loads; this

lagging current is reduced by the increasing

excitation from the series field as the load

increases, so that the heating due to the

wattless current is reduced to a small value

when the heating due to the load current is

the greatest. Thus a balance in heating for

the light and heavy loads is secured for both
the converters and the generator, and the

heating for momentary heavy overloads may
be kept within safe limits. The artificial

reactance that is used to reduce the amount
of wattless current required for a given

voltage variation, in itself introduces a watt-

less component (but of smaller value), which
makes it impossible to hold unity power-

factor on both generator and converter at the

same time; and thus the system always has

a wattless component equal to the percentage
of reactance used. The amount of reactance
has therefore been fixed at 15 per cent., which
will usually give the desired voltage variation

without producing objectionable difference in

Fig. 1.

/?OCary Conv'erter

Connections of Starting Switches and Reactive

Coils for Six-Phase Converters

power-factor between the converter and the
generator. Fig. 1 shows the connections of

starting switches and reactance coils for a
six-phase converter.

A-C. Voltage Control

The most obvious means of changing a-c.

voltage consists in the use of quick-acting
switches connected to taps on the trans-

formers. These have been used but slightly,

on account of the complication of the switch-
ing mechanism for shifting the tap connec-
tions, and the attendant risk of short-circuits

started by arcing of the switches.

The induction regulator avoids the neces-
sity of any switching and gives a smooth
variation in a-c. voltage, which is preferable
to the step-by-step variation obtained by taps.

The induction regulator is a polyphase trans-
former in which the relation of primary and
secondary may be changed by mechanically
shifting the primary winding. The primary
is excited at constant a-c. line voltage and
induces practically constant voltage in the
secondary, which is connected in series with
the line. By changing the relation of primary
and secondary windings, the secondary vol-
tage is changed in phase relation to the line

voltage, with which it adds vectorially. It is

therefore possible to increase and decrease
the line voltage by any amount, up to full

secondary voltage of the regulator.
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The synchronous booster, which may be

driven either by being direct-connected to the

converter or by a separate synchronous motor,

has its winding connected in series with the

source of supply, so that its voltage may be

added to or subtracted from the supply

S^, ^EVJ-

^s/Or^p>e:^

Fig. 2. Connection Diagrams for Converter and Series

A-C. Booster Combination

voltage by the required amount, depending
on the direction and amount of field excita-

tion. This combination of synchronous
booster, direct-connected to the converter,

has the advantage over the induction regu-

lator of greater simplicity and reduced amount
of station wiring. The connection diagram
for this combination is shown in Fig. 2 ; while

the appearance of the set is shown in

Fig. 3.

The Split Pole Converter

Until recently it has been assumed that

the a-c. to d-c. voltage ratios available in the

armature of a converter were fixed within

close limits. By dividing the pole into parts

with field winding for each part so that the
flux distribution through the pole

face may be changed, it is possible

to obtain variable ratios and thus con-

trol the d-c. voltage, from a single

armature, to the values desired,

without any device having corres-

ponding a-c. voltage control. It is

possible to obtain variation by using

any number of divisions of the field

pole; but the simplest and most
economical arrangement is to use two
sections, which gives the least number
of parts and field circuits, and at the

same time provides the maximum
amount of voltage control with the

least distortion of the alternating

current wave shape. Fig. 4 is an
illustration of a regulating pole con-

verter.*

In order to provide a clear understanding
of the operation of the split pole converter

it may be as well to explain in a little more
detail the principle upon which it is based.

Briefly, the action to accomplish d-c. voltage

variation when constant a-c. voltage is

applied to a split pole converter may be

* For further technical details the reader is referred to pro-
ceedings of A.I.E.E., Vol. XXVII, Part II. pages 959 and 987;
and also to General Electric Review. Vol. XI. pages 207
and 273, Vol. XII, pages 26 and 84 by Dr. C. P. Steinmetz.

Fig. 3. Converter and Series A-C. Booster Set
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explained by referring to Fig. 5 (a), (b)

and (c), which represent the poles excited

for the higher, intermediate and lower vol-

tages respectively. Starting with the condi-

tion of no excitation on the regulating pole,

as shown in Fig. 5 (b), the effective polar

arc is that of the main section only. By
gradually increasing the excitation of the
regulating poles, with current in a direction

to give the same polarity a.s the corresponding
main poles, as in Fig. 5 (a), the effective

length of polar arc is gradually increased.

Longer polar arcs give a more peaked wave
shape of a-c. voltage in a distributed winding
such as is used in all converters. Since the

d-c. voltage is the maximum value of the
a-c. voltage, the longer polar arc will give
higher d-c. voltage for a given effective a-c.

voltage applied. Starting again with no
regulating pole excitation, Fig. 5 (6), and
exciting the regulating poles in the opposite
direction, as shown in Fig. 5 (c), the d-c.

voltage will be reduced. This change in

d-c. voltage is not dependent on change in

wave shape, but to the differential action of

the voltages generated by the pole sections.

The voltage generated by the regulating pole

flux subtracts from that generated under the

main pole in the portion of the armature
winding between the d-c. brushes. The
change in a-c. wave shape also has some

influence on the voltage ratios, but its effect

is small in comjjarison to the dift'erential

action. Under this condition of excitation

the d-c. voltage is not the same as the maxi-
mum a-c. voltage, but is of some lower value.

The split pole converter, like the synchro-

nous booster combination, gives the simplest
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Fig. 4. Split Pole Converter

Fig. 5

Station layout and wiring. When the
split pole converter was first proposed pre-
dictions were made that it would produce
very undesirable effects upon the system, due
to distortions in wave-shape : but after several
years of operation these forebodings have
proven groundless. The troubles which
might have arisen from wave distortions

have been avoided by the
selection of transformer
connections to avoid short-
circuiting the third har-
monic voltage, which is

the largest disturbing fac-

tor. Fig. 6 shows the d-c.

connections of a split pole
converter.

Comparison of Split Pole Con-
verter With Synchronous
Booster Combination
The commutating char-

acteristics of these two
types when con\^erting
from alternating current to

direct current are veri-

similar. Bearing in mind
that a motor armature re-

action aids commutation,
the following comparisons
may be made.
With theoretical sine

wave of alternating cur-
rent the armature reactions
of alternating current and
direct current cancel one
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another, if the losses in the converter are neg-

lected. To supply the losses, the a-c.

motor input must be increased by a per-

centage equal to the losses of rotation. The
split pole converter has a motor armature
reaction through a voltage range extending

Va^ T/^erfje

7^ a£ i.e^T of'eM ivArfV

Fig. 6. Direct Current Connections of a Split Pole Converter

from maximum d-c. voltage to a value which
makes the d-c. armature reaction greater than
the a-c. armature reaction; that is, when the

d-c. volts are reduced below the value given

by the theoretical ratio with sine wave, by
a percentage equal to the percentage losses

in the converter. By greater reduction in

d-c. voltage the d-c. armature reaction is the
greater and gives a generator armature reac-

tion which is opposed to commutation.
The synchronous booster-converter combi-

nation has a motor armature reaction at the
higher d-c. voltages when the booster is

acting as a generator; a motor armature
reaction when the booster is inactive, or is

acting as a motor giving an output less

than the rotation losses; a generator armature
reaction when the booster is opposing the
line voltage and acting as a motor with an
output greater than the rotation losses. At
this point in d-c. voltage reduction the con-
verter ceases to drive the booster, but, on

the contrary', the booster commences
to act as a motor and drives the con-
verter, in addition to carrying the
rotation losses.

From tliis it wiU be seen that both
types of machines commutate best

at maximum voltage, and grow
worse as the d-c. voltage is reduced.
The split pole converter, however, has
a compensating feature which opposes
the effect of armature reaction, in

that the effect of the field excitation

of the regulating pole for reduced d-c.

voltage is in the proper direction to

give a commutating field. Referring

to Fig. 7 commutation is assisted

i^^ei. when the armature conductors pass
the brushes under the influence of the
flux of the following pole. The regu-

lating pole adds flux in the same di-

rection as the following main pole

when the d-c. voltage is reduced. In
the booster-converter combination the
generator armature reaction at the low
d-c. voltage partially cancels this flux.

In the split pole converter the flux

required for commutation is increased

by decreasing the voltage, so that, at

a certain load and d-c. voltage, the

effect of armature reaction is can-

celled by this flux. At higher loads

armature reaction reverses the com-
mutating flux, and at lower loads the

flux may be stronger than reqttired;

but the average commutating con-

ditions at reduced d-c. voltage are

more favorable in the split pole converter

than in the synchronous booster combination,

except possibly at light loads or at no-load,

when the eft'ect of armature reaction is

negligible.

Although these machines are rarelj- used
inverted, it may be well to examine the

commutating conditions which are met when
converting from direct to alternating current.

With the split pole converter it is necessary

to reverse the direction of rotation of the

armature in order to secure proper commu-
tating flux from the main pole, which should

be behind the brush in this case. The
armature reaction is that of a motor and
assists commutation throughout the d-c. vol-
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tage range; while in addition the strength

of commutating field produced by the regu-

lating pole is increased as the voltage is

reduced. For light loads this increase in

commutating flux may reduce or reverse the
ordinary conditions for poor commutation,
in that the commutating flux may be too
strong and cause sparking, due to the reverse

generated voltage under the brushes.

When the synchronous booster set is in-

verted the brushes must be shifted backward
in order to obtain the best commutation;
the armature reaction will assist commutation
at the higher d-c. voltages, but will oppose
it when the booster drives the set at lower
d-c. voltages, as explained above for the usual

operation.

Mechanically the sijlit pole converter is

simpler and more accessible for inspection,

cleaning, ventilation and repairs than the
synchronous booster combination, only one
field structure being employed.

Commutating Poles

On account of the inherently good commu-
tating characteristics of the synchronous
converter, it has not seemed necessary to

resort to commutating poles until recently.

The limit in the reduction of the number of

poles, or the maximum output per pole, has

now been reached, and by some manufac-
turers possibly even exceeded for economical
maintenance. To obtain a further increase

in the output per pole a rapidly increasing

pole pitch is required, in order to reduce the

reactance voltage generated in the slot portion

of the commutated coil. This increase of

pole ]3itch at the same time increases the

reactance voltage of the end connections of

coils outside of the slots; so that at a certain

output per pole the gain in commutation by
increase of pole pitch (and hence the diameter)

is slight, and is only realized at greatly in-

\

/V A/

^ J
,V

/?otat/on ^

Fig. 7

creased cost. It is at this point that the com-
mutating pole becomes very useful. Through
this means the number of ]joles may be
reduced with corresponding reduction in

diameter; while, besides taking care of com-
mutation at the desired loads, the commu-
tating poles will usually cause such a great

improvement in commutation that it ceases

to be a limitation to the steady output of

the machine, and will allow of greater

momentary overloads.

Fil; K Brusll R.nsuiii Mi-rh;inisni for

Synchronous Converter

It will thus be seen that, by the use of

commutating poles, (1) a machine much
smaller in diameter may be built to do a

given duty for widely fluctuating loads, and
(2) the commutation being now less of a
limiting feature, the load factor may be
increased so that it is possible more nearly to

realize full capacity, as limited by heating.
The great advantages which result are, (1)

saving of investment in land and build-

ings, with smaller parts to handle, and (2)

saving in cost of converters, especially where
very heavy overloads have to be handled.
The excitation of the commutating pole of

a converter is only that required to give the
necessary field strength to generate a counter
voltage, such as will equal the reactive
voltage generated by a reversal of the load
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current of the coil while passing a brush.

Unlike the case of a d-c. generator, it

does not require additional excitation to

cancel the armature reaction. For these

reasons the ampere-turns of excitation re-

quired on a commutating pole of a converter
are about one-third of those required on a

direct current generator having ordinary air-

gaps between pole faces and armature. The
effect of any disturbance which would unbal-
ance the usual alternating current and direct

current relations, would therefore give an
armature reaction that would be a large

percentage of the total excitation of the
commutating pole, and which would greatly

affect the commutation. To reduce the
eft'ects of these unusual disturbances it is of

advantage to increase the excitation required.

This may be done by the use of large air-gaps.

Even with large air-gaps, however, it is not

An inductive shunt to the commutating
pole nanding is used the same as with a
direct current generator. The inductance of

the shunt is made greater than that of the
field, in order that the changes of the field

strength may be more quickly accomplished.
A greater percentage of the current will pass
through the commutating pole windings for

increasing loads than at steady load, and for

decreasing loads the commutating pole cur-
rent will be less than with the correspond-
ing armature current at steady load.

Some actual values taken by the oscillograph
are shown in Figs. 9 and 10. In each case
the upper curve represents the current in the
shunt, and the lower curve the current in the
commutating pole winding. The middle
curve represents volts per bar and gives the
time in terms of the frequency, which is 25
cycles. Fig. 9 is for load thrown on, and Fig.

Fig. 9. Load Thrown On Fig. 10. Load Thrown Off

Oscillograms of Commutating Pole Converter, with Commutating Poles shunted by an Inductive Resistance.
Upper curve, current in shunts; Lower curve, current in commutating pole; Middle curve, volts per bar

possible to reduce the sparking, when starting
from the a-c. side, to the amount obtained when
interpoles are not used. To insure low mainten-
ance of brushes and commutator it has there-
fore been necessary to provide a brush-raising
mechanism on machines intended for starting
from the alternating current end. (See Fig. 8.)

In order to obtain current for exciting the
fields and also to indicate polarity, two
narrow brushes, one for each polarity, are
allowed to remain on the commutator when
starting. Being narrower than the main
brushes, these pilot brushes short-circuit a
lower voltage than the main brushes, and the
sparking is harmless. As there is always
some sparking when starting machines with-
out commutating poles from the a-c. end,
the brush-raising device with commutating
pole machines gives better a-c. starting con-
ditions than obtained in the past.

10 for load thrown off. It will be seen in Fig.

9 that the current in the field windings
immediately rises to the full load value when
the load is thrown on, and re-adjusts itself

to the steady load value in about eight

cycles, or in one-third of a second; at the

same time the shunt current increases to its

steady load value. In Fig. 10 the field current

is reduced to no value in about 0.0.5 seconds,

and is actually reversed by the inductive

discharge of the shunt, thus quickly forcing

down the field strength. With a shunt of

such proportions it is possible to throw heavy
overloads on or off, without lag in change of

field strength behind the armature current

sufficient to cause excessive sparking. No
more severe test than this will occur in opera-

tion, excepting short-circuits, which will cause

any type of direct current machine to flash

at the commutator unless the voltage is low.
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TESTING IN STEEL MILLS
WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO THE POWER REQUIREMENTS OF

ROLLING MILLS
By B. N. Westcott

Power and Mining Department, General Electric Company
The article deals with the problem of determining the power required to operate steel rolling mills, both

steam engine driven and electric motor driven. The instruments required for the tests on the two types of
prime movers are, of course, radically different; they are enumerated, and any parts that are peculiar to the
work in hand are described; while the arrangement of the several instruments with respect to the machine
under test is shown diagrammatically. The order of conducting the tests is outlined in detail, and the duties
of each man engaged on the work are stated. Indicator diagrams and wattmeter records obtained from
actual tests are submitted and discussed.

—

Editor.

With regard to testing, rolling mills may be
divided into two classes, steam driven and
electric driven. The same information is

sought in testing either type of mill, bttt the
methods of test are somewhat different.

In both cases we wish to determine the ])ower

The power required in the mechanical
reduction of steel has been the subject of

considerable investigation in recent years,

both in this cotmtry and in Europe. To secure

data bearing on this subject, a great number
of tests have been made in rolling mills under
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actual commercial conditions, and as a result

a large amount of valuable information has
been secured.

There are, of course, many different kinds

of rolling mills, depending upon the character

of the product rolled. Fig. 1 gives a brief

stmimary of a few of them. The arrange-

ments of the stands, dimensions of the steel

rolled, etc., for the various mills should not

be considered as fixed for any one type of

mill, as different companies use various modi-
fications of the arrangements shown; but the

tabulation will enable a good general idea

to be formed of the various classes of rolling

mills.

that is required to roll a piece of steel of a
given sectional area and length, to a smaller
section of increased length, in a definite time.
As several passes are usually required to effect

any considerable reduction, the total horse
power-seconds represent the energy required
for this work. If there is no flywheel effect in

the system, the power developed by the prime
mover while the steel is in the rolls is the actual
jjower required to turn them. This condition
is approximately realized when the steel

requires 8 to 10 seconds to go through the
rolls, so that even though there be a flywheel
connected, its energy is entirely given up
before the pass is completed and the total
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torque required to turn the rolls must be

furnished by the prime mover.

When, however, there is considerable fly-

wheel effect present and the passes are of short

duration, the power developed by the prime

actually in the rolls, the power required to

turn the rolls will be determined. A rough
check on this figure can be made by deter-

mining the horse power-seconds given up by
the flvwheel in slowing down.
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Fig. 2. General Layout for Testing Steam Engine Driven Mills

mover while the steel is actually in the rolls

may be only a small fraction of the total

power required, the remainder of the power
being supplied by the flywheel. With steam
engine drive the proportion of the total power
that is furnished by the flywheel is determined

by the speed regulation of the gOA^ernor, a

tendency toward a large

drop in speed as load comes
on throwing load on the

flywheel ; while with electric

motor drive the amount of

power supplied by the fly-

wheel is determined by the

regulation of the motor,

its tendency to drop

If

Ni = revolutions per min. at start of pass

N2 = revolutions per min. at end of pass

I = moment of inertia of flvwheel.

Horse power-seconds
= lX(2.)-^(Ni'-'-W)

2X3600X550
= n.nnnnn997xl(N=i-N-2)*

07

Pt///e^

Pu/te;/

Bear/rr^s^

Pirjt

Stand

08

^ P/nis/!ingSta/xt.s
I //incti/fudMM

I.e.,

in speed as it is loaded up.

In any case, the total

horse power-seconds fur-

nished by the prime mover
will not be materially al-

tered, because when a fly-

wheel is used, power will be
required for acceleration

after the steel has gone
through the mill. How-
ever, in many instances

we desire to determine the

actual torque required to

turn the rolls while the steel is passing through

them. If the total horse power-seconds

necessary for a given pass be divided by the

time in seconds during which the steel is

I
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Fig. 3. Arrangement of Four Finishing Stands of 11 in. Rod Mill

* When taking account of the power supplied by flywheels in

motor driven rolling mills, reference should be made to the arti-

cle by Mr. E. J. Cheney, "Flywheels for Motor Driven Rolling

Mills", September. 1911, Review.
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For the various classes of mills, changes
in detail arrangements for testing must be
made and these will be taken up under the
headings of steam and electrically driven
mills.

Steam Driven Mills

In steam driven mills, one of the

first essentials is to secure a good
record of the horse power developed
by the driving engine while the steel

is being rolled, and the best way to

do this is to use a continuous drum
steam engine indicator. This differs

from the ordinar}^ steam engine indi-

cator in that the paper on which the

indicator card is made is a long con-
tinuous strip, which is reeled inside

the drum and feeds around the drum
a quarter of an inch at each stroke

of the engine. Fig. 2 shows the

general layout used in testing steam
driven mills, and a description of the

methods and apparatus used will

now be given.

A recording instrument for speed,

time, and general information regard-

ing work in the mill is used, which ^

consists of pens, actuated by magnets,
that mark on a strip of paper which
is moved at a uniform rate beneath
them by a spring motor. In most cases three

pens are used, marked A, B, and C in the

figure. A is actuated by a contact maker,
which is driven from the engine shaft or other

is high or low speed. Pen B is controlled by a

contact making clock, which is regulated to

close the circuit of B once in every 5 seconds
or at shorter intervals if preferred. In addi-
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Figs. 4 (upper! and 5 (lower). Steam Engine Indicator Diagrams

convenient place so as to complete the circuit

of magnet A several times for each revolution

of the engine, the number of contacts per

revolution depending on whether the engine

tion to actuating B, the contact-making clock

also closes the circuit of an electric bell, or

in some cases that of an electrically operated
whistle. The third pen C is controlled by a

manually operated key located

at the rolls.

' In addition to the above, a

liquid tachometer, consisting of

a small centrifugal pump which
raises a column of colored alco-

hol to a height depending on
the speed at which the pump
is driven, is used to indicate

speed variations of the engine.

A stroke counter is connected
to the engine to record strokes

and furnish a check on the
graphic instrument.
The equipment described will

enable an accurate record to be
determined of the power that is

furnished the mill, but the work
which the mill is performing

must be noted by other means. In mills

where the engine drives one set of rolls, and
where the rolls are screwed down between
passes and the ingot is reduced in the one
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stand by passing back and forth, the reduc-

tion data is secured as follows:

The weight of the ingot being known, and
also the weight of a cubic inch of the steel

^ ^ « O'ISrv/tch

Fig. 7. Wiring Diagrams for Testing Electrically

Driven Sheet Bar Mill

being rolled, the volume of the ingot is calcu-

lated and is made to serve as a check on the

reduction measurements. Before the first

pass the length of the ingot is

measured with a hooked iron

rod. The length is taken after

each pass, and in addition,

measurements of the width and
thickness are made with calipers.

The three measurements at each
pass should check with the

original volume.
Where the engine drives

more than one stand it will be
necessary to have measurements
of the steel taken at each stand.

In many mills to be found in

commercial operation, steel

may be in two or more stands

at one time, all of the stands

being driven by one engine. In
such cases, if tests are being
made simply to determine the

power required by the mill as a

whole, it will only be necessary

to note what stands are occupied

at any particular time and have observers at

each stand to make the reduction measure-

ments. However, in tests where the main
object is to accurately determine the power

required to reduce the size of a definite weight
of steel by a given amount in a certain time,

it is well to arrange to have only one stand
occupied at one time. Most tests on steam
driven mills are made with the first object in

view, that is, to determine the total power
required by the mill with an aim to supplying
a satisfactory motor to replace the engine.
The data on the steel which is being rolled

is recorded merely to serve as a means of

definitely determining the duty which the
mill is performing. In most cases where a
mill is made up of several stands driven by a
number of different engines, it is best to test

one engine at a time, in order to avoid imped-
ing the output of the mill and also to reduce
the number of men and instruments required
for the tests. The methods used are best

outlined by a description of the actual details

of a rolling mill test.

Fig. 3 shows the layout of the four finishing

stands of an 11 in. rod mill. In rolling the
smaller sizes of steel, the rod is passing
through all four stands at once, while in

some of the larger sizes perhaps only two of

the stands will be occupied by the same rod
at the same time. At (1) is located the liquid

tachometer and contact maker, both of which
are attached to one end of the engine shaft;

(2) and (3) are the continuous indicators,

one for each end of the engine; (4) is the

Fig. 8. Graphic Wattmeter

reducing motion for the indicators, in this

case consisting of an inclined plane fastened

to the crosshead, on which rests a steel roller

supported from one arm of a bell crank lever.
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As the crosshead moves back and forth, the
roller moves up and down on the inclined

plane, this vertical motion being converted
into horizontal motion by the bell crank lever

and transmitted to the indicator. A stroke
counter (5) is actuated from the reducing
motion, and the recording instrument pre-

viously described and shown in Fig. 2, is

located at (6) ; (7) is an observer stationed at

the mill and having in his hand the key (C)
Fig. 2, while (8) is an electric bell.

When the man in charge of the test has
seen that the observers are in their places and
that steel such as desired is coming through
the mill, he rings the bell with a predeter-

mined signal to warn the observers to get

ready. He then throws switch (D) on the
contact controlled by the clock, and the
observers proceed as follows: The man at

(1) reads the liquid tachometer every time the
bell rings, that is, every 5 seconds. The men
at the continuous indicators (2) and (3) have
their indicators in working order, the reducing
motion connected and, in fact, everything
but the contintious feed operating. When the
bell is first nmg by the time clock, the feeds

on both indicators are started simultaneously
and from then on the indicators automatically
record the torque developed by the engine.

The stroke counter is read and a record made
by a man at (5) every time the bell rings.

The recording instrument at (G) has been
making a chart of engine strokes against (5)

second intervals, and from these stroke

records, the speed of the engine at any instant

may also be scaled off. In addition, the

observer at (7) has been signaling by his key
the instant at which steel enters, each pass,

and this has been recorded on the chart and
is an accurate record of the location of the

steel in the mill against time in seconds from
the start of the test.

The graphic speed record, the tachometer
readings and the stroke counter serve to

check one another, and from them sufficient

data may be obtained for calculating the

flywheel torque developed, in case the flywheel

effect is sufflciently great and the character

of the load is such as to make it worth con-

sidering.

In a mill of this type, the rolls are set by
trial at first, and when once the correct

setting and reduction for each pass have
been obtained, the rolls are not changed
while the size of steel that is rolled remains
the same—which may be several days, or

perhaps only six or eight hours. Because of

this fact, it is comparatively easy to get the

reduction of the steel per pass. Before the
first pass a sample is sheared from the rod
and likewise after each of the passes, and from
these samples the reduction may be deter-

mined.
The temperature of the steel affects to a

great extent the power required for rolling.

It is therefore the usual practice to make
temperature measurements of the steel by
means of a pyrometer. The best pyrometer
for this purpose is some form of the spectrum
or color type, where the color of the steel is

compared with another color, such as an
incandescent lamp filament, and the tempera-
ture determined from experimental data and
tabulations. Another scheme is to focus the
rays of light from the steel on a thennal
couple, which is connected to a galvanometer
calibrated to read temperature.

Figs. 4 and 5 show portions of continuous
indicator cards from steel mill tests. Fig. 4
was taken from a 44 by 60 simple Corliss

engine driving 12 stands of a continuous rod
mill. The instant at which the steel enters
the rolls is distinctly shown by the point
where the engine begins to take increased
steam. For about 12 strokes the engine does
useful work and then drops back to friction

load. Fig. 5 shows cards taken from a 28
by 36 simple slide valve engine driving the
four finishing stands of an 11 in. continuous
rod mill. The cards show what a large
proportion of the total power developed bj- the
engine was used in overcoming friction and
other losses. This engine ran at 130 to 140
r.p.m. and was belted to the mill shaft so that
the latter ran at 440 to 470 r.p.m.

In Fig. 6 are plotted curves from data
secured in one of the tests of the 11 in. rod
mill mentioned. The top curve is the roll

speed in revolutions per minute, and below
it is a graphical representation of the pas.ses

occurring in the mill at anj^ instant. For
instance, the rod entered pass 1 at five

seconds, and the last end passed out from
stand 1, ten seconds later; the head end in
the meanwhile having entered stand 2 at
six seconds, stand 3 at eight seconds, and soon.
During the period from ten to fifteen seconds
all the stands were occupied.
The next curve shows the pounds torque

at one foot radius that was developed by the
engine at the mill shaft, and beneath the
torque curve is a curve of horse power
determined by combining the torque and
speed curves. By a consideration of all of
these curves the proper size of motor to replace
the engine maj' be determined.
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Electrically Driven Mills

In testing electrically driven mills, the

conditions are much more favorable for a
close determination of the power required to

reduce steel than in steam driven mills,

Fig. 9. 1000 HP. Induction Motor Driving 20 in. Bar Mill

because of the great accuracy of electric

meters as compared with the steam engine
indicator. The information obtained from
testing motor driven mills is of extreme value
in estimating the size of motors required in

new mills or in mills at present driven by
engines, where a certain tonnage for the mill

is given, together with information as to

the dimensions of steel rolled, number of

passes, roll speeds, etc.

Fig. 7 shows the wiring used in testing an
electrically driven sheet bar mill. This
mill is two-high, with rolls from 16
to 20 in. in diameter, and is driven by an
induction motor of 1000 horse power, 8.3.-3

r.p.m. synchronous speed, opera-
ting from 2200 volt, three-phase, 25
cycle mains.
The power required to drive the

mill is recorded by a graphic watt-
meter similar to that shown in Fig. 8.

This is a single-phase instrument,
but is calibrated to record three-phase
power, its voltage coil receiving poten-
tial across a Y resistance box. To
check the recording wattmeter, single-

phase indicating wattmeters are used,
together with indicating ammeters;
potential transformers stepping the
2200 volt supply down to 110 volts,

and current transformers of suitable

ratio being used for the current coils

of the wattmeters and the ammeters.
Each of the graphic meters is pro-
vided with two pens in addition to

the main pens for recording power
and current. On the graphic watt-
meter one pen is connected to the
time-marking clock and spaces off

equal time intervals, while the other
pen is controlled by a key located

at the mill. In the graphic ammeter one pen
is likewise connected to the time-marking
clock and the other in circuit with the speed-
marking commutator, which is connected to

one end of the motor shaft.

A voltmeter is wired in circuit as shown, so

that voltage between any two lines can be
read; and in addition to the above equipment,
a liquid tachometer is used to indicate the

motor speed.

BneaKOble
CndTnrust c =0}:

20 Ton
riytvnee/

Fig. 10. Plan of 20 in. Bar Mill

The rolling mill motor may be designed for

either direct or alternating currentjthe majority
installed today being of the latter type. We
will therefore outline first the methods used in

working with alternating current apparatus.

The motor is started up with all resistance

in the secondary, and as it comes up to speed,

the contactors close and short circuit portions

of the resistance, bringing the motor nearer

to synchronous speed. Sufficient resistance
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remains permanently in the secondary circuit

to cause a considerable drop in speed from
no load to full load, thus allowing the twenty-
ton flywheel to take some of the peak power
demands.

speed and time, and the man at the inill

signaled just what passes were occupied at

any instant. As the billet went through each
pass, the speed dropped and a man at the

liqttid tachometer noted the high and
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Fig. 11. Graphic Wattmeter Record taken on Motor shown in Fig. 9

The steel is rolled as follows : A billet about
5 ft. long and 6 in. square is brought to the

first pass on stand No. 1 and sent through the
rolls. It is caught on the other side, returned
over the top of the rolls, and sent through
the second pass. This procedure is kept up
until the last pass, when the billet has been
reduced to a sheet bar about half an inch

thick and 40 feet long.

When the mill is in regular commercial
operation, as many as three billets may be
in the stands at once, but in most of the tests

that were made, it was decided to have only

low speeds of the motor. In addition to

these records, readings of voltage were
taken, while two men took measure-
ments of the billet at each pass, using

calipers for width and thickness and a

hooked iron rod for length. The recording

instruments were checked with the graphic

meters, by taking simultaneous readings dur-

ing a long pass when the input to the motor
was steady for a sufficient length of time to

permit of good readings being secured.

In working up the data obtained, the char-

acteristic curves of the induction motor were

Mill 10 Mill 9 Co/c^ ffo/IS
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Fig. 12. Plan of 30 in. Four-Stand Sheet Mill

one billet in the mill at a time. With this

understanding the mill was tested as follows:

Just before the billet entered the first pass,

the spring motors on the graphic meters were

started, the short circuiting switches on the

secondaries of the current transformers opened

and the time-marker clock started. At each

pass from then on, these instruments recorded

kilowatts and amperes input to the motor.

calculated. For any given pass the graphic
records showed the kilowatts input to the

motor, the time of the pass, and the drop in

speed. The size of the flywheel was known,
and therefore the value of all the factors for

substitution in the formula.* {Next page)

* See article by E. J. Cheney, previously referred to. and also

article by F. G. Oasche. Transactions A.I.E.E.. June. 1910.
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T =Ti-

Where

T,-To

Fig. IJ. Induction Motor Driving 30 in. Four-Stand Sheet Mil

(.SOS T\
u-xs)

T = Motor torque at any time

Ti = Total torque of the load

To = Initial torque of the motor
at zero time

E = Base hyperbolic log = 2. 718

T = Motor torque at slip s

ir = Flywheel effect in pounds at

one foot radius

5 = Slip at torque T
N = Synchronous speed in rev.

per min.
When the total torque required in

reducing the steel has been deter-

mined, curves of torque at each pass

may be plotted against time, and from
these, curves of horse-powcr-hours

per ton against per cent, elongation

can be laid out. The latter curves

are extremely useful in estimating

the power requirements of future mills.

With direct current motor driven

mills, the testing apparatus and meth-
ods are very similar to those used for

induction motor driven mills, with the

exception that no potential or current

transformers need be employed. The record-

ing meters are similar in appearance to the

alternating current meters.

Figs. 9, 10 and 11 relate to the test of a 20,

in. bar mill. Fig. 10 is a plan view of the mill

and Fig. 9 a picture of the driving motor. Fig.

1 1 is a graphic wattmeter record from
a test made while the mill was in

commercial operation. The first peak
on the record was caused by steel

entering pass No. 7. This pass
required about three seconds, and the
manner in which the flywheel took
the peak load, causing the input

to the motor to increase com-
paratively slowly and likewise de-

crease slowly, is clearly shown. The
next peak was caused by steel in

pass No. 1, and then a bar which
had been waiting was sent through

the mill for its last, or tenth pass,

and so on as noted in the curve. At
the top of the sheet the time is

marked off in seconds and below may
be seen the record of the telegraphic

pen. The speed-marker record is on

the graphic ammeter chart, which is

not shown.

Figs. 12, 13, 14 and 15 relate to a

test of a .30 in., four-stand sheet mill. Fig. 12

shows the layout of the stands, motor drive,

etc.; Fig. 13 the motor driving this mill;

Fig. 14. One Stand of Rolls, 30 in. Sheet Mill

Fig. 14 a detail view of one of the stands

of rolls; and Fig. 15 a portion of a graphic

wattmeter record made while mills Nos. 9

and 10 were in commercial operation. The
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speed marker is shown at the top of the
record, and time intervals below. The tele-

graphic pen in this case was on the graphic

peaks should be noted; in about one second
on the 10th pass the input to the motor
jumped from 100 kw. to about 750 kw.

Fig. 15. Wattmeter Record of Power Supplied to Two Mills

ammeter record. The first peak was made
exceptionally heavy by reason of the fact

that a "pack" of steel sheets in mill No. 10

pulled the speed of the mill down, and before

the motor had time to accelerate, another
"pack" was sent into mill No. 9, the result

being that the motor had a dead drag of

about 800 h.p. to pull through. The differ-

ence in character of the load on the motor
when the flywheel is able to supph- part of

the torque is well shown by the next peak,
produced by sheets in mill No. 10.

Conclusion

This article will serve to give a general idea
of the methods used in testing rolling mills. It

will be noted that the general scheme of testing

either steam or electrically driven mills is the
same ; and may be summed up as follows

:

(1) To secure a continuous record of the
power required to drive the mill.

(2) To secure a continuous record of events
taking place in the mill.

(3) To definitely and positively connect
records of (1) and (2).
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Fig. 16. Example of Insufficient Flywheel Effect

Fig. 16 is given as an example of a mill

in which the flywheel effect is insufficient.

The mill was a 23 in. cogging mill, with short

passes requiring high torque. The very sharp

As a final word, it might be well to note
that all apparatus and equipment that is used
should be as simple and reliable as possible,

in order that the tests may run smoothly.
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ALTERNATING CURRENT APPARATUS TROUBLES
Part VI, By W. Brooke

SYNCHRONOUS CONVERTERS
We are resuming this month our series of articles on Alternating Current Apparatus Troubles, and are

publishing the first instalment of a paper dealing with the operation of synchronous converters. This paper

has been specially prepared for the Review by Mr. Wilfrid Brooke, of the British Thomson-Houston Co.,

Ltd., Rugby, England, who has had considerable experience in investigating running troubles of synchronous

converters.' The author's work, however, has made him more familiar with English practice than with Amer-
ican; and it must be clearly pointed out that none of the statements made in his paper are to be taken as in

any way official utterances of the General Electric Company. So far as we are aware, this is the first attempt
which has ever been made to classify the difficulties which are met with in operating this type of alternating

current apparatus; and we think that the subject is now covered in a fairly comprehensive manner in the

following pages.

—

Editor.

It is a somewhat difficult task to attempt
a classification of all the trotibles which may be

met with in operating synchronous converters,

as by now there are a very large number of

different commercial types of this machine
in use. The introduction of the various

improvements in design have usually been
for the purpose of obtaining better regulation

and control of the continuous current voltage.

In this paper a few words will be inserted

where necessary, briefly outlining the prin-

ciple on which these various designs are based,

in order to afford a better understanding of

the procedure which should be followed to

remedy such troubles as may arise, either in

connection with the converter itself or with
its auxiliaries. Probably the following classi-

fication will take care of all ordinary troubles

which are likely to be met with:

1. Overheating.
2. Accidental earthing of electrical parts.

3. Excessive voltage drop on a-c. end.

4. Difficulties with regulation of direct

current voltage.

5. Sparking at commutator.
6. Difficulties with starting.

7. Difficulties with synchronizing.
8. Difficulties of parallel operation.

SECTION 1. OVERHEATING
Overheating of the converter annature may

be due to any one of several causes, as follows:

(1) Converter overloaded on d-c. side.

(2) Converter operating on low power-
factors.

(3) Unbalanced current on a-c. side.

(4) Incorrect position of brushes on the
direct current side.

(5) Internal short-circuit in the armature
windings.

(6) Short-circuit of one or more field

spools.

Cause 1. Converter overloaded on direct

current side. This can usually be investigated
from the volt and ampere readings on the

direct current side, by noting whether or not
the converter is overloaded in respect to its

nameplate rating. This may occur when
the machine is operating in parallel with
others and is taking more than its share of

load.

As machines for parallel operation are

usually compound wound, the trouble may
be due to the fact that the compounding is

not correctly adjusted. A compounding test

shotild be taken on the machines separately,

in order to determine if each is taking its

share of load, by investigating its character-

istics. The field excitation should be adjusted

so as to give a power-factor of unity on the

converter at some particular load, depending
on the nature of the load on which the

machine is usually expected to work. By
thus putting each converter on load separately

it may be ascertained whether they are alike

in phase relationship and voltage at this

particular point. The most important thing

is to ascertain the connection between the

direct current voltage and the load, and this

information can be obtained from the direct

current ammeter and voltmeter. For ma-
chines on a railway load the field exci-

tation shotild be adjusted so as to give a
lagging current of, say, 30 per cent, of full

load current when on no-load; while for

machines operating on loads of a more steady
character the fields should be adjusted so as

to give a lagging ctirrent of, say, 20 to 25 per

cent, at no-load; the effect of load is to cause

the current to lead and hence bring the power-

factor to unity at some intermediate load.

When this has been found the other machines
can be adjusted to give the same result, as

explained above. It is not necessary to make
the characteristics agree throughout, since, if

the inachine of low voltage tends to take

more load, the automatic regulation of the

reactances will increase the voltage so that

the load will not be very unevenly divided.

The brushes on the direct current side

should be in the operating position when
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taking this test, and should be operated in

the electrical neutral. The adjustments of the
compounding can be effected by diverting the
series field current, or by changing the resist-

ance of the shunt, where such exists; althovigh

the equalizer circuit, which connects points

of all the machines between the series fields

and the armatures, performs incidentally the
function of taking care of variation brought
about by the inequality of the series fields.

Cause 2. Converter operating on low power-

factor. This can be investigated by noting
the alternating current amperes, moving the
shunt field rheostat so as to strengthen the
field, and noting if the input amperes decrease,

which would indicate that a lagging current
was being drawn. In cases, however, where
machines are operating with external reac-

tances, or where they are fitted with com-
poinid windings as well, it should not be
forgotten that at low loads the current is

made to lag for the purpose of obtaining
regulation of voltage at high loads; and the
adjustment of field excitation should not be
tampered with until a check is first made to

see if proper adjustment has been made.
It should be borne in mind that the wattless
current in the armature, equally with the
energy current, is the cause of overheating;
and the magnitude of this current should be
ascertained by inserting a wattmeter in cir-

cuit, with the potential and current coils

connected up as required.

Cause 3. Unbalanced currents on the alter-

nating current side. Where machines are

operating from transformers this can be inves-

tigated by noting whether or not the input
amperes in all phases are balanced. Test may
also be made by shutting down the machine,
feeling the equalizer rings with the hand, and
noting if they are wann. Under normal
conditions the equalizer rings should carry
practically no current. If the potential points

become imbalanced the equalizers carry the
difference of current so as to maintain
balance; and, if this is found to be the case,

ammeters may be connected in the secondary
phases from the transformers in order to

find out whether or not there is a defective

circuit, such as might be caused by a failure

of part of the transformer. If the equalizers

are quite cool the trouble is evidently not
that described, and should be sought for

elsewhere.

Cause 4- Incorrect position of brushes on
direct current side. When the converter , is

working under a fairly heavy load it is advis-

able to operate with the brushes in the

neutral position, or otherwise an interference

may be caused with the super-imposition of

the motor and generator currents in the con-
verter armature. Trouble from this cause
inight be evidenced by the appearance of

sparking at the brushes. These should be
moved in the direction of the spark by a
forward "lead," as in the case of a direct

current generator, note being made as to
whether the sparking becomes less. If so it

is evident that the brushes were not previ-
ously set in the neutral position. If the
converter is working at a power-factor less

than unity, field distortion may be responsible

for the sparking through the fact that this

shifts the electrical neutral so that it ceases

to coincide with the magnetic neutral, which
is the point practically opposite the center of

the pole.

Cause 5. Internal short-circuit in armature
winding. An internal short-circuit in the
armature manifests itself in the same way
as in the case of a continuous current gener-
rator, viz.: by scorching the coil and smoking.
If the point at which the short-circuit has
occurred is not obvious when the shorted coil

has been found, i.e., if it is not at the point
where the beginning and finishing ends of

the coil enter and leave the slots, probably the
best thing to do is to remove the coil and
replace it by another one.

Cause 6. Short-circuit of one or more field

spools. A short-circuit of one field spool, or

of a part of one spool, renders a portion of

the field winding inactive and thus decreases
the resistance of the field circuit; conse-
quently, a greater field current flows. This
may cause a circulating current to flow in

the armature, since the potentials generated
across the ends of the various paths are not
equal, and hence may cause a flow of current
through the equalizer circuit to balance up
potentials. It may also, if the case is a bad
one, unbalance the current in the alternating
current line. Overheating of the armature
may result, in which case the equalizer rings

may also be found to be heated; or a magnet-
tizing current may be drawn from the alter-

nating ciu-rent side, flowing from each phase
alternately as the machine ttuns round.
If the fault is not of such a nature as to
manifest itself in any of the above mentioned
ways, it should be noted, in order to differ-

entiate this defect from others of a similar
natitre, whether some of the field spools are
hotter than normal, or if any particular one
is cooler than normal. By means of a volt-
meter, readings should be obtained across the
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terminals of each field coil. The one giving

the least drop in potential is the defective coil.

SECTION 2. EARTHING OF ELECTRICAL
PARTS

Usually no trouble will be caused through
the earthing of one point in the electrical

circuit of the machine, unless this occurs in

an armature already operating with one
earth connection. In any case, however, the

condition is a defect which should be remedied
without loss of time. L'sually the switchboard

is provided with ground detectors, by means
of which an earth anj-^-here on the system
will show itself to the station operator.

1. Earthing of Armature
A galvanometer or testing lamp may be

used to determine whether the armature or

any other part of the inachine is earthed.

This should be done by disconnecting the

alternating current side; or, better still, by
raising the slip ring brushes so that the

armature winding is alone taken into account.

If it is found to be earthed the operator should
proceed to find the defective point by leading,

through a pair of brushes (positive and
negative) a current of about 10 per cent.

of full load current from some external direct

current source, leaving all other brushes,

in the case of multiple machines, raised around
the commutator. With the armature sta-

tionar3% readings should be taken between
each segment and the shaft with a milli-

voltmeter or other low reading instrument,
and note made as to where the zero readings
occur. These readings will var\- at different

points of the commutator, but no reading
should be obtained if the armature is not
earthed. On the other hand, if it is earthed,

a zero reading will be found, corresponding
to the earthed point or points; and it will be
noticed that the deflection of the instrument
increases on each side of the earthed point,

which can thus be determined. If the exact
location is not obvious the armature of the
machine should be taken out, the binding
bands taken off one at a time, and galva-
nometer readings taken each time to see if

the earth has been removed. If not located
there it will be necessary to remove the coil

which was found to be the defective one.

Earthing of Field Spools
When con^-erters are started from the

alternating current side, the field swatch
which breaks the field circuit into sections
should always be left open during the starting
period. The field spools act like the secondary
of a transformer, and as the turns per pole
are considerably greater than the number

of armature turns per pole the voltage is

likely to be excessive if all the spools are con-

nected in series. If the field switch has been
accidentally left in whilst switching on the

alternating current supplj^ at starting (so

that all the field spools are in series) it is

possible that there will be a potential differ-

ence of several thousands of volts across the

ends of the field circuit if the direct current

brushes are lifted, which may break down
the insulation to earth. It is a good practice

to test the fields to earth periodically; and
if a coil is found to be earthed it should be
removed, repaired and re-instilated.

SECTION 3. EXCESSIVE VOLTAGE DROP
ON AC. END

If a field circuit should happen to become
broken whilst the machine is running, there

will be a heavy magnetizing current drawn
from the alternating current line, the function

of which is to magnetize the field sj'stem and
provide flux to serve to generate a back e.m.f.

A heav}^ voltage drop on the alternating

current end results. In such cases the field

circuit should be explored with a voltmeter

whilst the machine is running. The best

way to do this is to connect one side of

the voltmeter to the negative brush or

brushes on the direct current side, and
measure between poles of the field switch

and the connections between the spools.

Between the points where the reading is

obtained and where the reading is not ob-

tained is then the place where the open-

circuit may be looked for. If the machine
is shut down all the switches should be with-

drawn and a similar sort of investigation

made as mentioned above, with a galva-

nometer.

SECTION 4. DIFFICULTIES WITH REGU-
LATION OF DC. VOLTAGE

Div. 1. Voltage Low on Reactance Controlled Con-
verters—D-C. End

In reactance controlled converters, cases

may arise where the direct current voltage is

not high enough within the ordinary limits

of regulation. It is not advisable to maintain

a high voltage by altering the field excitation

and taking wattless currents. Such a course

reacts unfavorably on the power-factor, and
results either in overheating of the machine
or in reducing the kilowatt rating. When
a higher voltage is required, it can best be

obtained by changing the connections from
the transformer secondary winding to a point

of higher potential. In cases where trans-

formers are not used (which is not often the

case), a series booster transformer or an
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induction regulator should be installed in

place of the reactance. Obviously this is a
somewhat costly remedy.

Div. 2. Failure to Obtain Regulation on Reactance-
controlled Converters

Trouble of this nature is usually caused
through an open circuit in the field system,
in which case a large current is taken from
the alternating current side. The method of

investigating for this cause is the same as

already given under Section III of this paper.
The same trouble might also be caused
through a short-circuit in the regulating
rheostat, which would cause the direct current
volts to be normally high. This can be located
by connecting a voltmeter across the terminals
of the field rheostat, if of the ordinary series

tj'pe, and noting if the voltage reading varies

when the rheostat handle is turned arotmd.
If the rheostat is in order, the voltage will

vary, while a zero reading obtained for all

positions of the field rheostat will indicate

that the latter is short-circuited. If, on the
other hand, the rheostat is of the potentio-

meter type, the fault would not evidence
itself in this way; a short-circuit of the
rheostat would result in short-circuiting the
direct current line, unless only a compara-
tively small portion of the rheostat were
involved.*

Div. 3. Insufficient Range of Voltage Control on
Compound Wound Reactance-controlled Con-
verters

The regulation or compounding in this

class of machine takes place, not in the
machine itself, as is the case with a direct

current generator, but in the reactances.

The principle is the same as in the case of

the shunt converter, except for the fact that
the wattless currents are controlled by the

variation of field excitation caused by the
series windings. Trouble in obtaining the

desired amount of voltage regulation may be
overcome in one of two ways. Either the
amount of excitation produced by the series

field may be increased by increasing the resist-

ance of the shunt across the series fields,

so as to make more current go through the

latter; or, if no shunt is used, the amount of

reactance in the lines of the converter may

be increased, as the amount of raising or

lowering of the potential is proportional to

the reactance in circuit over a given adjust-

ment of the series field.

Div. 4. Failure to Obtain Regulation on Shunt
Wound Converter Controlled by Induction
Regulator

In this combination regtdation is effected

by means of a transformer with a movable
primary. Failure to obtain regulation may
be found to be due to a short-circuit of a
portion of the series winding of the regulator,

or to an open-circuit in the primary winding
(since the boosting flux is contributed by
the latter). A short-circuit in the secondary,
or series, winding wotdd probably result in

heating up and burning out that winding;
while an open-circuit in the primary would
cause a heavy voltage drop across the regu-

lator, and thus bring down the direct current
voltage.

Div. 5. Failure to Obtain Regulation on Synchro-
nous Booster-controlled Converters

This system of control consists of a booster
with separate field magnets, having the same
number of poles as the converter, so that the
conductors of the booster armature run straight

through and are in direct connection with the
main conductors on the converter itself. The
c.m.f's generated in the booster are therefore

exactly in phase with those in the converter,
and failure to obtain regulation would point
to a fault in the field circuit. The connections
between the source of supply and the field

terminals shotdd be examined for open-
circuit. These can best be explored with a
direct current voltmeter, commencing from
the negative line with one lead of the volt-

meter, and exploring each point through
which the current should pass with the other
lead. From this test it can be noted where
potentials are obtained and where potentials

are not obtained, from which the fault can
then be located. This type of machine is

usually provided with a separate exciterf

from which constant voltage can be obtained,
since the direct current voltage of the con-
verter is probably being varied, depending

t Not General Electric Company's practice.— Editor.

* This same trouble might, in given circumstances, be caused in a number of other ways too numerous to mention. In order to assist
towards an understanding of the effect of some of these, it may be as well briefly to touch upon the principle underlying regulation in
this style of combination. The principle depends on the production of wattless currents, which lead or lag. depending on whether the
field is over or under-excited. As the current entering the converter has first passed through a reactance coil in each line, a voltage
across the reactance is obtained, which either opposes or assists the line potential in the following way: If the field excitation is lower
than normal, a wattless current is drawn from the alternating current line which is lagging, i.e.. is 90 deg. behind the impressed voltage.
In this case the e.m.f. of self induction produced in the reactances is 90 deg. behind the current, and hence 180 deg. behind the impressed
voltage, i.e., is directly opposing. If the field is over-excited, then a leading magnetizing current is drawn from the line, 90 deg. behind
the impressed volts; and since the e.m.f. of self-induction across the reactance is 90 deg. behind the current, it is hence in phase with
the impressed e.m.f. and, therefore, increases it. So that if the e.m.f. across the converter terminals, that is. in phase with the line, is

varied, the direct current voltage may be caused "^o decrease or increase in almost constant ratio. The load does not alter the adjustment
to any considerable extent, as it has virtually no effect on the wattless current, which is the medium of obtaining regulation.

—

Author
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upon the purpose to which it is put. In such

cases the fault maj- be found in the exciter.

(See General Electric Review, June, 1911.)

A further cause which might be responsible

for such trouble is the failure of the field

rheostat to make proper contact. Reversi-

ble potentiometer rheostats are used in most
cases for booster controlled converters; and
though the exciter circuit across which the

field resistance of the rheostat is perma-
nently connected may be quite in order,

and the field circuit up to the rheostat may
be continuous, it may be found that the

contact arm of the rheostat is not making
proper contact, owing to the pressure springs

of the plunger in the rheostat arm having
become stuck or damaged. In such cases

it is necessary to find out with a direct

current voltmeter where the potential exists,

and where it does not exist, from which
readings the trouble may be located.

Div. 6. Unbalanced Voltage on Synchronous Boos-
ter-controlled Machines Due to Incorrect
Phase Relationship

There is another type of machine similar

to the one last described, with the exception

that the booster is mounted on the pillow-

block or out-board bearing of the converter,

and is arranged so that its boosting winding
is in the stator, and its field a revolving one.

This arrangement makes it possible to con-

nect up to the mains incorrectly in such a

way that the phases of the booster do not
correspond to those in the converter, i.e., so

that the phase rotation of the booster is

opposite to that of the converter. This is

really more a factory defect than a running
defect, and would always be detected and
remedied on the test-plate. In given circum-
stances outside, however (such as shifting a
converter from one location to another, re-

pairs to the booster or the converter, etc.) the
same trouble might be met with, and it may
be well to indicate the procedure which
should be followed. The condition would
show itself by setting up unbalanced voltages,

i.e., the internal voltages in the machine
would not check up with one another; and
would cause an unbalanced current to be
taken from the alternating current side.

The best way of determining whether these
are correct is to take the three ends of the
incoming booster leads, if it is a three-

phase machine, and connect them together
to make a star point. The converter should
then be run up to speed either from the
alternating current rings or direct current
side, and the polarity of the machine checked

up by a voltmeter, in the same way as

would be done in checking up synchronizing
connections, i.e., by exciting the booster.

The latter is then a star-connected alternator.

By connecting one of the three free ends
to the alternating current side of the con-
verter, then measuring between one of the
remaining converter rings and one of the
remaining free ends of the stator winding
of the booster, it should be noted if the
reading is the sum of or dift'erence between the

voltage on the converter and the voltage
across two phases of the booster. If it reads
the sum, the connection is correct. If it reads
the dift'erence, the other booster lead should
be selected and will be found to be the correct

one. The remaining lead should be finally

connected to the remaining ring on the con-

verter. The machine should then be shut

down, the supply leads disconnected from the

rings, and the booster leads connected to the

appropriate rings, as found by above test.

The temporary neutral should then be opened
up and connected to the three phases of the

supply. It may be noted that this method is

exactly opposite to testing out for synchroniz-

ing, although it is done in a similar manner.
When checking up for synchronizing the

smallest voltage will indicate correct phase
rotation, though with machines working in

parallel they are opposite in voltage when
boosting one another. On the other hand, the

correct polarity is given by the sum of the

voltages, instead of by the dift'erence.

In either of the foregoing types of booster-

controlled machines, unbalanced currents may
sometimes be met with, which may be due
to a reversal or short-circuit of one of the

field spools of the booster. This will manifest

itself in the same way as a similar fault in

the main converter itself (see Section 1,

Cause 6). Unbalanced currents of smaller

magnitude may be caused by inequality of

the air-gap of the booster machine. This

should be checked up all the way round, on
the converter itself as well as on the booster;

measurements being taken at each side of

the machine if possible, between each pole

and the top of one armature tooth, using the

same tooth under each pole by moving the

armature round. If the variation for either

machine is more than 10 per cent, of the

average air-gap, the magnet frame should be
shimmed up to make the readings more con-

sistent. If the smallest gaps are at the

bottom the bearings on the converter should

be shimmed up a little, in order to bring the

rotor into a" more central position.
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ELECTRIC POWER IN THE CANNON MILLS
By John P. Judge

Baltimore Office, General Electric Company
Careful tests at these cotton mills, carried out on the relative power consumption of individual and group

drive, confirm previous conclusions, viz.: that the increased production resulting from individual drive far
more than compensates for the increased power cost resulting from the maintenance of the maximum speed.—Editor.

The Cannon Mills comprise an aggregation
of cotton mills located in the Sotithern States

and conducted under the general direction of

Mt. J. W. Cannon, of Concord, N. C. The
mills are not banded into a corporation,

although they employ a common selling

agency with stores and offices on Worth
Street, New York City, in the heart of the
wholesale dry goods district.

The electrical equipment for the mills

was decided upon about three j^ears ago and
has been in service about two years. Prior

to this installation, several northern mills

had installed some individually driven ma-
chines and two other southern mills had
determined to power their new plants with
this system. The Cannon mills, however,
were among the first large new inills in this

country to be so driven. The principal

argument in behalf of the system was that

the elimination of all belts wotild effect the

maximum prodtiction, which in turn would
amply justify the cost involved.

These arguments were not based on theory,

as the above mentioned experience in this

country and a much wider experience abroad
have shown satisfactory results in practice.

It was found, however, that the increased

production called for more power, due to

the maintenance of the maximum speed.

This necessitated some changes, which were

completed about eighteen months ago, and
since that time the equipment has been
entirely satisfactory to the owners. About
one year ago an elaljorate series of tests were
made, comparing the spinning rooms using

Fig. 1. 1250 Kw- Alternator. Wiscassett Mill

individual drive with a spinning room of the
Cannon mills at Concord using group drive.

These tests were made simtiltaneously in

order that the weather conditions would be
the same, and covered one week's production,
both mills using the same make of frames,

Spindles Looms
Generator
Capacity
in Kw.

S 540

Installed

Motor
Capacity
in Horse

Ind.
Drive
No. of

Steam
Engine
Horse

Power Motors Power

Cannon Mfg. Co., Concord, N. C. . HOOOO 1000 ) 1907
] 1908 1.580

* Cabarrus Cotton Mills, Concord, N. C. . 28000 850 S 1140 / 1906
1 1907 1220

Gibson Mfg. Co.. Concord, N. C. . . - 37000 500 S 1907 803 700
Franklin Cotton Mills, Concord, N. C. . 13000 s 1907 490

"f"
Cannon Mfg. Co.. Kannapolis, X. C. 32000 900 s 1908 1985 / S.F. 125

) P. 12

t Patterson Mfg. Co., Kannapolis, N. C. 20000 400 s 1908 865 i S.F. 88
' P 8

Patterson Mfg. Co.. China Grove, N. C. . 10000 175 s 1907 558
Kesler Mfg. Co., Salisbury, N. C. . . . 26000 606 s 1908 949K P. 12
Tuscarora Cotton Mills. Mt. Pleasant, N. C. . 4000 200

t Amazon Cotton Mills, Thomasville, N. C. 5500 s 1910 668
* Wiscassett Mills Co., Albermarle, N". C. . 65000 S 1250 1910 2970 P. 14 750
* Efird Mfe. Co., Albermarle, N. C. . . . 25000 s 1910 302

1

2

10 500
Imperial Cotton Mills, Eatonton, Ga. 6500 150 300

Total 292000 4581 2930 12386 269 2450

Mills marked t were designed for electric drive throughout; those marked * have additions that were designed for electric drive;
all other mills using electric drive were changed over from steam-mechanical drive. S.F., spinning frames. P, pickers. S, mill takes
power from Southern Power Company.
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Kig. J. 580 Kw. Gciicrjtur jt Cabarrus Mill

Fig. 3. Switchboard at Wiscassett Mill

same counts, and the same grade
of cotton. The tests were made
by a competent engineer and
every detail was checked by the

operating forces of the mills. An
increased production per spindle

on the individually driven frames
of over 12 per cent, was shown
and an increased consumption
of power per pound of yarn of

10 per cent. These figures

confirm previous observations

;

namely, that the power curve of

a spinning frame rises faster

than the production curve; but
the value of the increased pro-

duction is much greater than
the cost of the extra power.
The elimination of shafting and

belting, with the care and
expense of renewals, oiling, etc.,

would also doubtless make a
good showing in favor of indi-

vidual drive. Some persons have
feared that the large number of

small motors would tend to heat

the spinning room excessively.

Careful tests with reliable

thermometers showed lower
temperature rise with the indi-

vidual drive than with group
or engine drive.

The table on page 95 gives a
list of the mills and general

information pertaining to the

mechanical and electrical equip-

ment .

All the generators listed are

three-phase, 60 cycle, 2300 volt

machines and are held in reserve

to furnish current to the motors
when the hydro-electric service

is not available. With one excep-

tion, namely, a 000 kw. generator

at Cabarrus mill, the}- are con-

nected by ropes to the engines

that were formerly used for

driving the mills; this arrange-

ment, involving a relatively small
additional investment, permit-
ting the utilization of the boilers

and engines originally installed,

in case of necessity. Continu-
ous electrical operation is thus
assured, while the best possible

layout of the mill is effected, as

no unnecessary shafts and belts

need be retained.

Fig. 4. Group of Spinning Frames in Cabarrus Mill. Driven by

Motor Located Overhead
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Fig. 1 shows the 125(1 k\v. generator at

Wiscassett mill, and Fig. 2 the .),S0 k\v.

generator at Cabarrus mill.

In the Cabarrus and Wiscas-

sett mills, large low voltage

motors are used in part; but
all motors above 15 h.p. that

have been installed since the

service of the vSouthern Power
Company has been available arc

wound 'for 2200 volts. All

motors above 20 h.p. are of the

wound rotor ty]3e, squirrel cage

winding being used only on the

small motors. Each motor, large

or small, is controlled by an oil

switch, most of these switches

being of the automatic type with
overload and low voltage trips.

In all mills where 2200 volt

motors are used, the current is

first brought to an incoming
line panel, on which arc

mounted an automatic oil

switch, an indicating wattmeter
and a watthour meter. From
this panel, busbars are carried to a line of fuse

panels, each of which is equipped with expulsion

fuses and two marble barriers. One panel is

brie insulation and lead sheath; they are

drawn into iron conduit, which is continuous
from the fuse blocks to the motors. As the

Fig. 5. Pickers Driven by Individual Motors

fuses are solely for the protection of the

circuit and are much larger in capacity than
the motors, they seldom blow. In fact, so

Fig. 6. The New Picker Room in the Kesler Mill - Individual Drive

provided for each motor. The feeders from
the panels to the motors consist of triple

conductor copper cables with varnished cam-

rarely does this occur that the average for

three years is less than one fuse per motor.
This system does away with all fuses in the mill
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proper, and at the same time is simple, clean,

inexpensive, and has proven very satisfactory.

Fig. 3 is a view of the switchboard in the

Wiscassett mills, showing the combined
incoming line panel, generator panel, feeder

panel and fuse panels. The wiring tubes to

Fig. 6 shows the new picker room in the Kesler

mill, with individual drive, this system being

universally approved by all who have used it.

Fig. 7 is a fjird's eye view of the Kannapolis
mills. In these mills an individual motor is

mounted on each spinning frame in most

Fig. 7. A Bird's-Eye View of the Kannapolis Mills

the motors are carried down under the old

belt-way, to the mill.

Fig. 4 shows a group of spinning frames in

the Cabarrus mill driven from a motor located

overhead. By the use of slower speed motors
in the weave room of this mill, considerable

countershafting was eliminated and much

cases direct connected to the cylinder, but
so designed that gears may be used if it is

necessary to vary the speed considerably.

All motors have a synchronous speed of

1200 r.p.m., with the exception of those

on 25 frames, which have a speed of ISOO

r.p.m. and are geared to the cylinder

Fig. 8. Spinning Frames in Kannapolis Mills. Driven by Direct Connected

Induction Motors

better results obtained, the motors originally

installed being discarded. The individual

motor drive (through belting) in the picker

rooms is shown in Fig. 5. In every
instance the countershaft and "A" frame
were omitted from the picking machines.

shafts. Each motor is controlled by a

triple-pole single-throw oil switch connected
to the shifting rod of the frame. These
equipments are shown in Fig. S.

Current is taken from a main on the

ceiling, through a switch, to the distributing
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board, each distributing board
feeding eight motors through
armored cable run in ducts
under the floor. This arrange-

ment causes no obstruction of

the long longitudinal isles. In

both mills the spinning is per-

formed on the ground floor of a

concrete, moisture proof build-

ing, which fact made the wiring

problem ditflcult.

All small motors in the two
mills are wound for ooO volts

and receive power through three

375 kw. oil and water-cooled
transformers, which are shown
in Fig. 9. This illustration also

shows the only switchboard in

the two mills. All power lines,

both 2200 volt and 550 volt, Fig. 9. Switchboard and Transformers for Wiscassett and Cabarrus Mills

Fig. 10. View in the Patterson Card Mill

as well as the 115 volt lighting

circuits, are carried under-
ground in conduits from the
main switchboard to the mills;

the Southern Power Company
service being supplied to this

switchboard by an overhead
line.

The only group drive in these
two mills is in the card and
weave rooms. Fig. 10 shows a
view in the Patterson card
room, and Fig. 11 the interior

of the Cannon weave shed.
Motors are used for driving
fire and other pumps, all power
used in both mills being dis-

tributed electrically through
General Electric apparatus.

In general, the success attend-
ing the operation of the Cannon
Alills since the introduction of

electric power is a plume in the
cap of the advocates of indi-

vidual motor drive. The ab-
sence of the unsightly network
of belting, everywhere common
before the introduction of the
electric motor; the saving of
energy for a given quantity of
production; and the cleanliness,

flexibility, and reduced risk to
life and limb resulting from the
employment of this form of
drive are advantages that in
most cases far out-weigh the
cost involved in substituting it

for steam engine dri\-e.

Fig. 11. Weave Shed in the Cannon Mill
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THE INTERPRETATION OF OSCILLOGRAPH RECORDS

By Taylor Reed

Standardizing Laboratory, General Electric Company

It is the purpose of this article to indicate

the scope of usefulness of the oscillograph by
reproducing a few typical oscillograph rec-

ords, and discussing briefly the peculiar

Fig. 1. Micrometer for Measuring Oscillograph Records

conditions indicated by the various periods
in the photographed curves. Before doing
this it may be well to introduce a few notes
on the general scope of the instrument, and
the measurement and calibration of the
recorded curves.

Application of the Oscillograph

The oscillograph as an instrument of very
short period is applied where variations are
too rapid, or phenomena too short in dura-
tion, to be followed by the more usual
instruments, such as ammeters or volt-

meters. It is applied to the study of both
recurring and non-recurring phenomena. In
the recurring class are included waves of

voltage, current and flux; and examples of

measures of the records may be for analvsis,
form factor, and power. In the non-recur-

ring class are included a great variety of

phenomena of short duration, such as genera-
tor short-circuits, switching phenomena,
current rise in generator fields or in magnets,
current rush in lamps, etc.

The form of two or more curves, or the
relation between curves, is required in a large

proportion of cases. It is therefore necessary
that the oscillograph be constituted of more
than one element in order to record simul-

taneous curves. The inost serviceable form
has been the three-element oscillograph,

which can record one or two or three curves
as desired. The curves, when two or three

are taken, are usually placed as far apart as

possible on the record to avoid confusion,

though there is ordinarily some overlapping
with a good amplitude of curve. When,
however, a close estimate or measure of phase
or time relation of the ctirves is to be made,
as in Fig. 5, for computation of the power,
they are placed with their zero lines close

together. The zero lines should not be
brought to coincidence, as the coincident

position is not exact, and the line from which
measurement should be made is therefore to

some degree doubtful. A fairly successful

case of coincidence, however, is shown in

Fig. 7.

A few cases arise, where, for adequate un-
derstanding of the performance of the appa-
ratus, it is necessary to have more than three

curves simultaneously; as, for instance, in

some switching tests where the relations of

various voltages and currents are required,

and where the curves at one operation of the

switch are not identically repeated at another
operation. In such cases two oscillographs

can be operated together. With two three-

element oscillographs, six simultaneous curves

may be obtained on two films ; or, if one curve

is taken in common on the two records to

tie their phases or times together, five curves

may be secured.

Measurement of the Records

The majority of oscillograph records, which
are mainly qualitative in character, are stud-

ied by inspection or by rough scaling or by
comparison. When measures are required, as

for form factor, or for power in watts, they

ma^• be obtained in a number of wavs with
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various degrees of precision and convenience,
such as by scale and triangle, by superposition

of squared paper (which may be made trans-

parent by waxing), or by micrometer. A
micrometer of simple form which has been
found serviceable for measures of oscillograph

records is shown in Fig. 1. A glass scale

placed over the record is drawn along the

record, horizontally, by a screw with a range
of about 2J4 in. Vertical measures on the
record are read on the glass scale, and hori-

zontal measures on the screw. The screw
engages with the scale frame by a half-nut,

allowing the frame to be disengaged for quick
motion along the record. For measurement
the print or film is placed on the base of the
instrument under the scale, and is adjusted
in position so that the zero of the scale follows

the zero line of the record. The vertical index
line of the scale is set at the proper points
along the record by the screw, and in each
case its intersection with the curve is read
on the glass scale together with the setting

of the screw. A portion of the scale should
be negative for convenience in reading nega-
tive ordinates. For instance, in the measures
of Fig. 5, the index was set at successive equi-

distant points of a half-wave on the voltage
record (at distances of one revolution of the
screw, 30 settings, in this case); and at each
setting a reading was taken of the voltage
ordinate, and of the current ordinate, reckoned
from the current zero.

For instance, when the curve is a wave taken
with a five-ampere shunt in the secondary
of a current transformer, the shunt is dis-

connected from the transformer circuit and

' Carbon Co ntftA.t.Op?nM

Carbon ConUet Stoji

Armature ^ta

wvw

Fig. 2. Small Direct Current Motor Operating a Signal.

Lower Curve. Voltage

Calibration of the Records

Calibration to fix the values of the curves
in volts or amperes, where this is required, is

accomplished by taking a curve of a d-c.

voltage or current, measured by a voltmeter
or ammeter, with the oscillograph circuit in

the same state as for the original curves.

Fig. 3. Illustrating Use of Oscillograph as a Chronograph.
Opening of a 4000-Ampere Circuit Breaker. Upper

Curve, Time ; Middle Curve. Current ; Lower
Curve. 25 Cycle Timing Wave

is given a measured d-c. current, of which a
record is made; the distance between the
straight line so obtained and the zero line

represents the d-c. current measured. Simi-

larly, for a voltage curve a measured d-c.

voltage is used. In a

few cases the calibration

line is placed on the origi-

nal film, although this is

seldom desirable or con-
venient. Instead of the
film a reading of the deflec-

tion on the screen can be
taken, where permanent
record for subsequent ref-

erence is not essential.

For heavy currents, where
it is not possible to obtain
measured d-c. currents of

the magnitude of the
short-circuit currents, the
oscillograph leads are dis-

connected from the shunt
and are connected to a measured source

of small d-c. voltage, such as a dry cell,

storage cell, or a small portion of a d-c.

lighting voltage; and the corresponding cur-

rent is computed from the shunt resistance.

When the d-c. source is a generator the com-
mutation is usually quite prominent in the

Upper Curve, Current ;
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calibration line. For a series of observations

where the amplitude of curve is kept constant

by adjustment of the oscillograph circuit,

Fig. 4. Saturated Iron Reactance. Sine Wave Magnetizing

Current. Upper Curve, Secondary Voltage: Middle

Curve. Primary Voltage ; Lower Curve. Current

caHbration curves can be taken for two or

more points ; intervening points being obtained

by interpolation.

Interpretation of Some Repre-
sentative Records

The current and voltage
curves of a small direct

current motor, running
from a storage battery and
operating a signal, are

given in Fig. 2, where the
energy demanded from the

battery for the operation is

desired. The running cur-

rent of the motor could be
read by an ammeter, and
the time of operation by
a stop-watch. Owing to the
acceleration of the motor,
however, there was a kick
of the ammeter whichmade
the computation of the
energy uncertain. It is

evident, from inspection of

the figure, that the initial

rush does not seriously

increase the energy com-

puted from the total time and the running
current—about 3 per cent., as determined by
measures of the curves.

An illustration of the use of the oscillo-

graph as a chronograph for registering small
periods of time is given in Fig. 3. A circuit-

breaker, whose time of action was to be deter-

mined, was fitted temporarily with small
switches or contacts so placed as to be opened
or closed, mechanically, by parts of the cir-

cuit-breaker at points in their action whose
times were desired. The switches, connected
in series, were placed in an oscillograph cir-

cuit with a d-c. source, and across each switch

a suitable resistance was connected. The
opening or closing of a switch was attended by
a change of the resistance of the oscillograph

circuit, as indicated by a shift or break in the

line of the record. The time can be deter-

mined from observation of the speed of the

film, or better, as in this case, from a timing
wave of known frequency given on the record

by another element of the oscillograph. Or,

instead of the timing wave, the beats of a

clock or chronometer, or the vibrations of a

tuning fork, may give the time reference on
the record.

Another application of the oscillograph

as a chronograph is in measuring its own
free period. An oscillograph element, with-

out damping liquid, is connected to a d-c.

source in series with an interrupter, which
sets the element vibrating freely. The period

is computed from a count of the vibrations

on a measured length of the high speed record.

For a transformer core at high saturation

with a sine wave of magnetizing current,

Fig. 6

Fig. 5

Fig. 5

Transformer with About SO Miles of Transmission Line at 122,000 Volts.

Upper Curve. Current ; Lower Curve. Voltage

Fig. 6. Current Calibration for Fig. 5. Current Transformer 40:1. Current 3.1.

Oscillograph Series Resistance 0.2 (Upper): 0.6 (MiddleJ; and 1.5 (Lower)
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secondary and primary
rent are given in Fig.

den reversal of flux as

the large magnetizing
current passes through
zero is shown by the nee-

dle-like peaks of the vol-

tage waves. In another
observation where the

core was again at high
density, but with a sine

wave of voltage and
consequently a distorted

wave of magnetizing cur-

rent, a voltmeter on the

secondary read 430

volts; under the condi-

tions of the figure it

read 720 volts. The
form factor of the

peaked voltage wave
from measures of the

ordinates, to some ex-

tent uncertain on such

a wave as this, was
computed to be 1.90.

As there was high mag-
netic saturation of the

core, the total flux varia-

tion would be approx-
imately the same in the

two cases, and so also

the average values of

voltage. The form fac-

tors, 1.11 for the sine

wave, and 1.90 for the

peaked wave, are ap-

proximately in the ratio

of the effective , or r

.

m .s.,

voltages given by the

voltmeter.

voltages and cur-

4. The very sud-

Curves of voltage and current of a trans-

former and about fifty miles of transmission

Fig. 8. Threc-Phase Short-Circuit of 2 5 Cycle Turbo-Alternator at One-quarter Voltage.

Currents in the Three Lines

Fig. 9 (With Fig. 8) Upper Curve, Field Current ; Lower Curve, Field Voltage

line at 122,000 volts are shown in Fig. 5. The
curves were placed rather close together on
the film to obtain a good measure of the

power, with a view to evaluating the corona

loss, similar waves of the transformer without
line being taken on a subsequent record whose
power was measured and deducted. At fre-

quent points the values of both voltage and
current were taken. The voltage values were
squared and the r.m.s. value of voltage was
obtained, as well as the r.m.s. current value;

and the products of the corresponding voltage

and current values were taken for the power
values, which were averaged. Comparison
with indicating instruments gave, on the
secondary side of the instrument trans-

formers :

Fig. 7. Wave of Current Charging an Aluminum Electro-

lytic Condenser, and of Voltage on the Condenser

From Curves From Indicating Instruments

Volts

,

134.7 134
Amperes 2.05 1.9

Watts 65.3 65
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The calibration record for current is shown and on closer examination a large third har-
inFig. 6. As a series of observations was taken monic can also be seen. The measures for
at increasing Hne voltages a number of resist- analysis consist in obtaining the ordinates of
ances were used in the oscillograph circuits; the wave at carefully determined equidistant

points on the half-

wave, which, in the com-
putation of the harmon-
ics, are multiplied by

ItWiWtWtWtVtViWaVaWcWaWfV'W^W^A^V^V.V.VJ the sines and by the
n§fVtllMltPMfBfWMnftlfK'UfBPU?K^Mi!M!!M!!M!MSMaK^ cosines of their angles,

and of their multiple
angles corresponding to
the successive harmonics.
Summation is made of

the sine products and of

- _ ———^^i^^i^i^i^i^i^i^i^i^i^i^^B^^^^B ^^^ cosine products. The
tUUUlmal^ffKmmMMmnla^tm«fM^i9M^!t^ amplitude for each term

|Tytffftfy||[Tjyj|yjPJ|iy^*jyj^*ilWM'Mril'Ara is obtained as the square
root of the added squares
of the sine sum and cosine

sum; and the tangent of
Fig. 10. Single-Phase Short-Circuit (on Phase B-C) on 25 Cycle Turbo-AItemator. the ohaSC auclc aS the

Upper Curve, Voltage of Phase A to Neutral; Middle Curve. Voltage .,.• r .lI.
•

j.

„f DKo., H » M f 1 T r- r~ , ratio of the cosme sum to
of Phase B to Neutral ; Lower Curve. Current

the Sine sum. Analysis
for harmonics to the thir-

teenth gives:

7 = 80.0 ««(a-5.5°)

-1-45.1 sin{2,o.+ l0.h°)

A- 6.7 «H(5a-|-26.7°)

-1-11.4 «»(7a-14.3°)

+ :3.5.2 5zw(9a-h38.0°)

-1-10.6 5««(lla-35.6°)

- 8.3 «w(13a-|-52.4°)

Fig. 11. (With Fig. 10 1 Upper Curve. Field Current; Lower Curve, Field Voltage

and for calibration three resistances were used
giving the three hues of the figure, the values
for any other resistances being readily ob-
tained by interpolation. The resistance of the
current curve in Fig. 5 corresponds to the
middle line of the calibration record.
The wave of charging current of an alumi-

num electrolytic condenser is shown in Fig. 7,

together with the wave of voltage. The corre-
sponding wave on an ordinary condenser was
found to be practically identical in form. A
strong ninth harmonic can be detected by in-

spection, from the number of peaks in a cycle,

Short-circuit curves of

a turbo-generator are

given in Figs. 8, 9,

10 and 11, taken with two
oscillographs. The alternator field was con-

nected directly to the exciter in parallel with

a resistance. On a three-phase short-circuit,

the three curves of Fig. 8 are the currents in the

three phases. The upper curve of Fig. 9 is

the field current, and the lower curve the

field voltage. On a single-phase short-circuit,

the upper curve of Fig. 10 is the voltage from
the idle line to neutral, the middle curve the

voltage from one of the short-circuited lines

to neutral, the lower curve the current. The
upper curve of Fig. 11 is the field current, and
the lower curve the field voltage.
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ELECTRIC POWER IN THE IRON MINES AND MILLS OF
WITHERBEE, SHERMAN & CO., MINEVILLE, N. Y.

By John Liston
Publication Bureau, General Electric Company

A description of the substitution of electric power for steam power, and its extended application, in

the operation of the mining properties of this concern, comprising four separate mines that produce magnetite
ore exclusively. Electric energy, generated at four widely separated points interconnected by transmission
Unes, has practically supplanted steam for all operations in the mines, as well as for the performance of all

other work connected therewith. The system of power distribution is clearly outlined, and the principal
electrical apparatus in service, both in the power houses and in the mines and mine buildings, is described in

detail as to size, etc.; the use to which eacli is put being also specified.

—

Editor.

For more than a century the ore beds in

the vicinity of Port Henry, New York, have
yielded a high grade magnetite iron ore,

the earliest recorded work having been
performed in 18(14 at the Cheever mine,
situated about two miles north of Port
Henry, while the Old Bed mine at Mineville,

New York, which formed the nucleus of the
properties now held by Witherbee, Sherman
& Company, was first developed in 1824.

increased steadily until in I'JIU it reached
7.50,000 tons, while the present capacity is

in excess of 1,000,000 tons per annum.
As development work progressed, it became

necessary to add to the number of power
stations and isolated boiler plants, because
of the limitations of steam power trans-

mission over long distances. It was realized

that this system involved an unnecessarily
heavy expense for supplying power at widely

Fig. 1. Joker, Bonanza and Ctonan Shaft Houses, Nos. 1 and 2 Mil

No. 1 Power Station, Mineville, N. Y.

Work on a commercial scale was not
undertaken, however, until the incorporation

of the present company in 1849, at which
time a systematic development of the ore

beds at Mineville was inaugurated and
steam power plants provided for the various

workings.
Subsequent to the purchase of the Old Bed

mine three other mines were acqtiired and
transportation to shipping points provided
for, and, as the ore beds were of considerable

extent and presented conditions favorable to

economical mining, the volume of the output

separated points of application, and there-

fore the engineers of the company deter-

mined to take advantage of the economies of

the electrical transmission of energy' over
long distances and provide a number of

inter-connected generating plants, utilizing

for this purpose prime movers already
installed, supplemented by available water
power and such additional steam power as
would suffice to meet the growing demands
of mines and mills.

Early in 1903, the first generating unit was
installed in the Central power station at
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Mineville. It consisted of a three-phase,

25 cycle, 3300 volt alternator of 750 kw.
capacity, direct driven by a 1000 h.p. engine;

this generator supplying current for motor-

Arrangement of Transmission System

driven air compressors and for motors which
were installed to drive the machinery in

mills Nos. 1 and 2.

The electrification of the properties has
been carried out consistently and the system
adopted is representative of modern engineer-

ing practice throughout; alternating current
generators and induction or synchronous
motors being used for practically all power
applications. There are, of course, some
small motor-generator sets supplying direct

current for magnetic separators and for

locomotive haulage, but the total capacity
of direct current motors is less than 100 h.p.,

whereas the generating plants with a com-
bined output of 4475 kw. serve alternat-

ing current motors totaling more than
5500 h.p.

The use of steam, except for prime movers,
has been now practically abandoned; there

being only two units, a hoist and a compressor,
of the old steam driven equipment still in

service. There are also a few small pumps
operated from the air lines for the pneumatic
drills, but with these few exceptions elec-

tricity is used for all power purposes in both
underground and surface work.
At present active work is carried on at four

mines, three of which are situated at Mine-
ville while the fourth lies a short distance

north, the total area extending north and
south about two miles, and east and west
less than a mile. The mines and shafts are

designated as follows: Old Bed mine with two
shafts; Joker and Bonanza (these shaft

houses being shown in Fig. 1 ) ; Harmony mine
served by two shafts, "A" and "B"; New
Bed by Barton Hill tunnel; and Smith mine
by Cook shaft.

The relative location of the power stations

and the arrangement of the transmission lines

is clearly indicated on the chart. Fig. 2.

It will be noted that current is received from
four widely separated points, all intercon-

nected, however, through the transmission

system; the generators are all operated in

parallel, and, with the exception of those

in the Central power station, generate
current at 6600 volts, three-phase, 25

cycles.

The generating equipment of the various

power plants is as follows:

At the Central power station the original

750 kw., 3300 volt, engine-driven alternator

already referred to has been supplemented
by a 750 kw., 1500 r.p.m. mixed pressure

turbine operated from the exhaust of the
engine, which is run non-condensing; a

varying amount of live steam, depending on
the load conditions, being taken directly

from the boilers. By means of this turbine

the effective output of the plant is doubled
and when the turbine is operated only on the

exhaust steam, it develops about 600 kw.
The original boiler outfit comprised three

250 h.p. units, and when the turbine was
installed, additional boiler capacity to the

extent of 400 h.p. was provided; so that with
slightly more than a 53 per cent, increase in

boiler equipment 100 per cent, was added to

the available current supply from this

station. The two generating units are shown
in relative proportion in Figs. 3 and 4, and
as they are identical in capacity they afford

a striking illustration of the compact con-

struction and small amount of floor space
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Ifiss^rw-..:

required by the turbine set when compared
with the engine-driven unit.

Situated on the Black River about 5}/2

miles north of Central

power station is Kingdom
power station, a hydro-
electric plant generating

375 kw. at 6R00 volts. The
available water power,
however, is considerably in

excess of the plant capac-

ity and the present gen-

erator will be superseded

by a 750 kw., 2300 volt

machine; the potential of

the six mile transmission

line being raised to 13,200

volts by step-up trans-

formers.

The most distant power
plant is at Wadhams Mills,

located on the Bouquet
River about IOJ/2 miles

north by east from Central

power station, and con-

taining a 300 kw., 6000
volt waterwheel-driven al-

ternator. Current is transmitted at the gen-

erator voltage over a single circuit line 9} 2

miles to Cook shaft svibstation at the

The water power plants at- Kingdom and
Wadhams Mills are not owned by Witherbee,

Sherman & Company, but their entire output

Fig. 4.

Fig. 3. 750 Kw., 3300 Volt, 94 R.P.M. Alternator driven by 1000 H.P.

Engine, Central Power Station, Mineville, N. Y.

Smith mine, which is also connected with

Central power station by a single circuit

line.

750 Kw.. 3300 Volt, 1500 R.P.M. Mixed Pressure Turbo-Generator,

in Central Power Station, Mineville, N. Y.

is purchased, payment being based on meter
readings at incoming primary voltage.

The latest and most important generating
station is located on the

shore of Lake Champlain
at Port Henry and consists

of a thoroughly modern
concrete power house (see

Fig. 5) containing one 800
kw. and one 1500 kw., 6600
volt vertical shaft turbine

alternator; provided with
iDOth turbine and motor-
driven exciters. The compact
arrangement of the machinery
is indicated by Fig. 6. The
switchboard equipment is

typical of those used in the

other generating and substa-

tions of the company.
From Port Henry a 6600

volt twin circuit transmission
line is run about 4}^ miles

west to"A and B "compressor
house, which is in turn con-
nected with the Central
power station by a single

circuit 3300 volt line, thus
completing the interconnection of the four
power plants. A short distance from Port
Henry one circuit is tapped by a feeder line
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running to the Checver Iron Ore Company's
workings, where alternating current motors
aggregating about 1150 h.p. are used.

The power transformers have a total rated
capacity of 3875 kv-a., and are all delta

Fie. 5. Port Henry Power Station, Port Henry, N. Y.

connected; three single-phase units being
ordinarily used for each power circuit, while
a few three-phase units have been adopted
for small isolated motors. All alternating

current lighting is done through single-phase
transformers and the demand distributed on
the three phases so as to obtain the nearest feas-

ible approach to a perfect balance of the load.

The step-down transformers for the Port
Henry lines are installed in a small concrete
house just outside of the "A and B" com-
pressor house, and are arranged in two banks,
with a duplicate blower set for supplying the
air blast . The incoming lines are first brought
to the switchboard in the compressor house
and fro:n there run to the two banks of trans-

formers and back to the feeder panels on the
switchboard, from which current is distribu-

ted at 3300 volts.

In running the transmission lines cedar
poles with wooden cross-arms and solid bare
conductors have been used throughout, and
lightning arresters have been installed in the
various power stations and substations.

An unusually high efficiency has been
maintained throughout the generating and

transmission system, and the cost of power
delivered at the busbars, after allowing
10 per cent, for interest charges and depreci-
ation, has averaged 1.33 cents per kw-hr.,
while at the Port Henry power station an
average operating cost of 0.988 cents per
kw-hr. has been maintained.
The effect of this low cost for power is

clearly reflected in the expense of production:
with meter records to indicate the exact
current consumption of the various driving
motors, the power cost for milling alone is

3.70 cents per ton crude, while that for high
concentrate, including all operations from
the receiving bin to the finished product, is

5.00 cents per ton.

For the distribution of current at Mine-
ville there are seven main feeders operating
at 3300 volts, as shown in Fig. 7. These
feeders terminate in banks of step-down
transformers from which re-distribution cir-

Fig. 6. One 800 Kw, and One 1500 Kw., 6600 Volt Three-Phasc

25 Cycle, 1500 R.P.M. Vertical Shaft Turbo-Generators

in Port Henry Power Station

cuits are run to the various alternating cur-

rent motors; which, with the exception of

four 3300 volt machines, are all wound for

440 volts.
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In the Central power station a motor-
generator exciter set is used, the driving unit

being a 50 h.p., 3300 volt induction motor,
while the auxiliary equipnumt includes a

5300 WoLTfiEocK Lines
ArMwEmu. N. Y,

from Cenira//^tyerStation—
frvm/li.BCompreaor/iouse—

SawM/ll

300 100

Scale in Feet

P/ fbrrer

/ House
/ /

/ /

//

Comprrxor/ioMe^^ ~'"'''

Am ~B6/>art

Fig. 7

centrifugal pump for the condenser direct

driven by a 5 h.p. motor, and a 10 h.p. motor
operating an ash conveyor and elevator

through belting.

The shortest feeder runs to a saw mill

west of the power station, in which all

machinery is group driven by a 60 h.p. motor,
while an adjacent carpenter shop and planing
mill is similarly served by a 22 h.p. motor.
From the Smith mine substation, current at

440 volts js supplied to two 75 h.p. motors
belted to air compressors, and to a 100 h.p.

motor geared to a double drum hoist and a

30 h.p. motor driving a triplex pump. The
feeders run to Barton Hill tunnel, where a

third compressor is driven by a 125 h.p.

motor; and two electric hoists, one installed

inside the mine on a slope and the other
outside, are geared respectively to a 22 h.p.

and a 35 h.p. motor. The third compressor
has been superseded by the air service from
the large machines in "A and B " compressor
house and is now held only as a reserve.

The tunnel is provided with a 43^2 ton
direct current haulage locomotive fitted

with a double trolley which operates on a
220 volt metallic return circuit; current for

its operation being supplied by a motor-
generator set in No. 1 power house. This
light locomotive gives ample service and is

able to handle loads in excess of present
requirements, inasmuch as the grade of the

tunnel is uniformly in favor of the load.

The locomotive feeder is tapped to supply
a 5 h.p. direct current motor which drives a

small triplex pump in the tunnel; the

Fig. 8. Five Ton, 2 20 Volt Double Trolley Direct Current Locomotive at Barton Hill Tunnel
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lighting of the tunnel being accomplished by
tapping one of the compressor transformers

for a 110 volt incandescent lamp circuit. The
method used to carry the locomotive, power
and lighting feeders is indicated in Fig. 8,

which also shows the locomotive at the

tunnel entry.

The third feeder from Central power
station runs to Mill No. 2, in which all

machinery, including crushers, rolls, elevators,

conveyors, separators, screens, etc., is driven

in groups by three 100 h.p., 440 volt motors;

and where, in order to haul the ore cars from

of 2500 cu. ft. capacity are driven by two
400 h.p., 3300 volt synchronous motors with
direct connected exciters. One of these sets

is shown in Fig. 9, together with the com-
pressor house switchboard.
The fifth application consists of a 300 h.p.

440 volt, 250 r.p.m. motor geared to a com-
pactly grouped four drum hoist (see Fig. 10),

which serves "A" and "B" shafts of the

Harinony mine. Each drum is 10 ft. in diam-
eter and carries 2500 ft. of Ij^ in. steel

cable for hoisting 3J^ ton ore skips; the

resistance for speed control being installed

Fig. 9. 400 HP., 3300 Volt, 500 R.P M. Synchronous Motor Driving

2500 Cu. Ft. Compressor in A and B Compressor House

the Bonanza shaft to the receiving bin at the

mill, a 30 h.p. motor-driven hoist is installed.

The half mile line from Central power
station to "A and B" compressor house
serves to connect the two centers of distribu-

tion and thereby minimizes the danger of

interrupted service due to a shut down in any
of the power plants, or injury to the main
transmission system, which runs through hilly

country and may be subjected to a varying
amount of lightning trouble.

From '

' A and B '

' compressor house, one 3300
volt feeder is run to No. 3 mill, one to No. 1

mill and one to No. 1 power house, as shown in

Fig. 7. In the compressor house itself there

are five important motor applications: two
200 h.p., 440 volt induction motors drive two
1250 cu. ft. compressors, while two machines

in a separate room. The drums may be

operated singly or in combination, and hand
actuated brakes and clutches are used
throughout.
The use of numerous induction motors,

which, owing to the fluctuating character of

the load that is inseparable from the operation

of hoists, ore crushers, etc., frequently run
for considerable periods at varying percen-

tages of their normal rating, had a serious

effect on the power-factor of the system,

and it was found impossible to maintain a

power-factor much above 65 per cent.

With the bulk of the load at Mine^-ille

grouped within a few thousand feet, however,
it was entirely feasible to provide synchronous
condensers to supply the wattless component
of the current and thereby obtain a close
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approximation to unity power-factor; and,
as the air compressors constituted an ideal

load for synchronous motors, the engineers
of the company determined to utilize them,
of a size sufficient to carry the compressor
load and at the same time compensate
for low power-factor. The two units of this

type in the compressor house are operated
at 80 per cent, power-factor, leading current,

with the result that the power-factor is now
maintained at from 88 per cent, to 90 per
cent, throughout the system at Mineville.

From the compressor house a short feeder

line is run to a substation in Mill Xo. 'A, in

readily replaced by a 300 h.p. machine
which is held in reserve in the motor room.
As all the ore at Minevillc is magnetite,

the mills are equipped with magnetic sepa-

rators, direct current for the separators and
for lighting being supplied by a 3.5 kw.,
125 volt motor-generator set in Mill Xo. 3,

the driving unit of which is a .50 h.p., 440 volt

induction motor.
This mill receives ore from two nearby

shafts ("A" and "B " of the Harmony mine)
and is situated between the .shaft houses.

In the "A" shaft house, which has a 440 volt

stipply line, there is a gyratory ore crusher

Fig. 10. 300 H.P., 440 Volt, 250 R.P.M. Motor Driving Four-Drum Hoist

For A and B Shafts, Harmony Mine

which all the machinery is driven in two
groups by two 200 h.p., 440 volt motors
which are separated from the mill machinery
by a wall and operate it through counter-
shafting. Mill No. 3 is constructed of

reinforced and block concrete throughout
and is typical of the form of construc-

tion adopted as standard for future work
by the companj^; it is a double mill,

each half being capable of independent
operation, and served by its own driving

motor, so that work at partial capacity can
be carried on with only a proportionate

demand on the power system, and injury to

any part of the machinery' will not involve

a complete shut down. In the event of

injury to either driving motor it can be

belt driven by a 3.5 h.p. motor, while the 20-

inch belt conveyor to the mill is operated
bj- a 20 h.p. motor. The "B" shaft house is

similarly equipped, except that a 3300 volt
feeder is rim to it from No. 3 mill, and a
three-phase step-down transformer and con-
trol panel installed in the shaft house. A 35
h.p. motor-driven hoist is utilized for hauling
ore cars up a low graded trestle to the receiv-
ing bin above the crusher.

It will be noted that the motors in this

service are not housed in or in any way
protected from the dust which is inevitably
prevalent during their operation, and it has
been found inexpedient to clean them except
at such times as when repairs are being made
or motor bearings changed. The simplicity
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and durability of the induction motor is such

that in spite of these conditions they operate

with unimpaired efficiency and safely with-

Fig. 11. 500 H.P-. 440 Volt. 250 R.P.M. Motor Driving Double-Drum Hoist

for Joker Mine Shaft, No. 1 Power Station

stand the heavy overloads which recur at

frequent intervals in this service. The
motors in the power stations and compressor

houses, however, are cleaned

at least once each week, the

work being usually per-

formed with compressed air.

The geological conditions

at Mineville are such that

only comparatively small

volumes of water collect in

the mines and the drainage
requirements do not con-

stitute a serious factor in

the power supply, as the

largest pumps used operate

against a maximum head
of 750 ft. with a capacity of

100 gal. per min. In "B"
shaft, one 400 ft. head, 200
gal. per min. pump is driven

bv a 30 h.p. motor and in

"A" shaft a 12 h.p. motor
drives a 100 gal. per min.
pump. All mine pumps are

of the reciprocating type,

withmotor and pump mount-
ed on acommon base and con-

nected through gearing.

The conductors in the mine shafts for

the pump motors, lighting, and locomo-

tive circuits are lead covered cable, which

is used to insure maximum protection,

while iron conduit is utilized for signal

wires in shafts and for the wiring of mills

and power houses.

The machinery in mill No.
1 is operated in five groups by
three 75 h.p. and two 60 h.p.

motors fed from the second-
aries of 3300/440 volt trans-

formers located in the mill,

while in the Joker shaft house
a jaw type crusher is driven

by a 35 h.p. motor.
The No. 1 power house is

served by a separate 3300
\-olt feeder and contains two
motor-generator sets, the lar-

ger unit supplying direct cur-

rent at 220 volts for the opera-

tion of two locomotives (one at

the Barton Hill tunnel and
the other at No. 7 level of

the Old Bed mine) and other

machinery, as well as for

lighting in the Old Bed mine
and shafts. A small hoist

is used for sinking, which
is semi-portable in type, and is driven by
a 15 h.p. motor. A 20 h.p. hoist serves a

at this mine

i^jf ^r, */^'

Fig. 12. 20 H.P. 220 Volt Enclosed Motor Operating Three-Car Tipple

in the Mine Serving Joker Shaft

slope at the No. 7 level in the Bonanza shaft,

while a 20 h.p. motor drives a three-car

tipple at the No. 7 level of the Joker shaft.
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The larger set consists of a 110 h.p., 3300
volt induction motor driving a 75 kw., 250
volt three-wire direct current generator at

750 r.p.m. The smaller set is used solely for

lighting and comprises a 50 h.p., 440 volt

motor driving a .35 kw., 125 volt generator

at 1500 r.p.m.

In this power house there is also a 1250

cu. ft. compressor belt connected to a 200
h.p. motor, and a double drum hoist (see

compressor set driven by a 5 h.p., 440 volt

motor is automatically cut in.

For the control of the hoist motor a con-

tactor panel has been installed, that provides

for seven point acceleration and is equipped
with current limiting and overload relays.

The entire hoisting outfit is compactly
arranged and every unit is fully in view
from the operating platform.

One of the most interesting appHcations

Fig. 13. Typical Load Curve (Feb. 15. 1911) Port Henry Power Station

Fig. 11 j serving the Joker shaft and driven

through gearing by a 500 h.p., 440 volt,

250 r.p.m. motor. This hoist has 10 ft.

drums, each with 2500 ft. of Ij/g inch steel

cable, the normal hoisting speed being

900 feet per minute. Unlike the hoists

previously referred to, it is equipped with

pneumatically actuated brakes and clutches,

operated from the air line to the mines; but

in the event of a failure of this service, a

self-contained emergency 6 in. by 6 in. air

underground consists of the three-car tipple

already referred to, which is installed in

the Old Bed mine at the No. 7 level near the
Joker shaft. To this point the loaded ore
cars, carrying 2^2 tons each, are hauled by
the mine locomotive and pushed into the
tipple three at a time, where they are clamped
fast by a hand lever at one end of the tipple.

The operator then manipulates the controller

and the tipple is turned ISO deg. so that
the total content of the cars is delivered to a
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receiving bin beneath the tipple platform,

after which the cars are returned to a hori-

zontal position and pushed from the tipple.

The entire cycle is accomplished in about

134 minutes, so that approximately 4U0 tons

of ore per hoiir can be handled in this way.

Fig. 14. 400 H.P., 6600 Volt. 136 R.P.M. Induction Motor Direct Connected

to 2500 Cu. Ft. Compressor in Cheever Substation

The arrangement of the 20 h.p. direct current

motor, which is a standard railway type, and
the controller, resistance and driviiig mechan-
ism are shown in Fig. 12. As in all motor
applications by Witherbee, Sherman & Com-
pany, the equipment is provided with a

substantial concrete base. *

In view of the number and diversity of the

motor-driven machines for both mining and
milling operations and the fluctuating char-

acter of the loads of many of the • driving

units, it is evident that the generating system
must be capable of safely carrying heavy
overloads for varying periods, especially as

the total rated capacity of the motors installed

is about 20 per cent, greater than that of the

generators. In illustration of the character

of the power demand, Fig. 13 shows a curve-

drawing wattmeter record of the load on the

1500 kw. turbo-alternator at Port Henry for

twenty-four hours. It will be noted that
during a considerable portion of the time the

demand was much in excess of the rated

capacity of the machine, even passing
above 2000 kw. for short periods, and twice

tripping the circuit breakers.
The load factor of the system is unu,sually

high for mining service, and is maintained

at about 70 per cent. The men work in two
shifts of ten hours each, and when the steam
power plants are shut down on Sundays and
holidays, the necessary current for lighting is

supplied by the water power stations.

A liberal use of meters has been found
indispensable to accurate
a]3portioninent of the power
cost among the various

operations, and recording

wattmeters are connected
on all feeder circuits, while

all motors except those in

the mills are individually

metered; the mill motors
being metered in groups for

each mill. In addition to

giving reliable data in regard

to power consumption, the

meters afford a means of

readily ascertaining whether
or not the machinery is oper-

ating at its normal efficiency,

as an unusual power demand
often serves as an indication

of injur}' or mechanical de-

fects which can then be inves-

tigated and corrected before

becoming serious enough to

interfere with production.

In lighting the inines, 110 volt and 220 volt

incandescent lamps are operated from direct

current circuits, but 220 volt lamps will

eventually be used throughout. At present

there are twelve 220 volt direct current arc

lamps in the "A" and "B" shafts of the

Harmony mine, but in the fiiture no arc

lamps will be used underground.
Reference has been made to the extensive

use of concrete for building and for machinery
foundations: All new buildings will be
constructed of concrete blocks with floors and
foundations of reenforced concrete. In the

manufacture of the concrete, only mill tailings

and cement are used, it being unnecessary to

add sand or broken stone. Old cables are

utilized for reenforcing. Two Tlo h.p.

induction motor-driven portable concrete

mixers are included in the auxiliary equip-

ment, and leads are provided so that they

may be connected in any convenient 440
volt circuit.

In addition to supplying the electric power
requirements of their own equipment, the

transmission system of Witherbee, Sherman
& Company delivers current at 6600 volts to

a substation at Cheever, which serves the

mines of the Cheever Iron Ore Company
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where induction and synchronous motors
aggregating 1150 h.p. are used. Current is

delivered at primary voltage and is metered
at the receiving end.

In the substation the general arrangement
of incoming and feeder lines, lightning

arresters, transformers, switchboard and dis-

connecting switches is similar to that found
in the substations of Witherbee, Shennan &
Company, and with two exceptions, 440 volt

three-phase, 2.5 cycle motors are used for all

applications, both on the surface and under-
ground. The exceptions consist of two air

compressors, one of which is shown in Fig.

14, which is of 2500 cu. ft. capacity and direct

driven by a 400 h.p., (iOOO volt," l.'iO r.p.m.

induction motor. It constitutes the only
example of a direct connected compressor, as

all the other air units are driven through
belting. Both compressors are installed in

the substation; the second unit of 1250 cu. ft.

rating being belt-driven by a 250 kv-a.,

6000 volt synchronous motor, which is

partially loaded and utilizes its excess capacity

for the impro-\'ement of the power-factor

of the local system.
The equipment on the surface comprises

five hoists, driven by three 'iiyi h.p., one 75

h.p., and one 225 h.p. motors; a machine
shop group driven by a 15 h.p. motor; a

repair shop served by a 5 h.p. motor; and a

small triplex pump for water supply, geared
to a 4 h.p. motor. Underground there are

two triplex pumps and a 440 volt alter-

nating current five ton single motor locomotive,
driven through double reduction gearing on
account of the inherent high speed of the

three-phase induction motor with which it is

equipped.

The selection of an alternating current

locomotive for this work was due to the fact

that the haulage requirements, while of great

importance, were limited in extent, and if a
direct current locomotive had been provided
it would have been necessary to add a syn-
chronous converter or motor-generator set

solely to furnish current for the haulage
sj'stem; and as the reinainder of the equip-
ment was alternating current, the expendi-
ture for haulage power would have been
disproportionately heavy. The operation of

the three-phase locomotive has been attended
with complete success, and the service has
been secured with a minimum initial

cost.

In conclusion, it should be stated that in

jjlanning the system of power transmission
and applying motors to the various machinery,
each division of which had widely different

load characteristics, the engineers of Wither-
bee, Sherman & Company have endeavored
to develop thoroughly practical standards in

the size and type of driving unit employed, so

as to obtain the maximum economy in the
cost of power commensurate with high
efficiency in the operation of the motors, as

well as freedom from interrupted service and
a uniformly high rate of production. The
results have fully justified the abandonment
of steam drive, except for prime movers; and,
in future extensions now being arranged for,

electricity, except for the air service in the

mines, will constitute the sole source of

applied power.
All the electrical apparatus in the present

equipment is of General Electric manu-
facture.

NOTES
NEW ENGLAND SECTION OF THE ELECTRIC VEHICLE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA

AT THE LYNN WORKS OF THE GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
At the invitation of the Small Motor Department

of the General Electric Company, about sixty

members of the New England Section of the Electric

Vehicle Association of America and of the New
England Electric Vehicle Chib, accompanied by a
delegation of executives from the Boston Edison
Company, attended an informal dinner at the

Lynn River Works, which was followed by a tech-

nical meeting and factory inspection of automobile
apparatus and accessories. All the Boston visitors

motored over the road from Boston to Lynn in a

procession of some twenty electric vehicles of diver-

sified types, ranging from the light runabout to

the enclosed limousine model.
Mr. Fred M. Kimball, toastmaster of the evening,

following a felicitous toast to "clean, economical,
speedy and effective transportation," introduced
Professor Dugald Jackson, of the Institute of

Technology, as the opening postprandial speaker
Professor Jackson covered briefly and pertinently
the inventions, road improvements and general
progress of the day on matters relevant to trans-
portation and intercommunication.

Mr. Day Baker, President of the Xew England
Electric Vehicle Club, responded to his introduction
as a "veteran in the electric vehicle field" by
sounding as a key-note, the essential necessity,

—

now that the electric vehicle is a success both from
the standpoint of design and manufacture,—of
enthusiastically and persistently pushing its com-
mercial exploitation wherever possible.

Professor Elihu Thomson touched, in a humorous
way, upon his experiences and vicissitudes with the
electric "ice wagon" of fifteen years ago. and fore-
casted a bright outlook for electric vehicle trans-
portation in the future, with especial regard to the
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very important field of general traffic in the large

cities.

Mr. E. S. Mansfield, Secretary of the New
England branch of the Electric Vehicle Association

of America, emphasized the necessity of improving
electric vehicle tires; traced briefly the rapid

advancement in construction of battery, motor,

control and chassis: and closed by felicitating

manufacturers and agents upon the present splendid

opportunities to meet the growing demand for a

product universally accepted as commercially prac-

ticable and successful.

Mr. W. B. Potter, Chief Engineer of the Railway
and Traction Department of the General Electric

Company, laid stress upon the importance in electric

vehicle design, in contra-distinction to trolley

practice, of laying out the motor with due reference

to the battery limitations, since voltage and output
are so sensibly affected by the rate of discharge.

Mr. Potter also drew attention to the gratifying

results following the careful consideration by manu-
facturers of all the factors involved in a compre-
hensive detail arrangement of the various component
parts employed in the latest type of electric vehicles;

all making for decreased maintenance, increased

mileage and general economy of operation.

Mr. W. C. Francis, Purchasing Agent of the

Boston Edison Company, in a pleasing vein,

sketched the successive stages through which his

company had passed, dating from brief year-ago

experiments with the heavy, clumsy, inefficient

vehicles of limited mileage, to the present-day

vehicle of pleasing design, comparatively light

weight, and vastly improved operating radius.

Mr. Lucius T. Gibbs, representing the Advertising

Department of the Boston Edison Company,
emphasized the need of still more enthusiasm and
"push" on the part of vehicle manufacturers and
their agents in overcoming the excessive caution

of the purchasing pubHc in more universally accept-

ing this down-to-date solution of the city trans-

portation problem.

Mr. Frank J. Stone, Eastern representative of

the Electric Storage Battery Company, in an
interesting paper compared the growth of the

electric vehicle business to a rich, partly developed
mine in the commencement of the producing stages;

greater production being retarded only by insuffi-

cient developing forces. He then sketched some
shining examples of change over from gasolene to

electric vehicles by prominent merchants, express
companies and public service corporations, and
closed his paper by outlining the scope and object

of the Electric Vehicle Association of America and
• its essential object, to wit; the conjoining of central

stations, manufacturers and the public in a triple

alliance for the greater development and generalized

use of electric propulsion.

Following the after-dinner speeches, the delegates

adjourned to the River Works assembly room where,
under the chairmanship of Mr. E. S. Mansfield,

a series of interesting technical papers and remarks
were listened to. Mr. H. S. Baldwin, Engineer of

the Automobile Department of the General Electric

Company, besides tracing the history of electric

automobile development for the last fifteen years,

gave a detailed description of the vehicle motors,
controllers and accessories which the Company
has developed, illustrating his remarks by the use
of disassembled motors and such accessory parts

as controller, voltmeters, charging plugs, etc. Mr.
Alexander Churchward, Consulting Engineer of the
General Electric Company, followed Mr. Baldwin
with an interesting fifteen minute technical disser-

tation on the specialized design required for vehicle

motor work. Mr. R. E. Russell then described the

mercury arc rectifier as manufactured by the

General Electric Company. The evening's exer-

cises were closed by Col. E. W. M. Bailey of the

Bailey Electric Vehicle Company.

SCHENECTADY AND PITTSFIELD
JOVIANS ORGANIZE

The order of the "Rejuvenated Sons of Jove"
was organized in Texas in 1899 and since that date
its membership has spread to every state in the

Union and into Canada and Mexico. From year

to year various electrical men of Schenectady and
Pittsfield have joined.

Very recently these members met and determined
to unite in a permanent co-operative organization,

designed to be the largest in the country, celebrating

the occasion with, the initiation of the largest class

in the history of the order. This movement is now
well under way and from the number of applications

received by the committee, there is every reason to

believe that it will be successful.

The Sons of Jove is not alone a social organization,

although this pleasant feature is by no means
neglected. Its worth has been recognized by the

electrical societies and a movement is now on foot

whereby, as a co-operative feature, it will work in

connection with the National Electric Light Asso-

ciation. The object of the order, as stated in the

by-laws, is the cultivation of the spirit of fraternity

and good fellowship, from which may be evolved
practical plans of commercial co-operation for the

promotion and popularization of electricity in the

world's work.

It is the intent of the Jovians of the twin elec-

trical cities, Schenectady and Pittsfield, to initiate

a large class on February 10th, and to begin activities

by establishing a Jovian lunch club which will

afford a regular opportunity for the members and
guests to get better acr .i.ainted.

Several of the officials of the General Electric

Company are already members of the organization

and are keenly interested in its success and develop-

ment.
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THE ABUSE OF ESTABLISHMENT CON-
VENIENCES

The following incident may be made the text

of a sermon. After rather more than the usual

amount of hard work, a solicitor attached to

a local sales office in the middle western field,

succeeded in closing the sale of a certain

motor, involving probably some few hun-
dred dollars. The order was, as usual, for-

warded through the district office of the manu-
facturing company to the factory. Whether
it was through justifiable elation or from
motives of philanthropy towards the telephone
company, we do not know; but we learn that

the individual who handled the transfer, in his

endeavor to secure further particulars regard-

ing the sale, succeeded in sinking in a long-

distance telephone call some 75 per cent, of

the total estimated profits on the order.

Nothing has transpired to show that there

was any special urgency about the execution
of the order, and in hardly conceivable

circumstances can such extravagance have
been justified.

It was purely accidental that these particu-

lars should have become known to parties not
immediately interested in the transaction.

Cases quite as glaring as the one we have
cited are being brought to light every day
by those who are making a study of these

matters of economy. Pressed for his views
upon the degree of his crime and as to whether
there was any justification, the offender in

the present instance would probably have
confessed that he gave the matter at the

time practically no consideration — that he
telephoned almost as a matter of course.

It is easy to see that faults like this will

become increasingly coinmon; since they
arise, not from any lack of integrit\- in

certain individuals, but as the result of a

universal state of mind which has been
brought about by the lavish use of modern
business conveniences. It is an era of street

cars and telephones. It is easier to ride than
walk, and easier to talk than write; and, along

with this, perhaps resulting from it, it has
also become an era of the abuse of our
business conveniences.

Solicitors in the field are not the only

oft'enders, nor is the abuse of the telephone

the only respect in which they offend. The
evil may be traced up through the entire

personnel of the modern business organization,

practised by the rank-and-file, office managers,
department heads, presidents, and those

occupying positions of the highest authority

and responsibility. Lack of all discrimination

in the use of the long-distance telephone is

certainly a striking example of this spirit ; but
the same may be observed in nearly all those

other business transactions, where money
is being spent without the question of the

]jrice of the service or of the commodity being
prominently in evidence at the time of the

transaction. The more one looks into the

matter, the more obvious some of these

extravagances become, and the more one sees

how difficult it must be to place a check on all

these expenditures.

There is no need to dilate here upon the

value of the telegram in modern business life,

which is probably incalculable. It is indis-

pensable; and men have come so to rely upon
it, as upon their daily bread, that they have
long ceased to wonder at the results which
are possible through its use. The Xight

Letter is the latest departure for widening the

field of its usefulness, and gives the business

man still further facilities for the transaction

of urgent business with parties separated by
great distances. Let him remember that the

urgency is a factor which he should consider

with discrimination. The cable is such an
excellent specific for emergency cases that

the business man, already overworked, may
be tempted to defer writing a letter, with the

comforting reflection that at the last moment
he can always use the wire; in other words,

may withhold his attention from a matter
which could be covered by a letter in a few
moments, and continue to defer until the
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point of emergency is reached. And apart
from that there is also the fact that familiarity
(at the receiving end) breeds contempt, and
that the telegram as an emergency stand-by
often loses its value in correspondence propor-
tionately as its use becomes more common.
A great deal could be written on the subject

of the conservation of words in business
correspondence. From figures compiled hap-
hazard by men who have examined a number
of typical business letters, it would appear
that the average man uses in his daily corres-
pondence 100 words where 30 or 40 would
suffice; and that he clothes his ideas in such
an ambiguity of phrase that the recipient
too often has to request a further letter, or
several further letters, in order to come at
the whole truth of a case. Probably instruc-
tion in the art of business letter writing
would help matters here; and certainly close
self-examination would in the majority of
cases cut down the bulk of the correspondence.
But, as it is, probably any average business
concern is carrying from 10 per cent, to 25
per cent, of stenographic help which is

essentially unproductive. If the extent of
the waste could be calculated and the annual
loss put down on paper in thousands of
dollars, it would probably be decided that it

was worth while to work out a scheme for
its reduction.
We have only touched on the fringe of the

subject. Traveling, where often the travel-
ing itself is unnecessary, and where the
accounts are usually inflated (not necessarily
with bad intent); entertainment, too often
indulged in, rarely justified, often unseemly;
stationery and other establishment supplies,
pilfered and squandered; these and many
other outlets for expenditure are saddling
the big business concern with an annual
liability which sometimes represents quite
an alarming percentage of the turnover.
As we have said, the waste is due usually
to a condition of mind which has been gradu-
ally reached by all the personnel, from which
there are few exceptions. It is quite general
among the big organizations, where respon-
sibility is divided and where personal super-
vision of such matters becomes well-nigh
impossible. But it means that the man who
has drifted to the extent that his mind ceases
to place any check on such habits has ceased
to be an efficient business unit. Such a
state of affairs in the company may be

called a physical disease of the business body,
which is awaiting the physician's attention.
The position of the physician in cases of

this kind is not an enviable one, since he
must forever be pointing out to otherwise
thrifty individuals how wasteful they are
in their business capacity. If he is to perform
his duty thoroughly he must be prepared to
take his president to task, if need be; while
he must constantly be on the look-out lest
he, himself, be accused of using superfluous
words in his correspondence, or of incurring
other unnecessary expense. It is certainly
not oior intention to pose as the physi-
cian; since we fear that we could not declare,
after searching our inmost heart, that this

paper was produced on lines of economy
which admitted of no possible tightening.
We are merely calling attention to the
complaint, because we are firmly con-
vinced that there are a great number
of people to whom the idea of its existence

has never occurred.

SERIALS COMMENCING THIS MONTH
As announced in our February issue, we

are commencing this month a series of papers
by Dr. E. J. Berg, Professor of Electrical

Engineering in the University of Illinois.

This series is entitled "An Advanced Course
in Electrical Engineering," and really consti-

tutes a summary of the lectures which Dr.
Berg is giving to his students of the graduate
year. The papers will run through probably
ten or twelve issues of the Review; and are

devoted chiefly to a study of transient phe-
nomena, in which the mathematical treat-

ment is essentially modified.

Dr. Louis Loewenstein's paper on Centrif-

ugal Compressors also commences in this

issue. The design data and the sections on
the various applications of the compressor
may be taken as an authoritative pro-

nouncement upon the latest practice in

this class of apparatus. The articles by Mr.
A. Schein in the March and April Review,
on "Graphical Methods in the Design of

Shafts," have been prepared principally for

the ser\-ice of draftsmen engaged in the lay-

out of electrical machines. They will be
found quite elementary in character, and
will give to the inexperienced reader all the

instruction he requires to enable him readily

to apply the graphical method to the layout

of a shaft for anv kind of electrical machine.
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THE NATURE OF TRANSIENTS IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING*
Part II

By Charles P. Steinmetz

This paper gives a complete mathematical analysis of transient phenomena in transmission circuits. An
electncal transient is defined as the phenomena by which, at a change of circuit conditions, the stored mag-
netic and dielectric energy of an electric system readjust themselves to the changed conditions. Such tran-
sients may be divided into two classes. The first part of this paper (February Review) dealt with single
energy transients which exist in circuits storing energy in only one form, usually magnetic, and in which the
transients can only consist in a change in the amount of energy stored. The paper proceeds this month to
deal with double-energy transients, i.e., transients in circuits storing both magnetic and dielectric energy,
and in which there is a change of energy from one form to another, as well as a change in the amount stored.—Editors.

7.—In overhead electric circuits of 30,0(10

volts and over, and in underground cable

circuits of 10,000 volts and over, the dielectric

Ce-
energy—^ is of the same magnitude as the

magnetic energy -^, and such circuits cannot

be treated any more as circuits storing energy
in one form only. The total stored energy of

such high voltage electric circuits thus is:

Li2
,
Ce"-

w ^ — ~r . (16)

With two different forms of energy storage,

not only an increase or decrease of stored
energy is possible, but also a transformation
of energy from one form to the other. This
transformation may be in one direction only,

or it may be periodic. The former occurs if

the power dissipation is very rapid, and in this

case the transient is of so short duration
and limited energy as to be rarely of serious

moment, and therefore will not be considered
here; only the second case will be discussed,

when the energy transformation is periodic

and the gradual decrease of energy fairly slow,

that is, the duration of the transient relatively

long.

Considering first the periodic part, or factor

of the phenomenon

:

The magnetic energy is a maximum
2

that is, the current i a maximum z'o, when
all the energy is magnetic energy, and the

dielectric energy is zero, that is ^ = 0. The

dielectric energy becomes a maximum ~~k~j

and the voltage e thus a maximum e^, when
the magnetic energy is zero, that is, i = 0.

Hence maximum current corresponds with
zero voltage, and maximum voltage with
zero current. That is, if we represent the

current by the cosine function:

I =io cos (* — y) (1~)

the voltage is represented by the sine ftmction:

e =eo sin (*— 7) (18)

where

:

*=2^/^ (19)

and /" is the—still unknown—frequency, and
7 the phase angle at the moment of the start

of the transient.

At the current maximum /o, all the energy
is magnetic:

2 '

at the voltage maximum fo, all the energy
is dielectric:

2

It is, however, the same amount of energy
(neglecting the gradual energy dissipation,

as stated above); hence it is:

Lio^

o

and therefrom follows:

where the quantity:

#

(20)

(21)

(22)

is a constanl of the circuit, of the nattire of an
impedance, which in overhead transmission
lines usually is between 200 and 600 ohms, but
is much smaller in underground cables, and
much larger in coiled circuits, such as the high
potential winding of a transformer. Sq is called
the natural impedance of the circuit.

This equation (21) is extremely important.
It applies to all double energy transients of
the electric circuit, and thereby pennits calcu-
lation of the voltage of an oscillation, surge,
impulse or traveling wave from its current,
and inversely.

* A paper prepared for the International Congress on Applied
Electricity. Turin. September 10-17. 1911.
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For instance, when considering the prob-
lem of lightning protection of a transmission

line, from the maximum voltage which
lightning may produce on the line, equation
(21)gives the maximum discharge current, and
thereby the maximum resistance which is

permissible in the lightning arrester, without
backing up the voltage by the resistance of

discharge path. Thus, in a 30,000 volt line

the insulators may be expected to stand (id, 00(1

volts, and momentarily probably 120,000
volts, and this is the maximum voltage to

which a lightning stroke could momentarily
raise the line: a higher voltage would spill

over the insulators, or puncture them. As-
suming 20 = 400, ^o(= 120,000 volts), gives a

maximum discharge current of Jo = — =300
Jo

amperes, and in such a line, no lightning

stroke could produce a higher discharge

current than 300 amperes, and if the maxi-
mum voltage rise in the station shall be
limited to 50% above full voltage, that is

1.5,000 volts excess, the impedance of the

discharge path of the lightning arrester must

be limited to a maximum of -^' = 50 ohms

(inclusive of ground connection).

Or, if in this line the full load current is

200 amperes, the impedance voltage of the

line 20% at full load, then the maximum
current which could flow in the line at short

circuit (if the generators maintain full vol-

tage), is 5 times full load current, or 1000
amperes effective, that is, «o=1410 amperes
maximum, about. If then the short circuit

current is suddenly broken—as a flaring arc

is liable to do—the maximum voltage of the

transient oscillation would be 6'o
= ^o-o = 560,-

000 volts; that is, far beyond the disruptive

strength of the line. Hence while the oscilla-

tion produced by lightning may be relatively

harmless, the short circuit oscillation of the
system, if it occurs, is certain to be destructive.

If full load current of 200 amperes effective

were opened at the maximum point of the

wave, i„ = 2S3 amperes, an oscillation could
result of a maximum voltage of eo = ioZo =
113,000 volts. Thus in the control of high
voltage transmission lines, safety requires the
use of circuit breakers which are certain to

open at zero current, and flaring arcs, by
their possibility of rupturing at maximum
current, are the most dangerous disturbances
of high voltage transmission circuits. This
has led to the universal adoption of the oil

circuit breaker in high power systems, as it

has the characteristic of opening at zero cur-
rent.

In underground cables, Zo is low, and cable

oscillations therefore have a low ratio —, that

is, large oscillating currents flow with moder-
ate voltages. If, however, such a large oscil-

lating current enters from a cable into an
overhead line, in which zo is much higher,
the voltage eo also becomes higher. That is,

a high current oscillation, which is relatively

harmless in the cable in which it originates,

may become destructive by its high voltage
when entering an overhead line, and more so

still when entering the high potential coil of

the transformer in which Zo is still much
higher. Inversely, an oscillation originating
in overhead line or transformer may become
harmless when entering a cable by greatly
dropping in voltage.

The same relation exists between overhead
line and transformer: an oscillation originating

in the line endangers the transformer which
it enters by increasing the voltage due to

the higher Sq of the transformer; inversely,

the connection of an overhead line to the
transformer protects the transformer to some
extent against oscillations originating in the
transformer, since these oscillations decrease
in voltage by entering the line, due to the
lower So of the latter, as will be seen later in

the discussion of traveling waves.
The study of the values of the natural

impedance

and especially of the relative values of the Zq

of the various circuit sections w^hich are con-

nected with each other, is thus of great

industrial importance in indicating the action

which the different circuit sections exert upon
each other, in either protecting or endangering
each other, and also indicates the relative

danger of the oscillations originating in the

various circuit sections.

S.—Oscillating current i and voltage e of

the double energy transient are in quadrature
with each other. During each half wave of

current the voltage reverses, that is, changes
from —eo to +^o (or inversely), hence changes
by '2eo, and as C is the capacity, the charge

of the capacity during the half wave of cur-

rent thus is:

2eoC

This, however, equals the product of the cur-

rent flow-ing into the condenser, and the time
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during which the current flows

one half cycle, or —
.,

The tiine is

and the current has

the maximum ;», and thus the mean value —i^_
IT

Thus the charge of the condenser is:

for:
1 N/2- _ '0

2foC =-
^r

m)

Substituting herein from equation (21):

l-c

we get:

/ =

1 _ (24)

as the expression of the frequency of oscillalion

of the circuit.

This expression (24) of the frequency of

oscillation directly applies only to a circuit

in which capacitj^ C and inductance L are

separately massed. If they are distributed,

as in a transmission line or cable, and
Lo = inductance per unit length of circuit

Co = capacity per unit length of circuit

li = length of circuit

the inductances or capacities of the successive

circuit elements do not add, as the current

and the voltage of the successive line elements
are not in phase with each other, but differ

by the angle corresponding to the velocity

of propagation. That is, if 1' = velocity of

propagation (in overhead circuits about equal
to the velocity- of light 3X 10'"), at two points
of the line, distant from each other by the
length /, the current and voltage differ in phase

by the time — , that is, the phase angle

= 27rf- (25)

Thus, the inductances and capacities of

successive line elements must not be added,

but combined, and the total effective induc-
2

tance of the circuit is not /iLo, but ig -^iLo,and'w
in the same way the effective capacity is

Substituting this in equation (24), gives as

the frequency of oscillation of a transmission

line or cable of length /i the value:

/i
4/i v/LoCo

(20)

or, if the oscillation involves only l/n of the
line, that is, the line oscillates in n sections,

.substituting — for h in (2(5), gives the fre-

quency :

f = (27)

*' N LoC„

and in general, a line oscillation may consist

of any combination of waves of various
frequencies /„, which are multiples of a
fundamental frequency /i.

y.—In the preceding, we have considered
only the periodic part of the transient. In
addition to the periodic transformation of

energy between magnetic and dielectric, a
gradual dissipation occurs, that is, to the
equations (17) and (IS) the transient factor

^ ^ has to be added, where T is the duration

of the transient, as discussed in the preceding.
This gives the equations:

t = l„e cos (*— 7)

e = e'i,e sin (* — 7)

(28)

If all the energy were magnetic energy and
remained as such, the di:ration of the transient

would be:

T,=^ (29)

and the transient factor would be:

The energ}' is , however, magnetic energy only
as an average half of the time, that is, the
dissipation of magnetic energy occurs only
during half of the time, and if there were no
other energy dissipation, the transient would
last the time 2Ti. That is, the factor rep-

resenting the dissipation of magnetic energy
is:

Half of the time, however, the energy is

dielectric energy. If it always were dielectric

energy, it would be dissipated in the time:

T2=- (30)

As it is dielectric energy onh- half the time,

its dissipation is only half as fast, that is,
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the factor representing the dissipation of

dielectric energy is

:

2T3

and the total transient factor thus is:

J. ' '

(31)

Fig.

That is, the duration of the double energy
transient, T, is the harmonic mean of the

duration of the magnetic transient,

T.=t,
r

and the duration of the dielectric transient,

T.=^:

T 2 V.T, T:/

(32)

This quantity is usually represented by

1

(33)

As in the circuit with distributed induc-
tance and capacity, such as a transmission line,

cable, transformer high potential coil, etc.

the phase of current and voltage changes
from point to point by the distance phase
angle &>, which represents the velocity of

propagation, and the transient equations of
the circuit are:

i = iof "'cos (*—7^0))

e=eoe~"'sin i^—y'^u)
(34)

Hence, b\^ resolving angle * and distance
angle a, into trigonometric functions of time
we get terms of the forms:

i=if>( '"cos (*—7) cos CO

e=eoe~"'sin (4>— 7) sin w

where

:

<t> =2 r// = time angle

u=2 tt/— = distance angle

= frequency

(35)

"•l/iv-'LoCo

1 Ifro g„\

and Co and /o are related by
the equation:

£2= ll

=Wc„=^°-
(37)

These are the equations of

the double energy transient

of the circuit with distributed

capacity and inductance, that is, of the
oscillations and surges of transmission lines,

etc.

10.—In equations (35), i and e are in quad-
rature, that is, the power

p =ei

is reactive, that is, surges or flows first one
way, then the other way through any point
of the circuit, but the average flow of power
at any point of the circuit is zero. That is,

the phenomenon is a stationary oscillation,

or standing wave.

If, however, e and i are not in quadrature,
but in phase with each other, that is, follow

the equations:

i = io£~"' cos (* —7^w) 1

(38)
e=eo« '" cos (*—7^0)) J

we get a transient, in which the average power
at any point of the circuit is not zero, and in

which power thus flows along the circuit.

Such a transient is a traveling wave, or an
impulse. It carries or transfers energy along
the circuit.
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Traveling waves frequently precede sta-

tionary oscillation and change into them.
Lightning discharges usually are traveling

waves.
Traveling waves may have frequencies

from a few htmdred cycles to many millions

of cycles, and in the latter case are very local

in extent. If of moderate frequency, they
may be observed by oscillograph, and Fig.

10 shows the oscillogram ©f a traveling wave
in acompound circuit consisting of a step-down
transformer and 28 miles of 100,000 volt

transmission line. This traveling wave repre-

sents the readjustment of stored energy
between the two circuit sections, the trans-

former winding and the transmission line,

which precedes the (very low frequency)
stationary oscillation, by which the compound
circuit dies down after opening the high
tension oil circuit breaker. If of very high
frequency, such traveling waves may be
indicated by a spark gap across a small

reactance in series with the circuit. In the

circuit of Fig. 10, a traveling wave of about
two million cycles is produced by closing the
high tension oil circuit breaker, the wave
starting from the circuit breaker, but dying
out within a very short distance.

In circuits comprising sections of different

character, as transmis.sion line, transformer,

load, etc., that is, in most industrially impor-
tant circuits, the energy surge is a combina-
tion of standing wave and traveling wave.
It obviously must die down simultaneously in

all circuit sections. In some circuit sections,

however, such as the transmission line, energy
dissipation occurs at a greater rate than in other

circuit sections, such as transform.er coils, and
the surge would therefore die down more rap-

idly in the former than in the latter, if the two
circuit sections were separate. As they are

connected together, energy must therefore be
supplied to the line from the stored energy
of the transformer, by a traveling wave, so as

to give the same rate of decay.
Thus, if z/i is the transient constant, that

is, e~"'' the transient factor of one circuit

section , such as the transformer, and ih the tran-

sient constant of the second circuit section,

such as the line, and e "«' its transient factor,

when both are connected together they

must have the same transient factor, e
""',

where the resultant transient constant of the

compound circuit, Ua, is a weighted average
of the individual transient constants Ui,ih

of the circuit section. If then:

»ii = »-2 —s«, etc.,

the common transient factor e
"»' of each

section consists of the energy dissipation

factors t "'') e
"«' etc, and the energy transfer

factors e
•'"'>

«
^-^ etc., the latter represent-

ing the transfer of energy along the circuit,

by a traveling wave. Such energy transfer

means a withdrawal of stored energy from the
circuit, if mo>mi, or a supply of energy (from
other circuit sections), if mo<M2. In the
former case, the traveling wave increases in

intensity along its path, that is, an exponential
function of the distance of travel / appears,
with positive exponent:

Sll

and in the latter case, the traveling wave
decreases along its path, that is, the expo-
nential function of distance appears:

S2(

where

:

'ii = velocitv of propagation, approximately
= 3X10"'
The equation of the traveling wave thus

appears in the form:

-(u±s ( ±s

-h<±s,l ±s-

e COS('I> — w— 7)

cos(<t>- oj Y)J

(39)

where

:

H = transient constant of the respective
circuit sections,

ii-^s = U(t = resultant transient constant
of the entire circuit.

(40)

Thus a stationary oscillation of a compound
circuit consists of traveling waves which
transfer energy between successive circuit

sections, feeding energy from the section of

lower dissipation constant, into the section
of higher dissipation constant, by equation
(39). The calculated potential distribution
of a stationary oscillation of a closed com-
pound circuit is illustrated diagrammatically
in Fig. 11, and also separately the two com-
ponent waves, which traverse the circuit in
opposite direction.

In the same manner, if in a uniform cir-

cuit, a local piling up and scattering of stored
energy occurs, as in a lightning discharge.
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the transient factor of distance appears, that e and i are, however, related by the natural
is, the traveling waves have the form

:

impedance of the circuit section, that is

:

— <u+ s)l +s—
i='li( e ' C0S(*— u — Yi)

+ /^<

-(«-s)( — s-

e cos(* — u — 70) etc.
(40)

^^=—

where :

(42)

'
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'
'
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Substituting (42) into

(41) gives:

£2

ex '\zx

H
^2

(43)

11.—In the €

_ compound circuit

,

Fig. u

surge or transient of

a flow of oscillating

power thus occurs between the circuit sec-

tions. This results in a transformation of

voltage and current at the transition points
between the successive circuit sections.

For instance, if a traveling wave passes
from a transmission line into the high poten-
tial winding of a step-down transformer, and
ei is the maximum voltage, n the maximum

That is:

At the transition point

between two circuit sections,

a transformation of voltage

occurs, with a transforma-

tion ratio which is the

square root of the ratio of

the natural impedances of

the two circuit sections, and
a transformation of current by the inverse ratio.

This relation between the oscillating vol-

tages and currents of different circuit sections

is of fundamental importance in tracing the

origin and determining the destructiveness of

disturbances.

A traveling wave, coming from one circuit

section into a circuit section of higher natural

current (hence pi
eiJi

the mean power of the

wave in the transmission line), e^ the
maximum voltage, i^ the maximum cturent.

eoi-i

(hence p2 =~ the mean power of the wave in

the transformer), the same power must leave
the line that enters the transformer; that
is, it must be:

Fig. 12

impedance thus increases in voltage and
thereby in destructiveness; and inversely,

when entering a section of lower natural
impedance, it decreases in voltage.
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This explains why electric disturbances,
which originate in one circuit section, fre-

quently develop their destructiveness in

adjoining circuit sections, in which, due to the
higher natural impedance of the latter section,

they have increased to destructive voltages.

Indication of a transmission line disturbance
is thus often the breaking down of the trans-

formers connected to the line ; not because the
transformers are weaker in insulation, but
because the disturbance, while of harmless
voltage in the line, has increased in voltage
in the transformer.

This voltage transformation at a transition

point means that the wave crests of the
voltage distribution in the one circuit section

are higher than in the other circuit section;

at the transition point itself, obviously both
circuit sections have the same voltage, and
the potential distribution of the traveling wave

is thus somewhat like that shown in Fig. 12.

At the transition jjoint a change of phase
angle occurs, and in the circuit section of

higher voltage maximum, this maximum
occurs nearly a quarter wave length distant

from the transition point. How far this dis-

tance is depends on the frequency: with a
very high frequency traveling wave, the wave
crest may occur within the end turn of the
transformer which the wave enters, while
with a moderate frequency wave, it may be
near the center of the transformer. The
location of a breakdown in a transformer,

whether in the end turns or in the middle of

the winding, thus does not indicate whether
the disturbance entered from the outside, or

originated in the transformer, but a transfonner
may be broken down in the middle of its wind-
ing, by a moderate frequency traveling wave,
which entered it from the transmission line.

SOME SPECIAL APPLICATIONS OF GASOLENE-ELECTRIC AND
STORAGE BATTERY AUTOMOBILE EQUIPMENTS

By H. S. Baldwin
Engineer, Automobile Motor Department, General Electric Company

The article forms a review of some of the most recent applications of electric generators and motors to
the propulsion of special conveyances which, for the most part, are employed for public service purposes.
Those selected for discussion are of widely different character and include a fire-ladder truck, a street
sweeper, an omnibus and a commercial truck, all of the gasolene-electric type; the storage battery type
being represented by an omnibus, a street car, a snow sweeper and an industrial car. No attempt is made
to describe the progress that marks the development of the electric pleasure vehicle or commercial vehicle
of the usual kind.

—

Editors.

The wonderful growth of the automobile
industry in all its branches, witnessed during
the past few years, has been accompanied by
great activity in the adaptation of electrical

apparatus to new purposes in this field.

It is not intended to here describe

the progress of the regular vehicles for

either pleasure or commerce, but to point

out several comparatively new uses to

which such apparatus as motors, generators,

controllers, and the like, have been put.

Most of these are directly connected with

public utility service in one way or another.

The specially designed generator of light

weight and high overload capacity has been
succes,sfully employed in conjunction with

electric motors, to replace the regular change
gear box on vehicles for passenger and
mercantile service. A number of examples
descriptive of this development are herewith

briefly cited. While this form of drive and
control is as yet not widely known and
appreciated, it has been proven entirely

practicable, and the possibilities of the system
in the near future are exceedingly attractive.

Another line of advance is found in the
storage battery railway passenger cars in-

stalled on several lines in New York City
where it was not permitted nor practicable
to use the underground trolley system. To
accomplish the change-over, the standard car
and equipment designs were attacked from
the automobile standpoint; the car body was
made as light as possible, and a battery of the
automobile type was used to supply current
to automobile motors slightly modified for

street railway service. The cars referred to
have now been run many months and are
considered highly successful, both from an
engineering and financial point of view. In
this rational treatment of the storage battery
problem for railways, a new field of great
promise to the manufacturer and railway
company has undoubtedly been opened up.
The trackless trolley and the storage bat-

tery omnibus will also play important parts
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in handling passenger traffic and freight in

places where, for logical reasons, it may not

be advisable to use the standard railway and
trolley cars. In other words, there are many
special applications which will be worked out

in accordance with local conditions.

ing, and innumerable other auxiliaries that

are now receiving much attention from the

automobile public. Xo attempt is made in

this article to give much technical detail; it

is aimed to point out the salient features of a

few more recent electrical developments. The

Gasolene-Electric Aerial Truck.

Fig. 1

Tractor made by the Commercial Truck Company of America, Philadelphia

The battery truck crane* should also be
mentioned as a new and important form of

motor vehicle. This has been recently

much written about and is an interesting

addition to the specialized uses of the

electric automobile motor and of the electric

hoist. This truck has already attracted

wide attention and many are now in active

use.

The gasolene-electric street sweeper is

electrically controlled throughout and has
two generators, three automobile motors, an
exhaust fan motor and the necessary con-

trollers. The storage battery baggage truck

for railway stations is becoming a more and
more frequent sight and greatly increases

the speed of handling baggage. The operator
stands on a step or small platform at either

end and controls the manoeuvres of steering,

starting and stopping, and sounding an alarm
bell. A new motor rated at 24 volts, 40
amperes and 1500 r.p.m. has been developed
for this service.

These are only a part of the things that
have been accompHshed, but it must be
conceded that the automobile, even with its

marvelous progress, is as yet a comparativelj'
new development, and the future offers great

opportunities for further use of electricity in

this work.
Not only are there problems of propulsion

and motion, but of lighting, ignition, signal-

* For a description of this truck, see General Electric
Review for November. 1911.

list is not complete but is illustrative of what
is being done.

The motive and control equipments on all

the vehicles mentioned are of Genera! Elec-

tric manufacture.

Fig. 2

12 Kw. Generator for Aerial Truck

Gasolene-Electric Tractor

The gasolene-electric tractor shown in

Fig. 1 was designed and built by the

Commercial Truck Company of America for

use with an American La France Fire Engine
Company's 75 foot aerial ladder truck. The
gasolene engine, made by the latter company,
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has four cylinders of o}4 in- bore and 6 in.

stroke, and is direct connected by means of

an Oldham coupling of special construction

to a 6 pole, 12 kw., 125 volt generator.

This is the latest addition to the line of gen-

erators which has been brought out during
the past two or three years

to meet the requirements
of the gasolene-electric

road vehicle. The gener-

ator is compound wound
and has slotted poles; it is

designed for a somewhat
drooping characteristic,

high overload capacity, and
good commutation under
the severest conditions.

Each of the four tractor

wheels is driven by a motor
rated at 125 volts and 24

amperes, which is mounted
and geared according to the

standard practice of the

Commercial Truck Com-
pany, all gearing being

encased and running in oil.

The speed of the tractor

is ordinarily controlled by
the throttle and spark of

the engine, as in the case of the gasolene

truck with mechanical transmission. Here
the peculiar flexibility of the electric drive

with series motors gives in effect an
almost automatic change of torque to meet
the requirements of the road. A four-motor

are pivoted for steering, the rear wheels being

fixed with relation to the axle.

An interesting detail is found in the pro-

vision for starting the engine. The generator

is used as a motor, current being supplied

from an external source through a standard

Fig. 4. 7 '
i Kw. Generator for Street Sweeper

controller is provided and forms part of the

steering column, and is so designed as to

connect the motor in series-parallel or parallel,

either forward or reverse. Both front wheels

Fig. 3. Gasolene-Electric Street Sweeper. Made by the Emerson Contracting Co.

New Brunswick, N. J.

charging plug. To effect the necessary
changes, a double-pole double-throw switch is

used to connect the generator either to the

line or to the control circuit of the tractor.

When connected to the line, a pennanent
resistance is used in the circuit and the series

field cut out.

On the occasion of a recent test at Elmira,

N. Y., this outfit, including the ladder truck,

was run over roads rough with ice and
snow at 24 iniles per hour on the level,

while a 17 per cent, grade was ascended
with comparative ease.

The gasolene-electric system of drive seems
particularly suited to four-wheel traction, and
it is safe to say that this type of road vehicle

will play an important part in the solution

of inany transportation problems.

Gasolene-Electric Street Sweeper

The gasolene-electric street sweeper of the
Emerson Contracting Compan\" (Fig. 3) repre-

sents one of the latest developments in street

cleaning apparatus, made possible by the
introduction of the automobile. The new
street sweeper is in fact a large motor truck
of highly specialized design, with provision
for taking up refuse and dust from city

pavements.
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The prime mover is a gasolene engine of four

cylinders. Coupled to the shaft by means of

silent chains are two 6 pole, 73^ kw.
generators of the type previously described.

These generators are connected in multiple

with an equalizer and supply current for pro-

pelling the sweeper, and for operating the

broom, conveyor belt, and exhaust fan. The
two driving motors are rated 125 volts and 30

amperes, and are suspended on each side of

the car as shown in Fig. 3. Silent chains

connect the motors to an intermediate shaft

which in turn is connected by roller chains

to the rear wheels. A controller serves in

conjunction with the engine throttle to give

the desired changes in speed.

The cleaning apparatus consists of a revolv-

ing steel brush six feet in width, made up in

sections, with a conveyor belt of about the

same width. The brush and conveyor belt

are located in a steel chute which can be
raised or lowered by the operator, who is

seated at the rear of the sweeper. There is a
separator at the top of the conveyor to

prevent clogging of heavy material ; the entire

system being driven through roller chains by
a motor rated at 125 volts and 30 amperes.

A controller provides the necessary change of

speed.

The brush loosens the dirt on the street

surface and throws it onto the belt, which
carries it into the large tank body. The body,
when filled, can be dumped through the

bottom at suitable stations. In order to

prevent dust from being stirred up by the

broom, an exhaust fan, driven by a small

motor, is used; the set being placed in a

small compartment at the forward end of

the body and provided with a suitable screen

to prevent the escape of dust. A 9 foot

broom has been used on occasions.

The entire body is made of sheet steel and
is supported by a chassis, all substantially

and well built and specially adapted to the

use intended. The driving wheels are of

42 in. diameter and are fitted with triple

4 in. solid tires. The sweeper, without load,

has a weight of about eight tons, and from four

to seven tons of refuse , according as the material
is wet or dry, can be carried. It is driven
at from three to five miles per hour on level

roads, and can climb any ordinary city grade.

Four of the machines have been in suc-

cessful operation in New York City, and two
others will shortly be sent to Boston.
Fifth Avenue Gasolene-Electric Omnibuses

Over three years ago ten gasolene-electric

omnibuses, equipped with the General Electric

system of drive, were placed in commission
on Fifth Avenue, New York City, and with
the exception of a short interval, have
been in regular operation since that time.

Records show that they have covered to

date an aggregate of 350,000 miles. They
are nm daily over the same route with
other gasolene vehicles of practicalh^ the

same design, capacity, weight, engine and
constructional details, but having the regular

sliding gear drive and clutch. It will readily

be seen that an unusual opportunity has been
afforded for a comparison between the two
systems of drive, under identical conditions

of service and when operated by the same
company.*
For years, numerous gasolene-electric sys-

tems have been devised and tried out, both
in this country and abroad, but as a rule they
have been too complicated to last. The
Fifth Avenue record is without doubt unique
as to duration, and probably stands as the

first instance of an engineering and com-
mercial success of the gasolene-electric road
vehicle on any considerable scale.

One of the greatest difficulties found with
mechanical drive omnibuses, is the rapid wear
of change gears and clutch rigging, entailing

high expense for maintenance, and what is

almost as bad, noisy operation. The frequent

change of gear accompanied by the use of

the clutch, not always in skillful or careful

hands, racks both transmission and engine.

As a result, acceleration is uneven, with
excessive back-lash, in spite of constant

attention. It was to overcome these objec-

tions that the electric drive was suggested

and tried, and it is generally admitted as a

result of observation and experience that the

claims of simple and easy control, relatively

low cost of maintenance, reduction of wear
and tear of transmission and engine, and
smooth acceleration and quietness, have been
substantiated. Omnibuses of both types

operate under the same conditions of head-

way, although the later models with mechan-
ical drive have somewhat larger engines and
are therefore more powerful. The mechanical

system has a shght advantage in fuel con-

sumption, as was anticipated, but this is

practically negligible as compared with the

factors already referred to.

The electrically driven omnibuses, as orig-

inally designed, were equipped with two 125

volt, 30 ampere double reduction motors and

* A description of the gasolene-electric busses will be found
in the General Electric Review for November. 1908, Pages
214-220.
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a l}/2 kw. generator which was specially

designed for gasolene-electric work, being pro-

it. Omnibus No. 15, shown in Fig. 5, is so

equipped, and also has the modified generator
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Fig. 5. Gasolene-Electric Omnibus, Fifth Avenue Coach Company, New York City

vided with split poles and possessing excep-

tional overload capacity for its weight.

During the past year a single motor equip-

ment has been developed using a 125 volt,

60 ampere motor with a special gear housing
on its pinion end head to receive the bevel

Fig. 6. Motor for Fifth Avenue Omnibus, Showing

Special Gear Housing

gear and differential of the mechanical omni-

bus. This motor is interchangeable with the

gear box and can therefore be used to replace

with double bearings. This omnibus is in

regular service on Fifth Avenue.

Gasolene-Electric Truck

The Tate Gas-Electric Motor \'chicle Com-
pany was one of the first manufacturers to

exploit the electric drive for commercial
trucks. One of this company's earliest

vehicles was a light delivery wagon having an
air cooled gasolene engine, a small generator,

and a motor, all mounted as a unit on a
sub-frame made after the style of the storage
battery truck. This development led to

larger and more powerful machines, and for

several j'ears the Tate Company has put out
gasolene-electric trucks of capacities of 1,

2, 3, and 5 tons, with noteworthy results.

t An interesting power unit has been evolved
by mounting a four-cylinder two-cycle engine
and a 73-2 kw. generator on a common frame,
and connecting them by a suitable couphng.
Reference to Fig. 7 will show the method of

hanging the motor; also the silent chain
first reduction to the counter-shaft, with
roller chain drive to each rear wheel. The
latest trucks are being equipped with double
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motor drive, which has some advantages for

gasolene-electric transmission. The claims

Fig. 7. Gasolene-Electric Express Truck.

Made by The Tate Gas-Electric Motor Vehicle Company. New York City

already made of relatively low cost of mainte-

nance, reduced wear and tear on transmission

the Chicago and Milwaukee Electric Line at

Evanston. Their capacity is S}-2 tons and
the cars were designed to run

SJ4 miles per hour on 85 volts

and 50 amperes. This speed
was not sufficiently high to

meet the requirements of the
express business, and it became
necessary to schedule them as

high as 20 miles per hour. This
was acquired by increasing the

voltage, and the operation of

the cars, now in their third

year, has proved so satisfactorj'

that the ad\'isability of adopt-
ing a number of them for

local delivery service in New
York City is being considered.

Electric Omnibus

Figures S and 9 give an idea

of the latest chassis and omnibus
designed and built by the Electric Omnibus
Corporation of New York City, at their

.

Fig. 8. Electric Vehicle Chassis. Made by the Electric Omnibus Corporation. New York City

and engine, and flexibility of control, apply

equally well to these trucks.

The' United States Express Company has

operated many Tate trucks in Chicago and
other cities, with great success, and the

writer has seen reports of service under the

most trying winter conditions that are highly

creditable. Figures are not available for

publication at this time, but it may be truly

said that the persistent efforts of this Com-
pany in designing and exploiting the gasolene-

electric truck have been of great value, and
very promising progress is being made along

this comparatively new line of activity.

In addition to doing local delivery work
at Chicago, these trucks complete the line

of the United States Express Company
between Milwaukee and Chicago, meeting

works in Troy, N. Y. A number of these

vehicles have recently been put into service

Fig. 9. Passenger Omnibus Fitted on Chassis of Fig. 8
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by Carson Pine Scott Company, of Chicago,

111., to run between their large department
store and the railroad station for the accom-
modation of customers.

It will be seen that the

omnibus body is designed for

the comfort and convenience
of passengers, and also com-
bines good lines and an
attractive appearance. There
is a vestibule at the front

end, and as the passengers

enter they drop the fare in

a box near the driver. Seats

are arranged lengthwise on
the sides, with a cross seat

at the rear, giving room for

18 passengers. The omnibuses
are equipped with Edison
batteries placed under the

seats and in the bonnet in

front. The battery will give

a daily mileage from 70 to

90 miles on a single charge,

and boosting charges may
be given as required. The
chassis is of modern design throughout and
is propelled by a motor rated at 60 volts and
60 amperes, 1100 r.p.m., which is mounted
lengthwise in the frame and connected by a

short propeller shaft fitted with two universal

Complete tests of the omnibuses made by
the manufactvu-ers show a low wattage per

ton mile. The Edison batteries are guaran-

Fig. 11. Automobile Motor Converted into Railway Type

for Storage Battery Car

couplings to a counter-shaft, which in turn

drives the rear wheels by means of chains.

A controller is mounted below a cross-

member just forward of the motor and is

operated by a lever on the steering column.

Fig. 10. Storage Battery Passenger Car, New York City

teed for service on these omnibuses for

four years when used at their full rated

capacity.

It is believed that there is a large field for

storage battery omnibuses as feeders for

electric railways, on boulevards, and on
avenues where rails are not permitted; also

between small towns and especially for sub-

urban traffic of large towns and cities.

The Electric Omnibus Corporation is build-

ing other omnibuses with bodies of various

styles and of different capacity.

Storage Battery Street Car

The Third Avenue Railway Co., New York
City, is entitled to much credit for the

successful development of a practical storage

battery street car for certain of its lines

where the trolley cannot be used. A few
years ago it was decided to replace the old

horse cars on crosstown lines with self-con-

tained motor cars, either gasolene-electric or

storage battery. After interesting investiga-

tions, the latter was chosen as best suited to

the local operating conditions. Instead of

the regulation car body and motive equip-

ment, the body of the first car was adapted
from a horse-car, two automobile motors, each

rated at 85 volts and 40 amperes, with 50

per cent, overwound fields, being mounted on
a truck provided with roller bearing axle

journals. The car wheels were connected to
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the motors bj- silent chains, each 3 in. wide
and over 10 ft. long, made by the Link Belt

Engineering Company-. The car seated

twenty-six passengers and weighed about six

tons and was so light that it could be pushed

Fig. 12. Storage Battery Snow Sweeper. Third Avenue Railway Company
New York City

along by one man. The battery was supplied

by the Gould Storage Battery Company and
consisted of 44 cells of high capacity, each

cell containing 29 plates; the battery having

a rating of 420 ampere-hours at 84 volts.

Here was a new conception of the storage

battery railway car, quite different from the

old, which, on account of its light weight and
the light weight of its equipment, was fairly

certain to be a success. As a result of favor-

able tests, thirty cars were next built and
equipped with motors rated at So volts and
30 amperes, 700 r.p.m.

After these cars had been in operation for

some months, it was decided to change to

gear drive, and this alteration is now being

made. The motors were also re-designed

mechanically for mounting on the axle, as in

railway practice, and the gears were encased

in a sheet steel housing. A good idea of the

motor can be had by referring to Fig. 11.

The latest cars. Fig. 10, which have only

recently been put into service, weigh about
seven tons, carry twent}--six passengers, and
are equipped with a 58-cell Exide batter}^ of 420

ampere-hours capacitj^ at a 6 hour rate of dis-

charge. These cars operate at about 6 miles

per hour, with eight stops per mile, on about

480 to 500 watts per car mile at the motors.
The motors are 50 per cent, overwound. The
cars have no difficulty in obtaining 100
miles per charge and have gone as high as

119 miles.

The Third Avenue Rail-

way has recently added to

its equipment, and is now
operating about fifteen cars

on the 110th Street and
St. Nicholas Avenue line,

which runs from the Hudson
River, through Manhattan
Street, St. Nicholas Avenue
and 110th Street, to East
River. There are about
twenty cars on the 2Sth and
29th Street crosstown lines

running between the ferries

on the Hudson River side

to the 34th Street ferry on
the East River side. The
third line is the Dry Dock,
East Broadway and Battery,

which operates twenty-one
cars, running down First

Avenue, through 14th Street,

and down Avenue B and East
Broadway to City Hall.

In all, the Company now
has about eighty cars in active service, those

not mentioned above being used on its various

lines, as required.

Snow Sweepers

The Third Avenue snow sweeper (of which
there are four) represents another interesting

Fig. 13. Motor for Snow Sweeper, Converted Automobile

Type

development. (Fig. 12.) This sweeper weighs

approximately 14 tons, completely equipped

with two sets of batteries, each set consisting

of 58 cells similar to those used on the passenger

cars. The motive equipment includes two
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railway type motors rated at 85 volts and
60 amperes, 700 r.p.m. Fig. 13 shows the
general design of the motor, excepting the
gear and gear case, which are omitted. Both
driving axles are chained together to prevent

General Electric Company for its works at Erie,

Pa. It is equipped with two motors (Fig. 15)

rated at 85 volts and 22 amperes, 1200 r.p.m.,

which are mounted in cast steel suspension
brackets and connected to the driving axles

Fig. 14. Storage Battery Industrial Car. Made by General Electric Company

slipping and to insure maximimi traction.

There are also two motors rated 85 volts,

30 amperes, 700 r.p.m., which are duplicates

of those used on the passenger cars, and are

used to revolve the brooms.
The new sweepers were called out early

this winter and operated in a highly satis-

factory manner, removing the snow without
difficulty as regarded traction, and otherwise.

Many of the remarks already made about
the storage battery passenger car apply to

Fig. 15. Motor for Industrial Car

the snow sweeper as well. These machines
are well worked out and are in every way
practical.

Storage Battery Industrial Car

The Storage battery industrial car illus-

trated in Fig. 14 is one of two built by the

by double reduction gearing with a ratio of
about 20 to 1. The gauge is 56,^ in., the
driving wheels are 20 in. in diameter, and the
journal boxes are provided with roller bear-
ings.

Besides this design, three single-motor cars
with 36 in. gauge have been built, two for the
Schenectady Works and one for the Pittsfield
Works. These cars are equipped with the
same motor as that employed on the Erie car.
Three more cars are now on order for the
Schenectady Works, two single-motor 36 in.

gauge and one two-motor, 563^2 in. gauge.
All the cars are equipped with 44-cell bat-
teries, supplying current to the motors at a
potential of 85 volts. The battery for the
two-motor car has an ampere-hour capacity
of 216, while the single-motor car has an
output of 162 ampere-hours. The car
speeds vary between IJ^ and 4 miles per
hour, depending upon the load. A circuit-

breaker or fuses are provided to protect the
motor. Powerful brakes are operated by a
hand wheel having a threaded spindle on
which is fitted a nut carrying an equahzing
bar.

These cars have been thoroughly tried out
and are built for .severe serxdce. It is believed
that there is a large field for such equipments
in the various manufacturing plants of the
countrv.
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CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSORS
Part I

By Louis C. Loewenstein
Engineer, Turbine Department, General Electric Company

This article will be published in three instalments, the first of which considers the subject theoretically,
the principle of the centrifugal compressor and the several factors that influence efficient operation receiving
considerable attention. Ample data in the form of curves and relatively simple equations are included to
enable the reader to calculate the performance of a centrifugal compressor under various conditions of opera-
tion. The second instalment will describe the application of centrifugal compressors to blast furnaces,
foundry cupolas, bessemer converters, the manufacture of water and coke oven gases, oil burning and forge
work, pneumatic cash and mail carrying systems, removal of refuse, etc., etc. The third instalment will deal
with the rating of centrifugal compressors and the amount of power required for their operation. A number
of problems typical of those usually encountered in practice are worked out by means of the formulae and
table given in the present instalment.

—

Editors.

The rapid substitution of rotating for

reciprocating machinery has been one of the
most striking engineering developments of

recent vears. The marked success of the

Fig. 1. Impeller, Discharge Vanes, and Half Casing of Single Stage Compressor

Steam turbine no doubt stimulated the devel-

opment and introduction of the centrifugal

pump and, more recently, the centrifugal

compressor. The centrifugal compressor to-

day stands in the same relation to other
compressors as the steam turbine stood
fifteen years ago to the reciprocating engine,

or as the centrifugal pump stood five years

ago to other pumping apparatus. Although
the initial development of the centrifugal

compressor was first begun in Europe, the
General Electric Company started about
three or four years ago to develop and intro-

duce it in this country; and the marked
success attained is well substantiated by the
large number of successful units in commercial
operation.

A centrifugal compressor resembles a cen-

trifugal pump, except that in the former elastic

fluids are compressed and in the latter fluids

comparatively inelastic are pumped. A cen-

triftigal compressor consists of a revolving
impeller mounted on a shaft supported in

suitable bearings and surrounded by
a stationary set of discharge vanes
supported in a suitable casing. If

the desired amount of compression
is small, a single impeller suffices and
the apparatus is known as a single

stage compressor: if the compres-
sion desired is larger a multi-stage
compressor is used, which consists of

two or more single stage units

mounted on the same shaft and
operating in series within a common
casing. Fig. 1 is a photographic
view of an impeller, a set of dis-

charge vanes, and a half casing of a
single stage compressor.
As the name centrifugal com-

pressor indicates, centrifugal force

plays an important part in its

operation. When set revolving, the

impeller will, by centrifugal force,

entrain a fluid, say air, at its inner circumfer-
ence and will discharge it at its outer circum-
ference at an increased pressure. This pressure
can be called centrifugal pressure. Besides this

the impeller has set the air into motion ; and at

its outer circumference, or discharge end of the

impeller, the air is moving at practically the
same velocity as the peripheral speed of

impeller. Hence the work delivered by the
driver to the impeller of the centrifugal com-
pressor appears in the air discharged from
the impeller in two forms of energy, pressure

energy and velocity energy. It is the function
of the stationary set of discharge vanes to

convert the velocit\' energy into pressure

energy. The discharge vanes are so designed
that the air in flowing through the passages
between the vanes is gradually reduced in

speed and the velocity energy recovered in
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the form of an increase of pressure energj'.

Roughly speaking, about 95 per cent, of the
energy supplied by the driver to the compres-
sor appears as pressure energy and velocity-

energy in the air leaving the

rotating impeller. About
one-half of the available

energy is in the form of

centrifugal pressure, while
the other half is in the
form of velocity. In an
ordinary fan or blower
this high velocity- of the air

is allowed to dissipate
itself chiefly into eddy cur-

rents, and finally exists in

the air in the form of heat.

In the centrifugal compres-
sor this velocity energy is

largely recovered in the
form of increased pressure.

Hence the vital difference

between an ordinary fan or

blower and a centrifugal

compressor lies in the fact

that the former does not
recover any of the velocitj'

energy generated by the
rotating impeller, whereas
the latter recovers the
larger part of the velocity

energy so produced. It can
be readily seen why the
centrifugal compressor is so highly efficient

and why this recent type of air compressor
is replacing all older types.

Besides its high efficiency there are other

advantages which aided in the introduction

of the centrifugal compressor. On account
of its operating at high speeds this compressor
is much smaller in size than any other com-
pressor delivering the same work; and further,

because it can run at high speeds it can be
direct connected to high speed drivers, which
are in themselves smaller and more efficient

than those which must operate at low speeds.

This is especially true of the steam turbine,

and a turbine driven centrifugal compressor
forms an ideal arrangement. Ample clear-

ances can be provided about the impeller,

and if the bearings are properly designed and
provided with efficient lubrication, no rubbing
parts exist; so that the original efficiency of

the unit is maintained after years of service.

Compare this to the performance of displace-

ment or positive pressure blowers where
frequent renewals are necessar\^ to maintain
somewhere near the original efficiency and

output; or compare this compressor to the
inefficient and large fans or blowers, and it

then does not seem strange that the centrifu-

gal compressor has made such great strides

Fig. 2

commercially and is supplanting other forms
of compressors in almost all fields of service.

The efficiencj- of centrifugal compressors
will be steadily improved as we gain more
theoretical knowledge of the laws governing
air flow, but the fundamental principles

involved are well understood and are quite

simple. Fig. 2 represents diagrammatically
a centrifugal compressor. The air particles

enter the impeller at a diameter De and
leave it at a greater diameter Da- The
impeller is rotated by a motor at an angular
velocity m; the air particles are thrown out-

ward by centrifugal force and thus exert a
pressure which can be expressed by the
equation

V2/ V2/ ., Ua--Ue'' -i 0)

in which Ua and Ue, Fig. 2a, represent the
peripheral velocities at the diameters Da and
De respectively; p the pressure rise; and
p the density of the air.
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The air particles enter the impeller at the

diameter De with a relative velocity Ve, and
leave the impeller at the outer diameter Da
with a relative velocity z'a- The resultant

absolute exit velocity Wa of Ua and Va can

Fig. 2a

be represented by the diagonal of a parallelo-

gram where sides are Ua and Va. This paral-

lelogram is called the exit velocity diagram.

In this diagram Ua and Va form an angle /3a,

which is called the exit angle of the impeller.

The angle 6a, formed by Ua and Wa, is the

angle at which the air leaves the impeller,

and in order that the air may enter the

discharge vanes without shock, their entrance

angle must also be ha- The object of the

discharge vanes is to reduce gradually, with

minimum shock losses, the absolute velocity

Wa, and thus transform as much as possible of

the velocity head -^ into pressure.

The entrance velocity diagram of the

impeller must be drawn in a manner similar

to that of the exit velocity diagram, that is,

so that Ve forms the diagonal of a parallelo-

gram whose sides are Ue and -We- The entrance

angle of the impeller will be designated by

0f and the angle between «« and We by he-

The entrance and exit velocity diagrams are

shown in Fig. 2a.

From the velocity diagrams it will be

noted that the air enters the impeller in a

radial direction. If the air is not to enter

the impeller radially some sort of guide vanes
should be provided to properly direct the

air; but if the air is to enter radially, only
radial ribs are provided to prevent churning
of the air before entrance to the impeller.

In high speed impellers the blades of the
impellers are radial at exit. If they are not
radial, great care must be exercised in design-

ing them so that the ensuing centrifugal

forces exerted on the blades do not bend or

break them. For an impeller with air entering

radially the following relation exists between
the various velocities:

Ve^ = Ue--\-'We- (2)

and with impeller blades radial at exit the

relation between the various velocities at exit

Wo- = «a^+ I'a-. (3)

Hence the air leaves the impeller with an
absolute velocity Wa which is somewhat
higher than the peripheral velocity of the

wheel.
The pressure rise in the impeller alone can

be expressed in terms of the impeller and air

velocities at exit by the following equation:

Oa' ±
P (4)

in which p is the pressure rise above inlet

pressure in pounds per square foot, and p is

the density of the air in pounds per cubic

foot, provided the speeds Ua and Va are

expressed in feet per second.

When there is no flow of air through the

impeller, as is the case when the intake to

or discharge from the compressor is closed,

the resultant centrifugal pressure will be:

9.0

I
P

(5)

This equation can also be stated in the

following form:

2g
= h (6)

in which /; is the height in feet of a column
of the flviid sustained by the impeller. In

other words, the centrifugal force generated

will support a column of fluid of height h

against gravity. This equation also applies

to that common form of Hquid tachometer in

which an impeller is rotated and the ensuing

centrifugal force maintains a column of fluid

to a height proportional to the square of

impeller speed, or number of revolutions.
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The discharge vanes receive the air with a
velocity of Wa- This high velocity is gradually
converted into pressure, provided the vanes
are properly shaped. The velocity at the exit

end of the discharge vanes is usually very low
and if negligible the theoretical rise in pressure
above that existing at impeller exit is

Wc

-2i

= P
p (7)

Hence the total theoretical pressure rise

obtainable with an impeller having radial

blades at exit, and with proper discharge
vanes, is the sum of the pressure rise in the

impeller, "
.^_^

"
, and the pressure rise due

2g
conversion

"9^

to

impeller exit

of
2

the absolute

But as

9,7 ~ 9<7

velocitv at

(3)

then

Ua- — I'a , Ua- + V^ Ua
(S)

^S 2g g

The total theoretical pressure rise is therefore
given by the equation

p _Ua-
P a

(9)

The actual pressure rise can be expressed by

P a
(10)

in which -o is the hydraulic efficiency.

It has been assumed in all of the equations
that the density p is constant. Actually in
an air compressor the density varies; but all

the equations given are correct for a com-
pressible fluid, provided that the symbol p
is taken for the mean effective pressure rise

instead of the actual pressure rise, and the
density p is taken as the initial density. The
term "mean effective pressure" is used in the
same sense as in reciprocating compressors
and it is possible to construct a table giving
the values of the mean effective pressure rise

corresponding to any actual pressure rise.

In single stage compressors the variation
of density is small and therefore for ordinary
calculations the density can be taken as
constant and the above equations will give
the actual pressure rise.

In multistage compressors, if N represents
the number of impellers (or stages) in series,

the following equation holds for an incom-
pressible fluid:

P a
(11)

For a compressible fluid the same equation
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Fig. 3

This equation can also be interpreted to mean
the total work done per pound of fluid passing

through the compressor exclusive of rotation

and short circuit losses.

holds; only p will then stand for the mean
effective pressure rise and not the actual
pressure rise, and p will be the initial density
of the fluid.
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The theoretical power required for com-
pression when the density remains constant is

J' = 0.2620 Qp (in horse power) (12a)

or

P = 0.1953 C)/* (in kilowatts) (12b)

in which Q is the flow of fluid in cubic feet

per second and p is the pressure rise in pounds
per square inch.

With a compressible fluid the density of

course changes, and then p in the above
equation again stands for the mean eft'ective

pressure. If the compression is adiabatic,

then p stands for the mean effective pressure

for adiabatic compression; but if the com-
pression is isothermal, p stands for the mean
effective pressure for isothermal compression.

Fig. 3 shows a curve from which the final

or discharge pressure may be found when the
mean effective pressure for adiabatic compres-
sion is known, or vice versa.

Fig. 4 gives the theoretical horse power
necessary to compress adiabatically 100 cubic

feet of air per minute from 14.7 pounds per
square inch absolute to various final pressures.

If the efficiency of compression is known it

is easy to calculate the actual horse power
required to compress any volume of air. If

it is necessary to refer to isothermal compres-
sion. Fig. 5 gives the ratio between the

theoretical power required for adiabatic com-
pression and that required for isothermal
compression.

5 e 7 a

lOO CLBC FFE^ orA/? ATATllOSPttRC PRESSURE.

Fig. 4

In practice the efficiency of the compressor
is compared to either adiabatic compression
or isothermal compression. For cases in

which the compression does not exceed 50

pounds per square inch, adiabatic compres-
sion is usually referred to, but for higher

pressures, isothermal compression is more
frequently referred to. The reason for this

is that for the lower pressures it is not
necessary to cool the air during the process

of compression as efficiently or thoroughly
as in compressors that compress to higher
pressures, and the compressions in practice

actually approach more nearly that of adia-

batic compression when the compressions are

low, and resemble more nearly isothermal
compressions when the compression is high.

In all problems mentioned in this paper adia-

batic compression will be chiefly referred to.

The actual efficiencies of single stage air

compressors vary somewhat with the capacity

of the unit, but generally speaking the shaft

efficiency is over 70 per cent, and the hydraulic

efficiency is usually over 75 per cent. The
shaft efl^ciency is the ratio of the theoretical

power required to compress a given volume
of air to a given pressure to the actual

power which must be applied to the shaft of

the compressor. The hydraulic efficiency is

the ratio of that same theoretical power to

the power represented by the fluid input

as given by equation 9. The hydraulic

efficiency does not include an\' rotation losses

or short circuit losses, but includes losses

along impeller blades and along the discharge

vanes.

In order not to enter into too much mathe-
matics and still give general and useful
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formulae the following equations are simply
stated but not derived. They are perfectly

general formuhe and apply exactly for all

incompressible fluids, such as water, and also

for compressible fluids, such as air, if the

density is considered constant.

The total pressure rise is

The theoretical kilowatts corresponding to the

total pressure rise above stated is

P = 0.1953 Q(p2- pi) (14)

p is the rise in pressure in pounds per

square inch.

pi is the initial pressure of the fluid in

pounds per square inch absolute.

p2 is the final pressure of the fluid in pounds
per square inch absolute.

Q is the quantity discharged in cubic feet

per second,

p is the density of the fluid in pounds per

cubic foot (constant) =62.4 for water
and 0.0764 for air at sea level.

Ua is the peripheral velocity of the impeller

at exit in feet per second.
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The fluid input in kilowatts, or the energy

put into the fluid per second corresponding

to the impressed changes in velocity and
pressure, is

The hydrauHc efficiency or ratio of theoretical

kilowatt to fluid input is

_ 46.31 {p2-px)
"" '

To „ (16)

I'll is the relative exit velocity of the fluid

in feet per second,

is the angle between Ua and Va-

(15)

pUa
1 COS^c

in which

It may be well to give a general formula
without introducing the mean effective pres-

sure for cases where the density of the fluid

is not constant, as in multistage compressor
problems. The following equation is for

radial inlet flow to the impeller and for

impellers having radial blades at the discharge

end (General Electric type), and is based on
adiabatic compression.
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^^=1 1̂ "^"
4631 /-i /

(17)

in which the various letters represent the

Fig, 6. Standard Orifice

same quantities as heretofore, and in which
K equals the ratio of the specific heats at

constant pressure and at constant volume.

absolute temperature pi = 0.0764 and A^ = 1 .41

,

so that ^j—- = 3.44. Assuming a hvdraulic
A — 1

efficiency of 72 per cent, and substituting these

values in the last equation, we have

p2= 14.7
(]\J.. 2 \3 44

For a given impeller having a fixed exit

area, the relative exit velocity Va is evidently
proportional to the quantity of fluid Q passing
through the impeller per second. The
peripheral wheel speed Ua is also proportional

to the revolutions per minute. For any given

impeller, therefore, the ratio — will be pro-
Ma

Qportional to

represented

R.p.m.

by it.

and may therefore be

Consequently if the
compressor is designed to give its best effi-

ciency when delivering say Q cubic feet per
second at a certain value of revolutions per
minute it will deliver at increased or decreased
speed proportionately the same ratio of in-

creased or decreased quantity of discharge Q.

i

r

r

^

:iii:iii=i:"=:h5i:iiii::iii:iiii::i::i:=i:=iiiii:

Fig. 7

r or air A = ^ , „^,. =1.4 The subscript 1
0.1685

stands for initial conditions and the subscript 2
for final conditions. For air initially at 14.7

pounds per square inch pressure and at 520° F.

It is sometimes necessary to determine the

flow of air or gases through pipes and orifices.

The following formula? may be useful.

For the flow of any gas through an orifice

when the final pressure is greater than the
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critical value of —
,
(the critical value for air

pi

and for most gases — =0.5272), the theoret-
pi

ical quantity of discharge in cubic feet per
second of free gas (at 60° F. and 14.7 pounds
per square inch absolute pressure) is

-.)•

(19)in which

a =area of orifice in square inches.

ri = initial temperature in F° absolute.

pi = initial pressure in pounds per square
inch absolute.

p-2 = final pressure in pounds per square inch
absolute.

A' = ratio of specific heat at constant pres-

sure to specific heat at constant
volume.

oo = density of gas in pounds per square foot

(at' 60° F. and 14.7 pounds per
square inch absolute pressure).

/ = orifice coefficient (for an orifice shown
in Fig. 6 coefficient = 0.99).

For air, after substituting values for pa and

for A", this equation becomes

1 4.380 /

Q = ^^VP^(pi-p^)-fi.0m5{px-p,)'' (19a)

When any gas flows through an orifice

where the final pressure is less than the

p2
cntical value of — then

Pi

^ ^3.972o I K 7 2 \—

For air, after substituting values for po and
for A", this equation becomes

(20a)

For the flow of air in pipes we are indebted
to the excellent experiments of Mr. D. W.
Taylor. The summary of his experiments is

that the coefficient of friction has a value of

0.00008 for pipes of first-class workmanship
and in very best condition. If, however, the

pipes have some slight internal roughness,

error of shape, or alignment, this coefficient

of friction should be increased to 0.0001.

Mr. Taylor recommends the latter coefficient

for general working purposes.

TABLE I

DENSITY AND SPECIFIC GRAVITY OF VARIOUS GASES.

Pressure 14.7 pounds per square inch absolute. Temperature 520° F. absolute.

AVERAGE VOLUMETRIC ANALYSIS

Coal
Gas

Coke
Oven
Gas

Actual
Air Gas
(Siemen's
Producer)

Actual
Water
Gas

Water
Gas

Carbu-
retted

Producer
Gas

Anthra-
cite

Producer
Gas
Bitu-
minous

Natural
Gas

Blast
Furnace
Gas

Taylor
Anthra-

cite

(average)

Density in Lbs.
per Cu. Ft.
at 60° F. and

14.7 Lbs.

C02 .02 .02 .04 .03 .04 .07 .04 .10 .084 .11683
N, .03 .18 .62 .04 .04 .47 .50 .08 .58 .527 .07424
CO .0.5 .03 .23 .44 .25 .27 .22 .30 .183 .07396
H, .45 .01 .08 .49 .35 .18 .20 .02 .02 .174 .00.531

CH, .40 .19 .18 .90 .026 .0426
CzH, .05 .01 .03 .14 .01 .04 .11445

Density in pounds per cubic foot

.03341 .030151 .07172 .04157 .05166 .06502 .06365
1
.04424 .07695 .06449

Specific Gravity (Air at .0764 taken as unity)

.4379
I
.3935 1 .939 .5438

1
.6741 .852 .8325 .578 1.007 .844
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If

/ is the coefficient of friction (0.0001),

/ the length of pipe in feet,

V the velocity of the gas in feet per second,
d the weight of the gas in pounds per cubic

foot;

then the friction loss (in pounds per square
inch) can be expressed by the following
equation

Inserting for /' its value 0.0001 and taking
the density of air as 0.07465 the friction loss

in pounds per square inch for the flow of air is

Z,=
Z»2

400000(/
(21a)

Fig. 7 gives the atmospheric pressure in

pounds per square inch absolute for various
altitudes above sea level. This curve is useful
in calculating the performance of centrifugal

compressors if installed at high altitudes.

The use of this curve will be more fully

explained later.

Table I gives the densities and specific

gravities of various gases sometimes com-
pressed by centrifugal compressors. The use
of this table of densities for centrifugal com-
pressor work will be explained later when
some practical problems are solved.

(,To be Co?itinued)

ALTERNATING CURRENT APPARATUS TROUBLES
P.\RT VII

By W. Brooke

British Thomson Houston Co. Ltd., Rugby, England

SYNCHRONOUS CONVERTERS (Continued)

Part V (February Review) of this series commenced an analysis of synchronous converter troubles, and
dealt with: first, overheating; second, accidental grounding; third, excessive voltage drop on a-c. end;
fourth, regulation of d-c. voltage. This month the sub-headings are sparking, starting, synchronizing and
parallel operation. It must be pointed out that the author is more familiar with British practice than
American; and that none of his statements may be taken in any way as official utterances of the General
Electric Company.

—

Editors.

SECTION 5. SPARKING TROUBLES
Sparking at the commutator of a converter

may be due to a number of causes, some of
which ha\^e been described in connection with
other faults. The principal other causes are
as follows:

Cause 1. Distortion of field may be respon-
sible for this trouble, due to incorrect position
of brushes on the direct current side, or to
the fact that the machine is being run on a
low power-factor under a fairly heavy load.

The adjustment of the brushes is a matter
which can best be seen to when the machine
is running. It may be determined whether
the distortion is produced by the machine
working under a fairly heavy load on low
power-factor by moving the main shunt field

rheostat, in order to see if the setting is

such as to give minimum input. When this

has been done it will be noted whether the
commutation has changed for the better. If

not the brushes should be shifted.

Cause 2. Short-circuited coil in armature.
This has already been treated upon in con-
nection with over-heating troubles (see

Section 1, Cause 5).

Cause S. Open-circuit in armature. An
open-circuit in the annature of the converter
eY'idences itself in the same way as in the
case of a continuous current machine, by the
appearance of a ring of fire around the com-
mtuator. The machine should be shut down;
and it will usually be an easy matter to

locate the open coil, owing to the fact that
the open-circuit generally takes place at the
soldered joint between the commutator lug
and the end winding, or between the com-
mutator lug and the commutator; and is

therefore obvious on inspection.

Cause 4- Incorrect brush spacing. If the
brush-rigging is ever moved for any reason
care should always be taken that the brush-

holders are replaced in such a position that

the leading edges of all the brushes are
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pitched equally around the commutator.
This is best checked up by means of a strip

of cartridge paper about 1 in. or so in width.
This is held round the commutator under
the brushes and cut off so that both ends
exactly meet. It should then be taken off,

and the distance divided up into as many
parts as there are brush spindles. The strip

can then be put back on the commutator and
the brushes all made to touch the line with
their leading edges. It is essential for good
operation that this is done exactly.

Cause 5. Commiitaling poles not in correct

adjuslmcnt. Commutating poles are fitted

to machines for the purpose of coinpensating
for annature reaction set up by heavy over-

loads. As the armature reaction in converters

is, to a certain extent, balanced, the commu-
tating field is not required to be so heavy
as for continuous current generators. Trouble
from this cause will be manifested by the
brushes sparking as the load comes on, that

is to say, the commutation may be fairly

good on normal loads, and objectionable at

overloads. Whether this is due to a reduction

in the power-factor by momentary overloads

may be investigated by giving the brushes a
forward lead. This would tend to correct the

condition, although it might be found that

the commutation at no-load would then be
interfered with. The amount of diverter

resistance across the commutating poles

should then be decreased by cutting out
some of the strip, so as to allow more current

to circulate around the commutating poles,

and thus check distortion at the high loads.

A good way of obtaining adjustment is to

mark the brush position for sparkless com-
mutation on low loads; shift the brush
position to obtain sparkless commutation on
the high loads; alter the diverter resist-

ance by a small amount temporarily; and
then move the brushes nearer to the low
load neutral. From this it can be judged
how much more of the diverter strip should
be cut out in order to obtain the neutral

point at high loads at the same place as the

low load neutral, thereby enabling the

machine to run with fixed brush position.*

Cause 6. High bars in commutator. It

sometimes happens, when a commutator
becomes heated up to some considerable

extent, as may be the case when dealing with

heavy loads, that a commutator bar may
become loosened and project a very small

amount above its neighbors. Such a condi-
tion manifests itself by a chattering noise at

the brushes. It can sometimes be remedied
by shutting down the machine, and tightening
up the commutator bolts while the commu-
tator is hot. If the same trouble shows up
again, it will probably be due to defective

material in the mica end cone. In this case
the only remedy is to take the commutator
down and put in a new mica cone. (See
Review, July, 1911, p. 332.)

Cause 7. Eccentricity of commutator. If

the commutator becomes eccentric from any
cause the brushes chatter and sparking is

caused, particularly on machines of fairly

high speed; this can be remedied by removing
the brush gear and grinding the commutator
until true.

Cause 8. Uneven air gaps. This defect has
been already dealt with (Section 4, Division

6).

Cause 9. Grooving of commutator. Most
machines are provided with end-play devices,

either of the mechanical or magnetic type.

If there is any tendency for grooves to wear
on the commutator, it is probably due to the
end-play device not being in proper working
order, or not working at all. It should
therefore be carefully adjusted so that the
armature has a swing of about % in. to and
fro.

Cause 10. Reversed armature coil. This
condition may be met when an armature is

repaired and a new coil may be accidentally

connected up the wrong way. It does not
usually manifest itself very plainly. In some
cases it causes a spark at the particular

commutator segment to which it is connected,
which can be noted by a black edge on that
segment when the inachine is at rest. The
defective point can best be found by passing
a small current through the armature of the
machine through one pair of brush spindles

with the other brushes raised from the com-
mutator and slip rings. Voltage drop readings
should be taken with a milli-voltmeter or other
low reading instrument between each pair

of commutator segments. It will be noted
that reverse readings (which will recur at
regular intervals) are obtained, corresponding
to the number of poles of the machine, or the
number of armature circuits in its winding.
If an intermittent reverse reading is obtained
whose distance from the starting point is not
a multiple of the number of poles, then this

* Manufacturers have various methods of their own which may be applied in the test room or on site for adjusting the commutating
poles, which are considerably superior to this method as regards general accuracy. This " cut-and-try " method has the advantage of
requiring no special testing appliances, and may be quickly performed.

—

Editors.
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represents a re^-ersed coil. The coil should

be unsoldered from the commutator lugs and
the leads reversed and soldered up again.

This error is only likely to occur on machines
with armatures having wound coils, as in bar

wound machines it is practically impossible

to connect the coils in the reverse direction.*

The efEect of such a condition is to lower

the voltage of the particular section which
is being commuted, by the fact that the

reversed coil opposes and neutralizes another

coil having the same number of turns as

itself. The effect is then equivalent to

leaving out two of the armature coils between
certain positive and negative points which
are being commuted, with a resulting voltage

drop over that particular section. A cir-

culating current is then set up, which flows

either from the other brushes, or through
the equalizing rings so as to make the poten-

tials balanced.

Cause 11. Reversed field coil. When
reconnecting the field of a converter it may
sometimes happen that a field spool is re-

versed; and this will manifest itself by the

fact that the induced voltage of the con-

verter will be reduced across a certain pair

of brushes, since the poles, being of incorrect

polarity, will have an effect somewhat like

that of a booster, by opposing some of the

circuits. This will be attended by bad
sparking; and a circulating current, due to

this difference of potential, will flow through
the brushes or the equalizer rings, in order

to restore the balance of potential between
each pair of brushes; some paths in the

armature will be operating at full voltage,

since the polarity of certain poles is correct,

while in others there will be a reversed direct

current potential due to the reversal of the

polarity of a certain pole. When for any
reason the field spools have once been dis-

connected and pulled down, it is a good plan

to avoid the possibility of a reversed coil by
testing out the polarity before the machine
is again set to work. This may be done in

the usual waj^, by passing a direct current

through the field spools and testing with a bar
of iron.

Sparking at Starting

In commutating pole machines objection-

able sparking is sometimes experienced when
the converter is started up from the alter-

nating current side by means of a compensator
or transformer tappings; and although some-

* Practically all of the converters now manufactured by the
General Electric Company have bar-wound armatures.— Editors.

times a temporary improvement may be
effected by adjustment of the brush position

before starting and again when the converter
is up to synchronism, it is generally necessary
to use a separate starting motor, or to employ
a brush lifting device for starting. Care
should be taken that the field circuit is

always disconnected from the direct cur-

rent side when starting. It is also necessary

to make sure that the direct current side is

open, and not connected to any of the appara-
tus which usually works from it; as the
potential across the direct current brushes is

an alternating one until the armature is up
to synchronism, and the frequency of reversal

is equal to that of the slip.

SECTION 6. DIFFICULTIES WITH STARTING

Div. 1. Failure of Machine to Start from A-C. Side

In the case of machines being started with
compensators it may happen that the com-
pensator winding is open-circuited on one
phase; the machine will fail to start as it is

on single-phase. This will be indicated by
two of the ammeters on the supply side of

the machine reading zero. The same trouble

is possible where machines are started from
transfonners, in which case the lead may be-

come accidentally' disconnected while the

machine has been standing. Where the

converter is started by external means,
failure to start may be traceable to the fact

that one of the stator phases of the starting

motor has become disconnected or other\\4se

open-circuited, the machine being left on
single-phase. This applies to machines started

with both squirrel cage and slip ring motors.

The trouble may be investigated as described

in the previous article on induction motors.

(See G.E. Review, Nov. 1911.)

Div. 2. Short-Circuit at Starting

Where converters are used on the Edison
3-wire system on the direct current side, the

neutral is made to return at the neutral point

of the transformers; and in 4-phase machines
running from 2-phase circuits, or in 6-phase

machines running from 3-phase circuits having

diametrical or double-star connected second-

aries, the neutral point must be opened up
while starting. That is to say, the middle

points of all the windings should be broken

up or otherwise a short-circuit will result;

since, during the starting period when the

machine is not moving synchronously with

the supply current, certain portions of the
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winding of the armature constituting certain
phases may be suppHed with maximum phase
voltage when they are in a position gener-
ating minimum back e.m.f., i.e., when a phase
is between a pair of poles. When running
of course the phase voltage is always mini-
mum when in this position under synchronous
conditions. A 2-pole switch is generally
used for breaking up the two diameters of

connections in 4-phase machines; a 3-pole
switch for breaking up the three diametrical
phases of a 6-phase machine; and a 2-pole
switch for breaking iip the connections
between the two star points in double star

machines. The hinges of the switch are all

joined together so as to form a connection
for the neutral direct current lead.

Div. 3. Heavy Current at Starting When Machines
are Started from the A-C. Side from Trans-
formers

In starting 6-phase machines it may happen
that a large current is taken from the line

in one particular phase. This may be due
to the phase rotation of the supply not coin-

ciding with that of the machine itself, in

which case one phase of the machine would be
ISO deg. out of phase with one of the line

phases, and would hence be on short-circuit.

This would be indicated on the ammeters,
and the phase in which the heavy current is

taken should be reversed and another start

made. This applies more particularly in

connection with 6-phase diametrically con-

nected machines.

SECTION 7. DIFFICULTIES WITH
SYNCHRONIZING

Div. 1.

Machines started up by external means
need to be synchronized as in the case of

alternators. The frequency of the back e.m.f.

is only equal to the line frequency when the

converter is up to speed ; whereas in machines
self-started from the alternating current side

the poles are magnetized by a revolving

field of a frequency equal to that of the slip,

and hence the back e.m.f. has a frequency

equal to the line at all speeds. If machines
are synchronized by the dull lamp method
with lamps arranged in each phase, and there

is a flashing in the lamps in and about one
another (i.e., when the lamps are never all

bright or all dull together), it is evident that

the phase rotation is incorrect with respect

to the line. It is then necessary to shut

down the machine and correct the phase

rotation. On a 2-phase machine one pair of

leads should be changed over, belonging to
one phase. On a 3-phase converter any pair

should be interchanged; while for a 6-phase
machine both ends of a pair of phases should
be changed, i.e., four leads belonging to two
different phases.

Div. 2. Erratic Synchronizing When Using Dull
Lamp Method

Unless a synchronizing transformer is used
the dull lamp method is the only lamp
method that can be adopted for synchronizing;
and on some machines, with a tendency
towards instability, synchronizing with lamps
at all may be found rather difficult under
normal conditions. The use of metallic fila-

ment lamps instead of carbon lamps may
assist matters, as with the latter there may
be quite an appreciable voltage across the
lamp with no apparent illumination; that is

to say, the machine may be out of phase to a
considerable extent when the lamps indicate no
apparent phase displacement. Synchronizing
on machines that have a tendency to be
unstable may be further assisted by syn-
chronizing at a less power-factor than unity;

that is, by closing the switch when the lamps
are dull, but with a voltage on the converter
slip rings of less or more than line voltage.

This should not exceed 15 or 20 per cent.,

i.e.. So or SO per cent, power-factor.

Div. 3. Erratic Synchronizing When Using Syn-
chroscope or Bright Lamp Method

When putting to work a synchroscope
or synchronizing transformer provided with
bright lamps, it may be found that the
converter does not parallel properly, but that

it blows the circuit breakers when the
paralleling switch is closed. The connections
should be checked up by means of an alter-

nating current voltmeter. It is best to do
this before attempting to synchronize. With
one of the switch blades of the paralleling

switch connected to its corresponding hinge,

the voltage should be taken between one of

the other switch blades and the corresponding
hinge when the converter is up to speed, and
the synchronizing lamp bright, or the pointer

of the synchroscope indicating synchronism.
The voltage measured across the points
mentioned should then be zero. If it is not
zero, or nearly zero, the connections of the
field coil in the synchroscope should be
reversed ; or, where lamps are used, the second-
ary of the synchronizing transformer should
be reversed.
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Div. 4. Difficulty of Obtaining Adjustment when
Synchronizing on Externally Started Machines

Machines started by squirrel cage motors

are provided with a loading resistance which

is temporarily connected across the slip rings

of the converter. This resistance receives

power from the converter which operates for

the time being as an alternator; and thus

prevents the squirrel cage motor (which has

a pair of poles less than the converter) carrying

the speed very far beyond the synchronizing

speed of the latter. Small adjustments to

speed are made by altering the field

excitation, which changes the load; and if

difficulty is found in getting the speed to

settle, more of the loading resistance shoidd

be switched in, so as to enable the field of

the converter to be worked at a higher density,

giving more positive adjustment. This also

applies to machines started by a slip ring

induction motor, the speed of which is pri-

marily adjusted bj' rotor resistance, and
afterwards by field adjustment. It will here

be noted that the machine must be synchro-

nized at the voltage which exists on the

converter, as it is adjusted into phase by
the shunt field, which, in most cases, is at a

power-factor something below unity. The
excitation should afterwards be correctly

adjusted when the machine is paralleled.

With the slip ring machine no loading resist-

ance is provided, but speed adjustment is

obtained by field adjustment or hysteresis

drag.

SECTION 8. DIFFICULTIES OF PARALLEL
OPERATION

Div. 1. Effect of Wave Shape on Parallel Opera-
tion of Converters

Bad parallel operation and kindred faults

are sometimes put down to difterence of wave
shape of the converter from that of the

supply generator. Broadly speaking, however,

no serious difficidties in ordinary commercial

operation have been traceable to this cause.

One respect in which difference of wave forms

affects a converter is in preventing a power-

factor of unity being obtained on the con-

verter. When minimum alternating current

input amperes is obtained the alternating

current volt amperes are not fotmd to be

equal to the direct current watts plits losses.

That is to say, owing to the fact that the

wave of back e.m.f. does not coincide with

the impressed wave, the current that flows,

due to the potential existing in one wave
and not appearing in the other, is a magnetiz-

ing current; this current sets up flux which
cannot be overlapped by field flux in the

converter, since the distribution is different

from the supply wave. The minimum input
alternating current amperes then determines

the maximum power-factor, which is not

necessarily unity.

Div. 2. Polarity of Converters Wrong when Start-

ing from A-C. Side

This trouble sometimes happens where
machines are working in parallel and are

started from the alternating current side.

It is observed that the paralleling voltmeter
reads double volts instead of zero. The field-

split switch on the converter should be with-
drawn and placed in the bottom position,

which reverses the field of the converter. This
should be done while the machine is running
on the tappings of the transformer or com-
pensator, and not when running from full

supply voltage; as otherwise a large magnet-
izing current will be taken which will perhaps
affect other apparatus on the line by causing

the voltage of the system to drop. As soon

as the pointer of the paralleling voltmeter
crosses the zero mark, the field switch should

be withdrawn and put in its top position.

The effect of this is to retard the armature
to the extent of one pole-pitch, where it then
gains its correct polarity; and it will then be
opposing the busbar voltage on the direct

current side instead of helping. When this

has been done the alternating current side

can be switched on to full voltage. If the

converter is not operating in parallel with

others wrong polaritj' will be indicated by
the direct current meters reading the wrong
way. It is advisable to have this changed, as

it may interfere with the circuit connections.

Div. 3. Series Field of Converter Bucking

If a converter is operating alone this can
be found by putting the machine on load,

when the direct current volts will drop.

If the converter is operating in parallel with
others it must not be put on load without
first ascertaining if the series field is magnet-
izing in the proper direction. To do this the

equalizer switch and the negative line switch
should be closed, and note made as to whether
the direct current volts rise across the open
armature. If so, the machine may be paralleled;

if not, the series field must be changed over.

The machine should be shut down to do this

unless a series field reversing switch is pro-

vided.
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ELECTRICITY IN EXCAVATION WORK
By W. C. Lancaster

Assistant Manager, The United Engineering and Contracting Company

The failure of central stations in most cases to offer proper rates, the disinclination of the manufacturer
of contractors' machinery to adapt his machines to motor drive, and the reluctance on the part of the contractor
to abandon his timeworn friends, steam and compressed air, have been largely responsible for the delayed
application of electric power to excavation and construction work. The author shows that as a motive power
for most of the operations involved, electricity is much superior to either steam or compressed air, particularly
as regards flexibility in transmission, ease and certainty of control, and cost. Several installations with which the
author has been connected in a professional capacity and in which the electric motor has been used with pronounced
success, both from an operating and economical standpoint, are described and illustrated.

—

Editors.

Why have general contractors been slower
than men engaged in other industries to use
electricity for power purposes within its

proper field of usefulness? There are few
industries to which the electric motor is better
suited than to excavation work, yet a few
years since, a contractor abotit to undertake
the moving of large masses of material would
have received with incredulity the suggestion

that his machinery could profitably be driven

by such motors.
When the New York subway was built,

about 1901, only a small amount of current

was used for power purposes. For digging

this subway, the contractors erected steam
driven compressor plants. These plants were
noisy, they ejected steam, smoke and cinders,

and in the opinion of the neighborhood con-

stituted a nuisance for which damages could
be collected in the law courts.

In the driving of the high pressure water
tunnel, and in the building of the new subways
now under constrtiction more than 90 per

cent, of the machinery is driven by electric

motors. These motors do their work so

quieth' that they do not disturb the neighbor-

hood, and they are housed in sheds so small

that they give no indication of the magnitude
of the work. This is a complete change in the

motive power used in excavation work. To
one conversant with electric power, the sur-

prise is not that this change has come, but
that it has been so long in the coming.
The delay in introducing electricity into

construction work is chargeable to the electric

central stations, to the mantifacturers of con-

tractors' machinery, and to the contractors

themselves. The electric central stations did

not allow the contractor minimum rates,

because of the temporary nature of his plants.

These companies have, with time, learned

the effect of these plants, operating usually

twenty-four hours a day, on their load curve,

and consequently have kept reducing their

prices. A contractor can now purchase

electric power in many localities cheaper than
he can make it.

The manufacturer of contractors' machinery
contintied for a long time to recommend
mechanical drive, for he understood it, and
if he happened to tise a motor very likely hit

upon one unsuited to his machine. But
knowledge has come to him with experience,
and he now recommends electric drive and
selects the right type of motor.
The contractor felt a natural reluctance to

abandon the steam and air driven machinery,
well understood by him, and to rest the suc-
cessful completion of a large contract on a
form of energy of which he had no practical

knowledge. Even when he took the step and
used electric motors for driving a hoist, mixer,
or air compressor, he did not do as he would
have done had he used steam, that is, employ
experienced engineers to lay out the work;
but gave the installing and care of the motors
to men inexperienced in this work. Trouble
was the usual result. The mechanics did not
know what to do in the emergency, and as its

failure was costing money by delaying the
progress of the work, the motor was usually
pronounced "no good" and replaced by a
machine which the contractor's employees
knew how to handle. This change was made
usually without giving the manufacturer an
opportunity to investigate the trouble, be-
cause the work could not be delayed.
Some of the more progressive contractors

have learned to employ an experienced engi-
neer or electrician to assist in determining
whether a given piece of work can be done
more cheaply by steam, by air, or by elec-

tricity. The question is regarded as a com-
mercial one; that is, the striking of a balance
between the first cost, the operating cost, the
maintenance, and the salvage of his machines
driven by electricity as against the same
machines driven by some other form of
motive power. As these factors differ in
every case, no set rule can be laid down when
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the one or the other fomi of power should be
used.

The success or failure of a contract mav

Fig. 1. 480 H.P., 230 Volt DC. Motor Direct Connected to Laidlaw-Dunn-Gordon

Company's 32x20x30 In. Air Compressor

depend on the proper solution of this question,

and consequently, it is economy for a con-

tractor to have it passed upon by the most
competent authorities.

The writer proposes in this

paper to give a brief descrip-

tion of some of the electrical

installations on largp con-

struction work mth which
he has been connected in a

professional capacity. These
illustrate a few of the advan-
tages to be gained by
adopting electricitj' as a

motive power.

Air Compressors

Fig. 1 shows one of the

2900 cubic foot air compres-
sors used in the construction

of the Pennsylvania Railroad
crosstown tunnels. New
York Cit}-. Compressors of

this type, direct connected
to electric motors, occupy- a

much smaller floor area

than do steam-driven com-
pressors of the same capacity, for they
do not require boilers, condensers, au.xiliary

apparatus, and space for the storage of coal.

In this case the plant had to be located in the
hotel and theater section of the city, where

real estate values were high,

and it was important to save
ever}- possible square foot

of space. It was for this

reason that electric com-
]Dressors were selected. The
idea of using electricity for

the air compressors worked
out so well that it was car-

ried further and electricity

used for driving all the
machinery.

This saving in space, how-
ever, is by no means the

only economy that may be
effected. Fig. 2 shows a
large air compressor plant

used for the work of enlarg-

ing the Erie Canal near
Lockport, New York. In
this instance space was un-
limited. Coal was cheap
and water plentiful. Yet it

was found that the installa-

tion and the operating cost

of a steam plant, with
condensers, would have been more than the

corresponding costs of an electric plant;

and further, as this was a state contract,

Fig. 2. 500 H.P., 2200 Volt Synchronous Motor Direct Connected to 32x20x30 In.

Air Compressors. The United Engineering & Contracting Company,
Barge Canal Contract 40, Lockport. N. Y.

it was necessary to work eight hour

shifts, making the labor unusually high; but
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by using electric compressors, the whole of

the boiler-room pay-roll would be eliminated.

It was decided, therefore, to purchase electric

current from the Niagara,
Lockport & Ontario Power
Company, whose trans-

mission line crosses the
work. At present only one
man to a shift runs the

entire compressor plant

without the aid of even
an oiler. Further saving

results from the use of less

oil because of the absence
of steam cylinders, and
from fewer repairs because
of fewer wearing parts.

Figs. 1 and 2 show com-
pressor units of high effi-

ciency, designed to use the

smallest possible amount of electric energy in

proportion to the output of compressed air.

These compressors are suitable for work
extending over a considerable length of time,

the first cost of the machine thus becoming
small compared with the total cost of electric

energy consumed in running it. On a short

used by a less efficient machine for the short

period it is in operation frequently does not
justify the additional outlay. In these cases,

Fig. 3. 200 H.P., 2200 Volt Induction Motor Belted to IngersoU-Rand 20Jixl33i)[18 In

Air Compressor. Frazer Brace & Co., Shelburne Falls. Mass.

job, however, the saving in cost of electric

current consumed by a highly efficient and,

therefore, high priced compressor over that

Fig. 4. 35 H.P.. 500 Volt DC. Motor Geared to IngersoU-Rand 10x10 In. Portable

Air Compressor. Havana. Cuba

when the floor space is ample, a belted com-
pressor can be used to advantage. An air

compressor of this description that was used
in driving a short water tunnel near Shelburne
Falls, Mass., is illustrated in Fig. 3.

In Fig. -4 is shown a portable electric com-
pressor of about 2.50 cubic feet per minute

capacity. This compressor
furnishes air for hand rock
drills and small pumps used
in excavating sewer trenches
in the city of Havana,
Cuba. It is light and easily

moved along as the work
progresses. The motor re-

ceives current from the
nearest overhead trolley

wire.

Hoists

The hoist in some form
is perhaps more widely used
in excavation work than
any other class of machin-
ery. Its uses are many and
varied, and for practically

all of them the electric drive

is suitable. In cases where
the space available is small
there is great advantage in

using electricity rather than
steam. Fig. 5 shows a
dock, at 35th Street and
the East River, New
York City, where were

handled all the rock excavated and con-

crete material used during the construction

of the Pennsylvania Railroad crosstown tun-
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Fig. 5. Electric Derricks, East 35th Street Dock. The United Engineering & Contracting Co.

nels. On the far side may be seen two derricks

dumping the excavated rock from the special

dump buckets into barges alongside, and in

the foreground two derricks

with clam-shell buckets un-

loading a scow of broken
stone into an overhead bin.

This dock is only 60 by loO

feet. Had these four der-

ricks been steam driven, a

much larger space would
have been required to accom-
modate the boilers and leave

room for the storage of coal.

Another material saving

in the operating cost of

nearly all electric hoists is

the saving in firemen's

wages, the extra labor re-

quired to clean the boilers

at regular intervals, and to

get up steam before the
engineer arrives. With the

electric hoist, the engineer

can give his whole time to

keeping his hoist in good
shape, since he need not
attend to the fires himself

nor see that his fireman is

attending to them.

The type of boiler used on a contractor's

hoist is wasteful of coal and the exposed

location where the hoist usually has to be

Fig. 6. 90 H.P., 550-230 Volt DC. Motor Geared to Lidgerwood Mnlg. Company

Mine Hoist. Smith, Hauser, Locher & Co. Catskill Aqueduct

Contract 66, New York City
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placed does not tend to lessen the coal bills.

On the other hand, the efficiency of the
electric hoist is not affected by weather
conditions.

The time that the hoist is actually lifting

its full load is usually small compared with
the time that it is idle. This difference is

greater than many contractors realize. In
the case of steam hoists, steam at full pressure

must be always in readiness, a large part of

the heat energy of the coal going to waste
up the stack. In the case of the electric

hoist, current is used only when the motor is

hoisting, and then no more than enough
consumed to do the work at hand, whether
the load be a heavy or light one. vSufficient

energy is always in the wires to do the heavy
work instantly whenever the occasion de-

mands it. There is no waste. All the current
paid for is used to run the hoist.

An electric hoist of the type known as a

"mine hoist" is shown in Fig. 6. This hoist

is used for operating the cages in a shaft 2.30

feet deep on the Catskill aqueduct in New
York City.

Fig. 7 shows a cantilever bridge for canal
work, on which runs an electrically operated
carriage from which a drag bucket is sus-

pended. This bucket digs the canal bank,
transports the earth up the incline, and dumps
it from the upper end, forming a "spoil pile"

parallel with the canal. As fast as the exca-

vation is completed, the crane moves forward
under its own power. dock. Fig.

Fig 7. Cantilever Crane Operating Drag Bucket made by Brown Hoisting Machinery Co.

225 H.P.. 400 Volt Induction Motor. The United Engineering St Contracting

Company, Barge Canal Contract No. 40, Lockport, N. Y.

Fjg. 8. Monorail Hoists Operated by One 75 H.P. and One
IS H.P. Motor. The United Engineering fit

Contracting Co., New York City

Fig. 8 shows the special monorail hoists,

known as "telphers" loading buckets of rock
on wagons. These buckets are shown on the

They are hoisted from the
tunnel by the telphers, and
transported horizontally to

the street. By these means
the disposal of the excavated
material, which is loaded into

the buckets at the tunnel
headings, is accomplished
without re-handling and
therefore with minimum labor

and minimum noise.

In Fig. 9 is another type
of monorail hoist now in use
for building sewers in

Havana. The A-frames
supporting the I-beams along
which the hoist travels can
be easilj^ moved from the
rear and placed in front as

the work progresses.

The types of hoists illus-

trated in Figs. 8 and 9 could
not readily be run b}^ anj^

other power than electric.
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Fig. 9. Portable Monorail Hoist with 10 H.P., 500 Volt Motor.
& Contracting Company, Havana, Cuba

These are excellent examples of machines
designed especially for work of such nature
that the standard types of machinery are not
suitable. They show the flexibility of electric

power.

Pumps

The type of pump particularly suited to
motor drive is the centrifugal. On excava-
tion work this type of pump is most success-
fully operated where a sump can be main-
tained and the water allowed to drain to it.

When choice must be made between cen-
trifugal pumps driven by electric motors and
reciprocating pumps operated by compressed
air, consideration shows the centrifugal pump
to be the more economical. In the former
case there are only the losses in the centrifugal
pump, motor, and transmission wires, while
in the latter case there are the losses in the
reciprocating pump, air-pipe line, air com-
pressor and steam engine or electric motor
which drives the air compressor. The effi-

ciency of reciprocating pumps, such as are
used on contract work, may be taken as
about the same as that of the best centrifugal
pumps for the same work; but it is undoubt-
edly less when the pistons are worn and when
the packing is leaky. The centrifugal pump
with few wearing parts runs at nearly constant
efficiency for a long period.

Concrete Mixers

It is often necessary,
especially in tunnel work, to
install the mixer near the
point where the concrete is

being placed, in a location
that makes the use of steam
for driving the mixer either

impossible or inconvenient.
Fig. 10 shows an electrically

driven mixer at the foot of a
t unnel shaft, where the use of

^team would have been
impractical. Compressed air

could have been used, but
when the concrete work was
going on, the drilling had been
completed and it would have
been ver\- wasteful of po\\'er to
run the large air compressors
for operating a few mixers.

Locomotives

A contractor on tunnel
work who has always used
mules for hauling out excava-
tion and hauling in con-
crete little appreciates the

advantages of electric locomotives. By taking
on one trip a large number of cars at high
speed, the rate of progress of the work is

Cuban Engineering

Fig. 10. Motor Driven Concrete Mixer. Engineering &t,

Contracting Company. Pennsylvania Railroad Crosstown

Tunnels, New York City
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materially increased. A good many mules
are required to do the work of one locomotive,

and even this number must be doubled, as a
mule must rest one shift out of two. Feeding

large number of "mule-skinners." Accidents
to mules are not infrequent and their death
rate is high. The depreciation of a locomotive
is small and a little overhauling and painting

Fig. 11. 10 Ton Electric Mine Locomotive
The United Engineering and Contracting Co., Pennsylvania Railroad Crosstown Tunnels, New York City

and caring for mules, especially in city work,
where space for a stable is expensive, is

considerably more costly than the mainte-
nance of locomotives and interest on the invest-

ment. Each mule must have a driver, but
as one locomotive replaces a good many
mules, one man can thus do the work of a

Fig. 12. Three SO Kv-a.. 6600/460 Volt Transformers for Power;

Three 10 Kv-a. 6600/130 Volt Transformers for Lights

Smith, Hauser, Locher & Co., Shaft 14, Catskill Aqueduct Contract 66, New York City

makes it as good at the close of the job as at

the beginning. Fig. 11 shows an electric

locomotive handling a train of concrete cars

during the construction of the Pennsylvania
Railroad tunnels already referred to. On
top of the locomotive may be seen the cable-

reel which permits the locomotive, when
necessary, to run beyond
the point where the trolley

.* wires must stop.

Transformers

Where electricity is pur-

chased at a voltage higher

than is safe for the wiring and
for the motors, it is usually
stepped down by means
of transformers. An illus-

tration of such an installa-

tion is given in Fig. 12.

This shows the interior of

the transformer and switch-

board room at one of the

shafts for the Catskill

aqueduct tunnel, New York
City. The New York
Edison Company delivers

the current at high voltage
to this point, where it is

transformed to a lower vol-

tage and distributed over
the work for lighting and
power purposes.
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Conclusion

In excavation work, the chief expense is

the cost of labor, and any machine that

cannot be relied on to run continuously and
keep that labor employed must be replaced

without regard to other advantages that it

may possess.

The electric compressor in Fig. 1 was in use

three years on the construction of the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad Manhattan tunnels, and the

work never lacked air. The electric com-
pressors in Fig. 2 have been in use three

years on the construction of the New York
barge canal and this work has never lacked
air. The dock hoists in Fig. 5 successfully

handled all the excavation and all the con-
crete materials for the Manhattan tunnels
of the Pennsylvania Railroad without delay-

ing the work.
Contractors have to their own loss denied

to electric power the consideration it deserves,

for under certain conditions, the use of elec-

tricity may effect sufficient saving to change
a losing contract into a profitable one.

ADVANCED COURSE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Part I

By Ernst J. Berg

Professor of Electrical Engineering, University of Illinois

Introduction

The following articles are abstracts of a

series of lectures, illustrated by problems,

given to graduate students in electrical engi-

neering at the University of Illinois, upon
methods of determining transient conditions

existing in electrical circuits. Such a course

is intended to prepare the graduate for under-

standing and guarding against the dangers
that may arise not only from abnonnal condi-

tions due to breakdowns of apparatus or lines,

but also from normal, though sometimes
extreme, conditions that may exist in the

regular course of switching at the generating

or the receiving station. While applicable

especially to alternating currents many of the

problems are first studied from so general a
standpoint as to apply equally well to direct

current, where instantaneous conditions alone

are involved.

In a general way the scope of the course is

that of Dr. Steinmetz's "Transient Phenom-
ena"; but the mathematical treatment is

essentially modified so that students with
only a fair knowledge of fundamental mathe-
matics can readily follow it, and thus later

be in position to enjoy the concise and rapid

elegance of Steinmetz's work.
In their undergraduate courses the students

have become familiar with the symbolic or

complex quantity method of rectilinear analy-
sis of vector quantities. Besides the usual

calculus course the students have had a short

course in differential equations, imparting
greater familiarity with the general processes

of differentiation and integration; and some
knowledge of series, especially of the applica-

tion of the Fourier series, so fundamental in

the analysis of complex wave forms of alter-

nating currents. Properly taught, the calcu-

lus loses its imagined difficulties, and presents

so beautiful and really simple a method of

treating many problems as to appeal even to

students who are not rated as mathematical
"sharks". Fortunately the differential equa-
tions required for electrical problems are not
numerous and their solution may be found in

many standard mathematical texts, such as
".4 Treatise on Ordinary and Partial Differ-

ential Equations" by Johnson. With suffi-

cient practical experience in the laboratory

to recognize the underlying conditions and
with that mathematical facility indicated,

students solve with certainty and satisfaction

many problems ordinarily looked upon as

difficult or impossible of exact solution.

In this series of articles intermediate steps

are generally omitted, and the result given

at once. For convenience the general equa-
tions and their solutions will be collected and
tabulated in the last of the articles.

The course opens with the study of circuits

having resistance and inductance in series and
in parallel. This inductance may be either

mutual or self-inductance, and is to be dis-

tinguished from reactance, a term applicable

only to the effect of inductance in a simple

sine-wave alternating current circuit. In the

more general problems of the application or

withdrawal of an instantaneous electro-

motive force the term reactance is inapplicable

either to inductive or capacity circuits. At
the beginning many numerical problems are

assigned, to make the student thoroughly

familiar with the meaning of such terms as

work, power, rate of change, etc. Later
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capacity effects are studied in series and
parallel circuits with resistance and with
inductance. X^umerous problems are again
assigned for circuits with resistance and
capacity; but when inductance is also present
relatively few well-chosen problems seem
warranted, owing to the tedious intricacy of

the equations and their solution, especially

where alternating electro-motive forces are

involved.

Problems concerned with the inductance
due to turns surrounding iron cores, as dis-

tinguished from that due to turns alone, were
found of especial interest. Such problems
include the important consideration of the
initial current upon closing a transfomier
primary upon the operating circuit. The use
of the oscillograph in confirming the calcula-

tions is a part of the course; and also a con-
sideration and calculation of the inaccuracies

of the oscillograph due to the possible use of

a current transformer in indicating the
phenomena mentioned. Further problems
will be brought out in these papers.

CIRCUIT CONTAINING RESISTANCE AND
INDUCTANCE

The solution of problems of this class

requires the knowledge of linear differential

equations of the first degree.

dy

dx
-\-ay = b (1)

where a and b are not functions of y, but may
or may not be functions of .r. The general

solution is:

Y = e-/"" '^'{^,+l'"^bdx+C\ (2)

Frequently a is a constant, but b a function

of X. In that case

"(^i-^'"bdx+c\ (3)

Often both a and b are constants when

v = C.-+-^
a

w
In these equations C is the integration con-
stant which is determined from the nature
of the problem.

It is evident that if b=0, that is, if the
differential equation is:

ax

then

y = C,+''

(5)

(6)

Again, if in the last case a were a function of

X, the solution of

dy ^

would be

y = C,-^f'"^ (7)

v\'hich solution is evident from equation (2)
when a is negative and b zero.

Fig. I

Consider First the Case of Starting a Current from
a Source of Constant Potential E

The following e.m.f's exist:

First, the impressed e.m.f., E
Second, the e.m.f. consumed by resistance

= ir

Third, the e.m.f. consumed by self-induc-

N d<t> ^ di

'""""'^W-dl'^'^dl

Where E is the constant impressed e.m.f.
in volts,

r the resistance in ohms,
.V the number of turns of the coil,

L the inductance in henrys,

-7- the change of flu.x at a particular instant,

and
I the current in amperes at any particular

instant.

(The e.m.f. consumed by self-inductance can

be expressed as -—j- or L -z- because the in-
Urdt dt

ductance by definition is:

L =
lOH'

thus

Xd<i> _ di

1(J*(//
"

dt
(8)

We have then at any instant

J.
. ,N d^

(9)

Z7 < T
d^

or h = ir+L —
dt

(10)
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That is, at any instant the impressed e.m.f.

E is numerically equal to the e.m.f. consumed
by the resistance and the e.m.f. consumed
by the inductance. Note that we deal with

e.m.fs consumed, not e.m.f's of resistance and
self-induction respectively, which would have

been —ir and — Z, -j-.

at

Equation (10) can be written

di r . E
dt +V =

-L
<^'^

.

Compare this equation with (1) and note

r E
that a=—r and C = -j- are constant and not

functions of /. Thus the solution is found in

equation (4) and

E
= Ct +- (12)

The integration constant C is determined

from the fact that time is required to produce

or alter a magnetic field.

Before the switch is closed there is obviously

no field surrounding the turns. Shortly after,

however, there is a current and thus a field

which appears simultaneously \vith the current.

Thus since a magnetic field cannot be pro-

duced instantaneously no current can pass

at the very first instant. Thus ior 1 = i = 0.

Therefore

r

but
t»=l

therefore

= C-F- and C= --
r r

(13)

and

r=fO-.-?) (14)

This equation shows that as / increases the

current increases and finally reaches a value

i,= I =- (15)
r

Assume now that after the current has

reached this value the circuit is disconnected

from the generator and at the same instant

short-circuited. What can be expected to

happen?

The Dying Away of a Current in an Inductive

Circuit

Since the coil is surrounded by a magnetic
field and the field cannot be destroved instan-

taneously, and since furthermore the magnetic
field cannot exist without a current, it is

evident that the current cannot disappear
instantaneously but must die awa}' gradually.

Referring to equation (10) and Fig. 2,

since there is no impressed e.m.f., E=0.
Thus

or

dt+L'=^-
(16)

The solution of this equation is given in (5).

It is

-Ce (17)

C,To determine the integration constant,

it is remembered that for t=0, i = I.

Thus

I = C, and t = ir^^' (IS)

In this equation / is the current in the circuit

at the instant of switching.

The rate at which energy is transferred is

dW
in engineering called power. It is /* = —-,

where dW is the work done in time dl. The
practical unit of power is the watt, which is

work done at the rate of one joule per second.

At any instant the power is the product of

the instantaneous values of e.m.f. and current.

Thus the power equation corresponding to

equation (10) is

di
Ei = iXir+iXL

dt

= Pr+ Li
di

dt
(19)

Fig. 2

It is seen from this equation that when
the instantaneous value of the current is i,

energy is being dissipated at the rate of i^r

joules per second, or watts, in heat, and is

being stored in the magnetic field at the

di
rate of Li -j- watts. The energv that has been

dt
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supplied to the circuit / seconds after the
switch is closed and the current started is:

j;
Eidl joules

The energy dissipated in heat

= ( i-rdt£'

(20)

(21)

and the energy stored in the magnetic field

^"'
(22)-i at 'Sj'^=4

where /o is the particular value of i when the
time is /.

In almost all calculations of transient

phenomena the expression t""^ is met with.

f is the base of the natural logarithm
system. It is numerically approximately
2.718. To calculate the numerical value of

any particular expression the ordinary logar-

ithms are used. Thus, for instance, to find

the numerical value of y = e~ ', the method
is as follows:

log •v= -.2 log 6= -.2X0.434 =
-.0868 = .9132-1

therefore

y = .819

therefore

*--'=.819

Fig. 3 gives the values of this function for a
large number of values of the exponents.
Since this curve is plotted on rectangular
co-ordinate paper, it is rather unsatisfactory

for small values of the exponent, and the

table below has therefore been worked out.

Numerical Example No. 1.

A coil having 1000 turns and 5 ohms resist-

ance is connected to a source of constant
potential of 100 volts.

(a) Show at what rate energy is being
delivered to the entire circuit and to the

resistance. Show at what rate it is being
stored in the magnetic field as the current

is increasing after the circuit is closed.

{b) What is the rate of change of the flux

when the current is 10 amps?

\
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Referring to equation (9)

(23)

therefore the rate of energy supply to the

entire system is Ei watts
and

Ei = r-r+^'^ (94)

The current will begin at zero value and
finally reach a value of

z =/ = - = 20 amp.
r

_^ — 7(
_^ —X

X e X e X e X e

.00 1. .25 .78 .80 .449 1.8 .165

.02 .98 .30 .741 .85 .427 2 .135

.04 .96 .35 .705 .90 .407 2.5 .084

.06 .942 .40 .67 .95 .387 3 .05

.08 .923 .45 .638 1.0 .368 4 .018

.10 .905 .50 .607 1.1 .333 o .0067

.12 .887 .55 .577 1.2 .301 6 .0025

.14 .870 .60 .549 1.3 .273 / .0009

.16 .852 .65 .522 1.4 .247 8 .00034

.18 .835 .70 .497 1.5 .202 9 .00012

.20 .819 .75 .472 1.8 .165 10 .00004
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At any particular value of the current i the

d<t>
rate of change of the flux -^ is ,,,,,„_„

at iV X 10 '

Therefore the rate of energy supplied by the
generator is Ei watts.
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effect of the changing inductance in iron
circuits will be considered, but at present it

shall be assumed that L is a constant regard-
less of the value of the current.

The inductance of the field circuit of a
dynamo can readily be determined for any

particular field current by
experiment. All that is

needed is to run the machine
at some speed and to read
the voltage and field current.

These data in connection
with the data of the field and
armature winding suffice.

By definition

_ total flux X turns ,,
current X 10« ^ '

d 10 /e

Current, tn /Imperes

Fig. 4

The rate of energy dissipated in heat is t'-r

and the rate at which energy is stored in the

magnetic field is

i?+ii<T^«=^'(^-''''^=^'~''''
('^^

The three curves in Fig. 4 show these rates.

It is interesting to note that energy is being

stored at the greatest rate when the current

is one-half of the final value. This can
readily be proven by differentiation of equa-
tion (25)

E-'2ir =
therefore

. E I
' = 2r=2

The rate of change of the flux as the current

changes is obviously —r = -.,,,„ „ . Therefore^ ^ dt iVXlO"'
when the current is 10 amps, the rate of

change is 5,000,000 Hues per second. The
rate of change is greatest at first and becomes
zero when the current reaches its final value.

The determination by calculation of the

inductance Z, of a circuit is usually very
difficult, in fact almost impossible except in

the very simplest cases, such as parallel long
circular conductors. Approximations of one
nature or another have almost always to be
resorted to. Usually the inductive circuit

contains iron, and in that case it is not con-

stant but changes with the degree of magnet-
ization. Later in this series of papers the

The total flux per pole is

determined from the voltage,

speed and armature winding.
'* '" '" Consider a 10 kw. two pole

direct current 110 volt gen-

erator, having 2.5 megalines
of flux per pole, and 1500 field-turns per pole.

Assume that at normal voltage its field cur-

rent is 3 amp. and that the field spools

are connected in series.

Thus

L = 2.5X10'X1500X2 = 25 henrys.
3X10^

Let the field resistance be 36.5 ohms.

Example No. 2.

Figs. 5 and 6 represent the direct current

generator referred to above. M is the arma-
ture and F the field. If a voltmeter of 1 1,000

ohms resistance is connected as shown and

Fig. 5

switch 5 is opened without arc when the field

current in ammeter A is 3 amps., what
will be the effect on the voltmeter and will

the ammeter and voltmeter read in the same
direction as before the switch was opened?
Before the switch is opened the current flow

is as shown in Fig. 5. As the switch is opened
the field flux cannot die away instantaneously.

The field current therefore cannot die away
instantaneously, but continues to flow through
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the only available path, which is that of the
voltmeter. Since the resistance of the volt-

meter is 11 ,000 ohms it is evident that the
voltage across the instrument becomes at the
verv first instant very high.

It is 7> = 3X11,000 = 33,000 volts.

Thus the voltmeter will probably burn
out as the needle swings to the opposite

side of the scale. The ammeter needle
will remain stationary for the first

instant and gradually come down to

zero.

This problem gives an idea of the
nature of the shock that is experienced

if the field current of a generator is

carelessly interrupted and permitted to

through a person. Depending upon
nature of the contact the resistance of a body
may be from 1000 to 10,000 ohms. If, there-

fore, a person touches both sides of the field

winding when the field circuit is interrupted

he will experience a very severe shock. The
energy stored is usually quite considerable. In

this case it is 14 LP = 3/2 X 25 X 9 = 113 joules.

Since one joule is 0.74 foot-pounds, the

energy available is S4 foot-pounds, i.e., that

of a pound weight dropping 84 feet.

pass
the

0^
Fig. 6

It may be asked, what would happen if the

voltmeter were not connected across the field

winding? Where would the initial rush of

current, of 3 amperes, flow when the switch

was opened?

poles. This phenomenon will be understood
later from the investigation of circuits having
mutual inductance.
The problem is instructive in that it

explains frequent burnout of voltmeters, and
in that it teaches that the voltmeter should

Fig. 7

always be disconnected before the switch is

opened, or otherwise be connected on the
armature side of the field switch. It teaches

also that in opening the field switch a rela-

tively low resistance should be shunted across

the field winding to prevent high voltage, and
finally that it is well to open the field switch
slowly. The importance of shunting the field

circuit is best illustrated by a numerical
example.

Example No. 3. (Fig. 7)

Asstnne that the field is shunted by a

resistance of 50 ohms, and assume again, for

the sake of simplicity, that the field current

is 3 amperes and is interrupted without arc

and that L is constant and is 25 henrys.

The total resistance in the circuit is then
50 -[-36.5 ohms or 86.5 ohms. Determine the

current in the field winding and the shunted
resistance and the voltage across the field

which is the same as the voltage across the

resistance after the switch is opened.
Referring to equation (IS)

1= ie =6i

For t .05 .10 .20 .5 1

^-3.4St 1 .84 .71 .50 .18 .03

i 3 2.32 2.13 1.5 .54 .09

iR 150 116 107 /O 27 3

In reality it is iinpossible to open the field

switch without an arc; therefore the current

cannot be interrupted instantaneously. Fur-

thermore the circuit is more complex than
assumed. The field winding has considerable

capacity and therefore acts as if it were

shunted by a condenser. A portion of the

3 amperes will therefore flow as condenser

current, but a large portion will appear as

secondary currents in the iron circuit of the

It is seen that in this case the maximum
voltage across the field, which of course

occurs at the moment of opening the

switch, is' 150 volts, as compared with
33,000 when the voltmeter shunted the field.

The field current t dies away very rapidly.

In one second it has almost disappeared.

The energy stored in the field is spent in

heating, in i-r.

{To be Continued)
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LINE DROP COMPENSATORS
By E. F. Gehrkens

Transformer Engineering Department, General Electric Company

This article points out the function of the line drop compensator in an alternating current supply system;

and, with the aid of vector diagrams, explains the theory upon which they operate. The construction and
connections of the two main types of compensator in commercial use are considered. The article concludes

with directions as to how these compensators, with their voltmeter or automatic voltage regulator, should be
adjusted for service.

—

Editors.

Construction and Theory of Operation

A line drop compensator consists primarily

of a resistance and a reactance, each separately

adiustable by means of dial switches. It

2Jr^^t^ffv i^/f/Tt^/'f^

Fig. 1

is designed for use with a voltmeter which,

located in the station, will indicate the

voltage at the end of the line or at some
predetermined point on the line, as, for

instance, the center of distribution; regardless

of the voltage of the line at the station, the

load on the line, the drop in the line, or the

power-factor of the load within the limits for

which the compensator is designed. Each
feeder, whose voltage at the center of dis-

tribution is to be indicated or recorded in the

station, must be provided with its own
compensator, which must be adjusted for the

ohmic and reactive drop of that particular

feeder. It is also desirable to provide each

feeder with its own voltmeter.

The diagrammatical connection of line drop

compensator, voltmeter, and current and
potential transformers is shown in Fig. 1.

The operation is as follows: Assume full

load on the line and a line drop of 10 per

cent, due to resistance and 10 per cent, due

to reactance, with 100 volts across the load.

With a unity jjowcr-factor load, the vector

voltage diagram is as shown in Fig. 2, AB
being the voltage across the load. With this

character of load, the line current is in phase
with the voltage, .4 i^, so that the line resistance

drop, BC, is also in phase, and the

line reactance drop, CD, at right

^ angles. When plotted as given and
for the values assumed, this shows
that a generator voltage equal to

AD, the value of which is 110.45, is

required to fulfil the conditions, i.e.,

100 volts on the load. In Fig. 1 the

voltage of the generator must, there-

fore, be 110.4.3 to obtain 100 volts on
the load, and the voltmeter placed

directly across the secondary of the

potential transformer will indicate

this value.

As shown in Fig. 1 the current

transformer has its primary con-

nected in series with the feeder and
its secondary in series with the

compensator. The voltmeter which
is to be compensated for line drop,

is connected across the potential transformer,

but in such a way that a varying amount
of the resistance and the reactance of

the compensator is included in series, this

connection being made so that the vol-

tage of the current transformer is opposed
to that of the potential transformer. By
selecting the proper current transformer,

i.e., one having a primary capacity equal to

full load, full load current, stepped down in

the ratio of turns of the current transformer,

will be forced through the compensator with

full load on the feeder. The compensator

m4Sya/is Genenytor

Fig. 2

I/fKf?eactance

should have such a resistance and reactance

that the voltage drop across each, with full

load current flowing, can be adjusted to equal
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the resistance and the reactance drop in the
hne, in per cent, of the transformed potential.

Under this condition the voltage across the
compensated voltmeter will be the same as

the voltage indicated by the voltmeter at

the load, for the reason that the line condi-
tions have been exactly duplicated in the
compensator; i.e., the drop across the resist-

ance is in phase with the voltage and the
drop across the reactance at right angles, the
total drop across the compensator being
proportional to BD. BD may therefore

represent in value and direction the voltage
of the secondary of the current transformer.
This voltage is deducted from the voltage of

the generator, stepped down by the potential

transformer, at the angle shown, and the
difference is indicated on the compensated
voltmeter. The voltmeter at the end of the
line, however, indicates the generator voltage
less the actual line resistance drop and react-

ance drop, respectively in phase with and at

right angles to the line current, as reproduced
in miniature in the compensator. This com-
pensation is correct for all loads; for, as the
voltage drop in the line decreases, due to

decreasing load, the voltage drop in the
compensator decreases proportionally.
Again assume the same line but with an

80 per cent, power-factor load. With this

change in the condition of load the vector

voltage diagram is as shown in Fig. 3, AB
again being the voltage across the load.

With the power-factor assumed, however, the
current lags behind the voltage at an angle

whose cosine is 0.8, shown as angle BAE in

Fig. 3. Plot the line resistance drop, BC,
in phase with the current, which is in the

direction AE, and the line reactance CD at

right angles to AE. Then the vector
AD{ = \\A) represents the value and the

direction of the generator voltage required

to give 100 volts on the load. As in the
previous case the line conditions are exactly

reproduced in the line drop compensator, the
current producing the drop, BD, across the
compensator, lagging behind the voltage
across the potential transformer by the angle
BAE. BD represents in direction and value
the voltage of the secondary of the current

V^A/^^/7 \ WW^ K,

Fig. 4

transformer which is deducted from the
generator voltage represented by .4 D; so that
the compensated voltmeter again indicates

the same voltage as the indicating voltmeter
at the end of the line. As will be noted, the
value of BD is constant for a given line and
load, and its angular relation to the generator
voltage AD varies with the power-factor of

the load. This variation, as previously ex-

plained, must be proportionally the same at

the compensated voltmeter as across the load
at the end of the line; so that after the com-
pensator is once adjusted for a given point
of distribution on the line, the indicating
voltmeter in the station, which has been
compensated for line drop, will indicate the
voltage at the center of distribution, for all

conditions of load within the limits of range
of the compensator.

Types and Connections

Two types of line drop compensators, viz.,

type V and type R, are built each in several
.sizes, the former for use with indicating volt-

meters; and the latter for use with compen-
sated recording voltmeters, compensated auto-
matic voltage regulators, and contact-making
voltmeters used to control automatically-
operated feeder voltage regulators arranged
for line drop compensation.
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The internal and external connections of

the type V compensator, together with cur-

rent and potential transformer and voltmeter,

are shown in Fig. 4. This diagram is identical

with Fig. 1 except that the compensator itself

contains a small current transformer, which

WVVvA/ n>/e/*f'o/

Voltage Coil of Automatic Regulator

or Contact Making Voltmeter

Fig. 5

reduces the current obtained from the main
current transfonner in the ratio of 5 to 0.7,

thereby reducing the loss in the compensator.

This arrangement also insulates the potential

transformer secondary from the main current

transformer, allowing the grounding of both

current and potential transformer secondaries.

The internal and external connections of

the type R compensator, with auxiliary'

apparatus, are shown in Fig. 5. In this the

resistance and reactance are designed to

carry the full secondary current of the current

transformer, and they are connected to the

secondary of this transformer through the

dial switches, instead of directly as in the

type V. It is preferable to connect the second-

ary of the current transformer permanently,

as in the type V, so as to insure a good

and uniform connection. This arrangement
is impractical in the type R compensator,

for the reason that the resistance of the poten-

tial coil of the recording voltmeter, contact-

making voltmeter or automatic voltage regu-

lator is small compared to the resistance of the

indicating voltmeter; i.e., the resistance of

the compensator is a very much greater

percentage of the combined resistance of

compensator and potential coil, than the

resistance of the type V compensator is to

the total resistance of compensator and
indicating voltmeter. If the type R were
connected as the type V, then changing

the amount of resistance or reactance, or

both, of the compensator, would affect the

calibration of the instrument with which
it is used, i.e., the current in the poten-

tial coils of these instruments would change
appreciably in value for different adjustments

of the compensator dials. Changing the

resistance and reactance by the dial switches

is of course only necessary when adjusting

the compensator for the circuit on which it

is to be used; but, in view of the difficulty

of obtaining a proper adjustment, as explained

in the following section, the additional diffi-

culties which would be introduced by the

type V connection are eliminated, as

explained above, by connecting all of the

resistance and reactance permanently in

series with the potential coil of the instru-

ment, so that its calibration is in no way
affected by the adjusting of the dials.

The necessity of using a type V compensator
with an indicating voltmeter for which com-
pensation is desired on a circuit containing a

type R compensator, is frequently questioned,

as it might seem that a single compensator on a

given feeder would be sufficient to take care

of both instruments. The current taken by the

instruments using the type R compensator is

nearly one ampere. Considering the circuit

with no load on the feeder, the voltage at

the station is 100 per cent., the same as at

the end of the hne. The voltage across the

potential coil of the instrument is not, how-
ever, 100 per cent.; but is this amount, minus

the drop across the compensator due to the

current flowing in it. An indicating volt-

meter, therefore, connected in parallel with

a compensated recording voltmeter, regulator

or contact-making voltmeter, would not indi-

cate the line voltage. The direction of

currents in transformers and compensator

with load on the line is such that the current

from the current transformer is always added

to that of the potential transformer, as

illustrated in Fig. 1. The difference in

voltage across the potential coils of the

instruments and the voltage across the volt-

meter at the end of the feeder, is constant for

all loads, the voltage across the fomier being

decreased by the drop across the compensator,

owing to the current in the secondary of

the potential transformer. It is, therefore,

only possible to dispense with the type V
compensator, in this case, by the use of some
specially arranged indicating voltmeter con-
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iiected across the potential coil of the record-

ing voltmeter, automatic voltage regulator, or

contact-making voltmeter, which would be
correct only when calibrated after installation

and connected as specified.

There are, of course, a number of ways
in which a voltmeter may be designed to

meet the above condition. The method so

far used has been to provide a standard
indicating voltmeter with a blank scale.

This scale must be calibrated after installa-

tion, as stated, and requires recalibration

when the voltmeter is to be used for any
other purpose.

Adjustment of Compensator

Type V compensator. By referring to Fig. 2

it will be noted that with a 100 per cent, power-
factor load the line drop is due almost entirely

to the line resistance, and is practically inde-

pendent of its reactance. From Fig. 3 it will

be noted that as the power-factor of the line

decreases, the effective voltage drop produced
by the resistance decreases, and that pro-

duced by the reactance increases; until, at an
imaginary zero power-factor load the drop is

due almost entirely to the reactance, and is

practically independent of resistance.

A compensator used on a feeder carrying a
high power-factor load will therefore com-
pensate the voltmeter approximately if the
resistance dial is properly adjusted, wiih any
setting of the reactance dial. In the same
manner the line drop due to a low power-
factor load may be approximateh' compen-
sated for by adjusting the reactance dial of

the compensator. Such adjustments will,

however, be incorrect for any other power-
factor; and this possibility of improper
adjustment has frequently caused consider-

able confusion. It is therefore essential that
the compensator have both its resistance and
reactance adjusted in proper proportion to

the line resistance and reactance, so as to

compensate the voltmeter properly for all

conditions of load.

The plugs of the compensator dial switches

are numbered; and the drop in volts across

that part of the compensator resistance and
reactance which is in series with the instru-

ment compensated, with 100 per cent, current
in the current transformer, is equal to the

numbers of the plugs on which the blades of

the dials rest. If the line resistance and react-

ance to the center of distribution are known,
it is, therefore, only necessary to calculate

the voltage drops at full load, divide by the

ratio of the potential tran.sformcr used with

the compensator, and adjust the compensator
bj' setting both the resistance and reactance

dials at the corresponding numbers.
In view, however, of the difficulty of deter-

mining the rectance of a commercial circuit

with any degree of accuracy, it is recom-
mended that, after the point on the line at

which it is desired to maintain constant

voltage has been decided upon, the resistance

of the line to this point be calculated as nearly

as possible, and both resistance and reactance
dials set for this amount. A recording

voltmeter shoidd then be installed at the

center of distribution; and, to obtain the

final adjustment of the compensator, a series

of readings should be taken on the compen-
sated' voltmeter at the station, noting the

power-factor of the load at each reading.

The compensated voltmeter readings should
then be compared with the recording volt-

meter chart, and the compensator re-adjusted

if necessary; taking into consideration, how-
ever, the power-factor of the load at the
various points, and adjusting the resistance

dial for high power-factor loads, and the
reactance dial for loads of low power-factor.

As it is essential that the voltages agree

throughout the entire cycle of load and
power-factor, it may be necessary to make
several readjustments; but after once being
properly adjusted the compensator will re-

quire no further attention, and the compen-
sated voltmeter will indicate the correct

voltage at the particular point on the feeder

for which the compensator was adjusted, for

all conditions of load and power-factor.

Type R compensator. Before adjusting

the compensator, the contact-making volt-

meter or automatic voltage regulator for

which the compensator is required, should be
adjusted so that the armature will float in

the neutral position when connected in series

with its accompanying resistance only, and
the combination connected across a line

whose voltage is equal to that which it is

desired to maintain at the center of distribu-

tion. The appro.ximate adjustment is made
by changing the amount of the series resist-

ance, by means of the plugs on the resistance

box; and the final adjustment by means of the
adjusting spring,which partly counter-balances
the armature of the automatic voltage regulator
or contact-making voltmeter. If it is incon-
venient to obtain the proper voltage inde-

pendently, the voltage regulator or contact-
making voltmeter, compensator, and current
and potential transformers may be connected
in circuit, as shown in the diagram of con-
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nections; and, with both dials of the com-
pensator on zero, the voltage of the feeder

should be adjusted by means of the field

rheostat of the generator or the feeder regu-

lator, so that the bus voltage, or that across the

feeder in the station, is equal to the voltage

desired at the point of distribution . The adj ust-

ments on the automatic voltage regulator or

contact-making voltmeter should then bemade
as outlined, after which the compensator should
be adjusted as explained. To obtain the

final adjustrnent of the compensator it is

only necessary to compare the chart of the
recording voltmeter at the center of distribu-

tion with the power-factor at various loads
and make the final adjustment of the com-
pensator as already described. With the final

adjustment, the voltage chart at the center of
distribution should be a straight line.

An approximate adjustment of both types
of compensator can usually be obtained in

less time by establishing telephonic commu-
nications between the station and the center
of distribution, using an indicating voltmeter
at the latter point; but the final adjustments
can only be made by comparing the voltages
over an extended period of time as already
explained.

SYNCHRONOUS MOTORS IN PREFERENCE TO INDUCTION
MOTORS FOR LOW SPEED WORK
By Henry M. Hobart, M. Inst. C. E.

Consulting Engineer with the General Electric Company

The beneficial effect which a synchronous motor may have on the power-factor of a system, rendering
it in many cases preferable to the induction motor, is well known. It is not so generally realized that the
synchronous machine also possesses certain attributes which render feasible the acquirement of starting
characteristics distinctly superior to those of a squirrel cage induction motor of equal efficiency. This article

shows how advantage may be taken of these possibilities by providing the synchronous motor with a starting
winding having magnetic end rings, of which the impedance automatically decreases as the motor comes
up to speed. The wide field which may thereby become opened for the synchronous motor is indicated.—Editors.

It has long been recognized that the

inherent simplicity and robustness of the

squirrel cage induction motor constitute

features of very great importance and justify

the wide use of such motors. Induction
motors show up to better advantage, however,
the higher the rated speed. The chief dis-

advantage of a low-speed induction motor is

its low power-factor.
Thus take the case of a 100 h.p., 60 cycle

motor. The design for a rated speed of 1800
r.p.m. will have a power-factor of 93 per
cent., whereas the design for a 100 h.p.,

60 cycle motor for one-tenth of this speed,

i.e., for a speed of only ISO r.p.m., will have
a power-factor of only some 80 per cent.

The power-factors given above correspond to

rated load. For light loads, the inferiority

of the low-speed motor as regards low power-
factor is much greater, and this circumstance
further increases the objection to the use of

such a motor.
For a long time there has existed a general

impression that a synchronous motor could
not be so constructed as to provide much
starting torque. Otherwnse it would probably
have been realized that, for low speeds, it

would often be desirable to give the preterence

to the synchronous tj-pe. For with the

synchronous type, the field excitation can be
so adjusted that the power-factor shall be
unit}'; indeed there is no objection to running
with over-excitation and reducing the power-
factor again below unity, thus occasioning a
consumption of leading current by the syn-

chronous motor.
By the judicious admixture (on a single

supply system) of high-speed induction
motors consuming a slightly-lagging current

and low-speed synchronous motors consuming
a slightly leading current, it is readily feasible

to operate the systent at practically unity
power-factor; and to thereby obtain, in the
generating station and in the transmission

line, the advantages usually accruing to

operation under this condition.

Now the point which is beginning to be
realized,* and which it is important at this

juncture to emphasize, is that the synchro-
nous motor, instead of being of inferior

capacity as regards the provision of good
starting torque, has, on the contrary, certain

inherent attributes rendering it entirely feas-

ible to equip it for much more liberal starting

torque than can be provided by efficient

* Mr. H. H. Dewey has drawn attention to this point in a
paper, entitled " Special Applications of Synchronous Motors."
read at the 1911 Engineers' Meeting of the General Electric
Company.
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squirrel cage induction motors. The word
"efficient" has been emphasized in the pre-

ceding statement and for the following

reason: by supplying an induction motor
with a squirrel cage system composed of

conductors of sufficiently small cross-section,

and consequently sufficiently high resistance,

any amount of starting torque which is likely

to be required can be provided. Unfortu-
nately, however, the high resistance squirrel

cage is inherently associated with a high
PR loss in the rotor when the motor is carry-

ing its load. This high PR loss not only
occasions great "slip" but also occasions

very low efficiency. Furthermore, owing to

this very low efficiency, the heating of the

motor would be very great were it not that

such a motor is rated down to a capacity

far below the capacity at which it could be
rated were it supplied with a low resistance

(i.e., low starting torque) squirrel cage system.

But when we turn to the consideration of

the synchronous motor, we note the funda-
mental difference, that the squirrel cage
winding with which we provide the rotor is

only active during starting and during run-

ning up toward synchronous speed. When
the motor has run up as far toward synchro-
nous speed as can be brought about by the

torque supplied by its squirrel cage, excitation

is applied to the field windings and the rotor

pulls in to synchronous speed. So soon as

synchronism has been brought about, the

squirrel cage system is relieved of all further

duty ; and it is consequently immaterial
whether it is designed for high resistance or

for low resistance.

Consequently with the synchronous motor
we are completely free from the limitations

which embarrass us in designing high-torque

induction motors. In the case of the syn-

chronous motor, we can provide any reason-

able amount of torque by making the squirrel-

cage system of sufficiently high resistance.

One difficulty, however, presents itself: while,

at the instant of starting, we may desire very
high torque and may provide it b)- a high

resistance squirrel cage, the higher the

resistance the more will the speed, up to

which the rotor will be brought by the torque

of the squirrel cage, fall short of synchronous
speed. In fact as the rotor acquires speed,

it would be desirable that the squirrel cage

should gradually be transformed from one
of high resistance to one of low resistance.

If we could accomplish the result that the

squirrel cage should, at the moment the

motor starts from rest, have a high resistance,

and if it could be arranged that this resistance

should gradually die away to an exceedingly

low resistance as the motor speeds up, then
the motor would gradually run up to prac-

tically synchronous speed and would furnish

ample torque throughout the range from zero

to synchronous speed.

We can provide precisely this arrangement
if, instead of making the end rings of the

squirrel cage of copper or brass or other non-
magnetic material,we employ instead,end rings

of magnetic material, such as wrought iron,

mild steel, cast iron or some magnetic alloy.

Let us now consider the reason why this

arrangement should produce the result indi-

cated. Just before the motor starts, the
currents induced in the squirrel cage system
are of the full periodicity of the supply.

In the end rings, these currents will, with
usual proportions, be very large in amount;
and since the currents are alternating and since

the material of the end rings is magnetic,
there will be a very strong tendency, in virtue

of the well-known phenomenon generally

described as "skin effect," to confine the
current to the immediate neighborhood of

the surface of the end rings. The current

will be unable to make use of the full cross-

section of the end rings; and consequently,

even though the end rings may be propor-

tioned with very liberal cross-section, the

net result will, at starting, be the same as if

the end rings were of high resistance. But
as the motor speeds up, the periodicity of the

currents in the squirrel cage decreases, until,

at synchronism, the periodicity would be

zero and there would be no "skin effect."

In view of these explanations, it is obvious
that the impedance of the end rings will

gradually decrease from a high value at

starting to a low value at synchronism.
Now we are more free to make use of this

phenomenon in the case of synchronous
motors than in the case of induction motors,

for as already stated, when the synchronous
motor is run at full speed, the squirrel cage

is utterly inactive (except in serving to

minimize "surging" and to decrease "ripple"
losses) ; whereas the induction motor's squirrel

cage is always carrying alternating current

(even though of low periodicity) ; and this

alternating current flowing through end rings

of magnetic material, occasions a lower
power-factor than would be the case with the
equivalent squirrel cage motor with end rings

of non-magnetic material.

Even in the case of induction motors,
excellent use can be made of constructions
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with end rings of magnetic material, in

improving the starting torque, but there is

unavoidably at least a little sacrifice in

power-factor during normal
running.

It should now be clear

that there is a legitimate

and wide field for low-
speed synchronous motors
and that these motors will

be superior to low-speed
induction motors, in that,

while the former can be
operated at unity power-
factor, or even with lead-

ing current if desired, the
"

latter will unavoidably
have very low power-fac-
tors. Furthermore these
low-speed synchronous mo-
tors, instead of being in

any way inferior to induc-
tion motors with respect

to starting torque, have
attributes permitting of

providing them with higher

starting torque than can be provided with
induction motors, without impairing other
desirable characteristics such as low heating
and high efficiency.

Of course there always remains the disad-

vantage of requiring a supply of continuous
electricity for the excitation of the field

magnets. Cases will arise where this disad-

vantage is sufficient to render it preferable,

even for slow-speed work, to employ induction

motors, but in the majority of cases where
polyphase motors must operate at very low
speeds, it would appear that synchronous
motors are preferable.

In the curves in Figs. 1 and 2 are plotted

results of some interesting tests which have
recently been made by Mr. L. T. Robinson,
on "skin effect" in machine steel bars. By
means of these and similar data, and b)-

applying to the design of the synchronous
motor the ample experience which has been
acquired in the design of induction motors,

the preparation of a design for a synchronous
motor for stipulated characteristics as regards

torque, presents no difficulties. The smooth-
core type of field with distributed excitation

is to be preferred to the salient-pole type.

I have dwelt upon the relative inappro-

priateness of the induction motor for low
speed applications. Conversely it is a par-

ticularly excellent machine for high speeds.

Its power-factor is higher the higher the

rated speed; and when we come to very high

speeds we obtain, in motors of large capacity,

full load power-factors in excess of 95 per cent.

JO 40 50 60 70

Frequency in ~ per Second

Fig. 2
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In such instances the simpHcity of induction
motors should frequently lead to their use
in preference to synchronous machines.

Reasoning along similar lines, in the case

of generators, the induction type offers advan-
tages over the synchronous type in many
instances. It cannot, however, replace the
synchronous generator even at high speeds,

for it requires to be run in parallel with

synchronous generators, the latter supplying
the magnetization for the induction generators

and also supplying the lagging component of

the external load when the latter's power-
factor is less than unity. Notwithstanding
these limitations, there is a wide field for the
induction generator; and the above indica-

tions may be useful for guidance in showing
its appropriateness for any specific instance.

GRAPHICAL METHODS IN THE DESIGN OF SHAFTS
Part I

By A. ScHEiN
Drafting Department, General Electric Company

SHAFTS FOR TWO-BEARING SETS
This is the first of two papers which we are pulihshing on this subject. Two-bearing machines are here

considered; three-bearing sets will be dealt with ne.xt month. The principle on which these methods are
based is not new, and may be found in many text-books on applied mechanics, in the chapters on bending of
beams. It is now extensively applied to the design of electrical machines; and it is the purpose of these two
articles to present the subject in a form which will be useful to draftsmen and students engaged actually on
the shaft layout of various typical electrical machines.

—

Editors.

In describing the application of graphical
methods to the design of shafts for electrical

machines, it must be pointed out that all

possible cases can not be considered in detail

;

but a clear exposition of the method applied

to a few fundamental cases will enable
anyone with a sHght knowledge of geometry
and mechanics to apply the graphical method
to the solution of any possible combination.

In making a layout of the shaft design
for a two-bearing machine (such as a gener-

ator, motor, etc.), the weight of the revolving
parts is known. Knowing the load on the

shaft, the permissible bearing pressure per

square inch, and the ratio of bearing length
to diameter, an appro.ximate bearing length

may be obtained; whence, from a knowledge
also of the overall length of the annature—or

annature and commutator, as the case may
be—a value of the span between bearing
centers may be arrived at. It is usual to

assume that all the weight is supported at

the center line of the two bearings. In
employing the graphical method, it is neces-

sary to make a preliminary calculation

(approxiinate) of the shaft diameter; and then,

by means of the bending moment diagram
and the deflection diagram, to determine
what the fiber stress and the actual shaft

deflection will be under the given conditions

and with a shaft of this diameter. If either

of these exceeds the maximum permissible,

then the shaft must be thickened up and the

method worked through again for the new
diameter. Sometimes two or three sets of

diagrams must be drawn out before the
correct solution is obtained; sometimes one
calculation will suffice. As a general rule,

it depends on the experience and judgment
of the designer who is using the method.
After some practice, it is a simple matter
to plot the diagram, and at the worst it will

probably be found considerably shorter than
any other known method.
Commencing, then, only with a knowledge

of the weight of the revolving parts and of

the distance between bearing centers, we
proceed to place some hypothetical value
on the shaft diameter, in order that we may
use this value in applying our graphical
method to see if the diameter is correct.

Assume that the weight of the shaft

itself is 25 per cent, of the weight of

the revolving parts which it carries.* Then
calculate the shaft diameter from the formula

:

Deflection =
0.019 XIFXL3

where

Tr = total weight of revolving parts, includ-

ing shaft;

L = the span in inches between bearing
centers

;

£ = modulus of elasticity = 29,000,000 for

steel;

/ = moment of inertia of a shaft of uniform
section.

^
*25 per cent, is a fair assumption for large and medium-

sized machines. For smaller machines the value may vary
between 15 and 25 per cent.
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For the deflection a value must be assigned

in the equation equal to the maximum
permissible deflection. Solving the equation

for I, the diameter may be obtained.

In the four following fundamental cases,

a diameter is assigned to the shaft in this

waj', and the graphical method worked
through. The actual fiber stress can be

calctilated from the bending moment diagram,

and the actual deflection from the deflection

diagram, as described below.

Case 1

The shaft is 40 in. long between bearing

centers, and carries two loads of GOO lb. each.

Our preliminary calculation has given us a

value of 3 in. for the shaft diameter.

in Fig. 1. Select a weight scale, in this case

1 in. = 200 lb., or IF = 200. Then make
ab = 28\h., 6c = 600 lb., cd = 2^\h., rfe = 600 1b.

and£'/= 28 1b.

The pole has a perpendicular distance

to AA' of 9 in., or h = % in. (an arbitrary

assumption). Connect the points a, b, c,

etc., with 0.

Figure 3. Benditig Moment Diagram

Draw vertical lines from Ri, Ri and aU
loads. Make Rig parallel to aO, gh parallel

to hO, hk parallel to cO, etc. Connect the

last point i?2' to R\' . The enclosed figure is

the bending moment area.

The bending moment at anv point

M = LXSXWXh

I

^—

T

Case /

effucnof/x/tu- ej.

Figure 1

Draw the shaft in any convenient scale,

in this case 1:4, or 5 = 4. Locate the acting

loads and reactions. The weight of the

shaft which is about 80 lb. should be taken

as being an evenly distributed load; but for

convenience it is assumed as concentrated

in three points only. Heavy shafts have to

be divided in as many parts as may be found
convenient, and the weight of each part

assumed to be acting at the center of gravity

of the same.

Figure 2. First Vector Polygon

On the vertical line .4.4' set down the

weights in the same order as the}' are located

where L is the vertical ordinate in the bending
moment diagram at the point in question.

For instance, under the load of 24 lb., the

bending moment
.If =1.23X4X200X9
= 8900 inch-lb;

and the fiber stress at the same point

_ M^ 8900
^'~ Z ~

2.65
= 3350 lb. per sq. in.

A line parallel to R2 , Ri' from divides

^^' in two parts, AO' which is equal to Ri

and A'O' which is the reaction i?2. In this

case, where the shaft is symmetrically

loaded, both reactions are equal.
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Treat the bending moment diagram as a
load diagram. Split it up into narrow
convenient strips, the areas of which are
marked 1, 2, 3, 4, etc. Find the area of each
strip,the values of which are: 1=0.54, =1.562,
3 = 1.S3, 4 = 1.83, 5 = 1.56 and 6 = 0.54 sq. in.

Figure 4- Second Vector Polygon

Choose any scale (here 2 sq. in. = 1 in. in

length, or .4=2), and set down the calculated
values of the areas 1, 2, 3, etc., on the vertical

line BB', where «o = 0.54:2, o/) = 1.56:2, pq
= 1.83:2, etc. The pole distance for Q
should preferably be made in a certain ratio

The deflection scale =
EXI

S'XhXWXAXH'
or, for our values from the previous explana-
tion,

29,000,000X3.98
deflection scale 63

4'X9X200X2X7.96
To find the actual value of the deflection

at any point on the shaft, divide the vertical

distance in Fig. 5 at the point in question
by 63. The result is the desired answer.
For instance the deflection at ww' is

' 63
^0.0127 in.

6k/se2

J . 1^ 1^1^.: ^:1_ .^i^; i^.^ -Ig:
1 ^^

-/J-

Ir

-/s-

1^1
-

ec.'ifcr/OHx/iu is.i

to the moment of inertia of the shaft. As /
of a 3 in. diameter shaft is equal to 3.98, the
perpendicular distance from BB' to Q is

taken as 7.96 in. Connect «, o, p, q, r, s

and t with Q.

Figure 5. Deflection Curve
Find the center of gravity of each element

in Fig. 3 and drop vertical lines from them.
Make R "u parallel to iiQ, uv parallel to oQ,

vw parallel to pQ, etc. Connect the last

point R " with R ". The link line Ri' uv

R2' actually is supposed to represent a curve,

to which the straight lines Ri'u, uv, etc., are

tangents. The vertical distances between
Ri R", and the curve are the deflections in

enlarged scale.

In this manner the actual fiber stress in,

and the deflection of, a shaft of 3 in. diameter,
loaded in the manner indicated, may be
determined graphically. Sometimes the fiber

stress may be the limiting feature, while in

other cases it may be the deflection. Wher-
ever either of these quantities is fotmd to ex-
ceed the value which experience has shown
to be the safe limit, a fresh diameter must
be assigned for the shaft, and the method
and calculations worked through afresh.

Case 2

The shaft of a centrifugal pump is, in this

case, of varying diameter and is loaded with
four propellers. All the preliminary dimen-
sions and loads are shown in the drawing.
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Fiber stress = -

Figure 1.

The shaft is drawn to scale, taking in

this case 1:10, or 6' =10. From the located
weights and reactions drop vertical lines.

Figure 2.

Plot down the weights on the \-ertical line

.4 .4' to scale (200 lb. = 1 in., or IF = 200) in the
order in which they are located on the shaft.

Ivlark each weight on the line .4.4'. The
pole is taken 8 in. from A A ' (perpendicular
distance). Complete the polygon by drawing
the lines to 0. (Obtain the reactions by
drawing a line 00' parallel to Ri'Ro', after

completing Fig. 3.)

Figure 3.

Draw the link line in the same way as

already shown in Case 1. From the enclosed
bending moment diagram the values for

stresses are figured as before.

Bending moment = LXSXhX W.
bending moment

Z
L and Z are taken for the diameter and

the point at which the fiber stress is to be
calculated. Drop vertical lines • from the
dift'erent points along the shaft at which
there is either a change of cross-section or a
point of application of a load. Mark each
element of the bending moment area, 1, 2, '3, 4

14.

Figure 4
Calculate the area of each element of the

bending moment diagram. These are respec-
tively: 0.07, 0.315, 0.72, 0.382, 0.7, 0.67, 0.7,

0.77, 0.55, 0.72, 0.295, 0.33, 0.15, 0.06; or a
total of 6.43 sq. in. Plot these values on the
vertical line BB' to scale (1 sq. in. = l in., or
^ = 1)..

The moment of inertia of the shaft for

various diameters may be found from the
tables. The values are as follows:

For2Hin., 7=1.91
2^ in., 7 = 2.81

3 in., 7 = 3.97

31^ in., 7 = 5.47

33^ in., 7 = 7.36

3^ in., 7 = 9.7

Assuming the ratio of y = 1.2, we get

.&!= 1.91X1.2 = 2.3 in.

7^2 = 2.81X1.2 = 3.38 in.

7/3 = 3.97x1.2 = 4.75 in.

774 = 5.47X1.2 = 6.55 in.

7/5 = 7.36X1.2 = 8.83 in.

7/6 = 9.7 X 1.2 = 11.64 in.

7/7 = 2.81X1.2 = 3.38 in.

7/8=1.91X1.2 = 2.3 in.

The area 1 in Fig. 3 is the bending moment
area of a shaft element of 23^ in. diameter,
and therefore Qi is taken at a perpendicular
distance from BB' of 7/i = 2.3 in. Connect
a and b to Qi. Extend the line bQi. Lay off

fl^2 = 3.38 in. on this extended line and mark
it Qi. (Note that the pole distance is always
measured perpendicular to the BB' line or
A A' line.) Connect c and d with Q^. It is

evident that areas 4 and 5 must lie again
on the extended line dQ^, and have a pole
distance 7/3 = 4.75 in., which is at Q^.

For areas 6 and 7, Qi is at 7/4.

For areas 8 and 9, Qi is at 7/5.

For areas 10 and 11, (Je is at H^.
For areas 12 and 13, Qt is at 7/7.

For area 14, Qs is at Hg.

Figure 3
Deflection curve is drawn as before.

Ri" B is parallel to aQi, BC parallel to 6^2-

£X7
The deflection scale =

or, deflection scale

S'XWXhXaXH

29,000,000X9.7

10^X200X8X1X11.64 ^^'^

In the above equation 7 and 7/ should
always be taken for corresponding sections.

(The ratio of I to H may be substituted in

the equation, as in case 4.)

The deflections under each of the loads by
measurement are found to be 1.39 in., 1.57

in., 1.38 in., 0.985 in. Dividing each of these
values by 15.1, we get the actual deflections

of the shaft in inches. These are 0.097 in.,

0.104 in., 0.0915 in. and 0.065 in.

Case 3

Our third typical case relates to a direct

current motor, having an overhung pulley

25 in. in diameter. The motor is rated
300 h.p. and runs at a speed of 750 r.p.m.

The driven apparatus is vertically above the

motor, so that the belt pull is upwards.

Figure 1.

The shaft is drawn to scale, 1:6, or 5 = 6.

The approximate loads are:

Weight of annature, 2380 lb.

Weight of shaft, 900 lb.

Total belt pull minus weight of pullev

3750 lb.

Figure 2.

The weights are plotted on .4.4' to scale

(1000 lb. = 1 in., or IF = 1000). The weights,

930 lb. = a^>, 2100 1b. = ^)(-, and 250 Ih. = cd, are

plotted downward, and 3750 lb. =de is plotted

upwards.
The pole distance is 6 in. from A A ', or A = 6

.
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Figure 3.

Make R'f parallel to aO, fg parallel to bO,
gh parallel to cO, hk parallel to dO and kR'^

parallel to eO. Connecting Ri' and Ri we
get the bending moment diagram. The
fiber stress in the shaft at the middle of the
pulley end bearing is found as follows:

-D^ = bending stress =

2.5X6X1000X6 = 4250 lb. per sq. in.
21.21

J ^ . , 321,400Xh.p.
1 ,-
= torsion stress =—7;~ —

a^Xr.p.m.
321,400X300 .„.

,,=
63X750

=600 1b.persq.in.

Figure 4--

On BB' the areas 1, 2.... 15 are plotted
to scale (4 sq. in. = l in., or a = 4).

The areas 1 and 2 were taken for 4J/^ in.

diameter. The areas 3 to 9 inclusive were
taken for 7 in. diameter. The areas 10 to 15

inclusive were taken for 6 in. diameter.

The ratio-^ = 14. The stiffness of the oil
ti

deflectors was neglected, since the additional

strength imparted thereby is insignificantly

small.

The moment of inertia for the different

diameters may be found from the tables.

The values are:

Case3

MflSCr/CWSCMf- 73
•Sca/e //? /nc/7es

Combined stress = -7'+m + T-

= 2125+ V21252+6OO2 = 4350 lb. per sq. in.

Draw from O a line parallel to R^'Ri'.

Then the reaction Ri = mn = 2980 lb.,

and the reaction R-2 = +no — pq= — 3450 lb.

Pressure on bearing 7?i = -rr-/ ^, ^•,^/
4j/2Xl0/^

= 49 lb. per sq. in. (down).

Pressure on bearing Ri = -^^ooXlo
= 32 lb. per sq. in. (upwards).

For a 4J^ in. diameter shaft, J= 20.13
6 in. diameter shaft, 7 = 63.62
7 in. diameter shaft, /= 117.9

and
H for 414 in. diameter = 20.13:14 = 1.43 in.

H for 6 in. diameter = 63.62:14 = 4.53 in.

H for 7 in. diameter =117.9:14 = 8.42 in.

Figure 5.

The link line is drawn as before. Connect
Ri and R2' and extend this line to the right.

The deflection shows a positive deflection
between the bearing and a negative deflection
outside the pulley end bearing.
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The deflection scale =
EXI

S'XWXhXaXH
29,00 ,000X117.9 ^

~6=X 1000X6X4X8.42"

Maximum deflection tinder armature

=2^ =0.0102 in.

Maximum deflection under pulley

= ^,=Om-i: in.

acting). Pole O is at a distance of G in., or

/! = 6 in. Complete the vector polygon.

Figure 3.

Draw the link line in the same way as in

the previous cases. Connecting R/ and Ri
we get a positive bending moment area below
the line R/Ri' and a negative area above
Ri'Ri'. The reactions Ri and R^ are obtained
bv drawing a parallel line from O to R/Ri'.

'

Ri scales 2000 lb. R. scales 4961 lb.

Pressure on bearing i?i =
"

= .50 lb.

5XS
per sq.

Case -4

Defieciion Scale =S77

Case 4

For the fourth typical case we may con-

sider a turbine-generator shaft with an
overhung wheel.

Figure 1.

The weight of the generator is .3.330 lb.

The weight of the turbine wheel is 2:300 lb.

The weight of the shaft is 1331 lb.

The shaft is drawn to scale (1:8, or 6' = 8).

The dimensions and location of loads are

all as shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 2.

The weight scale is 1000 lb. = 1 in., or

IF =1000. Plot all weights on the line /1.4'

down (in the same direction as the loads are

Pressure on bearing /?«
4961

Bending stress at R2 =

^ 0.75X8X1000X6 _
33.67

7X17?4'

= 40 lb. per sq. in.

LXSXWXh

1000 lb. per sq. in.

Dropping vertical lines from points along
the shaft at which there is either a change of

cross-section or a point of application of a
load, we get sixteen positive and three negative

areas.
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Figure 4-

On the vertical BB' plot the areas from
Fig. 3. Areas 1, 2, 3. . . .and 16 are to be
plotted down, and 17, IS and 19 up, as

negative areas. The portion of shaft which
is tapered (from 6 in. to 7x6 in.) is assumed
7tV in. diameter.
The moments of inertia are:

For 5 in. =30.68
6 in. = 63.02

in. = 122.5

in. = 195

in. =201
711

8
77,7J^ in. = 188.8

7 in. = 117.

9

Selecting a ratio of ^ = -10 we get:

Hi for area 1 =0.765
//o for area 2 = 1.59

//s for area 3 = 3.05

Hi for areas 4, 5, 6 and 7 =4.86
Hi for areas 8, 9, 10 and 11 =5.02

Hf. for areas 12, 13, 14 and 15 = 4.86

H^ for areas 16 and 17 = 4.75

Hi for areas 18 and 19 = 2.94

Complete the figure as in Case 2.

Figure 5.

From the center of gravity of each area

1, 2, 3. . . .19 (in Fig. 3) drop vertical lines

and draw the Hnk line. Connect Ri'R/. The
deflection is again measured as a vertical dis-

tance between the line Ri'R/ and the curve.

The deflection scale =^.^^^^^^
^ 29,000,000X40 ^
8^X1000X6X1

~

Maximum deflection under armature

2.95

377
= 0.0078 in. positive.

Maximum deflection under wheel

= -1:^ = 0.00159 in. negative.

THE CONSTRUCTION OF CONSTANT CURRENT
TRANSFORMERS

By L. Arnold
Engineer, Ts.\nsformer Dep.\rt.ment, General Electric Company

This article describes the present standard construction of constant current transformers designed for
delivering a constant current to series lighting circuits at varying voltage. The core construction, coil

winding, coil insulation and assembly are described, and the general advantages discussed. The "edgewise
wound" method of winding the coils results in a great reduction of volts between turns, as well as affording
a much more economical design from the heating standpoint.

—

Editors.

Introduction

The constant current transformer, as its

name implies, has the characteristic of

delivering a varying voltage to lines which
operate incandescent or arc lamps in series;

under which condition the lamps are sub-
jected to a constant value of current, while

the load on the circuit varies in voltage only.

This type of transformer operates auto-
matically with respect to the load, making
it possible to cut out any number of lamps,
from full rated load to zero load, while still

maintaining a constant current on the line.

The self-regulating characteristic is obtained
bj' constructing the transformer in such a
manner that either the primary or secondary
coil is balanced through a system of levers

against a counter-weight, which pemtits the

distance between primary and secondary'

coils to varj-. This automatically increases

or decreases the reactance of the circuit

in such amount as to hold the current con-

stant irrespective of the load. The construc-

tion, therefore, of this type of transformer

not only presents the problems met with in

constant potential lighting and power trans-
formers, but the further mechanical feature
of permitting one of the coils, while carr\'ing

a high voltage load, to be free to move
vertically over a varying distance, in some
cases of several feet. The building of a
constant current transformer, therefore,

involves special processes and operations,

which will be described as closely as possible

in the order in which they occur in the
course of manufacture.

Core Construction

The core of a constant ctirrent trans-

former is built up of laminations of specially

annealed iron, which are sheared to the
required length and wddth. The strips are
then treated by coating the surfaces with a
species of japan, which serves to reduce
materially the eddy loss in the core. This
japan is applied by passing the individual

sheets between rolls which are constantly
kept moist with the japan, in much the
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same manner as the type in a printing press

is kept supplied with ink. After passing the

rolls, the pieces of iron are carried along a

travelling table, where the}' are dried by
passing nozzles through which air is blown.

Fig. 1. Core and Coils of Constant Current Transformer

The legs of the cores are then assembled
by stacking together the individual lami-

nations, and wrapping them with sheets of

.020 in. horn fiber. The legs are then placed
in a hydraulic press, under a pressure of

several tons and a temperature of 200 deg.

to 250 deg. Fahr., which reduces the height

of iron to the required dimension. The
insulating dowels shown in Fig. 1 are

driven in and each core leg is then a solid

mass, which may be handled as one piece.

The three legs of the core are placed on
end and accurately spaced and the end irons

put in place. The core is then turned
over with the end irons just mentioned
fomiing the bottom, as in Fig. 1. The
entire lower end of the core is next
clamped in a permanent iron casting,

lined with pressboard. This casting

is called the "bottom clamp," and, in

the case of transformers for alternating

current series lighting, also forms the
base for the transformer. It would be
well, in passing, to call particular atten-

tion to the fact that the two side legs

are rectangular in cross-section, while
the center leg is cruciform and of larger

cross-section than the side legs; this is

in order to make the middle leg as

nearly circular in cross-section as possible

order that the distance from core to the inside

of surrounding coils be as uniform as possible.

Coil Winding
This cruciform construction of the center

leg is of very recent design and is used in

in

connection with an entirely new system of

constant current transformer coil construction

which has recently been developed. This con-

struction is known as the "edgewise wound"
construction; and while it has been used for

some time back in constant potential

power and lighting transformers, it has
only recently been adapted to constant

current transformers. This system
of winding employs wires which are

rectangular in cross-section, the width
being several times the thickness.

Except for the stiffness of the copper,

this copper strip, when covered with
its several thicknesses of insulation,

looks not unlike ordinary cotton tape.

In the winding of the coils a specially

designed cylinder is rotated in a wind-
ing machine similar in construction to

an ordinary turning lathe. The full

diameter of this cylinder is exactly the'

same as that of the inside diameter of

the finished coil. On this form the wire
is wound on edge; but, inasmuch as many
hundred turns are frequently wound in one
coil, special arrangements are necessary to

enable the completely wound coil to be
removed from the form. This is accomplished
by using a winding form that can be partially

collapsed, thereby permitting the form to be
withdrawn from the coil without the slightest

damage to the coil, and incidentally making
the operation of withdrawal very simple.

In the winding, the wire is fed through a
friction device to give the required tension,

the starting end of the wire being clamped
to a flanged collar revolving with the winding
form. The wire is pressed firmly against

Fig. 2. Coils and Clamping Ring of Constant Current Transformer

the collar by another collar, which loosely

fits the winding form and is held stationary;

next follows another flanged collar which
presses heavily against the stationary collar,

thereby forcing the several turns of wire very

tightly against one another. The flanged
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collar, or follower, thus travels slowly along

the winding form; so that for one revolution

of the machine it travels a distance equal to

the insulated thickness of one turn of the

conductor. After the required number of

turns have been wound four bolts are passed

through an iron collar at either end of the

winding, as shown in Fig. 2. The winding
form is then collapsed and removed, thus leav-

ing a hollow cylinder of wire, whose inside

diameter is equal to the original outside

diameter of the winding form, and whose
outside diameter is greater than the wind-

ing form by the insulated width of the

conductor.

Coil Insulation

The coil thus wound and clamped is then

baked at a temperature of approximately
180 deg. Fahr. in a well-ventilated oven,
thereby removing every vestige of moisture;

and, while still hot, is dipped in a tank
containing insulating varnish. This varnish

is rapidly taken up by the cotton insulation

on the wires, and so thoroughlj'' permeates
the coil that moisture cannot enter. The coil

is then baked again at the same temperature
as before, and receives a second varnish dip,

after which it is baked again. These repeated
dippings and bakings cement each turn of

wire to its neighbor so solidly that the coil

becomes self-sustaining, as shown in Fig. 2

(center). The dipping and baking process
above mentioned is repeated until the
insulation will take up no more varnish.

Following the dipping and baking process,

the coil is wound with tape approximately
one inch wide, each turn overlapping the
preceding turn by one-half to one-third its

width. This insures practically uniform
strength of insulation over the entire surface

of the coil. Various kinds of tape are used
in the insulating of coils, such as cotton tape,

which is varnished after applying, vaniished
cambric tape, which is treated before apply-
ing, and mica tape. The last mentioned tape
is, however, only used on very high voltage
coils. Where cotton taping is employed it

receives a brushing of the highest quality of

insulating varnish, is then baked, revamished
and rebaked ; and this process is repeated
several times for each tape. It is a fixed rule

in the factory that no untreated material
must be employed in insulating these coils.

The various materials are used in combina-
tions best suited to the particular location

on the coil and the insulation strain on this

particular part of the coil; for instance

certain points on a finished coil may require

much more insulation than others, depending
on their distance from grounded parts of the

apparatus, etc.

Assembling the Transformer

The completed taped coil with lead tenni-

nals, as shown in Fig. 2 (right), is now ready

Fig. 3. Constant Current Transformer for

Series Lighting

for assembly. Where, as in many cases,

the total voltage on each winding is high,

the large number of turns required would
result in a coil of a length too great to be
serviceable, if all these turns were wound
in one coil. It is, therefore, the practice to
divide each winding into several coils (usually
four) connected in series. These four coils

are wound on forms of different diameters
so that they may be assembled one inside
the other, with insulating blocks between,
and held in place by clamps at top and
bottom securely bolted together. It is

customar\' to make the lowest-voltage coil

the movable coil. In the case of transformers
for use with mercury arc rectifier outfits,

this is always the primary winding. On
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transformers for series alternating current

lighting circuits the secondary coil is usually

movable. The coil clamps previously referred

to are, in the case of the movable coil, bolted

together with insulated metal bolts, as they
not only serve to keep the several coils in

Fig, 4. Constant Current Transformer for Use with

Mercury Arc Rectifier

position, but also are required to support
their entire weight. In addition they arc

called upon to withstand the shocks experi-

enced when the coil is violently forced from
one position to another along the core. For
example, if the transformer is running at full

load and the secondary line becomes short-

circuited, the coil would travel the full

length of the core in a very short period of

time.

The stationary coils are clamped by bolts

and nuts made entirely of insulating mate-
rials. These, however, are not required to do
more than hold the coils firmly in position,

as the weight of this coil is carried on the

bottom clamp. The core shown in Fig. 1

is next placed in the bottom clamp and
finnly secured by clamping screws passing
through the side of the clamp. The coils

are then placed over the core, encircling the
center leg, and the top end irons are then
carefully put in place. The top clamp is

placed in position and the side rods tightened,

thus securely holding the top clamp with the

completed core to the base. The top clamp
casting carries the balancing mechanism.
This consists of levers keyed to a steel shaft

which turns on carefully made ball bearings,

thereby reducing friction to a minimum. The
supporting cords are now conducted from the

fixed sectors of the balancing mechanism to

the movable coil on the one side of the shaft,

and from the adjustable sectors of the

balancing mechanism to the hanger-weight
on the opposite side of the shaft, thereby
balancing the coil against the hanger-
weight.
The general appearance of the finished

transfonners varies somewhat according to

the service for which they are designed.

Fig. 3 shows one of tlie. first constant current

transformers of this construction built for

series alternating current lighting. This,

while differing somewhat in minor details,

may be considered typical of the general

construction of the whole line. Fig. 4 shows
a transformer for use with a mercury arc

rectifier outfit. This transformer is shown
enclosed in a casing which is deemed neces-

sary in some stations to protect the operators

against accidental contact with the high

voltage windings.
In closing it might be well to mention two

electrical advantages which are particularly

noticeable in the form of winding described

in this article. Owing to the fact that all the

turns in any one coil are in one layer, the

voltage between any two adjacent turns

is very low (in no case higher than twelve
volts). This is in marked contrast to the old

style layer-wound coil, where the voltage

between turns at the ends of adjacent layers

was often as high as 100 or 120 volts. By
removing these high differences of potential

much space previously used for insulation is

.saved. From the standpoint of heating the

edgewise-wound coil is an ideal construction.

The liberal air ducts allow free radiation of

heat ; while the fact that the two edges of each
individual conductor are at the surface of the

coil does away with conductors buried in the

center of a thick coil, and with the consequent
high heating at this point.
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BOOK REVIEW
"THE MAGNETIC CIRCUIT"

By V. Karapetoff

McGraw-Hill Book Company (1911)

270 pages. 64 Illustrations Price, $2.00 net

Karapetoff's "Magnetic Circuit" is one of the
most original contributions to electrical engineering
literature which has come under the present
reviewer's attention for a long time. A casual
glance through its pages might convey precisely
the opposite impression, for the text is honeycombed
with allusions to the investigations of other workers
in this field. Karapetoflf has employed his intimate
familiarity with the literature of the subject to

interweave the results of the researches of these
authors with the results of his own investigations
and reflections. Indeed, the investigations of his

contemporaries are described by the author with
a lucidity which in several instances endows the
conclusions now for the first time with thoroughly
practical usefulness. It might, however, be more
decorous for the present reviewer to speak exclu-
sively for himself on this point. From this stand-
point, he has no hesitation in stating that in several
instances where he has in vain struggled with various
of the original publications in question, only to be
compelled to admit that he could not make out
what the authors were.driving at, he has readily
followed Karapetoff's version as presented in the
present treatise, and has been very much impressed
by the important conclusions deduced therefrom.
In many such instances, however, one cannot but
believe that the conclusions are Karapetoff's own.
Under his clear reasoning the wheat has been
separated from the chaff; the needle has been
extracted from the haystack, the pearl from the
oyster; at any rate, thanks to the author, the
wheat and the needle and the pearl are now ready
at hand for the edification of their possessor.

In the earlier chapters of the book the treatment
is confined to those magnetic circuits for which the
magnetomotive force is provided in a single electric

circuit. In so far as air is a component of the
magnetic circuit, the treatment is rendered novel
and interesting by the author's plan of assigning

to air a permeability of — = 1.2.57. By this plan

it becomes rational to employ the ampere-turn as
the unit of m.m.f. instead of the gilbert, and this

is done throughout the book. The advantages of

the plan are amply demonstrated. The term
"magnetic intensity" is employed to denote the
m.m.f. in ampere turns per centimeter of length of

the magnetic circuit. The letter H is adopted for

denoting the magnetic intensity as thus defined.

As usual, B is employed to denote the flux density
in lines per square cm. Also, as usual, m denotes
the permeability and we still have:

B

In virtue of Karapetoff's innovation of indicating
by H the ampere turns per centimeter, ^ is no longer,

as in former usage, the ratio of the flux density in

a given material to the flux density in air (for

the same m.m.f. gradient), but is smaller in the
ratio of 10 to 4ir, since a m.m.f. gradient of one

ampere-turn per cm. occasions in air a flux density,
not of 1 line (or 1 maxwell) per square cm., but
of 1.2.57 lines.

A new unit, the "perm", is introduced. It is

defined by stating that "a magnetic path has a

permeance of one perm when one maxwell of flux

is produced for each ampere-turn of magnetomotive
force applied along the path." Thus the permea-
bility, M. may be expressed in perms per centimeter
cube; for if a m.m.f. of one ampere-turn acts to
occasion a magnetic flux between two opposite faces
of a centimeter cube, the flux in maxwells (or lines)

in the square centimeter of cross-section will be
quantitively identical with the value of m for the
material of which the centimeter cube is composed.
For air and other non-magnetic materials m is equal
to 1.257.

The chapters devoted to the preliminary discus-

sion of the magnetic circuits employed in various
types of electric machines are followed by a group
of chapters dealing chiefly with the estimation of

the magnetomotive forces required in the exciting
circuits in concrete cases, to occasion prescribed
electromotive forces in other circuits which are not
carrying currents (and which, consequently, are not
themselves the seat of magnetomotive forces), such
as in the unloaded secondary circuits of transformers,
and in the armature windings of generators and
motors, when these windings are on open circuit.

These chapters are replete with descriptions of

methods dealing with practical cases.

The magnetomotive forces occurring in these
secondary circuits when the machines are loaded
are next taken into consideration. This involves
the more complex phenomena associated with those
magnetic circuits in which the resultant m.m.f. is

obtained from components located in more than one
electric circuit. This leads to discussions of the
inherent variations in the pressure in electric

machinery when the external load varies as regards
quantity and as regards its nature (such as its

phase), and is inextricably associated with the
subject of magnetic leakage and inductance.
One of the most interesting chapters in the book

is that entitled "The Inductance of the Windings
of Electrical Machinery," wherein is found a large

amount of valuable material of an eminently prac-
tical nature.

While the book is one of great importance to the
professional designer of electrical machinery, the
plan and execution are so logical and clear, that,

notwithstanding the inherent difficulties of the
subject with which it deals, the book can also be
confidently recommended to the determined and
earnest student. This hypothetical student should
understand in advance that in undertaking to

master the contents of the book, he is embarking
upon no light task. The present reviewer is,

however, not aware of any method by which the
knowledge in question can be more readily acquired.
There have been arranged for the student hundreds
of carefully conceived problems. These have been
distributed at approximate places in the text and
the student can rest assured that he will be making
excellent use of all the time which he devotes to

the solution of these problems.
The diagrams and illustrations have been carefully

prepared and are consistently appropriate.
H. M. HOB.^RT
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Electricity on the Job Pays
The 1 20-mile, 250,ooo,QOO-gallons-per-day Catskill Aqueduct for New

York City, which will pass under two rivers, a lake and two arms of the

sea, is being constructed largely by electric power.

Mining locomotives, centrifugal pumps, air compressors, rock drills,

shaft hoists, boom hoists (including clam-shell diggers), concrete mixers,

rock crushers, conveyor belts, screens and incline hoists, are in many
cases driven by General Electric Company's Motors, which have given

perfect satisfaction during several years' operation.

Curtis steam turbine generators are furnishing current for lighting

some of the jobs and power for operating pumps and carpenter shops.

Lighting plants in towns along the Aqueduct are transmitting power

at 33,000 volts, which is changed in G-E transformers on various jobs

to 2200, 440 or 220 volts, and used for driving motors for all purposes.

Contractors find that electric motor drive enables them to move earth,

broken stone, sand, cement, etc., quickly and at a minimum cost.

Prominent factors in this economy lie in the fact that the motors consume

power only when in actual operation, are ever ready for instant use,

and always under perfect and easy control by laborers of average intel-

ligence. Their comparatively few wearing parts and large momentary
overload capacity in a large measure account for the low maintenance

cost they have developed on this work.

General Electric Company
336S
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ELECTRICAL PROGRESS IN BRITAIN
AND AMERICA

Elsewhere in this issue appears an article

describing an electrical steel mill installation

in England,* which should prove of additional

interest to American engineers by reason of

the fact that the advanced practice which
it represents has been achieved by manu-
facturers who have to conduct their business
under circumstances considerably less favor-

able than any which obtain in the United
States.

The severity of the competition among
British electrical manufacturers is probably
generally appreciated in this country; but
few who have not come into personal contact
with it can form any idea of the extent to

which it ties the hands of the progressive

manufacturer. Of the men who know—and
there are comparatively few who possess the
necessary experience upon which to base a
judgment of any value—probably a majority
are of the opinion that in lines of apparatus
which are now fairly well standardized, the
British manufacturer has brought his produc-
tion to a higher point of efficiency than that of

any other nation. His progress along the line

of development of the big central station idea,

however, has necessarily been restricted; and
the layman is educated to consider bulk as the
sole standard for making comparisons of rela-

tive progress. It is not proposed here to search
for the reasons which have brought about
the present state of affairs in the British

electrical market; but it may be of interest

to comment on the extent to which the
activities of the manufacturer are restricted,

and what must happen before any permanent
improvement can take place. These comments
are simply an expression of personal opinion.

First, progress in the development of the
big-station idea has required an enormous
amount of experiment and research, under-
taken to obtain the fullest knowledge of

natural laws, in order that the greatest

*"A Notable Example of British Rolling Mill Electrification."
by G. M. Brown, see p. 207.

economic gain may result from the application
of these laws. Individuals may divide the
work of investigation and of application;
but the gain to the industry will be greatest

when the activities of the investigator are
directed along lines indicated by economic
necessity or expedience. This conservation
can only be achieved if the manufacturer,
the party who has to meet commercial needs,
is able to go after and obtain the necessary
scientific knowledge upon which to base the
design of his apparatus. Second, amongst
the manufacturers some healthy competition
is necessary in order to stimulate activity in

producing and adapting apparatus for a
widening field of usefulness; excessive com-
petition is altogether harmful, since it almost
invariably results in making the question of

price pre-eminent, of starving each individual
manufacturer, and hence of denying to him
those financial resources required for prosecut-
ing the research work which he sees to be
necessary, if further progress is to be made.
Third, in the United States the responsibility

of producing electrical supplies for the nation
has been carried by relatively few great
houses, sufficient in number to promote
healthy competition, but few enough to

ensure that the producer can lay aside a
considerable percentage of his annual profits in

order to maintain a faculty in his organization,
which will be concerned only indirectly with
production and commercial questions, and
which will act under the instructions of some of

the most eminent engineers of the profession,
employed by the manufacturer for the sole pur-
pose of watching this new development work.
Fourth, in Great Britain a large number of firms
of approximately equal standing divide all the
business of producing for the nation.
Whatever be the fundamental reason that

brought it into being, this excessive
competition is handicapping the electrical

industry in Great Britain. Even if the
manufacturers were permitted by English law
to combine for the maintenance of prices, it is

unlikely that this would result in any per-
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manent improvement. For what it is worth,

the opinion is submitted that relief will only
be found when two or three fimis can shake
off their rivals and establish themselves
in a strong position. In a "strong" position,

they will enjoy many advantages at present

denied to them. Factory costs will be less,

through purchasing, manufacturing and
stocking in bulk, and through earlier stand-

ardization of tools, parts and finished

product ; transportation rates for heavy
shipments will be adjusted and reduced;
selling costs will be less owing to reduced
advertising rates and salesmen's expenses
per sale; and competition over price will be
transformed into competition over quality.

Increased profits will pemiit the manufacturer
to develop the research-consulting end, and
to establish a better connecting link between
academic and commercial questions than
will ever be possible under existing conditions.

The producer will then gradually shake himself

free from the fetters of demand, and will be
able to anticipate the demand with the supply.

All of these benefits are in reality cumu-
lative. The result of them all is gradual!}'

to give to the big manufacturer a standing,

a cherished possession which far outweighs
in value all the other advantages. The
acquirement of this standing alters his

position relatively to that of the consulting
engineer. He becomes more independent.
In a country where a nurnber of firms are

engaged in a cut-throat battle over prices,

it may be really necessary that a consulting
engineer be employed, to frame a rigid

specification, and to see that it is met by the
manufacturer. From the purchaser's stand-
point this is excellent ; from the manufac-
turer's side the pcsition is less happy.
Under these conditions he may be called

upon to fill, say, six contracts in the course
of as many months for the supply of a number
of motors of substantially the same rating and
to meet similar requirements, but is bound
by the specification to embody special fea-

tures, all different, in each; to lay out new
drawings or to modify old ones; to purchase or

make new tools, gauges, te:nplates, and so on;
until at length he finds hiinself cheated out of

the profits which should by all justice be his.

If, seeing in his mind's eye these profits

disappearing, he puts in a plea for his standard
apparatus, the consulting engineer as a rule

will have none of it; and he is brought to his

knees with the threat "Build to my specifi-

cation or take farewell of the contract."

Give him a standing, and he can profTer his

plea with a big chance of its receiving atten-

tion. Increase his standing, strengthen his

financial resources, and you will find in course
of time that his high-salaried experts are
solving operating troubles in the research
room or on the model transmission line, are
embodying their findings in the design of

special though (for them) standardized appa-
ratus, and are producing the goods upon
which no one, outside of that organization,

has any qualification to dictate to them. No
longer will the manufacturer feel himself com-
pelled to stand back from risking money in

experimental schemes which, although pos-
sibly containing all the essentials for ulti-

mate success, yef show no certain indication

of immediate gain ; but will be enabled without
hesitation to appropriate for such work sums
of money which, if success were not immediate,
might alone be sufficient to cause a smaller
manufactiircr considerable financial embar-
rassment.

In England, then, the universities and the
consulting profession hold in their ranks
men who could be more profitably employed
by the manufacturer; they cannot be so

einployed until the manufacturer is making
enough profit out of his business to pay
them the salaries they require; he cannot
get the profits out of his business until

he has acquired the standing which renders

a large part of the outside consulting

work unnecessary; under the regime of fierce

competition no manufacturer can acquire
this standing, and close surveillance of all

by the consultant is the rule. It is this state

of affairs which has resulted in the extra-

ordinarily high standard of efficiency which
has been reached in all departments of the

electrical manufacturing business in Britain,

in the workmanship of the machine, as well as

in the ingenuity of the designer which enables

him to extract the very last watt out of each
pound. It is this same condition which will

continue to prevent the British electrical

manufacturer from performing his full share in

pioneer work toward the bulk electric sufjply

systems prophesied by Steinmetz and Edison.

In the above essay the writer's purpose is

simply to indicate the course of evolution or

elimination which must be worked out before

rehef can be expected. He does not presume
to specify the radical changes which presum-
ably must take place before this course can
be set in motion.

D. S. i\I.\RTIN
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CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSORS
Part II

By Louis C. Loewenstein

Engineer, Turbine Department, General Electric Company

The first part of this article, published in the March Review, consisted largely of the theory of air com-
pression and centrifugal air compressors, and contained a quantity of data in the shape of formula, tables
and curves. This data will be employed in a subsequent installment to solve a few typical problems. The
present installment treats principally of the application of the centrifugal compressor to the blowing of blast
furnaces, cupolas and Bessemer converters, and includes a description of a very ingenious constant volume
governor for controlling the quantity of air delivered.

—

Editor.

Centrifugal compressors can be used where-
ever any compressible fluid is to be com-
pressed or pumped. The various forms of

compressing apparatus, besides centrifugal

compressors, may be classified as follows:

fans or blowers; positive pressure blowers;
and reciprocating compressors.

Fans or blowers, such as are shown diagram-
matically in Fig. 8, are chiefly used when the
desired compression is very small and where
efficiency is of less im]3ortance than first cost.

It has already been shown that the ordinary
fan or blower delivers simply a pressure
approximately equal to the centrifugal pres-

sure generated by the revolving impeller or

nmner. The velocity energy existing in the

air at impeller exit is lost in the form of heat.

Hence the centrifugal compressor, which
recovers the larger part of this velocity

energy in the form of pressure, must neces-

sarily be much more efficient than the ordina-^y

fan or blower. A good practical dividing line

between the field of usefulness of ordinary
fans and centrifugal compressors may be said

to be at about ^ pound pressure. This
dividing line, however, is not a sharp dis-

Fig. 8. Fan Blower

when efficiency plays no important part
whatever, fans and blowers can be used to

give pressures of almost a pound.

tinction, as in some cases it is advisable to

use a centrifugal compressor even for a pres-

sure of half a pound, while in other cases,

Fig. 9, Positive Pressure Blower

Positive pressure blowers are machines in

which the rotating part consists of one or
more drums with lobes running with close

clearances to the casing, as is shown in Fig.

9. These lobes form pockets in which the
air or gas is pocketed on the intake side of

the compressor and carried in this pocket
over to the outlet side of the compressor. If

there is no resistance on the outlet or dis-

charge end, the air is simply moved from
inlet to outlet. If, however, a higher pressure
exists at the discharge end, then the air

delivered will be raised to the pressure of air

existing on the discharge side. In other
words, these machines are pure displacement
machines and displace at every revolution a
certain volume of air.

Some variations of design of positive pres-

sure blowers are shown in Figs. 10 and 11.

If the clearance between the rotating parts
and the casing is exceedingly small, the
efficiency will be good, but very close clear-

ances mean rubbing and wear. If the clear-

ances are large, on the other hand, the losses

due to slippage, that is, return of air from
the discharge end to the intake end through
these clearance spaces, will he large and the
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efficiency thereby impaired. The usual prac-

tice on moderate and large size positive

pressure blowers is to use a lubricant between

Fig. 10. Positive Pressure Blower

the rotating and stationary parts so that the

amount of wear is reduced to a minimum.
Wear, however, will occur and when the

slippage losses become too great renewal of

rotating parts is necessary. Positive pressure

blowers are used mostly for compressions of

from 1 to 5 pounds per square inch. Compar-
ing this type of apparatus with a centrifugal

compressor we may say that the positive

pressure blower may with careful design give

the same efficiencies when new, but will have
much poorer efficiencies after the machine
has been running for some time. Besides this,

the difference in floor space required is

considerably in favor of the centrifugal

machine.
Reciprocating compressors are efficiently

used when the desired pressure is 15 pounds
per square inch or higher. There is a great

deal of difference in design between various

makes of reciprocating compressors which
influence the commercial efficiency of this

type greatly. The rating of reciprocating

compressors (and also positive pressure blow-

ers) is usually expressed in displacement air,

that is, the volume swept through per

minute by the reciprocating compressor pis-

ton. This displacement air is about 15 to

20 per cent, higher than the actual air

delivered by the compressor. This can be

easily understood if we remember that in a

reciprocating compressor the pressure in the

clearance spaces between the piston and the

cylinder and in the ports up to the discharge

valve is equal to the discharged air pressure

when the piston reaches the end of its stroke.

When the piston returns the air in the

clearance space must expand to atmospheric
pressure before any air from the atmosphere

can be drawn into the cylinder; hence only
part of the volume swept through by the
piston represents air admitted to the cylinder,

and the actual air delivered is usually less

than the displacement of the reciprocating

piston. The ratio between actual air delivered

and displacement air is called volumetric
efficiency.

Some designers have attempted to increase

the volumetric efficiency of reciprocating com-
pressors by increasing the velocity of the air

at intake, that is, a high velocity of air is

established when the piston is drawing air

from the suction end. If this velocity is high
enough there will be an actual compression
of intake air when the piston reaches the end
of its stroke and before it starts compression,
due to this high velocity head. It is possible

to bring the volumetric efficiency up to 100

per cent, and even above, but this is done at

a sacrifice in energy efficiency, and the power
loss due to establishing a high velocity of

intake air more than counteracts the gain

achieved by increasing the volumetric effi-

ciency. The best that can be done is to make
the clearance spaces as small as possible, and
with good design the difference between dis-

placement air and actual air delivered need
not be over 12 to 15 per cent., if all valves

are tight. In order to have low resistances to

air flow, the intake and discharge valves of the

reciprocating compressor should be large in

area. The falling off in the efficiency of the

compressor after running for some time is

Fig. 11. Positive Pressure Blower

generally due to leakages past these valves,

and good attention is necessary and periodical

renewals should be made in order to main-
tain good efficiency on reciprocating com-
pressors.
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Centrifugal compressors have the great
advantages of not having any close clearance

to produce wear by rubbing, and of having
no valves that can leak. A centrif-

ugal compressor will have the
same efficiency after years of ser-

vice as it had when new. Besides
this there is a decided saving in

the cost of operation and mainten-
ance of the centrifugal compressor
over that of a reciprocating com-
pressor. There is a decided differ-

ence in size between a centrifugal

compressor and a reciprocating

compressor of the same rating, and
therefore the cost of foundations is

very greatly reduced when centrif-

ugal compressors are used. In dis-

cussing the centrifugal compressor
for blast furnace operation more
will be said as to relative size and
cost of operation.

It may be interesting to take up
several of the most important com-
mercial applications of centrifugal

compressors and explain the
advantages gained by their use over
other types of compressing appa-
ratus.
Blast Furnace Work
One of the most interesting

developments of recent years is the
application of the centrifugal com-
pressor to blast furnace work. The
blast furnace is primarily an appa-
ratus for producing pig iron, and
incidentally it may also be regard-

ed as a huge gas producer. The
materials put into a blast ftirnace

are the iron ore, the fuel, and the fluxes, which
are charged at the top of the furnace or

throat, and the air blast, which is blown in

near the bottom of the furnace at the tuyeres.

The materials discharged from the furnace

are pig iron and slag, which are tapped from
the bottom or crucible of the furnace, and
the gases and dust, which pass out of the top
of the furnace. The iron ore in a blast

furnace is deoxidized or reduced, for which
purpose the ore is charged with sufficient

carbonaceous fuel to do two things: To
abstract all the oxygen from the reducible

metalHc oxides and to furnish enough heat

(or high enough temperature) to melt down
to superheated liquids the pig iron and slag

—

combinations of irreducible metallic oxides

—

that are formed. The fuel must supply the

reducing energy and the melting-down or

smelting requirements; the first by acting
upon the metallic o.xides at a red to a white
heat and abstracting their oxygen; the second,

Fig. 12.

Front

Centrifugal Compressor Driven by 50 H-P. Induction Motor
to Back. 5 Ft. 2 In.; Width. 7 Ft. 3 In.; Height. 7 Ft. 8 In.

by being burned at the foot of the furnace
by the hot air blast, and there generating
the heat and higher temperatures necessary
for the smelting down of the materials
already reduced. The blast furnace may also

be regarded as a huge gas producer, run by
hot forced blast, in which the incombustible
portions of the contents are melted down
(with a little unburnt carbon) to liquid

metal and slag, and are run out beneath,
while the gaseous products pass upwards
through 50 to 100 ft. of burden, and escape
above. The escaping gases are primarily of

the composition of producer gas, with some
of its carbonous o.xide changed to CO-2 by the
oxygen abstracted from the burden; with
some CO-2 added from the decomposition of
the carbonates of the charge; and with the
usual increment of moisture from the charge
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and volatile matter (if any) from the distil-

lation of the fuel. Hence the blast furnace
is a huge gas producer, giving a rather

inferior quality of combustible gas in large

quantities, while reducing to metal and slag

the burden of iron ore and flux (limestone)

To Goi^ern/f?g Mec/?on/sm
ofDr/yer

CH

Fig. 13.
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Constant Volume Governor

which is put in with the fuel. But after all,

the unoxidized and combustible ingredients

of the gas escaping represent a large part,

in fact, often the largest part, of the total

calorific power of the fuel.

From the above it can be readily seen

that if the charging of a furnace is uniform
it is quite essential to have the amount of

air supplied to the furnace also uniform
in quantity. The air pressure required for

forcing the air through the furnace varies

with the condition of the burden or charge.

If the particles of ore, fuel, and limestone are

large, that is, the spaces between these

particles ample, there is a freer passage for

the air than if the particles of ore, fuel, and
limestone are small and closely packed.
Under certain conditions the furnace may
require a pressure of <S to 10 lb. to force a
certain quantity of air through it, while
under other conditions, when the material

in the furnace is tightly packed, a much
higher pressure, sometimes as high as 2o to

30 lb., is required to force through the same

amount of air. It is therefore absolutely
necessary that the air compressing apparatus
installed be capable of supplying air under
varying pressures, depending upon the condi-
tion of the furnace, and of delivering high
pressures when the condition of the furnace
demands it.

Up to the advent of the centrifugal com-
pressor, reciprocating compressors were chiefly

used for blast furnace work. The recipro-

cating compressor was run at a certain

number of revolutions per minute, furnishing

a certain quantity of air at a certain pressure.

It was left to the judgment of the blast

furnace operator whether or not the furnace
was receiving the proper amount of air.

If in his opinion the furnace was receiving

too little air, that is, if it was underblown due
to the charge on the furnace offering more
resistance to air flow than previously, he
would call for a higher speed of the recipro-

cating compressor. Speeding up the driver

would then furnish a somewhat greater
quantity of air at a higher pressure. If,

however, the blast furnace was overblown,
the reciprocating compressor was slowed
down and less air and pressure furnished the
blast furnace. This method of operating
necessitated a decided change of condition

in the furnace, before the furnace operator
knew that the air supply to the furnace
was not correct, and in many cases the

furnace got into a very poor condition before

the operator changed the air supply and
improved conditions.

Knowing the exact amount of charge fed

to the furnace, the weight of oxygen or air

necessary to be supplied per minute can be
closely ascertained; it would, therefore, be an
ideal arrangement to have a governor which
would govern the air compressor so that a

constant weight of air (hence oxygen) can be
supplied to the blast furnace, no matter what
the resistance of the blast furnace to the air

flow. If this quantity of air, for example,
were 25,000 cu. ft. per minute, the governor
should so regulate the compressor unit that

2.5,000 cu. ft. of free air would be delivered

against any pressure necessary to force this

air through the blast furnace. If the furnace

were free and open, the usual air pressure

would be, for instance, about 15 lb. per sq. in.

If the furnace becomes more closely packed,
or there is too great a production of slag, or

anything else occurs in the furnace which will

increase the resistance to air flow, the pressure

required to force through the same amount
of air mav rise to 20 or 25 lb. Usuallv the
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limiting pressure of a blast furnace com-
pressor is 30 lb., as this is the maximum
pressure the stack itself will withstand with
safety.

The General Electric Company has devel-

oped a constant volume governor, which can
be attached to their centrifugal compressors

for blast furnace work. Its principle can be
understood from the diagrammatic arrange-

ment shown in Fig. 13. The governor is

placed on the intake end of the compressor,

the air being admitted through a conical

pipe (a) into an elbow (b), which is direct

connected to the inlet flange of the compres-

a definite position with relation to the conical

pipe (a). Let us assume that this 25,000

cu. ft. of air is being delivered against a

pressure of 15 lb. per sq. in., that is, with the

driver of the centrifugal compressor running

at such a speed as to produce an air pressure

of 15 lb. If, at any instant, the charge in the

furnace becomes more densely packed, or if

the furnace is slowly beginning to get into an
unhealthy condition through the formation of

slag, the resistance to the flow of air through
the furnace is increased. With this increased

resistance the centrifugal compressor can no
longer deliver 25,000 cu. ft. of air, because

Fig. 14. Centrifugal Air Compressor Direct-Connected to Curtis Turbine, Installed at Empire

Iron & Steel Co.'s Plant. Oxford Furnace. N. J., for Blast Furnace Work

sor. In this conical pipe is mounted a hori-

zontal float (c) suspended from a vertical

rod (d). The latter is connected to a beam
(e) which is free to move about a pin support

(f). The beam is graduated to indicate the

amount of air in cubic feet per minute that

the compressor will deliver when the sliding

weight (w) is placed at any particular gradu-

ation. An oil dashpot (g) is attached to one

end of the beam to dampen any too violent

oscillations. The method of operation of

this governor when furnishing air to the blast

furnace is as follows:

Suppose that 25,000 cu. ft. of air is to be

delivered to the blast furnace: The sliding

weight (w) is set at the graduation mark
25,000 cu. ft., and the float (c) will assume

it would take a higher pressure than 15 lb.

per sq. in. to force this quantity through the

furnace, and we may say that momentarily
a less quantity is delivered. Just as soon as

this occurs, however, the float (c) can no
longer remain in its present position, because

it is not sustained by the original volume of

air passing by it. As the volume of air

decreases the float (c) will start to drop,

whereupon the rod (d) will immediately
move the beam (e) into a new position.

The end of the beam arm is connected with
the governing mechanism of the driver by
means of suitable levers. In the case of a

steam turbine drive it will admit more steam
to the turbine and speed it up. This higher

speed will increase the pressure delivered by
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Fig. 15. Blast Furnace Turbine Compressor, Iroquois Iron Company. South Chicago

the compressor until the pressure is of

sufficient magnitude to force through the

original quantity of air, 25,000 cu. ft. per
minute. As the turbine speeds up the

pressure continues to increase slowly, and
therefore also the volume of air, until the
constant volume governor has almost returned
to its original position. The governor will

then keep the turbine running at the increased

speed necessary to deliver the volume of air

required. The constant volume governor
therefore immediately responds to any change
of condition in the blast furnace, and the
compressor unit will speed up or down,
depending upon whether a greater or less

pressure is required to force through a con-
stant volume of air. From this it can be
seen that the constant volume governor
responds instantly, long before the furnace
operator could notice anj' change, and
therefore the furnace is kept in a more uni-

form condition. This results in a larger

output of pig iron of a more constant and
better qualit}^

It will be noticed that the constant volume
governor is placed on the intake end of the
compressor, where the air is always at

atmospheric pressure and therefore at con-
stant density. Hence, if the constant volume
governor calibrations or markings on the
beam are determined and checked at the
factory they are always sufficiently correct

for blast furnace operation. The usual
changes of barometer readings and the usual
variations of moisture in the air do not

change the volume calibrations to any
noticeable extent. If, however, a constant
volume governing device were installed at the
discharge end of the compressor decided cor-

rections would have to be made for variations

in the density of the air when it is discharg-

ing against varying pressures.

The first centrifugal compressor installed

for blast furnace work in this country was
at the Empire Iron & Steel Go's, plant at

Oxford, N. J. The compressor is a six stage
unit direct connected to a four stage Curtis

steam turbine and operating at a normal
speed of 1650 r.p.m. At this speed the
compressor delivers 22,500 cu. ft. of air

against a pressure of 15 lb. per sq. in. It is,

however, capable of furnishing 25,000 cu. ft.,

against a pressure of 25 lb. per sq. in.

Fig. 14 gives a photographic view of this

installation.*

A more recent development of a centrifugal

compressor for blast furnace work, and no
doubt the largest unit ever built in this

country, is the machine shown in Fig. 15.

It consists of a three stage centrifugal com-
pressor direct connected to a five stage Curtis

steam turbine. At its normal rating the

machine delivers 35,000 cu. ft. of air per
minute against a pressure of 15 lb. per sq. in.

when running at 2500 r.p.m., the power
required being approximately 2700 horse

power. It is capable of delivering 40,000

* (For a complete description of this unit, its efficiency and its

operation in practice on the blast furnace see article by Mr. R.
H. Rice in the Gener.4L Electric Review. May, 1911.)
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cu. ft. of air per minute up to a pressure of

30 lb. per sq. in.; the power required in this

case being about 5400 horse power and the

speed 3250 r.p.m.

The turbine is designed to operate with
steam at 150 lb. per sq. in. pressure and to

exhaust into a vacuum of 28 in., although
overload valves are provided which allow the

turbine to give full load when running non-
condensing. The turbine is fitted with a
centrifugal speed governor, which is set

to limit the speed of the unit to 3250
r.p.m. It also is provided with an emergency
governor which automatically shuts off the

steam supply in case the centrifugal governor
fails to work. When in operation the unit

will usually be tmder control of a constant

volume governor, the principle of which has
already been described. In the present case,

the governor may be set to deliver any
desired quantity of air between 5000 and
40,000 cu. ft. per minute, the control being
effected by altering the speed of the turbine

so that the unit will deliver any pressure

necessary, up to 30 lb. per sq. in., to pass

Fig. 16. Constant Volume Governor for Turbine

Compressor of Fig. 15

the desired volume of air. A photographic
view of the inlet cone and constant volume
governor scale beam is shown in Fig. 16.

The compressor impellers are of the double

inlet type, that is, air is admitted to both
sides of the impellers in order to obviate any
axial unbalanced thrust. European designed

centrifugal compressors have impellers with
inlet on one side only, and with such an

Fig. 17. Rotating Element of Three-Stage

Blast Furnace Compressor

arrangement half of the impellers are usually

assembled for air adinission from one end
and the other half with air admission from
the other end, the axial thrust of each set

of impellers being thus balanced against each

other.

Fig. 17 shows a photographic view of the

three impellers mounted on the compressor
shaft. The impellers are 54 inches in diam-
eter. The workmanship is excellent, great

care being taken that the air passages are

smooth. Surrounding the impellers are

stationary discharge vanes mounted within

the casing, and between any two successive

impellers is a water-cooled diaphragm, so

shaped and mounted in the casing that the

proper air passages are obtained.

The unit has three bearings, all of which
are of the ball seat type with ring and forced

lubrication and with water cooled linings.

The compressor shaft is connected to the

turbine shaft by a solid coupling.

The mechanical operation of the machine
is excellent. In operating the blowing unit

it is necessary to manipulate the main
throttle valve in the main steam pipe only

when it is dejsired to bring the compressor

to rest. At all other times control is effected

through the scale beam of the constant

volume governor with wide open throttle.

At times of checking the furnace, or casting,

the sliding weight on the scale beam is moved
to the extreme end of the beam at the position

indicating the minimum volume of air.

After checking or casting, the sliding weight
is returned to its normal position, when the

unit again speeds up and delivers the neces-

sary quantity of air.

When the required quantity of air or pres-

sure is much less than the nonnal qiiantity
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Cross Compound Steam Engine Driven Blower
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Gas Engine Driven Blower

Fig. 19. These diagrams are reproduced to the same scale and show
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or pressure, the discharged air from the

compressor will be fomid to pulsate in

pressure. These small pulsations are an
inherent characteristic of all centrifugal

compressors and they occur when the appa-
ratus is operated at loads and pressures

differing widely from those for which the

apparatus is designed. To overcome these

pulsations a blast gate is installed on the

inlet end of the compressor and by slightly

closing the blast gate or throttling the air

at intake all pulsations cease.

Fig. IS shows the shaft and
hydraulic efficiencies of this unit

derived from shop test. Curves
are also shown which represent

the change of quantity of air

which Q is the quantity of air

per minute and N the number
of revolutions per minute. The
results here shown are excellent.

Three of these units are in-

stalled at the Iroquois Iron Com-
pany, South Chicago; the shop
tests on which show that the

guarantees made were fully met.
It is interesting to note the /
small size of these units com-
pared to the size of recipro-

cating sets. The floor space

occupied is 2(3 ft. in length and KJ ft. in width
over all, and the height of the unit is about
11 ft. Fig. 19 shows the overall dimensions
of a vertical disconnected compound steam
engine driven blower, a horizontal cross

compound steam engine driven blower, and
a horizontal gas engine driven blower, each
of the same capacity as the turbine driven
centrifugal compressor just described, the
outline of these units being shown to the
same scale. The gas engine driven blower
weighs over one and one-half million pounds,

with the load coefficient,

\\
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Curtis Turbine Driven Centrifugal

Compressor

the relative sizes of four typesTof compressors of equal capacity

Disconnected Compound Steam Engine Driven Blower
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while the weight of the turbine compressor
is about 150,000 pounds. It has been found
that, considering efficiency, this centrifugal

compressor set should sui:ersede all of the
steani engine driven reciprocating blowers;
and not only this, but considering first cost,

cost of installation and operation, cost of

cleaning and scrubbing the gas, cost of

repairs and oil supply, etc., it would pay to

replace also the gas engine driven blower
operating on blast furnace gas with this

new type of turbo-compressor, even if we
do not take into consideration the improved
output and the other great advantages
derived from the constant volume governing
feature, which cannot be installed on recipro-

cating blowers because the flow of air is not
steady enough from these machines to allow
the governor to operate.

Cupola Work
The problem of providing a proper supply

of air for the operation of a foundry cupola

is in many respects analogous
to the problem of providing a
proper supply of air to a blast
furnace. The blast furnace re-

cjuircs much larger volumes of

air and must be in operation
for many months continuously;
whereas, the operation of a
foundry cupola is usually only
a few hours each day. Hence
the foundry cupola is not sub-
ject to the great variations in

conditions of operation which
occur in blast furnaces. It has
been found that the blast con-
ditions in the cupola are much
more uniform than they are in

the blast furnace and the re-

quirements for properly opera-
ting a cupola at all times can
lie fulfilled by apparatus pro-
ducing practically a constant
]jrcssurc; therefore, no constant
\-olumc governor is required, as

in blast furnace apparatus. For
general cupola work single stage

compressors are mostly used,

which are capable of delivering

^ to 1 lb. pressure and have
capacities ranging from 1000 to

about 10,000 CU. ft. of air per
minute. One of the important
points in connection with apply-
ing centrifugal compressors to

cupola work is the extreme
steadiness of the blast. The

steady melting of iron and the steady descent
of the charge from the cupola are dependent
on the maintenance of uniform conditions of

air pressure, because the charge in the cupola
is to some extent supported by the pressure

of the blast, and if this pressure varies the
charge is likely to descend in a more or less

irregular manner, which causes unsatisfactory

working of the cupola.

Before the introduction of centrifugal

compressors the positive pressure blower was
mostly utilized for this class of work. In
determining the amount of air necessarj' for

a cupola, calculations have always been
based on the displacement volume of the

po.sitive pressure blower, and it has been
usually assumed that about 500 cu. ft. of

air per minute were necessary to melt a ton
of iron per hour. It has been found, however,
that this is merely in terms of displacement
air and not air actually needed. Careful

tests have shown that onlv 400 cu. ft. of
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actual air per minute are required for each
ton of iron per hour. This figure should be
used in determining the proper rating of a
centrifugal compressor to meet the require-

Fig. 20. Motor-Driven Centrifugal Compressor

ft. of air

hour are

would be
perform.

ments of any cupola. If oUU cu.

per minute per ton of iron per

used, the centrifugal compressor
too large for the work it is to

Fig. 20 is a view of a

motor-driven centrifugal

compressor as used for

cupola work. This com-
pressor delivers 10,200 cu.

ft. of air per minute against

a pressure of 1 lb per sq. in.

It is direct connected to a

75 h.p. squirrel cage induc-

tion motor running at 3450
r.p.m. Compressors for

cupola work are also direct

connected to direct current

motors and steam turbines.

The advantages of a cen-

trifugal compressor over

the positive pressure blower
are not only its high effi-

ciency and its uniform
steady blast, but also the

high maintained efificiency

after months of operation,

the great difference in

weight and floor space

occupied, the lower cost of foundations, the

absence of any necessity of repairs or renewals,

and a minimum amount of attention and cost

of operation.

Bessemer Converter Work

The Bessemer process is used for converting

pig iron into steel. Briefly stated, melted
pig iron is put into the converter and numer-
ous air jets are blown through this molten
liquid. The impurities of the iron—carbon,

silicon, manganese and, in a special case

phosphorus—oxidize relatively faster than
the iron, and the final product is usually

nearly pure iron. This is recarburized to

steel by spiegel-eisen. During the blow
very little free oxygen escapes from the

converter, and the gases produced are princi-

pally nitrogen, carbon monoxide and some
carbon dioxide, while some hydrogen may
come from the decomposition of the moisture
of the air. The silicon, manganese, phos-

phorus and iron form silica, manganous
oxide (MnO), ferrous oxide (FeO), phos-
phorus pentoxide (P2O5) which go into the

slag, while a little FeoOs, MiizOi and SiO-i

escape as fume.
The amount of air required depends on the

analysis of pig iron used, and also on the analy-

sis of the blown metal. The feature of the

Bessemer operation which strikes the observer

as most wonderful is, that cold air is blown
in great quantity through melted pig iron,

and vet the iron is hotter at the end than

Fig. 21. Turbine-Driven Centrifu:;al Compressor for Bessemer Converter
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at the beginning of the blow. If the observer

wiU reflect a moment, however, he will see

that if nothing but fuel, on fire, were in the

converter, it would certainly be made much
hotter by the air blast; and in a similar

manner, the oxidation or combustion of part

of the ingredients of the pig iron furnishes

all the heat required for the process.

The air pressure required is simply that

necessary to overcome the static pressure

or the metallic bath and that of the slag

formed, as well as the back pressure in the

converter, and to give the required velocity

to the air in the tuyeres and to overcome
the friction in them. When the tuyeres are

near to the surface of the bath, a pressure of

1 or 2 pounds per square inch will run the

small converter, but the ordinary converter

with bottom tuyeres requires from 15 to 30

pounds per sq. in. For a good approximation,
the ferro-static pressure of the bath is practi-

cally 3^ lb. per sq. in. for each inch depth of

metal. The metal lies 12 to 24 inches deep
in converters in general tise today.
As the resistances to air flow are constant

in a converter, the centrifugal compressor
needs no constant volume governor. The
pressure delivered by a centrifugal compressor
is almost constant over the entire range of

capacity of the machine. Fig. 21 shows a
view of a turbine-driven centrifugal com-
pressor which can be used for converter work.
The compressor has six stages and runs at

3450 r.p.m., delivering 5000 cu. ft. of air

against a pressure of 15 lb. per sq. in. The
prime mover is a 350 h.p. Curtis steam
turbine.

(To be Continued)

ADVANCED COURSE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

P.ART II

By Ernst J. Berg

Professor of Electrical Engineering, University of Illinois

Example No. 4

Prove that all energy stored is spent in

heat. The instantaneous value of the current

was found to be

i=ir~'
therefore the energy expended in i-r from

time zero to infinite time is

^ihdt = Pr ["f-f' dt

1 = '^

00

T ^r Pr
Ir

^)=-,LP

It is of interest to study the rate at which

the field flux, or what is equivalent, the field

current, can build up when closing the field

winding on a constant potential busbar, and
to see how much quicker the field can

_
be

made to build up when a considerable resist-

ance is inserted in series there\\'ith.

To illustrate this, it will be assumed that
the winding described in Example No. 3 is

used, i.e., that its resistance is 36.5 ohms and
its inductance 25 henrys. This circuit is

connected to a constant potential direct

current busbar of 110 volts. Referring to

equation (14).

Fig. 8 gives the result of this calculation

in the lower curve, a few of the values being

given numerically in Table A.

If, instead of exciting the winding from

a 110 volt main, it is connected to a 220 volt

circuit and sufficient resistance inserted in

series to keep the permanent current at 3

amperes, the rise in current will be more
rapid than in the first case, as shown in

the upper curve, Figure S, and Table B.

It is well to check these curves.
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Prove that the current would rise according
to curve b if, instead of connecting the
winding to a 220 volt main, the two field

poles were connected in parallel and excited
by 110 volts, limiting the current in each
field winding to 3 amperes by external
resistance.

It is of interest to see the mechanical
analogy of starting or stopping a current
in an inductive circuit.

Then F =fv-\- mass X acceleration

M
If the drawbar pull F as well as the coeffi-

cient of friction / is assumed constant during
acceleration

TABLE A

TABLE B

For / = .05 .10 .50 1.00 1.5 o
g—/./w

1 .93 .86 .48 .22 .105 .025
I .21 .42 1.56 2.34 2.69 2.92

Fori .05 .10 .5 1.00 2.00
g

—

2.92c
1 .86 .75 .23 .05 .0025

t .42 .75 2.32 2.85 2.99

To bring a train up to speed a certain

force is necessary: this force must overcome
the friction and give the acceleration.

io = = _
^- = ^-- '

zs ^-= ^^^
26 ^^ ^^

^^ J. -^
ZA t' 7
?3 Z -/Z2 /- y j-
zo 2 Z "

? t ^
1,8 -T t
I ^ 4^« t t
k'-^ ,

i,4 t
V 4 ^
k/2 i t$^^ t r
,n 2u ^

1
6~i
^"t
/t -----

I

T
ot - :

10 1.2 U IS 1-8 ZO IJ 24 ze
Time in Seconds

Fig. 8

Let F be the total force necessary.

jv the force of friction which, for simplicity's

sake, will be assumed proportional to the

velocity ?,

and M the mass.

Then v =
—f
+^6 •"

where C is the integration constant.
If the train starts from rest then for / = 0,

F F. .0=-+C or C=-

J

-7['--]
Compare this equation with the equation

of the starting of a current in an inductive
circuit, which is

(-')
It is seen that in electrical problems current

corresponds to velocity, the e.m.f. to the
mechanical force, the ohmic resistance to

friction resistance and the inductance to the
mass.
The analogy can be carried further. The

energy stored in the magnetic field, — LP,

corresponds to the kinetic energy of a moving

body — Mv'^. The electromagnetic momen-

tum LI corresponds to the mechanical
momentum Mv, etc.

LTp to this point the problems have dealt
with inductive circuits on which have been
impressed a constant e.m.f. E.

In alternating current work the voltage
varies from instant to instant, and while a
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harmonic e.m.f. is usually assumed, fre-

quently the variation represented by a wave
is much more complex. As long, however,
as the e.m.f. is obtained from a dj^namo of

symmetrical poles, no matter how shaped,
the e.m.f. wave can be expressed by a series

of sine functions of odd frequencies.

e =E sin(o7.3 wt+a), where in all cases

a is expressed in degrees, as is customary.
To reduce the expression to radians it should

be written e=E sin (-+.T5)

^''v-
'

7 \ '

3 -, S t Z'
t \x -, r

. '^ \ 2
J ^,^^

4%
1

\ -i

: 1
it t^ 11 411 a SH 100 no 140 /SO W !00 2P0 24C 260 280 300 320 340 ISSO

/Ino'U• 1-/7 Def^ee.
1

_r
1_.

I
\

r^

- j /
r^ N

L /
' iSlt

\
~ Vt ^

/ VI t

^ t^^
A' J)Z JiJ 114

Note in connection with this that in the
expression, y = sin x, x is expressed
in radians, not in degrees. To
bring it to degrees the equation
becomes y = sin 57.3 x.

In the development the value of

the sine function
.5

e- X' . X"
Sin x = x— T^ + T-E.

\6 O

x'

Time in Seconds

Fig. 9

In the study of transient phenomena
in connection with alternating current, the

equations are derived for the fundamental
wave only, that is, the instantaneous values
of the e.m.f. are represented hy e =E sin 6.

If it is desired to know the resialt with
distorted waves, the simplest method is to

treat each harmonic independently and to

add the instantaneous values so obtained.

If the effective value is desired the square
root of the sum of the squares of the effective

value of each wave should be taken.

As stated previously, the instantaneous
value of the e.m.f. is generally expressed in

two ways, either e = E sin wt or e =E sin 6,

or the expression may be of more general
form: e =E sin{wt-\-a) and e =E sin{6+a).
In these expressions, e is the particular value
of the e.m.f. at time t, or at phase angle d,

and E is the maximum value of the e.m.f.

In the first case, the angle wt is expressed in

radians, not in degrees, oj is the angular
velocity = 2 irf, where / is the frequency.
The relation between radians and degrees is

360°= 2 7r radians, thus 1 radian is -r— =57.3°
2,ir

To reduce equation e=E sin {wt-\-a) to

degrees it should therefore be written

X is again expressed in radians.

It is important to have this

clearly in mind. It is well worth
while to plot some curves of dis-

torted waves from equations in-

volving phase angle as well as

radians.

Example No. 5

Verify the e.m.f. wave in Fig. 9,

e = Ei sin wt+E^ sin (3 wl-\-a) for

£1 = 10, £3 = 5, a = 30° and the

frequency 25 cycles.

It has been proven by Fourier's

series that the effective value of a distorted

wave is the square root of the sum of the squares

of the effective values of the individual

waves. Thus in this instance, since the

effective value of the fimdamental wave is

E 10
—7^= --;= = 7.07, and that of the triple
,/.-
2 \/2

harmonic
Ei o .

IS

—

— = -^= = 6.06,
V2 V2

the effective

value of the wave recorded on a voltmeter

is e = V'7.07--|-3.53- = 7.9.

Referring to Fig. 10: prove that ammeter
A when placed in a circuit carrying 10 amps,
direct current, 8 amp. 60 cycle current,

and 5 amp. 125 cycle current reads 13.7

amps.

Harmonic e.m.f. Impressed on a Circuit of Resist-

ance and Inductance in Series

Let time be counted from zero value of the

impressed e.m.f. and let the e.m.f. be rising.

Thus e =E sin wl where e is the instan-

taneous value of the harmonic e.m.f. at time t.

E is the maximum value. w = 2 irf, is the

angular velocity, / the frequency, r the

resistance and L the inductance of the circuit.
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If i is the instantaneous value of the

current when the e.m.f. is e then:

e =E sin wt = ir +Ldi

Jt

or

di r . E .

dt-^V='V"''"'

(27)

(28)

By comparing this equation with equation

r E
No. 1, it is seen that— =a and— sin wt = b.

a is not a function of the independent

variable t, but b depends thereon, thus the

solution is given in equation (3).

It is i = e~ ''"Tfe"'"' I «««•/ dt+ c\ (29)

The solution of this equation depends
upon solving

/.
,jLiE. , E

g"*" L -jstn wt at = if' ;in wt dt.

y is a constant and can be left out of

consideration at present. It is also convenient

to substitute a single letter for—. Let then

r

The immediate problem then is to solve

ye"' sin wt dt.

An integral involving exponentials or sine

functions is usually easy to solve, because

the differential of the functions are almost

identical with the functions.

dy
It is: If V = €«•': then -— =Q;e«*.

dx

dy
Similarly if y = sin ux, then -j- — ^ cos ux,

or if y = cos CjOx, then -p-= — w sin wx.
dx

Thus ( e°" dt =— e<" and
'S' a

I
sin u t dt= cos ut dt

CO

Fortunately for the engineer there are only

very few methods of integration that need
to be known. One of these is "Integration

by Parts."

That is:

fudv = uv — fvdu (30)

In integral fe"' din cot dt

let u = £«' and dv = sin cot dt

. . du=ai<^' and 11= cos ivt

. . j e«' sin CO/ dt =

-COS (iit-{- I
— e«' cos CO/ dt (31)

.' COCO

/0/lmperes DC

x^

S^mperes. 60Cycle

S/lmperes, ZSCyc/e

This equation is indeed more complicated

than the original. It is evident, however,

that by again integrating the last term in 31,

an integral results which contains an expo-

nential term £«< and a sine tenn instead of the

cosine term. Thus the final expression will

contain integrals of the same trigonometrical

and exponential functions, which therefore

can be solved directly. However, it is

somewhat more convenient to use another

method.
Referring again to (30) and let in this case

:

u = sin CO/ and dv = e°" dt

.' . du = w cos CO/ dt and z) = — €«'
a

. .

I
e'" sin CO/ dt =

— sin CO/ - ( - eel cos u>t dt (32)
a Jo.

By multiplying 31 by — and 32 by — and

adding the two equations, it is readily seen

that

§("'sin CO/ dt =

co-+a'

/'sin CO/ cos co/\
(33)
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Substituting oi= — and remembering that

X, the reactance corresponding to the induc-

tance Z, is 2 TT /"Z = wZ and that the impedance

then
j
e ^' sin

GENERAL ELECTRIC REVIEW

When expressed in radians, it is:

-e"' «>/co/i-^, 11 (40)

w/ lit
-

e"*" -^ —
; [r 5Z ;; ul — x cos co/J (34)

Let the angle of lag of current be fi thus

tan l3
= — and r = z cos l3

X = z sin )3

Substituting the values in 34:

(35)

(36)

Ji
'^~^'

sinwtdt = t+'*ksiii (aJ/-/3) (37)e

Referring to equation 29

i =^ sin (w/-/3) + C£~^' (38)

The integration constant C is determined

from the particular problem under consider-

ation.

Assume that it is desired to find the value

of the current at an}' instant after the switch

is closed and the alternating e.m.f.is impressed

upon the circuit, and that the switch is

closed at time t = t\, when the instantaneous

value of the e.m.f. is ^ = ii sin uti.

Since, as has previously been discussed,

it is impossible to establish a magnetic field

instantaneously, the current can not flow

at the first instant. Thus for t = li, i = 0.

Substituting these values in equation 38, then:

= -sin (co/i - /3)+ Ce"^'',
z

.-. C = -e"^^''«K(w/i-/3),

Substituting this in 38

i=- Isin (W/-/3) -e~^'"'5?« (CO/, -/J
I

(39)

It must be remembered that co/ and co/i

are expressed in radians and not in degrees,

whereas fi is expressed in degrees.

To make the equation consistent it should
therefore either be written in radians or

degrees all the way through.

'{"'-5f3)]
Since, however, the trigonometric tables are

worked out for degrees, it is most convenient
to have the expression consistent in degrees;

it is:

I
sin I 01 .3 CO/— /3 1

— e ^ ' i7« I .57.3 co/i— /3

)]
(^1)

It is most convenient, however, to eliminate

/ entirely from the expression and to use the

phase angle 6 only and to express d in degrees.

That is, the e.m.f. is expressed as e =E sin 6

In that case 6 = 031 = 2 ir ft.

The exponential term e~'-

—'-{e-0i) --(e-di)
becomes e ^" =e ^

r (e-BQ

if 6 and Oi are expressed in radians or e * ^'-^

if 6 and 6i are expressed in degrees.

Thus when 8 and 6i represent degrees

j: (9-9.)

i=- I sun a-0 |-£ > -•--- 5/«( ^1-/3 )| (42)

equation is.The equation is, however, always written

E\ f \ --{e-Bi)
' — e ' sinldx — B Wand

ilways wri

it is understood that the exponential term
should be expressed in radians.

Equation (42) can, of course, be derived
directly by using the phase angle 6 instead of

CO/.

Thus E sin ir = »r-\-L— mav be written
at

E sin 6 = ir -^ X—, where .vis the reactance.

Thus, x = 2 IT j'L = coZ

and ut = d

, de
. .dd = udt or dt = —

CO

Prove that equation 42 is the .solution of

dt
E sin 6 = i>'-\-x-j-

du

(Jo be Continued)
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A HUNT FOR A GREAT METEOR AND ITS LESSONS
By Prof. Elihu Thomson

This paper is abstracted from a lecture delivered before the Schenectady Local Section of the A.I.E.E.
On a trip through Arizona, the author visited a crater called Coon Butte near the Canyon Diablo. A des-
cription is given of the appearance of the exterior and interior of this crater, and the paper shows how it was
proved that the iron which was found in vast quantities in the vicinity of the crater was meteoric iron. Great
sums of money were spent in exploration, and the author gives some hypothetical figures to show the enormous
commercial value of some of these deposits by virtue of the iron, nickel, platinum and diamond which they
contain. He then comments on the nature of this particular meteor, and upon the chemical changes which the
various parts of a meteor undergo in its passage through the air. It is then shown why comparatively few of

these craters are to be found on the earth compared with the great number of lunar craters, although probably
both earth and moon received such meteoric masses much more frequently millions of years ago. The paper
concludes with the theory of the nature and movements of comets and planets, and the view that the latter

are themselves built up upon a nucleus of a large comet; so that the meteor which attached itself to the earth
at Coon Butte was quite possibly the nucleus of one of these comets.

—

Editor.

When I was a young man, I came into

possession of a piece of meteoric iron which
was called a Canyon Diablo meteorite. It was
said to have come from Canyon Diablo in

Arizona, and to contain diamonds in addition

to the usual constituents of nickel and iron.

When I got this piece of iron I tried it on
glass, and at last I found one little corner

where I could draw it across the glass so

that it left a mark like a diamond. There
was a little piece of diamond imbedded in it

which could be seen though the microscope.

That meteor evidently has a story to tell us,

but it was as late as about five or six years

ago that I heard much more about this

particular fall of meteoric iron, and then I

learned that there was a crater about two
miles to the east of Canyon Diablo, called

Coon Butte. This crater has given rise to

considerable discussion as to its mode of

actual formation. Some claim that it is a

volcanic crater; some that it is the result of a

steam explosion, however produced; and
others again aver that it was caused by the

impact of a great meteor from the sky.

I did not know at first which theory to accept

as correct, but I have recently come to the

conclusion that it indeed was the result of

impact of a large meteor.
Last spring in going West over the Atchi-

son, Topeka and Sante Fe Railroad, the

opporttmity came for me to visit the place

and at least make up my own mind as to

what happened at this point. I am going to

try to give my reasons for thinking that it is

a true meteoric crater, and where we can see a

great many such meteoric craters if we look

for them. On our trip we passed through

the central part of Arizona, stopping over

night at Winslow, and going the next morning
a few miles further west to the place that

was so famous. We soon saw off in the

distance to the southwest of the railroad

track a peculiar kind of elevation on the
plain, which all around was quite flat,

although there were mountains in the distance

on both sides. We were now in sight of

Coon Butte, eight or ten miles away perhaps,
which looked something like a water reservoir,

with sloping sides and nearly flat top; but
the color of the slopes was entirely different

from that of the plane around—a kind of

greenish gray as compared with the red
soil which covers a great part of the territory

known as the "Painted Desert." The
Painted Desert is itself very beautiful,

covered with sage brush and with red sand-
stone outcrops here and there. The peculiar

hill, different from anything in the land-

scape, was the thing we were going to see.

We reached a little station called Sunshine,
and indeed the sun did shine all the time we
were there. It shone upon our enterprise too,

for we found a team which was to take us
to Coon Butte six miles to the southward,
the "meteor crater." We drove over a level

country to the foot of Coon Butte and then
up the slope for about 150 feet of height. As
we were approaching it we passed fantastic

outcrops of red sandstone, sage brush and
other desert plants, here and there, all

interesting; but for a long time the crater

did not seem to get much nearer. This was
due to the very clear air, so prevalent in

that section of the country, shortening dis-

tance. As we at last went up the slope, we
noticed the peculiar soil, a white silica soil

—

nearly pure silica—in which rested and over
which was strewn large and small rock frag-

ments grayish in color and apparently
limestone. As we neared the top of the
slope, of 150 feet, we had our first view of

the crater, an enormous hole in the ground.
It was a very impressive sight, indeed, that
great bowl-sha]3cd opening before us. Its

greatest depth from rim to rim is 4200 feet,
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and the average diameter is about three-

quarters of a mile. The depth of the hole

from the rim down is approximately 570 feet.

From almost vertical sides at the top, the
walls sloped down to an almost flat bottom.
To go around the rim was a long walk over

irregfular surfaces, and we did not expect to

do that. The contour of the rim was very-

irregular, with broken and uplifted strata

and rocks, pieces of rocks some times as

large as a house, tossed out in apparent
helter-skelter fashion. There were pieces of

many tons in weight thrown a distance of

thousands of feet on the plain. The outer

slopes went down graduallj^ to the plain,

and were covered with broken masses and
scattered materials evidently thrown out
from this crater. But what threw them out?

All over that territory, even to distances of

several miles, hundreds of pounds of meteoric

iron have been gathered and sent to all the

museums in the world. Last summer I

understand there was picked up on the plain,

about a mile and a half away, a piece that

weighed about 1700 pounds; and there have
been gathered pieces weighing 400 and 500
pounds all around there. Innumerable pieces

of iron and oxidized meteoric iron are found
in the material of the sloping rim.

Down in the crater all over the bottom
is the white silica sand, a kind of fine white
sand, called the rock flour, which looks

like flour. It extends down in the crater to a

great depth, aU pulverized and mixed with
small bits of meteoric material. Some of

the iron rusted and corroded into brown
hematite, called here shale ball iron. It

is a pectdiar feature of some of this iron that

it rusts so rapidly. Some pieces of solid iron

will, in our air, oxidize so rapidly that they are

converted into this shale ball iron in a few
months. This rapid corrosion is believed

to be due to chlorine present in the partic-

ular pieces.

But how do we know that this is a meteoric
iron? Well, every specimen gives what
is called Wiedmanstatten figiores, that is,

if it is etched, it shows after smoothing a

peculiar crystallization indicative of meteoric
origin. There is still in this piece of corroded
iron which I found at the crater a metallic

center that is still uncorroded, but which
will probably corrode in time. Another piece

which I have is a bar of rectangular section

cut on a planer. There was great trouble in

cutting it ; for every time the tool ran against

a bit of diamond, it lost its edge. The iron

can be ground by carborundum and

materials like that, but in any case it is still

a tedious process.

Mr. D. M. Barringer, of Philadelphia, to
whom I am indebted for slides, specimens,
etc., and for the opportunity to make our
visit to the crater conveniently, was the
first to indicate the possibility of finding a
large meteoric crater, with probably a large
amount of meteoric iron buried at some
depth. A considerable amount of money
has been spent in exploration, and the bulk
of this was furnished by Mr. Barringer. The
original intention was to sink a shaft, and
drift sidewise when the shaft had reached
such a depth that the rock showed no further
signs of disturbance. According to all

advices the sinking of such a shaft would be
easy, because it would go through dry ground.
Contrary to expectations, however, when the
shaft reached about 200 feet below the floor

of the crater, passing through this depth of

fine, white silica or rock flour into the worst
possible quicksand, it became imprac-
ticable to sink the shaft any further. This
plan of attack, which was, of course, for the
purpose of finding the meteoric body, had
to be abandoned. A resort was then had to
bore-holes.

There were put down 28 bore holes, some
to the depth of 1100 feet. In these were found
pulverized rock, meteoric material, while at

the bottom of the deepest holes undisturbed
rock layers were struck. These were red
sandstone underlying the white rock above.
The trouble with these borings was that they
were based on the supposition that the meteor
had fallen straight down. In reality such a
fall would be rare or unusual. These bodies

almost invariably come on a slanting course
through the air, and in this case the mass
which fell is probably nearer or under the
walls somewhere, but in a part of the crater

not yet explored. I have made some rough
calculations of the number of bore holes

which would be required to make sure of

finding it if it lay in the crater itself, and
assuming the meteoric mass to have been
500 feet in diameter. It would require about
600 bore holes, which, at a cost of $2000 per

bore hole, would mean $1,200,000 spent in

exploration. As I have said a large sum has

already been so spent.

Why should anybody try to find this

great meteor? As a commercial matter,

of course, for the iron, nickel, platinum and
diamond that it contains. There seems
to be a general agreement that this crater

would have required a meteor of about
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400 or 500 feet in diameter for its production.
The amount of rock thrown out and now
existing in the crater walls is perhaps two
or three hundred miUions of tons. A great

body of the material originally displaced
must, of course, have fallen back into the
crater, so that the actual displaced material
is probably much in excess of the figure

mentioned. But if we assume that one
ton of material in the meteor was capable
of displacing, say, some thirty tons of rock
when it struck, then the mass of the meteor
should have been appro.ximately at a low
estimate, say, five millions of tons, mostly
iron. Eight per cent., however, would be
nickel; and in each ton, by analysis, the average
amount of about 0.6 (si.x-tenths) of an ounce
of platinum and iridium exists. This would
give about three million ounces of platino-

iridium say; which at a valuation, say,

of S30 to $35 an ounce, would equal about
$100,000,000. If we assume, and of course
it is a mere assumption, that one one-hun-
dredth of 1 per cent, of diamond exists in the
mass, then the 500,000,000 tons would con-
tain about 500 tons of diamond. There was
indeed enough prospect of great value, even
in case these figures should be largely

exaggerated: and it is no wonder, therefore,

that explorations were undertaken for the
purpose of locating this great body. Thus
far, as I have indicated, they have been
without success.

Electrical men will naturally ask why the
hunt was not carried out with a magnetic
compass needle, or some instrument of that
sort. Prof. Magie of Princeton actually

did this. He used a very, very delicate

dip needle, but absolutely failed to get
any indications. He was naturally much
disappointed when the magnetic instrument
did not give the expected results; but it

will be understood by those who have
studied magnetism, that the permeability
of iron, under very low magnetic forces,

-such as would exist there, is so small that it

could not be expected to give any decided
indications. Prof. Magie also found that
while each individual specimen would show
magnetic effects on the compass, a consider-

able body of them massed together gave
little or no effect, the polarities apparently
neutralizing one another. He has also told
me that, in testing a large specimen, he found
as many as twenty north poles, but that
he could not find a single south pole on it.

I am led to flunk that if this great meteor
is found, it will probably be by some method

using the induction balance; and I have
planned a scheme which may possibly be
useful in detecting the presence of this

metallic body, or cluster of them, which,
I have the utmost confidence, is still buried
deep down in that hole.

One significant fact is, as pointed out by
Mr. Barringer, that the south wall of the
crater is uplifted 100 feet. A part of the
plane and the strata immediately below
are lifted upward almost horizontally 100
feet. It seems to indicate that something
went under this part of the wall and lifted

up the low land. There is again the finely

pulverized rock—sUica made by crushing
from solid rock which is nearly pure silica.

Some of it is evidently half fused by steam
and heat, and looks like fused silica. It would
indicate that great pressure or force has
pushed the rocks laterally. These great
masses of rock have been thrown out over
the plain. The rim of the crater is, in fact,

an enormous mass of ejected material; and
one cannot escape the inference that some-
thing hit the earth there and hit pretty hard.

Mr. D. M. Barringer has been strong in his

faith that it was a meteor and nothing else

that made this hole, and I agree with him in

his conclusions, assuming that it took an
oblique course.

Now, what really took place at this part
of the earth? I think the correct opinion
is that, not one large meteor, but a cluster

of them made up the total mass of iron.

Now, a hole three-quarters of a mile in

diameter is a large hole. We must admit that
a very large mass of meteoric iron must have
fallen from the sky into that hole. It was
steam and gas liberated, coupled with the
shock of impact that made the crater. The
next question naturally is : how long ago did it

happen? It rains out in that country at

times, and there are high winds which shift

the sands. There is but little evidence of

erosion. The rock masses are broken very
sharp, and the walls are not worn down. The
slopes, although consisting of fine silica flour

to a large extent, are not washed down.
Certain cedar trees on the slopes appear to
indicate that it has been there several hun-
dreds of years at least; and there are
other indications which make it appear
that perhaps 2000 or 3000 years ago may be
the time this great meteor fell upon the
earth. North of this crater there is a large

Indian reservation where the Navajo Indians
live. These Indians, it is said, have a tradi-

tion handed down from generation to genera-
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tion, which says that three large bodies fell

out of the sky, and one of them struck the

earth at the south of the present railroad
tracks, i.e., where the present meteor crater

is; and that when that body fell a number of

their tribe were killed. These Indians now
apparently send to this crater when they have
their ghost dances, and get the white silica

to sprinkle around where they dance, indi-

cating that the}' still retain some superstition

in regard to this peculiar natural phenomenon.
What actions take place when meteors

enter the air? In the first place, that they
come from space at a very high rate of

speed is generally known. They certainly

come from out of space, but we do not know
from exactly where. The speed may be
as high as fort}' or fifty miles a second. If it

be a stony meteor, it may be crushed into

dust by the air pressure in front of it. Even
if of iron, it may be torn nito fragments as
if an explosion had occurred in front. If,

however, it is a rounded piece of iron like

this lump, then it would take a tremendous
pressure of the air to crush it; and I have no
doubt whatever that most iron meteors of

rounded form would escape fracture unless

they were moving at the very highest speeds.

At such speeds, the air pressure developed
in front of them may blow them to pieces;

but if they are moving, say one-third as

fast, they may, and probably will, survive
unless they succumb to another action which
takes place with iron, namely, combustion.
Ordinary air contains one-fifth of its volume
of oxygen. When at a pressure equal to

1500 lbs. per square inch the oxygen is

condensed 100 times, and there is virtually

an atmosphere of oxygen in front of the iron

20 times as dense as if the air were all oxygen.
The compression produces an enormous heat
in the gas and sets fire to the iron; the iron
bums rapidly, almost like tinder. Now, if

it bums for any length of time it will burn
completely away, and if the meteor is a
large one and it comes into the air with suffi-

cient velocity to smash it, then the small
pieces will burn vigorously in the oxygen
of the air and may be consumed completely
before they reach the ground; but if they
are slow moving, or if the velocity is not liigh

enough to crush them, then, instead of burning
up, some part of them will come to the earth.
When we find a piece of meteoric iron, it is

one of these survivors. The pieces of iron,

although they have been burning vigorously
in the air may at last reach the ground
solid and comparatively cool.

It is commonly thought that the meteor
in passing through the air must get quite
hot, but when we study the action more
closely we see that this is not the case. The
iron body, rushing along in the dense oxygen,
burns and forms an oxide coating which is

blown off as rapidly as it is formed. This
coating is a thin film of fused, black oxide
of iron, but the violent rushing of the meteorite
through the air prevents any of this material
remaining on the surface of the meteorite
for more than an instant of time. The
result is that the hot skin is, so-to-speak,

stripped off in too short a time to communi-
cate its heat to the interior of the mass; and
the only heated portion at any instant is

very thin skin which constitutes the extreme
outside surface of the body. This is a
somewhat different idea from the one most
people have, I think. I will try to illustrate

it. Suppose I take a block of ice and I set

that block of ice on a stand and apply a hot
blast of air to it. The ice would melt on the
outside and the water would be blown off, but
the ice would remain ice to the very end of the
process. We might stop the process at any
time and find a nucleus of ice remaining,
which would be, of course, solid.

Take a solid combustible, such as a piece

of coal or wood, and apply a hot blast of

oxygen to consume it rapidly. The coal or

wood remains at a low temperature inside

until the whole is consumed, assuming that

it does not crack or fracture by sudden
heating. The inside will be comparatively
cold, because there is not time enough for the

transfer of heat to take place from the outside

to the inside. In the case of a meteor, the

flight only lasts a few seconds, and that is a

very short time for the heat to be transferred

from the outside of the iron mass to its

interior. The oxygen acts only on the out-

side; while the inside remains intact to the

last, with its peciiliar crystalline structure

shown on etching, the Wicdraanstatten figures,

which are not consistent with a high tempera-
ture. When we consider all sides of the case,

it appears probable that the meteor that

made the large crater at Coon Butte was
moving at not more than two or three miles

per second when it struck.

The question arises, why are there not
more of these craters on the surface of the

earth? There can be no doubt that there

were a great many on the surface of the

earth in the early ages, but the rains and
erosive processes have long ago wiped them
out. But let us take a look at our moon. In
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what kind of surface do we find the moon to

be? There are a large number of craters all

over its surface. These craters have been
explained to be those of volcanoes on the

moon; but in 1873 Proctor said that he did

not think they were volcanic craters, but

that they were meteoric craters, while 15

years ago a scientist by the name of Gilbert

reiterated and enforced this view. I have
often examined the moon through a large

telescope and thought that the lunar craters

have the appearance as if something had
struck there; but when I came to see this

meteor crater in Arizona, I felt sure that

here we had a lunar crater on earth. We
find on the earth an example of just such
craters as are on the moon. The pro-

portions are the same. In the meteor crater

slopes are 150 to 175 feet high, while the

hollow is down below the level of the plain

or general surface, and that is just what
is found with the craters all over the moon.

Furthermore, if one looks at the lunar

craters through a telescope, they show
characteristics which are different from vol-

canic craters on the earth—no great rivers

of lava, no cinder cones. One will often

find in the large craters of the moon, encir-

cled by their sloping walls, a mountain in

the middle of the crater—some of them even
something like 400U or 5000 feet high. These
central mountains are not topped with craters;

there are no crater cavities to be detected

at their summits, as is the case with the vents

which form in the interior of the earth's

volcanic craters at times. On the moon,
however, the smaller craters seen through the

telescope do not as a rule*have these hills

or mountains in the center; they are flat

bottomed as in the case of the Arizona
crater. It is onlj^ when the lunar crater is

large that it has the central mountains,
although, as a matter of fact, some very
large ones do not contain this feature. How
large, in fact, are these craters on the moon?
Some of them 150 miles or more in diameter,

others 40 or 50 miles, and others of sizes

ranging down to a quarter of a mile or so in

diameter, or as small as the revolving power
of the telescope can show them. Why
are there so many of these craters on the
moon and so few on the earth? I have
only to tell you that the moon is a body
which has no atmosphere, no vapor, no gas,

no water. All around the moon is a vacuum;
there is no washing by rains to eradicate

the surface marks, no erosion to level hills;

and consequently all records of impacts

remain. For that reason all the great holes on
the moon created by meteoric masses are never

disturbed unless another meteor strikes in

the same place and obliterates, more or less

completely, the first record. We have heard

of one that was broken up into eight or

nine groups. They split up, some of them
are destroyed; and whenever we get any-

where near them we grab them.
It is probable that in the early history

of both earth and moon many millions of

years ago, they both received meteoric

masses with a vastly greater frequency than
has been the case in later years. From the

fact that the peculiar bodies known as comets,

which move in nearly elliptical orbits around
the sun, are known to undergo the process

of breaking up and dissipation into meteoric

streams, the separate meteors or pieces being

gradually gathered up by the planets, it is

a legitimate thought that this process which
is now going on is only the last stage of the

grander cleaning-u]3 of space which went on
when cometar)' bodies were far more numer-
ous and many times larger than they are at

present. Indeed it is quite consistent with

our ideas that the meteor which descended

at Coon Butte was the nucleus of a small

comet or a portion of one. It is a reasonable

idea, too, that the planets themselves have
to a large extent been built up by the gather-

ing in of masses from space, like comets,

through a long period of years. This process

is still going on and will continue to go on
until the whole of the cometary masses now
moving around the sun are disintegrated,

deposited or gathered up. It may be said

to be a case of survival of the fittest. The
cometary masses have erratic highly elliptical

orbits in most cases, while the planets have
orbits more or less approximating the circular.

Naturally, then, the bodies moving around the

sun having the more stable orbits would
seem to feed upon those having the less

stable orbits, with the result that the planets

are built up out of the material composing
their more erratic neighbors. In fact it is

quite conceivable that the nucleus of a

planet itself was originally just such a

cluster as a large comet; but that it happened
to be one which moved around the sun in

a fairly circular orbit, with the result that

it has grown at the expense of its neighbors.

That comets do break up and disintegrate

is evident, not only from the stream of mate-
rial driven out in the tail, .but in the fact

that some of them actually are seen to split

up into two or more bodies, and one is
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reported as having broken up into eight or

nine groups of particles.

I remember as a boy seeing the great

meteor shower in November of 1867. This

shower had been recurrent every 33 years

and was due to reappear in 1900. The path

of the body of the meteors which furnished

the shower was found to be coincident with

that of Tempel's comet which had undergone

disintegration. The earth was then gradually

gathering up the debris or disintegrated

material of the comet. Some perturbation of

the orbit must have occurred which prevented

the reappearance in 1900 of the briUiant

meteoric display. But whence do they come,

aU these pieces of matter or fragments which

move in cometary orbits? They are evidently

fragments. They represent something which

has been broken up. If we examine a piece

of meteoric iron we find that it has a solid

crystalline structure; possesses character-

istics which could not have been imparted

to it by the mere condensation of gases or

vapors in space. It bears all evidences of

having been consolidated at least by pressure,

and possibly by heating. It appears probable

that it was at one time a part of a much
larger body, which body was disrupted or

crushed and scattered into fragments, and

that the gathering up process, which has

built up the planets out of these moving
masses, began soon after some great catastrophe

happened to a former system. What is the

nature of such a catastrophe? Do they

really happen? To answer these questions

briefly is to point out the fact that occa-

sionally there is a sudden outburst in the

sky which we caU a new star. We may also

state the fact that there are in space hundreds

and thousands of so-called spiral nebulae in

all stages of aggregation. Now, two systems

like the solar system, or large bodies like the

sun, whether hot as the sun is, or cooled off

to a black body through the lapse of time,

may, and unquestionably do, sometimes pass

by each other at comparatively close range,

such as a few millions of miles one from the

other. The result of such passage is, from

the enormous strains due to the variation of

gravitation and centrifugal forces, to practi-

cally crush the bodies and cause them to emit

diametrically opposite streams of fragments

and more or less heated particles, which
streams, revolving, give us the peculiar

phenomenon of the spiral nebula. The effect

is the direct result of the condition which
exists, that gravity is partly neutralized when
the large bodies approach on the line joining

them, while the centrifugal forces are greatly

increased by their swinging around each other.

The pressure of gravity in other directions

is maintained at its full value, resulting in

the inevitable crushing and emission of mate-

rial from the bodies in two directions, like

enormously exaggerated tides formed upon
them. As the bodies pass by each other, with

the formation of the spiral nebula from each

of them, the gathering up of the debris or the

scattered material begins, with the possible

evolution of a new system from it. This, in

fact, from all that we can learn, seems to be

the order of nature. The process is seemingly

a natural one, and has gone on for an illim-

itable past, and will continue to an illimitable

future.

The action just outlined, as producing a

spiral nebula, it must be borne in mind, is not

that of a collision. Collisions of large bodies

in space undoubtedly do occur, but from the

nature of things, they will be extremely rare

as compared with the cases of bodies which

pass by each other comparatively near together

.

I use the word "comparatively" in this case

as meaning that such distances as 5,000,000,

10,000,000, or even 50,000,000 of miles may
be small as compared with the distances

which now separate the stars or systems.

Thus, the meteor which came down at the

meteor crater in Arizona, if we could unravel

its whole story, would teU us of the grand

actions occurring in space in times inconceiv-

ably remote from the present. It would tell us

of the possible breaking up of a former

planetary system, and the gradual gathering

up of material to form a new system—our

own. It would tell us of the real processes
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which have built up the universe as it is, and

which in the lapse of time will continue

re-forming and re-making the systems with

which it is filled.

A NOTABLE EXAMPLE OF BRITISH PRACTICE IN ROLLING
MILL ELECTRIFICATION

By G. M. Brown

Power and Mining Department, British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., Rugby, England

This article describes the electrical equipment of a 28 in. cogging mill at the steel works of Messrs. Dorman
Long, Middlesborough, England. The 1200 h.p. direct current mill motor receives its current from a reversible

generator which constitutes part of a two-unit flywheel equalizer set, driven by a 3-phase motor running

from the works supply, and coupled to a thirty-ton flywheel. The requirements were severe; and the general

scheme which was adopted, the mechanical and electrical design of the individual machines, the regulating

system including a three-unit exciter set, and the control equipment, present many features of interest, all of

which the author fully covers.

—

Editor.

The intense and increasing competition in

all branches of the iron and steel trade have

rendered it incumbent on British manufac-

turers to adopt every possible means of effect-

ing economies, in order to maintain their

position in the industrial world. Thus the

use of blast furnace gas for the generation of

the power required, not only for driving

blowing engines, but for other processes in

iron and steel works, is now extending rapidly,

and electric motors are replacing steam

engines in the mills. Even in works where

there is no blast furnace gas available, steam

engines are being rapidly replaced and super-

seded by electric motors, and scattered bat-

teries of boilers by the central power station

with its comparatively uniform load and

attendant saving in fuel and labor.

Our rivals in the race for international

industrial supremacy have already gone far

in these directions, as have also several of

the more enterprising iron and steel manu-

facturers in this country. Among these we

may mention Messrs. Dorman Long 8c Co.,

of Middlesborough, who have recently made
considerable alterations and additions to

their plant. These include the installation

of a large turbo-generating equipment, which

will utilize the exhaust steam from their

existing steam engines, and supply power for

driving a 28 in. two-high reversible cogging

mill, a 16 in. two-high reversible finishing

mill, a 14 in. three-high roughing mill, and

a 12 in. three-high finishing mill, as well as

saws, shears, skids, live rollers and other

auxiliaries. The entire electrical equipment

of the cogging mill, which is designed to reduce

mild steel ingots 12 in. square and weighing

approximately one ton each, to billets 3 in.

square, at the rate of 15 tons per hour, was

supplied by the British Thomson-Houston
Company of Rugby.

The mill itself consists of one stand of

rolls and one pair of pinions directly connected

to the shaft of the driving motor by a special

sleeve coupling, designed to avoid the trans-

mission of any severe thrust to the shaft and
bearings. The motor (Fig. 1) is capable of

giving continuously an output of 1200 b.h.p.

at a speed of 70 r.p.m., and a maximum torque

corresponding to an output of 3,600 b.h.p.

at the same speed. It is fitted with commu-
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tating poles and a special compound winding
to which further reference will be made; and
arrangements are made whereby the speed
can be raised to 90 r.p.m. for the lighter and

Fig. 1. 1200 HP. Direct Current Motor for Driving 28 In. Cogging Mi!

longer passes. The armature core is built

on a very heavy spider with hollow arms and
heavy clamping rings, extended further than
usual in order to afford the necessary support
to the conductors, which are subject to
unusually heavy strains from the sudden
overloads to which the motor is subject.
The steel binding bands securing the ends
of the conductors to the supporting rings are

made in sections held together by keys and
cotters, and are thus much more readily
removed when necessary than the usual type
of binding bands secured by soldered clips.

The commutator shell is mounted on an
extension of the armature spider, and the
segments are held in place by steel clamping
rings made in sections. The shaft is of mild
steel, and the bearings, which are self-aligning

and arranged for both forced and oil-ring

lubrication, are of exceptionally heavy design.
They are fitted with phosphor-bronze thrust
rings to take any pressure transmitted from
the pinion shaft by the sleeve coupling
mentioned above. The bearing at the
driving end is 14 in. diameter and 28 in. long,
and that at the commutator end 12 in.

diameter by 24 in. long; and although they

are arranged for forced lubrication it has
been found in practice that this is not neces-
sary, the oiling rings alone being quite
sufficient.

Current is supplied to the
mill motor by a reversible

continuous current genera-
tor which forms part of the
flywheel equalizer set (see

Fig. 2 and frontispiece) . The
generator, which is capable
of giving continuously an
output of 1000 kw. at a
pressure of 400 volts, is

coupled directly to a three-

phase induction motor of

the slip ring tj^pe, designed
for a continuous output of

950 b.h.p. at any speed
between 400 and 480 r.p.m.

when supplied with current
at 2750 volts and 40 cycles

per second. Both machines
are mounted on a cast-iron

base-plate with three self-

aligning self-oiling bearings

;

and are connected to the fly-

wheel shaft by a reversible

flexible coupling fitted with
steel springs, in place of the
usual leather-covered pins

or wooden blocks.

Control of the mill motor is effected

entirely by regulation and reversal of the
current in the shunt windings of the generator
field, thus eliminating rheostatic losses and
making possible the restoration to the fly-

wheel of the energy stored in the rotating

parts of the mill motor and mill. During the

early part of each pass the generator is

called upon to supply a very heavy current
at an exceedingly low voltage, and towards
the end of the pass it has to receive the large

braking current required to bring the motor
quickly to rest preparatory to reversal.

From both the electrical and mechanical
points of view the conditions are extremely
severe; but thoroughly satisfactory operation

was ensured by the application of compen-
sating windings and commutating poles, and
special attention to the design of the

brush gear. The generator will carry cur-

rents up to 9000 amperes without any signs

of sparking.

The induction motor of the flywheel set is

capable of exerting not less than two-and-one-
half times its nonnal torque; and is arranged
so that the stator may be moved along the
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base plate till it is quite clear of the rotor,

should repairs to either be necessary at any-

time.

The flywheel to which these machines are

coupled has a weight of 30
tons, and a peripheral speed
of approximately 310 ft. per
second. It is composed of

a central disc with a heavy
ring on each side to form
the rim, the three parts

being riveted together. This
construction ensures the

most effective disposition of

the material and the maxi-
mum moment of inertia.

The flywheel is mounted on
a solid steel shaft provided
with two self-aligning bear-

ings arranged for both ring

and forced lubrication, and
provided with duplicate

systems of pipes' and pas-

sages for the cooling water.

In order to reduce the

windage losses as far as

possible, the flywheel is

completely enclosed in a

close-fitting steel casing. In

case of emergency, the whole
flywheel set can be brought
to rest in less than two
minutes, by the use of the special brake
provided with compound levers and whole
water-cooled cast-iron brake blocks. The
brake blocks are mounted on spring supports

so that their application does not cause the

slightest jarring or chattering.

A barring gear of the self-releasing type
driven by a 15 h.p. compound wound variable

speed motor is provided for turning and start-

ing the flywheel set, the barring wheel being

mounted on an extension of the flywheel

shaft. The use of this barring gear makes it

possible to start the set with considerably

less than the normal full load current. It is

mounted on an independent sole-plate and
can be removed and used for driving the mill

motor, should it be necessary to true the

commutator. The current for the barring

motor is supplied from the exciter for the

mill motor and generator at a pressure of 220

volts. It is interesting to note that although

100 amperes are required to set the gear in

motion, 20 amperes suffices to keep it

running at the maximum speed of 30 r.p.m.

Current for the excitation of the generator

and mill motor is supplied by the special

three-unit exciter set visible in the foreground
of Fig. 3. This set includes an ordinary
compound wound continuous current gener-

ator for supplying the current to the shunt

Fig. 2. Flywheel Equalizer Set for Supplying Current to 1200 H.P. Cogging Mill Motor

fields of the mill motor and the generator of

the flywheel set, and a special series exciter

the field coils of which are connected in the
main circuit. These are both coupled to a
75 h.p. 440 volt 40 cycle 3-phase motor with
short-circuited rotor. The series exciter

supplies current to cumulative coils on the
mill motor, and differential coils on the
generator, in almost exact proportion to

the current flowing at the instant in the main
circuit; and prevents such large rushes
of current as might occur were both
machines simply shunt wound. Thus a

sudden increase of load on the mill motor,
due, for instance, to the rolls biting the ingot

and tending to increase the current in the
main circuit, causes the speed of the motor
to decrease and renders available the energy
stored in its armature. The general effect

is to prevent large rushes of current which
would otherwise occur either in the nonnal
working of the mill, or through careless

manipulation of the controller, and cause
annoying delays by opening the main circuit-

breaker. Incidentally the operation of the
motor is exactlv similar to that of a steam
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engine, in that the entrance of the material

into the rolls causes a slight decrease of the

speed, which indicates to the driver the

correct instant for moving the le^'er towards

Fig. 3. 3-Unit Set for Excitation of Cogging Mill Motor and its Special Generator.

Main Switchboard for Flywheel Set and Mill Motor on the Right

the full running position. Somewhat similar

results could have been obtained with a shunt

wound mill motor and generator, by designing

the equipment for a large voltage drop, i.e.,

for a high ohmic resistance; but this would
have been less economical and efficient,

although cheaper as regards capital cost. The
obvious alternative, of using the main current

directly in the series windings of the mill

motor and generator, is quite impracticable on
account of the necessity for reversing the

motor connections, and the very large cur-

rents that would have to be handled ; whereas
the use of the special system of excitation

described makes it possible to reverse the

necessary connections by means of four small

contactors or electrically-operated switches

contained in a small box mounted under the

driver's platform.
The whole of the control—starting, regu-

lating and reversing—is effected by a "tram-
way"-type controller fixed on the driver's

platform and provided with one lever only.

The general arrangement of the controller is

shown in Fig. 4. There are separate barrels

for regulating and reversing the generator

field, regulating the excitation of the mill

motor where specially high speeds are re-

quired, and controlling the reversing switches
for the mill motor cumulative field coils

respectively. The necessary
resistances are all contained
in one frame, with sheet-

iron cover and expanded
metal sides, mounted on the
driver's platform. Here also

are a cast-iron instrument
pillar, carrying an ammeter
to indicate the current taken
by the mill motor, and two
speed indicators—one for

the flywheel equalizer set

and the other for the mill

motor; as well as a small
switch by means of which
the main circuit-breaker

may be opened instantly in

case of emergency.
The mill motor can be

reversed from the normal
full speed of 70 r.p.m. in one
direction to full speed in

the opposite direction in

about four seconds. This
is quite quick enough for

all practical purposes,
especially in view of the fact

that in a large proportion
of the passes the full speed is never attained,

and that in the initial passes it is not possible

to reach even one-half of the normal speed.

Greater speed of reversal could easily have
been obtained if necessary, by introducing in

the field circuit of the generator sufficient

non-inductive resistance to reduce the time
constant to a suitable value. Such a course

would, however, have necessitated the use of

a much heavier exciting current, and would
have been objectionable not only on account
of the increased losses due to the presence of

the resistance, but also because of the neces-

sary increase in the power required for accel-

eration and retardation.

The main switchboard for the flywheel set

and mill motor, which is seen on the right of

Fig. 3, is of the steel-plate type. All switches,

circuit-breakers and fuses are mounted behind
the panels, so that there is no live metal
exposed, and no possibility of the attendant
receiving shocks during the performance of

his ordinary duties. The incoming feeder

panel is equipped with a triple-pole oil-break

switch with overload trip coils, an indicator

for maximum demand during one hour, and
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an integrating wattmeter, the readings of

which are carefully logged at the end of each
shift. The panel for controlling the induction

motor of the flywheel set carries a triple-pole

oil-break switch with overload and low-

voltage release attachments, interlocked with
the liquid starting and slip-regulating rheostat

in such a manner that it cannot be closed

unless the latter is in the starting position.

A full equipment of instruments is provided
for indicating the current, voltage, input,

frequency of supply, and speed of the motor-
generator. A further panel is provided for

controlling the 75 kw. transformer which
supplies current to the exciter set ; in addition

to panels for controlling the various field

circuits, the barring gear and the mill motor.
Protection against excessive overloads on the
mill motor and generator is afforded by a
circuit -breaker mounted on the mill motor
control panel, and so arranged that the con-
nection between the two machines cannot be

Fig 4. Internal View of Controller for Starting,

Regulating and Reversing Cogging

Mill Motor

maintained unless the motor field is fully

excited. In case of emergency this circuit-

breaker may be opened by the use of the

small switch on the driver's instrument

pillar.

A feature of the new mills is the general use

of induction motors of the slip-ring type, not

only for driving the cranes, skids, saws and
shears, but also for the arduous and exacting

Fig. 5. Totally Enclosed Pipe-Ventilated Induction Motor

for Driving Billet Shears

work of driving the live roller tracks. The
motors for the latter purpose (about twenty
in number) arc made with specially heavy
frames, shafts and bearings; and are capable

of giving continuously an output of 20 h.p.

at 460 r.p.m., and exerting not less than
four-and-a-half times their normal torque for

short periods. For the heavy billet shears

between the cogging and finishing mills a

special enclosed shp ring induction motor
shown in Fig. 5 is used. This machine is of

the totally enclosed pipe-ventilated type with

internal blower and is designed for a continu-

ous output of 75 b.h.p. at 580 r.p.m. The
air inlet, as will be seen in the illustration, is

directed downward and is provided with

gauze protecting covers. The control of all

the circuits supplying currents to the num-
erous auxiliary machines is effected by the

switchboard seen in the background of Fig. 3.

This is also of the steel-plate type, with all

live parts mounted behind the panels, and
with all oil-break switches and circuit-

breakers fitted with overload and low-voltage

release devices.

The consulting engineers for the contract

were Messrs. Merz and McLellan.
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ALTERNATING CURRENT APPARATUS TROUBLES
Part VIII

—

transformers
By F. C. Green

Transformer Engineering Department, General Electric Company

This paper, which brings to a close our series on Alternating Current Apparatus Troubles, considers trans-

former operation under two main headings, viz., troubles which occur on first exciting, and those which develop
during service. Under the first heading, a number of diagrams are shown illustrating the conditions which have
to be met in the satisfactory multiple operation of transformers, single-phase and three-phase. The neces-
sary theory is introduced to show how these methods may be generally applied to typical every-day problems.
Section 2 considers mechanical troubles which may interfere with the proper ventilation of water-cooled,
air-blast and oil-cooled transformers; and concludes with a consideration of the precautions which must be
observed In load connections, where three-phase Y generators are used for 4-wire distribution.

—

Editor.

Transformer troubles may be divided into

two general classes, viz., those that occur
on first putting the transformer into service,

and those that develop from the conditions

under which it operates. The conditions

mav involve the character of the service, the

LT. F

M
-Y-
H.T
Fig. 1

N

transformer itself, or the auxiliary apparatus
upon which the transformer necessarily

depends for its satisfactory operation. The
first-nientioned class of troubles distinguishes

the transformer from most electrical appa-
ratus, in that it is customary to put the
transformer instantly under full excitation.

Thus, if there are errors in connections, or

serious defects in the transformer, they
instantly evidence themselves, sometimes with
considerable damage, not only to the trans-

former, but to other apparatus that may be
connected with it. Under the second classi-

fication come those influences which, while
not showing up immediately, may cause the
life of the transformer to be abnormally
short, or its operation to be unsatisfactory.

SECTION 1. TROUBLES ON FIRST
EXCITING

Connections

It rarely happens that a transfonner,
except the small size for lighting, is connected
alone for individual service. Even in this

case it may show distress for which it is in no

sense responsible. If the connections to its

load, or to anj' auxiliary apparatus, such as

instruments and switches, should be short-

circuited or otherwise improperly made, it

is not always clear whether the trouble lies

inside or outside of the transformer. In a case

of this kind, however, it is a small matter
to trace out the approximate location of the
fault, with the wiring to the load disconnected
at the transformer, making sure that the
circuit from which the transformer obtains

its excitation is properly made and insulated.

The same remarks apply whether the trans-

former is operating alone or with others.

There have been instances of the destruction
of transfonners on first exciting them when
connected in multiple with others, the de-

struction resulting from a condition of con-
nections that gives a dead short-circuit. The
rush of current under this condition may
be so great as to cause the windings to collapse.

We are thus led to consider the connection
of transformers in multiple and in bank for

three-phase service.

Connecting in Multiple

In connecting transformers in multiple

there are three things to be considered:
Polarity. The polarities must be the same;

otherwise there exists a dead short-circuit. A
simple test for polarity is to apply a low vol-

tage to the high tension winding, with corres-

WVWW-| pVAVWi

Fig. 2

ponding high tension and low tension leads

connected together, and to read the impressed
voltage and the voltage between the high
tension and the low tension leads not con-

nected together. If, under the connections
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shown in Fig. 1, the voltage between AI and
O is found to be greater than the impressed
voltage between M and N, one polarity is

indicated. If the voltage between M and
is found to be less than the voltage between
M and N, the opposite polarity is indicated.

The difference between the two readings
will be small in most cases, depending upon
the ratio of rated high tension voltage to

low tension voltage. Thus, if a given trans-

former which is to be connected in multiple

with others should show a greater voltage

between M and O than the impressed voltage

between M and A^, then all of the transformers

to be connected in multiple must show the

same relation of voltages. It often happens
that the multiple connection is made through
leads at a point some distance from the trans-

former, which condition admits of having
the leads crossed, thereby producing the

same effect as having the polarity of the
transformers reversed. In a case of this

kind, it is advisable always to make a test

at the location of the multiple connection
to determine whether it can be safely made.
To make this check, connect two points

together that are supposed to go together,

and insert between the other two points

sufficient voltage-reading capacity to indicate

double the voltage of the windings being
connected in multiple. If no voltage is

indicated, then it is safe to make the multiple
connection. If double voltage is indicated,

the leads from one of the transformer cir-

cuits should be crossed and the test repeated
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Fig. 3

to make sure that no voltage exists between
points to be finallj' connected together. The
connections under this test are shown in

Fig. 2.

Ratio. The ratios of high tension windings

to low tension windings must be the same,
otherwise a circulating current will flow

through the transformers connected in multi-

ple. Let it be assumed in Fig. 3, with the

high tension windings connected together
and voltage impressed upon them as indicated,
that on account of the difference in ratios

between the two transformers a reading
of 21 volts is measured between the points
a and b. Assuming the percentage imped-
ance volts of each transformer to be 5, 21
volts represents 5 per cent of the .sum of
the low tension voltages. Upon connecting
a and b together, this pressure of 21 volts
becomes effective in circulating current
through the transformer windings against the
impedance of the transformers. The value of

current is obtained from the formula
per cent, full load / =

volts diJfercnceXlOO

sum of impedance volts of both transformers

it being understood that by volts impedance
is meant the volts necessary to be impressed
on one winding, with the other short-
circuited, to give full-load current. For
instance, it is customary to say that a trans-

former has 3 per cent, impedance or 5 per
cent, impedance, as the case may be; it

being understood that 3 per cent, or 5 per
cent, of the rated voltage of the winding
upon which voltage is impressed, with the
other winding short-circuited, is necessary
to force full load current through both wind-
ings of the transformer.

Substituting the formula for the case
shown in Fig. 3,

21 X 100
per cent, full load / = "^—^i^ = 100 per cent.

For the 200 kv-a. size given, the low tension
circulating current would have a value of

1000 amperes. The high tension and low
tension currents being inversely proportional
to the respective voltages, there results a
current of 91 amperes in the high tension
of transformer No. 1, and 100 amperes in

the high tension of transformer No. 2; the
difference between these values being the
amount of current drawn from the source
of excitation for producing the circulating

currents. Thus, under the conditions shown
in Fig. 3, we find that a difference of 10 per
cent, in ratios of primary and secondary
voltages results in the circulation of 100 per
cent, full load current. Correspondingly,
a difference of 2 per cent, in the ratios would
result in a circulation of 20 per cent, full load
current; hence the necessity for having the
ratios always identically the same.
Impedance. While the differences of polarity

and of ratio are most serious in their effects,

the difference of impedance among trans-
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formers to be connected in multiple is the most
common trouble met with and the most diffi-

cult to pro\'ide against in designing. To ex-

actly provide for the correct division of

current among transformers connected in mul-
tiple, it is not only necessary to have the same
percentage impedance, but the relation be-

tween the reactance and resistance compo-
nents of the impedances should be identical.

However, since the reactance component is

so much greater as a rule than the resist-
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Fig. 4

ance component, the difference between
these relations is usually neglected; and it

is customary to have the percentage imped-
ances approximately the same.

Since it is customary to express impedance
in percentage of rated voltage, it is desirable

to vmderstand the meaning of the term as

applied to the problem. In Fig. 4 are shown
two transformers connected in multiple, one
being a 400 kv-a. and the other a 200 kv-a.

making a total of 600 kv-a. The full load

value of the combined low tension currents

is 3000 amperes, the total of the high tension

currents being 300 amperes. Assuming the

percentage impedance of each size to be the

same, the manufacturer when furnishing

infonnation on the impedance of the trans-

formers would say that the impedance of

the 200 kv-a. size was, say, 5 per cent, and
that the impedance of the 400 kv-a. size was
5 per cent. It is necessary to understand
that, while the impedance voltages are the

same, the current values used in determining
the percentage impedances are not the same.
For determining the impedance of the 200 kv-a.

size, the low tension winding would be short-

circuited, and sufficient voltage impressed
on the high tension to circtdate through the

high tension winding full load ciirrent, or 100

amperes, and through the low tension winding
full load current or 1000 amperes. The vol-

tage necessary to be impressed on the high

tension winding for circulating these currents.

as previously assumed, is 5 per cent, of the
rated voltage, or 100 volts. In the case of

the 400 kv-a. transformer, 100 volts impressed
upon the high tension wdnding, with the low
tension short-circuited, would result in the
circulation of full load current, which in this

case amounts to 200 amperes for the high
tension winding and 2000 amperes for the low
tension winding. Thus, while the impedance
voltages of the two sizes are the same, the
currents are different, and it is generally

understood that when the percentage imped-
ance is said to be of a given value, that value
is based upon the circulation of full load
current for the size of the transformer given.

The division of current among transformers
connected in multiple is inversely proportional

to their impedances, and is governed by
the same laws that obtain for the division

of current among resistances. For example,
if the 200 kv-a. size should have an impedance
of 10 per cent., the amount of current that

it would take is one-half load or oOU amperes,
under the condition that would give a load
of 2000 amperes or full-load current in the
400 kv-a. size. Therefore, in order to prevent
overload in the 400 kv-a. size, the total cur-

rent delivered would have to be reduced to

2500 amperes.
The multiple operation of transformers

of different sizes and dift'erent makes should

ft B
\a '5 c d 1 71

C

No I No2 No 3
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fl B C
Fig. 5
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be avoided wherever possible; but, when
it is necessary that they shall operate in

multiple, the requirements should be clearly

set forth in the specifications. As a rule it
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should not be expected that transformers
of different sizes or different makes should
divide their ciirrents within less than 10 per
cent, of the correct values. In many cases

the difference may be less; but on account
of the difficulty of predetermining the imped-
ance exactly, and also considering that most
transformers are designed with sufficient

liberality safely to admit of 10 per cent,

overload, the figure given may be stated to

represent a reasonable approximation.

Three-phase Connections

It has already been pointed out that trans-
formers are rarely used for single-phase service

except for lighting, and in nearly all cases

single-phase lighting is taken from three-

phase mains. The requirements given for

the multiple operation of transformers apply
whether they are connected single-phase
or three-phase. The polarities must be the
same, the ratios the same and the impedances
approximately the same, where the trans-
formers are connected in multiple for three-

phase service. In addition, all three members
of a three-phase bank, whether each member
is made up of one or more units, should have
the same ratio of high tension to low tension
turns, and preferably the same impedance. In
case the polarity of one member of the three-

phase bank is different from that of the other
two, a short-circuit will result where the
delta-delta connection is used or the Y-
delta. In the case of Y-Y connection the
secondary voltages will not have correct

values or phase relations. Transformers of

the same rating and of the same manufacture
are, as a rule, assumed to have the same polar-

ity, ratio and impedance; so that in this

case it is not necessary to make any other
check than one of inspection, except where
the connections are made at some distance

from the transformers, which would thereby
introduce a chance of getting the leads crossed

.

If the transformers are not of the same rating

nor of the same manufacture, the final connec-
tions for three-phase should not be made
without some preliminary tests to determine
whether the conditions are satisfactory.

Figs. 5, 6 and 7 are used to show a con-

venient and positive method of determining
whether it is safe to make the final connections

in the delta-delta transformation. With
voltage impressed on the high tension there

exists no voltage between points a and /"

of the low tension, where the polarities of

all three transformers are the same. Assum-
ing the polarity of transformer No. 3 to be

the reverse of that of the other two, there

would exist a voltage between a and / of

double the value of the voltage across any
one of the low tension windings, as indicated
in Fig. 7; so that connecting points a and/

C
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Fig. 9 Fig. 10

together under these conditions would result

in a short-circuit. The same reasoning holds
true where the transformation is Y-delta.
With Y-Y transformation, the reversal of

polarity of one member would not give a
short-circuit, as shown in Figs. 8, 9, and 10.

Fig. 9 shows the correct phase relations of

the voltages when the three members have
the same polarity. Fig. 10 shows the relations

when one of the three members has reversed
polarity. Indicating the correct value of
the secondary line voltage to be 1.73, the
actual voltages are 1,1, 1.73, as shown.

In order to prevent circulating current
or unbalanced voltages, it is necessary to
have the ratios the same. A difference in

impedance of the different members of the
three-phase tran.sfonnation does not have
such a pronounced effect as the difference
would have in the straight multiple con-
nection of transformers. The transformer
impedance in this case constitutes only a part
of the total impedance of the entire circuit.

It sometimes happens where a bank of

transformers of one manufacture is to be
connected with a bank of another manu-
facture, that the polarity of the one is the
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reverse of the polarity of the other. In a case

of this kind each three-phase transformation
may be completed satisfactorily; but when
an attempt is made to connect the two banks

A d C

r 'awuW/^J-^Yvvwm^-L^^aawP 'a\^v\w^-'-^^w^vw^2-'-Avwvw^
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Fig. 11 Fig. 12

together trouble is encountered in the circu-

lation of heavy currents. The phase rotation

may be the same, as indicated by operating

the same motor from each of the banks; but
the difficulty lies in the fact that where the

polarity of one bank is reversed from that

of the other, there results a six-phase relation.

In a case of this kind it is necessary to open
up all the high tension or low tension members
of one bank and reverse each member, re-

making the proper formation. Figs. 11 to

16 show the conditions described. By re-

versing the leads of all three windings of

either the high tension or low tension of either

bank, and re-making the delta, the necessary
correction is made.

It ma}- be well here to go into soine detail

in explaining the figures referred to, their

formation and what they mean. Many other
similar problems arise in every-day operation
and it is believed that the methods here used
and described are of sufficient simplicity to

be taken advantage of by
operating engineers. It is ap-

preciated that the convention-
alities of theory do not lend
themselves readily to the solu-

tion of every-day problems of

operation, even though the
operator may have a thorough
knowledge of them.

It is understood that Figs. 1

1

and 12 represent the high-ten-

sion and low-tension windings
of the two banks of transform-
ers. In winding transformers,
the high tension and low tension
windings are wound either in

the same direction around the
core, beginning, say, with
the a points, or the low
tension is wound opposite the high tension,
beginning with the a points. Where both
high tension and low tension are woimd in

Bf

Fig. 13

the
high

the same direction around the core, one
polarity obtains. Where they are wound in

opposite directions around the core, the oppo-
site polarity obtains. It is understood that by

reversing the leads of either winding

I
of a transformer the polarity is re-

versed. This is evident from what
has been said regarding the relation

between the direction of winding
around the core, and polarity.

Fig. 13 represents the actual rela-

tions of the voltages of the trans-

formers shown in Fig. 1 1 . These
transfomiers are assumed to have

polarity obtained by winding the

tension and low tension in opposite
directions around the core. The high tension
of Fig. 1.3 shows the same points connected
together as the high tension of Fig. 11. The
low tension of Fig. 13 shows the same points
connected together as the low tension of

Fig. 11. Since the low tension windings are

wound in the opposite direction around the

core from the high tension, in fonning the
low tension of Fig. 13, it is seen that the points

a and h are opposite their respective locations

in the high tension of Fig. 13.

The h position of the high tension becomes
the a position of the low tension, and the a

position of the high tension becomes the h

position of the low tension: ah of the low
tension must lie parallel with ah of the high
tension. In other words, the low tension

winding must always lie parallel with the

corresponding high tension winding. Follow-
ing out this reasoning, with reference to the

Fig. 16

BT
A

Fig. 15 Fig. 14

Other two windings of Fig. 11, we obtain the

formation shown in the low tension of Fig.

13, which points in the opposite direction
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from the high tension of Fig. 13. The trans-

formers of Fig. 12 are assumed to have the

high tension and low tension windings wound
in the same direction around the core, making
the polarity of this bank of transformers
opposite to that of the other bank. Since

the high tension and low tension are wound
in the same direction around the core, the

low tension of Fig. 14 points in the same
direction as the high tension. That is, the
corresponding points of the high tension and
low tension windings have the same relative

locations in both high tension and low tension

formations of Fig. 14.

Figs. 11 and 12 show the usual connections for

delta-delta transformations. When connecting
the two banks in multiple, the practice is to

join the A points, the B points and the C
points of the high tension together. Having
made these connections, the question is

whether it is safe to connect together the A
points, the B points, and the C points of the
low tension. A convenient and positive

test is to connect the .4 points together, and
measure the voltage between the B points

or between the C points. In case the two
banks of transformers are of the same polarity

there will be no voltage between the B points

or between the C points, with the .4 points

connected together; but in the case assumed,
the transformers of Fig. 12 have a polarity

the reverse of those of Fig. 1 1 . Therefore,

as shown in Fig. 16, by connecting the ,4

points together, double voltage will exist

between the B points and between the C
points. Assuming that all six points are free,

Fig. 21
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and none connected together, Fig. 15 shows
the relations between the low tension of Fig.
13 and the low tension of Fig. 14. This is

a balanced six-phase relation. Connecting
the A points together, as was done for the
test, does not change the relative directions
of any of the windings, but gives the condition
shown in Fig. 16. That is, the low tension
must always be parallel with the high ten-
sion, as shown in these formations. It is

seen, therefore, that in order to make these
two banks of transformers run in multiple
it is necessary to cross the leads, say of each
of the low tension windings, Fig. 12; which
operation will cause the low tension of Fig.
14 to coincide with the low tension of Fig.
13, and no voltage will exist between the
points B or the points C with the .4 points
connected together. It is seen also that
without reversing the windings, as specified,
it is impossible to make the banks run in
multiple by juggling the connections of
the Hne leads .4, B, C. Another important
feature shown in these figures is the relative
phase rotation. Referring to the low ten-
sions of Figs. 13 and 14, the direction ".4-5-
C" is the same for both banks. This fact
indicates that the phase rotation is the same,
notwithstanding that they cannot be connect-
ed in multiple as they are shown.

Occasionally considerable inconvenience is

caused by difference of phase rotation re-
sulting between the standard connections
for the delta-delta transformation and the
Y-delta transformation. While these two
transformations cannot be worked in multiple,
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as will be explained later, it is sometimes
necessary to use them in connection with
separate machines to rotate in the same
direction. Figs. 17 to 21 show the connec-
tions and the results. It is seen that the
direction of phase rotation A-B-C in the low
tension of Fig. 20 is opposite the direction

of phase rotation A-B-C shown in the low
tension of Fig. 21. It is understood that,

in order to reverse phase rotation, it is nec-
essary o:ily to reverse any pair of line leads,

either of the high tension or low tension.

The same figures may be used to show
that the delta-delta transformation cannot
be run in multiple with the Y-delta. The
voltages AB, BC and .IC of the high tensions.

Figs. 20 and 21, must coincide since they are
assumed to be taken from the same line.

Superposing Fig. 20 on Fig. 21, we obtain
Fig. 22, which shows that it is not possible

to make the low tension formations coincide
because of the fact that each low tension
voltage must be parallel with its corresponding
high tension, it being seen in the high tension
of Fig. 22 that the high tension transformer
voltages do not coincide but are 30 deg.
apart. In the low tension of Fig. 22 it is

shown that the corresponding points A, B,
and C of the two banks, are from 30 deg. to
150 deg. apart. By reversing the leads a

and c of the high tension Y bank, as shown
in Fig. 19, thus reversing the phase rotation
of this bank so as to make it the same as the
delta bank, we find the corresponding points

A , B and C to be 30 deg. apart. Figs. 23 and 24.

SECTION 2. TROUBLES THAT DEVELOP
IN SERVICE

Troubles of this nature result from poor
cooling conditions, abnormal load and vol-

tage conditions, and from improper load
connections. Conditions that result in abnor-
mal temperatures should be guarded against,
and where they cannot be eliminated entirely

it is possible to offset some of the objection-
able effects by giving the transformers proper
attention.

Water-cooled Transformers

In water-cooled transformers the tempera-
ture of the cooling water may be too high,
or the amount of water may not be sufficient.

Sometimes the cooling coil is attacked or
lined by impurities in the cooling water;
either the flow of water being restricted by
the residue of chemical actions, or the effi-

ciency of the cooling coil being much reduced
by a lining of organic matter or mud. Also,

on account of allowing the oil to reach a high
temperature, a deposit from the oil is accu-
mulated on the cooling coil. This deposit
is an excellent heat insulator, and unless it is

removed will cause the condition to become
worse, and result in dangerous overheating
of the transformer.

Cooling coils should be kept clean inside

and outside, and the accumulation from
chemical actions between the water and the
cooling coil should be removed when neces-
sary. To clean the deposit on the outside

of the cooling coil, it is necessary only
to remove it from the tank and wipe or scrape
off the deposit, as may be necessary. For
cleaning the inside of the cooling coil of any
sort of accumulation, the following treatment
has been found excellent. After blowing
or siphoning the water from the cooling coil,

fill it with a solution of equal parts of hydro-
chloric acid and commercially pure water.
Let the solution stand about one hour in the
coil and then flush out thoroughly with clean
water. Usually one treatment of this kind
is sufficient, but more may be used. The
treatment is eff'ective for removing all sorts

of accumulation from coils of the various
metals used. In applying the treatment it

is not necessary to remove the coil from the
tank, but extreme care should be exercised

in order to prevent any acid from coming in

contact with any part of the transformer.

Conditions are sometimes met with that

cause condensation of moisture on the inside

surfaces at the top of the transformer. Where
the atmosphere is unusually moist and the
service of the transformer is not continuous,

precautions should be taken to prevent con-

densation. The cooling water should be
shut off during the period that the trans-

former is out of service, and during the ser-

vice period the flow of water should be so

regulated as to give an oil temperature of

35-40 deg. C, which temperature represents

sufficient stored heat to keep the transformer
warm during a considerable period of idle-

ness. Transformers in continuous service

should not have so much water put through
them that the temperature of the oil is re-

duced to less than 10 deg. above that of the

atmosphere. In some instances it is neces-

sary to attach a "breather" to the top of the

transformer to prevent condensation. The
breather is usually a vessel of chloride of

calcium, so constructed as to allow the water
taken out of the air to drain off without mix-

ing with the air that is going in on account
of the contraction of the transformer oil in
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cooling. Conditions that cause condensation
are rarely met with, but, in case there is doubt,
periodical observations should be made to find

out if the tmder side of the cover is accumulat-
ing rust, which is evidence of condensation.

In operating water-cooled transformers

at excessive overloads there is danger of the
windings reaching a higher temperature than
is indicated by the oil temperature, especially

where the amount of cooling water is increased

for the overload condition. A thermometer
located in the tank, near the cooling coil,

indicates a temperature considerably lower
than the actual oil temperature. It is difficult

to fix a maximum limit of overload that will

insure the transfonners running well within

safety, and at the same time meet conditions

that the operator sometimes has to contend
with. There are occasions of emergency
that would warrant the sacrifice of some of

the strength of the transformer, if the oper-

ator could be sure that it would stand up
until the emergency were passed. The only
safe basis on which to consider overload
operation, however, is the one laid down in

the specifications to which the transformer
was built.

Air-blast Transformers

The efficiency of the cooling of air-blast

transformers is decreased through the accu-

mulation of dirt in the ventilating spaces.

A high-pressure stream of air put througli

the spaces occasionally will have a material

effect in keeping them cleaned out. There
should be free escape from the room for

the outgoing hot air, and the cold air shoidd
be drawn from an outside location that will

give as little dirt or foreign matter as possible.

Oil-cooled Transformers

Oil-cooled transformers rely upon the

natural circulation of the air for preventing
undue temperatures. When it is considered

that with a number of large transformers

of this type in one station there may be more
than 50 kilowatts of energy to be dissipated,

the necessity for the thorough ventilation

of the station in which the}- are installed,

is realized. Since the air in becoming hot
tends to flow upward, the openings in the

station for the inlet of the air should be near
the bottom, and those for the outlet should

be near the top, all being well distributed. If

the ventilation is not sufficient the transformer

is bound to have a shorter life than it would
have with the proper cooling. The first

indications of a dangerous condition are

darkening of the oil and a slight deposit on
the surfaces inside of the transformer. Once
the deposit begins to form the tendency is

accelerated because of the lessening efficiency

of heat dissipation from the transformer.

Where the oil has thickened to a considerable

extent and a deposit has accumulated, the

remedy is to thoroughly clean the trans-

former by scraping it and washing it out with
oil under high pressure, putting in new oil

after the treatment.

Load Connections

In the distributing systems of some of the
large cities, it is a practice to generate at a
voltage sufficiently high to make transformers
unnecessary, except to step down at the
location where the power is to be used. The
generators are wound Y, and the 4-wire dis-

tributing system employed. This system
admits of 3-phase, distribution with single-

phase service between the neutral wire and
the phase wires. For three-phase service,

in many instances, transfonners are connected
with their high tension windings in Y, and
the low tensions in delta. It has been found
objectionable to connect the fourth wire
to the neutral of the bank of transformers
for 3-phase service on account of the circu-

lation of heavy no-load currents through
the transformers. In order to eliminate
these currents the practice has been adopted
of leaving the neutral wire disconnected from
the bank of transformers for 3-phase service.

This is permissible, as there is no real neces-

sity for the fourth wire to be connected to

the neutral of the bank. It is often desirable,

however, to ground the neutral of the gener-

ator for the purpose of preventing objection-

able static electricity in the system. When
this is done, the fourth wire connected to the
neutral of the generator may still be used
for single-phase service.

Where a seriously unbalanced 3-phase
voltage is impressed upon a motor, there is

liable to be objectionable circulating current

due to the tendency of the motor to generate
a balanced counter electromotive force. There
have not, however, been many instances of

this kind of trouble.

Where the Y-Y transformation is used
for 4-wire distribution, it is necessary to

observe certain precautions to prevent serious

unbalancing of voltages. Figs. 25 to 28 are
used to bring out important points. It is

assumed in all these figures that the dis-

tribution requires three-phase current, as

well as single-phase current to be drawn be-
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tween the neutral, or fourth wire, and the

phase wires, which distribution always re-

sults in more or less unbalancing of current

in the transformers shown. Fig. 25 shows
a Y-wound generator connected to a bank
of Y-Y transformers. In order to take care

of the unbalancing of current in the dis-

tributing system, it is necessarj- to have the

neutral of the primary of the bank connected
to the neutral of the generator. In Fig. 26,

the neutral would have to be run from the

high tension of the distributing bank to the
high tension of the bank of transformers at

the generating station, the low tension neu-

ratio resulting from the failure. The change
of ratio that usually attends a failure admits
of a difference in voltage which circulates

current against the impedance of the
three transformers connected in delta. A
small difference in voltage may result in the
circulation of a heavy current. Thus it

may happen that when one transformer of

a delta-delta bank fails, the other two may
be subjected to damaging effects if the bank
is not taken out of service soon enough.

In the case of the Y-delta transformation,

the action is different. The effect here of

a change of ratio of one of the transformers,

ê
Fig. 25

Fig. 26

Fig. 2 7

Fig. 28

tral of this latter bank being connected to

the generator neutral. The combination
shown in Fig. 27 is not practicable, for the

reason that the neutral from the high tension

of the distributing bank cannot be connected
to the generator bank. The combination
shown in Fig. 28 is made practicable by
connecting the neutral of the high tension

of the distributing bank to the neutral of

the high tension of the generator bank, the

low tension being connected in delta to the

generator. In this case, the unbalancing of the

voltages in the low tension of the distributing

bank will be prevented by the circvdation of

current in the delta of the generator bank.
It has been observed in practice that when

one of a bank of transformers connected delta-

delta partially fails, the other two are sub-
jected frequently to heav}- currents which
are circulated on account of the change of

due to partial failure, is an unbalanced sec-

ondary voltage. No appreciable current
circulates in the secondary delta even where
the difference in ratio of the damaged
transformer is considerable. Instances are
recorded where transfonners connected Y-
delta have run several months with one of

their number in a damaged condition. In
this case therefore it is not necessary to

cut the bank of transformers out of service

immediately unless the one damaged should
fail entirely. The treatment in this case,

however, is based upon the assumption that
the neutral of the Y under consideration
is not connected to any other neutral. If the
neutral is connected to the neutral of an-
other bank and both banks are tied in midti-

ple, the effect in regard to circulating current
would be the same as obtained with the delta-

delta transformation.
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ORNAMENTAL LUMINOUS ARC LIGHTING AT NEW HAVEN

By C. a. B. Halvorson

Designing Engineer, Arc Lamp Department, General Electric Company

The article introduces briefly the factors that influenced the officials of the local illuminating company
in selecting the ornamental luminous arc lamp as the illuminant for the proposed system of decorative street

lighting in New Haven. A detailed account of the method of setting up and wiring the lamps, and a dis-

cussion of the resulting illumination, in connection with a number of curves plotted from tests (curves repro-

duced) are included. Daylight and night views along the principal streets are also shown.

—

Editor.

At New Haven on the evening of December
15, 1911, there was inaugurated, with fitting

ceremonies, what now has become the most
celebrated lighting system in this country,

and in all probability, the equal of any in the

world. In the estimation of many engineers

quahfied to venture such an opinion, the New
Haven installation of ornamental hmiinous
arc lamps marks an epoch in the history of

the art of illumination. Furthermore, it is

freely predicted that an era of street lighting

by highly efficient ornamental arc lamps is

before us.

scientious work, instilling into the minds of

the merchants the benefits to be derived

from brightly illuminating their streets by
means of some fonn of ornamental street

lighting fixture. Finally plans were adopted
to install an ornamental system of lighting,

tising clusters of small lighting units.

Before work was started on the installa-

tion of this system, the officials of the

company heard of a decorative system of arc

lighting by the General Electric Company
about to be exploited commercially. Con-
sequently, on September 19, 1911, Messrs.

— 131.
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a lamps

Diagram showing underground wiring

to ornamenfa/ luminous /amps.

Fig. 1

As nearly every technical and trade jour-

nal in the country has reported the

details of the celebration, and also has

commented on the enthusiasm and co-

operation of the various civic bodies respon-

sible for the success of the occasion, it_ is

the purpose of the present article to describe

briefly through what agencies the "Great
White Way" at New Haven came into being,

and to give all the sahent data available on

the illumination and installation of this

system of ornamental arc lighting.

The idea of better lighting for the business

section of the city originated with The United

Illuminating Company of New Haven, after

which its solicitors spent much time in con-

Adams and Manwaring of the Illuminating

Company made a trip of inspection to the

Lynn Works, where there was a trial installa-

tion of the new lamps. While there they

were so impressed with the advantages of

this new form of illumination that they im-

mediately changed their plans and decided

to adopt this new system of ornamental
luminous arc street lighting for New Haven.
On September 23rd, a sample ornamental

luminous lamp with post was installed in

front of the New Haven Company's office

building, where a demonstration of the illumi-

nating qtialities of the new unit was made
for the benefit of the merchants, who after-

ward agreed unanimou.sly in favor of the

/
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change. It was stated that the splendid

illuminating qualities of the light, from the
viewpoint of volume, color and distribution,

appealed to them, as also did the appearance
of the lamp and supporting column as a

unit. On October 2nd, an order was placed
with the manufacturers for 75 of these lamps,
including the necessary central station equip-
ment. The speed with which the whole
transaction was consummated is worthy of

note; less than ten weeks having elapsed

between the date on which the order was
placed and the date of completion of the

entire system, including all construction and
details of installation.

The cost of this display lighting is borne
by the merchants, each merchant paying a

certain amount per linear foot frontage.

The cost of maintenance and operation also

is levied upon them on a foot frontage basis.

The United Illuminating Company collected

all subscriptions and in general supervised

all details connected with the installation.

The lamps bum nightly from one half-

hour after sunset to 1 a.m., the streets being
lighted for the remainder of the night by a

circuit of series luminous arc lamps which
formerly furnished all the light for the streets.
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Fig. 3. Illumination Test on Church Street

Fig. 2. New Haven Lamp and Post

The installation consists of seventy-five,

6.6 amp. direct current ornamental luminous
arc lamps, :nounted on ornamental cast iron

columns, each lamp consuming 520 watts at

the terminals. A lamp thus mounted is
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Fig. 4. Church Street by Daylight

Fig. 5. Church Street Illuminated by Ornamental Luminous Arc Lamps
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shown in Fig. 2. Within the base of the
column is located an absolute cutout, so

that the lamp may be entirely disconnected
from the circuit when desired (Fig. 11). The
lighting current is taken primarily from
the 60 cycle, 2300 volt mains, and is then
transformed and rectified for the arc lamp
circuit by means of a 75 light combined unit

type constant current transformer, and a

two-tubes-in-series mercury arc rectifier.

A description of a similar outfit may be
found in the December issue of the General
Electric Review, pages G2.5 and 635, Figs.

8 and 3, respectively.

The method of mounting the lamp to the
ornamental column is shown in Fig. 1 1 . The
lamp proper is insulated from the column by
a high voltage strain insulator. A complete
description of the arc lamp mechanism and
proper method of installing it may be found
in the December 1911 issue of the Gener.al
Electric Review, pages 584 to 589.

Along the streets on which the new lighting

system was installed conduit was already
laid, as all lighting wires had previously
been placed underground. A spare duct was
used for the new series arc lainp circuit.

Within this duct five miles of lead covered
cable, consisting of No. (i copper wire with gV
in. rubber insulation and -^ in. lead cover-
ing, was laid. Froin the nearest manhole
to the base of lamp post, a 2 in. extra heavy
japanned wrought-iron pipe was laid, 2 ft.

deep, the cable being pulled through afterward.
Fig. 1 shows the manner in which cables
were looped from manholes to lamp posts.

Each post is wired from absolute cutout to

lamp with No. 10 flexible twin cable insulated
with in. rubber and bound round with
heavy braided cotton outside covering. To
insure proper polarity connections to lamps,
one cable has red rubber covering and the
other black.

The lamp posts are spaced at an average
distance of 87 ft. on both sides of the street,

in a staggered arrangement. They are
mounted on concrete foundations 2J/^ ft.

square and IS in. deep, set flush with the
sidewalk. Within the foundation are im-
bedded four bolts, J/g in. diameter, and
12 in. long, that were held in place by a
wooden template while the concrete set.

Set nuts, screwed down firmly to the con-
crete, were used to level the base of the
column, after which the base was set in

place and lock nuts screwed down tight to the
casting by means of an S wrench, operated
through the handhole in the base of the pole.
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Fig. 6. Illumination Test on Chapel Street. Between
Church and Temple Streets

The handhole also gives access to the absolute
cutout, which is fastened to bosses cast in

the base and drilled and tapped for this pur-
pose. After the base was properly mounted,
the column was placed in position and
fastened to the base by four bolts. The
details of this construction may be seen in

Fig. 11. Casting the column in two parts

greatly facilitates its setting up, as some
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Fig. 8. Chapel Street, Between Church and Temple Streets

Fig. 9. Chapel Street Illuminated by Ornamental Luminous Arc Lamps
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work, such as drawing in the cables, can be
accomplished through the opening in the top

of the base.

The dimensions of the column are as fol-

lows:
Bottom of base, IS in. square.

Top of base, 133^ in. square.

Height of base, 3 ft. from sidewalk.

Height of column proper, 9 ft. 3 in.

Diameter of column proper, 8 in. at bottom,
tapering to 6 in. near top, and then flaring to

9 in. at point of support of arc lamp insulator.

j1i0'y' ^rVfh G^icJ^j t
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Fig. 10. Characteristic Light Distribution on Ornamental

Lunainous Arc Lamp

The posts were finished with bronze paint

and aU visible arc lamp parts above the in-

sulator were finished in the same manner.
The characteristic light distribution from

this specially designed light source is shown
clearly in Fig. 10. It will be observed that

the maximum intensity is at an angle of 10

degrees below the horizontal; also, that there

is a generous amount of hght supplied at

proper angles above and below the horizon-

tal.

Perhaps a better way to show the orna-

mental features of the installation as well as

the values of the illumination is by means of

photographs and tests made by the manu-

POS/ TV VE
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JNSULATORS
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Fig. 11. Diagram Showing Method of Mounting

Ornamental Luminous Arc Lamp
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facturer's illuminating engineers. The photo-
graphs and tests of the illumination were
taken at corresponding locations, so that

the block in foreground of each photograph
is the same as that over which the photo-
metric tests were made. The height of the

arc is 14 ft. 6 in. The tests were made with
the Ryan luximeter, the reading plane being
2 ft. 6 in. from the ground. Ten readings
were taken at each station, and the mean
taken as a result. The data sheets on the
illuminating tests are self-explanatory, the
full line on plots being curve of foot can-
dles at different distances along curb line

between stations A and B; the dash line

being curve along middle of street between
stations C and D; the broken line being
curve along opposite curb between E and F;
and the dotted line being curve across street

between stations G and H. Fig. 5 was taken
along Church Street, and illumination test,

Fig. 3, was taken in the same location; Figs. 8

and 9 were taken along Chapel Street, and
the tests. Figs. 6 and 7, in the same positions,

respectively. A clear idea of the amount of

light distributed can be had by a comparison
of Figs. 4 and 5, which are views taken by
daylight and at night, respectively, from as

near the same spot as possible.

By referring to Figs. 3, 6 and 7, it will be
noticed that there is an increase of approxi-
mately 35 per cent, average illumination on
Chapel Street between Orange and Church,
and on Church Street between Chapel and
Crown streets, over the average illumination

on Chapel Street between Church and Tem-

ple streets. This is due to the fact that in

the latter section there are no buildings on
one side of the street and only one-half the

number of lamps are installed on that side.

Referring to Fig. 6, the average illumina-

tion on the line AB is 2.08 foot candles, and
in Fig. 7, the average illumination on line

EF is 2.42 foot candles, showing an increase

of 16 per cent. This increase is due in part

to building reflection and in part to the fact

there is an equal number of lamps on each
side of the street represented by Fig. 7.

The resulting illumination is an apparent
uniform distribution over street areas and
building fronts, the facades and cornices of

nine-story buildings being beautifully illumi-

nated in all their details. Such results have
long been desired in ornamental street light-

ing, not only for the decorative effects ob-
tained, but from a utilitarian viewpoint, as

the upper floor merchants are enabled to

participate in the advantages accruing from
such a system of illumination.

Never before has the appellation "Great
White Way" been used so appropriately in

connection with a system of street lighting.

The illumination emanates from large globes

unique in design and of such density that

they form a beautiful secondary source of

pearl white light of high efficiency and low
intrinsic brilliancy, the arc being invisible.

Moreover, the globe is perfectly filled with
light, there being a noticeable absence of

circular shadows upon its surface. Emphasis
should also be laid on the pleasing appearance
by day of the dignified single-light columns.

PROGRESS OF MECHANICAL CLEANING
The use of vacuum for interior cleaning,

while of comparatively recent origin, has long
since passed the experimental stage, and is

today a proven success. This method of dust
disposal is applicable to buildings of all classes,

large or small, and particularly to residences,

hotels, apartment buildings, hospitals, office

buildings, stores, schools, theatres, churches,

etc. It thoroughly removes dust and dirt and
thereby prevents its accumulation. It is

cleanly, efficient and economical, and saves
time, expense and labor as compared with
any other method.
During the last few years, thousands of

vacuum cleaning plants have been installed

in the leading buildings of every city of

importance in the country. Architects and
engineers of highest standing in their pro-

fessions endorse and specify vacuum! clean-

ing, recognizing its superior merits over any
other system.

Elements of a Vacuum Cleaning System

Any practical vacuum cleaning system
is necessarily composed of four distinct ele-

ments, viz.:

1. The vacuum producer, which ex-

hausts the air from the vacuum piping,

thereby producing the suction which draws
the dust and dirt from fabrics or sin-faces to

be cleaned.

2. The dust separators, which collect and
separate the dust from the air drawn through
the vacuum system during the cleaning opera-
tion, thus preventing dust from entering the
^'acuum producer.
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3. The vacuum piping, which extends
from the dust separators to the several floors

of a building and through which the dust-

laden air is drawn down into the dust separa-

tors.

4. The cleaning tools, which are connected
by hose to the vacuum piping or to the ma-
chine itself (for portable use) and by means
of which the suction is applied to the fabrics

and surfaces to be cleaned.

Richmond

A Modern Typs of Portable or Stationary Vacuum Cleaner

The Vacuum Producer

The vacuum producer is the most important
element of the system, and for mechanical
cleaning purposes there are six distinct types
that may be used.

1. Turbine fan type 1 ^^^^^^-
2. Rotary water seal pump type

^^^^^^^ ^,
3. Piston pump type

^ ^^ g^.

4. Rotary contact pump type J
^

5. Diaphragm pump type. Water gas or gasolene
power

6. Aspirator. Steam, water or compressed air.

One type is better in certain cases and the
other types are better in others. It all depends
upon the conditions in the case, and there

is no one particular type that would be suit-

able for all requirements.

Automatic Control of Power

Aside from the satisfactory working of

the apparatus in general, the most essential

feature for the success of vacuum cleaning

systems is the control and regulation of the

power consumption, according to work per-
formed; in other words, economy of opera-
tion.

The "Richmond" autoinatic control is

typical of the highest development in auto-
matic governing systems. By its use the
power consumed is exactly in proportion
to the amotmt of vacuum used, and systems
which prior to its introduction had been un-
satisfactory, wasteful, and costly to operate,
are by its use rendered practicable, successful

and commercially desirable.

The Dust Separators

Inasmuch as the air which is sucked toward
the vacuum producer is filled with dust, dirt,

and gritty particles, it is evidently essential

to provide some method of separating the

dirt from the air before it reaches the pump.
In some systems "dry separation" is used,

that is, the air is strained through a linen bag.

In others is used a combination of the "dry
and wet" systems, in which the bulk of

the dirt is disposed of in a whirlwind tank,

and the remainder is drawn through an
atomizer which thoroughly saturates every
particle and deposits it in the water of the
wet separator tank. The latter tank is con-

nected with the water service pipes, while
a drain pipe leads to the sewer, which permits
of the easj' changing of the water.

The Vacuum Piping

In vacuum cleaning all dust, dirt, burnt
matches, toothpicks, broom-corn, ravellings,

lint, etc., etc., is drawn through the cleaning

tools and cleaning pipes, thence into the dust
separator. It is obvious, therefore, that
these tools and conduits shotdd present

smooth interior surfaces, free from pockets

and obstructions, to prevent clogging. The
presence of pockets, obstructions and short

bends also tends to obstruct the flow of air,

cause waste of power, and decrease the

cleaning efficiency. Standard pipe fittings

with rough interior surfaces, short turns,

etc., may answer well enough for pipe

lines carrying steam, water and other fluids

or gases under pressure, but are wholly un-

fitted for vacuum cleaning mains, for the

reasons stated.

Instead of the short turns of steam and
gas piping, the bends must have a long sweep.

It is also necessary in vacuum piping to be

able to detach and remove sections of the

pipe in case of clogging. This is easily ac-

complished by what is known as the Clamp
System, in which each length of pipe is clamped
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to the other one. One section may be re-

moved without disturbing the others; and it

is an easy matter for any ordinary mechanic
to install the piping in any job.

The Cleaning Tools

Upon the cleaning tools devolves the impor-

tant function of applying the vacuum to the

fabric or surface to be cleaned, and gathering

in the dust. Various kinds of surfaces demand
separate and distinct treatment, and what
is effective for one may be wholly inefficient

for another. For instance, different tools

should be furnished for cleaning carpets

and rugs, bare floors, wall and ceiling, uphol-

stery, lace curtains, etc. The tools should

be light, and so constructed as to operate

without injury to even the most delicate and
expensive fabrics.

The Cleaning Operation

To one unfamiliar with the operation

of a vacuum cleaning system, its first demon-
stration seems little short of marvelous; for

as already stated, by means of the "auto-

matic power control," the vacuum produced

by a stationary cleaner may be kept constant-

ly "on tap" in the cleaning mains, ready for

immediate use, at any hour of the day or

night, like water, gas or electric service.

To make it available, it is but necessary to

connect the flexible service-cock in the clean-

ing mains, attach the proper cleaning tool

to the universal guiding handle at the other

end of the hose, open a valve, and rapidly

pass the tool over the surface to be cleaned.

The swift inrush of air through the cleaning

tool, into the vacuum created by the vacuum
producer, carries with it all dust, dirt, sand

grit, moths, moth eggs, lint, etc., with which
the tool comes into contact, whisking it

away like a flash through the cleaning con-

duits to the dust separator in the basement,

from which it is removed at convenience.

A thoroughly efficient vacuum cleaning

system is just as essential to any modern
building as heating, sanitary plumbing, elec-

tric light, or hot water on tap. As a con-

venience it exceeds steam heat. As a health

measure, it exceeds sanitary plumbing. As
a luxury, it exceeds electricity and hot water

on tap. And, unlike all other luxuries, it

offers a positive economy,—an actual saving

in labor, an actual dollars and cents saving

in the wear and tear of furnishings.

Portable-Stationary Turbine Vacuum Cleaner

The typical machine shown in the illus-

tration is semi-stationary. It can be placed

in the basement and attached and detached

at will to a system of piping running to all

parts of the house, with hose connections

at convenient points; or the machine can be
moved from one place to another and the

cleaning hose and tools connected direct to

the machine. On this account it is especially

useful where it is desired to clean garages

and other outbuildings.

The vacmtm producer consists of a four-

stage vertical rotary turbine. No special

wiring arrangements are necessary. The
machine operates from any ordinary electric

lamp socket supplied with current through
a suitable fuse, and is supplied with 3-5 ft.

of cable to enable a wide range of operation.

The electric motor is of 3<4 h.p., for direct

or alternating current as specified. Standard
motors are wound for either 115 volts direct

current, or for 110 volts, GO cycle single-phase

alternating current. The machine is readily

started and stopped by a push button or

ordinary switch. If the machine is placed

in the basement and attached to piping

system, push buttons may be arranged on
every floor so that it would not be necessary

to go to the basement to start and stop the

machine. Cost of operation is less than four

cents an hour. Dust separation is accom-
plished by the dry-strainer process, with
detachable dust container. The machine
can be used as a blower as well as a vacuum
cleaner, if desired, or both blower and suction

can be used at the same time. The handle
is detachable. It can also be folded up against

machine if desired. The cleaner is automatic
in operation, preventing the overloading of

motor without the aid of auxiliary mechanism.
It requires no attention but oiling twice a

3'ear.

This type of apparatus is peculiarly adap-
ted to the use of families living in rented
houses, for in case they desire to change
their place of residence, the machine is ver\'

easily removed, as it weighs but SO lb., and
is mounted on substantial rubber -tired

wheels.
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GRAPHICAL METHODS IN THE DESIGN OF SHAFTS
Part II—THREE-BEARING SETS

By a. Schein

Drafting Department, General Electric Company

No attempt should be made to work through the following examples of the application of graphical
methods to shaft design for three-bearing sets, until the four cases given in the March Review for two-
bearing machines are thoroughly understood and mastered. When this has been done, the two cases given
herein may be easily followed. The method is based upon the same well-known principle with similar
modifications.

—

-Editor.

If = 2000. The pole distance is taken as 6
in., or k = 6.

Figure 3. Draw out the bending moment
diagram and obtain (from Fig. 2) the reactions

Ri, i?2 in a manner similar to that indicated
in Case 2.

Figure 4- The areas from Fig. 3, which
are obtained in the same way as explained
in Case 2, are plotted down to a scale of

3 sq. in. = 1 inch, or j =3.

With a ratio of ^f =25, we get:

For a diam. of 6 in., 7 = 63.6

and H = 6S.Q: 25 = 2.56 in.

For a diam. of 7 in., /= 117.9

and /?= 117.9:25 = 4.72 in.

For a diam. of 73-:^ in., 7=135.6
and 5=135.6:25 = 5.42 in.

For a diam. of S in., 7 = 201
and fl- = 201:25 = 8.02 in.

Then complete the polygon.
Figure 5. Draw the deflection curve and

mark the ordinate Di under the center

bearing.

Figure 6. In Figs. 6, 7, S, 9 and 10, the

shaft is assumed to be supported at the
center bearing only. On the horizontal line,

locate the loads as given in Fig. 1.

Figure 7. On the vertical line A A plot

the weights to the same scale as in Fig. 2,

W' = 2000 and /; = 6. From the horizontal

line 00', the loads to the left of the center

bearings in Fig. 6 are plotted down, beginning
from the extreme left; or 05 = 900 pounds,
sk = 90o pounds, ^/ = 2100 pounds.
The loads to the right of the center bearing

are then plotted upwards, beginning from
the extreme right; or Om = 2000 pounds,

w»= 2200 poimds. Then complete the poly-

gon.
Figure 8. Draw a horizontal line ad.

Alake ab parallel to sO', be parallel toW and
ce parallel to 10' . Now beginning from d,

In the following two cases the method of

procedure is to assume first that the shaft is

supported only at the two end bearings and
the deflection then determined for these

conditions. Next it is assumed that the

shaft is supported only at the center bearing,

and the deflection again obtained. Deter-

mining the elasticity of the shaft, the

reactions at each of the bearings can then be
figured. From these values, and when all

the forces acting on the shaft have been
found, the bending moment diagram may be
plotted and the deflection at any given

point for the whole set calculated.*

In cases where the shaft is made up of two
parts which are fastened together by means
of a bolted (solid) coupling, the portion of

the shaft upon which the coupling is fitted

should be taken to represent a solid shaft,

proA-ided that the moment of inertia of the

bolts is equal to the moment of inertia of the

shaft upon which the coupling is fitted.

The stiffness of the spiders, or any other

rotating part which is fitted on to the shaft,

may be neglected, as the ordinary press-fit

does not represent a perfect fit. In cases

where a shrunk fit is employed, the stiffening

effect shovdd be taken into consideration.

Case 5

In this case is considered a motor-generator

set, of which the weight of the revolving

parts including the shaft is 8105 pounds.

The various diameters of the shaft along its

length are as shown in the drawing.
Figure 1. The shaft is drawn to scale,

1 :1 2, or 5= 12. Locate the acting loads.

Figure 2. In Figs. 2, 3, 4 and 5 we neglect

the center bearing, as pointed out above, and
make the assumption that the shaft is

supported upon two bearings only. On the

vertical line in the weight vector polygon,

plot down the weight 900 pounds, 905 pounds,
etc., to a scale of 2000 pounds = 1 in., or

*In the following examples torsional stresses are neglected, since the torsion only influences the bending moment diagram and
deflection to a verv- slight e.';tent, the resulting increase in deflection rarely exceeding 2 per cent, for s:nall machines, and. say. 4 per

cent, for the larger sizes. When the torsional stress has to be considered, the deflection curve is dra^n from the combined bending
and torsion moment diagram. Where B„, =ordinate for bending, and T^ =that for torsion moment, then the ordinate for combined
moment B..

a/^*-)-
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make dg parallel to mO' and g/" parallel to uO'.

The area a h e c b is the bending moment area
for the loads on the left, and the area d h f g
for the loads on the right of the center bearing.

The maximum bending moment for the
left side loads is L = eb, and for the right side

loads, L=fh. The distance ef shows that
the shaft has a greater momentum on the
side towards Ri. Connect e and /' with a'.

Draw parallel lines from 0' (in Fig. 7) to the
lines a'e and a'/. Then B is the unbalancing
load. In other words at Ri, we have to

apply a force B upwards, in order to keep
the shaft in a horizontal position. Treat the
bending moment diagram in the same way as

in Fig. -t and divide it into convenient areas

(say nine parts).

Figure 9. On the vertical line BB, plot

the areas from Fig. S up (as the bending
moinents are negative). Use the same scale

for H and a as in Fig. 4; or -^ = 25, and a =3.

Figure 10. Draw the deflection curve.

Since the shaft is supported on the center
bearing, it forms a curved line between the
acting loads I and t' . From / to « and /' to «',

the shaft is to be considered straight. There-
fore III is the continuation of wt. Connecting
2« and u' , mark Di under the bearing R,y

Figure 11. On a vertical line ,-1.4 make
af=Ri and/6 = R2 (use the same scale as in

Fig. 2. In case the bending moments to the
right of a vertical line through the center
bearing [i.e. at i?2 end] are greater than those
to the left, make af^R^, and make fb = R^).

Make ac of convenient length and com-
plete the rectangle. Make de equal the
unbalancing B (from Fig. 7.) Connect d
with / and e with a. At 9 on the extended
line ac plot the deflection up; where

qg = D2 (deflection from Fig. 5) and gh = Di
(deflect from Fig. 10). Connect (where
om is any length) with h and extend the line

to k, which is on the same level as hd. From
k drop a vertical line km. Connect with g
and extend it up to I. Draw a horizontal line

from / to intersect ea at n. Through the
point n draw a vertical line, and then

^„ = ;?^ = 5G8,5 lb.

ns =i?i = 1300 1b.

sr =7?2=1120 1b.

This assumes that the three bearings are on
the same level.

Figure 12. On a horizontal line HH,
representing the shaft, locate the loads in

the same directions as they are actually

acting. From Fig. 11 we get the reactions
which are acting up, and from Fig. 1 the
loads which are acting down. Complete the
bending moment diagram after Fig. 13
has been drawn.

Figure 13. Draw a horizontal line A A.
Beginning with point a plot the weights to
scale lOOU lb = l in., or IF =1000. The first

load is /?i = oA=1300 lb., 6c = 000 lb.,(-rf = 90o
lb., de = 2im lb., e/" = i?o = 56S.5 lb., fg =
2200 lb., ^// = 2000 lb. and ha = Rn = V2m lb.

The first and last points in plotting these
forces must be on the horizontal .4 .4

.

Complete the bending moment diagram
in Fig. 12, bv drawing fine /' parallel to

/, //' to Il'...Vir to VII. The last

line must intersect HH at R2, as otherwise
the diagram is wrong.

Figure 14- On a vertical line, to scale

1 sq. in. = 2. ,5 in., or u=0.4, plot the areas

1, 2, 3 .... S (from Fig. 12) for the part of the
shaft between Ri and Ro. Positive areas are

plotted down, negative areas up; the areas

above HH being positive, and those below

negative . The ratio — = 25

.

H
Figure 15. This figure is similar to 14,

the areas taken being those between the
reactions Ro and R-^.

Figure 16. Draw the deflection curve,

using the vector polygon from Fig. 14.

Figure 17. Fig. 15 is used for this deflec-

tion curve.

Figure 18. This figure is copied from
Figures 16 and 17. The deflection scale for

Fig. IS is

Scale =
29,000,000X1

S^XWXhXaXH
29,000,000X25 = 131
12^X1000X8X0.4

In the above equation the values for

IF, h, a and H are to be taken the same as

were used in Figs. 12, 13, 14 and 15.

Case 6

A motor-generator set with an overhung
booster is taken as the last case; the diameters

and loads being as shown in the figure.

Figure 1. The shaft is drawn to scale,

1:10, or5=10. Locate the acting loads.

Figure 2. Assuming the shaft to be sup-

ported on the two end bearings only, and
proceeding as in Case 4, we plot the weights

to same scale here, 2000 lb = 1 in., or IF = 2000.

With a scale of A = 6, we complete the polygon.
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CASE 6

r^is
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Reactions Ri and R^ are obtained after Fig. 3

is completed.
Figure 3. The bending moment diagram

is drawn as described in Case 4.

Figure 4. From Fig. 3 plot the areas

1, 2, 3 9 down, and area 10 up, to a

scale of a = 1 . Assume a value for 77 = ^- Then

for 3 in. diani., 7 = 3.976; 7/ = 0.994 in.

for 4 in. diam., 7 = 12.57; Zf = 3.142 in.

for 5 in. diam., 7 = 30.68; /7 = 7.()70 in.

Complete the vector polygon.

Figure 5. Draw the deflection curve and
mark Di under the center bearing.

E I
Deflection scale = „,.,„..,.. X

A

29,000,000

"10^X2000X6X1
= 9.68

1.28

H

X4

Deflection =^ =^^ = 0.1.32 in.
scale 9.68

i.e., the shaft would deflect to that amount if

the center bearing were removed.
Figure 6. On the horizontal line, locate

the acting loads as in Fig. 1.

Figure 7. Keeping the same scale as in

Fig. 2, plot the loads (as described in Case 5).

Figure 8. The bending moment diagram
is then drawn. The unbalancing B can be
found as explained in Case 5; or the method
plainly shown in the figure may be employed.

Figure 10. Draw the deflection curve.

Connect i?/ and R^'. Then Di is the deflection

of the shaft if supported at the center bearing

only.

Figure 11. If the three bearings are on one
level, then the reactions on the bearings are:

7?o = 2900 lb.,

7?i = 1100 lb.,

i?2 = 20U0 lb.;

and the specific pressures are

-"o = 7ttttt = 61 lb. per sq. m.
4X12

.fvi = .tttt; = 4 1 lb.

i?2 =

3X9
2000

per sq. m.

= 74 lb. per sq. in.
3X9

If the center bearing were lowered 0.044 in.

our reactions would be

:

Ro = de = 2000 lb.

Ri=fg = 1550 \h.

R,_ = ef= 2450 lb.

The above values are obtained by making
/^A = 0.044X9.68 = 0.425 in. (as the deflection

scale is =9.68. If the center bearing were
raised by the same amount (or 0.044 in.) then

the reactions would be: Ro = mn = SSOO lb.

R^ = po = 700 lb.

i?2 = o«=1500 lb.

In many cases it is necessary to lower the

center bearing to a certain extent, in order

to diminish the bending stresses and also

the pressure on the center bearing.

Figure 12. The bending moment dia-

gram is completed after finishing Fig. 13.

The diagram is correct if the bending moments
under the reaction R\ and the last load,

600 lb., are zero.

The bending moment is figured as in the

first 4 cases, or,

M = LXSXWXh
For IF and h use the same values as were

employed in Fig. 13. L is the ordinate from
the bending moment diagram at the point in

question.

Figure 13. Here the loads are plotted in

the same way as was described in Case 5.

The weight scale is IF = 600 and h = l.

From to 1 is 1000 lb., from 1 to 2 = 1500 lb.,

2 to 3 = 1000 lb., 3 to 4 = 2900 lb., and so on.

Figure 14- The areas between Ri and 7?o

are plotted to a scale of 1 sq. in. =2.5 in.,

or a = 0.4. The ratio I : H = 5.

Figure 15. The areas between Ro and the

last load are plotted to the same scale as in

Fig. 14. a = 0.4 and I : H = 5.

Figures 16 and 17 are the deflections of each

half of the shaft.

The deflection scale (for Fig. 16, 17 or 18) is

Scale = S^XWXhXa
29,000,000

X H

X5 = 86.5;
10^X600X7X0.4

or maximum deflections at

.4 =-T^ = 0.00578 in.,
86.0

5 =5|p = 0.00433 in.,
86.0

- C =?^ = 0.00672 in.
86.0

Forces in Different Planes

If the forces upon the shaft are acting in

dift'erent planes, e.g., vertical and horizontal,

then:
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(1) For a shaft supported in two bearings,

the bending moment diagrams for the vertical

and horizontal forces should be plotted

separately. The combined bending moment
diagram (the resultant of the two) should

then be drawn out and the deflection

obtained.

(2) For a shaft supported in three

bearings, vertical and horizontal bending
moment diagrams must also be worked out

separately. As pointed out earlier in this

article, the assumption has first to be made
that the shaft is supported at the two end
bearings only, and next that it is supported

only at the center bearing. This necessitates

drawing out the vertical bending moment
diagram for the two-bearing assumption and
again for the center-bearing assumption, and
thus finding the combined diagram for verti-

cal forces only; then drawing out the

horizontal bending moment diagram for the

two-bearing assumption and the center-bearing

assumption, and finding the combined diagram
for horizontal forces only. From these two
combined diagrams, vertical and horizontal,

the resultant diagram for the whole shaft is

obtained, from which the deflection is

calculated.

ELECTRIC POWER IN BUILDING THE WORLD'S
GREATEST AQUEDUCT

By J. M. Matthews
Advertising Department, General Electric Company

Last month we published an article, "Electricity in Excavation Work," in which was outlined some of

the principal reasons why contractors had not, until recently, adopted electric power for the performance

of the greater part of the work involved in their undertakings. It was shown, from descriptions of several

installations and the work accomplished, that it is admirably suited for all of the usual operations and offers

many advantages over steam and compressed air. The present article showsconclusively that electricity has

become an almost indispensable factor to the contractor engaged in such projects as the construction of the

Catskill Aqueduct and the Panama Canal; while for smaller developments it is still the most desirable form
of power, because of its cleanliness, flexibility and economy.

—

Editor.

New York City adds another big city's

population to itself every year. In this way
an Albany, a Bridgeport, a New Haven, or

a Grand Rapids is annexed every twelve

months; in two j'ears a Jersey Cit\^ is gained

and in five years a Boston, a Cleveland or

a Baltimore. In order to provide an adequate
supply of water for this growth of approxi-

mately 125,000 a year, a plan was approved
to obtain from the foothills of the Catskill

Mountains 500,000,000 gallons daily. The
comprehensive plan includes the development
of the watersheds of the Esopus, Rondout,
Schoharie and Catskill creeks, but at the

present time only the Esopus watershed is

being developed with its available 250,000,000
gallons of water daily.

Starting at the 1.30,000,000,000 gallon

Ashokan reservoir, which will hold enough
water to cover Manhattan to a depth of

28 ft. and whose area is equal to all of Man-
hattan below 116th St., an aqueduct 127

miles long is being constructed which will

pass under deep valleys, the Hudson, Bronx
and East rivers, and The Narrows to Staten

Island, supplying New York's boroughs known
as The Bronx, Manhattan, Brooklyn, Queens,

and Richmond. Near Valhalla, N. Y., and 30

miles from the City Hall, the aqueduct is

interrupted by the Kensico reservoir, which

acts as an emergency storage reservoir to pre-

vent interruption of supply during theunwater-
ing periods necessary for inspection between
Ashokan and Kensico reservoirs. This

reservoir will have the largest dam in the world,

containing over 1,000,000 vards of masonry,
and will store 40,000,000,000 gals, of water,

which is sufficient to supply New York for

75 days, or cover Manhattan Island to a

depth of 9 feet. Its shore line is 30.2 miles

long.

The Hill \'iew Reservoir at Yonkers will

hold 900,000,000 gals, and will equalize the

difference between the use of water in the

city as it varies from hour to hour and the

steady flow in the aqueduct. It will also

furnish large quantities of water for emer-
gencies, as in the case of a great conflagration.

The total estimated cost of building the

500,000,000 gallon aqueduct was .§176,857,000

of which about 100,000,000 has been spent

to date (March, 1912), with the prospect of

getting water into Croton Lake in about
10 months.
A quotation from the October, 1911, Budget

of the Board of Water Supply Exhibit wll
be of general interest and show the magni-
tude of this work, rated by some engineers

as the second greatest engineering feat ever

undertaken by man, ranking next to the
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Panama Canal. In reading the quotation,

bear in mind the fact that the largest Roman
aqueduct was only five by three feet.

"There are four distinct types of aqueduct,
cut-and-cover, grade tunnel, pressure tunnel

and steel-pipe siphon, north of the City line.

"The cut-and-cover type will form 55
miles of the aqueduct, will be of horseshoe
shape, 17 feet high by 17 feet 6 inches wide
inside, and will be constructed of concrete
When completed it will be covered by an
earth embankment. This is the least expen-
sive type and so is used wherever the elevation

Fig. 1. Catskill Watersheds and Route of Aqueduct
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and nature of the land permit. Of this type
36 miles have been buih.

" Where hills or mountains cross the line and
it would be impracticable to circumvent them,
tunnels at the natural elevation of the aque-

duct are driven through
them. There are 24 of these

grade tunnels, aggregating
14 miles. They, also, are

horseshoe shape 17 feet

high by 13 feet 4 inches

wide, and lined throughout
with concrete. Of these

tunnels 1 1 miles are exca-

vated.

"Where deep and broad
valleys must be crossed

and there is suitable rock
beneath them, circular tun-

nels are driven deep in the
rock and lined with con-

crete. There are 7 pressure

tunnels, totaling 17 miles,

with a diameter of about
14 feet. A shaft at each
extremity connects each
pressure tunnel with the
adjacent portions of the
aqueduct. To date, over
16 miles have been exca-

vated, including all shafts,

of the total of 29 shafts.

"Steel-pipe siphons are

used in valleys where
the rock is not sound
other reasons
impracticable

inine locomotives, crushers, screens, elevators

and concrete mixers are operated by electric

motors, as are also the carpenter and machine
shops. In every case the motors have given

unqualified satisfaction and proven a paying

Fig. 2. Travelling Concrete Plant, the Principal Apparatus of which is

Operated by Electric Motors

or where for

pressure tunnels would be
These steel pipes are made

of plates riveted together, from ys inch to

^4 inch in thickness, and are 9 feet and 11

feet in diameter. They will be lined with 2

inches of cement mortar, embedded in con-
crete and covered with an earth embankment.
There are 14 of these siphons, aggregating 6

miles. Three pipes are required in each
siphon for the full capacity of the aqueduct,
but only one is now being laid. Almost 5

miles of pipe have been laid."

Electricity plays a very prominent part

in constructing this great aqueduct, and
has proved to be both a saver of time and
money. The whole work is divided into

over a hundred contracts, on practically

every one of which electric power and light

are extensively used, and telephones are in

frequent evidence. Air compressors, venti-

lating fans, pumps, car pullers, hoists, der-

ricks, cableways, drills, clam shell diggers.

investment. A few of the more important
applications of electric power to the work
involved will be described, beginning at the site

of the Ashokan reservoir in the Catskills.

Esopus Cut, Cover Work and Peak Tunnel

The first contract along the course of the

aqueduct, let to Stewart-Kerbaugh-Shanley
Company, and consisting of Esopus cut,

cover work and Peak tunnel, was completed
by electric power purchased from the New-
burgh Light, Heat & Power Company, at a rate

which eff'ected a saving of at least 50 per cent,

over the cost of steam operation, with its

watchmen, firemen and coal. About six

miles of 33,000 volt high tension tran.smission

line supplied two substations, one of which
contained three 30(J kw. transformers to

reduce the voltage to 2300 for the motors, and
the other, three 200 kw. transformers of the

same voltage and ratio. These transformers
are oil insulated and water cooled and are

controlled through panels equipped with oil

switches and meters.
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To supply air for the drills, two 300 horse

power 2300 volt induction motors were belted

to air compressors located at a compressor
plant inside the south portal of Peak tunnel.

Fig. 3- Induction Motor-Driven Pumps

The tunnel was ventilated during the con-

struction period by two fans suppl>'ing air

through a 14 in. pipe and driven by 30 horse

power, 220 volt induction motors. Two 2 h.p.

motors of the same type were used to drive

centrifugal pumps.
A travelling concrete plant was employed

for mixing and laying the concrete; it con-

sisted of a three-deck structural steel traveller

140 ft. long by 24 ft. wide, moving on the

finished invert and supporting a pillar der-

rick, two gyratory stone crushers, saitd rolls,

sand and stone bins and a mixer, all of which
were operated by electric motors. Three 15

horse power, 220 volt induction motors were
used for handling steel forms, two 50 horse

power motors of the same type for dri^-ing

Hains' concrete mixers, and one 200 horse

power 2300 volt and one 100 horse power 220

volt induction motor to drive the crushers,

screens and elevators. A 140 ft. bridge

extended from the traveller and rested on the

finished arch, spanning the forms in which
concrete was to be placed. Concrete was
carried out on the bridge from the mixer in

1-yd. buckets and deposited. This plant

is shown in Fig. 2.

Between July 28 and December 22, 191(1,

starting with il50 feet of invert laid, 1275

feet of arch of the loose earth type, and 875
feet of the firm earth type had been placed, and
most of the completed arch had been covered
with back filling. The plan of operation was

to build the aqueduct con-
tinuously by joining the
work of one day to that of

the preceding, but late in

the season, 45 foot sections

were placed on every other
day against 30 foot sections

every day attempted earlier

in the season.

T. A. Gillespie Co. Contract

Xext to the Stewart-
Kerbaugh-Shanley Co. con-
tract just described, we
find the T. A. Gillespie

contract for Rondout pres-

sure tunnel and the north
half of Bonticou tunnel,

Ulster County, N. Y.
At High Falls a large

central compressor plant

was built. It contained, in

addition to the compressing
apparatus, two 100 kw.,

3600 r.p.m. 150 lb. con-

densing Curtis steam turbines, furnishing

power for lighting the job and running the

carpenter shop. This plant was built to

Fig. 4. Air Compressors Driven by 300 H.P. Induction

Motor

obtain a large amount of compressed air

from one central station instead of ha\'ing

small separately attended plants at the

several shafts.
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The frequent increase of water leakage,

which rose to over 2000 gals, per minute at

one time, made the air pumps inadequate;

therefore, three 600 gals, per minute Worth-
ington pum]DS were installed, which pumps
against a 500 ft. head and are driven by 150

h.p., 1200 r.p.m. induction motors. These
pumps were operated at 175 per cent, over-

load for three weeks, and for a long period

in tunnel air heavily charged with sulphur-

etted hydrogen which corroded air pipes to a

mere shell. The motor-driven pumps operated

satisfactorily, and are now used in preference

to those driven by any other power. They
were frequently covered over with rock dust

from tunnel blasting when the heading was
near the shaft. Power for operating the

pumps was obtained from the Newburgh Light,

Heat & Power Company at 33,000 volts and
transformed to 440 volts.

This installation conclusively demonstrates

the superiority of electric pumps, which,

unlike air pumps, do not make a demand
upon the air supply when it is required for

drilling.

The totally enclosed motor was also proven
to be the best for tunnel operation, as more
or less water is likely to flow up around the

pumps, and is sure to be sprayed around while

the pumps are being primed. Leaky packing

has also been known to spray motors which
were direct connected to pumps.

Grade and Pressure Tunnels

Adjoining the Gillespie contract we have
that of the Degnon Contracting Company,
which includes the southerly half of the Bon-
ticou grade tunnel, the Mohonk grade tunnel,

and the Wallkill pressure tunnel, together

with about 4 miles of cut and cover aqueduct
south of the Bonticou tunnel.

A short transmission line was built to the

New Paltz substation of the Newburgh Light,

Heat & Power Company, over which cur-

rent was furnished to Bonticou and Forest

Glen. The lines of this company connect

with a hydro-electric station at Honk Falls,

N. Y., 13 miles northwest of Forest Glen, and
with the steam generating station of the

Poughkcepsie Light, Heat & Power Company
at Poughkcepsie, N. Y., as well as with its own
steam generating plant at Newburgh; there-

fore all these sources were available for

furnishing electric energy as required.

A steel frame building cased with corru-

gated iron was built near Forest Glen, and
five compressors with a combined capacity

of G700 cu. ft. of free air per minute were

installed. These are driven by 300 and
500 horse power induction, motors. Fig. 4,

receiving power from the six water-cooled
33,000/1185-2370-2170 volt transformers
shown in Fig. 5. A (JOO kv-a. 2200 volt syn-
chronous motor with direct connected exciter

is used to improve the power- factor and at

times when this motor is not operating, a

drop of 80 volts is evident at the Forest Glen
board. The station is protected by aluminum
cell lightning arresters.

At each of the six shafts is a mine hoist

operated by a 150 horse power induction motor
equipped with a magnetic brake, which auto-
matically sets if current fails, and overwinding
devices which prevent the cage from being
hoisted too high. The hoist drum is 66 in. in

diameter with IJ/g in. Hazard steel cable
operating balanced cages of 4 tons capacity
at the usual speed of 400 feet per minute.
Several small rock crushing, screening and
elevating plants that are in operation at

the shafts are also driven by electric

motors.
At four of the shafts motor-generator sets

are used for lighting the tunnels and supply-
ing current for mining locomotives which are
used to haul muck and concrete cars. Such
a set at shaft No. 5 consists of a 35 horse power,
220 volt induction motor direct connected to

a 20 kilowatt, 220 volt direct current gen-
erator.

The electric mining locomotive is used
extensivel)' in this service; it is much faster

than mules, and the cost of upkeep is less, as

the loss of animals through accident in this

class of work is con.siderable, and in many
cases unavoidable, as the mules break through
flooring into holes and the cars run over
them.
The crushed stone for the Degnon Contract

is furnished by the Bonticou Stone Company
from a point about four miles from New
Paltz, N. Y., where they have a compressor
plant containing three 33,000 to 2200 volt
transformers and two induction motors belted
to compressors. The one shown at the left in

Fig. 7 is rated at 100 horse power and runs
a 300 cu. ft. per min. compressor; while the
one on the right is a 60 horse power motor
running a 200 cu. ft. per min. compressor.
The control board may be seen in the center
of the picture and the aluminum cell lightjiing

protective devices in the background.
A large stone crushing plant is located on

the hillside about a quarter of a mile from
this station. Each motor is enclosed in a
small room and connected by belt to its
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load. The screens and elevators are also

driven by electric motors, while the crushed
stone is lowered down the hillside by an
incline hoist operated by a 37 horse power
induction motor.

Tunneling the Hudson
Next to the Mason & Hanger contract is

that of the T. A. Gillespie Company for con-

structing the siphon under the Hudson River.
This tunnel, which extends under the Hud-

Fig. 5. Transformers for Supplying Power to Induction Motors, one of which

is shown in Fig. 4

For several hundred feet back of working
faces the tunnel is hung with cables having a

lamp socket for a screened 16 c-p. lamp every

25 feet. The lamp globes are removed when
firing the blast. The cut as well as other

bench holes are wired in series and fired from
a distance of .500 feet back of the heading.

The shoot wires are strung on the opposite

side of the tunnel from the lighting circuit.

This contract has established what are

believed to be American records for driving

hard rock tunnels, an average advance of

11 3/^ feet a day having been maintained
during September, 1910.

Moodna Pressure Tunnel

The next tunnel contract is that of the

Mason & Hanger Company for the Moodna
pressure tunnel, where electric mining loco-

motives and electric lighting were used in

the tunnel, with motor-generator sets at the

shafts; power was purchased from the

Newburgh Light, Heat & Power Co., a 600

kw. generator furnishing the power for lighting

and for driving a ventilating blower at the

south portal.

son from Stomi King to Breakneck mountain,
gives the aqueduct its rank as the second
greatest engineering project ever undertaken,

Fig. 6. Induction Motor Geared to Clam Shell Digger

and its construction has attracted the atten-

tion of engineers the world over. Engineers

from Europe and Japan have come over just

to studv the work, and reccntlv Le Matin of
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Paris sent a special representative to write

up the work and its progress.

Before the tunnel was decided upon, the

question as to the type of

crossing had to be settled.

Five possible methods
were condsidered: First, a

tunnel far down in the solid

rock, connected by vertical

shafts to the aqueduct on
either side of the river, called

an inverted siphon, or simply
siphon; second, a bridge

high above the river; third,

a tunnel just under the river

bottom similar to those of

the subway and the Hudson
and Manhattan Railroad

under the East and North
rivers; fourth, a tunnel con-

structed in sections, floated

out and sunk in position like

the railroad tunnel under
the Detroit River; and fifth,

metal pipes laid in a trench

dredged in the river bottom.
Of these possible methods,

the first, or the tunnel in

the solid rock, was selected

as the best and the cheapest to construct and
maintain, even if it had to cross at a depth
of 4000 feet. Had a bridge been selected, it

would have had to be by far the heaviest

bridge yet built, and by reason of its con-

spicuous location, would have been the mark

Fig. 7. Induction Motors Belted to Air Compressors

Fig. 8. Section of Hudson River at Storm King, showing Pressure Tunnel and Borings

for a cannon shot or dynamite; its destruc-

tion would have deprived New York City of

its full supply of water for five years.

The tunnel site was deter-

mined after a series of sound-
ings and borings extending
over two years, during which
time hundreds |Of wash, shot
and diamond drill holes were
bored into the river bottom,
until solid rock from shore to

shore was located between
Storm King and Breakneck
motmtains.
A shaft in either side of the

river was sunk and a pump
chamber excavated 250 feet

down on the side toward the
river. While the shaft sinking

continued diamond drilling

was started in the chambers.
The holes sloped downward
and after nine months of

drilling crossed each other in

solid rock l.oOO feet under the
river surface. Two other holes

were then drilled, which crossed

in solid rock at 9(30 feet.

It was decided to drive the
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tunnel 1100 feet below the surface of the
river.

When the tunneling was started and had
advanced 160 feet a concrete bulkhead was
built 12 feet thick and strongly reinforced by

Fig. 9. Switchboard and Transformers in Power House
at Storm King

Steel rails driven into the rock. This unusual
strength was necessary to withstand the

great pressure to be expected if water from
the river should leak in through a fissure.

Valves were arranged in this bulkhead so that

water could be admitted only as fast as it

could be taken care of by electric motor-
driven pumps located between the bulkhead
and the bottom of the shaft.

A power plant was built at Storm King
containing a 500 kw., 3600 r.p.m. Curtis
turbine connected to a 500 kw., 4S0 volt

alternator. The turbine operated condensing
at 100 lb. steam pressure. A 25 kw.
Curtis turbine exciter was also installed.

The voltage is stepped up by three oil

insulated and water cooled transformers, from
480 to 6600 volts and transmitted by sub-
marine cable to the tunnel shaft on the west
shore of the Hudson, where it is used to

operate mining locomotives, pumps, venti-

lating fans, etc., after being again trans-

formed to 480 volts.

In the east shaft the power is used at the
voltage at which it is generated to operate
two specially constructed pumps. These
pumps, which are of a capacity of 500 gallons

per minute (against a 1200 foot head), are
operated by 275 horse power ball-bearing,

water and air cooled, specially designed
squirrel cage induction motors. These motors
can be turned over with the little finger when
disconnected from the pumps.
They are controlled from either the top of

the shaft or near the pump by push buttons
which operate the remote control contactor
board enclosed in a watertight steel box,
shown in Fig. 10. Should the pumps and
their switchboard be flooded and under 15

feet of water, they would easily pump them-
selves dry. Although both air and water
cooling is provided, only water cooling has
been found necessary. The back of the

remote control panel 'is seen through the door

Fig. 10. Remote Control Contactor Panel Enclosed in

Watertight Steel Box

in the watertight steel box. This pump-
ing equipment is duplicated at the west
shaft, with the exception that the contactor

panel is in the transformer house above
ground.

{To be CorAinutd)
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NOTES

OBITUARY
Many of our readers, and particularly those on

the Coast who are old servants of the Company,
will have already learned with profound grief of

the sudden death of Mr. A. W. Ballard, which
occurred at Phoenix, Arizona, on the 9th of February
last.

Mr. Ballard was born in London, England,
43 years ago, and was brought by his parents to

this country a year later. After an education in

Canada, he went to San Francisco where he entered

the employ of the General Electric Company.
After several years' service, he was promoted to

the managership of the Los Angeles office, a position

which he filled with conspicuous success for a

number of years. With twenty years of service

for the Company to his credit, he resigned about
two years ago to enter upon private enterprises;

and at the time of his death was president of the

Pacific Gas & Electric Company, the Alhambra
Brick and Tile Company, the Phcenix Machine
and Cold Storage Company, all of Pha?nix, Arizona;

and of the Santa Maria Gas and Electric Company.
Mr. Ballard was a man of remarkable executive

and business ability, of charming personality, and
buoyant disposition; and enjoyed the friendship

of a vast number of prominent men in San Francisco,

Los Angeles, and many other cities on the Pacific

Coast.
An impressive funeral service was held at the

Bresee Chapel, among the floral tributes at which
was a great wreath of Killarney roses and carnations

from Mr. Ballard's old associates of the General
Electric Company.

CORRESPONDENCE

To the Editor,

General Electric Review.

Dear Sir:

In the March issue you publish an editorial

on the subject of economy and efficiency. The
truth of the statements and the logic of the argu-
ments in this able paper cannot be denied. Since,

however, there are many individuals who some-
times err in a direction opposite to that referred to

in the editorial, it would seem pertinent to carry

the argument a step further and emphasize the

fact that real and not apparent economy is the

true desideratum.
To spend a large amount for telephone messages

on a small and unimportant matter is, beyond
doubt, a crime. Not to spend whatever necessary,

when much is at stake, is no less an offense. To
send heavy material by freight in order to save
express charges is, in itself, laudable. But to leave

a force of men drawing pay and incurring living

expenses in idleness while waiting for some essential

parts to come by freight, and while an anxious

customer becomes more impatient, is folly. Such
instances may perhaps be more rare than ones of

extravagance; but they are, unfortunately, not
purely hypothetical, and there seems to be room
for a little sermon on the value of true perspective

and proper comparison of values.

In the matter of writing letters too many words
cannot be praised, but too few words is fatal.

The business motto, "Be brief," is an excellent one;

but to be so brief as to leave out some vital point

is to fail entirely. Ask any man familiar with work
in the central office of any large industrial concern
how many letters are received which fail to give

all the essential information, and how much lost

time, wasted effort and loss in general efficiency

result therefrom. Many times, of course, this is

because the writer does not know what information

is required; but often it is because the man is doing
two men's work—another case of false economy,
or because he dares not write a long letter from
fear of censure, or because he thinks it will not
receive attention. If he only knew how happy
the man at the other end is to get a good, complete
letter, setting forth in full every thing he needs to

know!
A course in letter writing would be an excellent

thing, and so would a complete education for every

man who has to do business and write letters.

But not all have, or can get, such training; and
the point is that if one cannot make himself clear

in a few words he should not stop until he has used

enough to convey his meaning. So long as men are

not perfect in development and not perfectly

trained, so long must inefficiency and waste con-

tinue to some extent. The most efficient man is he

who recognizes his own and others' inefficiency,

and, by allowing for it, makes what he does accom-

plish as much as the limitations permit.

When we are more highly developed than now,

a few written words will transmit from man to man
a series of complete thoughts. Until that time,

we shall have to waste the time of ourselves and
others in dictating, writing and reading many
pages, in order that mistakes may be minimized

and business may go forward smoothly and, so far

as may be, efficiently.

Very truly yours,
Edward J. Cheney

Schenectady, N. Y.

March 11, 1912.

ERRATA

March [Review, page 122, 2oth line, should be

1 5000

300
= 50 ohms: page 12.3, 4th and 6th lines after

eq. 25, should be — /iZ-, and — /iC„ respectively.



Air Compressors
For Oil or Gas Burning Furnaces

give continuous

Uniform stream of clea

furnace temperature.

Compressor uni

is highly efficient,

maintaining its

efficiency indefi-

nitely as there is no

wear on compres-

sor parts.

Machine in-

herently reg-

ulates for

p r a c t i c a 1
1

}"

constant pres-

sure, obviat-

ing the neces-

sity for speed

regulating de-

\ices as used

furnace operation at uniform temperature

n oil-free air results in steady flame and even

Direct connection of

compressor to its driver

eliminates belts and
gears with their losses

and noises.

Two bearings
outside of casing

are onh' rubbing
parts. They
have simple oil

rine lubrication.

on some types

of blowers.

Load on moto
automatically de-

creases with reduc-
tion of volume of

air used due to

inherent charac-
teristic of com-
pressor.

Very small floor space is required. Compressor intake and outlet

openings are diametrically opposite and ma}- be furnished with intake at

bottom, left, top or right facing driver.

Bulletin No. 4774 gives complete description and list of sizes. Our nearest office will send it.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
32S3

ese com-
pressors can be furnished

with 6o-cycle induction

motors of any low vol-

tage, with direct-current,
230-volt motors, or with
Curtis steam turbines for

steam pressures of from
80 to 150 lbs. per square
inch.
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Probably the largest

motor installation in

the world is in the steel

plant at Gary, Indiana,

where 8i per cent, of

the motor horse power

used is supplied by

motors made by the

General Electric Co.

Curtis turbines are

used in the power plant;

special G-E control
equipments to suit steel

mill conditions are
found throughout the
works; G-E industrial

locomotives are in

evidence and G-E arc

and Alazda incandes-
cent lightingequipment
is extensivelv used.
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THE NATURE AND EXTENT OF RECENT INDUSTRIAL
CONTROL DEVELOPMENTS

Bv C. D. Knight
Engineer Industrial Control Engineering Department

General Electric Company

One has only to consider the enormous
extent of the various applications of electric

motors in order to realize what a variety of

control apparatus must be required to meet
the ever-increasing industrial demands. It

seems only a few years ago since we had only

one type of constant speed motor, belted

generally to a line shaft running a large

group of machines, and started up two or

three times a day by an ordinary starting

rheostat. With the advent of individual

drive, it was found that by building adjustable

speed motors, combined with suitable control,

many economies could be introduced, not only
in the amount of power required, but also

in the saving of gears, clutches, belts, etc.

It is safe to say that the greatest development
of control apparatus has taken place during

the last ten years, during which time all new
steel mills and a large majority of the old

ones have adopted electric drive. The same
may be said of the mining, printing press and
machine tool industries, all of which seem to

be out-doing one another in the matter of

exacting requirements, and varieties of motor
control.

It was stated above that in the early days
the average motor was started two or three

times a day. Only seven years ago the

A.I.E.E. set out to determine the proper

service for starting-duty rheostats. At that

time the standard was set at fifteen times an
hour; or, in other words, starting up the

motor once every four minutes was considered

fairly heavy duty. It was only recently that

the writer had occasion to see a table motor
in a steel mill started up and reversed three

times in five seconds. Many similar examples

of heavy starting duty might be cited. In

the case of the control of motor-driven

planers, during each stroke of the planer it

is necessary for the control to automatically
accelerate the motor, slow it down at the end
of the stroke, stop it by means of dynamic
braking and reverse it for the return stroke.

Now every time a motor starts or stops its

line circuit must be closed or opened; the

forward and return stroke of a planer will

average five seconds; so that, figuring ten
hours for a working day, and three hundred
working days to the year, the control switch
must operate over five million times a year.

In the early history of electricity experi-

menters were amazed and fascinated by the

long electric arcs which they could produce.
Today the control engineer has the problem
put before him to eliminate the arcs with the

least possible harm to the control apparatus.
This can only be done by concentrating them
as nearly as possible at one point and dis-

rupting them as quickly as possible with
powerful blow-out coils, at the same time
making the arcing parts as accessible as

possible for easy renewal. Considering, for

the moment, only the planer service require-

ments, it can be readily understood how the
demand has grown for rugged apparatus,which
will last as long as the machines themselves.

In order to accomplish these results it has
been clearly proved that a piece of apparatus
consisting of electrically-operated contactors
is the only one which will stand up under the
severe service conditions. Apart from its

ruggedness, its second outstanding virtue is

the automatic acceleration of the motor
which it renders possible. This means that
the operator need simply close a master
switch, the motor in turn accelerating its

load without further attention on his part.

This feature can be fully appreciated when
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one realizes what a large percentage of ineffi-

cient help is necessarily used in connection
with this class of apparatus. The advent of

a,utomatic motor acceleration has naturally
brought forth manj' different methods of

obtaining this feature. They may be placed
in three classes, viz., time limit, counter
e.m.f., and current limit control.

The two principal types of time limit

control may be briefly outlined. In one case
the resistance in series with the motor is cut
out by means of a solenoid-operated switch,

whose action is retarded by means of an oil

or air dashpot, the period of acceleration
being accomplished by means of a valve,

which allows the air or oil to flow more or

less rapidly. In the second method the
resistance is cut out by means of a motor-
operated switch. By varying the speed
of the small pilot motor the speed of the
large motor may be varied at will. This
type of apparatus is more full}- described in

the article on the control of electrically-driven

printing presses. Each of these methods may
be used in connection with direct and alter-

nating current motors.
In counter e.m.f. control the contactors

may be made to control the motor by arrang-
ing them so that each successive contactor
requires a higher voltage to operate its coil.

The contactors are then connected in multiple
with the armature of the motor; and, as it

comes up to speed, its counter e.m.f. mean-
while increases and causes the contactors to

close in their proper sequence. This is the
simplest operating control system possible.

It is, however, subject to certain limitations,

among which is the effect of abnormal voltage
on the line. First, if the line voltage is high
the contactors will close prematurely, while
if it is low some of them will not close at all;

secondly, the contactor coils, in order to
operate satisfactorilj', have to be designed
with a very liberal amount of copper in their

windings; thirdly, the system is not well

suited to series motors without important
modifications, for the reason that the counter
e.m.f. of the series motor is a function of

the current as well as the speed. The action
of the counter e.m.f. control is liable to be
interfered with by changes in the temperature
of the operating coils. It should be noted
that this type of control can be used with
direct current motors only.
The other well known method of automatic

acceleration is known as current limit control.

The theory of its operation is dealt with in

some detail in an article on page 272 of this

issue and may be outlined briefly as follows:

On each device there are a number of con-
tactors and magnetic series relays, the coils

of the latter being in series with the armature.
The plungers, being connected to some form
of contact, are held up by the load of the
motor, the current inrush naturally being
hea\'y- at the start. As the motor speeds up
the current diminishes. This, of course,
weakens the field of relay No. 1 and allows
the plunger to drop and make contact for

the coil of contactor No. 2. The second con-
tactor going in cuts out another step of arma-
ture resistance, which naturally produces an
inrush of current; and as this value again
becomes lower, due to acceleration of the
motor, the plunger of another relay drops
down, cutting in contactor No. 3. This
cycle is followed until all the steps of resist-

ance are cut out and the motor is up to
speed. The same principle is used with both
alternating and direct current but with
different forms of relays.

Another simple form of current limit covers
the combination of a contactor and series

relay in one unit. This type is called series

contactor control, the contactors being wound
with heavy edgewise-wound operating coils in

series with the motor, so designed to give a
distribution of magnetic lines which prevents
the contactor from closing when the current
is high, and allows it to close when the current
has fallen to some pre-determined value.

Automatic accelerators of this type must
necessarily be equipped with a switch,

circuit -breaker or shunt contactor, to open or

close the main line current. They are so

connected that the contactors must close in

proper sequence and this without the use
of electric or mechanical interlocks, making
an extremely simple and rugged piece of

apparatus. Such apparatus is used at present

on direct current motors only. With the
ever-increasing advance in the art there is

no doubt that a simpler form will also be
obtained for alternating current motors.
The question has been asked how far the

use of automatic control devices will go and
to what extent they will supersede hand
operation. The latest ruling of the Stand-
ardizing Committee of one of the largest steel

companies calls for their application for all

classes of service. One of the greatest argu-

ments which influenced the committee was
the question of safety for the operator; and
there seems little doubt but that the precedent
created by this corporation will be followed

by other large users of the electric drive.
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THE SELECTION OF CONTROL APPARATUS FOR STEEL PLANTS

By M. a. Whiting

Power and Mining Engineering Department, General Electric Company

A general classification is given of the various motor services in steel plants, under two main headings;
and some general recommendations are made as to the type of control (hand, magnetic, or a combination
of the two) appropriate for various operations. The article discusses the relative advantages of, and the
suitable fields for, shunt and series contactors in direct current magnetic equipments, specifying the various
automatic effects which each can accomplish. Later in the article a few instances are cited to illustrate some
possibilities of special control arrangements in steel plants, and the conditions under which the use of such
arrangements is warranted.

—

Editor.

General Classification of Service

In a complete steel plant the variety of

motor applications is as great as the diversity

of operations which these motors handle,

from the unloading of the ore to the tapping

of pipe couplings or shearing of merchant bars.

Control applications, being intimately related

to motor applications, are equally diverse,

embracing many types of apparatus and
many arrangements of apparatus of any one
class. Various classifications may be made
according to the point of view, covering the

different kinds of service; but probably the

commonest is that indicated by the term
"mill service," which may be considered to

include all applications directly concerned
with the production of iron and steel, all

other applications then falling into the miscel-

laneous class. For many reasons "mill

service" is incomparably the more severe of

the two.

Miscellaneous Applications

The motor drives not directly engaged in

the process of making steel may logically be
divided into two classes. In one class

(including power station auxiliaries, air-com-

pressors, roll shop lathes, machine tools in

repair shops, etc.) the motors will run under
as favorable conditions, and will be handled
by about as intelligent a class of men, as in

the case of similar applications in other

industries; and in such cases there is usually

no reason for deviating from ordinary stand-

ard practice. In the other class (such as

coal-conveyors, gas-washers, pumps, clay-

mixers, fans and other constant speed appli-

cations about the plant), conditions of opera-

tion, although nominally not very severe,

will depend largely on the cjuality of common
labor available, and on plant organization;

and it is often found that to protect apparatus
against the ignorance or carelessness of

operators special precautions in the selection

of control are required. In such cases it will

sometimes be sufficient to use heavier appa-
ratus consisting of standard apparatus rated
down in capacity; but, if exceptionally care-

less handling of motors prevails, it may be
necessary for this reason alone to use magnetic
control with complete current limit protection.

Mill Service

The tise of electric motors of .50 h.p. and
above on reversing rnill tables led inevitably

to the adoption of magnetic control, as a
means not only of increasing the life and
reliability of the control, but also of decreasing
the severity of the service on motors and
driven apparatus. Early experience with this

class of apparatus, however, soon led to the
appreciation of other advantages of inagnetic

control, such as the ease of control of a large

number of motors by one operator and the
possibility of obtaining practically any de-

sired combination of remote control, atxto-

matic limit features, interlocking between
separate equipments, etc. These latter ad-

vantages permit an elaboration and co-ordi-

nation of the equipment in the mills, by which
the number of men engaged ita handling the

steel may be greatly reduced, and the produc-
tion maintained at a higher average rate.

In order to obtain to the highest possible

degree this perfection of detail and high degree
of organization of equipment and operating

force, which is necessary for economical pro-

duction, it is beconiing general practice in

new mills to equip all intermittent duty
stationary motors with magnetic control, even
down to sizes as small as 10 h.p.

For cranes, charging-machines and similar

moving machinery the choice of control is

influenced not only by service conditions, but
also by considerations of space and weight.

Ladle cranes, by reason of the large size

motors used, and the comparatively severe

nature of the service, require magnetic control

in almost every case on the main hoist and
usually also on the bridge motion; but with
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the large majority of cranes about a steel

plant, in which individual motions are
equipped with motors under 100 h.p. both
magnetic and manually-operated control may
be considered feasible. In this connection a
general distinction may be made with regard
to cranes, etc., of moderate capacities (using

motors up to 75 h.p.), according to the degree
of continuity of operation of the machine as

a whole.
One class includes charging-machines, soak-

ing-pit cranes, strippers (and in some cases

loading cranes and lifting-magnet cranes),

which are directly engaged in production and
are almost continuously in service for con-
siderable periods of time, operating nearly
at maximum speed. In this class of apparatiis

the duty is very severe and reqviires the most
reliable type of electrical equipment. Earlier

practice was to use manually-operated con-

trollers throughout, on account of their

smaller dimensions and weight, and on
account of unfamiliarity with the character-

istics of magnetic control; but the present
tendency is strongly toward the use of mag-
netic control for all except the smallest

motors, due provision being made in the
design of the crane, if necessary, to accom-
modate the magnetic control.

A second class includes what may be
termed "general utility" cranes, having no
direct relation to production except now and
then, as in changing rolls, repairing break-
downs, or removing "cobbled" steel. This
class of crane meets with severe work only
occasionally, and is used principalh' for con-

struction, general repairs, and cleaning up,
and most of the time lies entirely idle. It is

evident, therefore, that magnetic control is

not indispensable in this lighter class of work

;

and in many cases the advantages to be
gained by its use will not be sufficient to

warrant its additional bulk and weight.

There is, however, an alternative in the
nature of a compromise which will be of

advantage for some crane work, viz., com-
bined manual and magnetic control. "Com-
bined manual and magnetic control" may be
either one of two verj^ different things, between
which it is necessary to discriminate. In
some classes of work the combination con-
sists of a contactor, or contactors, for closing

and opening the circuit, actuated by a manu-
ally-operated starter or controller which
serves also to cut out the resistance. In
some cases (particularly where a compara-
tively large constant speed motor is to be
started by a reasonably careful operator), this

arrangement is an advantage, as it relieves

the manually-operated device of the duty of
closing and opening the circuit. However, if

a similar arrangement is applied to reversing
work in which a manually-operated controller

provided with line contactors is thrown
rapidly from full forward to full reverse, the
resistance will be nearly or quite cut out
during the time that one pair of contactors
is opening and the other pair is closing, so
that the motor will be thrown directly across

the line. For fast reversing work, therefore,

the use of auxiliary contactors for the line

circuit is actually detrimental, and is not
at all to be recommended.
An entirely different method of combining

contactors with a manually-operated con-
troller is to use the controller for making and
breaking the forward and reverse circuits, and
series tj^pe contactors (or shunt contactors
with relays) for cutting out part or all of the
resistance by current limit. The function of

the contactors in this case is to protect the
motors from extreme overloads, thereby inci-

dentally decreasing the severity of the service

on the controller. The acceleration may be
made entirely automatic, cutting out the

entire rheostat by contactors; or some degree
of hand control may be obtained by cutting

out the first part of the resistance on the
controller and the remainder by the con-

tactors. Such an equipment, consisting of a

standard drum controller and two or three

series contactors, is simple and inexpensive,

and will be found serviceable for bridge and
trolley motions of small cranes.

Ore Handling Machinery

In the electric operation of ore unloaders

and bridges on an up-to-date dock, the service

on the motors and control equipment is no
less severe than on the reversing auxiliary

machinery of a fast, two-high blooming mill,

so that all the reasons for using magnetic
control in the mills apply equally to ore-

handling machinery. Moreover, the large

size of some of the motors, and the necessity

for precise and easy remote control of several

motions by one operator, render magnetic
control absolutely indispensable for the suc-

cessful operation of an up-to-date ore dock.

On the bridge traverse (motion along the

length of the dock—used relatively infre-

quently) it is entirely feasible, as far as the

motor and controller are concerned, to use

a manually-operated controller, although even
in this case the advantage of uniformity of

method and ease of handling make it

'
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desirable to use magnetic control. For the
other motions, however, even as small as a
25 h.p. rotating motor, manually-operated
control is practically out of the question.

Current Limit

In an article dealing with steel mill practice

it is, of course, unnecessary to go into detail

regarding the purpose of the current limit

system in connection with magnetic control

equipments. It is worthy of note, however,
that the current limit systems described else-

where in this issue are based on sound engi-

neering principles, and the positive action of

the current limit feature is not dependent
upon any delicate adjustment. In the sys-

tems (both direct current and alternating

current) using shunt wound contactors and
current limit relays, each relay is held by
independent means in the open position during
the closing of the contactor preceding the
contactor which this relay is to govern.
When the preceding contactor closes, the
relay is released mechanically so that it is

then held open entirely by the current peak,
the decrease of which, to the calibrated value
of the relay, allows the relay to drop and
close the next contactor. In the series

contactor system, in which the contactor
itself contains the current limit function, an
equally positive current limit action is secured
by the system of connections used.

More detailed information as to the method
of operation of the current limit systems for

alternating current and direct current con-

tactors is contained in the article on page 272.

In this connection the essential thing to bear
in mind is that current limit sj-stems can be
obtained in which the current limit acts

every time on every point, whenever the current

peaks during acceleration rise above the
current limit settings of the relays. In other

words the current limit relays never
'

' slip

a point." When the acceleration is very
rapid, the motor coming up to speed in about
a second, it is difficvdt to determine positively

by any kind of observations whether or not
the current limit is functioning correctly, or

whether the natural time elements of the

contactors or relays are the only limiting

features. In such a case, however, if the load

can be increased very nearly to the setting

of the relays, or if the relays can be set very
low, the action of the current limit can be
observ'ed ; under these conditions there should

be a distinct interval between the closing

of any two successive contactors.

In order to give satisfactory service, the
current limit adjustment should be obtained
without simultaneous or mutually dependent
adjustments of two or more elements (e.g.,

two air-gaps, or an air-gap and spring pres-

sure) on the same relay. Also, a change in

the adjustment (e.g., by changing the length
of the air-gap) should not affect the reliabilitj^

of operation of a relay, but should merely
change the value of current at which the
relay operates.

Various methods of obtaining current limit

will occur to anyone engaged in the design
of control apparatus, some of the more
obvious of which do not meet the requirements
discussed in the foregoing. It is therefore
important in selecting control equipments to

examine carefully the current limit system
proposed, to determine whether it meets
these requirements.

Series versus Shunt Contactors

In selecting direct current control appara-
tus, it is necessary to distinguish between two
general systems, and to make a selection

according to the conditions governing the
particular application. One system is that
in which shunt wound contactors are used
throughout and current limit protection ob-
tained by individual relays. The other is the
sj'stem using shunt contactors (or equivalent
devices) for making and breaking the circuit,

and series wound contactors for cutting out
the resistance, the current limit characteristics

being inherent in the series contactors.

Merely in order to obtain a suitable current
limit characteristic there is no reason for

preferring either system over the other, and
the selection should be made on the basis of

the relative simplicity of the two sj^stems for

the work in hand. The ideal conditions under
which to apply the series contactors are those
which do not require any elaborations, but
only automatic acceleration (reversing or
non-reversing). For these cases the series

contactor system is simpler by reason of the
elimination of the relay coils and interlock

contacts. To obtain partial speed, however,
requires auxiliary magnets (or in some cases
extra shunt contactors) , whereby the extreme
simplicity of the series system is impaired;
while in the case of the shunt contactor
system, partial speed control and certain
other more or less special results are attained
very simplj^ without any additions whatever
to the magnetic parts, b}' using merely addi-
tional fingers in the master controller. On
the other hand, there are cases where special
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devices can be added to the series contactor
system without complicating either the con-
tactors themselves or the method of obtaining
current limit acceleration. It is evident,
therefore, that in using series contactors in

special applications, it is necessary to con-
sider each case on its merits. Whenever the
application of series contactors to a particular
problem requires the use of so many auxiliary
magnets, extra shunt contactors, etc., as to
result in a greater elaboration of circuits and
amount of apparatus than the corresponding
shunt contactor equipment, it is advisable
to use the latter s\'stem.

In the following, a few typical cases are
discussed briefly with reference to the relative

sttitabilitjr of the series contactor and shunt
contactor systems.

Overload relays, shunt field relays (for pro-
tection in case of broken shunt field), or
contactor type circuit-breakers may be applied
to a series contactor system in a simple man-
ner. The relay coils are connected in the
line circuit (or shunt field circuit as the case
may be), and the contacts of the relays

connected in the actuating circuits of the
(shunt wound) line contactors.

For dynamic braking with a shunt or com-
pound wound motor for stopping an inertia

load, the shunt contactors may be arranged
for disconnecting the armature from the line

and connecting it across the accelerating

rheostat, allowing the series contactors to cut
out the successive stops of the rheostat, as

the motor slows down. This arrangement
does not introduce any complications into

the series contactor system, and the equip-
ment is simpler than the corresponding
equipment using shunt contactors throughout,
to about the same extent as in the case of a

straight reversing equipment.
Dynamic brake slow-down by a shunted

armature requires, with series contactors, the
introduction of extra shunt contactors and it

is therefore simpler as a rule to use shunt
contactors throughout.
On widely varying loads, the series contactor

might be expected to give trouble from the
fact that it is energized by the load current.

The limitations, however, arc far less serious

than is often supposed, and are not prohibitive

except in special cases. The unfavorable
effects to be anticipated are of course those
occasioned by the dropping out of con-
tactors on light loads; and are, first, burning
of the tips, second, overheating of rheostats,

and third, slowing down of motor. Now the
series contactors will hold in at currents equal

to 10 per cent, of their continuous capacity,
and will close on any current between 30
per cent, of continuous capacity and the
current-limit setting, or "lock-out" current,
as it is sometimes called. (Another thing to
note is that solid copper contacts are used,
so arranged that if required, a series magnetic
blow-out can be provided.) It follows, there-
fore, that, first, the small fractional loads
which the series contactors may have to
open will cause only slight arcing, which will

not appreciably affect the life or current
capacity of the tips; second, a rheostat for
ordinary starting duty or for reversing service
will have ample capacity to run for a consid-
erable time at 10 to 30 per cent, of full load;
third, cutting the entire rheostat into circuit

will, of course, reduce the speed, but at the
small loads at which the series contactors
drop out the speed reduction will be small.

As a rule, therefore, the efiect of a widely
varying load will not be noticed, except as
the contactors may be observed to drop out
and notch up. On a mill table, for example,
where speeds are never very accurately pre-
determined or closely adjusted (as is evident
from the fact that series motors are chiefly

used), an occasional reduction of the normally
high free-running speed will be entirely
negligible. It must be borne in mind, of

course, that in some classes of work, such as
a small finishing mill or a cold saw, for

example, the gauge or finish of material may
be seriously affected even by relatively small
variations in speed, and in such a case the
load characteristic of a series contactor may
be a limiting feature in the application.

The most extreme case is one in which a
shunt or compound wound motor is running
on a circuit the voltage fluctuations of which
are so violent as to cause the motor to "pump
back." Under these conditions, if the opening
of the series contactors and consequent slow-

ing down of the motor is detrimental to the
work, it is advisable to use the shunt con-
tactor system throughout.
As the minimum holding current of a

series contactor is approximately proportional

to its continuous capacity, it follows that the
use of series contactors much larger than
necessary will introduce this effect of cutting
in the resistance at a much higher percentage
of normal running load than would be the
case if contactors were applied closer to their

limit of capacity. It is therefore advisable

not to "play safe" to any great extent where
the load is comparatively uniform. In cases

where series contactors are in other respects
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highly desirable, it is necessary to determine
carefully the load conditions and apply series

contactors which will not have excessive

capacity, and which, if necessary, are wound
with a special ninnber of turns.

Alternating Current Control

For controlling induction motors, or for

any purpose for which contactors can be used
on an alternating current circuit, there is,

of course, no difficulty in using direct current

contactors (i.e., contactors whose operating

magnets are actuated by direct current) . How-
ever, the alternating current contactors (with

operating magnets energized by one phase

of the a-c. circuit) have been developed to a

point where they have practically as long

life and are as free from trouble as the best

d-c. contactors. The use of d-c. contactors

with a-c. motors introduces an additional

element of delay, since a failure of the

d-c. circuit will shut down an a-c. motor
which would otherwise be undisturbed. Fur-

thermore, unless an extra device is provided,

(viz., an a-c. no-voltage release), a failure of

the a-c. voltage will not drop out the d-c.

operated contactors; and, on the return of

the a-c. power, the motor will be thrown
directly across the line without the benefit

of the starting points of the control. It is

advisable, therefore, in view of reliability

of service as well as on account of the greater

simplicity of a single system, to use only tt-c.

contactors for a-c. motors.

There are, of cotirse, certain fonns of

dynamic braking which are readily obtained

with d-c. motors but which can not be
obtained with induction motors, or must be
obtained in a different manner. But, aside

from cases involving differences in motor

characteristfics, there are no results attainable

by d-c. operated control which are not

equally attainable with a-c. operated control.

The best practice with induction motors is

to use double pole (or multiple pole) con-

tactors throughout. In any case the second-

ary rheostat shotdd be cut out in balanced

steps, using either a double pole or two
single pole contactors for each step.

Special Systems of Interlocking

It is a matter of common knowledge that

it is possible to obtain by the use of magnetic
control, automatic stopping or slow-down by
means of limit switches, control of one
equipment from several remote points, and
many forms of protective arrangements and

interlocking. Theoretically it is possible to

obtain any form of protection, or any inter-

locked sequence of events which may be
desired (so long as the control equipment is

not required to exercise free-will) . Practically

considered, however, there are certain results

which may be so easily attained that the

additional complication which they entail is

almost negligible; while some other results

require for their accomplishment a bewildering

number and arrangement of contactors, relays

master controllers, and limit switches.

For example, on a traverse motion in which
it is not necessary to stop automatically at

the desired point on every trip, but where it is

necessary merely to prevent over-travelling

so far as would cause damage, the limit switch

may be of a very simple type, connected in

circuit with the forward and reverse actuating

wires of the contactor control. If an accurate

stop by means of a limit switch is required, a

more highly developed form of limit switch is

required. In case the load or free running
speed is very variable and an accurate stop

is required, it is necessary to slow down to a

definite speed (by cutting resistance in series,

or by cutting resistance in series and shunting

the armature), just before applying the final

stop. This requires additional circuits on the

limit switch and additional contactors and
control wiring, but not to an unreasonable
extent.

Suppose, however, that it is desired to

stop accurately and automatically in any
one of ten positions distributed over the

traverse, the master controller being simply

moved and left at a position corresponding

to the desired stopping point. The method
of obtaining this result will be only slightly

more complicated than the method of obtain-

ing a single accurate stop; but a very large

number of control wires and segments on the

master controller and limit switch will be
required, and the actual complication of

wires, segments, etc., will be very great.

This kind of automatic operation should

therefore be provided only where conditions

of production urgently require it. On the

bridge traverse of an open-hearth charging

machine, for example, a system of predeter-

mined automatic stops in front of the various

furnaces would be ridiculously out of place.

But for an ingot buggy in connection with a
large group of soaking-pits, such an arrange-

ment is worthy of consideration, because by
its use it may be possible (without taking on
an extra man to run the ingot buggy e.Kclu-

sively), to economize sufficiently the time of
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the soaking pit-cranes to enable one less

crane to handle the work.
The possible arrangements of special control

equipments are numberless, and it is difficult

to make even a comprehensive classification.

Enough has been said, however, to indicate

that the demand for the highly special inter-

locking systems should as a rule originate

in the conditions of production; and that
the adoption of such systems should be
determined according to the "rule of reason,"
after making a comparison between the oper-
ating or mechanical advantages obtained, and
the electrical disadvantages incurred.

Main Roll Drive

The foregoing discussion has been confined
to control for auxiliary machinery and has
not touched directly on equipments for driving
the main rolls. The various advantages of

magnetic control are nowhere more in evi-

dence than in the control of main roll motors.
With the exception of large reversing direct

current motors, which as a rule are run from
flywheel sets with generator field control, the
present practice is to use magnetic control with
all motors driving main rolls. For 2300-volt
or 6600-volt induction motors the practice,

at the present time, is to use oil-switches for

the primary circuit and contactors for cutting
the rheostat in and out of the secondary
circuit ; while for induction motors at voltages
of 550 and less, and for direct current motors

of any standard voltage, the connections to the
line are also made by contactors. Complete
current limit acceleration is always provided,
and various other devices may be readily

applied, as required by the nature of the
individual case. So many considerations
enter into the selection of control apparatus
for main roll drive that complete treatment
would require an entire article, and a full

discussion of this subject will therefore

appear at a later date.

Details of Apparatus

This article contains practically no details

regarding the mechanical design of the
various devices which go to make tip magnetic
control equipments, as it would have been
impossible to have included these details with-
out curtailing the discussion and recommenda-
tions on applications. The writer recognizes,

however, that owing to the exacting nature
of steel mill service, engineers in this line of

work are interested in details to an extent
entirely unknown in most other applications.

For such detailed descriptions reference should
be made to other articles in this issue of the
Review, to the standard bulletins issued by
the manufacturers, and to a paper before
the Association of Iron and Steel Electrical

Engineers.*

*Xew Developments in Control Apparatus for Steel Mills, by
M. A. Whiting, presented before the Association of Iron and Steel
Electrical Engineers, Sept. 26, 1911.

Series Contactor Panels Controlling Induction Motors in Steel Mill Service
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THE CONTROL OF ELECTRIC MINE HOISTS

ByS. Haar

Power and Mining Engineering Department, General Electric Company

The author divides the subject into two broad classes, rheostatic control and control by voltage variation;
the discussion of the first, which is the simpler, embracing the question of dynamic braking, location of the
skits, fixed time and fixed torque acceleration, automatic stopping, reduced speed running, and safeguarding
the hoist in case of accidents. The more precise method of control by voltage variation, as exemplified in
the Ward Leonard system, is fully described and a number of diagrams are shown to assist in giving a clear
understanding of its working principles. It is at once obvious that the latter system has been most carefully
designed to insure complete control over the hoist at all times.

—

Editor.

Almost every type of electric inotor has
been used on a mine hoist and each kind
requires somewhat different controlling appa-
ratus. The tendency is toward an increasing

elaboration of these equipments, on account
of the success with which automatic safety

devices have been applied to hoist motors.
Perhaps the subject will be rendered clearer

by a brief statement of the conditions to be
met. A mine hoist is the means of communi-
cation and transportation between the surface
and the underground workings, and therein
resembles other transportation systems, such
as interurbaii and urban railroads. Similarly

the hoist operates between permanent stations

and on a schedtile of definite starting, running,
stopping and loading periods, which may recur
regularly for a considerable time. In the
operation of the mine hoist there is the
important difference, however, that the oper-

ator is not stationed on the moving car, and
in fact, does not see it except at one end of

its trip. Furthermore, different speeds are

desired or specified by law for different classes

of service, such as hoisting material, hoisting

men, rope or shaft inspection, etc. The
features to be included, if possible, in any
system of control are then: absolute control

of the hoisting speed at all times; knowledge
of the precise location of the skips at all

times, together with precautions against their

passing the customary termini of operation;
limitation of acceleration and retardation to

safe values, yet entire freedom to use lower
values if desired

;
provision against likely con-

tingencies; and finalh', of less importance, the
protection of the electrical equipment against

overloads.

An examination of the various methods
proposed for the control of hoist motors
establishes the existence of two broad classes,

rheostatic and varying voltage control, the
former being simpler and the latter more
precise. The action of the hoist motor during
the period of acceleration is the same with
either method.

Rheostatic Control

Any motor can be governed with rheostatic

control, as, in its simplest form, it merely
reduces the starting current and reverses the
direction of rotation of the motor; dynamic
braking is possible as a result of more compli-
cation. Small hoists, more especially sinking

and contractors' hoists, if equipped with
direct current motors, usually have series

wound motors. After the acceleration, the
speed is entirely beyond the operators' control

and is likely to vary considerably. In order
to stop the hoist, the usual practice is to
open the line circuit and allow the motor to

coast until near the end of the trip, the final

stop being made by the brakes. A drum
controller usually gives satisfactory service,

and the whole electrical equipment consists

of line switch, circuit-breaker, controller,

motor and rheostat.

If dynamic braking is desired, alternative
methods are available. The more efficient

way is to excite the motor field separately
and connect the armature across the rheostat

;

the energy to be absorbed in braking being
wasted in the rheostat, but none being drawn
from the line. A simpler way is to reverse
the motor and connect it to the line, in which
case the armature voltage is added to the line

voltage. No extra points on the controller are
needed and positive braking practically to
standstill can be realized; but the rheostat
must absorb the energy of the moving masses,
and additional energy which is drawn from the
line. If two motors instead of one are em-
ployed, it is possible to return power above
half speed by connecting the motors in series

across the line. The necessary conditions
being rarely at hand, this arrangement is

seldom or never used. Contactor control
panels are also used with series motors; but it

is usually possible (and it is always advisable)
to provide some shunt excitation for a motor
large enough to require contactors, in order
to limit the maximum speed to a safe value.
If the hoist motor (direct current) has essen-
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tially shunt characteristics, its action is as

above described, except that the full speed
is nearly constant.

The polyphase induction hoist motor also

has shunt characteristics, and its action
conforms to that of the direct current shunt
motor. As is well known, the motor is

reversed by interchanging two primary leads,

and the speed is controlled by resistance in

the secondary circuit. Controllers designed
for direct current motors can be adapted so as

to make these connections, and this arrange-
ment is therefore quite general. When the
size of the motor increases sufficientlv to

run with all resistance in, with 4, 2, and no
sections of resistance in each phase. Dynamic
braking by reversing the motor can be
practised with the equipment shown; but if

the other method described above is pre-

ferred, it is usual to excite the stator from a

direct current source, such as a small motor-
generator set . There is no commercial method
of regenerative braking with an induction
motor. The term "regenerative braking"
may be extended to include the condition
corresponding to lowering a load at full speed.

The direct current shunt motor and the
induction motor perform this function auto-

/Icceleratinq Contactors

Fig. 1

warrant a contactor panel, it is becoming
customary, especially in foreign countries, to

require that all three lines be opened at

reversal. This could be done with contactors
aggregating five poles, but there would be
practically no saving in cost over two triple-

pole contactors, the safety is less, and the
wiring is more complicated. Figure 1 illus-

trates a six-point equipment with triple-pole

reversing contactors and double-pole accel-

erating contactors. For the sake of general
application, current and potential trans-

formers are included. The diagram is drawn
to cover a case in which few partial speed
running points are desired. It is possible to

matically, but the series motor cannot do so.

The location of the skips is given by an indi-

cator usually furnished by the hoist builder,

which removes this problem from the motor
builder's province. Prevention of overwind-
ing is attained by means of limit switches

driven from the depth indicator just men-
tioned, or from the hoist drum, or mounted in

the shaft. Switches in the mine shaft are for

emergency use only, as they are tripped by
the skip striking them, but the other type can
be utilized also to introduce automatic
features into regular operation. For strictly

emergency use the shaft type is safer. The
limit switch of the drum type is driven from
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the hoist, and arranged to perform its opera-

tion in a predetermined number of revolutions.

The device is really a small drum eontroller,

and the management of control circuits

attainable with such controllers is possible by
its use. Development in Europe has been
along the line of a strictly mechanical device.

Although hoist operators are always skilful

and are necessarily very careful, yet since

they have a number of things to watch, any
relief which can be afforded them by auto-

matic control of the hoist motor will be
appreciated.

The starting can be arranged for either a

fixed tiine or a fixed torque. Time limit

acceleration is obtained by interlocking the

controller handle with the hoist drum, so

that full speed cannot be reached in less than
a predetermined number of revolutions; if a

liquid rheostat is used, the throttle valve of

the circulating pump performs this function.

Where the hoist must stop at intermediate

levels this interlocking is not easily arranged,

except with the liquid controller, and foreign

equipments with Ward Leonard control do
not provide any such protection. Such a

device, however, has been developed in this

country. By its use the time of acceleration

and retardation can be limited independently
of each other every time the controller handle

moves from or toward the off position.

Constant accelerating torque means prac-

tically constant current, a limitation which
is invariably furnished with rheostatic con-

trol including magnetic contactors. This

form of protection can be adjusted to the

liquid rheostat, but there is at present no
demand for it. The plain current limit

applied to Leonard control produces a result

the opposite of what is desired when the

motor is used for braking, so that it is neces-

sary instead to operate the controller by a

small pilot motor. The current limitation

will, of course, be just as effective in pro-

tecting a hoist operating from several levels.

The situation in regard to automatic
stopping is somewhat different. There is no
practical method of time limit retardation

with rheostatic control, if we except dynamic
braking with the liquid rheostat by reverse

current. With Leonard control the retarda-

tion is accomplished in the same manner as

the acceleration. Current limit retardation

for rheostatic control depends upon the

practicability of dynamic braking ; for Leonard
control, the motor-operated controller accom-
phshes the desired result. It is also practi-

cable to furnish a set of controlling devices

which will automatically repeat a given
hoisting cycle indefinitely. This is useful for

conditions such as those of water hoists.

Where the water level changes gradually,

attendance is required occasionally to adjust

for the varying height of lift.

FullSpeed Backward otandstill Fullipeerlforward

Fig. 2

Under the head of contingencies we un-

derstand reduced speed running and the

safeguarding of the hoist in case of accidents.

In considering the procedure to be adopted,

we find that all that can be done with resist-

ance control is to set the emergency brake
or trip the line switch. Therefore, over-

winding limit switches set the brakes either

mechanically or through electro-magnets, and
the resulting overload on the motor opens
the line switch. Rope speeds for hoisting

men are limited by law to about GOO ft. per

minute with a maximum of 1000 ft. per minute
(except when voltage control is used); if the

hoist serves a deep shaft, this means about
one-half to one-third normal speed. It is

unnecessary to point out how wasteful of

power such operation is, and how extensively

the speed varies with the load. Rope and
shaft inspection are carried on at about 100

ft. per minute. Since the load on the motor
in such a case is light, the resistance required

is high and the speed is unstable. It is now
customary to lower the rope and inspector's

car by allowing them to overhaul, all resist-

ance being inserted in the circuit. If the

stator leads are reversed, as for dynamic
braking, the operation will be improved and
the speed will be stable, as the lighter the

load the less the speed. Reference to Fig. 2

will elucidate this statement. If the load
decreases from A to B, the speed approaches
more nearly to standstill, that is, decreases.

A typical wiring diagram for an induction
hoist motor with rheostatic control is given
in Fig. 3, the rheostat being a liquid one,

and the usual accessories being included.
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The overload trip on the oil-switch is set as
high as possible, so that advantage can be
taken of the maximum braking torque of the

, dosed by Ovvr
i Travel Limit iSwitch

Motor Oriven
hr Compressor

f^versin^Contachr^^

Pump Motor

Fig. 3

motor. The brake magnet may be either

a solenoid or a small motor (usually back
geared.) The motor magnet is usually
selected for large efforts and the solenoid type
for sinaller pulls, although in some cases the
motor magnet is used for all purposes. There
is not much choice for direct current or
single-phase alternating current, but it is

easier to build a polyphase motor magnet
than a polyphase solenoid.

Control by Voltage Variation

Turning now to voltage control, called

Leonard control after its inventor, H. Ward
Leonard, we find much greater scope for

improving the operation of the hoist motor.
As is well known, the hoist motor is a shunt
wound separately excited direct current motor

;

power is supplied to it by a generator of

variable voltage and reversible polarity, each
motor having its own generator. The fact

that practically independent of the load the
speed of the motor corresponds in magnitude
and sense to the voltage of the generator,

renders possible a complete realiza-

tion of the first characteristic specified

above for an adequate control,

namely, continuous control of the
motor speed. For acceleration, the
generator voltage is gradually in-

creased to its normal value by a
revolution of the controller cylinder
in one direction; during full speed
running the controller remains in this

position, and when it is desired to

stop the motor, the controller is

returned again to the "off" posi-

tion. A further advantage is that a
light controller is sufficient for varying
the generator field current and the
generator voltage; while further it

is unnecessary to interrupt the heavy
current in the armature circuit for

reversal.

Referring to Fig. 4, a diagram of

Leonard control, we see that the ar-

mature of the hoist motor is connected
directly to the generator, and the

fields of both hoist motor and gen-

erator through the controller to the

exciter. In the armature circuit there

are the overload circuit-breaker and
disconnecting switch, ammeter with
zero point at the middle of the scale,

and a contactor which opens at the

"off" position of the controller. The
circuit-breaker is set for extreme

overload so that it will open the circuit only

in case of damage to the machine, as breaking

the armature circuit robs the operator of his

control over the motor. For this reason the

breaker is provided with an auxiliary switch

which closes the circuit of a relay, which in

tiun short-circuits the brake magnet and sets

the emergency brake, causing prompt stoppage

of the motor. In certain European equip-

ments the unwillingness to open the circuit

results in using the circuit-breaker merely

as a switch for short-circuiting a high resist-

ance, the purpose of which is to reduce

an excessive current. It is questionable if

such an arrangement is as valuable as the

arrangement shown in the diagram. It is

necessary to have an ammeter with the zero

in the middle of the scale, because the hoist

motor is reversed by reversing the polarity of

the generator voltage alone; this causes the

motor current for successive trips to be
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opposite in direction. Furthermore, whenever
the motor is reduced in speed by dynamic
braking, the current reverses. With the Hne
switch and the circuit-breaker, both sides of

the circuit can be opened in case any work or
cleaning around the motor is to be done.
The contactor prevents the motor from creep-

ing during the loading period on the
residual voltage of the generator.

Mention has been made of the fact that

the motor field goes through the controller.

A moderate amount of speed adjustment by
field control is useful if the voltage of the
generator varies considerably, such as occurs

voltage; but this would result in exceeding
the legal limit of speed, and reducing the
efficiency of hoisting by increasing the

generator losses.

The field circuit of the motor includes, also,

the brake magnet coil, so that any accident

to the former automatically sets the emer-
gency brake. This is an important provision,

as the failure of the motor field nullifies the
arrangements for speed control. It will be
noted that the brake is also set if the skip

passes a predetermined distance beyond the
regular landing places, if the motor circuit-

breaker opens, or if the main oil-switch is
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when a flywheel motor-generator set is

employed. No increase over the normal
speed is sought, but the field of the motor
is weakened just enough to maintain the

speed with the decreased voltage. The
resistance points for field control are not

reached until the generator field has been
strengthened to its full value, after which
the armature current usually falls off so that

the commutation of the motor is not affected

by the weakening of its field. Of course,

the same average speed might be attained

by over-exciting the generator for a higher

tripped. As has already been explained, the
circuit-breaker will not open unless a danger-
ous current exists, and it is advisable in such
a case to stop the hoist as quickly as is safe.

The opening of the main oil-switch during
retardation, or other form of regenerative
braking, instantly terminates the braking
effect and renders probable a rise in speed,

so that it is necessary to interlock the oil-

switch and the emergency brake.
Mention has been made of the action of the

limit switch. A possible safeguard which may
be connected thereto is an automatic rheostat
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in the circuit of the generator field so arranged
either with a weight or a motor, or the
equivalent, that the closing of the limit

switch sets the apparatus in motion, thus
gradualh' reducing the generator voltage by

- f'^Ot^er Supj:>/^

Mo'St Motor

\

H
ffl

k

Circu't

Afotor f/e/d ffissistoncc

Fig. 5

inserting resistance into the field circuit. If

the brake holds, this rheostat is unnecessary,
and, besides, the stoppage of the motor will

probably result in the opening of the circuit-

breaker; while if the brake does not hold,
the damage will be done before the voltage
is reduced to zero by the rheostat. Failure
of the line voltage, or trouble in the motor-
generator set sufficient to cause abnormal
current, will both open the main oil-switch

and put into action the other safety devices.

An over-speed trip might also be included;
but, with a synchronous motor driving the
generator, the effect of any dangerous speed
would be a current large enough to trip the
oil switch. Such a device should properly
be included with an induction motor set

having an automatic speed regulator, the
essential connections of which are reproduced
in Fig. 5.

A real objection to the Leonard control
is the interposition of several machines
between the main circuit and the hoist motor.
This expedient is necessary because the
generator and hoist motor operate in parallel,

both with varying voltage. There is no
essential reason why the variable voltage
generator cannot be connected in series with
the hoist motor if power is supplied by direct

current, and this has been done in Europe.
By the further feature of building the motor
for twice the line voltage, the size of the extra

generator can be^reduced one half as will be
explained later.

In Fig. 6 the armature of the generator,
with a short-circuiting switch across it, is

shown in series with that of the hoist motor
EM; while the motor J/j driving
this generator is connected across
the line. All the fields are sep-
arately excited, the field circuit

of the generator including also

a reversing switch. The hoist
motor is started from rest by con-
necting it to the line, with G fully

excited, and with the proper
polarity to neutralize all the
applied voltage except enough
to pass a suitable starting current
through the machines. A slight

weakening of the field of G sets UM
in motion at a low speed; both
machines are running as motors
and the power absorbed by G is

returned to the line hyM^ acting as

a generator (for this reason, M^ can-
not be a waterwheel or steam engine,

or other motive agent incapable of

absorbing energy). The speed of the hoist

motor rises in consequence of the progressive

reduction of the voltage of G, until at half-

speed this voltage reaches zero; the armature
of G is then short circuited, its field reversed,

the short-circuit removed, and the field

regularly strengthened, the speed of the hoist

motor rising correspondingly with the final

result of full speed at twice the line voltage.

For this part of a trip the hoist motor draws
power from both the line and the motor-
generator set. Weakening the field of G
again causes retardation of the hoist motor,
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M5. auxiliary motor: G,Key to text: HM.
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so that the cycle is completed by a process

similar to that of acceleration but opposite

in sense. During the loading period the

motor-generator set may be left in circuit

operated inverted, or the main circuit may

i
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be opened. It is evident that both the
generator and the hoist motor should be
designed for the same current; and, as the
voltage of the generator is only half that of
the motor, its capacity is half that of the
motor, while with the ordinary connections
the generator is of equal capacity. Since the
machine G acts successively as generator
and as motor, it lends itself well to power
equalization; and, by connecting to it a
fly-wheel, the motor Afj can be dispensed
with as shown in Fig. 7. This arrangement
is otherwise like that of Fig. 6.

In comparing the method of voltage control
of Fig. 4 with that of Figs. 6 and 7, we
immediately note one important difference,

namely, that the series arrangement is

available for direct current circuits onlv.
Inasmuch as the ratio of direct to alter-

nating current supply circuits is continually
decreasing, this limitation alone is almost
enough to exclude the series control. Its

manipulation is more complicated and in-

volved than the preferred method, and any
accident to the au.xiliary apparatus leaves the
hoist motor as unmanageable in either case.

There is, however, some saving in first cost.

Another important advantage of the Leonard
control is the ease with which fractional

speeds are obtained. With the arrangement
of Fig. 7, it would be hazardous to attempt
any other than half-speed for any length
of time. Using the machines of Fig. 5, the
lower the speed, the heavier would be the
load on the motor-generator set, while with
the Leonard control the reverse is true. In
comparing rheostatic with Leonard control,

we find the principal advantages of the latter

are the elimination of rheostat losses, the
recovery of stored energy by regenerative
braking, and the far superior speed control.

This latter is most emphasized at partial

speeds, the steadiness of any speed with
varying load being conceded to be unap-
proachable by the other system. In regard
to the question of efhciency, it may be said

that busy main-shaft hoists operating under
favorable conditions, will consume only about
85 per cent, of the energy required with rheo-

static control in spite of the losses in the
auxiliarv machines. This statement has been

framed to eliminate the case of the hoist

operated infrequently, where the light-load
losses of the motor-generator set for many
hours would make its use prohibitive. The
simple and effective speed control of the

Field
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Leonard system has fostered the development
of safety devices, so that the reliability of

this form of equipment is unattainable by
other kinds of apparatus—a fact which has
been recognized by certain government boards
as evidenced by their permitting higher speeds
for hoisting men.
The goal of an effective control without

rheostats has also been sought by the use
of alternating current commutator motors,
and has been partially attained in Europe
with motors of the repulsion type having
provisions for shifting brushes. These motors
start and run without rheostats, and are
capable of regenerative braking. There are
also possibilities in the concatenation of

alternating current commutator motors and
induction motors.
To sum up, we may say that for small

hoists where the minimum of apparatus and
investment and maximum of portability are
of greater moment than saving of energy and
precision of control, and where, moreover,
the importance of the hoist is such that the
operator with ordinary diligence and simple
accessories can prevent disastrous accidents,
rheostatic control will usually be selected.

The larger the equipment, however, and the
more the prosperity of the mine depends on
the economy and reliabihty of the hoist

under consideration, the more serious are the
claims of the Leonard system of control.
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THE CONTROL OF ELECTRICALLY-DRIVEN ROTARY
NEWSPAPER PRESSES

By Carl F. Scott

Commercial Engineer, Sprague Electric Works

In commencing, the article classifies the various rotary presses, showing the work they will perform,

and explaining the method of operation. The press is sometimes driven from counter-shafting, or a steam-
engine, with a slow-motion gear for low speeds. A constant-speed or variable-speed electric motor may be
substituted for this drive, the mechanical slow motion being retained; or the motor may be geared direct to

the press and the slow motion provided in the control. The various steps in the development of the electric

drive are clearly traced, preparatory to a detailed description of the completely automatic, two-motor equip-

ment, with which it is possible to start, stop, accelerate or decelerate the press from any one of a number
of push-button stations, located at various points about the press.

—

Editor.

The operation of rotary newspaper presses

offers a very extensive and attractive field

for the apphcation of electric drive. Every

city of any size in this country has its news-

paper. Over 2000 daily papers with a

circtilation of 2000 or more are printed in

the United States. A prime reqtiisite in the

publication of a daily newspaper is that

the edition shall be made up, printed and
distributed in the shortest possible time, and

with absolute freedom from delays of any

sort. To this end a type of drive must be

selected by which the press can be "made
ready" quickly and easily; driven at a rate

of speed suited to the size of the edition, the

number of copies desired, the quahty of the

paper, and the character of the work; stopped

and started, speeded up or slowed down,

always under the complete control of the

operator.

For a better appreciation of the require-

ments of a motor equipment for a large

newspaper press, a brief description of the

press itself will be given. Rotary newspaper

presses are classed by the work they do, as

stereotype presses, color presses, electrotype

presses, etc. ; by the number of decks or webs,

as 3-deck, 5-deck, two-web, etc.; or by the

number of groups of which they are built,

as quadruple, sextuple, octuple, etc. A
modem high-speed sextuple press, to take

as an example a size much used, has six plate

cj'Hndcrs, and three paper rolls. Each plate

cylinder is four plates wide, and takes eight

plates, as each plate is bent into a half

cyhnder, and fits on half the circumference

of the cylinder to which it is secured. The
plate cylinders revolve at a maximum speed

of 300 r.p.m., and at this speed the press

can produce papers of 24 pages each at the

rate of 36,000 per hour. By a diflferent

arrangement of the folders at the end of the

press, 18,000 32-page papers could be ob-

tained. As the maximum speed is in practice

required for onl}^ a short period, under great
stress for time, the press will often be called

on to operate at a speed of 30,000, 24,000,

18,000, or lower; so that a wide range of

operating speeds must be provided on the
controller.

When making the press ready for printing

the control must provide for "inching along,"
that is, turning the cylinders through a small

fraction of a revolution so as to bring them
to the desired position for putting on plates

or "blankets." The "blankets" are usually

a paper coating of several layers wound on
the impression cylinders, which press the

web against the plate cylinders. For thread-

ing in the web the cylinders must be revolved

at a very slow speed of about 10 r.p.m.

When the paper is carried through to the

folders, and everything is in readiness, the

press must be accelerated smoothly and
evenly to the desired producing speed.

Preparatory to changing rolls, putting in

new plates, or stopping the edition, the press

must be as smoothly decelerated or stopped.

In case of emergency or accident, breaking

of the web or clogging of the folders, the

press must be brought immediately to rest.

In places where electric power is not

available, newspaper presses are driven from
counter-shafting or direct from a steam
engine. The press is pro\'ided with tight

and loose puUeys, and is started and stopped

by shifting the belt. The usual practice of

press manufacturers is to provide a slow-

motion device, or back gear, which is thrown
in by a lever for obtaining the slow speeds

required for threading in the web.
The first step in the application of electric

drive, and the simplest, is to replace the

steam engine or counter-shaft with a constant

speed electric motor, having a pulley with a

wide flat face. The press is then started by
shifting the belt, and the mechanical slow

motion is retained in the press, just as with
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counter-shaft drive. This style of equipment
can be installed very cheaply; and hundreds
of presses all over the country are being
driven by belted motors, some of the indi-

vidual units exceeding 100 h.p. in capacity.
The next step is to use a variable speed

belted motor with a hand-operated druni- or
dial-type speed controller. The speed control
is then used for obtaining different printing

speeds, and the mechanical slow motion is

retained. The use of variable speed motors
is especially desirable on the new high speed
presses, where the average everyday rtm is

rarely at a rate corresponding to the maxi-
mum possible speed of the press.

The third step is to gear the motor directly

to the press, and provide for the slow motion
in the electrical control. With small and
medium-sized direct current units this can
readily be accomplished by shunting a resist-

ance across the armature circuit, which in

combination with the series resistance, gives

Fig. 1. Hand-operated Dial Controller used ^with
direct current single motor semi-automatic printing
press equipments. Push button jog; push button
stop; no-voltage release: overload release; dynamic
brake; slow speed; armature and shunt field regu-
lation are provided.

the armature a fixed slow speed more or less

independent of the load. A hand-operated
control panel for this service is shown in

Fig. 1. The features incorporated in this

controller are armature and field regulation;

slow speed (about 10 per cent, of normal
speed); push-button jog and stop; dynamic
brake; overload and no-voltage protection.

A number of push-buttons are mounted at

different points on the press, from any of

which the press may be "inched along," run at

slow speed, or stopped. Acceleration to print-

ing speeds is accomplished by manipulation of

the controller handle. This type of drive,

with single geared motor, lends itself readily

to full automatic control, by which it is

possible to bring the speed of the motor to

any point desired from any push-button
station. A controller designed to accomplish
these results is shown in Fig. 7. It is merely
a simple modification of the full automatic
double motor controller, described fully in

the latter part of this article. The single

motor control, with armature shunt for slow
speeds, is not practicable in units larger than
30 or 35 h.p., on account of the comparatively
great waste of the current in the shunt and
series resistance.

Very satisfactory results have recently been
obtained with semi-automatic single motor-
geared equipments for alternating current
circuits. The control consists essentially of a
drum controller and contactor panel. Push-
button jog and stop, from any point about
the press, are provided. The press is accel-

erated to the desired speed by hand.
With large units the problem becomes more

complex. One manufacturing company ex-

ploited for several years a double commutator
motor; and obtained a very wide range of

speeds, with good economy, including speeds
low enough for threading the web, by a com-
bination of series and parallel connections with
resistance control. This system, however,
has been abandoned in favor of the double-
motor drive.

Full automatic control for rotary news-
paper presses secures the best possible

results, all things considered, and represents

the highest development of the art of printing

press control. In connection with full

automatic control the double motor drive
has been almost universally adopted on
the larger presses. The essentials of full

automatic control are the complete control
of the press speed from any of a number of

push-button stations located about the press,

the complete protection of the equipment
and operator against any emergency, and the
production of an edition in the shortest
possible time consistent with good results.

The full automatic equipment herein
described has reached that degree of simplic-
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ity and reliability which is so essential to the

successful operation of an automatic control-

ler. One of the most important features

of this controller is that essentially the same

.
'* {! i»

50 H.P. Control Panel used with direct current full

automatic double motor printing press drive

type, with necessary modifications, is used

for both direct and alternating current

circuits. Fig. 2 illustrates a standard direct

current panel, and Fig. 3 a panel for alter-

nating current. A general view of a large

newspaper press with a full automatic direct

current equipment is shown in Fig. 4. The
apparatus consists of six parts: the main
driving motor; the slow motion motor; the

bed-plate, gearing and pedestals; the auto-

matic clutch; the control panel; and the push-

button stations. The motors, gearing and
automatic clutch are usually assembled on a

common bed-plate and mounted in a pit as

shown.
A typical direct current drive for a high-

speed sextuple press consists of a 60 h.p.

500/1000 r.p.m. shunt wound commutating
pole driving motor, and a 73^ or 10 h.p.

constant speed slow motion motor. A corre-

sponding alternating current drive consists

of a 60 h.p., 900 r.p.m., slip-ring type driving

motor, and a 732 or 10 h.p. squirrel cage type
slow motion motor.
The large motor is coupled to an auxiliary

shaft carrying the main driving pinion.

The small motor is connected to the auxiliary

shaft through reduction gearing and an
automatic ratchet-and-pawl clutch. During
the process of plating the cylinders, putting
on blankets, or threading in the web, the

small motor only is connected in circuit,

driving the press through the reduction
gearing at a speed of about 10 r.p.m. of

the cylinders. When the press is made
ready the large motor is connected to

the circuit and gradually accelerated. As
it begins to drive the auxiliary shaft at

a higher speed than it was being driven by
the small motor through the reduction gear-

ing, the pawls on the automatic clutch fly

Fig. 3. 50 H.P. Control Panel used with alternating current
full automatic double motor printing press drive at the

Press Knickerbocker, Albany, N. Y.. and the first

full automatic alternating current controller
installed on a newspaper press

in the United States

out by centrifugal force, slip over the ratchet

teeth, and finally leave it entirely, thus

mechanically disconnecting the small motor.

The small motor is shortly thereafter elec-
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trically disconnected at the controller as the

large motor increases in speed.

With the driving equipment mounted in

the pit as shown, the two motors will ordi-

narily be mounted on a common bed-plate

and connected by spur gearing. Conditions

often arise, however, which make it desirable

for the motors to be mounted separately, as

when the drive is within the press frame.

Fig. 6 shows the small motor of an alternating

about the press. From any station it is

possible to start the press, increase or de-

crease the speed, or stop the press. A
station is illustrated in Fig. 5 and contains

five buttons, marked respectively "fast",

"slow", "stop", "safe" and "run." Pres-

sure on the "safe" button at any station

opens the control circuit and renders the
equipment inoperative, until the "run"
button at that particular station is closed.

Fig, 4. Large rotary newspaper press with fall automatic double motor control equipment. Large and small

motors, slow-motion gearing, and automatic clutch located in a pit and geared directly to press

driving shaft. The control panel is located on a platform well out of the way.
The push button stations are secured at different points on the

press frame. A large view of one of the stations
is shown at the left

current equipment mounted on an individual

base, with worm gear reduction and auto-

matic clutch assembled in a single casing.

The reduction gearing and automatic clutch

can be geared to any part of the drive

shaft of the press or an auxiliary shaft, if

desired.

The operation of the motors is entirely

automatic, and is controlled by the push-

buttons. The push-button stations are loca-

ted, as many as desired, at different points

releasing the "safe" button. A workman
engaged about the press, plating the cylin-

ders, or doing other work involving contact
with the moving parts of the machinery,
pushes the nearest "safe" button and thereby
protects himself from injury. Pressure on
the "fast" button causes the press to start,

and to increase in speed as long as the button
is held closed. When the button is released,

the press will continue to run at the speed
it has then attained. A slow speed for thread-
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ing in the web is attained by releasing the

"fast" button almost immediately after

closing it, and before the large motor is

Fig. 5. Push Button Station Used with Full

Automatic Printing Press Drive

connected to the circuit through the action

of the controller, the press being driven

through the reduction gearing

and automatic clutch by the

small motor.
A "jog" button is fre-

quently incorporated in the

push-button station, particu-

larly on the alternating
current equipinents, for bring-

ing the cylinders into any
desired position for plating,

by pressing a single button.
When the "jog" button is

released the press stops im-
mediately.

Pressure on the "slow"
button, while the press is

running, will cause it to de-

crease in speed, as long as

the button is held closed.

When the button is released,

it will continue to run at the
speed it has then attained.

Pressure on the "stop" but-

ton will cause the press to be
stopped immediately, through
operation of a dynamic brake
on direct current equipments,
or of a solenoid brake

on alternating current equipments. When
the press has been stopped, the controller

handle returns automatically to the "off"
position, so that the press cannot be restarted
improperly. Besides the regular operating
stations, an emergency station is provided,
with its control circuits connected to the
main control circuits through a double-throw
switch. In the event of any failure of the
operating circuits, due to grounds or other
cause, the double-throw switch is put over
and the emergency used, so that the press

may be operated at once without delay.

It is frequently desired to have control over
the acceleration of the press from only one
or two stations ; and in this event the remain-
ing stations may be provided with only
"jog" "stop" "safe" and "run" buttons.

This gives every operator control of the small
motor, for plating etc., and complete pro-

tection against emergencies, while the impor-
tant duty of acceleration is confined to the

head pressman.
The panels consist of a motor-operated

dial switch, with operating relays, the neces-

sary contactors, line switch, overload relays,

and reversing switch for small motor. The
motor-operated dial switch is perhaps the

most interesting feature of the controller.

This system entirely eliminates dash-pots,

Fig. 6. Slow motion motor, with reduction gearing and automatic clutch, as used

with double motor full automatic alternating current printing press equip-

ment. Large and small motors mounted independently and geared

to different parts of the press shaft. The worm gear
reduction shown may be used instead of the spur

gear reduction where the driving condition
makes it more convenient or desirable.
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Fig. 7. Control Panel Used with Direct Current Full Auto-

matic Single Motor Printing Press Drive

holding coils and other possible sources of

trouble which are features of automatic con-

Fig. 8. Hoe Rotary Magaiine Press Driven by 15 H.P. Direct Current Motor with

Full Automatic Single Motor Controller

troUers using long pull solenoids. The current
consumed by the motor is about one-fourth of

that required for a solenoid to accomplish
the same results.

In the direct current controller the dial

switch acts, in the forward direction, to

successively cut out resistance from the small

motor, close the series of contactors which
short-circuit in due order the armature
resistance of the large motor, and cut field

resistance into its shunt field. It will be
noted that all contactors, both the line

contactors and the armature resistance con-
tactors, are of the heavy "mill" type, with
magnetic blow-outs, and that no hea\'y'

currents are carried on sliding contacts at

the dial switch.

In the alternating current controller the
dial switch acts to cut resistance in and out
of the secondary of the large motor. The
pilot motor is controlled in the forward
and reverse directions by the operating
relays, which are in turn controlled by
the "fast" and "slow" buttons respectivel3^

A solenoid brake on the pilot motor shaft

prevents drifting of the switch arm. Limit
switches prevent over-travel at either end
of the dial. In the event of any damage
to the pilot motor the dial switch may be at

all times operated by hand.
Fig. 7 shows a panel for the control of

a single motor-driven press. It is simi-

lar to the full automatic double motor
equipments just described, except that only

one motor is con-
trolled. As this panel
is built for a com-
paratively small
motor—15-25 h.p.

—

the currents are car-

ried on the dial switch
directly. Contactors
are provided for
throwing a resistance

in parallel with the
armature for obtain-
ing a slow threading
speed, and for mo-
mentarily short-
circuiting part of the
series resistance at

starting, to give the
motor torque enough
to turn over the
press.
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THE THEORY OF DYNAMIC BRAKING IN INDUSTRIAL
MOTOR APPLICATIONS

By R. H. McLain

PowER AND Mixing Engineering Department, General Electric Company

The ability of a motor to absorb power (as distinct from exerting power), has greatly enhanced its usefulness
in many industries. This article explains the theory and the uses of this power absorption, or dynamic braking;
and, with the aid of a few simple formulae, shows the relation between back-torque, speed and rheostat ohms
for a direct current motor, and how a knowledge of these relations is applied. The reasoning is extended to
a-c. motors; and the limitations to the use of such motors for braking are pointed out. The article shows
the extent to which the necessity for dynamic braking may sometimes reduce the rating of a motor for given
duties; discusses the theory of a simple method of control for a shunt wound hoist motor; and concludes with
a general summary of the advantages obtainable by the use of dynamic braking in hoisting and elevator
service.

—

Editor.

As the field for application of electric

motors increases, the variety of work imposed
on the motor increases. The adaptability
of a motor to exert power and thus replace
steam engines and other prime movers was
first to be recognized and used; while later

motors began to be used to absorb power and
thus to replace friction brakes. Strictly speak-
ing, the motor neither exerts power nor
absorbs power; it mereh^ transmits power

—

in the first case from the electric power source

to the mechanical apparatus, in the second
case from the mechanical apparatus to the
electric power source or to rheostats. The
adaptability of the electric motor to absorb
power, or to brake dynamically, has so ex-

tended its usefulness that it seems advan-
tageous to discuss briefly some of the
characteristics of a motor and its controller

when used for this purpose.

The part that a motor plays in dynamic
braking is so simple that its action can be
explained in a few words to the ordinary
electrical man. The method of controlling a
motor, however, so as to employ its powers
most usefully, is so large a subject and one
so full of details, that only a few of the most
practical applications can be discussed in a
short paper.

If the fields of a direct current motor are

excited from any source of current, and if the
armature is driven from any source of power,
the armature will generate a voltage just as

any direct current generator does. If the
armature terminals are connected to a rheo-

stat, current will flow and this current will

cause the motor to hold back against its

driver. The amount of torqtie will depend
upon the current, which in turn will depend
on the ohms in the rheostat, and on the
voltage of the armature. The equations rep-
resenting torque, amperes and speed condi-

tions are as follow, provided the field

excitation is constant

:

( 1

)

Torque = KX amperes armature
,„, , ^ volts armature
(2

)

Ampere s armature = -; ,

ohms rheostat

(3) Volts armature = KiX motor speed

;

therefore,

A' X A'l X motor speed
(4) Torque = •

ohms rheostat

(5) Torque X ohms rheostat =
constant X motor speed.

As shown above in (5), if the torque and field

excitation are constants the motor speed will

vary directly with the ohms in the rheostat.

Evidently the speed of the motor can be
controlled accurately in such a case by vary-
ing the ohms in the rheostat. It is also

easily proved that, if torque and ohms in the
rheostat are constants, the speed of the motor
can be governed by varying the field excita-

tion. If the motor speed is a variable and
it is desired to keep the torque constant,

ohms in the rheostat must vary proportionally

to the motor speed.

There are two general uses for the back
torque produced by a motor. The first is to

hold back against a falling weight, as in

lowering with a hoist; and in this case the

torque which the motor exerts is constant

regardless of the speed. The second use for

the back torque of the motor is to absorb
stored energy in a system of moving weights.

A motor which drives a trolley car, wheel
lathe or similar apparatus, may be used to

stop the same qtiickly and accurately; and
in this case the back torque delivered by the

motor may have any value. The greater the

torque the quicker will be the stop. Since

the motor speed is falling at all times the

torque will decrease in proportion, unless the
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ohms in the rheostat are varied with the
armature speed. In other words, in order to
cause the armature to exert a uniform back
torque while it slows down, it is necessary
for the controller to decrease the ohms in

the rheostat as the motor slows down.
The above remarks have been applied to

a direct current motor, but the same reasoning
is true with respect to an alternating current
induction motor of the wound rotor type. In
this case it is necessary to excite one portion
of the primary winding with direct current
in order to generate a voltage in the secondary
winding. A rheostat can be connected to the
secondary windings of the motor, and this

rheostat will control the speed of the motor
just as a rheostat across the armature of a
direct current motor controls its speed. The
speed can also be controlled, but not so
effectively, by varying the field excitation.

There are, however, three important limi-

tations in the use of an induction motor for

braking. First, in practical applications the
motor will not exert as much torque when
braking as when motoring, for the reason that
the available torque depends on the amotmt
of direct current excitation, and if enough
excitation is supplied to give the same torque
when braking as when motoring, the motor
will be abnormally heated. Second, the ordi-

nary motor will not exert much torque when
braking below a speed 25 per cent, of syn-
chronous speed. Third, if on a hoist, while
the motor is running at a high speed and
delivering a large torque, the rheostat is

suddenly changed so as to call for a much
lower speed, the motor will lose its torque
and let the load fall.

This action is illustrated in Fig. l(the figure

is not correct as to actual proportion).

T is the torque required to counter-balance
the falling load; Ci is a speed-torque curve
of the motor when a high resistance is con-
nected in the secondary winding; Ci is a

speed-torque curve of the motor when a

medium resistance is connected in the
secondary; Cs when a low resistance is con-

nected in the secondary. If the motor is

running on curve Ci at speed Si, and the
rheostat is suddenly changed so as to put
the motor on curve Ci, the motor does not
continue to deliver torque T and conse-

quently slow down to speed ^3. Instead,

the motor immediately exerts torque Ti
which is insufficient to sustain the load.

Consequently the load over-hauls the motor
at a higher and higher speed, until all torque
is lost and the load falls freely. It is therefore

necessary to change the rheostat slowly in

properly-chosen steps. In the case of Fig. 1,

if we wish to change the motor speed from
S*! to 53, we must first adjust the rheostat

to give curve Cn, and then after the speed
has been reduced to S2, again adjust the rheo-
stat to produce curve C3 ; whereupon the speed
will be reduced to Si with the motor delivering
torque T. This third limitation upon the
use of an induction motor for dynamic braking
does not cause danger when the motor is

used only to absorb stored energy; because,
if the motor does get on the "racing" end of

a speed-torque curve, there is nothing to
fall. The motor simply does not work so
effectively or efficiently.

In order that an automatic controller of

the current limit type may work properly
with an alternating current hoist motor it is

necessary that the current limit relays be so
connected as to be effective when the motor
is lowering, as well as when hoisting, and to

be calibrated so that the contactors do not
operate so rapidly that the motor "breaks
down" when lowering.

One method of rendering an alternating
current motor comparable with a direct
current motor as regards torque, when braking
dynamically, is to couple or gear the alter-

nating current motor to a series wound,
direct current generator which generates a
comparatively low voltage. The direct cur-
rent generator is used to excite the fields
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of the alternating current motor. Both
machines hold back against the load, and
the direct current machine can be made
suitable in size to bring the total available

torque up to any desired value. A very
efficient systein of controlling such an arrange-
ment, when used to lower a load on a hoist,

is to connect the alternating current motor
to the alternating current power supply in

such a manner that it runs as an induction

generator. This connection is made by con-
necting the stator leads as if the motor had
to pull its load downward. When so con-
nected the motor will hold back against the

load when the load tends to drive it at any
speed above synchronism, and will return all

surplus power to the line. For speeds below
synchronism the two machines can be con-

nected as described in the first part of this

paragraph.
The question is often raised as to how

much the size of a motor has to be increased

when it is used for dynamic braking as well

as for its usual work. For all such machines
as printing presses, ordinary tools, etc., where
a motor is used only to give a quick emergencj-
stop, no increase is necessary in the size of

the motor due to dynamic braking action,

because such action is no more severe than
the usual continuous running requirements
on the motor. In some hoisting work and
in some traction work the use of the motor
to brake dynamically may increase the size of

motor slightly over that which would be neces-

sary if it were not so used. In many cases this

may not be true. The following typical

example of a hoist motor on a coal bridge
will illustrate how dynamic braking fre-

quently affects the size of a motor. We will

take the case of a hoist motor which is used
to close an automatic coal-bucket and to

hoist it, then to open it by exerting power.
The empty bucket is then to be lowered by
the motor absorbing power. We assume the
following data:

Time to close 8 seconds.
H.P. to close Y2 hoisting h.p.
Weight of coal 10,000 lb.

Weight of bucket 15,000 lb.

Hoisting speed 4 ft. per second.
Lowering speed 5 ft. per second.
Hoisting efficiency 87 J^ per cent.

In considering such a case we must also

consider the standard sizes of motors which
are available for such work, and we will

assume that we have, in this case, three sizes

to choose from, viz., 180 h.p., 136 h.p. and
90 h.p., each rated on a continuous basis.

The cycle when applied to a 136 h.p., 435
r.p.m. series wound motor will be as follows:

Sec. H.P.
Torque in
lbs.-£t.

Close 8 104 1040
Accelerating 2 2.33 3420
Hoist full speed . 11 208 2920
Open 5 50 320
Lower dynamically . 9J^ 120 1330
Decelerate dvnamicallv . IVi 233 3420
Rest 13

Total .... 50

For the particular motor which we had
selected we find that the temperature rise,

as calculated from test data, would be the

same when the motor was working under the
above duty cycle as if the motor were running
continuously on a 136 h.p. load. If the
dynamic braking part of the above cycle were
omitted the motor wovdd have the same tem-
perature rise as if it were run on 97 h.p.

continuously. This particular case shows that

the motor has to be about -tO per cent, larger

from a heating standpoint, on account of

dynamic braking being used. It is found,

however, that a smaller motor, next in size to

the one we had selected, would be too small

for the work, even if dynamic braking were
omitted, since its rating is 90 h.p. continu-

ously, and also because it could not be
used conservatively on a peak load of 233
h.p. Consequently, so far as the motor
is concerned, with the above duty cycle

our first selection would be right whether
dynamic braking were used or not, and the

motor might just as well be used for dynamic
braking as be idle part of the time. This

example, it must be understood, is only one
case. There are numerous cases where differ-

ent conclusions would be obtained, and each
must be considered by itself. For example,
if the duty cycle above were just a little

heavier, say equivalent to 145 h.p. continuous,

the 136 h.p. motor would do the work if

dynamic braking were not used; but if dy-
namic braking were used, a larger motor
would be necessary.

The methods of controlling a motor are

almost as numerous as the classes of work to

be performed. Each machine must have a

controller designed especially for it, and
therefore no attempt will be made in this

paper to describe all of the methods of control.

Only one method of controlling a hoist motor
will be described. Fig. 2 shows the connec-
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tions of a shunt wound hoist motor, so ar-

ranged that the speed will be under control

no matter whether the motor is required to

drive a load downward, or is required to

hold back against the load. The relations

between voltage generated in the armature
and the currents in the variotis circuits can
be derived easily from the simple Ohm's law
which holds in all direct current circuits.

Referring to Fig. 2, e represents voltages, r

resistances and c currents. C\ is the current
through ri; Ci is the current through r^; and
Cs is the current through r^. e^ is the voltage
generated in the armature, and 7-4 is the
internal resistance in the armature. Without
burdening the reader with the simple algebraic

solution of the equation of the circuits, it

may be stated that all variables occur in the

first power onlj', and consequently all curves
are straight lines. Each curve can, therefore,

be determined by two points:

Let C3 = 0,

then ^4 =—;— Xe.
Ti+ r-i

Let f4 = 0,

then C3
He

(r2+ r-i+ '4) + '2 (rs+ r4)

When fs = U and f'4 =
ri+ r

Xe

then f 1 = r-i =

When f4 = <»,

then ci
=

''l+''2

i-iiri+ri)
'•1 +

H+ rs+U
And C2 = (1 — C3

(6)

(7)

(S)

(9)

(10)

Fig. 2

Fig. 3 shows the relations of these values

in graphic form, ci, C2 and cj are plotted as

abscissae against 64 as ordinates.

Now if we assume that the motor speed is

proportional to £4 and the torque is propor-

tional to C3, we see from examination of curve

fs. Fig. 3, that the motor can be made to

act very much like a shunt wound motor,
whose speed regulation is poor, and that the

— Current
[Bro/f/ng //ct/or?^

-f Current
[Motor /tct/orrj

Fig. 3

no-load speed of the motor can be made to

be any value below normal speed. From (6)

it is seen that the no-load speed varies as

the ratio of r2 to {rx+ r-i). From (7) it is

seen that the speed-torque curve is flat

(i.e., the speed regulation is good) when
{i's-\-i'i) is small in value, and also when
{fi-'fi) is small in value. However, from (9)

it is seen that ci is great in value, when
{r\-\-r-i) is small; and therefore, for a given
application, it is necessary to make {ri+ ti)

as large as possible, in order to save current
consumption from the line, and still make it

small enough to produce the required speed
regulation.

This method of controlling a motor is

valuable in crane service where the operator
desires to run at various speeds, whose
values are approximately constant, regardless

of whether the motor must drive or hold
back against its load. In such a case the con-
troller is used to regulate in various ways
the values of resistance so as to obtain the
desired speeds. This method of control is

frequently used in elevator applications,

where, although the load is variable, it is

necessary to bring the cage to some definite

slow speed just before a landing is reached,
in order that an accurate sto]j mav be made
at the landing.

Fig. 4 shows a graphic record of the current
in the armature of a series wound direct

current motor which is used to accelerate

a large mass, and is then used to decelerate
the same mass. To accelerate the mass the
motor is used as a series motor. To decelerate
the mass the motor is used as a series genera-
tor. It will be noted that the current and
the time required to decelerate are less than
that required to accelerate. This difference
is explained by the fact that the energy rep-
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resented by the ampere-seconds used to

accelerate, minus all of the friction losses,

armature losses, etc. (both during the period

of acceleration and of deceleration), is equal

^. vvm
^ \

lul
H^ \ m^

A"^

/ACCELERATING

--i^^^5SECONDS
^DECELERATING

Fig. 4

to the energy represented by the ampere-
seconds used to decelerate.

There are many advantages obtainable by
the use of dynamic braking. One that is

readily apparent in hoisting applications is

that very often the motor required for hoisting

the load has sufficient capacity to do all the

lowering, without the use of friction brakes.

This is especially valuable where large

amounts of energy are to be absorbed, since

large friction-brakes are hard to handle and
expensive to build. Another valuable feature _

is the accuracy of control. If a load is being
lowered the speed of the motor will, as has

been shown above, depend only on the ohms
of the rheostat; that is, there will be a
definite speed according to each "point" of

the controller. If a moving mass is to be
stopped, it can be stopped at a uniform rate

by the use of automatic current limit control,

(such as was used in getting the record of

Fig. 4). When dynamic braking is used aU
such operations can be perfonned with a
greater degree of precision than is ever to

be expected from friction braking. Dynamic
braking also offers a system of braking which
is conveniently and easily controlled, either

by men or by automatic defaces; and on
account of this fact many machines perform,

automatically, feats which would not be pos-

sible were electric motors not used in such a

manner. Familiar examples of this are seen

in the high-speed electric passenger elevators,

and in skip hoists on blast furnaces.

METHODS OF CURRENT LIMIT CONTROL
Contributed

Power and Mining Engineering Department, General Electric Company

Methods of current limit control are now extensively applied in many industrial motor services, and are

several times referred to elsewhere in this issue. The following short article describes, with line diagrams,
a method of automatic control in which series relays are connected in the main circuit and govern the operation
of the several contactors, and in which an independent method is provided for lifting each current
limit relay in advance of the time at which it is to be held up by the load. Considerable elaboration of the
method is sometimes resorted to, but the essential principle remains always as outlined below.

—

Editor.

With the exception of the series contactor
system, current limit control systems generally
make use of series relays in the main circuit

which govern the closing of the contactors.

Series relays, however, may easily be applied
in such a way that the current limit effect

is only imperfectly realized. In the earlier

systems it was required that each rush
of accelerating current must lift a series

relay and hold it up until the current had
fallen to the value for which the relay was
set. In any such system the closing of any
contactor, and consequent rush of accelerating
current, will be simultaneous with the closing

of the interlock disc on this contactor, by
which the actuating circuit is extended to
the next contactor. Immediately on the
closing of one contactor, therefore, the follow-

ing contactor will close unless the relay lifts

more rapidly than the contactor can close.

The resvdt is that under service conditions the

relays will act irregularly, as a rule failing to

limit the current as intended.

This characteristic has been eliminated,

not by means of excessive refinement of

design and accuracy of adjustment of the

relays; but by providing an independent

method of lifting each current limit relay in

advance of the time at which it is to be held

up by the load current. The details by which
this is accomplished are different for the

alternating current and direct current sys-

tems, and must be described separately.

Direct Current System

This system uses "current limit interlocks,"

which consist of current relays (with disc

contacts) mounted on, and mechanically
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interlocked with, the respective contactors.

This mechanical interlocking is such that

when any contactor is open its interlock is

held up; and when the contactor closes the

interlock is released mechanically, so that

it will either continue to be held up or will

be dropped, according as the motor current

is high or low.

The system of interlocking and current

limit for either a series, shunt or compound
wound motor is shown in Fig. 1, in which the

armature, rheostat, contactors for forward
operation and two of the resistance contactors

are shown, but omitting the two contactors

for reverse operation. The action of the

current limit on the first point is as follows:

(See Fig. 1.) The energizing of wire / by
means of the master controller closes con-

tactor Fl. As this contactor closes it makes
circuit through disc a and thereby closes

contactor F2. When Fl closes and before F2
closes, the shunt wound current limit coil b

is directly across the line, and holds the relay

up magnetically while contactor F2 closes.

After F2 closes the voltage across the coil b

will consist of the drop in the rheostat, thus

giving the efifect of series current in this

coil. As the speed increases and the current

decreases on the first point, the coil b will

drop its plunger which will close the circuit

at c. This will allow contactor 3 to close,

cutting out the first step of resistance.

On the resistance contactors the same form
of current limit interlock is used as on
contactor F2, except that a series coil d is

used in place of the shunt coil b. After F2
closes and before 3 closes, the motor current

passes through the entire number of turns

of coil d. The value of current which allows

interlock c to drop is sufficient, when acting

through the entire number of turns of coil d,

to hold up plunger e while contactor 3 is

closing. After contactor 3 is closed, the

motor current no longer passes through the

entire coil d but enters at the middle point of

the coil. The holding power of coil d for any
given current is therefore cut in two; and
when the current (which increased consider-

ably when 3 closed) again falls off sufficiently,

the plunger e will be dropped, closing the

control circuit at e. This will close contactor

4 and the operation of its current limit

interlock will be entirely similar to that of

interlock e on contactor 3.

The magnetic parts of the interlocks are

so proportioned that the current required to

lift the plunger is three or four times the

current required to hold them up. Moreover,

as each contactor closes, it cuts out all

preceding current limits, so that no possible

subsequent overload can lift the plunger up.

After the contactors have closed and their

respective plungers have dropped, these

F/ -A

+

Or
\9k

t-

b̂z:

m

Fig. 1. Current Limit System with Shunt Wound
Contactors for Direct Current Motors

plungers will, therefore, stay down until the

master controller is thrown off; after which
the contactors will open, and in so doing will

lift their respective plungers to the open
position ready for another acceleration.

Fig. 1 and the foregoing explanation

cover all the essential features of the current

limit system for direct current motors. For
reversing service one contactor with plain

interlock is added, like Fl, and one con-

tactor with current limit interlock like F2.

In this case the control line for both re-

verse contactors passes through disc k on Fl,

and control line / passes through a disc

located similarly to k on one of the reverse

contactors. This provides electrical inter-

locking between forward and reverse, and is

supplemented by mechanical interlocks. The
current limit interlocks are adjustable (sepa-

rately on each point) over a wide range.

This adjustment is made by changing the

air gap of the magnetic portion of the plunger.

The system described in the foregoing is

capable of elaboration to meet a wide variety

of conditions, but the current limit remains
essentially the same. Attention is called to

the extreme simplicity of this current limit
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system when used for starting or reversing

duty. A shunt contactor equipment without
any current Hmit at all, relying entirely on the
time element of the contactors, would require

a disc interlock on every contactor except

Fig. 2. Current Limit System for Alternating Current

Motors, with Small Number of Points, for

Heavy Reversing Service

the last resistance contactor. This current
limit system, it has been noted, requires, for

a reversing equipment, only two additional

discs on the whole equipment. The current
limit feature is thus obtained without any
material increase in the amount of control

wiring or interlock trouble.

Alternating Current System

As applied to equipments with a small
number of points, for heavy intermittent duty,
the current limit system for alternating

current is illustrated by Fig. 2, in which F
and R are double-pole contactors governing
respectively the forward and reverse con-
nections of an induction motor; and con-
tactors 2, 3 and 4 are double-pole contactors
each of which cuts out a balanced step of

resistance in the secondary circuit. Separate
current limit relays are used for the various
points, one less relay being required than the
total number of points.

Looking at the left hand relay (Fig. 2) the
arrangement is as follows: Coil c is wound
so as to operate (intermittently) directly

across the line, and its plunger is attached
to the lever by a pin joint. The other plunger

f is influenced by a series coil in the primary
circuit of the motor. This plunger / is not

attached to the lever but is normally held

up by it. When the coil c is energized

and lifts its plunger, the lever is pulled away
from plunger /, which is then free to hold
up or drop according as the motor current
is above or below the value for which the
relay is set.

The operation of the contactors and relays

during acceleration is as follows: Closing the
master controller to the right closes the circuit

from line b through the upper disc on con-
tactor R through the operating coil of con-
tactor F and to line a. (Phase a-b is the phase
from which all the control circuits are ener-

gized.) This closes contactor F, which starts

the motor. When contactor F closes, its

lower interlock disc is closed, which extends
the circuit from line b to coil c, and thence
through the upper disc on contactor 4 to

line a. When coil c is thus energized its

plunger is lifted and releases the series

plunger /. The motor circuit has already

been made by the closing of contactor F,

and the plunger / is, therefore, held up until

the motor current drops below the value for

which it is adjusted. When / is released by
the motor current it drops and closes a circuit

from a to the operating coil of contactor 2,

the lower disc on contactor, F, the upper disc

on contactor 7?, the master controller, and
line b. As soon as contactor 3 closes it makes
a holding circuit through its upper disc to

line a, by which the contactor, after once
closing, is held closed independently of

plunger /. At the same time the lower disc

on contactor 2 completes the circuit through
coil d, which in turn releases plunger g.

When plunger g is released by plunger d, it

will still be held up until the motor current

falls to the value for which the relay is set;

after which the dropping of plunger g will

cause contactor 3 to close.

Acceleration proceeds in this manner until,

when the last contactor (No. 4) closes, the

upper disc on this contactor opens the circuit

of coils c, d and e. This lifts plungers /, g
and h but the contactors 2, 3 and 4 remain
closed through their respective holding discs.

The current limit relays may be adjusted

over a wide range by adjusting the air gap
in the magnetic part of the plungers/, g and h.

It is obvious that the accelerating value of

current may be adjusted independently for

each jjoint.

For equipments containing a considerable

number of points and starting less frequently,

the number of current limit relays may be
reduced to two. In this case one of the
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relays governs alternate contactors, and the
other relay governs the intervening alternate
contactors, the arrangement of control cir-

cuits being different from that shown in

Fig. 2, and requiring three interlock discs

per contactor. The current limit relay itself

is the same as shown, and is used, moreover,
in accordance with the same general princi-

ples; that is to say, the series portion of the

relay is held in the open position on any one
point by independent means, until the instant

when its current limit effect is to come into

action. This insures that no current limit

points are lost, in the manner possible with the

cruder forms of current limit control discussed

in the opening paragraph of this article.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC CONTROL AS EXEMPLIFIED IN THE
BATCHELLOR PNEUMATIC TUBE SYSTEM

By C. H. Willi.xms

Philadelphia Office, General Electric Company

In many instances automatic control of motors is to be recommended primarily because it lightens the
service on the electrical apparatus employed and renders mistakes impossible by eliminating the human
element. In other cases, the outstanding advantage which it possesses is the enormous economies which it is

able to effect. The Batchellor pneumatic tube system for the conveyance of the Philadelphia mails provides
a striking example of this. After the installation of the automatic electric control ec)uipment, the net saving
in the first year was 45 per cent, including installation cost. The following describes the pneumatic system and
gives some details of the automatic control equipment by which these economies were rendered possible.

—

Editor.

Most people know what is meant by the

pneumatic tube system, but probably few
realize its extent and importance, and still

fewer appreciate the number and the difficulty

of the engineering problems involved in its

development. The utilization of air in motion
has made possible a revolution in mail trans-

portation, which is now an accomplished fact

in most of the large cities in Ainerica. Mails

are rushed across seas and continents at

speeds ranging from 20 to 60 miles an hour;

but, having reached the cities, they are often

compelled to crawl along at six, five, four

and even less miles per hour unless the

pneumatic tube system is employed. This

is why the old delivery system is known as

the anachronism of the Post Office.

The Batchellor pneumatic tube system is

by no means new, as the first carrier (con-

taining a Bible wrapped in the Stars and
Stripes) was despatched through Philadelphia

tubes on February 11, 1893. From that

day steady progress has been made in its

development, the last and greatest improve-

ment being the automatic electric control of

the pumps which furnish the air for despatch-

ing the carriers. It is practically impossible

to give a full and precise explanation of this

system without elaborate models and dia-

grams, but the essence of the plan may be

briefly outlined. At the central, or despatch-

ing, station there is a 25 h.p. air-compressor

for each mile of tube, which maintains an
approximate pressure in the ttibes of six

pounds per square inch. Connections be-

tween the various stations on each system
comprise outgoing and returning tubes, which
are bored on the interior to reduce the friction

to a minimum. The ideal system would
have its tubes laid straight and level ; although
this is not absolutely necessary, as the carrier

can turn any corner or pass over or under
any obstacle, provided the curve is one foot

to every inch of the diameter of the tube.

From the despatching station the air passes
through the outgoing tube, expanding as it

goes and moving the carriers at a rate varying
from 35 to 60 miles an hour. The air then
passes into the vacuum cylinder of the engine

at the receiving end, the compression cylin-

ders of the same engine furnishing air for the
return circuit.

The size of the carriers varies in the different

cities. Those used in Philadelphia are eight

inches in diameter, weigh thirteen pounds
when empty, and from twenty-five to thirty

pounds when filled. They are thin steel

cylinders, closed at the front end by convex
discs of the same material, carrying a buffer

of felt and leather. The rear end is closed

by a hinged lid, secured by a lock. The lock
is so designed that it is impossible for it to
become undone while the carrier is in transit.

The shell of the carrier is 24 in. long, and is

surrounded by two bearings of woven cotton
fabric, specially prepared and clamped be-
tween metal rings. When the carrier is new
it fits the tube closely; but in service the
bearings soon become worn, until they are
a quarter of an inch smaller in diameter than
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the tubes. A carrier will run approximately
10,000 miles before these rings have to be
renewed. Considerable air escapes past the
carriers when the rings become smaller; but
this affects the velocity of the carriers very
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little, and does not interfere with the proper

working of the system.
The most complicated part of the system

is the means by w^hich the carriers are

inserted and taken out of the tubes. The
device which receives the carriers to be des-

patched is called the transmitter and is

shown in detail in Figs. 1 and 2. This trans-

mitter is composed of tw-o sections, the outer

one being merely a holder, while the inner one

is a chamber closed by two swinging shutters.

The carrier is placed in the outer section of

the transmitter, resting against the exterior

shutter; and as the pressure of the air in the

inner section is the same as that of the outside

atmosphere the weight of the carrier forces

the shutter open, and the carrier enters the

inner chamber. When the exterior shutter

closes it sets a timing device which re\-erses the

valve connections, thus cutting off the exhaust

and admitting pressure from the tube through

a by-pass. This firmly closes the exterior

shutters; and at the same time allows the

carrier to force open the interior shutter, as

the pressures on both sides of this interior

shutter are equal. Ten seconds after the

carrier has gone the timing device re-sets

itself, thereby changing the valve connections
and allowing the compressed air in the inner

section of the transmitter to exhaust. It is

then possible for another carrier to enter the

tube, without colliding with the carrier ahead.
The device into which the carriers emerge
from the tubes is known as the receiver.

This consists of nothing more than the open
end of the tube, arranged in such a manner
that the main air circuit is cut off from it by
means of a by-pass tube, leading to the

vacuum cylinder of the pump. The carrier,

upon entering the tube leading to the receiver,

passes over the by-pass. This checks its

speed; and it is carried up into the receiver

by its own momentum, emerging on an oval

table which has a spring at the farther end
to absorb the shock and roll the carrier down
to a lower section of the table, from which
it can be removed without danger. This is

clearly shown in Fig. 3.

The greatest commercial improvement was
made to this system during the past year,

when the old method of hand control was
replaced by automatic electric control. This

system eliminates the waste of power by shut-

ting down the pumps when there are no
carriers to be despatched. Comparatively
few people realize the saving in operating

expense which has been brought about
through the introduction of automatic control.

The operating records of the system under
consideration show a saving in power of 60 per

Fig. 2. Transmitter Used in Philadelphia Pneumatic Tube

Mail Delivery System

cent, on a bill of $45,000.00, while the cost of

installation was only 16 per cent, of one year's

power bill, or $7,500.00. The net saving in

the first year was, therefore, approximately 45

per cent. During the past few years tre-
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mendous strides have
been made in the
development of auto-
matic control for all

kinds of work, and this

installation stands out
pre-eminently as an ex-
ample of the economy
which can be efTected

by its use.

While the actual
starting and stopping of

the motor is done from
the automatic panel,
which is located near
it in the basement, the
remote control origi-

nates at the point
where the carrier opens
the exterior shutter of

the transmitter. The
general outline of the
control is as fol-

lows:

Remote Control. Attached to the trans-
mitter is a motor-operated cut-out device.
The motor drives through gears on to a friction

clutch, the gear ratio being 10,000 to 1. This
reduction is such that the arm, which is

Fig. 3. Receiving Table Transmitter and Carriers Used in Pneumatic Tube System

attached to one side of the friction clutch,

takes three minutes to travel from "full on"
to "full off" position, thereby insuring that
the pump will not be shut down until the
last carrier has reached its destination. A
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copper segment mounted on the arm bridges

two contact buttons when it reaches the

'full off" position, thus shutting down the

pumps automatically as soon as the demand

Fig. 5. Automatic Compensator Panel. Hand Compensators and

Switchboard. Station C. Philadelphia

ceases. As each carrier passes through the

exterior shutter of the transmitter, the friction

clutch is opened by means of connecting rods,

and the arm is returned to the "full on" posi-

tion by a spring. By doing so the short-circuit

across the contact buttons is opened,
thus allowing the operating relay,

which is connected across these but-
tons,to pick up and make the control
circuit for the automatic compen-
sator, at the same time starting the
motor of the timing device, which,
if the arm is not reset by another
carrier, will drive it to the "full

off" position in three minutes and
shut down the pumps.

Current Limit Automatic Com-
pensator: This panel is to perform
the same function as a hand com-
pensator, doing it at the psycho-
logical moment as determined by
the current in the motor, which will

be in proportion to the speed. The
starter consists of a four-pole con-
tactor for connecting the com-
pensator coils across the line,

and the motor across the reduced
voltage taps of the compensator
coils ; and a current limit relay in the starting
circuit, which, when the current reaches a
predetermined value, opens the circuit of the
four-pole contactor, thus opening the com-

pensator circuit, and making the circuit of

the two-pole contactor, which connects the
motor across the line. On the panels fur-

nished for this equipment, the four-pole and
two-pole contactors are mechani-
cally interlocked, but on standard
panels these contactors are electri-

cally interlocked. In this case there
are two sources of overload protec-
tion; first, overload relays which,
when they operate, protect the elec-

trical circuit by energizing the trip-

]3ing-out coil of the circuit-breaker,

completely cutting off the motor
and starter from the line; second,

the pressure cut-out which, when
it opens, completes the circuit of the
trip-coil of the circuit-breaker. This
device is to protect the tubes in

case a carrier gets jammed.
Fig. 4 shows the wiring of Post

Office Station C at Philadelphia,

while Fig. 5 is an illustration of

the station equipment. Besides
the two automatic panels are shown
the hand compensators, switch-

board and throw over switches. These latter

make it possible to start the motors from
either the automatic or hand compensators.
In each station there is one spare motor,
which is used not only as a substitute in

Fig. 6. Interior of Southwark Station. Philadelphia, showing series

contactor panel in foreground

case of a break-down ; but also in case of an
emergency, for forcing a jammed carrier out of

a tube. For this reason the motor is rated at

twice the horse-power necessary for operation.
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OPERATING NOTES ON RELAYS, CONTACTORS AND OTHER BASIC
AUTOMATIC DEVICES

By W. C. Yates

New York Office, General Electric Company

This article has been written primarily for the instruction of those responsible for the good performance
of automatic controlling apparatus. More important than a set of hard-and-fast rules for operation and
adjustment is a clear understanding of the function of the various basic devices employed in such equipments.
The following article explains simply the function of some of these elemental devices, protective relays, current
limit relays, contactors, and so on; the author making notes where necessary on adjustments which may be
made to secure the best operation.

—

Editor.

The general tendency in the application of

motor control is to make the controlling

equipment self-governing. The demand is

growing for automatic controllers which will

protect the motor and the machine it drives

from mishandling by a careless operator,

or which will insure the doing of a certain

thing in a certain time. The ever-broadening

field of application of the electric motor
makes necessary the development of con-

trolling devices to meet the new conditions;

or rather—it might be more truly said

—

the new developments in the art of controlling

devices have made possible many new
applications of electric motors.

This tendency takes responsibility from the

operator—in many cases eliminates him

—

and places it upon the electrician who installs

the equipment and has to take care of it.

From the nature of things an automatic
controller is less simple than hand-operated
apparatus, and the average electrician is

sometimes finding it a problem to com-
pletely understand the device which is

set down before him to install, adjust

or take care of. The purpose of this article

is to give him a brief description of some of

the latest types of protective and governing
apparatus as used in automatic controlling

equipments, explaining the function of each

and giving some suggestions as to proper care

and adjustment. Each device is adjusted for

certain average conditions when the equip-

ment is tested at the factory; but, when the

controller is put into ser\-ice, it is frequently

necessary to change the adju.stment in order

to meet the special conditions of the particular

installation. Furthermore, between the time

the equipment is tested at the factory and the

time it is erected, there are opportunities for

the adjustment to become changed by reason

of rough handling.

We have referred to these devices as

"protective" and "governing." Under the

former term are those which provide for

no-voltage and overload release. All auto-

matic controlling equipments, which are
operated by magnets or solenoids, inherently
possess the no-voltage release feature, as all

the switching devices drop out when the
power is off. They can be connected either to

start the machinery automatically when the
power returns, or to make necessary the clos-

ing of a switch or a push-button by the
operator. The simplest method of accom-
plishing the latter is to attach an auxiliary

contact to the contactor which first closes,

the said contact bridging a normally open
switch or push-button, which is closed for

an instant to start the equipment. The
auxiliary contact maintains the control circuit

of the various magnetically-operated devices
as long as the contactor referred to remains
closed. The auxiliary switch is usually
in the form of a metal disc bridging two
contact posts. These interlock discs are
also used to insurp the proper sequence of

closing of the contactors, to guard against the
closing of one device before another has
opened, etc. It is essential to see that
these auxiliary contacts are made or broken
properly, as the case may be, when the
contactor to which they are attached closes

or opens; and it is quite important to main-
tain the discs, contacts, and the springs
behind the discs, free from accumulation of

dirt or corrosion.

The protection against overload is taken
care of by a relay, the coil of which is in the
main circuit. When the core of the relay is

lifted, contacts in series with the control or
pilot circuit of the equipment are opened
and the contactors drop out, opening the
motor circuit. A typical overload relay is

shown in Fig. 1. This possesses a shunt
coil by means of which the relay can be
electrically re-set from any point. The two
contact-making arms will be noted; the one
at the left makes and breaks the pilot circuit,

while the one at the right is in series with
the shunt coil of the relay. When one contact
is closed the other is opened and vice versa.
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The object of the right contact is to open

the circuit of the shunt coil immediately

it re-sets the relay, as well as to make it

unnecessary for the push-button, used to

Fig. I. Electrically Reset Overload Relay

close the shunt coil circuit, to open the same.

The knurl-headed screw at the bottom of the

relay provides for its adjustment. Turning

the screw to the right

raises the relay core and ,-;,a'
lowers the value of cur-

rent at which the relay

will trip. A graduated
scale on the front of the

relay indicates the current

values within the range of

the particular series coil

used.

Overload relays used on
alternating current control

equipments are usually

provided with a time limit

attachment, so that the

relays can be set at a cur-

rent value below the initial

rush of current taken by
the motor in starting (Fig.

2). The attachment con-

sists of a dashpot or a bellows; and in either

case a time adjustment is possible by means
of screws, the setting of which can be readily

changed to increase or decrease the air inlet.

No definite rules can be offered to cover the

proper setting of overload relays. The use

of an automatic control equipment usually

pre-supposes an intermittent cycle of duty;
and the motor can, therefore, safely undergo
higher overload currents than are permissible

for constant running. The percentage over-

load current allowable depends upon the

frequency of the high currents, the proportion

of time the motor is running, the accelerating

period, and other factors. The proper point

at which to set the overload relay can only

be determined after the equipment is in

operation and observations have been made
of the current peaks attained. The relay

should be adjusted to trip just above the

highest current reached under normal opera-

tion.

Under the head of "governing" devices

come those which limit the current taken

by the motor while it is being brought up
to speed. The alternating current forms
are somewhat different from the direct

•current devices. One method of direct

current limit control is by means of a series

relay attached to a shunt wound contactor

(see Fig. 3). All the accelerating contactors,

which serve to cut out the successive steps

of starting resistance, are provided with

the relay, except the last one to close, and
each contactor, when open, mechanically

holds the relay core up so that the disc

does not make contact. When the pilot

circuit of the controlling equipment is closed.

Fig. 2. Overload Relay Panel

the shunt coil of the first contactor is ener-

gized, and that contactor closes the motor
circuit through the starting resistance and
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the coils of all the series relays. The relay

coil of the first contactor is shunt wound,
and is connected across the terminals of

the starting resistance. When the current
through the starting resistance falls by
reason of the motor coming to speed, the
drop across the shunt relay coil diminishes,

until its core falls; and the contact disc

thereupon completes the circuit through the
shunt coil of the next succeeding contactor.

This contactor cuts out a step of the starting

resistance, causing a jump in current, and
when the current diminishes, the series relaj^

falls, and its contact disc causes the third

contactor to close and so on. The number of

contactors depends upon the size of the motor
and the load it is called upon to get under
way. The theory of current limit control,

with connection diagrams, is discussed at

greater length in an article appearing on
page 272.

The current limit relay is adjusted by turn-

ing the knurled nut to send the core up or

down, which will respectively decrease or

increase the value of current at which the

core will drop. It frequently happens that

the original setting of the relays either causes

the motor to come to speed too quickly, or

prevents their falling at all by reason of the

heavy load on the motor. Adjustments to

contactor which embodies the current limit

feature with no accessory relay (Fig. 4).

This device has the magnetic paths through
its frame so arranged that it will not close

Fig. 3. Shunt Contactor with Series Relay

for Current Limit Control

remedy either condition can be readily made
as explained above.
Another method of direct current hmit

control involves the use of the series wound

Fig. 4. Direct Current Series Contactor

when a current is passing through the coil of

a value higher than that at which the con-
tactor is set. When the current falls to this

predetermined point the flux through the
outer magnetic path is not sufficient to oppose
the pull at the top, and the contactor closes.

A number of series contactors can be used to

accelerate a motor by cutting out suc-

cessive resistance steps. As each contactor
goes in the current immediately rises and
closes the circuit through the coil of the
next succeeding contactor. The current value
at which each contactor is set can be varied
by turning the thumb-nut at the bottom, to
increase or decrease the magnetic gap at that
point. Turning the nut clockwise increases
the gap and increases the current value at
which the device will close. After changing
the adjustment care should be taken to
tighten the set-screw which holds the nut.

Alternating current limit control is accom-
plished by self-contained relays, of which a
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typical one is shown in Fig. 5. This relay

has a shunt coil and a series coil, the core of

the former being heavy enough to lift the
core of the latter, which carries the contact

Fig. S. Relay Used with AC. Contactor Control for

Obtaining Automatic Current Limit Acceleration

disc. This relay operates in conjunction with
two or more alternating contactors for accel-

erating a slip ring induction motor, in the

following manner: When the pilot

circuit is closed the first contactor,

which closes the motor circuit, goes

in, and, by means of an auxiliary

disc contact, makes the circuit

through the shunt coil of the relay.

The core in the shunt coil is im-
mediately lifted, leaving the core

of the series coil free to drop as

soon as the motor current falls to

the pre-determined point. As soon
as the disc makes contact the coil

of the second contactor is energized.

For a third contactor an addi-

tional relay must be employed;
but no more than two relays are

needed for any additional number
of contactors, as they can be so
connected in relation to auxiliary

contact discs on the various con-
tactors as to operate reciprocat-

ingly for any number of starting points.

The accelerating current limit relay can be
adjusted by the nut, which can be turned
to raise or lower the core of the series coil.

Raising the core decreases the current value
at which the relay will drop.
The type of relay used with automatic

compensator starters for squirrel cage motors
is the same as the one just described, except
that it makes contact in both positions.

When the relay falls it breaks the coil circuit

of the starting contactor before it closes the
coil circuit of the running contactor. This
relay can be seen on the panel shown in Fig.

3 of the article on starting compensators,
page 312.

All the current limit devices described in

the foregoing are apt to need adjustment,
after they are installed, to obtain the best

results. Obviously, the ideal point to set

them is just above the value to which the
motor current will fall at each point ; although
there is no object in setting them below
25 per cent, overload current, unless it is

desirable to start the motor slowly, even
though lightly loaded. Extreme care should
be taken not to set the relays below the value
to which the motor current will always fall.

A safe leeway is advisable, or else the starting

resistance or the compensator is in danger of

becoming damaged.
Another type of governing device is the

shunt field relay (Fig. 6). This is employed
on direct current equipments for use with
adjustable speed motors, where it is desired to

automatically accelerate the motor to a pre-

determined speed above nonnal. Adjustable

Fig. 6. Shunt Field Relays for Use with Adjustable Speed Motors
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speed motors should not be accelerated with

weakened field; and to prevent this the

contacts of the relay are connected across

the field rheostat, which is set for the desired

ultimate speed. The relay is provided with a

coil in series with the main motor circuit,

and the core is so adjusted that the relay

contacts maintain full field on the motor
until the current has permanently dropped
to a value at which it is safe to weaken the

shunt field. In operation the relay tends to

drop before its final fall, but the resulting

rush of current closes it each time until the

motor has come to a speed at which the final

jump can be made without excess current.

A knurl-headed screw provides for adjust-

ment. Turning the screw to the right

decreases the gap in the magnetic circuit and
decreases the current value at which the relay

will close.

The devices described in the foregoing are

common to a large majority of the many types

of automatic control equipments. Certain

special equipments employ special devices;

but those are outside the scope of the present

article.

NOTES ON THE DESIGN OF CONTACTORS
Bv H. E. White

Late of the Industrial Control Engineering Department, General Electric Company

It is the purpose of this article to call attention to some details in the design of direct current and alternating

current contactors, to show generally the nature of the conditions which the designer has to meet, and the

influence of these requirements on the various parts of standard contactors. Along these lines, a discussion

is made of the function and design of the several parts, including general type (open or solenoid), switch

contacts (carbon or copperj, the blowout, the arc-chute, the pulling mechanism, the structure of the magnetic

circuit, and so on.

—

Editor.

if used for heavy and frequent duty will

be found to be dangerous, in that it is

necessary to open the current-reducing con-

tacts at the very last part of closure of the

switch. This requires that the mechanism
used for the purpose shall have a nicetj' of

adjustment which is not likely to continue

long when the equipment is subjected to

service. The various parts which go to make
up a direct current contactor are shown in

Fig. 1, while Fig. 2 illustrates the method of

removing the solenoid or operating coil.

The designer in choosing between various

electro-magnets will be confronted with two
general types: the one in which the movable
armature is in the interior of the magnet coil,

the other in which there is no movable element
in the interior of the coil. The first type will

be found to be the more efficient, while the

second will be found, when properly designed,

a little less efficient but cheaper to build and
much more accessible for replacement of parts.

These conditions are generally true only of

magnets for switching devices. If the mag-
nets are required for lifting heavy weights
through a considerable distance the first type
is the better. The reason for this is that in

magnetic switches the pull required increases

greatly as the closure of the switch progresses.

In the case of other applications, as for

instance, solenoid brakes, a constant pull is

better suited to the requirements.

The most vital part of a magnetic switch,

or contactor, is the solenoid whose function

it is to furnish the power for operating the

switch contacts. Not only must this part

of the contactor be designed for economy in

operating current, but the characteristics of

the solenoid should be so modified as to give

a pull suitable for this particular work.

Solenoids which are suitable for other pur-

poses may not be suitable for magnetic
switches, as will be shown later. In designing

this part of the apparatus knowledge must be

had in advance of the variations in the

voltage of the supply circuit, and, in the case

of alternating current apparatus, of varia-

tions in the frequency also. On industrial

circuits where the motors are of such capaci-

ties as to require magnetic control, it is

usually found that the lowest voltage will be

about 75 per cent, of the normal or nominal

voltage, and that at times the voltage is

liable to exceed the normal by about 15 per

cent. Noting that the pull of an electro-

magnet varies as the square of the voltage, it

will be seen that the effective pull at the low

voltage falls to less than half what it is at the

maximum. The difficulty of designing mag-
nets for a greater voltage variation will be

evident. The heating varies in a similar

manner. Here the temptation is strong to use

some device to reduce the current in the

operating coil or after closure. Such devices
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Of equally great importance is the type of

switch contacts used for closing and opening
the main current. In the past it was usually

considered necessary that the initial and

Fig. 1. Parts of Direct Current Contactor

final contact should be made on carbon
contacts. Magnetic switches built on this

principle have given excellent results, and
have usually been provided with laminated
copper brushes to carry the current after

complete closure. In view of the liability to

breakage of the carbon contacts, to their

rather rapid wear, and also to the serious

limitations of brush contacts, there has been
a tendency to use solid copper contacts for

making and breaking the main current, and
for carrying the current after the switch is

closed; and if some simple conditions are

observed it is surprising how well such copper
contacts will operate. Generalh' the switch
will be required to open and close frequently,

in which case durability rather than low con-

tact resistance is required. This last consider-

ation demands that the contacts should
be liberally provided with copper, and that
the magnets and springs should be such
that the contacts may be worn to a consider-

able depth before they need to be replaced by
new ones. Magnetic switches with copper con-

tacts have operated, making and breaking
their rated current at full voltage, over

500,000 times without any renewals or re-

adjustments of any parts.

A magnetic blow-out is essential to the
satisfactory operation of a magnetic switch
unless the capacity is very small. It is

sometimes thought that the presence of a
magnetic field at the point where the arc is

broken is all that is necessary to ensure suc-

cess. Such, however, is far from the truth.

While it is impossible to give a clear idea of

all the points that may be taken advantage of

in this connection, one of the inost important
is the shape of the contacts which carry
the current. It is well known that, when an
arc is drawn between parallel conductors, the
arc tends to travel away from the source of

current. Since the parts of the conductors
which lie nearest to the arc are the most
effective in producing this result, the shaping
of the contacts can be made such as to assist

the magnetic blow-out, or even to direct the

arc away from parts specially liable to injury

Fig. 2. Method of Removing Operating Coil of Contactor

b}' heat. Failure to take advantage of this

will necessitate the use of a stronger magnetic
field, or may even result in the arc being

unduly prolonged; in which case the action
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can be recognized by its producing a tearing
sound instead of a single sharp report.

A further detail of construction which
assists the action of the blow-out is the shape
of the arc chute, that is, of the insulating
material surroimding the contacts. This may-
be made such that the expansion of the air

caused by the heat of the arc will assist the
expulsion of the arc. This means in general
that the arc chute has to lie close to the hottest
parts of the arc. It is therefore necessary that
the material used shall be of a very refractory
nature. At no point has there been a more
noticeable improvement in control apparatus
than in insulations for use in this and other
similar places. A full account of the work
done in this connection would be very
interesting; but in this place it can only be
said that materials practically as refractory
as soapstone are available, which can be
made to size in almost any form economically
and accurately. Fig. 3 shows a direct current
contactor, in which the arc chute can be
clearly seen.

In the past many solenoid switches made
use of toggle joints for increasing the pulling

power of the magnet. For the most part these
were used with alternating current switches.

While at times it has seemed necessary to
resort to this means, it should nevertheless
be noted that in such apparatus the effect of

a little wear in the bearings will result in a

very large difference in the closure of the
contacts. This is specially undesirable where
toggles would seem to be most desirable, i.e.,

on switches of high capacity using laminated
brushes. If this construction is used, means
for shiinming up the contacts and a very
liberal bearing area on the toggle pins are

necessary. In cases where toggles are used
with magnets operated on alternating current,

another undesirable result is liable to be
introduced, which has its origin in a peculiarity

of the alternating current magnet; viz., that

there is no means inherent in the device for

regulating the first inrush of current, as in the
case of a shunt-wound direct current magnet.
In order to understand this more fully it

should be noted that in the case of the direct

current magnet not only is the rise of current

in the winding limited by the self-induction of

the magnet, but there is also a reaction in the
winding during the closure of the switches in

the form of a counter e.m.f. directed against

the external e.m.f., so that a distinct self-

regulating effect is obtained, the magnet
pulling less while in inotion than if held at

rest at any point; with the result that the

switch closes with a slow motion which pro-
dtices a minimum of shock on the operating
parts. In the case of magnets suitable for

operation on alternating current this effect

Fig. 3. Direct Current Contactor

is almost entirely lacking, unless the closure
can be made so rapidly as to take place well
within one half-cycle of current. It will

therefore be seen that the moving parts, in
the case of the closing of the direct current
magnets, have practically no surplus momen-
tum when operating over quite a wide range
of voltage ; while in the case of the alternating
current magnet there is always, except at the
minimum voltage at which the device will

operate, a considerable amount of momentum
of the moving parts which must be absorbed
as mechanical shock. If a toggle-joint is used
this momentum will be very great, since it will

offer very little resistance at the instant
preceding the closure of the magnet. In
practically all cases where alternating current
magnets have been fitted with toggles the
continual hammering and wear have gradually
carried the toggle farther and farther, until
it passes the center, when the device will no
longer open on de-energizing the magnets.
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The writer has found, in comparing the

advantages of "solenoid" versus "open-type"
of electro-magnet for alternating current, that

the latter, with no moving iron in the coil,

Fig. 4. Double Pole Alternating Current Contactor

more closely approximates in its pull-charac-

teristics the requirements for closing switches;

so that with the range in voltage liable to

occur under service conditions there will be a

smaller surplus of energy. to be spent in the

form of mechanical shock. With the arma-
ture hitting dead-flat on the pole faces of

the magnet, the wear will be a minimum
and the effect of the wear will be to maintain

a good fit. This point can be appreciated

from a study of the alternating current con-

tactor shown in Fig. 4.

The alternating current magnet possesses

the peculiarity of automatically reducing its

current during closure. This is due to the

fact that the impedance of the coil changes

during closure. It can be shown that the

pull is a function of the rate of change of the

impedance. It would be impossible to produce

a simple electro-magnet which would have
the same impedance after closure as before.

This reduction, while very great, is not, how-
ever, sufficient to make the alternating current

magnet as economical of power as a direct

current magnet, for the reason that the

hysteresis and eddy current losses are bound
to be high in the former type.

In operating at different frequencies it will

be found that the apparent power taken by
the alternating current magnetic switches

increases almost directly as the frequency.

There are no compensating factors as there

are in the operation of motors and trans-

formers. A certain magnetic density is neces-

sary in the magnets, and this can be obtained

with increasing frequencies only by raising

the voltage in the same ratio. The current

will of course remain the same, as the ampere-
turns need to be kept constant. Generally

Fig. 5. Four Point Reversible Contactor Panel Using

Series Contactors

speaking it is easier to make a 25-cycle

alternating current magnet than a 60-cycle

magnet; while at lower frequencies the prob-

lem becomes even simpler.
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With regard to the material to be used in

the magnetic circuit of alternating current
magnets, it has been found that for very
small magnets cast-iron may be used in those
parts where the density is not very great.

For larger magnets it becomes necessary to

use a laminated structure of sheet iron. In
the case of magnets used on 60-cycle circuits

it is also advisable to use special transformer
iron with high specific resistance and low

hysteresis losses. It will be found, however,
that the latter kind of iron docs not permit
of running at so high a saturation. Leakage
impedance is one of the serious problems in

the design of the alternating current magnet.
It has an effect here similar to that in induc-
tion motors. The leakage impedance will be
a minimum on the solenoid type of magnet,
but for reasons given above it is desirable to

sacrifice efTiciencv for other advantages.

Fig, 6. Contactor Panel for 2300 Volt Induction Motors
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THE CONTROL OF ELECTRIC MOTORS ON SHIPS
By C. L. Perry

Industrial Control Engineering Department, General Electric Company

Electrical apparatus on warships has to meet requirements far more stringent than those which usually
obtain on land in industrial service, and this applies particularly to controlling apparatus. The following
article describes some of the equipment used in U. S. naval vessels for controlling motors operating ammunition
hoists, rammers, gun-turrets, boat-cranes, forced-draft blowers, and steering-gear. The paper necessarily
contains much interesting matter on the operation of these various machines; while among the illustrations
are included several views of modern U. S. warships which are equipped with various electrical power
apparatus.

—

Editor.

The use of electric motors on shipboard in

the United States, if we neglect certain

equipments which were in the nature of

experiments, began with the equipment of

some eight-inch ammunition hoists on the

battleships Indiana, Massachusetls , and Oregon

Fig. 1. U. S. S. "Florida"

about the year 1894. Since that time the use

of electric equipments on naval vessels has

steadily increased, until today they have
almost supplanted steam for every purpose
except engine-room auxiliaries and actual

propulsion, and even the latter is being

seriously considered. The number of instal-

lations on merchant vessels flying our flag has

been insignificant compared with the number
in the Navy, and in this article only the latter

will be considered in detail.

As a result of naval infltience nearly all

marine control equipments are of special

character embodying features rarely called

for in industrial practice, and in point of

safety distinctly in advance of the latter.

The two most important general requirements
for continuously-running motors are, first,

no-voltage protection for all sizes of motors;
and, second, the requirement that unless

starting rheostats are designed with prac-

tically continuous capacity, the control equip-
ment must be stich as to render it impossible
to leave the motor running with resistance

in circuit with it. Water-tight and flame-

proof covers are also required in many places.

In order to meet the no-voltage and resist-

ance requirements it has frequently been
found better to use separate overload circuit-

breaker panels with contactors mounted on
them for no-voltage protection, connected
with drum controllers having special contacts

for the operation of the latter. The latest of

these controllers have hinged handles which
have a slight vertical movement as well as the

usual rotary inovement. The vertical move-
ment operates a contact which closes the

energizing circuit of the contactor, the main

1/
Resistance

L2

He/d

h-wm—
Brake

Fig. 2. Connection Diagram for Ammunition Hoist Motor

contacts of the latter being in circuit with the

motor. In case the handle is released before

the running point of the controller is reached,

or in case of no-voltage, the contactor opens

and cannot be closed until the handle is

returned to either the "off" or first position.
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Aside from these general special require-

ments the many unique uses of motors, such
as training and loading the guns, forced draft

blowers, steering gears, etc., require special

features. Some of these will now be con-

sidered in greater detail.

Turret and Ordnance Control Equipments

To understand the functions of the control

apparatus for ordnance equipments an idea

of the construction of a turret is necessary.

The guns are controlled in a horizontal plane

in pairs by the rotation of the turret, though
their range may be separately adjusted by the

elevating motors. In some of the turrets

recently designed, the ammunition is first

hoisted from the lower handling room in the

magazine to an intermediate compartment;
and there slid from the ammunition car of the

lower hoist to the car of the upper hoist, which
is then raised to the breech of the gun. This
arrangement has been adopted on account of

the danger of burning powder bags or other

materials falling down into the magazine
when a through passage-way exists; although
this danger is sometimes avoided by having
doors in the passage-way which close auto-

matically. The turrets of U. S. S. Florida

can be clearly seen in Fig. 1.

Three different methods of control have
been used successfully for ammunition hoists,

each being a step in the development of this

class of apparatus. The first was a dial-type

controller arranged for dynamic braking in

lowering; and the second was a plain drum
controller for a shunt motor arranged so as to

give power as well as dynamic braking in

lowering the car. In the system illustrated

in Fig. 2. during lowering, a resistance—part

of which is used during hoisting—is connected

across the line, and the motor arinature is

then connected across sections of this resist-

ance so as to gradually increase the potential

across it. Such equipments are in use on a

great many of the older vessels, which were
furnished with a single hoist from the lower

handling room to the gun. Their chief limita-

tions were that the amount of current which
could be handled greatly limited the speed of

operation; and that it was difficult to locate

a large drum controller beneath the gun-room
deck, and still be able readily to operate it.

In the U. S. S. Michigan, Florida, and Utah,

systems of automatic control with master
controllers, magnetic switches and limit

switches were developed. Figs. 3, 4 and 5

show the master controller, contactor box,

and Hinit switch for ammunition hoist motor.

The limit switches are so designed that the

carriage is slowed down and stopped without

any attention on the part of the operator.

This is necessary on account of the extremely

Master Controller for Ammunition
Hoist Motor

rapid operation required, the trip from the

lower to the upper handling room usually

taking from five to eight seconds according

to the height of the turret, and the trip to

the gun taking about seven seconds, the

latter depending slighth^ on the elevation of

the gun. On these ships it was considered

desirable to retain current on the motor as

long as the car was up, and compel it to

follow the motions of the breech, which
introduced several additional complications.

On some of the latest ships automatic electric

control has been abandoned in favor of

clutches driven b}- electric motors, the change
being made for sake of simplicity. This
method also overcomes, to a considerable

extent, the trouble sometimes experienced
with the slacking of hoist cables caused by
motor armatures not stopping quickly enough

;

as the latter, on account of their high momen-
tum, are difficult to stop accurately in a short

space of time.

The next apparatus to consider is the
rammer. This may be either of the telescope
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or the chain type. The former, as the
name indicates, consists of a series of con-
centric tubes which are extended by means
of an arranrcncnt of ch.-iins nnd pulleys.

Fig. 4. Contactor Box for Ammunition Hoist Motor

The chain type consists chiefly of a large

block chain, the links of which have square

comers on one side so that they can bend
in only one direction. Both types are usually

driven by a compound wound motor, and
except in a few recent ships no attempt at

automatic control has been made, the

operator being relied upon to check the speed

as desired. Fig. 6 is an exploded view of a

drum-type controller for rammer motor.

In some special cases, however, automatic

rammers have been used with ver>- satis-

factory results. In these a limit switch

controlled through the agency of differential

feature when it is appreciated that the length
of the stroke, for the shell, may be double
that for the powder bags. Having loaded
the gun the next step is to screw in the breech
block, which in some cases is also done by a
small motor.

During all these operations the men in

charge of sighting the guns are busy. The
electric range-finder has given the distance

and the turret has been turned to the proper
angle. The latter operation is an exceedingly

delicate one, and a great many systems have
been proposed for getting the necessary re-

sults. The first used on the older ships was a
voltage control system, a separate generator or

motor-generator set being employed for each
turret. In its simplest form a single motor
drove the turret throughout its entire range
of speed, and was controlled by varying the

field of its generator. The regulation was not
entirely satisfactory, however, and this was
superseded by what is known as the rotary

compensator system. In this, two armatures
having independent fields are mounted on
one shaft and connected in series; and two
motors, one of much larger capacity than the

other, are connected across the terminals of

the armatures of the rotary compensator.

The speed of each motor is then regulated by
varying the field of its counterpart in the

compensator. These fields are connected in

series across the feeders, their common middle
connection being attached to the arm of a

field rheostat, the resistance of which is also

across the feeders.

With this arrangement, and the use of

electric clutches for the small motor, the full

speed range of both motors can be made
use of; and it has the great advantage over

Limit Switch for Ammunition Hoist Motor

gearing jointly by the controller and the

motor was used. The length of the rammer
stroke could then be controlled by the posi-

tion of the controller handle—a desirable

the use of a single motor in that the slow

speeds are far more stable and are accorn-

panied by better torque. Nevertheless it

does not give quite ideal results, as it has
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been found impossible to obtain with it a
straight line speed curve; for the reason that

the speed changes of the large motor are too
small at some points and too large at others.

Another system in use consists of two motors
driving a differential gear, the speed of the
turret being obtained by varying the field

strength of the two motors. This system has
given good results; but the difficulty of elec-

tric control, due to the self-induction of the

field magnets and the inertia of the arma-

the load being held by a spring-operated

magnetic disc brake when the controller is at

the "off" position, or in case of failure of

voltage; and an excessive speed in lowering
is prevented by an automatic mechanical
brake. In the latest types the lowering

control is electrical rather than mechanical,
and makes use of a principle similar to that

in ammunition hoists. The cylinder for the

rotating motor is generally arranged like the

older ammunition hoists. Hoisting motors

Fig- 6. Rammer Motor Controller

tures, has led to the preference for hydraulic

speed gears, driven by constant speed motors.

The elevation of the guns is a simpler

matter and is accomplished by a motor and
hydraulic speed gear. The relative capacities

of motors used in the turrets are of interest

and are shown in the following table for the

U. S. S. Florida.

Upper ammunition hoist

Lower "

Rammer motor .

Elevating motor
Breech-block motor .

Turret-turning motors for hydraulic gear

Boat Crane Controllers

Boat crane controllers, since they must of

necessity be exposed to the weather, are

made water-tight. Each contains as a rule

two cylinders, one for hoisting and one for

swinging the boat over the side. They also

contain magnetic blow-out circuit-breakers,

which can be set by handles extending through

the covers and tripped by push-rods passing

through stuffing glands. The hoisting cylin-

ders usually operate by rheostatic control.

60 h.p-

25 h.p-

1 h.p.

15 h.p.

3.5 h.p.

25 h.p.

for boat cranes are usually of 50 h.p. capacity;

while the rotating motors arc usually about
30 h.p. to 40 h.p.

Forced Draft Blowers

The control of forced draft blowers would
require no consideration here if only one
blower were used for each boiler room, and
the space for the motor and equipment were
less limited than they are on shipboard.

These two conditions, however, add certain

elements of risk which must be taken care of

by special means.
It is characteristic of two properly-designed

blowers, of like capacity, acting together that

they will divide the load equally; but that if

either stops, the load on the other will at once
increase. We must also remember that the

blower motor speeds must be varied according

to steaming conditions, and to do this econom-
ically the field strength of the motors are

varied. If now, while two blowers are running
at full speed, one of them is stopped, the other
immediately becomes overloaded; but its load
can be reduced by simply strengthening the
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Fig. 7. U. S. S. "Michigan'

field of its motor. This is done by the use
ofran overload relay which short-circuits the
field resistance. Controllers for forced draft

blowers sometimes have a further complica-
tion on account of the necessity of operating

them from more than one point. Under these
circumstances, if it is also required that the
special handle and contact, spoken of above,
be emplo\-ed, the circuits become quite com-
plicated.

Fig. 8. U. S. S. " Connecticut

'
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Steering Gear Control

Electric control of steering gear has been
studied almost from the beginning of the use

of electricity on shipboard, but the necessity

for absolute reliability combined with ex-

tremely severe service has, until recently,

prevented its -use except in a few experi-

mental installations. The improvement in the

reliability of control apparatus has of late,

however, brought this matter again into promi-
nence, and several recent ships are now being

equipped with electric steering gears. In

general, most systems include some form of

follow-up de\'ice; i.e., a device so designed

that as the rudder turns it will cut power off

the motor which turns it. This feature in an
analogous form has been almost universally

applied to steam gears; and since the latter

also will be installed as alternative means of

steering on the ships which are to have
electric gear, it is natural to insist that the

same method shall be employed for control

by either system. This can be accomplished
by a wire rope transmission or by means of a

device known as a telemotor. This consists of

two cjdinders containing pistons, and con-

nected together by piping on both sides of

the pistons. If one piston is moved the other

will be forced to move also, and can be used
to operate either a steam valve or a master
controller. This arrangement eliminates all

wiring between the steering stand and the

electrical apparatus.

In other systems a pilot motor control is

used between the steering-stand and the main

Fig. 9. Boat Crane Motor Controller

controller; while in others a Wheatstone bridge

arrangement is employed for controlling the

exciter of the special generator which fur-

Fig. 10. U. S. S. "North Dakota'
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nishes power to the rudder motor. In still

others no follow-up device is used, depending
on an indicator to show the position of the
rudder. Aside from these features of remote
control it is interesting to consider the

Fig. 11. Controller for Turret-turning Motor

mechanical characteristics of this problem.

We must appreciate in the first place, that,

to maintain even an approximately straight

course, the rudder must be shifted constantly,

seldom remaining in a fixed position for more
than a few seconds. This necessitates con-

stantl}^ reversing the operating motor, which
means the severest kind of service for the
controlling apparatus. Another difficvdty is

the extremely variable load, which may
change from a very small value to 100 per cent,

overload an instant later. Fortunately the
reversal of torque can be controlled to some
extent by operating the rudder through the
agency of a large screw having right and left

threads at opposite ends, these threads carry-

ing nuts to which links are attached which act

on a cross-head on the rudder. The pitch of

the threads is small enough to prevent the rud-
der from driving the screw, and consequently
there will be but a very slight tendency to

drive the motor even with the screw turning
rapidh". Even with this arrangement a shunt
around the motor armature can be employed
to good advantage in order to stop the rudder
quickly, when the pressure of the water and
the momentum of the motor are tending to

drive it.

Steering gears for large ships require as

high as 300 h.p. for short periods; and since

120 volts is used on all American ships the

current is very large and requires the use

of magnetic switches. In the Argentine Navy
220 volts has been adopted, which has con-

siderably lightened the equipments on the

two ships now being furnished with electric

gear.

Forced Draft Motor Controller

The future of electric control for marine
ser\ace seems to have only the solution of the

problems of propulsion to consider; and the

day is probably not far distant when even

this will be accomplished.
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AUTOMATIC CONTROL APPARATUS FOR ELECTRIC
FIRE-PUMP SERVICE

By G. T. Eagar
Industrial Control Engineering Department, General Electric Company

This article describes a new automatic control equipment, alternating or direct current, for controlling
electric motors installed with fire-service centrifugal pumps, the latter being piped up to a tank on the roof
of the building, to a high-pressure tank, or to a sprinkler-head system.

—

Editor.

The frequency with which the magnetic
control switches, used in various industrial

services, must necessarily operate, throughout
the working day and year after year, has been

one of the greatest urgency, and the pos-

sibility of failure too serious to contemplate.
Electrically operated ptimps for fire pro-

tection constitute a case in point. The

Fig. 1. Automatic Control Panel for 100 H.P. 220 Volt Shunt Wound Fire Pump Motor

cited as showing the degree of reliability

which is imperatively required in the pro-

duction of such apparatus. Although, from
the point of view of wear-and-tear, this

indeed presents the designer with a serious

problem, it should be borne in mind that,

given a good design, workmanship and
materials, such constant repetition of the

demand on the ability of the control appara-

tus in itself tends to keep the niechanism in

smooth working order.

In some classes of service the reverse

condition obtains. The apparatus may be

left idle for long periods at a time, without

inspection, and without attendance or adjust-

ment; and yet when the demand appears,

without a moment's warning the need n:ay be

excellence of the electric drive in pump
service—whether reciprocating or centrifugal

—has long been recognized, and its value for

fire service is especially marked. Up-keep
costs are reduced to a comparatively negligible

value; while, upon the out-break of fire, the
full water pressure becomes almost instantly
available by the throwing of a switch.

The control equipment for this service

must be capable of standing severe overloads,
such as may be caused by stiffness of the
bearings of the pump or motor through long
dis-use; the apparatus itself must be rust-

proof; while in its construction the use of all

inflammable material must be eliminated,
in order that it ma>- operate successfully in

excessively high temperatures. It is the
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Fig. 2. Showing Connections of Fire Pump Panel in Fig. 1

present practice to make the control equip-

ment for this service automatic in operation,

by connecting a pressure governor to the

stand-pipes; while provision for hand control

in emergency cases is also provided. In

many cases it is the custom to connect the

pumps to a tank on the roof of the building

or to a high-pressure tank located elsewhere,

while in the others the method is adopted of

piping the pumps up direct to the sprinkler-

head system. An idea of the severity of the

service may be gleaned when it is stated that,

with the latter arrangement, an out-break of

fire may result in the breaking of sprinkler

heads in such a number that the equipment
may be called upon to operate as frequently

as two to three times a minute for several

hours.

Fig. 1 shows a fire-pump panel for a 100

h.p. 220-volt shunt motor recently installed

in Kansas City provided with line switch,

circuit-breaker with high overload capacity,

self-starter of the series contactor type,

pressure governor, a small contactor and
push-button switch for cutting in a section

of field resistance to give an increase in speed,

pilot lights (one to show when voltage is on
panel, and one to show when all the starting

resistance is cut out) and a lever for hand
control. The starting resistance of the iron

grid type is mounted in suitable insulated

supports back of the panel, and the con-

nections are run to a connection-board near

the bottom of the panel, as seen in Fig. 2.

All operating parts have
bronze or brass bearings

and pins, and there are no
operating parts of iron-to-

iron such as might rust and
prevent operation. Hand
control is obtained by a
cam shaft, with cams ar-

ranged so that on raising

the hand-lever the series

contactors are closed in

the proper sequence, cut-

ting out the starting resist-

ance. A separate shunt
contactor is energized by
the movement of the hand-
lever, so that the hand
operation is independent
of the pressure governor.

The hand-lever is returned

to the "off" position by
means of a spring, and can-

not be left in the mid-
position allowing the

motor to run on resistance. Unless installed

in a separate building a specially designed
splash-proof case with proper ventilation is

Fig. 3. Automatic Control Panel for 100 H.P. 220 Volt Slip

Ring Induction Motor for Fire Pump Service
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recommended. The case shown has doors
both at the back and front with glass

'

' bulls-

eyes" so that the pilot lights may be seen.

Where alternating current is the source of

power, the slip ring type of induction motor
is the one generally adopted. Control panels

for such motors necessarily differ in design,

but the individual parts are of similar con-

struction to those used in the direct current
equipment. Time limit control is obtained by
the use of a motor-operated dial to cut the resist-

ance out of the secondary circuit. In case of

failure of voltage or on shutting down the

pump, the arm automatically returns to the

"off" position ready for starting. A small

single-pole knife switch is provided for hand
control, this switch short-circuiting the pres-

sure governor. Fig. 3 shows a special panel in-

stalled by the Delaware & Hudson Company at

their coal-pocket near Schenectady. The panel

controls a 100 h. p., 220-volt 60-cycle slip ring

induction motor, driving a centrifugal pump.
In this instance, the panel is controlled by a

separate pressure governor at a remote point.

The use of these panels is not confined to

fire pump service alone, as they may be used
to advantage in hotels, office buildings, stores,

etc., for supplementing the city service and
insuring a sufficient water pressure for every-

day use. They may also be used in isolated

places, such as summer hotels, manufacturing
plants, etc., where power is available; or, in

fact, anywhere that automatic control of

pump motors is required.

CONTROL APPARATUS FOR ELECTRICALLY OPERATED VALVES
By W. M. Watkins

Boston Office, General Electric Company

The article first specifies several classes of service where the use of electric motors for valve operation

is almost a necessity; and describes apparatus appropriate for the control of motors for this service.

—

Editor.

Before describing the apparatus generally

employed in controlling valves operated by
electric motors, it may be well to indicate

briefly the field of the electrically operated

valve. It is impossible to mention all cases

in which the electric drive could be profitably

employed, but there are some applications

where its use has now become almost a

necessity.

Steam Stations. Here large units are

stopped and started several times a day, and
are sometimes called into operation upon
short notice. An electric motor for working
the valves for the large exhaust piping makes
possible a considerable saving of time in

opening and closing, relieves the attendants

from the labor of opening the large valves,

and thus increases the efficiency of the oper-

ators. In cases of emergency it is sometimes
impossible to approach a valve to shut it off;

and here the motor-operated valve is good
insurance against loss from shut-downs or

damage to apparatus by steam and water.

Hydraulic Stations. Where the water pres-

sure available is small and the volume of

water to be controlled is large the size of the

valve or sluice-gate sometimes becomes en-

ormous. To open or close this by hand
would be a wearisome task, and the electric

drive is usually resorted to. Where the

water is brought into the station in a pipe-

line from a reservoir above, the installation of

an electrically-operated valve at the intake

or at an intermediate point with controlling

switch at the power station, is a safeguard
against damage from a broken pipe. Fig. 1

illustrates a valve built by the Chapman
Valve Company for the Ontario Power Com-
pany. The height of this valve is 30 ft. 3 in.,

the weight 130,000 lb., while the diameter of

Fig. 1. Motor Operated Valve of the Ontario Power Company
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the water-way is 9 ft. The valve controls a

hydraulic turbine generating 12,000 h.p.,

and is operated by a 15 h.p. motor controlled

from a distant station.

Fig. 2. Drum Controller for Motor Operating Valve

Municipal Water Supply Systems. There
have been several instances within the past

few years where large water mains have burst,

causing great damage to property before the

water could be shut ofT. In many of these

cases there was considerable delay before

employees of the water department, familiar

with the location of the various valves, could

reach the spot. A system of electrically

operated valves can readily be installed to

take care of such emergencies and disconnect

the supply from any desired section, the

control of all the valves being attended to by
one operator at a central point.

Fire Protection Systems. Many cities and
towns have outgrown their water supply to

such an extent that their fire protection is

inadequate in case of a severe fire. In such

cases the only remedy seems to be an addi-

tional supply from a stand-pipe, or some such

source, that can readily be turned on in case

of need. An electrically operated valve may
be used in such cases and controlled directly

from the firemen's headquarters.
Manufacturing Plants. Sometimes it is

necessarv to locate valves in towers or other

inaccessible places. Here the electric valve
is a necessity for efficient operation. For
fire protection around mills and factories

electrically operated valves can, by the use
of thermostats, be arranged to open on a rise

of temperature.
The controller generally employed in

electric valve service is of the drum type.

Fig. 2 shows a drum-type controller provided
with one running point, forward and reverse,

as used with both direct and alternating cur-

rent motors up to 73''2 h.p. No resistance is

furnished with this controller, as most valve
motors are of special design and may be
thrown direct upon the line. The operation

is as follows; To close the valve the con-

troller handle is thrown in the position marked
"close." The handle is held in this position

by means of a latch until released by the

operator. When the valve closes it throws a

slight overload on the motor and causes an
overload coil, situated on the interior of the

controller case, to operate and release the

controller drum, which is returned to the

open-circuit position by means of a centering

spring, thus stopping the motor. Stopping
the motor by allowing the valve to jam and
operate the overload trip is objected to by
some manufacturers; and in such cases

a .limit switch, which makes contact and
operates the overload trip, is made use of,

which stops the motor as the valve reaches

either end of its travel. Fig. 3 shows a type
of limit switch often used, which is usually

geared to the valve stem.

It is sometimes found desirable or ex-

pedient to operate valves from remote
stations by means of push-buttons. In this

case, a contactor panel is used, and as many
push-button stations as desired may be

furnished. The cost of running wire to these

stations is small, as the only current carried

is that necessary for the operation of the

contactor solenoids. The push-buttons are

u.suallv mounted on a small panel, and consist

Fig. 3. Limit Switch

of a "stop," "open" and "close" button on
the panel. Some form of indicating device

may also be used to show when the valve is

open, closed or operating.
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GENERATOR FIELD RHEOSTAT CONTROL
By C. a. Jagger

Industrial Control Engineering Department, General Electric Company

The question, of the field control of electric generators does not come strictly within the province of indus-
trial control; but, so far as the manufacturer is concerned, the rheostatic apparatus for such purposes is

similar in character to that used in motor applications, and many of the problems are of a similar nature.
Field rheostats for generators are thus dealt with in the following single article. After touching briefly on early
types, the paper describes some modern plate-type rheostats, tube-types, sprocket-operated, gear-operated,
solenoid-operated and motor-operated apparatus, connection diagrams being shown where desirable. Consid-
erable attention is given throughout the article to matters of design, while the concluding paragraphs deal
with selecting a rheostat rating for given service.

—

Editor.

A field rheostat is a device to regulate the

amount of current in a field circuit, either

the amount of curreiit induced from a separate

source of excitation or that within the
generating power of the field itself. In order
to regulate the field current the rheostat

must be a resistance element or combination
of resistance elements, which will retard the
amount of current in somewhat the same
manner as a ^'alve regulates the flow of a

liquid. Such a rheostat being connected
within an energy circuit must dissipate the

energy which it absorbs. This is done in the
form of heat; so that one of the first con-

siderations is to deal with the best method
of dissipating this heat without injury to the

device itself or adjacent surroundings.

The earliest forms of field rheostats were
extremely crude and unreliable. The first

styles of moderate size to be installed included

iron spirals in the form of springs strung

between two wooden bases, these in turn

being definitely spaced by supporting rods

at the corners. On one of these wooden
bases were mounted metal contacts arranged
in a circle. The switch arm was pivoted

in the center, so that by turning it in

either direction a contact finger would pass

over the contacts. The resistance coils in

regular order were connected to the metal
contacts at the back of the base, and the

main field leads were brought to two terminal

studs also attached to the wooden element.

It can readil}' be seen that while ordinary
ventilation could be obtained for the resistance

to carry off the heat, the possibility of over-

heating meant that the wooden bases would
be destroyed, possibly accompanied by a

general conflagration.

Modern field rheostats, while performing

similar functions, are constructed according

to very different lines and are used with a

great variety of generators. There are three

points to consider in the general construction

;

viz., resistance material, insulation and

switching mechanism. Considering the first,

it is evident that the best results will be
obtained froin a material which has a low
teinperature coefficient, thereby having a

constant resistance at various temperatures.

This material must also be as nearly as pos-

sible non-corrosive in order that it shall not
be affected by heating and cooling, or by
ordinary atmospheric conditions. It is un-
usual practice for continuous duty apparatus
to exceed a temperature rise of 200 deg. C,
so that under these conditions properly

selected resistance elements should last indefi-

nitely.

In order to minimize the amount of

auxiliary apparatus, field rheostats usually

depend upon natural draught for ventilation.

For large installations the size of the rheostat

can be reduced by forced ventilation; but
little is saved on the initial investment, and
the general work of maintenance is increased.

There are also disadvantages to be met with
in water-cooled resistances, in that the

electroh^tic action shortens the life of the

resistance elements to a marked degree.

It is probably well that in the matter of field

rheostats these methods of cooling need not

be considered, as the largest field rheostats,

while fundamentally controlling tremendous
outputs of energy, are not in themselves of

abnonnal dimensions.
The insulating material in field rheostats

must be given careful consideration, as

weakness in this respect may easily cause a
burn-out of the resistance, resulting in the

failure of voltage on the part of the generator

at a most critical period. There are a number
of moulded insulating compounds of unusual
mechanical strength, which are in many
instances replacing the use of slate, marble
and other natural products. Mica still holds

its own in offering the best insulation for the
highest temperatures; and in most types of

rheostats mica is used for direct insulation

between resistance eleiuents and the support-
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ing frame-work. The compounds are used
largely for barriers and small bases on which
current-carrying parts are mounted. Slate

and marble are still retained for larger

sections, this being most generally typified

in the construction of switchboards.
The construction of dial switches on field

rheostats presents a variety of combinations,

Fig. 1. Plate Rheostat for Switchboard Mounting

to meet demands varying from very small

currents up to those employed in the excita-

tion of the largest separately-excited alter-

nators. For currents up to 350 amperes,
it has been found practical to use in the
switch-arms solid sliding plungers, with the
surfaces evenly faced and held by springs

against the contact segments. Above this

current, experience has proved that a lami-

nated brush is more satisfactory, owing to the

fact that more uniform contact can be
obtained. Conductivity between the contact
brushes of the switch-arm and the stationary

dial contacts depends directly upon the area

of the parts in contact and the pressure.

It is evident that abnormal pressure will

mean excessive wear, thereby eventually

causing reduced contact and frequent renew-
als. With the proper balance between
pressure and contact, we can keep the parts

within reasonable dimensions and greatly

extend the life of the moving elements, and
at the same time keep the heating at a
minimum. In the case of small currents,

up to say 25 amperes, an ordinary straight

finger contact brush, depending on the
spring quality of the metal only, may be
relied upon to carry the current. This
method of contact, of course, is most easily

deranged and would hardly be considered

for large currents.

Fig. 1 illustrates a simple form of field

rheostat adapted for mounting on the front

or back of switchboard. It is made in the
form of plates, one or more being assembled
on common tie-rods and connected in multi-

ple. The resistance units for each plate are

small wire-wound open coils, connected in

series and imbedded in a fire-proof insulating

compound. This form of construction is

often used for maximum field currents of

60 amperes. This is possible with the
simple finger contact switch-arm, as these
switches are duplicated for the several

Fig. 2, Sprocket-operated Tube-type Rheostat

plates, thereby carrying the current in

multiple. The plate type rheostat has its

limitations, however, in that for a given
maximum current the total resistance which
can be acco:nmodated is limited by the

mechanical dimensions of the plate.

This situation is met by constructing rheo-

stats as shown in Fig. 2 In this case the resist-

ance elements are in the form of tubes, having

Fig. 3. Gear-operated Tube-type Rheostat

insulating bodies on which resistance wire

is wound, and the whole covered with a
fire-proof compound. The units are run
singly or in multiple and the sets in series,

so that almost anj' condition can be met
within practical limits by simply increasing

the depth of the rheostat. Owing to the fact

that a single dial switch is employed with
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tube-type rheostats, the plunger brush con-

tact is used. One or more plungers, depending
upon the current, are connected by flexible

copper leads and held firmly against the

dial contacts by springs. These are adjusted
to give the exact required pressure. The
plate and tube-type rheostats will take care

of all small and medium self-excited and
separately excited generators.

Where the maximum field current is much
above 50 amperes, most field rheostats

employ cast iron grid resistance units, since

cast grids can be made of almost any cross

section and length desired, and this reduces

the number of resistance units to a minimum.
As wire-wound units must be restricted to

relatively small wires to facilitate manufac-
ture, a large number of units would have to

be used in multiple to carry large currents.

These would require a multiplicity of con-

nections, with greater opportunity for pos-

sible open-circuit. With cast iron grids

separate wire connections between units can
be eliminated, as the supporting lug of the

grid is ground to a true even surface, and the

current carried from one grid to the other

through this means, pressure being accom-
plished by the clamping nuts at the ends of

the tie-rods.

The steady advance in the size of sepa-

rately-excited alternators has resulted in

field currents as high as 700 amperes. In

such instances several cast grid units are run
in inultiple, but the number of units thus

connected is lessened as the field current is

high specific resistance, mechanical strength

and cheapness. The current density at

which cast iron may be run depends largely

on the amount of radiating surface for a given
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Fig. 4. Connection Diagram for Rheostats

Shown in Figs. 2 and 3

cut down. Cast iron, while having a some-

what higher temperature coefficient than
some alloys, is eminently suited because of

its relatively low temperature coefficient,

Fig. 5. Solenoid-operated Rheostat

cross-section. This is determined by the
form in which the grid is cast. The forms of

cast iron grids now in use are run at current
densities of approximately 700 amperes per
square inch for the heavier units, to ap-
proximately double this amount for the
lightest grids. It must be remembered that
several units grouped together will have
somewhat less watt capacity per unit, for a
given temperature rise, than a single grid
running in the open air.

The largest number
installed are manually
latter class of rheostats,

be mounted directly on the panel are usually
sprocket-driven as shown in Fig. 2. Some
installations for the sake of convenience
are made gear-controlled as shown in Fig. 3.

Both of these illustrations refer to rheostats
with tube-type resistance units. The simplest
form of connections for these rheostats
is shown in Fig. 4. The wire ,4 is included
to prevent an open-circuit in the rheostat
in case the switch-arm contact should become
accidentally impaired. It will be seen that
if the circuit is not made through the switch-
arm the entire resistance will be placed in

circuit. This will mean that a minimum
voltage will result in the generator field.

of field rheostats
operated. Of the
those which cannot

Electrically Controlled Rheostats

Rheostats which are electrically controlled
are divided into two classes, those operated
by solenoids and those by motors.
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A simple form of solenoid-operated rheostat

is shown in Fig. 5. Fig. 6 shows the method of

operation. The switch arm is carried around
b}' pawls, which engage the knurled rim of a

wheel to which the switch ami is rigidly

fastened. These pawls are controlled by a

core actuated in common by the solenoids A A

.

When the solenoids are de-energized the

pawls are disengaged, and in their normal
position rest equidistant from the solenoids.

To cut resistance into the field it is necessary

to close to the left the single-pole switch

B, Fig. 6. This energizes the left-hand

solenoid, engages the left-hand pawl and
moves the dial switch in a clockwise direc-

-7?
Looh'tw at face of SMUft

Fig. 6. Connection Diagram for Solenoid-operated Rheostat

tion. When the solenoid core has reached

its extreme point of travel, the winding

of the solenoid is automatically open-circuited

by the small switch C, and the pawl is

immediately pulled to its neutral position

by a spring, automatically closing the circuit

of the solenoid switch by the small switch C.

The same cycle of operation is then repeated

until the switch B is opened. If it be desired

to cut resistance out of the field circuit, the

single-pole switch B is closed to the right,

when the same cycle of operation is performed

and the dial switch moves in a counter-

clockwise, instead of a clockwise, direction.

Each end of the switch dial is provided

with a limit switch Z>, which is automatically

operated by the switch arm to open the circuit

of the solenoid when the resistance is entirely

cut in or out. The purpose of this limit

switch, D, is simply to protect the apparatus,

in case the controlling circuit is left closed

when the dial switch has reached its extreme
point of travel in either direction.

Motor-operated rheostats have so far

proved the most practical for field currents

above 350 amperes, as the heavy contact

on the dial switch is not easily overcome
with the solenoid or hand-wheel control.

The connections of this type of rheostat are

shown in Fig. 7. Fig. 8 shows a rheostat

for a 14,000 kw., 4600 volt turbo-alternator.

The standard switch includes a series wound
115-volt motor, with a field winding which
enables the dial switch to be operated in either

direction by a single-pole double-throw con-

troUing switch. As in the case of the solenoid-

X'f^ssisfaiv^ inSenas tvfh Motor
y'fPestsfatjce inMufripJe tvrfn ^rrrKjture.

Fig. 7. Connection Diagram for Motor-operated Rheostat

Operated switch, each end of the dial switch

is provided with a limit switch, which is

operated by the switch-arm to open the motor
circuit when the extreme range of travel has

been reached.

The Selection of a Rheostat

In determining the proper field rheostat

for a given service there are several points

to be considered. In the first place, it has a

maximum current rating limited by the

resistance of the field with which it is con-

nected in series. If, for illustration, a gener-

ator is separately excited from 125 volts

and the resistance of the field is 123-^ ohms,

the maximum field cmrent would be approxi-

mately 10 amperes. If a rheostat of 12i^

ohms were connected in series with the field,

the current would then be 5 amperes and the

armature voltage lowered accordingly. There-

fore a rheostat for this service would be
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tapered from first to last step from 10 to 5

amperes, and would maintain practically

the same watts per step throughout. If

this same rheostat were used with a generator

separately excited from 250 volts and having
a field resistance of 25 ohms, the first step of

the rheostat would have sufficient capacity;

but, after turning in the 123^ ohms, 6.7

amperes would flow instead of 5, which might
bum out the rheostat. This shows the care

which must be exercised if a rheostat, designed

for one voltage, is used on a circuit of higher

voltage. If the maximum capacity were
satisfactory, and a 250-voIt rheostat used on a
125-volt source, the only result would be

that the rheostat would have more capacity

than necessary after the first step was passed.

In the case of most self-excited direct

current generators, a field rheostat having a

little more resistance than the field will give

sufficient regulation, but generally a reduction

to 50 per cent, of the normal voltage is desired.

Fig. 8. Motor-operated Field Rheostat for

14,000 Kw. Txirbo-altemator

This is advantageous, if for no other reason

than to reduce the inductive kick to a

minimum when the field circuit is opened by
the'field switch. It is always best if possible

to have access to the actual no-load saturation

curve of the generator. Fig. 9 shows a
curve plotted against armature volts for a
23-kw. 125-volt self-excited generator. If it
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is desired to reduce to 62J'2 volts, it wiU be
simply necessary to follow down the curve
and note the point of intersection, and then
drop straight down to the amperes field at

1
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Fig. 10. Connections of Series Shunt Rheostat

for Direct Current Generator

this point. By dividing this figure into 623/2

volts and subtracting the field resistance,

it will usually be found that the result will

give sufficient resistance to reduce to half
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voltage. No two machines will show abso-
lutely the same curves, and different lines of

generators ma}- show still different results.

In other words, generators of the same

Fig. 11. Automatic Field Rheostat for Split Pole

Synchronous Converter

kilowatt and voltage output will have different

field characteristics. Generator speed, com-
pounding, etc., must be considered as aft'ecting

the successful use of the rheostat selected.

In the case of some separately-excited

direct current generators, such as boosters,

it is often found desirable to have a range in

armature voltage from zero to maximum.
This is accomplished by a field rheostat

having series-shunt connections as shown in

Fig. 10. Rheostats are also used in multiple

with the series field of boosters in order to

act as adjustable shunts when delivering

energy to feeder circuits. They are also used
in synchronous converter fields to compensate
for varying power-factor loads.

Field rheostats for separately-excited alter-

nators will often give sufficient regulation

in line voltage if the rheostat has a resistance

equal to that of the generator field. It is,

however, standard practice to include some-
what more resistance, owing to the fact that

the machine vaay be operated through a

considerable range of power-factor load.

A very interesting field rheostat application

has been made in connection with a split pole

synchronous converter. This machine is

designed to give automatically constant

current with widely varying load. There are

three field windings on the machine known
as the main, compensating and regulating

circuits. The main and compensating fields

each require a regular field rheostat. The
compensating and regulating fields are con-
nected in multiple, and in series with a special

automatic field rheostat. This rheostat is

shown in Fig. 11, the connections being seen
in Fig. 12. This particular apparatus was
furnished for a 500 kw. 245/260 volt converter.
The mechanism of the rheostat consists

briefly of a 3-phase motor, running contin-
uously and operating through a worm and
gearing. Two clutch coils, one connected
through either contact of a contact-making
ammeter, are employed. The dial switch of

the rheostat, by means of a bevel gear
mechanism, is operated in a clockwise or
counter-clockwise direction, depending on
which clutch coil is energized. The connections
are such that when the switch dial is half cut
in, the two auxiliary fields are short-circuited.

Turning the switch-arm in one direction

increases the current and boosts the main
field, while turning the switch in the opposite

direction changes the polarity and bucks
the main field. In addition to the automatic
features, there is a mechanism driven by a
direct current motor, which enables the

Lines y= =^

Contact Making
/immeter

To Terminalsof
_^ur///ary r/e/cf

Front y/eyy

Fig. 12. Connection Diagram for Rheostat Shown in Fig. H

operator at the switchboard to also change

the position of the dial switch, by means
of a double-pole double-throw controlling

switch. The device is fool-proof, being
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mechanically and electrically interlocked; so

that if the direct current motor should be run
in either direction while the automatic
features are in operation, no harm would
result.

The continual development in functions of

direct and alternating current generators is

constantly widening the scope of field control,

and there is no telling what problems will be

forthcoming for future consideration.

LIQUID RHEOSTAT FOR MINE HOISTS

By G. H. Dorgeloii

Industrial Control Engineering Department, General Electric Company

This article describes a recently developed liquid rheostat for sHp ring induction motors to be used primarily

for mine hoists. The object in view was to produce a controlling device of very substantial and simple design,

to eliminate all sliding contacts and magnetically-operated switches, to dispense with cast grid resistances

in the secondary of the induction motor, and to assure a perfectly smooth acceleration, which is of the utmost
importance in taking up the rope slack.

—

Editor.

The liquid rheostat described in the fol-

lowing paragraphs is of the rectangular tank

construction, of heavy boiler plate. The two
halves of the tank are bolted together to

Fig. 1. Liquid Rheostat for Mine Hoist Induction Motor

allow for transportation through restricted

mine shafts, wherever it is desired to install

the rheostat in one of the lower levels. The
appearance of the rheostat is illustrated in

Figs. 1 and 2, while Fig. 3 shows the internal

construction. The tank with its auxiliary

apparatus is mounted on a channel iron base,

making a self-contained unit. The lower part

is the electrolyte reservoir, and contains the
cooling tubes ; while the upper part constitutes

the electrode chamber and contains the sta-

tionary plates, which arc connected to busbars
and thence to the slip-rings of the motor. The
method of varying the resistance is by adjtist-

ing the depth of immersion of the plates.

The electrolyte, consisting of a weak solution

of water and sodium carbonate, has a high

thermal capacity; and the capacity per

unit volume is therefore a maximum. The
plates are made of iron, as this material

in connection with the solution previously

mentioned, is not subject to abnormal corro-

sion and practically eliminates any objection-

able polarizing efTect. This is of great

importance at low frequencies near the mini-

mum slips. The liquid is lifted from the

storage tank to the electrode chamber by
means of a centrifugal pump designed for

low head and large volume, direct-connected

to a squirrel cage induction motor; while the

liquid returns from the upper chamber to the

storage tank by gravity. The ptimp set

is kept running continuously during working
shifts.

In order to secure a smooth resistance

change, it is necessary to prevent splashing.

This is obtained by means of a pipe with

proper length-wise opening and baffle-plate.

The range of resistance between maximum
and minimum for a given design is obtained

by shaping the blades, the maximum practical

range being shown in Fig. 4. It must be

borne in mind that the plates should never

leave the liquid, but that the immersion
should always be such as to insure sufficient
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contact area to prevent local heating, the

safe limit being about 7.5 amperes per square

inch. The plates are easilj' removed by
loosening two nuts and lifting them through
the opening of the diaphragm against which
the weir fits. The arrangement of this

diapliragm is shown in Fig. 3. The extent

of the opening at the diaphragm allows of

very quick emptying of the electrol>i;e

chamber, which is essential for quick reversal.

Before the hoists are put into ser\dce it is

customary to give them very severe tests,

one of which is to let the hoist work unbal-

anced and lower a fully-loaded skip at full

speed down the shaft. The control lever is

then thrown over to the extreme position for

raising the load, resulting in the slowing

down of the motor and reversal without
change of the control lever.

A noteworthy feature is the entire absence
of stuffing-boxes for all bearings, the latter

Fig. 2. Liquid Rheostat for Mine Hoist Induction Motor

having been placed out of reach of the

liquid. This reduces friction to a minimum
and insures ease of operation. The weir is

perfectly counterbalanced, the adjustable bal-

ancing weights being clearly shown in the

illustrations.

Fig. 3. Internal Construction of Liquid Rheostat
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The system of operating levers is shown
in Fig. 2. It will be noted that in the "off"
position the main lever is vertical, with the
weir in the extreme low position, a centering
device in the form of a roller being provided
to secure a positive "off" position. Move-
ment of the arm in either direction from the
neutral will raise the weir and close the upper
chamber, allowing the liquid to be raised and
thus gradually cutting out the resistance in

the rotor circuit. Stops are provided to
limit the travel of the operating lever. For
remote operations a connecting link can be
attached to the main operating arm or to
the extended shaft, which is provided with
a keyway for this purpose. During normal
hoist cycles the lever is thrown over quickly
and the liquid raised gradually, depending on
the delivery of the pump. The time of accel-

eration can be regulated by means of the
gate-valve at the suction end of the pump.
In this way the acceleration is entirely auto-
matic and independent of the operator. The

:
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high resistance at creeping speeds and light
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acceleration curve shown in Fig. 5 is based on
the adjustable sill being in the lowest position;

with the sill in the highest position the

acceleration can be reduced to eight seconds.

mum resistance and allowing the motor to
get away immediately.
The main fulcrum shaft of the operating

lever is extended across the rheostat, and a
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toothed sector fastened to the other end.

This sector engages with a pinion on the shaft

of the master drum-controller, insuring a

positive drive for the latter. The "off"
position of the master controller corresponds

to the "ofE" position of the main lever.

Movement of this lever in either direction

will close the corresponding primary con-

tactors, causing the motor to run in the proper
direction. The contact rings of the master
controller are so arranged that the primary
contactors are energized at approximately
6 degrees movement of the main lever from
the neutral. The hoist motor is thus com-
pletely controlled by one lever. The cooling

tubes are arranged horizontally and go
straight through the tank lengthwise; they
are screwed in at one end, and at the other

are provided with glands for ease of renewal
if corroded. The tubes are usually made of

iron, but, in cases where the only cooling sub-
stance obtainable is very acid mine water,
they may be made of brass. Inlet and outlet

connections for the cooling water supply are

made at the pipe flanges, clearly shown at one
of the water heads. A water-gauge is pro-
vided for indicating the height of the electro-

lyte in the storage tank.

The liquid has a rather high negative
temperature coefficient. It is recommended
that the temperature of the electrolyte should
not exceed 60 deg. C; and as a fair average
it may be said that about ten gallons of cooling

water per minute are required for every
100 h.p. dissipated continuously in the
rheostat.

A DESCRIPTION OF A MODERN INSTALLATION OF THEATER
LIGHTING AND METHODS OF CONTROL

By E. p. B.4SSETT

Cincinnati Office, General Electric Company

In many of the modern spectacular plays the necessary scenic effects can only be produced by having
the quantity, color, etc. of the stage lighting under close control. The manufacture of special apparatus
for this purpose is of comparatively recent growth, but now represents a considerable industry. This article

describes some of the special rheostat-dimmers used in modern theaters; and emphasizes the possibilities

in this field by giving a complete description of the control equipment installed at the new Hartman theater

at Columbus, Ohio.

—

Editor.

When one looks back at the old system of

gas lighting in theaters, the many advantages
obtained by the use of electricity are instantly

seen. By no other system of lighting can
the effects required for the modern elaborate

theatrical productions be obtained. About
the only point in favor of gas was that the

amount of light could be easily regulated

simply by opening or closing a valve. The
fire risk of course was the worst feature, and
the inflexibility would have rendered impos-
sible the many effects now obtained. Instead

of having all the lights on but one or two
circuits, nowadays theaters are wired and
equipped so that the auditorium and stage

lights are divided between numerous circuits.

With this arrangement the lights on any one
circuit can, independently of all the others,

be easily and quickly turned on or off, or the
amount of light controlled from full illumi-

nation to the minimum amount desired.

The success of many productions depends
to a large extent upon suitable stage lighting.

In order to increase the scenic effects or to

save current, it is very desirable oftentimes

to reduce or dim the lights below their

normal candle-power. For this purpose
resistance is used; and the rheostats designed

particularly for theater use are called "dim-
mers." By inserting the resistance of the

dimmer in series with the lights on any
circuit, those lights can be turned up or down
simply by movement of the handle of the
dimmer on that circuit. By providing a

suitable number of resistance steps on the

dimmer, the lights can be brought from full

light to full dim without flickering, and as

quickly or as slowly as desired ; or, by leaving

the dimmer lever on any intermediate point,

the lights can be kept at any degree of bril-

liancy for an indefinite period.

Formerly the number of circuits was few
and the number of lights on each dimmer
was correspondingly large. For that reason

the earlier types of theater dimmers were of

large size and capacity, the maxiinum capacity
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of a dimmer being usually L50 16-candle-

power lamps. Owing to the wider variety

of effects and the greater flexibility desired,

dimmers of smaller capacity were required;

so that by now the size of the individual

dimmer has been reduced, and 50 lamps,
of 16 candle-power each, represent the maxi-
mum rating of a single dimmer plate. Where
the number of lights on any one circuit ex-

ceeds that number, the required number of

dimmer plates are connected in multiple, but
with only one operating handle. By means
of an interlocking mechanism and master
levers, the various dimmers can be con-

trolled so that any number may be operated
in unison. It is custoinary to group the

dimmers for the different colors together,

and to have a separate master lever to control

all white lights on the stage, another for all

red lights, another for all blue lights, etc.,

and sometimes another for all of the audi-

torium lights. A grand master-lever or

wheel can also be provided, .so that every
dimmer, or as many as are desired, may be
controlled at the same time.

The latest type of interlocking theater

dimmer is shown in Fig. 1. The cut shows
a bank of seven interlocking dimmers each
of 50 light (16 candle-power) capacity or less.

By means of the master lever shown at the

left any of the individual dimmers may be
operated in tmison. This style of mounting is

suitable for installation just above the switch-

board or just below it, so that the handles

are within easy reach of the electrician.

Each individual plate is about 16 inches in

as the resistance is cut in or out of circuit.

Each dimmer can be removed without dis-

turbing adjacent plates, as shown in Fig. 2.

When the width of a single row of plates

becomes too great for the available space, the

Fig. 1. Interlocking Theater Stage Lighting Dimmer

diameter, with a large number of contact

buttons to which the resistance element is

connected. The element is imbedded in the

insulating base and is so proportioned as to

give a very even gradation in lighting effect

Fig. 2. Showing Method of Removing Dimmer
from Bank of Plates

plates may be mounted in either vertical

or horizontal additional rows. By extension

of the rack rods, the plates can be operated

from a distance, mounting the dimmers above
the switchboard, against the back wall or

below the floor. The operating handles and
master levers are then mounted directly on
the switchboard as shown in Fig. 3.

The recently-completed Hartman Theater,

in Columbus, Ohio, is considered one of the

best-equipped theaters in the country. In

fact, as high an authority on theatrical matters

as Mr. A. L. Erlanger, stated that there

was not a better-equipped theater in the world.

The theater building is adjacent to, and—as

far as the main entrance is concerned—is

incorporated as a part of the ten-story

Hartman office building, which overlooks the

State House and the new Federal Building.

It was originally intended to build both the

theater and office building for $250,000; but
as the work on the theater progressed, the

equipment and decorations were elaborated
upon, and the final cost of the theater alone

was $200,000.
To the greatest extent possible, the interior

is btxilt of steel and concrete. The arrange-
ment of the auditorium is very similar to the
New Amsterdam Theater, New York City;
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and the rich coronation-red tapestry of the

seats is practically a duplicate of that used
in the New Theater (later the Centurv

joistings are further supported by wooden
pillars which rest on jack-screws placed upon
steel plates. The steel fire-proof curtain is

one of the few steel curtains in the country.

Its cost is about twenty times that of the

ordinary asbestos curtain, and weighs 7600
pounds. It is raised and lowered by a 73>'2

h.p. electric motor with push button control

equipment.
The stage switchboard is shown in Fig. 5.

Mounted over the top of the board is the

bank of dimmers controlling the various stage

circuits; while at the right (not shown in Fig.

5) is mounted a separate dimmer for control-

ling all the auditorium lights. The stage

lighting dimmer circuits are thirty-four in

number, requiring forty-two plates. These
are mounted in two vertical rows; but all

of the individual dimmer handles are

mounted on a single line of interlocking

shafts at the lower part of the framework,
bringing the handles within easy reach of

the electrician. The interlocking shafts

are four in number, and each section has

its own master lever. Beginning at the

left of the bank, the master lever at the

Fig. 3. Operating Handles and M aster

Levers for Switchboard, with Ex-

tended Rack Rods for Remote
Control of Theater Dimmers

Theater), New York City.

A partial view of the audi-

torium is given in Fig. 4.

The total seating capacity
of about 1750 is nearly
evenly divided between the
orchestra, balcony and gal-

lery, and every seat gives a

clear and uninterrupted
view of the entire stage.

The most careful pains

were taken to provide the

stage with every device

which could be required
for the most elaborate pro-

ductions. The Hartman
Theater has the only actual

sectional stage in the

countrj', and the sections,

of varying sizes, can be
easily raised or lowered
when necessary. Each section is supported

by joisting hung in steel stirrups, which are

themselves supported by steel girders. The

Fig. 4 Auditorium of Hartman Theater, Columbus, Ohio

extreme end controls all the white Hghts,

except the pockets, which are divided among
eight dimmers for the following circuits:
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White strips .... 96 lights

Five white borders (each) . 96 "

White vertical borders . . 48 "

White foothghts . . . 144 "

Next comes the large grand master lever

referred to later; and then the master lever

for all the red lights, divided among seven
dimmers, for the following circuits:

Five red borders (each) . . 48 lights

Red vertical borders . . 24 "

Red footlights . . . 48 "

Then follows the master lever for all the

except the one for the pockets, may be inter-

locked with the grand master lever so that

any or all of the twenty-two dimmers may
be operated together. The twelve pocket
dimmers are separate, and are controlled only

by the master lever for that section. To
the right of the stage dimmers is mounted
the auditorium dimmer controlling the various

orchestra, balcony and gallery lights. This

dimmer is of 200-light capacity and is

arranged for three-wire connections, while

all of the stage dimmers are for two-wire

I
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Fig. 5. Switchboard and Banks of Stage-lighting Dimmers at the Hartman Theater, Columbus, Ohio

blue lights, divided among seven dimmers
for the following circuits

:

Five blue borders (each) . 48 lights

Blue vertical borders . . 24 "

Blue footlights . . . 48 "

The master lever for the section at the right

controls the twelve dimmers for the pockets,

each dimmer being of 50-light capacity.

The large grand master lever at the center of

the bank has a separate shaft, shown above

the shafts controlled by the four master

levers above mentioned. The master levers.

balanced circuits. Plate type construction

is not used in this instance, but construction

similar to large capacity field rheostats

is employed. The required number of resist-

ance tubes are connected to contact buttons

mounted on a slate base, and the contact

lever is controlled by a bevel-geared vertical

shaft and handwheel. Besides the foregoing

apparatus the stage is furnished with a large

number of single and double stage floor-

pockets and wall-pockets, spot lights, flood

lights, etc.
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CONTROL APPARATUS FOR INDUCTION MOTORS

I. HAND AND AUTOMATIC COMPENSATORS FOR SQUIRREL CAGE MOTORS

By Parker Dunning

Industrial Control Engineering Department, General Electric Company

A squirrel cage motor, if thrown direct on

the line, may draw from 5 to 73^ times full

load current in starting, and an auto-trans-

former (or compensator) is used almost

exchtsively for starting this type of

Fig. 1. Starting Compensator with Overload Relays,

Cover and Oil Tank Removed

motor in order to limit the current. The
auto-transformer is provided with several

taps any one of which may be used for per-

manent connection, and a double-throw
switch by the operation of which a reduced
potential is impressed on the motor to bring

it up to speed. With the switch in the starting

position, the arrangement is equivalent to a

step-down transfonner, and the product of

potential times current on the line is approxi-

mately equal to potential times current on
the motor circtiit. Compensators for motors
up to and including 18 h.p., are usually

provided with three taps for starting the

motor, viz., at 50, 65 and SO per cent, of line

voltage, with line currents equal to 25, 42

and 65 per cent, of the current that would
be taken if thrown on the line direct. Com-
pensators for larger motors are provided with
four taps, giving 40, 58, 70 and 85 per cent,

of line voltage and taking 16, 34, 50 and 72

per cent, of the current that would be taken
if thrown on the line direct.

A decade ago, all that was required in a

compensator was an auto-transformer with

double-throw switch assembled in a suitable

case. In addition to this the industrial

engineer of todaj- requires all the protection

and fool-proof features that can be included

without too much complication. Auto-trans-

formers of the hand-operated type are now
usually provided with one coil for each phase

to give a balanced condition at starting

wherever practical. The unbalanced condi-

tion, however, is not a ver\^ serious matter,

and two coils for three-phase motors are

frequently used when the question of cost

is to be considered. This is the case with the

automatic type, where the additional contacts

add considerably to the first cost of the device.

Other requirements have to be met. The
arrangement and accessibility of taps Js

Fig. 2. Wiring Connection for Compensator Shown in Fig. 1

important, and the completed transformer

should be practically water-proof. The
switch shovdd be equal to the best type of oil-

switch, with shding self-wiping contacts and
with spring return attachments to prevent

the auto-transformer from being left in the
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starting position, since it is designed for

starting duty only and would burn out if

left connected to the line. A means of com-
pelling the operator to go first to the starting

position must be furnished so as to prevent
the motor being thrown direct on to the
line and causing undue disturbance, which
would thereby defeat the end for which the
compensator was designed. When in the
off position, all line leads should be discon-

nected from the motor. A low-voltage release

is necessary for the proper protection of the
motor, and is seen at its best where a large

number of motors are used. In case of voltage

failure, every switch on being tripped returns

to the off position, thus preventing the

enormous rush of current which would ensue
when the station operator closed the feeder

circuit. Overload devices should be furnished,

either in the form of cartridge fuses or an
automatic cut-out. Fig. 1 shows the latest

type of compensator provided with overload

Fig. 3. Automatic Compensator Panel for Squirrel

Cage Induction Motors

relays, with cover and oil tank removed.

The wiring connections of this compensator

are shown in Fig. 2.

Automatic Compensators

For the remote or automatic control of

squirrel cage motors an automatic compen-

Fig. 4. Rear View of Automatic Compensator

Fig. 5. Wiring Connections for Automatic Compensator
for a Three-phase System
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sator is used. This is particularly well

adapted for use with motors in connection
with pumping equipments, where the opera-

tion of the motor depends on the rise and
fall of water in a tank, or upon the variation

of air or water pressure. In the former case

the rise and fall of a float in the tank opens
and closes a float switch, which in turn
opens and closes the control circuit of the
compensator. In the latter case, the control

circuit is opened and closed by a pressure

governor. This type of compensator consists

of a slate panel on the front of which are

mounted a two-pole and a four-pole contactor,

together with a current limit relay. On the

back is mounted a two-coil auto-transformer
with cartridge fuses for overload, enclosed

in a cast iron box. Closing the control circuit

energizes the starting contactor; and as the

motor comes up to speed and the current falls

to a value at which the current limit relay

is set, the relay opens the starting contactor

and closes the running contactor, and
remains closed until the control circuit

is opened. The arrangement is shown
in Figs. 3 and 4, while the wiring connec-

tions for a three-phase system are shown
in Fig. 5.

II. AUTOMATIC STARTING PANELS FOR SLIP RING MOTORS

By B. W. Jones

Industrial Control Engineering Department, General Electric Company

An automatic control equipment has been
designed for use with slip ring induction

motors requiring external secondary control.

These starters operate by means of current

limit acceleration and are particularly applic-

able for motors driving pumps or air-com-

pressors where it is desirable to maintain
uniform water level or air pressure, or in

cases where the control must be situated at

some point remote from the motor. These
devices are designed for either two- or three-

phase circuits and for voltages ranging from
no to 2200.

The starter consists essentially of a main
line double-pole contactor for opening and
closing the primary circuit of the motor, and
a suitable number of double-pole contactors,

the latter being used to short-circuit the rotor

or secondary starting resistance. The pri-

mary or main line contactors are controlled by
a hand-switch, pressure-governor or float-

switch. The secondary contactors are actua-

ted by current limit relays operated by means
of interlocks on each contactor. The whole
equipment, together with no-voltage release

coils, is mounted on a slate or marble panel.

In general the number of secondary con-

tactors needed depends upon the motor
capacity and the percentage of full load
torque required at starting. There is a cor-

responding number of points of starting

resistance. Fig. 1 illustrates the general
form of panels for use with the smaller sizes

of two- and three-phase motors up to 550 volts.

The panels for the larger sizes of motors up to

and including this voltage, reqviiring four

steps of resistance or more, are represented by
Fig. 2.

The higher voltages require panels with the
main line contactor immersed in a tank of oil

Fig. 1. Automatic Control Panel for Two- and

Three-phase Slip Ring Motors, Smaller

Sizes up to 550 Volts

Thisand mounted on the rear of the board,

panel is shown in Fig. 4.

The conditions governing the starting and
accelerating of a three-phase slip ring induction
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motor are briefly as follows; Some
device—either hand- or automat-
ically-operated—is used to close the
three-phase main line stator circuit,

all the secondary starting resistance

being in series with the rotor cir-

cuit. As the motor accelerates the
voltage across the resistance gradu-
ally decreases, with a consequent
falling off in current. By decreasing
the resistance in proportion to the
voltage, the speed increases; until

finally, when the secondary resist-

ance has been completely short-

circuited, the motor has attained
full speed. In order that the motor
should come up to speed in the
shortest time practicable, and yet
take a minimum of current from the
line, the resistance must be short-
circuited at a rate depending solely

upon the decrease of voltage across
that resistance.

The automatic starter with its

equipment of contactors, relays and
resistances, fulfills these conditions.

r w
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Fig. 3.

Fig. 2. Automatic Control Panel for Two- and
Three-phase Slip Ring Motors, Larger

Sizes up to 550 Volts

A diagram of connections for a three-point

automatic starter is shown in Fig. 3. When
the hand- or automatically-operated control

switch is closed the coil of the double pole

Wiring Diagram of Three-point Automatic Control Panels

for Slip King Induction Motor

main line contactor No. 1, controlling two
main lines, is energized and the contactor

is closed. The third line is connected
directly to the motor. The closing of

contactor No. 1 throws full line voltage on
the stator with all the resistance in the rotor

circuit. The current limit relays H and K
are held open by the sudden inrush of cur-

rent, and none of the secondary contactors
can be energized until, at partial speed of the
motor, the current has fallen oft' to some pre-

determined value. At this value of current
the iron core of the relay H falls, and the
shunt coil of the first secondary contactor
No. 2 is energized. The closing of this

contactor short circuits one section of the
resistance R. The primary current im-
mediately rises, causing the motor to acceler-

ate further. As the speed increases, the
current again decreases and relay K drops,
actuating the second resistance contactor
No. 3, and so on until the motor has come up
to speed. When the resistance has been
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entirely cut out by the closing of the last

contactor all other secondary contactors

are automatically opened.
The only continuous exciting cvirrent neces-

sary is for the shunt coils of the first and last

contactors. The exciting current for the con-

tactor and relay coils up to and including 550
volts is obtained directly from the line. For

Fig. 4. Automatic Control Panel for Slip Ring

Motors for Higher Voltages

higher voltages, such as 2200, a small poten-

tial transformer is used to reduce the voltage

on the coils. In addition to this potential

transformer there is also a current trans-

former necessary for the operation of the

current limit relays.

OBITUARY

' The death of Edward H. Anderson, of

the railway engineering department of the
General Electric Company, occurred at Sche-

nectady, N. Y., March 30th. Nearly three

vears ago Mr. Anderson suffered from paraly-

sis, but great vitality and a strong physique
prevailed and he recovered after a few months
rest. He was stricken again on January 4th
of this year and a third attack proved fatal

within a few days.

Although the late Mr. Anderson was but
fort}'-four years of age he had already made
a prominent name for himself in the great

electrical industry. He was a well-known
and talented railway engineer, having had
to do with the design and perfection of some
of the largest railway systems in this country.

He is credited with a number of important
patents relating to improvements in gener-

ators, railway motors, controllers, electric

brakes, and electric power transmission

apparatus; while he was also known for his

electric automobile controller.

Mr. Anderson was born March 17, 1868,

on his father's cotton plantation in South
Carolina. He graduated from the University

of South Carolina with honors, qualifying in

civil, mechanical and electrical engineering.

He came to Schenectady in 1895 and entered

the testing department. In a few years he

was made designing engineer in the railroad

department, and this position he held until

his death. In 1896 he married Miss Mary
E. Anderson. Both he and his wife were

well known in the social life of Schenectady,

where Mr. Anderson was a member of the

Mohawk Club, the Sigma Nu fraternity and
an associate member of the A.I.E.E.

With such aptitude and industry did Mr.

Anderson apply himself to electric railway

work that he soon won his way to the front

rank of his profession. For a time he applied

himself closely to improving the design of

railway apparatus, and the railway motors

in general use today bear evidence of the

importance of his work. Especially note-

worthy is his scientific study of the railway

motor with respect to its performance,

energy consumption and heating under service

conditions.
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CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSORS
Part III

By Louis C. Lowenstein
Engineer, Turbine Department, General Electric Company

The two preceding installments have dealt with the theory of the centrifugal air compressor and the
application of this apparatus to the blowing of blast furnaces, cupolas, and Bessemer converters. In the
present mstallment a number of applications of a more special nature are discussed; viz., the use of the air
compressor in the manufacture of water and coke oven gases, for oil burning and forge work, and for
pneumatic conveying in general; the more usual service of the compressor for compressing gases in 'tanks or
other^ receptacles also receiving attention in the concluding paragraphs. It has been found necessary
to divide the article into four parts, instead of three as stated in the editor's note to the first
installment.

—

Editor.

Manufacture of Water Gas

• In the manufacture of water gas, the
generator is filled with a deep fire of coal or
coke, and a blast of air is admitted in the
bottom of the generator under the grate, and
passes up through the fuel. The oxygen of

the air unites with the heated carbon to form
carbonic oxide. The nitrogen is not affected.

These two gases, carbonic oxide and nitrogen,

are termed the products of partial combus-
tion, the meaning of which is that if more
oxygen be added the carbonic oxide will ignite

and burn to carbonic acid. These products
of partial combustion are thus burned in the
carburetor and superheater by admitting air

from the blower. The result of this combus-
tion is intense heat, which is taken up by the
loose fire-brick, or checker-brick, with which
the carburetor and superheater are filled.

The resulting carbonic acid and nitrogen

—

products of complete combustion—then pass
off to the atmosphere through the stack valve.

The degree and distribution of heat in the
carburetor and superheater are entirely

under control, and can be adapted to the
character of the oil used for carbureting.

When the temperatures in these various
shells are at the proper point, the air blasts are
shut off and all combustion ceases. The stack
valve is then closed and steam is admitted
under grate in the generator. The passage of

this steam through the highly heated fuel

produces non-luminous water gas. As this

gas enters the top of the carburetor it meets a

spray of partially vaporized oil. The gas and
the oil vapors pass together over the highly
heated surfaces of the checker-brick, and the
oil vapors are gasified and fixed in the pres-

ence of the non-luminous water gas. The
result is a thoroughly fixed and permanent
illuminating gas, which passes on to be
scrubbed, condensed and purified in the usual

manner. This period of gas making is con-
tinued until the heat in the apparatus is

reduced to a point where it is not advanta-
geous to continue . The oil and steam are then
shut off, the stack valve opened, and the
process of blasting and heating up is repeat-
ed. Alternations of this heating up, or
"blow," and of gas making, or "run," are
continued, each of which hardly ever exceeds
six or eight minutes in duration, until it is

necessary to stop and add fuel, and at longer
intervals, clean the fire by removing the slag.
As can be seen from the process described

above, air is simply introduced to assist com-
bustion; that is, a certain weight of oxygen is

required for combining with the heated car-
bon in the generator in order to form car-
bonic o.xide, and a certain weight of oxygen is

required in the carburetor for burning the
carbonic oxide and producing intense heat.
The amount of oxygen required in the genera-
tor for producing carbonic oxide and the
amount of oxygen required in the carburetor
for complete combustion can be determined
from the amount of carbon contained in the
fuel fed to the generator. If the amount of
carbon is definitely known, the amount of
oxygen can also be known, and therefore we
can definitely determine the amount or weight
of air which must be supplied to the generator
in order to obtain efficient combustion of the
carbon, and complete combustion of the
carbonic oxide. It can therefore be seen
that the successful and efficient operation of a
gas producing plant depends largely upon the
constancy of volume, or rather weight of air
supplied, and not upon the pressure under
which this air is delivered. If the fire is clean
and free from clinkers, half a pound of air
pressure possibly would be sufficient to give
the desired quantity of air per minute. '

If,

however, the fire is in an unhealthy condition'
owing to the formation of a blanket of clinkers
over the grate, a higher pressure is required to
blast the same quantity of air per minute
through the fire.
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Therefore, centrifugal compressors furnish-
ing air for the manufacture of water gas
should be provided with a constant volume
governor and also with a quick shutting and
opening throttle valve, so that the blast can

Fig. 22. Centrifugal Compressor Driven by 75 H.P.

Curtis Turbine

be shut off or started at each "blow" and
"run," or during cleaning of the fire.

Fig. 22 shows a photographic view of a

turbine-driven centrifugal compressor used
for furnishing air for water gas manufacture.
This set delivers 10,200 cu. ft. of air against a
nominal pressure of 1 pound. The turbine

runs at 3450 r.p.m. and is rated at 75 h.p.

Prior to the centrifugal compressor the ordi-

nary fan or blower was almost wholly used.

Even if good efficiency is not of importance,
ease of operation and low cost of maintenance,
combined with the greatest reliability, stand
in favor of the centrifugal compressor.

Oil Burning and Forge Work

A large number of centrifugal compressors
have been installed for oil burning and for

forge work. In burning oil it is necessary to

so atomize the oil that efficient burning is

obtained. The makers of oil burners differ

somewhat in their practice as to the necessary

air pressures required to efficiently atomize
the oil, some designs calling for air pressures

of from 12 to 15 lb. per sq. in. This high
pressure air is used to produce a high velocity

jet, which divides the oil into an efficient

spray, but which does not furnish sufficient

air for combustion purposes. The remaining
air necessary for complete combustion is

either drawn in through the burner on the
injector principle, or is supplied by drawing
the air from the room under ordinary draft
suction. Other designs call for air pressures
of only 1 to 23^ lb. per sq. in., and most oil

burners designed for the lower of these pres-

sures supply not only the air required for effi-

cient atomizing of oil, but also enough air to

produce complete combustion. When air

pressures of IJ^ lb. per sq. in. or less are
employed low pressure single-stage com-
pressors of sufficient capacity to supply
the entire amount of air needed, are used.
For higher air pressures either single-stage

or multi-stage compressors are used, which
furnish high pressures and supply only the
small amount of air necessary for vaporiz-
ing or atomizing the fuel oil. We may say in

general that both systems have proven effi-

cient, and where a large enough area is to be
heated there is not very much difference

between the low pressure and the high pres-

sure system. It has been found, however,
that where an intense and concentrated heat
is to be applied the high pressure system is

more adaptable. In automatic forging ma-
chinery a long piece must sometimes be bent
or forged at only a certain part of the mate-
rial, such as the bending of a long rod at one
place. A very rapid and concentrated heat
at this point will produce better work and
save considerable fuel, and in these cases oil

burners with high pressure air are used in

order to produce an intense heat rapidly so

that only a very small area is heated.

For successful oil burning or for forge work
no special requirements are necessar\% as far

as the air compressor is concerned, except

that of steadiness of air supply and high
efficiency. The centrifugal air compressor
delivers an absolutely steady supply with a
higher efficiency than any other type of com-
pressor, and therefore has found a large

application in supplying air for oil burning
and forge work. On some forge work it has

been found convenient to tap the air supply

so that it can be used for blowing the scale,

cooling the dies, etc.

The most popular sizes of compressors for

the low pressure systems have been those

delivering from 1600 to 5000 cu. ft. of air per

minute at a pressure of about 2 lb., while

for the high pressure systems the capacities

varv considerablv.
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The turbine-driven compressor shown in

Fig. 22 is used for furnishing air for oil burn-
ing and forge work. One of these units is in-

stalled at the plant of Deere and Co., Moline,
111. This eoncern has another turbine-

driven compressor in use the capacity of which
is 3000 cu. ft. per minute against 15 lb. pres-

sure. The operation of these units is so

satisfactory that reciprocating compressors

for this work would not be again considered.

Ash Conveying

Pneumatic ash handling has been found
to be most efficient. The usual method of

installing such a plant is to provide a hopper
into which the ashes are dum])ed, and to con-

nect this hopper direct to the pipe line. At
the receiving end of the pipe line a separator

is used, the ashes dropping to the bottom of

the separator and the air being drawn by the

compressor from the top of the separator.

In other words, the compressor is working as

a suction machine drawing air from the hop-

per through the transniission line and out of

the separator. No ashes, of course, pass

through the compressor itself. The hopper

is usually so arranged that if it contains no
ashes the lid is closed and thus the load on

the compressor is reduced, although most
ash handling installations do not require the

compressor to be run except for the short

period during which the ashes are removed.

The actual suction usuallv required varies

from IK lb. to \^4 lb. Fig. U (April Review)
shows a photographic view of a 50 h.p. centrif-

ugal compressor, many of which have been

installed for this service. The compressor can

handle 4200 cu. ft. of air per minute against a

pressure of 2 lb., and is therefore amply large

enough to produce suctions of IJ^ to l?^ lb.

The unit runs at 3450 r.p.m., the one shown
being driven by an alternating current motor.

Pneumatic Cash and Mail Conveying

Quite a number of centrifugal compressors

have been installed for handling pneumatic

cash transmitting systems in department

stores, and also for conveying mail and other

matter. The General Electric works at

Schenectady employ the pneumatic system

for the delivery of mail, blueprints, and tra-

cings throughout the larger part of the plant,

and centrifugal compressors have been found

to serve admirably for supplying the required

suction. Fig. 23 shows one of the units em-
ployed on this system; it is direct connected

to a 50 h.p. alternating current motor and is

rated at 2400 cu. ft. of air at a pressure of

33^ lb., the speed of the set being 3450 r.p.m.

The compressors work by producing suction

on the transmission lines.

Fig. 23. Centrifugal Compressor Driven by 50 h.p.

Alternating Current Motor

In a large department store in Chicago, a
centrifugal compressor capable of delivering

7200 cu. ft. of air per minute at 1 lb. suction

and driven by a 50 h.p. motor replaced a
positive pressure blower requiring over 75 h.p.

to drive it. The centrifugal compressor
carried the same load with somewhat less than
50 h.p. load on the motor. There was a

decided difference in tlic floor space required,

and the cost of operation and maintenance
was greatly reduced.
The great advantage in using a centrifugal

compressor for this work lies in the fact that
when the suction lines are suddenly opened
by the insertion of a carrier in the transmis-
sion line, the compressor will respond instantly

by drawing an enormous quantity of air

(many times the amount its small driver

would stand for any length of time) and thus
establish a high air velocity, which will send
the carrier promjjtly and rapidly on its way.
The response of the positive pressure blower
is by far too sluggish, unless a much larger

unit is installed.
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Sawdust Conveying

The problem of removing sawdust from
woodworking machinery is a very interesting

one, because the fan blowers heretofore used
are extremely inefficient. The general scheme
is to install a fan blower somewhere in the

transmission line and to suck the sawdust
into the transmission line, b}^ placing proper

collecting hoods at the end of the line and over

the place where the sawdust is that is to be

removed. The sawdust is drawn through

the transmission line, passes through the fan,

and is blown either into the continuation of

the transmission line or into a storage bin.

If the sawdust is compelled to pass through

the fan, the side clearance between the fan

and the casing must be made sufficient to pre-

vent small shavings from becoming wedged in

this space, thereby either jamming the impel-

ler or wrecking it. With large clearance

spaces the efficiency of the ordinary fan is

extremely poor, sometimes only 20 or 30

per cent. It is much better to install a

system in which the shavings and sawdust do

not pass through the compressor—one similar

to the ash handling or the pneumatic cash

transmitting systems. In some cases the

problem is increased by not only having to

transmit .shavings and sawdust, but also

strips of wood. In practice, if any block of

wood accidentally enters the transmission line

and passes through the rapidly revolving fan,

the bending or breaking of the blades of the

fan usually results. On account of the pecu-

liar property of sawdust in packing tightly

around bends, and in some cases of being

somewhat moist owing to the use of green

wood, it is of advantage to install a suction

system in which the amount of air sucked or

pumped remains constant. Formerly the

design had to be such that the velocit}' of

air through the transmission pipes was rela-

tively high to prevent clogging in the pipes;

and even with this precaution trouble was
frequently experienced. Keeping the air

moving at such high velocities requires, of

course, considerable power. If, however, a

compressor is installed with a constant

volume governor, the quantity' of air sucked

remains constant. Then the usual air ve-

locities will ordinarily be sufficient. Should

the sawdust become packed so as to clog up
the transmission line at any point, the centrif-

ugal compressor furnished with a constant

volume governor would speed up and produce

a greater suction in order to maintain a con-

stant quantity of air delivered. At the re-

stricted portions of the pipe line the velocity of

air would be greater and therefore would
remove once again the blocked material.

This is of such importance that no installa-

tions for removing sawdust or similar material

should be made without providing in some
way for maintaining automatically the pas-

sage of a constant volume of air through the

suction pipes, and thus producing high air

velocities at the restricted parts of the trans-

mission line. If the engineer laying out such
a system knows positively that pipes cannot
be clogged he can use pipes of much smaller

diameter than those now generally installed

for this work. The saving in first cost is

very considerable. As the centrifugal com-
pressor is admirably adapted for operation

with constant \'olume governor control, and
as the efficiency of this type of air compressor
is higher than that of fan blowers, the former
is rapidly supplanting the latter type for this

service.

General Pneumatic Conveying

The centrifugal compressor can be used for

conveying a great many dry substances, such
as coal, cement, and other materials in indus-

trial use. It has been proposed to transmit

star h pneumatically, and similar material

such as rice. The problem is not a very

difficult one, and if a centrifugal compressor

is used the efficiency of transmission is good.

If the material to be transmitted is composed
of large irregular shapes, like ashes, no con-

stant volume governor is necessary. If, how-
ever, the material is of uniform shape or of

very finely divided particles, and if there is

any likelihood of the material being stalled

around bends or of choking the transmission

lines owing to small diameter of pipes, a con-

stant volume governor installed with the cen-

trifugal compressor will in most every case

prevent clogging of the transmission line. The
centrifugal compressor supplied should have

a sufficient range of speed to produce a very

high suction in emergency cases, so that if

any clogging starts the quantity of air drawn
through the transmission line remains constant,

even if the compressor must greatly increase

its speed to effect this result. The high

velocity air produced at the point where

it is most desired will greatly assist in

removing any material which may have

become clogged. When the centrifugal com-
pressor is installed for intermittent service,

where it is necessary to keep the compressor

running so as to be available at any
moment, one end of the transmission

line can be nearlv or entirely closed; the
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power required to drive the compressor being
thus greatly reduced.

Coke Oven Gas

In the manufacture of coke a most impor-
tant by-product is the coke
oven gas. It is usual to

install a compressor for pro-

ducing a uniform suction on
the coke ovens and for trans-

mitting the gas through the
scrubbers and purifiers to

the gas holder. The process
briefly is as follows:

The coal is rapidly car-

bonized by subjecting it to a

high temperature in a closed

oven or retort-like vessel.

The products of distillation

pass from the retorts or ovens
through the neck and upwards
into cast iron stand-pipes
which are provided with
goose-neck outlets dipping be-

low the surface of the water in

what is termed the hydraulic
main. It is in this part of

the process that the main
bulk of the tar is obtained,
together with
liquor

and carbon dioxide. From the purifiers the

gas passes into the gas holders.

The air compressor must produce an
absolute constant suction on the gas main and
must also compress the gas so that it will

Fig. 24. Centrifugal Gas Booster Driven by 200 H.P. Curtis Steam Turbine

ammonia
The hydraulic main is provided

with an overflow pipe through which all

the tarry matters pass. This overflow pipe

leads to the tar well, wherein the liquor

products collect. The gas, having been freed

from most of the tarry matters, passes

from the hydraulic main at a considerably

elevated temperature, carrying hydrocarbons
in a vaporized state. It then passes through
the compressor, and from the compressor it is

passed through a condenser which removes
the volatible and condensible products,

some slight additional tarry matter and
more ammoniacal liquor being again ab-

stracted.

After circulating through the condensers, the

gas passes through a scrubber filled with coke,

over and through which trickles a light flow

of water, or better, weak ammoniacal liquor;

the gas passing upwards, meets this down-
ward flow of liquor and gives up the hydrogen
sulphide it contains, forming ammonia sul-

phide, etc. From the scrubber the gas passes

on to the purifiers, where the hydrogen
sulphide still remaining, the carbon disul-

phide vapor, and the carbonic acid are removed.
The purifiers employ slack lime spread upon
wood screens to absorb the hydrogen sulphide

flow through the condensers, purifiers, and
into the gas holders. In order to produce a
constant suction the centrifugal compressor
is provided with a constant pressure governor
—the Isbel Porter or similar type. This
governor changes the speed of the compres-
sor slightly whenever the suction pressure
rises of falls a slight amount, in this manner
keeping an absolute constant suction pressure
on the gas main . The centrifugal compressors
for this work are provided with tar drains and
suitable openings for periodic cleaning of the
compressor.

Fig. 24 shows a view of one of five units

furnished to the Tennessee Coal & Iron
Company for compressing gas extracted
from coke ovens. This unit is capable of

delivering 9000 cu. ft. of gas per minute
against a pressure of 3.5 lb. per sq. in. The
compressor is direct-connected to a steam
turbine rated at 200 h.p. and runs nor-
mally at 3500 r.p.m. The constant pressure
governor is mounted on a cast iron stand
directly in front of the unit. The floating

tank which responds to variations of suc-
tion pressure is connected by floating levers
to the governing mechanism of the tur-

bine.
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General Applications

Besides the special applications mentioned,
the centrifugal compressor is, of course, applic-

able to the more usual and general applications
for compressing elastic fluids. The ordinary
and most usual problems occurring in com-
pressor work are those in which air or gas
must be transmitted through pipes or com-
pressed in air tanks or gas holders. All that
is generally required is a compressor that will

deliver a steady flow of fluid under a constant
pressure, and one that is capable of respond-
ing to variations in volume delivered when
the occasion arises. The centrifugal air

compressor should not only be preferred on
account of its higher efficiency, but also

because it maintains this efficiency indefinitely.

age of air into the compressor, a water sealed
packing is provided so that no escape of gas
or sucking in of air is possible. In some very
special cases where water cannot be used
owing to the formation of destructive acids
with the gas in question, other liquids are
used for sealing, such as glycerine, etc.

Some of the general applications of cen-

trifugal compressors are: compressing illu-

minating gas into gas holders or gas mains;
compressing air for mine ventilation, for glass

blowing, and for bottle making machinery;
and exhausting air from grinding rooms, etc.

Multi-stage centrifugal compressors have been
installed for compressing air for sand blasting

in foundries. When sand blasting cast iron a
pressure of about l.'j lb. per sq. in. is used,

200 300 400 SOO 600 700

Fig. 25. Characteristic Curve of Single Stage Compressor

30O /OOO

there being no wearing parts and no valves
that leak, etc. The general character-

istic curve of a single-stage compressor is

similar to that shown in Fig. 25, from which
can be seen the steadiness of pressure over
a very wide range of capacity. Although
the pressure is not absolutely uniform over
the wide range of capacity, it is so nearly so

that for most practical purposes the centrif-

ugal compressor can be used without any
governing mechanism whatever. If, how-
ever, as has been shown before, absolutely

steady pressure is required, over the entire

range of air capacity, a constant pressure
governor can be installed.

If a centrifugal compressor is to work with a

gas that would be injurious to health should
any of it leak past the packings between the
casing and the shaft, or if the machine is to be
employed for suction purposes where it

would be detrimental to have a slight leak-

but for steel castings a pressure of 25 lb. per

sq. in. is employed. Compressors have also

been installed in sugar work for compressing
SO2 gas, and for transmitting carbonic acid

gas, both of which are used in the process of

sugar making. Fig. 26 shows a machine in-

stalled by the Holly Sugar Company in

California for compressing SO2 gas. This
compressor is capable of delivering 2500 cu. ft.

of air per minute against a pressure of 5 lb.

per sq. in.

Fig. 27 shows a 6G00 volt alternating

current motor driving a single stage com-
pressor which is rated at 20,000 cu. ft. of air

per minute against a maximum pressure of

3.75 lb. per sq. in. This compressor is

equipped with a constant volume governor

which regulates the speed of the compressor
by means of a water rheostat. This unit

furnishes air for copper smelting at Great

Falls, Mont., and ilkistrates clearly how
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Fig. 26. Centrifugal Compressor Driven by 80 HP. Curtis Turbine

constant volume governing is accomplished
when the driver is an alternating current

motor.

In some cases it is desirable to

use the centrifugal compressor as a
booster to a reciprocating com-
pressor, especially when it is desired

to increase the capacity of the entire

installation. This is verj' easily

accomplished by installing a centrif-

ugal compressor to initially compress
the air from atmosphere to about
30 lb. pressure, and then by passing
this denser air, which has already
been compressed to approximately
one-third the original volume, into

the reciprocating compressor, the

capacity of the reciprocating com-
pressor is increased very nearly three

times. It has even been proposed
that no reciprocating compressor of

large capacity should be installed

for compressing air from atmosphere
to very high pressures without havinga
centrifugal compressor perform initial

compressions up to about 30 lb. per
sq. in. This will save having too
large cylinders on the reciprocating

compressor, because the centrifugal

compressor will perform the initial

compression and reduce the volume of

the air greatly before the air enters

the cylinders of the reciprocating unit.

It might be of interest to describe a centrif-

ugal compressor used for cleaning producer
gas, simply to show some of the very special

Fig. 27. Compressor Driven by 375 H.P. Curtis Turbine
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uses to which this machine can be
put. Fig. 28 gives a cross-sectional view
of such a machine. The gas, after being

generated in the gas generator, was previ-

ously passed through large scrubbers and
cleaners before it was available for use in a

gas engine. When the centrifugal cleaner is

installed no scrubbers or other cleaners are

necessarv\ The gas from the generator enters

the cleaner at A (Fig. 28); it passes first

other side of the impeller, E. Should any
heavier particles (carbon dust, etc.) try to

flow with the gas inward through the second

side of the impeller the rapidly revolving

blades F would throw them outward again.

It should be noted that the blades on the

first side of this impeller are somewhat
larger in diameter than the blades on the

second side of the impeller. Therefore

the centrifugal pressure produced by the

Fig. 28. Centrifugal Compressor Arranged for Cleaning Producer Gas

through one side of the impeller E. having

the blades C, into the discharge vanes D.

The heavy particles are thrown by centrif-

ugal force against the discharge vanes and
casing and are washed down by water into

the drain. The lighter particles, in the form
of dust, are wetted down by the water sprays

5, and also wash down into the drain. The
gas having passed around the middle station-

ary partition P, flows inward through the

blades on one side is somewhat higher

than that produced by the blades on the

other side. This establishes the flow in the

direction of the arrows. The cleaned gas

then passes to both sides of the next impeller

L. which operates exactly like any other

centrifugal compressor. The compressed gas

leaves at B and flows into a holder or receiver

ready for use. These gas cleaners are very

reliable and efficient.
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RECENT HYDRO-ELECTRIC DEVELOPMENT, AND THE PROBABLE
COURSE OF FUTURE PROGRESS

By David B. Rushmore

Engineer, Power and Mining Department, General Electric Company

This article gives some geographical statistics relating to the possibilities for hydro-electric development
in the United States, showing figures of acreage of forests, annual water flow into principal drainages, etc., with
details of the actual horse power which is at present being recovered. The remainder of the article is principally
a review of recent progress. A presentation of some of the most noticeable general tendencies (tying together
of large stations, increase in operating voltages, etc.) is followed by more detailed reference to progress in the
design of electrical apparatus used in the station and on the line. A very interesting table is included at the
end of the paper, showing at a glance the salient particulars of thirty of the most recent schemes.

—

Editor.

It is the purpose of this article to give a
brief review of what has been accomplished
hitherto in the field of hydro-electric develop-
ment, and to indicate the probable course
of future progress. Before doing this, it

may be of interest to recount some of the
fundamental facts which have a direct

bearing on all hydro-electric development
schemes, and to give some geographical
statistics of the United vStates which have a
reference to the development of the water
resources of this country.
Energy is given out by the sun at the

rate of 6.35X10^' h.p. Energy is received

on the earth's surface at the rate of 2.6X10"
h.p. The area of the earth's surface is

approximately 197,000,000 square miles; the

area of the United States is about 3,027,000
square miles. Twenty-six per cent, of the

earth's surface is land. The evaporation
from water surface in the United States

varies from less than 20 in. annually to

It is the last which is available for water
power developments, and may be said to

comprise roughly one-third of the rainfall.

Forests—which regulate the stream flows,

and which are rapidly being exhausted

—

constitute an important feature of hydro-
electric development. The forests of the
United States cover 550,000,000 acres, or

about one-fourth of the country. The
national forests comprise about 150,000,000
acres, distributed as follows:

Arizona .

California
Colorado
Idaho
Montana
Nevada .

New Mexico
Oregon .

So. Dakota
Utah .

Washington
Wyoming
Alaska .

9 mill ion acres
21
15 '

20 '

20 '

1

7 '

16 '

1

7

12 '

9 '

Drainage area
in sq. miles

Flow per annum
in billion cu. ft.

HORSE POWER

Principal Drainages
Minimum

Assumed
maximum

development

North Atlantic to Cape Henry, Va. . 159,879 8,942 1,761,000 3,481,000
Southern Atlantic to Cape Sable, Fla. 123,920 5,560 1,050,000 1,630,000

Eastern Gulf of Mexico to Mississippi River 142,220 6,867 466,000 803,000
Western Gulf of Mexico west of Vermilion River 433,700 2,232 362,000 686,000
Mississippi River (tributaries from east) 333,600 12,360 2,180,000 4,450,000
Mississippi River (tributaries from west, includ-

ing Vermilion River) 905,200 9,580 3,300,000 5,900,000
St. Lawrence River to Canadian line . 299,720 8,583 5,570,000 6,740,000
Colorado River above Yuma, Ariz. 225,000 521 2,425,000 4,610,000
Southern Pacific to Point Bonita, Calif. 70,700 2,193 2,680,000 6,500,000
Northern Pacific 290,400 15,220 10,7.50,000 20,500,000
Great Basin 223,000 433,000 670,000
Hudson Bay 62,150 614 63,000 175,000

Total 3,269,490 72,672 31,040,000 56,146,000

more than 100 in. in a few places. The
average rainfall over the United States is

29.4 in., which is disposed of in re-evapora-

tion, in plant growth, in sub-surface flow,

and in surface flow (known as "run-off").

The present rate of cutting the timber
is three times the annual growth; while the

veariv consumption is 20,000,000,000 cu. ft.,

valued at about $1,250,000,000. Wood is

used every year in the following quantities:
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90,000,000 cords of fire wood.
40,000,000,000 board feet of lumber,

123,000,000 hewed ties,

1,500,000 staves,

133,000,000 sets of heading,

500,000,000 barrel hoops,
3,200,000 cords of native pulp wood,

165,000,000 cu. ft. mine timber,

1,250,000 cords of wood for dis-

tillation.

The estimated available water

power in the United States is shown
in the table on opposite page.

In estimating these values an
efficiency of 75 per cent, is assumed.
The minimum flow has been based

on the average of the two lowest

7-day periods in each year for a

period of seven years, and the

maximum flow upon the contin-

uous power indicated by the stream

flow for six months of the

year showing the highest flow.

The average flow for the lowest

week of the lowest month of these

six highest months was then aver-

aged for a number of years. No
storage was considered in either

estimate. Basing an estimate on
every available storage facility, it

can be assumed that about 200,-

000,000 h.p. can be ultimately

developed. This amount, however,

is not economically available to-

day, but represents the maximum
possibihties upon the day when
our fuel resources are becoming
exhausted and their price for the

production of power prohibitive.

Developed Water Powers in United States

will show that there is a marked geo-

graphical concentration of developed water

power (as well as a similar concentration of

potential power set forth above). Thus,

nearly 50 per cent, of the developed "com-
mercial " water power of the cotmtry is located

in five States, as follows:
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Fig. 1. Showing the beginning of corona voltage on transmission lines at

sea level for various conductors and spacing. To find the voltage at

any altitude, multiply the value found from the curve by the

correction factor. For single-phase or two-phase take

the three-phase voltage and multiply by 1.16.

The total developed water power of the

United States as thus computed by the

Bureau of Corporations in June, 1911,

excluding developments of less than 1,000

h.p. each, was 4,016,127 h.p. Of this,

2,901,549 h.p. is classed as "commercial"
power, and 1,054,578 h.p. as "manufactur-

ing" power. Adding 2,000,000 h.p. to

represent the power of developments of less

than 1,000 h.p. each (this being the total,

in round numbers, as reported to the Census

in 1908), a grand total is obtained, in round
numbers, of at least 6,000,000 h.p., as the

total water power of the United States

already developed or with development works
under construction in June, 1911. Reference

to the double-page map shown on pp. 368-9

California .

New York
Washington
Pennsylvania .

South Carolina

Per cent.

14
13
10
6

5

Total 48

An even more marked concentration of

developed water power employed in manu-
facturing is shown by the following summary

:

New York
New England States
Minnesota and Wisconsin
South Carolina

Total
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Peculiarities of Modern Hydro-Electric Develop-
ments

Power transmission is becoming a develop-

ment in the East as well as in the West, and
has now ceased to be peculiar to the western

Fig. 2. 140,000 Volt Single-Circuit
Strain Tower of the Eastern

Michigan Power Company

^^£^^1
Fig. 3. 140.000 Volt Sus-
pension Insulator of the

Eastern Michigan
Power Co.

parts of the country. The requirements for

continuity of service are becoming greater, and
in all parts of the work a much better class

of construction is being used, from the hydrau-
lic end to the distributing station. This

means a greater capital charge, but a smaller

expenditure for depreciation and repairs.

Practically all of the transmission systems

which have been developed of late feed into

existing transmission and distributing sys-

tems, and the problem of tying together two
or more of these is becoming of increasing

importance. In many of these cases a

considerable proportion of the power is

transformed to another frequency, and the

best method for doing this depends upon
the particular case under consideration.

The choice of frequency for power plants

and systems is always dependent upon
local considerations and both 60 and 2.5

cycles are still being installed. The system
which IS finallv to be used in the electrification

of the big Steam railroads is still one of the

uncertain factors.

Government reports show that floods are

becoming more frequent and more disastrous,

due to the continued destruction of the

forests, which continually changes the char-

acteristics of the stream flows. Each year

we hear of new records being made in the

height of water and the severity of these

disturbances. This tends to make a lower
minimum flow, and is one of the factors

working toward a greater development of

steam auxiliaries in connection with water
power generation of electricity. In most of

the large transmission systems such auxil-

iaries are being increased in number and
capacity.

At the present time many new hydro-

electric plants are under construction and
in contemplation. Questions regarding the

rights in the public domain are so involved

that prospective power developments so

situated are, at the present time, almost

impossible of being handled. Naturally

investors do not want to hazard theirmoney
in a place where the titles are so uncertain.

The network of high tension distributing

svstems is becoming so complicated in many
places that there is arising a greater neces-

sity for the use of automatic relays, which
will take the place of intelligent operators

and which will cut out the part of the system
on which a disturbance is located. While
much has already been done in the develop-

ment of these devices, a great deal more
will be accomplished in the future, as the

demand for such is becoming almost im-

perative. The necessity for the reduction of

expense in connection with small sub-stations

is also working in the same direction.

Modern generating and transmission sys-

tems are becoming so large that units of

much greater single capacity are being

developed; and there seems to be in sight

no definite limit to the sizes which may be

reached. The 14,000 kw. transformers at

Shawinigan are the largest which have yet

been built, and 20,000 kw. water-wheel

generators are under consideration. Steam
turbine units of this size have been in opera-

tion for some considerable time, and machines

of larger output are now being developed.

So many plants are in successful operation

at 100,000 volts that this may almost be

called conservative. The plant of the Eastern

Michigan Power Co. at 145,000 volts has

been in operation for some time in an entirely

satisfactory manner. The extensive system
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of the Hydro-Electric Commission of Ontario
has also been brought into a satisfactory

operating condition, and serious consideration
has been given in New York State to other
development along the same lines. The
limitations to high voltage transmission
are not clearly in sight. They may come
from economic considerations, they
may come from the loss due to corona,
or they may be reached in connection
with charging currents and transient

phenomena. In this paper it is impos-
sible to make a more than passing
mention of corona limitations, which
have been discussed at length elsewhere

;

but a considerable amount of data will

be found to be condensed in graphic form
in the curves shown in Fig. 1. The low
frequencies have certain advantages for

the very high voltages. In most plants

ground wires are being
installed without
question and, of

course, suspension
insulators and steel

towers. It is difficult

to include representa-

tive illustrations which
will show at all completely
what has been recently

accomplished in the field of

high-voltage transmission

;

but the accompanying
views, in Figs. 2 to 7, show-
ing entries, oil-switches,

suspension insulators, and
other equipment of the
Eastern Michigan Com-
pany will probably be of

considerable interest.

Among other recent in-

teresting developments has
been the selling of hydro-
electric power to coal

mines; while in other in-

stances steam power is gen-

erated at the mines and
transmitted over various

distances for industrial use.

Thefamous Harwood plant,

which burns culm and pro-

duces power at a phenom-
enally low cost, has been in

successful operation for

some considerable time.* The Lehigh Navi-
gation Electric Co. is a most interesting recent

development. Here a 120,000 kw. steam plant

will be installed at the mines of the oldest

operating anthracite company, with New York
and Philadelphia both within easy striking

distance. The power will at first be supplied

to a large cement mill load.

Fig. 5. 140,000 Wall Entrances at Zilwaukee Substation of
Eastern Michigan Power Company

Fig. 4. 140,000 Sta
tion - wall - entrance
Eastern Michigan

Power Co.

* A description of the Harwood Electric Co. will be found in

the May. 1911. issue of the Review, page 242.

One of the serious economic and engineering

problems is the taking of small amounts of

power from high tension lines with low cost,

. and giving continuity of service to the local

power user, as well as preventing this from
becoming a disturbing element on the larger

system.

Power Loads

A very large increase in the number and
variety of power applications for electric

motors is at present taking place, in connec-

tion with mining applications, irrigation,

the use of electricity in agriculture, pumping,
the electrification of dredges and shovels,

etc. In the near future the electric furnace

will become a considerable power consumer.
While electricity has been used to only a

small extent in the construction of the Panama
Canal and of the New York State Barge
Canal, both of these will be operated entirely

by electric motors. The New York Aqueduct
is an excellent example of the extensive use of

electric motors in construction work. During
the last two years the use of synchronous
motors has become very greatly ex-

tended, and certain conditions of industrial

work are necessitating the development
of special alternating current commutator
motors.
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Transformer Connections

Changing conditions in the development

of apparatus modify from time to time our

ideas as to the best practice regarding

Fig. 6. Eastern Michigan Power Company. Interior of Substation showing
140,000 Volt Oil Switches, Insulators and Entrances

that arrangements be made for the ventilation

of generator pits, and these machines are now
being designed with enclosed end rings in

order to control the path of the moving air.

The corona effects in armature wind-
ings have been studied and should be
considered when machines are to be
installed at high altitudes. As most
machines are being sold on a maximum
rating, and as the temperature is to be
measured by resistance coils placed in

the armature winding, it is important
to have this matter clearly understood.

11,000 volt generation is now considered

safe by designing engineers, and a con-

L siderable number of power houses are

^ being installed with that generator vol-

tage. Water-wheels are being designed

with much larger outputs for single

runners and with higher speeds for a

given capacity, necessitating improved
designs in vertical bearings; and the

question is being solved in some cases

by a combined pressure and roller bear-

ing. Common practice has been to

specify 100 per cent, excess speed in all

transformer connections. Experience in

transmission work* at present makes the

delta high-voltage transformer connection

appear to be most advantageous, although

there is no objection to a high resistance

grounded Y. As this, however, approaches

a delta connection, the latter is better for

certain reasons. A point of importance

which seems not to have been appreciated

before is that, with a delta high-tension

transformer connection, disturbances coming
in over the line are divided in their effect

between the windings of two transformers,

instead of the whole impulse being impressed

upon a single transformer.

Apparatus*

Generators: The increase in size and
number of units in recent power houses and
systems has necessitated the use of external

reactances, and an increase of the reactance

in generators and transformers. Reactance
as high as 20 per cent, is being contemplated
for certain generators, which must, of course,

be combined with approximately straight

saturation curves. It is highly important

* Most of the apparatus which is touched upon in a general
way in the present article is dealt with in greater detail by
various engineers in the following pages.

—

Editor. Fig 7. 140,000 Volt Oil Switches in Zilwaukee Substation
of Eastern Michigan Power Company
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water-wheel generators, although in many
cases this is excessive and necessitates

unwarranted expense. In order to pave
the ground for standardization by the

A.I.E.E., plans are being carried through
for a complete discussion of this subject.

The efficiency of water-wheels has been
much improved of late, and over 90 per cent,

has been obtained in some recent tests.

Exciters: In certain cases the so-called

Keilholtz system gives sufficient flexibility;

and where this does not, the desired resiilt

may be obtained—as is done by the Ontario
Power Co.—by the use of a system of alter-

nating current water-wheel generators and
a separate motor-generator set for each of

the main generators. In this case an auto-

matic voltage regulator is used on each
direct current machine of the small motor-
generator sets, and an auxiliary device is

added which takes care of cross-currents

between the machines.
Transformers: The cause for many trans-

former breakdowns is difficult of determina-
tion. After years of construction with the

lowest possible reactance, this has been
changed to reach a magnitude of sometimes
6 per cent, or S per cent. There is an increas-

ing demand for large self-cooled transformers

in places where the water supply is limited,

and also for transformers suitable for use

in outdoor sub-stations. Single and three-

phase transformers are used as special

conditions determine. The high-voltage

bushings have of late given great satis-

faction.

Switches: Switches have been increasing

very considerably in capacity, and up to

45,000 volts have had specially-developed

porcelain bushings. The large capacity

units which are being installed have necessi-

tated the use of suitable switches, and the

15,000 volt motor-operated oil switch has
been developed for this condition. The
development of relays is going to be one
of the most important lines of future work.

Reactance: Reactance is one of the most
important subjects under consideration at

present, both as regards its introduction

into apparatus, and its use externally both
on the high and low-tension lines and in

the main bus. Its use has necessarily not
become standardized as yet. When made
without capacity and used with a shunt

resistance, it is in some cases being considered

in connection with transmission lines and
with the use of moderate reactance trans-

formers.

o

Fig 8. 300 Kv-a. 50 Cycle Power Limiting Reactance Coil

Transmission Lines: The majority of

disturbances are due to causes which originate

on the lines. The use of suspension insulators

affects the decision regarding copper or

aluminum as a conductor, while the grading of

suspension insulators is being seriously con-

sidered. Hemp centers for conductors have
caused serious trouble and are not being
recommended. In some cases where suspen-
sion insulators are used in connection with
ground wires, the insulation of the line seems
to have been brought above the breakdown
point of lightning.

In concluding this review of hydro-electric
development, it may be of interest to append
the following table, which shows at a glance
the more important particulars of some of

the recently-planned schemes;
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Oc
"S

>v •0-2 „

Name and Location Transmission
Voltage

Present
Capacity
of Plant

Ultimate
Capacity of

Plant

Kv-a.
Capacity
of each

Generator

Kv-a.
Capacity
of each

Transformer

O
c
V

C
•3 2.5

C

at

Eastern Michigan Pr. Co.
Michigan 140,000 A 10,000 3333 3000 S-ph. 60 125 1912

Mexico Northern Pr. Co.
Mexico . 1 10,000 Y 31,200 46,800 7800 2500 s-ph. 60 125 1912

Mississippi River Pr. Co.
Keokuk, la. . 1 10,000 Y 135,000 270,000 9000 9000 3-ph. 25 150 1912

Georgia Power Co.
Tallulah Falls. 110,000 Y 30,000 60,000 10000 3333 s-ph. 60 160 1912

Ontario Power Co.
/ 8776
I 7500

(Hydro-El. Comm.) 110,000 Y 78,800 175,000 3000 s-ph. 25 280 1910
Sierra-San Francisco
Power Co. Cal. 104,000 Y 34,000 34,000 8500 2233 s-ph. 60 100 1910

Yadkin River Pr. Co. 103,900 Y 27,000
6000
3000

2500 3-ph. 60 150 1912

Great Falls Water Pr. &
Townsite Co. Montana 102,000 A 21,000 21,000 3500 1200 s-ph. 60 135 1910

Southern Power Co.
f 100,000 Y

50,000 A 66,000 3000
1 4000 s-ph.
I 2000 s-ph.

60
60

500
400

1910
1908

Great Western Pr. Co.
California 100,000 A 40,000 100,000 10,000 10000 3-ph. 60 157 1909

Central Colorado Pr. Co
Colorado 100,000 A 20,000 20,000 5000 3333 s-ph. 60 183 1908

Appalachian Pr. Co., Va. 88,000 A 23,000 75,000
' 4000

2600 6000 3-ph. 60 180 1912

Mexican Lt. & Pr. Co. 85,000 Y 55,000
5000

' 12500

' 1800 s-ph.
6000 s-ph.

50 94 1910

Katsura-Gowa, Japan 77,000 30,000 56,000 7500 3500 s-ph. 50 65 1912
Pennsylvania Water & Pr.

Co.,"Holtwood
70,000 Y 42,500 92,500

' 7500
'; 10000

r 7500 3-ph.

\ 10000 3-ph.
25 40 1911

San Joaquin Lt. & Pr. Co.
Fresno, Cal. . 69,500 Y 16,000 16,000 4000 1500 s-ph. 60 75 1910

Connecticut River Pr. Co.
Vernon, Vt. 66,000 Y 20,000 20,000 2500 5000 3-ph. 60 60 1910

Central Georgia Pr. Co.
Lloyd Shoals, Ga. 66,000 Y 12,000 18,000 3000 3000 3-ph. 60 65 1910

Power Construction Co.
Shelbourne Falls, Mass. 66,000 Y 18,000 24,000 2000 3000 s-ph. 60 30 1912

East Creek El. Lt. & Pr.

Co., Ingham Mills, N.Y. 60,000 A 8400 8400 2800 2800 3-ph. 25 25 1912
Washington Water Pr. Co. r 2250 r 2250 3-ph.

Washington . 60,000 Y 48,600 100,000 • 5000
13900

] 5000 3-ph.

[ 5000 s-ph.

60 260 1911

Michoacan Pr. Co.
Mexico .

60,000 Y 10,000
1500

\ 3500
/ 600 s-ph.

\ 2300 s-ph.
60 75 1910

Jhelum River Hydro-El.
Scheme, India 60,000 A 4000 12,000 1000 1000 s-ph. 25 50 1908

Great Northern Power
Co., Minnesota 60,000 A 22,500 60,000 7500 7500 3-ph. 25 14 1906

Electrical Development
1 8000
1 10000

Co., Niagara Falls . 60,000 A 62,000 95,000 2670 s-ph. 25 80 1911
Puget Sound Pr. Co.
Washington 58,000 Y 14,000 28,000 3500 2333 s-ph. 60 46 1907

Chattanooga-Tennessee
River Pr. Co. 45,000 Y 22,500 22,500 2250 2250 s-ph. 60 33 1912

Cia Docas De Santos
Brazil 44,000 A 15,000 75,000 3000 1000 s-ph. 60 33 1910

Schenectady Power Co. 30,000 A 15,600 15,600
; 4000
I 1800

f 4000 3-ph.

I 1800 3-ph.
40 27 1908

Mohawk Hydro-El. Co.
Ephratah, N. Y. . 22,000 A 3750 5000 1250 500 s-ph. 60 11 1911
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GENERAL TREND OF DEVELOPMENT IN TRANSMISSION AND
DISTRIBUTION OF ELECTRIC POWER AS SHOWN BY

RECENT TRANSFORMER PRODUCTION

By W. S. Moody

Engineer, Transformer Dept., General Electric Company

The general trend of development in transmission and distribution of electric power is illustrated in a

very striking manner by the curves shown in this article. These are all based upon figures of the transformer

business of the General Electric Company; but doubtless the conclusions drawn therefrom may safely.be

applied to the development of the power transmission business in the United States. Some of the points

brought out by the curves are: The rapid and regular increase in maximum voltage; increase in kv-a. capacity

of high voltage transformers; extension of the limits of what is known as "low voltage" for urban distribution;

increase in use and capacity of self-cooled transformers and outdoor transformers, and in the number of

automatic feeder regulators in use.

—

Editor.

It is often of interest and value to the

business man who is, day after day, concen-

trating his energy and thought on what is

directly before him, to forget his immediate
problems and take a general survey of

accomplishments made in the more or less

immediate past; and from this review to

form a conception of the general tendency
which is being taken by the business in which
he is particularly interested. It is more
than likely that the general directions in

which transmission and distribution of electric

power have been rapidly developing during

the past few years are not fully appreciated,

even by many of those taking a most active

part in these accomplishments. I therefore

trust that the following data which I have
compiled may be of timely interest.

First, I would draw attention to the rapid

and rather regular increase in voltages used
for transmission (not only an increase in

maximum voltage) , and also to the remarkable
increase in kilovolt-ampere capacity of the

high voltage transformers produced, which
is, of course, a direct measure of the amount
of power transmitted.

Fig. 1 shows in graphic form the produc-
tion of transformers in kilovolt-amperes for

the years 1900 to 1911 inclusive. This
tabulation includes only transformers larger

than 100 kv-a., as smaller units rarely are

used on transmission lines. Each year's

production is subdivided into five classes,

the bulk of the production being in the class

covering transformers for 50,000 volts and
below. The ne.xt class includes transformers
from 50,000 to 60,000 volts ; the third class from
60,000 to 80,000 volts; the fourth class from
80,000 to 100,000 volts; and the fifth class,

or upper division, transformers over 100,000
volts. It will be seen that previous to 1901
no transformers for over 50,000 volts were

in use, and that since that time there has not

been any marked increase in the use of

transformers between 50,000 and 60,000

volts.

TRAN3rORf1ER5
EZa Orer 100,000 /o/fs^ 30,000 to 100.000 /o/fs

EZ3 (,0,000 to 60,000 yolts

50,000 fo 60,000/0lb
^zizzi 50.000Ms and 3elo^

'00 '01 '01 03 '04 '05 '0(. '07 '08 '09 '10 'II

Years

Fig. 1. Transformer Production, Classified^by Voltages

Transformers for 60,000 to 80,000 volts

were first built in quantity in 1905, and for

several years the production in these trans-

formers has been about equal to that of the

second class. A few transformers for voltages
between 80,000 and 100,000 were made in

1904; but they were first built in quantity
in 1907, in which year also a few transformers
were built for 110,000 volts. During 1909
about 17 per cent, of the total were over
100,000 volts, and in 1911 about 9 per cent.
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A considerable quantity of those built in 1911

were for voltages in the neighborhood of

140,000. The chart also shows that, in 1911,

there was about the same amount of business
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Fig. 2. Maximum Transmission Potentials

in transformers for over 100,000 volts as

in the class between 60,000 and 80,000

volts, and more business than in the other

two classes between 50,000 and 100,000.

From this it would seem that transmissions at

from 100,000 to 140,000 volts can now be
regarded as thoroughly practical.

There is, perhaps, one more conclusion

worth drawing from this record. The in-

crease in voltage of transmission indicates,

of course, the increase in distance over which
the power is transmitted; and we must con-

clude that the possibilities of comparatively
short-distance power transmissions, such as

50 or 60 miles, are becoming exhausted, and
that the longer distance transmissions of

100 miles and upwards are fast becoming
necessary. This has been particidarly notice-

able in California and in the northern part

of the United States, where abundant water
power is available, at a considerable distance,

however, from points of large consumption;
and the fact that difficulties in these high
voltage transmissions, including transform-

ers, line protection, etc., have been fairly

well met, will no doubt lead to much further

development of such distant powers in the

near future. Whether it will be found
profitable to still further increase transmission

voltages is problemetical, because of corona

limitations; but it will be noted from Fig. 2

that the increase in voltage has averaged

about 10,000 volts per year ever since 1894.

As an indication of the immediate further

extension of the upper limit of voltage, it

may be mentioned that numerous requests

have been made during the current year

for transformers of voltage of 150,000 and
over.

Fig. 2 shows the maximum potential

for which transformers have been built from
1888 to 1911. The first 20,000 volt trans-

formers were built about 15 years ago; and
the present maximum being approximately

150,000 volts, shows very close to 10,000

volts per year as the average increase.

Another point which a study of the records

Fig. 3. 3000 Kv-a. 140.000 Volt Water-Cooled

Transformer Without Case

has brought out impresses very forcibly

upon one the fact that urban distribution

is being carried on at voltages considerably

higher than previously. For some 15 years,
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practically all such distribution was done
with voltages between 1000 and 2400.

During the last four years, however, the

business in small transformers for 5000 to

15,000 volts has wonderfully increased, as

shown in Figs. 4 and 5. In transformers for

approximately 0600 volts, for instance, the

production for 1911 was more than 30 times

the production three years ago. Fig. 5

brings out the fact that transformers designed

for approximately 10,000 volts are beginning

to be used for such distribution. The growth
in this business has not been as marked as

the growth in (3690 volt transformers, but
has increased approximately 12 times in the

same period.

There are two points which these data
make prominent. First, the general "low
voltage distribution" class of transformers

now includes transformers up to 10,000 volts,

and possibly should be considered to reach

15,000 volts; whereas previously 4,000 volts

was considered the safe maximum limit for

these "direct-to-customer" transformations.

The second point is that the art of transformer
manufacture has so materially advanced that

the cost of such transformers is relatively low
compared with the savings due to the increase

in voltage, and that with these low costs the

transformers are still fully dependable.

A glance at transformer production for a

number of years past brings us to another
line of thought which is also very instructive.

Distributing
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but it was not until 1905 that transformers

were built for over 3000 kv-a. in a single

unit. In the last six or seven years the
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Fig. 6. Maximum Size of Transformers

increase has been very marked, and this, of

course, goes hand-in-hand with the increase

in voltage. -In other words, it would >,hot

Oisfrikuiln^ Transformers

6600 to 10000 l/o/fs

^

1908 1909 1910

Year
1911

Fig. 4. Production of Distributing Transformers

2400 to 6600 Volts

Fig. 5. Production of Distributing Transformers

6600 to 10000 Volts

Fig. 6 shows the maximum unit of trans-

former built from 1888 to 1911. About
1899 the 1000 kv-a. unit was first exceeded,

pay to transmit small quantities of power at

very high voltage; and it is, therefore, only
where very large quantities of power can
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be developed, and where very large gener-
ating and transmission units are practical,

that there is any possibility of profit in such
transmissions.

Fig. 7. Three-phase Water-cooled Transformer 1400CKv-a

97,000 Volts Between Lines

Fig. 8 shows the average kv-a. capacity of

large transformers built during the last

twelve years. This also shows an interesting

change in practice; for not only has it been
found necessary to build very high voltage

transformers in large capacity, but it has also

been found advisable to use the parts so

developed for still larger moderate voltage

sizes year by year. This figure refers only

to units of 500 kv-a. and over. Fig. 9 gives

the production of all sizes of transformers

since 1888. The trend of this curve certainly

does not show any sign of becoming flat.

It has for years been said that the annual
production of transformers inust begin to

reach a maximum and that production would
cease to show such a marked increase; but,

as this curve shows, no one can yet see that

the transformer business, and, therefore, the

development of transmissions, has yet begun
to reach its limit.

Self-cooled Transformers

There has been a decided tendency in

recent years toward the use of fairly large

self-cooled transformers; that is, transformers

filled with oil which depend entirely on
radiating surface for the dissipation of heat,

no forced circulation of air, water or oil

being used, and, therefore, no auxiliary cool-

ing apparatus being required. Considering
transformers of 250 kv-a. and larger only, we
find that the business has increased several

times from 1908 to 1911, the increase in

total kv-a. per year being over seven times.

The average capacity has also increased in

this same time from 430 kv-a. in 1908 to

over 1000 kv-a. in 1911 with corresponding
increase in the sizes of individual units.

Outdoor Transformers

There has also been a marked increase in

demand for transformers which can be
installed directly out of doors. This practice
is one which commends itself very strongly

in certain classes of work, in isolated mills

for instance and in small cities along the

lines of long transmission, as well as in tie-in

substations where several different systems
are connected together. An expression of

the increase of this also in percentage
would be meaningless, because it is prac-

tically all of recent date. Transformers
are in successful outdoor operation, how-
ever, for voltages as high as 110,000, and
in sizes as large as 3330 kv-a. With
increased familiarity of the power companies
with this practice, it will doubtless extend
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to a considerable degree. Fig. 10 shows a self-

cooled outdoor transformer, in which the type

of bushings used for this service can be seen.

Looking over in detail our more recent

output, we have observed other points which
cannot well be brought out in diagrams.

One of these interesting points is reactance.

Transformers of sizes over 250 kv-a. built

in 190.S, we find had reactance averaging in

the neighborhood of 3 per cent. Similar

designs built during 1911 show that this

average has increased to between 5 and 6

per cent. This increase has been brought

about on account of the general appreciation

of the value of reactance for current limiting

and regulating purposes. The increased size

and speed of generating units, and the corres-

ponding reduction in their reactance, has

made such an increase in the inherent

reactance of the transformer very desirable

and often necessarv.
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The remarkable increase in the use of

automatic feeder regulators is shown in Fig.

11, and this is a direct indication of an

Fig, 10. SelfCQoled Transformer

Outdoor Type

important change in method of operation,

viz., the substitution of close automatic
control in the local circuits in place of a close

regulation of transmission voltage.
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NOTES ON CONTROL AND OPERATION OF HIGH VOLTAGE
TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS

By Charles P. Steinmetz

Chief Consulting Engineer, General Electric Company

The article in substance shows that relatively low voltage transformers and generators, because of their
negligible electrostatic capacity and hence inability to respond to external surges and similar transient
phenomena, may be switched on and off transmission lines without harm; provided the end turns of the wind-
ing connected to the line are heavily insulated or protected by choke coils. On the other hand, high voltage
transformer coils possess considerable capacity and are therefore of an oscillating nature, similar to the trans-
mission line; they are subject to dangerous internal surges and surges entering from the line, which fact makes
switching between transformers and line a dangerous practice. This danger may be obviated by doing all

switching on the low tension side.

—

Editor.

In a consideration of the problem of con-

trolling and operating high voltage transmis-

sion systems, the first question which arises is,

what is high potential? To the bell hanger of

the early days, the 110 volt incandescent

lamp circuit was high potential, while the

modern transmission engineer considers the

11,000 volt generator circuit as low potential.

For the present purpose, the dividing line

between high potential and low and medium
potential is best drawn at that voltage at

which the electrostatic capacity of the trans-

former becomes appreciable, since it is at this

point that phenomena appear which do not

exist at lower voltages, and which require a

material change in the methods of control of

the svstem to insure maximum safety and thus

reliability of operation.

Theoretically, every electric circuit has

capacity as well as inductance, and every

circuit therefore stores energj' electrostatically

(or dielectrically, as more preferably called)

and electromagnetically, through capacity in

the dielectric field of the voltage and through

inductance in the magnetic field of the current,

respectively. At medium voltages, the only

circuits in which the electrostatic capacity is

sufficiently large to make itself felt are the

overhead lines and underground cables ; while

in generators, transformers, etc., the electro-

static capacity is so small as compared with

the inductance that the electrostatic energy is

negligible and the circuit acts as one contain-

ing inductance, btit not capacity.

In such an inductive circuit without capac-

ity, the only change which can occur in the

stored energy is an increase or decrease, stich

as accompanies the inductive discharge which
occurs when operating a motor field; oscilla-

tions, waves and impulses can not exist, and
when such oscillations or waves approach an
inductive circuit (as from a transmission line)

they can not enter it, btit are stopped and
reflected at its terminals. They then pro-

duce high voltage differences at the end turns

of the inductive circuit, which may be repre-

sented by a transformer. Since in an induc-
tive circuit without capacity the high voltage
which may be produced by an electric wave
approaching it, as lightning, is limited to the
terminals, effective protection can be secured
by extremelj' heavy insulation of the end turns
as is ctistomary in transformer construction,
or by inserting an inductance—a choke coil

—

between the transformer or generator and the
line. The high voltage then appears between
the turns of the inductance, but does not
reach the transformer, or reaches it with
greatly reduced intensity.

Oscillations, stationary waves, tra\-eling

waves and impulses can exist only in circuits

containing electrostatic capacity as well as
inductance. At medium voltage, the electro-

static capacity of the transformer is negligible,

as we have seen; it increases at a very high
rate, however, with increasing voltage. The
stored magnetic energy of the transformer is

given approximately by its reactance vol-

tage (commonly called "impedance voltage")
times the current. In modern power trans-

formers, irrespective of the voltage, the
reactance is usualh^ chosen between 4 and 6

per cent*, and the stored magnetic energy
thus equals approximately from 4 to 6 per
cent, of the transfonner rating.

If we assume a transformer rebuilt for n
times the voltage, then the length, and with it

the capacity of the high potential winding, is

approximately n times as great as before, and
at n times the voltage thus gives n- times the

* In the early days, transformers had impedances of 15 to 20
per cent., and thereby gave poor voltage regulation. To improve
the voltage regulation, the designs were changed to those giving
lower impedance, so that finally impedances as low as I to 2 per
cent, were produced. Then, however, e.xperience showed that
in high power systems such transformers are unsafe, owing to
the enormous strains produced on the transformer and the sys-

tem by the excessive starting currents, and, in case of accidents,

by the excessive short circuit currents permitted by such low
impedance transformers. This made it necessary to increase the
reactance and devise transformer designs of 4 to 8 per cent, react-

ance. In high power central station practice, this danger has
been forcibly impressed upon the operators, and usually a suffi-

ciently high reactance is specified for the transformers to give

reasonable safety of operation. In transmission practice, the
recognition of the necessity of a reasonably high transformer
reactance, to insure safety of operation, is not yet so universally

recognized.
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capacity current, since the capacity current is

proportional to voltage times capacity. At n
times the voltage, n- times the capacity cur-

rent gives n^ times the capacity volt-amperes,

which represent the stored electrostatic energy'.

This rapid increase in the capacity

energy of the transformer with increas-

ing line voltage means that the voltage

at which the capacity effect becomes
appreciable is fairlv definite—about
60,000 volts. Hence below 60,000 volts

the transformer is an inductive appara-
tus, into which oscillations and waves
cannot penetrate ; above this voltage, the

high potential coil of the transformer is

a circuit capable of oscillations and
electric waves, into which oscillations

and other disturbances from the trans-

mission line can enter, can traverse

the transformer winding and form
nodes and voltage crests inside the

transformer. This accounts for the fact

that line disturbances occasionally pro-

duce break-downs far inside of the high

potential transformer winding. The choke
coil which protects the transformer at lower

voltages may then become a source of danger

:

while it still keeps line disturbances away
from the transformer, it at the same time
obstructs the exit into the line of oscillations

and other disturbances which originate in or

at the transformer, and by reflecting them
into the transformer increases their voltage

and thereby their destructiveness.

The most frequent, and therefore most
serious source of high voltage high frequency
disturbances is switching; and especially

dangerous is switching at the transition point

between two oscillating circuits of different

character, such as a transmission line and a

transformer high potential coil. Thus high

potential switching between transformer and
transmission line is dangerous, especially to

the transformer, and should be avoided as

much as possible.

As seen, this applies only to those high

voltages where the transformer capacity is

appreciable and the transformer thus capable

of oscillating. At lower voltages, where the

transformer is a simple inductive circuit,

switching between transformer and line is

harmless and is the usual custom, as the

impulse wave produced at the switch can not

enter the transformer and is taken care of by
the extra insulation of the end turns or by the

choke coil. On the other, or line side, the

impulse passes into the line and is rapidly

dissipated by the line resistance, without

giving rise to abnormal dangers. Thus the

danger of switching, where such exists, is

found not in the line but in the apparatus

connected to the Hne. This is not always
realized.
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In the control and operation of high voltage

transmission systems it is therefore strongly

to be urged that all the switching be done on
the low tension side of the transformers, where
it is practically safe; and preferably to have
no circuit breakers between transformer and
transmission line, but to connect the trans-

formers permanently to the line and consider

them as a part of the line. The safest ar-

rangement would therefore be as indicated in

Fig. 1, where G represents the generator, T
the step-up and step-down transformers, B
the low tension busbars, and C the circuit

breakers. Disconnecting switches, that is,

switches which can be opened only when
there is no voltage on the circuit, would
obviously be installed on either side of every
transformer and circuit breaker, so as to

isolate this apparatus for inspection or repair.

As will be seen, in this case the high potential

lines are separated and the paralleling done
only on the low voltage side of the trans-

former. This offers the advantage that a

ground on one line does not ground the other

line also.

A frequent objection to such an arrange-

ment is, that a disabled line also puts its

transformers out of service, and arrangements
are therefore desired for connecting every
transformer or generator to every line. This
can be done, but usually leads to such a com-
plication in the switching and controlling

arrangement that the gain is not comparable
with the increased risk of accident resulting
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from the greater complexity of th: arrange-
ment. In very high voltage circuits especially,

the simplest possible arrangement offers such
an advantage in reliability that every eftort

should be made towards it.

Fig. 2

In general, a spare transformer unit would
probabh' be provided, so that in case of a

breakdown in a transformer unit, its trans-

mission line could be maintained in operation.

Without material decrease in simplicity, the

arrangement shown in Fig. 2 might then be
used, in which T shows the spare transformer
unit, which can be connected to either line by
the disconnecting switches D. If then trans-

former Ti burns out. its circuit breaker Ci cuts

line Li off the busbars. By means of the dis-

connecting switches Di, the line Li is

then disconnected from transformer Ti and
connected to transform.er T, and the

latter then energized by its circuit

breaker C.

This operation involves a shut

down of line Li : but it is probable that

with two lines in a high voltage trans-

mission system, a transformer burn-

out in one line would usually shut

down this line in any case. The
same arrangement can then be used.

in case of a breakdown of one line, to

connect the spare transformer to the

other line and carry double load over

it, without a corresponding margin in

transformer capacity.

While high potential switching is

dangerous and should be avoided
between oscillating circuits of differ-

ent character, such as line and high

potential transformer, it is harmless, as

we have seen, between line and inductive

circuit. It also is harmless between oscil-

lating circuits of the same character, such

as sections of the line, and therefore no

serious objection exists against high poten-
tial switching between branch lines and main
lines, or against high potential switching
in the main lines at considerable distance
from the stations for the purpose of

sectionalizing the lines, in order to cut
out a disabled section of a line and

^^
operate the rest of it in parallel with the
second line. However, in case of line

switching, any transformer located near
the switching point would be endangered,
and would thus require special protection.

i^ Tne case where a simple arrangement
of lines and transformers with low ten-
sion switches becomes difficult to arrange
without material sacrifice in the flexi-

bility of the system, occurs where several
stations feed into the same transmission
lines. Where the stations are near
together, it is often feasible (and then
very desirable) to use one station only
as transformer station and feed from

the other stations at a lower voltage (6600 or

11.000 volts) into the low tension busbars of

the main station, as indicated for station B
in Fig. 3. This offers a convenient way of

utilizing induction generators in smaller
stations and thereby eliminating practically

all control from the smaller stations; that is,

control them from the main station, as in-

dicated at C in Fig. 3.

Naturally, in the manifold requirements
under which transmission systems have to

operate, instances will always occur where
high tension switching is unavoidable, and

T
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Fig. 3

thus no rigid rule can be established.

Obviously, the larger the number of lines

and of transformers which are connected
together, the less are the disturbances, and
with it the danger resulting from disconnect-

ing one of the lines or transformers.
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SOME PROBLEMS IN CENTRAL STATION AND
SUBSTATION OPERATION

By C. W. Stone

Manager, Lighting Department, General Electric Company

Undt-r central station questions are considered, _;5ri/, excitation: objections to individual direct-connected
exciters; objections to motor-driven exciters and auxiliaries taking current from system; advantages of
independent turbine-driven low- voltage generator for supplying exciters and auxiliaries; storage batteries for
excitation with automatic regulator; use of circuit-breakers on exciters. Second, means of limiting trouble
at times of short-circuit, by sectionalizing the busbars; by external reactances; by grounding the neutral, with
or without resistance. Under substation apparatus are considered the relative advantages of syn-
chronous converters and motor-generator sets. For large sizes a considerable field of usefulness may be
found for the 3-unit set, with tw^o d-c. machines and one a-c.

—

Editor.

In preparing this article it has been my
intention to present some of the problems of

central station and substation operation
which are usually held to be of little account,
but which, to my mind, are of very vital

importance. In order to simplify the treat-

ment, I have divided the paper into two
parts; and shall consider those problems
relating to central stations and those relating

to substations under these two main headings.

Steam Central Stations

The vital part of the generating station is

the exciter system. There is considerable
diversity of opinion regarding the construc-
tion and operation of the exciter equipment,
which is consequently very much less stand-
ardized than other parts, such as the opera-
tion of generating units, the lay-out of the
boiler room, and so on. In the last few
years there has been a growing sentiment in

favor of direct-connected exciters. I think
this has been largely due to the mistaken
idea that, if each of the generating units is

made self-contained, it tends towards simplifi-

cation, and consequently reliability. While I

believe very firmly that simplicity is what we
should all aim for, I think it can be carried

too far; and the very striving for simplicity

may result finally in complication.

If we know — which we seldom do — what
the ultimate capacity of the central station

is going to be, we can then decide on the size

of the units, and select the fewest number
which will give efficient operation for the

required load. Unfortunately, however, the

capacity of the central station generally in-

creases from year to year, and the load factor

increases or decreases; so that, where we
might build a station today containing three

units, in a few years six or eight, or possibly

ten, units might be required. With a station

containing three units there is some justifica-

tion for a direct-connected exciter; but

where eight or ten units are in question there

is no justification whatever, as it simply
means complication.

There is another very serious objection to

direct-connected exciters. Trotible with the
direct-connected exciter may involve the
shutting down of a large piece of apparatus
at a time when its capacity is greatly needed,
as, unforttmately, such accidents usually occur
at times of peak load. A 25 kw. exciter, for

instance, excites a 5000 kw. turbine. If

anything happens to a brush, a brush-holder,

a field winding, or one of the bearings, or to

any other part of this small 25 kw. exciter,

we lose the capacity of a 5000 kw. machine,
at least temporarily, until such time as we
can make other arrangements for excitation.

How much simpler it would be if these ma-
chines were all excited from a common source,

operated by means of a steam-driven exciter

with a motor-driven exciter floating on the
system. We should thus have two independ-
ent sources of excitation, the steam-driven
and the motor-driven. Trouble which might
develop in either of these sources would not
necessarily involve the operation of the sys-

tem, and certainly would not affect the oper-

ation of any of the individual units of the
system.

It is the writer's opinion that the simplest
and best method of obtaining excitation in

the steam-driven power houses is to install a
non-condensing turbine unit, consisting of a
non-condensing steam end with a low voltage
generator. All the auxiliaries, such as cir-

culating pumps, exciters, etc., would then be
motor-operated, current being taken from the
low voltage generator. In the case of larger

stations it might be advisable to have two of

these low voltage generators. The steam
from the turbines wotild, of course, be taken
to the feed water heaters, and nothing btit

low voltage alternating current would be
carried to the motor-driven auxiliaries. As
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an emergency connection with this exciter

system, transformers could be installed so

that the auxiliaries could be operated from
the main system if necessary.

A great objection has always been raised

against motor-driven exciters and motor-
driven auxiliaries taking current from the

system, on account of the fact that any short-

circuit may cause them to drop out of step,

and thus cause a shut-down. With the in-

dependent system described above, no such
effect could of course be realized, since the

excitation system is entirely separate and
wholly in the control of the operator; so

that, no matter what may happen outside of

the station, he is assured of reliable operation
of this, the most vital point of the system.
Another great objection to electrically-

driven auxiliaries operated from the system
has been brought out in the operation of some
of the large systems. Where there are several

large machines operating in parallel, with
small auxiliaries operated from the system, the
leads are necessarily small, the current trans-

formers operating the relays are of small

capacity, and consequently it is difficult to

obtain adequate protection against trouble on
these auxiliary circuits. If, in the case of the

separate system, the tie connection or emer-
gency connection described above were used,

this trouble would not be apparent, since,

with only one tie connection, the feeder would
probably be of a capacity equal to that of the
other feeders going out from the station; the

protective devices therefore could be made as

reliable as those on any of the feeder circuits,

and of course much more reliable than those

used for independent individual units, such
as would be installed if independent auxiliar-

ies were operated from motors from the sys-

tem. The efficiency of such a system, of

course, would be higher than that of any other
now used ; its first cost would usually be lower;

and its reliability very much higher.

The use of storage batteries on exciter

systems has been increasing considerably,

and in many cases is very desirable. The
use of these batteries has been more or less

limited, owing in part to the fact that it was
difficult to control such a system by means of

an automatic voltage regulator. A system
has been devised, however, which makes it

possible to control the exciter system by
means of such a regulator, with a storage
battery floating on the system. It is oper-
ated somewhat as follows:—The exciters are

operated in parallel, and are usually shunt
wound. Floating on the exciter bus is the

storage battery. Another set of exciter bus-
bars is installed, called the exciting busbars,
and the generator fields are connected to the
bus. Between this bus and the exciter bus-
bar a booster is installed, which can be
operated to boost or lower the voltage, its

field being controlled by an automatic
voltage regulator. The exciter busbar is

thus run at constant potential, and the vol-

tage fluctuation is entirely on the exciting

busses, being caused by varying the booster
voltage by means of the regulator. With
such a system the failure of any or all of the
exciters should not seriously affect the system

;

since the storage batteries would furnish the

excitation, and the voltage control be handled
by means of the booster in exactly the same
manner as if the exciters were themselves in

operation. In case of trouble with the booster,

it could be immediately short-circuited with-
out doing any serious harm, and the system
continue to operate without the automatic
regulator.

With no exciter system is it advisable

to install overload circuit-breakers, as it is

preferable to run the risk of burning up and
destroying an exciter than to run the chance
of any shut-down on the system. Whatever
protection is used, therefore, should be in the

form of reverse current relays on the d-c. ends
of the set, the a-c. ends being protected by
overload devices set very high, and prefer-

ably of the time-limit type.

When the systems are of considerable size

it is desirable to operate them in sections, i.e.,

to divide the busbars into two or more sec-

tions. This, however, is not the most econom-
ical method of operation, and consequently

it has been ctistomary to operate all the units

in parallel on one system. With the older

type of generating units, i.e., engine-driven

units, there were two reasons why this could

be done without causing any serious trouble

in case of a short-circuit. In the first place,

the stations themselves were not of very
great capacity, and consequently the rush of

current at times of short-circuit was limited.

In addition to this the slow speed generators

driven by the engines were of higher reactance

than the more modern type of turbine-driven

generator, and consequently the current was
still further limited by this extra amount of

reactance.

Within the last few years, the advent of the

steam turbine generator, and the large in-

crease in the capacity of the central station,

has necessitated that some method of limiting

the current at times of short-circuit be
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developed. The first step was to sectionalize

the busbars and thus Hmit the amount of

capacity connected together in parallel. The
next step was to develop a reactance which
could be used in circuit with each of these

machines, so as to still further limit the flow

of current in times of trouble. The next step

was to develop a reactance which could be
put in the busbar between the sections, thus
allowing the operators to operate all machines
in parallel, and yet at times of trouble limit

the rush of current.

The design of these reactances, as has been
pointed out elsewhere*, involved the solving

of a number of new problems. In the first

place it was desirable to avoid the use of iron

in their construction, as the iron itself would
soon have become saturated at times of short-

circuit, thus limiting the amount of effective

reactance. In addition to this, the construc-
tion had to be made as nearly fire-proof as

possible, and very strong, since the greater

part of the shock caused by short-circuit had
to be absorbed in the reactance. A form of

reactance was developed with a hexagonal
concrete core. In this concrete were em-
bedded radial arms, around which bare cable

was wound. The cable was insulated by mica
sleeves at the point of contact with the radial

arms, and usually two or three layers were
wound on the cores. One of the largest in-

stallations of the kind is in the Quarry Street

and Fisk Street stations of the Common-
wealth Edison Co. where each machine is

protected by its own reactance, which limits

the flow of current in case of short-circuit to

about twelve times normal. The busbar is

divided in the Fisk Street station, and be-
tween the two sections is installed a busbar
reactance. The tie-feeders of the Quarry
Street station are each protected with re-

actances, and the entire system thus operated
in parallel. A recent short-circuit in a man-
hole near the station demonstrated the use-
fulness of these reactances. The trouble was
confined entirely to the particular man-hole,
the switches on the feeders involved opened
with no distress, and the system continued to

operate without apparent disturbance. Simi-
lar short-circuits before the installation of the
reactances usually resulted in damage to a
number of switches, often damage to one or

more of the generating units, and disturbance
to the system such as caused the dropping
out of step of most of the synchronous
apparatus in the substations.

* See paper by Dr. C. P. Steinmetz. General Electric
Review, Sept. 1911.

Another method of limiting the trouble in

case of short-circuit has been to ground the
neutral of the system, in some cases with
resistance, and in some cases without.
Grounding the neutral of the generators on
an underground system protects the system,
as a rule, from a complete short-circuit across
the phases, since most of the trouble on
underground cables starts first as a puncture
from one conductor to the lead sheaths.

With a ground on the neutral of the system
this would cause the circuit-breaker of the
particular feeder to open. Without the
ground connection, the circuit-breaker of the
feeder would not open until the puncture had
developed sufficiently to cause a short across
the phase conductor. This usually takes a
certain definite period of time, and con-
siderable burning may, therefore, take place
before the short develops; and after the short
develops it is usually very much more severe
than it woidd be with the grounded neutral
system.
The insertion of resistance in this neutral

ground circuit is for the purpose of limiting

the flow of current in case of a break-down of

any of the cables; although too much re-

sistance would mean that the switches would
not open, and consequently the fault would
probably develop into a short across the
phase. It is therefore advisable to limit

the amount of resistance installed, and in

all cases it should be so designed that, in

case of short-circuits, a sufficient amount of

current can flow to trip the switch with the
lowest overload setting. Even with this

amount of resistance in circuit, the feeder will

not be disconnected from the system as
promptly as it would be without the resist-

ance; since, of course, in case of puncture
from one conductor to the lead sheaths there
is a certain amount of resistance in this cir-

cuit. In other words, it is not a dead short
from one of the conductors to ground, but it

must continue to develop until sufficient

current passes to trip out the circuit-breaker.

Without the resistance in the ground circuit,

this point is reached very much earlier. In
general, it may be paid that with the instal-

lation of reactances in circuit, there is less need
for resistance in the neutral circuit, as the
current flow is limited by these reactances.

Substations

Various types of substation machines are
in use, and no attempt will be made here to
describe them all. It maybe of interest, how-
ever, to bring out some of the points in con-
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nection with the operation of certain appara-
tus in this class.

In the operation of railroads, interurban
and urban, practice has become pretty well
standardized in this country, and in practi-

cally all cases the primary generation of power
is at 25 cycles, and synchronous converters
are used. These machines are nearly always
compound wound. Reactance is used either
in the form of a separate device connected in
circuit with the converter, or in the form of
the internal reactance of the transformer
itself which may be designed of a high value.

In lighting systems where direct current is

necessary, the practice has not become
standardized to the same extent, and numer-
ous types of apparatus have been developed.
Where the primary generation of power is of
25 cycles, synchronous converters are used
almost exclusively in this country. Where the
primary generation of power is 60 cycles,
however, we find motor-generator sets driven
by induction motors, motor-generator sets
driven by synchronous motors, and synchro-
nous converters. In almost all cases the
direct current end of the machine is shunt
wound, whether it is a converter or a motor-
generator set.

With motor-generator sets—whether in-
duction motor or synchronous—the efficien-

cies are necessarily somewhat lower than is

the case with converters, the difference being
greater in the 25-cycle machines, but still

quite marked with 60-cycle apparatus. A
number of years ago induction motors were
used to drive the d-c. generators in these
motor-generator sets, as it was felt that they
were more reliable and more stable. During
the last few years, however, the tendency has
greatly changed, and synchronous motors are
used almost exclusively. These synchronous
motors are reliable and stable in their opera-
tion, since they are equipped, as a rule, with
heavy squirrel cage windings which act as
anti- hunting devices. They may conse-
quently be considered practically as reliable
as any of the induction machines, while they
possess the very great advantage that, in-
stead of lowering the power-factor on the
system, they may be used not only at unity
power-factor themselves, but can be over-
excited and thus raise the power-factor of the
system, making up for deficiencies in other
apparatus. This latter feature is particularly
valuable on a 60-cycle system, since as a rule
a large proportion of the load on such systems
is carried by alternating current ; whereas, with
25-cycle systems, as a rule most of the load is

carried by direct current. In such 60-cycle
systems the installation of induction motors,
arc lamps, etc., results in a low power-factor
which affects the load capacity of all the
transformers, feeders and generating appa-
ratus, as well as the regulation of the system.
If, therefore, the substation apparatus is made
up of synchronous driven machines, great
economies will result by using these motors
as synchronous condensers.
Numerous types of synchronous converter

have been developed. Abroad, where the
standard frequency is 50 cycles, a type of
machine called the Cascade converter has
been used to a considerable extent. This
machine consists of an induction motor driv-
ing a d-c. generator, but differs from a straight
induction motor set in that it is designed for
a considerable slip, usually about 50 per cent.

Half of the current which is delivered to the
motor is transformed between its rotor and
its stator, and is carried to the d-c. generator
by means of taps connected to the d-c. arma-
ture, and to certain definite points on the
rotor of the alternating current machine.
The other half of the energy is transmitted

in the form of mechanical power, the a-c.

machine acting as a motor and driving the d-c.

machine as a d-c. generator. In this case the
d-c. machine is half converter and half d-c. gen-
erator. The principal advantage obtained is

that the d-c. machine would be operating at
half the fundamental frequency of the system,
thus somewhat simplifying its construction.
The cost of such a machine is about midway
between that of the synchronous converter
and the standard motor-generator set. Its

efficiency is somewhat lower than that of the
straight converter, but not so low as that of
the motor-generator set. It has therefore

not been used to any extent in this country.
With regard to the gradual development of

the modem synchronous converter and the
types which are now regarded as standard in

this country, the reader may with advantage
be referred to an article by Mr. J. L. Bumham
which appeared in the February, 1912, issue of

the Gener.^l Electric Review. This paper
shows the various schemes which have been
proposed and adopted for obtaining close

voltage regulation on the alternating current

end, and considerable portions of Mr. Burn-
ham's article are abstracted in a paper by Mr.
H. F. T. Erben appearing on page 371 of this

issue and dealing with substation machin-
ery. The principle of the split pole converter

and the series booster converter is dealt with
at some length, while the paper includes a pas-
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sage regarding the use of commutating poles

with synchronous converters. With both the

spHt pole converter and the series booster con-

verter there are certain disadvantages; with

the former the commutation at times of light

load and low voltage is not so good as when the

converter is running at full load or overload
with boosted voltage. The synchronous
booster type of machine at times of low voltage

with light load operates at its best, and at

times of overload with the voltage boosted it

operates at its worst — the reverse of the

behavior of the split pole converter. This

is due to the fact that, when operating at

times of heavy load with voltage boosted, the

converter armature carries an excess current

equal to the amount of energy required to

drive the booster, as the converter exercises

not only its converting function but also

must act as a motor driving the booster. This

causes a certain definite armature reaction

which is in the direction to affect commutation.
The introduction of commutating poles will

have a certain effect on the use of both the

split pole converter and the series booster

converter, as by the use of interpoles it is

possible to build a machine running at a

higher speed, occupying less floor space, and
costing somewhat less than a machine without
interpoles. If interpoles are used, regulating

poles—such as are used with the split pole con-

verter or series booster—cannot be used with-

out incurring considerable complication,

owing to the fact that the commutating poles

are usually adjusted for a certain definite

effect, dependent upon the load of the ma-
chine. If regulating poles are used with such a

machine an unbalanced armature reaction

results, which seriously affects the commuta-
tion . This is equally true with the series booster.

In cases where very large machines are used

for substation work, it is possible that a later

type of machine may find considerable use-

fulness. This machine is essentially a motor-
generator set, but is made up of three units,

two of which are direct current and one alter-

nating current. The principal reason for the

existence of such a machine is that the limita-

tion in the design of a converter for low vol-

tage results entirely from the amount of cur-

rent which must be commutated. With the

interpole converter more current per pole can
be commutated with good results than with a

non-commutating pole machine; but even
with a commutating pole machine the speed

is necessarily lower than for a machine of the

same design of one-half the capacity. If the

three-unit motor-generator set is used, each

of the d-c. machines is one-half the capacity

of the set. The set consequently runs at a

higher speed than a two-unit set or a syn-

chronous converter of the same output. A
saving due to increase in speed would con-

sequently result; while, in addition to this,

the space occupied would be somewhat less.

There are alsonumerousoperating advantages.
At times of Hght load in lighting substations

for instance it is customary to operate one

machine on one busbar, and another machine
on the other busbar, both machines being

usually only fractionally loaded. With the

three-unit set it would be possible to operate

one direct current machine on one bus and the

other direct current machine on the other bus,

thus operating only one set instead of two
and working this set on a higher load. In

addition, such a set could be operated at half

load in case of trouble with the commutator
of one of the machines; whereas, with a two-

unit motor- generator set or a converter,

trouble with the commutator would put the

entire machine out of service.

The installation costs of such a machine
would naturally be lower than those for a

converter or a motor-generator set, since, at

the potentials normally used in city work,
the machine could be installed without the

necessity of transformers, such as are used
with the converter. No form of regulating

device would be necessary, since the direct

current potential could be varied by means
of the field rheostats, as in the case of the older

two-unit motor-generator set ; while of course

no large a-c. copper, such as is used to con-

nect the transformer and the converter to-

gether, would be necessary.

Birds-eye View of Hydro -electric Development at Keokuk, Iowa, by the Mississippi Kiver Power Company
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METERING ON THREE-PHASE SYSTEMS
By L. T. Robinson

Standardizing Laboratory, General Electric Company

After a general statement of the main points to be considered in any method for metering electric power,
the author goes into a detailed discussion of a number of well known arrangements of transformers and meters
for measuring energy on three-phase systems, emphasis being laid to the questions of accuracy and suitabil-

ity of each for the particular conditions of service for which it is employed.

—

Editor.

sold over one circuit, the importance of great

refinement in the meter records is to be
emphasized. In the case of the numerous
small consumers, if there is no inherent error

in any definite direction in the meters and if

they are all kept in good operative condition,

the total revenue of the supply company
will not be affected by individual uncertain-

ties. On the other hand—the case where all

the energy passes through one meter—there

will be no opportunity to arrive at a generally

correct residt by a balancing of small individual
errors. In the case of the smaller individual

consumers it may be urged that the highest

degree of refinement should enter into the

measuring apparatus for the benefit of the

consumer. This is admittedly the ideal point

of view, but it certainly should not be carried

to the point where the expense of the meter
installation and its accessories would out-

weigh the advantage that would come from
slightly increased accuracy.

In giving consideration at this time to some
general problems in connection with power
transmission a somewhat general examination
of metering arrangements which may be used

on transmission systems may be of interest.

The importance of this branch of the subject

to the constructing and operating engineer is

Potential Transformer

Meter

Fig. 1

in most cases not fully reahzed. Usually

power stations and transmission lines are

erected for the purpose of procuring revenue
from the sale of electrical energy, and when it

is considered that all this revenue is procured

on the basis of meter indications it is evident

that careful consideration should be given

'to the metering arrangements provided.

The general result obtained should in each

instance be in keeping with the relative

return to be derived from the circuit to which
the meters are connected. It is well known
that various arrangements may be used, all

of which might be classed as commercially
accurate: some of these, however, are more
nearly perfect than others and at the same
time more expensive to install. They may
also involve some slight inconvenience in

reading, etc. From among such a variety of

arrangements it seems evident that low first

cost, if it can be combined with required

accuracy, would determine the character of

the outfit for individual small consumers, a

number of whom are supplied from a given

system; while on the other hand, in situa-

tions where very large amounts of power are

Current
Transformer

ir-^eter

Fig. 2

With this general statement of conditions,

some of the wfeU known arrangements of trans-

formers and meters will be considered in

detail and a general estimate of their accuracy

and suitability under various conditions of

service given. It is fully appreciated that no
general consideration of such a broad subject

can be the basis of conclusions that would
govern all indi\ddual cases. On the other
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hand, it is possible to differentiate between the

various arrangements with some advantage.

The general subject involves so much detail

that the present discussion will be limited to

three-phase systems, as it is believed that the

greater part of the kind of service to be con-

sidered is furnished from three-phase systems.

The simplest arrangement which can be used
on a three-conductor tlxree-phase system is that

shown in Fig. 1, in which a single meter has

its current coil in one conductor and the poten-

tial coil is connected to the center of a "Y"
impedance, each branch of which has equal

reactance and resistance in amount correct to

give proper voltage supply to the potential

circuit of the meter. If the system has a

neutral point on the generator or power trans-

formers which is accessible from the meter,

the potential coil of the meter is connected

between one of the main conductors and this

neutral, and the "Y" impedance is not re-

quired (Fig. 2). With either arrangement
three times the registration of the meter is

taken as the total power delivered and the

register is sometimes arranged to record three

times the energy delivered to the phase in

which the meter is connected. Simple in-

spection of the diagram shows that the assump-
tion is made that the same amount of energy

is supplied by each of the conductors. Out-

side of a few very special situations, such is

not the case, and therefore this arrange-

ment should not be employed. The opinion is

Potenttal
Transformer

Potentia/
transformer

Fig. 3

many times expressed that synchronous and
induction motors constitute a balanced load

and therefore such an arrangement may be

used where no other load is on the meter than

a three-phase motor. Although it may be true

that the power supplied through each wire to a

three-phase motor is very nearly the same
when the motor is supplied from a perfectly

balanced voltage, it is also true that very

small differences in voltage may cause quite

large differences in current in the various

branches; the differences becoming more
marked as the size of the motor, and conse-

quently the relative counter e.m.f . created by
it is increased. In many cases this counter

Potential fransformer

Poly-phase Meter

Fig. 4

e.m.f. is but little different from the impressed

voltage, and consequently very small in-

equalities in the latter cause great differences in

the current flowing. The most that can be
said of this arrangement as applied to any
ordinary situation is that it may serve as an
indicator, giving a general idea of the energy
transmitted over a circuit; but it is often

too much in error even for this purpose, and
as a method of accurate metering should be
dismissed from further consideration.

Referring again to the three conductor
circuit, the next simplest arrangement is that

shown in Figs. 3 and 4. In both of these the

well known two-wattmeter (Aaron) method
of measuring power is made use of, which is

correct for any condition of unbalanced vol-

tage or current that can be devised, provided
the meters and transformer themselves pos-

sess no imperfection. On high voltage circuits

these arrangements require only two current

and two potential transformers. The advan-
tages and disadvantages of this general system,
employing two single or one polyphase meter,

will not be considered until various three-

meter or three-element meter arrangements
for this same three-conductor circuit are

referred to. These are shown in Figs. 5 and 6.

Three potential transformers are employed
in Fig. 5 and also in Fig. 6. In Fig. 5 thev are

connected "YY" and in Fig. 6 "Y-delta."
Three current transformers are shown in each
figure, as consideration of the effect of the
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influence of interconnected current trans-

former secondaries cannot be undertaken here.

Such interconnection is satisfactory under
certain well defined conditions, but any inac-

curacies resulting from a too general use of

Meter Current
Transformer

Potentio/ Transformer

Meier

Meter

Fig. 5

these interconnections would affect the general
result only as imperfections in the current
transformers. With regard to the potential
transformers the "YY" and "Y-delta"
arrangements will be briefly referred to, but
consideration of any effect that may come from
the connection used will again be considered .

as giving results appearing, if at all, as slightly

modified transformer errors.

Returning now to the two-meter or two-
element meter arrangement. Fig. 3 and Fig.

4 : between these two combinations the two-
element meter should undoubtedly be chosen
as most convenient and satisfactory for

ordinary ser\'ice. The accuracy obtained is

as good as that which can be obtained
with two single meters working under the
most favorable conditions; and usually the
accuracy is slightly better because the addi-
tion of the record of the two halves is made
without the possibility of error that might
come from reading each element separately
and adding them together afterward. There
is, of course, to be considered the question of

interference between the two elements when
combined into a single meter and mounted in

the same case. Perhaps this should not be
referred to, as it may be a minor detail which
hardly belongs in an article like this; still,

it mav be said that while this error has been
quite apparent in meters which have been
made, it is not found in a good two-element
meter constructed according to correct modem
practice. As will be referred to later, the
three-meter rnethod of measuring three-phase
power has some very small advantages over

the two-element meter. None of these advan-
tages exist in connection with the two single

meters of Fig. 3. as contrasted with the two-
element meter of Fig. 4; therefore in the final

analysis it would be quite generally admitted
that the two-element, or so called polyphase
meter is to be preferred.

When we come to the consideration of

three meters for a three-wire three-phase
system we have a choice of the arrangements
shown in Fig. 5 or Fig. 6. Usually Fig. 6 is

to be preferred because there is less chance of

unbalancing the voltage on the potential trans-

formers due to unequal loading of the second-
aries. Inequality of loading of the secondary
with "Y" primary and "Y" secondary con-
nection subjects the potential transformers to

primary and secondary voltages different to

some extent from those for which they were
built. This has the effect of varying the ratio

slightly from the marked value; and if the
difference in loading of the secondaries is

sufficient, the primary of one or two of the
transformers may be damaged by the high
voltage which is thrown on it. If the second-
ary of one of the transformers should be
accidentally short-circuited for a time, its

primary impedance would be so reduced that
the other two transformers would be subjected

Meter Current
Transformer

Meter

Fig. 6

to very nearly delta voltage; in which case

the windings of the transformers themselves
might become damaged. It is also apparent
that the meters themselves would be subjected

for a time to a voltage different from that

for which they were made, thus causing inac-

curac}'. This would be true to some extent
even with slight inequality of secondary load-

ing which might easily occur in practice. On
the whole it seems that inasmuch as only a
very slight degree of refinement in metering
over that which may be obtained by the two-
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element meter is possible in connection with
these three meter arrangements, the difficulties

with this "YY" arrangement of potential

transformers are more than enough to out-
weigh any possible advantage that might be
thought of when three meters are employed.

Considering the primary "Y", secondary
delta arrangement, it is well known that
equality of voltage on the primaries is quite

definitely established by exchange of current
through the secondary circuits of the trans-

former group in case the secondary loads are
not equal. This prevents very abnormal
operative conditions in the individual trans-

formers and insures that the meters will be
run at the proper voltage.

It is still unwise to allow any considerable
inequality of loading on the secondary of the
transformers because of the difficulty of

estimating the effect on the ratio and phase
angle of individual transformers. Such an
effect would usually be very small and would
depend on the transformers and general

arrangements used. Quantitative values can-

not be given except for definite individual

cases. It is also true that with "Y-delta"
connection there is some very slight difference

between the ratio of the transformers used in

this way from the ratio and phase angle which
would be found under similar conditions of

voltage, frequency and load on a single-phase

circuit. All these rather complicated con-
siderations cannot be discussed here in detail

;

they are simply mentioned to show that they
have not been overlooked and will be dis-

posed of for the present by saying that all of

the differences that would modify the opera-
tion of a potential transformer by reason of

"Y-delta" connection would not in any
ordinary case amount to more than a small
part of 1 per cent, and therefore the dis-

advantages already referred to of the "YY"
connection should make the final choice fall

on the "Y-delta" arrangement.
We now have a three-meter arrangement

on a three-wire three-phase system and can
consider briefly whether all this complication
is worth while in view of the satisfactory per-

formance of the two-element polyphase meter
for the same service. As disadvantages we
have the somewhat increased cost due to the

three meters, the additional instrument trans-

formers, and the trouble of reading and record-

ing three separate meters : as advantages, fail-

ure of one meter or even two meters does not
entirely obliterate the daily or monthly record.

Two separate meters connected as in Fig. 3

do not possess this advantage over the poly-

phase arrangement of Fig. 4, because each
meter can give no indication of value in deter-

mining any definite part of the total energy.
The estimation of errors due to transformer
phase angles is much more easily and correctly
made, and under some circumstances cor-

rections may be applied. The load is

divided between the meters in a definite way,
independent of power-factor, and the actual
range of power-factor through which the
meters themselves are required to operate is

not more than the range of power-factor to
which that branch of the circuit to which the
meter is connected is subject. To be sure,

meters are made very perfect as regards error
due to commercial variations of voltage,

frequency, power-factor, etc.; but having
produced an instrument that is very nearly
perfect in these particulars, it is still evident
that any arrangement that will lessen the
severity of the requirements to be met by
the individual meter element in order to
handle a given case will in a small degree be
preferable to another more simple and nearly
as effective an arrangement when the very last

degree of refinement is desired.

Considering for a moment the application to
four-wire three-phase systems, the objections
to the "YY" arrangement of the potential
transformers is removed and the connection
shown in Fig. 7 may be employed. This is

practically arranging the metering as if there
were three single-phase systems whose
return sides are combined together in one
common return wire. By reason of the fact

that no inter-connection of potential trans-
formers is required and because of the fact
that the meters cannot be subjected to varia-
tions of voltage greater than those properly
belonging to the circuit, this arrangement is

even slightly superior to the three-meter
arrangement on a three-wire system and in

fact leaves nothing to be desired. Whatever
degree of precision can be obtained in the in-

dividual meters and instrtunent transformers
is applied directly to the measurement of

power.
A two-element meter is sometimes applied

to the measurement of power on four-wire
three-phase systems by suitably dividing the
current coils into three groups which are con-
nected into the circuit as shown in Fig. S.

This arrangement has much to recommend it

on the score of simplicity and convenience : on
the other hand the theoretical accuracy of the
measurement is not as good as that of the two-
element meter on the three-wire circuit.

The instrument measures correctly the energy
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on two branches of the system, but for the

third branch the actual current in this branch

is used in combination with the vector sum of

the potentials on the other two branches.

Meter Current
Transformer

Potentia/ Transformer

Meter

Meter

Fig. 7

This means that J^ of the energy may be

incorrectly measured by the slight amount
caused by the voltage unbalancing of the

system and by the fact that the current in this

branch may contain harmonics, such as trans-

former magnetizing currents, wliich would
find some power component in its own vol-

tage not to be found in the vector sum of the

other two voltages. Also the equivalent

range of power-factor to which the meter is

subjected when measuring this approximate

}/^ of the total energy may be much greater

than that of the branch of the system to which
the current coil is connected. These things

together have the effect of making the indica-

tions of such an instrument slightly inferior

in accuracy to the three-meter arrangement,

but usually not enough so to justify the added
complication of the three meters. It should be
distinctly noted that although this arrange-

ment is a compromise, it is a very good one and
that the results obtained with it are usually

fairly comparable with those obtained with the

two-element meter on three-wire circuits.

Finally the various combinations arrange

themselves in the following order of accviracy.

There is a very big gap between (1) and (2).

{1): The single meter with "Y" resistance,

or connected to neutral, commonly known as

balanced three-phase meter. Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.

This in its general application can be consid-

ered only an indicator at most and of value

onl}^ as an aid to internal distribution of

charges, if it should be used at all.

{2): The two-element polyphase meter

adapted for connection to four-wire systems,

Fig. 8, which, although it has some theoretical

disadvantages and has passed through many
structural defects, is entitled to almost the same
degree of confidence that can be given to the

theoretically perfect arrangement of two-ele-

ment polyphase meter on a three-wire sj^stem.

{3): The two-element polyphase meter on
the three-wire system, Fig. 4, which is a theoret-

ically perfect arrangement, if the meter itself

and the instrument transformers are perfect,

and comes so near to reaching the highest

degree of accuracy that may be obtained, that
it should continue to serve for almost every
requirement with complete satisfaction to

the buyer and seller.

(4): The three single meters with " V-delta"

potential transformers for use on a three-wire

system. Fig. 6. This has some very small

points to recommend it for situations where
first cost and convenience need not be con-

sidered and where the very highest attainable

acciu-acy is sought.

(5): The three single meters with potential

transformers connected to the common neutral

on the four-wire system, which should be used
only under conditions on four-wire systems
similar to those referred to under (4) for

three--nire systems.

To sum up the subject in one paragraph,
arrangement (1) should not be used at all;

Current
Transformer

Potential Transformer

Fig. 8

(2) and (3) shotdd be used to take care of

practicall}' all requirements; and (4) and
(5) should be reserved for the most special

conditions of unbalanced load and low power-
factor, and where the large amount of energy
to be charged for demands the greatest care in

the installation and upkeep of the entire

metering arrangements.
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FACTORS IN LINE TRANSIENTS
By G. Faccioli

Assistant Engineer, Transformer Department, General Electric Company •

In order to foresee and as far as possible to control the intensity and location of disturbances set up by
transients on transmission lines it is necessary thoroughly to understand all the factors which affect the
nature and behavior of these transients. This article cites a case of generator, low tension switch, transformer,
high tension switch, and line, enumerates these constants, and shows how their value may be calculated. It
then considers three methods of starting up and shutting down and predicts the degree of disturbance
which is likely to be caused in each case. The conclusion reached is that switching should be confined to
the low tension side in all cases where high tension switching is not absolutely necessary.

—

Editor.

In the study of high-tension lines the Inductance Li. For this size of conductor
transient conditions of the line are as impor- and for a distance of ten feet between con-
tant as the normal conditions of operation. ductors, the tables give an inductance of

In fact, the electric transients are generally

responsible for failures, and it is therefore

necessary to form a correct idea of all the

factors which affect the nature and the
behavior of the transients. These factors

are the constants of the circuit, the amount
of energy involved, the frequency of the
oscillation produced, etc. The discussion of

a concrete case will prove instructive.

Let us examine the simple system repre-

sented in Fig. 1. This system includes a
10,000 kv-a. three-phase generator G; a

10,000 kv-a. three-phase step-up transformer
T, delta-connected on both low and high
tension sides; and an unloaded three-phase

line. This line is 150 miles long and consists

of three No. 000 B.&S. gauge stranded copper
cables, the distance between centers of

conductors being ten feet. The voltage on
the low-tension side of the system is 10,000
volts, and on the high tension side 100,000
volts. // is a low-tension oil switch between

0.4 millihenry per thousand feet, or a total

inductance of 0.316 henry per conductor.
Capacity C. The capacity between two

conductors is 0.00136 microfarad per thousand
feet of circuit. The capacity between each
conductor and neutral is twice the value given
above, or 0.00272 microfarad per thousand
feet of conductor. The total capacity of

each line conductor to neutral is then 2.16
microfarads.

Charging Current j. To calculate the
charging current of the line we will assume
that the line capacity is concentrated in two

// 'O.Mh.

^^

I
^J. 1amp.

- 1.08m. f.

Neufral

^ Z4- 8 amp.

I.Offmf. --

l4.Samf>.

Fig. 2

Fig. 1

the generator and the transformer. A' is a
high-tension oil switch between the trans-

former and the line.

Constants of the Line

Resistance R. The resistance per thousand
feet is 0.0617 ohm, and the total resistance

of each conductor of the line is 48.9 ohms.
The resistance, however, will not be taken
into account in our calculations.

condensers, one at the beginning of the line

and the other at the end of the line, as shown
in Fig. 2. The two condensers are identical

and each has a capacity of 1.08 microfarads.
The charging current of the condenser
situated at the beginning of the line is, at
normal operating voltage:

58000 X27rX 60 XI.08X10-" = 23.7 amperes
In this formula 58,000 is the voltage applied

across the condenser (from each conductor
to neutral, since 100,000 volts is the normal
voltage between line conductors); 60 is the
frequency; and 1.08X10"' is the capacity of
the condenser in farads.

We can find the charging current of the
other condenser at the end of the line as
follows

:

Let us call i the charging current of this

condenser, and e the voltage applied to it.

e is equal to 58,000 volts plus the boosting
voltage which the leading current i produces
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in flowing through the inductance L, and
which adds directly to the 58,000 volts.

This boosting voltage is

:

2-K f L i = 2 IT 60X0.316 z = 119 i.

{f, the frequency of the system, is 60 cycles.)

The voltage across the condenser is then

:

e = 58000+ 119 i.

But the current i is given bv

:

i = eX2 7rX60Xl.08X10-".
"

= eX408X10-^
By combining this last equation with the

above expression for e we have

:

e = 58,000+ 119 XeX408X10-^
= 58,000+ 0.0485 <?.

= 61,000 volts.

At the end of the line 61,000 volts are

applied across the condenser. The charging
current of this condenser is then

:

z= 61,000X408X10-^ = 24.8 amperes.

The total charging current of the line is

the sum of the charging current of the con-

denser at the beginning of the line, plus the

charging current of the condenser at the end
of the line. That is to say

7=23.7+ 24.8 = 48.5 amperes.

Natural Impedance. The natural impe-
dance of a line is given by the expression

^^j where L and C are respectively the

inductance and the capacity of the line.

In our case the natural impedance is

r 0.316" "

_„„ ,

\2.16X10-
°=^^^°^^"^^-

Therefore, if the line carries full load

current (which is 58 amperes per conductor),

and this current is instantaneously inter-

rupted at the maximum point of the wave,
a voltage is produced between each conductor
and neutral equal to:

82X383 = 31,400 volts.

This assumes that all the electromagnetic
energy stored in the line by the presence of

82 amperes (which is the maximum value of

the fiill load current) is instantaneously
changed into electrostatic energy. .

Stored Electrostatic Energy. This energy

CE-
is given by——, where C is the capacity and

E the voltage. In our case the maximum
value of the voltage between each conductor
and ground is 58,000X 1.41. The maximum

stored energy in the condenser between each

conductor and neutral is:

2.16X10-"X58,0002X1.4P _^^ . ,~ = ( 200 joules or

watt-seconds.

This means that if this energy is supplied

at a constant rate in one second, this rate is

7.2 kw. ; if it is supplied at a constant rate in

1/100 of a second, this rate is 720 kw., etc.

The total electrostatic energy stored in the

Ce-
line is 3— , where C is the capacity from

each conductor to neutral, and e is the effective

value of the voltage from each conductor to

neutral. In our case, the total electrostatic

energy of the line is:

^^2.16X10-°X58,000= ,„ o^„ • ,

3X ^
^ = 10,800 joules.

In the above we have taken the voltage

from each conductor to neutral and the

capacity from each conductor to neutral.

As a check we will calculate again the electro-

static energy of the line by taking the voltage

between conductors and the capacity between
conductors.

The capacity between two conductors is,

as given by the tables, 1.08 microfarads per

150 miles of 2-wire circuit; that is to say
(see Fig. 3), the total capacity between the

conductors -4 and B is 1.08 microfarads.

Now let us add the conductor C and represent

the capacity between conductors as shown
in Fig. 3. Between + and B we have a

condenser c, and in parallel with it two other

condensers c—one from A to C and the other

from C to B. The total capacity between A
and B is then equal to:

,c 3
'^+2=2^

This total capacity is 1.08 microfarads.

It follows that:

3
c =-X 1.08 = 0.72 microfarad.

This is the figure for capacity which we
must use in calculating the electrostatic

energy stored in each condenser c between
two line conductors. The maximum value

of this energy is

:

0.72 X10-'X100,000='X 1.412 = / /I

2
= 7200 joules.

(100,000X1.41 is the maximum voltage

across two conductors).
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The total electrostatic energy stored in the
line is:

3X
0.72 XIO-'X 100,0002

= 10,800 joules, as

before.

It is interesting to note that the equivalent
condenser between each conductor and neutral

has three times the capacity of the condenser
c, and twice the total capacity between line

conductors.

^

Electromagnetic Energy.

LP
This is given by

where L is the inductance and / the current.

In our case when the line is carrying full

load current the maximum value of this

energy is given by:

0.316X822, ^_^, . , , ^^ ^^=1050 ]ouIes per conductor.

The total electromagnetic energy of the
line is:

3X 0.316X58= = 1590 joules.

Natural Frequency of the Line. The lowest
frequencv of oscillation of the line is given
by:

I 1_
4\/L C

when the length of the line is J-^ wave length.

^In our case this frequency is

:

—
, =302 cycles.

4\/0,316X2.16X10-''

This frequency occurs, for instance, when
the line is open at one end and short-circuited

at the other end, because then at the open
end of the line the current must be zero and
therefore the voltage is maximum ; while at

the short-circuited end of the line the current

is maximum and the voltage is zero. It

follows that the voltage is zero at one end
and maximum at the other, and the simplest

distribution of voltage to give these condi-

tions occurs when the length of the line is

one-fourth of the length of the voltage wave.
If the line is open at both ends, then the

lowest frequency of oscillation occurs when
the line length is 3^ wave length, which gives

a frequency of 604 cycles.

It is interesting to form an idea of the time
employed by a wave to travel the length of

the line, which is 150 miles. The velocity

of propagation is 188,000 miles per second

—

the velocity of light. To cover 150 miles a
wave traveling at this velocity will then
require

:

150 1

188,000 1250
second.

Constants of the Transformer

Inductance. The inductance La of the
transformer when open-circuited can be
obtained as follows:

The magnetizing current of the transformer
is 5 per cent, of the full load current, which
is 33.3 amperes through each winding of the
high-tension delta. The magnetizing current
is then

:

100
X 33.3 = 1.665 amperes

through each winding of the high-tension
delta. The voltage across this winding is

100,000 volts. We have then at 60 cycles:

100,000 = 2 ttX 60 Xl-oX 1.665

Lo= 159 henrys.

We may calculate the value of the equiva-
lent transformer inductance Li reduced to

Y-connection instead of the delta-connection.

That is to say, the transformer inductance

Lt is connected between each line conductor
and neutral, and is traversed by the line

current. Across Lt is then applied 58,000
volts, and the magnetizing current flowing

through it is

:

1.665X1.73=2.88 amperes.
We have then:
58,000=2 7rX60XZ.,X2.8S; whence

Li = 53 henrys.

These figures apply when the transformer is

open-circuited, and represent the inductance
offered by the main iron circuit of the trans-
former. The values of Z,o and Lt are not
constant at all voltages, but increase at
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lower voltage because the flux density in the

iron circuit decreases and the exciting current

decreases more rapidly than the voltage.

When the transformer is loaded and carries

current in both primary and secondary

windings, then the inductance encountered

by the load current is the leakage inductance

of the apparatus Lr-

The reactance of this transformer is 4 per

cent.; which means that the full load current

flowing through the apparatus gives a re-

active drop equal to 4 per cent, of the tenninal

voltage. The full load current flowing

through each winding of the high-tension

delta is 33.3 amperes. The terminal voltage

across each winding of the high-tension delta

is 100,000 volts. The reactive drop produced

by the full load current is

:

100
X 100,000 = 4,000 volts.

We have then

4,000 = 2 7rX60XLrX33.3;whence
1,, = 0.318 henry.

This is the leakage inductance of each of

the three sides of transformer delta. If we
reduce the inductance to an equivalent Y,

as before, we obtain as leakage inductance

of each leg of the Y, 0.106 henry. This

leakage inductance is constant at any voltage

because it is produced by a flux through air.

Eleciromagnetic Energy. The maximum
electromagnetic energy stored in the trans-

former bv the full load current is:

0.318X33.32XL4P = 352 joules, for each

side of the delta; or

0.106X582X1.4P = 352 joules, for each leg

of the equivalent Y. The total electro-

magnetic energy stored in the three-phase

transformer is:

3^0106X58^^.28
joules.

Capacity. The capacity of each side of the

high tension delta to ground is measured as

0.004 microfarad. This capacity is distri-

buted throughout the sv'inding.

Electrostatic Energy. Referring to Fig. 4,

let us consider the instant at which the

winding AB has maximum e.m.f. across it.

At this instant the values of the dift'erent

voltages are given by the projections of the

corresponding vectors on the axis A'A'. The
voltage AB is 141,000 volts. The point A
has a potential to ground equal to the pro-

jection of the vector AN, i.e., PA = 70,500
volts (the vector .4 A' is 82,000 volts). Like-

wise B has a potential to ground of 70,500
volts. The central point D of the winding
^45 is at ground potential, since the projection

of the vector DN on the axis A'A' is zero.

The electrostatic energy of the half-winding
AD is equal to one-half the product of the
capacity, 0.002X10"" farad, multiplied by

the average value of | e- de, in which e, the

voltage, varies from zero to 70,500 volts.

This energy is i^X0.002X 10-"xi-70,5002 =
o

1.63 joules. The half-winding DB has also a

stored energy equal to 1.06 joviles. The whole
winding AB has then a stored energy of 3.32

joules.

Fig. 4

At the instant assumed the voltage AC is

70,500 volts, the point .4 has, as we have
seen before, a potential of 70,500 volts to

ground and the point C is at ground potential.

The electrostatic energy of AC is then

H X 0.004 X 10"" X ^70,500= = 3.32 joules,
o

3.32 joules are also stored in the winding
BC. The total stored energ\' is 9.96 joules.

In addition to the capacity to ground,

which we have so far considered, the trans-

former windings possess capacity between
turns. The value of this capacity is uncertain

and therefore is omitted in the calculations.

Generator

Inductance. We have seen that the

charging current of the line is 48.5 amperes
through the high-tension side of the system.
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If the generator is excited at no-load at 2800

volts across each leg of the Y, and the trans-

former and line are connected to the generator,

the voltage rises from 2800 to 5800 volts,

which is the normal full voltage of the system.

Under these conditions the current flowing

through the generator is 485 amperes
(neglecting the exciting current of the trans-

former) ; which means that 485 amperes
flowing through the inductance Lg of the

generator have produced a boosting voltage

equal to

5800-2800 = 3000 volts.

We can then figure Lg as follows:

27rX60XLgX485 = 3000;

whence

L^, = 0.0I64 henry.

If we refer Lg to the high tension side, we
must midtiply the above value by the square

of the ratio of transformation. We obtain

1.64 henrys.

This is the value of the synchronous induc-

tance of the generator; that is to say, this

inductance includes the leakage inductance

of the armature windings in air and the

armature reaction. In some oscillations,

however, the flux due to the armature reac-

tion, which passes through the air-gap of the

machine and through the pole pieces of the

field, has no time to establish itself perma-
nently, and therefore the inductance of the

generator taking part in the oscillation is

0.0164X5802X1.4P

Lt-^Jh. Line

7 X-L Neutral

T
Fig. 5

C'ZJCm.f.

only the leakage inductance of the armature
windings.

In our case this leakage inductance figures

at 0.00276 henry referred to the low-tension

side, and 0.276 henry referred to the high-

tension side.

Electromagnetic Energy. At full load the

current flowing through the generator winding
is 580 amperes. The maximum electro-

magnetic energy due to the total synchro-

nous inductance of the machine is then

= 5520 joules for each

leg of the Y.

If we take the leakage inductance only,

we have

0.00276 X 580^X1.412

leg of the Y.

Lr'O.I0(,h.

= 930 joules for each

L'me

Neutral

Fig. 6

C'lltm.f.

Transformer and Line

Natural Frequency. If the low-tension side

of the transformer is open circuited and the

connections are as shown in Fig. 5, then the

natural frequency of the system is determined

by the concentrated inductance of the

transformer and the concentrated capacity

of the fine (we neglect the inductance of the

line conductors) . This frequency is then

27r

1

V53X2.16X10-»
: 14.8 cycles

It is to be noted again that this frequency

occurs when the voltage of the system is

100,000 volts between phase conductors.

If the voltage is lower, then the inductance

of the transformer is higher and the frequency

of oscillation is lower.

Generator, Transformer and Line

Natural Frequency. Referring to the system
shown in Fig. 6, its natural frequency is

determined by the line capacity on one side,

and by the sum of the leakage inductance

of the transformer plus the inductance of the

generator on the other side. In the case of

a sudden impulse the inductance of the

generator is limited to the leakage inductance
of the armature windings, and therefore,

(neglecting the inductance of the line) the

total inductance of the system is

0.106-1-0.276 = 0.382 henry.

The capacity of the line is

2.16X10-" farads.
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All these values are referred to Y-connec-
tion and cover one leg of the Y. The fre-

quency is then

•T— —,- = = u 5 cycles.
27r \/0.382X2.16X10-''

If the iron of the generator takes part in

the oscillation, then the inductance of the

generator and the transformer is 1.64 henrys,

and the frequency becomes 84.5 cycles.

Energizing the System

The constants of a system, such as we
have calculated, are necessary, as we said

before, in the study of electric transients.

Let us take a simple example, as for instance

the energizing of the system of Fig. 1. The
system maybe energized in three different ways,

thereby connected to the generator. The
switch K is next closed and the line is ener-

gized. In this case, both switches H and K
are closed under tension.

A possible fourth method, which consists

in bringing the generator G and the trans-

former T together gradually to full voltage

and then closing the high tension switch K,
need not be discussed, as the study of the

other three methods covers this fourth case.

While discussing the starting up of the

system, we will also analyze the phenomena
connected with the shutting down of the

system. Evidently the shutting down of the

system can be performed by three methods
analogous to those just mentioned, viz. ; a
first method in which no switching is done
under tension; a second method in which the

Fig. 7. Switching on and off by low-tension switches, 10,000 kv-a. transformer and 150 miles of transmission

line. Waves of high-tension current and low-tension potential

and we propose to find which one produces the

minimum amount of danger to the installation.

These three different methods are

:

1. The switches K and H are closed when
the whole system is dead. Then the field

of the generator G is gradually excited to

its normal value, thereby increasing the

voltage on the whole system by uniform
steps. In this case, no switches are operated

under tension.

2. The switch K is closed when the system
is dead, but the switch H is left open. The
generator G is then excited and finally the

switch H is closed, thereby connecting the

transformer and the line to the generator.

In this case only one switch, viz., H, is

operated under tension.

3. The switches K and H are left open
and the generator G is excited; then the

switch H is closed and the transformer is

low tension switch H only is opened under
tension; and a third method in which both

the high-tension switch K and the low tension

switch H are opened under tension.

First Method. The energy is applied to

the system or withdrawn from the system
slowly and by gradual steps. It is easily

perceived how this method produces the

minimum possible amount of disturbance

and of danger. Unfortunately, in practice

it is impossible to follow this method in the

majority of cases, and therefore its practical

importance is comparatively small.

Second Method. Before the switch H is

closed, the line and the transformer are

connected together but are not connected

to the generator G, which is excited to 2800

volts per leg. After the switch H is closed

and the resulting oscillation has died out,

the voltage of the generator is 5800 volts per
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leg, and the voltage across the high-tension

conductors is 100,000 volts.

When the switch H is being closed and the
transformer and the line are being connected
to the generator, practically all the energy
supplied to the s^'stem must pass through
the iron of the transformer, and therefore

steep wave-fronts arc eliminated. Electro-

magnetic energy is supplied to the main iron

circuit of the transformer, the line capacity
being charged through the inductance of the

generator, the leakage inductance of the
transformer, and the distributed indiictance

of the line.

It is this charging of the line condensers
through an inductance which produces an

and the voltage oscillation is reduced to a

minimum.
Conditions are different when the switch

H closes the circuit at the maximtmi point
of the wave of e.m.f . In this case under normal
operating conditions the magnetizing current
of the transformer is zero. It follows that
the closing of the switch at the maximum
point of the wave of e.m.f. does not call for

any rush of magnetizing current. As far

as the line is concerned, however, maximum
e.m.f. is instantaneously applied to the empty
line condensers, and therefore the oscillation

of the e.m.f. is maximum. The maximum
over tension which can be obtained in this

case is equal to the impressed voltage; that

Fig. 8. Switching on 150 miles of 100,000 volt transmission line by high-tension switches. Wave
of high-tension current

oscillation in the circuit. This oscillation

varies in intensity according to the point

of the wave of e.m.f. at which the switch
H closes the circuit. The two limit cases

are the zero point and the maximum point
of the wave of e.m.f. At the zero point

of the wave of e.m.f. under normal condi-

tions of operation, the magnetizing current

of the transformer is maximum. How-
ever, at the moment the switch is closed

the current is zero, and therefore the closing

of the switch at the zero point of the wa\'c

of e.m.f. causes a rush of magnetizing current,

which, of course, is limited to the low tension

side of the system. On the other hand, if

the circuit is closed at the zero point of the
wave of e.m.f. at the instant of closing, no
potential is applied to the line condensers

is to say, the maximum possible voltage
across the line condensers during the oscilla-

tion is double the maximum operating
voltage.

The oil switch generally closes the circuit

by an arc before metallic contact is perma-
nently established, and this arc strikes in the
majority of cases near the maximum value
of the wave of e.m.f. It is then to be expected
that the closing of the circuit by the switch
H will commonly occur near the maximum
point of the wave of e.m.f. In general, the
oscillation of the circuit produced by closing

the switch H consists of a wave of fundamen-
tal frequency (60 cycles), on which is super-
imposed a wave of the frequency at which
the line condenser and the inductance of the
transformer and of the generator exchange
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energy. This latter frequency we have seen

to vary from 175 to 85 cycles. This oscillation

is, however, damped by the resistance of the

circuit, which so far has been neglected.

In conclusion, on the high-tension side

of the system we have an oscillation of e.m.f.

and current of short duration (a few funda-

mental cycles) consisting of 175-cycle

damped waves superimposed on the normal
60-cycle waves. On the low-tension side of

the system a rush of magnetizing current may
be added to the oscillation of the current.

When the system is shut down by opening

the switch H, the following phenomena
occur: The switch H, which is of the oil

type, opens the circuit at the zero point of

discussed above. The record gives the
current on the high-tension side and e.m.f.

on the low-tension side of the circuit, and
shows that the three contacts of the switch
ma}' not close at the same time. In fact,

the e.m.f. across two conductors appears
about three cycles before the current begins

to flow in the third conductor.
Third Method. The generator is first

excited to 2800 volts per leg and the trans-

former alone is then energized by closing the
switch H. A rush of magnetizing current

will occur (as we have seen before) if the
circuit is not closed at the maximum point

of the wave of e.m.f. This possible rush of

current, however, cannot be high on account

Fig. 9. Switching off 150 miles of 100,000 volt transmission line by high-tension switches.

Waves of low-tension current and potential

the wave of current. Tliis corresponds to

the maximum point of the wave of e.m.f.

Then at the instant the switch is opened,

the transformer has no electromagnetic energy

stored in it, but the line capacity has stored

the maximum amount of electrostatic energy.

Since the line and the transfonner are con-

nected together (but disconnected from the

generator), the energy of the line will produce

an oscillation of current and voltage between
line capacity and transformer inductance

at a frequency which we have found to be

15 cycles at full voltage and less at lower

voltages.

Fig. 7 represents the two kinds of oscilla-

tions just mentioned, obtained in closing

and opening the low tension switch of a

system connected as shown by Fig. 1, and
with practically the same constants as those

of the low voltage applied to the transformer.

The switch A' is now closed. At the first

instant the energy stored in the high tension

circuit of the transformer enters the line

with a sudden impulse; then, as soon as the

iron of the transformer becomes active, the

leakage inductance of the transformer and
generator and the line capacity reach their

equilibrium through a 175-cycle damped
oscillation. Fig. 8 shows the high tension

current when the switch A' is closed in the

circuit under discussion.

To shut down this system we open first

the switch A'. While the generator and the

transformer on one side and the line on the

other side are still connected b}' the arc in

the swatch, an oscillation takes place between
the two parts of the circuit at the usual

frequency of 175 cycles. But as the arc in
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the switch becomes longer and the transfer

of energy from the generating system to the

line becomes more difficult, the two parts of

the circuit become more and more independ-
ent; and finally, when the arc is broken, the

line on one side and the generator and the

transformer on the other side oscillate at

their own natural frequency. This frequency
is 302 cycles for the line, and the oscillation

lasts until all the energy left in the line when
the circuit was broken is dissipated.

The transformer, however, has not been
disconnected from the source of power and its

electrical connection to the generator has
remained unchanged. On the other hand,
during the process of opening the switch the

in closing and in opening a circuit by high-

tension switches are similar, as they both
include the oscillations produced when the

arcs strike and when the arcs are broken.
These successive arcs increase the danger of

cumulative oscillations. The opening of the
switch H to disconnect the transformer from
the generator is of no particular interest.

Fig. 9 gives the low-tension current and
e.m.f. when the switch A' is opened at 100,000
volts in the system shown in Fig. 1. This
record shows no cumulative oscillation.

Cumulative oscillations are shown in Fig.

10, which gives the current and e.m.f. on
the low-tension side of a transformer at the

moment of disconnecting its high-tension

Fig. 10. 28 miles of single-phase 100.000 volt line with two 3333 kv-a. transformers at end) switched off

by high-tension switches. Waves of low-tension current and potential

electrical connection between the trans-

former and the line has increased in flexibility

and in resistance. The transforiner is then
receiving energy from one side, which it

finds more and more difficult to pass to the
line on the other side. In other words, the
transformer is in danger of being subjected
to cumulative oscillations, which grow grad-
ually in intensity and often give destructive

results.

It may be seen at once that the behavior
of the arc in the high-tension switch plays

a most important role in this phenomenon.
As a matter of fact, the closing and the
opening of a high-tension switch do not
occur through one arc only. Generally,

several arcs are established and extinguished
before the circuit is permanently closed or

opened. The oscillations obtained therefore

winding from an unloaded line. The con-
stants of the system covered by this last

record dift'er considerably from the constants
of the system discussed heretofore.

We can draw the conclusion that operating
the high-tension switch A' is not to be recom-
mended and that the second method of

starting up and shutting down the system
of Fig. 1 is preferable. Many other
examples might be cited to show that low-
tension switching should be adopted in

all cases where high-tension switching is

not absolutely necessary.

The methods employed in analyzing switch-

ing phenomena may be applied to investigate

all other transients; and thereby it is always
possible to foresee and frequently possible to

control the intensity and location of the dis-

turbances that may endanger the system.
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AUTOMATIC PROTECTION OF ELECTRICAL
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS

By E. ^L Hewlett

Engi.neer, Switchboard Department, General Electric Company

This article discusses briefly recent tendencies in the use of relays for the protection of electric supply
systems. The general arrangement of connections should be made as free from complications as possible, for

normal and abnormal conditions: while, in general, the type of relay itself should be of strong mechanical
design rather than of extreme delicacy and refinement.

—

Editor.

A simple system of electrical distribution is

best because it gives the greatest possible

assurance of uninterrupted service. With a

simple system having radial feeders it is com-
paratiY'ely easy to obtain automatic protec-

tion; while the liability of trouble on any

Fig. 1.

Stat/bns

Complicated System, with Substations in Series

and Tie-Lines Between Substations

one line interfering with the operation of the

rest of the system is reduced to a minimum,
as it is only necessary to disconnect in-

dividual circuits.

In laying out systems which must of neces-

sity be more or less complicated, the question

of continuity of service should be as carefully

considered as the efficiency of copper dis-

tribution, since the latter is only one of the

factors. A single shut-down might cause loss

of revenue sufficient to offset a considerable

saving in copper, not to mention loss of pres-

tige, etc. Some companies have intricate

systems with tie-lines between stations and
several distributing points in series—an
arrangement which presents difficult}' in

providing protection on account of the inter-

connections, for trouble in any one line may
cause a shut-down of a large portion of the

system. This is unfortunate, particularly

since it seems that in a 'number of such

cases the systems might have been laid out

in a less complicated manner and even with a

possible saving in copper. On systems
where several generating stations are re-

quired it would often be wiser to operate
them separately, but so arranged that in

case of emergency they could be connected
together with tie-lines. Where this is im-
practicable, on account of the unequal dis-

tribution of load on the different generating

stations, it would be better to equalize the

load by means of tie-lines between generating

stations—giving in effect the operation of all

generators in parallel on one bus—than to

have cross feeders to the different centers

of distribution. The tie-lines should be pro-

\'ided with switches which would open and
separate the different generating stations in

case of emergency.
The growing tendency of automaticall\'

protecting generating and distributing systems

seems to have led many to lose sight of the

advantages of rugged and simple apparatus

D/str/t)aC/on
Feecfers T/el/ne

Senerc7t/ng
Stat/on

Fig. 2. Simple System, with Tie-Lmes Between

Generating Stations

in their endeavor to get a delicate selective

system. This has often led to the choice of

highly sensitive and delicate devices to put

in the hands of station attendants, who,
while experienced in operation, have neither

the time nor the inclination to take care of

such apparatus. The devices selected are
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often inherently too refined for practical

service; or the scheme of protection planned
requires such close margins of relay settings

that a disturbance in one part of the system

may throw out other parts, and consequently

defeat the main object of the protective

devices, viz., continuity of service. It would
almost seem that some systems were laid out

merely on the basis of theoretical considera-

tions or from experience gained from labora-

tory work, rather than from the result of

practical experience and knowledge of oper-

ating conditions. A device which can be

made to work in the laboratory is not

necessarily suitable for commercial service.

An automatic system of protection, to be safe,

must be in working condition at all times when
receiving ordinary care, simplicity and relia-

bility being most important qualifications.

In some cases protective devices of extreme
delicacy and accuracy may be required, but
then it is invariably necessary to provide

expert attention. Unless such attention is

available, and the expense of maintaining
it is justified, it is a mistake to install a

delicate piece of apparatus when a rugged
one would give more satisfactory results.

Sometimes systems are over-relayed because

the designing engineer, in order to be on the

safe side, introduces relays in the circuits which

the operator cannot or will not use; the result

being that he renders some of them inopera-

tive, by plugging or otherwise, to prevent

unnecessary interruptions of service. This

may be at the expense of needed protection

CO the apparatus. Where, on account of

improperly laid out systems, relays have failed

to give the desired protection they have some-
times been summarily condemned as worthless,

and others more sensitive substituted in the

hope of bettering the service. Quite naturally

however, this does not improve the results

because the conditions under which the system
works is actually the underlying cause of

failure. Before deciding upon the system of

connections a careful study should be made to

determine the simplest possible arrangement,

when taking into account not only the delivery

of power under normal conditions, but also

continuity of service under abnormal con-

ditions. This will involve a study of auto-

matic protection, and a careful consideration

of the characteristics of the various types

of relavs.

AUTOMATIC VOLTAGE REGULATION OF POWER
TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS

By II. A. L.wcocK

Power a.nd Mining Engineering Department, General Electric Company

This article describes various types of automatic voltage regulating apparatus, commencing with a

regulator for power stations where all the e.xciting units operate in parallel for the station. In some cases

the plan is adopted of providing an independent exciter with its own regulator for each generator unit, the

exciters not being paralleled. A regulator is described which, by automatically adjusting the excitation of

synchronous motors in the load circuit, provides automatic power-factor regulation on the system, while a

description is also included of a device for automatically reducing the excitation on generators, in cases where,

through sudden release of a short-circuit, etc., the station voltage tends to rise excessively.

—

Editor.

When automatic regulators are not used
the usual method of voltage regulation, in

both steam and hydratilic plants, consists

in operating the exciters at their normal
rated voltage and adjusting the generator

voltage by use of the generator field

rheostat. In a great many instances the

loss in the generator field rheostat is such
as to require two exciters; whereas one could

normally be used if automatic voltage

regulators were employed, as the generator

rheostat could all be turned out, and thus

the dead loss in these rheostats be avoided.

Voltage regulators which operate automatic-
ally, by opening and closing a shunt circuit

across the exciter field rheostat, allow the

exciter to be operated at a voltage required

by the alternator field under different condi-

tions of load. An alternator requiring 125

volts excitation, for example, has usually a

drop across the field at no load of about 70

volts and at full load 130 volts, at a power-
factor of about SO; and as the alternator

field rheostat is all turned out a large saving

in exciter energy is accomplished.
In the past the standard method of

operating the larger central stations was
to have two or more exciters of sufficient

capacity for all the generators, the exciters

being operated in parallel and a voltage

regulator of the kind shown in Fig. 1

being employed. This shows the connec-
tion of a twelve-relay regulator having
six relays connected to each exciter field
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Fig. I. Connections of Automatic Voltage Regulator with One Arrangement of Two Exciters in Parallel

rheostat, a current transformer being used

in the transmission line or feeder, com-
pensating for a non-inductive drop from
the generating station to some distant point.

This same regulator can also be used for the

compensation of the inductive as well as

non-inductive drop by the introduction of

a line drop compensator, the connections of

which are shown in Fig. 2 (external) and
Fig. 3 (internal). This compensator is

designed with an adjustable resistance and
reactance using two current transformers

/^ed'^srs

Fig. 2. Connections of Automatic Voltage Regulator with One Arrangement of Three Exciters in Parallel
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connected in angular parallel; and a maximum
compensation can be accomplished up to IS

per cent, line drop.

With an automatic regulator

installed at the generator
station as outlined above, an
absolutely steady voltage can
be maintained at the end of a

long transmission line; while,

in addition to the voltage

regulator at the generating

station, a synchronous con-

denser can be installed at

some convenient point on the

line, and a standard voltage

regulator connected to this

condenser. In this way the

power-factor of the line can
be improved and the energy
output of the generator station

therefore increased; while, at

the same time, automatic
voltage regulation is provided
under nearly all conditions of

load and power-factor. The
cost of the condenser will of

course be saved in time by in-

creased energy output on the main generators.

In some of the recent power developments
it has been decided to operate smaller units

with an individual exciter for each generator

and an automatic voltage regulator for each

unit. The exciters are not operated in

y9C So-iSarj

Main Coni^Kts

^x3

Line Drop
Compensator

CompensaOni/
Winc/inty
not asep Ktittc /r j

/scrieid
ffheostat

Fig. 3. Connections of Generator and Exciter, with Voltage Regulator

and Line Drop Compensator, Automatically Compensatmg
for Non-inductive and Inductive Drop

Fig. 4. Connections of Two Automatic Voltage Regulators Operating in Parallel with

One Arrangement of Two Exciters not in Parallel

parallel, and the generators are usually

arranged to be connected to one bus. In

some cases the busses are sectionalized for

convenience of operation. In general the

reason for operating the smaller units with

the exciters not in parallel is on account

of the possibility of an accident. In the

old method, employing one or more large

units, the capacity of the entire system is

materially affected if one unit is shut down;
while in the event of one of the smaller

units becoming disabled the capacity of

the system is not affected to such a large

extent, and there are still one or more
separate units which can be easily started

up without materially harming the opera-

tion of the station. Fig. 4 shows the con-

nection of the two exciters not operating

in parallel. A current transformer is con-

nected 90 deg. out of phase with the

potential transformer, and is connected

to one of the two regulators; so that, if the

power-factor tends to change due to the

cross current between the generators, the

regulator will reduce these cross currents

by strengthening or weakening the field

of the generator to which the regulator

is connected. This admits of running any
number of regulators in parallel.

On long transmission lines where synchro-

nous motor-generator sets are used, the
{Continued on page 370)
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generator supplying a direct current for a
railway load, if it is desired to hold a leading

power-factor on the motors at all times
irrespective of what the load may be on the

Mom Confacfs

fMciler

Bui Bars

'tier factcf

^ Controlhng Mogneli

Ctc<ter r,e^c

Fig. 5. Connections of Automatic Regulator for Main-

taining Constant Power-Factor by Means of

Synchronous Motors

generator, a power-factor regulator is

employed as shown in Fig. 5. This regulator is

designed with two stationary coils, and one
moving current coil, the current being 120

deg. out of phase with the potential at unity

power-factor. Should the power-factor tend

to change in either direction the excitation

of the synchronous motor is increased or

decreased proportionally, so that the power-
factor on the motor or line will be held

constant at any desired value. For holding

a leading power-factor the adjustable coil

is placed at a suitable angle to the potential

coil, so that the power factor, anywhere from

SO per cent, leading to SO per cent, lagging,

can be maintained with this regidator.

A short-circuit is frequently a very disturb-

ing element on long transmission lines; and,
when the voltage regulator is used and a
short-circuit is experienced, the regulator,

in order to maintain constant voltage,

delivers full excitation to the fields of the

exciters and generators. This means that
the prime-movers—whether water-wheels or

engines—must have their governors wide
open in an attempt to hold up the voltage
under a short-circuit condition. Should the
short-circuit be suddenly relieved the voltage

often becomes abnormal, owing to the time
the governor requires to close and the fields

to be demagnetized. In some instances,

therefore, considerable trouble is caused to

transformers, lightning arresters, etc. In
order to guard against short-circuits or high
voltage conditions a relay can be used as

shown in Fig. 6. This is designed with a

current coil and a potential coil, and will

automatically reduce the excitation on the

exciters whether due to an excessive load,

high voltage, or any other cause what-
soever which would tend to increase the

voltage. This rela}^ is designed with a small

auxiliary contactor operating across a sepa-

rate resistance in the exciter field or generator

field, and its size depends upon the number of

generators or exciters that are installed. The
relay can be set for both overload and high

voltage, and is a safe-guard against burn-

outs and other line troubles.

Fig. 5. Connections of High Voltage High Current Cutout Relay with Automatic

Voltage Regulator and One Exciter
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SUBSTATION APPARATUS FOR THE GENERATION OF
DIRECT CURRENT

By H. F. T. Erben

Engineer, Direct Current Engineering Department, General Electric Company

This article discusses recent improvements in the design and construction of direct current substation
machinery, including motor-generator sets and synchronous converters. The sub-division of these two classes

of converting apparatus among various lighting and railway services is tabtdated. The advance made in direct

current machine design through the use of commutating poles is strikingly shown, and further notes are given
on other generator details, such as commutator construction, field winding, high grade brushes, etc. The
section on synchronous converters, which deals at some length with the means of obtaining close voltage
regulation with this class of apparatus, is reprinted from Mr. J. L. Burnham's article in the February, 1912,

General Electric Review. The author of the present paper concludes with a note on high voltage con-
verters and series and shunt regulating boosters for use with direct current generators.

—

Editor.

Modern methods of substation distribution

are the natural result not only of the economy
effected by the generation of power in large

quantities by steam turbine and waterwheel
driven alternators, but also of the great

advances made during the past decade in

the design of transformers, alternating current

motors and direct current generators.

Before the advent of the steam turbine

and the development of hydro-electric plants

direct current was generated and distributed

from the same station, engine-driven genera-

tors of small size being used. With such
units high economies cotdd not be attained,

and furthermore, distribution of current

at low potentials caused a very large invest-

ment in feeder copper. In 1892 there were
installed in Milwaukee the first engine-driven

direct current generators wound for 600
volts. These generators of 200 kw. output
marked such a great advance in central

station equipment that they were the subject

of many technical articles; and Milwaukee
became the Mecca for all contemplating the

installation of "large" power generators.

Thereafter, for a period of five or six years,

the central station system of distribution

held its own, the units installed oftentimes

having outputs of 2.500 kw. ; but with the

advent of the steam turbine and the develop-

ment of hydro-electric plants the possibilities

of generating power in great quantity became
evident, and the building of central stations

{Railwav service 600 volts.
•• ' " 1200 "

1500
Lighting " 240 300 "

Railway service 600 "

00 C5'cles-

Lighting

1200

1500-1800

240 /300

for distributing purposes practically ceased.

Lighting and railway companies now find it

more economical to generate alternating cur-

rent at high voltage, and obtain direct current

for lighting and railway service through the

medium of either synchronous converters or

motor-generator sets. In the early days of

alternating current distribution a large variety

of frequencies were used; but experience has
led to the almost universal adoption of 25 and
GO cycles, although 33^-3 and 40 cycles are

used in certain localities.

As it is my aim to discuss recent improve-
ments in the design and construction of

motor-generator sets and converters, the

scope of this paper will not permit of a detailed

discussion of the reasons governing the

selection of either type of machine for vari-

ous kinds of distribution. Efficiency, first

cost, floor space, overload capacity, load
factor, station arrangement, etc., are all

factors which must be careftdly considered

before a decision may be reached. This
subject has been exhaustively treated by
man}- writers in late years, a paper by Mr.
E. W. Allen, read at the twenty-fourth
annual meeting of the Edison Companies
at Lenox in September, 1908, covering the
whole subject very thoroughly. Where
untisual conditions of operation are not
encountered considerations of economy, effi-

ciency and maintenance dictate a selection

of apparatus about as follows:

Synchronous converter.

f Converter or

I motor-generator set.

/ Motor-generator set or two 600-volt
\ converters in series.

Motor-generator set.

f Converter or

\ motor-generator set.
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The apparatus used in direct current

substations may be divided into two classes,

which we may designate, for want of better

terms, as generating and regulating apparatus.

Below is given a tabic showing the various

classes of ajjparatus forming the two general

di\nsions.

GENERATING APPARATUS

expected that thrcc-bcaring sets will become
generally more acceptable, especially as the

overall dimensions are only slightly in excess

of the two-bearing type.

The motors used with synchronous sets

are designed as a rule to operate at SO per
cent, leading ]5ower-factor, there being

Motor-generators

(240/300 volts.

CI t » 600 volts.Synchronous motor sets -Siorir) if

iloOO volts.

Iniluction motor sets

240/300 volts.

600 volts.

1200 volts.

1500 volts.

REGULATING APPARATUS

Shunt boosters.

Series boosters.

Svnchronous converters

Commutating pole type

Non-eommutating pole type

• Regulating pole type

Induction regulator.

Reactance.
Transformer taps.

{Induction regulator.
Synchronous booster.
Reactance.
Transformer taps.

None.

It will Ijc noted that motor-generators

have again been divided into synchronous
sets and induction sets for various direct

current voltages. Induction sets are seldom
used in large capacities owing to the great

importance of power-factor correction in all

modern distributing systems. They are,

however, built for outputs of from 25 to 200
kw., such sets being as a rtilc installed in

small factories.

MOTOR-GENERATOR SETS

Motor-generator sets consist as a rule of

a commutating pole direct current generator,

driven by, and mounted on a common bed
with, either an induction or synchronous
motor. Three-unit sets are at times found
to be more convenient for three-wire distri-

bution, in which case the motor is placed

between the two direct current generators.

Two-unit motor-generator sets in capacities

under 1000 kw. have been almost universally

provided with three bearings. This policy

has been dictated largely by considerations of

mechanical design and the problem of venti-

lation. In motor-generator sets of larger

size the general demand seems to have been
for the two-bearing design, probably due
to the prevailing opinion that minimum floor

space may thereby be attained. Actual
experience, however, has shown that the
handling of two heavy armatures mounted
on a common shaft is a difficult task, es-

l)ecially in stations having inadequate crane
facilities. In view of this condition it mav be

available, therefore, a considerable margin
for phase control. The revolving fields are

provided with amortisseur windings, for the

purpose of relieving any tendency towards
hunting and to aid in starting. The field

windings of the motors are designed for

125-volt excitation, which is furnished by
either a direct-connected or a separate

motor-driven exciter. Synchronous motors
arc as a rule wound for 23()()/4()0() and 6600
volts, although in many cases 13,200 volt

windings are provided. In Figs. 1 to 4

are illustrated some recent motor- generator

sets.

GENERATORS
The use of commutating poles in connection

with direct current generators is the most
important advance in the construction of

direct current machines during the past

twenty years. Previous to their use it was
difficult, if not almost impossible, to con-

struct large direct current generators to

operate at high speeds. With commutating
poles and improved commutator construction

it is now possible to build large high-speed

generators possessing the desirable qualifi-

cations of high efficiency, noiseless operation

and sparkless commutation, even on heavy
overloads.

The commonly accepted speeds of motor-

generator sets are roughly as follows:

Kw. Speed Kw. Speed
500 - 720 1500 - 360
1000 - 514 2000 - 300
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These speeds are uniformly .50 per cent,

higher than would have been considered

good practice ten years ago on non-commu-
tating pole machines. The increase in speed

has naturally brought about a very material

decrease in floor space and
weight. Commutating
poles, in additipn to per-

mitting an increase in

speed, have made it possi-

ble to operate generators

with fixed brush position,

there being no longer any
necessity for shifting the

brushes under any condi-

tion of load. Fig. 5 illus-

trates a helically-wound

strip copper and a cast

copper commutating coil

.

There is a close simi-

larity in the electrical and
mechanical design of gen-

erators for railway and
lighting service, the main
difference being in the use

of a longer commutator for

the latter machine, due to

the greater amount of current to be handled.

The armature windings are thoroughly venti-

lated, with ample spaces between the upper
and lower layers of the windings for the

circulation of air. The conductors are held

in the slots by means of fibre or wooden
wedges, and the end conductors are secured

improvements have been made in commu-
tator construction by the use of higher grade
mica, heavier clamping rings and more
careful workmanship. Where formerly it

would have been considered impossible to

Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. 500 Kw. 360 R.P.M. Motor-Generator Set, 13,200 Volt

Synchronous Motor and 1575 Volt DC. Generator

by means of bands. All multiple-wound

armatures are provided with equalizers for

the purpose of insuring good commutation
in the event of there being slight inequalities

in the various magnetic circuits. Great

1500 Kw. 360 R.P.M. Motor-Generator Set, 11,000 Volt Synchronous

Motor and 600 Volt DC. Generator

build commutators having surface speeds
of 5000 ft. per minute, such commutators
are now being regidarly used with entire

success. It is oftentimes found necessary on
machines of large current outputs to con-
struct the commutator in two complete
sections, each provided with its own clamping

rings. Each section is connected
by means of stout copper con-

nectors, which, acting as fans,

cause a large volume of air to

flow between the two sections.

By means of this construction

troubles arising from the expan-
sion of bars of undue length are

entirely eliminated.

Another contributing factor to

the successful operation of high
speed motor-generator sets has
been the development within the

past few years of high grade
brushes. Where formerly the de-

signer had at his command the
choice of only a few grades of

inferior brushes, it is now possible

to obtain many types of brush,

whose characteristics are exactly suited

to the machine on which they are to

operate. Graphite brushes are especially

suited to lighting generators wound for

240/300 volts and large current outputs, as
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they possess not only higher conducti\ity

than carbon brushes, but, owing to their

inherent hibricating properties, the loss due
to friction is greatly reduced. In many
instances grooving of the mica between

Fig. 3. 500 Kw. 720 R.P.M. Motor-Generator Set, 2300

Synchronous Motor and 275 Volt D-C. Generator

segments has been found beneficial in pro-

longing the life of graphite brushes, as well

as promoting a superior commutator surface.

It is the universal opinion that brushes

should not be operated normally at densities

higher than 35 amperes per sq. in.; but

investigations carried on during the past

few years show that, with the majority of

graphite brushes, the minimum commutator
loss is attained by operating the brushes at

densities as high as 40 to 45
amperes per sq. in. Railway
generators, having as a rule

higher voltage between seg-

ments and greater overload

capacities than lighting gen-

erators, are of necessity
provided with high-resistance

carbon brushes.

so proportioned that the voltage may be
held constant over a wide variation of

load, or that over-compounding may be
attained by an increase in the series field

strength.
High Voltage Direct Current Gen-

erators

During the past few years
there has been an ever-increas-

ing demand for railway genera-

tors wound for potentials of

1200 to 1500 volts, capable of

carrying three times normal
load for periods of from three

to five minutes duration. Al-

though such conditions are

extremely severe and seemingly
difficult of accomplishment, en-

tirely sucessful designs have
been developed, and units as

large as 500 kw. have been in

u])cration for the past four

years. It is entirely feasible to build units

of much greater output at these voltages if

the demand arises.

Owing to the necessity of carrying such
heavy overloads it is usual to provide, in

addition to the commutating field, a com-
pensating winding so proportioned as to

practically nullify the effect of the armature
reaction. This winding, consisting of heavy
copper bars, is placed in slots in the pole

Field Windings

Generators for lighting .ser-

vice are as a rule equipped
with shunt fields proportioned

to give a range in voltage of 240
to 300. The modern shunt
wound, commutating pole gen-

erator has such close regulation

that scarcely any change is

required in the position of the
rheostat between no load and full load;

whereas with non-commutating pole genera-

tors built a few years ago, it was necessary to

alter the rheostat adjustment with every
slight change in load. Generators for railway

service are provided with series windings,

Fig. 4. 2000 Kw. 300 R.P.M. Motor-Generator Set, 3000 Volt

Synchronous Motor and 600 Volt D-C. Generator

surface and connected in series with the

armature, commutating field and series field.

It will readily be seen that the current

flowing in these windings will rise and fall

at the same rate as the current in the armature
winding, thereby preventing flux distortion
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and resultant sparking. In Fig. 7 can be

seen the compensating windings of a 500 kw.
field frame.

SYNCHRONOUS CONVERTERS
As the different types and applications of

sj'nchronous converters have been thorougUy
treated by Mr. J. L. Burnhamin the February,

1911, issue of theGENERALELECTRic Review,
it seems logical to abstract the following

portions for the benefit of those who may
not have read the complete paper:

"For the transformation of alternating to

direct current, or, less usually, transformation

from direct to alternating current, a sychro-

nous converter is a most desirable piece of

apparatus where high efficiency and over-

load capacity are of most importance. The
power-factor may be maintained at unity

except in cases where voltage control is

obtained by change of power-factor. When
specially designed, power-factor regulation

may be obtained, although it is not usually

recommended. At unity power-factor the

armature reaction is negligible, and the

mechanical torque is only that necessary to

overcome losses in the machine. Through
the absence of armature reaction and resulting

field distortions better commutating condi-

factor the armature conductors of a polyphase

converter may be made smaller than for a

generator, to give the same heating; as the

current in the converter armature is the

integral of the instantaneous differences of

Fig. 6. Involute Equalizer Rings

tions on heavy overloads result, and less

field copper is required than is the case with

a direct current generator, on which cottnter-

excitation corresponding to the armature
reaction must be provided. At unity power-

Fig. 5. Helically Wound Strip Copper and Cast Copper

Commutating Field Coils

the direct and alternating currents, which

are in opposite directions.

"Some of the older converters gave trouble

from pulsation or htmting, due to the periodic

speed changes per revolution of the alternator

supplying the power. Troubles from this

source are now practically eliminated through

improvements in the design of the engines,

the present general use of the steam turbine,

and improvements in converter pole bridges

or magnetic dampers.
"As the ratio of a-c. voltage to

d-c. voltage is practically fixed, the

standard converter as first built

could not be used in all cases for

direct current supply on account

of requirements of variable vol-

tage, except by the use of an extra

piece of apparatus for controlling

the a-c. voltage. What little in-

herent voltage regulation exists is

due to the reactance of the arma-

ture, and is obtained at a sacrifice

of power-factor. By the use of

external artificial reactance suffi-

cient range in voltage control may
be obtained to hold the d-c. voltage

constant, with ordinary resistance

drop in the a-c. line voltage, and
without excessive variation in

power-factor. This method is used

at present in railway and other

variable load work, to which it is

adaptable on account of the usually

lower load factors. For work where
the load is more nearly constant and the voltage

variation required is more than that due to the

a-c. line drop, a separate piece of apparatus
for changing the a-c. voltage is preferable to

the variation of power-factor for securing the
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required d-c. voltage. It is possible to

provide for varying the a-c. voltage by
quick-break switches connected to taps on
the high voltage side of the transformers,
although this is not so desirable as an induc-

Fig. 7. 500 Kw. Field Frame Showing Compensated Windings

tion regulator, or as an a-c. generator con-

nected as a booster, and driven synchronously
either by the converter or by a separate
synchronous motor. Of the latter two
methods the induction regulator was devel-

oped first and is now being used more gen-

erally than any other means of voltage control,

without change in the power-factor of the

converter. Although the synchronous booster
combination has many advantages in its

favor, it has come too recently into use to

have received as yet a very wide ajjplication.

"The latest development for obtaining vol-

tage control is the ' split pole ' converter,

by means of which the ratio of a-c. volts to

d-c. volts may be changed within the single

armature without auxiliary devices of any
kind. The different methods of voltage

control now in use wiU be discussed in detail.

Phase Control

"As indicated above this is most adaptable
to variable load work, such as obtains on the

smaller railway systems. In general the

load factor is low, so that it is possible to

adjust the excitations of the fields to gi\'c a

lagging wattless current at light loads; this

lagging current is reduced by the increasing

excitation from the scries field as the load
increases, so that the heating due to the

wattless current is reduced to a small value

when the heating due to the load current is

the greatest. Thus a balance in heating for

the light and heavy loads is secured for both
the converters and the generator, and the
heating for momentary hea\-\- overloads may
be kept within safe limits. The artificial

reactance that is used to reduce the amount
of wattless current required for a given
voltage variation, in itself introduces a watt-
less component (but of smaller value), which
makes it impossible to hold unity power-
factor on both generator and converter at the
same time; and thus the system always has
a wattless component equal to the percentage
of reactance used. The amount of reactance
has therefore been fixed at 15 per cent., which
will usually give the desired voltage variation
without producing objectionable difference in

power-factor between the converter and the
generator.

A-C. Voltage Control
' The most obvious means of changing a-c.

voltage consists in the use of quick-acting
switches connected to taps on the trans-

formers. These have been used but slightly,

on account of the complication of the switch-
ing mechanism for shifting the tap connec-
tions, and the attendant risk of short-circuits

started by arcing of the switches.

"The induction regulator avoids the neces-
sity of any switching and gives a smooth
variation in a-c. voltage, which is preferable

to the step-b3'-step variation obtained by taps.

The induction regtilator is a polyphase trans-

former in which the relation of primary and
secondary may be changed by mechanically
shifting the primary winding. The primary
is excited at constant a-c. line voltage and
induces practically constant voltage in the
secondary, which is connected in series with
the line. By changing the relation of primary
and secondary windings, the secondary vol-

tage is changed in phase relation to the line

voltage, with which it adds vectorially. It is

therefore possible to increase and decrease
the line voltage by any amount, up to full

secondary voltage of the regulator.
'

' The synchronous booster, which may be
driven either by being direct-connected to the

converter or by a separate synchronous motor,
has its winding connected in series with the
source of supply, so that its voltage may be
added to or subtracted from the supply
voltage by the required amount, depending
on the direction and amount of field excita-

tion. This combination of synchronous
booster, direct-connected to the converter,
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has the advantage over the induction regu-

lator of greater simplicity and reduced amount
of station wiring.

The Split Pole Converter

"Until recently it has been assumed that
the a-c. to d-c. voltage ratios available in the
armature of a converter were fixed within
close limits. By dividing the pole into parts,

with field winding for each part, so that the
flux distribution through the pole face may
be changed, it is possible to obtain variable

ratios and thus control the d-c. voltage, from
a single armature, to the values desired,

without any device having corresponding a-c.

voltage control. It is possible to obtain
variation by using any number of divisions

of the field pole; but the simplest and most
economical arrangement is to use two sections,

which gives the least number of parts and
field circuits, and at the same time provides
the maximum amount of voltage control . The
voltage generated by the regulating pole flux

subtracts from that generated under the main
pole in the portion of the armature winding
between the d-c. brushes. The change in

a-c. wave shape also has some influence on
the voltage ratios, but its effect is small in

comparison to the difl:erential action. Under
this condition of excitation the d-c. voltage is

not the same as the maximum a-c. voltage,

but is of some lower value.

"The split pole converter, like the synchro-
nous booster combination, gives the simplest

station layout and wiring. When the
split pole converter was first proposed pre-

dictions were made that it would produce
very undesirable effects upon the system, due
to distortions in wave-shape ; but after several

years of operation these forebodings have
proven groundless. The troubles which
might have arisen from wave distortions

have been avoided by the selection of trans-

former connections to avoid short-circuiting

the third harmonic voltage, which is the
largest disturbing factor.

Commutating Poles

"On account of the inherently good commu-
tating characteristics of the synchronous
converter, it has not seemed necessary to

resort to commutating poles until recently.

The limit in the reduction of the ntimber of

poles, or the maximum output per pole, has
now been reached, and by some manufac-
turers possibly even exceeded for economical
maintenance. To obtain a further increase

in the output per pole a rapidly increasing

pole pitch is required, in order to reduce the
reactance voltage generated in the slot portion
of the commutated coil. This increase of

pole pitch at the same time increases the
reactance voltage of the end connections of

coils outside of the slots; so that at a certain

output per pole the gain in commutation by
increase of pole pitch (and hence the diameter)
is slight, and is only realized at greatly in-

creased cost. It is at this point that the com-
mutating pole becomes very useful. Through
this means the number of poles may be
reduced with corresponding reduction in

diameter; while, besides taking care of com-
mutation at the desired loads, the commu-
tating poles will usually cause such a great

improvement in commutation that it ceases

to be a limitation to the steady output of

the machine, and will allow of greater

momentary overloads.

"It will thus be seen that, by the use of

commutating poles, (1) a machine much
smaller in diameter may be built to do a

given duty for widely fluctuating loads, and
(2) the commutation being now less of a

limiting feature, the load factor may be
increased so that it is possible more nearly to

realize full capacity, as limited by heating.

The great advantages which result are, (1)

saving of investment in land and build-

ings, with smaller parts to handle, and (2)

saving in cost of converters, especially where
very heavy overloads have to be handled.
"The excitation of the commutating pole of

a converter is only that required to give the

necessary field strength to generate a counter
voltage, such as will equal the reactive

voltage generated by a reversal of the load

current of the coil while passing a brush.

Unlike the case of a d-c. generator, it

does not require additional excitation to

cancel the armature reaction. For these

reasons the ampere-turns of excitation re-

quired on a commutating pole of a converter

are about one-third of those required on a
direct current generator having ordinary air-

gaps between pole faces and armature. The
eft'ect of any disturbance which would unbal-
ance the usual alternating current and direct

current relations would therefore give an
armature reaction that would be a large

percentage of the total excitation of the
commutating pole, and which would greatly

affect the commutation. To reduce the
effects of these unusual disturbances it is of

advantage to increase the excitation required.

This may be done by the use of large air-gaps.

Even with large air-gaps, however, it is not
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possible to reduce the sparking, when starting

from the a-c. side, to the amount obtained
when interpoles are not used. To insure low
maintenance of brushes and commutator it has
therefore been necessary to provide a brush-
raising mechanism on machines intended for

starting from the alternating current end.
'

' In order to obtain current for exciting the

fields and also to indicate polarity, two
narrow brushes, one for each polarity, are

allowed to remain on the commutator when
starting. Being narrower than the main
brushes, these pilot brushes short-circuit a
lower voltage than the main brushes, and the
sparking is harmless. As there is always
some sparking when starting machines with-
out commutating poles from the a-c. end,

the brush-raising device with commutating
pole machines gives better a-c. starting con-

ditions than obtained in the past.

"An inductive shunt to the commutating
pole winding is used the same as with a
direct current generator. The inductance of

the shunt is made greater than that of the
field, in order that the changes of the field

strength may be more quickly accomplished.
A greater percentage of the current will pass

through the commutating pole windings for

increasing loads than at steady load, and for

decreasing loads the commutating pole cur-

rent will be less than with the correspond-

ing armature current at steady load."
As Mr. Bumham has thoroughly described

the different methods of regulating s^mchro-
nous converters, I will confine myself to a

brief description of those used in connection
with direct current generators, under the
heading of "boosters."

High-voltage Synchronous Converters

The conditions which have caused a demand
for high-voltage motor-generator sets have
necessitated the development of converters

in voltages of 1200 to 1600 volts; and units

as large as 750 kw. have been developed and
placed in successful operation. The maximum

voltage obtainable with a 25-cycle converter,
having the usual factors of safety against
flashing required in commercial service, is

in the neighborhood of 1600 volts. For
1200 volts the maximum permissible fre-

quenc}- is about 35 with the same factors of

safety. Due to the high rotating speeds of

60-cycle converters it is diffictilt to design
successful units for voltages higher than
650 to 700 volts.

BOOSTERS
Shunt Boosters

Shunt boosters are principally used on
Edison systems as a means of obtaining
different potentials on outgoing feeders.

Boosters are usually wound for a range in

voltage from zero to 50 volts, and commu-
tating poles are provided in order that they
may operate sparklessly with full current

throughout the range in voltage. Shunt
boosters must have exceedingly good commu-
tating properties, as they may at times be
called upon to operate at full current and
low voltage for long periods of time. The
fields are separately excited and are provided
with rheostats of special design in order to

obtain very fine gradations in voltage.

Series Boosters

Series boosters are used on railwaj- circuits

to compensate for line drop and to maintain
approximately constant potential at remote
points of distribution.' The magnetic circuit

of series boosters must be extremel}^ liberal

in order that the characteristic may be
approximately a straight line between no
load and full load, i.e., the boosting voltage

should vary uniformly with changes in load.

It is usual to provide the fields of series

boosters with taps to obtain different amounts
of boost with varying conditions. A booster

using shunts, except of the inductive type,

is liable to be sluggish, and will not respond
readily to changes in line current.
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NOTES ON THE DESIGN OF WATERWHEEL-DRIVEN
GENERATORS

By H. G. Reist

Engineer, Alternating Current Engineering Department, General Electric Company

This article briefly points out what are some of the salient features in the design of modern waterwheel-
driven generators. Any waterwheel is liable at times to race, and the designer must perforce be conservative
in assigning his allowable stress in the rotating parts. Steel for rotor spiders, grooving of the spider periphery
to receive the pole piece, and sectionalizing of the spider are other points touched upon. An improved
method of mounting and operating brakes is described. Mention is made of the recent increase in the internal
reactance of generators, the responsibility of close regulation being transferred from the generator to auto-
matic regulating apparatus. The author advocates a more liberal rating for this class of machinery with a

higher permissible temperature rise.

—

Editor.

With the advance in the development of

water powers the conditions that are being
met today are becoming extreme in regard to

the speeds—both high and low—of the
waterwheels, as compared with the practice

of only a few years ago. At present the manu-
facttirers are called upon to build generators

in large sizes at almost steam ttirbine speeds.

At the same time low-head water power
developments are being made, requiring large

generators at very low speeds. Although the

speeds required in many cases are great, in

nearly all cases projecting poles may be used
in the revolving fields; while the copper for

the field may be formed in a single coil, allow-

ing the coil to be placed on and removed from
the machine as a unit, instead of in sections,

as is necessary with the distributed field wind-
ings used on steam turbine generators. The
form of rotor with projecting poles is some-
what simpler, and is preferred when it can be
used without difficulty.

The revolving parts of waterwheel-driven
generators should be designed so as to keep the
stresses, due to centrifugal force, well within
the elastic limit of all the material at the run-

away speed of the waterwheel. This speed
varies with different types of wheels and

different conditions of installation ; but usually

it is from 75 per cent, to SO per cent.

.leig^^St

Fig. 1. 9000 kw. 57.7 r.p.m., 11,000 volts, three-phase generator, showing

general appearance of a very slow-running large size generator

Fig. 2. Revolving Field of 4000 kw., 116 r.p.m. three-phase
generator, showing design generally used for moderate

and slow speed generators: all castings are made
to be free from shrinkage strains

over normal speed with the Francis
type of turbine, to about 90 per cent,

over normal speed with the repulsion
type of wheel.
The manufacturers endeavour to

design their rotors so that no part of

this portion of the machine (as nearly
as can be calctdated) has a stress

much in excess of half the elastic limit

of the material at the rtmaway speed
of the waterwheel. With such con-
servative design in this respect there
is no danger of the parts of the machine
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yielding under the conditions of extreme
speed, due to defects in the material or

due to conditions or stresses which cannot

Fig. 3. Field Pole and coil of 10,000 kw. 400 r.p.m. 11,000 volt vertical

three-phase generator, showing field pole, form of dovetail and
dovetail reinforcement on pole piece

be predetermined. The importance of

this safety factor will be appreciated when
we remember that all waterwheels are liable

to attain the runaway speed, and that in

most installations the wheels actually do run
away at times from one cause or another.

Most of the waterwheel-driven generators

have steel spiders, and on high speed machines
the periphery of the spider is grooved to re-

ceive a dovetail on the pole piece, shown in

Fig. 3. By carefully designing the shapes and
proportions of these parts a very strong fas-

tening can be made. The designing of these

dovetails is a matter to which the designing

engineer must give considerable attention,

since' a variety of stresses are involved.

The calculations are complicated, due to the

angles of the parts of the dovetail; to the

tendency of the laminations of which the pole

piece is generalh^ built up to fail as a column

;

and to the overhanging winding and other

parts of the structure at the ends of the pole.

The proportioning of these parts has received

very careful consideration, and the actual

pieces have been tested in testing machines,
to verify the calculations. Consistent de-

signs for all sizes of fastenings ordinarily

used have thus been developed, and possible

errors in the design of these parts in the

construction of new machines have been
practically eliminated. I dwell at length on
this subject, because the serious character of

the damage in case of mechanical failure in the
rotating element of a high speed generator
makes it of great importance.

It is considered sound practice to make the
revolving center of large high speed machines

in two or more pieces, division between the

pieces being at a right angle to the shaft.

Fig. 4 shows a spider made in three sections.

This construction allows pieces to be
made, even for large machines, that

will have a moderate weight for

handling; and there is less liability

of a large defect in the casting than
if the spider were made in one piece.

It is also likely that, if there are de-

fects in the casting, the weakness in

the rims of the dirlerent sections will

not come on the same side of the

spider; so that the different pieces of

the spider may be said to reinforce

each other. On some very high speed
machines this division has been car-

ried to an extreme and a very re-

liable design has been adopted by
constructing the field centers of

rolled steel plates. This construction

the use of uniform material of a

known quality, practically free from defects,

which almost always exist and which must
be provided for when steel castings are used.

There have been recently built several

10,000 kw. generators running at 514 r.p.m.,

for Tallulah Falls, Ga. which have the plate

form of construction in the field spiders. The
spider of one of these machines is shown in

Fig. 5.

allows

Fig. 4. Field Spider of 10,000 kw., 400 r.p.m., 11,000 volt
vertical three-phase generator, showing field spider

made in three sections

Brakes

In most of the larger installations it has

been thought desirable to apply brakes on the

revolving portion of the waterwheel to stop it
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quickly. Foreign material sometimes
obstructs the gates, preventing their closure,

so that unless a brake is provided it may not
be possible to stop the wheel without
closing the emergency gates. It is

usually found more convenient to

apply the brakes on the rim of the

revolving field than to mount a

special brake wheel elsewhere on the

shaft. A convenient means of oper-

ating brakes is by means of oil pres-

sure which is used in the power
house for operating governors, and
sometimes for other purposes, and is

thus generally available for use for

braking when it is necessary to resort

to this method of stopping the
machines. The wooden face of the

brake shoes can usually be allowed
to bear directly on the field rim, as

the amount of energy that has to be
absorbed will heat the metal in con-

tact with the brake shoe only a com-
paratively few degrees. In designing

brakes for waterwheels it is usual to make
them of sufficient capacity so that the machine
can be shut down in a few minutes even if

there is a leakage allowing about 2 or 3 per
cent, of the full load water to flow.

Regulation

Our ideas of the regulation of alternating

current generators have changed radically

possess an eft'ective automatic voltage-regulat-

ing device for maintaining any condition of

potential that may be desired. It performs

Revolving Field of 10,000 kw., 514 r.p.m. three-
phase generator, showing spider made of

plates of rolled steel

during recent years. There is no longer any
need for good inherent regulation since we now

Fig. 6. 2300 kw., 97 r.p.m. three-phase generator, showing the appearance
of a slow speed machine with the top bracket provided with a bearing forji

supporting the weight of the revolving part of the generator and
the waterwheel runner

this function whether the fluctuation is due
to a change of load, speed or of power-factor.
It is so easy to obtain almost perfect control
over the potential by this means, that the
regulation as obtained by building generators
with low armature reaction is no longer satis-

factory. There is a decided objection to

close regulation of generators with modern
power installations, since, in case of a short
circuit, such generators allow a very large
current to flow through the machine and
through any other apparatus that may be
within the circuit enclosed by the short-

circuit. This frequently causes great damage
to the generator and to the switchboard
apparatus. For this reason it is preferable
to build generators with poor regulation and
high internal reactance, which is frequently
supplemented by external reactance in the
form of compensators or reactance coils. A
generator with poor regulation may be built

with lower core losses than if it has close regula-
tion, thus allowing higher efficiency to be
obtained in such machines, especially at partial

loads. Such a machine is smaller and usually
may be built for less money. The revolving
part has less weight than the same machine
with good regulation. Smaller bearings may
thus be employed; and, in consequence, there
will be less friction loss. It will be understood
that poor regulation in a machine might be
carried to an extreme, so that both the losses

and cost of the machine might increase beyond
the minimum point.
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Temperatures

Our present system of guaranteeing tem-
perature is cumbrous, and frequently leads to

installation of machinery not best adapted for

the conditions existing in a plant. The ten-

dency with the present system of guaranteeing
temperatures is to install generators of too
large a size for the waterwheels, and to operate
machines at their normal rating; whereas
the efficiency of generators, and frequently

of waterwheels, is higher at overloads than
at rated loads. I believe that this class

of machinery could to advantage be given a
maximum rating—as has been adopted with
steam turbine generators. In this case the
maximum temperature might be perhaps 50
deg. C. rise. Higher rating of the generator
would inspire the attendant to operate it at a
higher output than is the case by the present
system, thus assuring a greater all-round
efficiency.

REVIEW OF RECENT DEVELOPMENTS RELATED TO
PROTECTIVE APPARATUS

Part I

By Prof. E. E. F. Creighton
Consulting Engineering Department, General Electric Company

This article forms a review of some of the more important devices that have recently been developed or
modified for protecting electrical apparatus against abnormal conditions of service. The first part of the article,

which we now publish, deals with the inability of the standard aluminum cell arrester to withstand the discharge
of dynamic current that follows a large percentage increase in the normal voltage of the system, due to any
one of several causes, and the means that have been employed to overcome the difficulty; changes in the
arcing ground suppressor, and its application to underground cable systems in connection with a device for
localizing faulty feeders; a discharge alarm and recorder for indicating and registering static discharges of any
frequency, potential and amount; and a compression chamber arrester for local protection, which is less

expensive than the usual graded shunt resistance arrester.

—

Editor.

7. Experiments illustrating the local rises

of potential in transformer coils with no rise

While it is the object of this paper to make
a cursory review of the various phenomena
relative to electrical protection, it is not
desired at this time to more than touch on
protective apparatus that has become stand-

ard and familiar to all, and electrical phe-
nomena that has been analyzed and investi-

gated by experiment some time in the past.

The desire, rather, is to review some of the

more recently devised apparatus, and to

note not only studies that have been made
but also outline in some cases the direction

of further progress.

The following subjects are treated briefly:

1. Cause of troubles in Aluminum Arres-

ters and their correction.

2. The latest conclusions regarding the

Arcing Ground Suppressor.
3. The Localizer of a Faulty Feeder on

circuits which contain many feeders, such,

for example, as cable systems.
4. The description of a new type of Dis-

charge Alarm, operating on the principle of

Hertzian waves and utilizing in its construc-

tion a coherer.

5. The Compression Chamber Lightning
Arrester, a new, compact, and inexpensive
form of multi-gap arrester involving a new
principle.

6. The subject of the Protection of Direct
Current Railway Apparatus.

of potential at the transformer terminals.

These local rises of potential are due to

resonance at certain frequencies.

8. Description of a Multi-Recorder, a new
instrument for recording the operation of

switches and other things. Records are

printed to the second and by successive

operations a second may be split into four

parts.

The Aluminum Arrester

Inquiries show that the efficiency of this

arrester in protecting apparatus against

lightning and transient surges in general is so

high that little more could be expected of it.

The general satisfactory operation of the ar-

rester, it may be presumed, is of less interest

to the user than the conditions of limitation

or misapplication where the arrester has
apparently been a source of concern.

The most notable condition that has

caused trouble with the aluminum arrester

is its application to long distance trans-

mission systems on which the regulation

is excessively bad. Investigations of failures

of the arrester have disclosed dynamic
potentials of 175 per cent, of normal applied

to the arrester when, due to some accidental

condition, the power load on the system
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was accidentally dropped. Such rises of

potential were due not only to the effect

of the electrostatic capacity of the unloaded
line, but also to the effect of the leading
currents on the generator; and furthermore,
with hydraulic plants, a racing of water
wheels at the moment the load was dropped.
A moment's consideration of the function

of a good lightning arrester will show the
difficulties in meeting this situation. The
more nearly a lightning arrester approaches
the condition of a safety valve on a boiler,

the greater the value of the arrester. A
perfect arrester would be one which could be
connectecj' continuously to the line without
the intervention of a spark gap, and which
would take no current or power at normal
potentials. Furthermore, the wear on such
an arrester should not produce an objection-

able expense in its up-keep. This same ideal

arrester, on an increase of potential above
normal, should be capable of discharging cur-

rent at an enormous rate without taking
dynamic energy from the circuit.

Let us now examine the aluminum arrester

with this ideal arrester in view. The arrester

can be made for connection to the line without
a series gap, but it will take an appreciable

amount of energy from the line; and the

cost of the arrester and the wear on the
plates will be objectionably high. Therefore
this one feature of the perfect arrester (con-

necting it to the line) has to be abandoned.
A gap is placed in series, the break-down
potential of which is slightly above the line

potential in order to prevent the continuous
flow of energy into the arrester. We have
at once attained the desirable condition of

no wear and a sensibility to slight increases

in potential; but on the other hand there

has been introduced a spark in the circuit

which it would be desirable to avoid. This
gap also introduces the necessity of reforming
the film each day, as it is the natural charac-

teristic of the film on the aluminum plate

to slowly but gradually dissolve in its elec-

trolyte. These matters will be taken up
further on. Next, let us consider the factors

of function at abnormal potentials. The
natural conditions of the usual electrical

circuit are such that abnormal potentials

are of a transitory nature. The energy in

these transitory surges is limited to that

which can be stored up either in the electro-

static capacity or the electromagnetic circuit

of either a part or the whole of the system.

This energy is necessarily limited in its

amount; as compared to the main power

delivered it is infinitesimal. Therefore, in

its application, it is required of this arrester

to have an energy capacity only sufficient

to absorb the transitory discharges. The
aluminum arrester has in fact a factor of
safety in this regard that can be expressed
in thousands. When, however, due to the
accidental conditions that have been described
above, the generated potential rises to an
abnormal value dangerous to the insulation,

then, the better the arrester as a discharger
of abnormal potentials, the harder will it

be hit by the continuous discharge of the
energy of a generator through its small bulk.
The important question arises: "How shall

we avoid this condition.^ " This is a problem
that is not yet quite satisfactorily solved.

The easiest answer to give is: "By requiring
that the dynamic potential on the circuit

shall never rise to these objectionably high
values." To accomplish this on many of

the circuits, however, is almost impossible
at the present time. From the standpoint
of design of the arrester the question may
pertinently be asked: "Why not design
the arrester to withstand these conditions?"
This design, in itself, is very easily made, as it

consists initially in putting more cells into the
arrester, but the difficulty then arises of keep-
iiig the films on these arresters formed up to
the maximum value that will occur during
accidental rises of generator potential. The
arrester is naturally charged at normal line

potential. The aluminum cell has the charac-
teristic of dissolving off the thickness of film

that is above the thickness produced by the
daily charging. Therefore, the arrester is not
in a prime condition to take the abnormally
high dynamic potentials until after it has
reformed its film up to the new value.
Meanwhile, tremenduously high currents
have been passed through the arrester and a
possibilit}^ of damage from these currents
has been incurred. An arrester could be
arranged in parts so that each part could
be charged up to line potential separately
and subsequently placed in series. This
involves a complication in charging that is

undesirable, not only on account of the
trouble but on account of the extra expense.
A better solution of this problem is to use

the extra cells in series that are demanded
by the accidental conditions of dynamic
potential and introduce a parallel circuit
with the main gap containing a limiting
resistance. Such a circuit now exists in prac-
tice in what is known as a safety horn gap and
charging resistance (Fig. 1). This auxiHary
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horn has a gap setting considerably below
the main gap. Consequently, when the

dynamic potential on the arrester increases,

it is the smaller gap that sparks over, the
resistance in series limiting the charging
current in the arrester during the earlv

Fig. 1. One Form of Mounting Charging Resistance for the
Aluminum Arrester

period to a value such as to allow the films

to re-form with a minimum of risk, and
protecting the arrester from the enormous
concentration of energy from the generator.

Under these conditions the resistance is not

at all objectionable from a protective stand-

point. The main gap is always present to

take the discharge in case the drop of poten-

tial through the resistance becomes objection-

ably high, as it would naturally under the

conditions of a heavy lightning discharge.

While this solution is not all that could be
desired, it promises, in conjunction with amel-

iorating conditions that can be produced else-

where in the circuit, to give satisfactory results.

Returning now to the factor of spark at

the gaps, it is well known that every spark
or arc in any circuit whatsoever is a disturbing

element to the continuous regime, and since

capacity is always present in every circuit,

more or less oscillations are set up thereb}'.

With a normal setting of the horn gaps of

the lightning arrester, when a spark takes

place little if any dynamic energy follows,

and the spark is immediately extinguished.

There is, therefore, in this condition little pos-

bility of disturbing oscillations being set up.

If the films of the arrester get in bad
condition and the charging current becomes
excessive, then under very special conditions

of inductance and capacity arcs may produce
oscillations which should be considered. In
order to avoid damage during the re-forma-

tion of the film, a charging resistance limiting

the current to a comparatively small value

can be used. This charging resistance acts not

only as a damper of high frequenc}' oscilla-

tions, but protects the lightning arrester from
dynamic energy if the arrester is in such con-

dition as to need it. At the same time this

charging resistance is low enough in ohmic
value not to influence appreciably the charg-

ing potential across the aluminum cells in

series. The favorable condition is made easy

bv the fact that the potential across the alumi-

num cells is practically at right angles to the

potential across the resistance, and therefore

the electromotive forces combine in a triangle.

So long as the charging current is normal, then

the drop of potential across the resistance is

negligible ; but under abnormal conditions the

resistance absorbs the dynamic potential until

the films are gradually reformed. The poten-

tial is thus gradually shifted from the resist-

ance to the cells automatically.

The Arcing Ground Suppressor

The arcing ground suppressor was described

for the first time in 1911 at the February
meeting of the American Institute of Elec-

Fig. 2. Ammeter, Stick and Jack for Measuring the Charging
Current in an Aluminum Arrester

trical Engineers. At that time it had been

in use very little. Experience, however, has

not changed the conclusions that were

reached at that time and no material changes
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Fig. 4.

have been necessary in the design. The only
changes have consisted in making the movable
part of the electrostatic relay more stable,

and in eliminating the glass

plates between the insulator

and the aluminum disc.

The suppressor has not
failed to extinguish arcs

around insulators, and where
the troubles on the circuit are

principally single-phase arcs

to ground the suppressor has
been able to improve service

correspondingly. The sup-
pression of the arcing ground
relieves the system of the
greatest known source of

dangerous electrical surges.

More recently the arcing

ground suppressor has been applied to a cable
system. Since practically all cable troubles
are initially a single-phase fault to ground, the
arcing ground suppressor becomes more effect-

ive when thus applied than when used on the
overhead system. The application of the
suppressor to cable systems has been delayed
by the lack of a reliable localizer of a faulty

cable. It is evident that after the arcing

ground suppressor has operated on the bus
of a cable system, all evidence of the grounded
cable is eradicated. It should be noted that

the suppressor applied to a cable system is

not arranged to open up automatically, as

a fault in the cable is permanent and the

cable must finally be disconnected for repair.

The conditions on a large cable system are

described in a paper by Mr. T. J. Whittlesey
and the writer for the annual meeting of

the A.I.E.E., June, 1912.

the arc. This variation has made it im-
possible to set a relay which would be selective

for both low currents and high currents.

m̂ r
SeleciireRelay Smich^^
Fig. 3. Simplified Circuit of the Arcing Ground Suppressor

The Localizer of Faulty Feeders

The problem of selecting from a number
of feeders the one which has become grounded
is made difficult by the fact that the current

to ground is variable over a wide range,

according to the accidental conditions at

ide View of the Electrostatic Selective Relay for the Arcing
Ground Suppressor

For example, if the relays are all set to be
selective when the currents to ground are

at their lowest possible value, and an arcing

ground takes place, all the relays will show
the cables faulty. If on the other hand the

relays are adjusted so that they are selective

for the highest possible vahie of grounding
current, then no relaj' will respond when
the current to ground happens to be low.

In order to overcome this condition, relays

have been designed in which all the currents

from the cables that are not grotmded cancel

out, leaving only an unbalanced condition

of the current in the grounded cable. This
makes the relays selective, no matter what
the grounding current is, as the proportion-

ality of grounding current between the differ-

ent cables is always the same.
Another problem in regard to the localizer of

faulty feeders comes from the effects of tran-

sient surges, such as are due to switching and
other causes. In order to prevent false signals

of grounds on a cable from the transient surges,

it was necessary to design a retarding relay.

The nature of this problem will be understood
from the conditions that had to be met.
The arcing ground suppressor, as the switches

are designed at present, requires one-quarter
of a second to suppress the arcing ground;
therefore the localizer of the faulty feeder

must operate within that period of time.

On the other hand, the localizer should not
operate within 0.20 of a second, in order to

avoid the eft'ects of transitory surges. The
solution of this problem is found in the use
of a time element which depends upon
inertia. The actual form of the relay is

shown in Fig 5, while the technical details

of the conditions on the circuit are more
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fully described in a paper by Mr. Archibald

Davis and the writer, written for the annual

meeting of the American Institute, June,

1912. The general connections of the relay

Fig. 5. Relay of the Localizer of Faulty Feeders

and arcing ground suppressor on a cable

system are shown in Fig. 6.

New Type Discharge Alarm

While working along theoretical lines of

study of lightning phenomena, it became
necessary to find some kind of alarm and
recorder which would respond to static

discharges of any frequency, any potential,

and any quantity of electricity, large or

small. The more usual devices using the

principles of electromagnetic, electrostatic,

and heating effects of the currents were tried

without good results. Finally, the coherer,

as used in the original wireless experiments,

was adapted to this class of work. The
apparatus for giving an alarm and for

recording such a discharge then consists

of a Branley coherer connected to a local

circuit consisting of a tapper hammer, and
interconnected local circuit containing an
alarm and recording devices. When the

coherer has its circuit completed by dis-

charges of any kind the tapper hammer is

pulled back, but unlike the usual connections

does not immediately decohere the tube.

The hammer is held back until the alarm
and recorder work. For example, when
the clapper on the alarm bell reaches the

end of its stroke it opens up the circuit of

the hammer for the coherer tube and allows

it to strike the tube, thus opening the coherer

circuit. It will be seen that this device is

entirely independent of everything but the

Hertzian waves. During the past year this

device has been applied to lightning arresters

and to transmission lines. As applied to

several lightning arresters in one station,

the discharge alarm is not selective. The
alarm is connected to the ground wire of

one lightning arrester and will respond to

the discharge of any of the lightning arresters

in the station. If the coherer is connected

to the telephone line under the transmission

line it will respond to lightning strokes

anywhere in the neighborhood of the trans-

mission line, no matter how far out.

This discharge alarm contains an erratic

element in the coherer. Although good
results have been obtained during the past

it can not be said from an engineering

standpoint that we are sure that the develop-

ment of the alarm is yet in a position where
it is absolutely reliable and fool-proof. A

mlllll
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Fig. 6. The General Connections of the Localizer of

Faulty Feeders and the Arcing Ground
Suppressor

wider application will be necessary in greater

numbers before we can reach the assurance

that the design will fit the peculiar conditions

of static field, potential, and oscillations
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which exist on different systems. This
matter, however, has progressed sufficiently

to warrant a description of the apparatus.
This is given in a paper by Mr. G. F. Gray
and the writer, written for the annual meeting
of American Institute, June, 1912. The
general connections of the circuit are shown
in Fig. 7, and the alarm itself is shown in

Fig. 8.

Compression Chamber Lightning Arrester

After careful study extending over a
number of years the conclusion has been
reached that lightning disturbances on trans-

mission lines are very much localized. It

has been observed, for example, that on a

2300 volt system a lightning arrester placed
several poles away from a transformer would
not give adequate protection if the stroke
were severe. In recommending the use of

a lightning arrester at every small trans-

former, we were confronted with the com-
mercial side of the problem: namely, that

of some of the efficiency of the standard
type._

This led to the design of a type of arrester

in which two conditions of efficiency are

^^ ^^ ^C.
^ ^^ -Sei ^

&0 Jl |^-Q=i^—T3

0.
.^ /?es.

Fig. 7. Circuit Connections of the Discharge Alarm
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Current Trans
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Fig. 6a. Scheme of Connections for Pairing off the Grounding
Currents in the Localizers of Faulty Feeders

the value of many small transformers would
not warrant the expense of the installation

of the well known standard types of graded
shunt resistance arresters. It became evident
that a less expensive arrester was necessary,
even if it had to be obtained by a sacrifice

possible. The new form of design has also

allowed the use of a new factor which gives

the arrester greater sensibility to lightning

strokes and at the same time increases its

arc-extinguishing value. This device is known
as the antennae.

Fig. S. Discharge Alarm Mechanism

The design of the compression chamber
lightning arrester for 2300 volts is shown in

Fig. 9, and its application to pole trans-
formers in Fig. 10. In brief, the arrester
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consists of a porcelain base from which
extends a long porcelain tube, making an
over-all dimension of about one foot. Be-

tween the porcelain tube and the

porcelain base a metal sleeve is

introduced in the form of a "U",
which is the antennae already re-

ferred to. This antennae increases

the electrostatic capacity of each of

the electrodes placed inside the

tube, and thus, in accordancewith
the theory given by Dr. Steinmetz
a number of years ago, aids in

producing a spark across the sev-

Parts of a Compression Chamber Lightning Arrester

eral gaps. In fact the spark potential

with this antennae in place is the same on
8 gaps as it is on 4 gaps with the antennae

absent. In the actual construction this

allows the use of twice as many gaps with
the same spark potential. Inside the

porcelain tube enclosed by the antennae

are the compression chamber gaps. These
gaps consist of a short length of porcelain

tubing with inverted metal hats placed over

the ends. Between these metal hats is a

small gap which the lightning has to jump.
The spark thus takes place in a closed

chamber, and the increase in pressure in this

chamber when an arc follows the spark helps

to extinguish the arc.

In series with a number of these gap units

is a resistance rod of low value. In the

simpler form of arrester this rod is plain.

The resistance, however, is so low that

there is a discharge rate of 600 amperes at

the potential at which the 2300 volt trans-

formers are tested. This discharge rate

has been found ample for practically all

lightning strokes; however, by the addition

of gaps in parallel with this resistance rod

it is possible by a slight increase in expense

to retain in this arrester the shunting effect

used in the design which has been standard
for a number of years. The shunting gaps
are made very compact by making the

electrodes in the form of rings which enclose

the resistance rod.

In the application of this arrester a very
important feature is the connection between
the case and the grounding wire which ruiis

down the pole to a salted pipe earth. Where
there is an objection to connecting the
ground lead of the lightning arrester directly

onto the case of the transformer a simple
spark gap of inexpensive construction may
be used. In general, however, the case of

the transformer can be directly connected
to the ground wire. For the safety of the
lineman the ground wire can be arranged
with a joint which is broken by him as he
climbs the pole. With this direct shunting

effect of the lightning arrester

around the transformer to the
case, less attention need be paid
to the conductivity of the ground
wire and the resistance of the
earth connection, as they are no
longer in the circuit which produces
a potential on the insulation of

the transformer. Therefore, cheap
iron wire may be used extending
down the pole.

The construction and use of the compres-
sion chamber arrester is described more in

Fig. 10. Application of Compression Chamber Arresters to
Protection of Pole Transformer

detail in a paper written by Air. F. R. Shavor
and the writer for the Schenectady meeting
of the A.I.E.E., May 17, 1912.

{To be Continued)
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THE LINE INSULATOR IN MODERN HIGH VOLTAGE
TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS

By F. W. Peek, Jr.

Consulting Engineer, General Electric Company

This paper points out some of the fundamental hmiting electrical characteristics of the series suspension
insulator used in modern high-voltage lines. The curves shown embody some of the results of extensive
tests taken on various types of insulator, wet and dry arc-over voltage being plotted against the number of

units in series. Theoretical curves are compared with the test curves. String efficiency is defined. From
these test results the author draws some general conclusions regarding voltage balance along a string, the
importance of high efficiency and method of making tests. The results and conclusions have a direct prac-
tical bearing on the design, testing and selection of high-voltage insulators, as well as on the framing of

specifications.

—

Editor.

The transmission line in the modern hydro-
electric development is exposed to many-
chances of mechanical and electrical failure.

For instance, it must cross mountains at high

altitude; it must cross rivers over long spans;

while it is subject to lightning storms, various
weather and climatic conditions, such as

high winds, sleet storms, salt storms, snow
slides, etc.

In order that any transinission system may
be successful, it must, first of all, be reliable.

Continuity of service is being demanded more
and more as an essential feature of our supply
circuits; and the demand for good service has
made wonderful development—both mechan-
ically and electrically— a necessity in the
transmission line. One has but to compare
the old wooden pole line to the modern steel

tower to realize the truth of this assertion.

In electrical transmission the conductors
are immersed in the most universal insulating

material—air. This material is not subject

to design, but must be taken as it comes, and
the conductor diameter and spacing so pro-

portioned that loss does not occur as corona
at the operating voltage.* As the air cannot
support the conductors, solid dielectric mttst

be used at given points. This supporting
dielectric is known as the line insulator.

Senei Resistance

HijterTubeffesistances

Transformer l?=

Fig. 1

The insulator, too, must be designed so as not
to electrically over-stress the air at any part

;

while the solid dielectric of which the line

insulator is composed must itself be so de-

signed that none of its parts are over-stressed.

The object of this paper is to point out some
of the fundamental limiting electric character-

Fig. 2.

6 8 10
NumberofInsulatorsperString

Test Characteristic Curves of
Suspension Insulators

**'The Law of Corona and the Dielectric Strength of Air,"
A.I.E.E.. July, 1911. and "The Limiting Effect of Corona on
Electrical Transmission." General Electric Review, Octo-
ber. 1911, by F. W. Peek, Jr.

istics of the modern high voltage insulator

—

i.e. the series suspension insulator—with a

view, possibly, of limiting line troubles and
of helping in the selection of insulators.

Tests and Test Characteristics

Tests were made on a number of insulators

of different types and manufacture. A few
characteristic tests are given; and it should
be mentioned that the method of test is very
important. Although it is not possible to go
completely into details of the testing arrange-
ments at the present time, it may be said,

briefly, that the A.I.E.E. standardization
rules should be followed; and in addition, the
connections and voltage control, as shown in

Fig. 1, should be used. Voltage control is

effected in this method by the series resist-

ance, while the multiple resistance should
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Fig. 3.

Z » 6 8
^umi)a- ofInsu/atorsper String

Test Arc*Over and Efficiency Curves for Different
Sizes and Types of Insulators

always by-pass from three to ten times
exciting current of the transformer,

object of the multiple resistance is

to prevent distortion of the genera-

tor wave at the transformer ter-

minals. The use of four low-voltage

coils on the transformer for multiple
series connection, and alternator

field control over a short range, f in

combination with the potentiometer
resistance method as above, will

generally be found most convenient.
The potentiometer method of con-

trol should be used in all careful

work. The generator wave should
be close to a sine wave. Water-
tubes for resistance (see A.I.E.E.
rules) should be used in series with
the needle points to prevent oscil-

lations. It is also sometimes advis-

able to use a low resistance in series

with the insulators. %

Fig. 2 shows the wet and dry
arc-over voltages for different num-
bers of units in series; these are

the
The

characteristic curves of the suspension insula-

ator. Considering the dry test: One unit

arcs over at S5 kilovolts; two units at 140

kilovolts; seven units arc over at 335 kilo-

volts, and not at 7X85, or 595 kilovolts.

Hence if a single unit alone arcs over at e

volts, we cannot say that n tmits will arc over

at ne volts. This is because the insulator

nearest the line takes more than its share of

the voltage, and the voltages across the

successive units decrease as the tower is

approached; or, in other words, the voltage

along the string is not balanced. One method
of noting this unbalance of voltage is to ob-

serve the corona glow on the metal caps of the

insulator as the voltage is increased. Glow
can generally be noticed first on the insulator

nearest the line. When the voltage is in-

creased to a certain point the arc-over voltage

of the line unit is reached. This insulator

arcs over and the others follow in rapid suc-

cession, the arc appearing to take place

simultaneously over all the units. It has also

long been observed in practice that most of

the insulator failures—as, for instance, by
lightning—occur on the units nearest the

line.

It is convenient, when comparing the suit-

ability of different types of units for connec-

tion in series, to use the ratio of the actual

arc-over voltage, to n times the arc-over

voltage of a single unit. This may be

g. 4

t If field control is used over a wide range of voltage, at low voltage the alternator field is very weak, and wave distortion and

unstable conditions result. .. ,^ c ttt n i t

t For a more complete discussion of tests, etc.. see 'The Electrical Characteristics of the Suspension Insulator, by i. W. Feek, Jr.,

A.I.E.E. Proceedings. May. 1912.
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called string efficiency. If

the units are very close to-

gether arc-over will take

place from line to tower.

This will mean a low effi-

ciency, but not necessarily

due to unbalance. A con-

dition of this kind may
sometimes be advantageous
if the balance is good. It will

be considered, for conven-
ience in comparing, that
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The efficiency curve plotted in Fig. 2

shows that the efficiency rapidly decreases

as the length of the string is increased.

The rain tests in Fig. 2 show that the cur-

rent through the wet surface resistance has a

balancing effect. This is especially so when
a spray is used that completely wets both
sides of the units. The balancing is accom-
plished in a manner somewhat similar to

that which would take place if an auto-

transformer were placed across the string,

with equal voltage taps brought out to each
unit. Because of the balancing effect of the

moisture, in this particular case, after nine

units are placed in the string, the wet arc-over

Fig. 6. Calculated Voltage Across Different Insulators in a String of n Units
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Fig. 5, Calculated Voltage Across Different Insulators

in a String of n Units

voltage is higher than the dry arc-over
voltage.

Fig. 3 shows test characteristic curves on
three different sizes of units. It should be

observed that the smallest unit (1), on ac-

count of its better design for string balance,

has a higher arc-over voltage than Nos. 2

or 4, after nine insulators are placed in

series.

Theoretical Characteristics

The cause of the unbalance is this : Looking
at Fig. 4, each unit is a condenser with a

mutual capacity Cj, and each cap and con-

necting link is a condenser with a capacity

to ground C\. The capacity currents of all

the Ci condensers pass through the line unit.

All of the Ci currents but one pass through the

second unit; all but two pass through the

third unit, and so on. Hence the "drop"
across the first unit is greatest, and the

"drop" decreases across each successive unit

as the tower is approached. Thus if j< is the

total capacity current, the current through
the first unit is (?'/— « i)

The voltage across the first unit is

^=(*''-^'')(2Frc:)=

across the second unit it is

across the third unit it is

ei={ii^ii — ii — ii)

across the Mth unit it is

e„ = (j, — !i— ?2

Where there is no surface leakage, as at

operating voltage, the following relations

can be easily shown to hold.* The total

capacity of a string of n insulators

* For complete discussion see "The Electrical Characteristics
of the Suspension Insulator." Proceedings A.I.E.E.. May. 1P12.

and
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Fig. 7 Calculated Arc-Over Voltage and String

Efficiency of n Insulators in Series

(1)

lc,-\-c

2f.+ri-

string, when the arc-over voltage of

a single unit alone Ca is taken for e\.

(5) String efficiency

nci n[k—l)

Comparison of Test and Theoretical

Characteristics

The curves in Figs. 5 and 6 are

calculated from the above equa-
tions, assuming always 100 kilo-

volts on the line unit. In Fig. 5

where the ratio c. : Ci is low, i.e., the

capacity to ground f, is high in

comparison with the mutual capac-

ity Ci, the balance is very bad. In

Fig. 6 where Co : Ci is assumed to be

50, the balance is very much bet-

ter. If 100 kilovolts is the arc-over

voltage of a single unit alone, a

string of such units will arc over

when the total voltage is high
enough to place 100 kilovolts across

the line unit. As an example, take

the curve k=3 in Fig. 5. If 100
kilovolts is the arc-over voltage of a
single unit alone, the arc-over voltage

of the string of three in this case is

100-h55-|-37 = 192 kilovolts.

Hence the efficiency is

192

3-^000 = O'^^-

The calculated total arc-over and efficiency

curves, for ^2/^^ = 2, 20 and 50 respectively,

and ^1 = 100, are plotted in Fig. 7.

2C2+ C:

Write fraction to (m— 1) of the {2c2+Ci) terms.

(2) The voltage across the first, or line,

insulator of a string of n is

ei =— (k—l), where ^ = —^ and x = -
X^ Ci Ci

(3) The voltage across the with insulator

of a string is

. .ei — E
em = em-i-\

em-\-\-em-'i -\-

when E is the total voltage across the string.

eiX
(4) £ =

(4-a) e^ =

k-1'

CaX

{k-D
= arc-over voltage of

2 4 6 8
NumberofInsulaiorsperStnng

Fig. 8. Comparison of Calculated Curves and

Test Curves
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The drawn curve in Fig. S is calculated

from the equations on the assumption that

<:2:ci = 50, and taking 63 kilovolts the

measured arc-over voltage of a single unit

alone (Test 1, Fig. 3), as the voltage on the

line insulator. This curve can be obtained
directly from Fig. 7, by taking 63/100 of

the voltage values given there. The crosses

are actual measured values from the test in

Fig. 3. The check is much closer than would
be expected, as when the voltage is brought
nearly to arc-over, corona appears first on
the line insulator. This generally increases

Co in greater proportion than Ci, and hence
tends to improve the balance. In this way
a sort of automatic grading seems to take

place. Test values show this in Fig. 9,

where the measured points shift to better

ratio curves as the string length is increased.

It can thus be seen that, on account of

this automatic grading effect, high arc-over

voltages do not always mean good balance at

operating voltages. It is important to have a

high efficiency, or good balance, before leak-

age starts; otherwise it seems that in case of

lightning or surge the porcelain of the line

unit is likely to be punctured. Automatic
grading would not help in this case, as

puncture would probably occur before the

formation of corona.

Conclusions

(1) Where the mutual capacity Cs of an
insulator is small compared to its 'to ground'
capacity d, the voltage balance along a

string of such units will be bad. The line

unit will take the greatest voltage, and the

tower unit the least.

(2) Good string balance or high string

efhciency is important, as without good
balance the line unit is likely to be punctured
by surge, or by lightning. In selecting insu-

lators a high string efficiency should therefore

be sought or specified.
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Comparison of Calculated Curves and
Test Curves

(3) The arc-over voltage will generally

indicate (due to automatic grading) a some-
what better balance than actually exists.

The voltages at which glow starts on succes-

sive units from line to tower may sometimes
help in determining the balance.

(4) The method by which tests are made
is of the utmost importance. Unless certain

precautions are taken the tests are valueless.

In making tests for balance or string efficiency

one side of the transformers should be
grounded.
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THE POWER-FACTOR OF LOW-SPEED POLYPHASE MOTORS
By H. M. Hobart, M. Inst. C. E.

Consulting Engineer, General Electric Company

The arguments and data given in this paper may assist power users in determining the suitability of syn-
chronous and induction motors for low-speed drives. The author shows how advantage may be taken of the

"Field" effect (i.e., variation in the apparent resistance of a slot-embedded conductor with varying periodicity)

in designing a squirrel cage motor to combine high starting torque per ampere with high efficiency and low
slip at full load. The paper also shows the gain in power-factor which may be achieved by selecting a high-

speed motor and interposing mechanical gearing where the induction motor is required for a low-speed
drive.

—

Editor.

which he has published under the title : "Die
normalen Eigenschafien elektrischer Maschin-
en." Whereas from the 50-cycle curves of

Fig. 2, it will be seen that, at low speeds,

motors of from 50 to 500 h.p. rated output,
have power-factors of less than O.SO, the
curves in Fig. 1 show that the power-factors
of equivalent 25-cycle motors are quite satis-

factorily high.

It is desirable to again emphasize that the
precise values employed in the curves in Figs.

1 and 2, have, considered individually, no

The circumstance that a type of apparatus
possesses particularly attractive features is

liable to occasionally lead to disappointment,

owing to its tise under conditions for which it

is inappropriate throtigh its possession of

other less-well-known features, which, under
the conditions in qtiestion, are undesirable.

In the squirrel cage induction motor an
undesirable attribute is that of the low power-
factor, inevitable when the rated speed is low
and the periodicity relatively high. In Figs,

land 2 are drawn curves which give a rough

Curves Showing the Gain in Power-Factor of 25-Cycle Over 50-Cycle Squirrel Cage Motors,

for Three Standard Sizes and Speeds up to 1500 R.P.M.

Fig. 1. 25 Cycles Fig. 2. 50 Cycles
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indication of the way in which the power-
factor of the polyphase induction motor varies

with the speed for which the motor is designed.

While qualilatively identical conclusions will

be reached by an examination of the data of

the product of any large manufacturer, the

quantitative values may be materially different,

since each manufacturer's product is charac-

terized by variations in the degree to which
good properties in various respects are sacri-

ficed in the effort to arrive at the best all-around

result. It is for this reason that instead of

employing data of the designs of any partic-

ular manufacturer, the curves in Figs. 1 and 2

have been deduced from the results of an
investigation published by Dr. Ing. Rtidolf

Goldschmidt, of the Darmstadt Technische
Hochschule, in an excellent little volume

• 200 xo -w xo stjo m iio see /OX) //oo eo! jxxi mho aoa
HateaSpeedin /^e/n

binding significance. Thus, by sacrificing

desirable features in other directions and by
increased outlay in the construction of the

motor, slightly better power-factors may
sometimes be obtained. On the other hand,
the power-factors on which the curves are

based, are, in most instances, already repre-

sentative of fairly extreme proportions in this

respect; and few manufacturers find it com-
mercially practicable to list low-speed motors
with stich high power-factors as arc indicated

by these curves. The purchaser would rarely

be willing to pay a price which would leave

any margin of profit were these power-factors

provided; and consequently it is only rela-

tively to one another that these curves are of

interest. They teach the lesson that for

periodicities of 50 or 60 cycles, it must be
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carefully kept in mind that, if slow speed in-

duction motors are used, either the price paid
must be disproportionately high, or else the
purchaser must be content with motors of

exceedingly low power-factors. The power-
factor, furthermore, decreases rapidly with
decreasing rated output.
On the other hand, for a 25-cycle supply,

these considerations become of but slight

importance. With a clear recognition of this

state of affairs, a power user desiring slow
speed motors for a 6()-cycle circuit will do well

to take into careful consideration the alter-

native of employing synchronous motors.
If he resorts to this alternative he can
maintain his power-factor at unity, irre-

spective of the rated speed of his motors;
but he must put up with the slight addi-
tional complication of providing for a
rotor which, in addition to the squirrel cage
winding, is also equipped with field windings
excited through brushes and slip-rings from a
source of continuous electricity. The precise

circumstances of any partictilar case will

require to be considered, in order to decide
whether or not this alternative is preferable.

Attention was called in the March, 1912,
ntimberoftheGENER.AL Electric Review (see

p. 166), to the circumstance that the proper-
ties of synchronous motors lend themselves
admirably to the provision of high starting
torque ; and means were described whereby a
synchronous motor may have not only high
starting torque, but may also automatically
run close up to sjmchronous speed, so as to
fall quietly into synchronism immediately
upon the application of the field excitation
from the continuous-electricity source. Not
only may we resort to the means described in

that article; but there is also available the
phenomenon described by Mr. A. B. Field, in

a paper entitled "Eddy Currents in Large
.Slot-Wound Conductors," presented in June,
190.5, before the American Institute of Electri-

cal Engineers (Vol. 24, p. 761).

Mr. A. B. Field analyzed the manner in

which the apparent resistance of slot-embedded
conductors varies with the periodicity. Sub-
sequent investigations show that the Field

phenomenon, while harmful in stator windings
exposed constantly to the full line periodicity,

may be employed to considerable advantage
in the proportioning of the conductors of the
slot portion of a squirrel cage system. Both
in synchronous and in induction motors, this

is an important step. Take, for instance, the
case of a 60-cyclc induction motor. At start-

ing, the periodicity of the currents in the

squirrel cage system is 60 cycles, and the
Field effect may, with properly-proportioned
conductors, be sufficient to occa.sion an
apparent resistance very much greater than
the true resistance. The motor thus starts
with very much more torque per ampere, than

TorQue rf^uirpd to

overcome friction

10 ^0 30 40 X 60 70 SO 90 WO
^peed /n per cer7i o^
synchronous 3pflfd

Fig. 3

were the Field phenomenon absent. As the
motor speeds up, the periodicity decreases
and the Field effect dies out, the apparent
resistance of the squirrel cage gradually dying
down to the true resistance. Thus, whereas
the full-load running slip of an ordinary
squirrel cage motor must be high, its heat-
ing high and its efficiency low, if it is to
develop high starting torque, we may, hy
using the Field effect, construct high-starting-
torque motors with low slip and high efficiency.

Excellent results have already been obtained
by this method.

In Fig. 3 are shown respectively' the rough
characteristic shape of a curve in which torque
is plotted as a function of the speed for: first,

a permanently low-resistance squirrel cage
motor; second, a permanently high-resistance
squirrel cage motor; and, third, for a squirrel

cage motor in which the apparent resistance
gradually changes from a high to a low value
as the motor runs up from rest to synchronism.
As regards the application of these curves to a
synchronous motor, it will be seen that, in the
first case, the starting torque is rather low;
but that the torque increases, passes through
a maximum, and falls slowly, remaining quite
high until the speed is close to synchronism.
This motor, while unsatisfactory at starting,

has the property of pulling easily into
synchronism on the application of the excita-
tion from the continuous-electricity source.
In the second case, while the synchronous
motor starts with high torque, the torque
falls away much more rapidly; and when the
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torque has fallen to the value necessary to

overcome the friction of the motor, the speed

is several per cent below synchronous speed,

and the application of the continuous excita-

tion, if it suffices to pull the rotor into syn-

chronism, will do so only at the cost of an
abrupt and considerable instantaneous drain

of power from the line. In the third case,

however, there are present the good attributes

of the first two cases, the bad attributes

being completely eliminated.

It is thought that with these data, the user

will be assisted in determining, in any partic-

ular case, whether it is more desirable to take

advantage of the extreme simplicity and
toughness of the low-speed squirrel cage

induction motor, notwithstanding its poor

power-factor, or whether he should employ the

slightly more complicated synchronous motor
in order to have the advantage of high power-

factor.

Another way of dealing with the situation,

which in certain cases of a low-speed drive is

preferable, is to employ a high speed induction

motor (which will consequently have a high

power-factor), and to gear it down to the low-

speed load. Thus, from the

curves in Fig. 2, we see that,

if we require to drive a load

at 200 r.p.m., a 50 h.p. motor
will have a power-factor of

0.70 or less; whereas, if the

motor were to drive the load

through 5 to 1 gearing, the

motor's own speed would be 1000 r.p.m.,

and its power-factor would be 0.90 or higher.

Not only would the induction motor be

characterized by a 20 per cent higher power-

factor at full load, but its efficiency would be

higher and it would be much smaller, lighter

and cheaper. At half load the advantage of

the high speed motor in respect to power-

factor is still more striking, the two values

being of the following order:

Fig. 4

Returning to the Field effect it may be of

interest to describe a test made on a bar 25
mm. high and <S mm. wide. The bar, together
with the slot in which it was located, are

shown in Fig. 4. Measurements of the energy
loss were made on a length of 32 cm. of this

bar, with currents of 500 and 300 amperes,
and the following results were obtained:

Periodicity in

Cycles per Second

60

Loss in Bar
When Carrying:

500 Amp. 300 .\mp.

22.0 watts 8.2 watts
40 17.6 6.5
25 13.1 4.9

7.2 2.6

Rated Speed
200 r.p.m.
1000 r.p.m.

Power-factor
at Half Load

0.50
0.78

For bars and slots of this order of size and
shape. Field's curves may be simplified down
to be roughly represented by the formula

:

Multiplier = 0.15 X (depth of bar in cm)

Xvperiodicity.

For the case examined, and the periodicities

employed, the multipliers as obtained from
this formula are respectively

:

2.90 for 60 cvcles .

2.37 " 40 "

1.88 " 25 "

Consequently the watts at the three periodic-

ities shotdd, at 500 amperes, have been:

7.2X2.90 = 20.9 The observed value was 22.0

7.2X2.37 = 17.1 The observed value was 17.6

7.2X 1.88= 13.5 The observed value was 13.1

At 300 amperes the results shotild have been

:

2.6X2.90 = 7.55 The observed value was 8.2

2.6X2.37 = 6.16 The observed value was 6.5

2.6X1.88 = 4.90 The observed value was 4.9

Corresponding tests were made with this bar

located in a partly-closed slot (the slot open-

ing being 4 mm.). The results were practically

identical with those obtained with the wide-

open slot.
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THE ELECTRIC MINE HOIST AS A POWER STATION LOAD
By F. L. Stone

Power and Mining Engineering Department, General Electric Company
From the standpoint of the power station, the problem of the big mine hoist is summed up in the question,

"How can the peaks be kept from the Hne?" This article discusses several methods. (1) Flywheel motor-
generator set driven from the line, the input to the motor being automatically controlled by a regulating
rheostat, and the generator feeding the hoist motor; (2) an induction motor on the hoist, and a synchronous
converter with a balancer flywheel motor; (3) motor-generator set driven from the line and feeding the hoist
motor, belted to an air-compressor which comes into action as the load goes off the hoist. (4) A flywheel
induction motor with automatic slip regulator driving the hoist through ropes or gearing, the load' being
picked up by clutches. Actual installations are described as examples of the first three schemes.

—

Editor.

The ever-increasing use of electricity in

mining operations has brought with it an
increasing demand upon the central station

for power. Many of these loads, such as

pumps, crushers, conveyors, screens, fans,

etc. are of a most desirable nature from the
vendor's standpoint. The haulage loco-

motives too are not objectionable since they
are usually quite numerous and their in-

dividual peaks are usually lost.

The question now being forced upon the
power companies is, what about the big
hoists, whose demands run from zero to

several hundred horse-power and back to

zero in very short periods of time? Fig. 2
furnishes a good example. The average
input to this cycle is but 518 h.p. while the
peak goes over 100 per cent, above this. The
power plant must have equipment to handle
the peak. This means large investment in
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Fig. I. Load Curve from Large Mine Power House

Small hoists may almost be said to come
in the same category as haulage locomotives,
and, where their individual loads are a small
percentage of the whole, should not be ob-
jected to. Fig. 1 shows a portion of the
load curve of a large mining power system.
The total connected horse-power is 9212, of

which 4982 is alternating current and 4230
direct current; while the total hoisting loads,

both alternating and direct current, amount
to 3232 h.p., the rest of the load being made
up of mining locomotives, pumps, fans,

breaker machinery, etc. The rated capacity
of the plant is 2500 kw. It will be noted
that an exceedingly high load factor is

obtained, which illustrates the fact that
ordinary mine loads, exclusive of the large

hoists, represent a very desirable business.

station capacity and lines which must be
idle a large part of the time. It is therefore
necessary and fair that some extra com-
pensation be received for this fluctuating

load.

In order to minimize, or prevent altogether
this fluctuating load, a regulating set may be
used consisting of a motor-generator set

driven from the line with a flywheel coupled
thereto, the hoist motor being driven from
the generator of the set and controlled by
varying the field of the generator. The input
to the motor of the motor-generator set is

limited by an automatic regulating rheostat.

The regulating set is so designed that the
maximum torque required by the hoist is

in excess of that which' the motor of the
regulating set can exert. The set will therefore
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begin to slow down when this demand
appears, and in so doing the flywheel will

give out energy. The flywheel may be so

designed that sufficient energy will be given
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Fig. 2. Load Curve of Mine Hoist

out with comparatively small slip to carry

the hoist over its peak. The motor of the

regulating set then begins to restore the

energy to the wheel so that at the beginning

of the next cycle the set is iip to full speed

again.

Fig. 3 shows a section

and Fig. 4 a view of the
automatic regulating rheo-

stat. This is of the liquid

type, and its operation is

as follows: The leads A
are connected to the slip

rings of the induction

motor of the motor-gen-
erator set. The variable

resistance in the armature
circuit of the induction

motor is that due to the

column of water in the

pipe below the plate C.

The plates C of the various

phases are short-circuited

at the top by the bar D.
The induction motor (regu-

lating motor) operating

the rheostat is connected
in series with the primary of the main
induction motor. The weight of the mov-
ing parts in the rheostat is balanced by
the torque of the regulating motor, which

acts in the direction shown by the arrows;

and the counter-balancing weight B is so

adjusted that, in conjunction with the torque
of the motor, it just balances the weights

of the moving parts in the rheostat when
the line current is at its normal value.

Increasing the counter-balancing weight tends

to lower the current required to operate the

rheostat, i.e. to further limit the current

taken by the main induction motor and
vice versa.

Let us assume that the counter-weight is

adjusted for 90 amperes. As the load

comes on the direct current generator, the

current taken by the main induction motor
increases. When this current exceeds 90

amperes, the torque of the regulating motor
plus that of the counter-weight raises the

plate C. This introduces resistance in the

main induction motor armature, causing it

to slip and allowing the flywheel to take the

peak. The introduction of the resistance

in the main induction motor armature
reduces the current to 90 amperes, making &

new balance. As the load continues to

increase on the generator, the regulating

motor continues to increase the armature
resistance; while as the load drops off, the

reverse action takes place. The hand-wheel
shown at the left is for use in starting up
the motor-generator set, and by it the plates

can be raised a considerable distance. The
regulating motor serves as a starting device

Fig, 3. Section of Automatic Slip Regulating Rheostat

as well as a regulating device. After the

motor has started the hand-wheel may be

turned down rapidly, the regulating motor
preventing the dropping of the plates faster
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than that corresponding to full load current

on the motor. The general wiring connec-

tions of such an arrangement are shown in Fig.

5. Many such sets are in operation in Europe,

while there are also a number in

this country, perhaps the most
noteworthy being those of the

Winona Copper Company and
the Kendall Gold Mining Com-
pany. It may be of interest

to describe these sets in some
detail.

The Winona Copper Com-
pany is located at Winona,
Mich., a mining town on the

Keneenaw peninsula. The power
plant consists of one 250 kw.,

20S0 volt, 60-cycle generator,

driven by a cross-compound
non-condensing engine. The
flywheel motor-generator set is

located in the engine house of

the Winona No. 4 shaft, 2900 ft.

along the transmission line from
the power station. This set is

shown in Fig. 6; and consists of

two 170 kw., 600 r.p.m., 575 volt shunt wound
generators, driven through flexible couplings

by a 450 h.p., 20S0 volt slip ring induction

motor. The generators are separately excited,

excitation being furnished by two 125-volt

employed in order to prevent a shut-down
of both shafts in the event of trouble with

one of the generators. Forced lubrication is

used in the bearings of the motor-generator

f^t^er Supp/^
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Fig. 5.

Fig. 4. Automatic Slip Regulating Rheostat

exciters rated at 7 kw. and direct-con-

nected to either end of the shaft. Two
flywheels, 10 ft. in diameter and weigh-
ing approximately 40,000 lbs. each, are

GenfiraCjrne/i/ffes/siofKo

Connections of Flywheel Motor-Generator Hoisting Equipment

with Regulating Motor in Main Line

set. The oil pumps used with the set are of

the ordinary reciprocating type driven from
the coupling hub.

These generators furnish power to two
hoist motors, one located at Winona No. 4

shaft (in the engine house with motor-
generator), and the other at King Phillips

No. 1 shaft, a transmission distance of 1900

ft. from the motor-generator set. The hoist

motors are 200 h.p., 500 volt shunt wound
machines running at 430 r.p.m. The hoist

is a single drum hoist driven by the motor
through a double gear reduction. When first

installed the equipment ran unbalanced,

and tliis was the cause of the excessive

overloads. The duty for which the hoisting

equipment was designed is as follows

:

Single run, balanced hoist, with no tail

rope.

Depth of shaft— 1500 ft.

Incline of shaft with horizontal—70 deg.

Hoisting speed—1200 ft. per min.
Weight of skip—2500 lbs.

Weight of ore—5000 lbs.

Diameter of rope— l^g in.

Time of acceleration—10 sec.

Time of hoisting at full speed—68 sec.

Time of retardation—5 sec.

The hoist motors are capable of carrying
heavy overloads. It has, in fact, been said

that the input to one of these motors has
reached as high as 360 kw., (corresponding
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6. Two 170 Kw.. 575 Volt Shunt Wound Generators Direct Connected to 450 H.P.

2080 Volt Induction Motor, Winona Mines

to an overload of approximately 160 per cent.)

without any sign of trouble.

At the time the contract was let it was
intended to install a 500 kw. turbine, thus

increasing the power house capacity from
250 kw. to 750 kw. The turbine, however,

was never installed, and the 250 kw. genera-

tor alone was called upon to carry the hoists.

This is a good example of the great advantage

to be gained by the use of the flywheel

equipinents, since the hoists are able to

perform their service under conditions which

require o50 to 375 kw. at each shaft, with a

total station capacity of 250 kw. In addition

to the hoist loads a 50 h.p. pump motor is

also driven from the generator.

As a second example we may mention the

set installed at the Kendall Gold Mines located

in the North Moccasin Mts., of Montana.
This set (shown in Fig. 7) has a normal speed

of 720 r.p.m. and is made up of a 500-volt

direct current generator, a 4-10-volt slip ring

induction motor, a cast steel flywheel, 8 ft.

in diameter weighing approximately 12,000

Fig. 7. 90 Kw., 500 Volt Generator Direct Connected to 75 H.P. 440 Volt

Induction Motor, Kendall Gold Mines
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Fig. 8. Load Curves on Flywheel Motor-Generator Hoisting Equipment. Curve A =Current Input to

Hoisting Motor. Curve B= Current Input to Induction Motor of Motor-Generator Set

lbs., and a (j kw. direct connected exciter.

An automatic water rheostat for controlling

the speed of the induction motor is included
in the equipment. The hoist motor, geared
to the hoist, is a 100 h.p. shtnit wound
machine running at 600 r.p.m.

No commutating poles are used on
either motor or generator. The
control of the hoist motor is effected

by the usual Ward Leonard system
through the field of the generator.

The hoisting equipment was de-

signed to handle 2000 lbs. of ore
from a depth of 1000 feet, at the
rate of one trip in 1^ minutes
when operating balanced. Each
skip weighs approximateh- 1400
lbs. and has a capacity of 2000
lbs. of ore. Fig. 8 shows the input
to the hoist motor and input to

the induction motor of the motor-
generator set. The equipment has
been in operation approximately
two j^ears.

Another arrangement consists in

using an induction motor on the
hoist, and a synchronous converter
with a balancer flywheel motor.
The general arrangement of this

scheme is shown in Fig. 9. With
the converter and balancer running
at normal speed the hoist motor is

started. As soon as the input from
the line exceeds a certain pre-
determined value, the balancer
field is strengthened to such an
extent that the balancer becomes
a generator, feeding through the
converter to the hoist motor.
While acting as a generator the
balancer slows down, and the
energy stored in the wheel is given
out until the peak has been passed.
When the load has fallen below
the value above stated, the bal-

ancer field is weakened; the wheel

is brought up to speed, and its energy
restored, the generator receiving its power
as a motor from the converter. The regu-

lation of the balancer field is taken care

of in practice by the use of a resistance in

crj

Fig. 9. Connections of Induction Hoist Motor with Flywheel Synchronous

Converter Equalizer Equipment
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Fig. 10. Connections of Flywheel Equalizer Set with

Automatic Voltage Regulator
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the main line, with an automatic voltage
regulator tapped across it. While this

arrangement does not save any of the acceler-

ation losses as does the direct current motor

Fig. 11. 500 H.P. Flywheel Balancer Installed at Kolar Gold Mines

Showing Forced Lubrication System

with generator field control, the size of the

balancer and converter need only be such as

to take the peaks; whereas in the case of the
flywheel motor-generator set the generator
must be large enough to handle the com-
plete motor load. The application of this

system is somewhat special, and very few
cases have arisen where any advantage can
be shown for it. A modification of the
system, however, is shown in Fig. 10

j^

where the supply is direct current,

and here it is only necessary to use

a balancer with suitable control.

There are many cases where this

arrangement could be and is used.

In this instance a transmission line

feeds a substation, upon which there

is, together with some stead\' load,

an intermittent hoist load which
would cause disturbance on the line.

A glance at Fig. 10 will show clearly

how the desired result of keeping
constant output of the substation is

obtained. When the peak comes on,

the regulator, operating from the line

shunt, increases the balancer field so that it

acts as a generator driven by the flywhefel.

When the peak is passed, the field is weakened
and the flywheel is again brought up to speed.

Fig. 11 shows a view of such a balancer,
installed at the Kolar Mines in India. There
are several of these sets in use in this country
notably on ore unloading bridges.

Another illustration of a method of

keeping peak loads from a line is the
installation at the Iron Blossom Mine
in Utah. Here a hoist motor of 300
h.p. capacity is driven from a 165 kw.
generator, and is controlled by the
Ward Leonard system. The gener-
ator forms part of a motor-generator
set, the motor being of the synchro-
nous type. Belted to the motor-gen-
erator set is an air-compressor. When
the hoist is in service an unloading
valve on the compressor is open. As
soon as the hoist controller is in the
"off" position, the unloading valve
closes and the compressor comes into

action. The duty cycle showing the
line load is approximately represented
by Fig. 12. In this particular instance
it was of the utmost importance to

keep the load factor up; and, with
this in view, the synchronous motor
was furnished with an automatic fool-

proof compensator panel with current

limits. The control of the hoist

motor possesses an additional feature of

interest in that, even with the sensitive

Ward Leonard system, the operator can-
not as a rule accelerate or retard the hoist

faster than a predetermined rate. In this

instance the end is accomplished by inter-

locking the controller with the hoist drum.
After the first few notches of the con-

troller have been passed, dogs on the
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Fig. 12. Horse-Power Input Curve Showing Alternate Operation of

Hoist and Compressor

controller shaft engage with ratchet wheels
driven from the hoist, and the forward
motion can only be made as fast as the
moving ratchets will allow. The forward
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motion of the controller can be stopped at

any position for slow running. This device

is operative from an}' level, and, in fact, at

any time the motor is started or stopped.
The whole can be thrown
out of gear by the handle
at the side as shown in

Fig. 13. For small hoists

the acceleration peaks
can be limited to a large

extent where desirable

by current limits and
contactor control, al-

though this method
increases the time of

acceleration.

A scheme has sug-

gested itself to the writer

whereby the greater part

of the virtues of the

flywheel motor-genera-
tor set system can be
obtained without the

actual use of the motor-
generator set. This
would consist of a hoist

driven from an induction
motor of the slip ring type by either rope drive

or gearing. The motor woidd run constantly

and the loads be picked up by means of

friction clutches. This much has been done
successfully, as is seen in the hoist at Ray and
the D. L. and W. water hoist at Hampton.

The idea may be carried further, however,
and a flywheel put on the motor shaft and
a slip regulator in the motor circuits, whereby
a straight line input to the hoist motor would

Fig. 13. Drum Controller for 300 H.P. Hoist Motor,
Showing Mounting of Mechanical Acceleration

and Retardation Limit Device

Fig. 14. Electrically Operated Hoist at Iron Blossom Mine, Utah

be obtained. Any difhctilty with the clutches

would be obviated by the employment of

multiple-disc clutches of ample surface. The
onh' dift'erence between this method and the

Ward Leonard method is that one-half the

acceleration energy is lost in heat of the

friction clutch; while, on the other hand, the

acceleration of the hoist motor armature
is saved.

There have been installed in this country
in the past few years some 50 electric hoists

of 200 h.p. and larger. In South Africa there

are about 120 hoists of from 200 to 3000 h.p.,

while in Europe there are approximately 200
hoists of similar capacity. The great majority

of the large European hoists operate on the

principle of employing a flywheel motor-
generator regulating set, the ratio being

about 98 to 137. These figures show the

very rapid increase which is taking place

in the hoisting business. Quite recently

the Christopher Coal Company has con-

tracted for a power station to operate their

mines. The equipment will consist of two
750 kw. turbines; three 300 kw. synchronous
motor-generator sets for the locomotives
and cutters, etc.; a hoist motor of 1150 h.p.

at 109 r.p.m. ; and an 885 kw. flywheel motor-
generator set with a wheel weighing approxi-

mately 25,000 lbs.
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ELECTRIC POWER IN RAILWAY AND MARINE TERMINALS
By R. H. Rogers

Power and Mining Engineering Department, General Electric Company

Freight is rushed over continents and oceans by the most efficient methods of transportation, only to

encounter distressing delays at the terminals through the continued use of the crude methods of handling

which have come down from the middle of last century. Cities which can cut out these delays through the

provision of adequate freight-handling facilities will divert to themselves all kinds of traffic from distant points

involving miles of extra haul. This article shows what Seattle is doing to prepare itself for the trade boost

which is due to follow the opening of the Panama Canal; and shows how electricity can, and must, be applied

to all the details of the terminal business if they are to overcome their great and growing handicap.

—

Editor.

soon bear a tremendous overload due to the im-
petus that will be given to commerce by the

opening of the Panama Canal. Not only will

the routing by sea be changed ; but land traffic

will also be largely re-arranged, so that both
marine and railway terminals will experience

great changes in the volume and character of

their business. Being the weakest link in the

chain, already strained by a steadily increas-

ing load and soon to be subjected to a severe

test, the present status of the terminal is to

be deplored.

That this grave situation is understood
and appreciated by some great communities
is evidenced by recent events. Take, for

example, the energetic work that is going on
in Seattle at the present time, in anticipation

of the greatly augmented domestic and

The progress that we, as a nation, are mak-
ing in every line of activity may be graphically

shown by means of a composite curve which
runs along quite straight during the '30's,

'40's and '.50's of the nineteenth century, rises

graceftilly during the TO's, SO's and '90's, and
turns up abruptly like a sled runner so far in

the twentieth century. We are increasing

our efforts in hundreds of different lines in a

geometric ratio that is startling in its possi-

bilities, and productive of peculiar conditions

in its present state.

The accumulated weight of all these incre-

ments rests heaviest on transportation, which
is required to play its part repeatedly in almost

every line of human activity. To follow a

single line of thought, it brings ore to the

smelter, it brings coal to smelt it, then takes

the iron to the manufacturer
and carries away the machine
he has made. Then it must
bring raw material to the

machine for years to come,
and carry the product by
many successive stages year
after year to a multitude of

consumers. Thus increased

acti\'ity along a single line

bears upon transportation

from a hundred different

angles. How great then is

the burden thrust upon it by
the present rate of business

acceleration!

Railway and marine trans-

portation is carried on by a

great system of machinery
consisting of railroads, ships

and terminals. The railroads

and ships are economical,
capable and adequate. The
present terminals are now
well understood to be so in-

adequate and inefficient as to form the limiting

feature in the inevitable increase in traffic. If

the predictions of men prominent in the com-
mercial world come true, the terminals must

Fig. 1. The Railroads and Freight Elevators are in Alternate Streets

Between the Bush Factories

foreign trade which will be attracted by
Seattle's superior geographical location and
its status as a railroad terminal, and which
will be made possible by the Panama Canal.
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On March 5th the voters of Seattle authorized

a bond issue of .18,100,000 for terminal

improvements; and the total sum now pledged
for expenditure during the next five years from
bond issues, Federal Government, the State

and private sources, is $20,000,000. This sum
will give the city adequate means for co-or-

dinating its present and future steamship lines,

its seven trunk railroad lines and its numerous
manufacturing interests. Seattle's foresight

and energy, which stand first, and its magni-
ficent harlDor, which is second in its quali-

fications, will soon determine its permanent
place in the rearranged commerce of the world
—a place that will be envied by other cities

who must inevitably take similar action when
they awake to the new order of things.

minal ; for here merchandise in vast quantities

must be repeatedly moved through short

distances, and every provision made to expe-

dite these minor movements, and to reduce
the friction incident to breaking bulk, chang-
ing character of the carrying agent, and put-
ting the goods into storage. The almost
universal use of hand labor to care for all this

complex interwoven movement of freight has
been responsible for the backward state of

terminals. Note what fifty years has done
for the navigator, and note also the half-

century's progress in the railroad equipment.
Then turn to any railway or marine terminal,

and see the exact system of fifty years ago in

operation on a larger scale and at a greater

expense. There is a limit to the number of

^1
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Fig. 2. Six of the Nine Fully Occupied Bush Factories Now Having 210 Tenants

The most important .single project in the
hands of the Port Commission is known as the
Harbor Island Project, which involves build-

ing a complete terminal in the broad sense as

represented by the Bush Terminal in Brooklyn.
The Port Commission, acting jointly with the
Pacific Terminals Co., whose president, Mr.
R. F. Ayers, was vice-president and manager
of the Bush Terminal Co., will build six 1400
ft. by 150 ft. piers, four 6-story manufacturing
buildings 700 ft . by 75 ft. and eight 6-story ware-
houses, all adjacent to paved streets and all

inter-connected by adequate railroads, which
in turn connect with every trunk line entering
the port. Upon the completion of the above
preliminary layout Seattle will be equipped
with a thoroughly complete steamship, rail,

storage and industrial terminal, located on a
deep tmhampered harbor.

Buildings, piers and railroad connections
alone, however, do not make a complete ter-

men that can work in a given space; so that,

to handle more work without congestion and
prohibitive cost, more space must be acquired
or machinery substituted for men. In order
to perform more work in a given time in the
same space there is no recourse but to adopt
machinery. Despatch is the essence of nearly
every commercial transaction ; and the ter-

minal that establishes a reputation for despatch
will divert to itself traffic that involves many
miles of extra haul to avail itself of this great
advantage.
Commerce equalizes the potentials of supply

and demand along the lines of least resistance.

An inadequate terminal interposes more
resistance than a 500-mile railroad haul,
and more than 1500 miles of ocean travel.

In the old sailing-ship days facilities for unload-
ing 100 tons per day were considered good.
To-day 1000 tons per day is ordinary, and
5000 tons is striven for. With a stand-by
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charge of $300 per day a ship can travel far

to be unloaded so rapidly. Because of leisurely

loading and unloading by hand, our two million

freight-cars average only twenty-four miles

per day, and we frequently face serious car

shortages. With adequate terminals there

would always be a large car surplus.

Electricity, with its elasticity of application

and control, lends itself more readily than
any other source of power to the multiplex

requirements of the great terminal. Thus we
are seeing to-day, in the industry of package
freight handling, a direct transition from
the slow, expensive and cumbersome hand

distributed into inany piles, and held in tem-
porary storage until certain transactions

have been concluded and the disposition of

each pile decided upon. The present inter-

mittent method of unloading a ship by means
of slings and the steam-winch at the rate of,

say forty "drafts" per hour per hatch is

giving way to continuous motor-operated
apparatus. When merchandise is let down to

the pier floor-level it is seldom raised again

into piles more than five feet high, since it is

cheaper to truck out to a great distance than
to pile high by hand. Various means are at

hand and in use to economically distribute and

Fig. 3. The Bush Terminal, Brooklyn. Coordinates, Railroads, Steamship Lines, Warehouses and Factories

methods of fifty years ago to the economical

electric methods of to-day, without, as is

usual in other industries, the intermediate

resort to other power. Eliminating free-flow-

ing bulk freight, such as grain, ore, coal, etc.

in the handling of which electricity is well

established and generally understood, we will

look over the field of package freight handling.

Both in railway and marine terminals the

complexity of the "marks," representing

various consignees, brings about an amazing
amount of handling and rehandling of both

incoming and outgoing freight. An incoming
ship's cargo must be removed to the pier.

tier up cargo in piers. The overhead mono-
rail, or "telpher " system, the portable moving
belt, and the battery truck crane (all, of

course, electrically operated) are used for this

work. For simple distribution without tier-

ing there are frequently used small storage

battery platform trucks.

The cargo may now be disposed of in vari-

ous ways, such as by lighters, by freight cars

or by drays. Lighters are loaded bj' motor
hoists, cars and drays by portable electric

cranes. A large percentage of a cargo will go

to outside storage— "on the farm" as it is

called—or to the adjacent warehouses. This
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traffic runs high in tonnage and the distances

are as great as 4000 feet. The same class of

work includes the removal of the merchan-
dise from storage to various carriers when the

market calls. This work
is actively carried on at

the Bush Terminal b}^

means of the battery

truck cranes previously

mentioned, in connec-
tion with fleets of trail-

ers which are towed by
the machines in trains

of three or four. One
such macliine with
twelve trailers has a

capacity of L5 ton-miles

per hour. Electric hoists

in great numbers are

employed for elevating

merchandise into and
out of the warehouses,
as are the ordinary elec-

tric freight elevators.

At the Bush Terminal
may be seen an ingenious arrangement,
whereby a single hoist, motor and drum
serve the eight fire-proof compartments of

the six-story warehouses. The hoist is

located in a shed about 100 feet from the

face of the building. From it radiate eight

hoist ropes to the pulleys on the sections.

The rope from the drum which ends with a

throw the loop over a pin and pass the hook
to another loop and start work. By this

means 40 doors in the warehouse front are

served by one hoist and operator.

Fig. 4. Bulkhead, Slip and Pier with 10.000 Ton German Freighter at Bush Terminal

hook may be attached to any one of the eight

hoist ropes that end in loops at the shed.

When it is required to transfer froin one com-
partment to another it is only necessary to

Fig. 5. A Bush Pier with One-fourth of 10,000 Ton Oriental Cargo

The electric locomotive is almost a neces-

sity in the modern terminal, performing the

function of shifting, spotting, making up, etc.

economically; for it is claimed that a pound
of coal burned in the central station produces
twice the draw-bar pull of that burned under
a locomotive boiler. Yard engines, too, are

subject to a verj' intermittent service where
electric power has a
great advantage, to say
nothing of the high

starting power and
nicety of control pos-

sessed by the electric

locomotive. Electric
commercial vehicles

form a prominent part

of a terminal company's
equipment, especially

where manufacturing
concerns are catered to.

By combining all the
drayage of, say, two
hundred industries and
wholesale concerns great

economy is attained, as

such a combination
tends to keep all the

electrics busy during
working hours and with full loads, while the

maintenance and administration charges are

greatly divided.

Electric power is distributed throughout
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the factories, warehouse yards and piers at the
usual voltages for trolleys, hoists, factor}'

motors, charging panels, etc. Outlet boxes
are distributed along the piers, bulkheads and

traffic b}- his complex and cumbersome
motions. He strikes when he pleases and
ties up whole harbors." Mr. Henry R.
Towne, of Yale and Towne, before the Inter-

Fig. 6. Proximity of Ample Warehouses Double the Value of Bush Piers

yards at intervals of 150 ft. or less, so that
portable apparatus can be plugged in to the
service lines wherever required. Terminals,
such as the Bush Terminal in Brooklyn and
the Harbor Island Terminal in Seattle, require
a tremendous amount of current for lighting.
Flaming arc lamps are generally used in the
piers. Portable banks of incandescent lamps,
called hatch lights, are used in the holds of the
ships alongside. Along the bulkheads and all

about the warehouses arc lights are used, while
incandescent lamps are used throughout the
warehouse interiors. Both arc and incandescent
lamps are used in great profusion in the factory
buildings. The terminal company acts as
distributer for its numerous tenants ; thereby
getting for them a low wholesale rate, and in

turn relieving the central station of a multi-
tude of moderate accounts.

Electricity will find its greatest usefulness
in the minor movements of package freight
in the terminals; for, to quote Woolley:
"Here the human worker still reigns supreme
in all his primitive wastefulness. He rolls up
an annual pay-roll of millions, and congests

State Commerce Commission, said :
" Millions

of tons of material are moved every day by the
crudest kind of labor. I am absolutely sure
that mechanical appliances could be success-

fully employed for the greater part of the
work."
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Fig. One of the Electric Locomotives that Work in the

2200 Car Yard of the Bush Terminal
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While the use of electricity in handling
package freight is in the pioneer stage the
same may be said of

modern terminals them-
selves, for we have only
one Bush Terminal so far,

with another planned for

at Seattle. Other cities

are, however, waking u])

to their shortcomings, espe-

ciallv Boston, with its

.|9,(KX), ()()() appropriation
for harbor improvements,
Los Angeles, vSan Francisco,

New Orleans and Chicago.
New York State, with its

$20,000,000 Canal Ter-
minals appropriation, and
the Government Terminals
at Panama,which will be the
largest in the world, show
at the trend of the times.

Terminal building activity-

must be swiftly accel-

erated, in order to over-
take and hold its own with
traffic which is almost due
for an u'nprecedented boost
from the Panama Canal.
The terminals must turn to and adopt whole-
sale the use of electricity as a powerful aid to

overcome their great and growing handicap.
On the other hand, electricity must be made

Fig. 8. Battery Truck Crane and Trailers Trafficking Between Piers, Bulkhead

and Warehouses

to rise to the occasion, that it may not be
found wanting at the critical time.

Fig. 9. Unloading Gondola Car Load of Mining Machinery for Foreign Shipment,
Bush Terminal





IN MEMORIAM
HINSDILL PARSONS

When the history of the electrical industry in

this country comes to be written, and especially
the history of the great electrical manufacturing
organizations, a worthy place will be found for the
men who performed the great work of establishing
these concerns on a firm and substantial corporate
basis, of directing their commercial and financial
activities during their period of growth, of pro-
tecting the inventor by the just and equitable safe-
guards of the patent law, and of finding a solution
to the multitude of perplexing legal problems which
inevitably attended the growth and development
of these organizations to a point where they rank
among the great industrial corporations of the
country. From January, 1894, when he entered
the employ of the General Electric Company, until
the time of his death, when he occupied the position
of vice-president and general counsel, Hinsdill
Parsons was a great factor in this work; and the
tragic accident of April 28, 1912, has robbed
the Company of one of its ablest and most brilliant
leaders, the value of whose years of service it is

difficult to gauge and almost impossible to over-
estimate.
The son of J. Russell Parsons, of Hoosick Falls,

N. Y., Hinsdill Parsons was born on February 10,

1864. After completing his common school course
he entered Trinity College, Hartford, Connecticut,
graduating in 1884. He then attended the Albany
Law School, where he was graduated in 1885. At
Trinity College he was a member of Delta Psi
fraternity and the honorary fraternity. Phi Beta
Kappa. At Albany Law School he was a
member of Phi Delta Phi. He was admitted to
the New York State bar in 1885, and in 1.S89

was appointed patent attorney for the Walter
A. Wood Harvester Company, of Hoosick Falls,
his father then being vice-president of that cor-
poration.

In 1894 Mr. Parsons came to Schenectady and
joined the staff of the General Electric Company.
His first position was that of counsel, and in May,
1901, he was elected vice-president and given charge
of the Company's legal business as general counsel.
He was also made president of the Schenectady
Railway Company, retaining the position until

July 26, 1905, when the line was sold to the New
York Central and the Delaware and Hudson rail-

roads. The remarkable development of the Schen-
ectady Railway Company was largely due to his
enterprise and genius. At the time of his death he
was also president of the Schenectady Illuminating
Company and the Mohawk Gas Company. He
was a director of the Electric Bond and Share Com-
pany, the Washington Power Company, and the
Schenectady Power Company. Subsequent to the
panic of 1907 he was largely instrumental in effect-
ing the successful readjustment of the affairs of
the suspended Knickerbocker Trust Company, of
New York City. He was a member of the St.
George's Episcopal Church, of the Mohawk Golf
Club, and of the Mohawk Club, all of Schenectady,
and was deeply interested in many other local
organizations. He was also a member of the Uni-
versity, Metropolitan, St. Andrews, and St. Nicholas

Clubs, and of the Down Town Association, of New
York City. In 1889 Mr. Parsons married Miss
Jessie Mary Burchard, whose brother, Anson W.
Burchard, is now Assistant to the President of the
General Electric Company.
The story of Mr. Parsons' career with the General

Electric Company is one long record of brilliant
achievement. The panic of 1893 had laid bare the
inadequate financial basis upon which local electrical
enterprises had been capitalized ; and the energies and
experience of the most able men in the Company
were utilized in replacing them on their feet and
extracting from their slim resources cash, promises
and securities, anything available, for the satis-
faction of their debts. In this work, Mr. Parsons
took a leading part, and early disclosed to his asso-
ciates the traits of character that led to his sub-
sequent promotion in recognition of his ability and
success. To his brilliant hereditary gifts, he added
an intuitive penetration of mind and the power of
incisive concentration on the work in hand, until
he had achieved complete and exhaustive mastery
of the subject of study. No point or figure was so
minute as to escape him, and the easy solution of
many a difficult problem was promptly accomplished
by his having in the first instance arrived at all the
facts. He did not possess the forensic ability of a
great advocate, but he had an instinct for correctly
appraising the legal merits of a case, and the ability
and persistence for acquiring intimate knowledge
of its smallest details. Unusual traits were exer-
cised in effecting an adjustment of all matters of
controversy without having recourse to the Courts,
achieving this on a fair and reasonable basis of
conciliation and settlement. His knowledge of the
intricacies of corporation law was comprehensive
and exact.
The industrial and commercial world will mourn

his loss. The great corporate interests, in which
he was becoming a more and more vital and neces-
sary factor, will find it difficult to adjust themselves
to the changed conditions without him. But how-
ever much his loss may mean to business and pro-
fessional interests, it is as nothing to the burden of
sorrow borne by his friends. It is given to few men
in this world to have friends greater in number or
devotion—friends in the broadest sense of the word,
and it is they who mourn his loss with a grief too
genuine and too deep to find ready expression in
words. His warm, lovable nature endeared him
to all those with whom he came in contact. Gen-
erous, liberal-minded, whole-souled, no one could
feel his personality without succumbing to its

irresistible charm. He possessed the wonderful
gift of making subordinates feel that they were met
on a plane of equality, of listening intently to what-
ever they had to say, and finally of leaving with
them the impression that it was they who had
conferred a favor upon him.

It was a tragic ending to a brilliant career, not
yet at its zenith; but the world, we know, is better
off that such men as Hinsdill Parsons have lived in
it, and those who have come in contact with him
have felt in a measurable degree the inspiration
of his high character and nobility of mind.



Protect Small Pole Transformers

With New Low Priced Arrester

Many years of service have proved that the Multigap

Arrester with graded shunt resistances gives practically perfect

protection. However, the cost of this type of arrester has prevented

man)' central stations from installing arresters for every transformer,

as is recommended for complete protection.

To meet the demand for a reliable, yet low-priced arrester,

that can be installed with even the smallest transformer, the

General Electric Company has developed the

Compression Chamber Multigap Arrester

Expert designing engineers have labored for months, per-

fecting this arrester. A very complete laboratory equipment, by

which actual lightning conditions could be closely reproduced,

made it possible to test the arrester before the design was finally

adopted. The result is a multigap arrester that for safety and

reliability, has no superior except the multigap arrester with

graded shunt resistance. In addition to severe laboratory tests

this arrester has been tried out by several months of actual service

on the lines of a large operating company.

A large number of air gaps

insures prompt cutting off of the

generator current following the

discharge, but tends to raise the

discharge voltage of the arrester.

This tendency is overcome by
itie use of antennae, connected to

tlic ground lead and extending

near the gaps. These antenna-

give a condenser effect and cause

the discharge to readily pass

across the gaps. The arrester

thus has the advantages of both
a large and a small number of

gaps.

The gaps are enclosed in an air

tight chamber, and when a dis-

charge takes place the gases

formed in the gaps are compressed,

which aids the rectifying action of

the gases in promptly extinguish-

ing the arc.

The insulating case is of

porcelain, with all joints filled

with weatherproof insulating com-
pound. This feature does away
with the necessity of enclosing

the arrester in a box, and aids

considerably reducing the cost.
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Dr. W. R. Whitney

Dr. Whitney is the Director of the Research Laboratory of the General Electric Company at Schenec-

tady. An article on page 415 gives an account of the work which is carried on there under his direction, and
some of the more important "new" things and processes which have been discovered in the laboratory during

the last few years. In one main building there are thirty-one separate rooms given over to research, with smaller

laboratories elsewhere in the Schenectady plant; the equipment is complete and costly; while the staff includes

many picked clever men. The responsibility devolving upon the Director is a heavy one. His instructions

are virtually no more explicit than "Go ahead and invent!"



THE ECONOMIC VALUE OF RESEARCH IN
ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURE

In an editorial article on "Electrical Prog-
ress in Britain and America," in the April

issue of this paper, an attempt was made to

show that the big manufacturing corporation

is an indispensable part of the industrial

machinery of any country which desires to be
in the forefront of electrical progress. It may
be that, for various reasons (some similar,

some dissimilar) it is also an economic neces-

sity in the supply of a nation's food and
clothing; but many of the conditions in the

electrical manufacturing business are pectdiar

to that business and are to be reproduced in no
other industrial field. Electrical progress calls

for experiment and research to obtain the

fullest knowledge of natural laws, "in order

that the greatest economic gain may result

from the application of these laws. Indi-

viduals may divide the work of investigation

and of application; but the gain to the indus-

try will be greatest when the activities of the

investigator are directed along lines indicated

by economic necessity or expedience. This
conservation can only be achieved if the

manufacturer, the party who has to meet
commercial needs, is able to go after and
obtain the necessary scientific knowledge
upon which to base the design of his appara-
tus."

It may be of interest to enter a little more
specifically into detail in order to show how
the research faciUties which are maintained
by the electrical manufacturer do actually

justify their existence, in making possible

from time to time some of the big discoveries

which are milestones in the path of progress,

and in the production of a continual output of

lesser work which, while attracting little

attention outside, enables the manufacturer
to reduce his price or to improve his product,

or both. Other respects in which the research

faculty plays an important part will be
referred to later. A few weeks ago Dr. W. R.
Whitney, Director of the Research Labora-
tory of the General Electric Company at

.Schenectady, gave an address before the
District Engineers of the Company assembled
for the annual meeting. Into sixty minutes'
time he compressed a mass of detail with
regard to the reasons which called the
laboratory into being, the story of its growth,
a few of the more important

'

' new things
'

'

which it had unearthed, the present extent
of its resources in equipment and personnel,

and the wide range of its activities. It was
a rapid and concise review, intensely inter-

esting. Those present learned much, and
received food for thought concerning much
more. We cannot reproduce Dr. Whitney's
remarks verbatim, but can recount some of

the salient facts with additional information
since obtained from the laboratory.

The expedient of sinking hundreds of

thousands of dollars a year in scientific work
has paid, as the men who resorted to it knew it

would pay. Financial gain was the object
in view; but, having said that, it may be
mentioned that it was also with the very real

hope that this country might climb to a higher
place in the list of nations which had actually
pioneered and invented, that resort was made
to this costly expedient. At the end of the
nineteenth century, the only notable new
things credited to the United States in the
field of applied electricity were the traction

motor, the telephone and the glow lamp.
All the others came from Europe. Since
that time two of the most important (as far

as we are able to see at present—the distance
is too close) have been the squirted tungsten
and the drawn wire tungsten lamps. The
latter comes from the Schenectady laboratory

;

and future years may possibly show that
this one thing alone were worth all the money
sunk in the up-keep of the place for 10 years.

The central stations have profited enor-
mously; and it is impossible to gauge the
benefits which have accrued to the individuals
of the nation, the millions who are crying for

cheap light. Before that the metallized
filament had been forthcoming from the
same source, (as a fact this was the personal
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invention of Dr. Whitney himself) pulUng
down the watts-per-candJe from 3.1 to 2.5;

whence the tungsten has since made a

further reduction to 1.25. Thousands of

experiments were performed before the drawn
wire filament was produced—many of them
perhaps such as might, to the uninitiated,

appear as fool experiments, foredoomed to

failure so far as immediate result was con-
cerned. But at this point another and most
important aspect of the research laboratory
appears. In making these endless experi-

ments with tungsten, an intimate knowledge
of the metal was obtained; from which it

became evident that the substance was admir-
abh^ suited for a variety of purposes connect-
ed with the electrical manufacturer's business.

Today tungsten contacts are being turned out
for magnetos and spark coils, vibrators and
relays, at the rate of hundreds of thousands
per year. Tungsten and molybdenum are
replacing platinum in resistance-wound fur-

naces running up to temperatures of 2000 deg.

C. ; while as the target or anti-cathode in the
X-ray equipment, tungsten, substituted for

platinum, will withstand higher temperatures,
will thus increase the power of the apparatus,
and at the same time greatly enhance its

stability. Such knowledge, thus gained and
thus applied, represents one of the collateral

or incidental benefits for which the existence

of the research faculty is responsible.

The vacuum furnace with carbon resistor

for obtaining temperatures up to 3000 deg. C.
is another of the laboratory's offspring, and
the mercury arc rectifier was first produced
here. Dr. Steinmetz is responsible for the
magnetite lamp; but a great deal of very
valuable work upon it has been carried out
in the research laboratory under the direction

of its inventor. Poplox—the name given
to a popped water-glass—used as a heat
insulator in electric ovens, comes from the
laboratory; and the calorizing process, if not
actually discovered, certainly underwent its

practical development there. Looking for

a moment at carbon brushes, it may be said

that here for the first time an attempt was
made to make a brush to suit a service.

Carbons in different forms—graphite, coke,

lamp-black and so on—were mixed in different

proportions, until results were obtained which
mde it possible to put any desired degree
of hardness or softness, resistance, toughness
and density, into the brushes for any given
machine. A number of cases of persistent
trouble with railway motors have been
cleared up; while in designing the commu-

tators of stationary machines it has often
been possible to allow a reduced commutator
length or to obtain improved commutation.
Turning to metals, we find that over 150
alloys have been worked with and produced
for various purposes ; much has been achieved
in casting copper by the use of a boron-sub-
oxide flux (discovered by Weintraub of Lynn
and the subject of a separate article in this

issue)
;
great improvements have been made

in the selection and preparation of sheet steel

for the iron circuits of electrical machines,
while greater knowledge of the laws of

magnetism has incidentally resulted; and a
lengthy set of tests have been performed on
various tool steels. This last point is inter-

esting. It might be imagined that the shops
of the electrical manufacturer alone would
provide insufficient market for a steel plant;

but it will be immediately obvious that great

sa\'ing in production costs may be accom-
plished, by making exact specifications for the
tool steel best adapted for machining any of

the various grades of iron or steel for which
the designer may call in the building of his

machine.
We have only mentioned a few of the

directions in which the research laboratory
is putting in very valuable work. In
many other cases electrical apparatus is

installed and running before the laboratory
is called upon. A turbine was found to be
corroding when the machine was opened up.

The research man found that the water was
actually deficient in alkalis. Lime was added
and the trouble disappeared. Mention of

lime calls to mind the 1200-volt enclosed

fuses in which lime was used as the packing.

The substance was good on 600 volts, but
slagged up at the higher voltage. A sub-

stitute was quickly found in the laboratory

and satisfactory service obtained. It may
easily be imagined that some of the special

apparatus, maintained primarily for use

in research work, can be made of the

greatest assistance in various special manu-
facturing processes and tests which may be
demanded from time to time. In testing

compensating dashpots in the Signal depart-

ment, for instance, a very low temperature
was required—something around 40 deg.below
zero, which is impossible in the factory, but
easy of attainment when the laboratory's

liquid air outfit is brought to bear. And again,

various manufacturing departments perform-

ing the oxy-acetylene welding process used
to buy oxygen in great quantities from out-

side. The laboratory installed an oxy-
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hydrogen plant—a mo\'e which enabled them
to supply the works with oxygen at a cost

reduced by SO per cent., and gave the labora-

tory their hydrogen free as a by-product.
There are now 120 employes engaged along

these and similar lines in the Schenectady
laboratory, 45 of whom are graduates of

technical colleges. Besides their direct and
indirect contributions to the mass of technical

data furnished to their employers, consider-

able scientific value attaches to the papers
which are forwarded from the laboratory staff

to the various learned societies and technical

journals. Few of these are concerned solely

with electrical topics, many with electro-

chemical, and perhaps a majority with purely
chemical matters. The following titles of

papers which have emanated from the re-

search room in the past 12 months in this

manner will give an indication of the
nature of the material : Thermal Con-
ductivity and Convection in Gases at

Extremely High Temperatures; Dissociation

of Hydrogen into Atoms; Transformation
of Other Forms of Carbon into Graphite;
Solubility of Wrought Tungsten and Molyb-
denum; Carbon Brushes; Some Applications
of Wrought Tungsten and Molybdenum; a

Modification of the Periodic Table. The
foregoing papers are to be found in such pub-
lications as the Proceedings of the A.I.E.E.,
the Journal of the American Chemical
Society, the Physical Review, the Tran-
sactions of the American Electro-chemical
Society, and the Journal of Industrial and
Engineering Chemistry.
We cannot conclude this brief review of

the activities of the Schenectady laboratory
without mentioning some of the other units
which constitute very important parts of the
complete research scheme of the Company.
Separate organizations, each under its in-

dividual director, are to be found at the
Harrison lamp works, and at the Lynn and
Pittsfield plants. These laboratories are
smaller and the scope of their activities

somewhat more restricted than that of the
Schenectady research room; but each has
the advantage of being in close touch with
the engineers and factory at the particular
plant at which it is located, and is therefore
in an extremely advantageous position for

handling many problems more or less peculiar
to that factory. At Harrison work is special-

ized on incandescent lamps; at Lynn, arc
lamp electrodes and materials for meters,
small motors, etc. are the principal matters
of study; at Pittsfield sheet steel and insula-
tions, such as impregnating compounds,
varnishes and oils are being studied and
improved. The several laboratories co-

operate by the exchange of visits and reports

in order to give to each as far as possible the

benefit of the others' work and to prevent
overlapping, except where such overlapping
is desirable. It is impossible to over-estimate

the value of such a system to the manufactur-
ing concern. To quote Dr. Whitney
[leaving aside direct commercial gain] "the
experience and knowledge gained in a general

research laboratory is a positive quantity.

I am firmly convinced that proper scientific

research is practically required by the

existing conditions of our technical age."

THE POSSIBILITIES OF THE EXHAUST
STEAM TURBINE

Although the exhaust steam turbine has
for some time ceased to be a novelty to the

steam and electrical engineer, its possibilities

are often not realized, and the lay mind is

frequently sceptical of the claims made for it.

Considerable misconception still exists as to

the theoretical and practical operation of a

mixed-pressure turbine. An ordinary low-

pressure Curtis turbine, reduced to its

fundamental elements, consists of the low-

pressure half of a high-pressure condensing
turbine. For example, a four-stage high-

pressure turbine of 1000 kw. might be
converted into a low-pressure turbine of

500 kw. by using the last two stages. This is

evident when it is considered that normally
the first two stages utilize something like

half the total available energy of the steam,

which brings the pressure to about atmos-
phere, while the remaining two stages abstract

the remaining half of the available energy
in the expansion range from atmosphere to

vacuum. This would similarly apply to a

machine with any other number of stages,

although evidently an odd number would
not normally produce exactly atmospheric
pressure in any one stage.

A low-pressure machine, then, is primarily

constructed with nozzles and buckets cor-

rectly proportioned for the expansion of

steam from about atmosphere pressure to

the available vacuum. A mixed-pressure
turbine is similar in so far as the buckets and
nozzles are concerned, but is also equipped
with additional nozzles, and corresponding
governing device, for the expansion of high-

pressure steam. It should be remembered
that in any Curtis turbine the nozzles cover
an increasing arc of the circumference from
stage to stage, until the entire periphery is

covered toward the low pressure end. Thus
even in a low-pressure turbine the first-stage

nozzles do not occupy the entire circum-
ference. It is therefore possible to fill the

remaining arc, amounting to 90 deg. or more,
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with high-pressure nozzles designed to expand
steam to the same discharge pressure as the

low-pressure nozzles, but from an initial

pressure corresponding to the boiler supply.

Thus if both high and low-pressure steam is

being simultaneously utilized, the actual

discharge pressure from both sets of first-

stage nozzles is practically the same, and
the combined steam takes the same course

through the remainder of the turbine.

This process is not to be confused with
simple throttling, in which the steam is

reduced to atmospheric pressure before enter-

ing the turbine. On the contrary, boiler

pressure steam is expanded through correctly

designed nozzles; and the resulting economy
when running on high pressure steam alone,

while, of course, not as good as that of a

machine primarily designed for high pressure,

is very much better than where the steam is

simply throttled.

The process of decreasing the pressure by
throttling superheats the steam somewhat,
since no heat has been added or taken away,
and the total heat consequently remains

the same. But the actual number of heat

units available for conversion to mechanical
work, between the limits of the throttled

pressure and vacuum, has been reduced by
nearly one half. In fact the difiference in

available energy between steam throttled to

atmospheric pressure, with resulting super-

heat, and normally dry saturated steam at

the same pressure, is comparatively small.

For example, drv steam at 1.50 lb. gauge
(16.5 lb. absolute) if throttled to 16 lb.

absolute would be superheated about 91

deg. F., which, however, would increase its

available energy over that of dry steam to a

28 in. vacuum only by about 6 per cent.

The following comparati^-e figures show this

relationship more clearly.

Initial
Pressure

Lb.
Absolute

Superheat
Deg. F.

Final
Pressure

Lb.
Absolute

B.T.U.
Available
Energy
per Lb.
of Steam

Equivalent
Foot-Lb.

165
16
16

91 deg.
Odeg.

I
*

1

1

321
182
172

250000
142500
134400

* About 28 in. vacuum.

It will be noticed that the available energy
of the high-pressure steam is about 7.5 per
cent, greater than that of the low-pressure

superheated steam. It is, of course, true

that the mixed-pressure turbine cannot utilize

high-pressure steam as economically as low-
pressure; so that the difference in economy
is not proportional to the available energy

in each case. But even after allowing for

lower efficiency on high-pressure operation

the net economy is mvich higher than where
the steam is throttled. This arrangement also

permits the machine to carry a considerable

part of its capacity non-condensing. Thus,
if the condenser is for any reason out of

service, the turbine may still operate, and
a complete shut-down may be avoided.

Where the steam is throttled to atmospheric
pressure before entering the turbine, non-
conden.sing operation is evidently impossible.

It is, therefore, self-evident that where an
exhaust steam turbine may be expected to

operate for any considerable time directly

from the boilers, either with or without its

condenser, it should be of the mixed-pressure

type with separate nozzles for high-pressure

steam, rather than merely equipped with

a reducing valve to throttle the steam to low
pressure before it enters the turbine.

Some excellent articles appear in this issue

of the Review, describing typical exhaust

turbine installations. These are of particular

interest, not only because of the successful

results accomplished; but because they relate

to machines operating in stations of widely

different character, yet typical of two of

the most important applications of electricity

—industrial and railway power. The article

by Mr. B. E. Semple on page 451 shows
how a. large part of the power of a great steel

mill is developed from a single exhaust

turbine; while that by Mr. E. G. Morgan
on page 44S refers to a system in which a

vast net-work of interurban railways is

supplied from a similar machine. In both
cases the steam is derived from several

independent sources of supply, e.g., engines,

pumps, etc., thus differing from some of the

earlier installations where the low-pressure

turbine took all its steam from a single engine,

and the combined engine and turbine were

generally operated as a single unit. In both

cases the machines are of the mixed-pressure
type. It is needless to add that the heavy
and variable demands of both the steel mill

and the traction service require machines

of liberal mechanical construction, and capa-

ble of economical operation over wide

fluctuations of load.

The new mixed-pressure turbo-generator

station recently installed at the works of the

Tennessee Coal, Iron & Railroad Company,
at Ensley, Alabama, described on page 444

by Mr. Best, is notable as being the largest

installation of mixed pressure turbo-gener-

ators and equipment, concentrated in one

power house, for the utilization of exhaust

steam from rolling mill engines.

G. R. Parker
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THE SECOND LAW OF THERMODYNAMICS AND THE "DEATH"
OF ENERGY, WITH NOTES ON THE THERMODYNAMICS OF

THE ATMOSPHERE
Charles P. Steinmetz

Chief Consulting Engineer, General Electric Company

Expressing the second law of thermodynamics in the words: "Without expenditure of some other form

of energy heat flows only from higher to lower temperature," the author shows that the logical sequence from

this is the conclusion that eventually all energy transformation will stop, i.e., all motion will cease and the

universe will be dead. The conclusion is not a reasonable one and the author sets out to disprove the general

applicability of the law. Adopting as his line of reasoning the thermodynamics of gases, he shows how, attend-

ing the escape of molecules from the attraction of earth into cosmic space, there is a heat energy flow from a

temperature of 10 deg. C. to one of 60,000 deg. C. Even within the earth's atmosphere, and without

considering what happens in cosmic space, he shows that there is a transference of heat energy from lower to

higher temperatures, or rather against the thermodynamic temperature equilibrium; and leads us to the

conclusion that this law of thermodynamics is not of universal application, but applies only within the limited

range of thermodynamic engines from which it has been derived.

—

Editor.

The second la%v of thermodynamics may-

be expressed in the form; "In any cyclic

process, the sum total of unavailable heat

energy increases." Thus, if we transform

electrical to mechanical energy and back-

wards, we do not get back the total amount
of energy, but some of it is converted into

heat. Of this heat energy at least a part

can never be re-transformed into any other

form of energy, i.e., it has become unavail-

able. Or the law may be expressed
: '

' Without
expenditure of some other form of energy,

heat flows only from higher to lower tem-
perature;" that is, from a higher heat level

to a lower heat level. In this form the law
is easiest to grasp; just as water, without
expenditure of outside energy, flows only

from higher to lower level.

The result thereof is that the total heat

energy can never be used in any case; but
that amount which is still heat energy when
the lowest heat level or temperature has been
reached can not be transformed except by
the use of additional energy, i.e., it has

become unavailable. Thus of the total heat

energy in the superheated steam issuing from
the boiler, only that corresponding to the

temperature range from admission tempera-
ture to the temperature of surrounding space

can be used; but the much larger amount of

heat energy which is still contained in the

steam exhausting into the condenser at

atmospheric temperature is unavailable.

To some extent availability is relative.

The heat energy in the steam exhausting

into the condenser at atmospheric tempera-
ture, which is unavailable under ordinary

conditions, would be available in part if we
could exhaust at the temperature of liquid

air; and of the heat energy remaining in the

exhaust at liquid air temperature, a further

part could be transformed by exhausting at

the temperature of liquid hydrogen, etc.

Even between the limits of atmospheric
temperature appreciable variations of avail-

able energy, and with it differences in the

efficiency of steam turbines, etc., are notice-

able. However, the total heat energy could

be made available only by dropping down
to the absolute zero of temperature, and as

this can not exist, all the energy, which is

still heat energy at the minimum temperature
of the universe, has become absolutely

unavailable, i.e., it can never be used without
the expenditure of some other form of energy.

An analogy is given by water power. Of
the energy of a water course, only that

represented by the difference in height

between the upper level and the lower level

is available at the point of development.
However, some miles distant, a still lower

level may exist, and further hydraulic energy
made available by it; but finally the ocean
level is reached. Here the water still contains

an enormous amount of gravitational energy
—that corresponding to its distance from the

center of the earth. This, however, is now
absolutely unavailable, since no lower level

exists into which the water can be discharged,

and outside energy would have to be expended
to make such a lower level.

The result of this functioning of the second
law of thermodynamics is that the tempera-
ture crests in the universe are leveled off,

the temperature valleys filled up, the amount
of unavailable heat energy (that below the

bottom of the temperature valleys) is in-

creased; in other words the temperature of

the universe tends towards a uniformity, at

which all the heat energy has become unavail-

able. The temperature differences in the

universe are thus maintained only through
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the expenditure of other forms of energy,

and other energy- is thus continuously poured
into the gulf of heat energy in producing

available heat energy through temperature
differences, which again are continuously

leveled of? and the heat energy made unavail-

able by the functioning of the second law
of thermodynamics; but no return path
exists from the unavailable heat energy to

other forms of energy.

The outcome of this unidirectional trans-

formation law must be that finalh- all the

other forms of energy will have been converted

into heat energy, and all the heat energy

have assumed a uniform temperature level,

i.e., become unavailable. This means that

all the energy of the universe must finally

be converted to unavailable heat energy,

and if the second law of thermodynamics
holds universall}-. no return exists from this

state; hence, the universe must finally run
down, just like a clock. All energy trans-

formation will stop, i.e , all motion will cease

and the universe will be dead. The energy will

still be there, — the law of conservation of

energy vnU not have been offended,—but as

unavailable heat the energy will be dead.

It is true that if we define energy as that

entity which can do work, it is questionable

whether the unavailable heat energy of the

dead universe, which can never do any work,
can still correctly be called energy.

The second law of thermodynamics is well

founded on our experience. The reasoning

from this law as to the death of the universe

is logical. At the same time, the conclusion

that the universe must run down is not
reasonable. If the universe is eternal, has

existed since infinite time, then it should have
run down an infinite time ago. But if it is

not eternal, but had a beginning, what was
before? How could energy begin without
offending the first law, that of the conserva-

tion of energy? Thus, in the final reasoning,

we arrive at a contradiction.

The explanation may be either that we
have attempted to reason beyond the limits

of the capacity of the human mind, which,

being finite, always fails in the attempt to

reason into the infinite, or it ma}- be that the

second law of thermodynamics is not of

universal application, is not a general law of

nature, but is of limited application only.

In the following pages I wish to show that

the latter is the case. A single exception

obviously would be sufficient to show that

the second law of thermodynamics is not a

universal law, and that the conclusion re-

garding the death of the world, based on this

law, are thus not justified. As the ther-

modynamics of gases is far simpler and more
completely known than any other branch of

thermodynamics, it would offer the most
promising field of study.

The kinetic theory of gases is probably as

fully and conclusively proven as anything
can be by the inductive method of science.

According to this theory, the heat energy of

a gas is the mechanical energy of the irregular

molecular motion: the -m v^ of the molecules

and the atoms in the molecules. The second
law of thermodynamics then is nothing
but the application—the natural consequence
of the operation—of the law of probability.

If we bring together two gases of different

kinetic molecular energy, i.e., of different

temperature, such as a liter of air at 30
deg. C. and a liter of air at 10 deg. C, in

such a way that the molecules can exchange
their motion, i.e., heat can flow between
the gases, it is obvious that, in an interchange

of velocity between the molecules, one having
a velocity above the average is more likely

to lose than to gain velocity; a molecule with

less than average velocity is more likely

to gain than to lose velocity. The result of

the interchange of velocity—or rather of

kinetic energy, in accordance with the laws

existing between bodies, probably the law
of gravitation—thus is an averaging of the

kinetic energy, i.e., an equalization of the

temperature—in the above instance to 20 deg.

C. for both liters of air. However, the result

of the operation of the law of probability

cannot be a perfect equalization of the

molecular energies so that all the molecules

have exactly the same energy, but sometimes

a fast molecule may still gain energy (although

it is more probable to lose), or a slow molecule

may lose. The result thus would be a dis-

tribution of the kinetic energies between all

the molecules in accordance with the proba-

bihty law; and the temperature then repre-

sents, or is, the average kinetic energy of

the molecules—is represented by an average

molecular velocity. This is the velocity

found most frequently amongst the molecules;

but all higher and lower velocities exist,

becoming, however, more and more rare

the further they differ from the average

velocity, in accordance with the probability

law.

Causing heat to flow from a lower to a

higher temperature then means separat-

ing the faster from the slower molecules
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Experience, expressed by the second law of

thermodynamics, says that this can be done
only by the expenditure of outside energy.

However, such a separation of the fast from
the slow molecules without expenditure of

outside energy would in no way contradict

the law of conservation of energy, as Maxwell
has shown. Assume that we have a volume
of gas at constant temperature—the two
liters of air at 20 deg. C. resulting from the

previous illustration—and have a partition

to divide the gas volume in two parts. This
partition may be perforated by numerous
minute doors, which we assume to have no
weight and to move without friction, so that

no energy is required to open and close them.
Assume now that at every such door we
place a demon, who opens the door whenever
a fast molecule comes from the right, or a
slow molecule from the left, and lets this

molecule through; but does not open the
door for a slow molecule from the right, or

a fast molecule from the left. The result

would then be, that gradually the fast mole-
cules would accumulate in the left, and the
slow molecules in the right section of the
space; that is, without expenditure of outside
energy, but through the intelligence of the
demons, heat energy would flow from the
lower temperature on the right to the higher
temperature on the left side of the partition,

against the second law of thermodynamics.
Now these demons exist in nature. Every

cosmic body is such a demon, and separates
the fast from the slow molecules, keeping
the latter and sending the former out into
space, and thereby causing heat energy to

flow into space at a temperature far alaove

its own temperature. Consider for instance
our earth. In the uppermost regions of

the atmosphere, assume a molecule which
happens to be moving in an upward direc-

tion, and does not happen to approach
another molecule so closely that its direc-

tion of motion is changed. Such a molecule
will move upwards, until its motion is

stopped by the force of gravity, by the
attraction of the earth, when it falls back
again. If, however, the upward velocity
of the molecule is sufficiently high—above
a certain critical value—then this molecule
escapes from the attraction of the earth into

space, and never comes back. This critical

velocity at which a molecule escapes from the
earth is 1 1 ,000 meters per second.* Assuming
the average velocity of the molecules of the
air, corresponding to an average terrestrial

* Calculation see in the appendix.

temperature of 10 deg. C. or 283 deg. abs., as

750 meters per second, then the velocity of

11,000 meter seconds corresponds to a tem-

perature of 283 X
(lUOOOV

750 ;
: 00,000 deg. C.

That is, the molecules which the earth sends
out into the universe have a kinetic energy
corresponding to a temperature of 60,000 deg.

C. ; or as we may say, by the escape of these

molecules heat energy flows from the tem-
perature of the earth, 10 deg. C, into a

temperature of 60,000 deg. C.

This brings up an interesting feature.

Since the temperature of the earth steadily

decreases with increasing altitude, we usually

think of cosmic space as extremely cold

—

near the absolute zero of temperature.

Empty space obviously has no temperature,
since temperature is an attribute of the

matter in space. Judging the temperature
of cosmic space by the kinetic energy of the

molecules which have escaped into space

from the larger cosmic bodies and which
traverse space in irregular motions, we would
be led to the conclusion that, far from
being extremely low, it would on the contrary

be of an inconceivably high value, probably
several hundred thousands degrees centi-

grade. This conclusion would better agree

also with the ver> simple line spectra of

gaseous matter in space, as shown by the

nebulae.

We may ask, however, whether the kinetic

energy of a molecule which, due to its high

velocity, has escaped into cosmic space, can
still be considered as heat energy. Heat
energy is the kinetic energy of irregular

molecular motion. The difference between
the heat energy of a gas and mechanical
energy thus lies in the irregularity of the

motion and the size of the moving particles,

which is such that only the resultant effect

of the mechanical motions of large numbers
of moving particles can be perceived. Irregu-

larity of motion, however, is relative; for, if

we consider a single molecule which has

escaped into space by reason of its high

velocity, we can not attribute any irregularity

to its motion. That is to say, its kinetic

energy cannot further be considei-ed as heat

energy; but the kinetic energy of the molecule,

which was heat energy while the inolecule

moved in a mass of gas together with other

molecules, is mechanical energy of cosmic

motion, and the molecule is a cosmic body,

traversing space under the laws of gravitation,

but not subject any more to the law of proba-
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bility of mass action, i.e., to the second law
of thermodynamics.

This brings us to the question of the hmi-
tation of the conception of heat energy,
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Temperature, Air Pressure, and Air Density. Assuming a Surface

Temperature of 10^ C.

but for this purpose we do not need to go
to cosmic space. If we consider the vacuum
tube, and go to the highest vacua—the
cathode ray vacuum and beyond—the dis-
tances between the molecules become so
large that the free path of each molecule
becomes appreciable, and the action of the
kinetic energy of the individual molecule
becomes noticeable. But as soon as this is

the case, the kinetic energy of the molecule
cannot well be considered as heat energy
any more, and the laws of thermodynamics,
which after aU are the laws of probability of
a mass of moving bodies, begin to fail in
their application. Thus Crookes proposed
to recognize this condition of a high vacuum,
where the molecules act as individuals, as
a fourth state of matter. This again throws
a side light on the question of the tempera-
ture of the cathode ray tube, or the mercury
arc in a vacuum. At these very high vacua
we may say that we cannot speak of a tem-
perature at all, and heat energy, as the
resultant mechanical energy of molecular
motion, ceases to exist with the separation of

the molecules to such distances that their
resultant effect vanishes when compared
with their individual actions. When, how-
ever, the kinetic molecular energy ceases to

be heat energy, the second law of
thermodynamics, which is the ap-
plication of the law of probability,
also ceases.

Spontaneously, heat energy flows
from a higher to a lower temperature,
until equality of temperature is

reached, and most methods of tem-
perature measurements are based on
this law. However, even this law is

correct only within certain limitations.
For instance, in the atmosphere of
our earth, where there is continuous
interchange of heat energy and the
air is never at rest, ne^•ertheless no
equalization of temperature occurs,
and there is no tendency to a condi-
tion of equilibrium at constant and
uniform temperature—the condition
of equilibrium is a definite and very
decided decrease of temperature with
increase of altitude. If we assume
that no heat energy is supplied to
or witndrawn from our atmosphere,
and that the atmosphere is very
thoroughly mixed so as to reach
equilibrium condition, then (if for a
moment we leave out of considera-

tion the effect of condensation of

moisture) the equilibrium condition would
be a uniform decrease of temperature with
increasing altitude, down to the absolute
zero of temperature at an altitude of about
29 km. (about 18 miles). As function of

the altitude, the theoretical equilibrium

condition of temperature, air pressure
and air density are shown in Fig. 1

assuming 10 deg. C. as surface temperature.*
The reason for this is obvious. In the equali-

zation of temperature, whether by the mole-
cules in bulk, in air currents, or by the
motion of individual molecules in heat con-
duction, any upward motion of a molecule is

accompanied by a retardation due to the
attraction of the earth, and thereby a decrease
of kinetic molecular energy, i.e., of tem-
perature. Any downward motion is accom-
panied by an acceleration by gravity, and
consequently by an increase of kinetic

molecular energy and therefore of tempera-
ture, and equality of temperature throughout
the entire atmosphere is thus impossible with
freely moving molecules: the theoretical con-

*See derivation of these curves in appendix.
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dition of equilibrium is the temperature
distribution with the altitude, in accordance
with the adiabatic law.

In accordance with this theoretical law
of atmospheric equilibrium, the atmosphere
would have a finite limit at about 29,000
meters, at which limit air pressure, density
and temperature fall to zero. We know,
however, that an appreciable atmosphere
extends very far beyond these limits, and for

the upper regions of the atmosphere, this

theoretical law of equilibrium thus fails.

However, this equilibrium condition is based
on thermodynamic relations, i.e., is that

corresponding to the average velocity of

the air molecules. The molecules which
have a higher velocity than the average
corresponding to the temperature are capable
of reaching up to correspondingly higher
altitudes—beyond those that would limit the

extent of the atmosphere if all its molecules
had the same average velocity. Thus even
in our own atmosphere, and without going
beyond it into cosmic space, the law of gravi-

tation is doing the work of Maxwell's demons
in separating the faster and the slower

molecules, and collecting the former in the
higher regions of the atmosphere. Thus the
second law of thermodynamics does not
apply to the atmosphere of the earth, since

kinetic molecular energy is transferred from
the regions of lower molecular energy to

regions of higher energy; that is, heat energy
flows from lower to higher temperature, or

rather flows against the thermodynamic
temperature equilibrium. Furthermore, this

phenomenon is not beyond the limits of heat
energy—that is, in the range where the
molecules act as separate masses—and their

kinetic energy thus is not heat energy but
mechanical energy. In the present case,

however, the phenomenon applies to the

resultant kinetic molecular energy, that is,

to the temperature. The average kinetic

energy, and thus the temperature of the

vxpper regions of the atmosphere, must be
higher than that which corresponds to the

theoretical thermodynamic equilibrium.

Thus we are led to the conchision that the
second law of thermodynamics is not a
universal law of nature, but applies only
within the limited range of thermodynamic
engines from which it has been derived. It

does not apply to the universe as a whole;
and the conclusions derived from it, that the

universe must finally come to a standstill,

are not justified.

APPENDIX
A. Critical Velocity of the Escape of

Molecules from the Attraction of the

Earth, into Cosmic Space.

Let:

g = 9.81 meter sec. = acceleration of

gravity at surface of earth.

r = 6.37 X 10^ meters = radius of earth.

At an elevation x above the surface of the
earth, the gravitational acceleration, which
is inversely proportional to the square of the

distance from the center of the earth, then is:

this gives:

dt \dt) ~ {r+x)-

and is integrated by:

2gr^

{r+xf (1)

integrate

dx

'dt

r+x
fc (2)

where c is the integration constant, and v

the velocity of the molecule at the elevation x.

Let: '

vo = initial upward velocity of the molecule

at the surface of the earth, or for x = Q.

Substituting this into (2) gives the integration

constant

:

vif = 2gr+c
c =Vo- — 2gr

and, substituting in (2)

:

= .„^-2gr(l-^-^) (3)

The critical velocity of escape into the

universe is then given by the condition

that V becomes zero for :c= «>. This, substi-

tuted in (o), gives:

vo^ = 2gr

vo = V'2gr (4)

or, substituting the numerical values, approxi-

mately:

I'o" =11,000 msec.

B. Thermodynamic Equilibrium of the

Atmosphere
The general thermodynamic gas equation

is, with sufficient approximation for the

present purpose:

r,T
pV = M -RT (5)

where

:

p = pressure,

r = volume per unit weij ht.
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T = absolute temperature,
M = molecular weight, approximately 29

for air, and
To =a constant, =848

or:

and:

R = -^ = 29M
The adiabatic relations between pressure

and volume are:

pV' = poV,'' (6)

where

:

a =1.4 for air, with sufficient approxi-
mation.

If then:

w = weight per unit volume, the pressure
distribution in the atmosphere is

given by:
dp=—wdx ' (7)

where

:

X = height above the surface of the earth.

It is:

IV =Y' — weight per unit volume

and since by (6)

:

1

r"

it is:

(0

\\p<>)
substituting (10) in (7):

dp-- dx

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

or:

p dp= — YTpu dx

this is integrated by

:

1-1 1-1

P" -P -^v,
1--

a

a)
or by (5)

:

a)

1 -r^ X
Po l'

^ RTo
*'

(12)

(13)

where the values To. po Vo are those corre-

sponding to the surface of the earth.

From (13) follows:
1

t
po

where

:

L'"^o J

1 = 0.285
a

From (()) and (.5) follows:

1

^-2 = — = f^\''
V So \poJ

where 8 = air density

and:

L
To''o ypoj

hence

:

po

d_

So

T_

To'

(14)

(15)

(16)

L RTo^J |_ 29,000j

L i^To'J " L 29,000

J

L RTo-^J - L 29,000j

where the average surface temperature of the
earth is assumed as 10 deg. C, or To = 283.
The values (17) are plotted in Fig. 1.
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CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSORS

Part IV

By Louis C. Loewenstein

Engineer, Turbine Department, General Electric Company

By way of illustrating the application of the formulae and curves published in the first instalment (March
Review), the author works out in this issue a few problems typical of those that occasionally present them-
selves in the commercial operation of centrifugal compressors. The performance of a given compressor, as
regards range in capacity and pressure and the power required, when operated under conditions not quite
those for which it was designed may be readily determined.

—

Editor.

Rating of Centrifugal Compressors

Table II gives the standard sizes of single-

and multi-stage centrifugal compressors. The
single-stage units are direct connected to

either alternating or direct current motors
or steam turbines. The multi-stage units

of large size are direct connected to Curtis
steam turbines, and some of the smaller
units to alternating current motors.
With the aid of Table II and the formula

given it is possible to ascertain the range
of capacities and pressures and also the
power required when any of these units are

to be used for conditions or speeds not quite

standard, or when they are used for com-
pressing gas instead of air. The rating of

each unit is given in cubic feet of free air

per minute at sea level (14.7 lbs. per sq. in.

abs.). Several examples will now be given
to illustrate the application of the formulae

and curves previously mentioned.

Power Required

What is the power required to adiabatically

compress 20000 cu. ft. of air from atmosphere
to 30 lbs. per sq. in. pressure when the efficiency

of the compressor is 75 per cent. ?

Apply formula 12a for the theoretical

power.
P = 0.2620 (?p .. .. 12a

The mean effective pressure rise p is

obtained from the curve in Fig. 3. For 30
lbs. discharge pressure the mean effective

pressure is 19.25 lbs. per sq. in. (When
discharge pressures of 3 lbs. or less are used
no correction is necessary for mean effective

pressure; hence for single stage compressors
let p equal actual pressure rise.)

Q is the quantity in cu. ft. per sec, hence

0=
, or the theoretical horse power

required is

'^0000
P = 0.2620 X =^7^ X 19.25 = 1685.

60

This can also be obtained from the curve
in Fig. 4. The theoretical power required
to compress 100 cu. ft. of air to 30 lbs.

pressure is 8.4 h.p. To compress 20000 cu.

ft. of air we require 200X8.4 = 1680 h.p.

If the efficiency of the compressor is 75 per
cent., the actual power required is

i?l? = 2250 h.p.
. (

o

Equivalent Suction Pressure

What suction can be obtained by a standard
compressor rated 2500 cu. ft. of air per minute
against 2 lbs. per sq. in. pressure'i

From formula 17 we find that if the wheel

speed Ua remains constant the value — is

Pi
constant, as none of the other values of the
formula are variable if the initial tempera-
ture remams constant. Therefore the ratio

of the absolute final pressure to the absolute
initial pressure will remain constant for any
compressor if the speed is kept constant.

For the above example the initial absolute
pressure is 14.7 lbs. per sq. in. and the final

absolute pressure is 16.7 lbs. per sq. in. The
. 16.7 . ^ ,

ratio -T-r^ must remain constant, and hence
14.

(

must equal the ratio of final pressure divided
by the initial pressure when the compressor
is operating against suction.

This can be expressed bv —

—

Pi

Hence
16.7 14.7

Pi='-

14.7

14.7X14.7

16.7

Pi

= 12.94 lb. per sq. in.

Therefore this compressor will compress
from 12.94 lbs. per sq. in. to 14.7 lbs. per sq.

in., or produce 1.76 lbs. per sq. in. suction.

Equivalent Rating at Altitudes Above Sea Level

What pressure can be obtained by a standard
compressor rated 3800 cu. ft. of air per min.
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against a pressure of 3.25 lbs. per sq. in. when
installed 3000 ft. above sea leveU

From Fig. 7 we find that the barometer
at 3000 ft. altitude is 13.16 lbs. per sq. in.

Hence as before ^
,"

'

is the ratio of —
14.7 pi

standard conditions

stant, it must equal

at 3000 ft. altitude.

Therefore

13.16X17.95
p2 = -

for

This ratio being con-

fer the compressor

Volume. Density.
C02 .04 X .1168 = .00467
N2 .04 X .0742 = .00297
CO .25 X .0740 = .01850
H2 .35 X .0053 = .00186
CH4 .18 X .0426 = .00767
C3H6 .14 X .1143 = .01600

13.16

16.07 lbs.
14.7

the compressor will deliver

per sq. in. abs.

3800 cu.

Density of water gas = .05167

If the specific gravity of air having
0.0764 lbs. per cu. ft. density is taken as
unitv, the specific gravity of water gas is

0.0516 7 „
ll0764- =

"-*'"-

PIn equation (10) we find that— remains con-
P

TABLE II

STANDARD SIZES OF CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSORS, SINGLE- AND MULTI-STAGE

Capacity Normal Pressure Normal Maximum Maximum Nominal
No. of
stages

Dia. of
in cu. ft. of in lb. per No. of rev.

in lb. per
sq. in. gauge

No. of rev. h.p. rating impeller
air per min. sq. in. gauge per min. per mm. of driver In.

800 1 3450 1.25 3850 5 20
1600 1 3450 1.25 3850 10 20
3200 1 3450 1.25 3850 20 20
4500 1 3450 1.25 3850 30 20
7200 1 3450 1.25 3850 50 20
10200 1 3450 1.25 3850 ( 1 20

750 2 3450 2.5 3850 10 27
1600 2 3450 2.5 3850 20 27
2500 2 3450 2.5 3850 30 27
4200 9 3450 2.5 3850 50 27
6200 9 34.50 2.5 3850 75 27

1250 3.25 3450 4 3800 30 34
2400 3.25 3450 4 3800 50 34
3800 3.25 3450 4 3800 iO 34
9000 3.25 3450 4 3800 175 34
18000 3.25 3450 4 3800 350 34

4500 15 3450 18 3800 340 6 27
9000 15 3750 19 4000 750 3 36
16000 15 3200 21 4000 1300 3 37.5
25000 15 3000 30 3800 2000 to 3400 3 45.5
40000 15 2500 30 3200 2900 to 5200 3 54

ft. of air per min. against 2.91

sq. in. at an altitude of 3000 ft.

lbs. per

Equivalent Pressure when Compressing Gas

What pressure can be obtained when com-
pressing water gas with a standard unit rated

25000 cu. ft. of air per minute -against a
pressure of 15 lbs. per sq. in.; and what power
will be required if it requires 2000 h.p. to com-
press the air to 15 lbs. pressured

From Table I we find the following analysis

by volume of water gas, and multiplying by the
densities we obtain the density of water gas.

stant for any compressor if the wheel speed
Ua remains constant. The value p stands for

the mean effective pressure rise. (For single

stage compressors of 3 lbs. pressure and
under, p can be taken as the actual pressure
rise.) Referring to the curve in Fig. 3, the
mean effective pressure for the standard
condition of 15 lbs. per sq. in. discharge
pressure is 11.44 lbs. per sq. in. Therefore
* 11 44— for standard conditions (air) is-——=—,'

p
^

0.0764
this ratio is constant for any compressor as

long as the speed remains constant, it must

As
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equal — for water gas.

11.44

Hence

P
0.0764 0.051G7

or

P =
11.44X.051G7 = ( .(41bs.pcrsq.in.

0.764

If the mean effective pressure for water
gas is 7.74 lbs. per sq. in. the final or discharge

pressure is (from Fig. 3) 9.3 lbs. per sq. in.

Therefore a compressor which delivers 25000
cu. ft. of air against 15 lbs. per sq. in. pressure

will deliver 25000 cu. ft. of water gas against

9.3 lbs. per sq. in. pressure.

The power required when compressing
this water gas is, of course, less than that

required to compress the air. The theoretical

power required to compress 25000 cu. ft. of

air to 15 lbs. per sq. in. pressure can be found
from the curve in Fig. 4. or from equation
12a. From the curve we find it takes 5 h.p.

to compress 100 cu. ft. of air per minute to

15 lbs. pressure, hence 250X5, or 1250 h.p.

to compress 25000 cu. ft. of air per minute to

this pressure. Usmg equation (12a), Q is

25000 , •
, /.t.

-.- cu. ft. per mm. and p (the mean
bO

eft'ective pressure) is 11.44 lbs. per sq. in.,

'^5000
Hence, P = 0.2620 X—^:— X 11.44 = 1249 h.p.

If actually 2000 h.p. is recjuired, then the

1249
efficiency of this compressor is .^~

" or 62.5

per cent. The theoretical power necessary
to compress 25000 cu. ft. water gas per
minute against 9.3 lbs. per sq. in. pressure

IS also found from equation (12a). remains
25000 ,^

~,
,,,

cu. ft. per sec; while p (thethe same.
60

mean effective pressure
is 7.74 lbs. per sq. in.

. 25000 _„

for the water gas

Hence, P = 0.2620 X =

60
X 7. 74 = 845 h.p.

The compressor will have the same effi-

ciency as before, and therefore the actual

horse power required to compress 25000
cu. ft. of water gas per min. against a final pres-

845
sure of 9.3 lbs. per sq. in. is tttttj^ = 1351 h.p.

The actual horse power required to com-
press the water gas could have been found
in a much shorter way, but it might not
perhaps have been as clear. We might have
said, if it takes 2000 h.p. to compress the
air to a mean effective pressure of 11.44

lbs. per sq. in., the power required to com-
press the same volume of water gas to a
mean effective pressure of 7.74 lbs. per sq.

in. is

2000 X-/7^7= 1351 h.p.;
11.44

that is, in equation (12a) all terms are con-

stant except the value of p. Hence the
power (theoretical or actual) is directly

proportional to the value of p.

For problems dealing with low pressures,

as in single stage compressor work, the value

of p can be taken as the actual pressure

rise instead of the mean effective pressure.

A reference to the curve in Fig. 3 shows
that the correction for pressures of 3 lbs.

per sq. in. and under is negligible.

Equivalent Rating at Other Speeds

A standard centrifugal compressor rated

4500 cu. ft. of air per minute against 15 lbs.

per sq. in. pressure is to be speeded up from

3450 r.p.m. to 4000 r.p.m. What increase

of pressure and increase of quantity results':

Equation 1(1,— = r? -^ can be used for this
P g

problem. As the initial density is constant
and the efficienc}' r] is constant, the mean
eft'ective pressures vary directly with the

square of the wheel speed (ua^), or with the

square of the number of revolutions.

From the curve in Fig. 3 for 15 lbs. per

sq. in. discharge pressure, the mean effective

pressure p is 11.44 lbs. per sq. in. Hence
the mean effective pressure at the increased

speed is

^ =f^X 11.44X15.38 lbs. per sq in.

The actual discharge pressure correspond-

ing to 15.38 lbs. per sq. in. mean effective pres-

sure is found from Fig. 3 to be 22.05 lbs. per

sq. in.

Again when the pressures are low the final

discharge pressures are directly proportional

to the square of the speeds. The increase

of volume delivered is directly proportional

to the increase of speed, as was explained

after equation IS. As the speed was increased

from 3450 r.p.m. to 4000 r.p.m. and as
r.p.m.

is a constant, the increased quantity of air

delivered in this case is

Q = rrr^X 4500 = 5220 cu. ft. per min.
34o0

General Problem

Enough examples have been given to

illustrate the usual corrections necessary to
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obtain the rating of any standard centrifugal

compressor when operating under conditions
not quite standard. In conclusion we might
recapitulate b}- taking a general problem,
as follows:

What standard compressor can be used to

exhaust 18500 cu. ft. of anthracite producer

gas per minute against a suction of 7 lbs. per

sq. in? The compressor is to be installed

2000 ft. above sea level. What h.p. is required''

Referring to the curve in Fig. 7, the
barometric pressure at an altitude of 2000
ft. is 13.56 lbs. per sq. in. absolute. The
compressor, in order to exhaust against a

suction of 7 lbs. per sq. in., must draw the
gas from 6.56 lbs. per sq. in. absolute and
discharge it at 13.56 lbs. per sq. in. absolute.

Changing this to sea level rating and to the
equivalent discharge pressure (if compressor
worked initially from atmosphere, 14.7 lbs.

per sq. in.) by means of equation 17 (which
says the ratio of the absolute final pressure

to the absolute initial pressure is always
constant if the speed of the compressor
remains constant and if the initial tempera-
ture is constant), we have

p2 13.56 X
^ ^— = „ .^ =7-r-r= constant,

pi 6.36 14.7
'

in which x is the final pressure when the

initial pressure of the compressor is atmos-
phere
Then

14.7X13.56 „,,
,

,, . ,
X = ^t^t; = 30.4 lbs. per sq. m. abs.

0.56

That is, a compressor capable of exhausting
gas from 6.56 lbs. per sq. in. absolute to

13.56 lbs. per sq. in. absolute can compress
the same gas from 14.7 lbs. per sq. in. absolute

to 30.4 lbs. per sq. in. absolute (or 15.7 lbs.

per sq. in. gauge).

Referring to Table I, the density of

anthracite producer gas is 0.065 lbs. per cu.

ft. Equation 10 can be used in changing
the rating of this compressor from gas at

0.0()5 density to air at 0.764 density. {p
remains constant if wheel speed remains con-

stant.) The mean effective pressure for com-
pressing gas to 15.7 lbs. per sq. in. pressure is

(see Fig. 3) 11.9 lbs. per sq. in. Hence

p _ 11.9 _ X
p~ 0.065 ~ 0.0764'

: constant,

in which x is the equivalent mean effective

pressure for air at 0.0764 lbs. per cu. ft.

density,

or

11.9X0.0764

Referring to Fig. 3, for 14 lbs. per sq. in.

mean effective pressure, we find 19.4 lbs.

per sq. in. discharge pressure. That is, a
compressor compressing gas of 0.065 lbs.

per cu. ft. density from atmosphere to 15.7
lbs. per sq. in. pressure will compress air

at 0.0764 density from atmosphere to 19.4
lbs. per sq. in. pressure.

The nearest standard compressor is the
161)00 cu. ft. per minute 15 lb. unit, speeded
up. The normal speed of this unit is 3200
r.p.m. To obtain the speed with which
this unit must run to dehver 19.4 lbs. per
sq. in. pressure we again apply equation 10.

The mean effective pressure for 19.4 lbs.

per sq. in. is 14 lbs. per sq. in., and the mean
effective pressure for the standard unit
discharging at 15 lbs. per sq. in. is 11.44 lbs.

per sq. in.

Hence
14 x^

\
32002

11.44 32002
in which x is the speed in revs, per min.
necessary to furnish 14 lbs. per sq. in. mean
effective pressure: or

—j— = 3o40 r.p.m.
44

In speeding up the compressor the quantity

also increases. The load coefficient,

—

——
r.p.m.

remains constant; therefore, if the compressor
delivers 16000 cu. ft. of air when running at

3200 r.p.m., it will deliver x cu. ft. of air

per min. when running at 3530 r.p.m.

Q 16000 X
—- constant,

or

r.p.m. 3200

_ 16000X3.540
*"'"

3200

3540

= 17700 cu. ft. per min.

0.065
-= 14 lbs. per sq. in.

Therefore this standard compressor, when
speeded up to 3540 r.p.m., will compress
17700 cu. ft. of air per minute from atmos-
phere to 19.4 lbs. per sq. in. pressure, which
is equivalent to exhausting 17700 cu. ft. of

anthracite producer gas per minute against

a suction of 7 lbs. per sq. in. at 2000 ft.

altitude.

If 1S500 cu. ft. per minute must be handled,

the unit can be speeded up somewhat, but
the resulting suction will be a little over 7

lbs. per sq. in. ; or if just 7 lbs. suction must
be maintained, then only 17700 cu. ft. of

gas can be exhausted.
In other words, a standard centrifugal

compressor rated 16000 cu. ft. of air per

minute against 15 lbs. per sq. in. running at
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;3200 r.p.m., will exhaust 17700 cu. ft. of

anthracite producer gas per minute against

a suction of 7 lbs. per sq. in. at 2000 ft.

altitude if the unit is speeded up to 3540 r.p.m.

The horse power required can be derived

from equation 12a, which, for the unit under
standard conditions, is 1300. The theoretical

power for standard conditions is (equation

12a):

P = 0.2620 X^^S^'x 11.44 = 800 h.p.
oO

The efficiency therefore is

'' = 1300 =
0-^'^

Assuming no change in efficiency at the

increased speed the power required by the

compressor when exhausting 17700 cu. ft.

of gas against a suction of 7 lbs. per sq. in.

at 2000 ft. altitude (equivalent to compressing

this gas from atmosphere to 15.7 lbs. per sq.

in. gauge) is

P = „..«.oxi^°x.xi

The mean effective pressure for 15.7 lbs.

per sq. in. is 11.9 lbs. per sq. in., and r] equals

0.615; hence

P = 0.2620 X ^^^ X 11 .9 X „-^,-. = 1495 h.p.
60 O.blo

Hence 1495 h.p. is required to exhaust

cu. ft. of anthracite producer gas17700 -_. -.. -- ,._.______ „.

against a suction of 7 lbs. per sq. in. at an
altitude of 2000 ft

REVIEW OF RECENT DEVELOPMENTS RELATED TO
PROTECTIVE APPARATUS

Part II

By Prof. E. E. F. Creighton

Consulting Engineering Department, General Electric Company

In this, the second half of his article, the author discusses the appHcation of the direct current aluminum
arrester to the protection of traction motors; first, when connected clirectly to the trolley, and second, when
used with a series gap of the aluminum type. Changes in the magnetic type of blow-out arrester, necessitated

by the increase in potential from 600 to 1200 volts, are enumerated and a few remarks included on the selection

of arresters for various conditions of service. The results of some investigations on internal resonance of trans-

former coils are given, which show for a certainty that this phenomenon is responsible for many breakdowns
that operating engineers have been prone to contribute to defects in material or design. The article is con-

cluded with a description of a registering device which may be made to record in type practically every switching

or other operation performed in the power station ; or, which may be applied to the study of lightning phenomena
along transmission lines and similar transients.

—

Editor.

Such a condition exists in many places inProtection of Railway Circuits

In the protection of railway apparatus
new problems have arisen due to the natural

growth and progress in this line of activity.

In railway practice direct current potentials

were raised successively from 600 volts to

1200 volts, then to 1800 volts, and more
recently to 2400 volts. In the matter of

size and importance of the installation we
have passed from the small power installation

of a single car to the large power and more
important service on electric locomotives.

In many places the small single truck cars,

and even the double truck cars, have received

little consideration in regard to the protection

against lightning. Armature failures are

due to a number of different causes, and a

fixed force for repairing motors simply adds
on the extra duty from failures by lightning.

There are, however, localities where lightning

causes such great losses both in apparatus
and service that it is found better from all

standpoints to discontinue the power during
storms and pull down the trolley poles.

Colorado. In order to try out the direct

current aluminum arrester the place where
the conditions were of the worst known was
chosen. On the Denver City Tramway
practically all types of lightning arresters

have been tried without avail, and the

practice of discontinuing service during the

severe parts of the storms has been followed.

In spite of these interruptions, however, more
than a hundred armatures were lost during a
season due to lightning. The direct current

aluminum arrester was applied to these lines

and has now passed through two successive

summers with a record of only one armature
lost by lightning each year. On one occasion

a direct bolt of lightning struck within a

half block of a car but the motors on the car

were not damaged.
In making this installation every possible

precaution was taken lo avoid induction
iDetween bus wires and the controlling wires

of the motor, and also to keep the length

of the circuit through the lightning arrester
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as short as possible. So far as the protection

is concerned, the lightning arresters have
given perfect satisfaction, and up to the

present their maintenance has not been high.

This factor of maintenance is the only one

that stands in the way of the direct current

aluminum arrester, and where conditions are

sufficiently severe to warrant the mainte-

nance charge the arresters are fully applicable.

The cost of maintenance of the direct

current aluminum arrester is not yet deter-

mined. It is understood that in the applica-

tion of these arresters, so far no gap in series

has been used. There is consequently a

small but continuous wear on the plates,

due to the 1/1000 ampere current which
normally leaks through the cells. In the

past, cells have operated continuously for

one to three years without a renewal of the

plates. During this time improvements have
been made in the cells and there has not as

yet been sufficient time to determine the

life of an aluminum plate. In general, the

plates do not wear out, but simply become
clogged and cause the electrolyte to boil

out. Sometimes they can be recovered by
simply washing them; while in other cases

it is necessary either to reform the films or

to renew the plates.

In order to take advantage of the excellent

protective qualities of this aluminum arrester

a series gap of the vacuum type is being

tried out, the spark potential of which is

only a few volts above the trolley potential.

In order to keep the films in good condition,

an automatic charging device is placed in

parallel with the gap. This device works on
the principle of inertia and closes an auxiliary

gap to the arrester each time the car starts

and stops. This means that the arrester

gets a charge about every block. From
experience already obtained with the vacuum
gaps it is believed that by their introduction

the protective value will not be appreciably

decreased. This auxiliary apparatus to the

aluminum cell adds to its cost and becomes
a factor in the choice of arresters.

Without a series gap the direct current

aluminum arrester gives a great degree of

protection against flash-overs on commuta-
tors. This has been proved by the application

of the aluminum arrester to rotary converters.

Systems where the converters have flashed

over frequently have been enabled to suppress

these troubles by the direct application of

the direct current aluminum cells.

With the increase of potential from 600
volts to 1200 volts it was necessary to

reconsider the elements of design in the
magnetic blow-out type of arrester. This
resulted in improvements of value. By
substituting a permanent magnet for the
electromagnet all possibility of shunting out
the magnetism by a spark across the coil

of the electromagnet has been avoided. By
changing the form of the arc chute to one
long and narrow, the dynamic arc is squeezed
out into a flat form, and by being brought in

contact with the cool porcelain walls is more
easily extinguished. In addition to this,

however, an arc grid consisting of insulated

metal plates is laid across the top of the arc

chute in such a way as to absorb all the

flame of the arc, the gases emerging on the

upper side in a non-conductive condition.

This feature allows the active part of the

arrester to be entirely enclosed. The resist-

ance rod is placed externally in series and
becomes the tell-tale factor for the inspector,

showing the condition of the arrester. This
construction is particularly adapted to use
along trolley lines where the condition of

the rod can be observed from a moving
trolley car. The arrester is in operating

condition or not according to whether the
resistance rod is complete or not. This
arrester extends the use of the magnetic
blow-out type of arrester to the highest

voltage in practice.

In the choice of arresters, account must
be taken of the severity of lightning in the

districts under consideration and the nature

of the apparatus to be protected. Briefly

put, the following factors are given to guide
in the choice of arresters. For the protec-

tion of station apparatus, locomotives, and
cars in districts where lightning is particularly

severe, it takes very little engineering con-

sideration to show that the cost of mainte-

nance of the direct current aluminum arrester

is fully warranted. In districts where storms

are less severe, it will usually be found that the

use of the aluminum arrester is still justified

for stations and electric locomotives. It

may, however, be a question whether the

gap type of arrester will not give a sufficiently

high degree of protection to warrant their

use in protecting against occasional troubles.

In every case, line arresters of the gap type

are to be recommended, and never aluminum
arresters. Where aluminum arresters are

used on the car, an engineer is justified in

using a less number of gap type arresters

along the line. In localities where lightning

is only occasional, the gap type of arrester

will continue to be the one most adaptable.
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As the matter stands at present the gap
arrester seems to give satisfaction for the

majority of Hnes. As service becomes more
and more important, however, this problem
of protection is going to need reconsideration.

For the protection of signals and meters

on 600 volt direct current work the aluminum
arrester has proved efficient, although again

we come to frequent cases where the nature

of the signals and the cost of repair against

lightning is such that a gap type of arrester

suffices. If the signals are of importance such

that by their failure they jeopardize human
life, then naturally the highest degree of

protection, regardless of the maintenance, is

justified.

The subject of protection of railway

apparatus has been covered in more detail

in a paper written by Messrs. F. R. Shavor,

R. P. Clark, and the writer for the Schenec-

tady meeting of the A.I.E.E., May, 1912.

Internal Resonance of Coils in Transformers and

Other Apparatus

Cases in practice have occurred where
lightning arresters have failed to give protec-

tion. No doubt in some cases in the past

these failures to protect could be attributed

to lack of discharge rate in the Hghtning
arrester. However, there are many cases

where it has been recognized that the lightning

zX
Ir-ur^S

Fig. 11. Circuit Connections of High Frequency

Generator as Used for Determining the

Resonance of Transformer Coils

arrester was in no way to blame and had
performed its full functions. These cases,

although exceedingly rare when compared
to the tremendous number of strokes

effectively discharged by lightning arresters,

are nevertheless of sufficient number to

warrant careful investigations. The results

of these investigations have shown without

a doubt that occasional internal surges occur

on transformers and generators which damage

Wt
^H

-^2>^

^

Fig 12. Two Coil Arrangement for Determining the

Resonance of Transformer Coils

the insulation, unaccompanied by simultan-

eous dangerous rises 'in potential at the

terminals of the apparatus. Such conditions

occur most usually from an accidental arcing

ground.
The dangers from internal resonance have

been considered by many engineers as of

only theoretical moment—that failures of

insulation due really to inherent weakness

are liable to be explained by erroneously

attributing them to resonance. This is far

from accurate. Although internal resonance

in transformers and generators is compara-

tively rare on account of the small chance

there is of the frequency of a surge in general

being equal to the natural frequency of a

coil in the apparatus, still, marked effects

of this kind have been noted and reproduced

in practice.

An extreme case of this kind occurred a

few years ago on a bank of six transformers

of over 2,000 kw. capacity, operating two
in parallel on a three-phase circuit and
transforming from 11,000 volts to 110 volts.

Previous to the appearance of trouble three

of the transformers had operated entirely

satisfactorily for a year and it was only by
the addition of a second bank of these

transformers that the dangerous resonant

condition was reached. These six trans-

formers broke down nine times, almost as

rapidly as they could be repaired. In the

midst of this trouble a lightning arrester

was placed on the 11,000 volt side and the

gap setting from line to ground was set for

about 11,000 volts, the delta potential of
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the circuit. A discharge recorder was placed

in series so that every abnormal potential,

even of harmless value, woidd cause a

discharge of the lightning arrester. At certain

times of day when switching took place on

^/gf/y Freqc/ency .
6enerator Series Conjunct/on

S." Spacing

80 WO /ZO m /60 ISO
Frequency K//oCyc/es

Fig. 13. Curve Showing the Two Peaks of Resonance at

Different Frequencies

the system the arrester would discharge.
This was an indication of the sensibility of

the arrester and of the reliabiHty of the record.
When transformers broke down, however,
there was not sufficient rise of potential on
the primary circuit to cause the arrester to
discharge. It simply happened that in this

transformer the frequency which came from
arcs on the 110 volt side was exactly equal
to the natural frequency of the inductance
and capacity of the coil. This produced

resonance and abnormal potential in the
coils, which finally destroyed the insulation.

As a proof that the insulation was not weak,
tests were made in the coil that had been
damaged, and even after sustaining an
internal arc such a coil would stand a test

of 4000 volts on insulation that had impressed
on it under normal conditions only 20 volts.

This is in reality a factor of safety of 200.

Surely no criticism of weakness can be made.
The foregoing illustration is one of the

extremes that has been brought to attention.

There are many others where resonance has,

no doubt, taken place. In still other cases,

other factors, such as come from lightning,

have been present and there has been the

possibility that these were the ones that

caused the damage. Experimental proofs,

however, are now abundant, and the conten-
tion that resonance is a serious factor and
one to be counted with is well grounded.
With the completion of Mr. E. F. Alexan-

anderson's high frequency generators, which
give a maximum frequency of 200,000 cycles

per second, a careful experimental study of

the resonant conditions is made feasible.

The results of numerous tests have been
given in a paper prepared by Mr. S.

Thomson and the writer for the 1912 annual
meeting of the Institute. Some typical

illustrations taken from this paper will be
herewith reviewed.

Every transformer coil has its own natural

frequency due to its distributed inductance
and capacity. For example, a double back-
wound coil having a total of 100 turns has
(when isolated from other coils) a natural

frequency of about 50,000 cycles per second.

When such a coil is connected to the high

frequency generator directly, it responds to

a frequency of about 200,000 cycles. This
difference is due to the fact that the coil by
itself oscillates as one-quarter wave, whereas
a coil close circuited oscillates as a complete
wave, the ratio between the two being one to

four. Again, when coils are spaced at

different distances apart they will respond
to different frequencies. The thickness of

insulation between turns is also an important
factor in determining the natural frequency.

If a double backwound coil has its halves

gradually separated, little by httle the

natural frequency of the coil increases,

providing the coif is isolated from all other

coils. If such a coil, however, is sandwiched
between two other coils and its halves are

separated the natural frequency remains

the same, but the potential of resonance
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varies. On the other hand, if two double

coils are gradually separated, then the fre-

quency of the isolated coil gradually de-

creases until, when it is entirely separated

from its exciting coil, it oscillates at its own
natural frequency. This matter will be made
clearer by the typical tests herewith given.

Fig. 1 1 represents a typical circuit of a

transformer. Three coils are placed side

by side in series and connected to the high

frequency generator. There is a hot wire

ammeter in series with the generator and
an electrostatic voltmeter shunting each
coil. Keeping the generator potential con-
stant at 100 volts (i.e. 33H volts per coil)

and varying the frequency, it is found that
the voltmeter shows increases and decreases

in potential at certain frequencies. Under
one condition of test at a frequency of 140,000
cycles, a coil shows a rise in potential to

over 2000 volts, whereas the normal distri-

bution of potential is but 333/3 volts.

Under a different spacing of the coils, the
test shown in Fig. 13 was made. The poten-
tials were not high in this case but the figure

is a good illustration of two peaks of resonance
which were found almost invariably in the
circuits tested.

Fig. 12 represents another type of experi-

mental circuit in which the total number of

coils is two. one coil being connected to the
generator and the other simply to a voltmeter.
Again, the generator potential is kept con-
stant at 100 volts and the frequency varies

from 10,000 cycles to 200,000 cycles per
second. With a spacing between coils of

about 2 in. the voltage in the secondary
coil and the current in the pr mary coil

rise as the frequency approaches 150,000
cycles. Although the number of turns on
the two coils is equal, that is, the ratio is

one to one, and with very poor regulation

between the coils due to lack of iron and
distance between the coils, still, with a
potential of 100 volts impressed on the
primary, 6000 volts are produced on the

secondary. This is clearly the effect of

resonance. When the frequency is still

further increased the potential and current

both drop. When, however, the frequency
approaches 170,000 cycles the current and

Fig. 14. The Multi-Recorder

potential again begin to rise. The maximum
potential in this case is less than for the

lower frequency. This double peak condition

was puzzling at first, but seems now to be
explained by the different frequencies of the

two circuits.

4P 6 28 59 IG 2G 3G 4R 5R 6R 7R 8G 9R lOR IIR 12G
4P 6 28 57 IG 2R 3G 4R 5R 6R 7R 8G 9R lOR IIR 12G
4P 6 28 56 IG 2R 3G 4R 5R 6R 7R 8G 9R lOR IIR 12R
4P 6 28 55 IG 2R 3G 4R 5R 6R 7R 8G 9G lOR IIR 12R
4P 6 28 54 IG 2R 3G 4R 5R 6R 7R 8R 9G lOR IIR 12R
4P 6 28 54 IG 2R 3G 4R 5R 6R 7G 8R 9G lOR IIR 12R
4P 6 28 53 IG 2R 3G 4R 5R 6G 7G 8R 9G lOR IIR 12R

Fig. 15. A RecorJ Taken from the Multi-Recorder
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Several relations will be stated briefly. The
two coils are identical. Each one, isolated

from other coils, has a natural frequency of

44,000 cycles; still, when used as shown in

Fig. 12, two frequencies of resonance are

produced. The first frequency of resonance

occurs in the secondary coil, and its reaction

on the primary coil causes the current from the

generator to rise. The higher peak of reso-

nance is due to the primary coil. Its own
inductance is greatly neutralized by its in-

ternal capacity, and as a result of this con-

dition the current from the generator rises.

This heavier current produces more flux,

which threads the secondary coil and produces

the rise on the voltmeter of the secondary coil,

although there is no resonance in this coil.

In the latter case it is purely a matter of

increase in flux in the secondary coil.

In each of the cases so far the lowest

frequencies of resonance of the circuits are

described. Since there is distributed induc-

tance and capacity, an electrical wave is

formed which can be split up into multiple

waves, and therefore as the frequency is

still further increased above 200,000 cycles

new resonant peaks will be found, all of which
are multiples of the original peaks. In

other words, this transformer coil may
resonate at many different values of high

frequency.

Multi-Recorder

The multi-recorder. Fig. 14, is a new device

which contains type wheels moved by the

beat of a pendulum clock and other type

wheels or pencils which are operated by the

opening or closing of any auxiliary circuit.

There is a strip of paper which passes between
the type wheels and a hammer. Normally,

the paper is at rest, but whenever a circuit

is closed which moves a type wheel or a

pencil, a hammer is thrown up from under-

neath and prints the position of all the type

wheels and the exact time to the second that

the switch is operated. The paper is then

pulled forward about 34 of an inch to a

new space and remains at rest until some
new phenomenon is to be recorded. A
typical record taken from this instrument
is shown in Fig. 15. The time required at the

left indicates the 4th day of the week, p.m.

6:00 o'clock, 2Sth minute and 59th second.

The types recording the movement of an
auxiliary switch are numbered consecutively

from 1 to 12 inclusive. The letters G and
R correspond to green and red, which are

ordinarily used as signals on switchboards.

Green indicates that the switch is open and
red that the switch is closed. These recorders

can be made with any convenient number of

records on a single sheet. The highest

number so far placed on one sheet is 30.

This device has several uses, some of which
are described in an Institute paper by Messrs.

H. E. Nichols, P. E. Hosegood, and the

writer, written for the May, 1912, meeting
of the A.I.E.E. Two of the principal uses

are as follows

;

First: To give to an engineer a reliable

record of any interesting thing taking place in

his power house, that can be made to open or

close a circuit; specifically, the operation of

every important switch on the switchboard.

Where reliability is important it is essential

that the engineer responsible for the proper

operation of a system with multiple feeders

should know when and how the switching

is done. In cases of accidental damage to the

insulation of the system it is of great im-
portance to know where the trouble started.

In order to record the operation of a switch a

mechanical connection is made to some part of

the switch mechanism, which opens and closes

a small low voltage contact. The movement
of this contact causes the multi-recorder to

print the time to the second, and simultan-

eously the positions of all other switches.

The device is sufficiently rapid to make four

distinct records in one second. In so doing

it prints the same number of the second,

but the second is split in four parts by the

successive movements of the paper.

Second : To assist in the study of hghtning
phenomena along transmission lines. Up to

the present time there has been no adequate

way of getting simultaneous records of dis-

charges at different points of the line. The
particular device used in engineering work
that requires careful study is the overhead

ground wire. At the present time all engineers

are convinced that the overhead ground wire

is a valuable feature, providing it is mechanic-

ally strong; but there is no engineer in a

position to state how valuable it is, or whether

it would not be many times more valuable if

installed in a different way or with a greater

number of wires. Other uses for this device

will suggest themselves to anyone who has

transitory operations to record.
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SYNCHRONOUS CONDENSERS
By C. T. iMosMAN

District Engineer, Boston Office, General Electric Company

The rapid increase in the application of induction motors and the use of individual drives has made
the question of the independent raising of the power-factor of a system one of great commercial importance.

Much has been written on the subject; but the present paper, originally presented before the New England

section of the N.E.L.A., adopts a treatment somewhat unique in its strictly practical bearing. The variovis

respects in which low power-factor reacts harmfully on the economy of the system are enumerated. It is

explained theoretically how synchronous motors may be used to control the power-factor by adding wattless

current (leading or lagging) to the circuit. A table of sines, cosines and tangents is shown, and the author

explains how to use it for resolving a current into its components and determining what condenser capacity

is required to produce any desired correction. The same ground is covered diagrammatically, and the two
methods applied to actual examples. The article concludes with a discussion of the factors affecting the

feasibility and expediency of employing this method of power-factor correction.

—

Editor.

1'

that the cosine of this angle is — ; this is also

.
1"

the ratio called power-factor. The ratio y
is the sine of the angle <t>

and may be called

the wattless or inductive factor. In the

diagram we may replace /' by kilowatts, /

and / by kv-a. and cosine <j) or power-factor

kw.

An alternating current flowing in a circuit

such as a wire, or the windings of a trans-

former or of an induction motor, may be
resolved into two components: one an energy
component in phase with the electromotive

force applied to the circuit, the other displaced

ninety degrees of phase from that electro-

motive force and hence representing no
consumption of energy and called wattless.

This latter component is due to the induction

of cables, transformers, induction motors, etc.

The product of the current component in

amperes by the impressed electromotive force

in volts gives respectively, volt-amperes

energy and volt-amperes wattless; or, divid-

ing by 1000, gives kilo-volt-amperes energy

( = kilowatts) and kilo-volt-amperes watt-

less. The combination of both components
gives the total kv-a. or apparent load. The
ratio of energy component to the total

kv-a. (total)

/'orH^

I or;
kw.

rjis called the power-factor.
kv-a. (total) >

This may be illustrated diagrammatically
by Fig. 1. The electromotive force E is

taken as the basis of phase:

I'orKW. \ \ E ^

Fig. 1

V is the energy component of the current;

I" is the wattless component of the current

;

I is the total current

;

^ is the angle of lag or total current behind
the electromotive force. Inspection will show

Fig. 2

The power-factor of the current taken by
constant potential transformers is high

—

practically 100 per cent, under normal load

conditions; but is very low at no load, as

then the magnetizing or wattless component
of the current input becomes a large per-

centage of the total, the energy component
representing only the iron and copper losses.

The power-factor of an induction motor is

relatively low even under load conditions,

due to the air-gap in the magnetic circuit

which necessitates a large magnetizing cur-

rent. At light loads the power-factor de-

creases considerably, being very low at no
load. Constant current transformers for the

operation of series lighting circuits, including

the circuit, have a low power-factor when
fully loaded and very low power-factors at

light loads due to the method of regulation.

The wattless components so far considered
have been lagging, or later in phase position

than the electromotive force. Fig. 2 illus-
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trates the case of a leading wattless compo-
nent and total current, 4> being now angle

of lead instead of lag, and power-factor =
1'

COS. </) = — as before. If Figs. 1 and 2 are
1

/

/'

Fig. 3

combined we find that the wattless compo-
nents leading and lagging are in opposition

and tend to mutual elimination. (Fig. 3.)

If /"= 100, /"' = .S0, and /'= 100, the resultant

wattless component becomes 2 lagging, and

the total current ^ 1002-|-2(P= 102, and the

power-factor -— = 0.9S; whereas considering

the lagging component only the total current

would have been ^''lOO='+100='= 141. The

power-factor wotild have been 777 — 0.71.

It is evident that adding to a circuit

wattless current, which may be lagging or

leading at will, results in control of the power-
factor. The practical method of doing this

is by means of the synchronous condenser.

Before describing the synchronous condenser

and its application, it is well to note the

objectionable effects of lower power-factor on
commercial circuits and plants.

The most important cause of low power-
factor is the induction motor. The tendency
of the times is toward individual drives and
small motors, and hence lower power-factors.

The tendency should also be toward a careful

study of each installation and a proper
fitting of each motor to the work to be done,

and hence a raising of power-factor due to

fewer underloaded motors.
An inspection of Figs. 1 and 2 shows that

the low power-factor means large total cur-

rents; at O.SO power-factor the total current

for doing a certain work is 25 per cent,

larger than would be the case with power-
factor 1. The heating of lines, transformers,

generators, etc., is related to the square of

the total current. The necessary capacity of

apparatus to supply a certain amount of

energy is inversely proportional to the power-
factor.

Lagging currents have an objectionable

effect on the regulation of lines, transformers

and generators, greatly increasing the drop
of voltage with load. An alternating genera-

tor of S per cent, regulation on a load of

power-factor 1.0 will have a regulation of

approximately 25 per cent, at 0.75 power-
factor lagging. A transformer having a regu-

lation of 2 per cent, on a load of power-factor
1.0 may have a regulation of 4 per cent, to

5 per cent, on a load of power-factor 0.75

lagging. A three-phase line delivering 1000
kw. a distance of five miles over No. wire

at a delivery voltage of 6000, will show the

following voltage drops at various power-
factors :

Power-factor 0.70: drop in per cent, of

delivered voltage 16.

Power-factor O.SO: drop in per cent, of

delivered voltage 14.

Power-factor 0.90: drop in per cent, of

delivered voltage 11.

Power-factor 1.00: drop in per cent, of

delivered voltage 7.

Thus the regulation at 0.7 power-factor is

45 per cent, greater or poorer than at power-
factor 0.9, and 130 per cent, worse than at

power-factor 1.00.

A generator to deliver 1000 kw. at 0.7 power-
factor must deliver 1430 kv-a., and hence

be nominally of 1430 kw. capacity. This

generator will require from 30 per cent, to

50 per cent, more current and 70 per cent,

to 120 per cent, more kilowatts excitation

(depending on the type of generator), to main-
tain the bus voltage with 100 kw. load at 0.7

power-factor (i.e., 1430 kv-a.), than for 1430

kv-a. at 1.0 power-factor. This heavy
excitation means increased heating in the

generator fields; and it is frequently found

that this heating, or the limitations of the

exciting system, impose a limit on the gener-

ator output. The prime-mover driving this

generator need be equivalent to only 1000

kw. energy output instead of to 1430 kw.

energy output. If the generating units in

a station supplying the above load are of

500 kw. capacity at 1.0 power-factor, and
the prime movers are suff:ciently large to
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drive the generators at full-rating energy

load and overloads, then it will be necessary

to operate three units to carry 1430 kv-a.,

whereas there is only sufficient load for two
prime movers, i.e., 1000 kw. If the units

are each of 1000 kw. capacity, 1.0 power-

factor, then two must operate on energy load

sufficient for the economical operation of but

one.

It will thus be seen that low power-factor

results in: Increased losses in lines and
apparatus; poorer regulation in lines and
apparatus; wasted capacity in lines and appa-
ratus; wasted capacity in exciting system; a

discrepancy between the capacity of generator

and its prime mover. It is evident that a

reasonable investment solely for the purpose

of raising the power-factor of a system is

justifiable; and that the nearer the load or

source of low power-factor, and hence the

farther from the generating station the

improvement in power-factor is made, the

better, as thereby the greatest gain in regu-

lation and the greatest saving in lines and
apparatus are made, since distribution lines,

transformers, transmission lines and gener-

ators will all be benefited.

Power-factor and efficiency are closel}^

related in the design of an induction motor,

and one may be improved at the expense of

the other. The power consumer is generally

much more interested in high efficiency than

high power-factor. The central station may
appear to be more interested in power-factor

than in efficiency; but as satisfied customers

are necessary to success, this is actualh' not

the case, and a wise station management will

decide to face the situation by independently

raising the power-factor of the system to an
economical point.

By varying the excitation of any synchro-

nous machine, generator or motor, which is

connected to the same system with another

synchronous machine, the phase relation of

the terminal voltage and the current taken

by the machine may be varied, and conse-

quently the amount of current taken also

varied. An under-excited generator or motor
will receive excitation from the system by
alternating currents, and an over-excited

motor or generator will deliver excitation to

the system in like manner. In the case of two
generators the alternating excitation current

which is wattless is leading in the generator

receiving it, and lagging in the generator

delivering it. If the power-factor of the load

is 1.00, the current flowing in each genera-

tor is increased by the alternating exciting

current. If the power-factor of the load

is less than 1.00, the current of one generator

may be increased and the other decreased

thereby, the desirable condition being when
the power-factor of the output of each gener-

ator is the same as that of its load. A syn-

chronous motor under-excited receives alter-

nating excitation from the system by means
of a wattless current which is lagging with

reference to the system; if over-excited, it

TABLE I

-

APPROX.
Cosine or Sine or Tangent or ANGLE

Power-Factor Inductive Ratio of

or Energy Factor or Wattless
Component Wattless

Component
to Energy Deg. Min.

1

0.99 0.1391 0.1405 8

0.98 0.1965 0.2004 u 20
0.97 0.2419 0.2493 14

0.96 0.2784 0.2899 16 10

0.95 0.3117 0.3281 18 10
0.94 0.3392 0.3606 19 50
0.93 0.3665 0.3939 21 30
0.92 0.3907 0.4244 23
0.91 0.4146 0.4557 24 30
0.90 0.4357 0.4841 25 50
0.89 0.4565 0.5132 27 10

0.88 0.4746 0..5392 28 20
0.87 0.4924 0.5657 29 30
0.86 0.5100 0.5929 30 40
0.85 0.9274 0.6208 31 50
0.84 0.5422 0.6452 32 50
0.83 0.5567 0.6702 33 50
0.82 0.5711 0.6958 34 50
0.81 0.58.54 0.7221 35 50
0.80 0.5994 0.7490 36 50
0.79 0.6133 0.7766 37 50
0.78 0.6247 0.8002 38 40
0.77 0.6383 0.8292 39 40
0.76 0.6494 0.8540 40 30
0.75 0.6604 0.8795 41 20
0.74 0.6734 0.9109 42 20
0.73 0.6841 0.9379 43 10
0.72 0.6946 0.9656 44
0.71 0.7050 0.9942 44 50
0.70 0.7132 1.0176 45 30
0.69 0.7233 1.0476 46 20
0.68 0.7333 1.0786 47 10

0.67 0.7431 1.1106 48
0.66 0.7508 1.1369 48 40
0.65 0.7604 1.1708 49 30
0.64 0.7679 1.1988 50 10
0.63 0.7771 1.2349 51
0.62 0.7844 1.2647 51 40
0.61 0.7915 1.2954 52 20
0.60 0.8003 1.3351 53 10

delivers excitation to the system by means
of a wattless leading current. The tendency

is always toward an equalization of excitation

among synchronous machines by means of

wattless alternating currents. The total

current input to a synchronous motor will be
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the resultant of an energy component repre-

senting the work the motor is doing, plus

the losses of the motor and a wattless com-
ponent which may be leading, lagging or

zero, depending upon the excitation. If

the synchronous motor does no work but
simply furnishes wattless leading currents,

the machine becomes a synchronous con-

denser.

/OOOO

Table 1 shows that a load of power-factor
0.75 has an energy component 75 per cent.,

and a wattless component 6G per cent, of

the total. If it is desired to raise the power
factor to 0.9 and keep the total kv-a. the same,
the table of sines shows that the wattless

component must be reduced to 43.6 per cent.

;

or, in other words, we must furnish a wattless

leading current equal to 66 — 43.0 = 22.4 per

/OOO ZOOO .3000 ^00 5000 6000 700O 8000 9OC0 fiooo

Fig. 4

A table of natural sines, cosines and tan-

gents of angles gives a ready means of

resolving a current into its components and
determining the condenser capacity necessary

to produce desired results. The cosine of an
angle is equal to the power-factor of a load

having that angle of phase displacement of

current from voltage; it is also numerically
equal to the ratio of the energ\^ component
to the total of that current. The sine of the
angle likewise represents the inductive factor

and the wattless component. The tangent
of the angle of phase is numerically equal to

the ratio of wattless component, divided by
the energy component.

cent, of the total kv-a. If it is desired to

keep the energy component of the load

constant and reduce the total kv-a. by raising

the power-factor, which is the usual case, the

table of tangents shows that the wattless

component must be reduced from 88 per cent,

to 48.4 per cent., or by 39.6 per cent, of the

energy component. If in the above examples
the total kv-a. is 1000, the energy component
or kilowatts will be 750 and the lagging watt-

less component 660 kv-a. Hence to raise

the power-factor to 0.9 and keep constant

kv-a., we must use a condenser of 224 kv-a.

capacitv, and to keep constant kw., one of

0.396X750 = 297 kv-a.
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Neither of these exam-
ples takes account of the

losses in the condenser itself.

These losses will have little

effect in determining the size

of the condenser. A 300
kv-a. synchronous condenser

will have about 18 kw. losses,

of which excitation will be

about 4 kw. If the condenser

is at the far end of the line,

its total losses must be added
to the energy component of

the line; if it is in the

generating station its excita-

tion may or may not add to

the energy load on the genera-

tors. Applying the former
case to the above illustration

for constant energy compon-
ent of the load, the total

energy load at 0.9 power-
factor will be 7504-18 = 768
kw.; the total kv-a. 768 -r-.

9

= 854; and the wattless com-
ponent 854 X 0.436 = 372
kv-a., and thus the condenser
input, 660-372 = 288 kv-a.

This same ground may be
covered diagrammatically by
reference to Fig. 4. This
diagram consists of a number
of superimposed triangles,

one for each power-factor,
thus giving the energy com-
ponent, wattless component
and total kv-a. for any power-
factor and load. By dividing
or multiplying the kv-a. and
kw. scales of this diagram by
the same number, its range may be so increased

that it may be applied to any problem.
Fig. 5 gives a still more convenient form of

diagram for quick work where the load in

kw. is to be held constant. This diagram is

plotted from the table of tangents and is

based on an energy load of 1000 kw.; for

other loads, the values of wattless kv-a.

should be proportionally increased or de-

creased. To illustrate the use of this diagram,
take the example previously given, viz., 750
kw. at 0.75 power-factor, to raise to power-
factor 0.9. Follow the 0.75 curve from the bot-

tom of the diagram up until it just intersects

the vertical line passing through 0.9; from
the point of intersection follow the horizontal

line to the right and read from the scale 395.

750
395Xjr^ = 296 kv-a., which is the size of

2209

eo jss .70 .7S ^30 .eS .90

Fig. 5

condenser necessary. If it is desired to raise

the power-factor to 1.00, follow the curve

until it is tangent to the vertical line from
1.00, and read 880, which, multiplied by 0.75,

gives 660 kv-a. capacity of condenser. If it

is desired to raise the power-factor to 0.90

leading, follow the curve until it intersects

the vertical line from 0.9 the second time, and
read at the right 1365, which, multiplied by
0.75, gives 1024 kv-a. as the size of con-

denser.

An inspection of Table 1 shows that the

nearer the power-factor is to 1.0 the greater

is the condenser capacity required to raise it

a certain number of points. For example, if

a generator is fully loaded at 0.75 power-factor

and the prime mover is capable of operating

it at full load, 1.0 power-factor, and it is

desired to increase the output of the unit by
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/e7A

Sb 60 70 60
Fercertt flot>^/- factor

Fig. 6

raising the power-factor of its load, then from
the table we get the results shown.

This table is illustrated diagrammatically by
Fig. 6 which shows the wattless component
as a per cent, of the total kv-a., or current
at various power-factors; showing that to

raise the power-factor from 0.95 to LO requires

the elimination of 31.2 per cent, wattless

current; while to raise the power-factor from
0.75 to 0.80 requires the elimination of 66 — 60,

or 6 per cent, wattless current.

The planning of a power station and dis-

tributing system may or may not properly
include synchronous condensers. If there be
opportunity to install synchronous motors on
feeders carrying low power-factor important
loads, the opportunity should not be missed;
and the capacity of the motor be made suffi-

cient to furnish the desired mechanical power
and also the desired wattless leading current.

TABLE 2

.

Increase of
Power-Factor

Condenser
Capacity

Required in
Per Cent, of
Generator
Rating

Increase in
Generator

Energy Output
in Per Cent, of

Generator
Rating

0.75—0.80 6.0 5
0.80—0.85 7.3 5
0,85—0.90 9.1 5
0.90—0.95 12.4 5
0.95—0.98 11.2 3
0.98—0.99 6.0 1

0.99—1.00 14.0 1

90 /oo

Operating such a motor at 0.71
power-factor leading gives a
very efficient use of material,
the wattless component then
being also 0.71 and the total

kv-a. capacity of the motor LOO;
i.e., a 500 kv-a. motor could
take 355 kw. energy and 355
kv-a. wattless leading from the
line by means of the synchronous
motor, resulting in considerable
saving in step-up and step-down
transformers (if any), lines and
generators. If there are no
possible opportunities for large

synchronous motors, it maj' pay
to install pureh' synchronous
condensers out on the feeders,

making the same saving as above
and securing the same improve-
ments in regulation, but at

greater outla3^ as no work will

be done by the condenser and
no direct revenue be received
from it. If there be no oppor-

tunity to"" install synchronous motors or
synchronous condensers on the feeders, it

may be advisable to install generators suffi-

ciently larger than their prime movers to be
adapted to commercial power-factors and with
fields designed consistently, rather than to

install in the generating station synchronous
condensers to raise the power-factor. Where
an existing plant finds that its prime movers
are running underloaded with generators

loaded, or that the raising of the power-factor
by a reasonable amount will allow shutting
down a generating unit, or that its generator
fields are overheating, or that its exciting

system is not able to deliver sufficient voltage

to maintain the generator voltage, or that its

wires and cables are overloaded on some
feeder due to the low power-factor, then
should that plant consider installing synchro-
nous motors or synchronous condensers on
its feeders, or failing that, a synchronous
condenser in the generating station.

A synchronous motor or synchronous con-

denser at the end of a transmission line may
have its excitation controlled by a generator

potential regulator so as to maintain a

constant voltage at that point on the trans-

mission line; the size of condenser, and the

ratio of the potential at that point to the
potential at the generating station, depending
upon the characteristics of the load and of

the transmission line.

Within reasonable limits of energy load

variations, a synchronous motor with fixed
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excitation may be used also to deliver leading

current to a feeder. The usual motor maj-

be used to run at 71 per cent, of its capacity

TABLE 3

SYNCHRONOUS CONDENSERS—THREE-
PHASE, 60 CYCLES, 2300 VOLTS

Provide Approx.

Poles
Kv-a.

Capacity
Speed Volts

Exciter
Kilowatts
125 Volts

Kw. Loss at
Full Kv-a.
Input

8 200 900 2300 5 14

8 300 900 2300 6.5 18
8 500 900 2300 8.5 27
10 750 720 2300 12 34
10 1000 720 2300 15 45
10 1500 720 2300 16 60
14 2500 514 2300 27 100
24 5000 300 2300 60 200

energy load and 71 per cent, wattless leading,

and this leading component will not vary

greatly in value while the energy component
is varying from zero to the 71 per cent, value

or even higher, while the excitation of the

motor is fixed. If, however, the total load

on the feeder is quite variable the synchronous
condenser or the synchronous motor should

be equipped with a voltage regulator, set for

a constant voltage and provided with a stop

so that the condenser or motor may not be
too heavily overloaded by wattless current.

Table 3 shows a standard list of synchro-

nous condensers designed especially for the

purpose. These may be used to carry

mechanical load by direct connection but not

by belting.

Standard generators may be used as syn-

chronous motors or condensers by making
proper changes in the field poles and windings
to render them self-starting, and safely

insulated against voltages induced in the field

when starting.

METHODS OF OPERATING MIXED PRESSURE TURBINES WITH
ENGINES DRIVING MECHANICAL LOADS

By R. C. Muir

Power and Mining Engineering Dept. General Electric Company

It is difficult to lay down hard-and-fast rules and recommendations with regard to the application of
mixed-pressure turbines to reciprocating engines driving mechanical loads, for the reason that each case
requires special investigation and no general data can be given that apply to all cases. The following article,

however, points out a few of the features of the subject which may prove of assistance to engineers
in understanding propositions of this character. The article describes two methods of regulating or load
balancing between the turbine and the engine, which may be employed in cases where high economy is of
importance, i.e., where it is necessary to ensure that no exhaust steam is wasted and live steam used
in the turbine only on overloads.

—

Editor.

When a mixed pressure turbine generator
is used in connection with an engine which
has a mechanical load entirely independent
of the turbine electrical load, it is evident
that the amount of exhaust steam from the
engine will either be excessive or deficient for

the turbine; in one case exhaust steam is

wasted to the atmosphere and in the other
case live steam is taken from the boilers.

Many turbines are operated in this manner
at present, but they are usually in connection
with engines having very intermittent and
variable loads, such as rolling mill engines in

steel m.ills.

In cases where the engine load is moderately
uniform, such as textile and paper mill

loads, and where high economy is of utmost
importance, some method of regulation or

load balancing between the turbine and
engine should be employed, so that no
exhaust steam is wasted and live steam is

used only on overloads. Two methods are

used to accomplish this purpose. A load

balancing synchronous motor connected elec-

trically to the turbine and mechanically to
the line shaft of the engine may be employed
as shown in Fig. 1, or a pressure regulating
governor as shown in Fig. 2.

The operation with the first method is as
follows : When the amount of exhaust steam
supplied by the engine is in excess of that
required by the turbine for the electrical load,

the motor will transmit any excess load devel-
oped by the turbine to the line-shaft driven by
the engine. This diminishes the load on the
engine—which in turn furnishes less steam
to the turbine, and consequently a balance
is reached. On the other hand if the engine
does not furnish enough exhaust steam to the
turbine for the electrical load, the motor
will be driven as a generator, thereby assisting
the turbine generator. With this arrangement
therefore the motor acts as a load-balancer
between the electrical and mechanical ele-

ments of the power system, no exhaust
steam is wasted, and the combined electrical
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and mechanical loads are carried most
economically.
To select the proper size of motor requires

simply a knowledge of the mechanical and

Fig. 1. Load Balancing Synchronous Motor Connected
Electrically to Turbine and Mechanically

to Line Shaft

electrical loads. The normal capacity of the
load balancer must be equal to, or larger than,
the maximum average difference of the
mechanical and engine loads when operating
as a generator, and the maximum average
difference of the turbine and electrical loads

when operating as a motor, over a period of

time long enough to cause constant tempera-
tures. The maximum capacity should be
equal to the maximum possible difference

between the turbine and electrical loads, or
the mechanical and engine loads. The
maximum capacity, which should usually be
considered as short-period overload capacity
only, is easily obtained by assuming the
electrical load zero; in which case the turbine

will transmit all of its load through the motor
to the engine line-shaft. This load would
equal approximately one-half the rating of

the turbine, and the motor should therefore

have an overload rating corresponding. If

this condition is liable to exist over a period

of time long enough to cause practically

constant temperatures, the continuous rating

of the motor should be equal to approximately
one-half the turbine rating.

In order to obtain the average difference

in mechanical and engine loads and turbine
and electrical loads, when the electrical and
mechanical load curves are known, it is

necessary to know what proportion of the
combined load each unit will carry. Since

the steam consumption of the engine and
turbine is usualh' known, this is probably

most easily accomplished by plotting the
steam-flow load curve for the engine and
the corresponding curve for the turbine,
allowing for moisture in the exhaust steam.
The proportion of the load carried by each
unit can then easily be obtained. For
convenience it is desirable to reduce the
output of both units to brake horse power.
Fig. 3 shows such a curve.

Suppose in this case the average electrical

load was 1000 h.p., and the average mechan-
ical load was 2000 h.p., or a combined load
of 3000 h.p. The turbine would develop
1400 h.p. and the engine 1600 h.p. The
difference in turbine and electrical load would
be 400 h.p. which would have to be taken
care of by the motor. If, however, the elec-

trical load should accidentally go off entirely

the mechanical load of 2000 h.p. would still

remain. The turbine would develop approxi-
mately 900 h.p.; and the motor must have a
capacity sufficient to transmit this turbine
load to the engine line-shaft. A 400 h.p.

motor could not take care of this load, and
therefore, the maximum requirement would
determine the size. If 2000 h.p. were the
maximum possible mechanical load, a motor
having a maximum capacity for short periods
of 900 h.p. would be sufficient. This would
correspond to at least a normally-rated (iOO

h.p. motor having 50 per cent, overload
capacity, or 900 h.p. for short periods. Since
the momentary overload capacity would be
approximately 100 per cent., or 1200 h.p., a
motor of this rating should be entirely safe

for the case considered.

c<^- ftl_

Fig. 2. Pressure Regulator Governor

In making recommendations for the proper
motor for this service, the following sugges-
tions are given

:

1. Be sure the motor is large enough. The
maximum short period overload should be
equal to at least one-half the rating of the
turbine. 2. Synchronous motors are to be
preferred to induction motors, due to the
better speed regulation and power-factor
obtained. 3. The motor should be equipped
with a heavy low-resistance squirrel cage
winding to prevent hunting.
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A study of the governing and speed regula-

tion of the engine and turbine when operating

under these conditions is interesting. Refer-

ring to Fig. 4, A-B represents the speed
regulation of the turbine operating indepen-
dently on exhaust steam only; D-E shows the

regulation when operating on live steam only.

The speed for part high-pressure and part

exhaust steam will be somewhere between
the lines A-B and D-E. A-C shows the

assumed regulation of the engine, which is

usually greater than the turbine regulation.

When operating with the synchronous load

balancer the relative speed of the turbine

and engine must be the same. Although the

turbine, when running independently would
operate at a slightly higher speed, in the
case under consideration this is impossible.

The turbine governor, and consequently
the valve governing the inlet of exhaust
steam, takes a position corresponding to

the speed of the engine; and, disregarding

this position, the turbine develops a load
corresponding to the supply of the exhaust
steam furnished it by the engine. Therefore,

theoretically, up to the point where high-

pressure steam is admitted, the turbine
governor might as well be omitted. In case

the load balancer, however, should become
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The operation with the second method of

balancing the load between the engine and
turbine may now be considered : Fig. 2 shows
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disconnected, for any reason such as oil-

switch tripping or belt breaking, the turbine
governor would immediately come into action
and control the speed.

Again referring to Fig. 4, it will be noted
that the engine regulation is shown by the
line A-C as a straight line; although, as a
matter of fact, the speed usually drops very
rapidly at overloads. With the mixed-
pressure turbine this is largely prevented;
because, as soon as the speed drops to the
point where high-pressure steam is admitted,
the turbine governor comes into action and
helps the engine out by admitting live steam
to the turbine, therebj- maintaining a more
uniform speed.
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the piping connections; and it will be noted
that valves are included so that either the
engine or turbine can be operated alone, in

case one or the other is down for any reason.
The pressure regulating valve is operated by
the turbine governor and its function is to
maintain an initial pressure on the turbine
(the exhaust pressure on the engine), which
will be just sufficient to carry the required tur-

bine load. This means that fdr turbine loads
less than normal, the initial pressure will be
less than atmospheric pressure and the engine
will benefit thereby. The excess exhaust
steam passes through the regulating valve to
the condenser. It is evident that this arrange-
ment is of value only when the relation be-
tween the mechanical and electrical loads is

such that the engine furnishes exhaust steam
in excess of that required by the turbine
to carry the electrical load. When the supply
of exhaust steam is insufficient the regulating
valve is entirely closed, and the turbine
governor automatically admits live steam to
make up the deficiency.

Theoretically this scheme of operation
coidd be accomplished more economically by
automatically adjusting the nozzle areas of
the turbine, allowing all exhaust steam to
pass through the turbine. This would com-
plicate the design of the turbine, however,
and affect the economy under certain condi-
tions to such an extent as to render the scheme
impractical. The advantages of the pressure
regulating governor method as compared to
the motor load-balancer method are: sim-
plicity, lower first cost, and the possibility of
applying the method in cases where it is not
practical to use a motor. The disadvantages
are that it is less efficient, greater precaution
must be taken to maintain the vacuum, and
there is no means whereby the turbine can
assist the engine in carrying heavy mechan-
ical loads other than by reducing the exhaust
pressure on the engine.
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MIXED-PRESSURE TURBINE INSTALLATION OF THE TENNESSEE
COAL, IRON 86 R. R. CO.

By E. J. Best

Chief Engineer, Tennessee Coal, Iron and Railroad Company, Ensley, Alabama

The power plant described in this article is notable as embracing the largest installation of mixed-pressure
turbo-generators and equipment concentrated in one house for the utilization of exhaust steam from rolling-
mill engines. The article gives particulars regarding the original generator equipment, driven by reciprocating
engines which now furnish steam to the turbines. The new power house is then described, attention being
given to piping arrangements (steam sources, exhaust, and ventilating ducts) ; cooling towers and water pumps;
steam regenerator equipment; steam receivers and by-pass equalizing line; construction of the station; switch-
board control equipment, bus-bar arrangement, high tension and distribution wiring; and storage battery
system for operating the control switches.

—

Editor.

The Ensley Plant of the Tennessee Coal,
Iron & R. R. Co., Ensley, Ala., has been
equipped electrically as far as the operations
would permit, except in certain cases where
hydraulic power was considered preferable,

Fig. 1.

erect and operate at Corey, Ala., modern
rod and wire mills and a by-product coke-
oven plant. To obtain electrical power for

these outside plants and additional power
for the Ensley steel works, a mixed-pressure

turbo-generator equipment was de-
cided upon, comprising four units

direct-connected to three-phase, 6600-
volt, generators of the revolving
field type. The turbines are of

the General Electric Company man-
tifacture, and are of the Curtis hori-

zontal type. They are rated to

develop 3000 kw. at 70 per cent,

power-factor with not more than 26 J -2

in. of vacuum in the exhaust
chambers of the turbine, and with
a pressure of 16 lb. absolute, or

125 pounds gauge, at the throttle.

They operate in parallel with either

the Cooper-Crocker-Wheeler unit, or

with one or all of the three Westing-
house units. These engines have a

regulation of approximately 2 per

cent., the regular variation being
within 2J4 electrical degrees. The
regulation of the Crocker-Wheeler
generator is 6 per cent, at 2200 kw.,

Turbo-Generator Station. Front and Side Elevation Showing Condenser IQO per Cent. pOWCr-faCtOr, and 16

per cent, at 2200 kw., 80 per cent.

..dMIWP

^W^'
-'Afaa

and in the driving of the mill rolls where
steam engines are used.

The initial equipment of the original

station that furnishes power for this plant

consists of one 2200 kw. 6600 volt Crocker-
Wheeler 25 cycle generator, direct-connected

to a cross-compound Cooper-Corliss engine,

and three 600 kw. 2300 volt (now trans-

formed to 6600 volts) Westinghouse 25-cycle

generators, direct-connected to cross-com-
pound Wisconsin Corliss engines. Power
requirements grew amazingly due to the
decision of the American Steel and Wire Co.
and the Tennessee C. I. and R. R. Co. to

power-factor; while the regulation of the

Westinghouse generators is 6 per cent, at

600 kw., 100 per cent, power-factor, and
16 per cent., at 500 kw., SO per cent, power-
factor.

The ventilation of the turbines is of

interest in that the supply of air is admitted
through screened openings in the wall below
the main turbine floor and drawn through a

duct fastened to the foundation. Openings
in the foundation allow the air to be carried

up through the laminations of the stator,

and then down and out again through otitlet

ducts in the foundation, also beneath the
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floor. These ducts carry the air to the

outside of the building, eliminating all

possibility of the heated air discharging in

the main operating room. It

may also be noted here that all

steam-pipe headers are carried

in the basement below the

station floor. The connec-
tions to the various machines
come up through the floor,

leaving the main operating

room clear of all over-head
piping. In planning the

station, one unit was placed
in the existing power house
and received low-pressure

steam from the 2200 kw.
Cooper-Corliss engine, includ-

ing make-up exhaust steam
from the blowing engines.

A new station (Figs. 1, 2

and 3) was erected exclusively

for housing the other three

units, the third being consid-

ered a spare unit. These tur-

bines are stipplied from three

sources: first, from exhaust steam of mill

engines and auxiliaries (at an average

additional firing. The exhaust from the tur-

bines is handled by what is probably the

largest barometric condenser ever built, a

Fig. 2. Turbo-Generator Station. Rear Elevation. Showing Regenerators in the

Foreground, Exit Tower Including Battery ani Lightning Arrester Room

absolute pressure of 16 lb.); second, from
live steam now blown off during shut-downs;
and third, from live steam generated by

Fig. 3. Inside View of Station

130 in. Hclandcr; together with two 36 in. by
36 in. Corliss dry-air pumps built by the Mesta

Machine Company. These
air pumps are located on the
turbine room floor without
any foundation, one being
considered a spare. The ex-
haust connections permit the
turbines to be handled either
individually or b}' grouping
cither pair. They are located
outside the building midway
between the three turbo-
generator sets, the condenser
having a large base lateral

with three inlets, allowing
easy steam connections from
the turbines. The maximum
steam consumption of each
turbine is not over 120,000
pounds of exhaust steam per
hotir.

The cooling towers (Fig. 4)
are of the natural draft type,
the frame of which is of
structural steel supporting
the creosoted lumber. The
cooling capacity of the six

bays is about 22,000
gallons of water per minute, through a range
of 28 deg. F. The towers are 90 feet high
and 35 feet wide at the base; and in summer
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weather there is no difficulty in securing from
263^ to 273^2 inches of vacuum. De Laval
high-pressure steam turbine-driven centrifugal

pumps supply the water requirements. A
450 b.h.p. 900 r.p.m. steam turbine is direct-

connected to two De Laval horizontal

Fig. Cooling Towers

single-stage double-suction pumps which de-
liver the water from the hot well to the cool-

ing tower against a head of 67 ft. ; while a 225
b.h.p. turbine is direct-connected to 18 in.

horizontal single-stage double-suction cen-

trifugal pumps for delivering water from the
cold well to the condenser against a total

head of 35 feet. As a spare for this service

one of the larger units is connected and
installed capable of operating either pump.
The water from the cooling tower flows to

the condenser cold well by gravity. These
pumps are located in the basement directly

under the air pumps.
The steam regenerator equipment, part of

which can be seen in Fig. 2, receives exhaust
steam from the mill engines and auxiliaries

and is divided into two groups. One group
consists of two regenerators 8 ft. by 50 ft.

and receives steam from a 55 in. by 66 in.

blooming mill reversing engine, pressure
pumps and air-compressors. This equipment
is capable of passing 250,000 pounds of

steam per hour to the turbines, with a supply
from the engines fluctuating between 40,000
pounds per hour and 400,000 pounds per
hour. It is capable of delivering 2200
pounds of steam per minute for a period of

one minute, with pressure varying from
19 pounds absolute to 15 pounds
absolute, requiring not more than
one minute to attain a temperature
of 225 deg. F., over the entire body
of water, when supplied with suf-

ficient steam in excess of the turbine
requirements. The other group con-
sists of three regenerators of the same
size, receiving steam from the rough-
ing rail mill engine 55 in. by 66 in.,

the Allis 52 in. by 72 in., a simple
Corliss and a Duplex pump. This
equipment is capable of passing
220,000 pounds of steam per hour
from a fluctuating supply varying
from a rate of 1500 pounds per hour
to a rate of 350,000 pounds per hour.

It is capable of delivering 1500 pounds
of steam per minute for a period of

two minutes, not requiring more than
two minutes to attain a tempera-
ture of 225 deg. F. The pressure

drop in either case from inlet to

outlet of the regenerators does not ex-

ceed 1.1 and 1.3 pounds per square
inch for an average flow of 175,000 to

200,000 pounds per hour. The equip-
ment is furnished by the Rateau
Regenerator Company.

Large receivers are placed at the engines

to reduce the momentary fluctuations in

steam delivery therefrom. An 18 in. equaliz-

ing line between the regenerators, or between
the two exhaust systems, has been installed

for the safety of operation as well as for

economy in the use of exhaust steam. This
by-pass line accomplished at a small cost

what could otherwise have been done only
by grouping all of the regenerators at one
point; since steam in excess of the capacity
for absorption of the two regenerators at

the blooming mill (which would otherwise be
blown out by the blooming mill relief valve) •

can by this pipe be utilized or absorbed in

the rail mill regenerators, thereby allowing

all regenerators to be kept at a more even
rating.

The station proper possesses plain and
attractive architectural and decorative fea-

tures. The structure is entirely fire-proof,

and is of brick and steel resting upon a heavy
concrete sub-base trimmed like concrete
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blocks. The floors are of steel-reinforced

concrete, the main turbine floor is surfaced

with white and black marble tiles laid

diagonally, and the roof is of slate. The inte-

riors of the main rooms are wainscoted in

panels between the columns of the steel frarnes,

with two different shades of

brown pressed brick, finished

above with a light buff brick.

Other interior faces, such as

the crane runway, steel trus-

ses and roof sheeting and the

20-ton overhead traveling

crane (spanning the turbine

room floor and running the
entire length of the build-

ing) are all painted of the
same color as the buff brick,

giving a fine diffusion of

light throughout the build-

ing. The basement consti-

tutes the transformer and
storage battery room at one
end and the pump floor at

the other end, while the tur-

bine foundations occupy the
space between them. These
foundations have been built

entirely free from the floor

above in order to avoid
any vibration through
the floor to the building. The building is

located centrally between the rail and
blooming mill engines and adjacent to these
mills. The entire electrical equipment has
been supplied by the General Electric Com-
pany.

In the wiring scheme all connections
between the busbars and the units are made
through motor-operated oil switches, all

arranged for remote control from a bench-
board placed in the electrical operating
gallery overlooking the generator room (Fig.

5) which gives the operator an unobstructed
view of the main units. The low voltage is

transmitted through busbars and carried

by cables between floors; while the high
tension wiring between generators and control
switches is made up of three-conductor lead
cables, also concealed between floors. The
busbars and their switches are installed in

concrete barriers or cells for the prevention
of arcing between phases, and all busbar
equipment is in duplicate.

The local distribution is arranged and
equipped as follows: The generating units

are excited from a 150 kw. General Electric

induction motor-generator set, together with

a 35 kw. turbine e.xciter as an auxiliary for

starting either generator from rest. The
current for the steel works end of the plant

is also furnished from this station from an
equipment consisting of three synchronous
motor-generator sets, each of 500 kw.

Fig. 5. Turbo-Generator Station. Switchboard Room

capacity (originally furnished by the Crocker-
Wheeler Company and transferred to this

station). These units supply the direct

current. Five 200 kv-a. Westinghouse trans-

formers are used to step the current down
from 6600 volts to 240 volts for low tension
motor work in the mills, and are controlled

by a switch-board equipment on the same
gallery as the high tension bench-board
control.

In addition to the above equipment a
storage battery system is provided in the
basement for taking care of the operation of

all the control switches and emergency
lighting in case of a complete shut-down of

the plant, and is automatic in its operation.
Directly above the storage batteries, in

the compartment at the base of the exit

tower, static and electrolytic lightning arres-

ters are located to take care of the tie-in

line and transmission lines to Corey through
a junction or exit tower. This is equipped
with motor-controlled operating switches
through double sets of hook switches at the
summit of the tower, and can be seen in Fig. 2.

Power for the Corey plant is carried to a
substation at Corey 2}/^ miles away, the
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wires being carried on steel towers along a

right of way owned by the company. These
towers are spaced from 204 to 1550 ft.

apart and are from 43 ft. to 87 ft. high. The
power is transmitted over six circuits of bare

stranded copper cable of 300,000 cm.
capacity. An o^•erhead steel cable is carried

on the steel towers for lightning protection.

The new station is connected with the
original power house by means of a tie-in

line composed of three circuits of 300,000
cm. bare stranded copper conductors,

making it possible to concentrate the power
of both plants as one. Additional switch

control was installed at the old station to

take care of the new turbine unit.

A MIXED-PRESSURE TURBINE INSTALLATION
ON TRACTION SERVICE

By E. G. AIorgax

Turbine Construction Dept., Chic.\go Office, Gener.\l Electric Comp.^ny

This article puts the case for the mixed-pressure turbine very thoroughly by citing an actual example,

typical of manv others, where a great increase in station capacity has been obtained without any increase in

boiler equipment. Most of the load was traction and a steady elevation of the peak demanded additional

generators. Several alternatives were considered, such as a modern high-pressure turbine and a 5000 kw.

low-pressure machine with additional boilers. A 2500 kw. turbine without boiler addition was decided upon;

and the published load diagrams with accompanying text show how successful this scheme has proved.

—

Editor.

The Batavia power plant of the Aurora,

Elgin and Chicago Railway is situated

about forty miles southwest of Chicago

at Batavia, Illinois, and furnishes power to

the Aurora, Elgin and Chicago Railroad

—

a high-speed third rail intertirban railway,

connecting Chicago with Wheaton. Elgin,

Geneva, Batavia and Aurora; a 40-mile

trolley interurban line extending from York-
ville, 12 miles south of Aurora, through

Aurora and Elgin, to Carpentersville, 6 miles

north of Elgin, and the city lines in Aurora

and Elgin; to the Elgin and Belvidere

Railway, an interurban line connecting Elgin

with Belvidere, Rockford, Freeport and
Madison; to the Aurora and DeKalb Railway,

an interurban line running out of Aurora
southwest through a number of small towns
and to the Joliet and Southern Railway; a

22-mile interurban between Aurora and
Joliet; and in addition furnishes power for

lighting the cities of Elgin, Wheaton, West
Chicago and Lombard, and a number of

smaller towns.
The details of this power plant are very

interesting on account of the increased

efficienc}^ and increased maximum capacity,

with the same boiler equipment, which were
achieved by the addition, in October, 1910. of

one 2500 kw. mixed-pressure turbine, designed

to operate on the exhaust steam from existing

reciprocating units. The power station is

located on the Batavia branch of the inter-

urban railroad, and is on the Fox River

whence a good supply of cooling water for

condensing purposes is obtained. It has at

present a boiler equipment of fourteen 500
h.p. Edgemore boilers operating at 175 lb.

pressure, with just enough superheat coils

to give dry steam at the engine. Ten boilers

are provided with fuel economizers of 2700
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Fig. 1

sq. ft. heating surface, located between the

boiler and the main flue. Four of the boilers

have no economizers and were added to the

station in the winter of 1910-11. Illinois

and Indiana screenings are used for fuel.
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All boilers are equipped with automatic
stokers of the chain grate type.

The engine room equipment includes four

Cooper-Corliss horizontal cross-compound
engines. Three have 32 in. high-pressure

cylinders, 64 in. low-pressure cylinders, 60

in. stroke and run at 75 r.p.m. The fourth

has the same cylinder dimensions, but has

a stroke of 48 in. and a speed of 94 r.p.m.

Each engine is direct-connected to a 1500

kw., 2300 volt, 3-phase generator. The
engine room also contains the necessary

exciters and auxiliary equipment. The en-

gines, before the installation of the turbine

and the last four boilers, were nm condensing

possible to pull the peak load. The curve
in Fig. 1 represented about the ultimate

capacity of the plant, considering the best

load factor for the different hours of the day
in relation to the peak load for the busy
hours.

The economy of the plant as operating

was considered, and means for bettering that

economy by adding a modern high-pressure

turbine were carefully gone into. It was
estimated that a 10 per cent, increase in

overall efficiency could be obtained in this

way; but it was realized that more boiler

equipment would be necessary, which would
increase the fixed charges and slightly reduce
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into barometric condensers, with a vaciuim

ranging about 25 in. of mercury (referred to

a 30" barometer); and, operating under
these conditions, the maximum capacity of

the plant was 7500 kw. with all ten boilers

working to maximum capacity. It was only

possible to carry this load for one hour.

As the demand for power increased, the

station's daily peak and daily output in-

creased, and it was necessary to consider

additional equipment. Fig. 1 shows the load

for a day in May, 1909. The peak load on
this day (6300 kw.) required all the ten

boilers to operate at a very high overload,

or the use of nine boilers at their ultimate

capacity. If for any reason two boilers were
down for repairs, it would not have been

the above saving. The alternative of using,

low-pressure turbines with modern condensing
apparatus employing the exhaust steam from
the engines was also considered. It became
evident that an installation of this kind

would give the best results, and that it would
reduce the cost per kw-hr. developed by
about 20 per cent., if all the exhaust from the

reci'rocating units were used in connection

with low-pressure turbines. It appeared that

the rated capacity of the plant could be
increased by 5U06 kw. (or 83 per cent.)

with the addition of only 36 per cent, more
boiler capacity due to the increased over-all

efficiency; while it was also found that a

2500 kw. low-pressure turbine could be
operated with the existing units with the
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same boiler installation. It was decided to

install a 2500 kw. low-pressure turbine

immediately, in order to realize at least part

of the 20 per cent, saving.

As a consequence, there was installed, in

October, 1910, a 2500 kw. Curtis mixed-
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pressure turbine, direct-connected to a 2500

kw., 25-cycle, 2300 volt generator. The unit

occupies the center of the engine room
between two of the reciprocating engines;

and the exhaust piping is arranged so that

the turbine can take steam from any one or

all of the engines (as indicated in Fig. 2)

depending upon the most efficient operation

as determined by the load. The barometric

condensers are connected to the exhaust

header as formerly, but the piping is arranged

with valves so that any condenser or engine

can be cut out and the exhaust from any
engine turned into a common 22 in. exhaust

header to feed the turbine. The turbine is

equipped with a set of high-pressure steam
valves under control of the main governor, so

that the set may be operated with high-

pressure steam in the event of no low-pressure

steam being available, or to make up a de-

ficiency of low-pressure steam. A surface

condenser is installed to take the exhaust from

the turbine. This condenser has 12,000 ft. of

cooling surface, and is designed to give a
vacuum of 28 in. (referred to a 30 in.

barometer).
With this turbine installed, the results

obtained were very gratifying, from the

operating, as well as from the economical,

standpoint. Fig. 3 shows the load for an
average day in 1911 after the turbine was
installed, and this load was carried without
any of the over-crowding of the boilers which
was necessary before. The average daily

summer output of the station has been
increased from about 99,000 to 118,000 kw-
hrs., or approximately 19 per cent.; and the

additional peak load is carried with the

same boilers without any difficulty. The
station economy has been bettered by about
16 per cent. The operation of the combina-
tion is extremely simple, as the generator is

tied in on the common bus with the engine

generator. The turbine generator operating

with the engine generators gives better

voltage regulation than that previously ob-

tained with the engine generators alone, due
to the fly-wheel effect and the constant drive

on the turbine generator. The curves in

Fig. 4 show the turbine taking the exhaust
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from two 1500 kw. engines—units which,

when operating at rated load, supply suffi-

cient low-pressure steam to develop rated

load on the low-pressure machine. The curve

indicates good regulation and equal division

of the load.
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A MIXED-PRESSURE TURBINE INSTALLATION AT A STEEL WORKS
By B. E. Semple

Power and Mining Department, Chicago Office, General Electric Company

This article describes a 7000 kw. mixed-pressure Curtis turbine, the largest of its type built to date, installed
at the plant of a large steel manufacturing corporation. It will operate on 140 lbs. high-pressure steam or 16
lbs. low-pressure (vacuum 28

1 2 inches) or both; and under the latter conditions may receive its supply either
from three reciprocating engines driving electric generators in the existing power house or from four of the
blast furnace engines. Reference is made to some of the general principles of the control and operation of
turbines of this type, and the article concludes with a statement as to the operating economies which have
been effected by the unit in this instance. Considering only reduction in steam consumption per kilowatt-
hour, there is a net saving probably in the neighborhood of S85,000 annually.

—

Editor.

Those \vho are only slightly familiar ^vith

the operation of a reciprocating steam engine
are not in the least surprised to see a massive
unit driving an electric generator that supplies

power for the operation of an electric railway
or an industrial plant, as they are aware of

the fact that the engine is receiving steam
at a pressure considerably higher than is

necessary for the heating of an ordinary
apartment building. They would be ex-

tremely startled if they were to visit a power
station and see a ten thousand horse-power
engine of the turbine type operating on a
steam pressure but one and one-half pounds
above that of the atmosphere; and they
would doubtless be still more confused if they
learned that the same steam that was doing
this work had previotisly existed in a high-
pressure form, and had passed through recip-

rocating steam engines and caused them to

perform equally as much work.
Such situations, however, are in existence^

at the present day. Although they came
into existence without arousing even the
slightest interest amongst people outside the
engineering profession, yet they actually rep-
resent a development which is of the greatest

importance to the inhabitants of any civilized

country, since they maintain the true prin-

ciples of conservation and make for economy
in countless manufacturing operations.

Here the question may be asked, "How is

all this accomplished?" The answer is found
in the fact that, if one pound of steam at atmos-
pheric pressure is expanded to a 28 in. vacutim,
it produces an available energy of approxi-
mately 130,000 foot-pounds (with a proper
allowance for moisture) ; and thus a condition is

established to which a ttirbine is partictilarly

adapted. A reciprocating steam engine is

not adapted to such a condition, as its highest
efficiency is obtained when it utilizes the
available energy of steam from a boiler-gauge
pressure of, say, 150 pounds to atmospheric
pressure. During the last few years the
possibilities of the steam turbine, for utilizing

the low-pressure steam from reciprocating
engines which have originally taken it at
high pressures from the boilers, have been
recognized; and one cotild cite countless
instances where this principle is being suc-
cessfully applied for all classes of electrical

service. It is the purpose of the present
article to describe an equipment which was
supplied in 1909 to a large steel manufacturing
corporation for installation in one of its

existing power stations.

The turbine is of the mixed- pressure Curtis
vertical shaft type and drives a 25-cycle
three-phase 2200 volt generator at a speed of

750 r.p.m., rated to develop 7777 kv-a.
(nonnal) and 9722 kv-a. (maximum). The
unit is designed for operation on both high-
pressure steam at 140 pounds absolute and
low-pressure steam at 16 pounds absolute
and a vacuum of 283^ in.; and is capable of
carrying its rated load with steam supplied
at either pressure or at both pressures in

proper proportions. It is the largest unit of

its kind built to date in this country. Low
pressure steam is admitted to the turbine
through an inlet pipe equipped with a butter-
fly throttling valve. This valve acts as
a governing device when the turbine is

supplied with sufficient low-pressure steam
for the load on the generator. The high-
pressure steam is admitted through, and
controlled by, a number of independent valves
which govern groups of nozzles connected to

the high pressure steam chest. The butterfly
valve in the low-pressure inlet pipe is con-
trolled by the same governing mechanism
which controls the high-pressure inlet valves;
and by this arrangement the speed of the
turbine is automatically governed, regardless
of the amount of low-pressure steam available.

Fig. 1 represents a simple diagram of the
steam and electrical connections in the station
containing the turbine. Reference to this

diagram will indicate that the turbine receives
its low-pressure steam from two sources, one
being from the reciprocating steam engines
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driving alternating current generators, and
the other from the reciprocating steam blow-

ing engines which supply air to the blast

furnaces. The high-pressure steam is sup-

plied by the same boilers that supply the times the turbine

L Ive Stearn L rne from
Boilers

Gas from
SteelMill

Gas
Engines

Fig. 1.

Mixed Pressure Turbine

Steam and Electrical Connections in Turbine Station

engines just mentioned. Two of these recip-

rocating electric units are of the Allis type,

twin tandem compound, each having two
high-pressure cylinders 24 in. by 48 in. and
two low-pressure cylinders 48 by 48 in.

The third is a Westinghouse machine with

a single high-pressitre cylinder 38 by 54 in.

and a single low-pressure cylinder 72 by 54

in. Four blast furnace blowing engines of

the Mesta type are arranged in such a way
that their exhaust can be used in the turbine.

They each have a single high-pressure

cylinder 44 by 66 in. and a single low-pressure

cylinder 84 by 66 in. In ordinary operation

the three reciprocating electric units will

supply enough low-pressure steam for full

load conditions on the turbine; but at times,

for convenience, one or m^ore of the recip-

rocating electric units may not be in use, at

which time one or more of the four blast

furnace blowing engines exhausts into the

turbine. Suitable condensing facilities are

provided so that any of the reciprocating

electric units or the blast furnace blowing
units can be operated condensing, when not
used with the turbine as a source of steam
supply to the latter unit.

The high-pressure connection to the turbine
comes into action at times, when a portion

or all of the low-pressure supply is being

used from the blowing engines, since at inter-

vals blast furnace operation requires that the

air supply be cut off instantly. At such
governor automatically
admits high-pressure
steam directly into the

turbine, thus allowing it

to continue to carry its

load without interrup-

tion to the electrical

system. It will also be
of interest to note that

the generator of the
turbine operates on the

same bus and in parallel

with the generators
driven by the recipro-

cating steam engines

which supply a portion

of the low-pressure
steam for the turbine,

and also in parallel with
the gas engine-driven
generators. The entire

station also operates in

parallel with another
station located several

hundred feet distant

1000 kw. high-pressure tur-

a gas engine plant some

Hiqiy Pressure 6team
Line to Turbine

contammg two
bines, and with
twenty miles distant.

Fig. 2 gives a general view of the mixed-
pressure turbine unit. It will be noted that
its overall dimensions are quite small, par-
ticularly as regards shaft length, since this

type requires less revolving wheels than the
high-pressure type. The machine has but
three stages, each stage being equipped with
a wheel carrying two rows of revolving
buckets. This turbine is not in any way
different in design from the standard Curtis

machine as installed elsewhere. The high-

pressure steam is made use of on the same
revolving buckets as is the low-pressure

steam, and there are no idle buckets or wheels
in either operation. The pressure distribution

in all stages is worked out so carefully in

the design of the machine as to give almost
equal stage pressures at either high- or low-

pressure operation. The Curtis mixed-pres-

sure turbine differs from other types, in that

it does not require the use of reducing valves

for reducing steam from boiler pressure to

the lower values made use of in low-pressure

operation, since it is equipped with high-

pressure valves similar to those used on
strictly high-pressure machines. The losses
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incident to the use of redu-

cing valves are in this manner
entirely avoided.

In operation this turljine

makes use of all of the low-

pressure steam available to

it; and if, after the low-

pressure steam inlet has been
opened to its maximum the

generator is called upon for

more output, the governor
automatically begins to open
the high-pressure valves, thus
admitting high-pressure steam
to take care of the additional

load. The turbine is also

equipped with a suitable

number of hand-operated
valves located in the first

stage, allowing the number of

low-pressure admission
nozzles to be varied at will,

in order to bring about the

most economical operation of

turbine and engine at different

loads.

In making a statement as to

what economics have been
accomplished at this plant

through the installation of the

turbine, it can be better

understood if only the three

reciprocating electric units

and the turbine are consid-

ered. The steam consumption
of the reciprocating electric

units when operating conden-
sing, without the turbine, is

26 pounds per kilowatt-hour
based on an output of 6000
kw. When operating with the turbine

the steam consumption is but 17 pounds
per kilowatt-hour based on an output of

13,000 kw., or a saving of 9 pounds of steam
per kilowatt-hour. Let it be assumed that

one pound of steam per kilowatt-hour is tiscd

for the auxiliaries, leaving a net saving of

8 pounds per kilowatt-hour. Let it also be
assumed that one pound of coal at .If 1.50

a ton (2000 lb.) will evaporate seven pounds
of water, making the cost of a pound of

steam .|(). 000 107. In a year of 320 days
there will thus be a saving of .185,463.04

based on an output of 13,000 kilowatt-hours.

If the amount saved annually were capitalized

at the rate of 5 per cent, for interest and 10

per cent, for depreciation and upkeep, this

would mean that $569,753.60 could rcasonabh-

Fig. 2. 9722 Kv-a. Mixed-Pressure Curtis Turbine

be spent in bringing about this saving in

steam by the installation of the turbine

and would be an excellent investment. The
load conditions at this plant are such that

the turbine operates 24 hours a day at about

full load, and is shut down for cleaning and
inspection every other Sunday. The turbine

was put into operation in May, 1910, and has

been operating successfully with a negligible

amount of repairs since that time.

The condenser is of the surface type and
is located directly beneath the turbine. It

is equipped with tubes having an outside

diameter of one inch, sufficient in number
to give an effective cooling surface of 25,000

square feet. An excellent supply of cooling

water for the condenser is obtained from
Lake Michigan which is close at hand, and
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it is not an uncommon occurrence in winter
to observe a vacuum of 293^ in.

The condenser base was furnished by the
makers of the turbine as a part of the machine,

while the remainder of the condenser equip-
ment was furnished and installed by the
Wheeler Condensing and Engineering Com-
pany.

CONFIRMATION OF THE ADVANTAGES OF ELECTRICITY TO
THE CEMENT MANUFACTURERS

By J. Benton Porter

Philadelphia Office, General Electric Company

The fact that, of the last twenty cement plants put down in this country, seventeen are using electric drive
throughout, is suflficient proof that the claims which have been made regarding the use of electricity in this
industrial field are fully borne out by practice. This article, which was originally presented by Mr. Porter
before the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, discusses the advantages which are to be obtained.—Editor.

The advantages of electricity in cement
manufacture are enumerated in this paper
in accordance with information obtained from
cement manufacturers.
The process of manufacturing cement has

advanced in a comparatively short time,

from the confines of cement rock to any
locality where the necessary ingredients can
be found in satisfactory compounds for the
raw material. The kilns have grown from
the stationary Saylor kiln to the enormous
rotary kiln capable of producing over 2000
bbl. in 24 hours. Grinding and crushing
machinery has kept pace
with this growth until

plants having a capacity
of less than 2000 bbl. per
day are the exception.
Electricity has played an
important part in this

development. Before 1900
the use of the electric

drive to any great extent
was practically unknown
in cement mills; but in the
last ten years it has been
introduced so extensively,

both in old and new
plants, that there are now
comparatively few that do
not use electric motors on
at least part of their

equipment. In the last

three or four years in the
neighborhood of twenty
new cement plants, repre-

senting over 60,000 electric

horse power, have been built. All but
a very small proportion have used motor
drive throughout; while the remainder have

used motors for their kilns, crushers and
auxiliaries, with engine and line-shaft drive

on their main grinding departments.
It is very difficult to make comparisons of

the cost of operation of different plants as

affected by the method of drive, because it

seems to be impossible to find two which
are operating under exactly the same con-
ditions. The tube mill, which is supposed
to give the steadier output and to require

practically the same power continuously, has
shown considerable variation. Records have
been made of the power consumed on these

75 H.P., 720 R.P.M.. 60 Cycle, 440 Volt. Slip Ring Induction Motors Driving Rotary
Kilns. Knickerbocker Portland Cement Company. Hudson, N. Y.

mills, operating under daily commercial con-

ditions and located in the same plant, where
the power varied from 112 to 160 h.p., due
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to the height of the pebbles in the mill. By
means of electricity this trouble was imme-
diately corrected. Similar differences have
been found in practically

every other type of grind-

ing machine located in

cement mills. The differ-

ence in power consump-
tion, or cost of power per
barrel, depends so much
more on the type of

grinding mills, the fineness

of the finished product,
and the character of the
raw material, than on the
method of drive, that any
conclusions regarding the
latter, drawn from concrete
figures on different plants,

are apt to be misleading.
This is true of comparisons
between two electrically-

driven plants and even
more so in the case of

mechanical drive, on ac-

count of the difliculty of

getting accurate load tests

on the latter.

The effect of the physical properties of

the raw material is well illustrated in the

the material up finer than usual in order to
dry it, as it was impossible to expel all of

the moisture from the rock when reduced

75 H.P., 400 R.P.M. 60 Cycle, Vertical Induction Motors Driving Giant Griffin Mills

Knickerbocker Portland Cement Company. Hudson, N. Y.

experience of a plant located in the middle
west. Here it was found that an additional
hammer mill had to be installed to break

25 HP-, 600 R.P-M-, 60 Cycle, 440 Volt, Induction Motors Driving No. 5 Gyratory
Crushers. Knickerbocker Portland Cement Company, Hudson, N. Y.

only to the size customary in other plants.

The power required for crushing and raw
grinding will also vary considerably, depend-

ing on the hardness of the

rock used.

The few recently in-

stalled plants which were
mentioned as having put in

a mechanical drive for their

main grinding depart-
ments, with motors only on
the auxiliaries representing
about one-third the total

power in these plants, have
done so because they be-

lieved that this reduced
their power consumption
per barrel output. The
theory is that, since the use
of electric drive interposes,

between the prime mover
and the mills, the genera-
tor, transmission lines, and
motors with their attend-
ant losses—which in the
mechanical s}'stem are re-

placed simply by the main
Ijelt and line shaft—the

economy of the latter should be higher. This
may be true with a good mechanical transmis-
sion, i.e., one with a minimum of shafting and
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belts ; but there are a number of compensating
advantages possessed by the electrical system
which tend to raise its ultimate steam econ-
omy as compared with the engine drive.

150/375 HP Vertical Induction Motor

The most important of these is the fact that
no plant operates at a constant load, so that
the transmission losses, which may be only a
small percentage in the mechanical system
at full load, are really a considerably greater
proportion of the actual average power pro-
duced; while with the electrical system the
losses are reduced much more nearly in pro-
portion to the reduction in load. There
are several reasons why the load on plants is

not constant, such as individual mills being
shut down for repairs, re-pebbling in the
case of tube mills, accidents to elevators or

conveyors, and the desire to restrict pro-
duction.

Readings which have been obtained from
a number of diflFerent plants indicate that
the average load factor, or ratio between
the average power used and that required
to operate all of the machinery at its full

capacity, is only about SO per cent. This is

on the complete plant. On the grinding
departments it is somewhat higher, but even
there it does not seem to run over about
85 per cent. A typical load curve on an
entire plant is shown in Fig. 1, while a similar

curve covering the load on the raw grinding
department for one day is shown in Fig. 2.

A load curve taken on the raw grinding
department of this plant, covering its opera-

tion over a period of several months, is

shown in Fig. 3. Another typical plant when
operating under normal conditions averaged
onh' about SO per cent, of its raw grinding
mills in operation, and about 85 per cent,

of its finishing mills. These variations cannot
but reduce the theoretical efficiency of a
mechanical drive, and are still more noticeable
in times of restricted production.
The electric drive suffers practically no

deterioration in efficiency after it is installed,

while a mechanical transmission does. It

was found in one cement plant that the
friction load, i.e., the power required to

drive the transmission belts and shafting, on
a group of Griffin mills, was increased from
about 7 per cent, to over 15 per cent, on
account of wear in the line-shafting bearings.

This was of course an abnormal condition,

but one which is liable to occur in any
mechanically-driven plant. Another respect
in which economy can be obtained by the
use of the electric drive is that steam turbines
may be employed as prime movers. Turbines
can show a higher economy at all loads than
reciprocating engines, and require less attend-

ance and supplies. A test was made in two
central power stations to find wherein the

turbine improved the economies. The tur-

bine station, operating under the same
conditions of load, coal supply, etc., as the

engine plant, reduced the cost of coal 9.9

per cent., while the expense of the operating

force, oil, waste, water and sundries, was
reduced over 42.9 per cent. From this ttst

is shown the fact that not only coal economy
may be accomplished by the turbine installa-

tion.

eem
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Load Curve of 3000 Barrel Plant.

[Indicating Wattmeter Readings

Hourly

One of the greatest advantages of the

electric over the mechanical drive is flexibility.

This applies both to the operation of the

power plant and the mill itself. The gener-

ating station may contain either two or three

units of a total capacity somewhat greater
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than the maximum demand of the plant.

Some cement engineers recommend the use

of three units, each of about 40 per cent, of

the total capacity required. This permits the

operating engineer to keep the load on each
unit very near the point of maximum efh-

ciency, even though the plant is operating

at a fraction of its rated output. The three

units allow adjustments and repairs to be
made on any machine without crippling the

plant, and the various departments are then
more independent of their prime movers.
In a mechanically-driven plant extended
repairs on an engine can be made onl}- at

the expense of shutting down the entire mill

or some particular department. This point

of flexibility is demanded by the cement
engineer in the arrangement of his kilns. No
plant with a rated output of 2000 bbl. would
consider for an instant the use of a single

kiln having an equal capacity.

The flexibility in the operation of the

various machines is something that cannot
be stated in figures, but which is recognized
by all cement men. One superintendent
operating a plant driver; by large motors on
groups consisting of two or more grinding
mills, stated that his experience would lead
him—in the case of another plant—to sub-
divide the apparatus still further, putting an
individual motor on each mill, in order to

make the machines absolutely independent
of each other. In another plant where each
of the grinding departments was originally

driven by an engine, motors have been
installed driving the mills in groups. Each
department was divided into two groups, so

that four motors took the place of two
engines. Even with this small amount of

subdivision, the production was increased
with the same force of men, largely because
accidents to mills, conveyors, or belts ceased
to shut down the entire department in which

500

The wide latitude which the use of the

individual motor drive gives in the operation

of a mill is well illustrated in starting new
plants. Parts of the apparatus can be put

^''°6 8 10/ZZ 4 6 d /O IZ Z 4 6
am Time

Fig. 2. Load Curve on Raw Mill of 2000 Barrel Plant

Hourly Ammeter Reading

they occurred. It is worthy of note, also,

that the company which owns this plant is

installing individual motors almost entirely

in new plants.

Aug.Sept Oct Niti Dec Jan Jeb MarAprMayJufipJulfSugieftOct

Fig. 3. Curve Showing Variation of Power Used in Raw
Grinding Department in 2000 Barrel Plant, by Months

into operation long before the construction

is completed on the entire plant. Several

months often elapse after starting the first

kiln before the plant is in full operation.

In the meantime, with the motor drive, the

completed portions of the plant are operated
under practically normal conditions so far

as power per barrel is concerned. This point

is not so important in itself, as, of course, a

plant only starts once; but it illustrates the

ease with which an electrically-operated mill

can be run at reduced capacity, a matter
which the fluctuations of the cement market
force the engineer to consider. The flexibility

in the construction of a plant allowed by the

use of the electric drive is a point which
may affect the future cost of operation
considerably. The location of the power
station can be governed by such consideration

as water supply for boiler feed and condensing,
ease of coal-handling and ash-disposal. At
least one plant erected in recent years found
these considerations important enough, in

view of local conditions, to warrant locating

the power house nearly a mile from the mill,

the saving in cost of operation more than
compensating for the energy lost in trans-

mission. The results obtained in this instal-

lation have been most satisfactory. It is of

interest to note that their cost of repairs on
the entire electrical equipment, including

about 3000 h.p., in motors and over 2000
kw. in steam turbines, has been less than
I /lOOO of a cent, per kw-hr. in the 23/6 years

of their operation. This is evidence of the
reliability of the modem turbine and induc-
tion motor operating under the severe condi-
tions of cement plant service.

The electrical apparatus best suited to
meet the conditions of the cement industry
consists of steam turbine-driven generators
and induction motors arranged for the indi-

vidual motor, drive. The induction motor is
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better fitted to deliver constant speed to the
mills than any other form of drive, since it

is not affected by heating or fluctuations in

voltage. The design of any machinery is

2000
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Fig. 4. Load Curve on 2000 Barrel Plant. A, Hourly Read-
ings on Indicating Wattmeter; B, Average of A; C, Average

Power Based on Watthour Meter Readings

made to give its most satisfactory results at

a predetermined speed, and if operated
continuously at that speed should give its

greatest economy. Elaborate tests made on
textile mills showed that the mechanical
drive gave a speed variation of over 10 per
cent, under ordinary operating conditions,

but during damp weather the percentage was
greatly increased. The installation of induc-
tion motors practically maintained a constant
speed, increasing the production of these

mills in proportion to it, and the cloth w-as

very materially improved by uniform weave.
Variation in speed ma}- be due to belt slippage,

but in this case it can easily be adjusted with
the individual motor drive. The extensive
development of vertical belted motors for

driving Griffin and Fuller mills has eliminated
the necessity for idlers and quarter-turn

belts with this type of mill. This is regarded
as a decided improvement.
Without the individual drive it is necessary

to equip mills with friction clutches—always
a source of trouble and annoyance. One of

the advantages of electricity lies in the

equipment of compensators with an auto-
matic overload release, often of inestimable
value because it can be tripped so as to shut
down the motor by a push button, located
in any convenient place near the machine.
Another advantage is the convenience of

testing a mill to see if repairs are needed.
The ease and accuracy with which the

power used can be metered and apportioned
between the different departments with the
electrical system is an advantage of which
the cement engineer makes frequent use in

locating trouble and reducing cost. Data
obtained by the use of indicators with
mechanically-driven plants are liable to be
inaccurate and to lead to erroneous conclu-

sions, because of the difficulty of taking cards
often enough, and over periods long enough,
to show the true load curve. This point is

ijlustrated by Fig. 4. Cur\'e .4 shows the

apparent load curve obtained on a plant by
taking hourly readings of the indicating
wattmeter. The average of these readings,

5, is 1675 kw., which is the apparent power
required to operate the mill. The actual
average power, however, required on the
day of the test, as determined from the
recording wattmeter C, was only 1554 kw.,
or 7 per cent, less than would be concluded
from the hourly readings alone. It is prac-
tically impossible with engine-driven plants
to obtain more accurate data than those
represented by curve A, and it is evident
that conclusions as to the actual cost per
horse power, or the power used in a certain

operation, might be very misleading if based
on such readings. Curve drawing and inte-

grating meters, however, give the engineer
of an electrically-driven plant an absolute
check on both operation and cost.

If curve B, shown in Fig. 4, was taken as

the basis of average power consumed in a
mill, it can be readily seen from Fig. 3, giving
the actual power consumed by months, that
the average would not be nearly correct.

Fig. 3 was used particularly to show the
variation in power required on batteries of

tube, ball, Kent, Griffin, and similar mills.

These types operated in batteries are supposed
to require a constant power, and it is claimed,

therefore, to be more economical to drive

them with an engine. The explanation of

these power variations, shown in Fig. 3, may
be due to complete shutdowns of this depart-
ment, or the output may have been cut
down by nmning fewer machines; however,
the peak load in May shows the maximum
power required and the installation has to

be equipped with sufficient power to meet this

maximum demand. The mechanical drive

provides no means for the improvement of

this condition, except to cut out this depart-

ment when not operating all machines full.

The electric drive gives greater flexibility

even in this department, as the power con-

sumption is a variable quantity.

The advantages of electricity in the manu-
facture of cement are confirmed by the

engineer. The last 20 plants constructed,

with three exceptions, have installed the

electric drive complete, and these three have
used the mechanical drive only in two
departments, and yet the kilns are driven
with individual electric motors. It is con-

sidered imperative to equip a cement mill

with more than one kiln in order to have
the flexibility of independent units. The kilns

are the arteries and the power plant the heart

of the cement industry, and must be equipped
with the most dependable power in order to

keep it in continuous operation.
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CASTING PURE COPPER BY THE USE OF BORON SUBOXIDE
By R. D. Thomson

Supply Department, General Electric Company

A satisfactory process for making sound, pure copper castings long resisted all efforts at its discovery,

although an immense amount of research work was done in this direction. As the result of the work of Dr.

E. Weintraub, it is now possible to obtain pure copper castings of complicated form by adding boron suboxide
in proper proportions to the molten copper. Castings poured from this metal show high conductivity and
a homogeneity of structure equal to that of forged copper. Pieces of intricate shapes, formerly built up from
rolled copper, are now cast from this deoxidized copper at a great saving in cost.

—

Editor.

Along with the development of electrical if satisfactory, been commercially practicable,

machinery and apparatus there has been a Some eight years ago it was found that sound
great demand for mechanically sound, high castings could be made in metal moulds,
conductivity cast copper. A vast amount of using "poled" copper of tough pitch, such as

Fig. 1, Structure of Cast Copper Just

Beyond Original End of Bar

Fig. 2. Line Between Bar and Casting Fig. 3. Structure of Drawn Bar Copper

effort has been expended in the search for

some process by which castings could be
made, which would compare favorably with

is used in wire making; but the method was
not practicable because of the cost of the
moulds, and because the casting had to be

Fig. 4. Tough Pitch Copper Cast in Iron Mould. Transverse

Section Near End of Bar

forged copper. Many compounds have been
on the market and many foundrymen claim
to have secret processes for accomplishing the
desired result, but in no case has the result,

Fig. 5. Cast Copper Deoxidized with Boron Suboxide.

Section Near Gate End

done in a refinery and not in a foundry.
For years progress had been away from

the use of cast copper, and this in itself added
an obstacle to the production of this copper.
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In spite of the failures and discouraging results

of others, Dr. E. Weintraub, of Lynn. Mass.,

finally succeeded in producing the long-

sought-for substance by the addition of

boron suboxide to molten copper. It is now

Fig. 6. Blow-out Coil Cast in One Piece by the
Use of Boron Suboxide. Turns Squeezed

Together After Casting

a simple matter to cast sound, high conduc-
tivity copper in either sand or metal moulds.

Already, in the short space of two years, the

tendency to discontinue the use of cast

copper has been overcome and the process

come into extensive use in the foundries of

electrical manufacturers and elsewhere.

In order to get high conductivity when
using boron suboxide, it is essential to start

with pure copper, as the compound is not

a purifier but simply a deoxidizer. If impure
copper is used the casting will be sound, but

the conductivity will be reduced in proportion

to the amount and kind of impurity present.

cool down too much to cast before the reaction

is completed. Best results are obtained
by the use of one per cent, by weight of

the compound added to the copper; that

is, one pound for every one hundred pounds
of metal melted, although the amount
may be somewhat diminished or increased

without perceptibly changing the action.

This gives us a process, therefore, which can

be handled by any foundryman and which
will always give the desired result.

Fig. 8. Series Coil of Pure Copper, Cast in One Piece
by the Use of Boron Suboxide

Fig. 7. Crosshead for 3000 Ampere Oil Switch Cast from 1

Deoxidized Copper

The copper is heated to a temperature ap-
proaching 1350 deg. F. and the suboxide
added, the reaction taking place immediateh'.
At lower temperatures the reaction takes place

slowly and there is danger that the copper will

Castings made in this way are mechanically

sound throughout, being entirely free from
blow holes, and can be readily machined.
Electrical conductivity as high as 97 per cent,

has been obtained, while in general practice

it is found to be 88-90 per cent. Many
shapes and sizes are being made at present

with no more difficulty than in the case of

brass, while some other castings are being

made which cannot be made in brass, because
of the difficulty in getting homogeneity.
Among the simple parts are to be found
conductors, terminals, collector rings, con-

tact blades, etc., etc. In many cases a saving

is being effected through the reduction in bulk

made possible by the increase in con-

ductivity, especially where high me-
chanical strength is not essential. Fig.

7 shows a successful, pure copper
casting, complicated in form.

It is also interesting to note here

the remarkable results obtained by
casting this copper to drawn bar cop-

per. For instance. Figs. 1 and 3 show
the structure of the two metals each

side of a weld, while Fig. 2 shows the

union itself. The weld is perfect and
re absolutely free from the blow holes

which have characterized this sort of

work. Undoubtedly there is an extensive field

opened in this direction for the use of this new
compound. Figs. 4 and 5 show respectively

the structure of tough pitch copper cast in an
iron mould and copper cast in a sand moiild
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after being deoxidized with boron suboxide.

Note the density of the deoxidized copper.

The advantages gained by the use of pure
cast copper are not Hmited to the quaHties

of high electrical conductivity and mechanical
soundness. In addition to these important

Fig. 9. 15,000 Ampere Contact Stud and Switch Blade. Cast
of Pure Deoxidixed Copper

characteristics it has been found that the

copper is capable of taking very complicated
moulds, making it possible to use castings

where formerly the pieces were built up,

requiring the machining of surfaces and the

introduction of joints into the construction.

Take for example, the blowout coil shown
in Fig. (J. This coil was formerly built up
from bar copper wound to form, the terminal
pieces being riveted and soldered in place,

as it was impossible to cast this by ordinary
methods. The very first attempt in a sand
mould, using the deoxidized copper, resulted

in a perfectly sound, one-piece casting, and
now this process is used entirely in the
manufacture of these coils, replacing those
built of several parts, with considerable
saving of time and cost.

Castings made from this pure copper com-
pare very favorably with forged copper, and
there are, therefore, innumerable places

where castings may be used with great
saving. Undoubtedly the placing of this

compound on the market will see a return to

the use of cast copper. Figs. 7, 8 and 9 show a

few of the many interesting castings now
being made commercially.
The latest reports show that the Schenec-

tady Works of the General Electric Company
alone have cast more than 35,000 pounds of

this copper in the last year, while the Lynn
and Pittsfield Works have cast 18,121 and
9533 pounds, respectively, in the last six

months. There can be little doubt that the
casting of mechanically sound, high conduc-
tivity copper has passed the experimental
stage and is an important development in the
electrical, as well as in the metal industry.

THE DIFFERENT METHODS OF
CONNECTING THREE-PHASE
ARMATURE WINDINGS FOR
SINGLE-PHASE SERVICE

By W. J. Foster

Alternating Current Engineering Depart-
ment, General Electric Company

The most common type of polyphase gen-
erator is so wound that it may readily have
its circuits connected for six-phase service.

Figs. 1, 2 and 3 show six circuits, in which
the e.m.f's are generated at 60 deg. time inter-

vals. Each circuit at normal magnetization
generates 1000 volts and, hence, two adjacent
circuits in series generate 1732 volts. Fig.

1 shows the delta and Fig. 3 the star con-
nections of three-phase windings, in which
terminals 1, 3 and 5 are for three-phase
service. 1 and 3 may be used as single-phase
terminals. Fig. 2 shows the delta connections
with terminals 1, 3 and 5 for three-phase
and the diametrical terminals 1 and 4 for

single-phase. Hence, in this case only one
terminal is common to both single-phase and
three-phase. For convenience, we will discuss
single-phase output of 519.6 kv-a.

By far the most common method of con-
necting armature windings for single-phase
service is shown in Fig. 3. One of the three
phases carries no current whatever when the
generator is used exclusively single-phase.

When operating exclusively three-phase with
balanced load and same current, 173.2 amperes
in every circuit, the output becomes 900 kv-a.
The relative PR in armature windings at

output of 519.6 kv-a., single-phase, is for

the different connections as follows:

Fig. 1 Fig. 2 Fig. 3

PR in heaviest loaded circuit .

PR in all six circuits

400
1200

169
1014

300
1200

It thus appears that the PR total is the
same for delta or star connections. Figs. 1

and 3, but is less for the diametrical connection
Fig. 2; but the PR in certain sections is

much greater in the delta connected (Fig. 1)

than in either of the others. This makes
it impossible to obtain as large output
single-phase for delta connections in the case
of high potential generators, where the limit
of the rating lies in the heating of the indi-

vidual armature coils. A consideration of the
case of a high potential three-phase generator
with coils designed to carry 173.2 amperes,
results in single-phase ratings as follows

:
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Fig. 1 Fig. 2

Fig. 1 Fig. 2 Fig. 3

Kv-a. single-phase

Per cent, of three-phase 900
kv-a

450.0 692.8 519.6

50 77 58

The armature reaction is the same for any
given kv-a. load for the three different

methods of connecting. The
single-phase load with armature
reaction and, consequently, excita-

tion the same as for 900 kv-a.

three-phase, is approximately 600

kv-a., or <oQ% per cent, of the

three-phase rating. It thus ap-

pears that the diametrical connec-

tion (Fig. 2) is necessary in the

case of a closely designed high

potential generator, to allow the

single-phase rating to be as high

as 70 or 75 per cent, of the three-

phase rating.

The pulsating magnetic flux,

peculiar to single-phase alternators,

is the same for all three con-

nections, since it is dependent
upon the armature reaction. The
double frequency hysteresis losses,

due to this pulsating flux, always
cause greater heating of the iron

parts, especially the pole faces,

than exists in the generator operat-

ing three-phase. Hence, in the

case of the diametrical connections,

the losses incidental to the

double-frequency effects must be
reckoned with, as well as the Diagrams

field winding, in determining the possible

single-phase rating.

The potential wave at the single-phase

terminals of commercial generators is not
the same for any two of the three methods
of connecting. The star connected (Fig. 3)

is the safer in that the third harmonic is

cancelled out. The closest approximation to

Fig. 3

for Connecting Three-Phase Generator to Single-Phase (519.6 Kv-a.)
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a sine wave, as a rule, is obtained by the
diametrical (Fig. 2). It is often possible by
proper selection of pole chamfer, pitch of

winding, etc., to eliminate the third harmonic.
Such precaution should be taken whenever
either the plain delta or diametrical con-
nection is contemplated.

It remains to discuss the unbalancing of

potential at the three-phase terminals. This
unbalancing varies with the single-phase load.

With generators as ordinarily designed for

25 per cent, overload, the current on short-

circuit with excitation for full non-inductive
load is approximately 23^ times the rated
full load current. Such generators, operating
at full load single-phase and no load three-

phase have unbalanced voltages expressed
in percentages about as follows

:

Volts across 1-4
Volts across 1-3
Volts across 3-5
Volts across 5-1

Figs. 1 and
Fig. 2

100
100 95
115 95
101 82

It thus appears that the unbalancing is the
same in Figs. 1 and 3, or in the ordinary
delta and star connections; and furthermore,
that there is no gain in the matter of balancing
of volts on three-phase terminals by connect-
ing as per Fig. 2. This has two high and
one low, whUe the others have one high and
two low, but this diametrical connection has
the disadvantage that the single-phase poten-
tial is several per cent, higher than the
three-phase.

The conclusion to be drawn is that it is

highly desirable to design armature windings
for the diametrical connection in all cases

where a generator is to be used exclusively
single-phase. There may also be many
cases where it should be used when some
three-phase load is to be carried. Such a
generator is just as adaptable at any time to

either three-phase or six-phase service exclu-
sively as any other except, that its potential
three-phase is only 87 per cent, of the
single-phase, and may require special trans-
formers.

An ingenious method of taking single-phase
current from a polyphase armature by means
of a transformer is shown in Fig. 4. This

method was suggested by Air. H. AI. Hobart
as a possible means of reducing the unbalan-
cing at the three-phase terminals. It is

evident that the e.m.f's. 1-2, G-3 and .5-4

are absolutely in phase on open-circuit, and

Se/?erator
Fig. 4

ToS/r?^/<?-p/7ase/.oaif

that 1-2 and 5-4 are of same magnitude,
whUe 6-3 is just double. The transformer
has four identical coils in the primary, one
of which is connected to terminals 1 and 2,

another to 5 and 4; the remaining two coils

placed in series are connected to 6 and 3.

As soon as the transformer is thrown on,

the e.m.f's. become slightly out of phase
with one another and also change in magni-
tude. Mutual inductance in the transformer
coils assists the single-phase armature re-

action in the alternator in causing unequal
currents in the several circuits. A great
variety of results may be obtained by chang-
ing the details of connections, such as placing
the two outer coils of the transformer primary,
(instead of the two middle) on terminals 6

and 3. Reactive coils ma}' also be used
between armature and transformer. Un-
doubtedly better conditions can be obtained
in the matter of balanced voltages on the
three-phase terminals 1, 3 and 5 by the use
of the transformer than by any of the three

methods of direct connection to load shown
in Figs. 1, 2 and 3. The division of work in

the armature winding, however, approximates
the poorest of the direct connections, viz.,

that of Fig. 1, unless by the use of reactive
coUs more than one-half of the load is thrown
on terminals 6 and 3, in which case the
primary coils of the transformer are un-
equally loaded. This method of obtaining
single-phase current may be found desirable

in certain cases.
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NOTES ON THE OPERATION OF THE WASHINGTON,
BALTIMORE 8e ANNAPOLIS RAILROAD

AS A 1200-VOLT SYSTEM
By John R. Hewett

R.\iLWAY AND Traction Engineering Department, General Electric Company

In the November, 1910, Review we published an article by Mr. Hewett describing the conversion of the

Washington, Baltimore and Annapolis Railroad from 6600 volts alternating current to 1200 volts direct

current, in which general particulars of the system were given and a detailed description of the d-c. equipment
included. Railway men have been watching for the results with considerable interest, and we are glad to be
able to publish a further article from Mr. Hewett this month showing the economies which have been effected,

the satisfactory behavior and endurance of the apparatus, and how the expectations of the management of

the road have been more than realized.

—

Editor.

Some of the ruling factors which led to

changing the Washington, Baltimore & Anna-
polis Electric Railroad from 6600-volt

alternating current to 1200-volt direct cur-

rent operation should be cited before showing
the economies secured by the change.

Many of the operating conditions were

peculiar to the system. The run from the

White House depot, on the outskirts of

Washington, to the center of the city is over

an underground conduit system, which, owing
to its limited strength prohibited the use of

cars weighing more than 40 tons. This was
lighter than single-phase cars, capable of per-

forming the service, could be built. Formerly,

with alternating current operation, it was
necessary for the passengers to change cars at

the White House intertirban depot, while

now the 1200-volt interurban cars run right

to the center of the city. Another reason for

the change was that the curves in Baltimore,

around which it was desired to operate in

trains, demanded a shorter car than those

used for the single-phase operation. The
third reason was the high operating expenses,

partictUarly the car-barn expenses. When
the change was made the weight of cars was
reduced from 59 to 39 tons, and the seating

capacity per car from 66 to 54 passengers.

From the following statements it will be

noted that the change from alternating cur-

rent to direct current operation has secured a

saving of approximately 40 per cent, in the

railway company's power bill. This wonder-
ful showing is partly accounted for by the

good inherent characteristics of the 1200-volt

apparatus, and partly by the peculiar con-

ditions which existed before the change.

With single-phase operation short stretches of

track at Baltimore and at Annapolis were
operated by 600-volt direct current, which
was furnished by single-phase motor-genera-

tor sets taking power from the single-phase

trolley. When the change was made to

1200-volt direct current operation these

sections were tied directly to the interurban
trolley.

To maintain the same time table with 1200
volts direct current as was fonnerly main-
tained by 6600 volts alternating current, a
reduction in the maximum speed was found
possible as the rate of acceleration was
increased ; this factor accounts for a saving in

power, as losses in the brake shoes are reduced.

It is interesting to note that the final sub-

stitution of 1200-volt apparatus for alter-

nating current apparatus was made in a single

night, and that not one trip of the regular

time table was missed on the first day of

change.
The reduction of car-bam expenses since

the change-over is perhaps one of the most
significant advantages which have been de-

rived. The following figures speak for them-
selves:

1909
A-C.

Operation

1911
D-C.

Operation

Number of cars .

Car-barn employees
Car-barn expenses per car

mile

23
63

3.72 cts.

44
27

1.37 cts

A complete analysis of these expenses for

direct-ctirrent operation is as follows:
Cents per

Operating Expenses Car Mile

32 Passenger and combination cars . $0.37
33-a Freight cars 05
33-b Express cars .00

33-c Mail cars 00
34 Locomotives .00

35 Service cars .04

36 Electric equipment of cars . . .21

37 Electric equipment of locomotives . .00

38 Shop machines and tools . . . .02

39 Shop expenses .18

66 Car house employees .... .50

67 Car house expenses .... .00

Total 81.37

The above figures refer to a period of nine

months ending December 31, 1911. The
original carbon brushes furnished with the

motors have now run over 130,000 miles and
show less than 3^ in. wear; not one brush has
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been renewed. The brushes on the dyna-
motors have run over 130,000 miles; not one
has been renewed. The brushes on the com-
pressors have run over 130,000 miles; not one
has been renewed. The wear on all of the

above brushes is so small that after over

130,000 miles of service there is not sufficient

wear to enable any prediction as to their

ultimate life. All of the original armature
bearings are still in service after having run
over 130,000 miles. The axle bearings

average 40,000 miles, and the journal bear-

ings 85,000 miles, before being re-babbitted.

The average wheel mileage per turning is

45,000 miles. Owing to the thorough methods
of inspection which are in vogue on the road,

which call for an inspection after every 1500
miles of service and a general overhauling
after every 45,000 miles of service, the above
figures do not represent the life of bearings,

etc., used up to their ultimate wearing life;

but, rather, show what the management con-

sider a good policy as regards re-babbitting.

It is of special interest to note that the

original car-control-contact burning tips fur-

nished with the equipment are still in service,

and that not one burning tip has been
renewed. No arc-chutes have been replaced.

As a point of general interest it may be
mentioned that the average cost per 1000
wheel-miles for brake shoes is .10.0875. and
that the wheel mileage per brake shoe amounts
to 8838 miles; also, that the trolley wheels
cost per 1000 car miles SO. 224(3, and that the

average car-miles per wheel is 3693.18.

The record for the small double-truck city

car used in Annapolis, which has been in

continuous service for seventeen months, is

of special interest as there have been no
expenses of any kind for replacements on
this equipment, with the exception of the
renewal of fifteen resistance grids which were
burnt out by coming into contact with very
heavy snow. This happened in January.
1911, and no replacements of any kind have
been made on this car since that date.

Troubles on Car Equipment Caused by Lightning

During the year 1911 there was an unusual
amount of damage done by lightning through-
out the State of Maryland and District of

Columbia ; but the entire damage done to car

equipments on the Washington, Baltimore &
Annapolis Electric Railroad amounted to but
$71.10. In each case the damage was quickh-
and cheaply repaired.

Notes on Substation Operation
.Since the 1200-voIt equipment has been

installed, no new brushes have been put in on

the direct current side of the synchronous
converters (the converter equipment of the

whole road consists of fifteen units) ; there

have been no flashovers; no commutators
have been turned down; there has been no
trouble with direct current circuit breakers;

no trouble with or repairs to switchboards

since the road was started up; while the

cost of substation maintenance has been
practicalh^ nil.

Lightning

The alternating current side is protected by
aluminum cell arresters on the 33,000 volt

line and on the direct current side. No
trouble of any kind has been experienced
from lightning in any substation since these

arresters have been installed, which was
considerably over a year ago. As stated

above, the change from 6600-volt operation

to 1200-volt direct current operation was
made on the night of February 14-15, 1910;

and therefore the power record for the

month of February is an excellent means of

comparing the relative power consumption
of the two systems.

POWER REPORT FOR FEBRUARY, 1910

Kw-hr. consumption .

Car-miles (interurban)
Kw-hr. per car mile
Peak load (average)
Cost per car mile

The most significant point in the above
statement is that the kw-hr. consumption
per car mile is just about one-half for the

direct current operation, as compared with
alternating current operation; and accord-
ingly the cost for power per car-mile has been
cut almost in half.

The following notes are from the Power
Report for the entire year of 1910 and for

nine months (April-December) 1911. The
figures are in all cases the average per month.

Feb. 1-14 Feb. 14-28
A-C. D-C.

Operation Operation

. 374,880 231,895
57,287 58,809

. 6.54 3.94

. 1491 1101

. 0.0617 0.0391

Average Average
per per

Month Month
1910 1911

D-C. D-C.
Operation Operation

. 555,000 512,500

. 138,300 144,000

. 4.015 3.561

. 1182 1195

. 0.0386 0.0352

Kw-hr. consumption .

Car miles (interurban)
Kw-hr. per car mile
Peak load
Cost per car mile

The following detailed analysis of the
operating expenses and the general statistical

data show a most satisfactory condition

of operation and should prove of use to all

interested in interurban railway operation.
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DETAILED OPERATING EXPENSES FOR 9 MONTHS 1910 AND 1911

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Operating Expenses

I. WAY AND- STRUCTURES
Superintendence of way and structures

Ballast
Ties
Rails
Rail fastenings and joints

Special work ....
Underground construction
Roadway and track labor .

Paving
Miscellaneous roadway and track expenses
Cleaning and sanding tracks

Removal of snow, ice and sand
Tunnels
Elevated structures and foundations
Bridges, trestles, and culverts .

Crossings, fences, cattle guards and signs

Signal and interlocking systems
Telephone and telegraph systems
Other miscellaneous way expenses
Poles and fixtures

Underground conduits
Transmission system .

Distribution system
Miscellaneous electric line express
Buildings and structures .

Depreciation of way and structures

Other operations—Dr.

Other operations—Cr.

TOTAL WAY AND STRUCTURES

9 MOS. TO DEC. .31

Cents per CM.

1911

0.55
0.04
0.09
0.01
0.01
0.03

1.02

0.12
0.03
0.08

0.04
0.02
0.06
0.04

0.05

0.05
0.25

0.21

2.70

1910

0.60

0.28

0.04
0.02

1.29

0.10
0.06
0.07
0.04

0.25
0.02
0.04
0.06
0.01

0.06

0.03
0.39

d.ii

3.47

11. EQUIPMENT
29 Superintendence of equipment t 0.13 0.22

30 Power plant equipment
31 Substation equipment o.oi

32 Passenger and combination cars 0.37 0.29

33a Freight cars 0.05 0.05

33b Express cars

33 c Mail cars

34 Locomotives
35 Service cars .

0.04 0.04

36 Electric equipment of cars 0.21 0.19

37 Electric equipment of locomotives .

38 Shop machinery and tools 0.02 0.01

39 Shop expenses 0.18 0.10

40 Horses and vehicles .... 0.02 0.04

41 Other miscellaneous equipment expenses 0.01

42 Depreciation of equipment
43 Other operations—Dr.
44 Other operations—Cr.

TOTAL EQlUIPI^ENT . 1.02 0.96

in. TRAFFIC
45 Superintendence and solicitation t

46 Advertising t

47 Miscellaneous traffic expenses t

TOTAL TRAFFIC

* Interurban. t Entire system.
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DETAILED OPERATING EXPENSES FOR 9 MONTHS 1910 AND 1911—Continued

Operating Expenses

IV. CONDUCTING TRANSPORTATION
48 Superintendence of transportation
49 Power plant employees
50 Substation employees
51 Fuel for power
52 Water for power .

53 Lubricants for ])ower .

54 Miscellaneous power plant supplies and expenses

55 Substation supplies and expenses
56 Power purchased
57 Power exchanged—balance
58 Other operations—Dr.

59 Other operations—Cr.

60a Passenger conductors
60b Passenger motormen
60c Other passenger trainmen
61a Freight and express conductors
61b Freight and express motormen
61c Other freight and express trainmen
62 Miscellaneous car service employees
63 Miscellaneous car service expenses .

64 Station employees
65 Station expenses .

66 Car house employees
67 Car house expenses
68 Operation of signals and interlocks .

69 Operation of telephone and telegraph

70 Express and freight collections and deliv

71 Loss and damage
72 Other transportation expenses

TOTAL CONDUCTING TRANSPORTATION

9 MOS. TO DEC. 31
Cents per CM.

1911

0.40

0.34

1910

0.40

0.32

t 0.02 0.01
*

*

t

3.66 3.73

*

t 1.50 1..37

t 1.50 1.42

t 0.01 0.01

t 0.14 0.11

t 0.14 0.12
t 0.20 0.20
t 0.18 0.14
+ 0.23 0.45
t 0.90 0.86

t 0.33 0.34
t 0.50 0.50
t 0.01
* 0.07 0.10

t 0.04 0.03

t 0.07

t 6.01 0.02

t 0.02 0.02

10.19 10.23

Items 73-88:
Total, general and miscellaneous

TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES
3.32

17.99

3.04

18.69

* Interurban t Entire system.

MONTH OF DECEMBER AND 9 MONTHS TO DECEMBER 31ST

MOS. TO DEC. 31

1. TRAINS AND
a Number of trains operated
b Number of cars operated

CARS OPERATED

2. CAR MILES
a Passenger cars, on W. B. & A. tracks

b Special cars, on W. B. & A. tracks

c Total passenger and spec, on W. B. &
d Freight cars, on W. B. & A. tracks
e Total passenger spl. and freight, on W.
f Service cars, on W. B. & A. tracks

g Total car miles, on W. B. & A. tracks
h Passenger cars, on W. Ry. & E. tracks
i Freight cars, on W. Ry. & E. tracks

j Total car miles, on W. Ry. & E. tracks

k Total car miles, on all tracks .

1 Items c and h, on all tracks .

m Items d and i, on all tracks .

A. tracks

B. & A. tracks

138114
134

138248
5384

143632
2969

146601
22561

256
22817
169418
160809
5640

133722
6124

139846
1194

141040
21525

244
21769
162809
15.5247

6368

1245813
9292

1255105
52358

1307463
16785

1324248
203572

2521
206903

1.530341

14.58677
54879

1231583
48014

1279597
19496

1299093
203583

2461
206044
1.505137
1435166
50475
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In great or small undertakings for the gen-

eration, transmission and distribution of

electric energy for public service, there

enters the element of voltage regulation. Is

it better to plan, build and operate an electric

Normal-
Time

esopi^o/ts

ESSAYS ON VOLTAGE REGULATION
Part I

By F. W. Shackelford

Supply Department, General Electric Company

Where lighting and power are supplied from the same mains, the fluctuations in the voltage are so large

and frequent that efficient control by hand is practically impossible. Even where the two classes of service

are supplied from independent mains and generators, the IR drop has to be contended with on the lighting

circuits, and demands the almost constant attention of the switchboard attendant. The installation of a
generator automatic voltage regulator, preferably when constructing the station, will obviate the necessity

of carrying the lighting and power loads on separate mains, and should thus result in considerable economy
for the central station. For larger systems, possessing many feeders, it is further necessary to regulate each
feeder independently; several methods for accomplishing this regulation being outlined in the article. The
author also offers some suggestions, with diagrams, for laying out a new system of distribution or for recon-

structing an old one.

—

Editor.

With stations, therefore, which have both
power and lighting to supply, there is always
the certainty that this power load will over-

lap the lighting; the length of this overlap

depending on the weather and season. In the
northern section of the States, the

overlap during December and early i

in January is greater, and the

lighting peak may be on before the
power load has decreased to any
extent. It is apparent, therefore,

that in the case of combined power
and lighting we have two conditions

to deal with; one the gradually
increasing IR drop as the lighting load

increases, and the other the sudden and
decided decreases and increases in this po-
tential, caused by throwing large motors on
and off the service lines.

For instance, if we have a purely lighting

load and set the generator rheostat for 2300
volts at normal load, leaving it in that posi-

tion, we will find that the voltage gradually
drops as the load on the bus increases, until the

peak is reached; then as the load decreases, the

voltage will increase until it again attains

normal value, corresporiding to the load for

which the voltage setting was originally made
(Fig. 1).

In the case of Fig. 2, which also represents

a lighting load, the resistance in the generator

rheostat is cut out at such a rate as to main-
tain constant voltage on the bus as the load

increases. If then, after the load has reached

a maximum, the generator rheostat is not

disturbed, the rise in voltage from peak load

to normal load will be proportional to the

average drop in the system at peak load.

The change in voltage resulting from a gradual

change in load of this kind can be taken care

of by the operator, but his personal equation

is sometimes likely to cause an increase or

decrease in generator voltage disproportion-

ate to the requirements of the load.

Fig. 1

property before investigating the voltage regu-

lation of the system, or is it better to plan

the equipment initially and take into con-

sideration this problem of regulation? These
are questions which no doubt have as many
supporters on the one hand as opposers on
the other, and each faction can give appar-

ently good reasons for its opinions. In taking

up this subject, therefore, we will first en-

deavor to deal with the more general prob-

lems of voltage regulation and then consider

a few special or unusual cases to see if it is

a practicable and economical plan to prepare
for conditions that we calculate will exist.

In these days our central stations ara after

load factor, and to get this in a country where,
on an average, daylight exists for the better

part of the twenty-four hours, means that elec-

trical energy must be adapted to the driving of

power machinery, thus furnishing an applica-

tion for this energy during the hours of the day.

Now it is not necessary in the majority of

cases to regulate the voltage delivered to

motors, but the fact that we have motors
on the line from which we are trying to

deliver lighting, brings in the element of

variation of potential, caused not only by the

IR drop of the line, but possibly by the
power-factor and the cycle of service required

in case of intermittent motor loads.
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It is practically impossible for the operator
to take care of such a load change as that
indicated in Fig. 3, which represents a power
load, by adjusting the generator field rheostat,

and therefore the necessity of having some
means of automatically controlling

the generator voltage so that its

voltage will be proportional to the

load is evident.

Many of the stations do not
combine the lighting and power Norma/—

loads, some using separate busses
fed from different generators, others
feeding a common bus from gener-
ators and carrying separate power and light-

ing lines to the respective loads. In the first

case the lighting voltage is independent of

power voltage, but we still have the drop; and
in the second case, while the lighting is sepa-

rated from the power, the power fluctuations

are reflected on the lighting circuit , and we have
both the drop and the resultant bus fluctua-

tions. With means of automatically control-

ling the generator voltage, there should be
an advantage in carrying both lighting and
power on the same feeder. The question of

the relative merits of the different systems of

distribution has no bearing on the subject of

voltage regulation, except as to the degree
to which each is susceptible of such regu-
lation. It will, therefore, be well to investi-

gate first the regulation of the generator
station, and later to show how regulation of

the several systems of distribution may be
effected.

In Figs. 1 and 2 we have considered char-
acteristic drops on lighting circuits, while
Fig. 3 gives an example of power load fluctu-

ations; but in addition to these effects, we
may have other causes of voltage distur-

bances, resulting from poor regulation of

prime movers.

the result that the speed was very irregular,

first racing above and then falling below
normal, unless all adjustments were practically

perfect. With the modern high speed tur-

bines and waterwheels it is possible to obtain

Bus _iJogK}/is

T/me

Fig. 2

With the slow speed type of prime movers
generally in use until a few years ago, the
speed regidation was effected by the use of

heavy flywheels and some form of mechanical
governor. When at full speed, however, the
heavy revolving elements were sluggish in

response to the controlling mechanisms, with

Fig. 3

a good degree of regulation, but even so,

under certain conditions of load, etc., the
effect of speed regulation is clearly evidenced
in the voltage variations.

Now in order to secure good automatic
regulation of the generator voltage, the con-
trolling device should act instantly, or actu-
ally before any degree of speed change, and
not only handle variations in voltage due to
speed change, but compensate for the in-

herent regulation of the generators and the
variations due to load changes. An auto-
matic device of this kind would then force
the generating units to deliver energy in

proportion to the load demand.
The most successful instrument of this

kind is the automatic generator voltage reg-

ulator, the construction of which is doubtless
familiar and needs no explanation here. This
automatic generator voltage regulator is now
used in more than 75 per cent, of the central

stations in the United States, and there are
only a few cases—very exceptional—where it

cannot be applied to advantage. One ex-

ample is found in generators that have slug-

gish field circuits, and another in exciters

that will not deliver sufficient magnetizing
current at maximum load demand; in both

of which cases quick response to ex-
citation changes is impossible. One
regulator can take care of all the
machines in the station, and if the
generators and exciters are respon-
sive to the regulator control, the vol-

tage can be held strictly at normal.
There is no practicable advantage

in waiting until a station is put in
operation before installing this device; il

should always form part of the initial generator
equipment.

DISTRIBUTING NETWORKS
In small plants where only one feeder is

operated the regulation of the generator can

e300/o/ts
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be made to conform to the regulation re-

quired by the feeder; but when we deal with
larger systems, and with many feeders, the

regulation is a problem which has to be worked
out with respect to both economically minimiz-

B^-s

T

long

\

S/>f//es

lor?^

f

Fig. 4

ing the number and predetermining the

capacities of the feeders and to designing a

symmetrical system of network.
The feeding system can be made very

simple and economical if care is exercised at

the time the initial layout is made, and it

woiild no doubt be a good investment for

many existing plants to thoroughly investi-

gate their feeding systems with a view to

making them more symmetrical and of

uniform regulation.

In laying out a new system or reconstruct-

ing an old one, it is an excellent plan to divide

the area to be lighted into districts and
determine the maximum kilovolt-ampere
capacity to be handled in each district,

bearing in mind the advantages of hav-
ing, in so far as possible, the feeders as

nearly equal in capacity as practicable.

This insures symmetrical switchboards
and feeder equipments, and simplicity

of maintenance. It is usual when select-

ing or subdividing the total area to be
lighted to take into consideration the
actual anticipated loads in each sub-
division, so that the laying out of feeders

is by no means a mere stringing-up of

copper wherever a light is needed.
Forethought in this respect often saves
considerable expense in the future growth
of the system. For example : one district

may be 90 per cent, loaded, while
another may be only 50 per cent,

loaded. The latter, however, we will

say, is of such a character as to lead the
lighting company to believe that there are
prospects of a load equalh^ as great as in

the former. If the latter feeder is a duplicate
of the first, it would, of course, have much

less drop; but in the end if care has been
exercised the extra cost and fixed charges of

copper necessary to handle the anticipated

load is cheaper than if only sufficient copper
were installed to take care of the actual load

and a smaller percentage of antici-

pated load. A diversified load fed

from a common bus is illustrated

in Fig. 4 and it can readily be
seen that the load periods of the

three feeders will differ consider-

ably.

The feeding system may be
single-phase, quarter-phase, three-

wire or four-wire, or three-phase,

three-wire or four-wire ; but in any
event we would determine the

center of distribution of each sec-

tion in the same manner.
Fig. 5 represents a section to be fed. The

load center of each block is obtained by taking

the individual loads and determining their

center of load by proportionate distances in

the ratio of their capacity. Thus, referring

to Fig. 5, the loads in blocks "A" and "B"
equal 65 kv-a. The load center of "A
"B" is 50/65 of the distance between
and "B," and is at a point marked
Likewise, the center of "a" and block

is at "b." By continuing this process we
find that the total load would be concen-

trated at "Z." "Z" would be the logical

point at which to feed the

and
A"
a."
'C"

network, but

the actual feed may be located as con-

veniently near the center as possible; or

for safety two feed points may be taken, so

that the network would be less Hable to

disturbance. The load centers for each block,
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such as "A," "B," '"C," "D," etc., in Fig. 5,

would be suitable points for the location of

the transformers; but it would be necessary

with the tying-in of mains, as in Fig. 4, to

provide cutouts, etc., so as to facilitate the

location of trouble.

Referring to Fig. 6, the primary and second-

ary mains should be laid out with a maximum
drop to extremes of, say, 2 per cent, from
the feed point. It is sometimes necessary to

use copper much larger than is required by
the load on account of the necessary mechan-
ical strength demanded. In laying out the

feeder and the mains, that cross section of

copper should be used which is most econom-
ical. The value of feeder regulation at this

point enters into the problem, for without
feeder regulation the most economical amount
of copper could not be used, provided the drop
at maximum load was to be maintained
within a reasonable percentage. By employ-
ing feeder regulators, however, it is a question
of utilizing the most economical copper, plus

the cost of the regulator, as against the cost

of copper of much greater section.

A system of lighting or power, or a combi-
nation of these, unifonnly laid out along the
lines indicated above, easily permits the
calculation of feeder losses and an accurate
account of the revenue represented by such
loss. It does not follow, however, that the
loads in the different sections will be at peak

S.Ma/n

demand at that center. It is necessary to

employ some means of adjusting the voltages

on the feeders so that the voltage is main-
tained within that predetermined and selected

for each section.

BoosterWVW •

Bus Fsi^der

Fig. 7

/Resistance

Fig. 8

Induction /?egu/ator

Fig. 6

within the same period of time, for the char-

acter of the load may vary widely. It is

practically impossible, therefore, to raise or

lower the station bus so that the voltage
at each load center is proportionate to the

Fig. 9

In the old direct current net-

works of large systems the various

feeders differed greatly in length

and were unequally loaded, the

latter condition constantly chang-
ing so that it became necessary

to individually control each feeder.

In this respect the alternating

current systems will not differ

except as to the method employed
for obtaining the necessary regula-

tion. Several methods were em-
ployed in the old Edison systems;
first, such as connecting and dis-

connecting feeders at various points

on the mains; second, feeder

regulating rheostats; third, auxil-

iary busses; and fourth, boosters.

In alternating current work no
method is as satisfactory as the

booster method. This is actually

the equipment of a system composed
of several auxiliary busses supplied with
different potentials. The objection to the
regulation by the resistance method is that
there is an actual loss of energy represented by
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the percentage by which the supply voltage

is lowered. Other methods employed in

alternating current work make use of react-

ance and capacity. There are objections to

both of these methods. The most successful

is that of the variable ratio transformer
booster. The simple booster method is rep-

resented in Fig. 7, showing the permanent
booster with its secondary in series, and its

primary in shunt with the feeder. The variable

ratio feature is illustrated in Fig. 8, whereby an
actual range of voltage can be obtained to

meet the requirements of the feeder load. The
regulation illustrated in Fig. 8, however, is

that of step-by-step, and a more satisfactory

method is that shown in Fig. 9, which repre-

sents an induction or regenerative booster,

in which the steps are almost infinitely small.

ADVANCED COURSE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Part III

By Ernst J. Berg

Professor of Electrical Enginee

Harmonic e.m.f. Impressed on a Circuit of Resist-

ance and Inductance in Series

The exponential term in equation 42, while

of importance during the first second or so,

ceases to affect the result very shortly after

the switch is closed.

Thus the equation for the current after the

svstem is stable is

/ = - S2M (e-/3) (43)

The current lags behind the e.m.f., E sin d,

. X
by an angle 13. whose tangent is —

The effective value of the e.m.f. is

E,= ^
t^eff ^ -

and of the current

Ieff= V2Z
It is of interest to note that the transient

term is a maximum when sin (9i— 13) = 1,

that isei-/3 = 90, orei = 90+/3.

This value of 6^ also gives the maximum
value of the permanent current.

The exponential term is zero, that is, there

is no transient effect if di—l3=d or di=fi

or, in other words, if the circuit is closed

at such a time as would give zero value of

the permanent current.

Fig. 11 shows a series of such transient

currents. Each curve corresponds to the

closing of the switch at a particular value

di of the phase of the e.m.f.

Thus, for instance, curve D shows the

startint; current when the e.m.f. wave has a

RING, University of Illinois

phase angle of -f60°, that is, when 01 = 60°.

These curves are calculated with the following
constants

e = Esin<t> E = \ r = 0.196 .t = 0.9S

Problem No. 6
Check some curve in Fig. 11.

It is of interest to study the rate at which
energy is being supplied at any instant.

This is equal to the product of the e.m.f.

and the current:

E
P = ei = EsineX-

\sin {e-fi)-t
Lie h)

By simple transformations the

becomes

5J« (9,-/3) (44)

equation

-fl cos P- cos (26-/3)

,

(e-i

sin idi-fi) sindl (45)

The first term in equation 45 must repre-

sent the power at any instant after the

conditions have become stable. This power
is expressed by

.

Pi = §{'cos ^-cos(:ie-&) (46)

It again consists of

E'

two terms, one a con-

stant term ^^p^cos /3, the other a term which

changes with double frequency; but the net

result affecting the delivery of power over

a complete period is obviously zero, since the

positive values are as large as the negative.

Thus while the instantaneous values of the
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power vary from instant to instant and may
alternate "from positive to negative values

there is a definite average power delivered,

which is

P--
tz

cos j3

and if this flux interlinks with the second

circuit, e.m.f's are induced therein, the

values of which become higher as the inter-

linkage becomes more nearly perfect. While
it is impossible to arrange two circuits so

that all flux interlinking one will also inter-

link the other, the condition can be ap-

The exponential part of the

power.

I:*
I""

Po= -e X sin (01-/3)

sin e (47)

is gradually decreasing in

magnitude as well as oscil-

lating at normal frequency.

In Fig. 12 are given three

curves; the first. A, being

the wave of the impressed
e.m.f.: the second, B, the

power input; and the third,

C, the power curve after

conditions are stable. These
curves are figured for the

constants given in problem
6 and are well worth repro-

ducing by calculation.

The curves show that

during the transient
period the instant of maximum power is

practically the same as that for permanent
condition. They also show that the first

rush of power is greater than that which
corresponds to permanent condition, the

reason being that the change of flux during

the first part of the cycle is greater than
during the corresponding time under stable

condition.

Problems Involving Mutual Inductance

Up to this point the problems considered

have dealt with circuits of inductance and
resistance only. However, in many circuits

of commercial interest there are secondary
circuits \Yhich are more or less closely con-

nected with the primary, and which influence

the former materially. As instances of such

circuits may be given the secondary winding
of a transformer, the eddy currents in pole

pieces of generators and motors, induced
currents in telephone lines running parallel

to transmission lines, etc.

Sometimes the secondary circuits carry

currents by virtue of impressed e.m.f's, but
frequently the currents are the result of the

action of the primary currents. With a

change of primary current there is obviously

a change of flux produced by the current

B Current rr^tanSnjecfi ^c/axd at ^,'0'

c " " e.-lir

a " ' - " " «-o-
£ '• t, I. « " tf, = 'iO*

^ ,• r. - » „ ^ ^lyar

Fig. 11

preached reasonably close under the most
favorable conditions.

The limiting case is, of course, perfect

mutual induction, which condition will there-

fore be considered briefly.

Two Coils of Perfect Mutual Inductance

Assume then that it is possible to place

two coils so close together that there is no
leakage flux between them, that is, all flux

that surrounds one coil also surrounds the

other. Let the first coil, the primary coil,

have A^i turns and r\ ohms resistance, and
the secondary coil A'2 turns and rj ohms
resistance. Determine the open circuit vol-

tage of the second winding. When the first

is connected to a source of constant potential

The rate of change of flux is thus

d<^ _ E — iiTi

di "A'llO"*
(48)

Therefore the voltage of the second coil £"2 is

N2d(l> A'2,^ . .
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At the instant of starting, when zi is zero,

the secondarv voltage is ^j = —^£, that is, it is
' \ 1

proportional to the ratio of turns.
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Fig. 12

When the primary current reaches its con-

E
stant value Io =— the secondarv voltage d is

r

zero. If the secondary' winding has more
turns than the primary, then at first the

secondary voltage is higher than the im-

pressed voltage. It decreases rapidly, how-
ever, and soon becomes zero.

Prove that the two voltages are equal

numerically when

Assume that two coils, which, when con-

sidered alone, have resistances and induc-

tances of ri, r2 and Li, L2, respectively, are

placed so close together that there is perfect

mutual inductance between them (which of

course is in reality impossible). Find the

open circuit voltage of the second coil if the

first coil is connected to a source of constant
potential.

The first step is to prove that the ratio of

turns must be

.Vp

A"i

The counter e.m.f. of self induction of the

primar}- coil is — Li—7-' and thus the voltage
dt

of the second coil is

N,'dt~ \L,'dt

'\U
(E-ur,).

Check the values of the primary current and
secondarv voltage as given in full lines of

Fig. 13,

for

£ = 10 ri = 0.10 Li = 2.5 .Vi = 10

r2 = 0.50 Lo = 10 .V2 = 20

In the case referred to above the primary
current will rise from zero to a final value

of 100 amp., while the secondary voltage

decreases from —20 volts to zero.

If when the primary current has reached

its final value the coil is suddenly short

circuited, what will the primary current and
secondary voltage be?
The primary current will decrease according

to equation;

r -It E -It
ti = le u = —€ ii

ri

-ir^{E-iiri) =
^v 1

EX..

A'l
(/-€—0.

Check numericallv the two dotted curves in

Fig. 13.

During the discharge of the primary the

number of coulombs are

i,dt=
I
Jie~r,(i/ = 100—

Jo Ja Ti

= 2500 coulombs.

Obviously, when connecting the primary to

the source of supply, the number of coulombs
required up to the time when the current

becomes stationary is infinite, since it takes

infinite time for the current to reach this

value.
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Two coils of resistances and inductances

of fi, r and L\ L are connected in series

and placed so close together that it is assumed
that they have perfect mutual inductance.

What will be the resultant resistance and
inductance (a), if the coils are wound in

the same direction; (b), if the coils are wound
in opposite directions?

The inductance of an air coil is subject to

rigid mathematical determination, but the

complete solution is very cumbersome. How-
ever, one of the best approximations, that of

Brooks and Turner, published as an Engi-

neering Experiment Station Bulletin by the

University of Illinois, is;

^ Cm'' 106-H2c+ 2i?

lO^C^+c-f-/?) 106-|-10c-+1.4y^

log .(»»+STb) (50)

For coils which are not extremely thin or

extremely long, this equation becomes ap-

proximately

L= „ ,

^"1,.. (51)
(6-hc+.9/?)10''

Where L is expressed in henrys
Cm = centimeter length of wire

h and c are the height and thickness respec-

tively of the coil and R the outside radius,

all in cm.

It is seen that the inductance is proportional
to the square of the total length of wire,

which is, of course, proportional to the
turns. Thus the inductance is proportional
to the square of the number of turns, or

(a) Coils in the same direction.

Let A'^ be the number of turns in the first

coil, or.

A^ =

^\K'

and N\ the number of the turns in the second
coil, or.
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Fig. 13

The total number of turns in the two coils

when considered as one coil (which is per-

missible when perfect mutual inductance is

assumed) is

\fL-\-\/U
iVo =A+ iVi=- i-o,

the combined inductance, is

L„ = AWo- = (v/I-h v/Zi)' = i-+ ^i+ 2 v'lr,

The resistance is obviously ro = r+ ri.

(b) By similar reasoning it is found that

if the turns are in opposite directions

Lo = L+Li — 2\/LZi and ro = r+ri

From the above it is evident that the

equation for the starting current, for instance,

is:

[l-e u^i = - I 1 — € i-o

To I

{To ftf" Continued)
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W. L. R. Emmet

Mr. Emmet is the engineer of the Lighting Department of the General Electric Company, and for

many years has devoted a great deal of time and energy to a study of electric ship propulsion. Of the
American engineers who have studied this question, no one has addressed the matter with the energy
and breadth of judgment which have been displaj'ed by Mr. Emmet. An article written for the Review
by his assistant, Mr. Eskil Berg, describing the electrical equipment designed by Mr. Emmet for the pro-
pulsion of the U.S. collier Jupiter, appears on page 490 of this issue.
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THE ARGUMENTS FOR THE ELECTRIC
PROPULSION OF SHIPS

Mr. H. M. Hobart, in the introduction
to his treatise on "The Electric Propulsion
of Ships" remarks: "It is impossible to

generalize to the extent of stating unquali-
fiedly that it is not commercially advanta-
geous to incorporate electrical apparatus in

the machinery employed for propelling ships.

But I consider that it can be definitely stated

that for certain ships and services it is

commercially advantageous to introduce elec-

trical apparatus as a component part of the
propulsive machinery, and that for other
types of ship or other services it would be
commercialh' disadvantageous."
The main plank in the platform is simply

this. Steam is usually the medium by which
energy is developed in the engines of the
vessel. The most efficient steam engine
is the turbine. The most efficient turlainc

is the high-speed turbine. The most efficient

propeller is the low-speed propeller. The
high-speed turbine and the low-speed pro-

peller must be employed in order to obtain
maximum efficiency; and any compromise
between the ideal speeds for these two
elements involves sacrifice in the efficiency.

To preserve these ideal speeds recourse must
be made to gearing. Shall this be mechanical
or electrical? Cannot the most highly
developed forms of helical gearing satis-

factorily fulfill the function for which the
electrical apparatus is intended? "The only
just answer to this is that the practicability

of electric propulsion on any scale and with
any ratio of speed reduction is an unquestion-
able certainty, while the proved limits of

gear application are still very narrow."*
Furthermore, mechanical gearing permits
of providing but one definite speed ratio,

while by electrical gearing an adjustable
speed ratio is provided. The circumstance
must also be kept in mind that, while double
helical speed reduction gearing does not
eliminate the necessity for astern turbines.

the latter are not required with the electrical

system, since it is an important characteristic

of the electric inotor that it can be promptly
reversed and can at once develop strong
torque in the reverse direction. The total

loss involved in electric transmission on
board ship at any load will not exceed 8
per cent, in large vessels. The losses of

gearing will presumably amount to 2 per
cent, at full load and more at light load.

This advantage of some (i per cent, is more
than lost by the sacrifices which have to be
made in the matter of employing the rela-

tively higher propeller speeds, and the
relatively lower turbine speeds, corresponding
to the much smaller ratios of speed reduction
permissible with mechanical gearing, as

compared with the high ratios which are

entirely practicable with electrical gearing.

As a matter of fact the manufacture of such
gears as would now be required in the greatest

sea-going liners and battleships, to realize the

most efficient high turbine-speed on the one
hand and the most efficient low propeller-

speed on the other, is quite beyond the bounds
of possibility, at least at the present time.

IDuring the past ten years many engineers

of standing—some in this country, some
abroad—have been working out the possi-

bilities of electric propulsion very closely.

Of the European engineers probably chief

credit belongs to Mr. Henry A. Mavor, of

Glasgow, who has for many years, with
comparatively little financial backing, per-

formed real pioneer work in demonstrating
to the full all the possibilities of which the

electrical system is capable. Amongst
American engineers, no one has addressed the
matter with the skill, thoroughness and
breadth of judgment which have been
shown by Mr. W. L. R. Emmet. Although
Mr. Emmet must have worked out scores of

hypothetical designs which have been destined

to fulfil no other purpose than to raise a

*W. L. R. Emmet, in discussion of electric ship propulsion
before the Northeast Coast Institution of Engineers and Ship-
builders. Newcastle-on-Tyne. .\pril, 1912.
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temporary interest in the subject, he can at
least claim as his own, practically in its

entirety, all that has been actually achieved
in the equipping of vessels which have
demonstrated the feasibility of the theorists'

arguments. He, better than anyone else,

should know the ground on which to stand the
case; and we therefore quote in full, from his
Newcastle argument, already referred to in
a footnote, his seven reasons:

—

First, turbines, where applicable, afford the best
means of producing power from steam, because they
give simple rotation and admit the possibility of
large ranges of expansion; second, high-speed tur-
bines are far cheaper, simpler, lighter, and more
economical than low-speed turbines, third, within
certain well-defined limits, low speeds are conducive
to high efficiency in ship propellers; fourth, electric
transmission affords an ideally simple and practical
means of speed reduction in almost any ratio which
may be desired in such cases; fifth, electric trans-
mission also affords means of reversal by a simple
change of electrical connections, without mechanical
devices, complication of piping, or auxiliary prime
movers for reversmg; sixth, electric transmission
affords means by which the ratio of speed reduction
is changeable simply through the medium of electric
connections, thus making possible the economical
use of the same apparatus both under low-speed
conditions and high-speed conditions; seventh,
electric transmission makes convenient the use of
multiple propelling and generating units which can
be used independently, so that damage to one or
more parts may not disable the vessel.

Mr. Emmet recently submitted to a firm
of British shipbuilders a proposition for the
equipment of a vessel which may be con-
sidered representative of the best possible
application of electric propulsion to a mer-
chant vessel. The ship is designed for

propulsion by reciprocating engines at a
speed of 17.5 knots with twin screws operating
at 82 r.p.m., the total indicated horse power
at this speed being 17,000. The proposed
electrical equipment, which was designed for
the same propeller speed and laid out in such
a manner that it could be connected to the
same propeller shaft without appreciable
change, would have weighed considerably
less than half the reciprocating engine equip-
ment, and would have had a water rate of
11.5 pounds per shaft horse-power-hour,
a net saving of 15 per cent. The figures as to
water rate, be it said, were not based upon
any theoretical expectations, but upon the
actual tests of generating units of similar
capacity and speed as those proposed.
The first example of turbo-electric pro-

pulsion on any scale is afforded by the City
of Chicago "fireboats Joseph Medill and
Graeme Stewart, the equipments for which
were designed by Mr. Emmet and installed
in 1908. The second application is found in

the case of the U. S. Collier Jupiter, a vessel
pro\aded with a shaft horse power of 7000 for a
steaming speed of 14 knots. This ship is now
building in a government yard in California,
while the generating and propelling machinery
has just passed successfully through some very
searching tests in the Schenectady factory.
The Jupiter will not be completed until the
early summer of 1913, so that some time must
elapse before we can add the name of this ship
to the small list of vessels in which the sound-
ness of these proposals has been vindicated.
An article by Mr. Eskil Berg appearing on
page 490 describes in detail the apparatus
employed on the Jupiter, and will probably
be read with the greatest interest.

The equipment of the Jupiter was under-
taken not because this ship aftorded the best
opportunity for electric propulsion, but rather
because it was the only large vessel for which
a contract could be obtained in America. If

electric propulsion is a sticcess in a relatively

unfavorable instance of this kind it should be
easy to demonstrate its overwhelming advan-
tages in the case of a large battleship. It is for

the big battleship that electric propulsion is

most admirably suited. The case for the large

mercantile liner we think we have already
proved. For a battleship all these arguments
hold good, with the addition of another even
more important. A certain modern warship
may be said to have a speed of 21 knots.

How many times in a year is such a speed ever
reached : The vessel runs its full speed trials

for the stated time, and after that it may be
years before ever she is called upon for any-
thing beyond her cruising speed of 14 knots.

The turbines meantime have to be capable
of their maximum for an indefinite period;

so that, if the propellers and turbines are

direct-connected, then from the nature of

a turbine the steam consumption for all

practical purposes is many per cent higher

than it is when steaming at a maximum speed
hardly ever called for in its working life.

Actually we may say that at the 14-knot

speed the consumption may be around 19 lb.

per h.p.-hr; while it would not exceed 11 or

12 lb. were the turbines run at their most
efficient load corresponding to 21 knots.

By means of the electric system, on the other

hand, the change in propeller speed is achieved

by a simple change-over in the electrical

connections of the motors, while the turbines

will be run constantly at full speed ; and even
under varying loads the consumption per

horse-power-hour will not greatly exceed the

full load value.
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OUTDOOR SUBSTATIONS
By C. AI. Hackett

Power and Mixixg Engineering Department, General Electric Company

The outdoor substation, or rather electrical apparatus for substation use adapted for open-air service

with the necessary auxiliaries, is a comparatively recent development. This article first touches on some of

the economic considerations determining the feasibility of the scheme, and the climatic conditions most favor-
able to its use. It then considers the apparatus and its arrangement on the ground: spacing of conductors;
location with respect to direction of transmission line; towers for carrying high tension wiring, interconnecting
trusses to which the electrical equipment is attached, and precautions for guarding against undue strains

therein; anchorage of line wires; type and location of line disconnecting switches, choke-coils, oil-switches,

etc.; running of transformer cables and facilities for handling transformers, switch-tanks, etc. The article

then gives some general rules with regard to carrying out the work, as well as to such, matters as low-tension
switch house, erecting shop, walk-ways, drainages, etc.

—

Editor.

The demand for electrical equipment con-

structed so as to be suitable for satisfactory

installation and operation in the open air is

one of the normal results of large capacity

and high potential power developments, and
also, though to a less extent, the necessity for

taking care of the small power consumer
where voltage may be lower.

With comparatively low voltage, i.e., not
above 66,000, the distances to ground and
between phases are sufficient to permit wiring

as complicated as should ever be necessary,

without occupying an unnecessary amount of

room, and the housing of the whole equipment
does not involve an unwarranted expense per
kilowatt if the substation is of medium
or large capacity. When, therefore, it is

found economical to adopt the more costly

apparatus suitable for open air installation,

together with risks and annoyances which
are its natural operating accompaniment,
it is reasonable to assume that the potential

will be high; or, if medium or low, that

the amount of power taken off at that

partictilar point will be too small to warrant
the outlay necessary for a building to house
the apparatus.

In this latter case the whole power sys-

tem may be of small size, or the consumer
may be on a branch of the main system,
and adequate protection will be provided
where the tap is made to the main supph'.
In cases of this nature the installation can
hardly be considered as rising to the
dignity of a substation, as it will generally
consist of a set of combined fuse and dis-

connecting switches with necessary frame-
work (preferably of steel) for supporting
them; and a three-phase oil-cooled trans-

former, with secondaries passing directly into

an adjacent btiilding from which distribution
of the feeder circuits can be made. The
furnishing of lightning arresters, choke coils,

or high tension switches are refinements
which need not be seriously considered in

an installation of this kind, unless there are

line conditions which make it advisable that
means be provided at this particular point

for either sectioning power circuits, or tying

into another source of power supply.

Conditions most favorable to the placing

of substation apparatus in the open air,

are : Climate which has a range of temperature
between plus 32 deg. and 90 deg. F.; absence
of salt mists and severe sleet storms; and
also an absence of rainstorms accompanied
by high winds. Localities in which such a

combination of advantages may be found
are, unfortunately, very limited as to area

and number; and it may be assumed that,

in order to meet the conditions of the average
installation, thedesignof the equipment as well

as its arrangement on the ground mtist be stich

that it will be capable of satisfactory operation

under very adverse weather conditions.

In the design of an open-air substation

the spacing of electrical conductors, as well

as that of the apparatus, should be liberal

but not large. The occupying of air space
involves cost, and this may become excessive

if an unnecessary distance to ground or

between phases is used. Eight feet between
phases and four feet to ground may be
regarded as the maximum for 110,000 volts;

and these can be reduced by 25 per cent, at

points where conditions are favorable, i.e.,

where phases do not run parallel, and where
wiring is not involved and does not parallel

grounded surfaces.

The intermediate substation should, if

possible, be so placed that interference with
the transmission line is reduced to a minimum;
and it will general!}' be found possible to

locate the station so as to avoid changing
the direction of the line or making lateral

taps to it. This can frequently be accom-
plished by slightly raising or lowering the
wires, bringing them into a common plane,

and anchoring them to the structure which
carries the disconnecting switches, arrester
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horn-gaps, and busses. A careful study
should be made of this part of the work with
the idea of eliminating all complications of

wiring and control equipment.
The structure employed for carrying the

high tension part of the wiring, together with
disconnecting switches, choke-coils and horn-
gaps, may consist of masts or towers which
support the interconnecting trusses to which
the electrical equipment is attached. The
placing of the towers as well as the type of

truss employed will be governed by the
scheme of control adopted. For instance,

an elaborate supporting structure will be
required if two or more parallel lines are to

be sectioned and arranged so that a section

of any line between stations can be cut out
or thrown into service at pleasure; while a

very simple structure will take care of the
equipment and control of the same if a tap to a

single line is all that is required. The simplest

possible arrangement, however, should have
the line wires properly arranged and anchored
for taking off taps, as no strain is permissible

for the wire which forms the connection
between the line and rigid supports. Further-
more, enough slack should be allowed in

this connection to insure not only that
movement of the line wires does not Isring a
strain upon rigid insulators, but that wearing
and stretching of the anchorage insulator

fittings is compensated for.

In addition to taking care of the usual
loads arid stresses which occur in the sup-
porting structure, consideration must also be
given to deflections which will result from
unequal strains. In addition to the likelihood

of there being unequal settlement of support-
ing tower or mast foundations, there will

also be unequal line pull; and, in cases

where busses and connections supported by
post insulators are drawn tight when installed,

there is likely to be interruption of service

as the result of broken insulators. Among
the precautions used to guard against this

trouble may be mentioned delaying the final

fastening of all electrical connections between
rigid insulating supports, until line and other

'stresses have been applied to the structure

and a state of permanent distortion and
deflect.on reached. The general rules for

the location of apparatus in enclosed sub-
stations also apply here, viz., avoiding
unnecessary crossing of phases, and placing

the various ^parts of the equipment so that
they are in their proper order, in a direction

wMch is always away from the power supply
and toward its distribution.

The line disconnecting switches should be
of a form which can be opened under line

charging load. They should preferably be
mounted on a bridge truss between supporting
towers, and arranged for operating all phases
simultaneously with the operator standing on
the ground. The operation should be positive,

with no possibility of any phase remaining
wholly or partially open or closed when
the control lever is thrown to its limit either

way. If desired, disconnecting switches maj'
be provided for lightning arresters; but they
will be seldom used as the horn-gaps can
generally be so placed as to serve the purpose
of switches. The choke coils may be of the
rigidly-supported type, or can be suspended
in the connection between the disconnecting
switch and the terminal of the oil-switch.

Those of the former type are more expensive
and will, in most cases, cost more for mount-
ing; but there is no question that they make
a better mechanical job of the installation

as a whole, to say nothing of electrical

advantages. The suspended choke should
have especially solid supports for the con-

nection of which it forms a part, and this

connection should be made short between
supports so that high winds will not cause
injurious whipping.
The oil-switches should be so placed that

the tops of the terminals will be at a safe

height above the operator's head, and con-

nections to them should run as nearly vertical

as possible. The switch tanks should be
placed on a concrete platform, or base, of

sufficient height to make certain that it will

always be clear of water. This platform
ought also to be so constructed that the

switch tanks can be conveniently shifted

from it to a truck on which they can be
removed to the erecting shop. Transformers
should also be placed on a concrete platform,

and a track on which they can be moved
should be provided. Wheels, if placed under
transformers, should be of such gauge and
base that ample stability is given, and
arrangements should be made for blocking

the transformer in service position. Oil-

piping for transformers and switches, and also

water piping to water-cooled transformers,

must be so located that connections can be
made or broken quickly, and so that emer-
gency work can be done on transformers and
switches without causing damage to it. The
tanks for good and damaged oil, as well as

pumps for oil and water, should have space

provided for them in the basement of the

erecting shop. The running of low voltage
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connections between the transformers and
the low-tension switching-house can be done
in the open air if low-tension switches are

arranged so that crosses in circuits and of

phases are avoided, and satisfactory eleva-

tions can be obtained. A somewhat neater
but more expensive method of treating these

connections is to put them in conduits running
from the transformers to the basement
of the switching house; or, if a basemj;nt is

not practicable, each set of conduits can be
laid to give the shortest possible run between
the transformer bank and the low-tension
transformer switch.

Owing to the necessity of using lead sheath-
ing on conductors if run in conduits, an
added cost and complication will result if

the capacity of the transformer bank is so

large that it is impractical to make a single

triple-conductor cable of sufficient size to

carry the load. The most practical way out
of this difficulty is to use three triple-conduc-

tors, and divide the load between them
so that the current of each phase is divided
between the three cables. Liberal space must
be provided at both ends of the cables to give

safe distances for the necessary crossing of

phases and the proper placing of end-bells.

The open-air end will have some special

features in the way of waterproof end-bells

and wiring, and particular care must be
taken to have the work rugged and well

protected.

In a general way, if the work is carried out
as outlined above, the structures and
apparatus composing the substation will be
grouped as follows: The transmission lines

will pass over the high-tension structure,

with such breaks and switches in them as

are required to meet the conditions of

sectioning desired. The transformer busses
will be arranged so that a single or double
row of banks can be fed from them, and the
lines of transformer banks will be at right

angles to the transmission lines. The connec-
tions from the busses through the switches
to the traitsformers will be parallel to the
transmission lines. The secondaries from
transformers to the low-tension switching
station will nm at right angles to the trans-

mission line; and, if in the air, may be either

grouped above the aisle between the two rows,
or be in separate groups above the aisles at the
back of the transformer groups. Lightning
arresters will be placed directly below the
lines, and the connections to them through
horn-gaps should be as direct as possible.

Both oil and air-break switches should be

arranged for opening and closing by hand,
with the operator standing on the ground

;

but a permanently attached operating handle
for oil-switches should not be necessary, as

the oil-switches will normally be electricalh^-

operated from a control board located in

the low-tensiop switching-house. This board
should be placed so that the operator can see

the switches he is operating.
All of the main members of the supporting

structure should be well bonded together,

using the pin expanded bond. Holes for

bonding should be drilled and not punched,
and bonds should be put in as soon as holes

are drilled. If for any reason there is a delay
of over an hour before bond can be applied,

the holes should be lightly reamed before
bonding. Work of this kind should only be
done in dry weather. Grounding should be
ample, and thoroughly done. If the sitpport-

ing towers or masts are composed of four
main members, at least two of them should
be connected to ground, and the other legs

should be cross-bonded to the ones that are

grounded. The ground connection should be
carried up the tower legs far enough to be
above the area of high corrosion, viz., 2J/^ to

3 feet; and if the material of the tower leg is

less than Yi in. thick a double bond should
be used. Soldered joints shoidd be avoided
wherever possible.

The general scheme of lighting should be
along similar lines to that of the indoor
station; that is to say, there should be at
least two sources of light, one being from a
battery, and the distribution should be such
that emergency conditions will be met as

far as possible. Arrangements should be
made for attaching portable lights at all

important points, the receptacles for this

service being protected from the weather.
All lighting wiring should be run in conduit,
and this conduit should be, as far as possible,

placed in protected locations on the support-
ing structure.

The low-tension switching-house will be
placed conveniently close to the high-tension
structure and at right angles to the aisle

between the transformer banks. An erecting
house should be provided at the opposite
end of this aisle, and into this will be run
the tracks which are provided for the trucks
that carr\^ the transformer and switch tanks,
as well as other heavy parts. This building
should have all the space and equipment
necessary to dry out transformers, treat oil,

and disassemble or assemble any apparatus
used at the station, and should also have a
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moderate equipment of machinery for doing
small repairs.

Cement walk-ways shotild be laid on that
portion of the ground over which the operator
will most frequently pass in his inspection

trips and work about the place. These
walk-ways should be elevated and sloped so

that water will not stand on them; and the
adjacent ground should be graded away
sharply from them and a drainage system
provided with necessary catch basins to carry
away storm water. These walk-ways and
the drainage system will have special advan-

tages in a region of frost and snow, and here
care should be taken to have the drain dis-

charge so placed that it will never freeze.

The type of enclosure which should be
provided for an outdoor station will, to some
extent, depend on its importance and location

;

but in a general way it may be assumed
that the enclosure should be capable of meet-
ing, completely, conditions for which it is

erected, and should be built to harmonize
with the balance of the plant and to im-
prove, rather than detract from, its appear-

REVIEW OF GRAPHICAL AND ANALYTICAL METHODS FOR
PREDETERMINING OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS

OF INDUCTION MOTORS
By C. R. Moore

School of Electrical Engineering, Purdue University

Owing to the extent to which the polyphase induction motor has now been applied industrially and
owing also to the difficulty and expense of carrying out complete tests on all such machines, either at the
factory or on site, it has become highly desirable to evolve some method of predetermining the performance
of any given machine from the results of a few simple tests. Many such methods have been proposed and
are in use, although their practical utility is often discounted by the fact that the degree of accuracy obtained
by the different methods varies considerably, to an extent which is not generally realized. The consulting
engineer and the manufacturer therefore frequently obtain conflicting results in their predictions of a motor's
capabilities; and there is certainly room for standardization of simple method or for a wider knowledge of

the accuracy which may reasonably be expected from the methods commonly employed. The purpose of

this paper is to collect together and compare various graphical and analytical for predetermining a motor's
characteristics. Along with this the author publishes the results of an extensive experimental investigation,

carried out on actual machines to elucidate or demonstrate various points which are introduced. The paper
has been specially prepared by Professor Moore for the Review and will be completed in probably three

issues. The first part is confined to a consideration of the rotating field and a comparison of the induction
motor with the static transformer.

—

Editor.

NOTATION
E, impressed voltage per phase.

Ip, primary current per phase.

leng, energy component of primary cur-

rent.

/„, magnetizing component of exciting

current.

Ih, hysteresis component of exciting

current.

/<•, exciting current.

Is, secondary current.

F, friction and windage per phase in

watts.

P, mechanical power developed in

rotor per phase.

A'^, primary leakage reactance per
phase.

Xs, secondary leakage reactance per
phase.

Rp, primary resistance per phase.

Rs, secondary resistance per phase.

A',, total leakage reactance of trans-

former or mo\,or = X!,-\-Xp.

X, load reactance.

R, load resistance.

s, slip in per cent, of synchronous
speed.

T, ratio of transformation.

e, primary counter e.m.f. due to flux

interlinked with primary and
secondary (mutual induction).

g, conductance of exciting circuit.

.Vi, reactance of exciting circuit.

b, susceptance of exciting circuit.

Ti, resistance of exciting circuit.

INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this disquisition is to bring

together and compare various methods,
graphical and analytical, having to do with
the predetermination of the operating char-

acteristics of induction motors.
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The induction motor enjoys a wider appli-

cation to industrial uses than any other type
of alternating current motor. Its importance
has consistently grown at an increasing rate,

until at the present time it may be found
doing all kinds of work and operating under
all sorts of conditions. Considering the length
of time that has elapsed since the invention
of the rotating field, the commercial growth
of the induction motor industry has been
nothing short of phenominal.
The theory of the rotating field as produced

by alternating currents, and the practical

application of this theory to a commercial
mechanism, have been the subjects of many
treatises and have elicited much discussion.

Many of these treatises are very thorough,
but as one peruses this literature the lack
of uniformity of treatment is at once apparent.
This criticism applies not so much to dis-

cussions regarding principles of operation as
to methods for the predetermination of
performance. If one wishes to solve a
specific problem, the question as to which
method yields the best results must be
settled. At first thought this may seem to
be of little importance, but when the large
number of motors that are being installed

each year, and the rigid guarantees under
which they are sold, are considered, the value
of a uniform method by which the operating
characteristics may be determined from test

or design data is obvious. The difficulty of
making a complete test either at the factory
or at the place of installation is appreciated
by all. It is highly desirable, therefore, to be
able to estimate the performance of a given
machine from the results of a few simple and
easily made tests. Fortunately, the induc-
tion motor permits of this to a certain
degree, the accuracy of such estimates
depending mainly upon the premises taken
and the accuracy of the few initial tests

required.

Since several of these methods have been
proposed it is not surprising that consulting
engineers, after testing motors which they
have recommended to their clients, sometimes
fail to check the performance quoted by the
manufacturers. While the initial tests made
by the builders maj^ be practically the same
as those made by the engineer, it does not
necessarily follow that the performance char-
acteristics will check unless the same method
of solution -is employed by both. Instances
have been known where the manufacturers,
having guaranteed restilts within one or two
per cent, of their estimated values, have

found that a larger percentage difference

exists between the methods used by them
and engineers in the field ; so that the question
resolves itself to one of method rather than
actual machine operation. A discussion of
this point is the province of this paper. It

is of course assumed that the construction
and operation of induction motors as well
as the theory of the rotating field are well
understood by the reader.

The multi-phase induction motor being by
far the most important type, this review will

be confined to motors of that kind.

THE TRANSFORMER AND INDUCTION
MOTOR CIRCUITS COMPARED

Since the induction motor operates by
virtue of mutual induction, it is essentiallv a
transformer. Therefore, methods of calcula-
tion that 'apply to the static transformer
should with certain modifications be appli-

cable to the induction inotor.

Experience shows that the simplest means
of handling transformer problems is to replace
the entire circuit in which the transformer
is placed (including the transformer itself) by
another circuit containing no transformer, but
which has the same operating characteristics
as the original circuit. This procedure per-
mits the problem to be regarded as one
involving series and parallel circuits con-
taining resistances and reactances upon which
a constant electromotive force of definite

frequency may be impressed.
The primary and secondary transformer

coils possess both resistance and reactance,
and the secondary values may be reduced to
primary terms by multiplying them by the
square of the ratio of transformation. This
applies to the load resistance and reactance
as well. Thus, consider a circuit containing
transformer, load, etc., as shown in Fig. 1.

Obviously, to maintain the core flux (which

^/r?C'

I

Ail

Fig. 1. Transformer Circuit

reduces slightly with load), a magnetizing
current is required, which of course must
pass through the primary winding. The
equivalent circuit must therefore be connected
up as shown in Fig. 2. This circuit is generally
considered as the exact dupHcate of the
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transformer circuit so far as operating char-

acteristics are concerned. In this discussion

this circuit will be known as circuit At.

Some writers, disagreeing with the repre-

sentation shown in Fig. 2, claim that the

term PA'j should be included in A'^. A

i-^v>AA/^—nrosn^—,

r^^. r-^Xs yr^/?

^7'X

Fig. 2. Series-Parallel Circuit, the equivalent of Fig. 1.

Circuit A(

Statement setting forth the reasoning on
which this change is based will be found
in Franklin and Esty's Elements of Electri-

cal Engineering, page 239. As will be
shown later, these authors also develop their

induction motor theory on the same assump-
tion. This change simplifies the calculations

somewhat, but introduces a slight error.

Such a circuit is shown in Fig. 3 and will be
known here as circuit 5/.

Circuits At and Bt are usually modified

on the assumption that the voltage impressed
on the exciting circuit is constant, i.e.,

magnetic flux in core constant, the exciting

circuit being connected as shown in Fig. 4.

The circuit shown in this figure will be desig-

nated as circuit C,.

If now the induction motor is to be con-

sidered a special form of transformer, the

above circuits with certain modifications as

to values used should be applicable. The
principal difference between the transformer
and induction motor is that the transformer
is a static piece of apparatus, whereas the

induction motor is a machine, i.e., one
coil, usually the primary, is stationary and
one is arranged so that it may move. Both

^y '^ So A P

!._..

Fig. 3. Series-Parallel Circuit, approximately equivalent

to Fig. 1. Circuit B(

priinary and secondary coils of an induc-

tion motor usually consist of a number of

circuits displaced angularly around the outer

periphery of the rotor and inner periphery

of the stator, upon which e.m.f 's are impressed
differing in phase by the same angle.

The effect of this arrangement is to set

up a rotating field at the inner periphery
of the primary member, which induces
currents in the secondary member. If the
secondary member be held stationary the
frequency of the secondary currents will

equal that of the primary currents. If,

however, the secondary member be permitted
to respond to the forces acting upon it, it will

rotate, and, neglecting for the present
friction and windage losses, the speed of

rotation will equal the speed of rotation of

the rotating field. .If this condition obtains

there is obviously no relative motion between
the secondary member and the rotating field,

i.e., no e.m.f's are induced in the secondary
winding and the secondary frequenc}^ may
be considered equal to zero. Therefore the

frequency of the secondary currents is

directly proportional to the product of the
slip (expressed in per cent, of synchronous
speed) and primary frequency.

This means that the transformer circuit

chosen to represent the performance of an
induction motor must contain parts, the

\'alues for which must account in some way
for the slip. Now experiment shows that an
induction motor, when held at standstill,

(slip = 100 per cent.), acts in every way like

a short circuited transformer upon the appli-

cation of an e.m.f. to the primary, i.e., all

the energy given to the rotor appears as

electrical power in the rotor windings. The
flow of current in the secondary is therefore

limited only by the resistance and inductance
of the rotor windings. Both these quantities

are regarded as constant, although the latter

changes slightly with the rotor current.

Therefore circuit .4, (Fig. 2) holds for this

condition if the load resistance and reactance
be omitted.

rfi

r'A

Fig. 4. Modified Transformer Circuit, commonly used in

the graphical solution of transformer problems.

Circuit C/

The leakage flux along the air gap is a

function of the rotor and stator currents, so

that if resistance be introduced into the rotor

circuit while the rotor is at standstill, the

current values and leakage fluxes obtaining

at any slip 5 may be duplicated. Since the
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induced rotor voltage is proportional to the
slip, the rotor circuit resistance must vary
inversely as the slip, if a given current
condition is to be kept constant. The
expression for this is rotor resistance -^slip.

From the above reasoning it is clear that
circuit A, (Fig. 2) may be made to hold for

any slip 5 by simply replacing T^R^+T-R,

by ^ Since the term T-Rs represents the

secondary resistance reduced to primary
terms, it is convenient to assume at the
outset a ratio of transformation of one to
one. We are at liberty to do this on account
of the fact that a change in the number of

rotor conductors would in no way affect the
electrical characteristics of the machine so
long as the weight of copper in the rotor

bars remains unchanged.
Therefore the circuit which most nearly

duplicates running conditions of an induction
motor is shown in Fig. 5. This circuit will

be known as circuit ^4.

As in the case of the transformers, certain

writers place the entire reactance in the
primary, i.e., on the line side of the exciting

circuit. This introduces a slight error on
account of the fact that the forcing of the
leakage flux along the air gap by the primary
and secondary currents makes it unnecessary
for the magnetizing current to force this

fiux through the rotor iron. (See Franklin
and Esty, Elements of Electrical Engineering
page 289). The circuit incorporating this

change is shown in Fig. 6 and will be known
here as circuit B.
Another important change which is usually

made in the fundamental circuit (circuit ^4)

and which greatly simplifies calculations, is

to place the exciting circuit directly across

the line. This circuit is shown in Fig. 7, and
will be designated as circuit C. It assumes

Fig. 5. Series-Parallel Circuit, approximately

equivalent to induction motor operating

at slip s. Circuit A

that the exciting current is constant for all

loads, i.e., primary core loss and counter
electromotive force are constant.

Circuits A, B and C have all been used in

the solution of induction motor problems.
All are admittedly defective, but they are

here given in the order of exactness. Circuit
.4 is sufficiently exact for all practical pur-
poses, and may be taken as the standard
circuit with which to compare the others.

Circuit B has not found wide application on
account of the fact that it is almost as

Fig. 6. Series-Parallel Circuit, approximately

equivalent to induction motor operating

at slip s. Circuit B

difficult to solve as .4, while the results are
less exact. Circuit C has been and is widely
used. It is easily solved, and although the
results obtained from it are approximate, yet
for many practical purposes they are suffi-

ciently exact.

Each of the representative circuits may
be solved either analytically or graphically.

Graphical solutions, while very clear and
instructive to the student, do not yield

accurate results, so that there is introduced
not only the inherent errors in the circuit

representation, but also those due to grapliical

processes. The graphical error is magnified
iDy the fact that some of the quantities to be
represented are very small, and others large.

The analytical method is, of course, more
lengthy, but its results are quite exact for

the circuit chosen.

None of the solutions can be regarded as
exact so far as the actual performance is

concerned, for the reason that they are all

based on the assumption that the impressed
e.m.f. and flux waves are sinusoidal. If the

£ i>

Fig. 7. Modified Circuit for Induction Motor,
commonly used in the geographical solution

of induction motor problems. Circuit C

impressed e.m.f. wave be sinusoidal, the flux

wave will not be, owing to the effect of the
reluctance in the iron parts. However, the
principal reluctance is in the air gap, so that
with sinusoidal e.m.f. impressed, the magnet-
izing current is practically sinusoidal also.
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The rotor currents, however, are usually

badly distorted. On account of the difficulty

of arriving at even a close approximation of

the wave shape of rotor currents, no attempt
has yet been made (as far as the writer is aware)
to correct for this deviation from the sine law.

With the hope of throwing some light on
the subject of wave shapes of current, voltage

and flux, etc., as applied to induction motors,
the experiments as set forth in the next
paragraph were planned and made.

FLUX STUDIES
In order to determine experimentally the

manner in which the air gap flux in an induc-

tion motor varies under running conditions

and locked test, a commercial machine was
equipped with exploring coils and the currents

induced therein by the rotating field studied

by means of an oscillograph. These exploring

The air gap flux in linking with these

coils induced voltages therein, a record of

which could be made on a revolving film

in the ordinary way. The current set up in

the circuit containing the exploring coil and
the oscillograph galvanometer was practically

in phase with these voltages, since the circuit

as a whole was practically non-inductive.

The motor thus equipped was of 732 h.p.

capacity, 3-phase, 110 volts, 4 poles, 1800
r.p.m., 60 cycles, and was run under load in

the usual manner. A prony brake absorbed
the mechanical energy generated.

The frequency of the rotor being very
small, except on lock test (or high loads),

it was not convenient to get a complete
half cycle of rotor voltage in all cases when
the rotor was allowed to revolve. However,
by reducing the speed of the revolving film

Fig. 8. Rotor and Stater Waves. Full voltage and approximately full load

coils, two in number, consisted of 10 turns

each of fine wire, one coil being mounted on
the stator and the other on the rotor at the

air gap surfaces. Both coils were placed on
top of the wedges in the slot openings, in order

to get them as near the air gap as possible.

The stator coil was given a pitch equal to a

pole arc (90 degrees or 12 slots), but the
pitch of the rotor coil was slightly greater.

A larger pitch for the rotor coil was necessary
in view of the fact that the rotor had 39
slots. A pitch of 10 slots for the rotor coil

made it more nearly the equivalent of the

stator coil than would have been the case

if a pitch of 9 slots had been used. All

slots were of the overhanging or partially

closed type. Connection from the rotor coil

to the oscillograph was made by means of

slip rings and brushes.

and loading the motor well up to fuU load,

a half cycle of rotor voltage could be ob-
tained. This procedure caused the irregulari-

ties on both waves to come so close together

as to render the picture of little value so

far as measurements were concerned. For
general inspection, however, such films are

of considerable importance, and a few were
taken. Fig. 8 shows such a film taken under
normal running conditions, the output being
approximately full rated load. It will be
noted that the wave shapes for both rotor

and stator are generally regular, but both
are broken up badly by higher harmonics
caused obviously by the slotting. It is

evident that any method designed to pre-

determine operating characteristics can con-

veniently deal ^vith the general shape only.

Obviously, the rotor freqtiency is a measure
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of the slip, so that by counting the number
of stator half cycles occurring in the time
required for a rotor half cycle, the slip may
be accurately determined from the film. The
slip shown in Fig. 8 is about 5}/2 per cent.

In order to study a little more closely the

irregularities caused by slotting, the speed
of the film was increased until about two
whole cycles of the stator current were
included at each exposure. The rotor wave
was in each case also taken but it is useful

only for general inspection, since no particular

portion of it could be obtained.

Fig. 9 shows the stator wave when 32.5

volts per phase were impressed at the ter-

minals, this being about the lowest voltage at

which the motor would run satisfactorily.

The rotor was allowed to run idle when this

exposure was made. Since the impressed
voltage was very much reduced, the flux per
pole was also very much reduced and the
teeth were in no wise saturated. The irregu-

larities have somewhat rounded tops and
present an even appearance.
The wave in Fig. 10 resulted when the

motor carried approximately 0.6 rated load

with full voltage impressed on the stator.

The irregularities in the wave now present

a notched appearance at the top. This
same notching appeared on all waves taken
at full voltage, partial load, but disappeared
again at full load output, as will be shown
in Fig. 11.

Fig. 1 1 was made with the motor operating

under normal full load conditions. In this

Fig. 9. Stator Wave, 32.5 volts impressed on stator,

machine running light

oscillogram a portion of the rotor wave
appears, showing the character of its irregu-

larities. It will be noted that the tops
of the stator irregularities are somewhat
rounded, the notching effect having almost
entirely disappeared.

Careful measurements show that the stator

waves (reduced to the same scale) decrease

slightly in size as the load comes on the motor.
A numerical value of this decrease cannot be
given here, since the films were not suffi-

ciently numerous and the measurements of

Fig, 10. Stator Wave, full voltage impressed, machine
running at about 0.6 full load

areas of such irregular curves were not
sufficiently accurate to give conclusive data.

In general shape both rotor and stator

waves may be regarded as sinusoidal, but
the higher harmonics are very much in

Fig. 11. Stator Wave, full voltage impressed, approximately

full load (6.7 h.p.)

evidence, and conditions under which these
harmonics might interfere with satisfactory
operation of a motor can easily be conceived.
If the irregularities appearing on the stator
wave are counted, it will be found that
their number per half cycle checks with the
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number of rotor slots per pole. This means
that as each rotor tooth passes the slot

containing the test coil the local flux finds a
path of very much reduced reluctance, and
hence increases in value. In all films taken
under running conditions the mutual eft'ect

Fig. 12. Rotor and Stator Waves; 26.5 volts impressed;

rotor locked in position

of rotor and stator teeth upon the resulting

wa^•es is very pronounced. Obviously a
smoother cur\'e will be obtained if closed
slots are used in rotor and stator, but the
films as shown may be regarded as typical for

induction motors of American manufacture.

Fig. 12 was taken with the rotor locked
in position and 26.5 volts impressed on the
stator. From this film values of total flux
per pole for both rotor and stator could
be secured, since the oscillograph was cali-

brated (in terms of volts applied to its

terminals) after each exposure. From this
record the ratio of stator flux to rotor flux
is 3.25, showing a large leakage. In all,

some 10 oscillograms were taken, covering
the locked test phenomena at various voltages.
Measurements from all films gave values
ranging from 3.7 to 2.6 for the above ratio.

This large leakage is no doubt due to the
fact that in squirrel cage motors the rotor
coils are not similar in shape to the stator
coils, except where both cross the effective

iron parts. The test coils used in these
experiments were made to foUow the general
shape of the coils regularly wound upon the
part they were to give values for. Hence
the leakage shown by these oscillograms
represents reasonably well the actual leakage
of the machine.

It will be observed that the curves shown
in Fig. 12 are regular in shape and that the
higher harmonics, so pronounced in the
oscillograms covering the running condition,

are absent. This was true of all films taken
under locked test conditions.

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT FOR THE PROPULSION OF THE
U. S. COLLIER JUPITER

By Eskil Berg
Lighting Engineering Dep.\rtment, Gener.\l Electric Comp.^ny

The author first mentions the more important stipulations in the contract for the equipment of the

Jupiter with electrical propelling machinery, and then proceeds with a brief description of the vessel and a
comparison in tabulated form of the three" sister ships, the Jupiter, the Cyclops and the Neptune. The
principal features in the design and operation of the generating unit and motors for the Jupiter are outlined
in detail, and the results of complete tests made under conditions identical with those of ultimate operation
are included in the form of curves.

—

Editor.

In July. 1911, the L^nited States Govern-
ment closed a contract with the General
Electric Company for the equipment of the
new naval collier Jupiter with electric pro-

pelling machinery, according to the system
proposed and designed by Mr. W. L. R.
Emmet. In this contract the manufacturers
are required to guarantee under penalty,

time of delivery, water rate for shaft horse
power at 14 knots and at 10 knots, and that

the weight of the electrical equipment will

not exceed that of the engines proposed for

this ship. In case the machinery is rejected

by the Government, due to failure of the
boat to meet the contract requirements, all

the apparatus is to be removed by the
manufacturer, and the Government will

then install the engines which were originally

intended for the vessel. The electrical

machinery was therefore made to conform
in outline to the engine la^^out, and the fact

that this was possible, with lots of room to

spare, was without doubt one of the main
reasons why the Government felt justified

in trying this new method of propulsion.

All of the apparatus has now been thor-

oughly tested and the results indicate that all

guarantees have been met, with a large margin.

As will be seen from Fig. 5, the tested water
rates at 14 and 10 knots are respectively
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12 and 14.2 lb. per brake horse power,
which is about 1 lb. better than was
guaranteed. The actual weight of the

equipment is 156 tons, which represents

a saving of about 4(J per cent, over the

reciprocating engines upon which the

guarantee was based.
The smooth running qualities of the

installation, the ease of operation, and
the rapidity with which reversing may
be efTected, have been admired by all

who have witnessed the exhibits made
here during the last two months, and
all evidence indicates that this installa-

tion will be an uncjualificd success.

Description of the Jupiter

The Jupiter is a sister ship to the
Neptune and the Cyclops, the latter

being equipped with two triple-expan-
sion engines, and the former with a
turbine connected to the propellers by
mechanical gearing. These vessels have
a displacement of about 2(),0U0 tons,

carry 12,t)0U tons of cargo, and are
designed to operate at 14 knots. The
table below gives a comparison of the
known data concerning the equipments
of these three vessels.

Published reports of the Neptune state

that she did not meet the contract
requirements as to speed and economy.
This was no doubt due to inefficient

propellers and turbines, and changes
are now being made with a view to
improving these parts of the equip-
ment. The operation of the gearing
seems to have been satisfactory; but this was
to be expected, as the gear ratio was made
low, viz., 1250 r.p.m. to 135 r.p.m., the
former being too low for an efficient turbine
design and the latter rather too high for the
most efficient propeller.

Turbo-Generator

The generating unit consists of a (j-stage

Curtis turbine connected to a bi-polar
alternating current generator; the speed of

Arrangement of Electrical Propelling Machinery shown in Plan
and Elevation

this unit at 14 knots being about 2000
r.p.m. and the voltage about 220(1. The
turbine is so designed that all of its parts
are accessible and replaceable. New buckets
can be attached to any of the wheels by simply
removing the top half of the turbine casing,

as may be seen from Fig. 3. Any one of

the six stages will run the ship at about half

speed, so that the loss of one or more stages
will not entirely disable the vessel. A suffi-

cient number of extra parts will be carried on

Cyclops Jupiter

Displacement, tons
Indicated H.P. at 14 knots .

Engine or turbine speed at 14 knots
Propeller R.P.M. at 14 knots
Weight driving machinery, tons
Character of driving macfiincry .

Steam consumption in Uj. per shaft
horse- power hour ....

20,000
5600
88 r.p.m.
88
280

2 Triple Expan-
sion Engines

14 (estimated)

20,000

.p.m.2000
110
150

1 Turbo-Genera-
tor and 2 Mo-
tors

12 (tested)

Neptune

20,000

1250 r.p.m.
135

2 Turbines, each
with gearing
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the vessel to prevent any serious interruption

of service from failure of the turbine.

The generator is a two pole, 5450 kv-a.,

2300 volt machine. The field spider is made

Fig. 2. Turbo-generator Unit in Testing Department of Manufacturer

from a solid forging, while the field winding
is of the distributed type and consists of

copper strips insulated with asbestos and
mica, this construction making an absolutely

fireproof insulation. The end windings are

held in place by a one piece nickel steel ring.

On the outer end of this ring is mounted
a fan, which draws air in from the bottom
of the machine, through the air gap, and
forces it through the stator air ducts to the

top of the generator, whence it is led away.
The armature, or stator, is Y connected and
wound for 2300 volts, regular bar winding
being used and each slot having two bars.

The insulation is mica and asbestos. The
laminations are made from the best quality

of silicon steel, so as to

reduce the losses and
thus obtain an efficient

and cool operating ma-
chine.

Motors

The generator deliv-

ers current to two mo-
tors, each rated 36 poles,

2750h.p.,110r.p.m.2300
volts, one motor being
connected directly to

each propeller shaft.

The motors are of the

shield bearing tj-pe and are provided with
wound rotors and slip rings. They are made
entirely of steel, the stator spider consisting

of cast steel sub-divided into four sections,

while the stator and rotor

laminations are of silicon

steel. The stator has two
coils per slot, formed of

rectangular conductors in-

sulated with mica and
tape, and varnished to

make them waterproof.

The rotor is wound with
two bars per slot, the insu-

lation of which is similar

to that of the stator wind-
ing.

The ratio of synchronous
speed reduction between
generator and motors is 18

to 1 , the propeller turning
110 r.p.m. at 14 knots.

Water-cooled Resistances

A water-cooled resist-

ance is supplied for each
motor, which is connected

in series with the rotor circuit during the
process of reversing, and also when maneuver-
ing the boat. For straight running it is cut

out by means of a slider on the motor shaft,

which is operated by a lever attached to the

frame of the motor. These resistances are

made of non-corrosive material and are the

Fig. 3, Turbine with Top Half of Casing Removed
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result of much careful experimenting. The
heat generated in them is delivered to the

sea water, which is forced through a 3 in.

pipe by the condenser circulating pump.
The rheostat is easily dis-

connected and taken apart,
"

and any part can be re-

newed should it be desired.

Tests have shown that the
rheostat functions perfectly

and has ample margin for

any emergency- Fig- 3

shows a group of resist-

ances for one induction
motor.

Operation

There are two distinct

positions of the control

equipment for operating
the ship. The first is the
maneuvering position, in

which the resistances are

left in the circuit of the
motor rotors. Thus con-
nected, the motors can be
started, stopped orreversed
practically instantly by simply opening or

closing the proper switches; while the boat

can be run at any speed up to about 9 knots.

The next position is the rtmning position,

in which the motors are run without the

resistance in the armature circuit. The

Fig. 3. Water-cooled Resistance for One
Induction Motor

Fig. 4. Induction Motors in Testing Department of Manufacturer

speed of the motors is changed by variation

in the speed of the generating unit, the

ratio of speed reduction remaining fixed

(approximately IS to 1). The change of

speed, however, is not made by throttling,

as is usual with ship turbines. Instead,

the turbine is equipped with a governor of

novel construction, which is so arranged that

it is capable of automatically holding the

speed at any point from about .5 knots, up
to the maximum. Arrangements will also be
made by means of which the operator can
open or close the main throttle valve or close

the emergency throttle, should he desire to

shut off the steam instantly.

Lubrication and Ventilation

The generating unit and motors are self-

ktbricating and self-ventilating. Sheet metal
dticts will be connected to their air outlets

in such a manner that the heated air will

be led to the suction of the fire room blowers
and thus will not be released in the engine
room.

Safety Interlocks

The generator is of special design, with
rather high armature reaction and relatively

low ampere turns per pole; this construction
limiting the short circuited current so that
no destructive current can flow in case of

wrong connections. In addition to this,

mechanical or electrical interlocks have been
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provided, in order to prevent the closing or
opening of wrong switches. It is thus impos-
sible to close the go-ahead switch if the
reverse switch is closed, and neither switch
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Fig. 5. Performance Curve. U. S. Collier Jupiter. From test of generating

unit run under proper conditions of speed, load and voltage

and reduced by known efficiency of motors

can be closed without the resistance being
in series with the motor armature. Magnetic
locks, energized by the field circuit of the
generator, are attached to the levers which
connect and disconnect the resistance. These
locks prevent the movement of these levers

until the generator has lost its field, thus
preventing any possibility of burning con-
tacts by switching at the wrong time or
improperly.

Tests

Fig. 4 shows the two motors as set up in the
power station of the manufacturer, the turbine
being connected to a condenser, and one

motor being installed in the same
position, with relation to the
switchboard controlling mech-
anism, that it will occupy on
board ship. The other motor was
run as a generator and was
coupled to the first motorasload.
By means of this arrangement it

was possible to test the motor
for all conditions under which it

might be called upon to operate,

and to show the ease with which
it could be started, stopped and
reversed. The water rates of

the turbo-generator unit were
taken under the exact conditions

of operation, viz., 190 lb. gauge,
condensing to 283^ in. vacuum;
the generator being loaded on a

water box in theusual way. Fig. 5

shows the results obtained dur-
ing this test, while Fig. 6 gives the character-

istic curves of the motors.

Cost

The contract price of electrical propelling

machinery for the collier Jupiter is $13.75
per horse power. This compares very
favorably with the cost of reciprocating

engines as supplied to the Cyclops. For
larger ships this comparison is still more
in favor of the electric propulsion.

soo /OOO /SOO 20C0 iS'OO 3000

Fig. 6. Characteristic Curves of Induction Motors
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COST AND EFFICIENCY OF ALTERNATING VERSUS DIRECT
CURRENT MOTORS FOR STEEL MILL AUXILIARIES

By B. R. Shover, General Supt., Briar Hill Steel Company and

Edward J. Cheney, Power and Mining Eng. Dept., General Electric Company

The tables published on pages 502 to 504 give comparative figures of first costs and annual costs for

two systems of modern steel mill drive; the first being the all-a.c. system in which a.c. motors are used through-
out, and the second the mixed system, in which a.c. motors are used for the main rolls, etc. and d.c. motors
for some of the smaller drives. The tables represent the result of an exhaustive study of the subject, in which
no factor which could possibly influence the conclusions was left out of consideration. A plant of modern
design, of which the full plans were available, was selected for study: and. complete lay-outs for both systems
made to determine the size and type of each motor and control equipment, the size and length of all wiring

and conduit, the location and apparatus for each substation, etc. In the paper itself will be found full details

as to the method of procedure in estimating the costs, and local considerations (such as gas engines or turbines

for prime-movers, location of power house, power-factor of main load, etc.) which affect the various sixteen

cases for which comparisons have been made. Immediately before the tabulated costs the authors present

the general conclusions to which their investigation has led them. This paper was originally presented before

the Association of Iron and Steel Electrical Engineers.

—

Editor.

The time has gone by when it was necessary
to discuss the advantages of electric motors
in steel plants. There are, however, a great

many problems concerned with their appli-

cation which are not yet fully solved. One
of these is concerned with the proper tj-pe

of motors to use. There is usually no question
but that induction motors should be used
for driving the main rolls, and that induction
or synchronous motors should be used for

pumps and various other places about the

plant where comparatively large size motors
are necessary. There is, however, a diversity

of opinion as to whether the so-called auxil-

iaries should be driven by alternating or

direct current motors, and there have come to

be two recognized systems. These are

known as the all-a.c. system, where no direct

current is used, and the mixed system, where
direct current is used for the small motors.
There are a great many factors which must
be considered in comparing the two systems.

In the first place, it is to be assumed that

power will primarily be alternating current,

as the transmission distances ordinarily

preclude the use of direct current generators.

It would therefore seem to be simplest and
most efficient to step down to a suitable

voltage through static transformers and use
alternating current motors. The mixed
system involves additional expense for motor-
generator sets and entails considerable power
loss due to the low efficiency of conversion.
On the other hand, however, direct current
motors are lower in first cost than induction
motors and a higher power-factor is main-
tained on the entire sj^stem where they are

used. In the mixed system an increase in

power-factor is effected by eliminating the
lagging current of the induction motors, and,
in addition, the motor-generator sets can

easily be equipped with synchronous motors
which will take a leading current from the

line and offset part of the lagging current on
the rest of the system. The increase in

power-factor enables a reduction to be made
in the size and cost of transformers and
generators, and also increases their efficiency

due to the lower currents which they are

required to handle and to the decreased
excitation required by the generators.

It is perfectly possible to prove that either

system is superior by selecting the proper
factors for consideration. The performance
of both direct current and alternating current

motors is quite generally known, but the

various factors affecting cost and efficiency

are not so well understood. In order to make
as nearly as possible a general determination
of these factors, it was decided to make an
exhaustive study which should include a
consideration of everything which might
influence the result. To make the investi-

gation thoroughly practical a plant of modem
design, of which the complete plans were
available, was selected for the study.

General Layout

This plant consisted of six merchant mills,

comprising the ordinary run of sizes, and
included the usual equipment of heating
furnaces, shipping yards, etc. It is felt that

the plant was fairly representative of the

ordinary type of steel mill and was neither

too large nor too small to be in any way
exceptional.

Complete layouts for both systems were
made to determine the size and type of each
motor and control equipment, the size and
length of all wiring and conduit, the location

and apparatus for each substation; in short,

every detail, except actual working drawings.
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necessary in order to buy and install a

complete electrical equipment.
The power was assumed delivered at 6600

volts, 25 cycles. One large slow-speed
induction motor, wound for 6600 volts, was
required for the main roll drive in each mill,

the aggregate capacity of these motors being
7700 h.p. In addition to this load there was
about 800 h.p. in pumps, lights, etc., which
would be alternating current in any case. Of
the small motors on tables, punches, shears,

cranes, shop tools, etc., there was a total of

182 motors and an aggregate of 4973 h.p.,

giving an average of 27.3 h.p. per motor.
On the all-a.c. system, it was assumed that
all these small motors would be wound for

220 volts and power supplied by two sub-
stations, stepping down from 6600 to 240
volts, each substation having three 350 kv-a.
oil-cooled transformers and suitable switch-
board. On the mixed system it was assumed
that all these motors would be wound for

230 volts direct current and that power
would be supplied by two substations, trans-
forming from 6600 volts alternating current
to 250 volts direct current, each substation
having one 750 kw. synchronous motor-
generator set and suitable switchboard.

All layouts were made in accordance
with what was considered the best electrical

practice of today in steel mills; but no
unduly elaborate or unnecessary apparatus
was included, and all economies were effected
which were possible without sacrificing relia-

bility. Each system was considered
separately and benefit was taken of every
advantage inherent in the particular system
being considered; but great pains were
taken to see that both systems were con-
sidered on exactly the same basis.

Alill type motors were used on all tables,

transfers, cranes, etc., and motors of open
construction for shears, fans, shop tools, etc.

The alternating current mill type motors
were all of the wound rotor type, and the
corresponding direct current motors were
either series or compound wound as required
by the duty. The open alternating current
motors were assumed to be of the squirrel

cage induction type, and the corresponding
direct current motors were assumed to be
shunt wound. Suitable control equipment
was determined in each case, most of the
variable speed motors having magnetic con-
trollers, but a few of the smaller ones having
hand controllers. On the direct current
system use was made, wherever possible,

of the series type contactor. The constant

speed induction motors were furnished with
starting compensators having no-voltage and
overload protection, and the corresponding
direct current motors were furnished with
standard starting equipments. In laying out
the wiring the load on the various feeders
was estimated by taking into account reason-
able load factors, and the size of all wires
determined in accordance with the Carnegie
Steel Company's standard wiring rules, all

wires being run in conduit.

The only instances where the motors
might possibly need to be of different capac-
ities for the different systems are in the cases

of hoist motors on the cranes. A careful

study of the cranes was made and it was
found that the majority of them would
operate at light loads almost all of the time,

so that the same size motor could be used in

each case, geared for the same light load
speed, the speed of the alternating current
motor being reduced on heavy loads by rotor
resistance. On the billet yard cranes it was
found advisable to put on larger motors for

alternating current than for direct current.

The total horse power capacity given is for

the mixed system.
The layouts ha^'ing been carefully made,

an estimate was made of the cost of each
system. In these estimates the large motors,
which would be alternating current in any
case, were not considered, but all details

which were in any way affected by the
difference in the systems, including motor-
generator sets, transformers, foundations,
motors, control, cables, installation and
wiring up were included. Great pains were
taken to use fair current market prices on all

material and apparatus. The cost of instal-

lation was carefully figured on the basis of

actual costs for similar work. The total

figures arrived at represent the total cost

to the purchaser of the entire equipments
installed and ready to operate. A tabulation

of costs for the two systems is given at the
end of this paper.

Power Supply System

Having determined the apparatus located

in the plant itself, a layout of the power
supply system was made with a view to

finding how much it was affected by the

difference between the two systems. It was
found that power should be generated at

6600 volts and stepped up to 22,000 volts for

transmission to the plant, where it would be
stepped down again to 6600 volts. The
calculations of the power system will be
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followed through briefly, the all-a.c. system
being considered first.

The sizes of generators and transformers

are properly fixed by the maximum load
conditions, and these maximum load condi-

tions were carefully determined for the case

in question. The duty of the mills under
various conditions of rolling were studied,

together with the characteristics of the large

motors; and it was found that the maximum
steady load which could be sustained for any
length of time on the large motors, together
with the other portions of load which would
be alternating current in either case, amounted
to 7510 kw. at 84.7 per cent, power-factor.

The total small motor load was found to be
1500 kw. on the 240 volt bus. Allowing for

transformer losses on the basis of 98. 2 per
cent, efficiency at unity power-factor, this

load amounts to 1538 kw. at 70 per cent,

power-factor on the 6600 volt bus. Com-
bining the two loads, we have a total on the

6600 volt bus of 9048 kw. at 82 per cent,

power-factor, or 11,000 kv-a.

As this is the maximum load, we can
assume that it represents 25 per cent, overload
on the transformers. Normal load on the
transformers will, therefore, be SSOO kv-a.,

or 2930 kv-a. for each of three transformers.

It was therefore decided to use three 3000
kv-a. water-cooled transformers for stepping
down from 22,000 to 6600 volts. Duplicate
transformers would be used at the generating
station for stepping up and one spare would
be provided, making a total of seven trans-

formers required.

In figuring the transmission line it was found
that the size of copper was fixed by the
economical loss and not by the voltage
drop. It will be unnecessary to go into the
details of this calculation, but it will be
sufficient to say that the line decided upon
had a resistance of 0.762 ohms per phase.
Knowing the kv-a. load and the resistance

of the transmission line, and taking trans-

former efficiencies at 98.7 per cent, at unity
power-factor, we have 286 kw. loss in the
two banks of transformers and 195 kw.
loss in the transmission line.

Adding the losses to the original load we
come to the generator terminals with 9529
kw. and 11,410 kv-a. or 83.4 per cent,

power-factor. Assuming we have four gas
engine-driven generators, we would have
2382 kw. and 2852 kv-a. on each unit under
the maximum conditions. These conditions

may be assumed to i-epresent 10 per cent,

overload on the generators, and it was

therefore determined to use four 2200 kw.,

85 per cent, power-factor generators. These
machines would have a normal capacity of

2590 kv-a. each, and at 10 per cent, overload
a capacity of 2850 kv-a. each.

The same general method was used on the
mixed system. The main portion of the load

(7510 kw. at 84.7 per cent, power-factor)

remains as before. The small motor load is

1500 kw. on the 250 volt bus. At a motor-
generator efficiency of 87.7 per cent, and
taking 80 per cent, leading power-factor on
the synchronous motors, we have a load on
the 6600 volt bus due to the small motors of

1730 kw. and 2160 kv-a. The total load
therefore amounts to 9240 kw. at 93.8 per
cent, power-factor, or 9860 kv-a. Taking this

as representing 25 per cent, overload on the
transformers, the normal load will be 7900
kv-a. or 2630 kv-a. for each of three, and
it was therefore decided to use 2700 kv-a.

transformers, a total of seven being required.

The transmission line works out to require

the same size copper as for the other system

;

and as a general note it may be remarked
that in no case does the difference between
the two systems warrant a change in

size of wire on the transmission line;

so that in each case the lines are identical

for the two systems, although the energy loss

is, of course, different due to the different

power-factors.

Figuring as before, the transmission losses

amount to 256 kw., the line losses to 157 kw.
and we come to the generator terminals
with a total load of 9653 kw. and 11,250 kv-a.

at 94.2 per cent, power-factor. This gives a

load on each of four generators of 2413 kw.
and 2562 kv-a., which represents 10 per cent,

overload. It was therefore determined to use
four 2200 kw., 95

' per cent, power-factor
generators which would have a normal
rating of 2310 kv-a., and at 10 per cent,

overload a capacity of 2550 kv-a. each.

From the above data the cost of the power
system was estimated. Since the kilowatt

load is so nearly the same there will evidently

be no difference between the two systems
in the gas engines or gas cleaning plant.

The transmission lines are identical and
there will be no practical difference in cost

of switchboards. The only points of differ-

ence will therefore be in the generators and
transformers, and they only were considered.

The generators were assumed to be 833^3

r.p.m. engine type, and the transformers
were assumed to be water-cooled with full

capacity primary taps for voltage adjust-
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ment. The costs for each system delivered

and installed are as follows

:

Transformers
Generators .

All-A.C.

S38,360
76,000

Mixed

$36,960
70,800

Total $114,360 $107,760

A summation of all the first costs will be
found nnder Case I, page 502.

Calculation of Efificiency

So far, maximum load conditions, which
determine the size of the apparatus required,

and the first costs have been considered.

In figuring efficiency and operating costs

it is necessary to take load conditions which
are fairly representative of the yearly average.
The small motor load was considered the

same as before, since little change would be
made in it by varying conditions, provided
the plant were working full time. The differ-

ence between maximum and average condi-
tions lies in the different character of work
in the mills and the consequent difiference

in load on the large motors, but this will not
materially affect the small motor load as all

of the apparatus in the plant is assumed to

be working at full output. In explanation
of the fact that the same load is used at the
substation busbars for both systems it should
be said that the losses in the various feeders
and motor cables were checked up and
found to be the same for both systems. This
was to be expected since the wiring was laid

out on the same basis for each case. The
average efficiencies for alternating current
and direct current motors are practically

identical.

The average load on the large motors
would, however, be considerably lower than
the maximum and the power-factor would be
decreased in consequence. Careful consider-
ation of all the factors showed a fair average
of the main load to be 5320 kw. at 80.5 per
cent, power-factor, or 6600 kv-a. Adding
the small motor load and the losses in trans-
formers, line and generators, which were
computed by taking into account the per
cent, load and power-factor on each unit, the
output required at the engine shaft was
obtained. This was 7663 kw. for the all-a.c.

system and 7678 kw. for the mixed system,
or a saving of 15 kw. in favor of the alternat-
ing current system.

Annual Costs

The real basis for comparison between the
two systems is, of course, that of annual costs,

which are made up of fixed charges, main-

tenance and power costs. In comparing the
fixed charges the following percentages have
been used

:

Motors and Other
Control Apparatus

Depreciation .... 10.0% 8.0%
Interest 5.5% 5.5%
Taxes and Insurance . . 1.5% 1-5%

Total .... 17.0% 15.0%

There would be no appreciable difference

in maintenance between the two systems
except on the motors. The maintenance
figures were based on the records of motors
of about the same capacity which had been
in actual operation for some time and on
which accurate records of delays and repairs

had been kept. These records were all for

direct current motors, as no reliable records
were available on alternating current motors
for a sufficiently long period to be considered
representative.

It was therefore necessary to estimate the
maintenance cost for alternating current
motors from the records of the direct current
motors. It was assumed that the care and
inspection would be equal for the two classes.

The delays and repairs for the direct current
motors were segregated as follows

:

(1) Commutator troubles and repairs

directly or indirectly due to same.

(2) Brush-holder troubles and repairs

directl}' or indirectly due to same.

(3) Bearing troubles and repairs

directly or indirectly due to same.

(4) All other troubles and repairs.

It was assumed that for alternating

current motors all commutator troubles and
repairs wotdd be eliminated, all bearing
troubles and repairs doubled, and all other
troubles and repairs remain the same as for

direct current motors. Figuring on this basis,

it was found that there would be an annual
saving in favor of alternating current motors,
as follows

:

Repairs $15.83 per motor
Delays 3.4 minutes per motor

Applying these figures to the particular

case in consideration showed an annual saving
in repairs of 182X15.83 = $2881, and an
annual saving in delays of 182X3.4 = 619
minutes. As the average output of the
various mills would be about 1.5 tons per
minute, the saving in output resulting from
alternating current motors would be 61 9 X 1.5

= 929 tons annually. This saving in output
has, of course, a real value; but as both the

tonnage and value of same vary so much in

different cases and are hard to arrive at in any
case, no effort has been made to capitalize it.
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The difference in power requirements
between the two systems was so small that

there could not conceivably be any difference

in the size of engines or gas handling plant,

and the only amount properly chargeable
to the difference in power is that due to the
actual difference in gas used. On the basis of

300 working days per year, of 20 hours each,

valuing gas in the standard manner and
considering the actual efficiency of the engines
it was found that the fuel cost of power at

the engine shaft amounted to $6 per kilowatt-

year.

Figuring on the various items of annual
costs with the methods outlined above, it

was found that there would be a net saving
of $214:7 per year in favor of the all-a.c.

system, as itemized under Case I later in

this paper.

Other Cases

Case II is similar to Case I except that

the generator station is assumed to be located
at the steel plant so that no transformers or

transmission line are required. Cases III

and IV are the same as Cases I and II, except
that turbine generators have been substituted

for gas engine generators.

In Case I the power-factor of the main load

is comparatively high due to the good load
factor of the mills under consideration.

While this figure ought usually to be reached
in properly motored merchant mills and others
of similar load factor, it is probably higher
than can be obtained in billet mills, bar mills,

plate mills and the like, where the load
factor is lower. Case V has therefore been
worked out for a power-factor of 70 per cent.

on the main load, which is believed to be as

low as the power-factor would go in a properly
motored plant. In Cases I and V the per-

centage of small motor load is comparatively
high, due to the large amount of motor-driven
machinery in the plant considered. In some
instances this percentage might be consider-
ably less, and Cases IX and XIII have been
calculated to cover such instances. In order
to avoid recalculating the small motor instal-

lation it was assumed that this would remain
unchanged and that the main load would be
doubled, thus bringing the percentage of

small motor load down from 22.4 to 12.6.

The other cases are modifications of the ones
mentioned above, the differences consisting

in omitting the transmission line and trans-
formers in some cases, and substituting
turbines for gas engines in other cases. The
same methods of calculation were used in

each case as those already explained for

Case I.

It is, of course, impossible to work out all

the possible cases, but from the general ones
given here it will be possible to draw fairly

close conclusions for any particular case

which it is desired to study. Relative sizes

of installations will not affect comparisons
to any great extent. The system studied

required the transforming equipment to be
divided into two substations. A smaller

system would require only one substation

and fewer generators, while a larger one
would require more; so that a change in size

of the system would affect the number of

units, but the relative proportion would
remain practically the same.

General Notes

In making comparisons of the kind under-
taken, the results are apt to be distorted on
account of the limited number of sizes which
are commercially available in any line of

apparatus. For instance, in Case I it was
calculated that 2700 kv-a. transformers and
2310 kv-a. generators would be required.

These sizes might not be standard for any
manufacturer, and if the system were actually

installed it might be necessary to purchase
the next higher standard rating. It can be
readily seen that this might handicap one
system more than the other, depending upon
which happened to most nearly fit standard
ratings. In order to entirely eliminate this

difficulty cost curves were drawn up for each
class of apparatus. In each case the costs

were taken from these curves, and represent

the cost which would be theoretically expected

if the machines were designed for exactly

the capacities required. All the costs are

for machines installed and ready to operate.

Generator costs do not include the engine

or turbine.

In order to make sure that the efficiencies

were consistent throughout all the cases,

curves were plotted showing losses per kv-a.

for different loads and power-factors for

each class of apparatus, and the losses were
taken from the curves. It will be observed
that no cost of buildings has been included.

It was found that the difference in floor

space between the two systems was so small

in each case as to be negligible, so that there

would be no cost difference on this account.
In every case the size of the apparatus is

based on the maximum steady load. The
efficiency in each case is based on the average
steady load.
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The reactance and magnetizing current of

transformers and transmission line have been
neglected, so that the calculations show a
higher power-factor at the generators than
at the distribution end. This would probably
not be true in actual practice ; but an accurate
consideration of these factors would have
involved considerable additional work, and
their effect would have been so nearly the
same on each system as to make the difference
in the final results negligible.

No spares have been figured for the sub-
station equipments. In case a spare unit is

considered desirable it would add consider-
ably to the cost of the mixed system, as one
motor-generator set would cost much more
than one transformer. In the substation
equipments there would undoubtedly be
more expense for maintenance and repairs
on the motor-generator sets than on the
transformers, so that the mixed system
ought properly to be charged something for
this difference. It would not, however, be a
very large amount and has not been included.
No figures have been included for attend-
ance for the motor-generator sets. In the
case considered the stibstation apparatus
would be located in the same rooms with the
large motors so that no additional attendants
would be necessary with the mixed system.
This would usually be the case, although
in some instances it might be that the mixed
system should be charged an additional
amount for this item.

It is reasonable to suppose that there
would be more shutdowns with the mixed
system due to the substation equipments,
as motor-generator sets are naturally more
subject to trouble than static transformers.
This amount would probably not be large
and no effort has been made to capitalize it.

In estimating the cost of power the mini-
mum possible amount, viz., the cost of fuel

alone, has been considered. To be absolutely
accurate it should be considered that any
difference in power between the two systems
would cause a corresponding difference in

first cost of engines, boilers or gas cleaning
plant, etc., also in the operating cost as
regards lubricants, attendance, repairs and
maintenance. The value of all these would
depend upon the relative proportions between
the total power required for the plant under
consideration and the total capacity of the
power plant. For instance, if, in "the case
considered, the power station furnished power
for this one installation alone, the small
difference in the total amount of power

required by the two systems would probably
make no difference in the first cost of the
power station, nor would there likely be any
difference in the total operating expense
of the station. If, however, the power plant
furnished considerable power in addition to

the requirements of this installation, these
items would have to be considered, because
any difference in capacity due to the difference

in power requirements of the two systems
becomes available for supplying the addi-
tional load.

Any increase in cost of power, due to a
consideration of the items mentioned above,
would be to the advantage of the all-a.c.

system in twelve, and in favor of the mixed
system in four, of the cases considered.

The difference in tonnage output due to

delays has not been capitalized.

Conclusions

A study of the sixteen cases tabulated
would indicate the following

:

1. The all-a.c. system costs slightly more
than the mixed system.

(a) Excess first cost higher for 22,000 volts

transmission than for 6600.

(b) Excess first cost higher for gas engines
than for turbines. From this it

appears that the higher the first cost

of power supply the less favorable
is the use of the all-a.c. system.

2. The lower the power-factor, the greater

is the excess cost of the all-a.c. system for

both percentages of auxiliary load.

3. The less the percentage of auxiliary load

the less the excess cost of the all-a.c. system
for both power-factors.

4. The annual costs of the all-a.c. system
considered are lower than those of the mixed
system.

5. The actual operating costs, i.e. ex-

cluding interest, depreciation, taxes and
insurance, of the all-a.c. system are consider-

ably less than those of the mixed system.
6. The excess cost of maintenance of the

mixed system is based on an estimate and
not on actual records. Should this item be
entirely neglected, the results in nine out of

sixteen cases would show an excess of annual
costs for the all-a.c. system, but the amount
is so small that accurate calculations for any
individual case would be necessary to deter-

mine the relative advantages.
7. When the saving in output due to the

reduced delays in the all-a.c. system is taken
into consideration the saving in annual costs,

as tabulated, will be largely increased; and
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even should the difference in motor main-
tenance be neglected there would still be a

considerable saving in annual costs for the
all-a.c. system.

In conclusion, then, for a rolling mill

properly motored, where the percentage
of power required for auxiliary apparatus
(exclusive of pumps, etc.) is 25 per cent, or

less of the total power delivered to that mill,

and where the power-factor of the entire mill

including both main and auxiliary apparatus,
is 70 per cent, or over, the authors feel amply
justified in saying that the all-a.c. system will

show a saving in annual cost, to say nothing
of its greater simplicity and more satisfactory

operation.

GENERAL DATA COMMON TO ALL CASES

Number of small motors 182
Total h.p. of small motors 4973
Average h.p. of small motors 27.3

ALL-A.C. SYSTEM
Number of substations 2

Voltage at substations 240
Number of transformers per substation 3

Capacity of each transformer 350 kv-a.

Capacity of each substation 1050 kv-a.

MIXED SYSTEM
Number of substations 2

Voltage at substations 250
Number of motor-generator sets per substation 1

Capacity of each substation 750 kw.

All-A.C. Mixed
Load at substation bus 1500 kw. 1500 kw.
Transformation losses 38 kw. 230 kw.

Load on 6600 volt bus 1538 kw. 1730 kw.
Power-factor 70% +80%

FIRST COSTS
ALL-A.C. SYSTEM

Transformers and switchboards $15,120
Freight, cable, foundations and installation 1,300

Total for two substations $16,420
Motors and control equipments 117,635
Cable, conduit and installation 21,315

Total motor equipment 138,950

Total for alternating current system $155,370
MIXED SYSTEM

Motor-generator sets and switchboards $34,860
Freight, cable foundations and installation 2,100

Total for two substations $37,020
Motors and control equipments 104,740
Cable, conduit and installation 17,010

Total motor equipment 121,750

Total for mixed system $158,770

ANNUAL SAVINGS FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT SYSTEM
Repairs—182 X$15.83 = $2881.
Delays —182X3.4 = 619 minutes.
Output—619X1.5 = 929 tons.
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C.45iS /

General.—Generate and distribute at 6600 volts,—Transmit
at 22.000 volts.—Gas engine generators.—Auxiliary load 22.4 %
of total.—Main load at 80.5% power-factor.

MAXIMUM CONDITIONS
Kw. P-F. Kv-i

Main load
Auxiliary load

Total load
Transformer losses
Line losses .

Load on generators

7510 84.7
1538 70

8870
2200

MIXED
Kw. P-F. Kv-a.

7510 84.7 8870
1730 +80 2165

9048
286
195

82 11000 9240
256
157

93.8 9860

9529 83.4 11410 9653 94.2 10250

Number of transformers
Normal capacity of each . .

Total capacity of each set .

Overload capacity of each set

Number of generators .

Power-factor of generators .

Normal capacity of each
Normal capacity of each
Total capacity of generators
Overload capacity of genera-

tors

FIRST COSTS
Motors, etc.

Substations
Transformers
Generators .

Total

Saving in first cost

AVERAGE CONDITIONS:
Kw.

Main load . . . 5320
Auxiliary load

Total load

Transformer losses
Line losses .

Load on generators
Generator losses

Load on engines

Saving in load .

Per cent, load on
transformers .

Per cent, load on gen-
erators

3000 kv-a.
9000 kv-a.
11250 kv-a.

4
85%

2200 kw.
2.590 kv-a.
10360 kv-a.

11396 kv-a.

P-F. Kv-a.
80.5 6600

1538 70 2200

fiSSR

228
124

78.2 8790

7210
453

79.6 9060

2700 kv-a.
8100 kv-a.
10125 kv-a.

4
95%

2200 kw.
2310 kv-a.
9240 kv-a.

10164 kv-a.

.S121.750
37.020
36,960
70.800

$266,530

$3,200

Kw. P-F. Kv-a.
5320 80.5 6600
1730 -t-80 2165

7050 93.8 7500

195
91

7336
342

94.2 7780

7663

ISkw.

97.6

ANNUAL COSTS:
Small motors, etc.. at 17 per cent.
Other apparatus at 15 per cent.
Excess motor maintenance
Excess power at $6 per kw.

Total

92.6

84.2

All-A.C. Mixed

$24,621
19.617

$20,697
21.717
2.881

90

$43,238 $45,385

52,147Annual saving

CASE II

General.—Same as Case I, except there is no transmission line.—Power is distributed directly from the generating station at

6600 volts.—Size of generators taken same as Case I.

FIRST COSTS:
Motors, etc.

Substations
Generators .

Total
Saving in first cost

Load on generators .

Generator losses

Load on engines
Saving in load .

ANNUAL COSTS:
Small motors, etc., at 17 per cent,
Other apparatus at 15 per cent.
Excess motor maintenance
Excess power at S6 per kw.

Total
Annual saving

All-A.C.

$138,950
16.420
76.000

Mixed

S121.750
37.020
70.800

$231,375 $229,570
$1,805

6858 kw.
440 kw.

7050 kw.
330 kw.

7298 kw.
82 kw.

7380 kw.

$23,621
13.863

S20.697
16.173
2.881
492

CASE III

-Same as Case I. except turbine-driven generators.

Number of generators .

Power-factor of generators .

Ma.ximum capacity of each
Maximum capacity of each
Total capacity of generators

FIRST COSTS:
Motors, etc.

Substations
Transformers
Generators .

Total
Saving in first cost

Load on generators
Generator losses

Load on turbines .

Saving in load

ANNUAL COSTS:
Small motors, etc.. at 17 per cent
Other apparatus at 15 per cent.
Excess motor maintenance
Excess power at $12 per kw. .

Total
Annual saving

All-A.C.
3
85%

3200 kw.
3770 kv-a.
11310 kv-a.

$138,950
16.420
38.360
46^050

$239,780

7210 kw.
565 kw.

7775 kw.

Mixed
3
95%

3200 kw.
3370 kv-a.
10110 kv-a.

$121,750
37,020
36.960
42.300

86 kw

$23,621
15.124

$38,745
$3,307

$238,030
SI.750

7336 kw.
525 kw.

7861 kw.

CASE IV
General.—Same as Case II. except turbine-driven generators.-

Size of generators taken same as Case III.

FIRST COSTS:
Motors etc.

Substations
Generators .

Total
Saving in first cost

Load on generators .

Generator losses
Load on turbines
Saving in load .

All-A.C.

$138,950
16.420
46.050

$201,420

ANNUAL COSTS:
Small motors, etc., at 17 per cent
Other apparatus at 15 per cent.
Excess motor maintenance
Excess power at $12 per kw. .

Total
Annual saving

6858 kw.
550 kw.

7408 kw.
148 kw.

$23,621
9.371

$32,992
$4,260

Mixed
$121,750

37,020
42.300

$201,070
$350

70.30 kw.
506 kw.

7556 kw.

$20,697
11.898
2881
1.776

$37,252

CASE V
General.—Generate and distribute at 6600 volts.—Transmit

at 22.000 volts.—Gas engine generators.—Auxiliary load 22.4
per cent, of total.— Main load at 70 per cent, power-factor.

Kw. P-F. Kv-a. Kw. P-F. Kv-a
MAXIMUM CONDITIONS:
Main load
Au.\iliary load

Total load
Transformer losses
Line losses .

Load on generators

7510
1538

80
70

9390 7510 80
2200 1730 -1-80

9390
2165

9048 78.2 11550 9240
300 266
216 168

90.5 10200

9564 79.7 11970 9674 91.3 10590

$42,043

Number of transformers
Normal capacity of each
Total capacity of each set .

Overload capacity of each set

Number of generators
Power-factor of generators .

Normal capacity of each
Normal capacity of each
Total capacity of generators
Overload capacity of genera-

tors

FIRST COSTS.
Motors, etc.

Substations
Transformers
Generators .

Total
Saving in first cost

3300 kv-a.
9900 kv-a.
12375 kv-a.

4
80%

2200 kw.
2750 kv-a.
11000 kv-a.

12100 kv-a.

$138,950
16.420
39.550
78.800

$273,720

2800 kv-a.
8400 kv-a.
10500 kv-a.

4
90%

2200 kw.
2445 kv-a.
9780 kv-a.

10758 kv-a.

121.750
37.020
37.520
73.200

$269,490
$4,230
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CASE V {Continued)
ALL-A.C.
P-F. Kv-a.

MIXED
P-F. Kv-a.

70
70

70

7600
2200

9800

72 lOOSO

5320 70
1730 -(-80

7600
2165

7050 86.4
212
108

8170

7370 87.3
392

8440

7762

40 kw.

AVERAGE CONDITIONS:
Main load . . . 5320
Auxiliary load . . 1528

Total load . . ^6S58~
Transformer losses . 254
Line losses . . . 155

Load on generators . 7267
Generator losses . 535

Load on engines . 7802

Saving in load

Per cent, load on
transformers

Per cent, load on gen-
erators

ANNUAL COSTS:
Small motors, etc.. at 17 per cent,

Other apparatus at 15 per cent
Excess motor maintenaTice
Excess power at S6 per kw.

Total
Annual saving

CASE VI
General.—Same as Case V. except there is no transmission

line.—Power is distributed directly from the generating station

at 6600 volts.—Size of generators taken, same as Case V.

99.0 97.2

91.7 86.4

All-A.C.
$23,621
20.216

240

Mixed
$20,697
22,161
2,881

$44,077
$1,662

$45,739

FIRST COSTS:
Motors, etc.

Substations
Generators .

Total
Saving in first cost

Load on generators
Generator losses

Load on engines
Saving in load

ANNUAL COSTS:
Small motors, etc.. at 17 per cent.

Other apparatus at 15 per cent
Excess motor maintenance
Excess power at 16 per kw.

Total
Annual saving

All-A.C.
$138,950

16,420
78,800

$234,170

6858 kw.
519 kw.

7377 kw.
53 kw.

$23,621
14,283

$37,704
$2,725

Mixed
$121,750

37,020
73,200

$231,970
52,200

7050 kw.
380 kw.

7430 kw.

$20,697
16.533
2.881
318

$40,429

CASE VII
General.—Same as Case V, except turbine-driven generators.

All-A.C.
Number of generators ... 3
Power-factor of generators . . 80 ^
Maximum capacity of each 3200 kw.
Maximum capacity of each . 4000 kv-a.
Total capacity of generators 12000 kv-a.

FIRST COSTS:
Motors, etc $138,950
Substations 16,420
Transformers 39,550
Generators 48,300

Total
Saving in first cost

Load on generators
Generator losses

Load on turbines
Saving in load

ANNUAL COSTS:
Small motors, etc., at 17 per cent
Other apparatus at 15 per cent.
Excess motor maintenance
Excess power at $12 per kw. .

Total
Annual saving

$243,220

7267 kw.
681 kw.

7948 kw.

$ 23.621
15.641

144

$39,406
$1,968

Mixed
3
90%

3200 kw.
3555 kv-a.
10665 kv-a.

$121,750
37.020
37.520
44,100

$240,390
$2,830

7370 kw.
566 kw .

7936 kw.
12 kw.

$20,697
17.796
2881

$41,374

CASE VIII
General.—Same as Case VI, except turbine-driven generators,

—Size of generators taken same as Case VIL

FIRST COSTS:
Motors, etc.

Substations
Generators .

Total
Saving in first cost

Load on generators
Generator losses

Load on turbines
Saving in load .

All-A.C. Mixed
$138,950 $121,750

16,420 37,020
48,300 44,100

$203,670

6858 kw.
662 kw.

7520 kw.
77 kw.

$202,870
.$800

7050 kw.
547 kw .

7597 kw.

CASE VIII {Continued)

ANNUAL COSTS:
Small motors, etc., at 17 per cent. $23,621
Other apparatus at 15 per cent.

Excess motor maintenance
Excess power at $12 per kw.

Total ....
Annual saving

9.708

$33,329
$3,341

$20,697
12,168
2,881
924

$36,670

CASE IX
General.—Generate and distribute at 6600 volts.—Transmit

at 22.000 volts.—Gas engine generators.—Auxiliary load 12.6

per cent, of total.—Main load at 80.5 per cent, power-factor.

Kw. P-F. Kv-a. Kw. P-F. Kv-a.
MAXIMUM CONDITIONS:

84.7 17740 15020 84.^

70 2200 1730 -1-80

83.3 19870 16750 90
484
282

17740
2165

18630

Main load . 15020
Auxiliary load . 1538

Total load . 16558
Transformer losses . 516
Line losses . . 319

Load on generators 17393 84.4 20570 17516 90.7 19300

Number of transformers
Normal capacity of each .

Total capacity of each set .

Overload capacity of each
set

Number of generators
Power-factor of generators
Normal capacity of each
Normal capacity of each
Total capacity of generators
Overload capacity of gen-

erators ....
FIRST COSTS.

Motors, etc.

Substations
Transformers
Generators

Total .

Saving in first cost

13
27.50 kv-a.

16500 kv-a.

20625 kv-a.

85%
2300 kw.
2705 kv-a.
18935 kv-a.

20828 kv-a.

$138,950
16.420
69.160
136.500

$361,030

13
2600 kv-a.
15600 kv-a.

19500 kv-a.

90%
2300 kw.
2555 kv-a.
17885 kv-a.

19673 kv-a.

$121,750
37,020
67.600
131,600

$357,970
$3,060

Kw.
ALL-A.C.

Kw. P-F. Kv-a,
AVERAGE CONDITIONS:
Main load . 10640 80.5 13200 10640 80.5

MIXED
P-F. Kv-a

Auxiliary load .

Total load .

Transformer losses

Line losses

12178
400
191

Load on generators 12769

Generator losses
Load on engines

1538 70 2200 1730 -F80
13200
2165

79.2 15380 12370
364
158

80.5 15860 12892

88.4 13980

89.2 14460

793
13562

Saving in load .

Per cent, load
transformers

Per cent, load
generators

ANNUAL COSTS:
Small motors, etc., at 17 per cent
Other apparatus at 15 per cent.

Excess motor niaintenance
Excess power at $6 per kw.

Total
Annual saving

673
13565

3kw.

93.3 89.7

84.0 80.8

All-A.C.
$23,621
33,312

Mixed
$20,697
35.433
2881

18

$56,933
$2,096

$59,029

CASE X
General.—Same as Case IX. except there is no transmission

line.—Power is distributed directly from the generating station

at 6600 volts.—Size of generators taken same as Case IX.
All-A.C. Mixed

FIRST COSTS:
Motors, etc.

Substations
Generators .

$138,950
16.420

136.500

$121,750
37.020
131.600

Total . .

Saving in first cost
Load on generators .

Generator losses

$291,870

12178 kw.
769 kw.

$290,370
$1,500

12370 kw,
651 kw.

Load on engines
Saving in load .

12947 kw.
74 kw.

13021 kw.
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CASE IX (.Continued)

AXNLAL COSTS:
Small motors, etc., at 17 per cent
Other apparatus at 15 per cent.

Excess motor maintenance
Bxcess power at S6 per kw.

Total
Annual sa\*ing

S23.621
22,938

$46,559
S2,756

$20,697
25,293
2.881
444

$49,315

CASE XI
General.—Same as Case IX, except turbine-driven generators.

AU-A.C.

. 85%
3500 kw.
4120 kv-a.
20600 kv-a.

$138,950
16,420
69.160
82.50

.

$307,030

12769 kw.
1110 kw.

13879 kw.
23 kw.

Mixed

90%
3500 kw.
3890 kv-a.
19450 kv-a

S23.621
25,212

$48,833
$2,654

$121,750
37.020
67.600
79.000

$305,370
SI.660

12892 kw.
1010 kw.

13902 kw.

$20,697
27.543
2,881
276

$51,487

Number of generators .

Power-factor of generators .

Maximum capacity of each
Maximum capacity of each
Total capacity of generators

FIRST COSTS:
Motors, etc.

Substations
Transformers
Generators .

Total
Saving in first cost

Load on generators
Generator losses

Load on turbines
Sa^nng in load

ANNUAL COSTS:
Small motors, etc., at 17 per cent.

Other apparatus at 15 per cent.

Excess motor maintenance
Excess power at $12 per kw. .

Total
Annual sa\'ing

CASE XII
General.—Same as Case X. except turbine-driven generators.-

Size of generators taken same as Case XL
FIRST COSTS:

Motors, etc.

Substations
Generators .

Total
Saving in first cost

Load on generators
Generator losses

Load on turbines
Saving in load

AXXUAL COSTS:
Small motors, etc.. at 17 per cent
Other apparatus at 15 per cent
Excess motor maintenance
Excess power at $12 per kw. .

Total
Annual saving

CASE XIII
General.—Generate and distribute at 6600 volts.—Transmit

at 22.000 volts.—Gas engine generators.—Auxiliary load 12.6
per cent, of total.—Main load at 70 per cent, power-factor.

ALL-A.C. MIXED
Kw. P-F. Kv-a. Kw. P-F. Kv-a.

MAXIMUM CONDITIONS

All-A.C. Mixed
$138,950 $121,750

16,420 37.020
82.500 79,000

$237,870

12178 kw.
1078 kw.

13256 kw.
91 kw.

$23,621
14,838

$38,459
$3,614

$237,770
$100

12370 kw.
977 kw.

13347 kw.

$20,697
17.403
2.881
1.092

$42,073

Main load
Auxiliary load .

Total load
Transformer losses
Line losses

Load on generators

15020 80 1S7S0 15020 80 18780
1538 70 2200 1730 -|-80 2165

16558
544
355

79 20950 16750
506
307

85.8 19470

17457 80.6 21650 17563 87 20200

Number of transformers

.

Normal capacity of each .

Total capacity of each set

.

Overload capacity of each
set

Number of generators
Power-factor of generators
Jsormal capacity of each .

Normal capacity of each .

Total capacity of generators
Overload capacity of gen-

erators ....
FIRST COSTS:

Motors, etc.

Substations
Transformers .

Generators

Total
Saving in first cost

13
2900 kv-a.
17400 kv-a.

21750 kv-a.

7
80%

2300 kw.
2875 kv-a.

20125 kv-a.

22137 kv-a.

$138,950
16.420
70.460

142.100

$367,930

13
2700 kv-a.
16200 kv-a.

20250 kv-a.

7
85%

2300 kw.
2705 kv-a.
18935 kv-a.

20828 kv-a.

$121,750
37.020
68,640

136,500

$363,910
$4,020

CASE XIII (Continued)
ALL-A.C.

Kw. P-F. Kv-a. Kw.
AVERAGE CONDITIONS:

Main load . 10640 70 15200 10640

MIXED
P-F. Kv-a.

13830

Auxiliary load . . 1538 70_
Total load . .12178 70

Transformer losses . 452
Line losses . . 244

Load on generators 12874 72
Generator losses . 956

Load on engines

Sa\'ing in load .

Per cent, load
transformers

Per cent, load
generators

ANNUAL COSTS:
Small motors, etc., at 17 per cent,

Other apparatus at 15 per cent
Excess motor maintenance
Excess power at $6 per kw.

Total
Annual saving

_2200 1730

17400 12370
4C6
197

17870 12973
806

70
-t-80

15200
2165

79.2 15630

80.5 16120

13779

100

All-A.C.
$23,621
34.347

306

$58,274
$1,628

51 kw.

96.5

85.3
Mixed
$20,697
36.324
2,881

$59,902

CASE XIV
General.—Same as Case XIII. except there is no transmission

line.—Power is distributed directly from the generating station
at 6600 volts.—Size of generators taken same as Case XIII.
FIRST COSTS: All-A.C. Mixed

Motors, etc $138,950 $121,750
Substations 16.420 37,020
Generators 142.100 136.500

Total
Sa\ing in first cost

Load on generators
Generator losses

Load on engines
Saving in load
ANNUAL COSTS:

Small motors, etc., at 17 per cent.

Other apparatus at 15 per cent.

Excess motor maintenance
E.xcess power at $6 per kw.

Total
Annual saving

CASE XV
Genera!.—Same as Case XIII. except turbine-driven generators.

$297,470

12178 kw.
931 kw.

13109 kw.
43 kw.

$23,621
23,778

$47,399
$2,465

$295,270
$2,300

12370 kw.
782 kw.

13152 kw.

$20,697
26,028
2,881
258

$49,854

All-A.C. Mixed
Number of generators .

Power-factor of generators .

Maximum capacity of each
Maximum capacity of each
Total capacity of generators
FIRST COSTS:

Motors, etc.

Substations
Transformers
Generators .

Total
Saving in first cost

Load on generators
Generator losses

Load on turbines
Saving in load

ANNUAL COSTS:
Small motors, etc., at 17 per cent.

Other apparatus at 15 per cent.
Excess motor maintenance
Excess power at $12 per kw. .

• Total
Annual saving

C.45E XVI
General.—Same as Case XIV. except turbine-driven gener-

ators.—Size of generators taken same as Case XV.

80%
3500 kw.
4370 kv-a.
21850 kv-a.

$138,950
16.420
7C.460
86.250

$312,080

12874 kw.
1232 kw.

14106 kw.

$23,621
25,970

240

$49,831
$1,971

85%
3500 kw.
4120 kv-a.

20600 kv-a.

$121,750
37,020
68,^0
82.500

$309,910
$2,170

12973 kw.
1113 kw.

14086 kw.
20 kw.

$20,697
28,224
2,881

$51,802

FIRST COSTS.
Motors, etc.

Substations
Generators .

Total
Saving in first cost
Load on generators
Generator losses

Load on turbines
Saving in load .

ANNUAL COSTS:
Small motors, etc.. at 17 per cent.

Other apparatus at 15 per cent.
Excess motor maintenance
Excess power at $12 per kw. .

Total
Annual saving

All-A.C.
$138,950

16.420
86.250

$241,620

12178 kw.
1201 kw.

13379 kw.
69 kw.

$23,681
15,400

$39,081
$3,253

Mixed
$121,750

37.020
82.500

$241,270
$350

12370 kw.
1078 kw .

13448 kw.

$20,697
17.928
2,881
828

$42,334
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ACUITY TESTS IN A PARTICULAR ROOM ILLUMINATED IN TURN
WITH DIRECT AND INDIRECT LIGHTING

^By Prof. Sydney W. Ashe

[Harrison Lamp Works, General Electric Company

We are all familiar with the general forms of direct, indirect and semi-indirect lighting at present in vogue ;

but we unfortunately do not possess authoritative data on the exact relative illuminating efficiencies of these

systems. This article presents the results of careful tests made by Prof. Ashe to determine these quantities.

The information is now being published for the first time with the hope that it may prove of service to those

interested in the physiological aspects of lighting engineering.

—

Editor.

It has been realized in a general way in

the past that indirect Hghting required a

greater expenditure of energy than direct

in order to produce the same intensity of

iUumination on the working plane. Little

concrete data of actual working conditions,

intensity on the working plane. Where the

walls and ceilings are colored the absorption

will be greater for indirect lighting, requiring

a still greater expenditure of energy. Tests

which we conducted, however, were made
only with white walls and ceilings.
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Acuity Fatigue Curves for Two Separate Individuals

however, have been published covering this

point. To off-set the loss in efficiency of

indirect lighting the claim has been made
that, owing to better diffusion, it was possible

with this system to read with the same
facility with less illumination than with

direct. Having had considerable experience

in acuity tests, and having the facilities at

hand with which to make measurements, the

writer, with the co-operation of his assistants,

carried on a series of tests which are indicated

in the following conclusions:

Conclusions

First. To produce the same intensity on
the working plane with indirect as with

direct lighting, the expenditure of approxi-

mately 100 per cent, more energy is required.

Thus, a 250-watt direct unit and a 500-watt

indirect unit, where the walls and ceilings

are white, will produce about the same

Second. Where the intensity on the work-
ing plane is the same for either indirect or

direct lighting, with white walls and ceilings,

there is no difference in acuity for initial

reading values; i.e., one can read with the

same ease and can distinguish detail at the

same distance from the reading object for

initial values, irrespective of which mode of

lighting is used.

Third. Tests made over a period of four

hours on consecutive evenings indicate that

at the expiration of this time, one can read
with practically the same facility as at the
beginning. In other w-ords, the so-called

claim for fatigue which has been charged
against direct lighting does not exist. The
readings taken for direct lighting give a
slightly more uniform acuity than the in-

direct lighting. These facts are indicated on
the attached curve (Fig. 1).
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Theory of Acuity Measurements which Affected

Mode of Test

The study of acuity is not new. vSome idea

of the magnitude of the investigations carried

on in the past may be indicated from the

Fig. 2. Grille Used in Acuity Tests

list of researches which are given as references

in Javal's French translation of Helmholtz'

Physiological Optics on page 303. These are

partially listed as follows

:

Date Author

1 705 Hooke
1754 Tobias Mayer
1846 Volkmann
1852 \'olkmann
1857 Bergmann
1857 Aubert and Forster

1862 Snellen

1862 \'olkmann
1864 Aubert
1864 Donders

As one studies these various investigations,

it will be found that almost every source of

error, both physical and physiological, that

enters into acuity measurements has been

noted and apparently investigated. Some
of the factors which influence acuity readings

and which must be considered are the follow-

ing: the form of test chart used; the color

of the light; the amount of glare present;

the size of the pupil of the eye; whether we
employ near or distant vision; the effect of

adaptation; the effect of fatigue; and the

physical condition of the individual.

Probably the most important factor

which should be considered is the form
of the test plate used. Many inves-

tigators of recent date have used test

objects consisting of rectangular or cir-

cular forms painted black on a white
background. Others, including the

writer, have used a series of standard
letters prepared in special form and
known as Snellen's chart. Still others

have used printed type cut from some
magazine. Of all these methods the

Snellen's test chart is probably the

best, as it represents the results of a
long investigation carried on by its

inventor. On the chart used by him
the letters were constructed so that the

thickness of the letter woidd be one-

fifth of its height, and the entire letter

was to be distinguishable under an angle

of five minutes. Take the letter E, for

instance. Starting from the bottom,

each of the five spaces, white and black,

correspond to an angle of one minute
when a person having normal vision is

reading the letter at the distance

indicated in feet or centimeters on the

chart. If a test object of a certain size

is used, the distance with which one

can read this object under a given illumination

is a measure of his acuity. If one can read

this chart at half the distance required by
another, his visual angle will be twice as

(7 /> C

/f

Fig. 3. Diagram Showing Appearance on the Retina

of the Eye of a System of Thin Parallel Lines at

the Limit of Clear Vision. B Shows Arrange-
ment of Cones on Retina with Image of

Wires Superimposed. A Shows
Physiological Effect of Looking

at Wires at Limit of Vision

great. His acuity is rated at two. although

his ability to read is only one-half as great

judged by circular measurements.
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Figs. 4 and 5. These Views are Reproduced from Photographs Taken on the Same Evening in the Same Room
and with the Same Camera Exposure. Fig. 4 is for the Indirect Lighting Unit, and

Fig. 5 for the Direct Lighting Unit
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A still better test object, however, is the

grille shown in Fig. 2, consisting of a

series of dull black parallel wires with white

spaces between, the spaces being equal in
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Fig. 6. Layout and Intensities for

Indirect Illumination

Location Office

Number of Fixtures .... 1

Lamps per Fixture .... 1

Reflector M.M. 21 Dif.

Style of Lamps Mazda
Top Efficiency 1.13

Color of Walls White
Color of Ceiling White
Height of Ceiling ^^'^'-!'

Height of Lamp ll'S'o"
Height of Plane Investigated .

3' 3 I2"

Distance of Lamp from Ceiling 2'

Average Foot-Candles . . . 3.63

Total Watts 500
Voltage of Service 124

size to the wires. The reason for its supe-

riority is due to a physiological effect which
appears at the limit of distinct vision and
causes the wires to look waved as in the

illustration given in Fig. 3 (a tracing from
Helinholtz' book). A similar form of test

plate was used by many early investigators,

such as Tobias Mayer, Volkmann, Weber,
Helmholtz and Bergmann. With this grille

the thickness of the black spaces is equal to

.4167 mils. At the limit of vision the black
spaces form an image on the retina of the

eye which subtends an angle of about one
minute. If it is considered that the cones
in the fovea of the eye are responsible for

vision, it will be realized that the image of

the black spaces on the retina will be slightly

larger than the individual cones, as an angle

of one minute corresponds to a distance of

/ \
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Fig. 7. Layout and Intensities for

Direct Illumination

Location Office

Number of Fixtures .... 1

Lamps per Fixture .... 1

Reflector M.M. 21 Dif.

Style of Lamps Mazda
Top Efficiency 1.13

Color of Walls White
Color of Ceiling White
Height of Ceiling 13' 3)^"

Height of Lamp 11' 314'

Height of Plane Investigated^ .
3' 33^"

Distance of Lamp from Ceiling 2'

Average Foot-Candles . . . 4.02

Total Watts 250
Voltage of Service 118

.00-1 mms. on the retina of the eye. If we take

the nodal point of the eye, i.e., the distance

between the center of the lens and the retina

as 15 mms., the angular size of a minute
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ing to the measurements of .Schultze, Muller
and Walker, the diameter of the cones in

fovea are as follows

:

vSchuItze from 0.0020 to 0.0025 mms.
Muller from 0.0015 to 0.0020 mms.
Walker from 0.0031 to 0.0036 mms.

It will be noted, therefore, that there is

a slight overlapping of the images of the
wires over a few of the cones, which are

arranged sj^mmetrically as shown in Fig.

3. According to Helmholtz it is not necessary
for an entire cone of the retina to be illumi-

nated by the image to give the impression
of brightness. At the limit of distinct vision,

at which we feel that we can just clearly

distinguish the outline of the dark and white
spaces of the grille, the optical effect shown
in A, Fig. 3, is produced. In other words
the wires instead of looking parallel take on
a waved appearance.

Elimination of Errors

In making the tests no diaphragms or sight-

boxes of any kind were used, the idea being
to allow the pupil of the eye to function
normally. The walls of the room were
painted white, and drawn wire tungsten
lamps were used and operated approximateh^
at liigh efficiency to eliminate color differ-

ences. The intensities in both cases on the
working plane were approximately the same
viz., about three foot-candles ; and these inten-

sities were not varied throughout a given
test, so that errors due to adaptation were
eliminated. Adaptation takes from four to
ten minutes depending upon whether light

or dark adaptation is used. Any method of

test, therefore, which involves varying the
intensity of the light is liable to incur errors

of this kind. To eliminate the effects of

fatigue, readings were only taken at short

intervals, the observers changing frequently.

No foreign substances were used in the eye,

such as mydriatic or myotic, to vary the size

of the pupil; so that no source of error due
to a variation of the sensitiveness of the
eye was encountered. With the Helmholtz
grille it was necessary to use near vision;

but as the same grille was used for all measure-
ments the resiilts were comparative. The
voltmeter and the Sharp-Millar luminometer
were carefully standardized.

The lamps were operated 'from a storage
battery whose voltage was carefully noted

throughout the tests to see that no variations

of voltage occurred. Lamps were operated
at practically the same efficiency, so that no
error due to a variation of color of the light

source was introduced . The fact that the walls

and ceilings of the room were white also tended
to eliminate any color differences. On con-
secutive evenings readings were taken in the
reverse direction so as to discover any unseen
errors that might have crept in. It will thus
be seen that every possible precaution was
taken to eliminate errors both physical and
physiological. The most striking thing in

making the acuity measurements was the
remarkable accuracy with which it was
possible to duplicate readings. This was
due not only to the care which was taken in

making the readings, but also undoubtedly
to the interesting physiological effect of the
waved lines previously referred to. The tests

were carried on by the writer with the co-

operation of Messrs. Perkins, Richards,
Blakeslee and Lurtey. In the curves are
shown only the values of Messrs. Perkins
and Blakeslee, as they were the only two who
participated in all the measurements taken.
In making the fatigue tests the individuals

read during the evening, acuity measurements
being taken at J^-hour intervals.

Detailed Description of Apparatus

For an indirect lighting unit a lamp
diffuser was suspended in an inverted posi-

tion with ordinary picture wire run through
small holes punched near the rim. Figs. 4
and 5 are reproduced from photographs of

the room taken on the same evening and
with the same camera exposure for the two
lighting arrangements. Fig. 4 being for the
indirect and Fig. 5 for the direct unit. A
500-watt, 124-volt tungsten lamp burning at

high efficiency was the light-giving element.
A preliminary survey was made of the room
with a .Sharp-Millar luminometer to determine
the intensities at the various test stations.

These stations were laid out as in Figs. 6
and 7, which show the intensities for the
direct and indirect units. For a direct unit
the diffuser was reversed, i.e., placed in its

usual burning position; a 250-watt, llS-volt
lamp being placed in the same fixture,

and the survey made with this combination.
Station 10 was well adapted for reading
purposes, and it was therefore chosen for

the acuity measurements. By slightly vary-
ing the voltage it was possible to produce
an intensity on the inclined grille of 3.2
foot-candles, either direct or indirect. The
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test object or Helmholtz grille was made
of two screws cut 32 threads to the inch, 6

inches long. These screws were mounted on
two steel side-pieces, as shown in Fig. 2

Fig. 8. Luminometer, Draped Table and Grille Used in Acuity Tests

and fastened with set screws, the whole
forming a square. Mild-steel black-finished

wire 1 /34 in. in diameter was wound on the

screws, the threads serving as a guide (Fig.

2). This wire was wound under tension

and calipered in several places under this

same tension. The diameter of the wire as

calipered measured 163^ mils, while the

maximum variation was not over .15 mils.

Between tops of teeth we had -^ in. or

31.25 mils; so that the spaces between the

wires was 14.75 mils, or 1.75 mils difference

between width of space and width of wire.

A white sheet of paper was placed under
these wires and held in place by wooden
wedges. One square inch of the reading
surface of the grille was exposed by covering

the grille with a card-board, painted jet

black and ha\dng an opening as shown in

Fig. 8; which gave the effect of white spaces

and black lines uniformly spaced. For read-

ing, the grille was mounted on a small box

and pivoted so as to be swung to a position

normal to the direction of reading. The box
and grille were then placed on a small table

draped in black, and adjusted for the normal
reading of an individual standing erect;

and the luminometer was set up with its

test plate in the same plane as the
grille (Fig. S), the center of reading
area on the grille being 3 ft. 3 in. from
the floor.

In taking the readings, the average
intensity as determined by four sep-

arate observers was first taken by
the luminometer. Acuity measure-
ments were then made, two men
using the tape tomeasure the distance
of the eye of the observer from the
screen, and a fourth recording the

results. Observations were taken on
a line drawn from station 10 midway
between stations 14 and 15. When
the form of lighting was changed
himinometer readings were again taken,
the luminometer test plate not being
moved from its position. The voltage
of the lamp under test was adjusted
until the intensities for direct or in-

direct on the test plate were the
same. When initial readings of acuity
were taken, indirect readings were first

taken and then direct. In the second
set the order was reversed. Mr.
Blakeslee and the writer wore glasses,

and their acuity values were lower
than either Mr. Richards' or Mr.
Perkins'. Throughout one evening's

test Mr. Lurty worked on a drawing which
he was tracing and his acuity values were
measured at various intervals. The acuity
curves show the reading distance for different

observers for different forms of lighting over
extended periods of time.

In conclusion it may be mentioned that
care should be taken not to use the factor

of 100 per cent, difference between direct

and indirect lighting generally; as with a

regular commercial indirect lighting unit it

is probable that the difference would not be
quite so great. It may be stated, however,
that this same result was obtained recently

by Mr. Sweet for white walls and ceilings,

although his method of test has been sub-

jected to some criticism.

An interesting series of experiments is now
being conducted with this same apparatus to

obtain acuity values for various color con-

trasts. The results of these tests will be given

in a later edition of the Review.
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SOME PHYSIOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS IN
LIGHTING PROBLEMS

By W. F. Schaller

Graduate Student, University of Illinois

After a note on the physical construction of the eye the author recounts three of the most generally-

accepted theories of the phenomenon of sight; all of which agree that vision is the result of a destruction of

certain retinal elements by the chemical action of the incident light, a nervous impulse being set up which is

carried to the cerebrum and sensed. The author explains what is meant by glare, and shows the various
ways in which it may be occasioned. He considers some points which tend toward relieving the strain imposed
on the eye when working by artificial illumination; and shows that, since the physiological peculiarities of

the individuals to be served by any one installation are so varied, there is a very real function to be performed
by the modern illuminating engineer who devises the lighting scheme.

—

Editor.

The importance of physiological consider-

ations in the design of systems of illumination

has not generally been realized by engineers.

This phase of the problem particularly merits

attention iii the lighting of libraries, schools,

offices, and textile inills, where, very often,

the quality and quantity of work done
depend directly on eye comfort—or discom-
fort. The problem, in any case, is efficiency.

Efficiency of illumination may be defined

simply and specifically by the purpose of

illumination; i.e., the end sought is a physio-
logical process—sight.

The eye is a physiological camera: The
light flux entering the eye is varied in its

physical quantity by the reaction of the

eye on the light flux density, in contracting
or expanding the pupil, i.e., in changing the

size of the aperture. The retina, on the rear

interior of the eyeball, is comprised of two
classes of nerve terminals, designated as rods

and cones, which are sensitive to the light

flux which has entered and serve as the

origin of the sense of sight. Behind the iris,

the muscular sheet which carries and controls

the pupil, is a converging lens htmg in a

circular muscle by whose contraction or

distention focus is varied to accommodate for

the distance of the objects viewed.
Three theories, those of Hering, Ladcl-

Franklin and Konig, are now most generally

accepted to account for the phenomenon of

sight. As given, the first two are color

theories and the third one explains seh-schdrfe,

the ability of distinction. Prof. Ewald Hering
maintains that the retina contains three

chemical substances, each of which is capable
of two opposed processes, decomposition and
recomposition. With the asstimption of four

primary colors, red, green, blue and yellow,

with white and black, one pair such as red

and green may act on a substance, red

destroying and green building it up. The

other two pairs act similarly on the other
two substances. A theory advanced by Mrs.
Ladd-Franklin of Johns Hopkins University
states that the retinal rods are sensitive to

white light only and the cones to the colors.

Accepting the theory that there are three
primary colors, red, yellow and blue*, she
says that the cones are composed of three
kinds of molecules, each one being sensitive to

light of one of the three colors. When light of

any one of these colors enters the eye it breaks
away or decomposes a number of the molecules
sensitive to it, in proportion to its intensity.

The violence of the action then is transmitted
to the brain as distinctness of vision.

The following explanation of the phenom-
enon of sight was presented by Dr. Arthur
Konig of the University of Berlin before the

Royal Academy of vSciences at Berlin in

May, 1897. This scientist made an elaborate

set of tests to determine the relation between
the ability of perception and the intensity

of the illumination. Briefly, his method
consisted in using the eye to distinguish

characters, similar to those used by the
oculist, under varying illumination intensities

of the colors white, red, green and blue.

The ability to see was measured in some
arbitrary tmits and plotted as seh-schdrfe

against beleiichtung or illumination, with
results as shown in Fig. 1. The following
general equation is found to fit the curves:
S=a (logS—logC)
where
5 is ability to distinguish, seh-schdrfe

B is intensity of illumination

a is a constant depending on the nature of

the light, and is about ten times as great
after the bend in the curve as before.

C is a constant inversely proportional to
the helh'gkeiiswerth, or "brightness" of the
light. Based on these results the logarithmic
law of sensation as applicable to the eye was

* Red. yellow and blue were the three primary colors used by artists, and are sometimes given now as pigment primaries. The
light primaries, however, are red, green and violet. The old primaries (red. yellow and blue) were obtained by a negative method, and
are really the complementaries of the actual positive light primaries.

—

Editor.
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discovered and the following theory evolved;

That the rods of the retina are affected by
the lower values of light entering the eye
and the cones by the higher values. Thus
the factor a is smaller when the rods are
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affected, and larger when the cones come
into play. The bend in the curve marks the
transition point; which is not sharp, however,
since the transfer is more or less gradual and
the rods and cones may be active simul-

taneously. Further, C has two values,

depending on whether the rods or cones are

affected. This theory is substantiated by
tests carried on with a totally color-blind

person, whose retina should contain no
cones. The results are shown by the dotted
lines. It will be noticed that the abscissae

of these curves are plotted to a logarithmic
scale. If they had been plotted to a regular

scale the result would have been a series of

curves of the general shape shown in Fig. 2.

Each curve consists of two sections, each a
logarithmic curve, the lower one representing
conditions when the rods are in use and the
upper when the cones are working. The
different curves were taken for the various
colors of light as indicated in the figure.

They have no practical value, but serve
sifnply to bring out the fact that there is a
marked change-over from rods to cones
(at point A), and show the range through
which each works.

All are agreed, however, that vision is a
result of a destruction of certain retinal

elements by the chemical action of the in-

cident light. This destruction induces a
nervous impulse which is carried to the
occipital lobe of the cerebrum and there
sensed. Distinction partially results from
differences in light flux density from the
objects perceived, i.e., differences in illumi-

nation. These may be differences in quality,

i.e. in color, or dift'erences in quantity, i.e. in

intensity or brightness. As such, distinction

includes the effect of shadows as causing the
differences in intensity at the edge of objects.

It is the change in pupil opening that, in

part, explains the marvelous adaptability of

the eye to the enormous range of intensities

of illumination met in nature. Under favor-
able conditions small print may be read by
the light of a small candle or by the light of

the blazing sim, which has an intensity

varying from one thousand foot-candles one
hour after daylight, to eight or nine thousand
foot-candles at noon. Inherent retinal adapt-
ability, fatigue, and the logarithmic law of

sensation also help to account for the wide
variation of light which the eye will accept.

Experiment has shown that the sensitive-

ness of the retina to impressions is enormously
increased by protecting the eye from all

light. Recently it was found that in the
dark the eye increases, during the course of

an hour, several thousand fold in sensitiveness.

It is a fact that if the eyes are bandaged for

twenty minutes they will be able to perceive

a glimmer of light that ordinarilj^ is not
perceptible. On the other hand, the eye
becomes fatigued when the active retinal

elements cannot be replaced fast enough for

the amount of light flux entering, i.e., the

nerves become less sensitive when exposed
to high intensity of illumination. The con-

-^ A

Fig. 2

sequence is that a much greater change of

intensity of illumination is necessary to

produce conscious impression, under circum-

stances where the eye is exposed. This, of

course, is the onlv condition found, and it
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becomes necessary for the illuminating engi-

neer to keep his light sources out of the field

of vision.

No paper on this subject is complete with-
out a discussion of "glare." In general,

glare is discomfort or depression of the visual

functions associated with strong light sensa-

tion. Glare is experienced when a light

source in the field of vision causes discomfort

;

because, in the attempt to distinguish objects

upon which the intensity of illumination is

low, the pupil is distended to such an extent
that the amount of light flux entering from
the exposed source becomes excessive and
causes pain. The headlights of a motor-car
approaching along a straight road do not
cause glare, because the eye, in watching it

come, has adapted itself to the intensity of

the lamps. When the car turns a corner,

however, and flashes the lights into the eyes,

glare is experienced because the pupils have
been wide open in order to allow distinction

of objects in the faint light.

*This definition of glare is rather narrow,
and should perhaps be modified to include the
influence of a light source in the field of vision,

or any extreme contrast in intensity of illu-

mination which may cause pain or interfere

with vision. This must not, however, be in-

terpreted to mean that the excessive intrinsic

brilliancy of a light source causes glare,

because under proper circumstances glare

may be occasioned by the light of a candle.

If the headlights of a motor-car approaching
along a straight road cause discomfort it is

either because, when looking directly at

them, the pupil cannot narrow sufficiently

to shut out excessive light flux, or because
the observer is attempting to distinguish
objects other than the lights, as, for instance,

the outline of the car itself. Glare, when
defined as physical discomfort, should prob-
ably include also the physical and nervous
strain caused by brow puckering when
holding the eye fixed on an object, the iris

being maintained in a state of constant con-
traction to exclude the light, and the muscles
which carry the eyeball continually trying
to turn

_ the eye away from the source of

irritation.

Glare may be occasioned by regular

reflection from polished surfaces. The avoid-
ance of this becomes a problem of some
importance in library illumination, on account
of the use of polished tables and the fact that
the paper of books and magazines is always
more or less perfectly glazed. That this

form is particularly annoying is because the
eye has become habituated through the
experience of centuries to light coming
obliquely from above. Glare due to a light
source above the horizontal is very often
prevented by the mechanical construction
of the eye and by the use of an eye shade,
as the brim of a hat. Nevertheless a light

above the horizontal and in the field of
vision causes less discomfort than one below.
This is a well-known fact, and may be
illustrated by referring to theater experiences,
the chandeliers and exposed footlights being
the sources of light above and below the
horizontal. After due allowance is made for
the difference in intensity of illumination
furnished by the two the result is still marked.
This is one of the reasons why reflection from
a snow field or sheet of water is particularly
distressing. In any case, glare results in an
obscuration of vision caused by scattered
light in the eye. Dr. Percy W. Cobb, of
the N. E. L. A., Cleveland, has made an
interesting study of the subject from this
side, by considering the extent of the retinal
surface stimulated by a side-light and the
result of high intrinsic side-light brilliancy.

He, with other investigators, came to the
conclusion that the glare-effect does not
become noteworthy unless the side-light
makes an angle of less than twenty-six
degrees with the line of vision.

Glare is undesirable, not only on account
of its painful physiological effects, but also
because its presence always makes necessary
a greater intensity of illumination on the
work. Steinmetz says, "If points or areas
of high brilliancy are in the field of vision,
especially if near to the object at which the
eye looks, the pupil contracts and thereby
reduces the amount of hght flux which enters
the eye. The same result is produced as if

the objective illumination were reduced.
The existence of points of high brilliancy
results in a great waste of light flux." It

has been shown that the presence of a 16
c-p. lamp in the field of vision decreases one's
ability to read by approximately thirty per
cent. The effect would be more marked if

the intensity of the lamp were greater. The
same holds true w-ith regard to excessive
light on surfaces within the field of vision,
as the walls of a room. Thus over-illumina-
tion almost always results in glare. Consider
the illumination of a printed page. Too
bright a light obscures the contrast between
the letters and page. No ink is so black that

* There has been a great deal of difference of opinion as to what constitutes "glare." It would appear that the general practice in
this country is to consider glare as including the influence of a light source in the field of vision, or any extreme contrast in intensity
which may cause pain or interfere with vision. In accordance with this interpretation, the example of the headlights of a motor-car
approaching along a straight road will be considered as an instance of glare, although not so excessive as would be obtained were the
light flashed suddenly into the eyes.

—

Editor.
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no light is reflected from it. By strongly

increasing the intensity of the incident light

the increase in the reflection of light from
the ink becomes greater in proportion than
the increase in reflection from the paper,

and hence the contrast which is so essential

to clear vision is diminished.

Correct illumination is secured by the use

of proper shades for the direction, dift'usion

and diffraction of the light rays and the

proper location of the sources from which
they issue. It is interesting to consider

some points which tend toward relieving

the strain imposed on the eye when working
by artificial illumination. Such relief may
be obtained, granted that the design of the

system is such that a proper amount of

light is shed on the work, by subjecting the

eye to a more or less regular set of "ocular
gymnastics." This may be done by offering

a place of rest to the eye when it leaves the
work, by having a lower intensity on the

walls and ceilings than on the work. A slight

movement of the muscles takes place in

opening the pupil for the lower light value,

and this is reversed when going back to the

desk. When this idea is carried to the

extreme, however, a distinct effort becomes
necessary to adapt the pupil to the large

change, and muscular fatigue results. A set

of experiments, consisting of periodically

raising and lowering the voltage on the

lights in a room and so varying the illumina-

tion very slightly proved very restful to the

eyes. If the eye has been fixed on a number
or series of objects of the same shape, size,

or color for a length of time, distinct relief

may, of course, be obtained by fixing it on
something having greatly different proper-
ties. As an example of this may be cited the
relief experienced when, after reading and
keeping one's attention on the black letters

on a white page, one's eye is directed toward
anything brightly colored. The same prin-

ciple is involved as when a bank clerk, after

having handled flat dry papers, takes a
moist round orange into his hand.

It is evident that the physiological peculiar-

ities of the various individuals to be served
in any one lighting installation are so varied
that, after all, the success of the design depends
largely on the judgment of the engineer.

After consideration of the points brought
out it would seem that an ideal system of

illumination would be a combination of

indirect and direct, producing a condition
of low general illumination with a local

higher intensitj^ at the places of work.

STORE LIGHTING INSTALLA-
TION WITH TUNGSTEN

LAMPS

By a. L. Powell

Harrison L.\mp Works, Gener.\l Electric
COMP.\NY

The New York City store of Messrs. F. A.
O. Schwarz is the finest and most up-to-date
toy shop in the country. The store is in the
form of an L, one half bounded on two sides

by 31st Street and Fifth Avenue, and the
other portion parallel to Fifth Avenue. Both
sections are similar as to lighting require-

ments, general characteristics and arrange-
ment; and for the discussion of matters of

illumination, we will deal with the corner
room only. A general plan of this is shown in

Fig. 1.

The walls, ceiling and supporting pillars

are of smooth white plaster. Counters are
arranged with regular aisles over the entire

floor space, and show-cases or shelves, with
and without glass doors, line the walls. The
counters have a sort of shelf above them on
which goods are also displayed. Miniature
aeroplanes, toy birds, hammocks, etc., are

suspended from the ceiling or between
pillars. From this it is readily seen that the
lighting requirements are rather severe, for

the following reasons : First, a large number
of the toys are small, and hence a relatively

high intensity of light is necessary to examine
them; second, the toys are of every color

of the rainbow, and although not a prime
essential, the illuminant used should approx-
imate the natural light of day, showing these

colors properly; third, from the very arrange-

ment of these upper shelves, the light must
be well diffused, and not concentrated
strongly downward so as to cast a deep
shadow on the goods below the shelves;

fourth, there must be a considerable portion

of side flux for lighting the wall show-cases,

without the top shelves casting a shadow;
fifth, an attractive unit must be provided

to be in keeping with the general character

of the store; sixth, as in any store lighting,

glare must be eliminated and the store

present a bright, cheerful and inviting ap-

pearance.
The store was originally illuminated by

Westinghouse Nernst ornamental lamps, a

cut of which is shown at the left in Fig. 2.

These were equipped with a I6-in. roughed
inside, heart-shaped globe using 4-glower,

240-volt direct current lamps. The units
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were located at the points indicated as 400-

watt lamps in Fig. L It was decided to use

incandescent lamps, since maintenance trou-

ble with this illuminant is practically nil. The
400-watt clear Edison Mazda lamp, equipped
with a suitable diffusing globe was
adopted, this size being chosen, as

the outlets were spaced 18 by 22 ft.

The 16-in. globe used with the old

equipment had a 5-in. fitter, and
hence some other diffusing globe

was necessary to accommodate the

7-in. diameter 400-watt lamps. The
globe finally adopted was the Alba
"Acorn", an ornamental ball of a

white opalescent glass, roughed
outside, 14 in. in diameter with

a 9-in. fitter. The Nemst mechanism and
globe holder were removed from the housing,

and a large Edison socket and shade-

holder (for 9-in. fitter) substituted. This
holder is painted white on the inside sur-

face to assist in redirecting the light.

The new lighting unit is also shown in

Fig. 2. On Left. Original Lamp; On Right, Present Lamp

Fig. 2 (right). The distribution of light

from the unit is similar to that shown in Fig.

4, which refers to the 10-in. globe with 100-

watt clear Edison Mazda lamp. The building

was wired on the 3-wire system, and changing
a few connections at the panel box enabled
the use of 120-volt Mazdas, which have the

advantage of better selection and lower cost

over the 240-volt type.

An illumination test was nm on the former
installation on the evening of April 11,

1912, readings being taken with calibrated

instruments. A Sharp-Millar illuminometer

was employed, the usual method of procedure

in such tests being followed. Lamps were
found to be badly out of adjustment; and,
at a constant voltage of 242, the wattage of
the various lamps of the same type ranged
from approximately 240 to 370. At the

Fig. 1. Lighting Plan

stations taken, the foot-candles varied from
1.2 to 4.5, with an average in the neighbor-
hood of 2.0. On account of the lack of

adjustment and the wide variation in the
performance of the individual lamps, it was
impossible to formidate any idea of the
illuminating efficiency of the installation.

A similar test was run on the Mazda installa-

tion on the evening of May 3, 1912. The
Mazda lamps had been in service only a
few weeks, and hence were practicalh- new.
The globe equipment was clean. The follow-

ing results were obtained in the portion of

the store shown in Fig. 1.

Color of walls and ceiling .... white
Height of ceiling 16' 10"

Height of center of lamp .... 12'

Height of working plane (counter height) .
40"

Voltage of lamps 120
Voltage of circuit 120.5
Number of 400 watt lamps.... 15
Number of 250 " " . . . . 4

Wattage consumption, approximately the rated
wattage.

Floor area 6000 sq. ft.

. 8500

. 1.42

. 5.06

. .3.57

Total wattage
Watts per sq. ft. .

Average foot-candles
Effective lumens per watt

6

2
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Fig. 3. Illumination Curves. N, Old Installation;

M, 400 Watt Mazda Installation
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Fig. 4. Illumination Curves of Lighting Unit

To show the variation in intensity of

illumination, a set of readings was taken
ever\^ three feet between lamps A and B
(Fig. 1). The variation is shown graphical!}'

in Fig. 3, curve M, the actual values being

as follows:

Under A. 5.3 :oot-candles
3' from A 5.25
6' " " 4.65
9' 4.40
2' " " 4.60
5 5.25
Under B. 5.8

Curve "N" is empirically calculated from
the readings on the original installation and
shows the approximate average variation
under the same conditions. Night photo-
graphs were taken of two portions of the
building and an untouched view is shown in

Fig. 5. It can be readily seen that the
installation is very pleasing in appearance,
diffusion is perfect, glare eliminated, harsh
shadows are not found, detail is readily

discernible, and shelves and counters are

equally well illuminated. The test results

show the uniformity of illumination and
illuminating efficiency.

Fig. 5. Store of F. A. O. Schwarz Illuminated by 400 Watt Mazda Lamps with Atba "Acorn" Globes
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reasons and accessibility the distances are

generally stretched somewhat; this also to

BUS AND SWITCH COMPARTMENTS FOR POWER STATIONS

By Emil Bern
Switchboard Department, General Electric Company

This article discusses designs of fireproof compartments for medium high voltage apparatus; states some

of the advantages of brick and concrete bus compartments, the dimensions being usually governed by allowable

distance to "ground," and to a less extent by the apparatus to be housed; gives approximate dimensions for

various voltages; discusses and illustrates types of disconnecting switches and methods of mounting, and

location of oil-switches with respect to busses.

—

Editor.

The object of this article is to discuss

briefly a few typical designs of fireproof

compartments for medium high voltage busses

and switching apparatus; not considering

high voltage arrangements to any extent,

since the present practice seems to lean

towards open wiring suspended under station

roofs for this class of work.
In the early days, as is often the case now,

bus compartments were built of brick, with

partitions and shelves of soapstone or slate.

Nowadays concrete and concrete slabs are

used a great deal. Several advantages are

claimed for each of the two constructions,

and hence one has not excluded the other.

Where expert men on concrete work can be
obtained, and the expense of complicated

forms is not considered prohibitive, solid

concrete gives, of course, the most desirable

construction. Concrete slabs set in cement
have also been used to a great extent, thereby
reducing considerably the cost of forms.

Where the obtainable size of brick is

_ suitable for the construction of the compart-
ments, and the design is not too complicated,

brick construction is doubtless the most
convenient. The expense of laying brick is,

however, materially increased if the design

is such as to require great accuracy. The
bricks usually vary appreciably in size, so

that a close adherence to certain dimensions
often necessitates cutting the bricks or

resorting to abnormal bonds, both of which
are very slow processes. It is a good plan

to bear this in mind when detailing busses

and connections, so as to allow, if possible,

liberal lengths for variation. It is well to

take this precaution even for concrete com-
partments, as great accuracy is always
expensive.

The general dimensions of bus and switch

compartments are determined primarily by
the minimum distance allowable between
conductors and ground, the brick or concrete

being considered as ground. The switching

apparatus also governs to a great extent the

dimensions of the compartments, although
even here it is generally a matter of ground
distance in the apparatus. For mechanical Fig. i

Sect/on D-D.

Sectionsof Typ/ca/ Bi/s Compartmerrt

Volts
A

Ground Dist. B C

15.000 S'^' 12 H» 14"

22,000 6 " 19 " 19"

35,000 10 " 25 " 25"

45.000 14 " 34 " 34"

70.000 21 ' 45 » 45"

90,000 27 ' 56 " 56"

110.000 33 ' 72 ' 72"
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guard against joints, clamps or bolts acting

as spill-ways at times of abnormal voltages

or surges on the system. Low-voltage com-
partments where relatively heavy copper is

Transformers

5 5
Transformers

. Disconnecting i^^
^/i^^ Syritches——J/

^Generators

Typ'ca/ SystemofBusanc/CirCwtConnect/orrs

Fig. 2

used have proportionately more liberal dis-

tances than those for equal capacities, but

of higher voltages, with connections of smaller

size. Fig. 1 gives a few
general dimensions of bus
compartments for different

voltages. These are, of

course, very approximate,
being dependent upon the

type of bus supports and
the size of busses and
connections as pointed out
above.
A type of disconnecting

switch having its two insu-

lators clamped to a com-
mon base of sheet steel

has many advantages over
other types for mounting in

compartments. The rigid

base preserves the adjust-

ment of the switch during
shipment and mounting.
By setting the supporting
bolts by means of wooden
templates, as shown in the

upper part of Fig. 1, the

switchneed not be mounted
until the compartment has
been finished, and there-

fore runs less risk of

injury during construction

The type of disconnecting switch with
insulators cemented into a slate base requires

ordinarily a somewhat different mounting.
Bolting it to the compartment wall involves

the risk of breaking the base, while setting

the base when building the compartment
exposes the switch to injury. Furthermore,
this construction does not so readily permit

of taking out the switch for repair. A
simple construction, shown in the lower

part of Fig. 1, has been used occasionally to

eliminate these difficulties. In building the

compartment barriers, openings are pro-

vided slightly higher than the height of

the base, having a width of about twice the

thickness of the base. The width of the base

is approximately one inch more on each side

than the distance between the barriers—in

other words, such that the base extends into

the barriers about one inch on each side.

The switch bases are mounted after the com-
partments are finished, and are held in place

by wooden wedges, afterwards covered with

cement. In order to dismount a switch, the

cement is chipped out, the wooden block on
each side removed, and the base moved over

to one side and taken out.

Transformer

TOOenerotor
OrTTansformer

Fig. 3. Disconnecting Switches Mounted in Sub-compartment in bottom of Oil Switch Ceil

work. It can

safely be taken down for repairs and set up
again.

Disconnecting switches are occasionally

used for isolating horizontal sections of a bus,

and are in this case located in the compart-
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ment in a straight line with the bus. If the

section of the bus is heavy enough it can

be made to serve as hinges and chps for the

switch, thereby simplifying the construction.

cb;
M3
Oil

Sivitch

Bus Tie

Hi

GeneratorT
In this case, however, care should be taken

to anchor the busses so that strains incidental

to the opening and closing of the switch cannot

disturb its location nor injure the supports.

Where the busses are of a lighter construction

the bus switches are usually of the same type

as the circuit switches, with their bases

mounted on the back wall inside the com-
partment. Whatever type of switch is used,

thought should be given to the proper ground
distance between the compartment wall and
the switch blade in any position from closed

to open.

BusSectiorj I

I
I

I
I

I

I

I
I

I
I

~1
I

I

I

I

I

I

I
!

Oil
Stvitch

Fig. 4.

ToGenerator
Transformer
orfeea/er

Compartment Design for Small Substations or

Power Houses

-. V
V >,

Oil-switches, when used in different com-
binations and with disconnecting switches

for isolating them from busses and circuits,

as shown in Fig. 2, introduce a great variety

in designs of switch and bus compartments.

The available space determines to a great

extent the design of the compartments, which
may ordinarily be divided into two groups

ff

Bus Tie Transformer Generator

-oNj-

H
MainBus
Bars

u
Auxi/zpry
Bus Bars

1

Transformer Generator

Fig. 5. Design for Locating Switching Equipment on Gallery

Forming Roof of Transformer Room

according to whether the switch and bus

compartments are located on different floors

or on the same floor. With bottom-connected

oil-switches several advantages may be

claimed for the arrangement in which the bus

compartments are on the floor below the oil-

switches. It is, however, a disadvantage to

have the disconnecting switches located in

a place from which it is not possible to see

whether the corresponding oil-switch is open
or closed; as this introduces the danger of an

operator opening the wrong disconnecting

switch on attempting to isolate an open oil-

switch. This difficulty may be overcome by
providing a sub-compartment for the discon-

necting switches in the bottom of the oil-

switch cell, as shown in Fig. 3. A door

covering the disconnecting switches belonging

to each oil-switch obviates the danger just

mentioned. Fig. 3-a shows the application

of this arrangement to a bus section oil-

switch. Fig. 3-b shows a similar arrangement

for a generator and transformer circuit with

auxiliary bus, and is equally applicable to

feeder circuits. If the room containing the

bus compartments is also used for other

purposes, it is advisable to provide doors

between the barriers, (as for the oil switches)

to guard against accidental contact with the

connections.

Fig. 4 shows a simple compartment design

for substations or power houses with simple
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connections and small capacity. The busses

are here located in the floor, and are sup-

ported and accessible from below. Removable
asbestos barriers can easilj^ be arranged
between the different phases of the connec-

tions if desired; or the connections may be
taped with varnished cambric and painted

after installation.

compartments, as shown in the elevation.

If the available longitudinal space permits,

passages can easily be arranged for through
the compartments between each bank of

three oil switches.

Another arrangement providing for the

same electrical connections is shown in

Fig. 6, a, b, c. The false floor covering the

i! Space for
"-^fotent/a/

CurrentX Transformer
Trans. '<>

it

"

Bus Tie C/rcu/tConnectedtoMainBus

Oi/tgo/ng

Feeder

Main Bus
\^.^/4ux/hary

5n 1
Bus

Ci/rrent Transformer

\7oOenen7^>r
orTransformer

nk

^l-'-l~

I II:

^

-S:;-"' Jl
|--

~'^^tlT^{T|r_
-,-,ll |i I,--

Bus Sect/'orj Arrangernerrt

Sect/on H-H

Fig. 6. Arrangements Providing for Same Connections as Shown in Fig. 5

In many instances it is not possible to

obtain suitable space on two floors for com-
partments of the design shown in Fig. 3;

and in the majority of these cases the switch-

board and the whole switching equipment is

located on a gallery fonning the roof of the

transformer rooms. A compact arrangement
for this condition is shown in Fig. 5, which
also covers connections for generator and
transformer circuits with auxiliary bus. This

design requires three of the disconnecting

switches to be mounted horizontallv in the

connections between the oU-switch and the

main bus may in some cases be omitted
where these connections can be run under-

neath the floor. This again introduces the

complication of bushings where the leads

pass through the floor. Fig. 6-d shows the

same design adopted for a feeder circuit, with

an alternative arrangement of disconnecting

switches for underground feeder; and Fig.

6-e shows a bus section oil-switch with isolat-

ing disconnecting switches mounted in com-
partments at the ends of the busses.
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ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT OF THE CALUMET & HECLA
MINING CO., CALUMET, MICH.

By John Liston

Publication Bureau, General Electric Company

In the description of the electrical equipment of this, the greatest copper producing mining property in

the world, it is of especial interest to note that with electric lighting in use for thirty-four years, and with

motor drive first applied twenty years ago, the subsequent additions to the power plant have followed closely

the successive improvements in the electrical art as applied to mining work, while in many power applications,

with the conspicuous exception of mine haulage, -the engineers of the Calumet and Hecla Company have
rendered important pioneer service.

—

Editor.

As early as 1866, active work on the

properties of this company was started, and
subsequent to 1871, at which time the

present company was organized, the develop-

ment of the mine proceeded rapidly until it

became the greatest single producer of

copper in the world. Almost from the

beginning electrical energy has been used.

The engineers of the company have been
pioneers in some of the most important
applications of electricity which are now
commonly used to obtain the high efficiencies

combined" with maximum safety and economy,
that are considered essential in modern
metal mining.
The first electrical apparatus consisted of

an alternating current arc lamp outfit, which
was installed in 1878 and constituted the

initial commercial arc lighting system in the

United States. It comprised a Siemens &
Halske arc generator and twenty lamps, and
was imported from Germany by the late

Alexander Agassiz, who was at that time
president of the company. These lamps
were utilized at the mills at Lake Linden,

five miles from the mine, where the main
generating station was later established.

The only prior arc lighting in the United
States consisted of a similar set which was
shown at the Philadelphia Exposition in

1876, and another installed at Cornell

University in the same year.

The lighting system was extended in 18S0
by the addition of a Brush arc generator and
eight open arc lamps, which were installed

at the mine; the lamps being mounted on
masts in two groups of four each. The
earliest incandescent illumination was pro-

vided in 1891 by means of a 600 light, 125

cycle, 1000 volt Thomson-Houston generator,

and in the following year electrical pumping
was started with an outfit consisting of

five 100 h.p., 1000 volt series direct current

Brush commutating motors direct geared

to reciprocating pumps. This installation

was followed by Thomson-Houston motors.

applied in the same way. There were eight

of these pumping sets in all, each served,

in conformity with the common practice

of that time, Ijy its own generator developing

energy at 1250 volts direct current. The
generators were group driven from a line

shaft through belting, and each of the eight

motors operated a 500 gals, per min. pump
against a 500 ft. head. This arrangement
gave satisfactory service and remained in

operation for a period of nine years, at the

end of which time it was superseded by the

pumping system now in use.

The first modern alternating current

machines were provided in 1892 and consisted

of eight 60 kw., 1500 r.p.m., 1000 volt single-

phase, 133 cycle generators for incandescent

lighting on a multiple transformer system;

current being also supplied to a few multiple

arc lamps. This equipment, consisting of

six No. 8 Brush arc dynamos, was utilized

in connection with the Brush arc system,

until 1905.

In the year 1900, the power plant was
equipped with an alternating current poly-

phase generator rated at 300 kw., 2300 volt,

three-phase, 25 cycles; the machine being

of the revolving field type and rope driven

by an engine. It supplied current to four

triplex pumps in the mine, each rated at

400 gals, per min., against a 750 ft. head, and
individually gear driven by 110 h.p., 440 volt

motors. The water was elevated to the

surface from the main sump in four steps

through intermediate sumps, the total verti-

cal lift being approximately 3000 ft.

The present system of electrification dates

from 1902, and the remarkable efficiencies

obtained at the present time, as will be
indicated by the context, are due to the fact

that the original comprehensive plan was
laid out by the engineers of the Calumet &
Hecla Company with due regard to future

possible requirements. This plan has been
systematically followed in adding to the

electrical equipment, and has been subjected
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only to such modifications as were rendered
imperative due to successive improvements
in the design and efficiencies of electrical

apparatus. It was determined at that time
to standardize 25 cycles as a frequency for

all power applications and two 440 volt

three-phase generators, each of 1000 kw.
capacity, were then installed and are still

in operation. One of these machines was
provided with rope drive and connected to a

hoisting engine which was converted for this

service; the second unit being direct con-

nected to a tandem compound engine.

alternators are each direct driven by three-

cylinder compound engines which were origi-

nally purchased for hoisting, but not used
for that service. The original 440 volt

generators are connected with the new 1.3,200

volt units through transformers, which are

floated on the line. All generators are operated
in parallel. The old 440 volt main switch-

board is now utilized only for distribution

in the low tension zone originally established

near the power station.

Energy is transmitted at 13,200 volts

from the power station to the mine over a

Lake Linden Power Station

From this time on the electrification of

mines and mills proceeded rapidly until the

power station (which is now equipped with
8000 kw. in generators) was supplying current

to about three hundred and twenty-five
motors, having an aggregate capacity in

excess of 20,000 h.p. About 90 per cent, of

the electrical equipment is of General Electric

manufacture.
Early in 1905 the present system was

extended to the mine, and at that time
three 2000 kw., three-phase, 25 cycle, 13,200
volt generators were added to the power
station equipment at Lake Linden. These

duplicate pole line terminating at a sub-

station, where it is stepped down to 2300
volts for local distribution. Each pole line

is arranged for carrying twin circuits, but
only one circuit has as yet been run. The
conductors are of 250,000 cm. 19 strand

cable which was made from copper pro-

duced by the mine. Each circuit can,

if necessary, carry the entire output of the

power station at slightly diminished efficiency.

Native cedar poles have proven most suitable

for the service and have been adopted as the

standard. Each pole has one two-pin and
one four-pin cross arm with 36 in. delta
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spacing for the conductors; the average
distance between poles being 100 ft.

There is a separate 13,200 volt line running
from the power station to the regrinding

plants where 2300 volt motors are used
throughout, and an additional high tension

circuit serving the smelter. Except for the

motors in the original 440 volt zone, 2300
volt motors are used throughout for surface

work, while 440 volt motors have been
adopted for all underground applications.

Inasmuch as there is a considerable amount
of available energy in the exhaust from the

steam heads of the stamp mills located near

each consisting of three single-phase 500 kv-a.,

13200/2300 volt units, with all the distri-

bution circuits for the mine transmitting

energy from this point at 2300 volts. Where
motors are used under ground, each is

provided with 2300/440 volt oil-cooled step-

down transformers. For the lighting service

the substation is equipped with two 400 kw.,

25/60 cycle frequency changers.

One of the most important motor appli-

cations is that connected with the pumping
service at the mine. Practically no mine
water is encountered, except small amounts
in the extreme lower levels, although there

Six-Stage, 1000 G.P.M. Centrifugal Pamp Direct Driven by 300 H.P., 440 Volt, 1500 R.P.M. Motor

the power station, it has been decided to add
to the generator capacity by installing a

mixed pressure turbo-alternator rated at

7500 kw., which will be operated with about

145,000 pounds per hour of low pressure steam
from the stamp head exhaust, and appro.xi-

mately 35,000 pounds per hour of high pres-

sure steam. The two original 440 volt

generators will then be held merely as

reserves; or, if it is found advisable, one of

them will be normally run as a synchronous
phase modifier, simply floated on the line

for improving the power-factor.

The substation at the mine is provided
with four banks of air blast transformers,

is a considerable volume of drainage water
which has to be elevated to the surface ^

There are two main sets of pumps in the

mine, the first being located at No. 5 shaft,

Calumet Branch, and consisting of four

six-stage 1000 gals, per min. centrifugal

pumps, designed for operation against an
800 ft. head; each pump being direct driven

by a 300 h.p., 1500 r.p.m., 440 volt motor
connected to the pump shaft by a solid

coupling.

The main sump, with a normal reserve

capacity of thirty-six hours storage is located

at the 49th level at a depth of approximateh'
3000 ft. and the four pumps relay the water
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to the surface through intermediate sumps,
which consist of 2500 gallon tanks 6 ft. by
6 ft. by 10 ft., made of 2 in. planking. The
pumps each deliver a volume of 1063 gals,

per min. against an actual head of about
750 ft. and are installed in rooms cut in the

solid rock of the foot-wall, each room contain-

ing a complete pumping set including trans-

formers, control panel, necessary resistance,

etc. The roofs of the pumping chambers have
a maximum clearance of ten feet, while the

side walls have a minimum height of six feet,

and inasmuch as the limited air space of the

chambers does not permit of complete

have occurred nor has any cost been entailed

for maintenance, aside from that involved in

the ordinary wear of brushes and contacts.

The motors driving these mine pumps are

normally in operation from seventeen to

eighteen hours per day, and as they are run
on holidays and Sundays when the balance

of the mine equipment is out of service,

one 2000 kw. generator is kept in operation

at the power station to supply the current

for pumping.
Below the 49th level water is relayed to

the main sumps by small air pumps of

approximately 100 gals, per min. against

22S H.P., 250 Volt. 65 R.P.M. Direct Current Motor Driving 6 Ft. Single Drum Underground Hoist

Serving Red Jacket Shaft

dissipation of the heat, each chamber has

been provided with a motor-driven blower
capable of delivering 3000 cu. ft. of air per

minute.
The second set of pumps serves No. 7

shaft, Hecla Branch, and comprises four

450 gals, per min. units of the triplex single

acting type, each driven through gearing at

42 strokes per minute by a 110 h.p., 500
r.p.m. motor; single reduction gearing (raw

hide into cut steel) being used. These
pumps are installed in the same manner
as the centrifugal sets already referred to,

and have been in operation in a downcast
shaft for ten years, during which no burnouts

100 ft. head. These will eventually be

replaced by motor-driven pumps as the

workings are advanced and when the volume
and head warrant the substitution of electric

pumps. No underground steam pumps are

used.

A notable example of the efficiency of

motor drive for mine pumps under adverse

conditions is found at Red Jacket shaft,

where a 12-stage, 150 gals, per min. centrifugal

pump, driven by a 50 h.p., 1500 r.p.m.

motor against a 600 ft. head ran continuously

for an entire year, although the pumping set

was coated and filled with grease and soot

from miners' lamps. The conditions were
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such that continuous operation of this set

was imperative, and the motor could not be
stopped for cleaning. In spite of this, it gave
service which was in every way satisfactory.

The water supply for the power plant and
for boiler feed at the mine and stamp mills

is secured hry means of a pumping station

located on the shore of Lake Superior, about
ten miles from the power plant, where an S-

stage centrifugal pump is used, direct driven
by a G50 h.p., 750 r.p.m., 2300 volt motor
and delivering 3,400,000 gallons per twenty-
four hours against a maximum head of

825 ft. The water is conveyed in pipe lines

to a 450,000 gallon stand pipe at the mines,
and a 500,000 gallon reservoir at the power
station. The town of Calumet is also sup-
plied from this source.

While the main hoisting is at prcsenr
performed with steam engines, there is an
underground electric hoist located at the end
of a 3700 ft. drift, serving the Red Jacket
shaft. This outfit consists of a 225 h.p.,

250 volt, 65 r.p.m. direct current motor
mounted on a common shaft with a six foot

single drum hoist having a hand operated
brake. The equipment hoists three 23^ ton
cars of copper rock per trip in a sub-shaft
having an average slope of 23 degrees; the
hoisting speed being 1200 ft. per minute.
The ultimate length of the shaft will be 5000
ft. Direct current for the motor is supplied

Arrangement of Belting to Crushers in Shaft House

by a four unit motor-generator set, the main
units of which consist of a slip ring induction
motor, and a 185 kw., 250 volt generator.
The set also includes an exciter for controlling

the hoisting speed through the field excitation

of the hoist generator. The fourth unit is a
50 kw., 250 volt generator, which will later

supply current for a contemplated system
of electric locomotive haulage. Both the
hoisting set and the motor-generator set

are installed in a rock chamber at the 57th
level, and have been in operation for a
period of four years.

When the copper rock is elevated to the
surface it is received in twenty shaft houses,
the rock from the conglomerate lode being
hoisted in 5 and l}/2 ton skips to the dumping
chutes. In the shaft houses it first passes
over grizzlies, through which the coarse rock
falls to the crusher floor, where it is hand fed

to 24 in. by 36 in. jaw crushers, the poor rock
being assorted by hand, separately fed
through a 17 in. by 24 in. crusher and col-

lected in bins; it being thereafter used in road
making, concrete work, etc. The copper
rock passes through the first crusher to

storage bins from which it is chuted to cars

and carried to the stamp mills.

In the shaft houses serving the conglomerate
lode both crushers are driven from counter-
shafting by a 50 h.p., 2300 volt motor,
and an average of 750 tons per day is handled
by each shaft house. Tests on the motors
in this service show that the friction load
averages about 18 h.p., while the normal
running load is approximately 35 h.p.,

althotigh due to the nature of the
work the crushers have momentary
loads as high as 80 h.p.

The rock from the amygdaloid
lode is hoisted in the same way,
except that after passing over the
grizzlies it falls upon a movable
apron, one end of which is elevated
by a winch belted to a counter-
shaft, thereby automatically feed-

ing the rock to the crushers, which
in this case are 24 in. by 48 in. Two
shaft houses are so equipped at the
present time and lOOh.p., 2300volt
motors are used. The load on these
crushers averages 55.76 h.p.. with
peaks of 93 h.p., while the friction

load is 27.65 h.p. With this equip-
ment a 7J-2 ton skip of copper rock
is crushed and passed in an average
of 2.38 minutes, and under normal
conditions the motors are not sub-

jected to overloads.

Red Jacket shaft house has a double
equipment throughout, consisting of two
sets^of aprons and crushers, all driven in a
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group by one 100 h.p. motor. At the present

time, it receives about 1800 tons of con-
glomerate per day.
From the shaft house bins the crushed

copper rock is carried by rail to the stamp
mills, where it is dumped into recei\ang

hoppers and thereafter fed through chutes
to the steam stamp heads, after which it

passes through a system of classifiers and
jigs, copper being diverted at each step.

At the present time there are twenty-eight
stamp heads in all, each supplemented by a

Chilean mill and auxiliary classifiers, sHme
pumps, tables, etc. The Chilean mills are

individuallv belt driven bv 440 volt motors

The motors used in this service range in

capacity from 20 to 50 h.p., and are all

operated at 440 volts, as they are situated
in the original low tension zone. The load
on the Wilfley tables remains practically

constant at 0.53 h.p., and that imposed by the
auxiliary machinery calls for very slight

variation in the power demand. The load
of the Chilean mills, however, varies in

accordance with the rate of feed and also

depends to a considerable extent upon the
condition of the tires of the grinding wheels.

With a daily capacity of 30 tons, the average
demand of a mill in good condition is approxi-
mately 26 h.p.

440 Volt Motors in Stamp Mill Driving Chilean Mills and Auxiliary Machinery

located with their control equipment on the

floor of the stamp mill gallery, as shown in

the illustration. Two distinct methods are

used in the operation of the auxiliaries:

for ten of the stamp heads, the classifiers,

tables and slime pumps are driven in separate

groups through countershafting by ten

motors, so that each stamp head group
constitutes an independent set. The remain-

ing eighteen stamp heads have all their

auxiliary machines, except the Chilean mills,

driven in three groups from line shafting by
one 350 h.p. and two 250 h.p., 440 volt

motors, the Chilean mills being individually

driven throughout.

From the stamp mills the tailings are

sluiced to pits served by sand wheels which
elevate them to launders. Here the water
and sand are either conveyed by gravity to

the dumping ground or returned to regrinding
mills for further separation. There are five

of these sand wheels, all individually motor
driven; viz. : one 40 ft. in diameter, utilizing a
200 h.p. motor, and three 54 ft. in diameter,
driven by 350 h.p. motors; all motors being
belt connected to the driving pinion, which
meshes with a gear mounted on the periphery
of the wheels. The largest wheel is 64 ft. in

diameter, and at the present time is driven
by a 700 h.p. induction motor operating at
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150 r.p.m. Rope drive is used and the t^

sand wheel makes four revolutions per
minute.
The machinery of the regrinding mill is

arranged in eight sections, each equipped
with six Chilean mills and thirty-two Wilfley
tables, slime pumps, etc., each group being
driven through countershafting by a 250 h.p.,

2300 volt motor.
In addition to the electrical operation of

mine and mills, current is also supplied for

the operation of a smelter, machine shop,
carpenter shop, pattern shop and foundry,
where an up-to-date system of both individual
and group electric drive is used.

four months. The reliability of the electric

service rendered is clearly indicated by the
following summary of a report on shut-downs

REPORT ON SHUT-DOWN OF
POWER PLANT

Cause 1906 1907 1908 1909 1910

Electrical

Mechanical
Lightning 30

30

20
30 23

15
15

*

20
13

Total time
in minutes 50 23 30 33

700 H.P., 440 Volt. 150 R.P.M. Motor. Rope Driving 64 Ft. Sand Wheel

Electric drive has been adopted for all

mining and milling operations, except main
hoisting and the driving of large compressors
and stamp heads. The service rendered is

practically continuous, there being a demand
on the power system of one hundred and
forty-six hours a week. Every effort has
been made to maintain the apparatus in first

class condition, and all the motors are
cleaned daily, while six inspectors arc

employed to note the condition of all electrical

machinery and submit an exhaustive daily
report. Oil is ordinarily changed in the
transformers once a year, in the compensators
twice a year, and in the oil switches every

of the power plant, covering a period of five

years, during which time the total delay
from all causes aggregated two hours and
forty-six mintttes.

By the centralization of the power plant,

rendered possible by electrical distribution,

a notable reduction has been effected in the
cost of maintenance and labor, and in the
amount of fuel formerly required for the
operation of isolated steam plants, some of
which consumed as high as four pounds of
coal per horse power hour, this item being
reduced to less than one and three-quarter
pounds per horsc-powcr-hour under the new
system. The actual cost of power delivered
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to the motor terminals, including all main-
tenance and overhead charges, as shown
by carefull}' kept records covering a period

of three years, is considerably under an
average of six-tenths of a cent per kilowatt-

hour. By a careful consideration of the
intermittent load demands and a selection

of types and sizes of motors which could
most efficiently perform the work, the load

factor of the system has been main-
tained at 85 per cent., which is an unusu-
ally high figure for mining work; and, in

spite of the fact that the entire load is in-

ductive (there being no lighting directly

Illumination on the surface is obtained by
means of series arc lamps operated in con-
nection with constant current transformers,
while in the mine buildings both multiple
arc and incandescent lamps are used on 110
volt, 60 cycle circuits, the periodicity being
raised by means of frequency changers from
25 cycles to 60 cycles for the lighting circuits.

In the mills, on account of the extreme
vibration due to the impact of the stamp
heads, 52 volt incandescent lamps are used
because their thicker filament section mini-
mizes breakage. In the mine only the pump
chambers are lighted, current being taken

250 H.P.. 2300 Volt Motor Driving Section of Regrinding Mill

from the power system, nor synchronous
motors or phase modifiers used) the power-
factor is normally maintained at from 87
to 88 per cent.

All underground wiring is carried in

wrought iron conduits, with cast iron junction
boxes located at each level and anchor boxes
at every 300 feet in the shafts. These
boxes are all provided with drainage and
ventilating holes. The 2300 volt distribu-

tion at the mine has a present radius of one
and one-half miles at the substation, with
a single circuit running a distance of three
miles.

from the power feeders at a frequency of

25 cycles for 110 volt incandescent lamps.
Except in these instances, all the lighting

feeder distribtition is carried over 110 volt,

60 cycle circuits.

An interesting auxiliary to the usual electri-

cal mine equipment is found in twelve shaft

houses where man hoists are used. These
hoists are each provided with a searchlight

on the dashboard of the car, the current

for which is supplied by storage batteries,

each shaft house which operates a man
hoist having a small motor-generator set for

charging the battery.
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THE ELECTRIFICATION OF THE BUTTE, ANACONDA
AND PACIFIC RAILWAY WITH 2400 VOLT

DIRECT CURRENT APPARATUS

By J. J. LiNEBAUGH

Railway and Traction Engineering Department, General Electric Company

Aside from a few introductory remarks descriptive of the properties of the railway company making the
change from electric to steam operation, the article consists of a description of the principal electrical apparatus
involved in the change-over. The freight and passenger locomotives and the motor-generator sets in the sub-
stations contain special features of design necessitated by the extraordinarily high direct current voltage; in

fact, all of the equipment—switchboard, lightning arresters, cables, trolley, etc.—has been designed and con-
structed with special regard to the severe service to which it will be subjected.

—

Editor.

The Butte, Anaconda and Pacific Railwaj-

Company have recently decided upon the

electrification of their steam road between
Butte and Anaconda, Montana, which con-

sists of about 30 miles of single-track main
line with a total single-track mileage of about
114 miles, including sidings, yards, smelter

tracks, etc. Approximately 90 miles of the

road will be electrified at present, leaving

24 miles of mine tracks on Butte Hill, minor
sidings, etc., to be equipped with overhead
conductor at a later date.

The 2400 volt direct current system was
adopted after a careful study of local con-

ditions, and of the main line service of the

Chicago, Milwaukee and Puget Sound Rail-

road, which jointly operates l(i miles of the

main line.

The traffic on this road consists principally

of hauling copper ore, together with mine
supplies, lumber, etc., from the Butte mines
to the smelter at Anaconda, the amount of

freight in both directions aggregating approxi-

mately 5,000,000 tons per year. The maxi-
mum' grade against the load is 0.3 per cent,

with 1 per cent maximum against the train

of empty cars. The heaviest train will con-

sist of 50 loaded steel ore cars weighing 3400
tons. The locomotive unit for the heavy
freight service will consist of two locomotives
weighing 150 tons.

Freight Locomotives

There will be fifteen freight locomotives

of the articulated truck type, each weighing
150,000 lbs. (75 tons), with all the weight on
the drivers. Each locomotive will be eqtiipped

with four 1200/2400 volt commutating
pole, twin geared motors, insulated for 2400
volts and operated two in series. The entire

motor has been designed with regard to extra

good ventilation, and in addition forced venti-

lation will be used. The continuotis tractive

effort of each locomotive will be 25,000 lbs.

at 15 miles per hour and the starting tractive
effort 45,000 lbs. (not exceeding five minutes
duration, 30 per cent, coefficient of adhesion).
The wheels will be 46 in. in diameter. A
pantograph roller trolley will be used to collect

the current.

The control will be somewhat special in

character, and a dynamotor will be used to
obtain 600 volts for the operation of the
contactors, headlights, locomotive lights and
air compressor. The dynamotor will have
two windings, one for ISOO volts and the other
for 600 volts, and will be connected across the
2400 volt trolley circuit. A standard 600
volt air-compressor will be used to supply
air for the air brake system.

Passenger Locomotives

There will be two passenger locomotives,
which will be dtiplicates of the freight loco-

motives with the exception of the gear ratio;

these locomotives to be geared for a maximum
speed of 45 niiles per hour on tangent level

track when hauling three passenger coaches.
The passenger service consists of local traffic,

and a total of eight trains per day will be
operated, four in each direction. The passen-
ger cars will be lighted from the 600 volt circuit

of the dynamotor and heated from the 2400
volt trolley circuit on the locomotive, using
a 600 and 2400 volt train bus line.

Substations

There will be two 2400 volt substations
exactly alike, one located at Butte and the
other at Anaconda, 26 miles apart. Each
stibstation will contain two 1000 kw. syn-
chronous motor-generator sets, each set con-
sisting of two 500 kw., 720 r.p.m., compound
compensated commutating pole 1200 volt
generators insulated for 2400 volts and oper-
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ated two in series, and direct connected to a

three-phase, 60 cycle, 2300 volt synchronous
motor. Excitation will be supplied by two
50 kw. induction motor exciter sets. The
2400 volt motor-generator sets are guaranteed

to stand an overload of 20(J per cent, for five

minutes without injury, and the service will

require the operation of both sets most of the

time. Power for the operation of the road

will be obtained from the Great Falls Power
Company, and will be transmitted at 102,000

volts, 60 cycles, from the water power stations

of this Company. The substations will also

contain the alternating and direct current

switchboard panels, the direct current switch-

board to follow the usual 1200 volt practice,

with remote control circuit breakers and
switches. An automatic voltage regulator

will be installed in each substation to auto-

matically maintain constant voltage at the

terminals of the synchronous motors by means
of change in excitation. Each feeder circuit

and generator circuit will be protected by a

2400 volt direct current aluminum cell arrester

consisting of ten jars.

A 4/0 trolley, with a special flexible 11-

point catenary suspension, will be used for

most of the lines, with direct suspension over

some of the difficult sidings, smelter tracks,

etc. Side-bracket and cross-span construction

will be used to suit local conditions. There
are a large number of yards to be electrified

and at one point it will be necessary to span
twelve tracks. This will be accomplished by
cross-span construction, using a third pole

between the eighth and ninth tracks. The
overhead lines will be protected by 2400 volt

direct current magnetic blow-out 'lightning

arresters. The 4,0 trolley will be reinforced

between the two substations with a 1,000,000

cm. positive cable, and a 4/0 negative return

feeder will be .installed on the trolley poles.

One 4/0 bond will be installed across each

rail joint, with cross-bonds between rails

every 1000 feet, and each of the cross-bonds

will be connected to the negative feeder.

ESSAYS ON VOLTAGE REGULATION
Part II

By F. W. Sh.\ckelford

Supply Department, General Electric Company

Proceeding from a discussion in the July issue of generator voltage regulation and some of the principal

points to be observed in laying out new systems of distribution or rebuilding old ones, the author this month

takes up the question of voltage control on alternating current feeders by means of the automatic feeder

voltage regulator. Seven arrangements of this regulator for feeder use are described, one for single-phase

systems, four for three-phase svstems, and two for quarter-phase systems; while the general usefulness of

the regulator as a voltage balancer is well illustrated in the account of the tying-in of the Oakland station

of the Great Western Paper Companv with the Fulsom station of San Francisco.—Editor.

For the different systems of distribution

feeder regulators must be applied in such a

manner that while accomplishing the desired

regulation they will not disturb or distort

the voltage relations. It will therefore be in

order to take up the subject of feeder regu-

lation for the various distribution systems.

Automatic feeder regulators present so

many advantages over hand regtilation that

practically all installations include this type,

and for this reason we shall deal with auto-

matic regulators in describing proper methods

of regulation. In order to fully understand

the control for an automatic regulator it will

be necessary to briefly describe the contact-

making voltmeter, which displaces the oper-

ator and regulates the voltage automatically.

This instrument, shown in Fig. 10, is com-
posed of a solenoid with two windings, viz.,

a shunt winding which is connected in parallel

with the secondary of a potential transformer,

and a series winding, differential with respect

to the shunt winding, which is connected in

series with the secondary of a current trans-

former, the primary of which is in series with

the feeder circuit. A movable core passes

through the center of the solenoid, and to the

top of this core is attached a pivoted lever.

The lever carries at its other end a set of

contacts which make contact with an upper
and a lower stationary contact. The lever

is set by means of a spring acting against

the core, so that its contacts are midway
between the upper and lower stationary

contacts when normal voltage is on the shunt

coil of the meter. The stationary contacts

form, when closed, a circuit to one or the

other of two coils of a relay switch, which

in turn controls a motor on the regulator

cover. Any deviation of voltage from normal
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causes contact to be made and the regulator

corrects for this change, bringing the voltage

back to normal. When compensating for

line drop to a distant point the current

coil is used, and as the load increases the regu-

lator boosts the voltage by the proper amount.
In this manner the meter can be set so that

constant voltage can be maintained at a great

distance from the regulator.

Single-Phase Feeders

Automatic regulation of single-phase feeders

presents no difficulties, in that we have one
definite point to regulate and the boost

or buck of the regulator is directly added
to or subtracted from the voltage of the

feeder. If regulation at the station is desired,

only a potential transformer is necessary;

and if regulation for compensation of drop
at some distant point is desired, a current

transformer in series with the feeder is added
to the equipment.

Three-Phase Feeders

Case I. It is often the case that one phase
of a three-phase feeder contains all of the

lighting load, and it is satisfactory to use one
single-phase regulator on this phase. In

making such an installation, however, it

should be noted that the regulator has its

secondary winding in series with the line,

Fig. 10. Contact-making Voltmeter for Automatically

Operated Regulators

while its primary is connected across the

phase. This is shown in Fig. 1 ] . The
triapgle ABC represents the supply voltage,

the secondary of the regulator being in .4,

and its primary across BA. At unity power-

factor the line current AE, and consequently
the series transformer current, is displaced

30 degrees from the phase voltage AB.
If the load on this feeder is purely lighting,

Se/peri^i^r
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Fig. 11

in which case the power-factor would remain
constant and approximately unity, the regu-

lation will be satisfactory. Should the
power-factor vary considerably, however, it

may cause the current to be out of phase
with the voltage to such an extent that
satisfactory compensation could not be ob-
tained. While in general a .single current
transformer would be satisfactory, it would
be better to eliininate the possibility of

unbalanced currents by using two current
transformers cross-connected, one in series

with each leg of the phase across which the
primary of the regulator is excited. If it

is desired to compensate for both ohmic
and reactive drop, a line drop compensator
should be connected in the circuit, as shown
in Fig. 12. With this connection the line

drop compensator is set to compensate for

ohmic and inductive drop to the load center
and the voltage will automatically be main-
tained at the desired value irrespective of

changes in load or power-factor.
Case II. Where lighting is connected

on only two phases of a three-phase
system, and motors are connected to the
same feeders, it is best to use two regu-
lators and three current transformers.
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one transformer in each leg, connected as in

Fig. 13. If the current transformer in the

middle leg were not installed, proper compen-
sation could not be secured, owing to both

6e/perati>r

cr^^
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Fig. 12

phase displacement and any unbalancing of

current in the three phases.

Case III. Where lighting and power are

connected to all three phases of a three-phase

feeder, three single-phase regulators may be

employed. It is then possible to adjust each

phase independently of the others and

establish a constant voltage at the load center

of each. . It is best to use three regulators

where there are chances of unbalancing,

which is very apt to happen when lighting

and power are combined. If a three-phase

regulator were used, it is no doubt better

to use two current transformers cross-con-

nected, so as to get an average of unbalanced

current. The connections of the three single-

phase regulators should be made as in Fig. 14.

Case IV. Three-phase, four-wire feeders

are in general use, the fourth wire being

grounded. For such systems it is usual to

employ three single-phase regulators having

their secondaries connected in series with a

phase wire and their primaries excited from
phase wire to neutral. The best of regulation

can be obtained by using this method, as it is

practically equivalent to three independent

single-phase feeders.

Two-Phase Feeders

Two-phase systems may be three or four-

wire. If lighting is connected on both
phases, the system may be regarded as two
single-phase feeders and single-phase regu-

lators used on each phase. In some cases

the motor load is two-phase, while the lighting

load is connected across the outside legs,

the system being three-wire. One regulator

can be made to control the lighting voltage

if a slight distortion of the other voltages is

not objectionable. If the voltage distortion

<Pe/7eri:7!'ar

/Pefiy/i7?far
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Fig. 13

is objectionable, two regulators had best be

used, thus giving equal voltage between the

neutral and each outside leg.

Special Methods of Regulation

Many departures from the above schemes
exist and there are many ways in which
regulators can be adapted to suit special

conditions. Interconnected transmission sys-

tems find regulators useful in maintaining

Ge/i'erffzfor

f^ee^/er

Fig. 14

constant voltage on the busbars of the

substations, such an arrangement making a

very flexible system and providing a means
of keeping the substation bus at the same
voltage as that of the generator station.
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One example of the tying-in of two stations

by means of feeder regulators is afforded by
the connection of the Oakland station of the

Great Western Power Company with the

Fulsom station of San
Francisco, through a three-

phase submarine cable laid

across San Francisco Bay.
The conditions of operation

were as follows:

Under normal operation

power was delivered from
the Oakland station at

9500 volts, 300 amperes, to

the Fulsom station. The
voltage at the Fulsom sta-

tion under operating con-

ditions was from 12,000 to

10,500 volts, while the vol-

tage at the Oakland station

was 12,000 volts, the drop
in the Bay cable being approximately
volts. Under emergency conditions it

desired to deliver power from San Francisco

to Oakland, and as the bus voltages of the two
stations differed considerably, the following

scheme was adopted for effecting both com-
binations.

A three-phase induction regulator and a

double wound auto-transformer were placed

in the Fulsom station, San Francisco, the

this transformer boosting it to 10750 volts.

The voltage at the regulator was therefore

required to be boosted by the regulator before

the lines could be tied to the busbars of the

TransJ'crmcr'
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Fig. 16

connections of the combination being shown
in Fig. 15, and the connections of the auto-
matic regulator in Fig. 16. The voltage

delivered to the auto-transformer was 9500,

Fig. IS

Fulsom station. Ordinarily, the outgoing vol-

tage from the regulator was 11,500, this being

the normal operating voltage of the Fulsom

station. The regulator was set to automatically

maintain the desired voltage at San Francisco.

In case the source of power at Oakland

should fail for any reason, the direction of cur-

rent would be reversed and power would enter

the regulator at 10,500 volts, because the Ful-

som station takes power from the City Electric

Co. lines, there being a mate-

rial drop in the lines between

the generator station and
Fulsom substation. When
this condition takes place

the connections to the con-

tact-making voltmeter are

reversed by means of a four-

pole double-throw switch

shown in Fig. 16 ; and at the

same time the other section

of the auto-transformer is

connected, so that 12,000

volts will be maintained on

the bus at Oakland. Cur-

rent at 10,500 volts is dehv-

ered to the regulator, where

it is boosted by 1500 volts to

12,000, and the compensa-

tor adds 1200 volts; so that

13,200 volts is impressed on

the submarine cable at San

Francisco and proper vol-

tage delivered at Oakland. The submarine

cable then acts as a feeder from San Francisco,

inasmuch as all sources of power at Oakland

are inoperative.

)/f-/5SiJ-tf
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A CONVERTIBLE MAZDA LIGHTING UNIT
The convertible tungsten unit illustrated on these

pages represents a new factor in the lighting field.

The curves show that it has the widest angle of dis-

tribution and is the most efficient of any semi-

Mazda lamps, and the large tor 400 and 500-watt
Mazda lamps. The new units possess the advantage
particularly important in store lighting, of toning
the light at relative maximum whiteness. This is

Semi-indirect Monolux Unit, 500 Watt Lamp Direct Monolux Unit. 500 Watt Lamp

indirect lighting unit so far devised. When converted

to a direct lighting fixture it is also unsurpassed
in efficiency and characteristics for a large light

distributer.' The small unit is for 150 and 250-watt

due to the quality of the glass, the production of

which is the result of over three years work. The
shades are made in leaded glass sections put together

with an extra heavy metal binding. The flat effect

Photometric Curves for 500 Watt Units, giving average

apparent candle-power in a vertical plane

Dimension Sketches of 500 Watt Units

Direct and Semi-indirect
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so noticeable in totally indirect lighting is eliminated
and the line of demarcation which usually appears
on the walls is overcome by gradation.

These convertible units are wired in two parts
and can be quickly assembled, or converted from
semi-indirect to direct, by disconnecting the chains

250 Watt Unit, Direct

and removing the shade cap. The change can be
made in about five minutes. The advantage of this

interchangeable feature is noticeable in cases where
a consumer would like to try semi-indirect lighting,

but is prevented from doing so by the fear that if it

does not come up to his expectations he cannot

revert to direct lighting without considerable expense.
It frequently happens that in large office buildings
some tenants prefer a semi-indirect system, while
others are accustomed to and favor the direct light-

ing. With the convertible unit the tenant can
change the lighting to accommodate his preference,

250 Watt Unit. Semi-indirect

without demanding a radical change in fixtures and
without the ultimate result of introducing mixed
units into the building. When used as direct units
the lamps should be half-frosted. When used semi-
indirect either half-frosted or clear lamps may be
employed although the latter is preferable.
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ADVANCED COURSE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Part IV

By Ernst J. Berg

Professor of Electrical Engineering, University of Illinois

Two Coils of Perfect Mutual Inductance Connected

to Sources of Constant e.m.f. E and Ei

Let r,ri and L,Li be the resistances and
inductances respectively,, and assume that

the circuits are closed at the same instant.

Assume first that the coils are connected
in the same direction, that is, in such a way
that the permanent current in both coils

will produce magnetic fields of the same
polarity. It is evident that in this case the
impressed e.m.f. has to overcome not only
the resistance and inductance drop due to

the current in the coil, but also the e.m.f.

which by transformer action is induced in

one coil by the change of current in the other.

Consider one coil alone, for instance the
second coil; The counter e.m.f. of this coil

is —Li—7-. If it has iVi turns, the voltage

per turn is — -r^

—

-
. Since it has been as-

A'l at

sumed that there is no leakage field between
the two coils, it is evident that this same
voltage per turn is induced in the first coil

by the current in the second. Thus the
"transformer" e.m.f. in the first coil having

A' ti
A - dt\ . . .. . ,

-^rrLi-j-, and similarlv the trans-
i\i at

former e.m.f. in the second coil by the current
in the first is

' N^df
But

A^^ IT

the first coil caused

A^

therefore the e.m.f. in

by the mutual flux is

IT
J.

dii /rr^dn
~\U^'dI =

-^''''^-dF-

Thus it is seen how, when the mutual induc-
tance usually denoted by M is perfect,

M = -v/ZXi. In reality M is always smaller
than \/lLi- Remembering that the general
equation deals with e.m.f's consumed by

resistance, inductance and mutual inductance,

we have:

£ = ,.+4+M*
and

r- . T dii
, , .di

(53)

(54)

Equation 55 is obtained by multiplying
53 by Li and 54 by —M and adding the
equations so obtained.
It is:

LiE-ME, = Uir+LU
dt

-Miir-M-
di.

dt
(55)

Since with perfect mutual inductance

AP =LU (5G)

. Uir-UE+MEi ._,
''
=

mV,
• (^^^

. dii _ LiT di

It ~
'mTi di'

Substituting this in equation 53

:

di r di
E = ir+L^+Li- -r-

dt ri dt

Li^i+Lir di

Itri
(58)

or

di rri En
dt Lvi+ Lir Lri+ Lir'

Referring to equation 4,

E "t
i

i = \-Ce Ln+ur (59)
r

To determine the integration constant C,

it would be a mistake to assume that the

current i is zero when t = 0. All that is known
is that the combined coil cannot be surrounded
instantaneously by a flux—it takes some
time to produce or alter a magnetic field,

because energy is involved. It is possible

that currents will flow the very first instant,

currents which produce m.m.f's of equal
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magnitude but in opposite direction. One
particular case of this would be where the
currents were zero, but this is not a likely

solution.

What is known, then, is that no flux will

exist the first instant. Thus the m.m.f's
must be equal and opposite, and since the
cross section of the magnetic flux and the
direction of the turns is assumed the same in

both coils, it follows that for

or

t=o, iN= -iuX;

ti

N . .IT

tuting this value

_ . Il_ _ Liir — Li.

(60)

Substituting this value in equation 57:

-UE+ME,

or

LiE-MEj
Lri+Lir

(61)

for t = o.

UE-MEr _E
^ ^

Lri-\-Lir r

MEir+ LEri

r{Lri+Lir)

E ME,r+LEr x

Similarly n is found to be

. El MEn+LiEir _

r
e Ln + Lir

ri{Lri+ Lir
— e Ln+ Lit

(62)

(63)

Problem No. 7.

Prove by complete calculation that if the
second coil is reversed the following are the
equations of the currents

. E LEn-MEir 'l^t

r r{Lrx+ Lir)

. El LiEir-MEn -
,

'"
t

rv ri(Lri+Lir)

In the case that the two coils are excited
from the same direct current busbars when
E = Ei the equations become:

For coils wound in the same direction:

. E r, Lri+Mr !I!_/1
t =— I 1 — 7 ry—f Ln+ Ur

r
I Lri+LiT

t\ =
LiT+Mn.
Lvi+Liv

e Ln+ Ur

(66)

(67)

For coils wound in opposite direction

• -^
r

1-
Lri — Mr !i'_n

~e Ln+ Ur

u = -

E\ 1-

Lri+Lir

Lir-Mri
Lri+Lii-

(68)

•e Lr\ + L\r (69)

In Fig. 16 are given four ctirves showing the
currents in two such coils of perfect mutual
inductance, having the following constants:

r =0.10
n =0.50
L = 2.5

Li=10
E =£i = 10 volts

It is assumed that they are connected in
parallel to the same source of direct current,
of a constant potential of 10 volts. The
full drawn curves correspond to the condition
in which the turns are in the same direction;
the dotted curves to that in which the turns
are in opposite directions. It is well to verify
these curves by calculation. It is of interest
to note from the full drawn curves that,

while the two coils are connected to the
same source of constant potential, during
the first few seconds the currents actually
flow in opposite direction. The second coil

having twice as many turns as the first, and
therefore a smaller final value of current, has
a current of negative value at the first

instant of one-half the magnitude of the
current in the first coil. Eventually the
currents become positive and are proportional
inversely as the ohmic resistances.

It is of interest to deduce the equations of
the currents in the two coils when the first

is connected to a source of constant potential,

and the second is short circuited upon itself,

as shown diagrammatically in Fig. 17.

Prove that with the coils wound in the
same direction:

E\ 1- Lri -t

zi= — MEr

e Ln+ Ltr

-e Ln+ L\r

(70)

(71)
ri{Lri+Lir)

In Fig. 18, which gives the values of the
currents, it is of interest to note that the
current in the second coil, under this condi-
tion, remains negative and approaches the
value zero. The initial values of the currents
are twice as great as before. Thus the
impedance is greatly reduced, as would be
expected by the presence of the short circuited
winding.
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Prove that the heat dissipated in the
short circuited coil is

IF = 5560 joules.

Heretofore have been considered two coils

having' perfect mutual inductance, a case
that is of theoretical interest only. When
the mutual inductance Af<LLi, the problems
become more complex and need for their

solution linear differential equations of the
second order. The general expression of such
dilTerential equations is

d^y dy
-r-^ + c-7-+ay
dx- dx

(72)

where a, b and c are not functions of y but
may or may not be functions of x.

In the problem referred to and indeed in

almost all problems of importance, a, b and c

are constants and are not functions of x.

The solution then is:

-.4,e +.4,e (73)

where .4i and .42 are integration constants
and nil and ;h2 the roots of the auxiliary

equation

:

111- -^ cm -\- a =0

m -

(74)

The roots might be real or complex, or the two
roots might be equal

:

1st

then

nii-

1)12
'

- — a is positive

.-.>' = -+€ 2
a

(-'
-x\/£

2nd -

then

nil =

4 "+.426"

— a is negative

(l-WH)

.v'~.

)

(75)

(76)

(77)

(78)

1112
-

(i-^v^-O-l^+. (79)

y=-+e 2
a

[-4,6--V«-^+.4.e--V-fJ

which, by expanding sine and cosine functions
and the exponential function e''^, can readily
be proven to be equal to

4-.4ie 2 slnlx^Ja— -+ B
j
(80)

.3rd
1

Then.

v=-+(.4i+5i-^-
a

(A.+ BAe-'-i (81)

This last solution is not evident from the
previous two, and therefore a short explana-
tion is advisable. It is evident that when
the square root becomes zero, mi = m2. Thus
one integration constant only is obtained,
which shows that the solution is not general.

To get the general solution, assume that
one of the roots is a very little larger than the
other, that is,

);;•> = )«!+/!. where It is very small.

Then,

^ n:\x C»n+ /j).v

a
>' = -+.4i€ +.4oe

1-r hx

€= -+.4i€ +.4,6
a

U n,\x r hx

= -+e |.4,+ .4,e
a

[.,+..']

but

€ =1+/lv+-^ +

Since h is very small,

e =l+hx
b

,

"''

\y = -+e
a

r4,+.4,+ .4.,//.vj

K+ K,x

(To be Continued)
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Dr. Ernst J. Berg

Dr. Berg is Professor of Electrical Engineering in the University of Illinois, and has for many years been
a frequent contributor to the Gener.al Electric Review. We are fortunate in having secured from him
his series of papers on "An Advanced Course in Electrical Engineering," the publication of which was com-
menced in the March, 1912, number, and will extend probably through twelve issues in all. These papers
are in the nature of an abstract of the lectures which Dr. Berg is delivering to the students of his graduate
class. In addition to this month's instalment we are publishing on page STo a further article by Dr. Berg on
the "Potential Control of Alternating Current Systems using Synchronous Motors with Automatic Voltage
Regulators."
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FURTHER STUDY OF CORONA
IN 1912

With such a powerful array of papers as

was presented before the recent Boston
Convention of the A.I.E.E., it was inevitable

that limits of time should prevent the
adequate discussion of all these contributions.

A great many people have been deploring
this; but at least we possess, in the volumes
of the proceedings for the last few months,
a wonderful collection of engineering papers
ranging freely over nearly every phase of

electrical engineering. If the discussion per
paper had been increased, the number of

papers would have been decreased in the same
ratio; and since there can be no question
as to the quality of the material presented,

we should at least be thankful that we have
in concrete form the views of so many of

the leading engineers of the day.
On the whole it was fortunate that the

discussion of high tension transmission
matters had to bear no serious curtailment;
since the three papers by Messrs. Harding,
Whitehead and Peek were among the most
important presented. Most of the interest

centered around a point brought out in Mr.
Peek's paper, which had first come to the
author's notice in a lengthy stroboscopic
study of corona. This is the interesting
fact that the corona on positive and negative
conductors of equal size is not the same.
Of all the conclusions reached as the result

of the mass of tests upon which the paper
was based, probably the most important is this

conclusion that the corona loss is apparentiv
accompanied by conduction from the positive
to the negative conductor, commencing
alwaj's from the positive, first from one
line and then from the other, once
during every half-cycle. Dr. Steinmetz
expressed the view that this condition
tends to ]jroduce a unidirectional charge
of the whole line relatively to earth; and,

if this is so, it should be possible to raise

the critical corona voltage by applying a
unidirectional voltage of electrification of

opposite polarity from line to earth.

This then opens up a further wide field

for investigation. The subject is still of

the greatest importance; and, in spite of

the difficult work which has been performed
in the last two or three years by Mr. Peek
and others, virtually little is known of the
real nature of corona. This knowledge is

needed in further extending transmission
development; and since the investigators

in this field who possess at once .sufficient

knowledge of the subject and adequate
appliances for prosecuting their studies are

few, the publication of their data and conclu-
sions will be watched with the closest interest

by electrical engineers, and are sure to repre-

sent very important contributions to current

electrical literature.

The next group of papers on this matter
is not likely to be forthcoming until next
summer's convention; but, amongst the
general body of electrical men, there is

certainly a demand for more lucid explana-
tion of what is already known, and a general
clearing up of several points of discussion.

It may be remembered that Mr. Peek last

year followed his Institute paper with a
shorter essay in the November Review,
and we are hopeful that we shall shortly

be able to give his views en the corona
situation in 1(112. This article will be
based upon the results which he has himself
obtained on the Schenectady model trans-
mission line; and, apart from this, we are
making efforts to secure a second article,

which shall give a resume of the Boston
discussion, extract the essentials, and show
in brief what is the full significance of the
year's work. There are but few ergineers
capable of undertaking the task; but we
expect to secure such a paper fcr jjublication

in our December issue.
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STEINMETZ AND HIS DISCOVERY OF THE HYSTERESIS LAW

By Douglas S. Martin

Extract from page 350: "Great and important as is the work which Dr. Steinmetz accomplished in lateryears
and may still accomplish, there is a point of view from which it may be said that his chief claim to greatness
rests upon the establishment of this fundamental law of magnetism, a law, which, it is true, was announced
empirically and as yet rests only upon an empirical foundation, but which may at some time in the future be
found to possess a real physical significance."

I

Little has ever been written of Steinmetz
in a biographical way. Himself a prolific

author, he has as yet failed to write about
himself; and the average member of the
electrical profession, while willing to accept
a statement from Steimnetz as carrying
almost a divine authority, knows little of

the man and his career. Havitig regard
to the tiine he has lived in Schenectady,
he is known intimately to comparatively
few men there. In the wider field of the
Institute membership he is well-known by
sight; and his contributions to the discus-
sions, delivered always with an air of com-
plete authority and with an entire absence
of self-consciotisness, have impressed (and
even endeared him to) hundreds of others
who may never have come into personal
totich with him. Outside of these there are
probably several thousands of students and
designers who know him from his books ; and
there are still countless others who, careless
of detail, think of him vaguely as the All-Wise
man of the electrical profession.

This is certainly a wide circle of acquain-
tance; and it may be presumed that some
papers setting out the salient facts of his life,

his outstanding achievements, and his per-
sonal characteristics would be eagerly wel-
comed by as wide a circle of readers. At
present no such task will be attempted; but,
in order at least to pave the way for some such
biography at a later date, it is logical, and
should be of interest to many, to record some-
thing of Steinmetz's earlier work in this

country during the time when, twenty years
ago, he was laying the basis of a reputation
which is enjoyed to-day by no other member of
the profession. With the growth of this reputa-
tion it has become increasingly apparent that
the science of applied electricity would have
been a heavy loser had that slight inclination
towards matters electrical been omitted from
Steinmetz's composition. For he is as much
mathematician as engineer, and as much
physicist as mathematician ; and he might so
easily have decided to leave electricity alone.
It is only by reflecting upon what he has since

achieved, and the regard in which he is held
by electrical men, whether they know him
or not, that we can be sufficiently thankful
for the chance which landed him, twenty-four
\'ears old, on these shores on the first of June,
1889; and the chance (it was little more)
which led him into Eickemeyer's factory
two weeks later.

II

His ship. La Champagne, docked one Satur-
day afternoon and ptit her cabin passengers
ashore; while the hundreds in the steerage,

among whom were Steinmetz and his friend

Asmussen, were held on board like cattle till

the next Monday—the "blue laws" still ruling

New York—when they were passed ashore
for inspection at Castle Garden, now the
Aquarium, and the forerunner of the present
Ellis Island. Steinmetz's earliest experiences
of American hospitality were not happy. He
could speak but little English; so little, in

fact, that, when asked by an official whether
he knew the language, he cottld onl}' replj-,

"A few." His friend came to his rescue, not
only with reinforcements for this uneven
dialogue, but later when the matter of means
of support was reached. As Dr. Steinmetz
has related with considerable amusement, he
neither possessed the ten dollars necessary
for a safe landing, nor, in the opinion of the
gathering officials, did he seem capable, to

judge from his appearance, of earning such
a sum if they let him land. The hour fotmd
the man forthcoming; and the friend, as we
have said, was ready with the needful funds.

The details were satisfactorily adjusted, and
two weeks later Steinmetz presented his

letter of introduction to Rudolf Eickemeyer
at Yonkers. The element of chance probably
was at work here, as there were other nebtilous

plans then in his head; but it may also be
assumed that he was led to Eickemeyer
in the belief that here would at least be
work and opportunity for a man with
some knowledge of electrical matters. Actu-
ally his knowledge was somewhat limited, at

least so far as practice was concerned. He
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had never handled—hardl\- ever seen—even a

direct current motor; and, although he had
published in Switzerland an able paper on the

design of transformers, the sight of one of

them ("converters" as they were then called)

had never been vouchsafed to him. Eicke-

meyer, who could judge his man, engaged him
as assistant draftsman at twelve dollars a

week.
We must here recall something of the man

into whose service Steinmctz now entered, and

century, when the crude and wasteful
methods of hand production represented a
condition which was crying for a man who
could produce automatic apparatus, the hat
business as a vocation was full of attraction

for a man with imagination and the ability to

invent. Eickemeyer possessed both ; and they
enabled him to revolutionize the then prevail-

ing practice in the hat-making industry both
in America and abroad. During the inter-

vening years many other mechanical inatters

Fig. 1. Neperhan Street. Yonkers, N. Y. The Westchester Storage Company (on right ) now occupy the three

floors of what was twenty years ago the Eickemeyer factory building. To the left of this (second floor),

between the storage premises and the Newsdealer's, can be seen the outside of the room in which Dr.

Steinmetz carried out his magnetic researches in 1891, 1892 and 1893.

the nature of the work in which he engaged;
since, apart from the extent to which the
electrical industry as a whole is indebted to

him for pioneer work in the design of alternat-
ing current machines, Steinmetz himself owes
much to the inspiration which he drew from
close contact with the older man in his

researches on magnetic materials. Well as

Eickemeyer's name is known amongst electri-

cal engineers, his work in this field was in

reality no more than incidental to the main
work of his life. Hat-making may sound an
unromantic calling; but in the middle of last

had engaged his attention; and during the

civil war the manufacture of revolvers and
other fire-arms was maintained as a regular

part of the Yonkers business.
*" He had always followed in a general way

the various advances in the sciences, taking
great interest in electricity; and when the .Bell

telephone was brought out, having more time
and means at his disposal than he had
previously enjoyed, he took up electricity as

a study for his leisure rather than with a view

* Extract from an article in the Electrical Engineer for Decem-
ber 17. 1890. a biographical sketch of Rudolf Eickemeyer.
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to applying it in a practical way. Experiment-
ing with various forms of telephones, he
became familiar with the peculiarities of

different forms of electromagnets; and from
their use in telephones to the construction of

dynamos was but a step. The celebrated
ironclad dynamos and motors known as the
"Eickemeyer" were the first attempt on his

part to put to practical use the results of

electrical studies and investigations extending
over a space of nearh- ten years. They have
proved very satisfactory The Eicke-
meyer motors have also been applied to

struction of electric devices, which, without
it, would have been difficult and expensive
experiments."
We make this extract to show that at this

time there was therefore considerable variety
in the work going on in the Eickemeyer
building, hat-making machinery, traction
motors, elevator motors, and special elec-

trical testing, including these experiments
with the magnetometer, all going to make up
the day's work. The draftsman held himself
in readiness at all times to apply himselfxto
the solution of problems in any one of

Fig. 2. Rear view of Eickemeyer and Osterheld factory building as it appears to-day.

laboratory building is seen on the extreme right.

The back of the

electric railway work, and found highly effi-

cient The question of the best material
to be used in the construction of dynamos
caused Eickemeyer to set to work to get some
instrument which would enable him to deter-

mine readily the relative values, magneti-
cally, of various qualities of iron and steel ; and
the result was a magnetic bridge, by means of

which the magnetic value of the material can
be told as readily as a loaf of bread is weighed
on the scales of a bakery. The instrument has
proved a complete magnetic laboratory in

itself, and by its use Mr. Eickemeyer has been
able to determine manj^ questions in the con-

these various directions. For eight or nine

months Steinmetz worked in the drafting

room, and it was probably about March of

1890 that he began to specialize on magnetic
testing. For the purpose of carrying out
this work on a larger scale and in a more
thorough manner, Eickemeyer then leased a

room adjoining his existing factory and in

which the testing equipment became installed.

In Fig. 1 the outside of this additional room
can be seen. On the right are the 3 floors

of the old Eickemeyer factory, now occupied
by the Westchester Storage Company. The
laboratorj' is on the second floor immediateh"
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to the left, between the storage building
and the Newsdealer's. Below it is a

machinist's shop (Skinner & Connolly), still

under the same management as twenty years

ago, and apparently little changed. Fig. 2
shows a rear view of these buildings.

Although the Eickemeyer Company was
bought up at the end of 1S92 the name " Eicke-
meyer and Osterheld" is still standing on the

rear walls, as can be seen in this photograph.
The laboratory building in this illustration

is to be seen on the extreme right. The labo-

ratory itself is about 20 feet wide by 30 feet

long, and at the present time shows little

signs of its use twenty years ago as a mag-
netic research room. On a recent visit to

Yonkers the only piece of equipment which
Dr. Steinmetz could trace as having held its

place unchanged since his time was a very
rusty wash-hand-stand in a corner of

the room by the window. The laboratory
(as it then was) is located on Neperhan Street,

Yonkers, and the passenger to New York can
easily see the building today as his train

passes through Yonkers station on the New
York Central line.

Steinmetz was placed in charge of the new
laboratory. His assistant, a man skilled in

the hat machinery business, was liable to

be called out at a moment's notice to

investigate and remedy troubles in the
machines used in hat-making. Work in the
remainder of the plant proceeded as before.

Eickemeyer himself was the driving power
in the factory; and it would appear that,

during times when ill-health kept him to

his house, little work was done there. His
arrival at the place was always the signal

for the very closest attention to the
work in hand. The office staff first went
through the mill. Eickemeyer was a dis-

ciplinarian. There was a right way and a
wrong way for everything. It was usually
found that the office staff had unwisely
chosen the wrong way. The factory
came next. This took longer, but here again
most things usually were wrong. Finally
came the testing laboratory and the man in

charge. The relations were quite different.

Eickemeyer would sit down and talk with
Steinmetz by the hour. When we remember
that , whatever their actual experience in the
field of applied electricity, here were two of

the most capable minds which that science has
yet known, it may be judged that these were
illuminating conversations; and the present-
day engineer would be prepared to give much
for a record of them, if such had been pre-

served. These laboratory consultations were
conducted wth probably no more formality
than was observed when the men met out-
side the factory. Steinmetz and Eickemeyer
were a great deal together, and both had
this matter of the magnetic qualities of

iron greatly at heart. The subject, it

may readily be imagined, was therefore
constantly under discussion ; and the specula-
tion, occasioned by some result which may
have been found during the week's testing,

was allowed full scope in the meeting on the
following Sunday afternoon, which vSteinmetz
soon fell into the way of habitually spending
at the big Eickemeyer house on the hill. He
was living meanwhile with Edward IMiiller,

his predecessor in the drafting room, and at

this time the senior draftsman to the factorv.

Ill

It was about this time that the want of a
more thorough understanding of the magnetic
properties of iron was felt by alternating cur-

rent designers very acutely. They all of course
had access to the published tables of Ewing,
but these left off at the very point where a
designer of a commercial machine might have
found them useful. Thus, we may find a table
showing the relation between the density B
and the ergs lost per cycle in a piano steel

wire, or calculated from this, the horsepower
loss per ton at 100 cycles per second; all of

which showed that there were iron losses

which had to be allowed for, but failed to

give the designer hard facts on the subdivi-

sion of such loss into eddy current and
hysteresis for a known standard, and the
variation in lost watts which he must
expect from changing his material, his fre-

quency or his density. Nowadays the station

engineer who requires a new generator
specifies the rating which he needs, and the
manufacturer supplies a machine exactly to
give that rating, predicting its performance
within very small limits. Twenty-five 3'ears

ago things were different; and while the
magnetic circuit, so far as it related to direct

current machines, was clearly understood and
had been treated in a book by Gisbert Kapp
published in 1SS6, the design of many lines of
alternating current machines which subse-
quently became standard were based virtually
upon a cut-and-try procedure.

Steininetz and Eickemeyer were now (late

summer, 1890) engaged on the design of the
single-phase commutator motor with compen-
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The above is a reproduction of efficiency curves of an 8-pole single-phase motor, plotted by Dr. Steinmetz in September. 1892. This, it

will be noted, is about the time of the second half of his Institute paper. The curves plotted represent one of the earliest
mstances of deriving the characteristics of an alternating current motor by the segregation-oMosses method. The iron loss used in
these calculations was derived from a density-loss curve, calculated from the formula in which the newly-derived exponent of B
was introduced. The expression "plant efficiency" is the early name for what is now called "power-factor."
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sated armature winding (Eickemeyer's best-

known contribution to theelectricstorehouse).

Both men realized the Hmitations placed upon
them by this" gropingin the dark." vSteinmetz

took all of Ewing's results which he could lay

hands on and subjected them to a very critical

examination. He probably suspected that

he would find an exponent connecting B with

the watts lost, and discover "that law of

nature which gives the dependence of the

hvsteresis upon the magnetization.* In

trying to find at least a clue to this law I

subjected a very complete set of Ewing's

observations on the hysteretic energy made
on a soft iron wire, consisting of ten tests

from a magnetization of 1974 lines of magnetic

force, per square centimeter up to 15560 lines

per square centimeter, and to analytical treat-

ment by the method of least squares, in order

to ascertain whether the losses due to hystere-

sis are proportional at all to any power of the

magnetization, and which power this is. The
results of this calculation seemed to me inter-

esting enough to publish, in so far as all these

observations fit very closely the calculated

curve within the errors of observation; and
the exponent of the power was so very nearly

l.G that I could substitute 1.6 for it and com-
bine those observations of Ewing's in the

formula
H = .002 X B'-°

where H is the loss due to hysteresis in ergs per

cu. cent. ( = 10"' watt seconds) per cycle, and
B is the maximum magnetization (number of

lines of magnetic force per square centi-

meter) " Great and important as is the

work which Dr. Steinmetx accomplished in

later years and may stll accomplish, there is

a point of view from wh'.ch it may be said

that his chief claim to greatness rests upon
the establishment of this fundamental law of

magnetism, a law, which, it is true, was
announced empirically and as yet rests only

upon an empirical foundation, but which may
at some time in the future be found to pos-

sess a real physical s.'gnificance.

This investigation took Steinmetz through

the summer and fall of 1890; and by the time

his article appeared he was already at work on
hysteresis tests in the Yonkers laboratory,

much more complete than an>- which had been

made up to that time, carried out on any
and every sample of iron which could be

obtained, and employing what seems to us

the crudest power plant and testing outfit.

They were nevertheless to be massed into the

paper before the Institute which was to

establish his growing reputation upon a per-

manent and unassailable basis. This paper
was divided into two parts, the first being

presented on the 19th of January, 1S92, 13

months after the appearance of Steinmetz's

first article in the Electrical Engineer, and the

second on the 27th of vSeptember of the same
year. The first paper occupies some 48 pages

of the Institute Proceedings, while the second

with its appendixes runs to no fewer than 130;

in addition to which the author contributes

a lengthy written supplement to the discussion.

"Let us, in a few words, try to outline some
of the facts which we learn here for the first

time.f About two years ago Mr. vStein-

metz first drew attention to the fact, then

unnoticed, that when you magnetize a piece

of iron between a certain terminal negative

value and a corresponding terminal positive

value—say, 5000 C.G.S. lines per sq. cm. in

one direction and 5000 in the other direction

—the area of the enclosed Ewing loop or the

hysteretic energy which has been given to the

iron was a certain definite function of the

maximum magnetization, namely, it varied

as B5, where B was the maximum value. That
in itself was a discovery, but it was found to

agree with results which had already been ob-

tained. Ewing's own curves supplied that law.

But no one would have supposed at first sight,

that if you took a piece of iron and magnetized

it from 5000 lines positive to zero and back, or

from 5000 lines positive to 2000 lines positive

and back, you would still have the same law
within that limited range. Mr. Steinmetz has

shown us that it does follow even in that case.

The loop itself is not the same; but the new
loop, under those conditions, still retains

between these values the law of the §"'

power."
The papers are on file in the Proceedings,

and no attempt will be made to summarize
them here. In them may be found detailed

particulars as to the method of making the

tests, the apparatus employed, and the

results and concKisions obtained.

President Frank Sjjrague, in introducing

Steinmetz to the Institute for the presenta-

tion of the second part of his hysteresis paper

* See Electrical Engineer December 17, 1890. page 677. "Note on the Law of Hysteresis." by C. P. Steinrnetz.
^

t Discussion September 27 1892. by Dr. A. E. Kennelly. At the present time not the least valuable of Dr. Steinmetz s contnBu-

tions to Institute business is his readiness to rise in his place after an intricate theoretical paper has been presented, and. m a few clean-

cut phrases, to put before his audience the substance and the practical bearing of many pages of theory. In the present instance we tind

Dr. Kennelly summing up in a few words the essential facts of these t%vo papers of Steinmetz—a valuable service, since few engineers at

that time had had sufficient practical experience in handling magnetic materials to enable them to arrive quickly at the substance of a

200-page paper on the subject.
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(September, 1892) adverts to the reputation

which the author had already obtained in this

line of research. "His work in the past has

been most important in its character, and
this paper will fully support the reputation

he has already earned." We have seen that

by this time Steinmetz had been less than

three years in the United States, and that

his published pronouncements on hysteretic

phenomena had been restricted to a short

article in the Electrical Engineer and a single

paper before the Institute. An explanation

for this sudden burst into fame, however, is

provided in the fact that any engineer engaged
in the design of electrical machines found his

principal difficulties in the magnetic circuit,

had practically no data upon which to work,

and was more than read}' to lend an ear to any
expression of serious opinion. It is certain

that during this year of 1901, in which the

Yonkers experiments were being carried out,

manv of Eickemeyer's friends, who were then

leaders in the electrical field, visited the

laboratory as a matter of personal interest;

in addition to which a considerable amount of

private testing work on various samples of

iron was made for outside manufactiirers.

The results which are given in the Insti-

tute paper therefore probably represent

only a very small portion of the mass of tests

which were carried out during this fruitful

period. Of those which are recorded there the

first relates to hysteresis tests on the iron

circuit of a Westinghouse converter (trans-

former) ; a second relates to a magnetic cir-

cuit built up of well-insulated layers of very
thin sheet iron; a third to a sample of cast

steel, annealed and hardened; and others to

soft machine steel, cast iron, and some speci-

mens of magnetic iron ore. An accurate idea,

however, of the scope of these researches can
only be obtained from a careful perusal of

the two papers referred to, published in Vol.

IX of the A. I. E. E. Proceedings.

IV

How was the paper received? Did the

audience reahze that this was real pioneer

work, and represented probably the weightiest

contribution toelectrical engineering in the line

of original research which had been made for

many years? To judge from the discussion

which followed the paper, it would seem that

it was just a little over the leads of most of

the electrical men of the dav. Those who could

understand accorded it whole-hearted ap-

plause. We make the following extracts:

—

Editorial from the Electrical Engineer of

January 27, 1S92, Vol. XIII. "The American
Institute of Electrical Engineers has been the

medium for bringing out not .>. few papers

of scientific interest and practical importance;

btit we believe that none of more absorbing

interest and practical utiHty has been pre-

sented to the Institute than that of Mr.
Charles P. Steinmetz last week on the Law
of Hysteresis."

Editorial from the Electrical Engineer of

October 19, 1892. "In his previous work
Air. Steinmetz had already given a glimpse

of the direction in which he was working ....

The importance of his latest work is still

further enhanced by the reduction and
explanation of all the various phenomena of

the magnetic circuit by the aid of only three

constants, viz, a the coefificient of magnetic
hardness; a the coefficient of magnetic satur-

ation ; and rj the coefficient of magnetic hyster-

esis. He thus finally brings the magnetic
circuit within the reach of analytical treat-

ment, in the same way that the electrical

circuit has been mastered by Ohm's law ....

He holds out to us the hope of our obtaining a

full understanding of the phenomenon of

magnetism in the near future."

Dr. A. E. Kennelly in discussion on Stein-

metz's paper of September 27, 1892. "I
think it will be unnecessary for me to express

the general and very high opinion in which we
hold the paper to which we have just listened.

It isaclassictous.and I think it will be a classic

to a great many more than ourselves. The
Institute may well congratulate itself upon
this paper having been read before it."

Mr. William Stanley in discussion of Stein-

metz's paper of September 27, 1892. "It

seems to me that Mr. Steinmetz has done
for the magnetic circuit very much what Ohm
did for the electric circuit. He has defined the

law relating loss of energy to flux. To the

constructing engineer working with the alter-

nating current appliances of to-day the paper
affords more assistance than anything we
have ever listened to."

Dr. Charles E. Emery in discussion of

Steinmetz's paper of September 27, 1892.

"This paper has evidently required an enor-

mous amount of earnest work. It is a very

notable example of successful experimental

investigation, for which, as well as the clear

and complete manner in which the subject

has been examined and presented, the author
is to be indeed congratulated."
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TRANSFORMER CONNECTIONS FOR THREE-PHASE
TO TWO-PHASE TRANSFORMATION

By Louis F. Blu.me

Transformer Engineering Department, General Electric Company

This article makes an analysis of various schemes in use for transforming electrical energy from three-phase

to two-phase circuits. The author divides the thirteen schemes into five main groups, according to the potential

relation existing between the two-phase windings. A table is given in which the schemes are compared on a

basis of internal power-factor for unity power-factor load; and the connections of each scheme, with voltage

and normal current for each winding are shown diagrammatically. The discussion considers the relative merits

and demerits of the different styles of connection as regards internal power-factor, voltage symmetry, etc.

;

while a number of diagrams are shown from which it is explained how the various schemes may be compared
on the basis of the interlacing required to secure good regulation.

—

Editor.

on the voltages and currents are neglected.

The following generalizations then apply :

—

1—Transformation from three-phase to

two-phase or the reverse cannot affect the

power-factor of the system. In other words,

the power-factor on the two-phase side is

equal to the power-factor on the three-phase

side.

2—The average power-factor within the

windings (internal power-factor) of three-

phase to two-phase transformers is generally

less than, and cannot be greater, than the

power-factor of the load.

In the accompanying table is given the

internal power-factor, based on unity power-

factor load, for the two-phase side and three-

phase side, as well as the average for various

schemes of transformation. Accompanj'ing

this is a set of diagrams which show the actual

connections for each scheme, together with the

Before the invention of the three-phase to

two-phase transformer, two distinct electrical

systems were being developed for the dis-

tribution of polyphase power. In Europe,

about 1S90, the three-phase induction motor
was being introduced, and at the same time

the two-phase induction motor was being

exploited in the United States. Considerable

competition grew up between advocates of the

two systems, because it was believed at that

time that the one excluded the other, and that

a company once adopting the two-phase sys-

tem would be prevented from using any
machinery or apparatus built for the three-

phase system. When, however, it was
demonstrated how simply power could be

transformed from one system to the other,

with very little loss in energy, the controversy

dropped almost in a day. A number of

schemes for three-phase to two-phase trans-

STYLE OF WINDING % POWER-FACTOR

No.
2-Ph. Side 3-Ph. Side 2-Ph. Side | 3-Ph. Side Average

1 Independent T 2<t> 100 92 .8 (86.6. 100) 96.4

2 L Special
" 97.5 97.5 9(.5

3 Independent A 30 92 .8 (86.6,100) 92 .8 (86.6, 100) 92.8

4
" A " 89.5 96.6 93.0

5
" A or Y '* 80.8 (75, 86.6) :

100 .90.0

6
,. .. .. 77.3 100 88.6

Svmm. " 02.4 100 81.2

8
" " 100 100 100

9 T " " 86.6 100 93.3

10 T " 91.4 100 95.7

11 L .. .. 82.6 100 91.3

12 Asvmm. " " 82.3 100 91.1

13 92.2 100 96.1

formation have been devised, and it is the

purpose of this paper to analyze several of

these schemes and to compare their relative

advantages. In the analyses of connections

for this transformation the effects of losses,

leakage reactance and magnetizing ctirrent

voltage and normal current for each winding.

These are worked out on the assumption of

a transformation of balanced power equal to

2EI from a three-phase Hne voltage E to

a two-phase line voltage E. at unity power-

factor. The three-phase line current in each
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case is equal to 2EI divided In' l.l'iE, or

1.155/.

The various schemes can be grouped
according to the potential relation between
the windings on the two-phase side:

1—Independent, in which the two phases
are not electrically connected. Such a trans-

former can be connected to any kind of a
two-phase load. Schemes 1 to 6 (except 2).

2—S}'mmetrical, in which the middle
points of each phase are at the same potential.

Schemes 7 and 8.

3

—

T, in which the end of the winding in

one phase is connected to the middle point
of the other phase. Schemes 9 and 10.

4—L, in which the two phases are connected
in series. Schemes 2 and 11.

5—Asymmetrical. Any other arrangement
of windings not included in the above.
Schemes 1£ and IS.

In all excepting the first group the potential

relation between the phases of the two-phase
load must be the same as that existing

between the two-phase transformer windings,
or else the phases of the load must be elec-

trically distinct. It is evident, therefore, that
Groups 1 and 2 are the only ones which can
be used in connection with synchronous con-
verters. For three-wire two-phase systems
Groups 1 and 4 only can be used; and Groups
3 and 5 can only be applied to loads in

which the phases arc not interconnected.

Poweff Factor- 3 ^ - <? / TRAf^s^o/?M£RS

fi-uxes 90°APA/fT

type requires two single-phase transformers
or one two-phase transformer consisting of

a three-legged core, two legs being used to
contain the windings and the third having
41.4 per cent, greater cross-section. If an

I Si"

91

^90

^

Fig. 2.

89

10 40 kO 80 100 liO 140 liO IffO

Ar?^le 6 in De^ree^

Power-factor of Three-phase to Two-phase

Transformers, Fluxes 90° Apart

ordinary three-phase core is used, consisting

of three legs in which the core sections are

equal, the flux density in one leg will neces-

sarily be 41.4 per cent, greater than in the

other two. For the second type, making use
of three-phase fluxes, either three single-phase

transformers or one three-phase transformer
can be used. An ordinary three-phase core is

perfectly adapted for such transformation.

Two-phase Fluxes

The most familiar example of the first type
is shown diagrammatically in Scheme 1

(Fig. 5). It consists of two single-phase

'ovyerff fAcro/f 3^-2^ T/fA/^sro/fMeRS

Fig. 1

Another line of division can also be made
on the basis of flux relations, resulting in one
type in which the fluxes are 90 deg. apart
(2-phase) and another in which the fluxes

are 120 deg. apart (3-phase). The first

Fig. 3

transformers, one known as the main, the

primary of which is provided with a 50 per
cent, tap for connecting to the primary of

the other transformer (teaser), the number
of turns in which is 80.6 per cent, of the total
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turns of the main. The secondary windings

are ahke. Since the three-phase current is

equal to 1.L55/, the volt-ampere rating of each

portion of the three-phase side will be

measured by the voltage induced in that

4 9*

<.99

89-

S 10 IS ZO IS 30

Article-' in Pe^rees

Fig. 4. Power-factor of Three-phase to

Two-phase Transformers

Fluxes 120° Apart

portion. The total volt-ampere rating will

then be the arithmetical sum of the values for

each portion. The volt-amperes for the main
transformer is 1.1 55£/, and for the teaser

0.866X1.155£:/ = £/, making a total of

2.155£/. The actual load delivered is 2£/,

and the power-factor on the three-phase side

will therefore be equal to 92.8 per cent.

Since the two-phase windings operate at unity

power-factor, the average for both sides gives

96.4 per cent.

The general case for two-phase fluxes is

given in Figure 1 from which can be written

a+/3 = 30deg.;
and also for the voltages induced in the two
windings

:

E cos a,

E cos 13

V
ji

1

J

I

^T 'c

V
—

a- uss I- (o* J i/ff)r
b- //SST- ( I *J X77JI
C = //SS/-=f / +J .S77II,

Fig. 5

The total volt-ampere rating, therefore, is

1.155£/(co5 a+co5 /3); giving for a non-

inductive load of '2EI , the expression for

internal power-factor in the primary winding
as follows:

2EI
P =

Therefore
1.15 EI {cosa-\- COS0)

'

P = :

1.73

cosa+cosji
Fcr Scheme 1, a = and /3 = 30 deg.

Substituting this in the above equation gives

an internal ]3ower-factor of 92.8 per cent.

This equation, as plotted in Fig. 2, gives

the power-factor for any position of the point

U on the semi-circle .405, in terms of the

angle subtended by the arc 0.4 . It is evident

from this plot that the inaximum power-
factor of 92.8 per cent, is obtained at the

four points .4, C, D and B, at which points

the connection becomes the ordinary one
given in Scheme 1. At intermediate points

the power-factor is less, the minimum value

of 89.5 per cent, being obtained at the posi-

tions midway between the points .4C, CD
and DB.
Three-phase Fluxes

The simplest cases for three-phase fluxes

are given in Schemes 3 and 4 (Figs. 7 and 8),

and these are again particular cases of the

more general one, given in Fig. 3, from
which can be written

a+/3 = 3U°

and the volt-amperes in the windings

EI{cosa — 0.o77 sina+ 1.15b sina)

EI{cos /3-0.577 sin (34-1.155 sin /3)

The total volt-amperes are therefore

EI{cosa+ OS-y~'l sina+cos^+ O-oll sinfi).

a
b

i/ss^T = (i-i3 -I-J asr)/
l.lfSl -(^»7'-J /ISJ

I

iissl - (eis-*j.9/sjl

a .aigl=(.79*j.z/)r

b eial= (ai*J.79)I

c .3971= (ei *j.e/J I

Fig. 6

Dividing the power dehvered (2£/) by
this expression and simplifying the results,

we have, for the average power-factor on the

two-phase side.
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P = ::^

2. loo cosa+().bil stna
This equation is plotted in Fij,'. 4, which

shows the maximum power-factor for a = U

deg. (Scheme 3); and when Z)=I5 deg.

The first of these, Scheme 7, Fig. 11,

makes use of a delta-connected winding on
a three-phase core, from which the two-phase
voltages are obtained by taking oflf the proper
taps. The voltages selected are those which

7
7 \v
T.

1 6
*-

a
b
c .S77/-=<0*J S77)l

\^-.S77C—^ 30£A

6 .42S/- ( SO/ * J 30/)l
c 821= (cf*-j e^/lI

Fig. 7 Fie. 8

(Scheme 4) the minimum power-factor is

obtained. Because the currents in the wind-
ings on the three-phase side are not equal
they must be connected delta. If they are

connected Y , a distortion of the neutral results

when the transformers are loaded. The three-

phase windings can only be connected Y when
the currents flowing in them are equal and 120
deg. apart in phase. This can be accom-
plished by modifying Schemes 3 and 4,

obtaining Schemes 5 and 6 respectively (Figs.>

9 and 10). It should be noted, however, that
this is done at the expense of considerably
reducing the average internal power-factor
(see table).

In all the methods so far given the
two-phase windings are electrically distinct.

will give a symmetrical two-phase system;
and the currents are divided in such a way
that balanced and equal currents will be
obtained in the windings on the three-phase
side, thus enabling them to be connected
either in Y or delta.

Any number of asymmetrical two-phase
voltages can be obtained from delta-connected
windings by providing suitable taps.
A considerable modification of delta-con-

nected two-phase windings is giv^en in Scheme
<S (Fig. 12). This connection consists of
three windings, one for each phase. Two of
the phases are identical, each consisting of
two coils, wound for 0.577 times the two-
phase line voltage and having a current
capacity of 0.577 times the two-phase line

current. The third phase consists of three

a / /ss-S= (f iss- *J oJI

C / /SS/= ( S?7fj/)I

Fig. 9

a r
b //SS/-n/3t-J3)I
C I /SSl '(3 f J / IS/)I

Fig. 10

There are, in addition, a number of mis-
cellaneous schemes in which the windings
on the two-phase side are electrically inter-

connected in one way or another.

coils, one being wound for 0.577 line voltage
and the other two being identical and wound
for 0.212 line voltage. The respective current
capacities are 0.421, 1, 1, tiynes the hne
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current. The most excellent feature of this

scheme is that unity power-factor is obtained.

For operating a three-wire two-phase circuit,

an excellent connection is given in Scheme 2.

This consists of a three-legged core, the middle

//fsl- (30 *J/'^/J/
I /s^sf- fSi * J .se)I
/. ISSi- (/ '3 ^ j 30)1

k*//f i.

—

.707£--^ f//r-\

a i/1 ' ( -f^s *- jffe3)I
6 .7/1 - I te3* J. s-77)T
C sal ' I.S77f J. S77JI
d 7/1' [ S77t J tsa)!

the two-phase and three-phase sides, by the
application of the rule that the sum of the
ampere-turns in the transformer must equal

zero. Repeat this for the other phase. The
resultant current for each winding is then
equal to the square root of the sum of the

squares of the components for that winding.

b ll^sl '( S77 *J/)I
C IISSi - ( S77 * jDl

S77l = /eas t- j.sJI
4e 1= f-tef JoJZ
!• (ifjo)I

Fig. U Fig. 12

leg having a cross-section 1.41 times as grear

as that of the outside legs. It is interesting

to note that, although this scheme uses three-

phase fluxes, they are unbalanced, two of

them being 90 deg. apart. The winding, c. on

the two-phase .side has an equal number of

turns, but a different current capacity, from

windings a and h.

All the remaining schemes possess an

objectionable feature in that the two-phase

windings are inter-connected so as to give

voltages which are not symmetrical.

Methods of Analysis

The complete analysis for any given scheme

can be very readily made by any one without

In the analysis given with the diagram of

connections for each scheme, the loads on the

two-phase side are assumed to be / andj'/

respectively, and the currents due to these

loads are given in parentheses for each part of

the winding. The resultants of these com-
ponents, also given in each figure, are the

normal currents in the windings.

Interlacing

A study of these analyses will enable one

to compare the various schemes from the

standpoint of the interlacing required to

a I /ssI = (i/ss- * jo)I
h I ISSI'(S77 +Ji)I
C l./SSi ' { S77 + jIlZ

a a34 = ri7t- J sJI
b il =(.33l -f-].S)I

Fig. 13

the use of vector diagrams by the following

method. Assume a load on one phase of the

two-phase side and zero load on the other

phase. Work out the resulting currents on

I ISSi- </ /SS-* JoJI
/./SSl-tS77*j/)r
/./SSl-(.S77+ jl)I

a .33fl- (i7/-J.sJT

b .tl =(.33 * j SJI
C .il = (.33* J SJI

Fig. 14

secure good regulation. Whenever there are

currents flowing in the primary side of a

transformer without equivalent ampere-turns

on the secondarv side, or vice versa, the
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magnetic effect of the currents flowing on
the one side, in itself, must be equal to zero.

The coils in which these currents flow must
therefore be interlaced to secure good regula-

tion. For example, in Scheme 1, 0.577 / is

flowing in half the primary main in one direc-

tion and in the other half in the opposite

direction. These currents magnetically annul

each other, there being no equivalent currents

in the secondary side. As far as these

currents are concerned the two coils act as

a primary and secondary' of a transformer,

and on that account the reactance between
these two coils must be made small.

This is illustrated in Figs. 18 to 23, which
show the effect of reactance on the voltage

relations in T-connected transformers. Non-
inductive load is assumed and the effect of

resistance is neglected. In Figs. IS, 19

and 20 the two-phase side is primary. Fig.

18 shows that for perfect interlacing between
the two halves of the main, the per cent,

reactance in the teaser must be equal to

the per cent, reactance in the main if distor-

tion on the secondary side is to be avoided.

Fig. 19 shows that any reactance between
the two halves of the primary main can
be compensated for by reducing the reactance

in the teaser by an equivalent amount.
Fig. 20 shows the distortion produced by
bad interlacing.

In Figs. 21, 22 and 2.3, the three-phase

side is made primary and the two-phase side

secondary. These show that the character-

istics within the transformer, which will

produce no distortion for two to three-phase

transformation will likewise produce no dis-

tortion for three to two-phase transfonnation.

lines. Referring to Fig. 18, in which the

two-phase side is considered primary, and
the effect of reactance drop for the case of

perfect interlacing is shown, the line ab is

the reactance volts in the teaser, and the line

a / iss1= (i /^s f-Jo)!
b / ISS-I= (S77* j/ll
C l./SSl=(.S77f-j/)I

7k3r= (S77^-j.S)T

tStI- (423 * J.SJT

Fig. 16

cd the reactance volts in the main. The
triangles oah and jcd are the regulation

diagrams for the teaser and main respectiveh%

the line ah being the reactance drop in the

teaser due to the teaser current, and the line

cd being the reactance drop in the main
due to the main current. There being perfect

interlacing between the two halves of the

main, there is no reactance drop due to the

teaser current flowing in the main. From
Fig. 18 it is evident that in this case to

secure no distortion, or, in terms of the figure,

to maintain the triangle representing the

secondary voltage equilateral, the volts drop

in the teaser must be equal to 87 per cent,

of the volts drop in the main. This, however.

\.30e\- .S££-

a I. /ssl = (.S3* J. S2)I
b I./ssl - ( a9a * j/- 2/)

I

C I. ISSl= (/.2H- j . s9e)Z

a.

I

b = ( 7Sf js/)I
c-(e'*j 79)1
d=(.a/* je/)I

Fig. 15

a,

bJkc ' ISSl" (S77+JIJI
a

6dc
B3SZ=' ( i7 *j.S)I
.tl= (.33i-j.S)I

Fig. 17

In all these figures the primary applied

voltages are represented by dotted lines, the

secondary no-load voltage by full lines and
the secondary full load voltage by heavy

does not hold when the two halves of the

main winding are not perfectly interlaced,

i.e., when there is an appreciable reactance

drop between the two halves of the main
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winding on the three-phase side. The features

of this are shown in Fig. 19. The line cd

again represents the reactance volts due to

the main current flowing in the main. The
teaser current produces the reactance volts

when the reactance due to bad interlacing

is too large to be compensated for.

Figs. 21, 22 and 23 are the vector dia-

grams when the three-phase side is considered

primary. The same cases are taken as when

Fig. 18. Reactance Drop in T Con-

nected Transformers. 2-Phase Pri-

mary. Perfect interlacing and

equal per cent reactance in main

and teazer.

Fig. 19. Reactance Drop in T Con-

nected Transformers, 2-Phase Primary.

Imperfect interlacing but no distor-

tion.

Fig. 20. Reactance Drop in T Con-

nected Transformers, 2-Phase Pri-

mary. Improper interlacing produ-

cing bad distortion.

drop in the teaser represented by the line ab,

and in addition a drop in the main on account

of imperfect interlacing, represented by the

line de. Lines ab and de are in phase with

each other because they are drops due to

the same current. This drop does not affect

the value of the main voltage, but shifts it

with respect to the teaser voltage. It is evident

from Fig. 19 that distortion of the secondary

terminal voltage can be prevented by
reducing the reactance drop in the teaser,

by an amount equal to the reactance drop

in the main due to the teaser current. By

e b

the two-phase side was considered primary

and the same notation is employed. These

figures show that the results are the same
whether the two-phase or the three-phase

side is considered primary.

These results can be stated mathematically,

thus: T-connected transformers, in order to

operate with no distortion on the secondary

side when balanced load is dehvered, require

the following relation of reactances:

(Per cent. /A').u=(per cent. JX)r+

(per cent. IX)c in which

^^

'\ \ 7
' \ h
ll ,

,

f \

1 \ V \

1

1

A
1 1 J

'
\
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' 1 / \
\
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/ / -- r-
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Fig. 21. Reactance Drop in T Con-

nected Transformers, 3-Phase Pri-

mary. Perfect interlacing and equal

per cent, reactance in main and

teazer.

Fig. 22. Reactance Drop in T Con-

nected Transformers, 3-Phase Pri-

mary. Imperfect interlacing but no

distortion.

Fig. 23. Reactance Drop in T Con-

nected Transformers, 3-Phase Pri-

mary. Imperfect interlacing produ-

cing bad distortion.

this means the secondary line voltage is

balanced, although the potential of the middle

point is shifted. Fig. 20 is a similar

diagram which shows the distortion produced

(Percent. /A') r = Pe'r cent, reactance drop

in teaser operating on 86.

6

per cent, tap, expressed in

per cent, of teaser voltage.
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(Per cent. JA').u = Per cent, reactance drop
in main due to main cur-

rent (86.6 per cent, of

three-phase line current).

(Percent. /A')c= Per cent, shift of the po-

tential of the middle point

on account of the reac-

tance between the two
halves of the main due to

the teaser current flowing

in the main, and expressed

in percent, of teaser vol-

tage. This drop is numer-
ically equal to L155 times
the per cent, drop which

would be produced in

a two-to-one auto-trans-

former consisting of the
three-phase side of the

main, in each part of

which a current equal to

3/2 the teaser current is

flowing.

Similarly, for resistance drops:

(Per cent. /i?)M= (per cent. IR)t+
(per cent. IR)c,

and therefore for Impedance Drops,

(Per cent. /Z) .17= (per cent. IZ)t+
(per cent. IZ)c-

LOAD CHARACTERISTICS OF CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS
Bv Maxwell \V. D.\y

Assistant Exgixeer, Power and Mining Department, General Electric Company

This article illustrates the necessity for care in the selection of a centrifugal pump for various services. The
head against which it must work must be accurately known, since a small difference in head or speed produces
a considerable difference in the quantity delivered—greater or less, depending on the shape of the quantity
head characteristic, flat or steep. The published curves with accompanying text serve mainly to draw attention

to the much more pronounced variation in power and volume, produced by a variation in head or speed, with

a pump with a flat characteristic than with a steep one. In the selection of the former therefore the necessity

for great accuracy as regards head and speed is particularly apparent. As to regulation, control of the volume
can always be better performed by speed control than by throttling, although the preference is not so marked
in the case of a pump with flat characteristic as with steep.

—

Editor.

The peculiar characteristics of centrifugal

pumps call for special care in their selection

and in the selection of the motor drive and
method of control.

The features of centrifugal pump operation

are, in some respects, the opposite of those

of reciprocating pumps. With constant speed

an increase of the resistance against which the

reciprocating pump operates increases the

pressure and, therefore, the load on the driver,

while with the centrifugal pump an increase

of resistance reduces the load. If it be desired

to reduce the volume of a reciprocating pump,
without changing the speed, some of the

water must be allowed to escape through a

bleeding, or by-pass, valve; but with the
centrifugal pump the volume is reduced by
throttling the discharge. A reduction of the

head for a reciprocating pump does not
affect the volume (except very slightly due
to leakage), but reduces the power required.

A reduction of head with the centrifugal pump
increases the volume delivered and the power
required. The amount of increase of volume
depends upon the characteristic of the pump.

In starting up a reciprocating pump with
a low-torque motor the water may be de-

livered through a by-pass into the suction

until the motor is up to speed, when the

by-pass is gradually closed and the water
delivered into the system. In starting a

centrifugal pump the discharge may be
entirely closed until the motor is up to speed.

The amount of power for running a centrifugal

pump with closed discharge may vary from
one-third to one-half of the rated horse power.

Fig. 1, "A," gives the characteristics of a

fire pump with a capacity of 1000 gal. per
min. against a pressure of 100 lb. per sq. in.

and the curve shows the equivalent head in

feet. On this pump the maximum head is

obtained with about 40 per cent, of the

rated volume, and falls off rapidly beyond
1200 gals. The efficiency at different loads,

as well as the brake horse power required,

are shown on the ctirve. The horse power
required with the discharge closed is about
42 and at 1000 gal. 94.

In selecting a centrifugal pump, the desired

head against which it is to work should
be accurately known, unless the motor is

provided with some speed control; since a

small difference in the static head will produce
considerable difference in the quantity de-

livered, and a slight variation in speed will

produce a considerable variation in the
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quantity delivered, especially with a pump
which has a flat characteristic, i.e., a flat

quantity-head curve, or q-h. curve. Fig. 1,

"B," shows the qi:antity-head and power

100 20-

100 200 JOO 400 fOO 600 700 300 900 WOO 1100 1200 IJOO

Gallons per Minute

Fig. 1

curves of another pump, with a flat charac-
teristic. The maximum pressure is only 4.0
per cent, higher than the pressure at rated
volume, while on the "A" curve it is over
22 per cent, higher. The
flat characteristic pro-
duces a large change
of volume for a small
change of speed or a
small change of static
head, while the steep
characteristic produces
a much smaller change
of volume for the same
change in speed or
static head.

Fig. 2 shows some
additional characteris-
tics of both pumps
calculated for difTerent

static heads. In order
to show this on a large
scale the lower part of
the curve below 200 ft.

static head is omitted.
The normal static head
is assumed to be 230 ft.,

and the additional head for friction and
velocity of the water in the pipe is assumed
to be 25 ft. for 1000 gal. This will vary
largely in different installations according to

the size and length of the pipe. The q-h.
curves of the pumps at normal speed show
the different pressures and the corresponding
volumes which they are capable of producing.

The q-h. curve of the system shows the
amount of head required for various
\-olumes to overcome the static head of
230 ft. and the additional friction head.
These curves cross at 1000 gal. and 255
ft. head. This means that when either
pump is running at normal speed, it will

deliver a total pressure of 255 ft., which
is just sufficient to deliver 1000 gal.

through the system. If, however, the
static head were only 200 ft., the char-
acteristics of the system become as
shown in the dotted curve at the bot-
tom. This crosses the "A" pump curve
at 1110 gal., and 231 ft. total head,
showing that a reduction of static head
of 30 ft. increases the volume from 1000
to 11 10 gal. or 11 percent. If, however,
the static head is increased by 30 to 2(30

ft., the new q-h. curve of the system
crosses the "A" pump curve at about
278 ft. and S65 gal., a decrease of 13.5
per cent. By referring to Fig. 1 it is seen

that, at the low head, where pump "A " is de-
livering 1110 gal., the horse power is 96.7 or an
increase of about 3.1 per cent, over the
normal value; and at the higher head, where

m £00 m 4C0 soo sod 70o doo 9oo laoo iioo izoo im /joo /foo mo J70o

6a//or?s perMinute

Fig. 2

the delivery is S65 gal., the horse power
is 89.7 or a decrease of about 4.4 per cent,

of the normal value. These figures show
the variation of volume and power caused
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by pumping into a tank which is gradually

filled; as the tank fills up the static head
increases and the volume and power are

reduced.
Again looking at Fig. 2, the

efleccs of the same conditions
on pump "B" may be seen.

The normal point coincides with
that of pump "A." However,
at the static head of 200 ft. the
characteristic of pump " B

"

crosses that of the system at

1295 gal. and 242 ft.; showing
that a reduction of 30 ft. in

static head increases the volume
from 1000 to 1295 gal. for pump
"B," in contrast to 1110 gal.

for pump "A." For 260 ft.

static head, an increase of 30
ft., the new q-h. curve of the
system crosses the "B" pump
curve at 475 gal. 265 ft. Fig. 1

shows that, at the low head,
pump "B" requires 125 h.p. or an increase
of 33.2 per cent, over the normal, and at
the higher head the horse power is 74 or a
decrease of 21.1 per cent. This clearly
indicates the very much more pronounced

In Fig. 3, relating to the "A" pump, the

upper q-h. curve corresponds to an increase

of speed of 5 per cent, and the lower one to a

decrease of 5 per cent. With 230 ft. static
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increase or decrease of volume and horse power
when the static head is decreased or increased,
with a pump having a flat characteristic, than
with one having a steep characteristic.
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Fig. 4

head and an increase of 5 per cent, in speed
the two curves cross at 1135 gal. 262.5 ft.,

showing that an increase of 5 per cent.

in speed produces an increase of 13.5 per cent.

in volume. For a decrease of 5 per cent.

in speed the curves cross at 855
gal. and 247.5 ft. head, giving

a decrease of 14.5 per cent.

in volume. With an increase

in speed the pressure at the

greater volume is increased 3

per cent. ; so that the horse
power required is about 117

per cent., or the increase is

slightly more than in proportion

to the cube of the speed.

In laying otit the q-h. curves

of the pump the pressure is

taken in proportion to the
square of the speed, and the

volume in proportion to the

speed. It is frequently stated

that the pressure of a centrifugal

pump is proportional to the

scjuare of the speed, but this

does not hold true except in

case the volume is increased at

the same time in proportion to

the speed. Whether this will

take place depends upon the

resistance of the system. On
centrifugal fans, which have no static head,
this relation holds true ; but with a centrifugal

pump working against a certain static head,
which is frequently a very large proportion
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of the total head, the relation of speed,
pressure and volume actually produced does
not follow this law.

Fig. 4 shows similar data for the "B"
pump. Assuming a static head of 230 ft.

and a friction loss at rated load of 25 ft.

the normal speed q-h. curve of the "B"
pump crosses the q-h. curve of the system
at 1000 gal. and 255 ft. If the speed be
increased 5 per cent, the curves cross at 1290
gal. and 272 ft., or an increase of 29 per cent.

in volume for 5 per cent, in speed. For a
5 per cent, decrease of speed the curves
cross at 590 gal. and 23S ft., showing a
decrease of 41 per cent, in volume for 5

per cent, decrease in speed.
The approximate horse power required at

different speeds may be obtained as follows:

first, the volume or gallons delivered at the
reduced or increased speed is divided by that
speed expressed in per cent, of the normal;
second, the horse power required to obtain
this new volume at normal speed is found
from the normal curve in Fig. 1 ; and, third,

this value of horse power is multiplied by the
cube of the new speed expressed in per cent,

of the normal. The result is the horse power
required at the new speed. This gives for the
"A" pump 111.2 h.p. at 105 per cent, speed
or an increase of IS. 6 per cent. ; at 95 per cent,

speed the horse power is 78 or a decrease
of 16.9 per cent. For the "B" pump the
horse power at 105 per cent, speed is 135.5

or an increase of 44.4 per cent. ; at 95 per cent,

speed the horse power is 59.4 or a decrease of

36.6 per cent. These figures illus-

trate the greater change in power
with a change in speed, for a
pump of flat characteristic than
for one of steep characteristic.

On Fig. 5 the characteristic

curves of pump " B " at normal,
105 per cent, and 95 per cent,

speed are repeated. In this

case, however, the piping, whose
loss is represented as 25 ft. in
Fig. 4, is assumed to be increased
in diameter or decreased in

length, so that the friction loss

is but 15 ft. This will allow a
static head of 240 ft. to be used
to work the pump at its normal
rating. On this basis, an in-

crease of speed of 5 per cent,
would increase the volume to 1355 gal. or
35.5 per cent, and a decrease of speed of

5 per cent, would reduce the pressure below
the static head of 240 ft. and the pump would

deliver no water. This shows that a pump
with flat characteristic will give a great
change in volume due to a slight change
in speed, or a slight change in static head.
In this case the increase or decrease of power
is much greater than, in proportion to the
cube of the speed. For general purposes
a pump with a steep characteristic does not
need to be selected with as great an accuracy
of head or speed as one with a flat character-
istic.

A pump with a steep characteristic is

particularly desirable for some kinds of

drainage service, such as dry docks where
the static head varies from nothing at the
beginning of the pumping, to 30 or 40 ft.,

at the end of the pumping. Pumps have
been especially designed for this purpose
which take nearly the same horse power over
a large range of head because the pressure
falls off very greatly with low heads and
large volumes.

Regulation

When it is desired to decrease the volume
delivered it can be done either by throttling

or by reducing the speed. In the case of

pump "A," shown in Fig. 3, it will be noted,
that with the normal horse power of 93.8, at

the normal volume and pressure of 1000
gal. and 255 ft. respectively, if the volume
be throttled to 855 gal. or 85.5 per cent.,

the pressure rises to 280 ft. or 109.9 per cent.,

while the pressure required for the system
is onh' 247.5 ft. or 97.2 per cent.; making a
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loss of pressure due to throttling of 32.5

ft. or 12.7 per cent. According to the horse
power curve of Fig. 1, the power required
when throttled to 855 gal. is 89.5 h.p. or
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95.3 per cent, of the full load rated horse
power. Now it has been seen previously,

that, if the speed is reduced to 95 per cent.,

the pump will deliver S55 gal. at 247.5 ft.,

the pressure required by the system. Hence
if the speed is thus reduced instead of throt-

tling at normal speed, the loss of head due
to throttling will be eliminated. Moreover,
the horse power required at 95 per cent,

speed, according to previous calculation, is

only 78 or 83.1 per cent., showing a saving
of 11.5 horse power or 12.2 per cent, over
the throttling method.

In the case of pump "B" shown in Fig.

4, it will be seen that, with the normal horse
power of 93.8 at the normal volume and
pressure the same as pump "A," if the
volume be throttled to .590 gal. or .59 per
cent., the pressure rises to 2G4.5 ft. or 103.7

per cent., while the pressure required for

the system is only 238 ft. or 93.4 per cent.

;

making a loss of pressure due to throttling

of 26.5 ft. or 10.4 per cent. According to

the horse power curve of Fig. 1, the power
required when throttled to 590 gal. is 67.6

h.p., or 72.0 per cent, of the full load rated

horse power.
It has been shown that the "B" pump,

when its speed is reduced 5 per cent., will

deliver 590 gal. at 238 ft., the pressure re-

quired by the system. Hence, if the speed
be thus reduced, instead of throttling at

normal speed, the loss of head due to throt-

tling will be eliminated. Further, the horse
power required at 95 per cent, speed, taken
from earlier figures, is 59.4 or 63.3 per cent.,

showing a saving of 8.2 h.p. or 8.7 per cent.

over the throttling method.
Comparing the two pumps on the basis

of throttling, the above figures show for the
''B" pump, the one with the flat character-

istic, a waste of only 8.7 per cent, in power
for a throttling to 59 per cent, of normal
capacity; while for pump "A," the one with
the steep characteristic, the waste is 12.2

per cent, for a throttling to only 85. .5 per
cent, capacity. This shows the considerable
advantage of variable speed motors to obtain
variable volume, especially with the pump

of comparatively steep characteristic. Also,

if throttling must be done, it is plain that
there is a decided advantage in having a

pump of flat characteristic.

Where the pump speed is reduced by resist-

ance in the armature circuit a sacrifice of

efficiency is made. In the case of the "A"
pump, reducing the speed to 95 per cent, by
armature resistance reduces the efBciency
approximately in that proportion, so that to

obtain 83.1 per cent, output we would need
S.3 1

^777^' or 87.5, per cent, of the rated horse
0.9o

power input, i.e., throttling requires about
95.3 per cent.; reduced speed by arma-
ture control 87. 5 per cent.; reduced speed
by field control 8.3.1 per cent, of the full

rated horse power.

The horse power of pump "B", when
running at full speed and delivering 59 per
cent, volume, throttled, we have seen to be
72.0 per cent.; when running at the proper
reduced speed without throttling, 95 per
cent, of normal speed, the horse power is

63.4 per cent., and, if armature control be
63 4

used, the input is approximatelv ;^-^r^ or G6.8
' U.9.3

per cent.; i.e., throttling requires about 72

per cent. ; reduced speed by armature control

67 per cent.; and reduced speed by field

control 63.5 per cent, of the full rated horse
power.

In the same way it can be shown that,

with an external system having a compara-
tively flat characteristic, such as shown on
Fig. 5, regulation by throttling can be done
more economically than with an external

system of steeper characteristic, such as

shown on Fig. 4.

In conclusion, while a flat characteristic

can be used with throttling to better advan-
tage than a steep characteristic, still speed
control is preferable in either case. The
relatively high horse power consumption at

reduced volume when throttled is not due
entireh^ to the increase of pressure; but
partially to the poorer efficiency of the pump
at reduced volume and full speed.
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REVIEW OF GRAPHICAL AND ANALYTICAL METHODS FOR PRE-
DETERMINING OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS

OF INDUCTION MOTORS
Part II

By Prof. C. R. Moore

School of Electrical Engineering, Purdue University

The first part of this paper, which was published in last month's Review, was confined to a consideration
of the rotating field and a comparison of the induction motor with the static transformer. Prof. Moore proceeds
this month to describe in detail the various methods in use for predicting a motor's performance. Under
"analytical methods" are described the Steinmetz and the Franklin-and-Esty methods. The author then
deals with the principles underlying the use of graphical methods, and illustrates the application of these
principles to the solution of induction motor problems. Under this section the Heyland, the Specht, and the
Arnold diagrams arc drawn out and explained; from which it is made clear how to arrive at the linear quantities
representing the various characteristics. For notation the reader is referred to Part I.

—

Editor.

The tests and preliminary calculations

necessary for the application of the following
methods may be briefly summed up as fol-

lows: Data covering voltage, amperes, and
watts input are taken while the motor is

running light and also with the rotor locked.

From these tests, values of power-factor and
short circuit current (at full rated voltage
impressed) may be calculated. Measure-
ments of stator resistance per phase must
also be made.
The rotor resistance is usually worked out

in terms of stator values, so that ratio of

transformation need be considered. This
may be obtained from design data, or from
a slip test as follows:

Rs =
EX slip

This value is usually
percentage to allow

increased by
for the eddv

a small

current
effect in the rotor bars. It is a matter of

common experience that this value of resist-

ance becomes larger as the slip increases.

The test should be made at as near ftill load
as possible. If the motor is of the wound
rotor type, the secondary resistance may be
measured directly.

The reactance Xi may be calculated from
the short circuit test and divided between
rotor and stator as desired. Values of con-
ductance and susceptance (or resistance and
reactance) of the e.xciting circuit may be
calculated directly from the open circtiit or
no load test.

Analytical Methods

Incident to the application of analytical
methods it is convenient to prepare a table
of values in which certain asstmied values,

usually of slip, are inserted and others cal-

culated. The circuits upon which analytical

methods are based are shown in Fig. 5 and
Fig. 6. Approximate circuits, such as shown
in Fig. 7, are seldom used when results are

to be calculated, as the formulas applicable
thereto are but little simpler than those
applying to a more exact circuit, and the
results obtained less exact.

Steinmetz Method. (Sec .Steinmctz's "Theo-
retical Elements of Electrical Engineering,"
page 266.) In this method, the circuit shown
in Fig. .5 is made use of; the relation E =
e-\-RpIh-\-X I,„ giving a close approxima-
tion to the true value of the counter e.m.f. e

of the primary when the machine is running

light. Also g = ~andb = -^. The primary

and secondary reactances are assumed to be
equal, that is A'^ = A'j.

Tabulating the various cjtiantities as devel-

oped in the text above referred to, we have:

1 ^0 Slip. (Various values assumed.)

•2 i-Xs-

sRs
ai =

s^X,

Rs-+i^Xs-

6 bi=ai+g

9 ci = i+R^+Xj.b.!



10

11

12

13

"^ cr+C2-
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fo = i?;,6, — A\,?)i 1 % Slip. (Various values assumed.)

2 a = sEri

3 6 = sExi

4 c = Rs (n + Rf.)+s (uR,-x,Xt)

5 d = Rs {x\+Xi) +s {r,X, +.v,i?,,)

= counter e.m.f. at slip s

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

23

biCi+biC'i

T = es-ai

P = T (1-i)

Output = P-F

Pa = ep (b^c^+b^c•) =watts input

EIf. = apparent input

P-F
Efficiency ——5-

Po

Power-factor = -=-7-

H.P. (output)

% Load

c^+d^

Franklin and Esty Method. (See Franklin

and Esty's "Elements of Electrical Engineer-

ing," page 290.) This scheme makes use of

the circuit shown in Fig. 6, although the

authors in the work mentioned above prefer

to consider the exciting circuit as being

made up of resistance and reactance in

series. The table here shown is a develop-

ment of the problem as stated in the above
text.

In this method the entire reactance of the

machine is placed in the primary circuit, as

shown in Fig. 6. The reader is referred to

footnote at bottom of page 289 of the above
text for a statement in defense of this approx-

imation.

Tabulation of the formula resulting from
the above development follows.

1:

15

18

q = ERs

/„... =

\' c'+d-

C (g-l-Q)-fM

c- + d-

10 Power-factor = -^

11 Input = EI,„s-

la"- + b^

+ d'-

13 P = Is^-Rs(-^)

14 Output = P-F

P-F
Efficiency = 7^7

—

EI.,:'

16 Torque = (j^^^P

17 H.P. (output)

% Load

Theory of Graphical Methods

Scheme (a) In Fig. 13, consider that a

voltage Es has been applied to a part of a

circuit containing resistance and reactance,

and that current Is, lagging 6° behind the

impressed voltage, flows therein. The react-

ance voltage and ohmic drop are at right

angles to each other, and the voltage drop
due to resistance is in phase with the cur-

rent. We can therefore lay off the XIs and
RIs drops as shown, since their vector sum
always equals the impressed voltage. If now
either A' or Rs be regarded as variable, the
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locus of the vertex of the triangle is a semi-

circle, as shown. For our purpose here, the

resistance Rs will be taken as the variable,

and X and Es as constants.

As Rs varies, the current Is also varies;

but its value remains proportional to A'/j,

Fig. 13. Fundamental Circle Diagram

since A' is constant. Also the angles 4>i and <^o

remain equal for all values of Rs, so that the
locus of the current values is a semi-circle

whose diameter equals ^' This relationship

forms the basis of all ordinary circle diagrams
and has been applied by many writers to

induction motor and transformer problems.
Scheme (b) The principle of inversion

seems not to have found application in this

country. In many cases it may be conven-
iently applied to the solution of alternating
current problems, so that it seems advisable
to review a few of the fundamentals concern-
ing it.

In Fig. 14 consider right triangle osb, taking
the leg os = a as constant and the leg sb = yi
as variable. The hypotenuse ob will also be
a variable. For all values of >'i lay ofE (from

0) on the hypotenuse ob the value
ob'

oc.

The locus of the points c is a circle, as shown.
Proof. Take the x and y axes as shown

and consider x and y as the coordinates of
the point c.

I hen x--\-y- = or = =^., = ^p-
:,
= —-—

n

t"
ob- a-+yi- a-+ a-tdii-d

COS'd I— —?-, or OC = —COS 9, which is the equation of
a- a

^

a circle.

If. therefore, ti be regarded as a variable

resistance and a as a constant reactance, the
circle represents to some suitable scale the
reciprocal of the impedance, or the admit-
tance of the two. Scalar values of oc, as

measured from the diagram, when multi-
plied by the impressed voltage give values of

current.

Most practical problems, however, involve
(as in the case of the induction motor) series-

parallel combinations of resistance and react-

ance, so that to get the total effect the scheme
must be carried farther. That is, after a

first circle of admittance has been drawn,
other admittances may be added to it so

that the inversion of a circle must be known
also.

In Fig. 1.5 consider circle Oi 5 c having its

center in the x axis, as shown. The equation
of this circle is (x~a)-+y- = r-. Choose any
point a having coordinates x, y, and draw os.

Lav off on 05 from 0, obi = — , the coordinates
05

of point bi being Xiy^. The locus of the

y

/ \

^1
1

1 1 '
s

^
— a — »^

J
Fig. 14. Inversion Tof Triangle)

point 61, as 5 moves around the circle Oi s c, is

a circle.

Prooj. {x-af^f = r-

x--\-y- = 'os-

from which y- = r-—{x — d)- = ~oi^— x'^

Solving, x =
-a- — r-_xi'+yi

2a (xr-hyrj
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Xi X Xi

. _ 1 + (a--r=) Uv+J'i-) 1-1

2a (.tr+J-x-) Xl

of the rotor circuit at slip s, and os represents
to some suitable scale the admittance. M is

the inverse circle for the rotor circuit and
represents the locus of all admittance values
for any slip ^ (either positive or negative).

x{~+yi- = ^i-r—,
x-+y-

1

l + {a-~r-)(x{'+yr)

2a(.vi-+ rr)

_2ax\ — l _ 2a Xi

a- — f- a- — r-

Solving

](-S)

{a'-r'-y- ' (cr-r-)-

{^^-^y'+yi- = {ar-r'Y

This equation shows that the locus

of bi is a circle having its center on
the X axis at a distance equal to

a- — r-

equal to

from the origin and a radius

Obviouslv a circle and Fig, 16. Circle Diagram for Circuit A, Based upon Principle of Inversion

its inverse have common tangents.
In order to illustrate the application of the

above principles to the solution of induction
motor problems, circuit .-1 will be taken as
an example. Beginning at the rotor side of

the circuit, a right triangle is constructed

Fig. 15. Inversion (of a Circle)

having legs equal to the constant reactance
Xs and any value of the variable resistance

—^(see Fig. 16). osi represents the impedance

Having now the admittance of the rotor
circuit for any slip s, the admittance of the
exciting circuit may be added at o as shown
(conductance and susceptance taken in proper
direction), so that values of admittance for
exciting circuit plus rotor circuit may be

measured directly from Oi to circle

M. However, in order to include
the resistance and reactance of the
primary circuit, the inverse circle of

M must be drawn, its position and
diameter being determined by the
scale chosen. This circle is repre-
sented by A^ and values measured to
it from 0\ are values of impedance.
Thus OiS« represents to some suitable

scale the impedance of the exciting

circuit plus the rotor circuit for slip

s, and corresponds to the value of

admittance shown b}^ OiS.

At Ox we may now add the values
of resistance and reactance in their

proper direction, so that values
measured from Oo to circle A' repre-
sent the total impedance of the
motor circuit. Thus o^s-i represents
total impedance for slip s. However,

for practical work it is more convenient
to work with admittance values so that
the inverse circle of A^ is drawn, giving
circle K. This circle then represents the
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total admittance of the motor circuit, and
values measured from oo thereto, when mul-
tiplied by the voltage impressed, give the

current values. This multiplication may be
effected by changing the scale; therefore the

Fig. 17. Heyland Circle Diagram

diagram is very convenient. For the slip s,

as shown, 05.3 is the corresponding total admit-

tance of the motor. This diagram has been

put in more convenient form by Dr. Arnold,

and the practical working diagram will be

considered in a later paragraph.

Heyland Circle Diagram.

(See Standard Handbook,
page 543.) Heyland's circle

diagram, shown in Fig. 17,

is a graphical solution of cir-

cuit c, Fig. 7. In the con-

struction of this diagram it

is assumed that the mag-
netizing current is constant,

the circular portion (ARBX)
being the locus of current in

a circuit (primary and sec-

ondary) having constant re-

a c t a n c e (A'^ -|- A'^) and

variableresistancef /?/,+

the rotor is locked, may be divided into two
parts proportional to primary and secondary
copper loss.

This division forms a basis for the measure-
ment of primary and secondary copper losses

for any load.

For any current value in the

secondary, as AR, the output

may be found by deducting from
the energy component RX, the

primary copper losses and secondary
copper losses. The line AB may
therefore be regarded as an output
hne. OR being the vector sum of

AR and 0.4, represents the total

current input, the power-factor being

the cosine of the angle ROE. The
torque measured in synchronous
watts will be proportional to the

line RM. The slip being equal to

the per cent rotor loss, and this

being practically all copper loss, is

shown bv the line QM. Since the

efficiency equals
output

this value is ex-
mput

pressed by the ratio RQ-^RP. These
measurements and calculations, repeated for

several points on the circle between .4 and B,

<.,4-)-

A line drawn from ^4 to any
point on the circle therefore

represents the current passing

Tp

through A'f and — , and is

called secondary current.

Strict interpretation of the

diagram, together with a study of the circuit

shown in Fig. 7, shows that this cur-

rent also passes through Rp and A';,, and that

the energy component of this current, when

Fig. 18. Circle Diagram by Specht

give the motor performance as based on

circuit c, Fig. 7.

Specht's Diagram. (See Electrical World,

vol. XLV, page 388.) In Fig. 18 is shown a
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circle diagram due to vSpecht, which is con-

structed as follows: Lay off from the origin

O the short circuit current (at full voltage)

OIl and the no-load current Oh at their

proper angles and draw hit- The center of

the current locus circle will obviously lie on a
perpendicular line erected at the middle of

UIl-
The current vector do' is the theoretical

no-load current, the energy component of /o'

corresponding to the no-load input minus the

primary copper loss. Draw parallel to the x

axis a line through /o' and lay oft" the angle e

as shown. The point of intersection of /o^4

'f (.Y,+ .V, COS So' is neglected to comjjcn-

sate for friction and windage losses.

For any current value between /o and Ii^, as

01 , the power-factor, input and output may
be found graphically as follows: On the y
axis a power-factor scale may be laid off as
shown and a quadrant drawn. The intersec-

tion of the current vector (produced) with the
projection of this quadrant on the y axis

gives the power-factor. The input is pro-
portional to the vertical distance measured
from / to the x axis, since this quantity is

Fig. 19. Arnold Method

with the perpendicular erected at the mid
point of liJt marks the center of the current
locus circle. The circle may now be drawn.

This angle e may be determined as follows

:

tan 6 = ^^°^^^^ Oh,' = OL, = h (app.) If

the theoretical no-load loss is the tested

no-load input minus the friction, windage and
primary copper loss could be obtained from
the formula:

tan e =^[Rp+ ( Xp+ A', ) cos do '

]

Since, however, this theoretical no-load
])oint is difificult of determination, the term

equal to the product of the voltage and the
component of the current in phase therewith.

A scale showing real input directly may be
constructed as shown. The output is pro-
portional to the vertical distance measured
from / to the line IqIl, since this quantity is

equal to the product of the voltage and that
portion of the current in phase therewith not
consumed in the losses of the machine. A
convenient scale may be constructed for

output similar to that used for input.

/,„ is a point at which the rotor resistance

(cft'ectivc) is zero. The power-factor for

this condition may be computed from the
formula,
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cos dm =
R.

which determines !„ Draw Jm^o and con-

tinue same until it intersects the x axis at Oj.

The base line for total primary losses asl'oi

may now be drawn, making the angle a with

the X axis. This angle may be found as fol-

lows:

tan a =
Eb-x^T^

'RpT'-Egc-2d {bcRp-g,Xp)

where d = distance of 03 from O in amperes
be = abscissa of ,4

"

gc = ordinate of ^4

T = length of tangent OT

Draw tangent Jo' ^^2 and continue it until it

intersects the x axis at Ui. This line is termed
the base line of secondary copper loss. Pro-

long IlTq until it intersects the x axis at 02 and
draw aoV, dividing the distance between

azVoi and a^V^ in the ratio
a^a^

A line parallel to the x axis, determined by
Jo/l and QiV, constitutes a scale of efficiency,

as shown. A line parallel to lo-Inu determined
by aiV2 and /o'/l. forms a scale of sUp, as

shown.
Arnold Graphical Method. Prof. Arnold

has developed a graphical method represent-

ing the graphical solution of circuit .4, Fig. 5.

This may be outlined as follows.

Choose two axes OX and OT (Fig- 19) inter-

secting at and forming a right angle. Lay
off the short circuit current (at full load vol-

tage) to some scale, as shown by OPs, also lay

off OPo representing the exciting current in

value and phase position. Draw line PsPa

intersecting x axis at .4. Erect a perpen-
dicular to X axis and find mid point R. Draw
RC parallel to x axis. The point of inter-

section, C, of this line with the perpendicular
erected at the middle of P^Ps is the center of

the circle to be used as the current locus.

Draw tangents OB and PsG. Bisect OB
at A' and draw NG perpendicular to OC.
Draw GA. Any line drawn parallel to x axis

and determined by lines P^S and GT (as ST)
laid off in 100 parts constitutes a scale of

efficiency.

Draw PsE perpendicular to OX and bisect

it at F. Draw OFPa and APa cutting the

circle at Pa and Pa respectively. The dis-

tance from Ps, to a line through Pa (parallel

to OX) is a measure of the friction loss. Take
an}' point on circle, as D, and draw P^D and
PaD; also PaD. Any line, as HI, deter-

mined by the lines PsD and PaD, drawn
parallel to PaD, if laid off into 100 parts

constitutes a scale of slip.

To use this diagram, choose any point P
between Pa and Pj. The line OP is propor-

tional to total current. Cosine <i> (as shown)
represents the power-factor. PL is propor-

tional to net output; PM to output plus

frictional loss; PK to torque in sj-nchronuus

watts; and Py to total input.

In choosing scale for output, torque, etc.,

in this diagram, it should be borne in mind
that the quantities are taken per phase and
that the quantities measured are really values

of current and must be multiplied by the

proper wattage and number of phases to get

real values.

Values of efficiency and slip may be read

on their respective scales by drawing lines

from P through ,4 and from P to D.
{To be Continued)
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF OIL CIRCUIT-BREAKERS

By E. B. Mekriam
Assistant Engineer, Switchboard Department, General Electric Company

This article provides an interesting object-lesson in evolution, where the process has been forced by neces-

sity. As a general rule the development of the generating machine has slightly antedated the development
of its controlling switch; and, since the former is always useless, or at least dangerous, without the latter, the
men in charge of oil-switch design have had to travel quickly in order to keep pace with the rapid strides which
have been made in machine design and in increased outputs. More than once the limit has apparently been
reached; but further demands have quickly followed, and the designer has been forced to prosecute fresh

researches, in order that the required oil-break apparatus may be forthcoming.

—

Editor.

r ).

The demands of modern economic con-
ditions have called for the concentrated
production of electrical energy in large central
stations. The control of this energy has
presented many new problems in the design
of protective devices, chief among which has
been that of the automatic interrupter of

abnormally loaded electrical circuits.

For many years oil circuit-breakers and
fuses were used with good effect on direct

current systems. When used on heavy power
alternating current circuits connected to

transmission systems, however, these devices
set up line disturbances difficult to suppress.
The large flaring arcs were also objectionable
through their liability to involve adjacent
apparatus, and on account of the great amount
of room necessary for their proper isolation.

Tests were made to find a suitable circuit-

interrupting device for use on large-capacity
systems. The various schemes tried included
an air-break switch; a gravel switch; a
switch in which an insulating shutter was
thrown across the gap in order to shut out
the arc; a lightning arrester switch, in which
the principle of the non-arcing multigap
arrester was emploj'ed ; a tube switch, in which
a plunger in descending drew an arc into a

tube with an opening at the top, the pressure
developed in the tube blowing the arc out
through this opening; a switch in which a
blast of air was blown across the contacts,

thus lengthening out and rupturing the arc;

and s\vitches having an upward or downward
break in a suitable oil. Of these variotis

devices, the most efficacious was found to be
that in which the circuit was opened in oil.

The investigators, having fottnd that an
oil-break circuit interrupter was the most
suitable, next turned their attention to find-

ing out the most suitable type of oil circuit-

breaker. With this end in view, they experi-

mented with knife-blades in oil, with drums
similar to railway controllers, and with rods
having a vertical or horizontal movement.
This led to the development of a lever switch
immersed in oil, which, for several years,

remained the most efficient type of oil-break

switch. As capacities increased, however,
the limits of this switch were soon reached;

and, as a result of the previous tests, there

was developed a switch having a double

Fig. 1. Miniature Oil-break Switcli, Used to Study the

Action of a Transient Electric Arc Under Oil

downward break in oil. The stationary con-
tacts of this switch were spring fingers, and
the moving element was a bridging contact
which connected the stationary ones when the
switch was closed. This device had advan-
tages in that the contacts cleaned themselves
each time the switch was operated ; that there
were a minimum number of points to be
insulated from grotmd; and that the station-

ary contacts, when the switch was open, were
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always insulated from each other by a clean

layer of oil, since, as they were located near

the top of the oil-vessel, most of the moisture

and dirt in the oil gravitated to the bottom.

The main advantage of this switch, however,
was that it was possible to remove the oil

vessel for inspection of the contacts and
renewal of oil without disturbing any other

portion of the switch, particularly the con-

nections. This switch as initially developed
was in service on circuits up to 6600 volts

and is still effective.'' The time soon came
when transmission voltages began to pass

the oil-chamber was practically sealed from
the outside air. Owing to the air-tight

nature of the oil-vessel operating difficulties

were experienced; and the next step was to

open the oil-chamber to air, placing suitable

oil-diverters in the top of the oil-vessel so as

to deflect any oil which might be thrown out

due to the opening of the switch and the

formation of an arc. With increased gen-

erating capacities it was found that this

switch at times ejected a quantity of oil; and
it was next necessary to provide a suitable

air space in the top of the oil-vessels to act

Fig. 2. Miniature Oil-break Switch Used for Experi-

mental Study of Arc-squelching Schemes

Fig. 3. Transient Electric Arc in Air. Showing the Necessity

of Oil-break Switch When Large Amounts of Power
are to be Opened

this point and rendered necessary the develop-

ment of switches for use at higher voltages

on larger systems.

A radical departure was early made in the

design of the oil circuit-breaker. For con-

trolling the larger capacity circuits which
were first encountered investigations were
made on a double upward vertical-break

switch, in which each break was made in a

separate compartment. The first commercial
device consisted of cylindrical oil vessels,

rather short for their diameter, in which the

rods moved vertically upward, and in which

as a buffer. Besides this, an increased vent

space was found necessary so that the air on
top of the oil could be readily renewed,

thus preventing the formation of explosive

mixtures.

The maintained increase in generating

capacities soon overtook the developments in

oil circuit-breakers, and necessitated an addi-

tional investigation to increase the capacity

of the device. As a result there was developed

a baffle plate for the vertical upward-break
fype of circuit-breaker. The function of this

dex-ice was to keep the oil in the neighborhood
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of the stationary contacts, for whenever
an electrical circuit carrying considerable

energy is opened in oil gases are generated.

These expand and rise, and tend to

force the oil out of the containing
vessel. ' They also form with air ex-

plosive mixtures, and either explode,

or burn for a considerable length of

time when ignited. It is seen, there-

fore, that oil circuit -breakers must
be provided with strong oil-containing

vessels in order that they may with-
stand the high initial stresses which
are often present under certain con-
ditions, and also that suitable pro-

vision be made for retaining the oil.

This type of switch remained
standard "for large-capacity systems
for a number of years. The advent
of the steam turbine-generator, with
its greatly diminished internal react-

ance and correspondingly increased
short-circuit current, increased the
short-circuit current of systems
beyond the capacity of this circuit-

breaker. To meet the new condition
further investigations were made ; and
suitable oil-diverting devices were in-

troduced into the oil-vessels, which

made the highly developed large capacity oil

circuit-breaker of to-daj' for use on moderate
voltage systems. The present indications

Fig. 4. Oilbreak Switches Under Test Conditions Made to Represent Actual Operation

practically doubled the capacity of the oil-

circuit breaker. This, together with struc-
tural changes in the design of the oil-vessel,

Fig. 5. Oil-break Switch for Out-of-door Installations

are that the oil circuit-

breaker will not be devel-

oijcd very much further
along the lines at present
being followed; but that,

for the control of very much
greater capacities than at

]3resent found, some new
lines of improvement will

be necessary. At present it

is ]3roposed to take care of
these greater capacities bv
sub-dividing the generating
units into groups of less

than 50,000 kw. It is not
possible to apply it to all

systems owing to the diver-
sity of the loads which
they carry, together with
their method of distributing
]3ower. Another proposal is

the introduction of current
limiting reactances, not
only into the generator cir-

cuits but also into the
feeder circuits.

In the above outline, mention was made of
the increase in the capacities of systems,
reference being made principally to those of
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moderate voltage. At the same time the
pressure of transmission lines has been grad-
ually increased; until a point was some time
ago reached beyond which the developed
circuit-breakers were unsuited for the control

Fig. 6. 750,000 Volt Testing Transformer for

Investigating Insulation for High-voltage

Oil-break Switches

of circuits of higher voltage. To meet the
need for a circuit-breaker for use on high
voltage systems, a research was made for

developing proper methods of insulating the
terminals of oil circuit-breakers. Early
investigations in connection with a 40,000-
volt installation disclosed the fact that, for

this pressure, wet-process porcelain inade a

suitable bushing; although it was found that
simply increasing the dimensions of a porce-
lain bushing would not take care of the
higher voltages soon to be encountered. The
problem involved in designing a bushing is

different from, and more difficult than, that of

designing an insulator. It has been found
that, owing to the electrical constants of

these materials, no great benefit is derived
from increasing the thickness of insulation,

owing principally to the uneven distribution

I

of the electric potential. The result has been
/the development of two radically different

types of bushings for insulating the leads of

oil circuit-breakers. One of these is the so-

called condenser lead originating in Germany,
and the other the filled lead, a product of

this country. These two bushings represent
the results of a great deal of research in

attempting to overcome the obstacles imposed
by the very high voltages now used on long
distance transmission lines. A somewhat
striking photograph is reproduced on the
cover of this publication, showing the upper
half of an oil-break switch bushing being tested

at 400,000 volts.

Another feature of high voltage circuit-

breakers which is now apparent is their huge
size, and the great amount of oil necessitated

by the requirements of insulation. It should
be noted that oil circuit-breakers for use on
circuits of moderate voltage have their over-

all dimensions usually fixed by the energy
of the circuit which they control. Those for

high voltage, however, have their size fixed

principally by the instdation value of the

mediiuns used in the construction of the

device and the factor of safety required. At
present it has been found advisable to use
principally air and some insulating liquid

such as petroleum oil for the insulation

between ground and bare contacts of the

circuit-breaker.

It is thus seen that modern oil circuit-

breakers are the result of extensive research,

undertaken in order to meet the demand for

apparatus which will efficiently and safelj'

control the output of large electrical stations.
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POTENTIAL CONTROL OF ALTERNATING CURRENT SYSTEMS
BY SYNCHRONOUS MOTORS WITH AUTOMATIC

VOLTAGE REGULATORS
By Ernst J. Berg

Professor of Electrical Exgixeerixg, University of Illinois

From time to time there have appeared in the Review contributions on the synchronous condenser and
its effect on power-factor, as well as descriptions of typical installations with brief statements of the results
obtained. The increasing demand for improved economies in transmission lines and distribution systems
has awakened such interest in this machine that we feel that it may not be unseasonable to present to our
readers a series of articles dealing with the synchronous condenser as a means for the improvement of power-
factor and the maintenance of constant voltage, as well as detailed descriptions of such installations as may
be of genuine interest to the engineering fraternity. Our first article, which appears in this issue, is a paper
by Dr. E. J. Berg, reprinted with some modifications from the September, 1907, issue of the General Elec-
tric Review. In it are derived certain simple formulae useful in synchronous condenser calculations and in
the investigation of the results to be expected from its use; while the accompanying tables demonstrate the
great advantages to be gained from the installation of such a machine. We hope to print the second article

of the series in an early issue.

—

Editor.

To obtain independent potential control

of different feeders in a distribution sj-stem,

some kind of regulator must be used. Fre-
quently such control is obtained by the
use of a transformer provided with a num-
ber of taps which are connected to a dial

switch. The potential is then varied, either

automatically or by hand, by connecting
the lines to different sections of the trans-

former. Another and more satisfactory

way is that of using a synchronous motor
in connection with an automatic voltage
regulator. This arrangement operates to

maintain constant potential in the receiving

circuit by virtue of the following well-

known characteristics of the synchronous
motor.

For any given load on a synchronous
motor the armature current is at a mini-
mum for a certain critical value of the field

excitation. At this point the motor con-
stitutes a load of unit}- power-factor, the
current taken by the motor being neither

lagging nor leading. For weaker field ex-

citations the current taken by the motor
is lagging, and for stronger field excita-

tions the current taken is leading. There-
fore controlling the excitation of the syn-
chronous motor provides a means of varj^ing

the power-factor of the local recei\^ng circuit

of which the synchronous motor forms a
part.

General Discussion

Before attempting to explain the rather
complex electrical phenomena involved in

this method of control, it maj- be desir-

able to recapitulate some of the funda-
mental principles involved in any electric

power transmission proposition.

The general equation giving the rela-

tion between emf's currents and line con-
stants is

:

E = e+IZ (1)

where
£ = voltage per phase at generator
e = voltage per phase at receiving

circuit

J = total current in each line con-
ductor

= i+jii-jt2

j, i, ii, and ^2 being respectively

V-l. energy current, and wattless currents,

ii being lagging when positive and t^ being
leading when positive.

Z = impedance per phase = r —jx, r

and X being respectively the resistance per
phase and the reactance per phase, includ-
ing, of course, transformers and reactive
coils as well as fine. Assume that the gen-
erator voltage is kept constant, and the

• E ,

ratio — =k
e

Substituting for I and Z in (1)

:

. E = e-i-{i+jii-jt.,) (r-jx)
= e-\-ir-\-iiX — iiX —j {ix— nr+^r)

Inasmuch as the imaginary term in this

expression is small compared with the
real term, we may neglect it and write

and in =

E = e-i-ir-\- iix— i^x

e (l—k)+ir+iix
(2)

The voltage of the generating station
is most conveniently kept constant at all
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loads. The function of the synchronous
motor, connected at each receiving center
with the regulator for controlHng the field

excitation, is to maintain the receiving

circuit at constant voltage, the value of

which will be determined bv the calcu-

E
lations. Since k = — in any particular

branch system, the problem is to keep
this ratio constant at all loads. It results

from this condition that at light load or

no load on the receiving circuit a lagging

current has to be taken by the synchronous
motor to establish an artificial drop, when
otherwise there should be none ; and at

full load a leading current should be taken
to help to overcome the drop due to the

load proper.

Substituting k = and the full load

values z = C, /i =G and /> = 0> in (2), and
solving for C^ :

C,

and

e{\--k)+Cr+ CiX

e+ Ci

X

•+ G-V-C2.T

(3)

(4)

These equations thus give a means of

determining the amount of wattless current

C2 necessary to maintain the ratio k be-

tween generator voltage and receiving vol-

tage, over a transmission of constants r

and -v, at full load on the receiving circuit

proper, that is with a load of C amperes
energy current and Ci ainperes lagging

current.

To use the synchronous motor to best

advantage it should give full leading cur-

rent at full load, and full lagging current

at no load, on the receiving circuit proper.

Thus, at no load, substituting C = 0, C\=0,
and C3— —C« for lagging current, in (4),

we get

, e-\-CiX

Since C2 is the leading or lagging cur-
rent taken by the synchronous motor,
these two equations (5) and ((i) give us
the rating of the synchronous motor and
the ratio of voltages at all loads between
generator and receiving end of line.

To find the synchronous motor current
for any fractional load of the receiving
system proper, substitute in (2) the value
k, as obtained in (6), and solve for i^, obtain-
ing:

ir-]-iiX Cr+ Cix

2 e X
(7)

which is therefore a general equation giv-

ing the synchronous motor currents for

any loads i and z', in the receiving circuit

when C and Ci represent the full load values.

At half load (7) becomes

U =

that is, the synchronous motor runs with-
out wattless current. At less than half

load ii is negative, that is lagging, and
at more than half load i-i is positive, that

is leading.

The total line current is I = i+jij—ji-i

I =i+j {ii-ii)

The line loss is therefore

[r+ (ii-i-i)-]r\

and the per cent, line loss of the loss if

no compensation were used is

100
r+(xi-V2)-

Substituting this value of k in (3) and
solving for C^:

^ Cr+ Cix ,^,

Again, substituting this value of C>
in (4)

:

A.= , + ^I+£l^
(6)

0-ItI)lOOf / -
(8)

There is obviously no reduction in line

loss if ii, = 2ii, but there is gain if i^ < 2i\.

It is also obvious, from (7), that the greater

the reactance x the smaller is the synchro-
nous motor current h.
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As a rule the line and transformer react-

ance is not sufficient to enable the most
economical synchronous motor to be used,

but additional reactance has to be installed.

There is, however, a practical limit to the

amount of reactance that can be used; but

it is safe to say that unless the line and
transformer reactance amounts to 15 per

cent, reactive coils should be installed so

as to bring the total reactance to between
lo and 20 per cent.

Application of Automatic Voltage Regulator

This regulator to work satisfactorily

should not be called upon to take care of

a range of field excitation of more than
100 per cent. Therefore, to utilize the

synchronous motor to its full capacity

it should have such characteristics that

with a change of field excitation of 100
per cent the current changes from full

load lagging to full leading. Such syn-

chronous motors must have a close regu-

lation, i.e., shotild give at least three times
full load current when short-circtiited with
normal field.

Motors which have a short-circuiting

current of from 1.6 to 2 times full load

current are therefore not suited for con-

trol, except at a reduced rating. These
motors, with 10(1 per cent variation of field

excitation, can only be used as compen-
sators to 53 per cent and 07 per cent of

their rated outputs, respectively.

It is often desirable to make use of the

compensating synchronous motor for power
purposes, especially since the synchronous
motor lends itself to this double function
with very slight increase of heating.

The theoretical relation between mechan-
ical output and output as compensator
is as sine to cosine, as given in Table I or
vice versa:

TABLE I

PER CENT. OF RATING ENERGY PER CENT. RATING FOR PHASE
OUTPUT CONTROL

100

95
90
80
71

50

31
43
59
71

87

As an illustration, assuming that the
calculations indicated a synchronous motor,
as compensator, of 310 kw. capacity, and
that a synchronous motor of 10(10 kw.

running at a maximtim load of 95(1 kw.,

was already installed, the use of the motor
for both phase control and power purposes

would result in only normal heating.

Numerical Instance

1000 kw., GO-cycle, three-phase power
is delivered at 10,000 volts over a line 19.2

miles long made of No. B. & S. wires

18 in. apart. The power-factor of the load is

89.5 per cent.

C--
watts delivered

delivered voltageX Vs"

1,000,000

10,000 v'3"
57.8

G= \(
^ Y C-

\ I Power-factory

\ /57.8Y_ 37.8^ = 28.9

The resistance and reactance are ob-

tained from equations given in the discus-

sion of line constants, as;

;= 1(1 ohms
.V = 1 1 .5 ohms.

Substituting these values in (5)

:

Cr-\-CiX
Ci =

(57.8) (10)4-(28.9) (11.5)

2(11.5)

= 39.5 amp.

Substituting in ((j)

:

^ = 1^^^±^= 1.079
2e

Thus since the full load energy current is

57.8 amp., the synchronous motor must
have a capacity equal to 68 per cent of the
energy output, and the generator voltage
should be kept 7.9 per cent higher than
the voltage at the receiving end.
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The redtiction in line loss by the use of

the compensating motor is obtained by
substituting these values in (S), as:

lOOf 1(
2(28.9)+ (39.5 -(39.5) (39.5)

57.8=+ 28.9- )

= 83.

i.e., 83 per cent of what it would have
been if no compensation were used. Or,

putting it in another wa3% the line copper
could be decreased 17 per cent for the same
loss.

Calculated Tables

The following tables facilitate determi-

nations of the various constants involved

in these problems, and refer to unit energy
delivered at the receiving station. Various

percentages of resistance and reactance are

considered. Resistances of 5, 10 and 15

per cent mean that 5, 10 and 15 per cent

of the voltage per phase at the receiving

end is consumed in the transmission resist-

ance when full load current is passing.

Reactances of 10, 20 and 30 per cent mean
reactances of such value that if full load

current is passing the drop will be 10, 20
and 30 per cent respectively.

The tables are worked out for various

power-factors of the load, and give the

ratio of generator voltage to voltage at

the receiving end of the line. The size of

the synchronous motor is given as the ratio

of s}'nchronous motor rating to energy
output of load, and the relative line losses

are given with and without the use of the

motor.
The values in Table II are computed for

a total reactance of 10 per cent, made up
of line reactance proper and any other

reactance in series with the line. Table
III is computed for a total reactance of

20 per cent, and Table IV for a reactance
of 30 per cent.

The following example will serve to illus-

trate the use of the tables. Assume a line

of 10 ohms resistance and such reactance
that with energy current flowing there is

10 per cent drop in voltage (referring to
the receiving end), and 20 per cent total

reactance, consisting of 10 per cent in line

reactance and 10 per cent in special reactive
coils. The power-factor of the load is 89.5
per cent.

Referring to the table: The synchro-
nous motor should have a capacity equal
to 50 per cent of the actual load; the
generator voltage should be kept 10 per
cent higher than the voltage at the re-

ceiving end; and the line loss will be 10

per cent, instead of the 12.5 per cent which
it would be if no compensating synchronous
motor were used.

TABLE II

Compensation for Line Drop by Synchronous Motor

, ft

eg
c3a 3^

•0
c •0

2 c
Cent

Loss
hout

nsation

Cent
Loss

ith

nsation

0-3 4
«0J

o2

Full 25. 5. 5.3
3/4 12.5 2.8 2.89

ICO 1/2 1.025 1.00 0. 1.25 1.25
1/4 12.5 0.31 0.39

25 0. 0.31

Full 50. 6.25 5.

3/4 25. 3.55 2.89
89.5 1/2 1.05 1.00 0. 1.56 1.56

1/4 25. 0.39 0.39
Res., 5 50. C. 1.25

React 10 Full 75. 10. 5.3
XV^Cl^VAf X \/

3/4 37.5 5.63 3.51
70.7 1/2 1.075 1.00 0. 2.5 2.5

1/4 37.5 0.62 0.39
C 75 2.8

Full 111.5 20. 6.9
3/4 56. 11.26 5.56

SO 1/2 1.1115 1.00 0. 5. 5.

1/4 56. 1.25 0.39
111.5 0. 6.2^^~ TST 50. 10. li.i

3/4 25. 5.63 6.25
100 1/2 1.C5 1.00 0. 2.5 2.5

1/4 25. 0.62 1.25
50. 0. 2.5

Full 75. 12.6 10.6
3/4 37.5 7.04 5.63

89.5 1/2 1.075 l.CO 0. 3.13 3.13
Res., IC 1/4 37.5 0.78 1.25

React., 10
75. 0. 5.6

Full 100. 20. 10.

3/4 50. 11.26 6.25
70.7 1/2 1.10 1.00 0. 5. 5.

1/4 SO. 1.25 1.25
C 100. 0. 10.

Full 136.5 40. 11.33
3/4 68.3 22.52 9.41

50 1/2 1.1365 1.00 0. 10. 10.

1/4 68.3 2.5 1.25
136.5 0. 18.6

"^^^^
Tuir

^^^"
23.4

3/4 37.5 8.45 10.56
100 1/2 1.075 1.00 0. 3.75 3.75

1/4 37.5 0.94 3.05
75. 0. 8.4

Full 100. 18.7 18.75
3/4 50. 10.55 8.68

89.5 1/2 1.10 1.00 0. 4.68 4.68
1/4 50. 1.17 3.05

Res., 15 100. 0. IS.

React., 10 Full 125. 30. 15.9

3/4 62.5 16.9 8.68
70.7 1/2 1.125 1.00 0. 7.5 7.5

1/4 62.5 1.87 3.05
C 125. 0. 23.4

Full 161.5 60. 16.7

3/4 80.8 33.8 12.06
50 1/2 1.162 1.00 0. 14.6 14.6

1/4 80.8 3.75 3.05
161.5 0. 39.2
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TABLE III

Compensation for Line Drop by Synchronous Motor

TABLE IV

Compensation for Line Drop by Synchronous Motor

Res.. 5

React.. 20

89.5

70.7

•o

^w
d 60

11
c

(Ssi C

Full
3/4
1/2
1/4

FuU
3/4
1/2
1/4

1.025

° 5

- ° o

1.00

12.5
6.3
0.

6.3
12.5

2.8
1.25
0.31
0.

5.08
2.84
1.25
0.33
0.08

1.075

50

Full
3/4
1/2
1/4

Full
3/4
1/2
1/4

1.00

1.198
I

l.CO

37.5
18.7
0.

18.7
37.5

62.5
31.3
0.

31.3
62.5

6.3
3.55
1.56
0.39
0.

10.

5.63
2.5
0.62
0.

100

Res.. 10

React.. 20

70.7

3/4
1/2
1/4

99.
49.5
0.

49.5
99.

20.
11.26
5.

1.25
0.

1.05

FuU
3/4
1/2
1/4

Full
3/4
1/2
1/4

1.10

1.00

1.00

1.15 1.00

12.5
0.

12.5
25.

50.
25.
0.

25.
SO.

75.
37.5
0.

37.5
75.

Full
3/4
1/2
1/4
I)

1.223 l.OC

111.5
56.
0.

56.
111.5

10.

5.63
2.5
0.62
0.

5.08
3.

1.56
0.33
0.71

o.i

3.8
2.5
0.33
1.95

7.7

0.33
4.9

12.5
7.04
3.125
0.78
0.

0.78
0.63

10.
5.78
3.125
0.78

20.
11.26

1.25
0.

10.6
7.04

0.78
7.5

40.
22.5
10.

2.5
0.

13.8
11.1
10.

0.78
12.47

Res.. 15

React., 20

Krll 37.5^ 15. 17.1
3,4 18.8 8.45 9.

100 1/2 1.075 1.00 0. 3.75 3.75
1/4 18.8 0.94 1.47

1

37.5 0. 2.16

1

Full 62.5 18.7 15.2
3/4 31.3 10.55 8.5

89.5 1/2 ' 1.125 1.00 0. 4.68 4.68
1/4 31.3 1.17 1.47

62.5 0. 5.S

Full 87.5 30. 15.2
3/4 43.8 16.9 10.

70.7 1/2 1.175 1.00 0. 7.5 J.O

1/4 43.8 1.87 1.47
87.5 0. 11.47

Full
1

124. 60. 18.6
3/4 62. 33.8 15.4

50 1/2 1.248 1.(1(1 0. 15. 15.

1/4 62. 3.75 1.47
124. 0. 23.1

„ „s 5W
c c c

J7 2

? s
-^ o

a M

o
O

> g

Full 8,3 o. 5.03
3/4 4.15 2.87 2,82

100 1/2 1.025 1.110 0, 1.25 1.25
1/4 4.15 0.31 0.32

8.3 0. 0.04

Full 33.3 6.25 5.14
3/4 16.7 3.55 3.C3

89.5 1/2 1.10 1.00 0. 1.56 1.56
1/4 16.7 0.39 0.32

Res.. 5 33.3 0. 0.56

React., 30
Full
3/4

58.3
29.2

10.
5.63

5.86
3.86

70.7 1/2 1.175 1.00 0. 2.5 2,5
1/4 29.2 0.62 0.32

58.8 0. 1.71

Full 94.6 20. 8.07
3/4 47.3 11.26 6.21

50 1/2 1.283 1.00 0. 5. 0.

1/4 47.3 1.25 0.32
94.6 0. 4.46

Full 16.66 10.

3.4 8.3 .5,63 D.i

100 1/2 1.05 1.00 0. 2.5 2.5
1/4 8.3 0.62 0.69

16.66 0. 0.28

Full 41.6 12.5 1C.06
3/4 20.8 7.04 5.91

89.5 1/2 1,125 1.00 0. 3.13 3.13
1/4 20.8 0.78 0.69

Res.. 10 41.6 0. 1.73

React.. 30 Full
3/4

66.6
33.3

20.
11.26

11.11
7.36

70.7 1/2 1.20 1.00 0. o. 5.

1/4 33.3 1.25 0.69
66.6 0. 0.44

Full 10.3 40. 14.9
H/4 51.5 22.56 11.73

50 1/2 1.309 l.OC 0. 10. 10.

1/4 51.5 2.5 0.69
1C.3 0. 10.6

Full
3/4 12.5 8.45 8.68

100 1/2 1.075 1.00 0. 3.75 3.75
1/4 12.5 0.94 1.17

25. 0. 0.63

Full 50. 18.7 15.

3/4 25. 10.55 8.68
S9.5 1/2 1,15 1.00 0. 4.68 4.68

1/4 25. 1.17 1.17
Res., 15 50. 0. 2.5

React ^0 Full 75. 30. 15.9

3/4 37.5 16.9
70.7 l/« 1.225 1 .(H) 0. 7.5 7.5

1/4 37.5 1.87 1.17
75. 0. 5.6

Full 111.7 60. 20.6
3/4 56. 33.8 16.6

m 1/2 1.335 1.0(1 0, 15. 15.

1/4 56. 3.75 1.17
C 111.7 0. 12.5

*This gives synchronous motor capacity as a percentage of the eneigj' output of the receiving circuit, assuming a synchronous
motor that has a short-circuit current three times as large as a normal full load current.
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ADVANCED COURSE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Part V

By Ernst J. Berg

Coils Having Resistance, Self Inductance and Imper-

fect Mutual Inductance

Fig. 19 represents two such coils wound
in the same direction and connected to two
sources of constant potential. Let the e.m.f.

impressed on the first coil be E and that

on the second coil Ei. Let their resistances

and inductances be respectively r, ri and
L, Li and let M<LLi.

ooooo
ooooo
ooooo
ooooo
ooooo

''cA

/?

oodioo
ooooo
ooooo
oo(poo
ooooo
I

F.g. 14

It follows that

E =n+L—+M^^
at at

and

E, = nn+L,^^+Mdi

dt

Differentiate 83.

From 82 is found

dt

, dHi 1 / di

dt-

!i 1/^ . .di\

\dt^^dr^)

(82)

(S3)

(S4)

(So)

(SO)

Substitute (8.5) and (86) in (84) and arrange

the equation in reference to derivatives.

^%{lu-uYi,{l.^u>^^

En

irri

(S7)

Or
d-i ["Lir + L ri

I

dt- III,— -IP
I

di rr\t

dt ' LLi-M-

En
LL,-M^

. A =^+.4ie""'+ .4oe'"-"
r

Similarly

(88)

(89)

(90)

where Wi and m^ are the roots of equation.

LLi - M-
0 (91)

' LU-AP^
(Lyr+Ln)^ VUr-Ln)-+4:APrn

2(LLi-^P)
(92)

It is evident, from the factors under the

square root sign, that in this case the two
roots are real.

Thus the solution is

mi= — Ur+ Lri-v{Lir-Lri)-+ -iM-rri

2(LLi-lf2)

and
(93)

L,r+Lr, + Y'iL,r-Lnr+ iAPrri

1{LL,-AP)
(94)

£.

Figs. 15 and 19

The integration constants .4i, A^ and 5i, B-2

are readily determined, since in this case

(where the mutual inductance is not perfect)

currents can not flow without producing some
flux, and thus, since the establishment of

flu.K recjuircs time, the currents can not appear
instantaneously.
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Therefore at t = (),
;' = z'l = 0.

Referring to (S9) and denoting the final

current | where / = — 1 (95)I where ^ = —
J

bv
= /+ .4i + .4., or .4.= -(.4,+/)

. UE - MEi = Li/r - .!/?>, + (LL, - M-)

^i = jr- iLiir+ MEi—LiE

.,x
di

+liLU-M^:

dt

(100)

\-

/oo -
c _ — — — =J= 1^ — — — —^

h-

- *- —
--

A,
-'

80
---'

r^ ^^
\y ^

1

A ^ Startmg Currents

Tivc Co/'/s c^Perfect Afatua//nctuctance/ I

/ /l-Coi/A/0/ ^, „ ^,
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Fig. 16

we get

/ = /+ .4,e""'-(.4, + /)e'"=' (96)

and

ii = /:+ 5ie""'-(5,+/,)e"'^' (97)

These equations still contain the two
unknown quantities A^ and Bi. To determine
them, multiply (82) by L\ and (S3) by —M.

Fig. 17

L:£ = L:;>+LLi^+Li.l/^' (98)

ME, = - MUr, - .l/L,*^ - .l/o^^ (99)

The value of -r is found bv differentiating
at

9(3 and the value of i directly from equation

(96). Substituting these values in (100) and
remembering that for t = 0, ii = 0, the inte-

gration constant .4i is found to be:

A,= UE-ME.+mdiLU - .1/-)

(W!l— MJo) {LLr

..A,= -(A,+I)

Similarlv

..IP)
(101)

(102)

„ LE,-ME+m,h{LU-AP) ,,,_,.,^

(mi—m->) (LLi — M-)

B.,= -{B,+ I,) (104)

The equations of the currents are found
by substituting these constants in equations

(96) and (97). They are so long and cumber-
some, however, that it seems unnecessary to

insert them in this text.

Assume that the two coils are identical

and wound in the same direction, and are

connected across the same constant potential

busbars. What are the equations of the
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currents? nii and m^ are found from equa-
tions (93) and (94).

;„,= --—!-- (105)

£ = .V+Lg + -l/^
at at

L+M
r

(106)

Ai = Bx is found from equation (101) by
substituting these values.

.4i = £, = -
E -I

m _„_ _ _ — _ _ — -J —— =a = =
-- - ~-

fl

~^— ~^ = ~ - - -^- —- — - -

X
60 ^

^
•
y

Zso
/

/
/

^40
/

.

starting Current
Twn Coils ofPar-fbr

1

!^ /!-Coil No 1

" '

^^0 pnnilNnP
1

Ci,

Vme inSeconds
20 4 60 eo 100 120 //w m I&O ZOO

,

,

— —
M ^^

J-

20 <"

and

However, it is evident tliat having once
determined the general equations (96), (97),

(101), (102), (103) and (104), it is possible

to give the equations for the case in con-

sideration by putting £i = 0;,

that is,

7: = ^=0
ri

.•=/+.4:e""'-(.4i+ /)£"'='

(lOS)

Fig. 18

thus

.4o = 5o = 0.

Referring to equation (96)

:

f =/i=|ri-e"^/1

Fig. 20

and

= 5i (e""'-e'"=') (109)

Referring to equation

(101) and substituting equations (105) and
(100)

Ai= —^, and

(107)
.4,= -(/+ .4i) = -j

This shows that the mutual inductance acts

as self inductance.

It is also evident that if the two coils are

wound in opposite directions the circuit is

almost non-inductive. It would be non-
inductive if M = L\ that is, with perfect

mutual inductance. It is of particular

interest to study the relations of the currents

in two such identical windings inductively

related when one is supplied with current
from a source of constant potential and the

other is short circuited.

It is well to deduce the equations from the

two general expressions:

i =/-^re L+M^ -t l-m' (110)

Referring to equation (103) and making
similar substitutions we get

. /, = --^re' L+M'-e l-m'\ (111)

It is evident that these equations do not

lead themselves to the limiting condition
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M = L, on account of the assumption made
in determining the integration constants;

viz., that leakage flux exists between the two
coils. To get these values, equations (70)

and (71) should be used.

placed at various distances apart so that the

mutual inductance is M = L in curve a,

M = 0.9 L in curve 6, if = 0.7 L in curve C,

i/ = 0.5 L in curve d, and i/ = 0.1 L in curve

e.

""v̂

3 T
4^kri^ T

? d s
1^ i ^s..
It" H i
f^ ^.K. "^

^ J. ^^^ititni x^it 4: it x^':t3'3j^T it-j- -u
*^ -. \ ^ifc

f'^ ^—s^^^^
^ '^ ^^^3^55
^ ffy ^'^ ""^^ "^w '

wl
'^ -^ '^^ '^^

^*i.

C _l2::S^55.,,^X_ILTX—
(,y ^

1
\

^I!l_i_^r^^ = 3^=5 =
O /O 20 so fO so 60 70 80 90 /OO //O /eo /3J -W /SO /oO /.V /80

T/me //? SGCOncts

Fig. 21. Induced Currents. Two Coils of Self-inductance L. and Mutual Inductance M
The Primary Connected Across D.C. Mains, the Secondary Short-circuited

Curve .\ Li= U= 2..5 henrvs R\ = Ri = 0.10 ohms e = 1.0 volt. L = .1/

•• B il/=.9L
• C iU=.7£
" D .l/=..5£

E .U=.1L

e

(
e L+u^ — t -")

In Fig. 21 are given some very interesting

curves which show how the current in the
short circuited winding depends upon the
leakage flux between the windings. These
curves represent the conditions of two
identical coils having a resistance of 0.10

ohms and an inductance of 2.5 henr^^s,

One of the coils is connected to a source

of constant potential, e = \ volt, while the

other is short circuited.

Prove that the time for the maximum
value of the secondary current is:

U-M"- , L+M
2Mr 'L-M'

(To be Continued)

ERRATUM
We regret that a rather serious error, which

may have caused some confusion to many
of our readers, appeared in the August
Review in our publication of Professor

Sydney W. Ashe's article on Acuity Tests.

Two views were shown on page 507, repro-

duced from photographs taken on the same
evening, in the same room, and with the
same camera expo.sure, for an indirect and
a direct lighting source. It was stated that
Figure 4 represented the appearance of the
room for the indirect lighting, and Figure 5

for the direct. The reverse is actually the

case; and the upper picture, in which the
shadows are considerabh- more sharply
defined than in the lower, relates, of course,

to the direct lighting method. For many
reasons it woulcl have been much simpler

if we could have shown a reproduction of

the complete negative in which the lighting

source itself was visible. This scheme was
hardly feasible, owing to the fact that the

reduction which would have been necessary

would have been such as to render it impos-
sible, or at least very difficult, to distinguish

any detail in the two views which were to be
compared. The top part of the picture was
therefore removed in each case; and we
would repeat that the lighting unit in the case

of the upper picture was a lamp carrying

its diffuser in the usual burning position, and
that the unit for the lower picture employed
a lamp diff^user suspended in an inverted
position with ordinary picture wire run
through small holes punched near the

rim.
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NOTE ON THE EXPONENTIAL e'"

A study of Dr. Berg's lectures now appearing in the Review shows that equations involving the expo-

nential. e~*', are very frequent. The necessity for calculating many values of this expression has brought out a

number of time and labor-saving devices, such as slide rules, tables and curves, giving results to three decimal
places, which are sufficient for engineering calculations. The curve sheet on the opposite page was devised by
the writer and has been found very convenient. It is offered here as supplementary to the curve Fig. .3, page

159, given in Dr. Berg's first article (March, 1912). The table, wdiich has been arranged by Mr. G. R. Carter,

gives the values of the exponential e"-''', without any interpolation, to three places of decimals, for values of x

from 0.00 to 2.39 with increments of 0.01, and from 0.00 to 7.90 with increments of 0.1. With very simple

interpolation four places of decimals may be obtained from this table.
Cassius M. Davis.

X 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09

0.0 1.000 0.990 0.980 0.970 0.961 0.951 0.942 0.932 0.923 0.914

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.905 *

0.819
0.741

0.896
0.811
0.733

0.887
0.803
0.726

0.878
0.795 *

0.719

0.869
0.787
0.712

0.861
0.779
0.705 *

0.8.52

0.771
0.698

0.844
0.763
0.691

0.835
0.756
0.684

0.827
0.748
0.677

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.670
0.607
0.549

0.664
0.600
0.543

0.657
0.595 *

0.538

0.651
0.589
0.533

0.644
0.583
0.527

0.638
0.577
0.522

0.631
0.571
0.517

0.625
0.566
0.512

0.619
0.560
0..507

0.613
0.5.54

0.502

0.7

0.8
0.9

0.497
0.449
0.407

0.492
0.445 *

0.403

0.487
0.440
0.399

0.482
0.436
0.395 *

0.477
0.4.32

0.391

0.472
0.427
0.387

0.468
0.423
0.383

0.463
0.419
0.379

0.458
0.415 *

0.375

0.454
0.411
0.372

1.0 0.368 0.364 0.361 0.357 0.353 0.350 * 0.346 0.343 0.340 0.336

1.1

1.2

1.3

0.333
0.301
0.273

0.330
0.298
0.270

0..326

0.295
0.267

0.323
0.292
0.264

0.320
0.289
0.262

0.317
0.287
0.259

0.313
0.284
0.257

0.310
0.281
0.254

0.307
0.278
0.252

0.304
0.275
0.249

1.4

1.5

1.6

0.247
0.223
0.202

0.244
0.221
0.200

0.242
0.219
0.198

0.239
0.217
0.196

0.237
0.214
0.194

0.235 *

0.212
0.192

0.232
0.210
0.190

0.230
0.208
0.188

0.228
0.206
0.186

0.225
0.204
0.185 *

1.7

1.8

1.9

0.183
0.165
0.150 *

0.181
0.164
0.148

0.179
0.162
0.147

0.177
0.160
0.145

0.176
0.159
0.144

0.174
0.157
0.142

0.172
0.156
0.141

0.170
0.154
0.139

0.169
0.153
0.138

0.167
0.151
0.137

2.0 0.135 0.134 0.133 0.131 0.130 0.129 0.127 0.126 0.125 * 0.124

2.1

2.2

2.3

0.122
0.111
0.100

0.121
0.110
0.099

0.120
0.109
0.098

0.119
0.108
0.097

0.118
0.106
0.096

0.116
0.105
0.095

0.115
0.104
0.094

0.114
0.103
0.093

0.113
0.102
0.093

0.112
0.101
0.092

X 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

1.000 0.905 * 0.819 0.741 0.670 0.607 0.549 0.497 0.449 0.407

1

2
3

0.368
0.135
0.0.50 *

0.333
0.122
0.045

0.301
0.111
0.041

0.273
(1.10(1

0.037

0.247
(1.091

0.033

(1.223

0.082
0.030

0.202
0.074
0.027

0.183
0.067
0.025 *

0.165
0.061
0.022

0.150*
0.055
0.020

4
5

6

0.018
0.007
0.002

0.017
0.006
0.002

0.015 *

0.006
0.002

0.014
0.005 *

0.002

0.012
0.005 *

0.002

0.011
0.004
0.002

0.010
0.004
0.001

0.009
0.003
0.001

0.008
0.003
0.001

0.007
0.003
0.001

7 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000
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DIRECT CURRENT SYSTEMS OF DISTRIBUTION FOR
LIGHTING SERVICE

By J. R. Werth
Lighting Dept., General Electric Company

The principles of direct current distribution as originally laid down by Edison are today still made use of

with but little radical change. The author of this paper presents diagrams showing the original arrange-
ment, and the modern method in which several generating units are used with a high bus, a low bus, and a
middle bus. The body of the paper compares the different types of apparatus used in 3-wire Edison
systems, the discussion including two arrangements of single 3-wire generator, a 2-wire generator, two
generators in series, and synchronous converter. An interesting table shows a comparison of some of these
different arrangements on a basis of weight, floor space, efficiency, etc.; while a further table with accompany-
ing text is given in which costs, efficiencies, weights, etc., of synchronous and induction motor-generator sets

and synchronous converters for substation service are compared.

—

Editor.

business district. Its location was not
changed, but from time to time it was
supplemented and enlarged so that it finally

became a combined generating station and
substation of some 25,000 kw., supplying
alternating and direct current. As the central

station added to its load, the alternating

current system began to be subjected to short-

circuits or surges, causing disastrous shut-

downs which were an incessant source of

annoyance. Disconnecting switches were
thrown open by the rush of current, oil-

switches were destroyed, and busbars were
torn from their supports in the busbar com-

The direct current system of distribution

for lighting and power is extensively used by
the central station companies in nearly all

large cities in their business districts (or where
a load is concentrated) ; in industrial plants

where the variable-speed motor is the
determining factor; or for isolated plants

such as hotels, office buildings and hospitals.

As originally designed by Edison, the 3-wire

system for direct current distribution is shown
in Fig. 1. The method of utilizing several

generating units in connection with a high bus,

a middle bus and a low bus is shown in Fig. 2.

Usually a pressure of approximately 250 volts

is maintained between the outside wires, with
half that amount between the outer and the

neutral. The neutral is usually grounded,
thus limiting the pressure above ground to

about 125 volts; although there are two
central stations in the United States, \'iz.

Richmond, Va., and Providence, R.I., where
the business district is fed by a 500/250 volt

source. While this unquestionably possesses

the economic advantage of small line loss

(which decreases as the square of the pressure

increases) and permits the interchanging of

railway generating and converting equipment
with that used for lighting, its use will pro-

bably not be extended, owing to the increased

fire risk and the disagreeable shock result-

ing from 250 and 500 volts. It is

interesting to note that the principles as

originally laid down by Edison for direct cur-

rent distribution are today still made use of

with little inherent change. It is analogous
to the case of James Watt and the broad
principles which he discovered with reference

to the steam engine, which for many years

was not subjected to any radical improvement.
The writer recalls an interesting example of

this in a town of some 150,000 inhabitants

in the Middle West where the original

Edison 3-wire central station was located

approximately at the load center of the

'^'^340 ms •^"^•^0'^""'

Fig. 1. Edison 3-wire System of Distribution

partments and twisted together. The central

station was confronted with the very serious

problem of the loss of some of its largest

customers unless they could be assured of its

realizing again the practically continuous

operation which was achieved on the previous

schedule. The direct current load was
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increasing from time to time; but no trouble
was experienced, the increment being satis-

factorily taken care of by simply adding
generating and converting apparatus. In
other words it was flexible, lending itself

readily to expansion along the lines at which
it had originally been laid out. It was
soon apparent, however, that although the
direct current system might be expanded
almost indefinitely, the alternating current
had reached a critical point in its develop-
ment. It had outgrown its controlling switch-

gear and protective apparatus, so to speak,
and therefore it had to be radically changed.
This was done by adding latches to the dis-

connecting switches, putting in larger oil-

switches capable of rupturing "the power
behind the short," the insertion of current
limiting reactances in the leads of the alter-

nating generator, the installation of electro-

lytic lightning arresters to dissipate the energy
of the surges, and increasing the mechanical
strength and ruggedness of the switchboard
and the busbar compartments.

TABLE I

Showing effect on a 110 volt. 56-watt 16 c-
ment lamp, by reducing the voltage 2 per cent
20 per cent., and 30 per cent, below normal.

p. carbon fila-

., 10 pei cent..

Percentage
rated watts
Normal
110 Volts

Percentage
rated C-P.
Normal
16 C-P.

Percentage
rated watts
per C-P.
Normal
3.5 watts

Percentage
rated watts
Xormal
56 watts

100 100 100 100
98 95 103 97
90 56 145 81
80 29 235 64
70 12 Ji 386 45

The presence of inductive drop in an alter-

nating current system of distribution with
large conductors is attended by several
disadvantages as regards voltage regulation.
The size of the conductor is economicallv

of the circuit is very slightly decreased. In a
No. 0000 solid conductor, the voltage drop
will be perceptibly greater in transmitting a
given amount of power than the IR drop. In
other words, the direct current system is

better designed to equalize the pressure on
different parts of the mains. It permits the

Posit/ye

—LOtv Sas

m
^-L

- ^OW Bus

-^/gA Bus

Fig. 2. Edison 3-wire Substation

direct current from a more distant feeder to
be utilized.

While the advisability of maintaining close

voltage regulation at the lamps (as indicated
by Table I) is generally known, the necessity
for operating motors at their rated voltage is

not always so keenlj^ appreciated. A recent
investigation of a substation carrying a
mixed load consisting of elevators and news-
paper presses showed that at times the pres-
sure on the motors driving the presses dropped
30 per cent, below normal. Table II shows
the approximate effect on a line of direct

current, shunt wound belted motors caused
by reducing the appHed voltage 10 per cent.

20 per cent, and 30 per cent, below normal.
The efficiency, of course, is slightly lowered

with decreasing voltage due to the increased
PR loss.

In 1908 the author of this article read a
paper before the N.E.L.A. in which he com-
pared different types of apparatus used in
Edison 3-wire svstems. Some of his state-

Normal voltage
10 per cent, reduct
20 per cent.
30 per cent.

100 per cent.
:ion in voltage 95 per cent.

" " 90 per cent.
" " 84 per cent.

TABLE II

peed 100 per cent. amp. load
111 per cent.
126 per cent.
143 per cent.

40 deg. rise temperature
plus 10 deg.
plus 23 deg.
plus 43 deg.

limited. For example, cjuadrupling the cross-
section of a conductor will give one-fourth the
direct current voltage drop, but the reactance

ments may with advantage be introduced at
this point. The follomng order is observed
in making the comparisons

:
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(A) One 2.50/12o-volt three-wire generator

with collector rings and compen-
sator.

(B) One 2.50 125-volt three-wire generator

with auxiliary winding in the main
annattire slots, and one collector

ring.

(C) One 2.50-volt two-wire generator with
motor-generator balancer set.

(D) Two 125-volt generators in series,

each having half the kilowatt

capacity of "A."
(E) Synchronous converter with step-

down transformers.

(A) One 2oOJ25-volt three-u-ire generator

with collector rings and compensator. The
three-wire 2.50; 125-volt generator is very
similar to the standard 250-volt two-wire
machine. Its armature is tapped at points

180 electrical degrees apart, after the manner
of a single-phase synchronous converter, and
leads brought out to a pair of single-phase

collector rings. The compensator used with

this machine is a transformer with a single

winding, having its extreme ends connected

to the brushes which bear on the collector

rings. A tap is brought out from the middle
point of the winding on the compensator and
connected to the neutral wire of the three-wire

system to which it suppHes continuous current.

The unbalanced current flowing in the neutral

\\-ire of a well-designed lighting system seldom
exceeds 10 per cent of the rated full-load

current in the outers. Standard three-wire

generators, however, are so designed that

when 2o per cent, of the rated full-load current

is flowing in the neutral, and 2.50 volts is held

constant, the voltage at the machine between
either outside wire and the neutral will be
maintained within 2 per cent of 125 volts, or

2}y4 volts. The 250 volts generated between
the outers is, therefore, divided unequally,

the voltage across the loaded side being less

than 12.5 volts, whereas it should be greater;

and one of the inherent limitations of a three-

wire machine is that it offers no means of

shifting the neutral to compensate for the

difference in IR drop between the two sides

of the system. A booster may be inserted in

series with the neutral wire to shift the
potential, although on account of the added
expense and complication it is seldom advis-

able.

The principal advantages of a three-wire
machine when contrasted with the other
methods are saving in floor space and weight,
reduction in first cost, gain in efficiency and

ease of inspection and repair. The compen-
sator being a static piece of apparatus means
one less machine with revolving parts to

engage the attention of the operator. The
lack of means for shifting the neutral is

generally more than oft'set by the advantages
named; and, in consequence, we find the
three-wre generator with collector rings and
compensator very widely used in isolated

lighting and power plants.

(B) One 250 /125-volt three-wire generator

with auxiliary winding in the main armature

slots, and one collector ring. The three-wire

generator considered under this heading has

an auxiliary winding imbedded in the same
slots as the main armature winding, the

middle point of this winding being connected
to the neutral wire through a single collector

ring. This method of construction renders an
external compensator unnecessary, and
reduces the number of parts to a minimum.
It should be noted that any damage to the

auxiliary winding means a complete shut-

down while the repairs are being made; and
in case of a short-circuit in this winding the

main armature coils are apt to be injured.

Its characteristics and limitations are similar

to those of the three-wire generators with
external compensator. It is somewhat more
expensive, but occupies less floor space; and
although not so generally used as the external

compensator method previously described,

it is nevertheless very widely used in lighting

and power plants.

(C) One 250-volt two-wire generator with

motor-generator balancer set. This method
employs a standard 250-volt two-wire genera-

tor to furnish power, and a motor-generator
balancer set consisting of two standard 12.5

volt machines operating in series between the

2.50-volt mains, to establish and control the

neutral. On those systems where the feeders

are long, or where the load is such that it

would materially unbalance the lamp voltage

if no method of controlling the neutral were
available, the balancer set is particularly

serviceable. If the load is balanced no cur-

rent flows in the neutral wire, the voltages

across each side are equal, and, therefore,

both machines float on the fine as motors, only

the running-light current being consumed.
When the load is unbalanced the voltage on
the loaded side falls below 125 volts, and the

machine on that side immediately begins to

act as a generator.

Balancer sets should always be rated in

neutral current. Approximately one-half of

this current is supplied by each machine, the
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division being governed by the voltages and
losses. The motor, since it supplies the losses

of the set, must carry the greater load, and
although the generator carries the lesser load
it must be a duplicate of the motor, so that
the set may be reversible. The current
capacity, therefore, which determines the
rating of the individual machines is generally

from 55 to 60 per cent of the neutral current.

For example a 100-ampere balancer set would
consist of two 57-ampere machines. A
system of distribution depending upon a
balancer set for its neutral should be protected
against the effects of overload or short-circuits

on one side of the system, which may impress
a relatively high voltage on the other side and
burn out the lamps or other apparatus which
it supplies with current. The protection
sought may be gained by the use of a differen-

tially-wound relay connected across the two
sides of the system, and so adjusted that with
balanced voltages its contacts will remain
open. If, however, the voltages unbalance
beyond a predetermined amount the relay

contacts will close a circuit through the shunt
trip coils and thereby open the circuit breakers
on the main generators.

When contrasted with the methods previ-
ously described, the two-wire generator with
balancer is found to be higher in first cost, to

occupy more floor space, and to require a
greater amount of care to operate. It affords,

bowcver, a very convenient means for con-
trolling the neutral; and for this reason alone
there are many cases where it can be used
more advantageously than the generator with
collector rings and compensator.

(D) Two 125-volt generators in scries, each
having half the kilowatt capacity of A. The
simplest method of operating a three-wire
system is, of course, to connect in series two
125-volt generators. They are subject to the
disadvantages, when compared with methods
previously mentioned, of weighing more,
requiring more floor space and being less

efficient, and (in common with three-wire
generators) of giving reduced kilowatt output
on unbalanced loads. For example, the
rated output of two 5()-kw. generators operat-
ing on a system with 25 per cent unbalancing
would be reduced from UK) kilowatts to S7}/2

kilowatts. It has the practical advantage of

permitting entirely independent voltage regu-
lation on each side of the system, and of being
able to safeh' handle large amounts of un-
balancing.

(E) Synchronous converter with step-down
transformers. The fact that collector rings

are already a part of the converter equipment
immediately suggests the desirability of

deriving the neutral from the secondary of

the step-down transformers. It is practicable
to operate a synchronous converter inverted
from a direct-current source of supply and
obtain a neutral from the point of the com-
pensator connected to its collector rings.

This arrangement is seldom found in practice,

as it offers no means of controlling the voltage

;

but it is mentioned here as a possible means
for deriving the neutral.

Automatic voltage regulation can be ob-
tained on three-wire systems supplying a
mixed lighting and power load by the installa-

tion of generator voltage regulators. The field

current of the generator u,sually exceeds the
capacity of the largest regulator available ; and
it becomes necessary to separately excite them
from a three-unit exciter set, and to control
the voltage of the bus by varying the fields of

the exciters, and consequently the excitation

supplied to the main generators. The ar-

rangement herein described is particularly

applicable to three-wire systems with neutral
derived from two 125-volt generators operat-
ing in series, since it can be adjusted to hold
the proper voltage on both sides of the system
for any degree of unbalancing within the
limits of the apparatus controlled. Central
stations supplying a mixed lighting and power
load with motors connected across the outers,

and between the neutral and the outers, can
secure equal voltages between the two sides

of the system at the center of distribution bv
connecting the pressure wired from this point
to the control magnets of the regulators.

Summary

In conclusion it may be suggested that the
selection of the different types of apparatus
for a direct-current three-wire system of
distribution should, therefore, be governed
by the amount of unbalanced current to be
handled, and the necessity for shifting the
neutral to compensate for inequalities in the
IR drop between the two sides of the system.
Generally speaking, it is advisable where the
unbalancing is excessive to use two low-vol-
tage generators in series; and. where the un-
balancing is small, to use a high-voltage
generator with suitable facilities to establish
and control the neutral, thereby securing the
advantages of higher efficiency, cheaper first

cost, decreased weight and economy of floor

space.

The relative advantages of the three-wire-
generator method and the balancer set m.av
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be summarized by saying that, when the
approximately even division of voltage at the
busbars which the former type gives results

in good service at the lamps, the three-wire
generator is desirable, on account of its rugged
constrtiction, cheapness and efficiency. The
balancer set requires more careful attention;

but, in those cases where skilled operators are
already einployed for the purpose of looking
after other machinery, the balancer set

justifies itself not only by reason of its ability

Synchronous Motor-generators, Induction Motor-
generators and Synchronous Converters:

Comparative Data

The transformers are the (JO-cycle single-

phase air-blast type, having 6600 volt
primaries and secondaries suitable for supply-
ing current to the converters. This primary
voltage was chosen on account of its being a
transmission line voltage common to both
frequencies, and on account of its adaptabiHty
to the capacities of motor-generator sets used

TABLE III

GENERATORS WITHOUT BASE, SHAFT OR BEARINGS, BUT WITH RHEOSTATS FOR
DIRECT CONNECTION rO HIGH-SPEED ENGINES

1-250-volt Gen. with
2.50a25-volt
Balancer

1-250 125-volt Gen.
with Collector and

Compensator

2-125-volt Gens, in
series of half the kilo-
watt capacity of 250-
Volt Gens, and of
higher speed than

Weight per kilowatt of generating
equipment

50 kw.
100 kw.
1.50 kw.
200 kw.

87.00 lbs.

78.40 lbs.

91.50 lbs.

82.42 lbs.

+3.4 per cent.
4-4.0 per cent.

+2.0 per cent.

+2.1 per cent.

+ 10 per cent,
-j- per cent.
— 20 per cent.
— 12.5 per cent.

Efficiency full load; no current in

neutral
50 kw.

100 kw.
1.50 kw.
200 kw.

89.0 per cent.

90.0 per cent.

90.5 per cent.

90.5 per cent.

90.5 per cent.

90.25 per cent.

91.5 per cent.

91.5 per cent.

87.5 per cent.
90.0 per cent.

90.5 per cent.

90.75 per cent.

Floor space of generating equipment 50 kw.
100 kw.
1.50 kw.
200 kw.

15.35 sq. ft.

20.40 sq. ft.

28.50 sq. ft.

33.26 sq. ft.

— 10.0 per cent.

+ 1.0 per cent.

+ 4.5 per cent.

+ 3.0 per cent.

+ 13.0 per cent.

+ 16.0 per cent.

+ 2.5 per cent.

+ 15.0 per cent.

Size of switchboard panels 50 kw.
100 kw.
150 kw.
200 kw.

20 in. +24 in.

20 in. +24 in.

20 in. +24 in.

20 in. +24 in.

20 in.

20 in.

22 in.

20 in.

20 in.

20 in.

20 in.

20 in.

Cost per kilowatt, including switch-
board: 10 per cent unbalancing

50 kw.
100 kw.
150 kw.
200 kw.

$26.70
18.26
19.40
16.55

— 9.0 per cent.
— 5.5 per cent.
— 14.0 per cent.
— 4.5 per cent.

+ 5.0 per cent.

+ 10.0 per cent.
— 14.5 per cent.
— 3.5 per cent.

Compensation for line drop on heavier side? Yes No Yes

Designed for extreme unbalancing? No No Yes

Percentage of rated kilowatts delivered,
cent, unbalanced current is flowing in

when 10 per
neutral wire 100 per cent. 95 per cent. 95 per cent.

to give extra voltage where such voltage is

needed, but also because it permits the 250-
volt generator with which it is used to deliver
full kilowatt otitput when the load is un-
balanced.
A comparison of apparatus for direct ctir-

rent substation work has been worked out
for convenient reference, and is given in
Table III.

in the following table. The high tension

winding will have four 2^/2 per cent, reduced
capacity taps, and the secondary will have a

neutral connection for a 3-wire system. The
converters will be started from the direct

current end as most lighting companies prefer

this method.
The prices have been made up to include

the necessarv field rheostats, starting resist-
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ance, end play and speed limit devices for the
converters; field rheostats, speed limit device
and a starting compensator without switches
for the motor-generator set. Overloads, 50
per cent, for 2 hours; 100 per cent, momen-
tarily. The efficiencies take into account the
losses of the different units; and there has
also been made a slight allowance for cable
loss between the machines and the switch-

board.

The synchronous motor-generator sets used
in the following comparisons are standard

high-speed 6600-voIt sets, and are without
direct-connected exciters. All converter
equipments have means of regulating the
direct current voltage between the limits of

250 and 300. The ratings, however, are based
on 275 volts, as are the ratings of the motor-
generator sets.

The figures under price, floor space and
weight, include a suitable blower set for

supplying ventilation to the transformers and
regulator. The efficiencies do not include the
blower with the other losses.

TABLE IV

SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR-GENERATORS: INDUCTION MOTOR-GENERATORS;
SYNCHRONOUS CONVERTERS

AND

Kw.

500

1000^

1500-^

2000

COMP.ARATIVE DATA
(With syn. mot. gen. sets as a basis at 100 per cent.

APPARATUS

Synchronous Motor-gener-
ator

Induction Motor-generator

Synchronous ! No. 1*

Converter i No. 2
No. 3

Synchronous Motor-gener-
ator

Induction Motor-generator

Synchronous
Converter. .

f No. 1

No. 2
No. 3

Synchronous Motor-gener-
ator. . . -

Induction Motor-generator

Synchronous
Converter No. 2

Synchronous Motor-gener-
ator

Induction Motor-generator

Synchronous f No. 1
' Converter \ No. 3

Price
per
Kw.

EFFICIENCY

104.4

134..5

129.0
130.5

100.0
9(3.2

127.4
11(5.0

119.2

100.0
104.1

Wo.o

100.0
100.8

124.7
118.0

Full
Load Load

98.0

104.2
103.7
103.8

100.0
98.3

103.7
103.7
104.1

100.0
98.5

104.;

100.0
98.1

104.2
104.2

100.0%
98.0

105.2
105.4
104. ()

100.0
98.7

104.2
104.2
103.3

100.0
98.5

104.6

100.0
98.0

104.7
104.8

100.0%
98.0

106.8
105.5
105.5

100.0

107.4
107.4
104.3

100.0
98.2

104.3

100.0
97.2

104.9
105.1

Net
Weight

100.0%
110.5

105.7
98

119.3

100.0
84.0

113.6
81.(1

109.7

100.0
100.4

85.2

100.0
98.2

118.7
120.0

Floor
Space

100.0%
105.0

123.2
118.8
137.8

100.')

100.7

134.7
97.2
151.0

100.0
102.5

95.'

loo.n
102.8

125.1

122.4

* No. 1 is a simple shunt wound converter; No. 2 commutating pole shunt wound converter; No. 3,

regulating pole converter. No regulator is required with the No. 3 converter.
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HYDRO-ELECTRIC DEVELOPMENT AT INGHAM MILLS, N. Y.
By Johx Listox

Publication Bureau, General Electr
While the average engineer takes a more lively interest in 1 ERRATA

great hydro-electric developments (say 50 kw. and over) than he sho
installations, nevertheless the successful development of the small-' 50 Kw. should read 50000 Kw.
economic importance if a national program of conservation is to be c

tion may be said to be tj'pical of the best examples of this latter class
departures from accepted standards; but, both on the hydraulic and eli

be the most modern approved practice. It is described in this article very thoroughly. The maps •

and views will serve, with the text, to convey a very exact idea of the system and apparatus; while the
article is of additional value in that it constitutes the first published description of this thoroughly repre-
sentative small-capacity development.—Editor.

With the rapid diminution of the larger

available water-power sites in the Eastern
States, the future developments in hydro-
electric practice in that section of the country
must, of necessity, tend toward the economic
utilization of the numerous streams which
afford a dependable source of energy with
comparatively low heads and moderate
volumes of flow.

ftBUTUENTAND COREWM.

Falls, N. Y. This station has been in success-

ful operation since January 1, 1912.

East Canada Creek is a tributary of the
Mohawk River and has its source in the
southern slope of the Adirondack mountains,
flowing in a generally southern direction.

The drainage area back of the dam at Ingham
Mills is approximately 286 sq. miles, a large

part of this area being well timbered and the

SLuiaPih-^ i^

fXT/IINING Y
SECTION OF OAM 'J^'

/M»KE

COREmLL

Fig. 1. General Pian of Ingham Mills Dsvelopment

An excellent example of a power station of

this type with an ultimate capacity of 7500
kw. is found in the development of the East
Creek Electric Light & Power Company- of

St. Johnsville, N. Y., located on East Canada
Creek about five miles northeast of Little

resulting run-off giving very favorable con-

ditions for a well sustained watersupplyduring
the summer months. The average flow is

about 300 second-feet, with an ordinary low
flow of about 100 second-feet. The stream is

not subject to extreme high water, as the
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greatest recorded flood did not exceed a maxi-
mum flow of 11,000 second-feet.

The present dam is situated about five

miles from the junction of the creek with the
Mohawk River and backs the water up to

Dolgeville, N. Y., forming a reservoir about

and also rendered possible a short pipe line

and a close grouping of the various features
of the development, as shown in the drawing,
Fig. 1.

The retaining section of the dam is about
400 ft. long at the crest, with a length of

Fig. 3. View From Down Stream Showing Spillway and Impounding Section of Dam

three and one-half miles in length and giving
a storage capacity of 150 million cu. ft.,

which is in itself sufiicient for approximately
four days normal operation. The current
supply is not, however, dependent on water
storage, as the generators operate in parallel

with the steam power plant of the Fonda,
Johnstown & Gloversville Railroad at Tribes
Hill, N. Y., which has sufficient reserve
capacity to supph' the distribution system

approximately 100 ft. at the water level.

The maximum height is 123 ft. and the great-

est width through the base 84 ft., while the
crest is uniformly 13 ft. wide. The spillway
section is of the ogee type, and has a length
of 205 ft., a uniform thickness of 28 ft. at the
base, and a maximum height of 28 ft. Arrange-
ments have been made for the use of flash

boards, which will give an additional height

of 4 ft. on the crest of the spillway. At both

STAND PIPE

INTAKE

TOWER NO I

HIGH WATERLEVEL

LOWWATERLEVEL

Fig. 4. Elevation of Development Showing Course of the Water from Intake to Tail Race

during any periods of low water that may
occur.

A narrow gauge in the stream at Ingham
Mills was chosen as the best location for

the dam, as it permitted the building of a rela-

tively short dam on a bed rock foundation,

ends of the dam core walls are provided; and,
from the shore end of the spillway section,

there is a curved diverting wall located so

that the water passing over the spillway is

returned into the main stream channel.

There is also a short retaining wall at the
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point of junction of the retaining and spill-

way sections of the dam.
The masonry work (see Fig. o) is of concrete

throughout, about 41,000 cu. yds. in all having
been used. In building the main dam, Cyclo-

pean concrete construction was adopted, and
the masonry was built up in vertical sections

so as to minimize interruption to the work
from floods.

Two sluices are located in the retaining dam
at a level 100 ft. below the crest, in order to

drain the reservoir if required, to by-pass the

water to a power station down stream, or, in

case of extreme high water, to act as auxil-

iaries of the spillway. These sluices consist

of two 6 ft. riveted steel pipes provided with
hand operated butterfly valves, the sluices

and spillway combined being able to pass a

flood of about 15,000 second-feet. There are

no other openings in the dam, except at the

intake, which is located at the shore end of

the retaining section and consists of two short

concrete piers at right angles to the dam, with
grooves at the outer ends for stop logs. The
trash racks are 27 ft. long and 38 ft. deep,

and are protected from logs and debris by
a floating boom located in front, between the

piers. Three manually-operated head-gates
are located in the intake, two of which admit
water to a 9 ft. penstock serving two water-

wheel generator sets; the third gate at present

closing a G ft. 6 in. pipe, which is dead-ended
just below the down-stream face of the dam
and is intended for a second penstock to serve

an additional generator unit when the devel-

opment is completed. In order to eliminate

danger from cavitation stresses and to per-

mit the ready entrance of air into the pen-
stock when the head-gates are closed, two
3 ft. vent pipes are run vertically through the
concrete from the penstocks to the crest of

the dam.
The existing 9 ft. penstock is 025 ft. in

length and is of the ordinary riveted steel con-

struction with lap joints, ^ in. metal being
used at the upper end and Y^ in. at the lower
end. Angle stiffener bands have been used to

reinforce the penstock throughout its entire

length and are spaced approximately 12 ft.

apart. The penstock supplies water to two
4000 h.p. turbines, the normal operating head
being 115 ft. and the minimum 100 ft., while

the velocity of the water at maximum load

is about 9 ft. per second.
As .shown in Fig. 4, the penstock runs at a

slight downward grade (4.223 percent.) for a
distance of 415 ft. from the intake to the crest

of the hill overlooking the power station,

at which point it is joined to a standpipe by
means of a 7 ft. connection. The standpipe
is 20 ft. in diameter and 75 ft. high, with its

top about 20 ft. above the level of the crest

of the dam to take care of surges in the pen-
stock. From the standpipe the penstock

Fig. 5. Section of Penstock Between Stand Pipe

and Power Station

descends to a header located just outside

the power station, the grade of this section

being about 41 per cent. (Fig. 5), and the
horizontal distance GO ft. It enters the build-

ing at the level of the wheel pits, and is

designed at this end to withstand double the
static pressure in order to be safe against any
water hammer effect which may be produced
by closure of the turbine gates.

The standpipe is built sufficiently high so

that it will not overflow when the gates are

suddenly closed and while the water is flowing
at its maximum velocity. There are two 3 ft.

G in. nipples left in the penstock, one opposite
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the standpipe and the other at the point of

entrance to the power station. These nipples
are for connection with the future penstock
so that it will not be necessary to provide a
second standpipe, although it may be found
advisable to increase the height of the present

Fig. 6. Arrangement of 2800 Kv-a., 25-CycIe. 230D-Volt

Alternators and Exciters

Water- Wheel - Driven

one by about 8 ft. Throughout its length the
penstock is supported on concrete piers and
is covered with earth, while at the vertical

angle and also at the power house, heavy
concrete anchorages are provided. There
are no air-valves, relief-valves, or blow-offs,

and but two expansion joints, which are

located on either side of the standpipe con-
nection. Just before entering the power
station the penstock is divided into two
parts, each 6 ft 6 in. in diameter, leading
to the two main water wheels; and from one
of these there branches a 16 in. pipe which
serves the exciter turbine. Each of these
branches is provided with a hand-operated
butterfly valve located at a point just before
the entrance to the turbine casing.

The power house is a steel frame and brick
wall structure with substantial concrete
foundations, and is provided with a 35-ton
motor-operated crane arranged to handle all

the machines in the buildings. The trans-
formers, which are mounted on trucks, can be
rolled out of their pockets into the generator
room under the crane. A temporary wall has
been used for one end of the building to facili-

tate the additional work necessary to complete

the structure when the third turbo-generator
is installed.

The high water level in the tail-race backs
up nearly to the center line of the turbines,

and the outside walls of the foundations are
therefore made water-tight; and as an addi-

tional precaution, a sump
with a small motor-driven
pump has been provided to
keep the foundation dry. The
barriers and compartments
for the switches, busbars, etc.,

are constructed of brick and
concrete.

The two main turbine units

are each rated 4000 h.p. at

300 r.p.m., with a 115 ft.

head. They are of the single-

runner vertical shaft inward
and downward flow Pelton-
Francis reaction type, having
a cast iron spiral casing and
pivoted guide vanes of forged
steel. The top of the turbine
casing is provided with a
cast iron foundation ring to

support the superimposed
generator stator, and the
governors for each wheel are

mounted immediately in

front of the units they
control. Oil pressure for the governors is

obtained by means of two motor-driven oil

pumps located at one end of the building.

The turbines were manufactured by the
Pelton Water Wheel Company, and have a
guaranteed efficiency of 84 per cent, at ^
load ; under test they showed larger capacities

with better regulation than guaranteed.
On leaving the wheel bases the water enters

draft tubes, the upper portions of which are

inside the building and are made of cast iron

;

while the lower sections, which pass through
the concrete of the foundation, are made of

plate steel. The tail race is about 800 ft. long,

and the waterway at low water is 20 ft. wide
by 10 ft. deep. The excavation averages
about 20 ft. in depth, and the velocity of the
water with the present units operating at full

load is about 3}^2 ft. per second at low water.

A considerable part of the excavation was in

hard pan, but the waterway is altogether in

solid rock. The capacity of the tail race is

sufficient to take care of the water discharge
when the installation is completed by the
addition of the third turbo-generator.

The generating equipment is illustrated in

Fig. fi and comprises two 2800 kv-a.. 10-pole.
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2^00 volt, three-phase 2.5 cycle vertical shaft

alternators direct-connected to the water-
wheels. The weight of all rotating parts,

including the water-wheel runner, is carried on
a roller suspension bearing located at the top
of the alternator and supported by the arma-
ture frame. An auxiliary or guide bearing is

provided just below the suspension bearing;
and oil for lubrication is supplied by means of

an individual circulating pump for each unit,

the oil entering the uppermost or roller bear-
ing and flowing b\- gravity through the guide

Fig. (), each set having a capacity of 12.") kw. at
12.5 volts. The water-wheel set is driven by
a 20(1 h.p. horizontal single-runner Francis
turbine, direct coupled to and motmted on
a common base with the generator, speed con-
trol being effected by an oil pressure governor,
similar in form to those used for the main
units. The motor-generator set consists of a
200 h.p., 2300 volt, three-phase, 2.5 cycle
squirrel-cage induction motor, driving a
generator of similar rating to that of the water-
wheel set. The two exciters can operate

Fig. 7. Plan of Main Floor in Power Station Showing Location of Electrical Apparatus

bearing. The flywheel effect of the revolving
element at .300 r.p.m. is equivalent to S.50.000
pounds at one foot radius, the weight being
about 70,000 pounds. These alternators
were guaranteed with regard to heating,
efficiency, regulation, wave form, short-cir-

cuit, insulation, excitation, etc., in accord-
ance with the usual standards for water-
wheel generators of this tj-pe, and were
subjected to exhaustive tests before accept-
ance.

Excitation current for the alternators is

supplied by a water-wheel driven generator
and a motor-generator exciter set, as shown in

successfully when connected in parallel and
feeding a single set of exciter busses ; they are
compound wound for the same potential at
no load and full load; and the series field is

provided with a short circuiting switch which,
together with the equalizer and negative bus
switches, is mounted on the exciter frame.
Both sets operate normally at 7.50 r.p.m.
When the development is completed the

energv will be transmitted to the substation
at Tribes Hill, N. Y., at 60,000 volts, the
entire station equipment being designed for

operation at this potential. At the present
time, however, the transmission line is not
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fully loaded, and current is delivered to the

conductors at ;3(). ()()() volts.

The general arrangement of the apparatus
on the main floor of the power station is

indicated by the drawing, Fig. 7. The power
transformers consist of two three-phase,

Fig. 8. Cross-Section of Power Station Showing the Relative

Location of Transformers. Switches, Wiring, Etc.

25 cycle, 2S00 kv-a. water cooled oil-insulated

shell tvpe units, designed for a primarv poten-
tial of"2 100/2200/2300 volts, and a secondarv
potential of 30,000/00,000 volts, delta con-

nected. They are installed in open brick

compartments.
Prior to the development at Ingham Mills,

the East Creek Electric Light and Power

Company had established a small hydro-
electric plant about three and a half miles

further down stream. This plant is still in

operation and has an output of approxi-

mately 1000 kw. at a frequency of 60 cycles;

so that in order to operate the old and new
plants in parallel, it was necessary to provide
a 25/60 cycle frequency changer set. This
has been installed in the new power house, as

shown in Fig. 7 and is connected with
the old power station through a 16,000-volt

single circuit pole line. The set is reversible,

and consists of two units, one of 500 kw., 60
cycles, 16,000 volts, and the other of 560 kw.
25 cycles, 2300 volts. Both machines are

mounted on a common base, constituting

a compact two-bearing set, and are designed
for operation either as alternating current

generators or synchronous motors. The
2300-volt unit has an amortisseur winding and
is equipped with a starting compensator to

bring the set up to speed (750 r.p.m.) from
the 25-cycle end. It serves to interconnect

the two plants without the interposition of

transformers, so that current may be distrib-

uted from either power station to both the old

and new distribution systems, thereby adding
to the factor of safety from interrupted

service. The rheostats for both units are

electrically operated and are controlled from
the switchboard.

This high potential set has been in success-

ful operation since first placed in service, and
additional sets of similar type will be provided

ultimately when the plans are completed for

an up-to-date station to supersede the old

60-cycle plant and more effectively utilize

the water power available at that site.

The switchboard is located on the main
floor of the station and consists of eight rear

and eight front panels of natural black slate.

The front of the board is shown in Fig. 11.

The equipment of instruments includes fre-

quency and synchronism indicators for the

frequency changer set, and a voltage regulator

for the exciters mounted on one of the rear

panels; while the front of the board contains

a set of mimic busbars with the necessary

lights and mimic disconnecting switches for

indicating the various switching operations.

The low-tension busbar room is located

just back of the switchboard with the high

tension switches installed on the floor above.

Automatically-operated top-connected oil-

switches are used throughout for the main
switching operations, those on the low-ten-

sion side having a maximum busbar capacity

of 13,800 kw. at 2300 volts, while the switches
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on the high-tension side (Fig. 9) can safely

carry 20,000 kw. at (iO.OOO volts. For the
IG.OOO-volt line connecting with the old down-
stream plant, the switches have a maximum
busbar capacity of 6200 kw. at the line vol-

tage.

The relatively compact but conservati\'e
arrangement of the transformers, switches,
lightning arresters, wiring, etc., of this station
are indicated by the drawing (Fig. 8). It

will be noted that the height of the trans-
former compartments is eciual to the com-
bined height of the low-tension and high-
tension switch rooms, and that the high poten-
tial leads from the transformers are carried
horizontally over pin insulators mounted in

circular openings in the brick wall, directly
to the terminals of the high-tension switches.
From the oil-switches current passes through
disconnecting switches into the uppermost
room, which contains the high-tension bus-
bar compartments, choke coils and additional
disconnecting switches, from which the out-

volt electrolytic lightning arrester set (Fig.

10) arranged for present operation on a
:j0.000-volt ungroimded system, but provided
with tanks for future ()0,doO-volt delta opera-

Fig. 9. Arrangement of 70,000-Volt 150 Ampere Oil-Switches

going conductors pass through the roof insula-

tors to the transmission lines. At either end
of the room on the side opposite the high-
tension compartments is a three-phase 70,000-

Fig. 10. One of the 70.000-Vclt Electrolytic

Lightning Arrester Sets in High
Tension Room

tion and equipped with disconnecting
switches, choke coils, and discharge alarm.

The horn gaps and outgoing conductors are

located on the roof directly above, with the
insulators mounted on a structural steel frame
work, as shown in Fig. 12.

From the roof of the power station the

conductors pass directly to tower No. 1 of the
twin-circuit transmission line. The line of

towers has a length of about twenty-eight
miles and terminates at the Tribes Hill, N. Y.,

substation.

There are in all 24S towers with an average
spacing of approximateh^ 600 ft. The con-

ductors, of No. 2 B. & S. gauge round solid

copper wire with a conductivity of 973^ per
cent, and a breaking strength of 3080 pounds,
are carried in vertical relation on three cross-

arms, each ten feet wide and spaced so as to

give a vertical distance of six feet between
conductors. In order to neutralize inductive
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effects between phases, there are eight com-
plete transpositions of each circuit in the

line.

Fig. 11. Front Panels of Main Power Station Sjvitchboard

The towers are built up of medium gal-

vanized steel having an ultimate strength
of 70,000 pounds per square inch. The

Twenty-six towers are provided with concrete
foundations, and nineteen are rock bolted,

the remainder being simph^ secured by
six foot metal stubs embedded in

the ground; no additional braces or

guy wires being used. There are
only fifteen special towers in the
line, two of these being of standard
height, and seven 77 ft. high; and at

two points, where the conductors pass
over railroad tracks, the towers are

provided with grounding arms. A
lightning guard wire is carried along
the peaks of the towers for the entire

length of the line, and is grounded at

each tower. The towers were assem-
bled on the ground.

While current is at present trans-

mitted at 30,000 volts, the trans-

mission system, like the power
station equipment, is designed for

an ultimate 60,000 volt service.

Single "Thomas" pin insulators are

v.sed for each wire on standard
towers, while the six angle towers

in the system utilize three insulators

per conductor.
As these insulators have withstood

132,000 volts under wet test with
precipitation at the rate of one inch in

five minutes, they give an ample factor of

safety for 60,000 volts transmission, and
it was therefore not considered necessary

Fig. 12. Roof of the Power Station Showing Arrangement of Horn Gaps

and Outgoing High-Tension Ccnductors

standard type, of which there are 233
in all. are 60 ft. high, 14 ft. 3 in. square at

the base, and weigh about 37o0 pounds each.

to adopt a suspension type. Experience with

the clamps that were used during construction

work showed that they could not be depended
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Fig. 13. View Looking up Tail-Race Showing Standard

Transmission Tower No. 1

upon to insure freedom from breakage
with the strain necessarily imposed
on the relatively small conductors by
the 600 ft. tower spacing, and wires

were finally adopted for holding the

conductors in the insulator grooves.

A systematic patrol of the

transmission line has been estab-

lished, the route covered being

indicated in Fig. 14. A No. 6

B.W.G. telephone line is strung

on the towers, transposed on

each tower, and for the protection

of the patrolmen each telephone set

is equipped with a line insulating

transformer.

Both as regards general system

and apparatus, this installation rep-

resents what may be regarded as

the best modern practice for small-

capacity plants of this character.

The entire development was
designed and all construction
work supervised by Viele, Blackwell

& Buck, Consulting Engineers,

49 Wall Street, New York, while

the electrical apparatus was sup-

plied by the General Electric Co.

Fig. 14. Route of the Transmission Line from Ingham Mills to the Substation at Tribes Hill, N. Y.
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BOOK REVIEWS
ELEMENTARY LECTURES ON ELECTRIC

DISCHARGES, WAVES AND IMPULSES,
AND OTHER TRANSIENTS

By Charles Proteus Steinmetz
McGraw-Hill Book Company

150 pages 64 Illustrations Price, $2.00 net

The general theory involved in continuous and
alternating current circuits has been pretty thor-
oughly developed by a number of authors, so that
it is a comparatively easy matter to solve the
ordinary problems which arise in engineering prac-
tice. The problems usually encountered, however,
deal with circuits in which the energy involved is in

a permanent condition; for instance, a generator is

to be designed to deliver continuously a specified
amount of energy, or a transformer is to be built
of such dimensions as to receive energy continuously
at one voltage from a generating station and deliver
it at another voltage to a transmission line. In
either of these cases the energy involved is fixed, or
permanent—so much is stored in the magnetic and
dielectric fields and so much is being continuously
transformed from one kind or form of energy into
another. This energy can be readily calculated and
its characteristics are well known; but should the
generator be suddenly short-circuited, or the trans-
former suddenly disconnected from the line, then
the phenomena taking place are quite different
from those which e.xist under continuous operation.
It is with such "transient phenomena" that Dr.
Steinmetz's new book deals.
The subjects treated in this book are becoming of

more and more importance; the increasing length of

transmission lines, the extensive use of wireless
telegraphy, and the demand for the concentration
of large amounts of power, make a knowledge of

the peculiar problems connected with them indis-

pensable. It is undoubtedly with the purpose of
giving the future engineer a working knowledge of
these problems that the author has undertaken
their investigation.
An earlier book by Dr Steinmetz, Transient

Electric Phenomena and Oscillations, deals with the
same subject but in a much deeper manner, and in

parts is highly mathematical; but in the present
work the analysis is quite elementary and recourse
is had to mathematics only to that extent which
will render it possible to make approximate estimates
of the magnitude of the phenomena. Thus it may
be considered as an introduction to the former
book. It opens with a lecture on the nature and
origin of transients, which is followed by a discussion
of transients in continuous and alternating current
circuits, including a careful analysis of the electric
circuit; frequent comparisons being drawn between
electric and magnetic fields. The explanation of
alternator short-circuits is quite complete and a
number of oscillograms taken on various machines
are shown in half-tone. The starting current of a
transformer, line oscillations, standing and traveling
waves are discussed in detail. Simple calculations
are shown whereby it is possible, for instance, to
determine the current rush when a transmission
line is thrown on a live transformer, and what the
frequency is of the oscillation produced by this
switching. Several oscillograms of line transients
illustrate the text. These were taken on a large
transmission system and serve to show how very
practical the subject matter is in relation to the
operation of large long-distance transmission sys-
tems. The book closes with a lecture on the calcu-
lation of inductance and capacity of round parallel

conductors, and derives equations which apply to
overhead transmission lines as well as to under-
ground cables.

This book and the other more complete work
form a very thorough exposition of what takes
place in electric circuits under special or abnormal
conditions.

PRINCIPLES OF ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING
By Harold Pender

McGraw-Hill Book Company
438 pages Illustrated Price, $4.00 net

This book is a development of a course of lectures

given by Prof. Pender to the junior class in electrical

engineering at the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology; and constitutes an exposition of the
physical principles upon which the art of electrical

engineering is based. It is indeed perhaps more
in the nature of a treatise on physics than on
electrical engineering. In this respect at least

the book is superior to the majority of others
on this subject; which, purporting to deal with
principles, introduce many subsections not strictly

pertinent, such as chapters on the design of elec-

trical apparatus, etc., upon which more complete
and recent data may be obtained elsewhere. Bear-
ing in mind that the treatise is intended primarily
for junior students, it may possibly appear sur-

prising (as it is certainly unusual) to find the

calculus employed throughout. The author rightly

holds, how-ever, that, since the calculus is an
instrument fit for practical service and an invaluable
labor-saving device, full advantage should be
taken of its use, especially since it is a regular

part of the curriculum at every technical school

in the country. For the sake of those whose
ability in working with the calculus is untried,

and also for those who have never studied its

use, the physical meaning of the formula is given

in all cases. Each chapter is followed with a
valuable summary of important principles and
definitions; while distinctly practical matters are

touched upon in the set of problems which follow

the summary.

VALUATION OF PUBLIC UTILITY
PROPERTIES
By Henry Floy

McGraw-Hill Book Company
402 pages Illustrated $5.00 net

Up to the present no complete treatment has
been made and published of the theory and practice

of the valuation of public utility property, all the

information on the subject being scattered through
various financial and engineering journals, and the

transactions of professional societies. In view of

the rapid growth of electrical public utilities in the

last two decades, and the scant knowledge which
the average engineer possesses of the finances and
the valuation of their physical and intangible prop-

erty, the volume under notice, which formulates

a theory and summarises the best existing practice,

should be of the greatest possible value to electrical

men. One of its chief sources of strength is the

aptness and copiousness of the references to various

judicial authorities, which the author, frorn his

intimate knowledge of the subject, is able to intro-

duce very effectively, these references including

extracts from the findings of Judges of the Circuit

Courts, the Supreme Court, and various Public

Service and other Commissions The volume is

meeting with a very favorable reception at the

hands of electrical engineers. I
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COMPARATIVE DESIGNS FOR HIGH
TENSION SUBSTATIONS

The article by Mr. Rhoades on page GOG
presents some comparative designs which
have been carefully worked out for a partic-

ular problem in high-tension substation
design. It is not possible to consider the
question of outdoor substations in general
terms because it is impossible to fix on any
equipment or wiring diagram as typical, the
purposes of such substations being so varied.

The results of this study do not show any
marked advantage for the outdoor design;

although this advantage may become more
marked as apparatus becomes more highly
developed and lower in cost. All our inves-

tigations so far point to the fact that for

stations of importance and considerable .size

the advantage of the outdoor construction
is very small. Its field for some time to come
will probably be limited to small transformer
stations and transfer or switching stations

To the limited extent that we may make
general statements on the subject at present,

we believe that the semi-outdoor type repre-

sents the preferable practice as compared
with the outdoor type; and that it has such
distinct advantages over the outdoor con-
struction as to warrant its use until further
experience and development in apparatus
clearly show the outdoor construction to be
superior. August H. Kruesi.

STANDARDIZATION IN CENTRAL
STATION PRACTICE

Engineers of all generations have talked
freely of current practice and modern stand-
ards; and, although new experiences, ac-

quired even in a short life-time, should have
advised them that what is considered good
practice to-day is exceedingly inefficient

practice to-morrow, they have believed that
perfection and complete standardization have
been attained.

Although this tendency is not so marked
among electrical engineers, it may still be

noted. Each succeeding five-year period
sees radical changes in most lines of
electrical engineering. Central Station
engineering is but one phase. When we
turn up statistics showing the number of
large central stations put down in 12 months
in this country alone, we might think that
inevitably this means that some degree of
standardization has been reached. We can-
not know that this is so. We do know the
nature and the variety of the problems that
come up perennially for discussion; and we
know that there are hundreds of independent
workers spending all their time in solving
problems which have remained unsolved
for 25 years, and other problems which have
only made their appearance on the success-
ful solution of questions which the preceding
generation regarded as all-important. It

would be unsafe to say that current practice
as regards even, say, the boiler room layout,
expresses finality in any degree, although
that department has probably attained a
greater measure of standardization than any
other in the large steam station of 1912.
This, however, is but one detail, and in the
engine room itself great changes are certain
to be made as years progress, albeit possibly
so gradually that the engineer of the day
takes but little note of their significance.

Under excitation may be placed another
category of central station problems.
Practice has changed considerably in the
last few years, and no one can say exactly
what constitutes current practice to-day nor
how long the present-day methods "most
usually employed will remain in vogue.
We believe that the article on page ()2G of
this issue will be read with considerable
interest by operating engineers. This deals
with practice, and touches physical ques-
tions—arrangements, machines, and so on.
The article on page G34 treats of excitation
in a rather broader sense—the magnetization
of synchronous and asynchronous machines,
transmission lines, transformers and other
inductive apparatus.
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HIGH TENSION SUBSTATIONS
By C. J\I. Rhoades

Construction Engineering Department, General Electric Company

Mr. A. H. Kruesi, Engineer of the Construction Engineering Department, calls attention to this article on

page 605, and makes some further comments on the comparison of high-tension substations of the outdoor,

semi-outdoor and indoor type.

—

Editor.

The desire for information which has been

shown by engineers regarding arrangements

and comparative costs of outdoor substa-

tions compared to indoor stations for the

higher voltages, say 60,000 volts and above,

has led to the preparation of the following

description of three distinct types of sta-

tions. We will speak of them as otitdoor,

semi-outdoor and indoor stations.

In the case of the outdoor station, all of the

high-tension wiring and apparatus is out of

doors, and is merely controlled from a board

centrally located in a part of a building

provided for the board and for general

repairs and for pumps. In the semi-outdoor

station it is planned to protect the high-

tension oil-switches, and the necessary dis-

connecting switches for clearing the oil-switch,

in light shelter houses, with the remainder

of the high-tension wiring and apparatus

out of doors. In the indoor station all of

the high-tdnsion wiring and apparatus, with

the exception of the lightning arrester tanks

and horn gaps, would be placed indoors.

Lightning arrester tanks of the aluminum
cell type should be protected when exposed

to extreme temperature conditions, say of

over 110° F. or below 26° F.

To make comparative cost estimates of the

three types of stations, we have settled on a

scheme of connections which gives the great-

est flexibility and yet is simple to operate.

The scheme, while not a typical one, is one

that might readily be met and one which
would call for one of these three types of

construction. In each of the three types a

design has been made of the best kind that

could be devised appropriate to the condi-

tions, and lasting as to material. No wood or

other combustible material is required to

carry out the designs, except possibly doors

and window-frames in the indoor station.

The general scheme of connections is given

in Fig. 1. It comprises a double-circuit line

of 110,000 volts with taps to give two sepa-

rate 110,000-volt busses for operating two
distinct sets of transformers, viz., 110,000

volts to 70,000 volts, and 110,000 volts to

45,000 volts. The connections are such that

it can be used as a cross-over or switching

station. Leading from the 70,000 volt and
45,000-volt busses two feeders each are

shown.
The general plan and sections of the out-

door arrangement are shown in Figs. 1 and 2,

while the plan and sections of the semi-out-

door arrangement are shown in Figs. 3 and 4.

The arrangements are identical, with the

exception of the oil-switches and the steel

towers supporting the high-tension wiring.

The oil-switches in Figs. 3 and 4 are protected

from the weather by light shelter houses with
corrugated or expanded metal and plaster

sides, which are placed so as to give the most
protection to the oil-switches, and yet provide
light and ventilation and permit taking the
high-tension lines in and out of the shelter

house without line entrance bushings. As
compared with the indoor construction, this

is an important feature in reducing the cost

and the possibility of break-down. The sides

are to run to within four to five feet of the

ground and to within eight or ten feet of the

roof, depending on the voltage and on the

width of the overhanging eaves.

In Figs. 1 and 2, it was found necessary

to use a third line of steel towers, as the

span for the high-tension wiring, with the

necessary number of strain insulators, would
otherwise cause such an amount of sag as

to be dangerous, both mechanically and
electrically. The maximum span of such

nature when interspersed with link insulators

is 55 or 60 feet. To maintain a factor of

safety of three throughout the design, the

units of the link insulators require that the

sag shall not be less than one foot. In both

the outdoor and semi-outdoor arrangements,

the heights of the steel towers were deter-

mined by the necessary height for operating

the disconnecting switches in bad weather

and by the necessary clearances for busses

and connections. The steel towers were

designed to carry stresses due to anchorage

of transmission lines, while the lattice-bracing

tics the towers together and serves to support

the busses and cross-connections. In the

indoor arrangement as shown in Figs. 5 and 6
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the general scheme of connections is the

same, with the exception that oil-switches

have been placed between the low side of

the transformers and the bus, in place of

the bolt-type disconnecting switches. This
is a necessary feature incidental to the indoor
construction, as bolt-type switches could not
be used inside such a building. The trans-

formers in all three types of station are

connected delta-delta. All of the 70,000 and
45,000 volt oil-switches are shown set up
on concrete piers so that none of their live

parts are within reach of the operator.

The following figures have been tabulated
to show the costs of the three types of sta-

tions. The figures throughout are based
on heavy-capacity switches on the transmis-

sion lines, with medium-capacity switches for

transformers and outgoing lines. The two
banks of transformers are of 4500 kw. each,

with space for two future banks of the same
capacity. In the case of the oil-switches, the

figures are estimated to include a grade of

oil suitable for a climate such as that of the

Southern States. If the temperatures are

below 32° F., the comparison should be based
upon the employment of a higher grade of

oil, which would increase the price of the

switches approximately 10 per cent. The
cost of the building for the indoor arrange-

ment is based upon a building of sheet metal,

or metal and cement plaster, to avoid pro-

hibitive expense. If built of brick or concrete

the comparison of costs would be quite dif-

ferent.

As shown below the cost is in favor of

the outdoor and semi-outdoor stations by
a very small percentage of the total cost.

When operating conditions are considered,

the semi-outdoor arrangement has distinct

advantages over the outdoor in convenience
of operation of disconnecting switches in

bad weather, when generally there will be
most frequent occasion to operate them.
The advantage of being able to open and
work on the oil-switches in place is obvious.

TABLE I.—COMPARATIVE COSTS

KIND AND TYPE OF APPARATUS OUTDOOR SEMI-OUTDOOR INDOOR

Building, foundation, walks, cranes, fences, etc.,

towers .... .^ ... .

Electrical equipment, including transformers (110,000/
70,000 volts, and 110,000/45,000 volts), lightning
arresters (110,000, 70.000 and 45,000 volts) oil-

switches (110,000 volts, 70,000 kv-a. rupturing
capacity, 70,000 volts, .30,000 kv-a. rupturing
capacity, and 45,000 volts, 30,000 kv-a. rupturing
capacity) *

Choke-coils, disconnecting switches, bolt-switches,

strain and post insulators, wire, tubing and
miscellaneous hardware

Labor installation

$20,000.00

95,414.00

8,773.00
8,000.00

$29,000.00

89,714.00

8,910.00
8,300.00

$33,000.00

89,850.00

9,974.00
5,200.00

ToT.^iL $132,187.00 $135,924.00 1 $138,024.00

* The rupturing capacity of the 70,000 volt and 45,000 volt oil-switches included in the figures for semi-outdoor and indoor sub-
stations is actually 40.000 kv-a.

TABLE II.—SPACE REQUIRED

TYPE GROUND DIMENSIONS GROUND AREA

Outdoor
Semi-outdoor
Indoor

194 ft. by 250 ft.

230 ft. bv 230 ft.

160 ft. by 160 ft.

1.1 acres
1.2 acres
.58 acre
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Fig. 6. Section of Indoor Substation for 110,000 45,000 Volt Circuits. Sections taken in direction of arrows shown in Fig. 5
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PHENOMENA BEYOND THE ELASTIC LIMIT

By Charles P. Steixmetz

Chief Consulting Engineer, General Electric Company

The feature of greatest interest in this exceedingly valuable paper of Dr. Steinmetz is his discussion of the
bearing which the elastic limit and the disruptive limit have upon the commercial utility of any material and
the analogies which he draws between mechanical, magnetic, and electric phenomena. Most theoretical

investigations into the mechanical system have been limited to the range below the elastic limit: notwith-
standing the fact that the range above that point is of greater importance, since in this range all materials are

formed and shaped for their industrial use. If the curve of mechanical hysteresis, as a function of tem-
perature, for instance, were known, the power required by a rolling mill under any conditions of operation could

be calculated with the same exactitude as the power consumed by the alternatmg magnetism of a transformer

is calculated from the magnetic hysteresis law of the iron. In studying these mechanical phenomena above
the elastic limit, it should be possible to obtain great assistance from the corresponding, but far better-known,
phenomena of the magnetic and electrical systems, since these analogies are not accidental, but are actually

general phenomena of all energy transformations. In the article itself will be found definitions of the salient terms,

and the principles upon which the analogies are established. The substance of this paper was originally

delivered by the author as a lecture before the Stevens Institute, and is now reprinted from the Stevens Indicator.—Editor.

This mechanical energy is stored in the struc-

ture as the potential energy of the elastic

forces produced by the elongation, and is

reconverted into mechanical energy at the
withdrawal of the force.

This phenomenon of a cyclic energy trans-

formation at the application or withdrawal
of a force is experienced not only with mechan-
ical forces, but occurs with all forms of energy:
magnetic, electrical, thermal, etc. Thus if

we have a magnetic system, as a wire coil C
in Fig. 3, and apply a magnetic force F (or,

as usually called, a "magnetomotive force")

to it, i.e. pass an electric current i through
the wire coil, then we produce a magnetic
deformation in the space inside of the wire

coil, called a magnetic field 0, which is pro-

portional to the magnetomotive force F,

and thus appears and disappears with it,

and can be represented in Fig. 4 by the same
kind of diagram as the mechanical system
in Fig. 1. This magnetic field is a condition

of stress in space, which represents stored

magnetic energy, shown by the area OAB in

The first qtiestion which arises is : What is

the elastic limit, and does such limit actually

exist?

If a mechanical force of moderate value is

applied to a structure it produces a deforma-

tion which is proportional to the applied force

(or at least depends on it by a definite law),

and which therefore disappears again when

the inechanical force is withdrawn. Thus,

a weight suspended from a steel wire or iron

rod produces an elongation which is propor-

tional to it (if the weight is not too large),

and which, therefore, increases with increas-

ing weight and decreases with decreasing

weight, and finally disappears with a with-

drawal of the weight. The relation between
the applied weight or force F. and the

elongation / produced by it, can thus be

represented by the straight line OAO in Fig.

1, with the force F as abscissEe, and the

elongation / as ordinates.

With forces of moderate value, this process

of applying a force and withdrawing it again

is reversible, and thus represents a reversible

energy transformation. In applying the

force mechanical energy is impressed upon the

steel wire or iron rod, and at any moment
is equal to the applied force, F, times the

elongation produced by it, and thus is repre-

sented bv the shaded area OAB in Fig. 2.

/^/ff.j:

stored mechanical energy

the

in Fig. 2 equalled

W = F /.
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If \vc have an electric system, such as two
parallel cylindrical conductors, a and b, Fig. o,

like the wires of an electric transmission line,

and apply an electric force (usually called

an "electromotive force") E between the con-
ductors, i.e. connect them to a source of

voltage, then we produce an electric defor-

mation, i.e. an electrostatic or dielectric

field \j/ between the conductors a and b. This
field is again proportional to the applied

force, and represents the stored energy
El/-,

shown by the area OAB in Fig. 6.

Thus the phenomena are entirely analogous
in the mechanical and the magnetic and the
electrical systems in air: a deformation pro-
portional to the deforming force, represent-

ing a cyclic energy transformation from
applied energy to the stored or potential

energy of elasticity, magnetic or electric field,

and back.

If now, in the mechanical system, we still

further increase the deforming force, and load

the steel wire or iron rod for instance with
greater and greater weights, finally a point
is reached where, after withdrawing the force,

the deformation produced by it does not com-
pletely disappear, but a permanent set re-

mains. The steel wire, on taking ofT the

weight, does not return to its original length,

but a permanent or "remanent" elongation

remains, and the relation between the applied

force and the elongation then is represented

by a diagram like OAR in Fig. 7. OA is the

elongation during the increase of applied force

from to Fo, and AR the curve of elonga-

tion during the decrease of appHed force,

leaving OR as remanent elongation.

In this case, not all the energy impressed

r/g^

In such an irreversible cycle, as shown by
Fig. 7, with the same applied force, the elonga-
tion is less with increasing force than with
decreasing force; that is, with a cyclic change
of force the elongation lags behind the force
which produces it, and this phenomenon is

therefore called hysteresis, that is, lag, and
in the present case, mechanical hysteresis.

Mechanical hysteresis thus represents the
energy loss by molecular mechanical friction

during a cyclic application of mechanical
force beyond the elastic limit, and the elastic

limit is that point where the cyclic process
ceases to be reversible, i.e. an energy loss

r^g 7. ^ /-/^«

R//I
ro

upon the steel wire by the applied mechanical
force is returned. The ap]:)licd energy is rep-

resented by the area OAB, and of this energy
only the part represented by the area ABRis
rctvirncd at the withdrawal of the force; while
the difference, or the energy represented by
the area of the loop OARO is lost during the
cyclic energy transformation, i.e. is converted
into heat by molecular mechanical friction.

r

appears, and with it a lag or hysteresis, and
a permanent deformation.

In the magnetic system in air no elastic

limit exists, but the cyclic process remains
reversible up to the highest magnetomotive
forces. Irreversible cycles, however, appear
in magnetic fields containing iron or other
so-called "magnetic materials," and in these

the curve of rising magnetization, OA in Fig.

S, is different from and lower than that of

decreasing magnetization, AR. These curves
represent, respectively, the rising and the
decreasing magnetic characteristic. Thus a
loop is formed, OAR, the hysteresis loop,

which by its area represents the
energy consumed by molecular
magnetic friction, and at the
withdrawal of the magneto-
motive force a "remanent mag-
netism" OR remains.

In the magnetic system con-
taining iron or other magnetic
materials the elastic limit is at
zero; that is, even at the
lowest magnetomotive forces the

process is iri'eversible and hysteresis exists.

It is thus interesting to note that the
magnetic system represents separateh' and
in different materials—air or unmagnetic
materials on the one hand, magnetic materials
on the other—the two types of the phenom-
enon, which in the mechanical system occur
successively; the reversible process below, and
the irreversible process above the elastic limit.
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In the electric system air has no hysteresis,

and the cyclic process is reversible. If, how-
ever, the two conductors, in Fig. 5, between
which the electric field is produced, are

enclosed by a solid insulating material, the

cycle of application and withdrawal of elec-

tromotive force, also becomes irreversible, at

least at higher values of the force, and energy-

loss by molecular dielectric friction occurs and
is measured by the dielectric hysteresis loop.

Fig. 9.
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Below the elastic limit, in the mechanical
system the energy transformation is rever-

sible, i.e., perfect; or in other words, the

efficiency of energy transformation from
mechanical to elastic energy, and back, is

100 per cent. An energy transformation with-

out any loss is, however, against all experience,

and the question thus arises whether below
the elastic limit the process is really perfectly

reversible, and whether the structure, as the

steel wire, returns exactly to its original state

at the withdrawal of the applied force. It is

more probable that the elastic limit, is that

point above which the permanent deforma-
tion becomes appreciable, that is, above
which an appreciable energy loss by me-
chanical hysteresis exists; while below the

elastic limit the cyclic process may for all

practical purposes be considered as reversible,

that is, the permanent defomiation and the
energy loss during the mechanical cycle may
be neglected under the condition of practical

application. This makes the elastic limit a
relative and not an absolute point, and with
sufficienth^ accurate methods of measure-
ment, permanent deformation may be ob-

served below the elastic limit. This is in

agreement with experience. While under
average conditions of investigation, the elastic

limit is fairly definite, we know that even far

below the elastic limit a permanent deforma-

tion occurs if the force is applied for a long
time, perhaps centuries, as in supporting
structures. Furthermore, where the material
is exposed to very many mechanical cycles

below the elastic limit, as under oscillating

or vibratory stress, a structural change of

the material finally occurs, which represents

energy efl^ects, and thereby shows that the
cycle cannot be perfectly reversible, i.e., the
energy cannot be completely returned.

There also is a time effect, a viscous hys-

teresis, which consumes appreciable energy
even below the elastic limit, if the mechani-
cal cycle is performed with sufficient rapidity.

It is best demonstrated on materials such as

rubber, which give a large elongation below
the elastic limit.

Assume that a rubber band. Fig. 9, sup-
ported at M, is loaded by a weight or force

Fo at O. When suddenly applying the force

Fo, an elongation of the rubber band MO takes

place, to MA, and the elongation as function
of the rapidly applied force is given by OA in

Fig. 10. Leaving the force Fo constant, the

rubber band continues to stretch, first rapidly,

and then more slowly, and reaches final

elongation MB, as in Fig. 9. Suddenly with-
drawing the force Fo now causes the rubber
band to contract again, but not to its original

length, but to a greater length MC, leaving an
elongation OC after the withdrawal of the
force Fq. However, this elongation is not
permanent, but gradually decreases, until

finally the rubber band has returned to its

original length MO. The elongation, as a
function of the applied force, thus traverses

the cycle OABCO in Fig. 10, where OA and
BC represent, respectively, the elongation

and the contraction at the sudden applica-

tion and the withdrawal, respectively, of the

force Fo, and AB and CO represent, respec-

tively, the gradual creepage succeeding the

application and the withdrawal of the force

Fo. The area OABCO then represents the

energy consumed in the rubber band by con-

version into heat, during the rapid change
of force, by "time hysteresis" or "viscous
hysteresis.

"

If, however, the force Fo is gradually ap-

plied and withdrawn, with extreme slowness,

the elongation and the contraction follow

the reversible cycle OBO in Fig 10, and no
energy loss occurs. Depending then upon the

rapidity of application and withdrawal of

the force, an}^ curve within the area OABCO
may be traversed by the rubber band, and
thereby any hysteresis loss experienced, vary-

ing between zero for infinitely slow applica-
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tion and withdrawal of the force, and a
maximum OABCO, for instantaneous appH-
cation and withdrawal of the force. Thus
OBCO would correspond to slow application,

but instantaneous withdrawal of the force,

OABO to instantaneous application and slow
withdrawal. Other curves are indicated by
ODBEO, etc. This time hysteresis apparently
exists, more or less markedly, in all mate-
rials exposed to mechanical forces, and is

variously referred to as "after effect, " "tem-
porary set," "transient deformation," etc.

Possibly it supplies the energy, which in the
continued application of vibratory stresses

causes the structural changes spoken of as

crystallization, etc.

In the magnetic system an analogous en-

ergy loss, depending on the rapidity of the
cycle, is caused by the "eddy currents," even
in unmagnetic materials, in which the elastic

limit is at infinity; that is, the magnetic
cycle is perfectly reversible, if performed with
sufficient slowness. In magnetic materials,

as iron, at very low densities even a true vis-

cous hysteresis occurs.

In the electric system in solid dielectrics

the time effect is very pronounced, and is

spoken of as "soaking in of charges," "resid-
ual discharges," etc. Thus, if a charged
condenser, as a Leyden jar, is discharged by
short-circuiting it, after taking off the short-

circuit gradually a charge appears again, and
the condenser can once more be discharged;
a third charge appears, and so on, giving a
number of successive residual discharges
of rapidly decreasing intensity, just as the
rubber band in Fig. 9, when stretched to B
for some time and then released, would con-
tract to C. If locked at C, internal stresses

would gradually build up, and when released
the band would again contract to D; if

locked at D, stresses would again appear,
giving another contraction at release, etc.

In a mechanical system if we apply a force

beyond the elastic limit, as for instance a
tensile force Fo to an iron rod, the elongation

/o produced by it, OA in Figs. 7 and 11, does
not disappear at the withdrawal of the force,

but the iron rod contracts on the curve AR,
leaving a permanent set, or a remanent elon-

gation OR. A reverse force OC, Fig 11, is thus
required to bring the iron rod back to its

original length; that is, reduce the elongation
to zero. This reverse (in the present case com-
pressive) force may be called the " coercitive

force." Still further increasing the reverse
force to the value — Fo, we now get a defor-

mation (compression in the present case)

equal to the elongation k resulting from the
same tensile force (provided that the defor-
mation is not so large as to change the shape
of the body). Withdrawing the compressive
force — Fo, the compression decreases, on
the curve BR' of Fig. 11, leaving a residual
or remanent compression OR', which re-

quires the application of a reverse coercitive

force OC, to be reduced to zero. Thus by
cyclically varying the applied force between
equal and opposite limits Fo and — Fo, that

is, between tension and compression, a cycle
of deformation results, as shown in Fig. 11.

Such a cycle ARCBR'C'A is called a "hys-
teresis cycle," or "hysteresis loop." Its area
measures the energy consumed in the mate-
rial during the cyclic change of force, as molec-
ular mechanical friction, as has been shown
before; OR and OR' are the residual or
remanent deformations, OC and OC the
coercitive forces required to overcome these
deformations.

This cycle of mechanical hysteresis is the
exact analogue of the cycle of magnetic hys-
teresis. Fig. 12; but while the cycle of mag-
netic hystersis has been extensively studied
and its laws are fairly well known, practically
nothing is known regarding the cycle of

mechanical hysteresis. Very little also is

known about the corresponding electric cycle,

the dielectric hysteresis.

Obviously, instead of between equal and
opposite values of force, the cycle could be
performed between any two values, of the
same or opposite sign, and in the magnetic
system such unsymmetrical cycles have been
studied to some extent.

By observing hysteresis cycles between dif-

ferent limits of force Fo and measuring their

area, that is, the energy loss during the cycle,

we can determine and plot in curves the
energy loss per cycle, as a function of the
limits between which the cycle is traversed.
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In the magnetic system such hysteresis

curves have been determined and studied
for many years, and empirical equations
found for the same. L'sually they are plotted
with the magnetic field, i.e., the deforma-
tion produced by the force as abscissae

and the energy loss as ordinates, as shown in

Fig. 13. ;

Corresponding curves of mechanical hys-
teresis could be determined, and plotted with

rig, 13. rig 14..

Fo or /o as abscissa?, and the energy consump-
tion w as ordinates.

Since in the mechanical system the cyclic

process is reversible, or practically so, up to

the elastic limit, the hysteresis loop would
collapse, that is, include practically no area
up to the elastic limit, but begin to broaden
out beyond the elastic limit, and the curve of

mechanical hysteresis would thus have a

shape somewhat like Fig. 14, being practically

zero up to the elastic limit E, and then rapidh^
rising. It is, however, practically unknown,
and the entire field of irreversible mechanical
processes has been very little explored. For
this reason the analogy with the magnetic
and electric system is of importance, as the
latter has been studied to a considerable
extent, and thus valuable conclusions may be
drawn from the well-known magnetic phen-
omena regarding the practicalh^ unknown
mechanical phenomena.
Up to the elastic limit E, the relation

between the mechanical force F and the
deformation / produced by it is usually a

straight line, or nearly so, like OE in Fig. 15.

Beyond the elastic limit, the deformation
usually increases more than proportionally
to the force, as shown in Fig. 1.5. Thus by in-

creasing the force F still further, finally a

value D of the force F is reached, at which
the curve of elongation becomes vertical ; that
is, the elongation / becomes infinite, or the
structure of the body is destroyed; the body

is pulled apart with tensile, crushed with
compres.sive, forces. This limiting force D,
at which destruction of the body occurs, is

thus called the disruptive limit, or the break-
ing strain of the material.

When considering the relation between
force and deformation up to high values of

deformation, obviously not the total force

and total deformation must be considered,
but the force per unit section of the body, and
the deformation per unit length of the body.
Otherwise, for instance, with a compressive
force, owing to the increase of section by com-
pression, a force which is beyond the disrup-
tive limit for the original section of the body
might still be below the disruptive limit for

the increased section, and a tensile force

below the disruptive limit of the original struc-

ture may cause disruption of the lessened

section of the body, resulting from its elonga-
tion. In the same manner, in the magnetic
system the relations are always given between
magnetic field, i.e., magnetic deformation
per unit section, and magnetizing force or
field intensity, i.e., magnetomotive force per
imit length of the magnetic system. In the
following,' therefore, when considering the

relation between mechanical force and defor-

mation, the force per unit section, and the

deformation per unit length will always be
considered.

There exists, then, two characteristic points

on the deformation curve of a mechanical
structure: the elastic limit E, where the
mechanical cycle ceases to be practically

reversible and appreciable mechanical hys-

ng. IS Fig. 16.

teresis loss begins, and the disruptive limit D,
where the deformation curve becomes verti-

cal and mechanical destruction occurs.

The mechanical utility of materials very
largely depends on the relative position of

these two points with regard to each other.
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A permanent deformation is produced, by
forces between E and D, and thus the shape
of the body changed. Materials in which the
range between the elastic limit E and the dis-

ruptive limit D is wide, as shown in curves I

and II of Fig. 16, are called ductile, such as

lead or gold. Materials in which the range is

very small, or D and E coincide or practi-

cally coincide as shown in curves III and IV
of Fig. 16, are called brittle, such as glass,

etc.

It is interesting to consider the analogous
phenomena in the magnetic and the electric

systems. Magnetic forces have no disrup-

tive limit, that is, the disruptive limit is

infinity. Since with magnetic materials,

such as iron, the elastic limit is at zero, such
material thus shows in the magnetic system
the analogue to perfect ductility. In unmag-
netic materials the elastic limit is at infinity,

and such materials thus show the phenomena
of the reversible process below the clastic

limit, over the entire range of forces. Thus
the characteristics, namely, reversibility and
ductility, which in the mechanical system
succeed each other in the same material with
increasing applied force, and can thus be
observed in their purity over a limited range
of forces only, appear in the magnetic system
separated in different materials, and in each
extending over the entire range from zero

to infinity, and so can be studied over a very
wide range.

In the electric system, with air, the dis-

ruptive limit coincides with the elastic limit

at 30 kilovolts per centimeter, and air is thus
dielectrically perfectly brittle. Electrically

ductile bodies also exist; in many solid insu-

lating materials there apparently exists a

rig. 17
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range of voltage application below the dis-

ruptive voltage, in which a permanent elec-

trical change of the material occurs; that is,

insulating materials are permanently im-
paired electrically by a continued applica-
tion of electric forces below the disruptive
limit, but above a more or less indefinite

elastic limit.

Owing to the existence of a definite dis-

ruptive limit, in the electrical system the
same partial breakdown may occur as in the
mechanical system. For instance, if a beam
of the shape shown in section in Fig. 17, that
is, with a narrow rib, is loaded, the disruptive

limit may be exceeded in the rib long before

r/g. 18.

the elastic limit is reached in the beam. If

the material of the beam is ductile, a deforma-
tion of the rib occurs which brings the stresses

in it down below the disruptive limit. If

the material is brittle, the rib is crushed or
broken down. Thus in the electric field be-
tween two parallel conductors, such as two
transmission wires shown in Fig. 18, with
increasing voltage or electromotive force
between the conductors, the disruptive limit

of the air is passed at and near the conductors
and the air thus breaks down at the con-
ductors, and luminosity and energy loss occur,

the so-called "corona."
The electrostatic corona thus is electrically

the same kind of partial or local breakdown
through exceeding the disruptive limit, as is

common in mechanical systems where an ele-

ment or part of an element ofa structure may
fail by overstrain without involving the rest

of the structure, as illustrated in Fig. 17.

In general, the phenomena of the me-
chanical system, reversibility below the elas-

tic limit, ductility between the elastic limit

and the disruptive limit, and energy loss by
molecular friction, represented by a hystersis

loop, appear more clearly defined and more
sharply separated from each other in the
magnetic system and the electric system;
and thus have been much further studied
and are far better known and understood in

the latter systems, the more so as, in experimen-
tal investigations, the magnetic and the elec-

tric systems allow a more perfect control of

all conditions of experiment, and afl^ord

simpler and more accurate methods of

measurement than the mechanical system.
For this reason, in the study of the phenom-
ena of the mechanical system, especially
those beyond the elastic limit, which are of

the utmost industrial importance, a very
material assistance should be afforded bv the
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analogy with the corresponding, but far bet-

ter known, phenomena of the magnetic and
electric systems, and often of other systems,
such as the thennal, the chemical, etc. Thus
the phenomena of perfectly reversible pro-

cesses are most clearly represented in the mag-
netic field in air and other magnetic materials,

the phenomena of brittleness in the electric

field in air, of ductility in the magnetic field

in iron and other magnetic materials, etc.

It must be realized that these relations are

not accidental analogies, but their meaning
is that the phenomena of reversibility and
irreversibility, of hysteresis and molecular
friction, etc., are not specific mechanical, or

magnetic, or other phenomena, but are gen-

eral phenomena of energy transformation,
and thus occur in all energy transfonnations,

modified only in accordance with the nature
of the energy. Thus the hysteresis loop ap-

pears as magnetic and dielectric hysteresis

as well as mechanical hysteresis, as chemical
hysteresis, as thermal hysteresis, etc.

Most theoretical investigations of the
mechanical system have been limited to the

range below the elastic limit, that is, the range

where the processes are reversible, as the

simplest case. When we consider the com-
plexity of many theoretical investigations

dealing with the relation of mechanical and
elastic forces within the range of reversi-

bility, the difficulty is realized of extending

the investigation into much more complex
range of irreversible processes beyond the

elastic limit. In practice, however, the range
beyond the elastic limit is fully as important
as, if not more important than, the reversible

range below the elastic limit, because it is in

the range beyond the elastic limit where all

materials are fonned and shaped for their

industrial use. Above the disruptive limit are

carried out the operations of cutting, sawing,

filing, drilling, and lathe and planer working.

Above the elastic limit, but below the

disruptive limit, rolling, drawing, forging,

molding, swedging, etc., are done. The pro-

cesses beyond the disruptive limit are not
difficult in the calculation of their industrial

energy relations; the problem is to apply

energy in such a manner and of such intensity

that the force at the point of impact of the
saw, drill, etc., exceeds the disruptive limit of

the material acted upon, and the disruptive

limit is a fairly definite value.

Far more difficult is the problem of deal-

ing with the industrial operations which are

carried out between the elastic and the dis-

ruptive limit, in the range where the cycle of

mechanical hysteresis represents the energy
required in shaping the material. If the curve
of mechanical hysteresis, as a function of

temperature, etc., were known, the power
required by a rolling mill under any condi-
tion of operation could be calculated with the
same exactness as the power consumed in

the alternating magnetization of a trans-

fonner is calculated from the magnetic hys-
teresis law of the iron.

The mechanical hysteresis essentially

depends on temperature and on time; for

instance, in carrying iron through a me-
chanical cycle a very high energy is required at

ordinary- atmospheric temperature. Much
less energy is required at dull red heat, and
at white heat the energy of the mechanical
hysteresis cycle of iron becomes very small.

The elastic and the disruptive limit also

greatly depend on the temperature; bismuth,
for instance, which is very brittle at atmos-
pheric temperature, can be drawn into fine

wire near its melting point. Cast zinc, which
is brittle and crystalline, can be rolled into

thin sheets within a certain temperature
range. Time also exerts a material influence;

asphaltum, for instance, which shatters under
a sudden blow as a brittle material, spon-
taneously flows, that is, changes its shape,

under the small, but continuous, force of

gravity.

Here, then, in the range of mechanical
forces beyond the elastic limit is a wide field

for further investigation, in which relatively

little is known beyond isolated and more or

less disconnected facts, but for which no com-
prehensive laws have yet been derived, like

those which have brought the corresponding
phenomena in the magnetic and the electric

system within the reach of exact calculation.
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A NOTABLE HYDRO-ELECTRIC DEVELOPMENT IN
SOUTH AMERICA
By Paul Frederick

Transformer Engineering Department, General Electric Company

Santos, in the republic of Brazil, is one of the great coffee-shipping ports of the world, and for the develop-
ment of its water front has required an elaborate system of quays. These have been developed by the Santos
Dock Company, which holds a concession for the whole water front. The company, needing electric power
for its own use, has developed the system described in the following article, deriving its power from a point
about 30 miles from the city, where a small stream plunges down the sea-coast from the mountain range that
runs along it. The engineers have estimated that eventually they can obtain 100,000 h.p. from this source if

desired, although the present capacity of the plant is only 15,000 kv-a. The system and the equipment exhibit

no radical departures from current American practice; but, through the trouble and money which have been
lavished upon them, the whole development stands as a conspicuous example of the soundest modern hydro-
electric engineering

—

Editor.

No doubt most of the readers of this paper
are acquainted in a general way with the

work going on in the electrical field in South
America, and they may be
interested in knowing some of

the important details of one of

the larger installations recently

completed at Santos, Brazil.

The Companhia Docas de

Santos (the Santos Dock Com-
pany), is chiefly interested in

shipping, and in late years has
grown to such proportions that

it requires considerable power to

do its own work. The Cia
Docas has a concession from the
Brazilian Government which
gives it the right to build docks
the entire length of the city of

Santos, a town of 60,000 people.

The construction of this dock
was by no means a simple
matter, since a foundation for

the masonry work had to be
laid in the banks of a swampy
inlet from the Atlantic Ocean.
At the time the Cia Docas started the con-

struction of its quays, Santos was one of

the most fever-stricken cities in any country.

Conditions were such that for a greater

part of the year the city was quarantined,
and cargo vessels left their crews at a point

some miles from the city whence native
sailors brought them into port. The Cia
Docas therefore was not only faced with the
natural difficulties of building its quays, but,

in addition, it had to fight the fever as well.

At the present time, through the efforts of

the company's engineers, Santos is equipped
with a good sewerage system ; and the tropical

rains, instead of stagnating in the streets,

breeding mosquitoes and fever, are carried

off by large open canals which run the length

of the city. Difficulties were overcome in

the actual construction of the quays that

would have discouraged men of less determi-

Fig. 1. Map of Cia Docas de Santos Hydro-electric System. A, intake-. B, flume.

C, forebay; D, pen stocks; E, power house; F, narrow gauge railway;

G, general store; H, point of debarkation; I, transmission

tine; J, dead ends; K, substation.

nation. One by one the engineering problems
were solved; and as a reward the Cia Docas
has a system that is a credit, not only to

itself, but to the country as well. The quay
itself is now completed for 4720 meters,

and as the demand for more berths develops
this length will be increased. Along the
quay the company has built a double-track
road connecting with the Sao Paulo Ry. Co.
so that cargo can be loaded directly from the
freighters to the cars by means of hydraulic
cranes. At the back of this track is a double
row of large storage warehouses. These
buildings have a framework of structural
steel, and corrugated sheet iron roof and sides.

To provide power for itself the Dock Com-
pany decided to take another big step and
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develop one of the numerous water falls in

the vicinity of Santos. The falls chosen
lie some 30 miles north of the city and 4

miles from the Atlantic Coast. A stream,

Fig. 2. View Showing Construction of Flume

called the Rio Itatinga, drains a plateau at

the back of the mountain range along the

coast. This range is very abrupt; and the

Itatinga flowing from the

plateau to the sea makes it

possible for the Dock Com-
pany to utilize a head of

640 meters in a very small

horizontal distance. An idea

of the general development
scheme may be obtained
from Fig. 1.

It was necessary to build

a flume about 2000 meters
in length to carry the water
to the most advantageous
position. This flume follows

the contour of some very
steep hills and had to be cut
out of solid rock every inch
of the way. The section of

this canal is 100 by 150
centimeters, and the inside

surface is finished with high

grade cement to reduce friction. The
construction of the flume was a very
difficult piece of engineering owing to
local conditions and the elements. Tropical
rains on numerous occasions started land-
slides on the hills above the canal, and
these slides destroyed the results of many
days' labor. At several points concrete
sheds had to be built over the flume to
provide a passage way for the streams
flowing down the hills—streams which, ordi-

narily dry, develop during the rains into
torrents of considerable size. Cement, sand
and all tools were hauled from the foot of
the hill to the flume, by a series of winches
driven by two 45 h.p. stationary engines.

The flume construction is shown in Fig. 2.

The penstocks consist of welded steel pipes
of German manufacture and vary in diameter
from 90 cm. at the forebay to 60 cm. at the
power-house. Each section of pipe is sup-
ported on a concrete base and at everv
fifth length the penstock is imbedded in a
mass of concrete. Each section of the
penstock is six meters long, with an average
weight of 2000 pounds. The total length of

the penstock is approximately 2000 meters.
In the valve room, adjacent to the generating
stations, the piping is so arranged that the
water from any penstock may be made to

supply any turbine. A view of the penstocks
is shown on the cover of this publication.

The Company's engineers have estimated
that they can obtain 100,000 h.p. from the
Itatinga; and with the idea of increasing the
capacity of the plant as necessity demands,
they built the penstocks large enough to

Fig. 3- View of Intake
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supply water for 100,000 h.p. Each penstock
is sufficient to supply water for the combined
capacities of the generators at present

installed; and any desirable future increase

in the capacity of the plant
can therefore very readily

be made. Having regard to

the location of the power
house—on the river bank
and on the edge of a swamp
—a foundation 60 feet deep
had to be laid. In this

foundation there is about
100 tons of 1 in. bar-iron

used to reinforce a mass of

concrete. The building it-

self (Fig. 5) is of granite

blocks cut from a quarry
near the station and is a

most solid structure. It is

built in a T shape with the
generators in the leg and the

switchboard, high tension
,^

busses, oil switches, etc., in

the cross-bar. The arrange-
ment of the interior of the
power house is shown in Fig. 6. A
30-ton hand-operated traveling crane runs
the length of the main floor. On this floor

the generators at a speed of 514 r.p.m. To
take care of a varying load on the generators

the turbine governors do not decrease or

increase the supply of water, but deflect the

Fig. 4. Forebay 640 meters above Power House

five three-phase 2300-volt 60-cycle gen-
erators, each of 3000 kv-a. capacity, are

installed. Impulse type waterwheels drive

Fig. 5. Exterior of Power House

jet so that a smaller or larger quantity
strikes the buckets. Should a valve suddenly
close, the shock would place a tremendous

strain on the penstock due to the
high pressure, and serious trouble

might be expected. A water cushion
is provided directly under the tur-

bine, to absorb the force of the
water which does not strike the

turbine buckets. On the same floor

with the generators are three (150
kw.) exciters individually driven by
the same type of impulse wheel.
These exciters are compound wound
and generate at 220 volts.

The voltage from the generators
is stepped up to 44,000 volts,

through fifteen single-phase water-
cooled transformers of 1000 kv-a.

capacity each. These transformers
are connected in banks of three for

delta-delta operation. A complete
hot-air system for drying the trans-

formers and oil has been installed,

as well as a complete oil-piping

system, including two large oil-

storage tanks. Allien it is necessary
to treat the oil and transformer
the oil is drained to the storage

tanks by gravity and then pum^ped to the
treating tank. The oil and transformer may
be dried out at the same time. The cooling
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water for the transformer is taken from a

small stream near the station and filtered to

remove sand, leaves, etc. The switchboard

Fig. 6. Interior of Power House

is on a balcony so that the operator can

overlook all of the machiner}- and keep in

communication with the turbine operator.

The switchboard is of the latest design with
automatic voltage regulators, motor-operated

oil-switches, etc. The transmission
line consists of two three-phase cir-

' cuits supported on galvanized steel

towers. At both ends of the line the
latest type of electrolj-tic lightning

arresters have been installed. Severe
electric storms are frequent in the
vicinity, and the lightning arresters

have proved their efficiency on this

system.

The substation building (Fig. 7),

like the power house, is built of

granite blocks. Here the power is

stepped down from 44,000 to 6600
volts through five three-phase water-

cooled 3000 kv-a. transformers. One
spare unit has been provided. The
substation has twenty-one 6600-volt

distributing lines. ]\Iost of these are

used by the Dock Company for its

own work. Its machine shops and
carpenter shops are operated by
motor-driven shafts. Power and
light lines are run to the quays,

where a complete series arc lighting

system has been installed. Other
lines run to the Santos Improvement

Company carr}-ing power for the street rail-

wavs and citv lights. Still another distrib-
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Fig. 7. Back of Substation showing High Voltage Line Entrance
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Fig. 8. Interior of Substation showing Lightning Arresters

uting line runs to the quarry of the Dock
Company for motors driving compressors
for air drills. The quarry uses about 5UU
kv-a. and it is from this source that the

Interior of Substation showing 6f)00 Volt Oil Switches

company obtains all the filling material for'its

quays. At present this stone is hauled to the

quay over a narrow-gauge steam railway track

about 5 kilometers long, but it is believed

that this line will shortly be

m « electrified.

Electrically operated conveyors
are being installed from the street

back of the outside warehouse to

the dock, where the sacks of coffee

are discharged into the hold of the
ship. This main conveyor runs
through the outside warehouse,
under the street between the two
warehouses, and again through the

warehouse on the dock. This
conveyor is fed also by others

running the length of each ware-
house. This system will be of great

importance to the Dock Company
since the laborers, under the old

method, were in a position to

demand exorbitant rates for carry-

ing the sacks from the carts on
board ship during the shipping sea-

sons. There are at present in

operation thirty-one hydraulic
cranes, ranging in capacity from
214 tons to 20 tons. Two engines,

with a total capacity of '.Vi]0 h.p.,

dri^•e pumps supplying water at
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50 atmospheres pressure for the cranes.
Motors are to replace these engines. A fleet

of 15 or 20 dredges owned by the company
keeps the channel navigable for the largest
steamers. A dry dock capable of handling
boats of 700 tons enables them to make all

necessary repairs to these dredges. The
installation of twenty-eight l}^-ton, six 5-ton

and one 30-ton electrically-operated derricks
is now in progress.

In building up its entire system the Cia
Docas has not considered expense, its one
object being to have a completely modern
installation which can be depended on to
perform its work satisfactorily, economically
and without interruption.

EXCITERS AND DIFFERENT EXCITER ARRANGEMENTS FOR
LARGE GENERATING STATIONS

By E. a. Lof
Power and Mining Engineering Dep.\rtment, Gener.\l Electric Company

As pointed out in an article by Mr. C. \\^ Stone in the June Review, there has been much difference
ot opinion respecting the best methods of arranging and operating the exciter equipment for medium and large
sized power stations, with the result that this vital part of the generating system has not become standardized
to the sanie extent that has the rest of the apparatus involved. In the present paper will be found some
recommendations covering the design, installation and operation of exciter plants, based on a thorough studv
ot existing central station conditions. The author takes up successivelv the questions of proper exciter
capacity, involving the additional excitation required at low power-factor and the provision of a separate
unit for emergencies; the proper voltage, whether 12.5 or 2.50 (largely determined by the size of the station)-
methods of driving the exciters, either by direct-connected motors operated from the main system or from
separately driven generators, or directly by prime movers; methods of mounting the exciters; 'electrical con-
nections, providing for either one or two busses to which all the exciters are connected in parallel or a separate
exciter for each mam unit connected directly to the alternator field; automatic voltage control by altering
the strength of the exciter field; and lastly, the undesirabilitv of installing circuit interrupting devices for the
protection of the exciters.

—

Editor.

One of the problems in connection with
large generating stations which has been
given comparatively little attention until
lately, is that of excitation. It is, however,
of the greatest importance, as upon it depends
to a large extent the successful operation
of the plant. The capacity of the exciter
units, the proper division of the required
exciter capacity into several units, the
method of drive, whether by sepa-
rate prime-movers or by individual
motors, the arrangements and con-
nections of the different units, the
proper system of automatic voltage
regulation, etc., are all factors which
should receive careful consideration
when designing a power plant. It
will therefore be the aim of this
article briefly to outline some of the
most important factors governing the
selection of an exciter system, and
also to show a few of the arrange-
ments which are generally used in
modern central stations.
Exciter Capacity
The exciters should have a capac-

ity sufficient to excite all of the
"

synchronous apparatus in the station
when these machines are operating at
their maximum load and at the trtie operating
power-factor. It is not enough to provide
for the excitation when operating at unity

power-factor, because the excitation which is

required at lower power-factors is consider-
ably higher than at unity power-factor.

It is therefore a good practice to have the
combined normal capacity of all the exciters
correspond to the excitation required for all

the generators, when these are operating at
their maximum overload. As the exciters are
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Average Excitation of Alternators

generally designed for a 25 per cent two-
hour overload rating, a safe margin in capac-
ity will thus be left for operating auxiliary
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station apparatus such as pilot lights, switch

and circuit-breaker solenoids, motors, etc.

A spare unit to be kept in reserve in

case of the break-down of any exciter should
generally be provided. This is especially

desirable where an uninterrupted service

must be secured at any cost and where the

exciter units are few in number, as in such a

case the shut down of one exciter would
seriously cripple the system.
The amount of excitation that is required

differs materially for different machines,
depending upon their size, speed, etc. For
generators of different capacities but other-

wise similar, the relative excitation decreases

as the size of the generators increases. High-
speed machines with their smaller number of

poles require less excitation than slow-speed
machines. The air-gap is, however, generally

smaller for the latter type and this somewhat
offsets the increased excitation for the slow-

speed type.

The curves in Fig. 1 give approximately
the average excitation required for alternators

of high, medium and slow speeds. It is seen
that, as compared to the rating of the gener-
ator, it varies from one-half of one per cent,

for large high-speed machines to several

per cent, for small slow-speed machines.

Exciter Voltage

For installations of moderate capacity a

125-volt excitation pressure has been con-
sidered standard. Under such conditions and
in order to provide for automatic voltage
regulation, it is advisable to design the
alternator so that the range in excitation

from no load to maximum load at SO per cent,

operating power-factor does not exceed a
ratio of one to two. With 12.5-volt excitation

for maximum load, the corresponding pres-

sure for no load should therefore be kept
about 70 volts.

With reference to the exciters themselves,
they should preferably have a time element
and be responsive to changes in field excita-

tion to the extent that, by inserting an
external resistance equal to about three times
the resistance of its field circuit, the voltage
will drop from 125 to 2.5 volts in from four

to six seconds. A good exciter designed
along these lines should also momentarily
give 165 volts at full field and the increase

in the field current from 125 to 150 volts

should not be over 50 per cent. It is necessary
to design the exciter for low magnetic densi-

ties in order that it shall quickly respond to

the short-circuiting of the field rheostat bv

the automatic regulator and thus insure the

desired alternator regulation.

For large installations a 250-volt system
of excitation will generally be found more
economical than a 125-volt system. This
higher voltage will permit the use of smaller

exciter and field switches, while leads of

reduced size from the exciters to the busbars
and from the busbars to the generator field

may be used, and the cross section of the bus-
bars cut in two; all this being of importance in

reducing the cost, especially in large instal-

lations. A considerable saving can also

generally be accomplished in the exciter

itself. Machines for 125 volts require a com-
mutator twice as large as those for 250 volts

;

and, with waterwhcel-driven units, where
they must be designed to safely withstand
double speed, the construction oftentimes

involves considerable difficulties and expense.

Compound wound exciters seem to be
preferred rather than shunt wound machines,
a better parallel operation and division of

the load being possible with the former,

especially when the exciters are of different

Method of Drive

While the exciters can be either belt-driven

or direct-connected to the machines driving

them, the latter practice is almost exclusively

used except in the very smallest plants.

The direct connection may be either to the

main generators, to separate prime-movers or

to motors. Sometimes (although rarely) an
exciter may be found that is connected both
to a motor and a prime-mover, the prime-
mover nmning idle when the motor is carrying

the load, and the motor running idle when
the prime-mover is doing the work. This
method, however, seems to be rather compli-

cated and can hardly be recommended
unless certain special conditions would war-
rant the arrangement.
The practice of installing one direct-

connected exciter for each main generator

has been used to a considerable extent in the

past, although in modern installations it is

generally giving place to other systems.
With very few generating units in the station,

however, the method may be advantageously
used; and in order to provide for the failure

of one exciter, their respective capacities

should be made such that the others could
furnish excitation for all the generators until

such time as the faulty machine could be
repaired. It is therefore often found that the
exciters in such cases are each given a rating
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equal to twice that required for the excitation

of one generating unit. For plants with a

large number of units, however, this system
becomes rather complicated. Another dis-

Fig. 2. Engine-driven Generator with

Direct-connected Exciter

advantage resulting from the use of exciters

direct-connected to the main units is that
they will be affected by the speed variations

of as few exciters as possible. Three units

are then generally provided, of which two,

however, are all that are needed for supplying
the required excitation, the third unit being
held in reserve. Sometimes the two exciters

first-named are driven by prime-movers,
either steam engines or hydraulic turbines,

while the third unit is motor-driven. This
method may be the most desirable, especially

in hydro-electric plants where the possibilit}"

of debris clogging up the small exciter turbines

and shutting them down is always present.

Under such conditions it would naturally be

more advantageous to keep the motor-driven
set in reserve for such an emergency. From
an economical point of view, however,
it is evident that two motor-driven units

with a steam or waterwheel-driven set as the

spare will cost less. The exciter driven b}-

the prime-mover would have to be relied upon
in such cases in starting up the system, unless

a storage battery were provided, as is usually

the case in large stations.

In some of the latest hydro-electric develop-

ments an entirely new and quite novel
system of excitation is being used. Here
one small motor-driven exciter set is installed

for each generator unit. The exciter has a

capacity corresponding to that required by
its generator, and its terminals are connected
directly to the generator field. The motors

Fig. 3. Horizontal Waterwheel-driven Generator with Direct-connected Exciter

of the prime movers caused by the variation
in the load.

The system which seems to be the most
widely used and which offers the greatest
reliability, is that in which the excitation
is obtained from a common source, consisting

of the various exciter sets are fed from one or

two low-voltage generators, driven by inde-

pendent prime-movers. In addition, means
are provided so that if necessary the motors
may be connected to the main bus through
transformers, two separate sources being
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thus provided for driving them. With this

arrangement the objection to motor-driven
exciters on the ground that thev are liable

In certain smaller installations where the

generators are belt-driven, the exciters can
be mounted as shown in Fig. 4. This obviates

Fig. 4. Belt-diiven Generator with Direct-connected Exciter

to fall out of step when a short-circuit occurs

on the system has naturally no bearing,

because the system of excitation is entirely

separate from the alternating current system.
Mechanical Design

Almost all exciters are of the horizontal

construction, although sometimes it may be
found more economical to make them vertical

;

this, however, being generally due to certain

advantages from the hydraulic point of view.

Otherwise, there is not much difference in

the mechanical design between exciters and
other direct current generators.

Where separate direct-connected exciters

are provided for each alternator they can
either be mounted inside the bearing as shown
in Fig. 2 or outside as shown in Fig. 3. Of
the two methods the former is usually used
only where the generator is driven by a

steam engine and where the engine cranks
would prevent the mounting of the exciter

outside the bearings. The method shown
in Fig. 3 is employed chiefly with direct-

connected waterwheel-driven generators,

motor-generators, etc. It makes a very
substantial outfit, and at the same time
permits easy access for inspecti;ig and
adjusting the brushes of the exciter. In case

of trouble the exciter can be disassembled and
removed in a very short time, after which
the generator can again be started up and
excited from the exciters of the other
units if sufficient capacity has been provided.

the use of a separately-belted exciter and
makes the outfit much more reliable, besides

aj^ffl.

Fig. 5. Vertical Generator with Direct-connected Exciter

accomplishing a considerable reduction in the
required floor space. If vertical units are
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used, the direct-connected exciter is generally
mounted on the top bracket of the main
generator as shown in Fig. 5. The shaft is

System of Connections

The general practice is to provide one or
two sets of common busbars to which all the

Fig. 6. Induction Motor-driven Exciter

extended and the collector rings for the
generator field are mounted above the exciter

as shown. A step-bearing is located under-
neath the turbine and a guide-bearing be-
tween the generator and exciter rotors. Fig. 6
illustrates an exciter driven by an induction
motor, both units being mounted on a com-
mon cast iron base, in the same way that any
ordinary motor-generator set is mounted.
Where the exciters are driven by separate

prime-movers, such as steam engines or
waterwheels, the method of mounting is the
same as for other direct-connected generators.

For engine drive the shaft, base and bearings
are generally furnished by the engine builder,

while for waterwheel drive these parts are
usually included with the exciter. With
vertical vmits the armature and revolving
element of the waterwheel are generally
supported from a roller suspension bearing
mounted on the top bracket of the exciter.

This bracket also contains the upper guide-
bearing, while the lower usually forms a
part of the wheel casing. Care should be
taken in designing the bearings of all water-
wheel-driven exciters to see that the water
thrust is taken care of in the turbine, or
proper allowance must be made therefor.
All such exciters should furthermore be
designed to safely withstand the runaway
speed of the turbine, which is generalh- twice
the normal speed.

exciters are connected in parallel and from
which the fields of the different generators
are excited, a rheostat being inserted in each
field circuit. The diagram shown in Fig. 7

represents a system where every generator

r
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Fig. 7

is provided with a direct-connected exciter.

There are two sets of busbars, one for

excitation and the other for auxiliarj- ser\'ice.
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Switches are provided so that the exciters

can be connected to either set as desired;

and the advantage of this arrangement is

that one exciter can be connected to the
auxiliary bus while the others are

operating on the exciter bus. Any '

fluctuation in the exciter voltage f f

caused by an automatic regulator, I);

for example, will therefore not be r- -;

felt on the auxiliary or lighting i
.!'.

bus, the pressure of which can be j- \

kept constant. .,-..-i.-

The arrangement shown in Fig. 8 i. i

is often used. Only one set of )_^.\

exciter busbars are shown, although
frequently an auxiliary set is also

provided as in the previous case.

There are three exciters, two of

which are driven by induction
motors fed from the main busbars

;

while the third unit, which is held
in reserve, is driven by an inde-

pendent waterwheel. Only one
starting compensator is needed for

the two motors, a common starting

and running bus being provided.
The system can be sectionalized

in two parts if desired, while
switches are provided so that the
waterwheel-drivenexciter can readily
be connected to either side.

Fig. 9 represents the latest practice in the
way of arranging and connecting the exciters

for a system of very large capacity. One
induction motor-driven exciter is provided for

each main unit, each exciter being directly-

connected to the field of its respective
generator. The exciters are not arranged for

parallel operation, but are provided each
with its own automatic regulator so that
it is possible to compensate for wattless
cross currents between the generators. In
the system shown, the induction motors are

fed either from two low-voltage alternating
current generators driven by separate water-
wheels, or alternatively from the main
alternating current busbars through step-

down transformers. The auxiliary low-
voltage generators are, however, the normal
source; and the exciter system is thus entirely

free from voltage fluctuations or disturbances
on the alternating current system. In another
installation of this kind the auxiliary gener-
ators are provided for combination drive,

one end being connected to a waterwheel
and the other to an induction motor, which
in turn can be connected to the main alternat-

ing current busses through step-down trans-

formers, unless the voltage will permit of a
safe operation of the motors without the
transformers. In such an arrangement
the exciter sets are not provided with indepen-

..l,n
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Fig. 8

dent group connections to the main bus, as
shown in the illustration; as it is considered
that a breakdown would most commonly
be caused by a clogging up of the turbines,
in which case the alternating current units
could be driven by the motors. It would
seem, however, that the scheme shown in the
diagram is more flexible and reliable.

Voltage Regulation

On any alternating current system it is of

the greatest importance that an accurate
voltage regulation be kept, and this is

especially true where the lighting load is a
predominating factor. Besides the decreased
life of incandescent lamps when used on
fluctuating voltages, the illumination from
such lamps is highly annoying. A consider-
able saving in energy can also be accomplished,
because the exciters and generators deliver

the exact power required in proportion to
the demand made upon them. A slight

increase in the voltage on a large system
means an increased loss in the transformer
cores.

Without some form of automatic voltage
regulator it is impossible to take care of the
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heavy swings in the voltage caused by
fluctuating power and railway loads. Even
in the case of purely lighting load it is exceed-

ingly difficult to properly take care of the

voltage by hand regulation, especially at

peak loads. The present tendency of design-

ing generators for a high internal reactance,

in order to reduce destructive short-circuit

currents, results furthermore in a rather

poor inherent regulation of the generators,

and it is therefore essential for a good service

to provide automatic voltage regulation.

Many different forms of automatic regula-

tors have been devised. Some of them have
been designed to operate directly on the

the regulator and the upper curve the record
obtained after the installation of the regulator.

A glance at the curves is enough to make one
realize the enormous benefits derived from the
use of such a device.

While the usual practice is to adjust the

regulator for a constant busbar voltage,

compensation for line drop may also be
obtained by providing a special line drop
compensator, t

Where separate exciters are provided for

each generator, and these exciters are

not operating in parallel as in the system
shown in Fig. 9, the regulators can be used
for preventing wattless cross-currents flow-

Fig. 9

alternating current generator field rheo-

stat by varying the resistance. Such a

system has, however, proved to be entirely

too sluggish in operation. The most success-

ful and best-known device for this purpose

is one in which the regulation is effected

entirely in the field circuit of the exciter,

by rapidly opening and closing a shunt

circuit across the exciter field rheostat. The
system operates, therefore, at the highest

efficiency and eliminates the losses which
would result if operated directly on the

generator field.* A chart of this regulator

is shown in Fig. 10, the lower curve giving the

voltage record obtained without the use of

ing between the generators. This is accom-
plished by installing current transformers for

each generator and by connecting them
90 deg. out of phase with the potential

transformer; so that, if cross-currents tend

to flow between the generators, they will be

reduced by the regulator action, which tends

to strengthen or weaken the excitation of

the units as required.

The fluctuating voltage of the exciter bus-

bars, caused bv the use of automatic voltage

* For a complete description of this regulator and its opera-

tion see General Electric Review. June, 1909, "Regulators

for Alternators." by H. A. Laycock.

t"Line Drop Compensators," by G. F. Gehrkens, Gener.-il

Electric Review, March, 1912.
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regulators of the type previously described,

is sometimes objected to in cases where it is

desired to operate station lights, oil switches,

relays and other auxiliary apparatus from this

same source of power. It is, however, possible

to keep the exciter pressure constant, and to

effect the voltage variation, necessar}- for the
regulation of the alternating current genera-

tors, by means of a motor-driven booster.

This booster is then controlled by an auto-

matic regulator and can be made to either boost
or buck the exciter voltage as desired, thus
varying the pressure applied to the alternator

protective device is to prevent injury to the

alternating current field windings. When
trouble occurs in the exciting system and
opens the overload devices on all the exciter

circuit-breakers, the generator field circuits

are broken at points where no discharge resist-

ances are interposed, and the generator field

windings are consequently liable to puncture
by the high induced voltage to which they
are subjected. In some cases, however,
the protection of the exciters is of more
importance than the above considerations,

and fuses mav be inserted in the exciter

iSBmL.
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Fig. 10. Record Chart of Automatic Voltage Regulator

field, while the potential of the exciter busses
is kept constant.

Protection

Overload protection is as a rule not recom-
mended in connection with exciters, since

it is usually more important to prevent any
interruption in the supply of the field current

to the alternating current generators, thereby
insuring a continuous operation (which in

most stations is an essential feature), than to

protect the exciters themselves from damage.
A further reason for omitting an automatic

leads, however, when this is done it is

advisable to make the fuses of sufficient

capacity to insure that the exciter circuit

will be opened only in case of very serious

trouble.

For large plants where a number of large

exciters are operating in parallel, it is some-
times customary to install reverse-current

circuit-breakers without any overload attach-

ment. The reverse-current device will then
serve to disconnect a defective exciter while
the remaining units continue to operate.
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OPERATION OF SYNCHRONOUS MACHINES IN PARALLEL

By Lee Hagood

Lighting Department, General Electric Company

The question of the successful operation of synchronous machines in parallel or multiple has always

attracted a great deal of attention on account of its important bearing on satisfactory and uninterrupted

electric service. In the present paper Mr. Hagood takes up chiefly the question of the economical control

of the exciting or wattless current in a system so as to obtain suitable voltages at the centers of distribution,

and the economical use of the generators, transformers, and transmission lines involved. The importance of

this problem appears chiefly where inductive loads occur. The treatment herein adopted is such as to render

this paper a valuable contribution to the series on voltage and power-factor control by the use of syn-

chronous machines, to which we referred in our September number; and in which the first article was by
Prof. E. J. Berg on "Voltage Control using Synchronous Motors with Automatic Voltage Regulators." Mr.

Hagood's paper will be continued in an early issue.

—

Editor.

Parallel Ooeration

For successful parallel operation alternators

should have the same frequency, equal and
opposite potentials at the time of synchro-

nizing, suitable wave forms, and be properly

excited at all times; furthermore, their prime

movers should have substantially uniform

angular velocity, with similar, but dropping

speed characteristics. No practical difficulties

of any magnitude are now experienced from
any of these conditions, except the matter

of angular variation in speed and the question

of proper excitation.

In regard to angular variation in speed, it

may be said that little trouble is experienced

from this source where the prime mover is a

waterwheel or steam turbine unit. It is

inherent with these types to furnish constant

angular torque, and on this account there is

but little opportunity of setting up or sus-

taining periodic angular movements. With
reciprocating engines, however, the driving

torque is not uniform, and the angular

torque therefore varies. This condition may
promote angular movements in the alternator

unless properly restricted, and these move-
ments in turn will cause pulsating energy

exchanges between the alternator in question

and the other synchronous machines on the

system. Such angular movements may take

up a periodic vibration commonly known as

hunting. In some cases hunting has been so

excessive that machines would even fall out

of step, causing serious interrtiptions in

service.

It is well recognized nowadays that hunt-

ing occurs rarely except where reciprocating

engines are used; and the cause is their

property of creating and sustaining in alter-

nators periodic variations, in other words,

mechanical oscillations. However, by using

the proper flywheel effect and suitable types

of governors, etc., engine builders have long

since been able to cope with these difficulties;

in fact, any steam engine unit now furnished

by a responsible manufacturer is suitable

as a prime mover for an alternating current

system. With gas engines, however, the

problem has not been so simple in solution

and it is necessary to equip alternators, when
driven by them, with a special winding, usu-

ally a squirrel cage arrangement to damp
out the oscillations.

Angular variations in speed of altentators,

or hunting, which after all is entirely a

question of prime movers, is certainly not

a matter for further serious worry.

In the past slight difficulty has been ex-

perienced in parallel operation on account

of poor wave-form in alternators. This,

however, is no longer a problem, as most
alternators provide good wave-forms. Even
though the wave-form were very bad, the

difficulties arising in parallel operation would
be very insignificant except in a few rare

cases. Another source of trouble in the past

has been automatic division of load. This

is entirely a matter of proper control of energy

supply by the governing mechanism, and
this has also been solved beyond dispute.

This paper will deal almost entirely with
the question of proper field excitation for

synchronous machines to accomplish suitable

voltages and power-factors. This is in no sense

a difficult problem, or one not understood,

btit the writer feels that it has not been given

the attention by engineers that its importance
really deserves. Though the subject will

be confined to alternators and synchronous

motors, nevertheless, the same principles

would apply to synchronous converters. In

regard to synchronous converters, however,

it is not deemed desirable to build them so

that they can be excited other than in the

regular manner. With the present design

of synchronous converter, they should never
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be used for power-factor control, since they
are only intended to be run at near unity
power-factor. Though they could, under
certain conditions, be used over-excited, the
instructions necessary to give operators on
this point are complicated, and unless care-

ftdly followed there would be some danger
of seriously damaging the machine.
To bring out properly the important fea-

tures of this problem of economic field

excitation, the writer will discuss, first some
of the fundamental principles involved,

and will then give some concrete examples
of their application.

the energy current. For convenience when
representing the mean effective values vec-

torially, we designate them, when lagging, as

positive, and when leading, as negative.

Figs. 1 and 2 illustrate the effect of mag-
netizing currents. Assuming that the energy
delivered is constant and that the voltage is

constant, EE' in Fig. 1 is the locus of the
terminals of the current vectors for different

magnetizing currents. It is sometimes more
convenient to refer to wattless kv-a. rather
than magnetizing current. The relations

between kilowatts and kilovolt-amperes are

represented in Fig. 2. MM' represents the

Fig. 1. Relation of Wattless Current to Power-factor and

Actual Current Assuming Kilowatt Output
and Voltage Constant

Fig. 2. Relation of Wattless Kv-a. to Power-factor and
Actual Kv-a., Assuming the Kilcwatt Output

and Voltage Constant

V =voltage.
/ =actual current.
It =energy component.
/re =wattless component (magnetizing current). It is termed positive if lagging and nega-

tive if leading.

Cos Q =power-factor.
EE' is the locus of the terminals of the current vectors for various magnetizing currents,

assuming both the energy delivered and its voltage to be constant.
MM' is the locus of the terminals of the kv-a. vectors for various magnetizing currents,

assuming both the energy delivered and its voltage to be constant.

Exciting Currents on Alternating Systems

In the flow of alternating current energy,

the current, as ineasured with an ammeter,
may be conveniently resolved into two com-
ponents, one the energy component and the

other the wattless component. This wattless

component is the exciting, or magnetizing
current. It is so named because it exists in

virtue of the fact that magnetic fields

are required by inductance, transformers,

induction motors, induction generators, syn-
chronous motors and synchronous generators.

The exciting currents for all of these magnetic
fields are alternating, and are of the same
frequency as, but out of phase by 90 deg. with

locus of the terminals of the kv-a.
vectors.

Inductance, transformers, induction motors
and induction generators require positive

exciting currents, while capacity requires

negative. A synchronous motor might re-

quire from a system either positive or nega-
tive exciting current, depending upon its

field excitation. For low field excitation the
exciting current would be lagging, while for

high field excitation the exciting current
would be leading.

A generator supplying a load, and not in

parallel with other synchronous machines,
must supply all the exciting current required,
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and the field excitation will vary with this

wattless current. This is clearer when we
consider the cases of supplying a given
kv-a. load at unity power-factor, at 0.80

power-factor, lagging, and at 0.80 power-
factor leading. To maintain the same voltage

and current in the armature of the generator,

considerably more field excitation would be
required at O.SO power-factor lagging than at

unity power-factor; and at unity power-
factor, considerably more field excitation

would be required than at 0.80 power-factor

leading. If there is more than one generator,

and they are in parallel, the same relations

hold, but the matter of division of exciting

current between the generators involved is

entirely a matter of the relative field excita-

tion. The generator with the stronger field

excitation will supply the greater proportion

of exciting current.

The fundamental consideration to observe

about exciting currents on any system, is

that their algebraic sum is zero, some being

positive and some being negative. We meet
with a slight practical difficulty in applying

this conception, because it is convenient

to consider that an over-excited synchronous
motor and an over-excited generator supply

exciting currents to a system, whereas, if

they are under-excited, they demand excit-

ing currents. The point of neutral excita-

tion is where the machine in question is

running at unity power-factor. A power-
factor indicator indicates lagging exciting

current for an over-excited generator, and
leading for an over-excited synchronous

motor. In either case, an increase of field

excitation not only increases the voltage

at the tenninals of the machine, but increases

its exciting current. The real physical dif-

ference is only in the direction of energy flow,

since it flows into the motor, but out of the

generator. Actually, however, the exciting

current for the motor is opposite in sign to that

of the generator. Notwithstanding this, it

will be found a convenience to consider both
of the same sign, and simply think of an over-

excited synchronous motor as supplying

exciting current to a system. This concep-

tion is not only convenient, but seems thor-

oughly justified when we realize that power-
factor correction in a transmission line for an
inductive load may be accomplished by
either an over-excited synchronous generator

or an over-excited motor located near the

load. Furthermore, it may be considered
that exciting currents are supplied to a sys-

tem, by means of direct current excitation

applied to the fields of the synchronous
machines.
The investment of capital in any electrical

system operating at a given voltage is de-

pendent largely upon the kv-a. demand
caused by the load at the distribution cen-

ters. This comes about for the following

reasons: The price and losses of the

transmission lines depend upon the current

to be carried; for the given receiving vol-

tage therefore, the price and efficiency would
depend upon the kv-a. delivered; the price

and losses of the transformers depend
upon the kv-a. output; and the price of the
generators, for a given speed, depends upon
the kv-a. output. The efficiencies of gener-

ators are based both on the kv-a. output
and power-factor. At O.SO power-factor the

efficiencies are about 2 per cent less than
at unity power-factor. A matter of consider-

able importance in this connection is the
efficiency of the prime mover. In the cases

of reciprocating engines and waterwheels,
the efficiencj' falls off considerably on light

loads, and to a less extent on the heavier

loads. This matter is of so much importance
that every effort should be made to keep
the prime movers fully loaded. On low
power-factor we may reach the limit of gen-

erator capacity considerably before the limit

is reached for the prime mover.
Now, on the other hand, the revenues

which coine in from customers depend sub-

stantially on the kilowatts delivered. Further-

more, for satisfaction on the part of the

customer, this energy must be delivered at

a suitable and uniform voltage. Various
systems of rates have been established for

the sale of electrical energy, which would
bring about a proper charge to those custom-
ers whose service demands kilowatts at low
power-factor. It might be said, in general,

that no set of rates devised meets this con-

dition entirely satisfactorily. It is therefore

very important to have the kilowatts at the

distribution centers approximately equal to

the kilovolt-amperes demand. In other

words, the transmission lines and long feeder

lines should operate at near unity power-
factor.

Loads usually dealt with at distribution

centers have lagging power-factors. These
are seldom worse than 0.60 power-factor and
rarely better than 0.90 power-factor. Since

the per cent of magnetizing current, or ex-

citing current, is always the sine of the angle

whose cosine is the power-factor, these may
range from about 80 per cent to about 43
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per cent of the actual current as measured
with an ammeter. The causes of these ex-

citing currents are due chiefly to induction
motors and transformers; it is an inherent

characteristic of both to require a definite

excitation and this excitation is practically

independent of the load, and is always posi-

tive in direction. Induction motors take from
40 per cent to SO per cent in magnetizing
current, while transfonners take from 4 per

cent to 8 per cent. The smaller induction
motors always take the (relatively) greater

exciting currents. With the transformers,

however, the matter of size enters only to a
small extent. In both cases, the percentage
of magnetizing current refers to a percentage
of nonnal current of the transformer or motor
in question. For example, with a 3()00-kv-a.

transformer, having a o per cent exciting

current, the wattless kv-a. would be about
150, whether the actual kv-a. load was 200
or 3000. With a 200-h.p. (165 kv-a. at 0.90

power-factor) induction motor, the wattless

kv-a. would be about 72, and this would also

be substantially independent of the actual

load on the motor. The magnitude of this

magnetizing current for either induction
motors or transformers depends on matters of

design. The exciting current of induction
motors is relatively small, as compared with
that of the transformers. In^ general, on
systems with low power-factor, where the total

wattless current is of considerable magnitude
the cause is almost entirely induction motors.

Transmission lines have both inductance
and capacity and therefore inherently re-

quire both positive and negative exciting

currents. The amount of positive exciting

current required by inductance is always
comparatively small as compared with the

negative exciting currents required to supply
the capacity. Since these two effects are

opposite, they will, to some extent, offset

each other. However, the negative excit-

ing current is usually in predominance.
If a transmission line is of any consider-

able length, it may require large negative
exciting current. It is constant in value
since its magnitude is proportional to the
voltage and physical characteristics of the

line. Both the inductance and capacity are

distributed along the line; hence the amount
of exciting current varies directly with the

length of the transmission line.

Unless properly controlled, exciting current

is a serious matter. It uses up the capacity
of expensive generating apparatus, trans-

mission lines and transformers. It increases

energj^ losses materially, due to PR losses;

and finally, when there are any considerable

reactances in the circuits of the generators,

transformers and transmission lines, the vol-

tage drops will be of large magnitude. To
bring about the proper counteracting influ-

ence to keep these magnetizing currents con-
fined in circuits where they do comparatively
no harm is essentially a problem of parallel

operation of synchronous machines.

Two Alternators with a Load

Let Fig. 3 represent two single-phase alter-

nators in parallel, and Fig. 4 represent the
vector relations of the common voltage
between the two machines, their currents,

power-factors, etc.

With two direct current generators in

parallel their division of load is dependent
upon the field excitation. Raising the ex-

citation of one makes it take load because
its speed will drop, and vice versa. This is

assuming, of course, that each is driven
by a separate prime mover and is governed
m the usual manner, i. e. that an increase in

load will drop its speed, and this in turn will

cause an increase in the amount of energy
admitted to the prime mover.
Now, with two alternators in parallel and

each having its prime mover governed,
both machines must always run in syn-
chronism and there is nothing that can be
done to either to change its relative load.

This sharing of load between alternators

is entirely the property of the speed character-
istics of the prime movers. If the total load
increases the frequency will tend to drop
and both machines will pick up their respect-

ive loads, determined entirely by their prime
movers' speed characteristics. Nothing there-

fore can be done inherently to either alterna-

tor, to change the division of load. A division

of load can be accomplished only through
the governing mechanism of the prime
movers. This is done, in practice, usually
by means of a motor attached to the govern-
ing mechanism and controlled from the
switchboard. The effect of the motor is

to change the speed characteristics of the
prime mover in such a manner as to accom-
plish the proper control of energy. We
could not therefore expect any change of

load due to changes in the field excitation
of one machine. However, as we have seen,

this effects only a change in division of the
exciting current, or wattless kv-a.

In the foregoing, it is seen that the division

of energy output is a matter of controlling
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the incoming energy from the prime movers;

and the effect of changing the field excitation

is onlv to change the division of wattless

kv-a. of the machines on the system.

These points may be made clearer by study-

ing Fig. 4. /l represents the load current

at a power-factor equal to cos 6^. The
energy component OP, that is, /l cos 8^,

can be drawn to scale to represent the kilo-

watt load, since it is assumed that the

voltage is constant, and ON and OM can
represent the kilowatts supplied by the

generators respectively. The algebraic sum
of their loads must always equal OP. This

implies that either OM or ON may be nega-

tive; and such is the case, since the energy

supply to one alternator's prime mover
may be zero, and the alternator in question

turn over as a motor. The condition of

one machine running as a motor and the

other as a generator is shown in Fig. 6.

J^
;, ^

©) 1/ ( fe

7/ '
' Iz

_

/ rnfi

Ft

Ii must necessarily move towards leading,

otherwise, the parallelogram of currents

would be incomplete. Since we are not
affecting the division of load, the line

LV , at right-angles to the vector \'. is

the locus of the terminals of the current

vectors of generator No. 2 at various

excitations, provided the load is constant.

In a similar manner, ] J' is the locus of

the terminal of the current vectors of

generator No. 1. By raising the excitation

of generator No. 2, l\ may be brought
in phase with V so that generator No. 1

would be operating at unity power-factor

Fig. 3. Two Generators in Parallel Fig. 4. Vector Diagram of Two Generators in Parallel

1\ =current of generator Xo. 1. Cos ^i =power-factor of generator No. 1.

/2 =current of generator \o. 2. Cos 9j =power-factor of generator No. 2.

/l =current of load. Cos^l =power-factor of load.

V =voltage at point where metering is done.

To scale OM equals output of generator No. 2 since VI2 cosine S.. represents the energy delivered.

To scale ON equals the output of generator No. 1. since T'/i cosine 9i represents the energy delivered.

To scale OP equals the load-, since V'7l cosine Sl represents the energy consumed.

JJ' is the locus of the terminals of the vectors of generator No. 1 at various excitations, assuming the power delivered constant.

LL' is the locus of the terminals of generator No. 2 at various excitations, assuming the power delivered constant.

Referring again to Fig. 4, it will be seen

that by varying the field excitation of the two
alternators, moving first one field rheostat

and then the other, both h and lo may be
brought in phase with 7l, in which case,

the sum of the kv-a. capacities of the gener-

ators is at a minimum value. Under this

condition, therefore, the power-factor of

each machine would equal the power-factor
of the load. Furthermore /i plus /> equals I,..

If /i and I2 are in phase and we increase the

excitation of No. 2 generator, this will make
I2 move towards lagging and accordingly

and generator No. 2 would be carrying all

the load's magnetizing current. In this

case the sum of the kv-a. is greater than the

kv-a. of the load, and whether or not we
have increased the I'-R losses would depend
on the relative values of the resistances in

the circuits involved.

The magnetic effects of exciting currents

on synchronous machines may be explained

as follows. The ampere-turns on a poly-

phase armature have the property of main-
taining a definite flux which revolves syn-

chronously with respect to the position of
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the armature conductors. If the machine
is of the revolving armature type, this flux

takes a definite position in space. If it is of

the revolving field type, it will revolve with
the same frequency as the revolving field.

For a given armature current, it is constant
in value, and has a phase relation with the

field flux, depending upon the exciting cur-

rent. At unity power-factor, where the

exciting current is zero, it is 90 deg. out of

phase with respect to the field flux. At
other power-factors, its position varies from
the position occupied at unity power-factor
by an angle equal to that of the angle whose
cosine is the power-factor. The exciting cur-

rent therefore causes an equivalent flux, which
is either in phase, or 18U deg. out of phase,

with the field flux. With a synchronous gener-

ator, lagging exciting currents set up a flux

opposite, that is, demagnetizing, to the

field flux, and leading exciting currents set

up a flux in phase, that is, magnetizing, to

the field flux. With synchronous motors,

a similar condition exists, except that lagging

exciting currents magnetize, while leading

currents demagnetize.
When we raise the field excitation of

one alternator we tend to raise its voltage,

and if no increase of resultant flux occurred
in the other machines the common voltage

could not rise. As a matter of fact,

the common voltage must rise, but it

cannot rise to the value expected. This
is the case because certain reactions take
place. The alternator which had its field

excitation raised will suffer an armature
reaction tending to demagnetize its field

since the power-factor will have swung
towards lagging; the other alternators

will suft'er armature reactions tending to

magnetize their fields, because their power-
factors have swung towards leading. The
system will, therefore, acquire a new voltage,

exciting current being furnished by the ma-
chine on which we attempted to raise its

voltage, to the load or to the other machines
in the system.

It often happens that some generating
stations in the system are run where a limited

amount of energy is available, or where the

energy is costly, and other stations have an
abundant supply of energy, or that the
same may be supplied at a low cost, and in

this case it is, of course, a very great advan-
tage to run the former at lower power-
factor, carrying the wattless kv-a. load

and run the latter at unity power-factor,

thereby making the supply of cheap

energy as great as is practicable. Further-
more, it is usual when this relation exists

that the cheaper energy is supplied from a

water power station over a long transmission

line and a steam station (expensive energy)
is located near the distribution point of the

load. Obviously, operating the transmission
lines near 1.00 power-factor could not only
increase its energy output, but decrease
largely the losses on the system due to PR.

In considering alternators which are located

in the same station, or in close proximity,
in general, all of them should be run at the
same power-factor, so that the load kv-a. is

approximately equal to the arithmetical

sum of the kv-a.'s of the generators involved,

as this will give the maximum use of gener-

ator capacity. Referring to Fig. 4, this

condition is accomplished for the two gen-
erators in question, when Ji and I« are equal
to Jl. This setting of the generators can be
accomplished by juggling the field excitation,

and noting when the power-factors of the

machines are equal. If power-factor indi-

cators are not available, fairly good results

may be attained by watching the generators'

line and field ammeters. Local conditions,

of course, may cause exceptions to the above.
For example, one of the alternators, due to

its design, may prove more adaptable to

power-factor correction than another.

An Alternator with a Synchronous Motor and Load
in Parallel

Let Fig. 5 represent an alternator and
a synchronous motor in parallel supplying
an inductive load, and Fig. 6 represent the
vector relations of a common voltage be-
tween the two machines and the load, their

currents, power-factors, etc.

We will assume the generator field current
to be constant, and also that the load is

constant and inductive. If the motor is

neutrally excited its power-factor will be
unity; if the motor is over-excited its cur-

rent Jm will move towards leading, and the
generator current must take a definite posi-

tion in consequence. In Fig. 6, Ic represents
such a position, it being the resultant of

/m and II. If the motor is tmder-excited,
then its power-factor will be lagging, and if

the motor current takes the position /«',

the generator current must necessarily take
the position Ig', it being the resultant of

hi and /l. LL' and HH' are the loci of the
terminals of the motor current vectors and
the generator current vectors respectively.

The results eflected by this arrangement
are very similar to those just described with
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two alternators in parallel. The alternator,
however, in this case, supplies all the energy
but it is more convenient to express the load
of the motor separately from that of the
system. /„ and therefore lo may be brought
in phase with 7l by adjustment of the
excitation, and when this is accomplished
the power-factor of the generator will be the
same as that of the motor and that of
the load. There is obviously no advantage
in this arrangement in general unless the
kilowatt input of the motor is up to the limit

of its kv-a. rating; under this condition it

would be better to run the motor near imity
power-factor; however, most synchronous
motors are *designed to furnish the full

kilowatt rating, and still have enough leeway

Load

of the generator, we would naturally expect
some radical difference in the effect of
changes in their respective field excitations,
and such is the case; an increase of excita-
tion of a synchronous motor swings its cur-

Fig. 5. An Alternator and Motor
in Parallel

Fig. 6. Vector Diagram of an Alternator and Motor
in Parallel

^G =generator current.

/m =motor current.

/l =Ioad current.

Cos 6g = generator power-factor.

Cos 9 m = motor power-factor.

Cos ^L =load power-factor.

V =voltage at point where metering is done.

To scale OM equals input to the motor since T' X/m Xcosine ^m represents the energy consumption.
To scale OP equals the load since V XI l Xcosine ^l represents the energy consumed by the load.

To scale ON equals the energy generated since V X/g Xcosine 6g is the energy put into the system by the generator.

LL' is the locus of the terminals of the motor current vectors at various excitations, assuming the motor load constant.

HH' is the locus of the terminals of the generator current vectors at various excitations, assuming the generator load to be constant.

in kv-a. capacity to stand considerable over-
exciting.

Assuming, therefore, that the generator
is running with. a definite field current, and
that we have a large enough synchronous
motor, we could vary its excitation so that
the wattless kv-a. of the load could be
carried entirely by it, allowing the generator
and transmission line to be at unity power-
factor. Since the flow of energy is necessarily
into the motor whereas it always flows out

rent towards leading while with the generator
it would swing towards lagging. The in-

herent reactions between the two machines
are as follows: Should we increase the field

current of the motor, we would tend to better

the power-factor of the alternator, and the
common voltage would tend to rise, its

limit being determined by the mutual reaction

set up causing a demagnetization effect on
the motor and a magnetization effect on the

generator. (To be ConUnued)

Synchronous motors on motor-generator sets may be designed for 0.70 or 0.80 power-factor at full h.p. load if desired. The syn-
chronous condenser in fact is designed so that it can run suppljnng only wattless kv-a.. that is. its excitation may be carried on no-load
to give the full rated kv-a.
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AN ARTIFICIAL TRANSMISSION LINE AND SOME
DISTURBANCES OBSERVED ON IT

By Cassius M. Davis

Consulting Engineering Department, General Electric Company

This article relates to an artificial transmission line that was constructed for the purpose of overcoming
one of the principal difficulties attending the study of long distance transmission hne phenomena, i.e., that

of obtaining for any length of time an actual commercial line on which to conduct experiments. A short

description of the construction of the line and the methods of determining the electrical constants of induc-

tance, capacity, and natural frequency are first given; the balance of the article being devoted to a discussion

of the general characteristics of the line and some of the transient phenomena that have been observed
on it during test. The oscillograph, of course, has played a prominent part in these investigations, and a

number of interesting records are shown.

—

Editor.

The General Electric Company has had in

its possession for about two years an artificial

transmission line which it employs in the study

of various phenomena that are common to

power transmission lines. As constructed at

present it has an equivalent length of about

12S miles, single-phase. No attempt will be
made here to describe it in detail, as this has

already been done elsewhere.*

In its general construction it consists of

400 glass cylinders each surrounded by a

coil of insulated copper wire and lined with

tinfoil. The inductance is furnished by the

coils on the outside of the cylinders, and the

dielectric capacity by the capacity between
the coils on the outside and the tinfoil on

the inside. This construction gives a line of

uniformly distributed indtictance and capac-

ity throughout its entire length. The glass

cylinders are 6 inches in diameter by 4 feet

6 inches long and approximately }/g inch

thick. Upon each are wound 140 turns of

No. 8 B.&S. double cotton covered copper

wire, while the inside is coated with approxi-

mately 945 square inches (54 by 17.5

inches) of heavy tinfoil. The inductance of

each unit is about 0.001027 henrv, the capac-

ity 0.00288X10"" farad and the resistance

0.240 ohms. Thus the total constants are:

inductance 0.41 henry; capacity 1.15X10""
farad; and resistance 96.2 ohms.
The total inductance is measured by find-

ing the reactance drop by voltmeter and
ammeter readings and deducing the induc-

tance from the measured value of reactance.

The total dielectric capacity is found from
the charging current to the line when all the

coils are connected and interconnected in

multiple.

The equivalent length of line is calculated

from the formula:

L= 186000 v'LC,

•January. 1911 and May, 1912. A.I.E.E. Proceedings.

which comes out to be 128 miles; and the
natural period, or its resonance frequency, is

derived from the formula:
186000

4/
= 303 cvcles.
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A resonance curve is shown in Fig. 1. The
points show actual readings of charging cur-

rent and frequency.
This line has nearly all the characteristics

of a large power transmission line; that is,

it has "regulation," it is subject to phase
control by synchronous apparatus, it has a

capacity or charging current, it can trans-

mit high frequency and low frequency dis-

turbances, it can oscillate in part or as a

whole against some other circuit to which it

is electrically connected, etc., etc. An idea

of the way in which it behaves under various

conditions ma}' be gained from the accom-
panying oscillograms, which have recently

been taken upon it.

Fig. 2 shows the disturbances set up when
the line is switched on and off the high ten-

sion side of a transformer. Note that the
high tension current when closing the switch
oscillates with the natural period of the line,

and note also that when opening the switch
the high tension voltage starts with a very
high frequency oscillation and finally ends
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with a very low frequency oscillation. The
line was open at the far end when the switch-

ing was done.
Fig. 3 shows how the line may oscillate as

a whole. Here the line is oscillating as a

part of a complex circuit consisting of a
continuous current generator circuit with
shunt and series resistance, a step-up trans-

step-up transformer, line, and unloaded step-

down transformer at the receiver end. The
disturbance at the high tension terminals
of the step-down transformer when switching
in and out on the high tension side at the

generator end are shown in Fig. 5. This shows
very nicely the slowly decreasing starting

current of the step-down transformer; the

Fig. 2. Switching Line on and off with High Tension Switch. Upper curve, high tension voltage at generator end of line; middle

curve, high tension current at generator end of line; lower curve, low tension voltage at generator end of line.

former, and the line. After the first half wave
it is seen that the frequency becomes constant

and by comparison with the 60 cycle timing
wave is 61 cycles. By carefully noting the

first downward sweep of the current several

small high frequency ripples of the line

fundamental can be seen — about 360 cycles

per second. These are emphasized in Fig. 4,

which shows the discharge of a condenser

into the middle of the line. Here the low
frequency (6.2 cycles) oscillation between
the condenser and the complex circuit of the

line begins with a high frequency oscillation

of about 660 cycles per second. The upper
curve of this oscillogram is the current at

the generator end of the line and shows almost

no indication of the high frequency oscilla-

tions; which means that thc\' were nearly

dissipated in traveling one half the length of

the line. This is typical of a hghtning stroke

out on a transmission line, which, due to its

high frequency and low energy, is not notice-

able very far from the place where it occurred.

In order to study line disturbances on an
artificial line, it is necessary to have a suit-

able means of producing these disturbances.

This may be done in two ways: First, the
actual conditions on a power transmission

line may be reproduced as nearly as possible;

and second, arrangements of circuits may be
effected which will give results from which
the actual results can be deduced.
As an example of the first method we may

have a circuit consisting of an alternator.

first few cycles of the right hand part of the

figure showing its permanent condition. The
circuit just described would represent fairly

well a low voltage line; but in the case of a

high potential line the representation would
be only approximate, since in this case the
windings of the transformers have no appre-
ciable dielectric capacity as do the transform-

ers for an actual line. Thus recourse would
have to be had to the second method, where,

Fig. 3. Line Oscillating as a Whole. Upper curve, current

at generator end of line; lower curve, 60-cycIe timing

wave.

for instance, part of the line could be re-

arranged to serve as a model transformer.!

The simplest kind of disturbance which can
be readily produced is a single impulse of

energy. Such an impulse is produced by
suddenly impressing a small amount of
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energy upon a transformer, as by closing

the low tension side upon a source of con-
tinuous current. As the current builds up in

the low tension side it induces a voltage in

the high tension side which lasts only while

the low tension current is changing. This
voltage causes a current to flow from the
transformer into the line, the intensity of

which varies, first rapidly to a maximum and
then slowly to zero. The sudden rise at the
beginning shows how fast the transformer
is able to give up its energy to the line, while
the more gradual decay of the remainder of

the current shows how fast the continuous
current in the low tension winding builds

up, and hence depends upon the circuit con-
stants affecting the low tension circuit.

If one of these single impulses of energy
is impressed upon one end of a transmission
line it will travel along and will reach the
opposite end of the line only after an appreci-

able time has elapsed. The rate of travel of

the impulse is the velocity of light or 186,000
miles per second, provided the transmission
line is a straight line. However, the rate of

travel is much slower in an artificial line as

described here. This is due to the fact that

the inductance and capacity per mile of wire
are both greatly increased. On a straight

aerial line of a given length and spacing, the

inductance and capacity are a certain amount
per mile, and if the spacing is changed, say
by bringing the conductors closer together,

the inductance will be decreased and the
capacity increased, but this decrease and in-

crease will always be of such amounts that

-y/LC will remain constant. Thus the speed

by winding the wire into solenoids and by
reducing the spacing between the line and
the ground to about }/$ inch both the induc-
tance and the capacity are increased to such

an extent that \/LC is about 3.65 times

Fig. 4. Condenser Discharging into Middle of Line. Upper
curve, current at generator end of line; middle curve,

condenser current discharging into middle of line: lower

curve, 60-cycle timing wave.

greater than in an aerial line of the same actual
length of copper.
To observe the speed of propagation we

have only to take an oscillogram showing the
currents (or voltages) at different points
along the line, and, knowing the speed of the
film, measure the time interval between cor-

responding points on the successive current
curves. Thus Fig. 6 shows an oscillogram of

the current of an impulse at 0, 64, and 128
miles from the generator end of the line; h,

and k being the times required for the
impulse to travel 64 miles, and /, the time
for 128 miles.

When a disturbance is created at one end
of the line it travels with the velocity of

Fig. 5. Switching Line on and off with High Tension Switch. Upper curve, high tension voltage at receiver end of line; middle

curve, high tension current at receiver end of line; lower curve, low tension voltage at generator end of line.

of propagation on an aerial line is not changed
by changing the conductor spacing. The
artificial hne has an actual length of about
35 miles; that is, there are about 35 miles
of copper wire wound on the cylinders; but

light toward the other, and if it has energy
enough it will reach the other end. Unless
there is some apparatus there to absorb it,

it will start back toward the first end, thus
continuing back and forth along the line until
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all the energy is dissipated. If one end
of the line is open-circuited or short-circuited,

it has no ability to absorb energy; hence any
disturbance reaching it goes back undimin-
ished in intensity, or it is said to be totally

reflected. Anv other condition at the end of

Fig. 6. Impulse Traveling Over Line. Receiver

End Closed by the Surge Resistance. Upper
curve, current at generator end of line; middle

curve, current at middle of line: lower curve,

current at receiver end of line.

the line will absorb more or less of the energy
received and the part remaining goes back,
being reflected, and the part absorbed being
refracted. There is but one condition which
will absorb all the energy of a disturbance
and reflect none; viz., when the end of the
line is closed by some circuit of the same surge
impedance; that is, some circuit of induct-

ance and capacity such that the ratio, \/— of

this circuit is equal to \ — of the line; or

where the line is closed by a non-inductive
resistance which is numerically equal to that
ratio.

Since when a line is closed by its surge
impedance, or resistance, there is no reflection

of disturbances, it gives the same eft'ect as

though the line were of infinite length and
the disturbance went on until its energy
was all dissipated. The oscillogram shown in

Fig. 6 was taken under this condition.

Fig. 7 shows the same currents as Fig. 6,

but in this case the line was short circuited

at the end. Here the impulse comes back
to the generator end of the line at a, which is

/j seconds after it started. Incidentally, this

gives a more accurate determination of the
length of the line, since t^ is twice l^ of Fig. (j.

It is quite important to see what are some
of the characteristics of a disturbance which
has been refracted into som.e other circuit.

If a disturbance originates in a transmission
line which is connected at one end to a cable,

part of it is reflected back into the trans-
mission line and the rest of it goes on into
the cable. When the disturbance reaches
the point where the two circuits meet,
or the transition point, it has a cer-

tain amount of energy and there are two
outlets for it, one back through the trans-

mission line and one through the cable.

The amount which flows through each outlet

is determined by the surge impedence of

each. The surge impedence of the trans-

mission line is high, while that of the cable
is low and hence more of the energy passes
on into the cable than is reflected back into

the line. At any instant the power of a dis-

turbance is e i, so if we represent some
instantaneous value of power in the transmis-
sion line by ei ii and similarly represent some
instantaneous power in the cable by Cj /2 we
have at the transition point as a disturbance

reaches it, fi ii = e-^ /», and from this iz = ii
—

But f 1
= /i 2] and €-2 = 12 S2

Therefore = ?i-

and since the surge impedance of the cable.

Si, is less than that of the transmission line,

it follows that the instantaneous current of a
disturbance going from the line into the cable

is greater in the cable than in the line.

Fig. 7 Impulse Traveling Over Line. Receiver End Short

Circuited. Upper curve, current at generator end of line;

middle curve, current at middle of line; lower curve, current

at receiver end of line.

Fig. S shows an oscillogram of an impulse

which illustrates the above point. The units

of the artificial line were reconnected in such

a way that about S2 miles had a surge im-

pedence of 600 ohms, representing a trans-

mission line, and about 22 miles had a surge
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impedance of 300 ohms, representing a cable.
An impulse was sent over this complex cir-

cuit from the line end, and an oscillogram was
taken of the currents at the generator end and
at the transition point as shown in the figure.

The maximum value of the current at the
generator end is 0.875 amperes. From pre-

vious oscillograms it was found that the energy
of the impulse would be dissipated at such a
rate that the maximum current value when
the impulse reached the transition point
would be 85 per cent of its original value,

or in this case 0.745 amperes. The first

maximum value of the current recorded at

the transition point, however, is not 0.745
amperes but L07 amperes, or 43 per cent
higher. Thus the current has been stepped
up, so to speak, at the transition point and
the impulse passes into the cable with a higher
current value than it started out with.
Applying the formula given above, it is seen
that the ratio of impedances is 2 and the square
root of the ratio is 1.41, and hence the theoret-

ical value of the current at the transition

point is 41 per cent higher than the initial

current, instead of 43 per cent as measured
from the oscillograms; which difference is

well within the errors of measurement.
Since the instantaneous value of power in

the line and the cable are equal at the transi-

tion point, it necessarily means that when
the current is increased as the impulse enters
the cable the voltage must decrease cor-

respondingly. If the impulse had been sent
into the cable first and from there into the
line, the conditions would have been reversed
and the voltage would have been increased
at the transition point while the current would
have been decreased.

These few illustrations outlined above serve
to show the many uses to which an artificial

line may be put. They show some of the
characteristics of disturbances only, but it

is ecjually easy to study line phenomena which

are steady or permanent in their nature.
Such a line has many advantages over an
actual power line. One is the ease and
celerity with which an experiment may be
tried ; it is but a few minutes work to connect

Fig. 8. Refraction of Impulse from One Circuit into Another.

Upper curve, current at generator end of line; middle
curve, current at transition point; lower curve, 60 cycle

timing wave.

up an artificial line to various kinds of ap-
paratus and to the oscillograph. Again
many of the disturbances on a large power
line take place at such a time and under such
conditions that it is not possible to obtain
records of them, and hence the only means
of judging their nature and magnitude is by
the tangible eff'ects they produce, such as
spilling over of spark gaps, puncture records,
destruction of apparatus, etc. In some cases
it has been possible to carry on investiga-
tions on one of two duplicate circuits of a
power system, but here there is always the
difficulty of risk of damage involving costly
equipment and the time available is usually
limited. Hence the artificial transmission
line becomes a valuable device in increasing
the available knowledge of transmission hne
phenomena.
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REVIEW OF GRAPHICAL AND ANALYTICAL METHODS FOR
PREDETERMINING OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS

OF INDUCTION MOTORS
Part III

By Prof. C. R. Moore
School of Electrical Engineering, Purdie University

In Part II of this paper Prof. Moore described in detail the various methods, analytical and graphical,
for predetermining the motor's characteristics. In this month's instalment these methods are applied to the
case of a 12 h.p. motor, and a comparison made of the characteristics of the machines when estimated in all

these different ways. It will be seen that there is considerable discrepancy in the results. In view of the fact

that the analytical methods, while more accurate than the graphical, are usually less easy to apply, the author
evolves a combination of the two principles, in which he is able to determine both the radius of the true current
locus circle and the true position of its center directly from experimental data, and thereby render unnecessary
any approximation in the graphical process which follows.

—

Editor.

APPLICATION OF METHODS
By way of illustration the foregoing

methods have been applied to a 12-pole,

52 h.p. 440-volt three-phase motor operating

at 600 r.p.m. This motor is of standard

H.fipsrPnass

Fig. 20. Power-factor Plotted Against Horse Power Output Per Phase

construction and presents no new or novel

problems in its treatment. Restilts of this

work will be found in curves shown in Figs.

20, 20a, 20b, 20c and 20d. Inspection of

these curves shows that all methods give

curves of practically the same general shape
but agreement is close only at certain points

not common to all curves.

A difference of some 4 per cent is noted
in the efficiency curves at 5 h.p. output
(per phase); while at full load (17 h.p. per
phase) the difference is about 1 per cent.

A difference of about Z}/o h.p. per phase
exists at the break-down point. The power-
factor curves show a difference of about

3 per cent, this difference existing over a

wide range of outputs. The greatest differ-

ence exists at rated output per phase. The
current curves also show a practically con-
stant difference of about 10 amperes over a

wide range of output, the differ-

ence increasing with the output.
The slip and torque curves also

show a difference which in-

creases with the slip, a greater

discrepancy occurring in the
slip.

The differences in all char-

acteristic curves as noted above
may at first thought appear
slight; but, as pointed out
earlier in this paper, firms

will often guarantee results on
a given motor within one or

two per cent of their estimated
value—a difference less than
that shown by the application

of the various methods. It is

easy, therefore, for different

engineers, starting with the

same tests and preliminary
calculations, to get results

which differ from each other by a percentage
larger than the factor of safety, so to speak,

of the manufacturers.
In point of time required to work up the

results herein shown, it should be stated

that the analytical methods require longer

than the graphical, which of course is what
one would expect. It seems evident, however,
that some method should be adopted as

standard for motors of a given class.

Modification of Existing Methods

In view of the fact that the analytical

methods, while more accurate than the

graphical processes, are less easy to apply
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the writer has endeavored to combine these
two general schemes.

Reference to Fig. 16 would seem to indicate
that the position of the center of the final

admittance circle could be found by direct

calculation, since all the quantities involved
are at hand from the preliminary tests,

calculations, etc. Furthermore the diagram

the center of the inverse circle is

and the radius is

From Fig. 21,

ai
CG=V{b-trr+f = a,.-.CH = ^T^y, = a,,

and 7i = -

ar-
Designat-

ing the vertical and hori-

zontal distances between
H and C as 5 and t

respectively we have

Oi d
Also

Fig. 21. Inversion Diagram

shown in this figure represents the true
solution of the circuit generally accepted
as representative of induction motor perform-
ance; so that equations deduced therefrom,
based on the principle of inversion, should
give the true position of the true circle.

If the true position of the center of the circle

and its radius be known the results given by
it should check closely with those given by
the mathematical analysis.

These equations -are easily deduced as
follows

:

In Fig. 21 choose radius r=r—, which

fixes the scale such that, if the values given
by the resulting formulae be multiplied b\-

the voltage per phase, the diagram will read
directly in amperes. The circle K results, the
center being at G. As shown under Theory of
Graphical Methods, the equation of the
inverse circle is

('-«^.) +y^'- (see Fig. 15)

where a is distance of first circle from origin,

and r its radius. From this equation it is

evident that the distance from the origin to

OH=V{s+R^-+{X,+ ty

= .4-1 from which it follows

that OF =^ zl^^a = ^3 and

^42^-^1=
Again

s+ R,

a,{s+ R,)

It will be noted that the last four equations

completely define the true circle representing

the exact solution of circuit A Fig. 5 (see

Part I of the series). These equations will

therefore hold for any three-phase motor
regardless of output. In their development,
however, certain quantities are involved
which, when compared with other values,

especially in the case of large motors, are

practically negligible. For instance, the true

distance between d and Mi (Fig. 16) is

represented by the square root of the sum
of the squares of the horizontal and vertical

differences of their co-ordinates. In this case

the vertical difference is the conductance, g,

which is small compared with the horizontal

difference, i.e., if g were neglected and the

distance between Oi and Mi were taken as

the difference of their abscissas the error

would indeed be small.

On this basis equations have been developed
which place the center of the final admittance
circle very close indeed to its true position,

and require somewhat less calculation than
the preceding method. The error involved

is sinaller than that observable in slide rule

calculations. This development follows

:

Taking CG = b+ r, and regarding C for the
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moment as the origin, we have b+r = a.

We may therefore write

n =
(5 + r)2-r2

r

= -. (k = b-+ 2br)
R

and

C/f =
b-\-r

6+ r

~ 62+ 2 br

h+r= -^. ik = b-'+ 2br)
k

Adding at C the quantities A'^ and R^ as

shown, and regarding O as the origin, and
taking

OH = CH+ X,--
X,k+ b+ r

= 1 {q = X,k + b+ r)

we have

(-O'-(i)'
also

OF--

m-m

rk

g--r2

From similar triangles,

AB _ CH
g ~ CG'

from which, after substituting for CH and

b+ r
CG" values —7— and b+ r respectively, we

have

AB=l

Further

FM ^ OF
OB ~ OH
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FM = OB
OF
OH

Summarizing we have:

Radius of final admittance circle

rk

q--r-

Distance of center from origin

0F =
qk

q--r-

Height of center above X axis

FM-<m
The values given by these three equations

(and those derived by the preceding method)
are in terms of admittance, and must be
multiplied by the impressed voltage per phase

to give values in terms of current. The
diagram may now be completed graphically

in a manner similar to that given by Specht,

or the circle only may be drawn, measure-
ments therefrom giving data from which
the desired quantities may be calculated.

In using these methods it should be borne in

mind that their accuracy depends upon the

accuracy with which the fundamental quanti-

ties involved have been determined. They
differ from other methods in two important
respects, i.e., the position of the current locus

circle and the radius of such circle are both
determined. This being true the no-load and
short-circuit current values, as found by
test, should fall on' the circle as the measured
power-factor. Obviously it is a decided

advantage to be able to determine the radius

of the true current locus circle, and the true

position of the center, directly from experi-

mental data, since no approximations are

then necessary in the graphical processes

following.

In view of the fact that the end leakage

has been shown to be large even when the

lock-test voltage is only one-fourth to one-

third of full rated voltage, it is likely that,

as the teeth reach saturation (as will be the

case when the voltage is brought to normal
value) the leakage reactance will change
giving a change of power-factor. The lock

test should therefore be made at as high a

voltage as conditions will permit. Further-

more the exact position of the calculated

short-circuit current (at full voltage) is of

little importance since the position of the

center of the locus circle and the radius are

readily determined. Further, the fact that

the rotor resistance increases with slip also

goes to show that the problem of finding a

method which will fit a given case exactly

is a very complex one. About the best that

can be done is to adopt an equivalent circuit

most nearly representative of the conditions,

and then develop a method for solving the

same.
This paper has made an attempt to show

the differences between various methods of

solution rather than to try to find out which
method checks a given performance test best.

It seems pertinent to suggest that some
method of solution be agreed upon, in order

that different engineers may check each other

more closely in the predetermination of

operating characteristics than the use of so

many different schemes seems to allow.

In closing, the writer wishes to express his

appreciation of the assistance rendered by
Messrs. C. C. Dash, D. P. Wright, W. Moon
and T. Inomata, who assisted in making
experiments and working up curves. Particu-

lar thanks are due to Mr. P. W. Robinson,

who performed valuable work in the develop-

ment of the last method given.
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ADVANCED COURSE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Part VI

By Ernst J. Berg

Professor of Electrical Engineering, University of Illinois

Circuits of Resistance and Variable Inductance

In the discussions given so far it has been

assumed that the inductance L has been

constant. In almost all cases of interest

to engineers this is, however, not the case

because almost all magnetic circuits contain

iron, and the permeability of iron is not

constant but depends upon the magnetiza-

tion. In other words the flux produced by a

given current or, what is equivalent, m.m.f.

is not proportional to the current. Fig. 22

gives the saturation curve of an entirely-

closed iron magnetic circuit, as shown in

Fig. 23. It is the familiar hysteresis loop,

which shows how the magnetism lags behind

the m.m.f. producing it.

This particular sample has a remnant
magnetism of 7600 lines per cm.-, so that this

density corresponds to an exciting current of

amperes. The maximum density is 10,000,

which corresponds to an exciting current of

4.5 amperes. If, after the maximum density

is reached, the current is gradually reduced

the relation between existing current and
density is found in curve a. The flux does not

disappear until the current is 2.6 amperes in

opposite direction to the original 4.5 amperes.

If. instead of being entirely of iron, the

magnetic circuit consisted partly of air

circuit and partly iron (Fig. 24), the influence

of the air circuit would as a rule be so much
greater than that of the iron that the shape

of the saturation curve would become materi-

ally modified. Thus the saturation curve of

a dynamo, having a magnetic circuit largely

of iron but also of at least a small air-gap,

can be represented by a set of curves similar

to those in Fig. 25. If the air circuit is very

small the two curves corresponding to a

and h in Fig. 22 can be observed. If the

gap is reasonably large the two curves merge
into one as shown in the dotted line.

Frolich evolved an equation of such a

saturation curve for a magnetic circuit

consisting partly of iron and partly of an air

gap; which, modified by Kcnclly, can be
written thus

Ki

where is the flux corresponding to an

exciting current of i amperes.

If the number of turns of the exciting

winding is known then the inductance for

any particular value of current i can be

determined. It is

/oooa

eooo

^ax>-

zac^o

\

5?

-^ooa

-'fCOO

-6000

sooo

-/ooouLA

Fig. 22

N<i>
L = ^' ^

. where A' = number of turns.
10" t

Nk 10-**

The general equation thus becomes

.
, rdi . ,

Xk \0~^di
e = tr-\-L-j- =ir+ ,

,
, -r.

at \-\-k]i at

Separating the variables

{e-ir){\+ki i)dt = Xk Ur^ di

or
NklO-^di

(112)

{e~ir)(\+kii)
= dt

or

/
di U)H

(e-ir) (l+kii) Nk
^-\-Const (113)
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This integral is solved in any book on Integral

Calculus, or may be found in any of the
standard tables of integrals. For instance:

It is

dx 1 , a'+ b\x

S{a+bx){a'+ b'x) ab'-a'b * a + bx

S

Fig. 23

di 1

/og

(e-ir){l+k^i) eki+ r

\+kii \m{eki+r)

lop

Fig. 24

e — ir

e~ir
and

= Ce

Xk

lOH (fAri +r)

Nk

C the integration constant is determined by
the problem.
Example. Find the relation between field

current and time, in starting a current in

such an inductive circuit.

Then for / = i =

1+-^ 1? 1= — e
Nk

the
and

(114)

relation

time for

e — ir c

Curve a in Fig. 26 gives

between the exciting current

the field current of a direct current generator

having the following constants

:

(?=100 volts = voltage impressed on the

field.

r = 100 ohms = field resistance.

A' = 4000 = total number of field turns in

series.

01 = 1 megaline with 1 ampere excitation.

<^2 = 0.6 megaline with 0.5 ampere excita-

tion.

It is instructive to verify this curve.

Curve b gives the corresponding values if the

saturation curve had been a straight line,

i.e., if the flux were 1 megaHne for 1 ampere
excitation, and 0.5 megaline for 0.5 ampere
excitation.

In that case the inductance L would be
constant and would be

L =
4000X1,000,000

10«X1
= 40 henrvs

and the equation e = /;'+L -r would be 100 =

100 i-\--iU '4 in which case i=l -e'-'" (115)
at

It is interesting to see that the field builds

up considerably slower than would have
been the case if L had been constant. The
reason for this is that, while-at the final value
? = 1, the inductance is the same in both cases,

for all smaller values of current the induc-

tance is greater because the flux is greater

for the same current. When the saturation

cannot be expressed by a simple equation,

there is no better method than to calculate

step by step.

Let Fig. 27 represent such a saturation

curve. Determine the rise of current if a

constant impressed e.m.f. of 100 volts is

impressed on a coil 4000 turns with a resist-

ance of 100 ohms.
Thus

. , A' d(t>

' = ''+ 10^ di

Using difl'erences instead of differentials it is:

A^ A</)

or

10He-ir)At

(116)

A<p = N
= 0.2oXl0m-i)Al (117)

If the values of current are determined every

tenth second Ai = 0.10.

.
•. A0 = 0.25X10^(1-0

The actual flux at anv time is of course eA<t>

__^ — '

.^ —

^

^' ^^^''
1 ^^ i^
1 «^
i ^W-
\ t
\ Jt
\ 1
ot

Currsnt /'Pj^rrparis

Fig. 25

The result of this calculation is given in

full drawn lines in Fig. 2S.

As the saturation happens to have been

chosen the same, as in the previous example
the accuracy of this approximate method
can be readily seen by comparing the full

drawn lines with the dotted lines which give
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the corresponding relation as obtained by
the use of the differential equation.
The starting of an alternating current in

an inductive circuit containing iron is of

special interest since almost all electrical

circuit having N effective turns per phase,
and a saturation curve represented bj^

kt
4> =

, ,

. . Assume that the resistance of

the winding is r ohms, and that the impressed

/^
~

---- - - _ -;;- === =

»,
^ X''

J y

/ 'a

/ /

? / /
^„. //r /

'/

i« /
i'

K'

1

1

i

.*
r 'mt :nSt•cone

Z
fs

/e la

Fig. 26

devices used with alternating current have
iron. Unfortunately the equations are very
complex and are not subject to solution,

even with long and elaborate treatment by
series. Even in the simplest case, when the
saturation curve can be represented by
Frolich's equation, an accurate solution is

not possible, although to be sure it is not
difficult to bring the relation into the form

^-
y\

^
y

/

/
/

/
/

/
},

/

/

^.*

Current in Amperes

Fig. 27

of a linear differential equation. The problem
in that case can be solved as far as a mathe-
matician is interested; but the engineer, and
indeed the mathematician, cannot use the

solution for any practical purpose.

To illustrate this assume that an alternating

current e.m.f. is impressed on a magnetic

w
-

^ =r ^ ^
^^ ^

„ .

>
'

,

•P

/ >
/,
y

.6
/.

//
S A

//
//

'

/
V

//

4
X /

J /

J //
/f

j'.

(. .z ' .* .S .6 ? I

T/me /nSeconas
9 /.O /./ a '.3

Fig. 28

e.m.f. is a sine wave. At any instant the
following relation exists

:

E sinwt = ir+L —.
dt

But L = f--T where A^ = number of turns
1 ()''/

E sinojt = ;>-f-

A'klO-^ di

l+kii dt

a di

1+kildt
where a =N K 10'*

substituting for 1+A'i/:

=^U^0

(lis)

(119)

di 1 dy

dt ky'-dt

E sin .t^'-y
yki

r —
ay dy

kiy- dt

r r a dy

kiy k. kiydt

kiv h sinciot = r~rv~a-^
dt

dy . (r -\- ki E sincot) r

dt
^y

a "
a

_ f
r+kiE sin uijf

[if-''-

+ ki E sin 01! di

~dt+c

(120)

(121)
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'GOSince /= j~l —

the solution for i is found by a simple sub-
stitution.

'"" ^""\ ^'"^
/ V -A ^
f- \ r ^,

2 ^ Z \I f- -\ r- -\

7 S Vr 5 ^
1 1 -4- V-

t t X \
^ J J

2 1 V- V
* t I X t

'- t % ^

4- ;

7 IX t
Ji t L X Ai '— ^ -\

~1 2 "v V
t 1^ X ^

ot ' -i'-"
30 60 '90 /ZC JSO feO Z/0 £4C

«^.W' \

;^^'^* A -i"1

V"'
t X

J
., ' V-

i X
iL i

Zt \-

-s 1 X
' J

it X V
z: ^

-.» ^
;^

/ Vt \

-,^J' ^~~-

Fig. 29

L'nfortunately, however, the solution is not
in a simple form and cannot be simplified;

and thus, while mathematically the problem
is solved, practically it is unsolved. In cases

like this it is necessary to proceed by a
step-by-step method.

Consider then the case of an alternating

current impressed upon a magnetic structure
having a saturation curve represented bv

.
ki

^ l+k,i

The following relation exists at any instant

:

E- , . ,
N d<t>

where r is the resistance

E sin bit dt = irdt-\-—^d4)

(123)

(124)

d<i>--

£X10s
sin wt dt-

ir 10^
dt (125)

A' A'

If, with full load current /, the resistance drop
is p per cent, of the rated voltage, then

Ir = —- —=; and for any other value of / as i,
1 00 \/2

100

tf0 =

\'2

EX}Vfi

N

(12G)

sin cot dt
I 10()v2"" J

--dt\

, cos lii
or smce a = —sin cot dt

CO

(127)

d4> =
EXW
X

- d cos 03t pi dt

CO 100/v"2j

It is usually more convenient in alternating
current problems to introduce 8, the phase
angle, instead of co /.

In that case 8= cot and dt = —
CO

Referring to (120

d4>
EXIO^
N w

EX 10'

Xco
sin 8

£X10«
Xco

d cos i

sin 8 d8

dd-

pidd__
]

\/2'a;/lOO

pi de

'/lOOv'2^

pt
.d8\

noov2
In most problems E, X, i'max and the

frequency are known, so that numerical
values can directly be substituted in the
above equation. Since, however, there is a
relation between them, one or more of the
quantities may be unknown.
The most general aspect of the problem is

given by eliminating the numerical value of

the impressed voltage, turns and frequency,
and specifying the maximum value of the
density: maximum =$

If the ohmic drop is very small then the
counter e.m.f. is the same as the impressed;
and the maximum value of the flux is

:

,^ £X10%
a<{> = TT— a cos 8

Ao)

Integrating the above
£10^

4>=-
Xco

cos e+K

with sine wave of impressed e.m.f. The flux

wave is zero when the e.m.f. has reached its

maximum.
It has its maximum
advanced ISO deg.

when the e.m.f. has
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Thus

0= c-^ cosAw
()°+ K .K =

and

= max. =$

£1(P
,, cos 180°

Substituting this value in (127)

—$ I d cos I

pi
-del

/lU0v''2

Substituting differences

A0, A cos 6 and A 9 instead of difTerentials,

the equation becomes:

pi
A4>-- -'l' I A a« — A(

J10()V''2

If the ratio between flux, current and phase
angle 9 is determined every 10 deg. then

A 9=10 dcg. =0.1 75 radians.

A 0= -* I A cos 9+ 0.00124 p
I

Numerical Example. Determine by "step-
by-step" method the current in an iron-clad
inductive circuit when an alternating current
e.m.f. is impressed thereon. Assume that
the saturation curve of the magnetic circuit is

represented by Fig. 27 and equation;

Assume that before the switch is closed the
remanent magnetism is zero as is practically
the case when the magnetic circuit contains
an air-gap. Assume further that under
normal conditions of operation the maximum
flux is 1.4 megalines, that normal current is

1.7 amperes, and that the resistance drop is

3.91 per cent. Then

A </)= - 1.4 [A cos 9-1-0.00280 i\

= -1.4 A C05 9-0.004 i

The total flux is obviously 2A</>. If the
switch is closed when the c.m.f. passes through
zero and is rising, the normal flux at that

FIRST APPROXIMATION SECOND APPRO.XIMATION

for I =0
A* 2 A0 i 1—

i

A<^ 2A<*> f

0.1 0.25 0.25 0.182 0.818 0.205 0.205 0.146
0.2 0.205 0.41 0.316 0.684 0.171 0.376 0.286
0.3 0.171 0.547 0.447 0.553 0.138 0.514 0.413
0.4 0.138 0.652 0.555 0.445 0.111 0.625 0..525
0.5 0.111 0.736 0.65 0.35 0.087 0.712 0.622
0.6 0.087 0.799 0.726 0.274 0.068 0.78 0.705
0.7 0.068 0.848 0.788 0.212 0.053 0.833 0.768
0.8 0.053 0.886 0.838 0.162 0.040 0.873 0.82
0.9 0.040 0.913 0.875 0.125 0.031 0.904 0.86
1.0 0.031 0.935 0.905 0.095 0.024 0.928 0.896

No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 4 No. 5

2A«

No. 6 No. 7 Xo. 8 No. 9

e CosB A Cos 6 —1.4 A Cd5 9
!

i 0.004 I ^A<t> i

1.0
10 0.98 —0.02 0.028 0.028 0.01884 0.000075 0.027925 0.01S75
20 0.94 —0.04 0.056 0.0839 0.0576 0.00023 0.08367 0.0573
30 0.87 —0.07 0.098 0.18167 0.1289 0.000516 0.1811 0.1288
40 0.77 —0.10 0.14 0.32115 0.2398 0.000959 0..3202 0.2395
50 0.64 —0.13 0.182 0.5020 0.402 0.001608 0.5004 0.4010
60 0.50 —0.14 0.196 0.6116(1 0.0(14 0.002416 0.6935 0.6020
70 0.34 —0.16 0.224 0.9175 0.881 0.00352 0.9139 0.8740
80 0.17 —0.17 0.238 1

1.1519 1.247 0.00497 1.1469 . 1.238
90 0.00 —0.17 0.238 1.385 1.712 0.00684 1.3781 1.699

Column No. 1. phase angle; No. 2, the cosine of the phase angle; No. .3. difference in the value of the cosine between two succes-
sive steps, for instance cos 20°—cos 10°; No. 4 is self-explanatory; No. 5. first approximation of the flux (sum of .No. 8 of the preceding
line and No. 4 on the line under consideration); No. 6. current as obtained from the saturation curve or the equation if such is given-
No. 7. ohmic drop; .No. .S. second appro.-simation to the flux which takes into consideration the ohmic drop (the algebraic sum of No. o
and No. 7) No. 9, current corresponding to the last approximation of the flux column. No. S.
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instant would be a maximum in the negative

•direction as shown in Fig. 29. As it has been
assumed that the flux really is zero it is

evident that there is a transient stage in the
magnetization before permanent condition is

reached. It is evident also that if the switch

were closed when the e.m.f. was a maximum
no transient condition would result, because

the condition then demands zero flux, and the
flux is assumed to be zero. In the numerical
example it is assumed that the switch is

closed when the e.m.f. wave passes through
zero.

The method of using the above equation
is best shown by the following tabulation.

(To be Continued)

VENTILATION OF STEAM TURBINE-DRIVEN ALTERNATORS
By E. Kxowltox

Turbine Engine Dep.\rtment, Gener.^l Electric Comp.\ny

^/'rfromRoom

OjicfoorA/r

The purpose of this short article is to

suggest methods of ventilation for steam
turbine-driven alternators of different types

and capacities in order that station engineers

niav operate them most efficiently. The
exact arrangement here shown may not be
applicable to all cases but will give desirable

results where they can be properly applied.

The object of the arrangements shown is

to ensure an ample supply of cool, clean air,

and to remove the heated air so that it cannot
surround, orimmediately re-enter the machine.

The illustrations and descriptive matter
clearly show the arrangement of

ducts, and the paths of the air

through the machine.

Vertical Machines
Referring to Fig. 1, the move-

ment of air is produced both by
fans and by the blower action of

the field. Air is admitted at the top

of the machine: and, after thor-

oughly circulating through the

parts to be cooled, is discharged

at the lower end of the armature
frame into the space between the

generator and turbine. From here
a duct may be run to the boiler

room or to a point outside the

building.

Horizontal Machines
Referring to Fig. 2, air is drawn

into the bottom of the base by
fans on the rotor. After thor-

oughly circulating through the
parts to be cooled it enters the
armature frame, where it flows circumferen-
tially to the point where the outlet duct is

attached.

Air Supply: Quantity
The quantity of air for ventilating such

apparatus averages about 4 cu. ft. per minute

per kilowatt capacity. In the smaller
machines it has been found desirable to use
about 5 sq. ft. of duct area per thousand
kilowatts, and in the larger sizes, about 3 sq.

ft. of duct area per thousand kilowatts. The
resistance of the ducts to the passage of air

is largely influenced by the number and shape
of bends and elbows, and such obstructions
should be avoided as much as possible.

Quality of Air Supply
The capacity of the generator is directly

dependent on the air conditions; and an
ample supply of cool, clean air is therefore

Fig. 1. Ventilation of Vertical Steam Turbine Alternator

of great importance. Dust or soot in the air

soon collects in the air-spaces, and greatly

reduces the quantity and efficiency of the air

as a cooling medium. Such accumulation
is particularly rapid where any oil vapor can

accompany the ventilating air. It is, there-
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fore, desirable to exercise great care to avoid
any admission of oil to the ventilating spaces.

Cleaning

For controlling the humidity of air in

cotton mills and public buildings there have
been developed several varieties of humidi-
fiers. These also remove most of the dirt in

the air, and to some extent control the temper-
ature. The principle of this apparatus is the

passing of the air through a spray of water
and then through bafflers which remove the

entrained water and the dirt in the air. The

Reduction oj Noise. The armature frames
enclose these generators in such a manner that

the noise existing in all high-speed machinery
is greatly reduced. However, the use of ducts
to carrytheexhaust air outsidethe engine room
will result in a still greater reduction of noise

;

allowing conversation to be easily heard, and
avoiding the confusion and discomfort which
often exist. If it is desirable to take air from
the interior of the station it can usually be
taken from the basement without objection-

able noise ; although thesupplyingof cool, clean

air to the basement should not be overlooked.

Fig. 2. Diagram Showing Air Passage and Direction of Air Flow

temperature of the air after leaving the
humidifier will not vary greatly from the
temperature of the water used.

In Europe both air-filters are extensively

used in connection with the ventilating

apparatus. Where air is being successfully

filtered through cloth, about 0.2 sq. ft. of a
cloth similar to canton flannel has been used
for each cubic foot of air per minute, the cloth

being spread on frames of wood or metal in

such a manner as to expose a maximum sur-

face with the minimum amount of space. It

should also be easily removable for cleaning.

This cloth is usually rendered non-com-
bustible by a chemical process ; since acciden-

tal ignition of a filter would pos,sibly destroy
the generator, owing to the flames being
drawn in by the ventilating air. The
advantages of carrying out these sugges-

tions are:

Control of Station Temperature. With an
arrangement by which all ventilating air is

admitted and discharged outside of the build-

ing it is possible that the room would not be
sufficiently heated by radiation from the
surfaces of the turbines and the other appara-
tus. To overcome this objection dampers may
be placed in inlet and outlet pipes as shown in

the illustrations, and the amount of heated
air circulating in the station be easily

controlled.

Economy. When heated air is taken away
from the apparatus by ducts, as shown, it will

often be possible to convey this heated air

to a point where it will supplement the draft
of the boilers. Such a method, if properly
applied, might effect an appreciable saving in

fuel; since all, or nearly all, losses of the
engine room could thus be delivered in the
form of heat to the furnaces.
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CORE LOSS, FRICTION AND WINDAGE TESTS ON A 7500 KW.
WATER-TURBINE GENERATOR

This short article includes the description of an interesting application of the deceleration method of

testing to the case of a 7500 kw., 11,000 volt generator. The theory used in applying the deceleration
principle for estimating losses are clearly given, although this theory, we are aware, has often been expounded
in general terms elsewhere. The test connections used for obtaining input readings when the generator was
motoring off the bus are of interest, and are shown in the diagram of connections.—Editor.

In the January, 1912, issue of the Review,
we pubhshed an account of tests which were
carried out at the Holtwood, Pennsylvania,
station of the Pennsvlvania Water and

Fig. 1. Generator Room

Power Company, to determine the efficiency

of the 13,500 h.p. water turbines installed

in that station. With regard to the 7500 kw.
generators to which these turbines are

coupled, the electrical tests possess many
features of interest, chiefly owing to the size

of the machines. It is not the purpose of

these notes to describe all these tests in

detail, as they were for the most part carried

out along standard lines; but a short account
of those which were made to determine the

friction, windage and core losses may prove
of considerable interest, since the methods,
in some respects at least, possess features

which are certainly not encountered in every
day test practice.

Fig. 1 is a view of the rnain floor of the
generator room. From the cross-sectional

view through the power house shown with
the article to which we have already referred,

it may be seen that each generator is coupled

to two waterwheels placed one above the
other. The generators are three-phase, 25
cycle, 11,000 volt machines running at a

speed of H4 r.p.m. It is important to note
the mechanical arrangement
of the units. There is one
main roller bearing situated

directly below the generator,

supporting the entire revolv-

ing element; while, in addi-

tion, the generator has two
guide bearings and there is

a guide bearing to each water-
wheel runner. The shaft is

in three pieces which are

connected together by two
couplings. It is possible,

therefore, to disconnect the

lower waterwheel runner, and
lower it away from the re-

volving element, thus enab-
ling the generator to be run as

a motor with either one or

two waterwheel runners con-

nected to the shaft.

To determine the efficiency

of generators by the " segregation-of-losses
"

method, it is necessary to know the copper loss,

core loss, load loss, and friction and windage
of the machine under normal full load condi-

tions. The first of these quantities may be
found by calculation frotn the full load

armature and field currents and the resistance

(hot) of the windings. A determination of

the total loss in the generator is, of course,

not essential to a calculation of the overall

efficiency of the combination, but is necessary if

the independent efficiency of either the water-

wheel end or the electrical end is to be

computed.
The first method for obtaining core loss,

friction and windage was by a deceleration

test; while a check upon these results was
obtained by a second method, which consisted

in running the generator under test as a

synchronous motor from one of the other

machines, and deducting the calculated
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armature copper losses from the power input
as measured by special testing meters wired
in for the purpose.

Deceleration Test

This method of testing electrical generators
has already been fully described in the
General Electric Review (December, 1909)
in the series of articles by Mr. E.

F. ColHns on "Commercial Elec-

trical Testing." Briefly, in apply-
ing the deceleration method, it is

necessary to run the machine
under test up above normal speed j^^;^

and then disconnect it entirely

from the source of power. By
virtue of its inertia, the rotating

mass then has kinetic energy stored
in it, in amount depending on its

moment of inertia and its angular
velocity. When the machine is

disconnected from the source of

power, the rate at which the speed
falls is a measure of the rate at

which the rotating mass is giving
up its energy, and, hence, a mea-
sure of the losses. If the field of

the machine is une.xcited at the
time, the losses will be caused by
friction and windage only; if the
fields are excited, the losses will

include the core loss. In making
the test, frequent readings of the
falling speed are taken at inter-

vals of, say, 10 or 20 seconds, from
which the amount of energy given
out in a given time may be cal-

culated. If these intervals of time
are made very small, it is possible

to calculate the amount of power which is

going to waste as friction and windage at any
desired point on the speed curve, the most
important point being, of course, the normal
speed at which the machine runs.

At the time T\ and the speed 5i, the energy
stored in the rotating mass is 0.00017 UV- S-c,

while at the time Ti and speed S-i, the energy
is 0.00017 IIV-' Si-; and the difference between
these two quantities represents the energy
given out in Ti — Tx seconds. S\ and ^2 we
already know, while Il>- is the flywheel

effect, i.e., total weight in pounds multiplied

by the square of the radius of gyration in feet.

From the calculated energy loss, the mean
power loss during this interval of time may
be found.

It was stated above that as a check on the

deceleration test, the machine was run as a

motor and the power input measured. The
switchboard instruments were unsuitable
to this purpose, as the cjuantities to be
measured were far below their normal range.
Special testing instruments of the proper
capacity were therefore connected in on a
temporary circuit, shown dotted in the
diagram of connections (Fig. 2), the full

Fig. 2. Diagram of Connections. Dotted Lines show Circuits

of Special Testing Instruments

lines indicating the permanent station con-
nections. In starting up the generator under
test as a motor, there would naturally be a
rush of current far beyond the capacity of

these instruments; and at starting they were
therefore short-circuited by the switch B.
When the motor was up to speed, B was
opened, thus allowing the current to pass
through the measuring circuit. The method
of starting up the generator as a motor is

interesting. Both units being at standstill,

the switches were closed, and a small excita-

tion applied to both fields. The wicket gates
of No. 1 turbine were then gradually opened
by hand control of the governor, and the gener-
ator very slowly brought up to speed, the motor
meanwhile keeping in synchronism with it.

For the deceleration test, the motor was
brought up to speed in the usual manner, and
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disconnected from the circuit by opening

oil switch G. A set of deceleration tests was
made with the armature short-circuited and
the field excited to give full load current

in the armature circuit. This determines

the short-circuit core loss, from which the

load losses are calculated. These tests were
made in the following manner: No. 2 turbine

having been brought up to about 10 per cent,

above normal speed, oil switch A was opened.

The field excitation of No. 2 was then adjusted

to the value necessary to produce full-load

current through the armature on short circuit.

Oil switch C was then closed, and its three

terminals on the transformer side having

been previously connected together b\' three

short lengths of heavy cables, the short-

circuit of No. 2 armature was completed.

The following is a summary of the test:

First series: Generator running as a motor
with both turbine runners coupled to the

shaft. Power input was measured for three

values of motor field excitation and also at

three frequencies.

Second series: The same tests as the above
were repeated with only one turbine runner

coupled to the shaft. By this means it was
enabled to separate out friction and windage

caused by each waterwheel runner. The
tests at the different speeds also enabled the

eddy current losses to be segregated. The re-

sistance of the windings having been measured
and the armature currents in each case being
known, it was possible to separate out the

copper losses. It might be noted here,

though obvious, that the copper losses in the

revolving field did not, of course, enter into

any of these measurements, although this

loss has to be taken into consideration in

computing the efficiency of the generator.

Third series: Deceleration test with field

unexcited, first with two and then with only

one turbine runner coupled to the shaft.

Fourth series: Deceleration test with field

excited to the same values as in the first and
second series, the armature being on open-

circuit. These tests were taken with two
runners coupled to the shaft, enabling

the core losses to be segregated.

Fifth series: Deceleration test with two
runners coupled to shaft, armature on short-

circuit and full load current flowing in the

short-circuit. This test gave the short-circuit

core loss, one-third of which is, in accordance
with the A.I.E.E. standardizing rules, taken

to be the load loss.

ANNUAL OUTING OF THE SONS OF JOVE

It certainly was a day of rejuvenation for the

Sons of Jove who held their annual outing in Sara-

toga on the 8th of September. Over 200 members
headed by the General Electric band arrived in

special cars over the Schenectady Railway; and
from the time of their arrival until their departure
they owned the place. The Jovians marched
through Broadway, with the Red Cross hospital

corps. A. M. Jackson; who acted as official

announcer and general master of ceremonies,

informed the party that the first event would be
the ball game. This contest between the Watts
and the Wattless was brimful of comedy. The
Wattless, or unrejuvenated, surprised the Watts
by winning the game, 16 to 5, in four innings.

The track and field events then took place. The
first was a cigarette race. The contestants had to

go to one station to get a paper, another station

for the tobacco, and the third station for the match.
They were to roll the cigarette, and the first one
across the line with it lighted was declared the

winner. John Hemphill was the winner. The 50-

yard dash was won by A. D. Cameron with G. M.
Harris second. The time was 7.1 seconds. A special

50-yard dash was put on for four contestants who
finished as follows: E. P. Waller, first; G. L.

Emmons, second; Mark Atuesta, third, and C. W.
Gray, fourth. Time 7.7 seconds.
The next was the potato race, and owing (pos-

sibly) to the high price of potatoes turnips were
substituted. The contestants had to carry the

turnip to the finish line on a spoon without dropping
the vegetable. Holding with the finger and jabbing
the turnip on a spoon were barred. In the first

heat A. B. Cooper won, and D. C. Estell came
second. The second heat went to H. M. Jacobs,
with E. P. Waller second. In the final heat Cooper
defeated Jacobs. The backward race proved an
easy victory for A. M. Jackson. The fat man's
race caused the officials a lot of trouble. A score of

entrants presented themselves; but the tape was
put to work, and those who were under .36 inches

girth were rejected. J. P. Jones won, J. J. Farrell

was second and Blodgett third.

The concluding event was the tug-of-war, in

which the Watts defeated the Wattless. The teams
were: Watts—Farrell, Bliss, Kline, Crawford,
Blodgett and Sneed; Wattless—Jones, Mayo,
Niven, Pentecost, Carpenter and Cole. The Jov-
ians then fell in behind the band and marched to

the Casino, where a dinner awaited them. During
the dinner the Glee Club led the singing, in which
all the members joined. C. A. S. Howlett distrib-

uted some special prizes. F. W. Shackelford, a

statesman of the Sons of Jove, who has been trans-

ferred to the Philadelphia office to become assistant

supply sales manager, was presented with a mahog-
anv tray. The presentation speech was made by
M.' O. Troy. Mr. Shackelford responded.

After the dinner a class of 45 was rejuvenated in

due form. The Jovians then departed for home,
well satisfied with the first annual outing.
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THE MISSIONARY FARM OF THE BOSTON EDISON COMPANY
Exhibits, more or less incomplete, have been

made from time to time of electrical apparatus
available for farm use; but it has remained, we
believe, for the Edison Electric Illuminating Com-
pany of Boston to get together what may be
regarded as a complete and practical exhibit of

appliances available for use on the farm, in all

phases of farm activity.

Eight months ago, Mr. W. H. Atkins,
General Superintendent of the Boston
Edison Company, convinced his associ-

ates of the practicability of this enter-
prise. Some five months later the farm
was opened to visitors, and the attend-
ance of interested people has averaged
about one hundred a day, excluding
children and people obviously attracted
out of curiosity. The farm consists in

the grouping of some forty large pieces of

apparatus and farming tools, together
with thirty or forty of the ordinary and
smaller appliances, in a big tent, 60 by
106 ft. in size. All the apparatus is

practical for use and for economic ser-

vice on the average farm. Each appli-
ance is plainly marked with its name,
manufacturer, price, and the cost of

operation. The price is retail and includes
the machine, its motor and everything
ready for actual service on the farm.
Some machines and tools have been
omitted from the exhibition because they have
been regarded as unpracticable, at least for use
in New England territory. Others are not shown
because it has not been possible to standardize
them, i.e. furnish them to the purchaser with
"every-thing-all-on" ready for operation. For the

ter of the tent from end to end. On either side are
the working exhibits protected from the visiting
throng by railings. Two electric trucks, one of two-
ton capacity (General Motors Truck Company),
and another of 700-lb. capacity (Walker Vehicle
Company), are used in connection with the farm
for hauling material to and fro. Wherever the
farmers have shown interest in the truck proposition

Br

first five weeks the farm was located on the old
Middlesex south Fair Grounds in suburban South
Framingham. In front of the main entrance have
been placed three large display signs employing
striking colors to add some of the "drawing" effect
of a high-class circus. The two cuts shown on this

page give exterior and interior views of farm marquee.
A broad, main passageway extends down the cen-

the vehicle suited to the service has been sent out
to haul loads around on the farm. From time to
time material has been carried from farms into town,
or vice versa.

A partial list of the apparatus shown on the
Farm includes: cider mill, vegetable cutter, elec-

trobator, electric brooder and
bone-cutter, milk tester, milking
machine and vacuum cleaner
outfit, butter churn, cream-
separator, bottle-washing ma-
chine, grindstone, horse-clipper,
forge-blower, circular saw, wood
saw, wood-splitter, portable
breast drill, furnace - blower,
meat-chopper, oat-crusher, elec-

tric pump for farm storage supply
system and irrigation, pumping
jack for attachment to windmill
outfits, motor-operated sewing
machine, vegetable-peeler, bat-
tery-charging rectifier outfit, ice-

cream freezer, corn - sheller,

clover-cutter, feed-grinder, fric-

tion windlass, ensilage-cutter,
hay-unloader, electric kitchen-
ette, washing machine, flatirons,

and all electric household uten-
sils, as well as buffing and grind-
ing outfits, and all electric

-- - --
'

appliances for use in a carpenter
or repair shop.
The farm is equipped with a

motor on a portable truck, which can be moved
from place to place and connected up with any
piece of apparatus. The milking tests prove very
attractive for the people and there is always a
crowd at the evening milking time. Practical
milking demonstrations have been given at large
nearby dairy farms, to the great satisfaction of
dairvmen.
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BOOK NOTICES
ENGINEERING VALUATION OF PUBLIC

UTILITIES AND FACTORIES
By Horatio A. Foster

D. Van Nostxand Co.

361 pages 50 Blank Forms $3.00 net

The importance of the subject with which this
book deals is coming to be more generally recognized
every year. The responsibility resting upon consult-
ing engineers in making appraisals is a heavy one,
and the demand for specific information on the
matter has become urgent. The supply of such
information has hitherto been so meagre as to cause
great weight to attach to the very few books
which have actually been published. For this
reason alone, apart from its intrinsic value, Mr.
Foster's treatise will be bought and studied by all

engineers whose business brings them into touch
with appraisal matters, as well as by numbers of
others who realize the necessity of broadening their
general engineering education, by acquiring at least
some knowledge of what is becoming one of its most
important departments. The book is quite elemen-
tary, and provides easy reading for any engineer
acquainted with the commonest legal terms. Its
scope is wide and a nice sense of proportion is

evidenced in the distribution of space for the various
sections into which the book is divided. Deprecia-
tion, concernmg which there is an urgent need for
standardization of method, is thus accorded some-
thing over 100 pages and is dealt with very lucidly
and thoroughly. This section of the book is partic-
ularly valuable. In a very short notice of Mr.
Henry Floy's book "The Valuation of Public Utility
Properties," in the September Review, the writer
referred to the aptness and copiousness of the refer-

ences to various judicial authorities with which that
book abounded. Mr. Foster makes no excuse
for adopting a similar plan. At the present time,
indeed, a book upon this subject could hardly have
any value without such references; and a good
instance of their effective introduction may be
found in the author's discussion of the word "value."
Lexicographers, consultants, judges, and commis-
sions are all quoted in presenting to the reader the
facts upon which he must form his conception of
its meaning. Those interested may perhaps obtain
a more clear idea of the scope and nature of this
valuable work by glancing over the table of contents
given occasionally in our advertising columns under
Messrs. Van Nostrand's announcement.

STRENGTH OF MATERIALS

169 pages

By Mansfield Merriman
John Wiley & Sons

54 Illustrations $1.00 net

This work, which is now in its sixth edition,
has been written with the intention of presenting
the subject of the strength of materials—beams,
columns and shafts—without the employment
of the calculus. The only mathematical training
essential to a ready understanding of the text is

that regularly included as a part of the average
high school course, embracing arithmetic, algebra,
and geometry. In those cases where the formulae
are best arrived at through the aid of the calculus,
such as the deductions for the deflections of beams,
they are given without proof, accompanied by a
•carefully prepared explanation of their significance

which should enable the student to apply them
without difficulty to the solution of practical
problems. Special effort has been made to convey
a correct conception of the mechanical ideas in-
volved, which, to the average individual, are bv
far the most difficult part of the subject, and yet,
for the solution of problems somewhat out of the
ordinary, must be thoroughly understood. AH
important principles and methods ordinarily em-
ployed in calculating the strength of materials
are given, as well as a large number of examples;
as it is only by the solution of numerous numerical
problems that the full meaning of the text and the
theory of the subject may be acquired.
The sixth edition contains a new chapter on

combined stresses, several changes in the original
text, four new cuts, and 70 new problems. There
are in all 91 articles and 230 problems. A list

of chapters follows: Chap. 1, Elastic and Ultimate
Strength. Chap. 2, General Properties. Chap. 3,
Moments for Beams. Chap. 4, Cantilever and
Simple Beams. Chap. 5, Columns or Struts.
Chap. 6, The Torsion of Shafts. Chap. 7, Elastic
Deformations. Chap. 8, Miscellaneous Applica-
tions. Chap. 9, Reinforced Concrete. Chap. 10,
Combined Stresses. Chap. 11, Resilience of
Materials.

ELEMENTS OF ELECTRICITY
By W. H. Timbie
John Wiley & Sons

556 pages 411 Illustrations $2.00 net.

This volume may confidently be recommended to
all those looking for a textbook on the fundamental
principles upon which modern electrical engineer-
ing, the industry of the generation, transmission
and utilization of direct and alternating current, is

based. In some respects it seems to follow the vogue
of books on the elements which were published ten
or fifteen years ago, before technical schools and
colleges were providing the student with the ad-
vanced engineering course which is customary
todaj'. Prof. Timbie's book is, indeed, exceedingly
elementary, and in its reading calls for no special
preparation beyond a knowledge of simple arith-
metic and the simplest algebra.
The volume cannot be recommended to college

students as their only handbook, although it will

serve them as an admirable standby for elemen-
tary matters which are possibly omitted from the
usual college handbook on elementary electricity.

It is excellently suited to accompany the short
practical courses in electricity given in apprentice-
ship departments, industrial trade schools, and the
like. The matter is necessarily similar to much
which has been previously published in standard
elementary handbooks; but the manner of treat-

ment and the sequence in which the new ideas
are laid before the reader (which, of course, are the
all-important considerations) are eminently logical

and sound. This is not surprising, since the scheme
adopted is the natural outcome of an extensive
experience in starting young engineers on their

path. Men who have progressed further on their

road and have perhaps become rusty on some of

their fundamentals will be wasting no time if they
go over the summaries which are placed at the end
of each chapter, and in which the salient ideas of

the course are collected and succinctly expounded.
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THE MATHEMATICS OF
APPLIED ELECTRICITY

By E. H. Koch, Jr.

John Wiley and Sons

316 Figures $3.00 net

This book contains an abundance of information
on engineering mathematics; and while the text

was primarily intended for the instruction of

college students, the volume may also be used for

reference or for self-study. For this latter purpose
it would have been much more valuable if the
answers had been given to the various examples,
since a knowledge of the answer is generally the
only thing that will show whether the mathematics
has been properly applied and the problem correctly

solved. The work is graded, and arranged in a
logical sequence. It is so written that it may be
presented in any order, irrespective of chapter
divisions. The first chapters are of a very elemen-
tary character, but should nevertheless prove
useful to men who are occupied in various electrical

industries, and who find their progress in electrical

matters retarded owing to their deficient knowledge
of elementary practical mathematics. The book,
however, contains considerable material of a more
advanced character which may be omitted on a
first perusal, and used later for reference or in

further preparation for more advanced study. The
text contains a limited amount of information con-
cerning electrical phenomena, so as to reduce the
necessary references to supplementary electrical

texts.

Kolesch Slide Rules
A good slide rule is an

indispensable part of the

physical equipment of every
Engineer, be he salesman,
designer, draftsman or
student.

Kolesch Slide Rules are the
embodiment of all the refine-
ments of design and work-
manship which a long experi-
ence in the manufacture of
scientific instruments has
made possible.

The stock is of the \-ery best, well-

seasoned, mahogany, with white ccl-

] uloid facings. The graduations are
engine-divided, clearly and accurately
cut. The rules will preserve their exact
shape and insure the closest accuracy
under all conditions of temperature.
climate and humidity. The cut shows
the "Midget** slide rule. 5'2 in- 'i^

length, with the accuracy of a 10 in.

instrument.
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& e s Kolesch & Company

Established 1885

138 Fulton Street New York City

Roebling Insulated Wires
Are drawn from carefully selected metals by processes

developed during many years experience. They are

thoroughly insulated with the very best materials ap-

plied in a way that insures long and satisfactory service.

Full particulars aiui pricrs funiisht'd on application to

John A. Roebling^s Sons Co., Trenton, N. J.



ANNUAL MIDSUMMER CONVENTION OF
THE EASTERN NEW YORK SECTION

OF THE N.E.L.A.

The third annual convention of the Eastern
New York Section of the National Electric Light
Association, was held on Saturday, August 10,

1912, at Trenton Falls, at the site of the 8000
horse power hydro-electric plant of the Utica
Gas & Electric Company, a locality of interest to
the many delegates who attended. This section

has a total membership of 363, including consulting
engineers, manufacturers, operators and various
employees, and there are 56 Class A members.
There were over 60 in the party which came to

Trenton Falls on the Black River train, arriving
there shortly after 10 o'clock a.m., and during the
morning and early afternoon the number was
increased to 100.

The convention headquarters was the Hotel
Trenton. The business session opened at 10:30,
President Throop presiding, and R. H. Carlton of

Schenectady- filling his office as secretary. The
president made the opening address and gave the
announcements for the day. Mayor Frank J. Baker
of Utica welcomed the delegates. M. O. Troy of

the General Electric Company, and one of the
organizers of the Eastern Section, gave a fine

report of the purpose and progress of that body.
F. H. Gale, also of the General Electric Company,
gave a most interesting account of the national
convention held in Seattle recently, describing the
trip and the advance made in electrical work,
as brought out by the addresses, and by observation.
Dr. William B. Coolidge, assistant director of the
research laboratory, Schenectady, delivered a verj'

interesting address on "Some Contributions of the
Research Laboratory to the Development of the
Electric Industry."
The secretary next gave the report of the nominat-

ing committee, which was composed of Bryce
Morrow, Glens Falls, chairman; H. W. Peck,
Schenectady; Lee Hagood, Schenectady; L. W.
Emerich, Fulton; O. F. Webster, Syracuse; W. J.
Reagan, Utica; and J. A. Anderson, Albany.
Mr. Throop, the president, who was serving out the
unexpired term of ^L Webb Oflut, was re-elected
to that office, and the other officers were chosen as
follows: Vice president, A. Anderson of the Munici-
pal Gas Company, Albany; secretary, R. E. Russell,
General Electric Company; treasurer, F. W. McRae,
Adirondack Power Corporation, Glens Falls. The
executive committee is composed of the officers and
the following additional members; H. W. Peck,
Schenectady Illuminating Company; L. W. Emerich,
Trenton Light, Heat & Power Company; O. F.

Webster, Westinghouse Manufacturing Company,
Syracuse; Mr. Schreck of the Central-Hudson
Gas & Electric Company; J. T. Mange of the Ithaca
Electric Light & Power Company, and C. W. Stone
of the General Electric Companj'.
Luncheon was served at 1 o'clock, and afterwards

a program of games and contests was run oflf, while
a clambake was enjoyed on the hotel grounds.
At 8 o'clock the company reassembled for some ex-
cellent papers, one written by W. B. Underwood, on
" Heating for Increasing Central Station Load," and
another by E. P. Edwards on "Electricity as a
Factor in Progressive Agriculture." After some
dancing the party left Trenton Falls on the 1 1 :40
Black River train, which made a special stop.
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copy curves.
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Dr. Louis Bell

Dr. Bell, for many years one of the foremost authorities in this country on matters pertaining

to electric lighting, contributes an article to this issue of the Review on the Illumination of the

Boston Electrical Show of 1912. See page 676.



NIAGARA FALLS CONVENTION OF THE
ILLUMINATING ENGINEERING

SOCIETY

The recent Niagara Falls convention of

the Illuminating Engineering Society was
probably the most successful in the history

of the association. The registration may
seem somewhat low (fewer than 150 names
appear on the record) ; but it must be noted
that the percentage of out-of-town delegates

was very high, and also that those who did

attend the meeting were there with a great

enthusiasm for the purposes of the Society

and were bent on business, as is indeed

testified by the high proportion of attendance-

at-sessions to total registration.

The Illuminating Engineering Society is

primarily a scientific body, and at Niagara
Falls the bulk of the business was concerned

with questions of a scientific character.

This is certainly as it should be; since the

function of the illuminating engineer is

to build up good illumination practice, based

upon the correct application of the laws of

the sciences of light and physiology, and
even of psychology. Directly commercial

questions received but little attention; and
we find the majority of the papers dealing

with such subjects as diffused reflection,

natural and artificial distribution, reflecting

power of opaque bodies, methods and means
of determining the value of quantities used
in illumination calculations, eye-comfort and
discomfort, color values of different surfaces,

standards of light, and so on. Many of these

papers are of interest to a great number of

professional men outside the membership
of the Illuminating Engineering Society; and
it is not surprising to find that they are being

accorded an extensive re-publication in vari-

ous technical journals.

Apart from the actual contents of the

papers, many points of interest may be

noticed in a study of these contributions.

The report of the Committee on Progress is

a valuable document, although reference to

one or two recent developments of importance
seems to have been omitted. The value of

the annual report of the N.E.L.A. Committee
on Progress is well-known. It is like no
other publication, and provides a better

history-in-instalments of the electrical indus-

trv than can be obtained anywhere else.

The N.E.L.A. is a commercial organization;

the Illuminating Engineering Society is a

scientific body. But the work of a Com-
mittee on Progress can be just as valuable

to the latter as to the former; and members
of the new profession will, as time goes on,

find an increasing value in these annual

broad outlines of the year's achievement.

The report of the illuminating Committee
of the Association of Iron and Steel Electrical

Engineers is of great value in itself, and of

interest because of that of which it is sym-
bolical—co-operation between professional

associations having some community of

interest. It must be of advantage to the

Iron and Steel electrical men to have their

views on illumination discussed by specialists

in the applied science of illumination. It

must be of advantage to the Illuminating

Engineers to have their discussions of special-

ized fields of illumination enriched by men
who spend all their time in these specialized

fields. Friendly relations frequently exist

between various bodies; here is a case of the

good feeling finding expression in a practical

manner. This session of the convention

may be placed in the same category as the

joint session of the Illuminating Engineering

Society and the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers, held at Boston last

June during the 1912 convention of the

latter body. The Illuminating Engineering

Society gained enormously in prestige through
this intimate official association with che

older institution.

The practice of including, in the proceedings

of a young and increasingly important
professional body, papers of the nature of
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that which was presented by Dr. Hyde on
"Methods of Research," is entirely to be
commended. The doctrines expounded in

this scholarly essay have certainly a bearing
upon other applied sciences besides that of

illumination. In a code of ethics drawn up
for the guidance of independent investigators
in this and other fields, Dr Hyde's paper
would deserve a prominent place. His
argument throughout is lucid and concise;

and his forceful, yet restrained, warning, as
delivered in his concluding paragraphs, is a
model of its kind in substance as in diction.

Dr. Hyde is disposed to take no lenient view
of the offense of the broad speculator, who,
making wide generalizations from the results

of an investigation very limited in scope,

accepts (whether willingly or not) the respon-
sibility for leading and misleading ocher
seekers after the truth in the same field.

Dr. Hyde's paper may be of great value to
all such investigators; but of equal signifi-

cance is the fact that the essay itself was
prepared for a purpose, was the outcome of

the desire of the Council of the Society that
some code of rules, at least some suggestions
as to procedure, be drawn up for the guidance
of the men who are today searching for the laws
of illumination upon which practice is going
to be based. This sense of responsibility is

indicated elsewhere in the Niagara Falls

proceedings, notably in the report of the

Association of Iron and Steel Electrical

Engineers already referred to, in which a
strong jjlca is made for a full statement of

authenticity on all illumination test results

which are intended for practical use. [This
same matter, by the way, is also referred
to by Air. G. H. Stickney, in his article on
the interpretation of photometric curves
appearing in this issue.]

It is worthy of note that, although the
finances of the Society are in anyching but a
flourishing condition, there was nothing that
could be described as approaching dejection
in the attitude of the members assembled to
discuss these money matters. The tone of
the conversations was distinctly optimistic;
and it may be presumed that some satis-

factory specific will soon be discovered where-
bj' the financial affairs may be put in order,
expenditure curtailed, receipts increased, and
a favorable balance in hand assured. Various
ways and means were discussed, the most
promising solution appearing to He in the
direction cf roping into the membership of the
Society a greater number of lighting men from
all the smaller central stations in the countrv.

SOME NOTES ON THE GROWTH OF THE
ELECTRIC LIGHTING BUSINESS

This issue of the Review includes Part II

of Mr. Lee Hagood's article on "The Opera-
tion of Synchronous Machines in Multiple,"
the first part of a new paper by Mr. D.
Basch on "Storage Batteries in Modem
Electrical Engineering." which will be con-
tinued in later issues of the magazine, and a
further instalment of Dr. E. J. Berg's papers
on transients. The remainder of our space
this month we have given over to the publi-
cation of an important group of articles

on lighting by electric lamps; and these
will probably be found of considerable
interest to all those engaged in the engineer-
ing of lighting, whether in the operation of
the systems which furnish the energy for

electric lighting, in the design of the lamps,
or in the adoption of the correct scheme and
arrangement for obtaining a maximum of

useful illumination for the energy expended
at the lamp.

Electric lighting practice is a very broad
term, and covers more than the mere current-
consuming devices by which electric energy
is converted into light, and light again into
useful illumination. The millions of tungsten
lamps (to name only one unit) which are
sold in a year in this country alone certainly

represent an extraordinary fact; and the
steady improvement in arc lighting prac-
tice, as illustrated in many recent installations

of the street-lighting magnetite lamp, is

equally significant of an enormous amount of

specialization in these departments of the
lighting field. But it must be remembered
that these things are specialization; and there
is just as great a cause for wonder in the
extent of refinement which has today been
reached in the other phases of the engineering
of lighting—in the power house, in the trans-

mission line, and in the substation. Progress
in the lamp would have been useless by itself.

The lamp is a vital link in the chain; but the
machinery for the generation, transmission
and distribution of energy is just as vital as

the machinery for consumption.
Quite early in the history of the industry,

the full truth of this was realized. At some
of the early meetings of the National Electric

Light Association way back in the eighties,

as much time was gi\^en to the discussion of

methods of station economies as to house
wiring and lamp breakage. At the time
when Boston, quoted as possessing the great-

est electrical transmission svstem in the
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world, boasted a lighting load of not more
than 10,000 lamps, and a power load of but
a few hundred horse power, station engineers
were already closely watching their coal and
oil bills, studying ways and means for their

reduction, and looking about for fresh

revenue-producing applications of elec-

tricity upon which their station service

could be expended. Indeed, it would almost
appear that, for a time, their labors in these

directions were so thorough as to withdraw
from the consuming devices, the lamps,
all that attention which was their due;
with the result that for some years the
lamp itself, judging by results only, seemed
to have passed through a period of suspended
activity. Prof. Elihu Thomson, writing in the
General Electric Review, December,
1911, says: "It seems at first somewhat
singular that the carbon arc, open and
enclosed, continuous current and alternating,

held its place for so long a period. It is

probably to be explained by the attention of

engineers being diverted into such fields as

electric railways, alternating current distri-

bution, motor applications, and the many
others which opened up one after the other
in a more or less unbroken series." But
these other details were so closely connected
with the details of the lighting business, and
were so often even common to the lighting

business, that none of the time spent upon
them was wasted, even from the purely light-

ing standpoint. Quite early it was realized

that a central station, the instrument of an
Edison Illuminating Company, would hardly
flourish if it had to depend purely on its

illumination load ; but that it must do all that

lay in its power to assist in the increased

application of electric motive power to the

industries, and to urban, suburban, interurban
and even main line railways.

A full realization of this would render
unnecessary many of the questions which are

asked as to the appropriateness of the name
of our great National Electric Light Associa-

tion. Maybe, as has been frequently mooted
during the last few years, that body may
change its name to a title which would be
more truly indicative of the wide range of its

activities; but, taking this broad view of

electric lighting, it is easy to see how the
name, for many years at least, was strictly

appropriate and a truthful index of the

character of the work performed by the Asso-
ciation. This broader scope, embracing
branches of engineering regarded by some
as extraneous, does after all represent a range

of activity which had to be covered by the

electric lighting companies if the life of the
electric lighting bu,siness, strictly as such,

was to be preserved. Thus, in many respects

at least, the history of electric hghting is a
history of the electrical industry. The exist-

ence of a lighting load forced the development
of the station, of the line, and of all the detail

apparatus pertaining thereto. Other loads

were added as fresh proof was furnished of

the wonderful flexibility of electric service;

and indeed today a new residence lighting

installation is welcomed by the central

station not only because it becomes at once
a source of revenue from lighting, but because

the strong points of the lighting service

may so commend the system to the consumer
that a heating-and-cooking load, or a sewing-

machine and flatiron load, will follow as

a matter of course, as a result of the mission-

ary lighting work. Sometimes, as we have
seen, attention was apparently diverted

from lighting matters to other matters,

co-related and just as important. But
progress was steadily made, while history

was also made; and the modem electric

supply system came gradually into being.

The changes have been so gradual, and withal

so radical and quickly accomplished, that it

would be the height of folly to hint that any
great degree of finality had been reached as

regards either general system or apparatus.

Before leaving this point, and to show how
the lighting companies realized what the

other directions were in which they had to

apply their energies, it may be of interest to

quote from the Minutes of the Association of

Edison Illuminating Companies in the earhest

days. In a report on the subject of electric mo-
tors in February, 1887, Mr. H. McL. Harding,

of the Sprague Electric Railway and Motor
Company, gave some interesting facts and
made some prescient suggestions. "The
motor is absolutely automatic non-

sparking at the commutator They
all work satisfactorily, and no money has

been expended in repairs There
need be no trouble in seUing motors. All

the illuminating companies should take

hold of the electric power and electric railway

business. There is going to be more electric-

ity used for power than for lighting If

the storage battery bu.siness proves success-

ful, they can charge the batteries for running
street car motors." That ^vas 2o years ago.

The last sentence is pregnant with suggestion

;

and is of extraordinary interest when we
reflect upon latter-day energy in the electric
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vehicle publicity campaign, as waged by, say
the Boston Edison Company under its present

enlightened and progressive management ; and
upon recent successful applications of the
storage battery to electric railway service.

One is tempted to touch upon some of the
principal steps in the histor}' of the large

lighting station as we know it toda}-, but
that is beyond the scope of these notes. We
have now arrived safely at systems in which
many hundreds of thousands of electrical

horse power are distributed through miles and
miles of a network of conductors. Twenty-
five years ago "the principal system in the
world" had a few thousand glow lamps con-
nected. Today the output of tungsten lamps
from the Harrison factory alone represents a

sale of nine and one-half million dollars per
annum. This is remarkable; but it m_eans
that the engineering problems which confront
the men who have to design and operate the
apparatus for supplying this enormous load
are almost bewildering in their magnitude
and their variety. Electrical engineers are

well acquainted with their nature. Leaving
aside all details of the design of apparatus, we
have to acquire the fullest scientific knowledge
of the nature of line disturbances, whether
arising from external sources (such as light-

ning) or internal sources (such as an arcing
cable gone to ground). We have to obtain a
much fuller understanding of the nature of

corona than we possess at present, since upon
such understanding depends a great deal of

transmission development at present barely
feasible. We have to bring about the fullest

co-operation of operating engineers and design-
ing engineers to decide such questions as
the successful practical handling of the short-
circuit of a 25,000 kw. alternator, so as to

limit the amount of damage which can result

therefrom ; and there are man}' other questions
of a similar nature, altogether too numerous
to mention, upon the successful solution
of which further jjrogress in the development
of the big electric lighting system depends.

Returning to matters connected simply
with the lamps, it may be well to call par-
ticular attention to the lighting articles

published in this issue of the Review. A
year ago we were describing the new mag-
netite lamp for ornamental street lighting.

It was proposed to publish a book on modem
arc lighting shortly after the issuance of
the December, 1911, Review; but progress
was moving so rapidly on this luminous
lamp that little could be said definitely
from month to month, and preparation of

the volume was not proceeded with. Mr.
Halvorson now collects into a supplementary
article some of the principal results of the
year's work; and in view of the extent to

which this lamp has already been marketed,
and the inevitable extent to which it

will, during the next few years, be installed

on the streets of the principal cities in this

country, his paper should be of the greatest

interest.

With the present widespread interest in the
general subject of illuminating engineering,

and with very active ad\-ertising on the part
of all the different manufacturers of competi-
tive illuminants, it is not surprising that the
man who has not specialized in the lighting

field should find some difficulty in under-
standing just what is the province of the
various lamps (arc and incandescent) now on
the market. Those in doubt on these matters
can do no better than consult Dr. Steinmetz's
classic paper on lighting by electric arcs

which appeared in the December, 1911,

Review, towards the end of which he cate-

gorically considered seven main fields of

exterior lighting, and gave his judgment as

to the type of illuminant with which the
needs of each should be met. Dr. Steinmetz
also contributes to the present issue of the
Review and gives a very clear exposition

of the relative importance of the various
characteristics of artificial illuminants, such
as efficiency, distribution, color, etc. Prof.

Elihu Thomson has a valuable article in

this number on "Vision and the Aleasure-
ment of Light and Ilkunination," in which
he shows very clearly the urgent need
for standardization of the nomenclature
used in the practice of illumination, which
need the Illuminating Engineering Society

of America is now doing all in its power to

fill. Other articles included in this issue deal

with series and multiple enclosed flame arc

lamps, the interpretation of photometric
curves, and present-day practice in regard
to the use of reflectors with ttmgsten lamps;
and the Review is also partictdarly for-

tunate in being able to publish a paper
from Dr. Louis Bell, who takes as his sub-

ject the illumination of the Boston Electric

Show. Perhaps the most interesting feature

of this elaborate scheme of display electric

lighting is the use, for the first time, of

deliberated colored flame arc lamps in

very great profusion for the spectacular

decoration of Huntington Avenue, Boston,

the street on which the exhibition building

is located.
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EFFICIENCY OF ILLUMINANTS
By Charles P. Steinmetz

Chief Consulting Engineer, General Electric Company

This article gives a clear exposition of the relative importance of the various characteristics of an illumi-

nant as affecting its suitability for different purposes. The efficiency is of greatest importance, since the others

(distribution, color, brilliance) can always be corrected for by sacrifice of efficiency. For any proposed lighting

installation, the efficiency of light production and that of distribution vary in opposite directions with a change
in the size of the lighting units, and hence in the number. The function of the illuminating expert is there-

fore to effect such a compromise between the two as will give a maximum resultant efficiency. The article

includes a curve-sheet of efficiencies of electric lamps, the values of quantity of light referring to the candles

of the beam proper, no deduction being made for the loss which is nearly always incurred due to correction

of the distribution curve or reduction of intrinsic brilliancy.

—

Editor.

Of foremost importance in the study of light out 10 to 20 dog. below the horizontal,

illumination are:

The total amount of light produced by the

illuminant

;

The distribution curve of the light;

The quality of the light; that is, diffusion

and intrinsic brilliancy, color, etc.

As the problem of illumination is to supply
the proper amount of light at the places to

be illuminated, it is obvious that the illu-

minant must produce sufficient light for the

purpose; and, no matter how perfectly the

distribution curve of the lamp fits the require-

ment, how well diffused and of low brilliancy

and perfect color the light is, if the amount
of light given by the lamp is insufficient, the

illumination is unsatisfactory.

Of first consideration therefore is the

quantity of light given by the illuminant, or

the total light flux. This is usually measured
in mean spherical candles. Occasionally as

measure of the light the lumen is used, which
is the theoretically more correct unit of light

quantity. One mean spherical candle equals

4 IT lumens.
However, the quantity of light of the lamp

is not sufficient, but its distribution curve

also is essential for proper illumination. An
illuminant may give ample light for the most
perfect illumination, and still the illumination

be unsatisfactory. For instance, in the usual

street illumination, with arc lamps spaced

about 200 ft. apart, the flame lamp with

converging carbons, as it has been extensively

used for decorative Hghting, would be un-

satisfactory; it gives more than enough light,

but the distribution curve is such that most
of the light is thrown downwards, only little

in the horizontal; and the result would be

that, midway between the lamps, the illumi-

nation would be insufficient, while near the

lamp an equally unsatisfactory excessive

intensity of illumination would give a blind-

ing glare. The magnetite lamp, on the other

hand, although giving much less light than

the above flame lamp, gives a satisfactory

street illumination, as it sends most of its

only little downwards, and thereby dis-

tributes it fairly uniformly over the street

surface. On the other hand, an attempt
to use the series magnetite lamp for indoor

illumination would give a bright illumination

of the upper parts of the side walls of the

room, but only little light below the lamp,

where it is desired in indoor illumination.

In the latter case, the distribtition curve of

the converging carbon flame lamp, with

most of the light thrown downwards, would
be more satisfactory. Thus, with a sufficient

light quantity given, the next important
feature is a distribution curve of the light

suited to the requirements of the illumination

—indoor lighting, street lighting, etc.

It must be realized, however, that practi-

cally any distribution curve can be produced
by suitable shades, reflectors, diffusing

or diffracting globes, etc., at a greater

or lesser loss of light; that is, sacrifice of

efficiency by absorption. As the result

hereof, high efficiency may make up for un-

satisfactory distribution curve. For instance,

the flame arc with vertical carbons gives a

distribution curve which is unsatisfactory

for indoor illumination, as most of the light

is sent out in the horizontal. On the other

hand, the quartz mercury lamp gives a dis-

tribution curve essentially suited for indoor
illumination. However, the efficiency of

the yellow flame arc may be as high as 4

mean spherical candles per watt, while that

of the mercury lamp is from 2 to 2.5 candles

per watt. If then, by suitable reflectors,

etc., we correct the distribution curve of the

flame lamp and thereby sacrifice 25 per cent

of its light, we still have an efficiency of 3

candles per watt, or higher than the mercury
lamp. Thus, while a distribution curve suit-

able for the purpose is of importance, it is

so within limits only; and no distribution

curve can compensate for any great inferiority

in efficiency, as a moderate sacrifice of

efficiency usually permits producing any
desired distribution curve.
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Similar considerations hold regarding the
quality of the light, more particularly the

intrinsic brilliancy. A high intrinsic brilli-

ancy is objectionable and not permissible in

good illumination; and such illuminants as

the mercury lamp and the Moore tube, which
have a low intrinsic brilliancy, are superior.

However, the intrinsic brilliancy of an illumi-

nant can be lowered in any desired degree by
diffusion and diffraction, by various kinds of

globes, such as opal, alabaster, alba, frosted,

etched, sandblasted, etc. This however in-

volves a loss of efficiency, of from 10 to 30
per cent; and the illuminant which intrin-

sically has a low brilliancy, therefore has the

advantage by the percentage which would
have to be wasted in lowering the brilliancy

of a high brilliancy illuminant, approximately
20 per cent, but no more.
The color of the light is directly of essential

importance in those cases where certain

classes of work have to be performed, as

color matching, etc. It is a physiological and
psychological phenomenon, and as such can
not well be expressed numerically, except, in

general, that, where low intensity illumination

is contemplated, as in most of the street

lighting, the white color has a material ad-

vantage in physiological efficiency. The
bluish green probably is still better, but the

orange yellow materially inferior.

This brings us back then to the question of

efficiency of light production, as the most
important feature, since all other features, if

unsatisfactory, can be made satisfactory by
a sacrifice of efficiency, and thereby are

compensated for by a higher efficiency.

In considering the efficiency of light pro-

duction, it has to be realized that the effi-

ciency of most illuminants is a function of

their power consumption, and the efficiency

practically always increases with increasing

power consumption, as seen on attached
curve sheet. That is, larger lighting units

are more efficientjlight producers than smaller

units. On the other hand, in most cases the

efficiency of illumination, that is, the effi-

ciency of distributing the light in the manner
as desired, decreases with decreasing number,
and therefore with increasing size of the light

units; and the two factors, efficiency of light

production and efficiency of light distri-

bution, thus vary in opposite direction with
the change of the size and thereby number of

the light units. The problem of illuminating

engineering therefore is to choose such a
compromise between the decrease of effi-

ciency of light production resulting from the

use of more numerous smaller units, and the
decrease of efficiency of light distribution,

resulting from the use of fewer large units, as
to give the maximum resultant efficiency

—

with due consideration of the economic side

of the cost of installation and maintenance.
This however is beyond the scope of the
present discussion.

Fvirthcrmore, when comparing efficiencies

of illuminants on the basis of photometric
tests of lamps, it must be taken into con-
sideration whether the distribution curve of

the illuminant has already been corrected in

the lamp, and the loss of efficiency incident

to this correction incurred, or whether this

is not the case; and in order to use the illumi-

nant for the particular purpose contemplated,
some of its tested efficiency would have to be
sacrificed for producing the desired distri-

bution curve. For instance, the 300-watt
magnetite lamp gives an efficiency of 0.95

mean spherical candle per watt, the tungsten
incandescent lamp an efficiency of 0.84 mean
spherical candle per watt, i.e., only 11.5 per
cent lower. However, the 300-watt magnet-
ite arc gives about 1.3 candle per watt of a

distribution curve practically the same as

that of the tungsten lamp, and to make this

distribution curve suitable for street illumina-

tion, by sending most of the light out under
an angle of 10 to 20 deg. below the horizontal,

0.35 candles per watt are sacrificed by absorp-

tion in the reflector, etc. Approximately the

same loss of efficiency would have to occur
in correcting the distribution curve of the

tungsten lamp for street lighting, and this

would drop its efficiency from 0.84 candles to

about 0.G3 candles per watt. Thus, direct

comparison of photometric data without con-

sideration of the distribution curve, and the

loss which would result in correcting it, would
be misleading.

In the accompanying curves are given
approximate efficiencies of various more
important illuminants, with the power con-

sumption as abscissae, and as ordinates the

light, in mean spherical candles per watt,

given by the radiator proper, that is, the raw
material, as we may say. The light given by
the completed illuminant, as installed for

any particular purpose, then is lower than the

values given in the table, by the loss in con-

trolling the distribution curve, the loss in

producing a sufficiently low brilliancy, etc.

Where therefore the distribution curve of

the radiator has to be modified to suit the

requirements, either by external appliances,

as usual with incandescent lamps, or by re-
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flectors, etc., which constitute a part of the

lamp, as usual with arc lamps, the efficiency

is lowered, usually from 20 to 30 per cent, so

that in average we may assume a loss of 25
per cent efficiency in controlling the distri-

bution curve. Where the intrinsic brilliancy

has to be lowered by diffusing globes, etc.,

this again involves a loss varying usually

from 10 to 30 per cent and more, depending
on the density of the globe, or an average of

20 per cent loss in lowering the intrinsic

brilliancy.

For instance, the 500-watt magnetite arc

gives an efficiency of 2.0 candles per watt.

The production of a distribution curve suited

for street lighting, by reflecting the light of

the upper hemisphere into the horizontal,

may be assumed to cause a loss of 25 per

cent, to 1.5 candles per watt. The use of a
diffusing globe, to lower the brilliancy, may
involve another 20 per cent loss, to 1.2 candles

per watt, so that the lamp, as used in Boston,

may be expected to give an efficiency of 1.2

candles per watt. Or, considering the 100-

watt Mazda lamp for indoor illumination.

Its efficiency, from the table, is 0.65 mean
spherical candles per watt. By a suitable

reflector, to throw the light of the upper
hemisphere downwards, a loss of 25 per

cent—more or less—would lower the effi-

ciency to 0.48 candles per watt. On the

other hand, where the requirements are such

as to permit the use of the illuminant without

change of distribution curve or diffusing

globe, the full efficiency would be available.

It must be understood that the loss of

efficiency resulting from the correction of

the distribution curve, etc., still permits a

materially higher efficiency in the illuminated

area. For instance, if in the Mazda lamp, by
throwing the light of the upper hemisphere
downwards, a loss of 25 per cent occurred,

this means that only half of the hght of the

upper hemisphere is thrown downwards.
But it also means, that in the lower hemi-

sphere an increase of 50 per cent in light is

secured. Or, in the 500-watt magnetite
lamp, the loss in efficiency, from 2.0 to 1.5

candles per watt, is accompanied by an in-

crease in light, 10 deg. below the horizontal,

from 2.5 to 3.25.

The curves given for the yellow and the

white flame arcs constitute the approx-

imate upper limits of efficiency reached

with long burning flame carbons; no definite

efficiency can obviously be given for the flame

carbon in general, as, depending on the
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amount of impregnating material, any effi-

ciency can be secured, from the low effi-

ciency of the long-burning plain carbon arc

up to the curves given in the curve sheet.

There is, however, an additional limitation at

the highest efficiencies of the flame carbon

arc, and that is the increasing danger of

slagging and consequent failure to start, or

going out of the lamp, so that the upper
limit is rather indefinite.
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VISION AND THE MEASUREMENT OF LIGHT
AND ILLUMINATION

By Elihu Thomson

In treating of the theory of vision in this article. Professor Thomson gives considerable attention to the
ability of the human eye to perceive color contrasts. Light possesses no color in itself, but depends on the
visual organ and the nervous mechanism back of it for the interpretation of color. If all eyes were alike in
sensitiveness, both as regards luminosity and color vision, the problem of the measurement of light would be
simpler than it is. In practice sufficiently satisfactory results are obtained from measurements based on a
comparison of lights or surfaces one with the other, as by some form of photometer, it being assumed that the
observer's vision, though subject to variation, will be affected alike by both lights compared. From a very
lucid introduction on these lines the author then defines some of the terms most frequently employed in illumi-
nation measurements; and shows that a great advance will be made in placing such measurement upon a secure
and scientific basis if the recommendations of the I.E.S. Committee on Nomenclature are adopted inter-
nationally. A study of this article may with advantage be followed by a study of Mr. Stickney's paper on
"Interpretation of Photometric Curves," on page 725.

—

Editor.

Were there no living creatures in the

universe provided with eyes there would of

course be no distinction between so-called

visual rays and non-luminous or invisible rays.

There would still exist the possibility and
probability of the generation of that vast

series of electric waves beginning with the

lowest frequencies and ranging upward
through rates of several hundred thousand
waves per second as used in wireless teleg-

raphjr—through many millions per second

—

as in the waves investigated by Hertz, reach-

ing at last the high frequencies character-

istic of radiant energy given out by hot
bodies such as the sun, and including those

frequencies which correspond to visible light

and even the ultra-violet rays, themselves
invisible. All this range of wave frequencies

are equally entitled to be called radiant heat
waves, for they all represent energy which
when the rays are absorbed in a body result

in raising its temperature. Too much
emphasis cannot be laid upon the fact that

not only the dark heat waves, the ultra-red

so-called, as well as those which excite the

sensation of light in our eyes, are all heat

waves in the same sense, as are also those

finer waves extending many octaves beyond
the violet end of the spectrum. They all

represent radiated energy, but the lower waves
not onh^ require more energy to produce them
but give a correspondingly larger amount
of heat when absorbed. The visual rays are

limited approximately to only one octave
and range from a frequency of about 400
millions of millions per second for the red
rays up to about double that for the violet

end of the visible spectrum.
Why, it may be asked, are not our eyes

adapted to recognize a greater range of

wave lengths than a single octave? The
answer to this question doubtless is that the

organ of vision is a product of a long evolu-
tion during which unsuitable departures
have been eHminated. It is probable that
if our range of vision extended to lower wave
lengths or higher frequencies than those now
concerned in vision it might only lead to

confusion instead of benefit, as somesubstances
are transparent to ultra-red rays that are

opaque to ordinar\' light, and others opaque
to iiltra-violet rays that are quite trans-

parent to ordinary light waves. Again it

is probable that, following the results of

Prof. R. W. Wood in photographing with
ultra-red and ultra-violet, similar contra-

dictions to those found by him in the photo-
graphic eft'ects, might equally exist in vision,

which indeed may depend upon an effect

upon the retina of the eye akin to photog-
raphy. Justasthefire-fly'has, byan exceedingly
long process of evolution and elimination

of the inefficient, become capable of pro-
ducing light at the least cost, or waves con-
fined to the visible spectrum without low or

so-called heat waves and without ultra-violet,

which would be useless for its purposes, the eye
has been evolved for each animal to recognize

most sharply those wave lengths most suit-

able to its life needs. A creature which
always lived in a medium of a single color

would evidently have no need of color vision

for other colors. This condition must be
approached b\' some of the deep sea fishes.

Such fish are probably color blind to red,

which is absorbed by moderate depths of

sea water. Many of the insects, however,
which seek the flowers must have a lively

sense of color differences.

The birds, whose plumage is often highly

colored and is different for the two sexes,

must also have a highly developed color

sense. The belligerent bull must likewise

have an intense sense of red,—which causes
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him to charge a red cloth as if it were a
wounded and bleeding enemy of his own
species. The Spanish bull fight utilizes this

blind instinct.

Even in man the faculty of color distinc-

tion varies widely. A considerable number
of men are color blind, generally to the red

rays, which involves the loss of its comple-
mentary, the green, since their white light is

light green. It is said that" some of the black

races fail in being able to distinguish purple

or violet from blue. Many years ago the

writer found that a pupil of his was entirely

color blind, seeing all objects in shades of

yellow which was to him his only hght, a

very restricted range of wave length. He
saw as if objects were illuminated by yellow

light only, and they must have appeared as

they do to persons of normal vision when
illuminated by the yellow sodium flame.

Color as such was absent.

The retina of the human eye is apparently
capableof at least four distinct sensationsaside

from their intensity. These sensations differ,

inorcover, in their relative intensity over
different portions of the retina itself. The
simplest of these sensations is that of luminos-

ity without color distinction, and this seems
to be located in the so-called "rods" which
are found microsopically in the retinal

membrane. Theother three sensations concern
color vision, and possibly belong to the so-

called "cones" which with the rods make up
the retinal sensitive surface. We apparently

see in three colors only, the intermediate

shades being recognized by the varying

degrees in which these three fundamental
sensations are affected by any particular

wave length of light

In a very faint light though we may see

objects, the rods only are assumed to be

affected and color vision is substantially

absent. This fact is impressed when one
tries to distinguish by the eye which is the

red end of the spectrum when a faint star is

observed in a star spectroscope. No color

is seen but merely a faint band of luminosity

;

and it is quite impossible without other

means of testing, as by photography, to

distinguish one end of the spectrum from the

other. A slightly brighter star may give a

faint color effect in the band, and of course

the spectrum of a bright star has the char-

acteristic range of colors as in the solar

spectrum. Unlike vision, the effect on a

photographic plate with low intensities easily

distinguishes the red from the violet end of

the spectrum of even the faintest light sources,

and indeed the sensitive film is capable of

depicting objects where the luminous inten-

sity is many thousands of times less than
would affect the eye. Exposures of seven to

ten or more hours with the largest telescopes

are not unusual in recording the faint

nebulous masses in the sky, the light effect

being cumulative with the time. With the

eye the effect is quite different. In the dark
the eye gains in sensitiveness, but long gazing
in an effort to see a faint object is of little

use; though curiously, faint objects such as

minute points of feeble light may frequently

be seen by averted vision instead of direct

vision. Averted vision is made use of when
the axis of the eye is directed not directly

towards the object to be distingitished, but
to a position at one side. This superior

sensitiveness of the eye to light just outside

of the axis, or fovea centralis, is sometimes
explained by the "rods," being more numer-
ous there, crowded out of the central area,

as it were, by the less sensitive "cones," so

necessary to distinguish colors.

The assumed difference of function of the

"rods" and "cones," while largely hypothet-
ical, seems to accord with the facts. In brief

the way we see colors is explained as follows.

Lights of wave lengths from the lowest red

up to the green affect the red sensation most
intensely below the orange fading upwards
and at last ceasing in the green or thereabouts.
The green sensation begins to be feebly

affected by waves as low as where the orange
joins the red, and its intensity reaches a
maximum in the green and fades away
beyond the blue. The purple sensation has
a similar range beginning in the green, perhaps
reaching a maximum towards the violet

and fading out in the lavender. It must be
remembered that we are here dealing with
wave lengths of electric waves that affect

these three sensations of the nervous organ-
ism of the eye, and not with colors or colored

light. The light possesses no color in itself,

but depends on the visual organ which
receives it and the nervous mechanism back
of that for the interpretation of color. Dif-

ferent visual organs and different nervous
mechanism will result in different inter-

pretations of these wave lengths.

When we see the yellow in a spectrum, at

least two sensations, the red and green, are

affected simultaneously and to a certain

relative degree: and we interpret the com-
bination as yellow, which is a luminous or

bright color (near-white) because two sensa-

tions are at the same time about equally
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and rather strongly affected. With orange
the red sensation is affected but the green less

so. With yellow-green the reverse is true.

Blue is a luminous or bright color for the
same reason that yellow is. The green and
purple sensations are affected simultaneously
and nearly equally. But the purple sensation

is on the whole less strong or intense than
the others; and blue of the spectrum, though
alight color, is not so near-white in luminosity
as the yellow.

May we not be permitted to guess that
the purple sensation has been the last to be
evolved in the race, since it is more feeble

than the others and is believed to be more
feeble in some of the more primitive races?

The modem processes of color photography
are based on the ideas of color vision just

pointed out.

Measurement of Light and Illumination

If all eyes were alike in sensitiveness both
as regards luminosity and color vision, or

if all light sources, or surfaces illuminated
thereby produced the same relative effect

in all eyes, whether the intensity of such effect

was equal or not, the problem of measure-
ment of light would be simpler than it is.

Evidently, however, we cannot expect a per-

son who is color blind or partly so, say to red,

to evaluate light intensities containing red,

in comparison with other tints. The sensi-

tiveness of our eyes varies in accordance
with conditions. The iris opens or contracts
as an automatic diaphragm. The retinal

surface in bright light dulls its sensibility

automatically, and in feeble light the reverse.

This very action, tending to annul too great
contrasts, assists us to see into dark comers
in the presence of brightly lighted areas. In
this respect the eye is far superior to the photo-
graphic plate, in which the difficulty is to
record any detail in the shadows without
extinguishing the high lights by over-exposure.
On the other hand the photographic plate
can be used directly to measure radiation
in terms of its action on the plate—a manifest
impossibility with the eye. Hence all our
light measurements must be based upon
comparing lights or surfaces together, one
with the other, as by some form of photo-
meter, it being assumed that the observer's
vision, though subject to variation, will be
affected ahke by both Hghts compared.
Practically this results in sufficiently satis-

factory values except where the color con-
trasts are great. In the latter case resort
is to be had to special instruments such as

spectro-photometers for comparing intensities

of the colors in the spectra of the lights con-
cerned.

If vision or visual power were constant
it would be possible to find what proportion
of the radiation energy was utilized in pro-
ducing the light or luminous flux as it has
been called. It is indeed hoped that some
basis for such a determination may be
found. For practical purposes, however, it

suffices to establish a suitable unit of intensity

of light to which other sources may be com-
pared. The unit which has been adopted
in many countries is the "international
candle," a standard which has been estab-

lished by the U. S. Bureau of Standards
working in conjunction with similar bodies
in other countries. Hence candle-power
now means the rating of a light source in

"international candles."

The luminous rays emitted by a distant

star reach us as parallel rays, and the rays
from the sun, on account of its great distance,

are substantially parallel. But manifestly
the density of the light flux is with the sun
enormously greater than in the case of the
star. We might find the relative values of these

fluxes falling upon a unit of surface normal
to its direction, and obtain a figure for the
star in terms of the solar light flux or for the
sun in terms of the star's flux density. The
figures would give us the relative intensities

of the light sources. But for practical purposes
we cannot avail ourselves of parallel rays as in

the case noted.

Our ordinary sources of light being nearby,
give out diverging light, generally in all

directions. If the source be a luminous
point the density will, for a given surface

across the path, diminish as the inverse

square of the distance from the point emitting
light, but the flux for any given solid angle
will remain the same. Hence we may estab-

lish a unit of luminous flux by assuming
a unit solid angle filled with light from a
point equal to one standard candle as our
basis of comparison. The unit solid angle

is the solid radian or steradian, and the unit

of light flux so taken is the "lumen." The
total light emission of a point equal to one
candle, considering the radiation equal in all

directions from it, is then equal to 4 7r lumens,

as the surface of a sphere covers 4 ir steradians.

Since the practical value of a light source

is for illumination, it is useful to possess a

measure of the illumination of a surface,

such as the light flux which reaches it for

each unit of its area. The natural c.g.s. unit
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would be one lumen per square centimeter.
A practical unit of illumination is one lumen
per square meter, called the lux. If the
square foot be taken it becomes a foot-

candle, or an illumination of one lumen per
square foot.

In the excellent report of the Committee
on Nomenclature and Standards of the Illumi-
nating Engineering Societ}^. given at the
Niagara Falls convention, September lG-19,

a number of proposed definitions, including
the quantities and ratios just mentioned are
given, and reference is here made to such
report for many additional matters con-
nected with this subject of light measure-
ment and for typical formulae concerning
them. Specific luminous intensity of any
element of a luminous or illuminated surface

is taken as the ratio of the luminous intensity

of such element in a normal direction to it,

to the area of the element in centimeters.

It is expressed in candles per square centi-

meter. The brightness or apparent specific

intensity of an}- such element of a surface

taken from a given position, as in a direction

of sight at an angle to the surface, or even
normal to it, is its luminous intensity per
unit of area of the surface considered as

projected on a plane at right angles to the
line of sight. The surface included must be
small in comparison with the distance of

the observer. The greater the obliquity of

the surface to the hne of sight the smaller
will be its projection or apparent surface in

the imaginary plane perpendicular to the line

of sight. The brightness is measured in

candles per square centimeter of the apparent
area or surface in the said iinaginary plane.

The brightness varies in\'ersely with the
cosine of the angle of the line of sight from
the normal, with such surfaces as those for

which the cosine law of emission is found to

hold true. When the luminous emission
of a surface is expressed in lumens per square
centimeter it is designated in the proposals

of the report as the specific luminous
radiation.

It has been usual to express the reflecting

power of a mirror surface in percentage of

light returned to that incident on the reflect-

ing surface. The number expressing this

percentage as ratio is designated the co-efiicient

oj specular reflection. In like manner the

co-efficient of difiuse reflection, or diftision

co-efficient, of a surface is the proportion of the

incident light which is returned from it by
diffusion.

It maj' be mentioned that finely ground
surfaces, as of glass, for normal incidence of
rays will diffusely reflect, while as the angle
of incidence is increased or is made more
oblique to the surface the reflection becomes
more and more specular or mirror like, until
at grazing incidences very little light is

diffused. Moreover, as the specular reflection

begins to develop during this change of inci-

dent angle, it is the red ra^^s which are most
affected, the higher rays continuing to be
diffused.

In the report of the committee to which
attention is directed, the distinctions between
the various practical embodiments of stand-
ards of light for use in measurement are
succinctly given, such as fundamental
luminous standard, primary and secondary
luminous standards, reference standard,
working standard, comparison lamp, test

lamp, etc. The terms are well chosen and
of course some are already in use.

There is no need to consider here such
terms as mean horizontal candle-power,
mean spherical candle-power, mean hemi-
spherical candle-power, which are wideh' used
and understood. Mean zonal candle-power
is not so common, but is evidently applicable
to certain cases of zonal distribution of light

emission.

The spherical reduction factor of a lamp is

given as the ratio of the mean spherical to the
mean horizontal candle-power of the lamp. It

is particularlyimportant in the rating of incan-
descent lamps in which the disposition of the
filament sections control the direction of
emission. An ordinary candle flame
approaches the case of a uniformly radiating
source, while a single \-ertical cylindrical

filament would give a mean horizontal candle-
power requiring to be multiplied by the

factor y to obtain the mean spherical power,

assuming the cosine law of emission to hold
as before referred to.

It will be seen from the above, that if the
recommendations of the committee be adopted
internationally a great advance will be made
in placing light measurement upon a secure
and scientific basis. It is indeed singular
that this work should have been so long
dela\-ed in view of the age of the art of arti-

ficial illumination.
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THE LIGHTING OF THE BOSTON ELECTRICAL SHOW

By Dr. Louis Bell

Boston, Mass.

By the time this article appears the great Boston Electrical Show of 1912 will be nearing its end. The
exhibition has attained a nation-wide importance by virtue of the magnificent scale upon which it has been laid

out, the completeness of its exhibits, and the thoroughness of its publicity. Dr. Bell, the consulting engineer

in charge of the lighting plans, interior and exterior, was up against a very stiH proposition when he endeavored

to frame a suitable scheme for the spectacular illumination of the building, on a commensurately grand scale,

and to fulfill its prime function of attracting vast crowds to the hall. In this article Dr. Bell indicates the

nature of some of the difficulties and how they were successfully overcome. The scheme finally adopted was on

a scale quite beyond anything hitherto attempted in an enterprise of this sort, and presented some novel and
delightful effects.

—

Editor.

Exposition lighting is a stunt quite by
itself in the art of illumination, since many
things have to be considered beside the actual

light delivered for useful purposes, and partic-

ularly because all the effects produced have
to be planned in relation to the architectural

and artistic features of the show. The
Mechanics Building, in which the Boston
Electric vShow has been held, is in some
respects about the most unpromising subject

for decorative lighting which could well be
imagined. It is raw and bam-like inside,

defaced by a multittide of girders and a tangle

of piping, crudely piped for gas with uncom-
promising ugly fixtures, which the owners

of the building absolutely refuse to move,
take down, or modify in any manner whatso-

ever. In addition the owners regard the

outside of the building, ugly enough at best,

as sacrosanct, so that no spike or nail should

be driven into its holy brick work, even for

the purpose of removing some of its pristine

bad looks. The front of the building is prov-

identially partly concealed by a heavy growth
of ivy, which however renders the support

of decorative lighting without injury to

the foliage a still more troublesome matter.

The most glaring interior failings of the build-

ing were remedied by a lavish expenditure

for decoration, but no practical amount of

decorating could entirely remove the struc-

ttiral inconveniences.

The main scheme of decoration carried

out was the outlining of the entire fagade,

600 feet long, running from near Irvington

Street to West Newton Street; together with
the ornamentation of the entrances and the

chief architectural features by means of close-

wrought mosaics worked out in colored

lamps. The free use of color for decorative

purposes has been the keynote of the design

from the ver\f beginning. The western
entrance, as will be seen from Fig. 6, night

photograph, was elaborately decorated, the

chief feature being the mosaics worked into

spandrels and pediment. These were con-

ventionalized flower patterns carried out

in dark and light green, dark and light red,

and amber lamps, the dark being S c-p. and
the light 4 c-p., placed as closely as the sockets

could be arranged. The support of these

heavy pieces without a free hand in spiking

was an extremely difficult matter, but finally

a sufficient number of attachment points

were granted to make it possible to carry

out the plan. The broad spaces, 5 by 10 feet,

at the sides of the main door, were converted
into fluted pilasters, worked out in light

and carried by false work reaching to the

ground and forming a suitable base. These
pilasters had capitals in color supporting

a frieze studded with lamps above which
rose the decorations of the arch. The out-

lining of the windows was very ingeniously

accomplished by the contractor by springing

into the window space the necessary strips

bearing the lamp sockets. The small gables

in the roof were also decorated in red and
green mosaic work. The central entrance

of the building, never an important one,

was ornamented in similar manner, as shown
in Fig. 7, while the tower. Fig. 8, was outhned,
decorated with lines and patterns in color,

and provided with a flasher for the roof decora-

tions. Approximately 24,300 lamps were
installed on the front of the building. The
shape of Mechanics Building is triangular,

the tower being at the apex, so that the long

rear and a comparatively short end on West
Newton Street remained to be lighted.

Here the work was carried out wholly with

festooned Elblight cable. Abotit two miles

of Elblight double conductor was used for

this work with lamps placed one foot apart,

the crossings of the festoons being marked
with knots of colored lamps.
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Within the building, except in Grand Hall,

a general scheme of decoration was adopted,
consisting of reticulations of Elblight, suiting

as closely as might be the architectural spaces
available. At the center of each crossing of

the Elblight, at the middle of each bay, the
cable was pinned to the ceiling, as it were,

by a Holophane globe containing a 250- or

a 400-watt Mazda lamp.
In the light-well, over what was utilized

during the Show as the automobile park,

a six foot ring wound with Elblight cable

was carried at the level of the roof girders,

and from this twenty-four streamers of Elb-
light curved downwards to the balcony rail.

These streamers were alternately studded
with red and green lamps, and on each side

of the light-well further illumination was
furnished by a Holophane light globe con-

taining a 400-watt Mazda lamp. In Grand
Hall reticulations of Elblight covered the
whole space under the balcony, the cables
being pinned together at each crossing by a
group of white lamps, while the cables them-
selves were alternately red and green. The
main body of the hall was lighted entirely

with lanterns. Ten of these, borne on two
rows of pillars along the center of the hall,

finished in bronze and glazed with a prismatic
glass frosted inside and out, carried each
a 500-watt frosted Mazda lamp placed
just above the center of the lantern. Around
the face of the balcony were looped elec-

trically-lighted flowers; and borne on brackets
there were fifty lanterns finished in bronze
and glazed with prismatic glass, carrying

alternately a very light red and a very light

green, 250-watt Mazda lamp.

Fig. 1. Partial Interior View of Boston Electrical Show. Mechanics Building, Huntington Avenue
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Fig. 2. One of the Poles Used for the Spectacular lUiunination Fig. 3. One of the Special Pylons Erected at the Ends of

of Huntington Avenue, Carrying Four Colored Flame Huntington Avenue, 35 Feet High to the Upper Arc.

Arcs, the Upper One Pale Green, the Lower Three Each Pylon Carries Thirteen Flame Arcs Colored
Light Rose Pink Green and Pink
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Figs. 4 and 5. Day and Night Views of Huntington Avenue During Boston Electrical Show. The Special

Pylons of Gothic Design can be Seen in the Foreground, with the Standard Four Lamp Poles Trailing
into the Distance
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Figs. 6 and 7. The Upper View Shows the Illumination of the Main Entrance. The Lower Picture Shows
the Illumination of the Center Entrance to Mechanics' Building
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Figs. 8 and 9. The Upper Picture Shows the Scheme Followed in the Illumination of the Tower Entrance
to Mechanics Building, in which Clear Lamps were Mainly Used. Enriched by the Use of Red. Green

and Amber Lamps. The Lower Picture is Another Night View of Huntington Avenue, Showing
the Main and Center Entrance, with the Tower in the Distance
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All the colored lamps used here and else-

where, with the exception of a few of the
Elblight lamps, were dipped lamps, those

on the outside receiving a coat of spar varnish

outside the color. It should here be remarked
that dipping lamps to the right color is a

very troublesome matter and it was partic-

ularly a difficult task to get a good green,

most of the commercial green dips proving
bluish in color rather than pure green.

Beside the lighting already referred to,

the balcony, which was finished in booths,

made after the semblance of old German tiled

roofed houses, was provided with light on
its own account by a fiO-watt Mazda lamp
in a frosted globe installed in the ceiling of

each booth, while an additional lamp was put
in the attic of each house to shine out through
the stained glass window. The space behind
the houses in the balcony was illuminated

by long lozenges of Elblight pinned up by
Nelite fixtures with 100-watt lamps.

The corridor leading to the east entrance
and the lobby at the entrance were also

decorated with reticulations of Elblight, and
further light was secured by Mazda lamps
in lanterns like those around the balcony. It

should be noted that the fundamental idea

in the decoration of

Grand Hall was to carry

out a night effect, the

ceiling being a sky canopy
with drops of painted
foliage. Hence the hall

was not lighted from
above, but from below,

the main mass of the

light being about 14 feet

up and turned down-
wards. From the floe >r

the illumination therefore

graded upwards leaving

the ceiling fading into

comparatively dim light.

The Mazda Castle (Fig.

10), which occupied the
stage, furnished an at-

tractive addition to the decorations and the

general effect in Grand Hall is well shown
in Fig. 1 from a night photograph.
The exterior lighting extended along Hunt-

ington Avenue from Copley vSquare to Massa-
chusetts Avenue, a distance of about 3000
feet. After successive study of a number of

plans for this decorative work it was finally

decided to use deliberately colored flame
arcs, color being obtained by the composition
of the carbons and not by any color in the

globes, since the latter plan would inevitably

lose most of the light. Special poles carrying

each a group of four flaming arcs were there-

fore installed 125 feet apart on each side

of Huntington Avenue, the poles on the two
sides of the street being opposite each other.

One of these poles is shown in Fig. 2. The
upper lamp, in an IS-inch opal globe, is a
flame lamp carrying carbons that bum a
pale green; the three lower lamps, with 12-

inch globes, were fitted with carbons burning
light rose pink, presenting a very effective

contrast. These lamps were an adaptation

by the Lynn works of one of their intensified

arcs, a plan adopted to secure a lamp of

minimum length. Eight hours nightly was
all the burning time that was required for

the decorative work on Huntington Avenue,
and this length of life could be secured with
short carbons.

There was no objection to trimming the

lamps every day if thereby a better eft'ect

could be obtained. The lamps were adjusted

for six amperes and burned in multiple cir-

cuit. The standard poles were 30 feet to the

upper arc and were of Gothic design painted
verde antique in color.

At the twii ends of Huntington Avenue, the

Fig. 10. Nearer View of Mazda Castle Seen at End of Exhibition Hall in Fig. 1

entrance was marked by a pair of pylons

35 feet high to the upper arc, also of Gothic
design and each carrying thirteen flame arcs,

the uppermost lamp and the middle tier being

green, and the others pink. One of these

pylons is shown in Fig. 3. The eftect of these

colored lights blazing the whole length of the

avenue and leading from either direction to the

Mechanics Building as the center of interest

was very striking, and the Copley Square
entrance is excellently shown in Fig. 10, by a
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view taken at night. This is probably the
first instance of using deUberately colored
flame carbons as an element in decoration,
and the result was so good as to encourage
further efforts in this direction.

Two hundred twelve of these flame arcs

were in use on Huntington Avenue. In
efficiency they fell considerably below the
yellow or white flames, as might be expected,
but still compared favorably with the effi-

dency of the familiar carbon arcs and were
immensely better and more brilliant in effect

than anything which could have been devised
in the way of an arc with a colored globe.

Nearly se\'en miles of Elblight double con-
ductors were used in the decorative work

outside and inside, with the uniform spac-

ing of lamps at one foot. Adding to this

lighting material the lamps on the front

of the building spaced at 8 inches, except
in the mosaics, and the lights installed

in the interior in other ways, one reaches a
total of about 60,000 incandescent lamps in

use, aggregating in c-p. somewhere about
300,000. Bearing in mind the fact that this

estimate does not include the light of more
than 200 arcs, it is safe to say that the illumina-

tion of the Boston Electric Show was on a
scale quite beyond anything hitherto attemp-
ted in an enterprise of this sort, and it cer-

tainly presented some novel and beautiful

effects.

OPERATION OF SYNCHRONOUS MACHINES IN PARALLEL
P.\RT II

By Lee Hagood

Lighting Dep-\rtment, Gener.\l Electric Comp.\ny

This section of Mr. Hagood's paper takes up the problem of accomplishing both power-factor correction
and automatic voltage control by means of synchronous machines, and shows the relations which exist between
voltage and current as affected by the line factors and load factors in the electrical transmission of power.
He takes up in detail the important question of what occurs when voltage is held constant at both the generating
and receiving end of a transmission line, and his method of solving the problem is simple and easily applied.

This is the first time to our knowledge that this method of analyzing the problem has been presented.

—

Editor.

Transmission of Power

In the transmission of power, wattless cur-

rent is a matter of particular importance
where the resistances and reactances involved

are of any magnitude. Short transmission

lines of 60 miles and below and of moderate
voltages will first be considered, where the

negative exciting current of the line is so

small that it may be neglected. To ftxrther

simplify the problem the exciting current
required by the transformers in the line will

also be disregarded. By studying out the
problem in its simpler form, a solution can
be obtained sufficiently accurate for most
practical purposes.

Fig. 7 is a vector diagram showing the re-

lation of the voltages and currents in a trans-

mission line, where a certain amount of power
is being delivered, it being assumed that the

current and voltages are measured at the

end of the line. The actual current, /, is out
of phase with the receiver voltage by the

angle d, whose cosine is the power-factor:

it causes a drop through the resistance, R,

in phase with it; that is, IR must be parallel

to /,• and also causes a voltage through the

reactance 90 deg. out of phase in the direction

indicated, that is, IX is at right angles to IR,
as shown. The vector E^ therefore represents

the required voltage at the generator end
of the line.

In Fig. 7,

V=AB+BC+CD
AB = IR cos e = (I cos e)R = IeR
BC =IX sin e = ll sin e)X =UX
CD = versine aEg={l— cos a)Eg.

(1) ..V= IcR+Iu'X+{,l-cos a)Eg.

Since cos a will not likely exceed 0.98 for

most transmission line problems, the last

quantity in the above equation may be neg-
lected, which introduces an error in voltage

calculation in the magnitude of 2 per cent of

the generator voltage and is too small for

consideration. By dropping out this quantity,
we have the following very useful practical

formulas

:

(2) V = IeR+IuX

(3) Therefore 1^=^-^-
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If r exceeds leR, Iw is positive, or
lagging, and if V is less than I.R,
Iw is negative, or leading.

. (4) l' = /,i?+/, ian e X = Ie {R+ tan 8 X)

( l-Cos<x)Eg

Fig. 7 Vector Diagram of a Transmission Line Illustrating the
Relation Between Generator and Receiving Voltage

for Different Loads and Power-factors

/ =actual cucrent.
If =energy component.
Ill =wattless component, positive if lagging and negative

if leadmg.
Cos fl= power-factor of load at receiving end.
Cos (0+ a) =powei -factor of load at generating end." =angle between Er and E^.

= receiving voltage,
^generating voltage.
~^~'^'' ~^^^ voltage difference in transmission.
-Total three-phase reactance in transformers and

transmission line.
= Total three-phase resistance in transformers and

transmission line.
= Total three-phase impedance in transformers and

transmission line.

, -iR

Er

V
X

<!>

where tane^^l -cos-

cos-e

>^ 1-(P-F.)^

\ (P-F.)2

(5) Therefore Ie = T^.
W

(6)

1.73 £,

Substituting in (4)

v=^J^(r+x^iE^II)
l.<3 Er\ \ (P-F.J2 /(P-F.J2

From Fig. 7,

(7) /=vivf7^;
The energy losses, (three-phase) =

le-R
1.73 1=7?= 1.73

\cos ej
R=1.73

(p-F.y

(8) Per cent energy losses = .^.^„ ^ ^^ X

100 =

w{p-F.y

%Lossesat l.OGP-F.

(P-F.)2

For convenience losses will be expressed
in per cent of power received and A'oltage

diiTerence in per cent of voltage received. If

the equivalent high tension voltage is lower
at the receiving end than at the generating
end it will be designated as "drop" and if

liigher as "rise.

"

It is e\ddent that if we assume the receiving

voltage and the energy transmitted to be
constant, the generator voltage will vary with
the power-factor. Since leR is constant, LL'
represents (see Fig. 8) the locus of the ter-

minals of the vectors 77?.

Fig. 8. Vector Diagram Showing Effect of Wattless Current on Generator Voltage
if a Given Amount of Energy is Delivered at Constant Speed

If M' = power delivered (three-phase)
]V=\.73IErCose =

1.73 (7 cos 6) £,= 1.73 LEr

When Eg takes the position Eg2. we have
located one point in the line MM', and, since

<t>
is known, we have determined its position.
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By inspection of the graphical relations in the

figure, it will be seen that all the terminals of

the vectors for the generator voltage, Eg, for

different wattless currents, fall in this line.

From Figs. 7 and 8, the following will

appear, viz.

:

IR R
'^"•^ =/X = A-

versine a = (1 —cos a.)Eg
When e (lagging) = 90° -</), a = Q
and Eg = Er+RI cos {90°-<t>)+XI cos <t>.

In Fig- 8'this value of Eg is represented by Eg->.

When e (leading) =0+ ^a, Eg = Er.
In Fig. 8 this value of Eg is represented by Eg^.

This value of d is derived by solving the fol-

lowing simultaneous equations, \dz.

:

180 deg. = a+ 2.4

190 deg. =A + (90° -4>}+e.

Since the magnitude of a is so small as
compared with 4>, it may be dropped for the
purposes of this problem, hence:

d = <t>;

that is, when d (leading) = <^i, Eg = E,.

Therefore if the voltage of the receiving
end is maintained the same as at the generat-
ing end, the power-factor, cos 6, at the re-

ceiving end will* remain equal to cos </>. Since
the latter is a constant, the power-factor will

be constant, which means that if the voltage
at the receiving end is constant, that of the
generating end will be constant, and, further-

more, since the energy delivered does not
enter, this relation will maintain independent
of variations in load. This is an important
principle, which may be applied practically

to great advantage as will be shown later.

Lines Paralleling Synchronous Machines

Thus it is seen that for delivering a certain

amount of power over a given transmission

line, the voltage dil?€rence between the

generating and receiving station depends upon
the wattless current. Now if a syn-
chronous machine of suitable capacity is

located at the load end of the line, as is

shown in Fig. 9, the wattless current in the
line is a matter of relative field excitations of

the machines in the two stations. For ex-

ample, we could raise the field excitation of the
machine near the load until it carried part

or all of the load's wattless current. In
the latter case the power-factor at the

receiving end of the line would be unity.

By raising the field excitation still further

the power-factor would lead, in which case

*The accuracy of this assumption is discussed under
"Accuracy of Method" on page 691.

not only would the machine carry '^the

load's wattless current, but it would supply
leading wattless current to excite the machine
at the other end of the line. After each in-

crease of excitation of the synchronous
machine at the load end, assuming the field

Fig. 9.

2/OOOVo/ts

ZJOOVo/ts

Synchronous /ncfact/ve

Condenser Load

One Line Diagram of a System Where Two Stations

are in Parallel Connected Together by
a Transmission Line

Total equivalent high tension reactance =24.4 ohms.
Total equivalent high tension resistance =53.1 ohms.

Tan (j> =0.42. Cos =0.92.

current constant for the generators, the vol-

tage will increase at both ends of the line. At
the generating end the decrease in wattless

lagging current would cause a voltage rise,

not only due to its effect on the inherent

reactance of the generators, but also to the
change in the armature reaction tending to

increase the total flux cut by the conductors.

The voltage difference between the generat-

ing and receiving end of the line would
decrease, due to the fact that the wattless

lagging current flowing over the line reactance

would be decreased. If the wattless current

were made to lead to any extent, the voltage

at the load end would exceed that at the

generating end.

We have dealt with a simple case where one
station is used to effect power-factor correc-

tion. If there were several stations contain-

ing synchronous machines, those used to

supply corrective wattless current should be
nearest the inductive loads, and the improve-
ment in power-factor would occur in all the
circuits having synchronous machines, except
those effecting the correction.
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Automatic Voltage Control

Power-factor and voltage have a very close

relation. For the present the only voltage
control which will be considered is that
resulting from controlling the field excitation
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Fig. 10. The Above Curves Illustrate the Effect of Power
factor on the Generating Voltage at Different Loads for

an Equivalent High Tension Receiving Voltage of

21,000 Volts. In the Lower Part of the Figure,

Power-factor is Plotted Against the Per Cent
of Energy Losses. Fig. 9 is the System

for Which These Values Obtain

of a synchronous machine by means of an
automatic voltage regulator. When there are

several units in one station, it is assumed
that they operate from a common exciter

bus.

In any given station such a regulator equip-
ment can be adjusted so that the excitation
of each individual machine is such that all

machines operate at approximately the same
power-factor, that is, the station kv-a.
required by the load is a minimum. This
adjustment is made with the equalizing rheo-
stats. In applying voltage regulators to two

different stations in parallel, the voltage which
may be maintained at each depends upon the
resistance and reactance in the connecting
lines, the load and its power-factor, and the
size, etc., of the synchronous machines in-

volved. The relations existing in

a line connecting two points at

which the voltage is regulated is

best understood by examining a
is.s concrete case.

In Fig. 9, we have a one line dia-

gram showing a generating station

and a synchronous machine located
near the load. A synchronous con-
denser is used for illustration as a
matter of convenience, since the
current it takes is wattless except
for the very small amount of energy
current required to supply its losses,

and in such calculations as this,

this energy current may be neglect-

ed. Should a synchronous motor
or generator be used, these machines
should be able to supply an equiva-
lent amount of corrective wattless

current and yet carry their energy
loads. A voltage regulator on either

a synchronous generator or syn-
chronous motor operates when a
tendency to change in \-oltage

occurs; it can effect a voltage

regulation within 2 per cent. In

Fig. 9, the regulator may be
adjusted on the synchronous con-
denser to maintain a voltage equal
to, higher or lower than that of

the generator. For whatever voltage

setting a regulator may be adjusted,

on either a synchronous motor or

generator, it will tend to increase

the field excitation of its machines
when the voltage tends to drop
and cause a decrease when the
voltage tends to rise.

In Fig. 10, the effect of power-
factor on voltage is illustrated for dift'erent

loads. Fig. 9 represents the transmission line

for which these values obtain. It is part of a

system now in operation. Equation 6 justi-

fies these curves, since, if the power delivered,

receiving voltage, resistance and reactance

are all constant, the voltage difference varies

only with the power-factor. It should be
noted that the power-factor is constant for all

loads when it is approximately 0.92 leading

P.F. This is the condition of d being equal

to 0, the voltage difference being zero. The
curves showing losses are plotted from equa-
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tion S. The resistances and reactances given

are three-phase values, that is, the actual

values are multiplied by 1.73. The low ten-

sion resistances and reactances are reduced
to their high tension equivalents. For ex-

ample, to obtain the high tension equivalent

resistance of a transformer, the low tension

value is multiplied by the square of the

transformer ratio and then added to the high

tension value. The receiving voltage, in

its high tension equivalent, is assumed con-

stant at 21,000 volts.

Figs. 11, 12, 13 and 14 show the relation

of power-factor, line current, line wattless

current and synchronous condenser current,

to the load for constant voltage drops 18.8,

S.S, 1.2 and per cent respectively, from no
load to full load; the constant voltage drop
being accomplished by supplying automatic
voltage regulators on both the generators

and on the synchronous condenser. Figs. 15,

16 and 17 show a similar set of curves except

for a different transmission line, the voltage

drops being 10, 3.5 and per cent respec-

tively. For comparison two values of power-
factor have been assumed for the load, one
O.SO and the other 0.60, this giving two sets

of current values for the synchronous con-

densers. These curves are constructed as

follows

:

The curve designated "line amps, energy"
is the energy component of the actual cur-

rent. In other words, it is the current which
would maintain if the kilov/att energy were re-

ceived at unity power-factor. It is derived

from equation 5, viz.

:

' 1.73 Ed
This is evidently a straight line passing

through the origin.

The curve designated "line amps, wattless

"

is the wattless current which must be main-
tained in the line at different loads to accom-
plish the required voltage control by means
of the synchronous condenser. It is obtained

from formula 3

:

Since \', R and A' are all constants, /„ is

therefore a straight line when plotted against

the other variable I,, or its equivalent, the

kilowatts, since the voltage is constant. If

V exceeds hR, Iw is positive or lagging, and.

if T' is less than I,.R, Iw is negative or leading,

The slope of this line depends upon the

relation of the resistance to the reactance. At

zero load it is equal to the line current, and
its value varies directly with the voltage drop

and inversely with the reactance.

The curve "line amps." is obtained from
formula 7:

and represents the current that an ammeter
would indicate located in the transmission

line. Since energy losses, due to resistance,

vary with P, it is important to note the con-

dition of its average minimum value from no
load to full load. This would occur near the

point where the voltage drop is zero. For
practical requirements, it may be assumed
to occur at this value. When we have the

condition of zero voltage drop, /« and I-^

intersect at the origin, and, since their ratio

will then be constant from no load to full

load, the power-factor will also be constant

through this range.

The curve "line power-factor" may be

obtained from the relation of le to /, or /»
tole.

The curve marked "load amps, wattless"

is a straight line passing through the origin,

if it is assumed that the inductive load has

constant power-factor from no load to full

load. Its values are expressed by the follow-

ing equations:

Iwl = 11 tan di = II sin di = VP^-P^,
where Iw^ is the wattless current of the in-

ductive load, li is the actual current, and 9l is

the angle whose cosine is the power-factor.

The curve marked "syn. con. amps." gives

the values of the corrective wattless current

which must be supplied automatically by the

synchronous machine on the assumption that

the power-factor of the load is constant. Let

Is represent the synchronous condenser cur-

rent; then Is = IwL— Iw.

Iw being the wattless current recjuired in the

transmission circuit for the required voltage

control. In the curves, the values of the
synchronous condenser current at different

loads are plotted on the assumption that the

inductive loads are constant in power-factor

at all loads. Such does not obtain in practice,

though with some mill loads the power-factor

at the same corresponding periods from day
to day is substantially equal. By using two
values of assumed power-factor for the load,

such as 0.60 and O.SO, we obtained the limits

at which a synchronous condenser would
likely operate. In general, the power-factor
will always be found better on the heavier

loads than on the lighter loads.
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Minimum Corrective Wattless Current for Effecting

Voltage Control

A practical problem arises as to what is

the minimum size of synchronous condenser
(or corrective wattless current), under con-
trol by a voltage regulator that will accom-
plish approximately constant receiving vol-

tage from no load to full load for a given
transmission line, such as is illustrated in

Fig. 9, assuming approximately constant vol-

tage at the generating end of the line. In this

case the synchronous condenser amperes
would be s\Tnmetrical about an axis vertical

to the load ordinate and passing through half

wattless. To simplify the problem it is assumed
that the load's power-factor is constant from
no load to full load. Let I'wl be the full

load wattless current and I'e the full load
energy current, substituting in formula 8
half of their values to obtain the quantities

at half load, we have:

(9) vJ'wlX+I\R

We can therefore obtain F, the voltage
drop, if we know the full load and its power-
factor and have given the resistance and
reactance. To obtain the full load synchro-
nous condenser current I's, we have:
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The curves illustrate the relation of the kilowatt load to the line current, power-factor, and line wattless current, when the voltage drop
is maintained constant. Two conditions of lead are assumed, one at 0.60 p-f. and the other at 0.80 p-f., and the two

corresponding curves of wattless current are given, these being designated "syn. con. amps."

Voltage drop =18.8 per cent.
R =22.4, X =53.1, and Cos <b =0.92.
At 3000 kw. p-f. =1.00.

Voltage drop =8.8 per cent.
R =22.4, X =53.1, and Cos <t>

=0.92.
At 3000 kw. p-f. =0.90 (Lag.)

load if the load's power-factor were constant.
Fig. 11 illustrates such a condition for a full

load of 3000 kw. at 0.60 power-factor, the
voltage drop being 18.8 per cent.

At full load, the synchronous condenser's
current is numerically equal to its value at
no load. At full load it is leading, while at
no load it is lagging, and at half load it is

neutral. To obtain the current of the syn-
chronous condenser at full load, it is neces-
sary first to find the voltage drop, which is,

according to our assumption, constant for all

values of the load. At half load the line
amperes wattless would equal the load amperes

(10) /'s =X
This comes about through formula 3, since

Is = Iw at no load. Formula 9 is based on
the assumption that the induction load's

power-factor at half load is the same as at

full load. This assumption is well within

the accuracy of the requirements.

Fig. 19 is a graphical solution of the prob-

lem in this manner where 2500 kw. at 0.75

power-factor is the full load and is applied

at the point marked inductive load. The
voltage drop would be 11.5 per cent and the

minimum size of the synchronous condenser
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should be capable of supplying 1700 wattless

kv-a. The power-factor at full load would
be about 0.96 power-factor lagging.

From an inspection of Figs. 11 to 17 and
Fig. 19 and formulas 9 and 10, it will be seen

that, for transmitting power at such a voltage

drop as would accomplish the use of minimum
corrective wattless current, the all-day PR
losses might be excessive. The larger the

ratio of resistance to reactance, the larger will

be these losses.

Loaded synchronous motors or generators

would be unsatisfactory for supplying cor-

expense, and this extra money could better be

applied to securing a larger synchronous

condenser.

Wattless Corrective Current for a Given Voltage

Difference

The general equation that expresses the

corrective wattless, or synchronous condenser

current required for voltage regulation is:

J- s^^ J- U'L -^iv

V-IeR
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These curves are similar to those in Figs. 11 and 12. They illustrate that when nearly zero voltage drop is maintained, the line current

is approximately equal to its energy component from no load to full load, that is maximum power is delivered at minimum
losses requiring minimum kv-a. capacity from the transmission lines, transformers and generators involved

Voltage drop =0 per cent.
R =22.4. X =53.1, and Cos <j> =0.92.
At 3000 kw. p-f. =0.92 (Lead.)

If V exceeds I,R, ^, is positive, or lagging,

and if V is less than IgR, Iw is negative, or

leading.

At full load, let I's be the synchronous con-

denser current, I'ul the load's wattless current,

I'w the line wattless and I'e the energy cur-

rent, and let V be given voltage drop;
then

Voltage drop =1.2 per cent.

J? =22.4, X =53.1, and Cos tjt =0.92.
At 3000 kw. p-f. =0.93.

rective wattless current if the voltage setting

of their regulators were such as to require

minimum wattless kv-a. capacity, since at

half load and below, the synchronous motors
would operate on lagging power-factor, while

the synchronous generators would operate

leading; in both cases the weak fields might
endanger their falling out of step.

If a synchronous condenser were used, a

special scheme of excitation would have to be
applied, since without it, the voltage regulator

would not operate over the full range of the

synchronous condensers' fields, unless the

synchronous condenser is especially designed.

To meet this special condition in design, or to

supply a special exciter, would involve extra

I's = I'uL—
V-I'eR.

X (11)

The given value of voltage difference should

not be so large that the full load sj'nchronous

condenser current as calculated would fall

below that which would occur at no load.
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As an example, suppose the inductive load
is 2500 kw. at 0.75 power-factor, the reactance
53.1 ohms, the resistance 22.4 ohms and the
voltage difference 1S50 volts (S.8 per cent of

21,000 volts).

At no load I',
1S50
"53.1

= 35 amperes.

At full load /'j = 55.S-
1850-68.SX22.4

53.1

53 amperes.

Full load wattless kv-a. = 53X21000X1.73
= 1950 kv-a.

No load wattless kv-a. =35X21000X1.73
= 1270 kv-a.
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Wattless Corrective Current to Maintain Minimum
Voltage Difference

If the voltage differences are to be a mini-
mum, that is, zero, then formula 11 becomes:

(12) -I nL+-Y
Since V' = Jfi?-|-/„,A' and J„, is negative

when r = 0, we have

In. X
That is, the power-factor will be constant
from no load to full load and its value will
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These curves are similar to Figs. 11 to 14, but since the ratio of the resistance to reactance is greater, more wattless line current

is required for the same loads, that is, the "line wattless amps." curve is steeper. The "line amps." and

"line p-f." curves therefore assume a different character

Voltage drop =10 per cent.
R =26.6. X =48.7. and Coi (j> =0.86.
At 1000 kw. p-f. =0.70 (L^g.)

Voltage drop =3.5 per cent.
R =26.6, X =48.7. and Cos <j> =0.86.
At 1000 kw. p-f. =1.00.

The power-factor at full load would be
lagging about 0.98. Fig. 12 illustrates the

relation of the line current, line wattless cur-

rent, and power-factor from no load to full

load. If synchronous condensers or motors
were used, they would operate leading at

full load and lagging at no load. If generators
were used, their power-factors would be lag-

ging and leading instead. In using loaded
synchronous motors or generators, care should
be observed that the field excitation does not
become so weak at light loads as to endanger
their falling out of step.-

depend upon the ratio of the resistance to

the reactance. At no load, the wattless cur-

rent will be zero. This condition is repre-

sented by Figs. 14 and 17.

If the load were 2500 kw. at 0.75 power-
factor, the resistance 22.4 ohms, the reactance

53.1 ohms, and the voltage drop zero, the

wattless current required would be:

At full load, /5 = 55.8+
^^-1^,^^-^ =84.8

53.1

lagging.

At no load, ls = 0.
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That is, at full load 3000 kv-a. wattless must
be supplied, and none at no load. The power-
factor would be 0.92 leading at all loads. Fig.

14 illustrates the relation of the line current,
line wattless current, and power-factor at
all values of the load.

There would be no difficult}^ in meeting
this condition with loaded synchronous
motors and generators, since their fields would
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of taps on the transformers. On a system
having several stations in parallel and several

distribution centers, we could locate synchro-
nous condensers of proper size at the distri-

bution centers and set all of their voltage
regulators for the same potential. All the
generators could then be adjusted hy hand for

this voltage, and without voltage regulators
on the generators their voltages would hold
approximately constant from no load to full

load, provided the prime movers operate at

speed regulations of the customary require-

Fig. 17

600 SOO
MlfopvattLoad

Fig. 18

Fig. 17 represents a theoretical calculation of the condition where zero voltage drop is maintained while Fig. 18 represents an actual case,

the readings being taken with station meters and instruments. The constant voltage at the receiving end cf the line_was

accomplished by means of a 1000 kv-a. synchronous condenser, the regulation being within 2 per cent. It is

interesting to note that the power-factor maintained constant from no load to full load

Voltage drop =0 per cent.
R =26.6, X =48.7. and Cos =0.86.
At 1000 kw. p-f. =0.87.

\'oItage drop =0 per cent.
R =26.6. .Y =48.7, and Cos <^ =0.86.
At 1000 kw. p-f. =1.00.

never be sufficiently weakened to endanger
their falling out of step. If generators were
used to affect the power-factor correction,

their power-factors would be lagging at full

load and approximatel}' unity at near no load.

This method of operation offers the great

advantage that maximum power is transmit-

ted with minimum losses at approximately
minimum kv-a. demand on the transformers,

transmission line and generators, in the cir-

cuit wherein the power-factor is regulated.

The convenience in having the voltage equal

at the two stations would avoid the necessity

ments. In other words, not onh* would the

voltage regulators on the synchronous con-

densers hold constant voltage at the dis-

tribution centers, but the synchronous con-
densers would supply such exciting current
to the generators as would compensate for

variations in load, and slight variations in

speed.

Accuracy of Method

The above approximate method of calcu-

lation is sufficiently accurate for most prac-

tical requirements. The exact relation is
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expressed by equation 1, and for the approxi-

mated formula the quantity {\-cos a) £g has

been dropped. The value of the angle a may
be calculated from the following:

(13) tana =
IR sim 9 T /X cos e

Er+IR cos d±IX sin d

to Fig. 8. It will be remembered that it was
claimed that if the voltage Er and Eg were
held constant, the angle 6 would equal <t> from
no load to full load. For such to occur, AB
should be a straight line, since the following

relation must hold; viz.:

I^R^hX
'ER + IeR±I^X
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Fig. 19. This Figure Represents the Relation of Load to Line

Current, Line Power-Factor and Wattless Line Current
When the Voltage Drop is 11.5 Per Cent. This Value
of Voltage Drop is that Which Would Occur if the

Minimum Size of Synchronous Condenser were
Used, when the Full Load was 2500 Kw. at

0.75 p-f., it Being Assumed that the
Power-factor is Constant at All Loads

Voltage drop =11.2 per cent.

R =22.4 and X =53.1. "

Plus or minus depends upon whether the

power-factor is lagging or leading.

Fig. 20 shows curves of voltage plotted

against power-factor, the calculations being

accomplished with the quantity {\-cos a)

Eg included, and without it. It is seen that

the error is very slight in using the approxi-

mate method, except when the power-factor

is leading considerably; at which values it

would never be desirable to operate. After all,

the requirements of the problem do not

require any great refinement, and the results

which can be obtained are well within the

precision of the calculated resistance and re-

actance and the measurements that can be

made with station instruments and meters.

Fig. 21 expresses graphically the actual

relation which exists when the receiving vol-

tage is held equal to the generating voltage,

using the same constants, etc., as in Fig. 10.

The vectors are drawn to scale and 'represent
the full load condition. The value BD,
adjusted to the proper scale, will represent

the load, since it is actually the value of leR.

This diagram will become clearer by referring

However, AB is an arc of a circle where Er
and Eg are radii. In the cases met in practice,

27aoo\
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Fig. 20. The Dotted Line Curves are the Same as in Fig. 10,

Being Calculated from Formula 2. While the Solid Line

Curves are Calculated by Formula 1. It will be
Noted that the Error in Using Formula 2

is Slight, Except on Power-factors
Considerably Leading

J? =22.4 and X=53.1.
Tan <t>

=0.42 Cos 4> =0.92.

Eg and Er are so great relatively to the length

of the arc AB, that AB is practically a straight

line, and hence the assumption that 6 will

remain equal to 4> at all loads, provided the

voltages of Er and Eg are constant, is well

within the requirements of accuracy. The
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converse of this is true; that is, if the current
were brought leading by the angle 9 to a
value equal to the angle the voltage at the
generating station would remain constant
from no load to full load, provided it were
held constant at the receiving end.

Fig. 18 illustrates a set of readings at 2200
volts, the equivalent high tension value being
21,000 volts, taken on a transmission line

when the voltage at the load end of the line

was set the same as that at the generating
station. The power-factor of the load varies

considerably on Hght loads, because the read-
ings were taken as the load was coming on.
We have here the condition of coiastant

power-factor being established from no load
to full load. Fig. 18 represents the calcula-

tions made by the approximate method. It

will be noted that the power-factor should
be, according to calculation, about 0.86 lead-

ing, whereas actually it was around 1.00.

This difference was no doubt due largely to

the effect of the negative magnetizing current
or capacity effect, of the transmission line

itself. By calculation the voltage drop should
have been 10 per cent whereas by actual
measurement it was found to be 12 per cent.

But after all the actual data obtained checks
close enough to the actual to show that this

BC=1R

CA =/A' tan<fi =

Fig. 21. Vector Diagram Showing the Condition of Constant

Line Power-factor When the Voltage Drop
is Maintained at Zero

BD =IiR

R
~X

P-F of transmission line at receiving' end =cos 6,

Angle between £g and £^. =.Y.

approximate method of calculation is sufff-

ciently accurate for most practical purposes.
(7"o 6f Continued)

Bird's-eye View of Hydro-Electric Development by the Mississippi River Power Co. at Keokuk. Iowa
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ADVANCED COURSE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Part VII

By Ernst J. Berg «

Professor of Electrical Engineering, University of Illinois

Characteristics of Condensers

The charge g of a condenser is proportional
to the voltage; or q = Ce, where C is the
capacity, depending upon the mechanical
construction, dimensions, etc. of the con-
denser, and e is the voltage when q is the
charge.

The charge q is measured in coulombs or
ampere-seconds. Thus the charge dq given
in a time dt when the current is i amperes
is:

dq = idt

Fig. 30

The capacity is expressed in farads, a

very large unit; so large indeed that in

actual practice it is never used. The capac-

ities of condensers are almost always given

in microfarads, that is, in a unit which is

one-millionth of a farad. Nevertheless,

in all formulEe involving capacity, C stands

for farads, not microfarads (m-f.) unless

stated to the contrary.

To give an idea of the capacity of con-

densers used in engineering, it may be of

interest to know that the ordinary paraffine

paper and tinfoil 500 volt blocks of the

size of the average textbook have a capacity

from 1 to 2 microfarads. In a high potential

transmission line the capacity of one wire

against neutral is about 0.016 m-f. per mile.

The capacity of underground cables is

relatively high. Depending upon the voltage

and type of cable, etc., it must obviously
vary much. It is usually less than two
m-f. per mile and more than one tenth of

a microfarad. The capacity of an ordinary

Leyden Jar is extremely small—a very small

fraction of a microfarad.
The fundamental equations for the con-

denser are as stated above.

q = Ce (128)
and

dq = idt

From these follow:

dq = Cde
and

-:?
dt

vSubstituting (131) in (129)

(129)

(130)

(131)

(132)

(133)

Y^ Iidt

(134)
The rate of energy supply or power is ei

or from ( 1 33) , «-: =e^ = Ce^ (135)

or from (1;B0) and (132), m = ^z = ^ "^ (136)
C C at

Thus the power supplied to a condenser

Cde = idt or i = C
dt

or t', the voltage across the condenser =

de

Jt
at any time can be expressed either as Ce-

or — . The energy stored in a condenser,

which is the same as that required to charge a
condenser to a voltage £ or to a final charge

Q, is therefore the rate of energy multiplied
bv the time. It is

:

ededt
= C

CE'-
(137)

9. "2C
(138)

Equations (137) and (138) are obviously
identical, since at any instant

q = Ce thus for e = E when q = Q
= CE, which, substituted in (138), gives

~ nipi rp-2

As in the case of inductance, the calcula-

tions of the capacity of any but the simplest

circuits is difficult.

Of particular interest to engineers, how-
ever, are a few simple forms, the approximate
capacity of which are given by equations

which are well known.
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Thus the capacity between parallel plates,

Fig. 30 is:

^^'-^=
12.6^X10^

microfarads

where A', the specific inductive capacity is

approximately 1 for air, 2 for paraffin paper,

3 for rubber, 5 for mica and 6 for glass.

Fig. 31

.4, the effective area is given in Cm- and
d, the thickness of the dielectric, in centi-

meters.
The capacity between concentric con-

ductors (Fig. 31) is:

_ , OmSQlK
Cntf— —

logio
D
d

where the length / is given in miles of cable,

K is the specific inductive capacity, D the

inside diameter of the outside conductor,
and d the diameter of the inside conductor.

This is the capacity between the conductors,

not the capacity to neutral or ground. The
capacity of one conductor 1 mile long to

neutral is twice as great.

The capacity between transmission lines

is:

^ , .0386/
C mj = -

logi
D

where I is expressed in miles and the capacity

is that of one line against neutral D is the

distance between wires, center to center,

and r the radius of wire. The charging

current is thus

. _2wfCe

where e is one half of the line voltage in the

single-phase system and 5S per cent thereof

in the three-phase system.

Circuits Containing Capacity and Resistance

Consider at first the case of a constant

e.m.f. E impressed upon a circuit of resistance

r and capacity C. After the circuit is

established a current flows and energy is

delivered to the resistance and the con-

denser. In the resistance heat is developed
and in the condenser an electrostatic field

is produced. The energy given by the

source of supply of power is jEidt.

The energy supplied to the resistance is

fi'rdt

and the energy supplied to the condenser

•- c

'^Cdt'^'

Fig. 32

ThtlUS

j
Eidt= I i-rdt+ q

Eidi = Prdt+ q-^

d_q

C (139J

or

^. .„ ,
a da , . , . ,

hi = t-r+ -p:. -jT which is the power

equation
and

(140)

E = ir-\-
q dq

a dt

or substituting for dq = idt

E = ir+j:- which is the voltage equation

(141)

Obviously the voltage equation could have
been derived directlv, since ir is the e.m.f.

eOOOO/)ms

/ooy
r
€

200m.f.

F,g. 33

consumed by the resistance and ^the voltage

across the condenser.
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The condenser voltage is thus ei = E— ir\

but

i = Cdei
It

ei = E— Cr
dci

or

dei,]_ ^E_
dt'^C/' Cr

Ir

" v:

|.^ -
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^ ^ ^
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^^
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Fig. 34

Referring to equation ex = At ^' -\-E (142)

where A is the integration constant: The

current is readily found, since / = C-
dci

It

CA ~y A
I = -T^e = e

Lr r

Cr
(143)

The charge g is = Cei = C.4€ ^' +EC (144).

(142), (143) and (144) are the fundamental
equations.

Special cases

:

(a) Condenser charge.

At time t = ei =
.

' . referring to equation (142), = A -\-E .
'

.

A = -E

[-"*']..ex = E\\-t

Referring to equation (143)

F -—'

Referring to equation (144)

q=EC ll-e[l-e-]

(145)

(146)

(147)

place between the two condensers and
energy is dissipated in heat in the resistance.

(b) Condenser discharge.

In this case the impressed voltage E =
for t = 0, ei = eo

Referring to equation (142)

ei = Ae and e„

' ei = eoe

_ 1
,

'Cr
(148)

that is in opposite direction

to charging current (149)

t = -6
r

— -^i
Cr

q = Ce,t ^' (150)

Referring to the e.m.f. of the condenser
rather than to the impressed e.m.f., the

current becomes positive since the discharge

current
dq _ dei

~di~~ Hi

ch-
Cr

Cr ^^g

(151)

(152)

In order fully to understand the action

of condensers it is not sufficient to follow

the equations given above, but it is essential

and indeed necessary to figure a number
of numerical examples.

For this reason Fig. 34 is given. The
curves shown there should be checked
numerically by every student. They are

calculated under the assumption that a

constant impressed e.m.f. of 100 volts is

impressed on a circuit of 2000 ohms resistance

and 200 m-f. capacity, as shown in Fig. 33.

An interesting problem in connection with

the charging and discharging of condensers,

is to consider the flow of current between
two leyden jars of different capacity and
voltage (Fig. 35). The energy stored in

condenser A at voltage £ is J/^ CE'^. The
energy stored in condenser A at voltage e

s~^ A^^A

Fig. 35

is 14, Ce^. The energy stored in condenser
B at voltage E-i is 3^ d Ei^. The energy

stored in condenser B at voltage ei is 3^ Ci ei^.

While current flows between the two con-

densers, a readjustment of energj^ takes
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The energy equation is obviously.

0.5 CE^+ 0.5 Ci£i2-0.5 Ce^-O.o Ci e^ =

fr-rdt (153)

By differentiating this equation, the follow-

ing results;

— Cede— CiCidei = i-rdt ( 1 54)

As it is assumed that the voltage of A is

higher than that of B, the latter is being

charged ; thus i = Cx
dei

It
(155)

where ei is the voltage of B at any time.

Equation (154) contains three variables,

e, ei, and i, which, however, are dependent
upon each other.

At any instant the following relation

exists between the e.m.f's.

e = ir-\-ei

Thus
de _ di dci _ „ d-Ci dci

Substituting in (154)

d'Ci dei - CiCi
dei

'di

(156)

-c(c/^+.) Ic^i^

or

('>'^+-)
(

dci ^^ d^ei

'dt df +cf)=o

Since Cit—,—\-ei cannot be zero
dt

dei ^^ d'-ei ^dei

Integrating (157)

Ciei+CCir^+ Cei =K

(157)

dei C-\-Ci_ K = Ki

Referring to equation (4)

where

r _CCj_
'^"'C+C,

The integration constants /v'l and A'a are

determined from the initial condition that

for t = o, ei = E\ and e =E

(158)

(159)

(160)

. £i = A'l+ A'-, or A'2 = El

.ei = Ki+(Ei-Ki)e c-

ei = Ei

-A'l

C+Ci
. ^dci E — Ei

-

dt r

(E-Ei) jl-e Cor' I (161)

Cor

--E--
Ci

fl-e Cor'l

(162)

^^^-iE-Ei)\l~.^'-\ (163)

The problem can be solved in a simpler

way if it is realized that the total charge

in the system is not changed after the switch

is closed.

Thus
Q, = EC+EiCi = q+qi (164)

Where q and qi are the charges at any
time in jars A and B respectively.

In that case e = ir-\-ei\ or since q = eC and qi

= eiCi ^ =tr+^ = tr+yk— y^

Assuming E >E\ then jar .4 is being dis-

dq
charged thus / =

dt

g^ rdq Qo q

C dt ^Ci Ci

dq

~dt

'q

,
C+Ci _.

Qoc

CiT

C+Ci

where Cn =
CCi

C+Cci
for

t--

.-. EC =
q = EC

QoC
-A

C+Ci

Since condenser B is being charged i= +Ci
dci

dt

but

e = ir-{-ei

C,r
(Ei-K)e

"Co

Cor

(£i-Ai)e Cor

+Ki+ {Ei-Ki) e ('^

ioT t = o e = E

..=-^iEi~Ki)+Ki+ Ei-

..Ki = Ei+^{E = Ei)

Ki

and
Co

Ci
(E-Ei)
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Since condenser .4 is being discharged

dq

dt r

The voltage across condenser ^4, which is

being discharged is

^' -{E-Ei)e ^'''+K\

for

C+Cr'

t=o e=E
.-. Ki =E- Ci

.-. e = E~

C+C,{E-EO

C+Ci
I 1-6 ^"-'l{E-Ei)\l-e Cor

9i = Go — g = Qo

ei

for

^

-ftj

QoC
C+Ci
QoCi

'C+G

Co{E-EOe Cor

-Co(£-£i)€ C"--

1 £- £i
Cor € Cor +/^'2

C
"C+G(E-Ei)e

c™^+/v2

A'2 = £,+
C

and

ei = E

C+Q (E-Ei)

C
(£-£i)-;

c
-(£-£.)€

<^'=^'+cTg^^~^'^
[i-6~^]

With a slight modification of this equation
it is seen that for t= <» the final voltage
between the coatings of the levden jars is

E- Qo
^^ =C+G
Numerical example; condenser .4 has a

capacity of 1 m-f. and is charged to 1000
volts; condenser B has a capacity of 2 m-f.

and is charged to 500 volts; the resistance

is 10,000 ohms. Find the current after the
switch is closed.

The original charge in A is then lOOOX-rpje

500X2= 0.001 coulomb; the charge in B is

= 0.001 coulomb also.

£-£i = 500

^ 2X10« 2

10"

3X10'" 3X10"
and

1

Cor

C+G

= 150

3X10-

500 -

C:

C+G ^.667
C

C+G^ = .333

••'-10.000^ =o'^-5^

e= 1000—.667X500(1
= 500 [2 -.667 (l-e-'50/)]

-150;')

ei = 500+ .333X500 (l-e-'so/)

= 500 [1 + .333 (l-e-'50')]

For t=co eo = eoi = -667 volts which is the

final voltage of the two jars.

Fig. 36 gives the result of these calcula-

tions.
(To be Continued)
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THE USE OF STORAGE BATTERIES IN MODERN
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Part I

By D. Basch
Switchboard Engineering Department, General Electric Company

In the March, 1911, issue of the Review we published an article by Mr. Basch on the uses of Storage
Batteries in Switchboard Work. This constituted the first part of a more extended paper on all the various
purposes to which the storage battery is applied at the present time, the full text of which is now in our posses-
sion. In order to place all the materials in the hands of our present subscribers we are reprinting the first section
of the paper, with the author's revisions and additions, and shall continue it in further issues. The purpose of
the paper, while explaining theory where necessary, is primarily to make definite recommendation as to what
constitutes good practice in the installation, operation and maintenance of storage batteries. The paper will
be divided under the following main headings: lead batteries; Edison batteries; charging sources; oil-switch
and oil circuit-breaker batteries; batteries in small isolated lighting plants; vehicle battery switchboards;
and ignition battery outfits with mercury arc rectifiers. The first instalment published this month covers the
subject of lead batteries.

—

Editor.

Secondary or storage batteries are devices

which, according to Volta's law, transform
chemical energy into electrical, and whose
energy can be restored again after having
been spent. The unit of batteries is the cell,

containing positive and negative electrodes,

and an electrolyte. The voltage of the cell is a
function of the electrochemical properties of

the materials used for electrodes and elec-

trolytes, and is independent of the size of the

cell; the current capacity is approximately
proportional to the surface of the electrodes

that are submerged in the electrolyte.

LEAD BATTERIES
General

The oldest type of commercial storage
battery is the lead battery. This battery
contains as the positive electrode (anode)

lead peroxide—a dark brown, chocolate-

colored material, about as hard as soapstone

;

and as the negative electrode (cathode),

sponge lead—which is light gray in color,

and so soft that it can be cut with a finger-

nail. As electrolyte, diluted sulphuric acid

is employed. The positive electrode is the

portion of the battery from which the electric

current passes into the load circuit ; it returns

to the cell through the negative. Inside

of the cell the current starts from the

negative electrode towards the positive.

When a battery circuit is closed through
outside load, it will give out, as the result of an
electrochemical action between electrodes

and electrolyte, a certain current, depending
upon the battery voltage and the load resist-

ance, and limited only by the internal virtual

resistance of the battery.

This process is known as discharging the

battery. When discharging, both electrodes

are changed in part to lead sulphate (which
is practically non-conductive) by taking the

sulphuric acid coinponent, or radical, out
of the electrolyte. As more and more of

this sulphuric acid radical is removed from
the electrolyte, its chemical activity is

reduced; and as the electrodes are covered
more and more with lead sulphate, the e.m.f.

of the battery gradually decreases.

When after discharge an external source is

connected to the battery and current is forced
through it in the opposite direction to that
taken by the discharge current, the electro-

chemical process of the discharge is reversed

;

the lead sulphate formed on the electrodes is

changed back to lead peroxide on the positive,

and to sponge lead on the negative. The acid
which, dttring the discharge, was taken out
of the electrolyte for the formation of the lead
sulphate, is retttrned to it, increasing its speci-

fic gravity; the battery voltage gradually rises

and the battery is restored to the same state
as before the discharge took place, i.e., it is

charged. The input during charge must be
somewhat greater than the output required
at discharge, on account of losses due to heat-
ing and gassing, and also on accotmt of the
effect of polarization. Polarization is a
phenomenon which occurs on the passage of
current between two electrodes immersed in
an electrolyte; and its effect is always to
oppose the flow of current by creating a
counter e.m.f. The discharge voltage is

therefore equal to the voltaic cell potential
minus internal resistance drop minus the
polarized counter-e.m.f. ; and the charge
voltage is equal to the voltaic cell potential
plus internal resistance drop plus the polarized
counter-e.m.f. Lead storage batteries are
rated in ampere-hour discharge. The rated
capacity varies with the duration of the
discharge, being greater for a slow discharge
and vice versa. The slower the discharge, the
greater the opportunity for diffusion of the
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electrolyte, and consequently the better the

opportunity for the stronger acid to come
into intimate contact with every particle of

active material.

Stationary batteries are generally rated on

the basis of an eight-hour discharge, and
vehicle batteries on four- or five-hour dis-

charge. With discharge current at eight hours

as a unit, the discharge current of a stationary

battery may be increased at five hours to 1.4,

at three hours to 2, and at one hour to 4.

The capacity of a stationary battery at one

hour discharge is therefore only 50 per cent.

of its eight-hoiir capacity.

Electrodes

The electrodes of lead batteries are made
in two different types, one the so-called

"formed" or Plante plate, and the other the

"pasted" or Faure plate. In both, the body
consists of lead, but in the formed plate the

active material (lead peroxide and sponge

lead) is formed electrochemically on the sur-

face of the plate body; while in the pasted

plate the active material, in the form of lead

oxides, is first appHed mechanically and after-

wards subjected to the forming process.

The distinguishing operating features of the

two types, determining their fields of useful-

ness, are the following; the P/aw/^ positive

plates have a long life when not subjected to

a state of partial or complete discharge over

a great length of time. They may be charged

and discharged several thousand times and
retain their capacity and mechanical strength.

The life of pasted positive plates is hmited to

a considerable extent by the number of

charges they receive due to the great effect

produced by the rapid generation of gases

toward the end of the charge, but they will

give more capacity for the same weight than

the formed plate.

The negative plate is in general of the

pasted type, although some companies fur-

nish Plante negatives for stationary batteries

and train hghting. Pasted positive plates are

necessary where light weight is required, such

as automobile batteries, or where space is an
important item. The formed positive is used

for the other fields of application. Of the two
electrodes, the positive plate has ordinarily

a shorter life than the negative. With nega-

tive plates there is, especially when subjected

to abuse, a chance for a phj'sical shrinkage

of the material and a capacity decrease due
to a gradual loss of porosity in the sponge
lead; when, due to the contraction and
expansion while charging and discharging.

the thin walls of some of the pores collapse

and stick together. The tendency to contract

may be counteracted by the introduction of

suitable ingredients into the negative material

which have a tendency to keep this material

in a porous condition.

Electrolyte

The specific gravity of the electrolyte

depends upon the amount of acid present, and
on the temperature. With proper allowance
for temperature variation it is a direct in-

dication of the state of charge and discharge.

The level of the electrolyte must always be
kept above the top of the plates. During the
operation of the battery the level of the elec-

trolyte will go down somewhat on account of

the evaporation of water. This evaporation

should be replaced by water and not by acid,

except when the electrolyte has been spilled

or has leaked. Specific instructions are given

by the manufacturer for each battery, regard-

ing the proper gra\'ity of the electroh^te.

Retainers

Stationary batteries are generally assembled
in glass jars. Lead-lined wooden tanks are

used for elements that are too large for mount-
ing in glass jars. Vehicle batteries are placed

in rubber jars with suitable covers to prevent

splashing and spilling of the electrol3i:e.

Celluloid cells are sometimes used, the trans-

parency of the celluloid making it possible

to examine the condition of the element
without removing it. Their disadvantage is

their inflammability and liability to take

fire and to burn with almost explosive-like

rapidity.

Installation

Large stationary batteries must be installed

in rooms which are well ventilated, dry and of

moderate temperature. The floor should be
covered with brick or asphalt. Cement floors

are suitable only when kept clear of acid, as

the action of sulphuric acid on even the best

grade of cement is to dissolve it. Concrete

floors can be improved by coating them
with paraffine applied very hot and with a

heavy brush to retain the heat. Wooden
floors have a very limited life due to the dis-

integrating influence of the acid. Catch
troughs of thin lead or asphalt placed under
each row of cells will help somewhat. One
objection to the use of asphalt is its tendency

to flow at higher temperatures or under pres-

sure. The best, though somewhat expensive,

floor is made of concrete overlaid with a

double thickness of waterproofing having a
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covering of vitrified brick or tile set with
wide joints grouted with pitch, or preferably
a high-grade pure asphalt.

Proper arrangements should be made for

draining the battery room. Usually the floor

is made to slope slightly downward to one or

more points, at which an opening is made
connecting with a drain or sewer, the hole
being covered by a suitable acid-resisting

metal cover. Drain pipes should be terra cotta
or lead. For smaller batteries a cement floor

may be used, which must have a smooth finish

and be well drained. Care should be taken
that the injurious acid vapors are withdrawn
from the battery room. Where possible,

ventilator openings should be placed at the
f^oor level under the windows in the battery
room arranged so that they can be closed or

to obtain even distribution of weight and to

prevent the spreading of the electrolyte, one
tray per cell for the larger types and one tray

for 5 to 15 cells for the so called "two-plate"
cells, i.e., those having only one positive and
one negative plate. Sand trays are shallow
trays made either of wood or glass. Glass
trays have usually bosses on the underside
to rest on and to serve as supports and insula-

tors. Wooden trays are mounted on insula-

tors. The cells in their trays are placed on
wooden racks in one or more tiers, according
to the size of battery and space available.

Cells in wooden tanks do not require sand
trays, being raised off the floor and insulated

therefrom by means of oil insulators or

wooden stringers and glass insulators. Glass
covers are placed on top of the cells to prevent
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Fig. 1. Typical Installation of Storage Battery on Wood Rack

opened as desired. Along the peak of the

roof ventilators of large area should be
located, thus providing plenty of natural ven-

tilation in conjunction with the wall venti-

lators. Where natural draft is not sufficient

to produce circulation, or where it cannot be
obtained, a bronze fan should be installed at

the outlet to draw the air from the room.
Excessive air circulation is not required,

and is often objectionable since it tends to

increase the evaporation of water from the

cells. In order to maintain full capacity,

the battery room should be maintained at

a normal temperature of 70 deg., and if

necessary a heating system should be sup-

plied to maintain this temperature. All

battery rooms should have a supply of pure
water to fill up the cells from time to time,

replacing the water which is evaporated.

Cells in glass jars are placed in sand trays

impurities, etc., from dropping into the cells,

and to arrest acid spray produced by gassing.

Adjoining cells of glass batteries are connected
together (the positive terminal of one to the

negative terminal of the next) by means of

bolt connectors, each consisting of two lead-

covered nuts and one brass stud. In tank
batteries all plates are "lead-burned" to the
busbars. Where connections must be made
from one tier to another, or between cell

groups that are separated from each other by
a space, lead tape of suitable dimensions, or
lead-coated copper bars, should be used in pref-

erence to copper cable. At the two ends of the
battery end-terminals are furnished for the con-
nections to the switchboard. Terminals should
also be provided for any intermediate taps.

Fig. 1 shows a common form of stationary
battery installation with all the individual
parts. In general the racks should be so
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placed that they are easily accessible but not

where direct sunlight will fall on the cells, as

sunlight has a chemical effect on the plates.

If this cannot be avoided, the windows must
be painted with a semi-opaque paint or white-

washed. No bare iron or copper should be
installed near the battery ; and in cases where
the use of these metals cannot be avoided,

copper should have a heavy lead coating and
iron should be painted with acid-resisting

asphalt paint, as should also all woodwork.

Fig. 2. Lead Battery for Electric Vehicle in Tray

In vehicle batteries the cell units, connected
together in number and arrangement to suit

the vehicles they are designed for, are as-

sembled together in one or more hard wood
trays, painted with acid-resisting paint and
provided with suitable handles and terminals.

The bottoms of the trays are provided with

slots or holes for drainage in case of leaking or

splashing of the electrolyte. (See Fig. 2.)

Battery bo.xes for trucks are generally hung
from the frame members or sills underneath
the vehicle body and between the axles.

There they occupy no useful space and are

subjected to the least jolting and shaking,

being spring-supported from the body and
as far removed from each axle as possible.

This is also the most convenient position for

removal and replacement of the battery trays,

the boxes opening on both sides. The boxes
are made of a size to carry any of the princi-

pal battery makes. On pleasure vehicles

the battery boxes are generally placed on
extensions of the flooring in back and front.

Battery Readings

The condition of cells during charge or
discharge may be determined by two methods;
the specific gra\nty method, which reads the
specific gravity of the electrolyte by means of

a hydrometer, or the voltage method based
on the voltage of the cells. The specific

gravity is recommended as being superior to
the voltage method, as the voltages denoting

various conditions of the cell vary with the
current as well as with temperature and
with the age and condition of the plates;

whereas the specific gravity is nearly in-

dependent of the current. It is in fact

an accurate ampere-hour meter, as the effect

of temperature can be easily corrected. This
method, however, has the disadvantage that

the hydrometer is not always easy to read,

and that it is necessary to make a trip to the

battery when readings are to be taken.

When batteries are inaccessible or the cells

ver}' small, the specific gra\dty method is

impracticable, and voltage readings are relied

on solely ; but in general it is strongly recom-
mended that both methods be used as mutual
checks, with the specific gravity method as

the principal indication. Even where con-
ditions are .such that this method cannot be
used regularly, occasional specific gravity

readings should be taken as a check. It

should be noted that all voltage readings

should be taken with cells under current. As
has been said, the specific gravity is affected

by temperature, being greater for lower
temperatures, and allowance must be made
for temperature variations. With the help

of a thermometer this correction is taken care

of without difficulty, all readings being

reduced to a standard temperature by means
of a simple formula.

For the regular operation of a stationary

battery with a large number of cells, it is not
necessary to take readings on all the cells; it

is sufficient to select the most -accessible cell

as pilot cell, on which readings may then be
taken to represent the rest. This cell must
receive exactly the same usage as the cells for

which it serves as an indicator. When
batteries are charged or discharged in more
than one series, a pilot cell should be selected

in each series, as the various sections are apt

to work differently and thus need individual

watching. The other battery cells should be
inspected every week or two. With vehicle

batteries voltage readings, giving the voltage

for the whole battery, furnish the general

indication. It is, however, recommended that

specific gravity readings be taken of several

cells toward the end of the charge with the

hydrometer. These readings are to serve as

a check on those taken with the voltmeter,

and while it is generally impracticable to take

them every time the battery is charged, it is

highly desirable that the gravity of each cell

be taken at least once every two weeks (just

after the so-called overcharge). As an addi-

tional indication of the relative condition of
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the cells in vehicle batteries, the voltage of

each cell should be read with a low-reading
voltmeter at least once every two weeks.

Initial Charge

After completing the assembling and in-

stalling, the battery must receive an initial

charge before it can be put into regular ser-

vice. This initial charge should be as con-
tinuous as possible, at the rate given by the
manufacturer, until, with all cells "gassing"
freely, the specific gravity and voltage show
no rise over a period of 10 hours. The duration
of such a charge may vary between 30 and 100
hours, and is always stated by the manu-
facturer. If, during the charge, the temper-
ature in any one cell reaches 100 deg. Fahr.

(110 deg. Fahr. for vehicle batteries) the
charging rate should be reduced or the charge
temporarily stopped.

After the initial charge, a stationary battery
may be placed into commission, although it

is soinetimes recommended to discharge the

battery about one half, at the normal rate

and then immediately to recharge it, before

putting it into regular use. Vehicle batteries

will not give full capacity until the}' have
been discharged and charged three or four
times; and if it is necessary to obtain full

capacity at the outset it is therefore consid-

ered imperative not to put a vehicle battery

into service without its having been fully dis-

charged through a resistance; or, if this is not
practicable, the vehicle should be run about
two hours on level ground without recharging

the first two or three times it is used.

Charge

There are two kinds of charges in normal
operation—the regular charge and the over-

charge. The former is intended to restore the

capacity of a battery after discharge; while

the latter is given at regular weekly or bi-

weekly intervals, and carried to a complete
maximum for the purpose of equalizing all

cells, reducing all sulphate, and keeping the

plates in good general condition.

The overcharge is a regular charge con-

tinued until the specific gravity and voltage

do not show any rise for four or five consecu-

tive readings fifteen minutes apart. All cells

should than gas freely. In order to permit a

thorough and complete overcharge, a charging

voltage of 2.7 volts per cell should be pro-

vided. In regular charge, stationary batteries

are charged until they come within three to

five points of the previous overcharge maxi-
mum of specific gravity, or until the voltage

is from 0.05 to 0.1 volt below the maximum

overcharge cell voltage. On vehicle batteries,

as brought out before, gravity readings are

ordinarily dispensed with in regular charges,

the battery being charged until the voltage
stops rising (the overcharge being continued
about one hour after that). All charging
should be done at the rates given by the

manufacturers. For stationary batteries this

rate with some manufacturers is equal to the
eight-hour discharge rate; while other manu-
facturers prefer to start the charge between
the three and five-hour rate, reducing the
current to the eight-hour rate as soon as the
plates gas freely. While with vehicle batteries

the battery is first charged at a stated rate
until the voltage per cell has risen to about
2.55 or 2.60 volts, the charging current then
reduced to a smaller rate, and the charge
completed. Under these conditions the
regular charge of a stationary battery
after a complete discharge will last between
eight and nine hours, and the subsequent
overcharge around two hours.

On the vehicle battery, if about two-
thirds discharged, the charge at the "start-

ing" rate will consume about three to four
hours, the charge at the finishing rate about
one and one-half to two hours, and the over-
charge one hour. With vehicle batteries a
rate 50 per cent, in excess of the stated "start-

ing" rate may be used for the first part of the
charge, and the normal "starting" rate for

the latter part. Some manufacturers permit
starting the charge of either stationary or

vehicle batteries at a rate even as high as the
one-hour discharge rate, provided the rate

is reduced as the charging progresses so as

to keep the cell temperature below about
100 deg. Fahr., and to avoid free gassing
until the final or normal rate is reached.

Higher charging rates than those given by the
manufacturers should not be used, as they
tend to throw off too much active material
on account of the rapid change of volume and
of the rapid evolution of gas within the pore
of the plates. Furthermore, temperatures
incidental to heavy charging rates are apt to

soften the active material in the plate, result-

ing in quicker deterioration.

Moderate rates of charge allow the con-
centration changes of the electrolyte in the
pores of the active material to take place
more gradually, thereby more nearly equal-
izing the charge throughout the mass of the
material. The contraction in volume of the
active material moreover takes place so

slowly that the active material does not crack
or .shed undulv. Extremelv low rates are
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objectionable, especially towards the end
of the charge, because the indications of the

completion of charge are not nearly as well

defined as with normal rates, and the battery

is more liable to be overcharged or under-

charged, aside from the greater length of time

necessary for the charge. It is undesirable to

prolong a charge or overcharge unduly. When
all active material is converted to peroxide of

lead and lead sponge, further charge cannot

add capacity and is simply a waste of energy.

On the other hand, the gas bubbles liberated
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During 8.Hour Charge and Discharge

with Normal Current

at the end of a charge agitate the liquid and
cause "washing" of the active material; and,

being generated more or less beneath the sur-

face of the active material, will loosen the

particles and tend to shed them from the

surface as they work their way through.

Charging is sometimes done with constant

charging voltage. The charging current is

then variable, being greatest at the beginning

of the charge, when the counter e.m.f. of the

battery is smallest, gradually tapering off at

the end of the charge.

Discharge

It is not advisable to discharge a battery

too far, as the coating of non-conductive lead

sulphate formed on the plates during dis-

charge would grow too thick and present a
considerable resistance to electrochemical

reduction during charge.

Over-sulphation will also cause a danger-

ously great change in the volume of active

material (the volume of lead sulphate being

greater than lead peroxide or lead sponge),

resulting in fracture, shedding or buckling.

In general, the voltage of a stationary battery
should not be allowed to fall below a certain

limit per cell, depending on the rate of dis-

charge current.

Stationary batteries are generally dis-

charged to 1.7.5 volts at the 8-hour rate.

Vehicle batteries should not be discharged

below 1.70 volts per cell, with the vehicle

running at full speed on level ground. If the

average discharge rate is greater than normal,

the working voltage will be correspondingly

lowered. It is, however, safer not to go below
1.70 volts per cell except momentarily, when
starting or on a grade. Momentary high-rate

discharges will, of course, bring the voltage

down considerably below this limit; but this

voltage drop does not indicate the state of the

battery, as it is only temporary, the voltage

rising to its proper figure as soon as the over-

load disappears. Fig. 3 shows an average

charge and discharge voltage curve for a

stationary battery based on eight-hour dis-

charge and normal rate charge.

Withdrawal From Service

If a battery is to be shut down for any con-

siderable length of time, and if it is impossible

or inconvenient to give an occasional over-

charge, it is recommended that the battery

be given a full charge and taken out of service.

When it becomes necessary to put the battery

in commission again, it must be subjected

to a full or partial "initial" charge. All

manufacturers issue special instructions for

withdrawal from servdce varying with the

type of cell in question.

Diseases of Lead Batteries and Their Remedies

The most common of battery troubles are

the following:

1. Excess of sulphate, caused by pro-

longed standing after over discharge, due
to either intentional load discharge or local

action and leakage; or loosening of active

material, which reduces the capacity of a

plate, and therefore over-discharges it at

normal rated discharge or finally short-circuit

between plates.

2. Reversal of plates. This may happen
when a cell loses its capacity through some
accident or defect, and its discharge is ended
before the other cells in series with it have
been completely discharged. The large-

capacity cells then overpower the defective

cell and reverse it.

3. Changes in the structure of the plates.

Negative plates may show a decided loss of

capacity due to clogging or contraction of the

pores of the lead sponge. Positive plates,

especially pasted ones, may show a softening

of the active material toward the end of

their life, owing to the expansion and con-

traction on discharge, and the action of escap-

ing bubbles of oxygen formed on charge.
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If not checked the entire mass will finally

turn into a soft, mushy substance. This
softening may occur prematurely if the charge
and discharge is excessive.

4. Fracture and buckling of the plates.

These troubles are due to excessive or unequal
expansion, usually the latter, when discharge
has repeatedly been carried too far; or with
short-circuits especially when the plates are
repeatedly allowed to stand in a discharged
condition.

5. Shedding of active material, due either

to imperfect formation or application of the
active material ; or, again, to undue expansion
or contraction, or to the rapid release of gas
bubbles, when charging is done at high rates

or carried too far.

The remedies for these defects are as fol-

lows:

1. A thorough overcharge preferably at

low rate and several cycles of charge and
discharge will generally be sufficient. If it

is desirable to overhaul one defective cell

without affecting the whole battery, a jumper
may be arranged, which leaves the cell in

at the regular charge and cuts it out at dis-

charge, or reverse it at discharge, so that in

the latter method the cell receives a con-
tinuous charge.

Large installations are generally provided
with cell boosters, sometimes called "milkers,"
i.e., an auxiliary dynamo with a potential of

about 3-5 volts, for charging single cells

without interfering with the operation
of the whole battery. Boosters may be
utilized for this purpose. Their field is gener-

ally connected to one of several cells, prefer-

ably through the end-cell switch, where there

is one; so that by movement of the end-cell

switch the field voltage may be regulated in

addition to the action of the rheostat.

2. The same method is followed as for

No. 1.

3. The rejuvenation of hardened negatives
is brought about by discharging, reversing and
changing, so that the positive plate becomes
a negative and vice versa, then reversing back
again. In some types of plates it is preferable

to charge them at low rate to full capacity.

The process should be conducted under the
supervision of the manufacturer. There is

no method of rejuvenating softened positives.

4 and 5. The explanation of the reasons for

these troubles indicates the remedy.
On vehicle batteries cells should be taken

out of the carriage in order to trace the

trouble. If the trouble cannot be located by
the eye (leaky jar or external short-circviit)

the battery should be discharged at the nor-

mal rate through a suitable resistance. As the

discharge progresses, the voltage will gradu-
ally decrease and it should be read frequently
at the battery terminals. As soon as it shows
a sudden drop, the voltage of each cell should
be read with a low-reading voltmeter. The
discharge should be continued until the
majority of cells read 1 .70 volts ; those reading
less should be noted. The discharge should
be followed by a charge until the good cells are

up. The low cells should then be cut out,

examined and the trouble remedied. The low
cells should then be grouped by themselves
and charged as a separate battery.

Floating

Where, with heavy momentary load fluctu-

ations, only approximate voltage regulation
is required, or where it is necessary that the
full capacity of the battery be always avail-

able, lead batteries are often permanently
connected to the charging source without any
means for regulating them. They are then
said to float on the charging source. At nor-
mal load, the open-circuit voltage of the
battery should be equal to the voltage of the
charging source ; no current will then flow in

or out of the battery. When the load in-

creases, the voltage of the charging source will

drop below the battery voltage, and the
battery will discharge into the load. When
the load decreases, the voltage of the charging
source will rise above the battery voltage and
the battery will be charged. In this manner a
floating battery is kept always fully, or nearly
fully, charged.

For such service the charging source
must have a "dropping" characteristic, i. e.,

its voltage must vary with the load. The
average floating voltage of a lead battery,
the voltage at which it will neither receive a
charge or discharge, is about 2.08 to

2.11 volts, in some cases 2.13 volts, per
cell. The gravity of the pilot cell should be
within 3 to 5 points below the previous over-
charge maximum and should be maintained
there. If the gravity rises above normal, the
battery should be caused to discharge by
temporarily lowering the voltage of the
charging source until the gravity has become
normal again. If, on the other hand, the
gravity is temporarily below normal, the
battery should be charged by raising the
voltage of the charging source, until the
gravity has risen to normal. The manufac-
turers of storage batteries recommend gravity
readings for the purpose of determining the
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conditions of a floating battery at frequent
intervals (1 hour for railway batteries, 6

hours for oil switch batteries).

A floating batter}' does not need to be
charged regularly, but an overcharge must be
given at stated intervals, generally about
every 2 weeks. The advantages of floating are

:

first, the battery is always fully, or very nearly

fully, charged, always ready to do its full

share of the work. Secondly, owing to the

fact that a floating batterv is never regularlv

discharged and only subjected to momentary
current rushes, the life of a positive plate in a

floating battery and the total efficiency of the
battery is very much greater than in a battery
which is regularly charged and discharged.

Finally, the load carried by the charging
source is quite steady. It can, however,
readily be seen that for exact voltage regula-

tion or for carrying steady peaks, a floating

battery will not be adaptable.

(To &,' Continued)

ENCLOSED FLAME ARC LAMPS
By G. N. Ch.\mberlin

Engineer, Arc L.\mp Dep.^rtment, General Electric Company

The principal difficulty encountered in the development of the enclosed flame arc lamp has been to find

some means of effectually preventing the fumes thrown off by the arc stream from forming a deposit on the sur-

face of the enclosing globe and thus seriously interfering with the illuminating efficiency of the unit. The
author shows how the trouble has been satisfactorily overcome, with the result that long burning enclosed flame
arc lamps are now" available for operation on standard commercial series and multiple circuits, both alternating
and direct current.

—

Editor.

In considering the design and operation of

arc lamps commonly designated as the long
burning enclosed flame lamp, it is interesting

to note the inherent characteristics of the

arc itself, together with the successful solu-

tions of the various problems encountered
in the design and perfection of the operating
mechanism.
Flame carbon electrodes are composed

mainly of carbon impregnated or mixed with
certain salts, usually a calcium compound
for producing a yellow light and a cerium
compound when a whiter light is required.

These salts are volatilized at a comparatively
low temperature and become luminescent as

they pass into the carbon vapor stream. As
little light is obtained from the carbon tips,

their temperature is not of vital importance.
Therefore, comparatively large diameter car-

bons can be used without sacrificing the illu-

minating efficiency of the arc stream.
The introduction into the electrode of

calcium fluoride or other mineral salts from
which the arc receives its luminosity, causes
a gas to be emitted during operation which
on cooling condenses in the form of a fine

white powder. This powder, if not suitably

disposed of, will form a coating upon the globe
immediately surrounding the arc in a com-
paratively short time. This coating obstructs
the light rays in proportion to the density
of the deposit.

Fig. 1 shows the inner enclosing globe
surmounted bj^ the condensing chamber,
which is supported from the base plate of

the lamp. The gases emitted by the arc rise

and follow a path as indicated by the

arrows. On striking the cooler metal of

the condenser, they are reduced to the

temperature of condensation. A small quan-
tity of the gases, however, not having come
in contact with the condenser, pass back

Fig. 1. Diagram of Enclosed Flame Arc Lamp. Showing

Circulation of Air and Gases

and down the sides of the globe, and on
reaching the lower section of the globe leave

a deposit and again rise, once more passing

the arc and entering the condenser; this cir-

culation continuing until all condensible

matter is deposited.
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Li order to protect the

surface of the globe from
the effect of outside air, an
outer globe is used.

Since the carbons are

relatively expensive, it de-

volved upon the desij^ners

of the operating mechanism
to obtain the longest pos-

sible life per inch of car-

bon consumed and to

utilize the greatest per-

centage of the total carbon
length employed. This
condition has been admi-
rably met in the design of

the lamps shown in Figs, '.i

and 4. A phosphor bronze
bail holds the ground sur-

face of the enclosing globe
against the machined
surface of a composition
metal globe seat, this globe

seat being permanently
attached to the bottom
opening of the condenser.

Fig. 2. Parts of Enclosed Flame Arc Lamp

/

10 Ampere A.C. Series 6.6 and 7.5 Ampere A.C- Series

Figs. 3 and 4. General Appearance of Enclosed Flame Arc Lamps
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An asbestos gasket between the top opening
of the condenser and lamp base assures an
effective arc enclosure, and therefore the

lowest possible rate of carbon consumption.
In trimming this lamp, a 12 in. upper and

a 63<4 in. lower carbon are used. At the end

Fig. 5. 10 Ampere A.C. Series Lamp

of the trim the upper carbon measures

6}4 in. and the lower IJ/^ in. It is apparent

that the stub from the upper carbon is of

suitable length to be used as the lower,

leaving only Ij^ in. of unconsumed carbon
to be thrown away and necessitating the use
of but one carbon for each trimming—

a

most economical arrangement.
Experience in the operation of both open

and enclosed flame arcs has shown repeatedly

the necessity of using directly above the arc

a baffle, or as commonly called, an economizer.
This part consists of a cup-shaped plate

opening around the upper electrode and serv-

ing as a pocket for the lighter gases. These
gases serve the function of lessening the
leakage of air through the carbon bushing.

thereby retarding the oxidation of the upper
carbon and keeping the burning end square.

The lamp mechanism, as shown in Fig. 5,

is built along the lines of modem American
practice, which has been perfected during
years of experience with the enclosed plain

carbon lamp. A series magnet separating
the carbons, a shunt magnet opposing the
series through a suitable transfer lever, and
a mechanical cut-out connected in series

with an adequate starting resistance consti-

tute the main elements. The upper carbon
is weighted, this arrangement serving to

bring the carbons together with sufficient

force to insure the establishment of the arc.

This construction, together with the use
of liberally designed operating magnets, in-

sures extreme operating reliability.

Fig. 6. Multiple Lamp

With the carbons at present commercially
available, the best results as regards steadi-

ness and efficiency are obtained with an arc

of 10.0 amperes and 45 volts. Fig. 5 shows
a lainp designed for operation on a 10.0 am-
pere alternating current series circuit. Where
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such a circuit is available, or where new station

apparatus is required, this system is recom-
mended.

There are at present in operation a large

number of 6.6 and 7.5 ampere alternating

current series enclosed arc systems, and where
such station apparatus is already installed,

the lamp shown in Fig. 4 should be used.

This lamp operates at 7.5 amperes and 65
volts across the arc. Where a 10.0 ampere,
45 volt arc is desired, an internal auto-
transformer lamp is used, as shown in Fig. 7.

This lamp possesses the advantages of a 10.0

ampere, 45 volt arc when operated from exist-

ing constant current arc circuits, the auto-
transformer being adjustable for 6.6 or 7.5

ampere circuits. The older enclosed lamps
can be replaced lamp for lamp. For ex-

isting 7.5 ampere alternating current circuits.

Fig. 7. Lamps Supplied with Auto-transformer for Opera-

tion at 10 Amperes on 7.5 Ampere Series Circuit

the lamp shown in Figs. 3 and 5, with
7.5 ampere windings, may be used.

Constant Potential Types

The enclosed flame carbon lamp is also

available for use on both alternating and

direct current constant potential circuits

of the usual commercial voltages. In exter-

nal appearance the lamp is identical with

that of the series type shown in Fig. 3.

The mechanism of the alternating current

type, shown in Fig. 6, differs from the series

bA-a

Fig. 8. DC. Lamp

type only in that the shunt coil, cut-out and
cut-out resistance are omitted and the series

reactance necessary for multiple operation
is supplied.

The direct current lamp shown in Fig. 8
is of the same general construction as the
alternating current lamp, the reactance being
replaced by a steadying resistance. The
standard direct current lamp is adjusted for

6.5 amperes when operating on circuits that
are nominally 110 volts. This type of lamp
can also be furnished for operation in multiple-
series on circuits of 220 volts and over.

The introduction of the enclosed flame
carbon and the perfection of its mechanisms
for operation on both series and multiple
circuits affords an additional means for the
attainment of better general illumination.
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NEW TYPES OF ORNAMENTAL LUMINOUS ARC LAMPS
FOR THE LIGHTING OF PARKWAYS, BUSINESS

AND RESIDENTIAL STREETS

By C. a. B. Halvorson, Jr.

Designing Engineer, Arc Lamp Department, General Electric Company

This article may be regarded as a continuation of the paper on "the design of luminous arc lamps." by
Mr. Halvorson. which appeared in the December, 1911, Review, which dealt with some of the more important

fundamentals in the theory and design of the magnetite arc lamp. Since that time much new work has been

carried out on this type of lamp, and the unit is receivmg an increased application for various fields of exterior

lighting. The present article deals with three new forms of ornamental luminous arc lamps which have been
now developed: first, for the principal business streets of a city, second, for use on residential streets and boule-

vards bordered by large estates, and third, for roadway work where an extremely low intensity of illumination

is adequate for all purposes. In this paper Mr. Halvorson deals with the particular requirements of these

three fields of exterior lighting, and shows how the lamps referred to meet these requirements.

—

Editdr.

During the past decade the improvement
in the character of display lighting, as well

as the greatly extended use of such illumi-

nation, has been truly remarkable. Many
thriving communities point with pride to

their attractively and well-lighted thorough-

fares and attribute much of their growth
and prosperity to this feature. The great

potential value of good street illumination

is now generally appreciated, so that today
the city that does not realize, at least to

some extent, how modem street lighting

may become a potent factor in its develop-

ment is indeed the exception rather than
the rule.

The immense value of good exterior as

well as interior illumination in connection
with mercantile establishments has long

been realized by the wide-awake and "up-
to-the-minute" merchant, who has won
business from his competitor across the way
by means of the electric sign in some of its

various forms or by the use of flaming arc

lamps of high candle power hung without
his place of business. Likewise places of

amusement and refreshment have turned
into great practical account well-known
psychological phenomena induced by the

lavish use of display illumination.

Municipal authorities have long been
cognizant of the importance of good street

lighting as an adjunct to the successful

policing of the districts within their juris-

diction. Consider the cases of the property
owner, the stranger and the pedestrian:

each from his own point of view appreciates
and enjoys the aid and protection afforded

by well-lighted streets and parks.

With the development and growth of the

automobile industry and the consequent
improvement of the highways, there has
arisen another large class of people widely

awake to the importance of good street

lighting and appreciative of its benefits.

On every hand the subject of good exterior

illumination is receiving careftil study and
attention. Business men's associations, civic

leagues, and prominent individuals carry

this matter uppermost in their deliberations.

The local lighting company takes pride in

the adequateness of its lighting system, and
endeavors to keep pace with all engineering

development bearing on this important sub-

ject. Art commissions pass on the desir-

ability of the standards and fixtures employed
from the viewpoint of aesthetics. Our great

national scientific associations from time to

time appoint able committees to investigate

and report on every phase of the new develop-

ments in street lighting, and the electrical

industry annually expends a vast sum in

research and investigations pertaining to

this problem.
What then, can be of more importance

to a community than the broad subject of

adequate and proper exterior illumination?

To quote from a recent publication. *" Good
street lighting pays in dollars and cents,

pays tremendously in attracting business,

pays in greater real estate values, pays in

animating avenues that would die after

sunset. It is light that has made Broadway
in New York the most talked of street in

North and South America and the most
prosperous avenue in the world; light that

causes newspapers to advertise it grattiitously

as the 'Great White Way.' "

In planning a system of exterior illumina-

tion to meet the requirements of the city

of today, the needs of each section of the

city must be carefully considered. The
shopping centres demand one type of illu-

* "Ornamental Street Lighting" published by the National

Electric Light Association.
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mination peculiarly their own ; the residential

streets, open parks, drives and outlying
districts each in their turn require special

consideration and quite different treatment,

as regards both the illuminating units and
the ornamental standards or fixtures em-
ployed.

Unfortunately, it is quite impossible by
the use of illuminating data alone to show
exactly what system of lighting should be
emploj^ed in each case to accomplish the best

result, as frequently certain psychological and
physiological requirements play parts of vast
importance. However, with the general use
of the underground system of distribution

well established, it is now pretty thoroughly
agreed that ornamental lighting units should
be employed wherever possible. It is with
the subject of street illumination by the
most modem ornamental lighting units only
that the present paper deals.

Less than a year has elapsed since the

ornamental luminous arc lamp was first

described in the General Electric RnviEwf,
and considerably less than that period since

the commercial introduction of this efficient

unit in the now justly celebrated "Great
White Way" at New Haven. Since that

time the success attained by this type
of arc lamp, both there and elsewhere,

has resulted in the design and standardiza-
tion of three new forms of ornamental
luminous arc lighting units which are known
as the Great White Way lamps (two fonns)

consuming .520 watts at 6.6 amperes, and 320
watts at -1 amperes; the residential lamp,
consuming 300 watts at 4 amperes; and the

parkway lamp designed for operation at

both 4 and 6.6 amperes, 300 and 500 watts
respectively (Fig. 1).

The Great White Way lamps are for use

on the principal business streets of cities,

where the purpose of the illumination is to

create sunny day effects _with the con-
sequent stimulation and exhilaration which
accompanies such conditions. The intensity

of such illumination of necessity must be
high and the distribution good. Therefore
the units employed should be placed com-
paratively close together.

The residential lamp, as its name implies,

in addition to its use in Great White Way
lighting is also used on fine residential streets

and on boulevards bordered by large estates,

where as a rule, shade trees overhang the

lamp location. In such cases the low mount-
ing of the light source (12 ft.) permits good

t December, 1911.

illumination as it escapes screening by the
foliage. A denser globe equipment is recom-
mended for this kind of lighting, where a
lower intensity illumination is permissible

and where a reduced brilliancy is desirable.

The parkway lamp gives a somewhat
more extended light distribution than the

/fCS/OeNTMl I/IMP G/fffrr WH/TC Y/AYuinp Pr^RKfJflY L/ftfP

Fig. 1. Ornamental Luminous Arc Standards for White Way,
Residential Streets and Parkway Lighting

two units just mentioned and is designed
especially for roadway work where an ex-

tremely low intensity of illumination is

adequate for all purposes. In lighting

roadways the requirements of vehicles are
usually of first importance, and therefore
this light source is mounted well above
and to one side of the direct line of vision,

and is screened with a large diffusing globe
acting as a semi-secondary light source of
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fairly low intrinsic brilliancy. With this

form of luminous arc lamp an internal

reflector is furnished, and therefore the char-

acteristic light distribution is not greatly

different from the well-known standard
pendant types of luminous arc lamps. A

Fig. 2. Mechanism of Luminous Arc Lamps and Parts which are

Used in Common in Standard Pendant and New
Ornamental Types

large hood is provided to prevent dust and
dirt from washing down and depositing

over the glassware, as this lamp is of the

extremely long burning type (per trim) and
consequently requires attention at infrequent

intervals.

With these three units shown in Fig. 1

it is believed that the complex and exacting

requirements of scientific street illumina-

tion can be successfully met, both from §,

utilitarian and from an artistic viewpoint.
The introduction of the smaller and con-

sequently lower candle-powered units will

be greatly appreciated by those cities which
possess at the present time an installation

of the pendant type of standard luminous
arc lamps, as these new ornamental units

are interchangeable with the pendant type
units insofar as their operating character-

istics are concerned, and contain many
vital mechanism parts such as magnets,
clutches, etc., which are common to both.

(Fig. 2.)

In designing a proper system of lighting,

careful consideration must be paid to the
purpose of the illumination, that is, what is

the illumination for and what is to be accom-
plished?

The lighting of the business streets requires,

in addition to the usual purposes of good
general lighting (police protection, ability

to read easily and distinguish persons, etc.),

an illumination tolerable and pleasing to the
eye, yet sufficiently brilliant to produce a
marked effect in the improvement of business

—obviously a matter of great general interest

to the city.

It is necessary, then, to provide an illumi-

nation which will attract people to the

brilliantly lighted thoroughfares and at the

same time allow their attention to be drawn
freely to the matter of next importance, which
is, of course, the attractive window displays

and decorations. This object is largely

attained by means of the contrast between
the color schemes employed in these decora-

tions and the color of the general illumination. •

It follows, therefore, that general illumination

must be furnished that differs in color from
the small lighting units usually employed
in the merchant's local display, and also

differing from and not interfering with the

color effects obtained by reflection or second-

ary illumination from the goods displayed.

White light falling on the show window from
without can only enhance the color values by
showing them (jorrectly. Obviously, then,

color and quality of the light play a most
important part in successful lighting of this

kind ; accordingly white light of low intrinsic

brilliancy must be employed in order to

obtain the best results.

The intensity of the illumination, perhaps,

should be considered of next importance; i.e.,

the ratio of general illumination to window
illumination should be such that the window
illumination far outweighs the general illumi-

nation. As good window display lighting

requires in the neighborhood of 15 ft. candles,

it is highly improbable that any economical

scheme of general illumination that could be
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obtained would approach this figure. A
possible exception is yellow flame arc lighting,

which on account of the color would be
highly unsuitable, assuming that such illumi-

nants were placed low, as they usually

are in this country, and in the direct

range of vision; in which case an immense
volume of light would be
directed toward the show
windows.

Other important consider-

ations are: the appearance
of the lighted unit ; the illumi-

nation of the building fronts

from both aesthetic and eco-

nomic viewpoints, the latter

particularly as regards the

benefits accruing to the
upper-floor tenants; the mini-
mizing of light sources for

a fundamental phj'siological

reason, i.e., the irritation

produced on the eye by many
light sources; the daytime
appearance of the lighting

standard, dignified, simple, or

ornate, as harmony with
its surroundings requires,

and yet unobtrusive and free

from o\-erhanging arms and
glassware that may impede
teaming and endanger pedes-

trians. Above all it must
aid in beautifying the street

rather than to produce the

eft'ect of crowding and over-

burdening which is so char-

acteristic of many systems
of so-called ornamental light-

ing.

Illuminating data on the

New Haven Great White
Way installation may be
found in the April issue of

the General Electric Re-
„. , ^ ,„^. VIEW, and may be of interest.
Fig. 3. Great White , ' ^i tvt tt
Way Lamp Mounted as by many the New Haven
on Iron Standard lighting has bccn regarded as

Designed for eminently satisfactory. An
illustrated description of the
lighting at Baltimore by

means of these lamps will be published in

a later issue of the Review.
The problem of laying out a Great White

Way system is quite different from the

problem of lighting the streets of the resi-

dential section, for the latter is largely a

utilitarian one and bears on the matter of

Rochester,

N. Y.

police protection and suitable lighting for

pedestrians, motorists, and other users of

the thoroughfare.
Residential street lighting from its very

nature is of low average intensity. As this

class of lighting comprises a relatively large

percentage of the city's streets, it is im-
portant for obvious
reasons that the most
efficient unit suitable be
used. It is desirable,

also, to employ as few
light sources as possible

for a given average in-

tensity of illumination;

otherwise, the apparent
effect produced by many
small light sources is

that of a very much
lower intensity of illumi-

nation, because the only
images produced on the
retina of the eye are

those of the light

sources themselves. Es-
pecially is this so in

the case of oiled road-
ways where the amount
of light reflected is ex-

tremely small.

We are all familiar

with the difficulty of

seeing b}^ moonlight
under certain condi-

tions. Discernment of

objects is practically

impossible if the moon
happens to be within
the range of vision,

while with the moon
at the observer's back
the ability of the eye
to discern objects in

silhouette against the
lighted background is

greatly improved. So
it is with the uniform
low intensity illumina-

tion obtained with the
use of small units; if

the light sources could
be removed absolutely from the line of

vision, such low intensity illumination might
be used.

In residential street lighting the principle

of silhouette lighting* must be employed;
*"An Unrecognized Aspect of Street Illumination" by Pres-

ton S. Millar. Transactions of the Illuminating Engineering
Society. October. IfllO.

Fig. 4. A Simple Design

of Parkway Ornamental
Luminous Arc Lamp
Mounted on Wooden
Column with Iron

Base
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that is, most of the seeing is accomplished

by the discernment of objects in contrast

with a Hghted background, which is usually

the street surface, rather than by light

reflected from the objects themselves. (Fig.

6). In the opinion of the writer a non-

A

Fig. 5. Installation of Three 4-Ampere Parkway Ornamental

Lximinous Arc Lamps on Marblehead Causeway

uniform illumination is more desirable for this

kind of lighting than one extremely uniform,

asstmiing that the minimum intensity in each
case is about equal, but the average intensity-

higher in the case of the arc lamps than in

the case of low candle-powered units; and
assuming of course the same expenditure of

energy per linear foot of street and that

each light source is properly screened by
means of a diffusing globe.

The 4 ampere residential type lamp fulfills

these peculiar requirements. An installation

of this character will show fewer light sources

within the range of vision, beautify the streets

to a much greater extent, and produce a more
satisfactory illumination for the same cost of

installation and maintenance than any other

lighting unit available at the present time.

The globes used with these lamps act as

secondary sources of pure white light of low
intrinsic brilliancy; consequently the units

themselves are extremely pleasing to the eye

by night as well as by day, fulfilling all

aesthetic requirements.

The proper lighting of drives, highways
and parkways requires the use of a special

lighting unit which combines white light

with maximum efficiency and a low inain-

tenance cost, as well as a low initial cost

when compared with the installation of

many small units of low candle-power. The
cost of installation for such lighting is a

serious factor, for there is usually compara-
tively little money available for this kind

of lighting. The problem of illumination

concerns almost wholly the motorist and
drivers of other vehicles. We are continually

reading of serious night accidents, involving

the automobile usually with a horse-driven

vehicle or a motorcycle, which statistics show
could have been avoided had adequate
illumination been provided. The require-

ments of such illumination are not greatly

different from those of the residential streets,

as described above; that is, the silhouette

principle of lighting should be employed.

With such lighting the ability of the eye to

see objects clearly a sufficient distance ahead
to avoid collision, is greater than with any
other type of illumination. Obviously, it

is necessary that the light sources should

be mounted well above and outside the

direct line of vision, and that they should

be of low intrinsic brilhancy, as too intense a

light source injures the adaptability of the

eye to such average low intensity work.

For this reason also, the use of low, closely

spaced units of 100 c-p. or less with un-

screened sources should be avoided.

Figs. 4 and 5 show the parkway orna-

mental luminous arc lamp. By reference to

Fig. 5 it will be observed that there is nothing

to reflect light except the roadway and side-

walk. The roadway is heavily oiled and the

lamps are spaced 565 feet apart. Automobiles

and pedestrians can be discerned in silhouette

with the greatest ease.

Another objection to uniform low intensity
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lighting on roadways is that the glare of the
approaching automobile absolutely destroys
the adaptability of the eye to such low
intensities. Therefore, the desirable thing to

be attained is the elimination of the light from

light flux possible to be obtained from the
magnetite arc at the .present writing. The
lower electrode in the G.6 ampere lamp is

j^ in. in diameter by 15 in. long, and gives a
life of not less than 125 hours per trim; while

7'^

Fig. 6. Photograph of Automobile Silhouetted Against

Lighted Roadway as a Background

(This photograph is greatly under-exposed, and does not
do this type of illumination anything like justice.)

the width of the street, all playing im-

portant parts. These lamps, mounted on
ornamental brackets, also lend themselves to

monumental pillar lighting where there maj'

be many units on each pillar. These two
lamps are designed to give the maximum

accumulate on the outside ot the globe.

For residential streets and broad boule-
vards where the screening effect of foliage

must be considered and for all other lighting

which can be classified under the heading
of "second class", the residential lamp can
be employed with best results. The spacing
of this lamp, like that of the lamps just

described, varies with the local conditions,
but 300 ft. apart in staggered arrange-
ment gives an exceedingly satisfactory
illumination.
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For highways, open parks and drives and
all other purposes where an efficient orna-
mental unit is desired and where there is

Fig. 8. View Showing Difference in External Appearance of the

Three Ornamental Luminous Arc Lamps

but little chance of screening the light source

by foliage, the Parkway lamp must be

employed in order to utilize to the highest

degree the principle of silhouette lighting.

Such lighting can be classified under the
heading of "third class." This
classification applies only to

lighting by these three modern
units, as obviously there are
further classes of lighting where
the illumination is very much
lower and can hardly be con-
sidered as satisfactory street

lighting for any purpose ex-

cept to mark the highway.
For 4 ampere operation, a

Ys in. b}' 15 in. electrode is

employed, giving approximately
200 hours life per trim, and
at 6.6 amperes electrode of

the same dimensions is used
giving 125 hours per trim.

The complete standardization

of design as carried out in these

units increases the flexibility of

the present standard luminous
arc lighting system so that the

requirements of these three

classes of lighting can be suc-

cessfully met without the em-
ployment of various kinds of

lighting units differing greatly

one from another in their me-
chanical design (Figs. 7 and 8).

This feature is one which will be greatly

appreciated by the operating man.

BOOK NOTICE
ORNAMENTAL STREET LIGHTING

By Waldemar Kaempffert

Published by the Commercial Section of the National Electric

Light Association
48 Pages Profusely Illustrated

The text of the book has been put together from
information compiled by a very strong committee
on electric advertising and ornamental street light-

ing appointed by the Commercial Section of the

N.E.L.A.; and the purpose of the volume is to

collect and present in the most compelling manner
all the arguments in favor of the adoption of

ornamental street lighting by the municipal corpo-

rations; to educate the city authorities as to what
constitutes good ornamental lighting, and how the
various sections of their city should be lighted; to

provide them with figures from which they can
form some idea of what the cost of such lighting

will be in their own particular case; and to give

them full references as to names of manufacturers
who are willing, and in a suitable position, to

provide them with expert advice on their local

propositions. The book is a splendid example of

co-operation between the various electrical interests

all with a common object in view. The publication

is receiving a very wide circulation; and it is

impossible to conceive that there can be any man
in this country, occupying a position of authority
in the administration of his city's government,
who, after reading the booklet and studying the

pictures, could resist the impulse to commence then
and there an agitation for a modern ornamental
system of street lighting, should his city be one of

those whose names are not yet on the list of the pro-

gressive municipalities. He is led gently along
through the body of the book until he comes upon
the After-word; "Ornamental street-lighting is not
an experiment. Three hundred cities in the United
States and Canada have tried it and approved it;

three hundred cities whose inhabitants have worked
together whole-heartedly in the effort to make
their streets more attractive; three hundred cities

that have found that every dollar invested in an
ornamental lighting system for business sections,

residential districts, and parks is not only returned
manifold in higher real estate values and in greater

prosperity, but returned in prestige, in heightened
civic pride, and in better citizenship. In the

following pages you will find a list of these cities.

Is your city among them?" The design of the

cover and body is strictly in keeping with the

subject—tasteful, substantial, dignified. The press

work is excellent and the cuts well arranged.



AN INVESTIGATION ON REFLECTORS FOR
TUNGSTEN LAMPS

By a. L. Powell

Edison Lamp Works, Harrison, N. J.

This article summarizes the results of an extensive investigation of various commercial types of refJectors,

divisible into two main groups, industrial and decorative. The text describes the physical nature of the reflec-

tor, while the cuts illustrate its appearance and its distribution properties. The photometric values of the
various reflectors tested are grouped into an interesting table. The article includes some information on the
general trend of practice with regard to this apparatus, and concludes with a summary of the points to be
considered in the selection of a reflector to suit a particular service.

—

Editor.

ther consideration shows that it is really a
fortunate circumstance that this is not the
case. With the present type of lamp
we have a means of controlling the dis-

The primary functions of any reflecting

device are to redirect the light, and to shade
the light source of high intrinsic brilliancy.

The artistic efTect of the complete unit is, in

Fig. 1

Fig. 3. Characteristic Distribution of Reflectors

Shown in Fig. 2

many case, of primary importance, but in

other instances, such as industrial lighting,

it is only a secondary consideration.

The necessity of some device in connection

with the incandescent lamp is apparent,

when we consider its distribution curves.

The maximum candle-power of the ttmgsten

filament lamp is in the horizontal direction,

and is six and one-half times the downward;
hence, with a bare lamp, most of the light is

tribution; and, by choosing the proper reflec-

tors, can obtain even illumination with almost
any hanging height and spacing. Light from
a bare lamp can only reach the working plane
by secondary reflection from the walls, and
this involves loss, due to absorption of the
walls' coverings, some absorbing over 90
per cent of the total flux striking them. Not
only is there this direct absorption; but any
light which strikes the wall above the hori-

Fig. 2. Flat Dome Type Reflector. Porcelain Enamel Finish

thrown to the side walls, and not on a work-

ing plane, where it is desired. On a hasty

siu-\'ey one might say: "Why then do not

manufacturers make the lamps with the

maximum candle-power downward?" Fur-

zontal must be multi-reflected to reach the
plane to be illuminated, involving much loss

if the walls and ceilings are dark. Therefore,
if we hav^e a means of reflecting the maxi-
mum light with small absorption, increasing
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the downward candle-power, and allowing

only a relatively small percentage of the total

light flux to reach the side walls and ceilings,

we have made a net gain in efficiency of a

remarkable degree.

Fig. 4. Radial Fluted Type Reflector

Porcelain Enamel Finish

From this discussion it should not be
assumed that illumination on a certain work-
ing plane is always the primary factor. In

residences, for instance, a diffused light is

very necessary on the side walls and ceilings,

and there are numerous other cases demand-
ing similar treatment. As with any other

light source, some protecting device must be
used to properly diffuse the light and protect

the eyes from the high intrinsic brilliancy.

A shade more properly softens and diffuses the

light, or produces the desired artistic effect;

while a reflector redirects the light by either

regular or diffuse reflection. If the light

is transmitted through glass, with its direc-

tion changed by means of prisms, the device

is known as a refractor.

Reflecting devices are very logically divided

into three classes, decorative shades; diffus-

ing shades; and reflectors and refractors. It

is not the purpose of this article to discuss the

first two classes, but rather to summarize
the results of a series of investigations on
various commercial types of the third class.

A very excellent review of the properties of

the entire field is found in Mr. V. R. Lansingh's
Shades, Reflectors and Diffusing Media, pages
885 to 929, Lectures on Illuminating En-
gineering, the Johns Hopkins Press. The
third class is readily divisible into two main
groups: Industrial and Decorative. The
industrial reflectors include the opaque dif-

fusing and the opaque specular reflector;

while the decorative, or the type used in

stores, residences, etc., includes the translucent
diffusing and the prismatic reflectors. This
classification, however, is not absolute, as

reflectors of the second class are frequently
used in the industries; but the industrial

reflector is rarely used in residences, stores,

etc., with the exception of the indirect unit,

which is an opaque specular reflector.

The difference between regular and irregu-

lar, or diffuse, reflection is readily shown by
the sketch in Fig. 1. In regular reflection

the angle of incidence equals the angle of

reflection. With diffuse reflection, owing
to the rough surface and each ray of light

being regularly reflected from the small

upset area which it hits, the individual rays
are thrown in all directions.

The great majority of the industrial

reflectors are of the opaque diffuse reflecting

type. Their surfaces are of enameled por-

celain, white enamel paint, or aluminum,
painted or matt. The enameled porcelain

reflectors are especially advantageous, as a
good finish has virtually the effect of glass,

and hence possesses all of its advantages. If

not well made, however, it is liable to crack
around the edges, thus exposing the inner
metal to corrosion from the atmosphere; in

addition to which if the coated metal is not
rigid, it will bend in handling and the finish will

chip off. Briefly its chief advantages are: (1)

Ease of cleaning. Soap and water, or even
a wet rag will give the porcelain a bright, clean

surface, even though it has become greasy
and dirty from being handled by operatives.

The aluminum or paint finish, however, is

liable to be marked and scratched if rubbed
hard, and will, after a number of cleanings,

be worn off in spots. (2) Resistance to acid

Fig. 5. Characteristic Distribution of Reflectors

Shown in Fig. 4

fumes. The all-porcelain finish is not affected

by any of the ordinary acids. Past experi-

ence has shown that the paint of both types

has dropped off in scales when subjected to

an atmosphere in which sulphurous or similar

fumes are present. (3) Resists heat better
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than the paint finish. In numerous cases
paint has been blistered or discolored merely
from the heat of the lamp alone. (4) Gives

much better service in the open, as it will not
wash off with rain, and hence the under
metal is not liable to rust. (5) The porcelain

finish is a somewhat better reflector than the
dull aluminum finish. It is not quite as good
as in the white paint, but better than the
paint which for some time has been in service.

These reflectors usually give a wide angle of

distribution, and cannot be designed to give
as great a variation of curves as regular
reflecting devices.

Before treating the various classes of

reflectors, it might be well to mention the
types of distributions usually found. Logic-
ally, these are arranged as follows: Distrib-

uting, extensive, intensive, focusing and
concentrating. The terms denote quite
clearly the kind of photometric curve.

Relative Efficiencies of Commercial Types

To determine the relative efficiencies of

the various commercial types, sample reflect-

ors of the 100-watt size were purchased in

the open market. Both the industrial and
decorative classes were investigated, using
holding devices as recommended by the manu-
facturers.

Flat dome type. Porcelain enamel finish.

Diffuse, opaque industrial reflector. Seven
types of five makes investigated. Fig. 2 shov,'s

the group of reflectors tested. These reflect-

Fig. 7. Characteristic Distribution of Reflectors

Shown in Fig. 6

ors give a distributive type of distribution,

and are well adapted for use in rooms with

low ceilings, or other places where the spacing

is comparatively wide, and where evenly-

distributed general illumination is required.

The maximum candle-power of the reflectors

tested is found between the angles of 40 and
60 degrees, and is constant throughout that

zone. Some makes are white under surface,

with green or blue upper; others are white
on both surfaces, with green or blue elastic

Fig. 6. Bowl Type Reflector, Porcelain

Enamel Finish

binding edge, and one is white porcelain

enamel throughout. The deep-colored upper
surface has the claimed advantage that it

does not readily show collected dust. The
white porcelain on both sides is the easier

reflector to manufacture; a better coating
results, and since the collected dust shows
more readily, these reflectors are more likely

to be cleaned. The under surface and lamp
will undoubtedly be wiped ofl at the same
time, increasing their efficiency. Everyone
realizes that this is a desirable condition.

The binding edge adds to the appearance of

the unit. As seen, some of the types are

weatherproof, the socket being contained in

a protecting cap. Fig. 3 shows the character-

istic distribution of this type of reflector, and
Table No. 1 gives the photometric values.

Radial fluted type. Porcelain enamel finish.

Diffuse opaque industrial reflector. Tivo types

of two makes investigated. Fig. 4 shows the
group tested. These give a very wide angle
of distribution, and are well used in street

or yard lighting, or in interiors on low sus-

pension and very wide spacing. The max-
imum candle-power is at 75 deg. and a little

light is allowed to escape above the horizon-
tal and light the surrounding buildings to a
low intensity—a desirable condition in street

illumination. Fig. 5 shows the character-
istic distribution, while efficiency values are
shown in Table No. 1.

Bowl type. Porcelain enamel finish. Dif-
fuse opaque industrial refiector. Two types of
two makes investigated. Fig. 6 shows these.

The distribution is extensive and serves well
for general illumination with reasonably high
hanging and moderate spacing, or localized
general illumination. The bowl type, while
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not as efficient over all as the wider reflectors,

has the great advantage that the lamp is

hidden, preventing eye strain and glare. The
maximum candle-power is between 30 deg.

and 40 deg. One type has the green exterior

finish, while the other is white
with a green binding edge.
Fig. 7 shows the character-
istic distribution; while the
efficiency values are found in

Table No. 1.

Bowl type. Aluminum
interior finish. Difuse regu-

lar (or spread) reflection

opaque, industrial reflector.

Five types of four makes in-

vestigated. Fig. 8 shows these.

With aluminum interior finish

it is possible to vary the photometric
curve through a wide range. If the
finish is not good, there is deterioration
through the wearing of the surface, and the
embedding of small dust particles in the
pores of the metal. The distributions are
characteristically extensive, intensive or focus-

ing, depending on the shape of the reflector.

This class is, with extensive distribution,

apphcable to localized general, or general
illumination; or, with the more concentrat-
ing curves, for local lighting, and has the
usual ad\-antages of the bowl type. The
maximum candle-power is found at angles

froin to 4.3 deg. , depending on the shape. No
one curve is characteristic of the group, and
the values in Table No. 1 should not be given

made in angle types, giving an asymmetrical
distribution. Space will not permit a dis-

cussion of their properties. This class finds

application in localized machine lighting,

art gallery lighting, stage lighting, etc.

^aAi^A
Fig. 8. Bowl Type Reflector, Aluminum Interior Finish

Opaque direct reflectors. Polished metals are

very efficient but give more or less streaked

illumination, and hence are not in common
use. Mirrored reflectors are made of plain

mirror strips, corrugated strips and reflectors

directly silvered. The plain mirror strips are

usually made in cone shape. They have
high reflecting power, but deteriorate from
the temperature. The cone reflectors give

a concentrating distribution but produce
considerable glare, and, hence, are rather

poor for use anywhere in the line of vision.

With corrugated strips, the Hght is broken
up and difliused. The streaks may be elimi-

nated with some loss of efficiency; and
since we have regular reflection, any desired

distribution is obtainable with properly

Fig. 9. Blown Bowl Shaped Opalescent Reflectors

undue weight, due to this variation of dis-

tribution; i.e., one reflector may have a

maximum efficiency in certain angles, and
be best adapted for the case in hand, although

another has a higher overall efficiency.

Aluminum finish, bowl reflectors are also

designed reflectors. Made in the form of a

trough, they are suitable for window and
picture lighting. With the silvered reflector

the body is made of clear glass, silvered on
the back and this covered with enamel. The
glass can be blown to any shape, and any dis-
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tribution can be obtained. Streaks are
prevented by ribs or corrugations on the
glass. The deterioration is probably less

than the mirrored strip reflector; but in the
case of the inverted unit the dust will settle

Fig. 10. Characteristic Distribution of Reflectors

Shown in Fig. 9

in the bowl-shaped glass portion. As most
of the reflectors of this class are designed to
give an asymmetrical curve, or to be used
indirectly, space will not permit a discussion
of the a:tual efficiencies.

This covers the common types of industrial

reflectors and brings us to the final division,

namely, those such as would be in good taste

in residences, stores, etc. There are trans-

lucent diffusers and prismatic. Fabrics lined

with white and ground glass come under the
first of these decorative classes.

Opal and white reflectors are coming more
and more into prominence, and have assumed
considerable importance. If their interior

surface is polished, or in its natural state,

Reflected from the glazed interior surface;

(2) reflected from the opal particles in the
body of the glass; (3) reflected from the
outer surface, after passing through the body
and striking at less than the critical angle.

Reflectors of the opalescent type are of

two general methods of manufacture, blown
and pressed. The blown reflector is of even
thickness throughout, as the glass is evenly
distributed over the surface of the mould
and the inner surface has the same convolu-
tions as the outer. The inner surface of the
pressed reflector is smooth, taking the shape
of the plunger while the exterior follows the
outline of the mould. In general the blown
reflector is thinner and hence lighter in

weight. The glass in the blown reflectors

must be quite dense, or else roughed on one
or both surfaces, in order to produce good
diffusion. If these requirements are not ful-

filled, the ridges and hollows are light and
dark, due to the thickness of the glass, and
the reflector does not present an attractive

appearance. The pressed reflector with its

greater thickness can use a lighter density
glass and yet have good diffusion, and be
evenly lighted without a roughed surface.

The opalescent glasses are of several vari-

eties: Opal of varying densities. This is

employed in both blown and pressed com-
mercial reflectors. Glass having an infinite

number of small white particles in a solid

coloidal solution. This is employed in several

makes of pressed reflectors. Plated, flashed

or ''alabaster" glasses. Commercially em-
ployed in a number of blown reflectors. The
opalescent reflector is exploited in two prin-

cipal shapes, bowl and flared. The bowl may
be made in numerous contours but the flared

rT-TTTTTTT^
Fig. 11. Pressed Bowl-shaped Opalescent Reflectors

there is considerable direct reflection. If the
interior surface is depolished, we get but little

variation of the distribution curve by chang-
ing the shape of the reflector. The light

reflected comes from three sources: (1)

reflectors of the different • manufactttrers

approximate very closely to a standard.

There is often an intermediate shape, known
as the "semi-flared." As to size, the various

companies follow very closely in each other's
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Fig. 12, Blown Flare-shaped Opalescent Reflectors

footsteps. For example, the 100-watt bowl-
shaped opalescent reflector is almost always
about eight inches at the maximum diam-
eter; and the flare-shaped for the same size

lamp is eleven inches. The bowl type is

be as efficient as a mirror or other opaque
reflector, but they will be used in places

where decoration is of more importance.
Practically none of these reflectors have
smooth exterior surfaces, but are broken by

ff^M^^
mm

Fig. 13. Characteristic Distribution of Reflectors

Shown in Fig. 12

Fig. 15. Characteristic Distribution of Reflectors

Shown in Fig. 14

to be preferred in numerous instances, in

that it covers a larger portion of the lamp so

that the filament is not visible at quite so

flat an angle as with the flared type. We
should not expect this class of reflectors to

a number of small prisms. These are for

purely decorative purposes, and have nothing
to do with the illuminating efficiency. With
almost all the opalescent reflectors, quite a
percentage of the total light flux is in the

Fig. 14. Pressed Flare-shaped Opalescent Reflectors
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upper hemisphere, and serves to illuminate
the side walls and ceiling.

Blown, bo'ojl-shaped opalescent, translucent,

diffuse reflectors. Nine types of six makes
investigated. Fig. 9 shows the appearance
of this group. The characteristic dis-

tribution with the clear lamp is extensive;
and, with the bowl-frosted lamp, intensive.

Fig. 10 is a typical curve. Efficiency values
are given in Table 2.

Pressed, howl shaped, opalescent, trans-

lucent, diffuse reflectors. Sixteen types of
eight makes investigated. Fig. 11 is illustrative

of these. A variety of distributions are found,
depending on the shape of the reflector,

the average being approximately a mean

these reflectors act, has been demonstrated
again and again, and will not be dwelt upon.
To obtain the best results, each pri.sm must
be calculated with reference to the light

source in its correct position. This neces-

sitates the use of the holder, which the manu-
facturers recommend with a certain lamp and
reflector combination. Since the prismatic
reflectors act by direct reflection, any desired

distribution is obtainable. One company in

America, who controls the fundamental
patents of this type of reflector, have gone
into the matter extensively, and, carefully

calculating each reflector, have on the market
a large variety of types. A standard line is

available, giving the distributions mentioned

Fig. 16. Eleven Types of Prism Reflectors

between the extensive and intensive, no one
curve being characteristic of the class. Bowl-
frosting the lamp increases the downward
candle-power, and tends to concentrate the flux.

Blown, flared shaped, opalescent, trans-

lucent, diffuse reflectors. Seven types of five

makes investigated. Fig. 12 shows these.

Both clear and bowl frosted distributions
are of a wide angle character, typically
shown in Fig. 13.

Pressed, flared opalescent, translucent, dif-

fuse reflectors. Nine types of seven makes
investigated. Shown in Fig. 14. The Hght
flux is distributed over a wide angle with
the clear lamp, the bowl frosting narrowing
this but slighth'. A typical example is shown
in Fig. 15.

The last class to be treated is the prism
reflector. Prof. Andre Blondel first applied
the principle of changing the angle of light

by means of prisms, and at the same time
obtaining diffusion. The principle on which

above, with all sizes of the tungsten filament

lamp. Other lines have been developed of

a more decorative nature, for use in residences,

stores, etc. A group of eleven reflectors of

four makes was tested (see Fig. 16). As
stated, the distributions var\' widely, and
these reflectors are applicable for general

illumination with almost any height and spac-
ing, or for localized lighting. For any given
height and spacing the proper reflector should
be chosen, and the manufacturer's engineers
have prepared tables and charts, showing
the novice the proper combination. The
values given in Table 3 are not very signifi-

cant, as reflectors giving widely' different

distributions were tested in the same group;
but the maximum and minimum figures show
to some extent the possible variation, due
to incorrectly calculated prisms or imitations

of the patented article.

The commercial types of reflectors for the

medium size lamps have been briefly
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reviewed. Leaded art glass is very often

used for the larger size lamps, and if glass

of the proper character is chosen, they
are efficient and decorative. For smaller

lamps, such as are used in residences a large

variety of purely decorative reflectors of

various colored glasses are marketed. Effi-

ciency is a secondary consideration, the
blending of these reflectors with the

general artistic scheme being their primary
function.

In conclusion, we may briefly sum up the

points to be considered in the choice of a

reflector. In the indttstrial field, efficiency

is a prime factor; and, as a rough measure
of relative efficiencies of the various reflectors,

we can empirically compare them as follows:

First, assume that all the lumens in the
(0-60°) zone, and one-half the remaining
lumens, are useful. Second, the distribution

must also be taken into account and the

reflector chosen which will produce the

desired intensity at any given spot with a

certain hanging position. Third, protection

of the eyes of the workmen; Fourth, strength

and durability are very essential. This
naturally includes ease of cleaning and
resistance to blows. Fifth, the holding device

must be such that the reflector is not jarred

loose; Sixth, general workmanship and appear-
ance of the reflector must be satisfactory.

For out of door use, the protection of the

lamp from storm is very important. With
the decorative reflectors, appearance, both
cold and lighted, is first, and diffusion next;

while efficiency, distribution, ease of clean-

ing, and weight follow. All the factors

mentioned should be given due consideration.

The blending of the lighting units with the
general artistic scheme, and the harmonizing
of the reflectors with the fixtures, are the

most salient points.

INTERPRETATION OF PHOTOMETRIC CURVES
G. H. Stickney

Harrison Lamp Works, General Electric Company

This article points out a few of the ways in which photometric curves may be interpreted for practical

purposes, and suggests some of the errors likely to be encountered. At the outset the author enumerates the

data necessary for the correct interpretation of such curves. Mr. Stickney throughout deals only with the

numerical evaluation of intensity; but he points out in his conclusion that there are other factors to be taken
into consideration and that these often play a more important part than intensity and efficiency in the design

of a lighting installation.

—

Editor.

Photometric curves are commonly submit-
ted to indicate the lighting performance
of various types of illuminants, with or with-

out reflectors and globes. Since the curves
frequently form the basis of selection of light-

ing equipments and the design of lighting

installations, it is important that those upon
whotB this responsibility falls should be able

to make correct estimates of the lighting values

corresponding to such curves. The first

essential is that the curve should be accurate

and should give the necessary accompanying
data, and the second that the engineer should
be able to apply it in a fair manner to his con-

ditions.

In order to simplify the discussion, let us

consider only the case of illuminants having
a symmetrical distribution about a vertical

axis; that is to say, illuminants which deliver

approximately the same intensity toward
all points of the compass. With such an illu-

minant, an average or mean curve of candle-

power for each angle of elevation gives a close

indication of the candle-power distribution

in all vertical planes. There are, of course,

illuminants (such as a tubular light source or

angle reflector units) which do not distribute

their light symmetrically. These involve a

number of special cases requiring partictdar

treatment. However, the simple case takes

care of nearly all of the common and impor-
tant illuminants.

A proper curve should be the result of care-

ftd and accuratemeasurements by a competent
authority. The equipment should be carefully

specified, including, as far as possible, data on
the grade of glassware used. A curve which
is supposed to show the working performance
of some particular type of unit should be made
with the regular equipment. For example,
if a unit is ordinarily provided with an opal
globe, it should be measured with a globe
of average commercial density, rather than
with a clear globe or without globes. Like-
wise, if the efficiency can be varied by raising

the electrical or gas pressure, the equip-
ment should be tested at the pressure which
gives its normal efficiency. Again, tests on a
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gas lamp employing gas of an unusually-

high calorific value will not indicate its com-
mercial performance.

It often happens that conditions vary so
in practice that tests must be made under
ideal laboratory conditions. In such a case,

accompanying curves should show the effect

of the different commercial variations.

All types of lamps are subject to deprecia-
tion, but some lamps depreciate much more
rapidly than others. It is common practice
to indicate the initial perfonnance of the
lamp. A comparison based on the initial

candle-power would probably be unfair to
such a lamp as the tungsten filament incandes-
cent, which has a relatively small deprecia-
tion. So, when possible, perfonnance curves
should either show the average candle-powers,
allowing for depreciation, or be accompanied
by depreciation curves showing the rate

and amount of inherent depreciation. It is

sometimes practicable to supplement this

with a curve of acquired depreciation under
some particular conditions; as, for example,
when operated in an iron foundry.

Inherent depreciation is that due to the
operation or aging of the lamp independent
of its environment; while the acquired de-

preciation is that due to the surroundings,
the two summing up to form the total depre-
ciation under the specified conditions.

Perhaps the most difficult factor to provide
for in a photometric curve is the instantaneous
variation in intensity to which several types
of lamps are subject. The present practice

is to plot a curve of mean intensity; but the
relative value of a fluctuating source, as com-
pared with a steady source, is not properly
shown by such a curve.* The rate and ex-

tent of such variation is different not only in

different lamps of the same type, but also

under different periods of burning and other
conditions which it is not practicable to spec-
ify. In some cases average maximuni and
minimum curves accompanying the mean
curve wUl give a measure of this variation;
but, so far, no method has been suggested that
gives an accurate means of comparing values.

Probably no better summary of the data
necessary for the correct interpretation of pho-
tometric curves has been prepared than that
contained in the 1912 Report of the Illumi-
nating Committee of the Association of Iron
& Steel Electrical Engineers, which gives the
\aewpoint of the operating engineers. It is

tabulated opposite.

Interpretation of Curves

Assuming the adequate photometric curves
are available, it is apparent that some knowl-
edge of conditions is necessary in order to

obtain an intelligent understanding of the
values of the equipment for practical light-

ing purposes. No particular training, be-
yond a rudimentary understanding of polar

DATA DESIRABLE WITH CURVES

On all curves:

1. Date of test.

2. Authority of test.

3. Full equipment of lamp, such as

reflector, electrodes, globes, etc.

4. Total per cent absorption by
globe equipment.

7. Kind of current, a-c. or d-c.

8. Frequency, if a-c.

9. Series or multiple operation.

10. Terminal watts.
11. Terminal volts.

12. Terminal amperes.
13. Arc volts, if an arc lamp.
14. If an incandescent lamp, total

lumensf per watt or watts per
horizontal candle-power at

which the test was made.

On candle-power curves

:

1

.

Radius at which test was made.
2. Total lumens or mean spherical

candle-power.
3 Downward lumens i or mean

hemispherical candle-power.
4. If tests are made in several verti-

cal planes and the average
taken, this should be indicated

and the position of the planes
shown diagrammatically.

5. If candle-power or lumens per

watt are given, these should be
based on terminal, and not on
arc watts.

co-ordinates, is necessar}' to enable one to

determine the candle-power corresponding
to any angle of elevation. But when it be-

comes a question of determining the value of

a particular candle-power characteristic for

a certain lighting condition or class of lighting

conditions, the problem is much more coiuplex.

There are, in ordinary practice, two prin-

cipal methods of comparing the photometric

*See page 657 Transactions I.E.S. 1911. paper on
'Photometry of Large Light Sources." by Stickney & Rose.

t Total lumens equal M.S.C.P. x 4 -.

X Downward lumens equals M.L.H.S.C.P.
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performance of lamps, which we might desig-

nate as "abstract" and "concrete", or as

"general" and " particula.r. " The abstract,

or general comparison, assigns a value to the
flux, either total or in certain zones; while the
concrete, or particular, requires an analysis

of the candle-power at various angles with
reference to the illumination, as distributed
under actual or assumed arrangements or

conditions.

In rating the value of a lighting equipment
by the flux method, the most common and
most general practice is to employ the total

flux (lumens) or average intensity in all

directions (mean spherical candle-power). This
is a fair measure of the equipment as a light

producer, but it takes no account of the
direction in which the light is emitted. As a
general thing, upward light is less valuable
than downward. In some cases of street

lighting or the lighting of dark-roofed interiors

all upward light is practically wasted. On
this account, flux below the horizontal, as

measured in downward lumens, or mean lower
hemispherical candle-power, is sometimes used.
For such cases as mentioned above, these
units are more useful than those of total flux.

Here again the conclusions may be mislead-
ing; since no account is made of whether the
light is directed straight downward, or how
proportioned among the oblique angles. In
many cases a certain amount of upward light

is exceedingly useful in illuminating the
ceiling or being reflected downward from the
ceiling. For example, an indirect lighting

fixture delivers no light downward, except
as reflected by the ceiling, and yet some ex-

ceedingly satisfactory installations of this

type have been made. Another measure of

this type is the flux (as expressed in lumens
or mean candle-power) in a zone from deg. to

60 deg.*. This is often of use, if properly
applied, in industrial lighting, especially where
localized effects are used. For street lighting,

where lamps are to be placed far apart, the
intensity just below the horizontal, say 75
to 80 deg. from the vertical, is the limiting

feature, and good general comparisons have
been made on the basis of the intensity in

this direction.

The mean horizontal candle-power has been
adopted by long practice as the conventional
measure of the performance of an incandes-
cent lamp. This, of course, originated through
the need of a simple comparison of one lamp
with another of the same type, before the

*0 deg. as here used, means vertically downward.

necessity of comparing lamps of different types
arose. It is a very useful unit, if properly
used; but under present conditions, should
be accompanied by a reduction factor, from
which the mean spherical candle-power (and
hence the total lumens) can be figured.

Lamp manufacturers usually give with the
candle-power rating of a lamp, either the
reduction factor, mean spherical candle-power
or total lumens.

Perhaps the most common mistake made by
an amateur in judging the total flux of light

from a photometric curve is that of assuming
that the lumens, or mean spherical candle-
power, are proportional to the area enclosed by
the curve. While this would be true for curves
of exactly the same shape, it is often far from
true in comparing curves of varying shape.
It must be realized that 100 candle-power at

one angle of elevation does not represent the
same flux of light as 100 candle-power at a
different angle. For example, consider the
extreme cases; 100 candle-power directly

downward shows the intensity only of a very
small pencil of light, while 100 candle-power
at the horizontal represents the intensity

emitted to all points of the compass. Between
these two the value of 100 candle-power as

a measure of light flux varies in accordance
with the sine law. The relation is similar to

variation of length of a degree in longitude
from the equator to the poles on the earth's

surface. In determining the mean spherical

candle-power we do not average the candle-

power at, say, every ten degrees. To obtain
a true result they must be weighted with a
sine factor; or the curves plotted on so-called

cosine co-ordinates, and the area integrated.

The lumens over any angular zone for which
the candle-power may be considered uniform,
can be obtained by multiplying the candle-
power by the corresponding solid angle. By
summing these values up, the total lumens or

those for any zone are obtained; and thence
the mean spherical candle-power or the mean
candle-power over the zone, found by dividing
by the corresponding solid angle.

Besides those mentioned, there are a number
of other general values taken from the jDhoto-

metric cvirves which arc used in special cases
to measure the value of a light source. But
none of them is entirely satisfactory in indi-

cating the performance under all conditions.

The best that can be done is to select the one
most suitable for the case at hand, realizing

that, at best, the values are approximate only.
In the class of concrete interpretation come

the estimate of the value of the light source
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in connection with a particular condition,

where a desired intensity of iUumination at

various points can be approximate!}^ prede-

termined. For any given height of lamps, one
can calculate from the photometric curve
either the normal foot-candles (that is, the

foot-candles on planes perpendicular to the

rays), or the horizontal foot-candles (that is,

the foot-candles on the horizontal plane)

for various distances from the lamp.* These
intensities may be plotted in illumination

curves, which ordinarily have horizontal dis-

tances in feet from the axis of the lamp as

abscissae, and the foot-candles as ordinates.

For indoor lighting, the horizontal foot-can-

dles are commonly used, and from such curves
one can determine the most advantageous
height and spacing of lamps, as well as the

relative advantages of different types of equip-

ments. If a number of lamps are to be used,

it is possible to add up the illumination

received from the several sources, point by
point and thus determine the total intensity

received. This is the method which is com-
monly styled the "point-by-point" method,
and is applicable where the wall and ceiling

reflection does not play an important part. It

cannotbe used under ordinary conditions with
light finished rooms, unless some allowance is

made for reflected light. This, of course,

complicates the problem and renders it

impracticable of application with indirect or

semi-indirect units. To take care of cases

where indirect or semi-indirect units are used,

it is preferable to determine an illumination

curve by measurement with a portable pho-
tometer with a lamp installed under the same
or similar conditions of wall and ceiling reflec-

tion. From this, the intensity from an entire

installation can be approximately predicted.

* This assumes that the area of the light source is not so
large as to cause a variation from the law of inverse squares.
Where such a deviation is likely to occur, the curve should specify
that the values are in apparent candle-power measured at a given
distance (10 feet is commonly used). Then the values can ordi-
narily be calculated for distances approximating those at which
the candle-power measurements were made.

Another method of calculation where the

mean intensity over the horizontal plane
only is desired, is the so-called "flux-of-light"

method. In this case the useful flux is esti-

maced from the candle-power or illumination

curve, which, multiplied by the number of

lamps, gives the total useful lumens; dividing

this by the floor area in square feet will give

the mean intensity' in foot-candles.

The foot-candle intensity on a horizontal

plane is used largely on account of its conven-
ience. It is sometimes responsible for mis-

leading results where light is needed particu-

larly on vertical or oblique planes, as in the
lighting of paintings hung on walls or stock

on wall shelves, and in some classes of ma-
chine work. Where such conditions occur
allowance should be made, since the method
tends to favor slightly light directed straight

down.

Conclusion

In the preceding, an attempt has been made
merely to point out a few of the ways in which
photometric curves may be interpreted for

practical purposes and to suggest some of the

errors likely to be encountered. There are

many other applications which may be made
to suit particular problems. While this

article deals only with intensity, it should be
remembered that there are many other fea-

tures, such as color of light, diffusion, direction

of light, control of shadows, avoidance of

glare, appearance, etc., which may, in some
cases, play even a more important pare than
intensity or efficiency in the selection of

lighting units or in the design of lighting

installations. On account of the greater

ease with which numerical comparisons can
be made, there is sometimes a tendency to

neglect these other less definite features;

and, while this article is devoted particularly

to numerical evaluation, the author desires

to emphasize the importance of these other

characteristics.



BOOK NOTICES
ELECTRIC LIGHTING, AND MISCELLANE-
OUS APPLICATIONS OF ELECTRICITY

By W. S. Franklin
The Macmillan Company

299 pages Illustrated Price, $2.50 net

As it stands, Professor Franklin's book is of chief

value to the student unfamiliar with modern
illuminants and methods of providing electrical

service. While the book purports to be, in the

main, simply an exposition of principles underlying
operating engineering, it may be mentioned that

actually a considerable amount of concrete data
is presented illustrative of present-day practice.

Central station costs and selling prices are treated

in a very practical manner in Chapter I; whereafter
the principles of distribution, wiring, and trans-

mission system (in the order mentioned) receive

brief discussion. A very complete bibliography
is maintained right through the book, keyed by
footnotes: and this will undoubtedly make the
volume of additional value to engineers of some
practical experience, who may desire to refresh their

memory on the underlying principles of their busi-

ness, as well as to find a convenient connecting link

between the fundamentals and modern refinements,

treated in more intricate papers with which the

technical press and the proceedings of institutes

abound. About one hundred pages, or one-third

of the book, are given to purely lighting matters

—

photometry and illumination, lamps, lamp shades
and reflectors, interior and street lighting. In these

sections much valuable material is included; and
the principles which are herein propounded seem
more in accordance with latest accepted theory, and
the data which are given more inclusive of the results

of modern practice, than is usual in books of this

nature.

THE INDUCTION MOTOR
By B. F. Bailey

McGraw-Hill Book Company
225 pages 120 Illustrations $2.50 net

This new treatise on the induction motor fills the

gap between the elementary treatment of the sub-

ject which is given in most text books on alter-

nating current machinery and the more theoretical

discussions given in advanced works. The author's

interpretations of the various phenomena are in

most cases so simple that a student with a general

knowledge of alternating current theory can follow

all of his ideas; and, at the same time, get a physical

conception of the different points that will be of

great use in studying more theoretical works. The
greater part of the volume is given up to discus-

sions of the polyphase motor, but there are chapters

dealing with the induction generator, the single-

phase motor, a number of different types of commu-
tator motors and also various motor starting devices.

The author develops the proof for the circle

diagram using the equivalent circuit of the induction

motor as a basis. A large number of very useful

relations are then brought out from the considera-

tion of the diagram. The manner in which these

fundamental relations are treated is, in fact, one
of the best attributes of the work, since a knowl-
edge of the way in which the various characteristics

of an induction motor are interlinked is necessary

in order to have a clear understanding of its opera-

tion. In explaining the effect of different design

features upon the characteristics of induction motors
the author cites examples of typical machines, and
shows by actual values the effect of a change in one
characteristic upon all of the others. The examples

given are of modern motors and thus express present-

day conditions. In the first part of the work, the

author develops a number of formulas for designing

and predetermining the characteristics of induc-

tion motors. Later a chapter is given up to ap-

plying these formulas to the design of a specific

machine. It is rather unfortunate that more
complete explanations of the various steps in this

design are not given, as such an example as this,

worked out in detail, would have served to make
clear points not previously understood. While
the volume is evidently intended primarily for

those who are making a study of the induction

motor for the first time, it will, no doubt, find favor

also among those with a more complete knowledge
of the subject.

SYLLABUS OF INSTRUCTION ON
ILLUMINATION AND SALESMANSHIP

Education Department of the Edison Lamp Works

Harrison, N. J.

To the layman, accustomed to hearing high-

sounding generalities with regard to this modern
industrial era and latter-day aggregations of highly

specialized units, this 18-page syllabus should give

food for much reflection on what is an accom-
plished fact in the field of specialized commercial
engineering. For this syllabus relates to but one
line of manufacture of a great corporation—lamps;
to but one department of the lamp organization

—

education; to but one course in the work of that
department—a course specially fitted for employees
not eligible for the regular course of instruction

and factory experience. "It is for the benefit of

all those who are interested in the incandescent
lamp industry . . . and is open to central station

•men and salesmen of jobbers and dealers who are

selling lamps." This syllabus gives a list of lectures,

experiments, trips and talks by specialists which
anyone taking the course should include in his

program. The reviewer in this instance has no space
in which to cover in detail all the instruction which
goes to make up the course; but the mere fact of

the publication of this program appears to be such
an eloquent symbol of what is really quite a remark-
able modern institution as to merit at least some
mention. Here we have the manufacturer perform-
ing all the functions of the regular university, the
object in view being to turn out an educated sales-

man. The saying, "Salesmen are born and not
made" may possess some truth, but even this

small grain of truth is growing to be doubted. At
any rate, it is a fact that, in selling as in any other
branch of industry, few are perfect; and a wider
knowledge of methods in selling, such as dis-

position of time, distribution of expenses, methods
of laying out a campaign, and a study of what
competitors are doing cannot but be of benefit when
applied to the individual case with the necessary
modification. Although an attempt is made in

this course to cover these various elements, the
syllabus admits that it cannot constitute a complete
training, but should serve more as a means of

guidance in starting the student along a path whose
direction ultimately means the greatest success.
Mention should be made of the bibliography which
is included in this program, in which a very com-
plete collection of references is given relating to
published literature on street lighting, general out-
door lighting, industrial and factory lighting,
lighting of drafting rooms, offices, stores, signs,
automobiles, trains, residences, and so on.
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CONFERENCES OF GENERAL ELECTRIC
SPECIALISTS

1. Arc Lamps and Allied Apparatus

The annual arc lamp conference of the General
Electric Company was held on September 9th, 10th,

11th and 12th last, at Pittsfield, Mass. and Lynn,
Mass. On the 9th of September, Dr. C. P. Steinmetz
gave an address and a discussion was held upon
matters connected with the multiple enclosed flame

arc lamp, at which Mr. S. H. Blake was the chief

speaker. On the morning of September 10th, Mr.
L. Arnold addressed the conference and led a dis-

cussion on constant current transformers. There
was then an inspection of transformer operation and
manufacture as carried out in building 63 of the

River Works. In the afternoon Mr. P. S. Bailey
conducted a discussion on street system fixtures

and series center span fixtures; following which Mr.
W. L. Harraden and Mr. C. M. Greene spoke on
standard luminous arc lamps and luminous lamp
rectifiers respectively. An inspection was then
made of new developments, tube manufacture and
tests. After dinner Prof. Elihu Thomson addressed
the meeting, and Mr. C. A. B. Halvorson, Jr., gave
a short talk on silhouette lighting. A very interest-

ing feature of the program was the automobile tour
of inspection, which was commenced at 8 p.m., and
in which various installations of modern lighting

units in Boston and vicinity were visited. On
Wednesday, September Uth, Mr. C. A. B. Halvor-
son, Jr. conducted a discussion on the ornamental
luminous arc lamp, the various types of lamps dis-

cussed including the Great White Way lamp, the

residential lamp, and the parkway lamp. Mr. E. R.
Berry delivered an interesting paper on the positive

electrodes for luminous arc lamps and means for

preventing oxidation. The afternoon business

included a discussion of series enclosed flame arc

lamp, absolute and automatic cutouts, color-match-
ing outfits, intensified arc lamps, indirect lighting,

and blue printing lamps, at which Messrs. P. S.

Bailey, R. B, Hussey and C. B. Harthan were the
principal speakers. On Thursday, September 12th,

Dr. Weintraub read a paper on the quartz mercury
lamp. Mr. W. G. Mitchell addressed the conference
on the treatment of steel for rust prevention, after

which there was a general discussion of headlights.

After lunch the party left in automobiles for an out-
ing at the Suntaug Inn, Lynnfield, where dinner was
served at 5.30 p.m. The menu cards used at the
dinner were quite a novelty, illustrating the sil-

houette principle of lighting. There was a main
table decoration consisting of a miniature parkway
25 feet long lighted by 13 1 ]/2 ampere miniature park-
way luminous arc lamps operated from a storage
battery.

2. Industrial Control Apparatus

The first annual meeting of the Industrial Control
Specialists was held at Schenectady, Sept. 11th,
12th and 13th. The first two days of the meeting
were given over to discussions between the visiting

Specialists and the Commercial and Engineering
departments. Many questions of a commercial
and engineering nature were discussed, some of the
more important being:—Improvements in design
of standard apparatus; the standardization of new
designs; and ways and means of increasing the sale

of Industrial Control apparatus. The third day was
given over to inspection of the factory. At the con-
clusion of the conference on Friday, a dinner was
given in the Renssalaer Inn at Troy.

3. Switchboards and Switchboard Apparatus
The third meeting of Switchboard Specialists took

place in Schenectady and Lynn, September 9th to
14th inclusive. Among the many topics discussed
were the selection and application of relays—a subject
which is also being much considered by operating
companies; the increased tendency towards the use of
remote control oil-switches and circuit-breakers, es-

pecially in large stations; the limit of transmission
voltages; and outdoor switching equipments and pro-
tective devices for rural developments and branch
lines. For the remote control of apparatus the solen-
oids for solenoid-operated oil-switches have been im-
proved; and two new devices, viz., electrically oper-
ated remote control switches, for the convenient
control of small motors or lights located at a distance
and a one-coil circuit breaker, which is held closed by
part of the closing current remaining on the breaker,
have been placed in production. A new circuit
breaker was developed especially for steel mill
service, but will be found useful in any connection
where it is desired to open the circuit immediately
on low or no voltage, and to insure motors against
damage on its recurrence. For outdoor switching
systems oil switches up to 35,000 volts are in pro-
duction. When used for automatic service, the
switch will be equipped with bushing type current
transformers, and all the operating and tripping
mechanism will be entirely enclosed and weather-
proof. This switch will soon be available for

70,000 and 110,000 volts. At Lynn, meters, in-

struments, current and potential transformers were
discussed; and among the new developments shown
were outdoor potential transformers for use on lines

running up to 88,000 volts.

Portrait CSroups of Specialists

On the following page are shown three portrait
groups of the apparatus specialists whose doings at
the September conferences are chronicled above.
The upper picture is the switchboard group, and in-

cludes ;6a(:^ row, standing— left to right—O.G. Langley,
F. B. Shelby, G. O. Bason, J. J. Kline, E. M. Hew-
lett, H. L. Smith, H. H. Gardner, E. B. Merriam;
second row, standing—G. A. Elder, F. W. Paterson,

J. W. Upp, H. H. Bodge, A. R. Dennis, C. M. Lang-
field, O. B. Rhinehart; third row, kneeling—C. M.
Parker, H. P. Walker, H. E. Starbuck, W. H. Heinz,
F. W. Sliter, H. M. Lewis; front row, sitting—B. V.
Wilburn, S. W. Mauger, H. E. Harkness, A. B.
Lawrence, R. M. Huntley, D. S. Morgan, T. B.
Culhane.
The middle picture shows the arc lamp engineers

and sales specialists, and the names are: Standing—
left to right—M. E. Smith, W. F. Hall, A. I. Sund-
heimer, H. H. Reeves, I. S. Crocker, J. A. Corcoran,
R. J. Kirchner, C. A. Winder, B. S. Craig, C. Hend-
rickson, P. B. Reed, R. Cheesman, J. L. Hemphill,
L. A. Hawkins, E. B. Comfort, W. D. Pangburn,
Geo. Fiske, C. R. Wallis, W. E. Carpenter, W. F.

Cale, W. H. Jones, S. D. Gilbert, D. E. Cogan, L. H.
Couchev, R. G. Standerwick, D. L. Wood, D. M.
Diggs, R. F. Fiske, T. W. Behan, C. B. Davis,

J. L. R. Hayden, C. R. Krueger; sitting—left to

right—E. L. Nash, N. R. Birge, S. H. Blake, C. P.

Steinmetz, Joseph Lyons, G. N. Chamberlin, W. D'A.
Ryan, Louis Friedman, C. M. Axford, J. H. Allen.

The lower picture is the Industrial Control group,
and the names are: standing—left to right—E. P.

Bassett, J. E. Thigpen, W. M. Watkins, W. C. Sage,

C. W. Bartlett, E. E. Gifford, Jr., Paul Caldwell,

V. A. Hain. R. D. Reed, F. W. Pearse, W. C. Yates;
kneeling—C. H. Williams, A. P. Danz, V. W. Dock-
stader.
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Kolesch Slide Rules
A good slide rule is an
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Did It Ever Occur to You Why All Good
Linemen Use Klein Tools ?

Experience has taught them that to do good work
they must have good tools—experience has also proven
to them that there are no tools better than Kleins.
Klein Tools are not better in the sense that they cost
several times more than others but better because you
get the very best in material, design and workmanship
at the most reasonable prices.

Our new Catalogue should be used by all telephone
companies as a guide in purchasing. Write for a copy.

When in the market insist on tools stamped
M. Klein & Sons—that is your guarantee of satisfacttcn.

Mathias
Klein«&Sons
Canal Station 71

Chicago
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CONTINUOUS CURRENT AND C.C. versus DIRECT CURRENT AND D.C.
A SYMPOSIUM

Maxwell Day, H. M. Hobart, L. T.

J. B. Taylor, a

We recently received from Mr. T. C.

Martin, Secretary of the National Elec-

tric Light Association, a letter reading as

follows

:

We have recently found in our literature and
discussions a marked tendency to the adoption of

"continuous current" and "c.c. " in the place of

"direct current" and "d.c." We have, in fact,

virtually adopted the change into our literature but
feel that there still exists considerable difference
of usage in this respect and probably difference of

opinion. The "Suggestions and Rules to Authors"
of the A.I.E.E. for example, do not make any use
of either "continuous current" or "c.c." but
mention and list only "direct current" and "d.c."
It is of course extremely important that electrical

nomenclature and phraseology should be uniform
and standardized, and the N.E.L.A. has no wish to

set up any individual practice of its own in such
matters. After discussion of the subject with Mr.
John W. Lieb, Jr., in connection with whose report
on street lighting at Seattle this question came up
very notably, we have thought it might be well to

consult with some of our friends on the subject and
to publish in symposium form the views expressed
as to the desirability of the change indicated above.
I shall be greatly obliged if you will let me hear
from you at your early convenience in regard to

the subject. Mr. Lieb, says " I believe you would be
accomplishing considerable good by ventilating
the subject as you propose in the N.E.L.A. Bulletin,

and I may say that the use of the term ' continuous
current' has my full indorsement."

On receipt of this letter we took the matter
up with various engineers in the General
Electric organization and succeeded in obtain-

ing their views as to the usage of these

expressions. We now publish these views
without any editorial comment whatever;
not with the intention oj delivering a final

judgment as to what is good and ivhat bad in

technical diction; but in order that, when the

matter comes up for discussion before the

national bodies, there may at once be found
on record the personal views of some of the

more prominent of the engineers connected
Prof. Thomson's views on this subject, together with those

bulletin. Vol. VI, No. II.

Robinson, C. P. Steinmetz, C. W. Stone

nd Elihu Thomson

with the manufacturing element of the industry.

Prof. Elihu Thomson* writes:

Some years ago, the Standardization Committee
of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers
adopted a set of definitions for the various terms,
among them "direct current," "continuous current,"
"alternating current," "oscillating current," etc.,

and reference may be had to the Standardization
Rules for these definitions. It seems as if the work
of the Standardization Committee is not as familiar

as it should be. At that time the term "direct
current" was adopted to apply to any current
which did not change its direction, whether that
current was continuous in flow or pulsating or
interrupted, or, in other words, it was a generic
term. Now, it so happens that "continuous
current" comes under "direct current" as a species

of "direct current," one in which there is a con-
tinuous maintenance of voltage or current strength
under definite conditions. It so happens, of course,

that most of the direct current used today has the
characteristics of the continuous current, but what
shall we say of a telegraph line where the key is

opened and closed rapidly? Is that a "continuous
current?" What shall we say of the current given
by a machine in which the current rises to a maxi-
mum and drops to zero at regular intervals or
periodically? Is that a "continuous current?"
At the same time, the definition of "alternating
current" was adopted as to be given to a current
which had the positive and negative directions at

regular periodic intervals sustained in amplitude,
while the term "oscillatory current" or "oscillating
current" was adopted for that kind of a current
represented by the discharge of a condenser, where
the amplitude at the start is great and falls pro-
gressively, according to the general law.

It seems to me that there is no real occasion for

changing the conditions or changing the terminology.
It is perfectly permissible to use "c.c." wherever
continuous current is meant and "d.c." where a
current has one direction and it is not a continuous
current.

Manifestly, all these questions are questions for
such bodies as the Standardization Committee of
the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, and
looking still further, they are questions which might
well come up for discussion before the International
bodies, such as the International Electro-technical
Commission,

of other authorities, have already been published in the X.E.L.A.
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Dr. Charles P. Steinmetz advises us that

his views on this matter have already been
given to the National Electric Light Associa-

tion, and forwards us a copy of his letter to

Mr. T. C. Martin. This letter reads as follows

:

The definition of the A.I.E.E. Standard Rules is:

" 'direct current' is a current which always flows

in the same direction." Such a current, therefore,

may be constant in intensity, or may be pulsating,

like that of a rectifier or some arc lighting machine.
"Continuous current" is a direct current of

constant intensity; it, therefore, is distinguished
from a pulsating direct current. The direct current
commutating machine gives a continuous direct

current, and therefore may, and usually is, called

a continuous current machine, and the production
of pulsating direct currents which, therefore, cannot
be called continuous currents, is now limited only
to rectifiers. Therefore, the name "continuous
current" has become practically universal, because
practically all direct currents now are continuous
currents.

Mr. H. M. Hobart, Consulting Engineer
with the General Electric Company, favors

the use of "continuous current." From the

preface to his Dictionary of Electrical Engi-
neering, published in 1909, we may quote the
following

;

The old question of the relative merits of the
terms "continuous current" and "direct current"
is still unsettled. There is little to choose between
the two terms; nevertheless it should be practicable
definitely to adopt one or the other. The term
"continuous current" has been selected in the
present work; and in addition to the support of such
authorities as Prof. Sylvanus Thompson and Prof.

Gisbert Kapp, there is the considerable advantage
that it conforms with the terms employed in the
French and Italian languages.

Turning to the definition of "continuous
current" in this dictionary, we find the
following

:

Continuous current (preferable abbreviation c.c.)

—A continuous current is a current flowing in one
direction only. The above is the preferable and
also the most widely adopted definition of continuous
current, and is in accordance with the decision of

the I.E.C., who report as follows: "Continuous
current, an electric current in one direction and
sensibly steady or free from pulsation. Abbreviated
c.c. The term 'direct current' is not recommen-
ded. Unfortunately in the 1907 Standardizing
Rules of the A.I.E.E., the term direct current is

adopted for expressing the above meaning, thus:
'A direct current is a unidirectional current;' and
this definition is followed by: 'A continuous cur-
rent is a steady or non-pulsating direct current.'

"

Quoting from Mr. Hobart's dictionary

again, we find under the entry
'

' Direct cur-

rent" the following:

Direct current. See the preferable term,
continuous current, the abbreviation of which is

c.c. Kapp and Thompson in their various treatises

both employ the term "continuous current" instead
of the term "direct current."

Air. L. T. Robinson, of the Standardizing
Laboratory of the General Electric Company,
tells us that

'

' the question of the proper way
to use these terms has never arisen in his own
mind:"

Before I give you my views covering the proper
way in which these two terms should be employed,
I must say that I have given little attention to the
absolute correctness of expression which seems to be
the basis of the present discussion. In my opinion
it matters not at all whether the terms chosen are
academically correct or not, if a general under-
standing can be reached so that all writers and
speakers use the terms in exactly the same way and
with the same meaning. I thought we had such a
general understanding and that it was covered by
the A.I.E.E. Standardization Rules. Without
having had the opportunity to read these up or to

read some of the comments which have been printed
expressing the views of others, I will give my own:

Direct current—this term I consider to be a
contraction of unidirectional current and to be
properly applicable to the current in any circuit

which flows always in one direction. Under this

heading may properly be included any pulsating
or intermittent current which does not pass through
zero.

Continuous current—this term I consider to be
properly applicable only to a unidirectional current
(direct current) which at the same time is unvarying
in intensity. A storage battery current or the cur-

rent from a modern "continuous current machine"
would come under this heading. The current from
the usual rectifier I would call a direct current but
not a continuous current. The latter term is,

therefore, of limited usefulness, and perhaps it

would be as well to avoid it altogether.

Mr. C. W. Stone, Manager of the Lighting

Department of the General Electric Com-
pany, writes us as follows

:

While I believe that "continuous current", is

correct, and in many ways is the best term to use,

"direct current" has been used for so many years
in reference to constant voltage commutating
machines, that I think it will be difficult to change.
In addition to this, for many years the abbreviation
d.c. has referred to constant voltage direct current
apparatus or continuous current apparatus; whereas
the abbreviation c.c. has been used almost exclusively

in reference to arc apparatus in its various forms,
such as constant current transformers, constant
current rectifiers and constant current arc commu-
tating generators. I believe, therefore, that it will

be preferable to continue the words '

' direct current
'

'

and the abbreviation "d.c."

Mr. John B. Taylor, Engineer of the

Foreign Department, of the General
Electric Company writes

:

In general, and unless special consideration is

given to some particular system or piece of appa-
ratus, I am inclined to prefer the expression "direct

current" as distinguishing a system or piece of

apparatus from one employing or operating by
alternating current.

" Direct current" conveys the idea that the direc-

tion of flow is unchanging, and the term is there-

fore applicable to currents derived from rectifiers, or
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from generators with only a two-part commutator,
or from a commutator with some other small number
of segments. In these cases the direction of the
current remains the same, although there may be
ripples, pulsations or even short interruptions of

the current. These rippling, pulsating, or inter-

rupted currents are properly called "direct currents"
since, unlike alternating currents, they will produce
electro-chemical effects and operate devices which
depend on polarity.

The expression "continuous current" is a less

general term, and conveys the idea of a special

system of direct currents in which ripples,pulsations
and interruptions are absent. Thus defined, and
strictly speaking, continuous currents are obtain-
able only from primary and storage batteries and
electro-thermal generators, as the ordinary com-
mercial "direct" or "continuous" currents derived
through the agency of commutators or collectors

will have ripples or irregularities in the electro-

motive force and current, as is most readily made
evident by connecting a telephone receiver.

"Continuous current" as a general term is also

objectionable, as it may convey the idea of a cur-

rent that continues at a given value, irrespective

of the number of devices connected to the system
or of changes in load. Series arc lighting systems
are the most familiar examples of such a continuous
or constant current system, although there have
been made several notable power transmission
installations on the Thury series "direct" or "con-
tinuous" or "constant" current systems.
The abbreviated expression for continuous

current, "c.c," also seems objectionable, since

these two letters for some time have been used
referring quite specifically to "constant current"
(arc lighting) systems.
From the above discussion it will be seen that

"continuous current" is a special and restricted

form of direct current, and that unless special

distinctions are to be m.ade, the expression "direct
current" with the time-honored abbreviation
"d.c." is the proper expression and abbreviation
for general use.

Mr. Maxwell W. Day, Assistant Engineer
of the Power and Mining Department of the

General Electric Company, gives his views

on the matter as follows:

—

In reference to the use of the terms "direct

current" or "continuous current" to describe an
electric current of uniform direction and without
pulsation, it would seem, at first thought, that the

definition given at the beginning of the standardiza-
tion rules of the A.I.E.E. ought to be decisive.

These rules state that a direct current is a unidirec-

tional current, and a continuous current is a steady
or non-pulsating direct current.

Some years ago, an effort was made to adopt the
expression "continuous current" in the meaning
of the A.I.E.E., but ordinary practice still retains,

very largely, the use of the expression "direct cur-

rent" or the abbreviation "d.c." to represent

a steady, or non-pulsating, direct current. The
use of this expression has become so general that it

seems practically impossible to adopt the expression
"direct current" in a sufficiently broad sense to

include unidirectional current of a pulsating

character; as this expression will be generally under-
stood to mean a non-pulsating, direct current, and
therefore it will always be necessary to use the word
"pulsating" in addition to the expression "direct,"

when it is intended to designate pulsating current.

Further, the standardization report makes fre-

quent use of the term "direct current" where the

meaning is limited to continuous current machines.
Although the expression "continuous current" is

used considerably, the abbreviation "c.c." for this

purpose is not extensively used with that particular

meaning; while "d.c." is the common expression.

I therefore recommend that the expression "direct

current " be used where continuous current is meant,
in accordance with the general usage of the

standardization rules; and that the definition at

the beginning of these rules be changed to correspond.
In the case where a direct current of a pulsating

character is meant, the expression "direct, pulsating

current" should be used.

THE PROMISED LAND OF CENTRAL
STATION DEVELOPMENT

Dr. Steinmetz's recent address at Chicago
on the future of the electrical industry

opened up a vista of very interesting possibili-

ties. The fancy of the average engineer is

pleased by the contemplation of these possible

developments; while he has the further satis-

faction of knowing that the prospect is not
merely the creature of fancy—an interesting

illusion; but that it is an end which will

ultimately be reached, through the combined
exertions of many average engineers. Dr.

Steinmetz possesses a bold imagination, and
can paint for us a picture of the promised
land in firm and attractive outline. From his

eminence he also is gifted with a foresight of

the mountains yet to be climbed and the

rivers yet to be forded before that promised
land is reached; and the average engineer

believes him capable of judging of the ability

of electrical men to overcome these obstacles,

and their chances of attaining their goal. His
"future of the electrical industry" therefore

becomes highly instructive, as well as interest-

ing, reading.

The most successful systems of to-day are

those which have realized to the full all that

is meant by diversity factor, and who have
extracted the most from their knowledge.
As a general rule the big central station can
extract more profit out of this diversity-

factor than can the small; so that, for

economical electric service, the bulk-supply
idea must be fully worked out. As Dr.

Steinmetz has been consistently telling us
for many years, electric power supply in

the future is going to be concentrated, for

all uses in a given large territory, in one
system. Local distribution systems will

remain pretty much as they are to-day. The
distributing substations will probably be
supplied over 2200-volt a.c. feeders, beyond
which there will be an intenncdiate system
of feeders around 10,000 volts. For some of
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the longer distances, 20,000, 30,000, or even
60,000 volts may be employed for these

transmission feeders; while, in addition to

this network, there will be the main lines of

the electrical supply service—trunk lines

radiating from giant power stations, and
built for the highest practicable operating
voltages, possibly 150,000 or 200,000 volts.

The exceptionally high voltage lines will

probabh' not carry large amounts of energj';

but will act rather in the capacity of tie-lines

between two great city systems, carrying as

a rule only a moderate degree of electrical

energy. They will be for emergency con-
nections between two great systems, and
for use in helping out in cases of peak load,

contributing to the general reliability of the
system and serving as a sort of insurance.

That is simply a rough outline of the future

electrical supply system, as regards its physi-

cal characteristics. It would appear at first

glance that the responsibility for its achieve-

ment rests mainly upon the operating men.
All the apparatus, however, has not yet been
developed ; and a very large share of the respon-

sibility for future progress is going to rest on
the producer, for which posterity, we may be
sure, will award him full credit. In order to

design efficient apparatus he must go on
studying corona and its limiting effect,

switching operations and disturbances set up
thereby, the capacity of copper wires and the
fatal effects of excessive charging currents.

And besides proceeding with the design of his

main generators, main transformers and
main switchboards (to say nothing at all of

the power-consuming devices—motors, lamps,
and so on) he is pretty certain to find a
demand for a multiplicity of auxiliaries, all,

of course, tending to safeguard and simplify

the finished scheme—power limiting reactan-

ces, arcing ground suppressors, arresters, dis-

charge recorders, relays and other apparatus
in the same category.
The power limiting reactance is a very

modern development and is a very interesting

one. In the summer of 1911 at Chicago, Dr.
Steinmetz said: "These then are the two
problems before the modem central station.

The localization of any disturbance by power
limiting reactances; and the synchronous
operation over lines of limited power, by
speed control of the prime movers." In the
September, 1911, Review his article on
these reactances, discussing their theory and
the practical requirements which they had
to meet, and one of the first ever published
on this subject, concluded with the words:

"It is believed that the design finally adopted
and represented in the present power limiting

reactances, has solved the problem." That
is only a little over twelve months ago, and
Mr. Eby's article, on page 788 of the present
issue of this magazine, contains the words:
"The production of power limiting reactances

has already been considerable. One oper-

ating company alone has over fifty of them
in service Their general acceptance
throughout the country by many of the
larger operating companies is a tribute to

their design, and to the attention given to this

problem by the manufacturer." Since the

matter, in the words of Dr. Steinmetz 17

months ago, is concerned with one of the most
vital problems which the electrical industry,

on its purely engineering side, has to face, it

seems to us that this is a very striking indi-

cation of the rapidity with which electrical

history can be made ; and an eloquent symbol
of the share which the manufacturer is cap-
able of performing in making this history.

We may take this opportunity of referring

also to the papers on the economic parallel

operation of synchronous machinery, which
Mr. Lee Hagood has been contributing to the

Review. It will have been noticed that

this is, to a certain extent, concerned with
the second of the two prime problems
which Dr. Steinmetz headlined in his 1911

Chicago paper. Considerably more has been
written on this subject than on the question of

power limiting reactances; but, of the pub-
lished contributions to what always has been,

is still, and will continue to be, one of the most
fascinating of problems to operating and
designing engineers, very few have taken
such a novel viewpoint and adopted such an
original treatment as those of Air. Hagood.
In these essays Mr. Hagood has taken up
chiefly the question of the economical con-

trol of the exciting or wattless current in a

system, so as to obtain suitable voltages at the

centers of distribution ; and the economical use

of the generators, transformers and trans-

mission lines involved. Still keeping one eye
on the outline of the big electrical network of

the future, one will realize that this is a subject

most intimately connected therewith. Mr.
Hagood has put himself to a vast amount of

trouble in the preparation for this journal

of his lengthy treatise on parallel operation.

The importance of the subject cannot be
overestimated; and we are duly appreciative

of the author's kindness in presenting the

Review with the results of a long and care-

ful study of the problem.
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ABNORMAL STRAINS IN TRANSFORMERS
By Charles P. Steinmetz

Chief Consulting Engineer, General Electric Company

The subject treated in this paper is one of the greatest intricacy but is presented here in the simplest possible
manner. Abnormal strains in transformers are analysed under the headings of over-voltage, over-current,
and over-frequency strains. Effective arresters, choke coils, and heavy end-turn insulation take care of the
first; heavy current conditions may be handled by a stout mechanical design and the provision of high
reactances, internal and sometimes external; while in guarding the transformer against high frequency strains,
resort may be made to a combination of inductances with energy-absorbing devices, the former to guard against
excessive intensity of travelling waves, the latter against the formation of standing waves from whatever
travelling waves may appear in the system. Dr. Steinmetz is better fitted than any other man for handling
this very intricate subject; and his ability to reduce this theory to simple terms for the benefit of designers,
operators and salesmen, represents a very great feat of literary exposition.

—

Editor.

An electric circuit has voltage, current
and frequency, and abnormal strains in

transformers thus may be due to excessive

voltage, excessive current or excessive fre-

quency. Excessive voltage leads to puncture
and destruction of the insulation, and, if

by the puncture of the insulation a short-

circuit is produced, may result in excessive

current strains. Excessive current strains

as occurring in short-circuits, etc., give

mechanical stresses due to magnetic forces,

which may result in deformation or tearing

to pieces of the structure. Excessive fre-

quencies lead to locally high voltages where
the frequency exists, voltages which may be
less than the line voltage, but, by appearing
across a coil or part of the transformer only,

may be higher than the insulation of this

part can stand.

Excessive Voltage Strains

Such strains are produced by lightning,

switching operation, as connecting and dis-

connecting the transformer from the generat-

ing system, or connecting and disconnecting

apparatus from the transformer, etc. They
may be between winding and the ground, or

between turns or parts of the winding, or

both. If for instance lightning suddenly raises

the voltage of the line above ground, the

insulation of the transfonner to ground has

to stand this voltage. All insulation is

designed for, and tested for one minute
(A.I.E.E. Standardization Rules) with a

safety factor of 4. That is, while in normal
operation the line voltage comes across two
insulations—from tenninal to ground and
from ground back to the other terminal

—

double line voltage is applied across a single

insulation, from coil to ground.

The maximum voltage rise which can

occur under normal switching operation is

limited to double voltage, at the end of the

line, where the switching impulse adds itself to

the line voltage, or the switching wave
reflects, as it is usually expressed. It therefore

still has a safety factor 2, so that over-voltage
break down to ground as result of switching
is not liable to occur; but where switching
causes damage it is usually due to high
frequency produced by it.

The voltage of lightning is unlimited, and
the voltage which lightning can produce on
the line thus is limited by the weakest part
of the insulation to ground. This, with
proper lightning protection is the lightning

arrester; and by the lightning arrester the
excess voltage which may be produced on
the line and thereby on the transformer is

limited by the discharge of the arrester,

50 to 100 per cent above line voltage, and
therefore still well within the safety factor

of the transformer insulation. Breakdown
to ground by excess voltage due to lightning,

with lightning arresters in the station, can
therefore occur only if the energy of the
lightning stroke at the station is very far

beyond the discharge capacity of the arrester;

that is, by a direct lightning stroke at or

very near to the station. This is of such rare

occtxrrence that it need hardly be considered.

Without lightning arrester, the weakest
part of the system breaks down to ground.
Before the introduction of the suspension
insulator this usually was the Hne; since the
introduction of the suspension insulator it

usually is the transformer, and the necessity
of installing lightning arresters at trans-
former stations thus has been very greatly
increased by the introdtiction of the suspen-
sion insulator.

To conclude, then: with proper lightning
protection at the transformer stations, the
danger of breakdown to ground as the
result of excess voltage is practically absent.

Excess voltages also appear between turns,

especially the end turns of the transformer.
Suppose a dead transformer of negligible
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electrostatic capacity, T in Fig. 1, is switched

into a circuit of voltage e, by closing the

switch S. Before the switch S is closed, all the

transformer turns are at zero voltage. At
the moment of closing the switch S, the

voltage e is put on the first turn 1, but the

second turn, 2, is still at zero voltage. The
full voltage e thus comes across the insulation

of the first turn. A moment—a ten-millionth

or hundred-millionth of a second later—the

voltage has passed around the first turn and
reached the second turn, but the third turn

is still at zero voltage. Then full voltage e

comes across the first two turns, and each

turn gets approximately half voltage, e/2.

Thus the maximum voltage to which the

insulation of the second turn is exposed,

is e 2. Still a moment later the voltage has

reached the third turn, while the fourth

turn is still at zero voltage, and the first

three turns thus divide the line voltage, each

receiving e/3. In this manner in successive

moments the voltage spreads over more and
more turns, and each turn gets correspond-

ingly less voltage, until the voltage has

traversed all the transformer turns, and each

turn gets e/n voltage—if n = number of

transfonner turns.

The voltages to which successive trans-

former turns are exposed in switching the

transformer into a circuit of voltage e, thus

are:

1st 2nd 3id 4th Sth eth nth
Turn Turn Turn Ttim Turn Turn Turn

Before switch-
ing

In the moment
of switching e

Next moment e/2 e/2
3rd moment e/3

,
e/3 e/3

4th moment e/4 e/4 e/4 e/4
5th moment e/5 e/5 e/5 e/5 e/5
nth moment ejn e/n ejn e/n e/n e/n e/n

As seen, the voltage strain between the

turns, resulting from switching, rapidly

decreases and becomes negligible towards
the interior of the transformer, but is excessive

at the end turns.

Therefore end turns of the transformer
are provided with extra heavy insulation.

Obviously, no extra heavy insulation,

which could be put on the end tunt, would
stand for any length of time the full line

voltage, to which the end turn is exposed
hi the first moment. However, the disruptive

efl^ect of voltage depends upon the time of

voltage application, and full voltage is on
the end turn only an extremely short time,

less than a millionth of a second, while the

voltage passes around this turn. Then the

voltage drops to half, one-third, etc. Never-
theless, even for such short time, the extra

heavy insulation can not give safety against

the excessive voltages appearing on the first

turns.

Assuming now we take the first 9 turns

of the transformer, and put them outside,

where we can specially insulate them, and
where momentary discharge can not harm
them; and call them a "choke coil" or

"lightning protective inductance." The first

remaining transformer turn then is what
before was the 10th turn, and receives as

maximum only one-tenth of the fine voltage,

and, as this voltage exists momentarily only,

it is easy then to insulate for it. The instal-

lation of a very small choke coil—equal to 9

transformer turns only—thus has reduced
the switching strains at the transformer end
turns to one-tenth and brought them well

within safe insulation.

In momentarily short-circuiting the trans-

former, the same strains are produced by
momentarily withdrawing the voltage e,

first from the end turn, then the first two
turns, etc. This occurs when switching a

transmission line, cable or other device of

high capacity onto the transformer. The
capacity, as a reservoir, acts as a momentary
short-circuit and drops the terminal voltage

to zero, tmtil it is charged and the voltage

S

I

I

I

I

I

e

Fig. 1

comes back to normal again—in a thousandth
of a second, more or less.

If lightning raises the line voltage momen-
tarily 50 per cent, up to the discharge voltage

of the lightning arrester, this momentary
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50 per cent increase of voltage, suddenly
put on the transformer, enters the transformer

with the same voltage strains between the

end turns, and sudden excess voltage to

ground, this is accompanied by sudden
excess voltage between the end turns.

Since, as seen, a very small choke coil,

equal to a few transformer turns only,

reduces the end turn strains so much as to be
safely taken care of by extra heavy insulation,

it follows that:

The combination of effective lightning

arresters (the aluminum arrester), with a

small choke coil (the hour-glass coil) and
extra heavy insulation of the transformer end
turns, affords practically complete protection

against excessive voltage strains between trans-

former and ground, or between the end turns

of the transformer, as may result from light-

ning, switching operation, etc.

Insulation breakdowns in transformers,

aside from accidental faulty construction or

mechanical damage, are therefore practically

always due to high frequency.

Excessive Current Strains

In a loaded transformer a mechanical force,

—a repulsion—exists between primary and
secondary coil, or rather, between the primary
and secondary coils and the magnetic stray

field between the coils. This repulsive force

is used in constant current transformers, to

move primary and secondary coils with
regard to each other and so give the constant
current regulation. It equally exists in the

ordinarj' transformers, and the coils therefore

have to be supported mechanically against

these forces. At full load, this mechanical
magnetic force is small. It varies, however,
with the square of the current (being propor-
tional to the current times the stray field,

and as the latter is proportional to the current

it becomes proportional to the current square)

.

The mechanical force thus rapidly increases

with increasing current, and may become
formidable and destructive at excessive cur-

rents, as those of short-circuit.

If the system, to which the transformer is

connected is of such large power as to keep up
the impressed voltage on the transformer
even if the secondary is short-circuited, then
the only limit of current in the transformer

is the transformer impedance, which practi-

cally is equal to the transformer reactance.

In a transfonner of 4 per cent reactance,

that is, a transformer in which at full load

the reactance voltage equals 4 per cent of

full \'oltage, the short-circuit current at full

impressed voltage would be 25 times full load

current, and the mechanical forces thus
25- = 625 times as large as at full load. In

large transfonners, of thousands of kilowatt

capacity, these forces then amount to hun-
dreds of tons. That is, the coils have to be
supported mechanically so as to stand, in

case of short-circuit, vibratory mechanical
stresses of hundreds of tons.

As there necessarily is an economic limit

to the mechanical strength which can be given

to a structure, it follows that the lower the

mechanical forces at short-circuit can be
kept, the safer will be the structure. This
means as low short-circuit current (hence as

high reactance) as permissible. Therefore,

in larger transformers it is not safe to pennit
less than 4 per cent internal reactance, and
from 4 to 8 per cent will in general be the

most satisfactory value of transformer react-

ance.

Since, even with the highest permissible

internal reactance, in large transformers on
high power systems which can keep up the

voltage, a short-circuit puts tremendous
stresses on the mechanical structure of the
transfonner, short-circuits necessarily involve

a certain danger; and while transfonners
must be built, and are built to stand occasional

short-circuits, very frequent short-circuits

finally lead to mechanical damage, and
therefore should be avoided as much as

possible; and all apparatus and devices,

which produce or may cause short-circuits,

should as far as possible be eliminated from
the neighborhood of the transformers.

At lower voltage, the short-circuit forces

are decreased proportionally to the square of

the voltage. Thus, if at short-circuit the
voltage drops to half value, the short-circuit

current also drops to half value, and the
short-circuit strain to one quarter the value
which it would have at full voltage. There-
fore transformers which mechanically could
not safely stand short-circuits at full voltage,

as low reactance transfonners, may in a
system of limited power, as at the end of a
transmission line, safely stand frequent short-

circuits. But if finally the system is increased
in power, and becomes more able to keep up
the voltage at the transformer, the same
transformer which before stood numerous
short-circuits may be torn to pieces. That
low reactance transformers have safely stood
numerous short-circuits in one system is,

therefore, no evidence that they would not
be torn to pieces in another system of larger
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power ; or in the same system at a place where
the power is less limited, as near the gener-

ators; or in the same place, when by installing

more generators the a^'ailable power is

increased.

External reactances in the phase leads are

more effective in reducing the short-circuit

stresses, than increased internal reactance,

since the external reactance not only reduces

the short-circuit current, but also the voltage

at the transformer terminals. They are,

however, more complicated and more expen-

sive than the design of the transformer for

higher reactance.

Excessive currents also may appear locally

in a transformer, in short-circuited turns,

coils or sections. Thus if some turns of a large

transformer are short-circuited, as by high

frequency discharge or mechanical defor-

mation, in those turns a current flows, which is

limited only by the impedance of these turns,

and therefore may be very many times full

load current. The mechanical repulsive

force between the current in the short-cir-

cuited turns and the adjacent turns then may
blow the adjacent turns away, and give the

appearance as if something had exploded

inside of the coil. The same phenomenon
has been observed in generator coils, etc.,

but is not very frequent; and short-circuited

turns, if not very numerous, usually lead to

destruction of the insulation by heat, by
charring, and thereby the short-circuit

gradually spreads, until it becomes general.

This is more frequent in smaller transformers.

To guard against the stresses of excessive

currents, extremely strong mechanical con-

struction of the transformer, a design for

high internal reactance, and where needed
additional reactances in the phase leads are

available, together with all those precautions

in the operation of the system, which avoid

the occurrence of bad short-circuits as much as

possible.

Excessive Frequency Strains

High frequency strains can as a rule only

occur in transformers which have appreciable

distributed capacity, that is, in high voltage

transformers, above 50,000 volts. The low
and medium voltage transformer usualh-

contains only resistance and inductance, but
no appreciable electrostatic capacity, and
high frequency can not enter such a trans-

former and can not originate in it, but is

limited to the end turns, and these are

protected by extra heavy insulation, and a

small choke coil in the lines. Therefore,

high frequency troubles have become serious

only with the development of the trans-

formers for very high voltage transmissions.

In these, the high potential winding, due to

the many turns and the high voltage, gives

appreciable capacity effects, that is, the
winding is a circuit of distributed capacity,

inductance and resistance, like a transmission

line, and as in the latter, waves and impulses
can enter into and traverse the transformer
winding, and originate in it.

High frequency disturbances may be due
to traveling waves, and to standing waves,
and originate from lightning disturbances,

switching operation, arcing grounds, etc.

Assuming for instance that the transformer
winding in Fig. 1 contains appreciable elec-

trostatic capacity. That is, every turn or

coil of it can act as a reservoir, absorbing
appreciable current. Before the switch 5 is

closed, all the transformer coils are at zero

voltage. In the moment when the switch
is closed and voltage e impressed upon the
transformer, the voltage does not instantly

appear even on the first coil 1, but a big

current rushes into this coil, gradually,

within a hundred thousandth of a second or

so—charging it, as a reservoir, up to voltage e.

In the next moment, current rushes from the
first into the second coil, charging this up to

voltage, then in the third one and so on, and
so successively—in an extremely short time
the transformer coils are energized. When the

first transformer coil has been charged up to

voltage e, current is still rushing into it.

This current can not instantly stop, and
therefore, continuing to flow, raises the

voltage of the first coil still higher, until

finally the rising voltage stops the fiow of

current into coil 1, leaving this charged to a

voltage nearly equal to 2e. As this voltage

is higher than the supply voltage e, current

begins to rush out of the coil 1 again, back to

the switch 5 and forward to coil 2, and the

voltage of the first coil drops down to normal,

e. When normal voltage is reached, the

current still flows out of coil 1, and continues

to flow, as it can not suddenly stop, and lowers

coil 1 below the supply voltage, down to near

zero, until the outrushing current is stopped

by the decreasing voltage. Then current

begins to flow in again, as the coil is below
supply voltage, and so on alternately, with

gradually decreasing amplitude, current

rushes in and out of coil 1, and the voltage

rises above and falls below supply voltage.

The same play occurs in coil 2, 3, etc. Coil 2

however, receives the in-rushing current and
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the voltage after coil 1, and thus reaches
maximum voltage a little later than 1, and a
somewhat lower maximum voltage; coil 3

reaches maximum voltage again a little later

than 2, and so on. That is, oscillations of

voltage and current occur successively in the
coils; or in other words, an electric wave
travels into and through the transfonner,
starting at maximum intensity at the switch-
ing point, and progressing, with decreasing
intensity, through the transformer, until it

either dies out, or reaches the end of the
winding and is there reflected back. In the
latter case, the reflected returning wave
combines with the incoming wave to form a
standing wave, as will be shown later.

If the traveling wave is due to a single

impulse, as closing the switch and putting the
voltage on the transformer, or taking the
voltage oft', it usually dies out rapidly. If

however, successive impulses follow each
other, the successive trains of waves may build

up to higher and higher intensities, and there-

by reach destructive values. This for

instance is the case with an arcing ground on
the line, as the flash over or puncture of an
insulator. Such an arcing ground gives a
continuous succession of impulses by with-
drawing and again ayjplying the voltage:

the arc puts the line on ground and thereby
withdraws the voltage from the transformer,

and at the same time, by the disappearance
of the voltage, the arc goes out. This,

however, lets the line build up again in

voltage, again starting the arc; this arc

discharges the line and goes out, the line

again charges and starts the arc, and so on.

The formation of a traveling wave, and its

transformation by reflection into a standing
wave, may be illustrated by Fig. 2. Assuming
we have a rope AB, (1) in Fig. 2, fastened

rigidly at B, and give it an impulse by
periodically moving it up and down at A.
Then a wave fonns and runs along the rope,

as seen in (1) to (11) of Fig. 2. If the rope
were not fastened at B, but continued, the

wave would continue beyond B, as shown in

dotted lines on the right-hand side of 5 in (12)

to (21) of Fig. 2. However, in this case,

in (12) (13) (14) the rope would have to move
upwards at B; in (16) (17) (18) downwards,
etc. As it is held fixed at B, this is the same
as if in (12) (13) (14) a downward impulse
were given to the rope at B, in (16) (17) (IS)

an upward impulse, to keep it in place.

This virtual impulse at B, however, starts

another traveling wave, running from B
backwards towards ^4, and being the reverse

of the continuation of the original wave
beyond B, also shown dotted in Fig. 2. It is

called the reflected wave or return wave.
This return wave, which issues from B

Fig. 2

towards .4, superimposes on the original
wave coming from A to B, and both combined
are shown in curves (12) to (21) in heavy
drawn lines. As seen, this resultant wave
does not travel, but its maxima and its

zeros are always at the same points; and it

therefore is a stationary or standing wave,
which spreads from B towards A, and is

formed by the combination of the traveling
wave and its reflected wave.

Just as the wave in the rope. Fig. 2, cannot
go beyond the rigid support B, so an electric
current wave can not travel beyond the open
end of the circuit—as this open end must
always be zero current—and an electric
voltage wave can not travel beyond the point
of the transfonner, which is held at ground
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potential. There it reflects and forms a

standing wave. Fig. 2 also shows that the

final standing wave is of twice the intensity

of the traveling wave.
Assume now, that we do not fasten the

rope at B in Fig. 2 but have it continued
beyond B, and fasten to the rope at £ a
weight which is so heavy that the impulse of

the rope can not appreciably move it. Then
the traveling wave, when it reaches B, in (11)

of Fig. 2, can not continue beyond it, but is

reflected, and the part of the rope beyond B
remains at rest. A weight thus stops the
traveling wave and reflects it back. Induc-
tance in an electric wave is the analogy of

the weight on the rope, and an inductance
interposed in the path of an electric traveling

wave thus offers a barrier to this wave, and
reflects it back on its path, the more com-
pletely, the higher the inductance is; just as

the weight at B reflects the traveling wave
on the rope back the more completely, the
heavier the weight is, i.e., the less it can
be set in motion by the wave.

In Fig. 2, if at B the rope is not fastened
rigidly, but continues beyond B, and is

loaded by a weight at B, the traveling wave
coming from ,4 is stopped and turned back
by the weight at B. However, as the weight
is not infinite, the wave impulse will give it

some motion, however small it may be, and
a part, even if only a ver>' small part, of the
traveling wave reaches beyond B into the
rope on the right-hand side of B. If then,

this part of the rope can oscillate, it will

gradually be set in motion, and oscillate with
increasing intensity, but in such a manner,
that the weight B, which can not move much,
is a zero point of the oscillation. That is,

gradually a standing wave forms beyond B,

transmitted from the standing wave on the
left side of B, and this standing wave increases
in amplitude, until it has reached the same
intensity as the standing wave on the left

side of B.
That is, the weight on the rope, while

practically stopping the traveling wave, does
not stop the standing wave, but merelv
retards its transfer across B. In the same
manner an inductance in an electric circuit,

no matter how large, while it more or less

completely stops a traveling wave, does not
stop a standing wave.

In other words, inductance, such as a choke
coil offers no protection against standing
waves, but merely forces these standing
waves to form so as to make a zero point of

current, or anode, at the inductance.
As the standing wave is the cumulative

effect of traveling waves, it usually is of

greater intensity, that is, higher voltage and
destructiveness, than the traveling wave.
Inductance offers no material protection
against standing waves; but the necessary
protection may be secured by preventing the
formation of standing waves by the use of

energy-absorbing devices, i.e., by consuming
the energy of the traveling waves so rapidly
that they cannot develop into standing waves:
the analogy of anti-hunting devices in

synchronous machines.
It seems to follow herefrom, that in the

protection of transformers from abnormal
frequency strains we have to rely on the
combination of inductances with energy
absorbing devices, the former to guard against
excessive intensity of traveling waves, the
latter to guard against the formation of

standing waves from whatever traveling

waves appear in the system.
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Mr. Alexander's whole argument is based on the proposition that the big industrial combination, from
its very nature, is physically capable of subserving the public good to a greater extent than an aggregation
of individual employers. Our complex social and industrial system offers many problems with which the
individual cannot readily cope, on account of the large resources of money and the broad treatment which
their solution demands. When banded together into an industrial combination, they can collectively carry
into effect what individually they could not easily bring to pass. Mr. Alexander, as many of our readers are
doubtless aware, has for a long time been particularly interested in the economic and sociological phases of

corporation work, and has achieved much in the direction of increasing human efficiency and introducing
improved business methods. He served as Chairman of the Massachusetts Commission on Old Age Pensions
and Annuities from 1908 to 1910, since which time he has been serving on the Massachusetts Commission
on Workmen's Compensation. The present paper was originally presented by the author before the American
Academy of Political and Social Science, and is now reprinted from the Annals, after being revised by the
author for the Review.—Editor.

A combination of either men or capital is

in itself neither good nor bad, except in so far

as it exercises its powers in the one way or

the other. Its potentiality stands in direct

proportion to the size of the combination and
is even greater than the combined potentialities

of its component parts, just as the purchasing
power of a thousand dollars, due to the advan-
tages of wholesale buying, is even larger than
the combined purchasing powers of the in-

dividual dollars making tip this sum.
The relation of industrial combinations to

national welfare can, therefore, be discussed

along two lines, according to whether the
combination is a good or a bad one from the
standpoint of the common good, or whether
it is large or small in size. Eliminating the
second differentiation as one of degree only,

we must at once choose between the com-
bination which utilizes its potential power
for social good or social evil in order that we
may be in a position to judge of the character

of its contribution to national welfare.

In the final analysis, there can be no
doubt that fair-minded men will lend neither

their approval nor their moral support to any
combine which operates in defiance of the
common good, neither will they willingly

countenance any act of an even well-inten-

tioned body which does not successfully

stand the test of fairness to all concerned.

Admitting that any force which does or can
react unfavorably upon the common welfare

should be fought by all legitimate means,
it follows that to discuss the relationship of

such force to national welfare can serve no
constructive useful purpose, save to outline

its baneful influence in clear and strong

contour to the end that men may be stirred

and stimulated to wage war upon it. This
war, however, must be one of fair discrimina-

tion, directed against the abuse of power and
not the power itself, and concerned with the
weaknesses and imperfections of the indus-
trial system and not the elimination of the
system itself, which has sprung up in response
to the development of modern industrial

activities.

As our political system is based on the
conception of a government of law and not a
government of men, so should our industrial

system of combinations be judged by the
character and inherent tendency of the com-
binations, either to subserve the public good,
or to exploit the people for the benefit of the
few, and not by the commissions or omissions
of those who are the directing heads of the
day, and who, if they act unmindful of their

obligations to society as a whole, should be-
come the personal target of our scorn.

Firmly convinced that the unfailing work
of public opinion, and the certain, though often
slow, process of remedial legislation and
judicial adjustment in a well-ordered state

will inevitably right what is wrong and harm-
ful in any system, I shall refrain from a
ftirther consideration of the injurious and des-
tructive, and turn to the helpful and construct-
ive phase of the relation which industrial

combinations bear to national welfare.

I submit as my fundamental proposition
that an industrial combination is and ought
to be made a powerful agency for the common
good. Some of them are already working in

this direction and many more are showing
an unmistakable tendency along these same
lines. Such combinations, to my mind,
would be managed by able, fair-minded men
who, though naturally engaged upon utilizing,

in the most profitable manner, the money
entrusted to their care by the stockholders
are, at the same time, conscious of their social
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obligations to their employees, their custo-

mers, the community in which they operate,

and to the people at large, and, in addition,

possess the imagination and foresight to

realize that such broad-minded conception of

duty and obligation will in many ways help,

and in no way hinder, the accomplishment
of their legitimate business purposes.

On the other hand, it may be said that
national welfare is synonymous with a con-
dition under which the people enjoy a fair

and adequate measure of contentment and
happiness, of healthy physical and mental
development, all of which, in an industrial

sense, will result from the payment of an
equitable compensation for labor, and the
establishment of fair conditions of work.
Each individual employer, as well as a com-
bination of employers, can, of course, con-
tribute his proportionate share toward the
welfare of those working for him and with
him. Yet our complex social and industrial

life offers many problems with which the
individual cannot readily cope on account of

the large resources of money and the broad
treatment which their solution demands, and
also because the successful carrying out of

some sociological plans must depend upon
larger aggregation of workers and means than
are ordinarily grouped under a single emploj-er.

When banded together in an industrial combi-
nation, they can collectively carry into effect

what individually they could not easily bring
to pass; while, at the same time their com-
bined strength in capacity, finance and oppor-
tunity will permit the consummation of such
benefits in a larger degree and on a firmer
foundation than would otherwise be possible.

The care of sick and injured employees and
of those who through old age can no longer
render efficient service, but who by virtue of

their past work are entitled to spend their

declining years free from want and with the
preservation of their self-respect; adequate
assistance to those dependent on the victims
of accident and sickness and who are thus
deprived of their sole means of support; the
establishment of sanitary and h^^gienic con-
ditions of the most approved order in the
work shops and throughout the premises of

the employer, and even in the homes of the
employees; the industrial education of the
boys and girls who are to take up the burden
of the work in the coming generation, and the
advancement of those already employed who
are anxious to reach a higher plane of industrial
usefulness so that, with an increased skill and
mentality, imagination and taste, they may

derive greater enjoyment from their leisure

hours and more contentment in their daily
work; these and many other similar activities

are merely indications of the vast field of

genuine and lasting helpfulness in which the
power and resourcefulness of the industrial
combination can promote the well-being of

the people.

These matters are indissolubly associated
with the welfare of the working people;
and inevitably we are led to inquire as
to the relative capacity and opportunity
of the individual employer and the large
combination to open up this great field

to the advantage of the employees. Can
the average individual employer successfully
compete with the larger combinations in the
erection of workshops and factories which
present model conditions of lighting and
ventilation? Can he as readily afford to
introduce every effective measure that will

make for the safety and convenience of his

workers? Above all else, can he assure to
his employees that steadiness of employment
throughout the year which is the very key-
note of the welfare of the people? An increased
daily or weekly wage alone, we must admit,
will not permanently improve the lot and
comfort of the workers; unless, in addition,

the employee can have a fair assurance of this

wage for every week of the year, provided he
is ready, in return, to give of his labor in

a fair and honest manner.
The struggle for an increased wage has

always existed, and will continue as the
centuries roll by; it is after all, only one phase
of the everlasting struggle of evolution to a
higher plane of existence. We should not
deprecate this tendency, but rather make it

our serious concern, if we truly desire to
advance the welfare of the people, to find

ways and means of affording to the workers
steady opportunity for work, as far as this

can be done under ordinary conditions of

commerce and industry.

It would seem that the wisely managed
industrial combination is in a fair position to

do this, whereas the individual employer can
only approximate it. By virtue of its

resources and power, the large combination
can effectively minimize waste of production
and the larger waste of the distribution of

goods; purchase its raw materials at a low
rate ; effect economies of manufacture through
the introduction of special machinery and
efficient business methods; and therefore,

without lowering the wage scale, reduce the
cost of production and, correspondingly, the
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selling price of the finished product. This in

turn will place articles heretofore classed as

luxuries within the reach of the masses, and,
therefore, tend to open an enlarged market
of consumption which must result in increased
production and a greater opportunity for

steady emplo\Tnent. Moreover, an industrial

combination, more readily than an individual

employer, can so adjust its production as to

distribute it fairly equally over the whole
year, being further aided in this respect by
its ability to engage in various industries of

the same general character and to anticipate

future requirements by producing and stock-

ing goods for future consumption. Its

resources in money and brains give the

industrial combination the potential advan-
tage of stimulating and developing inventions

for the advancement of the arts; with the

restilting benefit that new fields of activity

will be opened up for general use and, in

consequence, the comfort and the pleasure

of the life of the people enhanced and national

welfare promoted. While I am aware of

the argument on the other side that com-
petition will more surely bring to the surface

latent possibilities and capacities which
may stimulate inventions and make for

general efficiency, I submit that industrial

combinations do not eliminate this condition,

for the stimulant of ambition, acting upon
genius, will make itself felt just as powerfully
between men, whether they derive their

opportunity and their reward from the sam.e

source or from different ones. The further

claim that industrial combinations can, and
sometimes do, deprive the people of the bene-
fits of such improvements by withholding

their exploitation and use, would, to my mind,
if well founded at all, merely indicate the way
along which the scope and character of our

legal machinery should be improved.
The burden of my whole argument in

support of the wholesome influence of indus-

trial combinations on national welfare is based,

as already stated, on the assumption that

these combinations are and ought to be
constructive and beneficia^ in character.

It would be folly, however, to close one's

eyes to existing deficiencies in the operation

of some industrial combines, or to the possi-

bilities of harmful results growing out of

their future actions. An aroused public

conscience will have to apply from time to

time necessary corrective measures, as it is

at present at work to crystallize into statutory

provisions such safeguards and regulations as

would now seem necessary for the protection

of the people against real and alleged abuses

of some combinations. These abuses, I con-

tend, may be traced back largely to a lack of

appreciation by some industrial managers of

the sociological need of the times, and
the psychological aspect of modern industries.

In all fairness, however, to the sagacious

business men who created and developed
our wonderful industrial system until it

challenges to-day the admiration of the whole
industrial world, it should be remembered
that the intensity of this upbuilding process

so engrossed their thought and time that the

sociological phase of their work had neces-

sarily to be neglected. Meanwhile, the great

expansion of the working force and the

great influx of foreign workmen during the

last two decades, consequent multiplying

restrictive legislation and growing influence

of organizations of workers and employers,

greatly contributed to the present complexity

of the conditions of labor, and forced closer

attention to the human factor in industry

than had heretofore been given. Much con-

structive work has been undertaken of late

in this respect, but much more needs to be

done by the employers of labor and particularly

by the industrial combinations.

In order, then, that this work may receive

proper direction and attention, I would
earnestly advocate that a "Department of

Apphed Social Economics" be established in

each industrial combination and, as far as

practicable, by each individual employer.

This department should concern itself with

the study of human progress in its relation

to industrial activities, so as to be able to

analyze each existing condition and to propose

an adequate and broad-gauged plan of action

where such is required; and, more important

yet, to foresee the conditions of labor which
the development of the industrial system
is bound to create, in order to suggest ways
and means which will effectively meet
the coming situation and even anticipate

and direct it into its proper channels.

Experts in all matters pertaining to the wel-

fare of the working classes, familiar with the

history of the movement for improving human
conditions, analytical and constructive in

mind, ready and anxious at all times to assist

the industrial managers in the treatment of the

human phase of their great and vast problems

,

—these practical economists and soci-

ologists in our indiistrial system would prove
an important factor in the further development
of the potential power of industrial combina-
tions for the promotion of national welfare.
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The spirit of the times is tending towards
humanitarianism. The human side of industry

must, therefore, receive increased recognition

and expert study and attention. Its adequate
treatment would be an appropriate response to

thedemandsof the day, and would prove benefi-

cial aHke to the interests of the employerand the

employee, as well as society as a whole, by elimi-

nating economic waste and conserving human
energy. The Department of Applied Social

Economics is proposed as the agency through
which the desired result may be achieved.

SOME NOTES ON THE INSTALLATION AND OPERATION OF
HIGH-VOLTAGE TRANSFORMERS

By H. H. Hodgman

Transformer Engineering Dept., General Electric Company

Dr. Steinmetz's article on page 737 of this issue gives a strikingly clear exposition of the abnormal strains

(mechanical as well as electrical) which the modern power transformer is called upon to withstand, and the

shifts to which the designer is put in his efforts to place in service transforming apparatus which will give

reliable operation under the worst conditions which may arise. Having evolved such a design it is greatly to be
deplored that a failure should occur through neglect (or ignorance) of the precautions necessary in placing such
a unit in service. The present article offers a number of suggestions which should be observed in assembling
and installing high tension transformers, and which, if explicitly followed, will ensure satisfactory operation.

The article covers recommendations for inspecting and cleaning; drying and duration of the drying run; methods
of sampling, testing, drying and straining the oil; filling of transformers, putting in service; and finally, oper-

ation.

—

Editor.

The following instructions, which must
necessarily be somewhat general in nature,

will serve as a guide to those engaged in

installing and operating oil-immersed trans-

formers of a large range in capacity and
voltage, and especially those of high voltage.

Inspecting and Cleaning

A transformer, except when especially

designed for outdoor installation, should
never be permitted to stand out in the weather
or be stored in a damp place. Transformers
for outdoor service should not be exposed to

the weather for any length of time before

installing on account of their tendency to

absorb moisture.
Whether the transformer is built up at

its destination or shipped assembled, it

should be thoroughly inspected before being
permanently put into its tank. AH dirt and
dust should be wiped off. Castings, bushings,

bushing-supports and leads should be exam-
ined for breakage or any other injury, and
such repairs as may be found necessary

should be made. All leads, throughout their

length to the connection board, and all

terminals in connection boards, should be
examined to make sure that they have not
been forced out of their proper positions

during shipment. Likewise, the coil supports
should be thoroughly inspected to see that

they bear securely against the coils. The
tank must be thoroughly cleaned. If a
transformer is shipped in its tank, it should
be removed for inspecting and cleaning. The

transformer having been returned to its tank,

the valve, thermometer and oil-gauge should

be attached. Where there are no facilities

for removing the transformer from its tank,

an inspection, as thorough as possible, should

be made of the transformer in the tank.

The base may be cleaned by removing the

valve and extending a swab through the

valve opening.
Cooling coils, especially those made of

brass or copper, should be inspected and
tested to determine whether they have been
injured during shipment. One method of

testing for leaks is to fill the coohng coil full

of water before putting it into the trans-

former tank, establish a pressure of SO to 100

pounds per square inch, disconnect the

source of pressure, holding the water in the

cooling coil by means of a valve, and note

whether the pressure gauge between the

valve and the cooling coil proper maintains

its indication throughout a period of one
hour. Care should be taken that no air is

left in the cooling coil in filling it with water.

In removing the source of pressure it is

preferable to entirely disconnect from the

cooling coil, in order both to make sure that

the source of pressure is entirely removed,
and to note whether the lowering of the

pressure, indicated by the gauge connected

to the cooling coil, is due to leakage through

the cooling coil valve, or to leakage through

a hole in the coohng coil. If the gauge

indicates a lowering of pressure in the cooling

coil, and there is no evidence of leakage at
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either end of the coil, it should be inspected
throughout its length until the hole is dis-

covered. The water will gradually form
at the hole and begin to drip.

After the cooling coil is filled with water,
any convenient device, such as a small air

pump, may be used for establishing the
required pressure, in case there is not a
satisfactory water source for obtaining it.

In no case will it be necessary to estab-

lish a pressure higher than 100 pounds per
sq. in., as the test is only for the purpose
of discovering any leaks which may have
developed during shipment. The cooling

coil can be tested in the transformer tank by
filling the coil with the same quality of oil

that is used with the transformer, and
applying the same method to obtain pressure

as described under water test.

Another method of testing for leaks is to

submerge the cooling coil in a liquid, establish

an air pressure of SO to 100 pounds for a
period of an hour, and note if bubbles rise

to the surface of the liquid. This test may
be made convcnientlj' after the transformer
is filled with oil.

Drying

The question is often asked: "What are

the limits of voltage and capacity at which
drying and other precautions may be dis-

pensed with, in puttnig transformers into

service?" No unconditional limits can be
fixed. Any transformer showing evidences

of being moist must be dried. If the inspect-

ing and cleaning indicate that the trans-

former is reasonably dry, and its voltage is

not over 15,000 volts, then the drying of the

transformer may in general be omitted.
Aside from the voltage, some consideration

should be given to the value of a transformer
in determining whether or not it should be
dried.

It may be said that all transformers 15,000
volts and over should he dried, and that trans-

formers oj 1000 kv-a. and over should be dried

regardless of voltage. All transformers that
show evidence of being moist, or that have
been subjected to conditions that would
cause them to be moist, shotild be dried

regardless of voltage or capacity.

Before a transformer is dried out it should

never be subjected to a higher voltage than
necessary to force sufficient current, for the

purpose of drying, through the windings
with one winding short-circuited. After a
transformer is dried out it should never have
a potential higher than 10,000 volts applied

to it, unless it is filled with oil of standard
quality and dryness; while, if the voltage

for which the transformer is wound is less

than 20,000 volts, it should never be sub-
jected to a potential greater than one-half

its normal voltage unless immersed in oil.

In no case should the inspecting, cleaning

and straining of oil be omitted.

Fig. 1. Water-cooled shell type Transformer Removed from

Tank, Showing Low Crowned Cover

Method of Drying

Two methods for drying transformers,
designated "first method" and "second
method," are here described. The first has
been adopted as standard and should be used
in all cases; the second is not recommended,
and should not be used unless facilities for
applying the first method are not available
and cannot be obtained. Should it be
necessary to use the second method great
care should be taken to see that the current
and temperature do not at any time during
the drying exceed that specified on page 749.
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In using the first method the caps on the ends

of the cooHng coil should be removed to

prevent the development of dangerous pres-

sure in the coil, which may result from

Fig. 2. 14.000 Kv-a.. 100,000 Volt, 3-Phase Water-cooled Transformer

Removed from Tank

vaporizing the liquid put in it to prevent

bursting due to freezing.

First Method. This method requires the

circulation of heated air through the trans-

former while in its tank. The transformer

having been cleaned, inspected and returned to

its tank, the sources of heated air should be
connected to the base valve and the manhole
cover removed. In order to maintain a

sufficiently high temperature inside of the

transformer, it will be found necessary to

partly close the manhole, thus restricting

the flow of air. The temperature of the
heated air as it enters the transformer should
not exceed 90 deg. C, and the process should
be carried on for a period of about three days.

However, the same discretion regarding the
length of the drying run mentioned in the
following section, "Duration of Drying
Run," may be used here.

Outfits may be obtained especially adapted
for furnishing hot air for this purpose.
They consist of an electric air heater, blower
and air strainer. The air heater requires 20
to 25 kv-a. at 110 or 220 volts to operate it.

The blower is designed to run at 3300 to 3500
r.p.m. and requires 2 h.p. to drive it at normal

output. The blower may be driven by means
of a gasolene engine, motor or any other prime
mover which may be available. The air

strainer when in operation should be wrapped
with cheesecloth, to pre-

vent the dust from entering

the blower and being blown
into the transformer. This
cloth should be changed
from time to time as the

dirt accumulates on it.

The general appearance of

the outfit is shown in Fig. 3.

If the oil in the barrels

or tanks is found to punc-
ture below the limit fixed

under the heading "sam-
pling and testing oil," the
oil must be dried as

described under the head-
ing "dr>-ing oil." The
transformer must be filled

with oil immediately after

the drying.

Second Method. Drying
by this method should
preferably be done with
the transformer out of its

tank; but if the transformer
is in its tank the manhole
cover should be removed,

and the valve in the base opened to give as

great a circulation of air as possible under
the conditions.

Short-circuit one winding, and apply such

voltage to the other that sufficient current

will flow in the windings to raise the tempera-
ture to approximately SO deg. C. actual.

The amount of current necessary to effect

this temperature ranges between one-fifth

and one-third of the full load current, depend-
ing upon the room temperature and the

design of the transformer. The impedance
volts necessary to give the specified range in

current varies from 0.4 to 1.5 per cent of the

rated voltage of the winding to which the

impedance voltage is applied. In every case,

however, the current admitted must be so

regulated that the temperature of the wind-
ings does not exceed the SO degrees specified.

The temperature of the winding can be
determined by the increase in resistance,

which is calculated as follows

:

Let Re = resistance at room temperature,
or cold resistance.

tc =room or coil temperature for

cold resistance.

Rh =hot resistance.
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then th =

th = temperature of windings hot.

Rhi23S+tc) -238 Re
Re

and rise =th — tc.

A simple method for determining the

temperature of the winding is to assume that

for each per cent increase in resistance the
temperature rise is approximately 23^ deg. C.

;

Rh-Rc
then

Re
- =per cent mcrease m resistance.

As one per cent increase in resistance = 23^
degrees temperature rise, then
per cent increaseX 23^ degrees = degrees rise,

find

te+ degrees rise = actual temperature.
When facilities for these methods are not

available the bulb of a spirit thermometer
may be placed in direct contact with the
low-tension coils at the top. Low-tension
coils are specified for the reason that, to place
the bulb of the thermometer in contact with
the high-tension coils may not give the
temperature of the coils; the pressboard
pieces fitted around the ends of the high-
tension coils being built up on the copper
to such a height as to prevent the thermom-
eter recording the temperature of the copper.
The bulb of the thermometer should be
placed well down between the low-tension
coils. Mercury thermometers must not be
used for this purpose.

jffft sri>Aiffef9
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kv-a., to 60 hours; for all larger capacities the

process should be carried on for at least 72

hours. In case there is no evidence that the

transformer is unduly moist, discretion

may be used in shghtly decreasing the limits

given for the voltage. A transformer of

20,000 to 30,000 volts, for instance, havinga
capacity of 200 kv-a. or less may be dried in

only 24 hours. The limits given for the

capacities, however, should be rigidly adhered

to, and in no case should the process be

carried on for less than 24 hours.

The above instructions apply to both

Fig. 3. Hot Air Drying Outfit for Drying Transformers

Duration of Drying Run
The duration of the drying run depends

upon the voltage and size of the transformer

and also upon its condition as to moisture

at the time it is dried. For transformers

under 20,000 volts the drying should be
continued not less than 24 hours; 20,000 to

30,000 volts, 48 hours; between 30,000 and
40,000 volts, 72 hours. Higher voltages may
require longer. It is obvious that some
consideration must be given to the capacity

of the transformer. Transformers of less

than 100 kv-a. may only require 24 hours.

For transformers between 200 kv-a. and
500 kv-a. the process may be limited to 36
hours; between 500 kv-a. and 1000 kv-a.,

to 48 hours; between 1000 kv-a. and 2000

methods of drying, and are based on ordinarily

good conditions of the weather during ship-

ment. If the transformers have been exposed

to the weather for a long time, or if during
shipment it was very stormy, or in the case

of the smaller sizes with very high voltages

(such as testing transformers), the hours of

duration may have to be increased to twice

or three times the numbers specified.

Drying Oil

Transformers should be operated only
in the oil furnished with the transformers.
Oil is usually shipped in sealed barrels. If,

however, the consignment should be a very
large one, it may be shipped in special tank
cars direct from the manufacturer to save
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repeated handling. In any event, it may
require drying at its destination before it is

suitable for use in high voltage transformers.

The apparatus illustrated in Fig. 4 may
be found useful in drying and purifying

Fig. 4. Oil Drying Apparatus Complete

transformer oil. The oil is treated in a filter

press, by being forced through several layers

of blotting paper, which removes all moisture
and solid matter. By this method from
360 to 1200 gallons of oil, according to the

size of press, can be treated in an hour. With
oil of average quality, as regards moisture

and foreign matter, one treatment will

usually remove all sediment and bring the

puncture voltage up to 40,000 volts or more.
If the oil requires more than one treatment,

it can be determined by tests, as described

under "sampling and testing oil."

Straining Oil and Filling Transformer

Before the transformer is filled with oil,

the valve, gauges, thermometer, and all other

attachments must be fitted to the transformer.

Also, the plug in the center of the base should
be screwed in tight to prevent the leaking

of oil. The transformer must be thoroughly
cleaned, as directed under "inspecting and
cleaning." To fill a transformer, the oil

should be pumped or poured into the tank
through a strainer in the top. Oil should not

be run through rubber hose because of sulphtir

in the rubber. In filling transformers rubber
hose has been used to a considerable extent
in the past; and, while no immediate injury
has been observed, it is known that if sulphur
exists in sufficient cjuantities the copper

conductor of the windings will be injuriously

attacked. For this reason it is best to

eliminate the use of rubber hose in handling
oil.

The frame for the strainer is shown in

Fig. 5. The sketch merely sljows the frame
for supporting the straining cloth which
forms a lining for the inside of the frame.

The frame is first lined with a wire screen

of such a mesh as will form a support for the

straining cloth. The straining is done in two
stages, as indicated in the sketch. The cloth

used should be of such weave as not to admit
a barrel of oil in less than four to six minutes.

This cloth should be of considerably closer

weave than ordinary cheesecloth, preferably

muslin or cotton cloth. The vertical sides

of the frame should be lined with two layers

of the cloth, the horizontal stages which form
the strainer proper to be of one layer each.

The frame may be constructed of wood and
should be of such dimensions as will permit

it to fit into the manhole of the main cover;

the projecting top pieces of the frame to rest

on the cover to support the strainer as a whole.

The straining cloths should be renewed as

often as necessary, not less than one set of

cloths being used for each transformer.

When the filter press is available the straining

may be omitted, as the oil can be pumped
through the filter press into the transformer.

After filling the transformer, the oil should

be allowed to settle at least 12 hours before

voltage is applied.

Sampling and Testing Oil

Extreme care is required in sampling oil.

The receptacle for the sample should be of

the quart size, preferably a bottle, and should

be thoroughly clean and dry. The sample
must be drawn from near the bottom of the

barrel or tank containing the oil to be tested,

after the oil has been undisturbed for a

period of not less than 24 hours.

In drawing samples from barrels, a long

glass tube of considerable diameter, thor-

oughly cleaned and dried, with the lower

end drawn to a diameter of a quarter of an
inch, may be used. Closing the top end of

the tube with the hand, the tube is thrust

to the bottom of the barrel. The hand is

then removed, thus permitting the tube to

fill. The hand is again placed over the top

end of the tube and quickly withdrawn from
the barrel, letting the oil run into sample
bottle.
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The receptacle of the oil-testing outfit that

receives the sample should be dry and clean.

Ordinarily, it will be sufficient, after each
sample, to wipe the receptacle and the termi-

nals with a clean cloth that leaves no hnt.

The high potential wires should be con-

nected to the proper terminals of the

sample receptacle, through fuses of such
capacity as will protect the testing

transformer under short-circuit. The
adjustable terminals should be gauged
to exactly 0.2 inch; and the sample
poured into the receptacle, which should
be slightly less than full of oil. Bring
the voltage up slowly and continuously

until snapping sparks pass at short

intervals . This is called the " breakdown
at short intervals" or B. D.S.I, point.

The voltage that causes a continual

passage of sparks is the puncture vol-

tage, and may be considerably higher
than the B. D.S.I. If the source of the

test voltage is one of considerable

power, there may be only a puncture
voltage, which ordinarily would repre-

sent the B. D.S.I.

Oil for transformers of 40,000 volts

and over should be dried before using,

if it punctures below 35,000 volts. For
transformers having voltages less than
40,000 volts, the oil must be dried if it

punctures below 25,000 volts. Where
oil is dried it may easily be brought to a

puncture of 40,000 volts. If a sample
contains sediment, it will puncture at a

lower voltage than it would without

the sediment. The small portable trans-

former shown in Fig. 6 has been espe-

cially designed for oil testing. It is arranged
for operation on 100 and 200 volt circuits,

while a maximum of 50,000 volts can be
obtained on the primary.

In case a regular testing transformer is not
available, two 22,000 volt potential trans-

formers may be connected in series, and the
center point of the series of windings grounded.
An improvised water rheostat may be used
in the low tension side of the transformers

for regulating the voltage. In case no
facilities are available for making puncture
tests, the following rough method of determin-

ing the condition of the oil may be resorted to.

On drawing out the sample by means of the

glass tube, place the free hand over the

bottom end of the tube to keep the oil from
escaping, and turn the bottom end up.

Water globules, if present, will precipitate

slowly downward and the air bubbles up-

ward. When this test shows globules of

water, the oil should either be dried or other

oil obtained.

Where it is necessary to draw samples of

oil from the bottom of a transformer, or from
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Fig. 5. Frame for Oil Strainer

the bottom of any large tank, one or two
gallons of oil should be drawn before taking
the sample, in order that whatever dirt and
moisture that may have accumulated in the

fittings, through which the oil passes, maj^ be
rinsed out. New dry corks must be used

for stopping bottles filled with samples of

oil.

To dry a bottle may be found a difficult

task in a moist climate. The most satisfactory

process is, after the bottle is washed clean,

to place it either in a dry room or a dry oven,
with its neck turned down, the bottle being
supported in a position slightly slanting from
the vertical. The position permits the
liquid used for washing to drain out, and to

spread out in a thin film over the inside of the
bottle, thus facilitating rapid evaporation.
It is necessary to have the room or oven
sufficiently dry, regardless of whether it maybe
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warm. An oven may be improvised by using
a box practically air-tight withapan ofchloride

of calcium placed in it, and the bottles set to

drain and dry in the closed box. If a bottle

is dried in a hot oven which obtains its air

Fig. 6. Oil Testing Transformer

from a moist source, the bottle, when taken
out, may be apparently dry; but, when
placed in the coolness of the outside, the
heated air in the bottle condenses its moisture.

For ordinarj^ conditions of atmosphere,
it is sufficient to place the bottles in a
draining position and let them dry without
heating.

Occasion may arise for drawing oil out of a
transformer and replacing it later, or for

transferring oil in service from one station to

another. If it is intended to use this oil

again, the greatest care is necessary in order
to have the barrels or tanks for receiving the
oil dry and clean. The barrels or tanks must
not be assumed to be dry; but in every
instance, must be given a cleaning and
drying, which should consist of rinsing with

gasolene or alcohol, draining thoroughly, and
rolling the barrel slowly in a dr\- room, so
that liquid that cannot be drained out forms
a thin film and evaporates. If necessary,
close the room tight and set several pails of

chloride of calcium around the room where
the barrels are to be slowly rolled. If con-
venient, hot air may be circulated through
the barrel for drying. Oil should never be
put into a transformer without being tested
and strained or filtered.

After installing a transformer, before put-
ting it under voltage, samples should be
drawn from the bottom after the oil has been
undisturbed not less than 12 hours. These
samples should be examined and if found all

right the voltage may be applied.

Putting Transformers into Service

The transformer having been dried and
filled with oil, the cooling coil ends should be
connected to the water supply, which should
never be taken from near the top of the
water in the pen-stock or any other place
where large quantities of air are likely to be
in the water; as the presence of air in the
water will greatly increase the rapidity of

oxidation in the interior of the cooling coil.

A visual indicator for indicating whether
the water is flowing properly is inserted

between the discharge end of the cooling coil

and the drain. One of the simplest arrange-

ments is to permit the discharged water to

flow through the air into a funnel beneath
connected to the drain pipes. The oil outlet

at the bottom, which is provided with a

valve, should preferably be connected to a

permanent piping to facilitate emptying the

transformer when it is required. Before the

water is turned on, the spaces around the
ends of the cooling coil, where they pass

through the cover, should be filled with
Portland cement to prevent any conden-
sation that may accumtdate on the piping

from entering the transformer. This sealing

is usually done in the factory for those

transformers which are shipped completely

assembled. However, it is ver}^ necessary

in every case to closely examine the filling,

which ma}' be cracked or broken loose during

shipment, in either of which cases the old

compound should be gouged out and new
put in. A sufficient quantity of cement is

shipped with each order to provide for filling

around the cooling coil ends. The cement
should be mixed "neat" and of course

mixed up every time it is used.
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"Protection pieces," which are umbrella-
shaped castings, are supplied with most
water-cooled transformers, to be connected
to the ends of the cooling coil that extend
through the cover. Water piping is to be
connected to the "protection pieces," the
purpose of which is to deflect water from the
cooling coil openings in the cover. The cover
of the transformer should not be bolted in

place when the transformer is connected in

circuit, but a free exit should be allowed for

any gases which may gather in the top part
of the transformer. The transformers being
connected to the line, and the lightning

arresters properly adjusted, it is ready for

service.

Operating Transformers

The idea that transformers in service need
no attention may lead to serious results.

Transformers depending upon the circulation

of a cooling medium should not be run
continuously, even at no load, without the

cooling medium. It is, therefore, essential

that such observations be made as will

insure the proper circulation of the cooling

medium.
In case the water circulation in a water-

cooled transformer is for any reason stopped,

the load should be immediately reduced as

much as possible, and a close watch kept
on the temperature to see that it does not

reach abnormal limits. It will be necessary

to reduce the load, whenever the oil at the

top near the center of the tank approaches

80 deg. C. This temperature should be

recognized as an absolute limit and must not

be exceeded. It should only be held during an
emergency period which should be of short

duration.

The entering cooling water should never

have a maximum temperature of over 25

deg. C., and sufficient observation should be

made to see that the water does not exceed

this temperature.
All cooling water contains more or less

impiirities, which cause scale or sediment to

form in the cooling coils and clog them up.

The time required to clog up a coil may be

only a few months or it may take years,

depending on the amount of impurities in the

water. The clogging materially decreases

the efficiency of the coil and is indicated by
a higher oil temperature and a decreased

flow of water, load conditions and water

pressure remaining the same. The scale and
sediment can be removed from the cooling

coils without removing them from the tank.
Especial care should be taken to prevent any
acid, dirt or water from getting into the trans-

former tank, as the mixing of a very small
quantity of foreign matter with the oil

may result in serious injury to the trans-

former. To remove the deposit, first blow or
siphon all the water from the cooling coils

and then fill them with a solution of hydro-
chloride acid (specific gravity, 1.10). Equal
parts of concentrated hydrochloride acid

and commercially pure water will give the
above specific gravity. After the solution

has stood in the coils about an hour, flush out
thoroughly with clean water. If all the scale

is not removed the first time, repeat until

the coil is clean, using new solution each time.

The number of times it is necessary to repeat
the process will depend on the condition of the
coil, though ordinarily one or two fillings will

be sufficient. The chemical action which
takes place is very noticeable and often forces
acid, sediment, etc., from both ends of the
coil. It is therefore well to leave both ends
open to prevent abnormal pressure. An
indication of the effectiveness of each treat-

ment can be noted, when flushing out with
water, by attaching a pressure gauge to the
in-going pipe and noting the gallons of

discharge per minute with a given pressure.
After water-cooled transformers have been

operated for some time, especially if the
operating temperatures are high, the oil may
leave a deposit on the outside surface of the
cooling coils, which should be removed, as
such a deposit will decrease the efficiency of
the coil materially. This condition of the
coils is indicated by higher oil temperature,
the water and load conditions remaining the
same. To prevent reaching the danger line,

the coil, whenever indications point to the
formation of a deposit, should be examined.
This can be done by drawing the oil down
slightly, exposing the first turns of the cooling
coil ; or the hand may be used to make the
examination. In case deposit is found the
coil should be taken out of the tank and
cleaned.

During the first month of service of trans-
formers having a potential of 40,000 volts and
over, samples of oil should be drawn each week
from the bottom of the tank and tested.
Samples should also be drawn at least once
every six months, after the first month, to
give a check on the condition of the oil.

If at any time the oil should puncture below
a safe voltage the filter press may be used for
treating it without taking the transformer
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out of service. The oil should be drawn from
the valve in the base, passed through the

filter press, and returned to the transformer

through the cover, discharging into the tank
at the end opposite the valve in the base, and
the circulation being continued until the oil

is satisfactory. The oil level should be
periodically noted and should be kept suffi-

ciently high.

In oil self-cooled transformers with external

cooling pipes, the oil must always be kept
sufficiently high in the tank to cover the top
connections of pipes to the tank; otherwise,

the oil cannot circulate through the pipes and
the transformer will run hot.

When indoor transformers are installed

where the atmospheric conditions are unusu-
ally moist occasional inspection of the inside of

the cover should be made to make sure that

condensation has not taken place. Should
moisture or rust be found on the inside of the

cover a chloride breather should be provided
for the transformer.

Oil self-cooled transformers are occasionally

operated under conditions of poor ventilation,

or of overload, or of abnormal voltage. Any
of these conditions, or a combination of

them, is liable to raise the temperature of

the oil unusually high, causing the oil

to throw down a deposit, which forms

on the transformer surfaces with which
the oil comes in contact. Should the deposit

on any surface, except the base, reach an
average thickness of about one-eighth inch the

oil should be renewed. To determine the

thickness the oil should be drained from the

tank and the transformer lifted out. Such a

thickness of deposit does not necessarily

mean that the transformer is in immediate
danger, but the oil should be renewed as

soon as conditions will permit. Before putting

the new oil into the tank the sediment
should be removed from all surfaces and the

windings cleaned by forcing dry, clean transil

oil through them with a force pump.
The thermometer should be noted at least

daily. If it indicates a temperature of the oil

80 degrees or over, for the self-cooled, or

65 degrees or over for water-cooled, the
transformer should be cut out of service at

once, and the cause of the excessive heating
looked into; for, should the transformer
remain in service under this condition for

any length of time, it is liable to be seriously

damaged. Regardless of the temperature of

oil as indicated by the thermometers, trans-

formers must not be operated at overloads

not stipulated by their specification. In

operating water-cooled transformers at an
overload the amount of water should be
increased in proportion to the load. On
account of the increased amount of water
during overload, the temperature of the oil

will not rise as fast as the temperature of the
windings and any of the causes leading to

excessive heating will have more pronounced
effect under these conditions. Transformers
during overload should therefore be watched
with special care, to see that the oil tempera-
tures are kept well below the limits above
specified.

Compartments in which oil self-cooled

transformers are installed should be thor-

oughly ventilated. Ample openings for the

inlet of air should be provided at various

points near the floor; and air outlets should

be in or near the roof, which preferably

should not be closer than six to ten feet from
the top of transformer. The temperature of

the room in which the transformers are

installed should not exceed the temperature of

the air entering the room by more than
5 degrees; and, presumably, the entering air

will come from the outside, or at least from
a source that does not cause the air to be very
much warmer than the outside air.

For the purpose of preventing condensation

of moisture on the oil surfaces and other

inside transformer surfaces, it is preferable to

keep the oil at all times at least 10 degrees

above the room temperature. It is also

desirable, especially in moist climates, to

keep the oil in the transformers, when idle,

slightly warm in order to eliminate the chance
of the oil becoming moist. These results

may be accomplished by applying voltage

alone for a few hours each day. Water-cooled
transformers in warm climates should be
frequently observed to see that the oil tem-
perature does not drop below the limits

specified, and if it does, the amount of water
must be decreased until the oil attains a

temperature of at least 10 deg. above the

surrounding air.

When it is necessary in case of an emergency
to operate a three-phase shell-type trans-

former "open delta" due to one of the phase

windings becoming damaged, care should be

taken to see that both primary and secondary

windings of the damaged phase are not only

disconnected, but also that they are short-

circuited upon themselves. Otherwise the

flux through the damaged windings would
appreciably increase the losses and further

damage the coils. By short-circuiting the

entire phase windings, however, enough
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ampere-turns are developed, with a current
much less than load current, to drive back
the flux. Three-phase core type transformers
cannot be operated with two phases in open
delta.

Connecting in Multiple

In case it is desirable to multiple trans-

formers that are not of identically the same
design, it is preferable to communicate with
the engineer who designed the transformer.
If it is not convenient to do this, great care

should be exercised in determining that the

polarity and ratios of transformers to be
multipied are the same. When throwing
transformers together for the first time,

under operating voltage, they should be fused

lightly, which necessitates that the load shall

be discontinued at the time. After the
transformers are under load, the division of

the total current should be noted by means of

ammeters; the load should be so limited that
no transformer is subjected to more than its

rated current.

MAGNETIC LEAKAGE IN TRANSFORMERS
Part I

By J. MvRR.AY Weed
Tr.a.nsformer Engineering Dep.\rtment, Gener.\l Electric Company

This article discusses in an elementary manner the reactance, eddy current loss, and mechanical stresses
resulting from magnetic leakage in transformers. As an introduction, the fundamental formulas for magneto-
motive force, magnetic density, and induced voltage are given, supplemented by a few pertinent statements
outlining the relationship between the applied voltage, the exciting current, the magnetic flux, and the induced
secondary voltage. In the present instalment formulae are derived for the calculation of reactance and energy
loss from eddy currents in the conductors; the calculation of any phenomena dependent upon magnetic leakage,
however, being of necessity only approximate, since it is impossible to exactly define the leakage field, and
since, for the purpose of simplifying equations, it is best to disregard many factors that have more or less

bearing on the result. The remaining portion of the article, which will be published in the next issue of the
Review, deals with the nature and calculation of mechanical stresses produced by the leakage field.

—

Editor.

We designate as magnetic leakage that

magnetic flux which links the primary
winding of a transformer without linking

its secondar}', or which links the secondary
without linking the primary. All fluxes in

the transformer result from magnetomotive
forces produced by ctirrents in the windings.

The total magnetomotive force due to nl
ampere-turns is

47r nl

W~
and the magnetic density produced in any
elementary flux circuit, if the density is

uniform, is

47rw//x

10/
lines per sq. cm.

/ being the length of the elementary circuit

in centimeters. Since the current / is ex-

pressed in terms of effective, or root-mean-
square amperes, and the magnetic density

is ordinarily calculated for the maximum
value, the above expression should be multi-

plied by \/2, giving

B = \^2 — lines per cm. (1)

In practical" design it is more convenient

to express the density in lines per square

inch, and all dimensions in inches. If we
do this, equation (1) becomes

5=2.54v/2^ (lA)

If the cross section, length, or permeability
of the magnetic circtiit varies for different

paths of the circuit, the flux is distributed
in such a manner as to exactly consume the
total magnetomotive force in each elementary
circuit, and the magnetic density is variable
for different parts of the circuit, and for

different elementary circuits.

The exciting current in the primary
winding of the transformer produces the
main flux in the core, which is determined
by the induced e.m.f., corresponding to the
fundamental voltage equation:

V 27r/K0E =

whence
10«

lO^E

(2)

<f>
= '^^

(5)
V27r/»

This induced e.m.f. is equal and opposite
to the applied e.m.f. at no load. The dis-

torted wave shape of the magnetizing cur-
rent results from the variable permeability
of the iron core. This current, neglecting
the loss component, and assuming uniform
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permeability, lags 90 degrees behind the

applied e.m.f. and leads the induced e.m.f.

by a like amount, since the magnetizing
current must correspond in phase with the

flux required to generate this e.m.f. The
magnetic leakage produced by the magneto-
motive force of this current is usually negli-

gible, since the permeability of the leakage

paths between primary and secondary wind-
ings is very low as compared with that of

the core, which links both primary and
secondary.
When the secondary circuit is closed,

the e.m.f. generated in the secondary wind-
ing produces current of a value and phase
depending upon the impedance character-

istics of the circuit. The action of this

current upon the core permits the produc-

tion of an equivalent current in the primary
circuit. If the transfonner is loaded, these

currents are large as compared with the

exciting current, and neutralize each other

so far as action upon the core is concerned,

but not with respect to the leakage paths.

The magnetomotive forces of these currents

produce the leakage fluxes which we are to

consider.

The question has often been raised as

to whether there is any leakage flux linking

the secondary windings of a transformer.

It has been argued that the total resultant

e.m.f. generated by flux cutting the sec-

ondary must be consumed by the IR drop.

This is true of any metallic circuit, but it

does not hold that the secondary circuit

does not possess reactance due to leakage

flux. It is only necessary that the e.m.f.

of this leakage flux should be neutralized

by the e.m.f. of an equal amount of main
flux cutting both primary and secondary
windings in opposite senses. Of course,

where these two fluxes, if existing, would
occupy the same region, they neutrahze

each other directly, instead of their e.m.f. 's

neutralizing each other. This, in fact,

subtracts so much leakage flux from the

secondary winding and adds it to the primary.

This does not apply, however, to all the

leakage paths liriking the secondary wind-
ings; and so far as the actual distribution

of flux in the leakage paths is concerned
its effect is negligible. Also, so far as the

inductive drop or reactance of the trans-

former is concerned, it makes no dift'erence

whether the leakage flux links the secondary
or the primary.

Exact calculations cannot be made for

phenomena which depend upon magnetic

leakage in transformers: first, because it is

impossible to exactly define the leakage field;

and second, because if the exact distribution

of flux were known, practical calculations

would still have to be based upon simplifying

assumptions. In making these calculations,

only the reluctance in that part of the flux

circuit external to the core is considered,

the reluctance within the core being thought
of as negligible. Also, all local paths around
turns, or small parts of coils, are not con-

sidered. Each element of field is thought
of as having uniform density throughout a
certain assumed length, which may differ

from its actual length in order to compensate
for the real variations in length and in den-
sity. The density used is that which would
result, with the assumed length, from the
ampere turns which are active for the element

Fig. 1

considered. The effect of eddy currents in

modifying this distribution of field is also

neglected.

The distribution of flux density in the

leakage field, in the region within the core,

based upon the assumptions described above,

is shown for a shell type transformer by the

curve (a) of Fig. 1 . The density at any point

in this diagram is that given by the equation

(1), where til is the difference between pri-

mary and secondary ampere turns between
this point and either end of the core window.
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Reactance

A study of Fig. 1 will confirm the statement
made above, that, so far as reactance is con-

cerned, it makes no difference whether the

leakage flux links the secondary or the pri-

mary. If we consider any element of flux,

the resultant number of equivalent turns cut

(algebraic sum of primary and secondary

turns, with ratio of transformation 1 to 1)

will be the same whether we consider it to

vanish toward the right or

toward the left. To determine
the reactance e.m.f., it is there-

fore only necessary to consider

all the flux as vanishing in one
direction, finding the resultant mimber of

equivalent turns cut by each element of flux,

and substituting the summation of all such
flux turn leakages for n<i) in equation (2).

This calculation is simplified, without

important sacrifice in accuracy, if we neglect

the separation of coils by intervening ducts

and represent the flux distribution corres-

ponding to a single group of high tension

coils by the smooth flux wave of Fig. 2 in-

stead of the stepped ones in Fig. 1. We will

consider the conductors very small and
distributed uniformly throughout the spaces

occupied by the respective windings. The
flux occupying the element of space of

width dx and of length mlt, where mlt is

the mean length of turn, or some empirical

fraction thereof, is:

while that generated by the flux found

between the primary and secondary is:

The total e.m.f. produced by the single

DmaxX

'IT'
mltdx,

HqX
and the number of turns cut is —^ where

«G is the number of turns in the primary

coil or group of coils producing this flux

wave. The e.m.f. generated by this element

of flux is therefore

:

dE.^^ ^^^^x^dx (4)

Integrating this e.m.f. for all the flux

within the primary coil, or group, from
to X, we have:

2jBmaxnomlt X .^^
Ai£x = ^Qi 3" ^5)

Whence, substituting the value of Bmax
from equation lA:

2fnoUmlt X , ..
^'^'-

ion -3
^^^'

Similarly, the e.m.f. generated by the flux

found within the secondary coil is:

2fnoUmU Y
^^''-

ion 3'

flux wave (in a single primary and
secondarv group) is:

(A1+ A2+A3) £x =

2}n^^imlt

10"/ (14-) (8)

The reactance e.m.f. for the entire trans-

former will be obtained by making this

calculation for each flux wave and adding

the results. Thus, if there are G groups of

ft

coils, all alike, so that «g = 7^, where n is the

total number of primary turns in the trans-

former, the total reactance e.m.f. will be:

_2fnUMt X-\-Y+2,Z£..=
WIG

(9)

(6)

= &-%ffi'Inilt{X^-Y-^3Z)
IQHG

Greater accuracy in the calculation of react-

ance than that obtained with the above formula
may be secured b\' making more detailed calcu-

lations, and this must be done for transformers

of unsymmetrical design. For such transform-

ers calculations for reactance are, however,
subject to considerable error at the best.

Reactance in transformers has long been
considered of importance as affecting regu-

lation and parallel operation. For good
regulation at low power-factors small re-

actance is desirable. For parallel operation,

approximately equal percentages of both
reactance and resistance drops are desirable.

If, however, the percentages of total im-
pedance are the same, considerable variations

in percentages of reactance and resistance

are permissible, the percentage reactance
being greater in one, and the percentage
resistance greater in the other. In this case,

the currents in the two transformers will be
out of phase with each other, but the out-
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of-phase components must be considerable

before the resultant currents in the two
transformers will be much increased thereby.

More recentl}', reactance in transformers

has assumed importance in connection with

the consideration of mechanical force due

^

a b c d e f Q

Fig. 3

to magnetic leakage under conditions of

short circuit. This phase of the question

will be treated below under the topic of

Mechanical Stresses.

Reactance in transformers is of great

importance also as affecting the insulation

strains resulting from high frequency oscil-

lations and surges; but this constitutes a

subject by itself and will not be discussed

in this article.

Eddy Current Losses

A conductor in the path of an alternating

magnetic field, such as the leakage field

of a transformer, is intersected by portions

of the flux passing through the conductor

itself, which produce an e.m.f . only in that side

of the conductor with which they link. This

e.m.f. tapers from zero at one side of the

conductor to a maximum value at the other

side. It results in an extra current (not a

part of the normal current of the transformer)

which flows in the direction of the e.m.f.

producing it, in that edge (or side) of

the conductor where this e.m.f. is maximimi,
but which must find its return path in the

other side of the conductor where this e.m.f.

is smaller. These extra currents always exist

in the individual conductors of a transformer,

and extra currents which are of the same
nature exist between parallel conductors

which are insulated from each other between
terminals, unless these conductors are so dis-

posed, by crossing or otherwise, that they link

the same amounts of flux.

The distribution of current within a single

conductor which is assumed to be located

within a leakage field of uniform density, is

illustrated in Fig. 3. The conductor is

divided up into elements a, b, c, d, e. f, g,

the element d being at the neutral plane

(in this case at the center of the

conductor) where there is no extra

current. In the vector diagram
which represents the currents in

the respective elementary con-

ductors by the vectors oa, ob,

oc, od, oe, oj, and og, the vector

od, which represents the current

in the element d, represents the

element of normal current in each
of the other elementary con-

ductors ; but components of extra

current are combined with these

normal components in the other
elements.

The e.m.f. which produces
these extra currents resiilts from
the leakage flux, which is in

phase with the normal current. This e.m.f.

is therefore 90 degrees from the normal
current, as represented by vector £<.. Re-
membering that the extra currents flowing

in one direction on one side of the neutral

element d find their return paths on the

other side, it will be seen that those ele-

mentary circuits closest to the neutral

element will have negligible reactance, while

the circuits farther away will have greater

and greater reactance, on account of the

greater distance between going and returning

elements. This results in a lagging of the

extra current behind the e.m.f. which pro-

duces it, which becomes greater as we pass

further from the neutral element. It will

be seen, also, that the components of extra

current in the various elementary circuits

will be larger the farther they are from the

neutral element, since the difference between
the e.m.f. 's generated by the leakage flux

in the going and return elements will be
greater.

The resultant of all components of extra

currents from one side of the conductor to

the other is zero, so that the total resultant

current in the conductor is the sum of the

normal components.
In estimating the extra loss due to these

extra or "eddy" currents in conductors,

it should be considered that the components
of extra current which are in phase with

the normal current add to it at one side of

the conductor and subtract from it at the
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other. Thus, if we have components of

extra current in phase with the normal
components in the outside elements of the
conductor, equal to 10 per cent of the
normal components, the current in the normal
phase will be 90 per cent at one side of the
conductor and 110 per cent at the other.

The respective losses, proportional to the
square of the currents, will be 81 per cent
and 121 per cent, the sum being 202 per
cent. With no extra current this would
be 200 per cent, the excess loss being 2 per
cent. This is just what we have with the
10 per cent component of extra current
alone in the elements at the edges of the
conductor. It is, of course, understood
that the loss due to the other component
of extra current, 90 degrees from the normal
current, will not be affected by the normal
current. This component would be in phase
with the exciting current in the primary
winding, but the loss would not be affected

thereby for the same reason as that given
above for the other component of extra
current and the normal load current. We
see, therefore, that the extra loss due to

eddy current may be calculated from the

extra current alone, and will not be affected

by normal current in the same conductor.
Considering now a rectangular conductor

in the uniform field shown in the figure,

the e.m.f. producing extra current in any
element is;

^e — ins
—~ volts per inch length of (10)

10^

conductor,
where x equals the distance of the element
from the neutral plane at the center of the
conductor in inches, and B the flux density

in lines per square inch. If we neglect the

reactance element of impedance in the eddy
current circuit, we may also write:

Ee = pD
'

(11)

where p is the specific resistance of copper
(resistance per cubic inch) and D is the

current density in amperes per square inch.

The loss per cubic inch is:

pD^ =^ (12)

whence the watts per pound due to eddy
currents is

Ee'' &.2ATr'PBH-
"^^"^

p
' lO'V

(13)

Integrating this rate of loss for the entire

conductor, and dividing by the width of

the conductor w, we find the average loss,

which is

:

We (ave)
2 Q.24irTB'

10'Vd
5.2 fB^'w^

P 'x^dx

watts per poimd. (14)
lO'V

At 25 degrees C. the value of p for copper is

p = 6.935X10-' ohms (15)
Substituting this value, we have for the
average loss due to eddy currents in a con-
ductor located in a uniform field

:

75 /-5%=
u'c (ave) =-

101
(16)

For a coil or group of coils located in a
field which varies uniformly from zero flux

density at one side to a maximum value of

B at the other side, the density of this field

for any particular conductor will be ttJ, if we

still consider the field uniform within each
conductor; where V is the width of the group
of conductors, and y is the distance of the
particular conductor from the side of the

group where the flux density is zero. Sub-
stituting this value, integrating, and divid-

ing by the width of the group, we find, for

the average loss due to eddy currents in

the whole group:

M'f (ave) =
75 fB^w^

I y-dy =
25 r-B'-w^

(17)
10"F' -' -* 10"

This result would be correct if the width
of conductors was very small, but it may be
considerably in error when applied to an
actual transformer; first, because the re-

actance element of the impedance in the eddj-

current circuit may not be negligible; second,

because the leakage field produced by the nor-

mal current is not uniform throughout the

conductor, but increases from one side of

it to the other, due to the magnetomotive
force of its own current; and third, because
we have applied the process of integration

to a series of quantities which differ from
each other by wide steps instead of by in-

finitesimal steps. However, the formula
obtained will enable us to make rough
calculations for loss due to eddy currents,

and also shows upon what factors these losses

depend. Thus, they vary with the square
of the frequency; roughly, with the square
of the maximum density of the magnetic
leakage flux; and with the square of the
width of the conductor in a direction at

right angles to the field.

(To be Coittinitcd)
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STORAGE BATTERIES IN MODERN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Part II

By D. B.asch

Switchboard Engineering Dep.^rtment, General Electric Company

The first of this paper was devoted exclusively to the lead battery. The opening paragraphs of the present
installment deal with the principles, operation and advantages of the Edison nickel-iron battery. A section
on charging sources discusses three common arrangements—d-c. bus, separate d-c. generator, and mercury
arc rectifier. The next section, dealing with exciting current for the control circuits in power houses and
substations is particularly interesting, and gives very lucid instructions as to figuring the size of battery required
for a given number of switches, preferable charging source, figuring size of charging rheostat, connections,
and the necessary auxiliaries. Next month's installment of Mr. Basch's paper will probably conclude the
series, and will discuss batteries for small isolated plants, vehicle battery switchboards, public and private
garage charging, ignition battery outfits, automatic cutouts, and boosters.

—

Editor.

EDISON BATTERIES
General

The Edison cell, like the lead cell, consists

of positive and negative plates, electroh'te,

and a container. The positive, or nickel,

plate consists of several perforated and
nickel-plated steel tubes, filled with alter-

nate layers of nickel hydroxide and pure metal-
lic nickel in very thin flakes. The negative,

or iron, plate consists of a grid of cold rolled

steel, nickel-plated, with pockets filled with
powdered iron oxide. The jar, or container, is

made of cold-rolled nickeled sheet steel,

welded at the seams and with corrugated

walls. A nickel-plated sheet steel cover is

furnished, containing two bushings for the

cell terminals, and one so-called gas separator,

which also serves as an opening for filling the

cell with electroh-te and for adding distilled

water to take the place of that which evapo-

rates during the charge. This cover is welded
to the body of the container. (See Fig. 4.)

of all descriptions ; while the other is used more
particularly for lighter work, such as ignition
and small lighting outfits. The vehicle type
cells are assembled in wooden trays or crates,

several cells in one tray. (See Fig. 5.) Cells
of the second type are generally assembled
in a wood tray inside a steel box ready to
bolt on a convenient place on the automobile.
The electrical features of the two types of

cell are identical, and the table below
gives cell characteristics and ratings.

Operation and Maintenance

The rates given as normal in the table

were detennined by the manufacturers, to

strike the best balance between the govern-
ing factors to suit the conditions of commercial
practice. For the sake of convenience the

table is based on constant charging current

and seven hours is taken as the normal length
of a charge, since output and efficiency were

TABLE OF RATINGS OF EDISON STORAGE BATTERIES

Type of Cell *A4 A6 A8 AlO A12 B2 B4 B6

Normal ampere-hour output. .

.

150 225 300 375 450 40 80 120

Aver, discharge voltage per cell. 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2

Rate of charge ampere 7 hours.

.

30 45 60 75 90 8 16 24
Normal rate discharge 5 hours . . 30 45 60 75 90 8 16 24
Normal watthour output 180 270 360 450 540 48 96 144

Maximum charge voltage 1.85 1.85 1.85 1.85 1.85 1.85 1.85 1.85

Minimum charge voltage 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5

* These type symbols are used by the manufacturers (The Edison Storage Battery Company) to distinguish their various cells.

The electrolyte consists of a solution of potash
in distilled water with a small admixture of

lithia. The density of electrolyte does not
change during charge or discharge, and con-
sequently hydrometer readings are unneces-
sary.

Standard Types
There are two main standard types. One

is being used extensively in electric vehicles

then judged to be in the best relation for

average practice. However, especially where
time for charging is limited, it is preferable

to taper the rate, for instance, two hours
at twice normal charging current, one and one-
half hours at one and one-third normal, and
one and one-half hours at two-thirds normal
give five hours charge altogether; or charge
at constant voltage with fixed resistance in
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series, so chosen that the average current
during seven hours wiU be the normal rate.

The rates of charge and discharge are

optional, but two points should be kept in

mind. First, a very low charge rate, although
improving slightly the current efficiency, will

not completely reduce, i.e., charge, the iron

element, resulting in very irregular discharge
voltage. No permanent injury, however,
will come from low-rate charging, and the
discharge will usually recover normal char-

acteristics when the cell is again worked
regularly at normal rates. If not, then over-

charging, i.e., a continued charge at normal
rate and discharging to complete exhaustion,

will re-establish normal conditions. It is

recommended that the charging rate be not
less than normal, except towards the end
of a charge, when the rate may be cut down
to one-third normal. Second, it should be
kept in mind that, although excessive heating

does no immediate harm to the battery,

continuous working at high temperatures,

as caused by excessive discharges, and more
particularly by high-rate charges, will have
an injurious effect, tending to shorten life

of the battery.

The effect of sudden current rushes on cell

voltage is a function of the internal resistance,

which is on Edison batteries somewhat higher

than on the corresponding lead batteries.

always sufficient to bring the capacity up
at least to the rating. The increase of

capacity continues for twenty or more

Fig. 4. Edison Cell

Edison batteries have not as high capacity

when new as after some use. The improve-
ment is caused by better conditions in the

nickel electrode, brought about by regular

charging and discharging. Overcharging (i.e.,

continued charging) expedites this improve-
ment and is recommended by the manufactur-
ers. Every cell is given three overcharge

runs before leaving the factory, and this is

Fig. 5. Edison Vehicle Cells in Tray

runs (each consisting of a full charge and
complete discharge)

.

In the operation of Edison batteries, two
requirements are emphasized by the manu-
facturers—the necessity to keep the plates

covered with solution, by adding pure water
as needed, and to keep the steel containers

dry and clean, external cleaning being recom-
mended about once a month in ordinary
service.
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Fig. 6. Edison Cell. Normal Charge and Discharge Curves

Once in about 2.50 complete discharges it

becomes necessary to renew the solution.

Outside of the regular charge, which neces-
sitates only the use of a voltmeter (gravity
readings being of no effect as brought out
before) no other manipulations are required.
There being no sulphation in the action of

an Edison cell due to the character of the
solution, no overcharge is needed for the
purpose of reduction. For the same reason
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an Edison cell ma}- be left standing idle

indefinitely without harmful results, and
may be charged and overcharged indefinitely

without injur\\

Advantages of the Edison Battery

The general advantages of Edison batteries

claimed by the manufacturers over the lead

batteries are less weight; more compact and
stronger construction of plates and container,

easy operation and maintenance; and the

various advantages due to lack of acid in the
solution, such as the lack of sulphation and
corrosion, the possibility of doing without
lead burning and lead connections, etc. No
acid fumes are given off although hydrogen
is liberated by the Edison cells. Taking
everything into consideration, the field

of usefulness of the Edison cell is for the

present in electric vehicles, and where weight,

long life, mechanical strength and facilitj^

of operation are of greater importance than
initial cost.

CHARGING SOURCES

Only direct current can be used to charge
storage batteries. The necessary power ma}'
be taken from a direct current bus supplying

regularl}' all kinds of other load, a separate

direct current generator or a mercury arc

rectifier.

Charging from a Direct Current Bus

The voltage of a direct current bus is some-
times equal to and sometimes higher than
the normal batter}' voltage. When its voltage

is equal to the normal battery voltage and
cannot be raised for charging, it is necessary

either to furnish a charging booster, i.e., a

generator connected in series with the bus
between bus and battery, so as to raise the
available voltage while charging; or the

battery must be charged in two parallel

sections, with provision to connect the two
sections in series again when discharging,

and with a series resistance to take up the

difference between the bus voltage and the
voltage consumed by the battery when being
charged. When the voltage of the bus is

higher than the normal battery voltage, a
variable rheostat must be furnished in series

with the bus, between the bus and the battery,

so as to regulate the voltage impressed on the
battery.

Charging from a Direct Current Generator

A separate direct current generator used for

charging a battery should be a shunt
machine, so as to admit of varying the voltage

between maximum and minimum charge limit

when charging at normal rate. These limits are

from 2.6 to 2.7 volts for the lead cell and 1.5

to 1.85 for the Edison cell. The voltage
variation need not be restricted to manip-
ulation of the generator field, if the speed
of the generator can be regulated, either by
adjusting the speed of the driving motor or

by using pulleys of different speeds.

When the voltage variation possible with
a charging generator is not sufficient for the

total number of cells, the battery must be
charged in two parallel sections with resist-

ance between generator and battery, the
same as with a direct current bus of voltage

equal to nonnal battery voltage. In the case

of a generator, however, the charging resist-

ance (which always represents a loss of

power) may be very much smaller than with
a bus of equal voltage, as the voltage of a
separate charging generator may be depressed
for charging, while the bus voltage must be
kept up to normal on accotmt of other

apparatus connected to it.

When the generator is compound wound,
the series field should be cut out while

charging. If this is impracticable, the bat-

tery must be charged in two parallel

sections with series resistances. There are

now on the market small capacity motor-
generator sets at 125 volts, with very large
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Fig. 7. Voltage Characteristic of Battery Charging Motor-

Generator Set

voltage ranges (110-165 volts) for charging

batteries, the motor end being either an induc-

tion motor or a direct current shunt motor,

the generator being alwavs shunt wound.
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These sets are particularly well adapted for

floating batteries, as they have a decided
drooping voltage characteristic. (See curve
Fig. 7.)

Charging from Mercury Arc Rectifier

The mercury arc rectifier presents a very
cheap and economical means for charging
batteries from secondary alternating current
sources (100 or 200 volts) where the charging
current does not exceed 50 amperes. Above
50 ampere charging current two or more
rectifiers may be operated in parallel, but in

general a motor-generator set will be found
more suitable for such conditions. Rectifiers

have very great voltage ranges, the 110-volt

alternating current rectifier being able to

furnish direct current voltage from 10 to 100

volts; and the 220-volt alternating current

from 30 to 175 volts. They occupy small

space and are free from moving parts.

The question has been raised as to whether
or not the pulsating direct current obtained
from the rectifier would have any effect on
storage batteries different from that of the

current obtained from a direct current

dynamo. Laboratory tests and the results

shown in practical operation have demon-
strated that the results are the same in all

respects for the two methods of charging.

Especially in cases where the rectifier can be
connected to an existing low voltage alter-

nating current source, it is, commercially as

well as from an engineering standpoint,

preferable to any other kind of charging source

for charging batteries, except in special

cases, as brought out later on, under "Oil

Switch Batteries."

OIL-SWITCH CIRCUIT-BREAKER
BATTERIES

Motor and solenoid-operated oil-switches

and circuit-breakers must have direct current

for their control. When no other source of

direct current is available in the station, a

storage battery provides an unfailing, per-

manent supply.

How to Figure Size of Battery

The connections of these oil-switches and
circuit-breakers are such that, ordinarily,

in each control circuit only one or the other

of two indicating lamps (140 volts, S c-p.,

showing whether the switch is closed or open)

is loading the battery. Only when the main
switch is being operated, i.e., either being

closed or opened, an additional demand
is made on the battery corresponding to the

power necessary for this operation. This

additional demand is very much greater than

the permanent lamp load, but it is only

tnomcntary and disappears again as soon as

the operation is completed. Just how great

it may be it is impossible to state. While
it is unusual to close or open manually more
than two switch units at a time, a much
greater number may be opened automatic-

ally as in the case of a heavy short-circuit

or heavy lightning disturbance, when all the

automatic switches connected to the section

affected by the disturbances may open up
at the same time. In general, the following

assumption has been found a safe basis for

the determination of the size of a battery for

motor- or solenoid-operated switches and
circuit-breakers.

Not more than two units—a unit contains

all the elements required for the control of

one circuit—will be closed at the same time;

and not over one-half of the automatic
unit^ will open at the same time. When the

number of automatic units is greater than
twenty, only one-third of the total are

assumed to open simultaneously. When
different types of switches and circuit-

breakers are installed in the same station,

requiring varying amount of power for their

operation, the above rule should be amended
as follows : Not more than two units (choos-

ing the ones reciuiring the greatest power)
will be closed simultaneously. Of each class

of units, not over one-half of the automatic
ones will open at once. When the number
of automatic units of any class exceeds

twenty, only one-third of their total are

assumed to open at once.

When totaling up the load, no considera-

tion need be paid to the permanent lamp load

on accoimt of its comparatively small size.

Due to the momentary nature of the main
load, it is unnecessary to select batteries

that will stand the calculated load in normal
discharge. The voltage ranges, inside of

which the solenoids and switch motors oper-

ate, are very large (70 to 140 volt for 125

volt apparatus) , as under other circumstances
they may be operated from exciter busses

with automatic voltage regulators, which may
increase or decrease the direct voltage within

these limits. It has therefore been fotmd
satisfactory to use batteries of considerably

smaller size than the total load, so long as

the temporary and momentary current rushes

do not bring the battery voltage below the

safe working limit of the solenoids or switch
motors. Careful tests have brought out the
fact that suitably selected commercial lead

liatteries are able to furnish for one minute
a current equal to twenty times the eight-
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hour discharge rate without dropping their

voltage below 1.5 volts per cell. With a
GO-cell battery corresponding to 125 volts

normal, which is the standard for this class

of work, the minimum discharge voltage will

/tr- a'^^ ^.

Fig. 8 Fig. 9

Fig. 8. Oil Switch Battery Floating on Motor-Generator

Normal: Close 1 and 2; start charge: Close 1 and 4; end charge:
Close 3 and 4; motor-generator set alone: Close 2.

Fig. 9. Oil Switch Battery Floating on D-C. Bus

then be approximately 90 volts, which allows

a large factor of safety.

i^^When the operation of closing or opening

the switch is complete, the battery voltage

will go up again to nonnal, as the discharge

is of too short a nature to exhaust the battery.

Connections

Switch control batteries are, where possible,

connected to float on the charging source, so

as to prevent a gradual discharge of the

battery due to the pennanent drain of the

lamp load; otherwise it may happen that,

especially just before the regular charge, the

battery has been exhausted to such an extent

that the sudden demand of switch operation

will depress the voltage below the safe work-
ing limit of the solenoid of switch motor,

thus jeopardizing the safety of the station.

The switching connections are shown in

Fig. 8 for floating on a motor-generator

set, and in Fig. 9 for floating on a direct

current bus.

Operation from Direct Current Generator

When the charging generator is compound
wound it is necessary to furnish reverse cur-

rent protection for the generator to prevent
the battery from discharging into the gener-

ator, if its voltage should drop below the

battery voltage or when the motor side should

open up accidentally or automatically. In

such a case the battery would motor the

generator with greatly weakened field, caus-

ing it to run away. This protection is

obtained either by a "reverse current" or

"underload" attachment to the circuit-

breaker, the "reverse current" circuit-breaker

opening up when the current in the generator

circuit reverses, and the "underload" breaker
when the current falls below a certain figure

preparatory to changing its direction. The
reverse current circuit-breaker is ordinarily

preferable to the underload breaker, although
slightly more expensive. Its operation is

absolutely positive, whereas the underload
breaker may open up at regular operation, if

the normal load on the floating system is

very small in comparison with the load

which the generator has to supph- during

overcharge, and for which the breaker must
be set. Shunt wound generators do not need
any protection against reversal, as an
occasional and temporary "motoring" of a

shunt generator cannot produce any detri-

mental results beyond a drain from the

battery, which is sure to be detected very

soon. As the voltage of the motor power
supply is generally fluctuating, causing in

tuni voltage fluctuations on the generator

out of step with the battery voltage, it is

generally recommended in the interest of

steady service to omit reverse current or

underload protection of any kind on shunt

wound generators when floating.

Operation from Mercury Arc Rectifier

A mercury arc rectifier is not well adapted
for use with switch control batteries, as it

requires a normal load of about 25 per cent

to keep the tube working. Frequently the

normal lamp load is very much less than 25

per cent of the capacity of the rectifier

required for charging and floating a switch

control battery, even if the battery is floated

at a lower voltage than the rectifier voltage,

thus drawing a steady charging current from

the rectifier, which would add to the load

imposed by the indicating lamps.

Rectifiers that will stay in for loads lower

than 25 per cent can be designed, but their

cost is considerably greater than that of the

standard type.
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Operation from a Direct Current Bus

Direct current busses are used for charging
sources especially in railway sub-stations,

where 5.50 or 600 volts direct current is avail-

able. While solenoids are designed to oper-
ate with these voltages, the direct current
supply in a railway sub-station with rotary
converters cannot be considered as steady
and permanent, not being in existence when
the station is being started up from the alter-

nating current end.

Charging Rheostat

The charging rheostat rec^uired with 550
and 600 volt direct current busses is a fixed

resistance, and is placed on the floor behind
the panels. While theoretically the charging
resistance should be variable, to maintain
constant charging current, the variations in

charging current at 550 and 600 volts are
negligible. At 250 volts bus voltage part of

the resistance would have to be variable.

The charging rheostat must contain sufficient

resistance to ensure that the normal lamp
load will cause a drop in the resistance

sufficient to establish the proper floating

voltage on the battery. It must be designed
to impress on the battery 2.8 volts maximum
per cell during overcharge. Its current-

carrying capacity, while charging, should be
equal to the charging current required for

the battery plus the current representing the
normal permanent load, and during normal
operation equal to the current representing
the normal permanent load.

The following example will explain the
details brought out. A 60-cell battery, of

5 amperes normal charging current, is con-
nected to a 600 volt bus. The normal lamp
load is equal to 8 lamps = 2 amperes. In
normal operation, i.e., when no overcharge is

going on the resistance must be

600 volts- 125 volts 475 ^„_ ,= -— = 2.J / ohms
2 amperes 2

with a current carrying capacity = 2 amperes.
During the overcharge the current flowing

through the resistance is 5 amperes (charg-

ing current) plus 2 amperes (normal lamp
load) = 7 amperes total. The voltage then
impressed on the battery must be 2.8 volts

maximum per cell = 60X2.8= 168 volts; and
the resistance must be

600-168 ohms 4-32 „, ,= = —^ = 62 ohms at / amperes.

Part of the total resistance of 237 ohms must
therefore be cut out during overcharge, pref-

erably by means of a short-circuiting switch

mounted on the rheostat box. Obviously
it would be uneconomical to design all 237
ohms for 7 amperes, when 237 minus 62 ( = 1 75)
ohms will not be needed at a current exceeding
2 amperes. When at any future time sub-
sequent to the first installation additional
switch-units with indicating lamps are to be
put in, the battery must be selected large

enough to take care of the total final equip-
ment.
With each new set of indicating lamps a

new charging rheostat must be furnished in

parallel with the original one. If for instance,

in the case above, four more units are to be
installed, a second rheostat should be sup-
plied, parallel to the first one, as follows:

^ n , 600-125 ,_. ,

i^ or floating: = 4 /.j ohms at 1 amp.

„ , . 600-168 ,„._,,
for chargmg: = 432 ohms at 1 amp.

with a 100 ampere short-circuiting switch
across 43 ohms.

Connections of Auxiliaries During Overcharge

As brought out before, floating batteries

do not require regular charges but only
occasional overcharges, unless the battery
for any reason has been called on for a con-
tinuous discharge. During this overcharge
the voltage would rise to a maximum of 2.8
volts per cell, equal to about 168 volts for

60 cells. The indicating lamps in the control
circuit are mounted in openings in the switch
board panel with little chance for ventilation,

and should never receive too high a voltage to
prevent burning out. Provision must there-
fore be made to limit the voltage on the
lamps. For this purpose the battery is divided
into two sections, the main body consisting
of 50 cells and the second section of 10 cells.

As soon as the overcharge is started, the
control circuits are thrown across the 50
main cells, with all 60 cells across the charging
source. In this way the 10 end-cells will

receive a heavier charging current than the
50 main cells, equal to the regular charging
current plus current taken by the control
circuits, and will be completely overcharged
ahead of the main cells. On accotmt of the rela-

tively small number of end cells no pilot cell

need be provided in the end section and
voltmeter readings will be sufficient. As
soon as the end section shows completion of
overcharge, the end cells are cut out alto-
gether and the main cells and control circuits

are connected across the charging source,
finishing up the overcharge of these 50 cells.
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Another method sometimes asked for, for

the purpose of limiting the voltage on the

control circuit and lamps during overcharge,

employs the so-called counter cells. Counter
cells (or counter-electromotive-force cells)

are merely unformed lead plates in an elec-

trohi;e of dilute sulphuric acid; they have no
discharge capacity but set up an opposing
e.m.f. of approximately 2}^ volts per cell if

normal current is passed through them, and
3 volts at 20 times normal current. In this

case all 60 cells are connected floating across

the charging source. The control circuits are

connected ordinarily across the floating busses;

but, while the overcharge is going on, they
are disconnected from the busses by means of

double-throw switches and thrown across the

60 cells with counter cells in this auxiliary

circuit in opposition to the main battery,

thus decreasing the battery voltage by the

counter e.m.f. of the counter cells. With
this arrangement the operation of the battery

during overcharge would be simplified and
all cells would be worked equally. It should,

however, be noted that, aside from the in-

creased cost and greater space required for

the battery, the arrangement is inoperative,

as the counter cells at heavy demand will

depress the voltage for the auxiliaries below
the safe working limit. A metallic resistance

cannot be used either, as the drop of voltage
across the resistance, while correct for the
normal lamp load, would be too great when
any solenoids or switch-motors are operated.

Frequently 53 cells are used instead of

60 cells, corresponding to 110 volts nomial.
With 53 cells the pemiissible drop of voltage,

when the sudden demand during operation
of a solenoid or switch-motor is thrown on,

must of course be less than with 60 cells. The
permissible maximum load with 53 cells

should be figured as IS times nonnal. In
some instances a 53-cell battery will figure

out cheaper than a 60-cell battery, especially

when the load on the battery is considerably

below the permissible maximum of the type
of cell that must be used.

With a 53-cell battery the main body should
contain 50 cells and the end section 3

cells.

Each battery equipment should contain a
voltmeter with two scales—one to be the

standard 150 volt scale and the other one
for 3J^ volts for the pilot cells. A separate

resistance is furnished with the instrument
to be used with the 150 volt range.

OPERATION OF SYNCHRONOUS MACHINES IN PARALLEL
P.\RT III

Bv Lee Hagood
Lighting Engineering Department, General Electric Company

In Part I of Mr. Hagood's paper the general problem of parallel operation has been discussed. Particular

reference is made to those systems having inductive loads, it being pointed out that the division of exciting, or

wattless, current among the synchronous machines in parallel is entirely a matter of relative field excitation.

Part II deals with the problem of power transmission in which it is shown that if synchronous machines are

located at the distribution centers, they can be controlled by voltage regulators so as to automatically regulate

the voltage and correct the power-factor. The present installment completes the paper, and covers chiefly

a concrete example of a case where the voltages are controlled automatically only at the distribution centers.

—

Editor.

*Utica Gas and Electric Company

This company affords an example of a

system operating under the condition of

automatic voltage control by means of

synchronous machines located at the principal

centers of distribtition. The unique feature

of this voltage control is that the automatic

Errata, Part II (November Review) Fig. 8: Inscription shoiaJd

read "Vector Diagram Showing Effect of Wattless Current on
Generator Voltage if a Given Amount of Energy is Delivered
at Constant Votlage." Figs. 11 and 12. Inscription (in part)
should read: "Two conditions of load are assumed, one at 0.60
p-f. and the other at 0.80 p-f.. and the two corresponding
curves of wattless correc/:i'e current are given. . . .

". Fig. 11.

third line of data: "At 3000 kw., p-f. =0.90 (Lag.)." Fig 12.

third line of data: "At 3000 kw., p-f. = l.CO. " Fig. 21, fourth
line of data: "Angle between Eg and £r = a."

The data in regard to this system is published through the
courtesy of the Manager. Mr. A. T. Throop. It represents part
of an investigation conducted by Mr. Throop and the writer to
determine a method of operation by which the output of the sys-

tem is attained economically with suitable voltage at the dis-

tribution centers.

voltage regulators are applied only to syn-

chronous condensers.

Fig. 22 is a one-line diagram indicating

the generators, synchronous condensers,

length of the transmission lines, directions

of flow of energ}', approximate loads, etc.,

and in Fig. 23 the load curves are given for

the different stations. Curve 1 represents

the total kilowatts generated. The shape

of this curve is characteristic of the load

curves of the system, with the exception

of the short period from 12:00 m. until 4:00

p.m., February 29th, this part of the curve

being abnormal due to the fact that Trenton
Falls was shut down to allow some repairs

on the transmission lines. The usual con-

dition is that it comes up around 7000 kw.
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immediately after the noon hour. There is

a period of the year when the Hghting
load overlaps the day load, and then the

total load curve differs in character from
this one, but, otherwise than this, the summer
and winter curves are very much the same.
At the time this load curve was taken, the
water supply was short at Dolgeville and at

Little Falls. At the latter place it was not

due to scarcity of water, but to some litiga-

tion which caused the forebay of station

No. 2 to be temporarily closed. This is

why so much steam power was used. It

Wotertvhee/s

.vv R'Z08

of the system, since care was observed that

none of the synchronous machines had their

fields weaker than was required for neutral

excitation.

From Figs. 24 and 25 it is seen that the
total wattless kv-a. runs around 8000 from
6:00 a.m. until the noon-hour, and from
the noon-hour until 6:00 p.m. If all the
synchronous generators were operated at

such relative field excitations that the total

kv-a. supplied by them were a minimum,
each machine would operate at the resultant

power-factor, which would be in the neighbor-
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Fig. 22. One-line * Diagram Showing the Generators, Synchronous Condensers, Transmission Lines, etc., of the System
of the Utica Gas fit Electric Company

seems to occur usually that the water supply
is plentiful at Trenton Falls and restricted

at the other water power stations: hence it

is desirable, in general, to always operate

Trenton Falls at its full output.

In Fig. 24, curve 4 represents the total

wattless kilovolt-amperes supplied to the
system over different periods of the day.

Curve 3 is the total kilowatts generated,

and curve 2 the resultant power-factor of the

system. Fig. 25 represents another set of

similar curves for a different date. The total

wattless kv-a. in both curves was obtained
by summing up the wattless kv-a. supplied

by each generator and synchronous con-

denser; this total necessarily equals the
summation of the wattless kv-a. of all the
individual induction motors, transformers, etc.,

hood of 0.65. It is assumed in this case
that the synchronous condensers were not
being operated. Now, if Trenton Falls

delivered its full output of 4800 kw. at 0.65
power-factor, the transformers and generators
involved would be carrying about 50 per
cent overload, the voltage drop in trans-

mission to Washington Street station would
be about 28 per cent, and the losses in

transmission would be excessive. The losses

in transmission over the line and trans-
formers would be about 10.5 per cent greater
than would occur at unity power-factor,
while those for the generators would be
about 3 per cent greater. Thus in correcting
the power-factor from 0.65 to 1.00, 13.5 per
cent of the power delivered would be saved.
If synchronous condensers were used located

* At the time the tests were made transmission lines Nos. 1 and 2 were paralleled on the low tension side at Washington Street
station; however, the present operation is to parallel them on the high tension side.

The values of the resistances and reactances given are the three-phase values. To obtain the resistances of a single conductor
divide by 1.73.
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in Washington Street station to accomplish
this correction their inherent losses would
be about 4 per cent; hence a net economy
of 9.5 per cent or 460 kw., could be gained.

In operating the generators at 1200 kw.
and around 1.00 power-factor, a busbar
voltage of 2500 volts is readily obtainable,

but with 1200 kw. and a power-factor around

Cornelia Street station, or elsewhere, were
operated with heaw field excitation.

However, times occurred when very bad
voltage conditions existed at the Cornelia
Street busses. Some of the worst cases are
illustrated in Figs. 26, 27 and 28.

The data of Table I show three sets of

readings taken in the Trenton Falls station.
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Fig. 23. These curves show the kilowatts generated at the various stations. They illustrate particularly the value of synchronous
condensers for meeting any emergency condition: while the transmission line was down, not only did the synchronous

condensers hold up the voltage, but they enabled the generators to deliver their maximum kilowatt output
without danger from overloads due to the low power-factor. This was true especially for the

steam imits since the water supply was short at the water power stations.

0.70, the maximum voltage obtainable is

about 2300 volts, though the exciter busbar
is carried to its limit of 140 volts. Since the
most favorable available taps in the trans-
formers are 2200 to 22,000 volts at Trenton
Falls and 22,000 to 2000 at Washington
Street, we would expect only about 1800
volts (90 volts on the chart) at Cornelia
Street station. Before the application of

the synchronous condensers this extreme
condition rareh' obtained, because usually
the generators at Washington Street station.

The set of readings on June 23rd shows the

approximate conditions which existed after

the installation of the 750 kv-a. synchronous
condenser at Little Falls. The data given

under June 26th show the same after the

application of the three synchronous con-

densers, where no particular effort was made
to correct the power-factor in the Trenton
Falls line. On Alarch 1st. however, we have
a set of readings which shows the power-
factor near unity in the transmission lines.

This condition was accomplished by suppl}'-
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Feb. 29. 1912

No. 1. Wattless kv-a. from synchronous con-

Mar. 1, 1912

Kg. 3. Total kilowatts generated,
densers under automatic control. Ko. 4. Total wattless kv-a. supplied

No- 2. Resultant power-factor of load. to the load.

Fig. 24. Curve 4 shows total wattless kv-a. required at different periods of the day: Curve 1 is the amount automatically

supplied by the synchronous condensers, while the remaining amount is furnished by the
other synchronous machines, their fields being hand regulated

ing the necessary additional wattless cor-

rective kv-a. by means of increased field

eKcitation at Little Falls, Washington Street,

and Cornelia Street.

Only the three synchronous condensers

are available for automatic power-factor

correction, and these can supply continuously

a total of about 3250 kv-a. To bring the

Trenton Falls line up around unity power-
factor would involve additional to this about

4500 wattless corrective kv-a.

When the data published in this paper

was obtained, the steam units in Cornelia

Street station and some of the waterwheel

units at Little Falls were operated as sjm-

chronous condensers, and the generators in

Washington Street station were run partially

loaded, but with full field excitation: in this

manner, approximately 4500 wattless correc-

tive kv-a. was supplied by hand regulation.

At Cornelia Street station, the generators

are belt connected and by slipping the belts

these machines are operated conveniently as

synchronous condensers; in so doing, about
1750 kv-a. was supplied at a loss of about

6 per cent of this kv-a. rating. At Little

Falls Station No. 2, due to some *litigation,

the fore-bay had been closed to the extent

*The litigation is now closed and the fore-bay has been
opened. gi\ang the full use of the available water power.

10 IZ

Noon

Fig. 25.

'12 Z 4 6 8 10 12 2 4 6 8 10 12

Night Noon Night

Jan. 26, 1912 Jan. 27, 1912

No. 1. Wattless kv-a. from synchronous con-
densers under automatic control.

No. 2. Resultant power-factor of load.

These curves are similar to those in Fig. 24, but taken at another date. It is interesting to note that the character of the
load conditions from day to day have such a close relation

No. 3. Total kilowatts generated.
No. 4. Total wattless kv-a. supplied

to the load.
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Fig. 26 Fig. 27

Fig- 28 Fig. 29

These voltage curves are from the 2200 volt busbars at Cornelia Street station. Figs. 26, 27 and 28 represent some of the voltage
ditions which existed before the installation of the synchronous condenser, while Fig. 29 represents the character

of the voltage regulation established by the application of a 1500 kv-a. synchronous
condenser controlled by a voltage regulator
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that the maximum water flow was Hmited
to about 350 h.p.; the economic operation
of these units was found to be one unit run
as a generator and the other two as synchro-
nous condensers, deHvering the rated kv-a.

:

these machines, as synchronous condensers,

required in kilowatts about 8 per cent of their

rating, or 32 kw., which enabled the generator
to deliver about 100 kw. To operate these

waterwheel units as synchronous condensers,
it was first necessary to synchronize them
by means of the power derived from the water
flow, then to close the water gates, break
the vacuum in the draft tubes, draw off the
water, and allow the wheels to spin around
in air, receiving electrical energy from the
system. At Washington Street, a decided
disadvantage accrues from running these

units for power-factor correction, because
the generators are not large enough to do
so to any extent without operating the prime
movers at light loads and hence inefficiently.

TABLE I

June 23, 1911 Jan. 26, 1912 Mar. 1, 1912
(4:00 P.M.)

I

(4;00 P.M.) (4:00 P.M.)

TRANSMISSION LINES

Number 1

Amperes 730 700 640
Kilowatts 2000 2250 2150
Power-factor 71 79 89
Volts 2300 2360 2200

Number 2

Amperes 720 700 630
Kilowatts 2250 2400 2350
Power-factor 76 85 95
Volts 2300 2340 2260

Frequency 62 60 60.5

GENERATORS

Number 1

Amperes
Field amperes

360
92

345
96

315
79

Number 2
Amperes
Field amperes

360
90

350
94

320
78

Number 3
Amperes
Field amperes

360
90

340
92

320
83

Number 4
Amperes
Field amperes

360
90

350
96

320
85

Exciter volts 138 133 115

To meet the requirements for wattless

correcting kv-a. in a more efficient manner,
and with less operating difficulties, a fre-

quency changing set is being installed, which
has its 60 cycle side designed for 2.500 kw.
at 0.70 p-f., and will be controlled by a
voltage regulator. This set is therefore
capable of supplying, or receiving, from the
Utica system 2500 kw. at 0.70 p-f.; thus, at

all times, the Utica system will derive the
wattless corrective effect of not less than
2500 kv-a., and this will be under automatic
control

.

Figs. 30 and 31 illustrate the conditions
in the Trenton Falls line, when care was
observed to maintain a good power-factor.
Fig. 32 is a similar set of curves for one of

three tie-in lines extending from the Wash-
ington Street to the Cornelia Street station,

while Fig. 37 shows the Rome transmission
lines. Figs. 29 and 36 show the voltage
curves at Cornelia Street and Rome sta-

tions, respectively. Figs. 33 and 34 show
voltage curves at Little Falls station No. 1,

and at Washington Street station.

Therefore, to accomplish voltage regulation
at Cornelia Street station, Rome and Little

Falls—the centers of distribution—and at

the same time maintain a good power-factor
on the Trenton Falls transmission line, most
of the synchronous machines involved, except
the synchronous condensers, were operated
at full excitation so that together they
carried a large part of the total wattless kv-a.
The synchronous condensers were then en-
abled to carry automatically the fluctuations
in the wattless kv-a., owing to the nomial
changes in load. The smallness in sizes of the
synchronous condensers causes some difficulty

in keeping them loaded within their limits ; in

fact, none of the synchronous condensers could
inherently take care of the tendency of voltage
variations at the point of its location, except
the one at Rome. At Cornelia Street station
the synchronous condenser must be assisted

in its operation from time to time by juggling
the field excitation of the other synchronous
machines in the station, or those at Trenton
Falls, or Washington Street station; and in

a similar manner, the synchronous condenser
at Little Falls must be assisted, either by
changing the excitation of the machines near
it, or those at Dolgeville. Whenever either
the lower or upper limit of the voltage control
of a synchronous condenser is reached, it

is evidenced by a ragged spot on the voltage
curve. On examination of the curves given,
it will be seen that most of them show
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indications that the limits of the synchronous
condensers have been reached. However,
there is no reason why a finely adjusted regu-
lator cannot effect a curve on a voltage chart

An advantage that a synchronous condenser
possesses, which is not usually appreciated,
is that it tends to flatten out any unbalancing
due to the load, producing balanced current
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'^ These curves represent the kw., the kv-a., and powei-factor of the power generated for transmission line No. 1.

The data is plotted from readings on station instruments at Trenton Falls

which is practically a straight line, provided
the synchronous condenser is of suitable

size.

The character of the load on the Utica
system is such as to tend to promote bad
voltage conditions, since it consists of various
kinds of fluctuating loads, one of the large
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conditions in the main circuits. Figs. 38
and .'39 represent a synchronous condenser
carrying considerable unbalanced current
owing to the correcting of an unbalanced
load.

It was stated in Part II that if the voltage
at a distribution center were held at a given
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Fig. 31. These cvirves are similar to those in Fig. 30, except for transmission line No. 2

customers being a stone quarry and another
a welding plant. Fig. 35 illustrates the
character of the load produced by a welding
plant.

value by means of a synchronous condenser,
with an automatic voltage regulator and the
voltage at the generating station were
lowered until the same value were reached.

*0n February 29th. it will be noted that the power-factor takes an upward rise at about 9 a.i
of excitation on the generators in Washington Street station and at Little Falls.

This is due to the bringing on
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not only would the power-factor in the
transmission line remain constant, but the
voltage in the generating station would be
regulated, thus avoiding the use of a voltage
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taken on the Cornelia Street station, and
Fig. 41 a voltage curve taken on the Trenton
Falls station. In the latter station the voltage

had been adjusted so as to equal that at the
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Fig. 32. One of three tie-in lines between Washineton and Cornelia Streets, to illustrate the value of power-factor

correction. The resultant power-factor of the load is from 0.65 to 0.70 p-f. during the day period

Fig. 33. Voltage chart from the 2200 volt busbars at Little Falls

station No. 2. The ragged points in the curve are due to the

load conditions being such as to carry the synchronous

condenser beyond its range of voltage control

regulator at that point. Some station data
was given in Fig. IS to show that a constant

power-factor could be maintained in this

manner. This data was taken in the Rome
station. Fig. 40 shows a voltage curve

34. Voltage chart from Washington Street station, the voltage

regulation being effected by the synchronous condenser

at ComeHa Street station

Cornelia Street station. It will be seen that
both voltages remained practically constant
through the twenty-four hours. The field

excitation in Trenton Falls was adjusted only
slightly at about 3:15 p.m. This was done
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Fig. 35. This illustrates the variable character of a welding load. The power-factor varies around 0.60.
This chart was taken from a feeder in Cornelia Street station

SO as to bring the synchronous condenser at

Comeha Street station within its limits;

otherwise than this, the field excitation in

Trenton Falls was not changed.

Fig. 36 shows the comparative character

of the voltage regulation before and after

the installation at Rome of the 1000 kv-a.

synchronous condenser, controlled by an
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Fig. 36. The effect of automatic power-factor correction is illustrated by the above voltage curves taken at Rome.
Curve No. 1 shows the voltage when controlled by a feeder regulator, but operated beyond its limit, and

curve No. 2 the corresponding currents. Curve No. 3 shows the voltage regulation accomplished

by a 1000 kv-a. synchronous condenser with a voltage regulator. Curve No. 4 shows the

corresponding currents. Though the currents in curves 2 and 4 are approximately the

same, the energy delivered in the former case was during the day around 600 and

700 kw., while with the corrected power-factor in curves 3 and 4, the energy

delivered was around 1000 kw. It is interesting to note that the

power-factor remains around 1.00 from no-load to full

load. This was shown in Fig. 18
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automatic voltage regulator. This machine
is of suitable capacity to meet inherently
any normal tendency towards voltage varia-

tion, provided the load does not exceed
about 900 kw.
At the time curves 1 and 2 were taken,

viz., on February 24, 1911, only about
700 kw. could be satisfactorily delivered

to Rome on account of the excessive voltage
drop, though 10 per cent was boosted by
taps on the transformers and 10 per cent
by the feeder regulator. The extreme range
of voltage variation at this point was around
30 per cent. As will be seen by reference to

curve 1 in Fig. 36, the voltage regulation

was entirely unsatisfactory. This curve is

typical of that obtained in this station under
normal conditions. If the feeder regulator

had not been operated beyond its limit,

however, it could have effected a suitable

voltage regulation. When curves 3 and 4

TABLE II

With Without
Syn. Con. Syn. Con.

Busbar volts .... * 111 * 98
Transmission line amperes * 270 * 340
Transmission line power-factor *0.97 0.71
Transmission line kilowatts

(indicating instrument) *1020 * 820
Load amperes .... 370 * 340
Load power-factor . 0.72 0.71
Synchronous condenser amperes * 260 *

* Taken on station meters and instruments.

were taken, viz., March 1, 1912, the load at

Rome was 1000 kw., which, as will be seen,

is a considerable increase over that of the

previous year. It is interesting to note that

the current curves 2 and 4 are practically of

the same magnitude, though 43 per cent ad-

ditional power was delivered in the latter case.

In Fig. 37, the actual kv-a. demand on
the station is given in the dotted curve, No. 1.

This is the kv-a. which would exist in the

transformers and line if there were no syn-

chronous condenser. When the data were
taken, the synchronous condenser was oper-

ated just through the day, and during the

night a feeder regulator was put in operation.

The load, at the present writing, is around
1300 kw. Dtning the periods of heavy loads,

the feeder regulator is used non-automatically

to boost the voltage so as not to overload
the synchronous condenser. As stated before,

without this assistance, the synchronous con-

denser is overloaded when approximately 900
kw. is exceeded.
The transformer bank in the station is

rated 1500 kv-a. With the present equip-

ment, the station is enabled to carry a con-

tinuous load of approximately 1400 kw.
an increase due to the application of a
synchronous condenser of about 100 per cent.

Not only did this synchronous condenser
improve the voltage conditions at Rome,
but great assistance was felt at the New
York Mills and at Cornelia Street station.

Though a feeder regulator is installed at the
New York Mills, it is useless during the
operation of the synchronous condenser at

Rome.
Table 2 is a set of readings which illustrates

the effect of the synchronous condenser.
The data marked "With Syn. Con." repre-

sent a normal condition of operation, and
those marked "Without Syn. Con." were
obtained to afford a comparison. To obtain
the latter, the plunger on the alternating

current coil of the voltage regulator was
pushed to a position where the synchronous
condenser operated neutrally. The cutting

out of the effect of a synchronous condenser
can be done instantaneously in this manner.
The experiment was made a number of

times to check up the accuracy of the readings

and all the data taken was consistently the
same. It is interesting to note that when
the busbar volts dropped 12 per cent the
actual load carried dropped 20 per cent;

the load having fallen from 1020 kw. to 820
kw. On releasing the plunger, the kilowatts

came up immediately to approximately their

former value. This experiment illustrates

very forcibly the importance of maintaining
normal voltage for a load of induction motors.

It is usually appreciated that a lighting

load will fall off in proportion to the square
of the voltage. However, it is not generally

appreciated that the same thing occurs

with an induction motor load. With a heating
and lighting load, the power consumed
varies directly with the square of the voltage.

With an induction motor load, practically the
same thing occurs, since the speed of an
induction motor changes approximately with
the square of the voltage. This will make
the power consinned vary substantially in

this proportion, since the resisting torque
is usually fairly constant. On decreased
speed, the power-factor of induction motors
tends to rise by a small amount. We do
not get a rise in power-factor in the above
case, because the loads on the motors had
become reduced.

GENERAL DISCUSSION
Suitability of Synchronous Condensers

The question of the advisability of applying
synchronous condensers to a system will
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depend entirely upon local conditions. How-
ever, it may be said in general that there

are few cases where low power-factor exists

that synchronous condensers cannot be
economically applied. In cases where the
steam stations are auxiliary to water power
stations, and located near the distribution

centers, such as is the case with the L^tica

Gas & Electric Company, the generators
can be used for power-factor correction.

Though this is advisable in general there are
a number of reasons why synchronous con-
densers should be used in addition. Among
these reasons are the following;

/600

since they will take the swings in wattless
kv-a., and allow the generators to run with-
out voltage regulators. They possess also

the property of absorbing the unbalanced
load conditions, relieving the generators
and transformers of this unsatisfactory duty.

Third: Synchronous condensers are in-

dependent of prime movers. In many cases
generators may be operated to great advan-
tage, say at 70 per cent power-factor, where
70 per cent of the kv-a. rating is supplied
as corrective wattless kv-a. and 70 per cent
as kilowatts. However, in running prime
movers at 70 per cent full load, or below.

Feb. 29, 1912 Mar. 1, 1912

No. 1.

No. 2.

Kv-a. demand caused by the loads low p-f. No. 3. Kw. delivered to busbars.
Kv-a. demand on the transformers and transmission No. 4. Power-factor of transformers and transmission line.

line when synchronous condenser is operated. No. 5. Resultant p-f. of the load carried by busbars.

Fig. 37. Load curves of Rome station to illustrate the effect of a 1000 kv-a. 2200 volt synchronous condenser
controlled by a voltage regulator. The synchronous condenser is only operated from 6 a.m. until 6 p.m.

First: Suppose the transmission lines go
down, or difficulty is experienced due to

low water; the steam generating units are
thereupon called upon to do duty up to

their limits; the boilers must be forced,

etc.; and every additional kilowatt that
can be put on the busbars is invaluable.
If synchronous condensers of proper capacity
are available their power-factor correction
will, under such conditions, render valuable
service in holding the voltage up and in

enabling the prime movers to give maximum
output without exposing their generators
to any danger due to overload on low power-
factor.

Second: Synchronous condensers are
always valuable adjuncts to steam units,

their efficiency must be taken into consider-

ation. This becomes of great importance
on light loads, for the per cent losses at light

loads may be considerably in excess of the
benefits derived by the power-factor correc-

tion, as compared with using synchronous
condensers whose maximum losses are only
4 per cent of their kv-a. rating.

Fourth: Synchronous condensers are espe-

cially designed for their purpose. They
have a high armature reaction, small air

gap, and are run at high speed. Due to

these features of design they can be built

remarkable cheap, and for their kv-a. output
they occupy but a small amount of space as

compared with alternators.

Fifth: Finally, synchronous condensers can
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always be located at the distribution centers,

accomplishing the ideal condition of having
the kilowatts delivered actually equal to the

kv-a. demanded by the load. The magnitude
of this benefit is appreciated in cases where
the invested capital for a system up to the
points of distribution, is from $75 to $150
per kv-a. Not only are the economies in

kv-a. and losses accomplished, but a voltage
regulation can be established at these points

which will render satisfactory service for

lighting, although from the same busbars.

70 per cent of its full load rating as wattless

corrective kv-a. and 70 per cent as power,
and yet does not possess any limitation in

regard to operating on weak fields. In
general, the correcting of power-factor with
either a synchronous motor, or generator
on a frequency changer, delivering power,
is better than using a synchronous condenser

;

however the application of these two type
of machines is somewhat restricted, hence
there is a broad field for the use of synchronous
condensers.
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These curves illustrate the ability of a synchronous condenser to compensate for unbalanced load conditions. Simultaneous charts were

taken of the voltage on the different phases which showed balanced voltages. In effecting this compensation it is

necessary for the synchronous condenser to carry the unbalanced current. This data

was taken from the 1500 kv-a. two-phase synchronous condenser

in the Cornelia St. station

welding loads, stone crushers, or what not,

may be supplied.

What is said above in regard to synchronous
condensers would apply to synchronous
motors carrying loads, provided when auto-

matically controlled the conditions were not
such as to involve their operating under load

on weak fields which would endanger their

falling out of step. In Part II it was demon-
strated that the safe condition of operation

would be where a low voltage drop was main-
tained in the feeder or transmission line

supplying the power. The most favorable

condition for power-factor correction is where
the motor supplies 70 per cent of its full

load rating as wattless corrective kv-a. and
70 per cent as power. The generator side

of a frequency changer set can also supply

Method of Calculation

An approximate method has been deduced
in Part II for detennining the relations which
exist in transmission lines and the wattless

corrective kv-a. required for a given operating
condition when the voltage differences

between generating and receiving stations

are maintained constant by means of auto-
matic voltage regulators on synchronous
machines. The cases considered were short
lines where the charging current could be
neglected. If the charging current must
be taken into consideration, the value of

In in the formula

should be obtained as follows:

(14) i.=r.~-'
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substituting this value, we get:

(15) v=hR+(^r,,-^\x

V is the voltage difference between a

generating and receiving station : if the differ-

ence is a voltage drop, V must be taken as

positive and if the difference is a rise, V
must be taken as negative. A' and R represent

the three-phase resistances and reactances be-

tween the points under consideration; le

is the energy component of the current

simplifies the problem and does not affect

the accuracy of the results below the pre-
cision of the requirements.

Equipotential at the Generating Stations and
the Distribution Centers

It has been demonstrated that if the
voltage drop is maintained at zero value, not
only does the power-factor remain constant,

but the generators operate with a good voltage
regulation without voltage regulators. The
case cited was when the charging current
for the transmission line was small and the

Fig. 40. Voltage Chart from the Cornelia Street Station

Busbars

Voltage Chart from the Trenton Falls Busbars

These curves illustrate that if the voltage is controlled by means of a synchronous machine with a voltage regulator at a distribution

center, and if the voltage at the generating station is brought to the same value, then the generating voltage will maintain prac-

tically constant without further changes in their field. The ragged effect of the curve taken at Cornelia Street

station is due to the synchronous condenser being operated outside of its limit.

These two charts were taken on the same day

supplied the load; /'„, is the wattless com-
ponent of the transmission line current at

the receiving end; and Ic is the amount of

wattless current required to charge the

transmission line.

This formula is based on the assumption
that the voltage drop, due to the charging

current, is equal to ~ X, and that we can

drop a very small quantity which should
appear in the equation, namely Eg {l—cosa),
where Eg is the generating voltage and a is

the phase relation between generating and
receiving voltage. The exciting currents

required by the transformers in the trans-

mission line have been neglected, since this

actual power-factor at the receiving end was
constant. If the charging current must be

considered and the voltages are equal at

the receiving and generating stations, the

equivalent power-factor of the line is constant

since

Iw R
The power-factor at the receiving end is

dependent upon the relation between I'y,

and le and therefore cannot be exactly

constant; but in most cases met in practice

the power-factor at the receiving end will

be practically constant, except at very light

loads.

This method of operation offers a great
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many advantages: for example, the main
generating units can be operated with
individual exciters, and transformers can
be used without taps. By using individual

exciters for each generator, rather than using

a common exciter bus in each station, we
reduce the probability of interrupted service.

It would be a great convenience in operation to

have equipotential at the generating stations

and distribution centers, since the trans-

former voltages for a system could be stand-

ardized and the troublesome problem of

arranging for suitable taps avoided. Further-
more, the power delivered at all times is at

practical minimum kv-a., and at practically

minimtmi losses. Operating the generators

at minimum kv-a. offers considerable

opportunity to use the prime movers always
at an efficient point on their load cur\^es.

Voltage Regulation

Too much emphasis cannot be attached
to the importance of good voltage regulation,

for good voltage regulation contributes more
to satisfied customers than can any other one
possible condition.

Customers using lighting loads are more
sensitive in the matter of poor voltage regu-

lation than those using power. However, in

the latter case it is also very important to

both the seller of power and the consumer
that the voltage be furnished at its proper
value.

Since the power consumed by an}' load

must necessarily fall off substantially as the

square of the voltage, it is of serious impor-
tance to the central station to maintain the

voltage as high as is consistent with good
operation.

The following tabulation shows the effect

of reduced voltage on induction motors for

values of 10, 20 and 30 per cent below normal

:

Maximum H.P. output:
90 f>er cent voltage—19 per cent lower
SO per cent voltage—36 per cent lower
70 per cent voltage—51 per cent lower

Approximate full load efficiency

90 per cent voltage— 1 per cent lower
80 per cent voltage—3 per cent lower
70 per cent voltage—5 to 10 per cent lower

Approximate full load power-factor
90 per cent voltage—2 per cent higher

80 per cent voltage—3 per cent higher

70 per cent voltage—4 per cent higher
Approximate full load heating

90 per cent voltage— 15 per cent higher

80 per cent voltage—40 per cent higher

70 per cent voltage—75 to 200 per cent
higher

Starting torque and starting current for

squirrel cage motors:

Starting torque
90 per cent voltage—19 per cent lower
80 per cent voltage—36 per cent lower
70 per cent voltage—51 per cent lower

Starting current

90 per cent voltage— 10 per cent lower
80 per cent voltage—20 per cent lower
70 per cent voltage—30 per cent lower

In regard to operating induction motors
at voltages higher than normal, this would
be done at the sacrifice of making the power-
factor slightly worse. However, there would
be a gain in efficiency, in torque and output.
In most cases, however, 10 per cent above
normal voltage represents the average upper
limit for satisfactory conditions. The exact
limit, of course, would depend upon matters
of design. In general, however, induction
motors are designed with the maximum flux

density occurring just above the normal
operating condition.

In regard to lighting loads, the importance
of voltage regulation is usually appreciated
by everyone and it is frequently specified in

contracts that the voltage variation will not
exceed 2 or 3 per cent. The reason of this is

evident when we consider the incandescent
lamp itself. A change in voltage not only
causes a change in candle-power, efficiency,

life, power consumed, etc., but the physio-
logical effect of flicker, color of light, etc.,

is most objectionable to the customers. The
magnitude of this effect will be appreciated
when it is remembered that a 2 per cent change
in voltage causes a variation of approximately
8 per cent in candle-power.
From what has been said above, it may be

seen that the question of voltage regulation
at distribution points is of the utmost im-
portance.

CONCLUSIONS

By controlling automatically the field

excitation of synchronous machines in parallel

to accomplish power-factor and voltage
control, the following may be obtained, viz.

:

First. Kilovolt-Amperes Supplied can be

Approximately Equal to the Kilowatts Re-
quired

As seen from the case of the Utica Com-
pany, power-factor correction enables a
system carrying an inductive load to increase
its load without adding to its equipment
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of generators, transmission lines and trans-

formers. Furthermore, not only can a large

reduction in PR losses be obtained, but the
prime movers are enabled to operate on
efficient points on their load curves, without
danger of overloading the generators on low
power-factor.

Second. Excellent Voltage Regulation

A voltage regulation may be obtained at

the end of a transmission or feeder line of

about 2 per cent on each phase, independent
of the variable character of the loads and
their power-factors, and whether or not they
are balanced or unbalanced on the phases.

For example, a synchronous condenser makes
possible the supplying of a lighting load and
welding machine loads, rolling mill, stone

quarries, etc., from the same busbars.

Distribution of power at proper voltage
should appeal to central station men, when
it is appreciated that, in general, the power
consumed by a customer varies with the
square of the voltage. It will be remembered
that when the voltage at Rome was dropped
12 per cent, instead of the customers con-

suming 1020 kw., they consumed only 820
kw., making a net loss in the sale of power
of 200 kw.
Third. The Use of Large Reactances for

Current Limiting Purposes
It was shown in Part II that considerable

reactance is a very favorable condition in

circuits transmitting power, when the voltage
is regulated b}- means of synchronous ma-
chines with automatic voltage regulators

located near the loads. Since this is the

case, no objection can be raised to the use
of large inherent reactances in generators

and transformers, or the application of

external reactances. The destructive effect

of short circuit currents of large magnitude
is well known. It is very important, therefore,

where a large amount of power is generated
to have all the circuits, particularly near
the generators, contain enough reactance to

limit the current to values below where any
damage can be caused. In confining short

circuit currents to reasonable limits, the cost

of oil switches will become greatly reduced;
in fact, it will be possible, in many cases,

to eliminate the use of automatic oil switches,

except in the feeder circuits, or where selec-

tive action is required.

Fourth. Flexibility in Design of Transformers,
Induction Generators and Induction Alotors

Since power-factor correction can be so

cheaply apphed, the demands of customers
will become less exacting in regard to

guarantees of power-factor for induction
motors and induction generators and of the
per cent magnetizing current for transformers.
This will allow designing engineers more
freedom in design.

Fifth. Increased Output of Transmission
Lines
In designing a transmission line, the voltage

regulation is usually the limiting feature,

rather than the losses, and this increases

greatly in importance, as the length of line

increases. The latter comes about due to

the fact that on no-load, or very light

load, the voltage at the receiving end will be
greater than at the generating end on account
of the negative exciting current, while, as

soon as the load comes on, we might find a
very large drop in voltage.

Sixth. The General Use of 60 Cycles, Instead

of 25 Cycles

Since 60 cycle generators, transfonners
and transmission lines have inherently more
reactance than 25 cycle, 60 cycle is therefore

preferable. Heretofore, on account of the
serious reactive drop, 25 cycles has always
been advocated for long transmission lines.

There are reasons otherwise why 25 cycles

has been a favored frequency. Among them,
questions in design of induction motors,
synchronous converters, etc. As a matter
of fact not only can generators, induction
motors, transformers, synchronous converters,

etc., be designed satisfactorily for 60 cycles,

but in general, they are cheaper, if the
question therefore of voltage regulation is

correcth' solved, it goes without saying that

60 cycles should be the favored frequency
for all purposes.

Seventh. Finally, Eqiiipotential Can be Estab-

lished at the Generating Stations and the

Distribution Centers

From no-load to full load on a system, the

voltage of the generating stations and that

of the distribution points may be maintained
at the same values. This is the case where
the voltage is held up at the distribution

points by means of automatic power-factor

correction, so that the voltage drop is zero

and the power-factor in the transmission

lines and generators will remain substantially

constant from no-load to full load. Since

the generating stations will not require

voltage regulators, each main generator can
have its individual exciter; furthermore the

troublesome question of taps on the main
transformers Is avoided, since the voltage

is practically the same in all the transmission

lines.
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FURTHER INVESTIGATION INTO NATURE OF CORONA AND
DIELECTRIC STRENGTH OF AIR

By F. W. Peek, Jr.

For several years Mr. Peek has been conducting an exhaustive study into the nature of corona by the aid
of a short high voltage line, and his articles on this and allied subjects are among the most valuable which appear
in the Review, since the subject is of the highest economic importance. The present paper, which may after
all be regarded as one of the series, divides itself into four sections. The first part shows how corona values,
calculated from the laws and formulae already established by the author, check with values as actually noted
on working lines by other investigators. The second section touches on the practical importance of recent
experiments with the stroboscope, and the discovery of the diflference between the corona on the positive and
negative halves of the a-c. wave. The third deals with visual corona, and gives a theory explaining the appar-
ent greater dielectric strength of air around small conductors than around large. The concluding section has
something to say on the future. What is going to be the effect of corona on future transmission developments?
How can we raise the critical voltage?

—

Editor.

wave shape was not known and was probably
not a true sine wave. Another rather inter-

esting comparison is made in a recent pubH-
cation describing the system of the Au Sable
Electric Co. J The hne is 125 miles long and
of No. copper cable. With 140 kv. at the
generating end, the voltage at the far end
is 165 kv. Thus the loss per mile is greater
at the far end than at the generating end.

The corona characteristics of transmission
lines can be accurately predetermined from
laws of corona already published. * Cor-
ona phenomena have been still further

investigated with a view to a better under-
standing of the nature and properties of the
loss, and the behavior of air above the elastic

limit. While this latter investigation is

rather more of a theoretical nature than the
former investigation, many points have been
observed which have an apparent future
practical application. In this paper a few of

the interesting and peculiar phenomena will be
described generally without speculation as to

their cause. It may first be of interest, how-
ever, to compare losses measured on practical

transmission lines, in different localities, with
the losses calculated from the corona formulae.

Agreement of Calculated Losses and Measured
Losses on Commercial Transmission Lines

It is generally difKcult to make an exact
comparison as in most cases where losses have
been measured on practical lines all of the
necessary data has not been recorded, such as
temperature along line, barometric pressure,

voltage rise at end of line, etc.

The several examples given are ones in

which it has been possible to obtain sufficient

data to make comparison. In Fig. 1 the
drawn curve is calculated from the formulae
for the temperature, barometric conditions,

etc., under which measurements were made.
The crosses represent measured values. This
agreement between measured and calculated
losses is very interesting, as it is for a long
three-phase line at very high altitude. In
Fig. 2 are similar comparisons on a single-

phase line at different frequencies. These
measurements were made before corona was
a factor in practical transmission. An exact
agreement could not be expected, as the

*A.I.E.E. Proceedings, July, 1911. G.E. Review. Oct.. 1911.
t A.I.E.E.. July, 1911, Law of Corona, I; June, 1912, Law of

Corona. II.
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Fig. 1. Comparison of Calculated and Measured Losses
The X are measured values. The drawn curve is calculated
from corona formula (6). Diameter of wire 0.375 in. (No.
cable.) Spacing 124 in. Three-phase. Line length 63.5
miles. Barometer 23.8 in. Temperature 51 deg. Fahr. The
tests tor corona loss were earned out on Shoshone-Leadville
transmission line by Mr. G. Faccioli. Test made on oper-
ating line three-phase and at high altitude. The check is in-
teresting because of the number of variables taken into account.

The average calculated loss per mile is 15 kv.
The article states that the actual average
loss by preliminary rough measurements was
15 to 20 kw. per mile. The above examples
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are given to illustrate how well the formulae
may be applied in the predetermination of the
corona losses of commercial transmission lines.

The corona formulae from which calcula-

tions were made are given here for con-
venience.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of Calculated and Measured Losses

The X and • are measured values. The drawn curve is cal-
culated from corona formula (6). Diam. of wire 0.064 in.

Spacing 48 in. Single-phase. Tests made on short line

for Stanley G-I Electric Company by Mr. A. B. Hendricks,
1903-1904. ^This shows check at two frequencies.

Corona Formulae t

(3)

(5)

(6)

Disruptive critical volts (parallel wire)

^0 = 21.1 Wo h r logt s/r

effective kilovolts to neutral.

Visual critical volts and gradient
(parallel wires).

. / , ,
0.301 \ /oge 5/r

e.. = 21.1 m^S r ' ' '

16/
V V 5 r )\' 5 r

effective kilovolts to neutral
Power loss (fair weather)

344 .

P = -T-fVr/s (e-eo)^ 10"

Kilowatt per kilometer single con-

ductor.

(7) Storm power loss. Power loss during
storms is higher and can generally be found

1 N.E.L.A., June. 1912.
* The stroboscope consists of a disk revolving on the shaft

of a small synchronous motor. In front of the revolving disk
is a stationary disk which may be rotated relatively to the motor
field. The stationary disk contains a peep hole, while the
revoKHng disk contains half as many equally spaced slits as the
motor has poles. The conductors are observed through the
peep hole and the revolving disk. By changing the position
of the stationary disk corona at any part of the wave may be seen.

with fair approximation by assuming eg = 0.80
of fair weather Bq. It generally works out
practically that the Co voltage is the highest that

should be used on transmission lines.

The above voltages are to neutral. To find

voltage between lines multiply by 1.73 for
three-phase, and by 2 for single-phase.

Notation

5 =
3.926 h

273+/
b = barometric pressure in cm.
/ = temperature in degrees cent.

f = frequency—cycles per second,

w/o = irregularity factor.

= 1 for polished wires.
= 0.98 — 0.93 for roughened or weathered

wire
= 0.87-0.83 for cables

nif =0.72 for local corona , „
Seven
strand
cable.

w,

r

s

all along conductor
0.82 for decided corona

along con.
= 1 to 0.93 for wires.

= radius of wire in cm.
= spacing in cm.

all

Difference in Corona at the Positive and the Neg-
ative Halves of the A-C. Wave

Coming now to some of the very recent
investigations the stroboscopic study of a-c.

corona will first be described. When a-c.

voltage is applied between two parallel wires
separated by a distance greater than thirty

times their radius, and the voltage is gradually
increased, the first evidence of stress is

corona, or glow, at or near the conductor

Fig. 3. Corona on Polished Parallel Wires without Stroboscope

surface. If the wires are polished at the

start, the glow is quite even, as shown in

Fig. 3. After operating a short time reddish

beads or tufts form along the wire, while
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at the surface of the wire there is a

bluish white glow. If the conductors are
examined through the stroboscope * so that

one wire is always seen when at the positive

half of the wave and the other when at the

negative half of the wave, it is noticed that

the reddish beads or tufts are formed when
the conductor is negative and the smooth
bluish white glow when the conductor is

positive. This is illustrated in Fig. 4. If

the originally polished wire is examined after

the tufts form it will be found that at the
spots where the tufts appear it is still highly
polished, while in between the polished spots

it is oxidized. Sometimes the negative corona
takes the form of a helix after voltage has
been applied to the conductor for a short

time. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.

It was observed that when voltage was
applied between two needle points, and very
gradually increased, a condition could be ob-
tained such that corona apparently extended
all the way between the points without
spark-over. The explanation that offered

itself was that the corona does not really

bridge the two needles, but that the, say,

positive corona extends past the center

point, and as each needle is alternately

positive the two positive coronas overlap
on the eye and appear to bridge across

(see Fig. 6). This really lead to the strobos-

copic investigation, which confirmed the

above assumption.

white spray extending well past the center

line. The positive discharge from a point

always reminds one of steam under pressure

issuing from a nozzle.

It appears that positive and negative

Left- Right

+

Left + Right -

Fig. 4. Corona on Parallel Wires

Iron—first polished and then run at 120,000 volts for two
hours to develop "spots." Diam. 0.168 cm. Spacing 12.7
cm. Photographs taken through stroboscope at 80.000
volts.

Left - Right +
Fig. 5. Copper Wire

Polished at start. Note negative corona apparently follow-
ing spiral "grain" of wire. Diam. 0.26 cm. Spacing 120
cm. Volts 200,000.

The positive and negative coronas from
points are shown in Fig. 7. To the eye the
negative appears as a reddish point, or tuft,

while the positive appears as a fine bluish

coronas start at different voltages, and that
therefore near the critical voltage there is an
excess of one or the other, as for instance,

positive. If the fan-like brushes which are

often seen discharging from high voltage
apparatus, such as insulators, bushings, etc.,

are closely examined, it will be seen that
near the base there is a reddish point, while
the fan streamers have a bluish color. The
point and the streamers do not occur simul-

taneously but alternately: the red point is

negative and the fan positive.

Spark Over and Corona

It was stated above that corona is the first

evidence of stress, or that the elastic limit

has been exceeded, when two parallel wires
are spaced greater than about thirty times
their radius. If under this condition and after

corona has fonned the voltage is sufficiently

increased, spark-over will occur. At very
small spacings the first evidence of over
stress is spark-over, and corona cannot form.
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The reason for this can be shown mathemati-
cally. It is simply stated here as a very
interesting fact. The experimental curve is

shown in Fig. 8. For the small spacings

below the triangular point of intersection of

the curves corona can never fonn.

Without stroboscope

^:^^5s>^ ^ — With Stroboscope

^gs^s^.^. With Stroboscope
+

Fig. 6. Diagrammatic Representation of Corona Flow
from Positive to Negative Wires, and Vice Versa

Visual Corona and Why Air is Apparently of

Greater Strength Around Small Conductors than
Large Ones

Perhaps of most theoretical and practical

importance is the work under this heading

and we will give a brief description of this

work. Visual corona appears always first

at the surface of a wire, as the unit stress or

unit rupturing force is greatest there. This is

because the unit stress is greater the greater

the flux density. As can readily be seen in

Fig. 9, the density is greatest at the surface.

It is convenient to express this stress in temas

of the gradient or kilovolts per centimeter

(measured radially) which is proportional to

the density. Thus the gradient in kilovolts

per centimeter at rupture is a measure of

the dielectric strength of air, in the same way
that kilograms per square centimeter at

rupture is a measure of the mechanical

strength of, say, a copper wire. For parallel

wires the gradient at the surface, and hence

where the stress is greatest and the elastic

limit is first exceeded, is:

de _ _ e

dx r logt s/r

That is, if the voltage between the surface

of the conductors and a point in space at

infinitesimal distance dx cm. away is de,

then the gradient in the limit at the surface

is

dx
= g = kilovolts per centimeter =

r logf s /r

If e is e^, the observed voltage to neutral

at which visual corona starts, f is a measure
of the stress at breakdown, which we will

call gv It would naturally be expected that

gv would be constant for all conductors, or

in other words, air would break down under
the same constant unit stress independent of

the size of the conductor; just, for instance, as

different sized rods of the same material
would be expected to break down at the
same tmit stress of kilograms per square
centimeter. It has long been known, however,
that air is apparently stronger at the surface

of small conductors than large ones. (The
apparent strength curve is given in Fig. 10.)

1. Without stroboscope 72.000 volts

Left-
With Stroboscope 72,000 volts

Right

+

Left + Right -

3. Same as 2; Stroboscope rotated 180 deg.

Left + Right -
4. Same as 3; voltage increased to 84,000

Fig. 7. Corona Between Copper Needle Points,
Using a 20.5 Cm. Gap

Of course, this does not mean that the

voltage required to start corona is greater

for small wires than for large ones (it is lower

for the small conductors at a given spacing).
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but that the tenn gr, or unit stress in the
expression,

ey = g,r loggs/r

is greater for air around small conductors
than large ones.

This apparent greater strength of air

around small conductors was long attributed
to a film of condensed air at the conductor
surface and hence having a greater relative

effect for the small conductors. We have
given another reason for this which still

later experiments at low air densities seem to

confirm.

During our first investigations we found
that the relation between the apparent
strength of air and radius of conductor could
be expressed by the simple formula

/, . 0.301\

where gt is constant and is about 30 kv. per
cm. This means that the stress at the con-
ductor surface at break down is not the
same for all diameters, as already stated, but

always constant at a distance 0.301 Vr centi-

meters from the surface; or

i'»

= 30.

^

s —
{r+O.ZQWr)loge s/r
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Fig. 8. Spark and Visual Corona Voltage for Parallel
Wires

Test No. 160. Size No. 2. Diam. 0.634 cm. Polished
copper. Corrected to 25 deg. Cent, and 76 cm. barometer.

This is shown in Fig. 11. The explanation

seems to be this: Air has a constant strength

go for a given density, but a finite amount of

energy is necessary to cause rupture or start

corona.* Hence the stress at the conductor
surface must exceed the elastic limit go, or

be increased to gv in order to supply the
necessar\^ rupturing energy between the
conductor surface and finite radial distance

Fig. 9

Fig. 9. Visual Critical Voltage Gradient— Two Parallel

Wires

in space away (0.301\/7cm.) where the stress

is go and break down occurs. This also lends

itself nicely to the electron theory.

For instance, speaking somewhat loosely,

suppose corona is caused bj^ free ions which
are moved from the conductor surface and
accelerated by the dielectric field; these soon

collide forming other free ions, which in turn

are accelerated, forming more free ions by
collision. The number of ions per unit

volume thus is progressively increased;

until finally at 0.30iVr cm. from the con-

ductor surface, where the number of ions per

unit volume becomes sufficiently great, corona

appears. 0.301\/r centimeters is much
greater than the mean free path of the ion,

so there must be a number of collisions in

this distance. It is interesting to speculate

upon what would happen if the conductors

were placed closer together than the necessary

energy storage or accelerating distance 0.301

\/r cm. This has been investigated, but is

not yet in form for publication.

Thus far the discussion has been limited to

air at a constant density, or, in other words
constant pressure and temperature. The
above energy explanation can be still further

checked now by considering air at different

densities.

The value of go given, 30 kv. per cm., is

for air density at sea level (25 deg. C, 76 cm.

* This rupturing energy must not be confused with the
corona loss. It is the energy to start breakdown so that loss

can occur.
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barometer). This has been taken as the
standard, or for the density factor 5=1.
Air at other densities, due to change in

temperatvire and barometric pressure, is

expressed as a factor of this. The relative

110

ICO

S°c,W ^ ^K ._

^.1
~ —

1 _^
.i 3 1 J £ r f S 1.0 I.I 12 L3 l.t 1.5 l.t 1.7 I.S 19 iO

CONDUCTOR DIAMETER INCH.

Fig. 10. Visual Critical Voltage Gradient. Two Parallel
Wires

density for any pressure or temperature is

, 3.92 h

^ = 273+ i

For instance, if the temperature is kept at

23 deg. C. and the pressure is reduced to

38 cm.

. 3.92X38 ^,.,
^ = 273 + 25 =

0'50-

or Y2 atmosphere. As the air density, or 5,

is decreased the air is less able to resist the
electric stress. Theoretically the strength of

air should decrease directly with 5, or

go = 30 5.

gt, however, the apparent strength of air,

if the energy theory is true, can not decrease
directly with 5 because the energy storage
distance or the acceleration distance must
also change with 5; thus the energy storage

distance should be 0.301\/r <^ (5), or the
complete expression should take the form

0.301
i'
= go5( 1 +

We have found experimentally that
)

^'r
energv storage distance = 0.301 -^=cm.;

V5

that is g,. = 30 5
(0.301 \

How well the theory is checked from this

standpoint is shown in Fig. 12 over a range of

1 to 1/50 of an atmosphere. (r = 0.254 cm.)
We have found that the effect is the same
whether 6 is varied by change of temperature

or change of pressure. The law for the visual

critical corona voltage may now be written

;

7 on . / 0.301\ ,

= g„ r log( s/r = 30 5| 1 +—^^ 1?- /oge 5/r

where e,, is volts to neutral. It may be of

interest to note that with a pair of smooth
wires, of a known diameter, high voltages
may be accurately measured anywhere by
noting the spacing at which corona starts,

the temperature and barometric pressure,

and substituting in the above formulae.

The Corona Limit of High Voltage Transmission

The question is often asked, what is the
limiting distance imposed on high voltage
transmission by the corona limit of voltage?
In the first place it does not seem at present,

except in very rare instances, that corona
will be the limiting feature at all. The
limiting feature will, in all probability, be
an economic one: the energy concentrated
naturally at any given point will be exceeded
by the demand in the surrounding country
before the transmission distance becomes so

great that voltages above the corona limit

are necessary. A quarter of a million volts

may be used (except at high altitudes)

without an excessive conductor diameter or

spacing. (See Tables I and II.)

These tables will give an approximate idea

of the voltage limit imposed by corona. In

general it will be found advisable to operate
below the eo voltage. Above ea the storm
loss becomes an important factor. Calcula-

tions should generally be made from formulEe

for each special case.

To find the voltage at any altitude multiply
the voltage found above by the 5 correspond-

ing to the altitude, as given in Table II.

For single-phase or two-phase find the

OISTANCC FffOM CONDUCTOR
^CONDUCTOR

"RUfTU/flNG EN£/fGY ENVELOPE

Fig. 11. Rupturing Energy in Air Surrounding One
of Two Parallel Conductors

three-phase volts above and multiply by 1.16.

There are a number of ways of increasing

the corona voltage, as for instance: An
aluminum conductor equivalent in conduc-
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TABLE I. CORONA LIMIT OF VOLTAGE
Kilovolts Between Lines Three-Phase—Sea Level—Cables

Size B.&S. or Cm. Diam. in Inches
SPACI.N'G-FEET

8 10 12 14 16 20

00
000

0000

0.374
0.420
0.470
0.530

95
104
114
125

98
108
118
130

102
111
121
135

104
114
124
138

106
117
127
141

109
121
132
146

250,000
300,000
350,000

0.590
0.620
0.679

138 144
151
161

149
156
166

152
161
170

156
165
175

161
171
180

400,000
450,000
500,000

0.728
0.770
0.818

171
178
188

176
184
194

180
190
199

185
194
205

192
200
210

800,000 1.034 234 241 244 256

tivity to a given copper conductor has a
greater diameter and therefore a greater

corona voltage. The voltage difference is,

for equal conductivity, about 25 per cent
in favor of aluminum. A conductor with a

core of a less expensive metal might be used,

as a copper or aluminum cable with a protected
steel center, etc. Of course, in such an
arrangement possible, or rather probable,

electrolytic action between conductor and
core must be considered, as well as the
mechanical problem of different coefficients

of expansion due to heat.

One method of increasing the corona
voltage is by subdivided conductors. For
instance, suppose a copper wire of the
desired conductivity is decided upon, but
it is found that with the given diameter
and voltage the corona limit will be exceeded.
If the given required copper of each conductor

Fig. 12. Effect of Air Density on Visual Corona

is now subdivided into a number of smaller
conductors, and these smaller conductors
are symmetrically arranged in the proper
way the corona voltage will be greatly

TABLE II. ALTITUDE CORRECTION FACTOR

Altitude
Feet S

Altitude
. Feet s

500
1000

1.00
0.98
0.96

5000
6000
7000

0.82
0.79
0.77

1500
2000
2500

0.94
0.92
0.91

8000
9000
10000

0.74
0.71
0.68

3000
4000

0.89
0.86

12000
14000

0.63
0.58

^

40 ^
--

'

3S >
^ '

^ n >

K «//PHr CALCULATED fROM

^ -v
' ml

AimXOaSEf^VED ¥ J
15

r^
'

^ '

^ A

/
t 1 -* r .<

</
. 5 .i t3 9 IC

increased. For example, by this method, in

one particular case, the corona voltage was
increased from 89 kilovolts to 115 kilovolts

without increasing the amount of copper or

the spacing between lines.

We are likely to think of corona as affecting

only very high voltage transmission lines and
of little other practical importance. It may,

however, exist at almost any voltage,

as it depends not onl}' on voltage but
also upon the configuration of the

electrode and the spacing. It will exist

in cables, on insulators, coils, switches,

etc.; in short wherever air is present,

and where damage may be done by
mechanical bombardment of small

streamers, and by electro-chemical

action (ozone, and nitrous oxide) un-
less means are taken to prevent it. In
most cases its prevention is fairly

simple. We, as engineers, are likely

to think only of the present practical

side. However, such of the investiga-

tions which at present may appear
only theoretical, open up as it were a

trail into the future, which by degrees becomes
a practical road. It is by such experiments
that the inherent properties of electricity in

general may be found and understood.
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RECENT DESIGNS OF POWER LIMITING REACTANCES

By Eugene D. Eby

Transformer Engineering Department, General Electric Company

This matter of power limiting reactances is referred to in an editorial on page 735. Little has been pub-
lished on the subject, although the matter has been under discussion for some years, and the necessity for
practical reactances, for limiting the amount of power which may flow into a fault, has long been realized.
Dr. Steinmetz' article in the September, 1911, Review, described the functions of the apparatus in considerable
detail, indicated the baffling nature of some of the difficulties encountered in their development and specified
the positions in which the reactances should be located for maximum protection. Readers should certainly
consult his article. The present paper by Mr. Eby takes up the matter of the physical construction of the
apparatus, such as method of winding, bracing, spacing and supporting, and the structure of the core; and
includes a section on operating characteristics of coils now in regular production.

—

Editor.

With the development and improvement
of electrical machinery, and the increasing

o

—?"

Fig. 1. 300 Kv-a. Current Limiting Reactance for Use

with 15.000 Kva.. 11,000 Volt. 50 Cycle

Tur bo-Generator

demand for and application of electric power
in nearly all fields of industry, there have

come also new and important problems in

its generation, distribution and utilization.

The present central station and transmission
system are extremely modem things. A
score of years ago there were no such plants
as exist to-day. Likewise many of the most
disturbing factors in present-day operation
of our large capacity, high voltage stations
were then unknown. One of the many
problems which have engaged the attention
of the electrical profession during the past
few years is concerned with the protection
of generating and transforming apparatus
from the disastrous mechanical effects of
short-circuit currents.

As is generally understood, it was formerly
considered desirable to specify low reactance
in the design of generators and transformers
for the sake of the improved regulation.

With small capacity stations not capable
of maintaining normal terminal voltage in

the event of short-circuit, this feature was
not particularly detrimental. In the case

of high power stations, however, low reactance
is now recognized as correspondingly danger-
ous. A short-circuit of one unit in a station,

where several large machines are operating
in parallel, may mean the brief concentration
at that point of almost unlimited power.
Neither generators, transformers, nor switches
can safely withstand such current rushes.

The logical protection of the apparatus
therefore lies in the limitation of the current
flow; and such limitation is most easily

secured by the insertion of reactance in the

circtiit. Briefly, these are the reasons which
led to the development and use of the so-called

current-limiting reactance coils, the subject

of this paper.

The design of reactance coils for current

limiting purposes in connection with large

generators and transformers presents certain
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difficult problems. Such coils must be built

without iron cores, to avoid saturation of

the magnetic circuit at times of short-circuit,

with consequent loss of effectiveness. They
must be able to withstand the very severe

mechanical strains incident to instantaneous

overloads. They must have a large factor

of safety against unknown transient voltages.

They must be able to endure temporarily

the heating effects of short-circuit currents

tmtil the circuit breakers are opened. Their
end turns must receive special attention,

both with respect to insulation and mechan-
ical bracing. In fact, they must be capable
of subjection, with safety, to unknown and
uncertain values both of current and poten-
tial.

During the past year the development and
standardization of the reactances to meet these

requirements has been completed. The
period of development extended over several

years. Various materials and designs were
tried before the present construction was
finally adopted. A lengthy study and investi-

gation by the manufacturer and an exhaustive

series of tests conducted at the Fisk Street

Station of the Commonwealth Edison Com-
pany in Chicago, have confirmed the design

and its effectiveness in actual service.

Description of Design

The winding of these reactances consists

of bare, stranded copper cable, wound under
tension upon specially-treated wood supports

terminals, their removal farthest from the

core and from each other, and the easy

securing of the end turns. The majority

of designs employ a single cable. Where

Fig. 2. Winding 400 Kv-a. Reactance with Two 1,^50,000 cm. Cables in Parallel

which are bolted to a cylindrical concrete
form or core (Fig. 1). The cable is wound
in the so-called back-turn section form, which
offers the advantages of accessibility of

Fig. 3. End View of Three-Layer Coil Showing Arrangement

of Concrete Core, Winding, Supports and Details

the capacity of one cable is not sufficient,

two are wound in parallel (Fig. 2 and Fig.

10). The coil usually consists of three

layers (Fig. 3). When especially small cable

is used, it is wound in five layers. Such a
construction is illustrated in the cut appearing

on the cover of this publication. The
mechanical spacing of the turns provides

electrical insulation. Two
turns at each end of the coil

are given extra spacing, to

insulate them against the

voltages which accumulate on
the end turns at times of

short-circuit. A distance of

several inches is allowed be-
tween the two sections of

the coil. The final turn at

each end is rigidly secured
by alloy clamps to the outer
wood supports. Standard in-

terleaf terminals are joined to

the ends of the cable with a
high-melting solder.

The coil supports consist

of strips of selected, resin-

filled maple, the disruptive

strength of which must exceed
75 kilovolts per inch across the grain, and 50
kilovolts per inch along the grain. The ends of

the supports are bolted to the concrete core

with radial brass bolts. The faces of the sup-
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ports are grooved to receive the cable, and
the wood is protected from contact with the

copper by heat shields of asbestos shellaced

into the grooves. The leakage distance

Fig. 4. 12 Inch Core with Fig. 5. 24':.. Inch Core with

Hexagonal Extensions Square Extensions

(These cuts have not been made to the same scale)

between layers of che winding and between
winding and core, over the svirface of the
wood, is increased by barriers of the same
material, dovetailed into the sides of the
supports. To protect the wood from con-
tact with the concrete, a strip of sheet in-

sulation is placed under each of the first

layer of supports. The woodwork and press-

board are finished with several coats of a
cream-colored insulating enamel, which makes
easy the inspection for removal of dust and
dirt. The detailed arrangement of parts is

well illustrated in Fig. 3.

The form or core consists of specially

mixed concrete, of such proportions as will

afford greatest hardness and strength. Each
core is poured in a collapsible cast iron
moiild, and allowed to stand until fullv set.

After removal from the mould, the surface
is finished with neat cement and rubbed
smooth. Before being used, each core is

covered inside and out with several coats
of a light yellow creosote paint. The core
is cylindrical in shape, hollow, and provided
with hexagonal or square extensions at the
ends for mounting and bracing when installed.

(Figs. 4 and 5.) A cored recess in each end
receives a large nut or washer for lifting

purposes.
In the cylindrical surface of the core near

each end are embedded cast alloy sockets

to receive the radial brass studs which clamp
the wood supports to the core. The nuts
on these studs rest upon hea\'y insulating

washers; and around each stud is placed a
tube of pasted mica as additional insulation.

Fig. 6. 720 Kv-a. Busbar Reactance Built for the

Commonwealth Edison Co., Chicago

For lifting the reactance during manufacture
and installation, there is provided a heavy
steel stud, engaging with a large cast alloy

nut in the lower end of the core, and passing
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through a removable cast iron washer in
the upper end. Cast steel eye-nuts are
supplied for attaching crane hooks or tackle.

kv-a., volts and amperes, and specifies the
voltage of the circuit for which it is designed
(Fig. 1).

Fig. 7. Bank of 5 Per Cent Reactances for Three-Phase, 50 Cycle, 15.000 Kv-a., 11,000 Volt,

Turbo-Generator. Showing Method of Mounting and Bracing

The lifting stud is made of sufficient size

so that the reactance may be turned to a
horizontal position and lifted without bending

Fig. 8. Special Provision for Carrying Lower Lead
to Overhead Bus

the stud (Fig. 3). A name plate, mounted
on a brass support in a conspicuous position,

contains the rating of the reactance in cycles,

Operating Characteristics

Reactances of the type described have
been built for the standard operating fre-

quencies of 25, 50 and 60 cycles. In the
majority of cases they have been designed
to develop between terminals si.K per cent
of the circuit voltage with normal current
flowing. Designs have been built, however,
for from 23^2 per cent to 10 per cent. Nor-
mally they are designed for a temperature
rise of 40 degrees C. above a 25 degree room,
measured by the increase in resistance
method. An insulation test oi 2}/2 times the
circuit voltage, or 43^ times the normal
potential to ground, is applied between the
winding and concrete core.

The voltage characteristic of these react-

ances is a straight line, secured by the
absence of all magnetic material in their

construction. By a careful series of tests

it has been found safe to install and operate
them at a distance of approximately half
their diameter from any iron or steel struc-

tures without appreciable heating in the
latter. The losses in a set of reactances,
confined wholly to copper losses due to
resistance and eddy currents, vary from 0.1

per cent to 0.4 per cent of the generator
capacity.

For immediate protection to generating
units, the reactances are connected in series

with the generator leads to the busbars.
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With three-phase machines, one reactance
is connected in each of the three line leads.

With two-phase machines, one reactance in

each phase is sufficient. For the protection

H *

W»f?^

Kig. 9. High Current Reactance

Showing Double Cable

Winding

of transformers, the reactances are located
between the busbars and the transformer
terminals, preferably on the low tension
side. To sectionalize the busses in a large

station, and limit the transfer of energy
between sections, large reactances are placed
in the connections between corresponding
busses. In this case the transfer of energy
through the reactances is not due to difference

of potential, but to phase displacement
between the sections. It is usually con-
sidered sufficient that such reactances should
pass 20 to 25 per cent of the capacity of one
section normally, and limit the transfer at
times of short-circuit to the rated capacity
of the section. *

The recommended method of bracing the
reactances in service is illustrated in Fig. 7.

Hea\'y timbers are clamped with brass bolts

to the square extensions at the ends of the
concrete cores. As the only tendency for

motion is toward each other, sufficient

bracing is provided in this manner. The open
construction of the coils permits easy in-

spection and blowing out of collected dust
or dirt, since all parts are visible and acces-
sible. There is practically no cost for main-
tenance or repairs.

The production of current limiting react-

ances already has been considerable. One
operating company alone has over fifty of
them in service. During the past year sales

have been made to a dozen different custom-
ers, among them the Isthmian Canal
Commission and the New South Wales
Government Railways of Australia. In size

the coils have varied from 30 kv-a. per phase,
for use with 1500 kv-a. generators, to 720
kv-a. busbar sectionalizing reactances for the
Commonwealth Edison system of Chicago.
(Fig. 6.) Still larger capacities are con-
templated for use with 25,000 kv-a. gener-
ators proposed for a Pacific Coast system.

Fig. 10. Reactance with 25 Per Cent and 50 Per Cent

Taps, Arranged for Bar Connections

*See paper by Dr. C. P. Steinmetz on "Power Limiting
Reactances." in the General Electric Review. September,
1911.

Their general acceptance throughout the

country by many of the larger operating

companies is a tribute to the design and
the attention given to this problem by the

manufacturers.
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VOLTAGE REGULATION OF POLYPHASE FEEDERS BY AUTOMATI-
CALLY CONTROLLED FEEDER VOLTAGE REGULATORS

By M. Unger

Transformer Engineering Department, General Electric Company

Satisfactory voltage regulation of polyphase feeders by means of feeder regulators automatically con-
trolled by contact-making voltmeters requires that the phase displacement between the currents in the windings
of the contact-making voltmeter shall be the same as the displacement between the voltage and the current
of the feeder under regulation; and, furthermore, that the actual value of the compensating current in the
voltmeter winding shall be proportional to the current producing the line drop, if this is to be corrected for in
addition to the variations in the supply. The article constitutes primarily a discussion of a number of methods
of connecting automatically controlled single and polyphase regulators to polyphase feeders; the simpler of
which answer all ordinary requirements for balanced load and unity power-factor, while the more elaborate are
intended to bring about a fulfillment of the conditions outlined above in those cases where the load is

unbalanced and the power-factor low.

—

Editor.

Automatic voltage regulation of single-

phase feeders by means of feeder regulators

is well understood and gives no particular

difficulty. The voltage regulation of poly-
phase feeders is naturally more complicated,
in view of which the following discussion is

given to this problem and recommendations
are made as to methods to be used for

obtaining satisfactory results.

Selection of Regulators

For regulation of polyphase feeders, either

single-phase or polyphase regulators may be
used. If a polyphase regulator is used it is

evident that the voltage across only one
phase can be controlled, while the voltage
of the other phases will depend upon the
voltage variation effected by the regulator as

called for by the particular phase regulated,

upon the load, and upon the line character-
istics, etc. If the load is fairly balanced this

should prove satisfactory, as, for example, in

cases where the main load consists of poly-
phase motors, while only a small lighting load
is taken from the regulated phase.
By using single-phase regulators, one for

each phase, and each individually controlled,

perfect regulation of the voltage of all phases
can be obtained. It is, of course, evident
that if it is desired to regulate only one or
two phases, one or two single-phase regula-

tors (one per phase) are required.

In case it is desired to regulate for con-
stant voltage at or very near the station,

the controlling apparatus usually consists
of a potential transformer and a contact-
making voltmeter for each regulator. This
kind of regulation is usually obtained with-
out difficulty. With three single-phase regu-
lators used on a three-phase feeder, a certain

amount of see-sawing of the regulators is,

however, usually to be expected, as each
regulator in adjusting the voltage of its

phase disturbs the voltage across the other
phases to a certain extent. It will therefore
be found that when one regulator starts to

operate the other two will follow, but after

some adjusting will come to rest, the amount
and number of adjustments depending pri-

marily on the amount of the adjustment of

the first regulator.

In most cases it is required that regulators
maintain constant voltage at a distant point,

as, for example, the center of distribution;

that is, the regulators are to take care of the
line drop in addition to any voltage variations
of the supply. As these requirements are
the most common ones they will be considered
in detail.

One Single-Phase Regulator on a Three-Phase
Feeder

The connections as shown in Fig. 1 are the
same as those used for single-phase regulators
controlling single-phase feeders, the volt-

meter being compounded to take care of
the line drop (resistance drop only considered)

.

A study of the vector diagram, however, will

show that the compensation obtained with
these connections on a three-phase feeder is

not correct. In this diagram the triangle ABC
represents the three-phase voltage of the
supply or generator. The regulator has its

secondary winding in series with the line C,
while its primary winding is connected across
BC. The secondary voltage of the regulator is

therefore combined with the generator phase
voltage BC. The potential transformer is

connected across phase BC on the line side of

the regulator. A high non-inductive resist-

ance is connected in series with the potential
winding of the contact-making voltmeter,
so that the current in this winding will be
practically in phase with the feeder voltage
BC. The current transformer, which is con-
nected in the feeder leg C, will supply a cur-
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rent to the compensating winding of the

contact-making voltmeter, which will be
practically in phase with the current in the

feeder C.

Line

"%

\

P.T

'3

UiMM

fieg.

Bus.

that the power-factor of the feeder remains
constant. This condition is nearly fulfilled in

the case of incandescent lighting load.

We will now assume that the power-factor
of the feeder is not constant. As an illustra-

tion the diagram is made for a feeder power-
factor of 50 per cent, corresponding to a phase
displacement of the feeder current of 60 deg.

with respect to the feeder current at 100 per

cent power-factor. Depending upon the

phase rotation of the system, the feeder cur-

rent will now be either CC\' or CC". In the

former case the currents in the contact-

making voltmeter windings are displaced
,/,' = 30 deg. while in the latter case the dis-

placement is i/'" = 90 deg. It is evident that

if the phase rotation happens to be such that

when the feeder power-factor varies from
100 per cent to 50 per cent the feeder current

Fig. 1. One Single-phase Regulator on 3-phase System

Current Transformer in One Leg of Phase

It is, of course, evident that in order to

obtain proper compensation the currents in

the two windings of the contact-making volt-

meter must have the same phase displace-

ment with respect to each other as that which

corresponds to the power-factor of the feeder.

If, for example, the power-factor of the feeder

is 100 per cent, then the currents in the two
windings should be in phase, but opposing

each other in effect. • By referring to the

vector diagram, however, it will be seen that

with a feeder power-factor of 100 per cent,

the feeder current CC\, or the corresponding

secondary current of the current transfonner

has a phase displacement i/' = 30 deg. to the

phase voltage BC , or to the current in the

potential winding of the contact-making volt-

meter. The two currents of the contact-

making voltmeter are therefore displaced 30

deg. from each other. Good regulation can be

obtained under these conditions, provided

P.T.

W \

ct:.

"

t
CT M S

1

i 1

\
f^sg.

B C
Bus.

C.M.V.

(Cj

Fig. 2. One Single-phase Regulator on 3-phase System.

Current Transformer in each Leg of Phase

changes from CCi to CC'u the line drop

compensation to be obtained may be fairly

satisfactory. With the reversed phase rota-

tion, the compensation will be very poor;

in fact, with 50 per cent feeder power-factor
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there will be no compensation at all, as the

phase displacement of the currents in the

contact-making voltmeter is 90 deg.

The connections shown in Fig. 1 are

generally unsatisfactory, therefore, on account
of incorrect phase displacement between the

currents of the contact-making voltmeter
windings. Furthermore, if the load on the

system is unbalanced, the current in the

compensating winding will not have the

proper value to give correct compensation,
even if the phase displacement were correct.

The connections shown in Fig. 1 should not
be recommended, therefore, unless the con-

ditions are those of balanced load and con-

stant power-factor.

For satisfactory regulation, as stated above,
it is evident that some means must be used
whereby the displacement between the cur-

rents in the contact-making voltmeter wind-
ings will be the same as the displacement
between feeder current and voltage, corres-

ponding to the power-factor of the feeder.

Furthermore, the actual value of the com-
pensating current must be proportional to

the current causing the line drop of the jjhase

that is being regulated.

The voltage drop across a certain phase
of a three-phase system is the resultant of

two drops, which are proportional to the cur-

rents of the two line legs of this phase. This
resultant drop is that which would be pro-

duced by the resultant of these two currents

flowing through a single leg of the line. The
correct compensation can therefore be ob-
tained.

We will first consider the case where the
line power-factor is 100 per cent; that is, the

currents in feeders C and B are CCi and BBi
respectively. By connecting the contact-

making voltineter to the current transformers,

as shown in Fig. 2, the compensating current

will consist of one component proportional to

and in phase with CC^ and another propor-
tional to and in phase with BBi reversed, so

that the resultant compensating current is

represented by CCi. This current is in phase
with the current in the potential winding of

the contact-making voltmeter and it is also

proportional to the current causing the line

drop. For a line power-factor of 100 per cent,

all necessary requirements for proper com-
pensation are therefore fulfilled.

If we now assume that the line power-
factor decreases to, say oO per cent, corres-

ponding to a phase displacement of GO deg.,

the resultant compensating current will be
CC2 , which is displaced GO deg. from the

current in the potential winding of the con-

tact-making voltmeter. This current is again
directly proportional to the current causing
the line drop.

From the above discussion it is evident that

with the connections shown in Fig. 2 proper

L/ni?

,CMV

lineDrop
Compensatar

A\ 3\ C-

Bus.

Fig. 3. One Single-phase Regulator on 3-phase System
with Line Drop Compensator. Current Transformer

in each Leg of Phase

phase displacement of the currents in the

contact-making voltmeter windings is

obtained if the load on the system is balanced,
and the compensating current will be in

proportion to the current causing the line

drop. This also holds true if the load is

unbalanced. Attention should be called

to the fact that with the connections shown
in Fig. 2 it is absolutely immaterial what the
phase rotation is, as in either case the phase
displacement of the currents in the contact-

making voltmeter windings will be correct.

For one phase rotation the compensating
current will be leading and for the other lag-

ging with regard to the current of the poten-
tial winding.
The connections shown in Fig. 2 are satis-

factory under practically all conditions for

regulating the voltage of one phase of a
three-phase system. The regulator may be
either single-phase or three-phase, the same
controlling apparatus being required in either

case.

With the connections shown, compensation
for resistance line drop only is taken care of

and this is usually satisfactory in cases where
the reactance drop is small. If, however, the
very best regulation is required in cases where
there is both resistance and reactive line drop,
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a line drop compensator should be used and
the connections should then be made as

shown in Fie. 3.

CMV.y

PT.

11 1

CT CT. ^
« ' %

A

•
>•

C

:
Reg.,

potential winding of the contact-making
voltmeters, leading in one phase and lagging

in the other. If now the power-factor of the

feeder drops to say 50 per cent, the feeder

currents will lag 60 deg. behind the previous

positions; that is, the feeder currents will

now be represented by .4.4i' and CCi'.

The phase displacement between the currents

in the contact-making voltmeters ^4 and C
is therefore 90 deg. and 30 deg. respectively.

It is evident, therefore, without further

discussion that with the connections shown
proper line drop compensation cannot be

obtained where the power-factor is variable.

The compensation will also be disturbed by
unbalancing of the current in the three legs

of the feeder.

Bus

Fig. 4. Two Single-phase Regulators on 3-phase System.

Connections similar to those of Fig. 1

Two Single-Phase Regulators on a Three-Phase
Feeder

The connections shown in Fig. 4 correspond

to those for a single regulator, shown in Fig. 1.

It will be seen by referring to the vector

diagram of Fig. 4 that the regulators change

the phase voltage of the supply in directions

BC and BA ; that is, each regulator apparently

changes the voltage of its phase without dis-

turbing the voltage of the other regulated

phase. However, while this may be true, the

change of voltage by one regulator will cause

a change in the current of all three feeders and
this is Hable to give trouble.

We will assume that the load is non-

inductive and balanced, so that the current

in feeder legs A and C will be represented

by .4.4 1 and CCi. It is evident that the

compensating currents will be displaced 30

deg. from the corresponding currents of the

CT

fiegi

3D

CT

P.T

Jll CM.y.

.;[ (C)

'fi'eg.

Sus

Ac^

Fig. 5. Two Single-phase Regulators on 3-phase System.

Connections similar to those of Fig. 2

A peculiar disturbance occurs where the

load is made up of three-phase motors. This

may be explained as follows: If the voltage

should be higher on one phase of the motors,

the current in this phase will increase, while

it will decrease in the other phases. The
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result is that the regulator on the high vol-

tage phase will still further increase the vol-

tage while the other regulator will decrease the

voltage of its phase. The disturbance grows
until both regulators reach their limits, one in

maximum boosting position and the other

in maximum lowering position, or until the

current taken by one phase of the motors
becomes zero.

The condition just described has been
noticed in actual practice at the Lynn Gas
& Electric Company. During the daytime
the load was made up of three-phase motors,

with a power-factor of about 75 per cent.

The regulators were connected up as shown
in Fig. 4. The regulation of the feeders was
better with the regulators disconnected. At
night, the load was made up mostly of

incandescent lamps, the power-factor being

Line

FJ_,

:3a
CM.V.

(A)

CJ CT

%

ta. /ieq\

P.T.

B
vcr

^Reg.

BuSl

Fig, 6. Two Single-phase RegxJators on 3-phase System,
using one current transformer on middle leg

instead of two as in Fig. 5

about 100 per cent. Under these circum-

stances the regulation became fairly satis-

factory, partly on account of the high power-
factor, and part!}' on account of the fact that

a slight difference in phase voltages did not

unbalance the feeder currents as badly as

with a motor load.

The unsatisfactory conditions described
will be corrected if the connections
shown in Fig. 5 are used. These are similar

line

Fig. 7. Three Single-phase Regulators on 3-phase System,

giving Independent Regulation of each phase

to those for a single-phase regulator, shown in

Fig. 2. The vector diagram shows plainly

that with these connections proper phase
displacement of the currents in the contact-
making voltineters is obtained, and the dis-

turbance of the compensation due to unequal
feeder currents is eliminated.

The connections shown in Fig. 5 can be
simplified as shown in Fig. 6, where instead
of using two current transformers on the
middle feeder, one current transfonner is

used, the current of this transformer flowing

through the compensating windings of both
contact-making voltineters.

With further reference to the installation

of the Lynn Gas & Electric Company, the
connections were changed to those shown in

Fig. 6. The results obtained were entirely

satisfactory. Under no conditions was it

possible to make the two regulators hunt,

the regulators operating apparently inde-
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pendently of each other, each having a definite

stable position.

In case of incandescent lighting load only,

the connections shown in Fig. 4 may give

line

Fig. 8. Three Single-phase Regulators on 3-phasc System,

employing three current transformers instead

of six as shown in Fig. 7

satisfactory results, but the connections

shown in Fig. 6 are recommended for all

cases.

To take care of both resistance and react-

ance line drops it is, of course, evident that

one line drop compensator for each volt-

meter should be used, in which case the com-
pound winding of the voltmeters is to be
omitted.

Three Single-Phase Regulators on a Three-Phase
Feeder

The diagram. Fig. 7, shows the correct

connections for independently regulating each
phase of a three-phase system. However,
instead of using six current transformers as

shown, it is quite sufficient to use one trans-

former for each feeder, in which case the
secondary of each current transformer is

connected in series with the compensating
windings of two contact-making voltmeters.

The correct connections for this arrangement

are shown in Fig. 8, which needs no further
explanation.

We do not know of any installation using
these connections, but we are quite confident
that they will give satisfactory results.

Three Single-Phase Regulators on a Three-Phase
Four-Wire Feeder

In this system, which is used by some of

the largest central stations in this country,
the motor load is connected to the three
phases, while the lighting load is connected
between phases and the fourth wire, which is

usually grounded. The regulators are con-
nected between the neutral, or fourth wire,

and the phases, the connections being in

IM
A //;

(a)

\
fix

Ic C r

(d)
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Fig. 9 Fig. 10

Vector Diagrams of 2-phase 3-wire Systems, showing

Unbalancing of Voltages

100 ^\ power-factor

(a) Phase AB—No load.
Phase BC— Full load.

Voltage AB =BC = 100.
Voltage A'B' = 96.
Valtage B'C = 90.

(6) Phase AB—Full load.
Phase BC—Xo load.

Voltage AB=BC =100.
Voltage A'B' = 90.
Voltage B'C =104.

(0 Phase AB—Full load.
Phase BC—Full load.

Voltage AB=BC =100.
Voltage A'B'= 86.
Voltage B'C— 96.

71 '^ power-factor

(d) Phase AB —No load.
Phase BC— Full load.

Voltage AB =BC = 100.
Voltage A'B' =100.
Voltage B'C'= 86.

(e) Phase AB—Full load.
Phase BC—No load.

Voltage AB=BC=100.
Voltage A'B' = 86.
Voltage B'C =100.

Cf) Phase AB—Full load.

Phase BC—No load.
Voltage AB=BC =100.
Voltage A'B' = 86.
Voltage B'C'= 86.
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this case the same as for single-phase feeders.

This system makes it possible to obtain per-

fect regulation for the lighting load.

There is, however, one important point

that should not be overlooked in this con-

nection and that is the drop in the fourth

wire. If this is considerable, due to unbal-

anced load or imperfect grounding, then
proper regulation cannot be obtained without
further compensation,

Two Single-Phase Regulators on a Two-Phase,
Three-Wire or Four-Wire System

While a two-phase, four-wire system can
be regulated by means of two single-phase

regulators, each phase to be considered as a

single-phase feeder, and in this way abso-

lutely correct regulation is obtained, the results

will not be so satisfactory if the system is

two-phase, three-wire, although this method
of regulation is used successfully in several

installations.

By referring to the vector diagrams in

Figs. 9 and 10, it will be seen that unbalan-
cing of the phase voltages even at balanced
loads is inherent with the two-phase, three-

wire system. The diagrams are drawn
approximately to scale. It has been assumed
that the resistance and the reactance have
equal value and are the same for all three

lines. The resistance and the reactance

drop of each outside wire at full load is

assumed to be 5 per cent of the normal vol-

tage. AB and BC represent the phase vol-

tages at the generator terminals, while A'B'
and B'C are the load voltages. The currents

are represented by la, lb, Ic. It is assumed
that AB = BC=10Q and the diagrams give

the approximate values of load voltages under
different load conditions.

Referring to the diagrams, it will be seen

that under practically all conditions of load

the phase voltages will be unbalanced, and
correct line drop compensation can not be
obtained by utilizing the current in the out-

side wire only. The drop in the third or com-
mon wire must also be considered.

Fig. 11 shows connections by means of

which theoretically correct line drop com-
pensation is obtainable. It will be seen that

the drop in the line is deducted at the proper
phase angle from the generator voltage, and
correct compensation is obtained for all

conditions of load.

General Notes

In using interconnected current trans-

formers for the contact-making voltmeters

or line drop compensators, care should be
taken to see that the compensating current

thus obtained will not cause undue heating

of the apparatus in question.

Using two interconnected current trans-

formers on a three-phase system, the resultant

LQCowp

laComp

CMV

l.DComp

Fig. 11. Two Single-phase Regulators on Two-phase
3-wire System

current is 1.73 times that of each individ-

ual transformer, and in a two-phase system
the resultant current is 1.41 times that of each
individual transformer.

In case of a throe-phase feeder, it is possible

to obtain proper phase relation and current
values for the contact-making voltmeters by
using three Y-connected potential trans-

formers and one current transformer for each
voltmeter. On 2200 volt systems this would,
however, require either potential transformers
of special ratio or else special resistances for

the voltmeters. The connections as shown
are therefore to be preferred.

Summary
Polyphase regulators will not give inde-

pendent regulation to the different phases
of the polyphase circuit. In cases of unbal-
anced load, the voltage of only one phase can
be controlled by their use.

The voltage of each separate phase may be
controlled independently by means of a
single-phase regulator for each phase. The
number of regulators required depends upon
the number of phases which it is desired to

regulate.
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The connections shown in Figs. 1 and 4
will give satisfactory operation for the regu-

lation on one and two phases respectively

of a three-phase system only when the power-
factor is constant and high, and when the load
is fairly well balanced.
The connections shown in Figs. 2, 6 and S

will give satisfactory regulation for one, two
and three phases respectively for all conditions

of load, and are recommended for all cases.

The above connections will regulate for

resistance drop only.

Where it is desired to regulate for reactance

drop also, one line drop compensator will be

required for each voltmeter connected, as

illustrated in Fig. 3 for the regulation of a
single phase.

If the load is balanced and the power-factor
fairly constant for all loads, approximately
correct compensation can be obtained on a
two-phase three-wire feeder by considering
each phase as a single-phase feeder. The
lower the resistance and the reactance of the
third wire, the more nearly correct will be the
compensation. If absoluteh' correct compen-
sation is required, the connections shown in Fig.

11 are recommended, although these connec-
tions have to our knowledge never been used.

NOTES ON THE USE OF TUNGSTEN FILAMENT LAMPS
WITH PARABOLIC REFLECTORS

By G. H. Stickney
Assistant to S.\les Manwger, Edison Lamp Works, Harrison, N. J.

To obtain the best results from parabolic reflectors, the light source should approximate a point as nearly
as possible, since from the principle of the reflector only those rays of light that emanate from the exact focal

point are reflected in a beam parallel to the axis. The larger the source, the more divergent the beam. The
crater of the electric arc fulfills this optical requirement better than any other illuminant and has been supreme
in high power work. The development of the concentrated tungsten filament lamp, however, has been
responsible for the present extensive adoption by automobile manufacturers of electrically lighted head-
lights, which has resulted of course in the installation of complete electric lighting outfits in almost all cases.

The author further points out that the shorter the focal length of a parabolic reflector for a given diameter,
the greater the amount of light flux in the beam, and therefore the desirability of as small a lamp bulb as is

consistent with good design; also, that it is important that the light source be accurately centered at the
focal point and that the reflecting surface be kept in perfect condition.

—

Editor.

For all ordinary lighting problems light of concentration and the relatively low power
sources of relatively large dimensions are

advantageous, in that they tend to minimize
intrinsic brilliancy and glare and to improve
diffusion. For use in connection with lenses

and parabolic reflectors, however, the effect-

iveness of the light source depends, in a large

degree, upon its being concentrated into a

small space. The nearer the light source

dimensions approach the ideal point (that is,

zero dimensioiis), the nearer do the lighting

effects approximate the sharp, clearly defined

beams so desirable in light projection.

The crater of the electric carbon arc meets
these conditions better than any other illu-

minant, and hence has been used very exten-

sively, especially for high power work. There
is, however, a very considerable demand for

a lower power concentrated light source,

producing a steady light on either direct or

alternating current circuits, which will avoid
the necessity of expert adjustment, trimming
and other attendance. To meet this demand
in the past, the stereopticon type of carbon
incandescent lamp has been made. In lamps
of this type the filaments have been coiled

up into certain special forms, designed to

approximate the point source as nearly as

possible. Owing, however, to the low degree

and efficiency obtainable, the application has
not been very extensive. With the drawn
tungsten wire now used for incandescent lamp
filaments, an enormous increase in the pos-
sibilities of incandescent lamps for this pur-

pose has resulted, not only on account of

the greater brilliancy and efficiency of the
filament as a light producer, but very largely

on account of the smaller space into which
the filament can be coiled. This filament is

put into the lamp in the form of a ductile

wire, and can be handled much more freely

and coiled more closely than was ever pos-

sible with any other form of filament.

Many are familiar, in a general way, with
the progress which has been made in applying
this type of lamp to automobile headlights

and small power searchlights. Before dis-

cussing these applications, however, it seems
best to outline briefly some of the relations

between the light source and the parabolic

reflector.

Parabolic Reflectors

By a parabolic reflector is understood a

concave reflector having a specular reflecting

surface so formed that all sections through
the axis of the reflector are parabolas of the

same focal length. The peculiar property
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of the parabolic reflector which makes it

of interest in light projection is that of

reflecting all beams of light, emitted from the

focal point and incident upon any point of

the reflector, along lines parallel to the axis.

Thus, a perfect parabolic reflector, with an
absolute point source located

at the focus, would emit a
beam of light composed of

parallel rays and equal in

diameter to the reflector. The
intensity of this beam at all

distances from the reflector

would be equal, except for

what loss was encountered
in passing through the air or

other transmitting medium.
See Fig. 1.

The ideal parallel beam is,

however, never realized in

practice, partly because there

is no such thing as an abso-

lutely accurate parabolic

reflector, but principally because no true

point source of light can be obtained. Even
with the high power arc, such as is used
in large searchlights, the dimensions of

the crater are sufficient to cause a distinct

angular dispersion. The effect is illustrated

in Fig. 2. If F is the focal point of the

reflector and A-B the light source centered

as accurately as possible at the focal point,

then the rays of light incident at any point

on the reflector (as C) will be reflected so

that the angle of reflection and the angle of

incidence with respect to the tangent to the

parabola at that point will be equal. Obvi-
ously but one ray of light, viz., that pro-

light from B along the line C-B'. Thus, from
C and from every other point on the reflector,

dispersed cones of light will be emitted over

an angle which is equal to that which the

source subtends with reference to the par-

ticular points. From this it will be seen that

Fig. 1

ceeding from the exact focal point F. will

be reflected along the line C-F^ parallel to

the axis. All other light will be reflected in

different directions, as for example, light from
,4 will be reflected along the line C-A^ and

Fig. 2

the angle of dispersion will increase with
increase in the size of the light source and
decrease with increased distance of the light

source from the reflector; that is to say,
with increased focal length. At a consider-
able distance from the reflector, sufficient so

that the reflector becomes essentially a point,
all of these cones may be considered to co-
incide or merge into a single cone, and the
relation which exists for one cone holds
approximately for all. Therefore, in con-
sidering the effect of a searchlight at a great
distance, say one hundred times its diameter,
we may say:

1. For a light source of given dimensions,
everything else being equal,

thereflector having thegreater
focal length will give the
greater concentration ofbeam.

2. For a reflector of a given
focal length, the angle of

dispersion of reflected light is

approximately proportional to

the dimensions of the light

source.

With increasing focal
length, the parabolic curve
opens out very rapidly, so

that where the diameter of

the reflector is Umited, a
reflector of longer focal length will cover a
smaller solid angle about the light source.

Now, in the case of the concentrated filament

lamp, there is approximately the same
intensity in all directions, so that the light
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flux which strikes the reflector (and is, hence,
available in producing the beam) is nearly
proportional to the solid angle covered by
the reflector. Therefore, for a given diameter
of refleccor, the shorter the focal length the

Electric Automobile Headlight

greater the amount of flux which will be
available to form the beam.

In practical work the diameter of the
reflector is usually limited by the cost and
the possibilities of accurate work, as well as

the space available, so that the most desirable

focal length becomes a compromise between
the degree of convergence required and these
other factors.

Another item which enters into this deter-

mination when tungsten filament lamps are

used, is the bulb diameter of the lamp. This
is determined by the wattage; that is, a high
wattage lamp requires a large buib diameter.
Therefore, in planning a lamp and reflector

combination, it is necessary to provide a
reflector with a focal length great enough so

that the filament (which is usually placed
in the center of the bulb) can be located at

the focal point without mechanical inter-

ference of the bulb and reflector. Preferably
the bulb diameter should be slightly less than
twice the focal length of the reflector; other-

wise the center of the reflector should be cut
away to allow clearance.

This discussion should also call attention
to the necessity of accurately centering the

light source at the focal point. Even though
the reflector be properly designed, a satis-

factory beam will not be obtained unless the
filament is accurately located at this point.

This can usually be checked by projecting

the beam on a distant surface and adjusting
the position of the lamp until a properly con-

centrated beam is attained. The filament
must not only be in the axis of the reflector,

but also at the right distance from the vertex.

Another feature which should be considered
is the condition of the reflecting surface. The
projection of the beam depends upon accurate
specular reflection. If the reflector is warped
or dented, light will be diverted one way
or another. A rough grained surface, or one
having tool marks or scratches, even though
microscopic, will lose in efficiency according
to the amount of surface affected. Dirty or

tarnished surfaces not only cause some of the
light to be lost by absorption,but usually amuch
larger percentage to be diverted by diffusion.

Candle-power

Candle-power ratings are frequently applied

to parabolic reflector beams, and this has been
the subject of some discussion. If the rays
were parallel, as in the ideal case, candle-

power could not apply on account of the

failure of the inverse square law. Practically,

however, at distances where the beam can be
considered as a single cone of light, it is

apparent that the section of the beam will

vary proportionally in area with the square
of the distance from the reflector, so that,

negleccing absorption by the atmosphere,
intensities of such distances will be inversely

proportional to the square of the distances.

In working at long range there is no reason
why the intensity of the beam cannot be
specified in candle-power, provided it is prop-

Fig. 4. Concentrated Tungsten Filament Lamp

erly defined so as to avoid confusion with

the candle-power of the original light source.

For example, it mighc be referred to as "beam
candle-power " at a great distance. The writer

has, on occasion, specified also the distance
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at which the measurement was made, so as

to give an idea of the accuracy of the test. *

If the beam be quite narrow, the maximum
candle-power or the candle-power in the center

of the beam is usually given. For wide angle

beams, such as are sometimes used for head-
lights, it is well to indicate the distribution

by means of a curve, which may be supple-

mented by the mean value.

Multiplying Factor

The beam candle-powers oljtainable with
a parabolic reflector are enormous as compared
to the original light sources without reflectors.

This, of course, is due to the fact that a large

part of the flux of light, instead of being

radiated in all directions, is condensed into

a relatively small angle and thus attains a

very much higher intensity. The ratio of

beam candle-power to the ordinary mean
spherical candle-power of the light source

is sometimes called the "multiplying factor."

This depends upon the proportion of light

falling upon the reflector, the angle of dis-

persion and the efficiency of the reflector, or,

in other words, on the diameter and focal

length of the reflector, the dimensions of the

light source and the reflecting efficiency of

the surface.

Measurements have shown a beam candle-

power of over GOOO produced by an automo-
bile headlight combination, consisting of a
6 in. parabolic reflector and a 15 candle-power
automobile headlight lamp. This corresponds
to a multiplying factor of 400 and will give

an idea of the magnitude of multiplying
factors which may be encountered. Much
higher values have been obtained with lamps
having more concentrated filaments. Greater
concentration, however, is not desirable for

headlight work, as too narrow a beam would
not be satisfactory for this service.

Automobile Headlights

As has been intimated, the first application
of the concentrated tungsten filament lamp
has been in connection with parabolic
reflectors for automobile headlights (Fig. 3).

This equipment gives a powerful beam, clear,

reliable and absolutely steady. Owing to

the absence of dust, vapor and intense heat,

the reflector is easily kept clean and main-
tained in perfect order. It also allows the use
of a reflector extending well around the
light source so as to utilize a very large per-

centage of the light rays. So successful has

*It will be noted that F. Nerz, in "Searchlights, Their
Theory and Application." specifies the intensity in beam candle-
power (or rather, the German equivalent) and a discussion of
this question will be found in Franklin's "Electric Lighting."
page 102.

this application been, that electric headlight
lamps are being adopted on nearly all of the
better makes of automobiles. Of course, the
convenience of turning lights on and off, the

assurance that they will not blow out and
other similar considerations have had an
important bearing upon their popularity.

Lamps for this service are made for (J volt

battery circuits and range in size from 9 to

24 candle-power. They operate at about
1 watt per candle-power. For the general
appearance of the lamp, see Fig. 4.

Other Reflector Applications

Similar lamps promise to perform a very
useful service in connection with headlights
on electric cars and steam locomotives, as

well as for revolving lights in light houses
and light ships and other signal work.

Lens Applications

The same peculiarity which has rendered
the concentrated filament lamp so effective

with parabolic reflectors makes them equally
desirable for use with lenses. While they
cannot hope to compete with the arc for large

moving picture and stereopticon work, there
is apparently no reason why this type of

lamp should not be adopted for the lower
power machines, such as are used in homes.
The same advantages of simplicity and main-
tenance, cleanliness and adaptability which
were mentioned in connection with the para-
bolic reflectors can be secured from these

lamps when used with lenses.

At present the application of these lamps
is limited to circuits where low voltage can
be obtained, as for example battery circuits

or alternating current circuits where trans-

formers or compensators can be used.f
There appears to be no reason, however, as

the demand is developed, why the concen-
trated filament lamp should not be made in

reasonable sizes for 110 volt circuits. It will,

of course, not be practicable to secure as great

a degree of concentration on the higher vol-

tages on account of the greater length of

filament. Moreover, the filaments are not
likely to prove so hardy; but, from experi-

mental samples which have already been
made up, there is every reason to anticipate

that a very serviceable lamp can be produced.
The principal applications, besides small

stereopticon and moving picture work, will

be in advertising projectors, light house
lenses, signal lights and, possibly, theatrical

spot light effects.

t The 100 watt concentrated filament lamp designed for
stereopticon work is an exception, being now available in 100-
130 volts.
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ELECTRICITY IN THE TEXTILE
INDUSTRY

CONVENTION OF MILL POWER SPECIAL-
ISTS AT GREENVILLE, S. C.

The Mill Power Department of the General Elec-
tric Company held its annual convention, October
7-11, at Greenville, S. C. Three features are espe-
ciallj' notable: the visiting of mills which are said
to be the last word in the application of electricity
to textile machinery; valuable consultations between
members present at which the results of much in-

tensive research work was discussed; and the splen-
did Southern hospitality of the ladies and gentlemen
of Greenville.
At the start, when the city was reached, many

of Greenville's prominent citizens were found waiting
with their cars to take the entire party to the Dunean
mill. This mill is the only completely individually
driven electric textile mill (with the exception of
the card room) in the United States. A thorough
inspection of this mill was made. The picker room
has installed .5 h.p. 1800 r.p.m., 220 volt three-
phase 60 cycle induction motors mounted on the
A frames of the pickers, belting direct from the
motor to the beater shaft. All of these motors have
standard picker room treatment in order to protect
them against damage by water during the occcasional
fires which occur in the picker room. The card
room in this mill uses a light group drive, it being
less expensive to replace this drive with individual
motors in case similar results can be shown in the
preparatory machinery as in the picker, spinning
and weave rooms. It is understood that expeii-
ments are going on at the present time along this
line in order to determine if it is economical to equip
the cards, combers, slubbers, drawing frames, etc.,

with indiviual motors. In the spinning room 5 h.p.

1800 r.p.m. geared motors are used, a steel cut pin-
ion on motors meshing with a cloth gear. The
twisters are similarly equipped, using 7}/2 h-P-i 1800
r.p.m. motors with the same type of gear equipment.
On each of the frames thus far mentioned there is

installed an oil switch.
The weave room consists of 1200 Compton

Knowles looms, dobby head, and jacquard type'vary-
ing from 30 to 40 inches width. This room is peculiar
in the fact that it has saw-tooth roof construction,
and a tar-concrete floor laid on the ground, elim-
inating the usual basement required for the line

shafting of the weave room. Each loom is equipped
with a J^ h.p. 1800 r.p.m. totally enclosed loom
motor, mounted on a bracket rigidly connected
to the loom and geared to the friction element
on the loom. The wiring of the weaver room is all

in conduit. Flexible conduit is used to the motors,
and triple-pole snap switches are mounted on
condulet box just above the floor and between the
looms. The spoolers and cloth room machinery
all use individual motors. According to various
tests made by different engineers the individual
drive should give 12 to 13 per cent more production
than a similarly equipped mill using a steam
engine mechanical drive, assuming the other
factors in the mill, labor, management, etc., are
the same.
A motor trip to the Sans Souci Country Club

followed the visit to the Dunean mill. The men

present were given guest cards at the exclusive
Poinsett Club, where all the privileges of this splen-
didly-appointed club were extended to them during
their stay. The evening was spent in a closed meet-
ing in which technical and commercial subjects
were discussed. On Wednesday morning an automo-
bile trip of 13 miles was made through cotton fields

where the party had an opportunity to see ripe
cotton, some of which was in the process of picking.
They were taken to an electrically-driven cotton gin
and shown the process of separating the fiber from
the seed. From there, the inspection progressed to a
cottonseed oil mill, and the various processes by
which the cottonseed, obtained from the gin, are
linted and pressed in order to extract the waste cotton
and oil. At Simpsonville a typical Southern electric-

ally-driven mill of 10,000 spindles was inspected.
The preparatory departments of this mill are driven
by a 500 kw. 3600 r.p.m., 600 volt Curtis turbine,
using the 4-frame drive in the spinning room and
group drive in the other departments. The turbine,
working condensing, uses the spray-nozzle system
at condensing pond for cooling the circulating
water. An open meeting to which mill officials and
consulting engineers were invited was held in the
afternoon. Papers by Mr. J. E. Sirrine, Mr. R. E.
Barnwell, an informal talk by Mr. John A. Stevens
and a stereopticon lecture by Mr. E. D. Boler on
recent cotton fiber investigations, were features of

interest which were warmly discussed. Mrs. J. E.
Sirrine gave the ladies of the party a delightful tea
in the afternoon at her beautiftd home. The brilliant

occasion and the warm Southern hospitality shown
are fragrant memories which will be treasured by
the ladies of the party, many of whom had not been
South before. The members of the Mill Power
Department, their guests and wives, were enter-
tained by the members of the Poinsett Club and
their ladies at a reception and dance in the evening.
Thursday morning was occupied with the inspec-

tion of the 100,000 volt Greenville substation of

the Southern Power Company which has a capacity
of 20,000 kw. The 10,000 kw. steam turbine reserve

station located at the same place was also visited.

Inspections were made of the Monaghan Mills,

Woodside Mills and the Westervelt Mills. The
first two of the above named operate with a heavy
group system, taking secondary power from a
hydro-electric company. The Westervelt Mill is

practicalh' a duplicate of the Dunean Mill in the
size and class of goods manufactured. The elec-

trical equipment consists of individual motors on
the ceiling in the picker room, group motor drive

in the card room and weave room and 4-frame
motors in the spinning room.
A trip to Pelzer occupied the afternoon. Here

the first mill to transmit power any distance was
visited and the old motors put in eighteen years
ago were found operating and in perfect condition.

It is interesting to note the fact that when the first

hour of starting arrived the negroes came out to

this mill with pails to catch the electricity as it

fell from the wires. Others expected the wires of

the transmission line to drive the mill by moving
as in rope drive; and when they found that this

did not occur burst in tears, and said electric power
was a failure and there would be no work at the
mill. The annual dinner to the representatives

of the Mill Power Department and their guests
formally closed the convention.
Among the invited guests were many prominent

citizens of Greenville. .
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NINETEEN-TWELVE CONVENTION OF
TRANSFORMER AND REGULATOR

SPECIALISTS

The Second Annual Meeting o£ the Transformer
and Regulator Specialists of the General Electric

Company was held at the Maplewood Hotel,
Pittsfield, October 2nd, 3d and 4th. About sixty

were present at each of the several sessions, com-
prising designing engineers, department engineers,

commercial representatives of Local Offices, Supply
Department Managers and the following District

Officer transformer and regulator specialists repre-

senting all the District Offices of the Company:
L. W. Carnagy, A. H. Abbott, J. L. Buchanan,
V. A. Hain, R. Oliphant, A. D. Silva, E. D. Monk,
B. C. J. Wheatlake, H. G. Harvey, J. O. Case,

J. M. Hayes, W. B. Clayton.
On the first day, the morning session, following

the formal opening by M. O. Troy and introductory
remarks by C. C. Chesney and W. S. Moody, was
taken up by papers and discussions on the design of

large power transformers. In the afternoon session

the representatives were taken through the Works,
where the design and construction was explained
in more detail. In the evening session Mr. Faccioli
presented a very excellent paper on "High Tension
Transformers," in which a very close analogy was
drawn between the problems of high voltage
transformer design and those of transmission line

engineering. Papers were also read by prominent
transformer specialists, covering the opportunities
and activities of the specialist in the field. On the
second day, the morning session was given over
to the presentation and discussion of papers on small
distributing transformers and lightning arresters.

The morning session was closed by an extremely
interesting paper by Dr. Steinmetz on "Transformer
Strains due to Over-Current, Over-Voltage and Over-
Frequency." (This Paper is reprinted in this issue
of the General Electric Review.) In the after-

noon session, the Specialists were again taken
through the Works, where attention was given to
the careful detail of building the distributing
transformers. In the evening, the representatives
saw "Are You a Mason?" at a local theater.

On the third day, the morning session was taken up
by papers and discussion on rectifiers, ozonators,
electric hardening and annealing furnaces, feeder
regulators, etc.; and, by unanimous consent of the
Specialists, the automobile ride through the Berk-
shires, arranged for the afternoon, was omitted,
and discussion of the various papers extended
through the extra session. In the evening Mr.
Chesney entertained the Convention at an excellent
old fashioned Thanksgiving dinner at the Country
Club.

BOOK NOTICE

PRIMER OF SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT
by Frank B. Gilbreth

D. Van Nostrand Company
110 Pages $1.00 Net

Following the publication of The Principles of
Scientific Management by Frederick W. Taylor in

The American Magazine innumerable letters were
received requesting further information. Mr.
Gilbreth handled these letters; and he has now
compiled in the Primer the salient questions and
answers, in a logical and connected form with an
extremely good index. In answering the questions
Mr. Gilbreth has quoted freely from the works
of those men who have made a most thorough
study of the subject under discussion, or he gives
actual results obtained in shops using this form of

management. The Primer takes up in detail the
definition of terms used, and the laws and principles
involved in Scientific Management. It next deals
with the application of the laws and the effect on
the worker. The last section, on the relation of
Scientific Management to other lines of activity,
touches on National welfare and industrial su-
premacy; and thus brings out the fact, too little

appreciated at present, that Scientific Management
will benefit whole communities. In the Primer we
may find the answer to all questions which are likely

to arise on reading any of the recent publications
on Scientific Management.

W. G. K.



ELECTRIC CENTRAL STATION DISTRIBU-
TION SYSTEMS

Their Design and Construction
By Harry Barnes Gear and Paul Francis Williams

D. Van Nostrand Company
347 Pages 139 Illustrations $3.00 net

About a year ago, the reviewer heard the
electrical engineer of a central station complain
that "All of the information on distributing
systems was under the hats of the operating men."
Fortunately, this statement is now no longer true
due to the publication by Messrs. Harry Barnes
Gear and Paul Francis Williams of a book entitled
"Electric central station distribution systems,
their design and construction."

This volume has been carefully written by two
men well versed in their subject. It contains
chapters on transmission and convention, line
transformers, secondary distribution, special schemes
of transformation, protective apparatus, overhead
construction, lines and accessories, underground
construction, cable work, properties of conductors
and alternating current circuits.

While the authors have pre-supposed a certain
amount of knowledge of the theory of electricity,
most of the subject matter has been so written
as to be easily comprehended by practical men
who have not had the advantage of a theoretically
technical education. This effect is largely secured
by compiling the data in convenient tabular form.
One of the most interesting sub-divisions in the

book is that devoted to distribution economics.
The authors cover in detail information regarding
the selection of economic sizes of conductors,
minimum annual cost, fixed charges, losses and
their regulation, determination of best sizes of
conductors for different typical cases, diversity
factor for different classes of consumers, diversity
of different points in the system, total diversity
factors for light and power users.

Another interesting chapter is that devoted to
voltage regulation. It is a matter of regret to the
reviewer that the authors have made no comment
on voltage control by means of synchronous con-
densers used with automatic voltage regulators, and
it is to be hoped that when this work is re-written,
they will fit see to touch upon this subject.
As an indication of the rapidity of electrical

progress, it is significant to note that there has
been an interesting addition to the methods of
voltage control since the publication of this work.
The reviewer refers to voltage control of alternating
current feeders by means of automatic feeder
regulators of small kw. capacity mounted on poles
and installed at the center of distribution.

J. R. W.

ELECTRICAL INJURIES
By Charles A. Lauffer

Published by John Wiley Se Sons
78 Pages 50 cents

Dr. Lauffer is the Medical Director, Relief
Department, of the Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Company, and is admirably placed
for undertaking the preparation of a handbook
on this important subject. Unlike many so-called
handbooks, this volume is of exceedingly handy
size and may be readily carried in the' pocket.
The book possesses the several obvious advantages
which result from its having been written by a man
who, in addition to enjoying a wide practical knowl-
edge of medicine and surgery, is also well versed in
electrical matters. The treatment is very practical
and includes sections on causation of electrical inju-
ries, prevention, pathology, symptoms and treatment.
The matter of artificial respiration has been recently
receiving a great deal of attention from the National
Electric Light Association and other professional
bodies, and Dr. Lauffer's section on this subject will,

therefore, be read with considerable interest.

MOTOR -DRIVEN AIR- COMPRESSORS FOR
THE BETHLEHEM STEEL COMPANY
The accompanying photograph illustrates two

special "Chicago Pneumatic" motor-driven com-
pressors furnished to the Bethlehem Steel Company
and recently installed in the power house of their
South Bethlehem, Pa., plant for starting gas
engines. They are entirely self-contained, having
full sub-base on which are also mounted the motor
and outboard bearing; and the compressors present
an attractive and substantial appearance due to
the sturdy construction and the enclosed motors
and gear casing. The compressors are duplicates,
and have two-stage air cylinders 16 in. and 8 in.

diameter by 14 in. stroke. At 155 r.p.m. each has
a displacement of 504 cubic feet, the final pressure
being 250 pounds. Each compressor is driven by a
150 h.p., 230 volts, direct current motor running at
800 r.p.m., with outboard pedestal bearing. The
motors are equipped with automatic self starters,
and pressure regulators. These starters can be seen
mounted on panel boards behind the first com-
pressor. An extra wide face rawhide pinion is

mounted on the extended motor shaft and this
meshes in cut teeth in the face of a heavy fly-

wheel mounted on compressor shaft, the gearing
being enclosed in a heavy gear casing for the pro-
tection of operatives. The Chicago Pneumatic Tool
Company build this same type of compressor in
capacities from 31 to 2200 cubic feet per minute for
any pressure and for any current conditions depend-
ing on whether single stage, duplex or multi-stage.
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